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PREFACE. 111 .

WITTY Frenchman said that marriage is a tedious volume with a very fine preface, and

he might have added, if he liad lived in this country, that the title page of many modern

publications is chiefly remarkable as an announeement of what the book does not contain.

It can be honestly claimed, however, that the Universae Self-Instructor is nothing

less than it jiretends to be,—an Epitome of Forms, especially adapted for purposes

self-instruction and general reference in the various departments of Education, Commerce,

Law, Home, Society, and Amusements. Every young man and young woman
;
every business man,

farmer, and mechanic
;
every housewife and lady of society ;—in fact every intelligent member of

the community should have it within reach for consultation on those numerous minor matters that

a well-educated person is supposed to know.

The Reading Public has been amply supplied for years with reference books of every descri])-

tion, but the present volume may be said to occujiy a field peculiarly its own, as the ])eo])le have

never before been furnished with a publication embracing in a single volume such a quantity of

practical information, and treating the wa??t.s of every-day life in a lucid, instructive and agreeable

Such articles as Elocution, Penmanship, Book-keeping, Letter-writing, IMercantile Law, Music, Sten-

ography, Phrenology, Agriculture, Social Etiquette, Out-door Sports, In-door Amusements, Physical Culture,

The Domestic Circle, Household Receipts, Parliamentary Law, etc., have been prepared by writers of

reputation and large experience in the special subjects given them for treatment. The information contained

in their articles is entirely trustworthy, and the Editor desires to express his obligation to these contributors

for the interesting and conscientious manner in which they have handled their respective topics.

It has been the aim of the Publishers to produce a work that will become a standard authority on the

matters it contains, and no labor or expense has been spared to make it the most attractive and useful book

of its kind ever published. The illustrations are artistic, appropriate and original
;
while the literary

features have been made entertaining as well as instructive. The Publishers feel confidejit, therefore, that

the book will meet with the great success it deserves, and that there is no home in the land where the intro-

duction of the UniveFvSAl Self-Instructor will not be welcomed as a cau.se of immediate gratification

and a .source of lasting pleasure.

-A. E. B.
New York, November, 1882.
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ANGUAGE,” said Talleyrand,

“ was given to conceal men’s

thoughts.” It was a true say-

ing, no doubt, so far as the

witty French diplomat was

concerned
;
and society, in our

own day, frequently resorts to

this subterfuge.

The possibilities of an exist-

ence without a language do

not offer much that is enticing
;

for

even the deaf-and-dumb, and all those

who converse by means of signs, em-

pdoy a language—the tcord meaning, as

we use it, a medium for communicating

one with another, whether this he by

sp)caking, writing, or signs.

In connection with the study of this

subject. Philology offers us the hieroglyphics of

Egypt, the cuneiform inscriptions of Babylon, the

picture-writing of the Aztecs, and other ancient

American races
;
besides the numerous written lan-

guages which have come down to us. These ex-

tend back to the Sanskrit
;
and in our English

language we have representatives of almost all of

the great language families, it being one of the pe-

culiar characteristics of the history of languages,

that to a certain extent they are always assimilat-

ing, cohering, coalescing—one with another.

Languages also take upi many of the character-

istics of those to whom they belong ; and are, in

fact, the creatures, to a great extent, of their en-

vironment. Thus in the rugged Norse tongue we

can discern the elements which made sea-kings out

of the Danes and Norwegians
:
just as in the liquid

vowel jireponderance of the south of Europ)e we

recognize the soft languor of the Italian, Spanish

and Portuguese peojile.

The early language of man must have consisted

very largely of exclamations, of abrupit cries, and

an extremely limited vocabulary of sounds. Many

savage races of the piresent time have no other

means of communication than an imp)crfcct series

of j)rimitive sounds and various movements of the

face, trunk, and limbs.

The AV'riter lias seen Indian scouts accompanying

a United States army expiedition use no other lan-

guage for weeks in conversing with its commander

than signs, and tlie well-known deaf and duml)

alphabet is only a civilized extension of a leading

principde of natural language. Any person who will

take tlie trouble to study the language of the com-

mon domestic animals, and the utterances of very

young children, will acquire a good deal of informa-

tion upon the subject of natural language.

As the condition of man inipwovcd, and his wants
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became more complex, his natural language of ges-

ture and ejaculation became inadecpiate to repre-

sent bis wants, and he learned how to combine the

sounds of his Toice into words and sentences
;
and

thus spoken language had its origin. Later, he

learned to represent certain sounds of his Toice by

certain arbitrary signs, pictures, or characters
;
and

in that manner written language was made.

Of the numerous languages of the world,

there is, perhaps, none more copious, more flex-

ible, or with greater resources than the Eng-

lish tongue, whieh is excelled by that alone of

ancient Greece. English has not the useful

if rather awkward facility of German in the

formation of compounds
;

but it is unerpialed

in its power of adopting new coined words from its

own treasures, or from those of foreign languages

according to its needs. It has an unlimited power

of extension and growth, and considering the rapid

increase of population in America and Australia,

seems destined at no distant day to be spoken by

more people than any other modern language.'

Before proceeding to the consideration of the

spoken and ivritten English language it may be

well to mention briefly the grouj) of languages to

which it belongs.

THE INDO-EUROPEAN LANGUAGES.

Ensflish is a member of the so-called Indo-

European family of languages, of which four

belong to Europe, and two to Asia. The pa-

rent language of this family was spoken in Asia,

on the high table-lands of Iran. The family com-

prises :

1. The Indian branch, including Sanscrit, and dialects

descended from it.

2 . The Medo-Persian branch, of which the Zend, or Old

Persian was the principal language.

3. The G-i-aeco-Latin branch, including Greek, Latin,

and languages derived from the Latin, Spanish, Italian,

Portuguese, French, Wallachian, Provencal, etc.

4. The Slavonic branch, including Russian, Polish,

Lithuanian, etc.

5. The Teutonic branch, including Gothic, Anglo-Saxon,

Friesic, Dutch, German, Flemish, Icelandic, Danish, Swed-

ish. Norwegian, and English.

G Tlie Celtic branch, including Welsh, Gaelic, Irish,

Cornish, Armorican, and Manx, a dialect spoken in the

Isle of Man.

^RTHOQRAPHY

([^IIE English language contains forty-one

elementary, i. e., indivisible sounds. These

sounds are represented by an alphabet of

twenty-six letters :

A, a
I
B, b

;
C, c

;
D, d; B, ej F, f

J
G, g| H, hj I, i

J

J, j ;
K, k; L, 1; M, m

;
N, n; O, o

;
P, p ; Q, q; R, r; S,

s
i
T, t

;
U, u

;
V, V

;
W, vr

;
X, X

;
Y, y ;

Z, z.

VOWELS AND CONSONANTS.

Letters are divided into Vowels and Conso-

nants, according to the manner in Avhich they

are uttered.

A Vowel represents an uninterrupted sound of

the voice. It is produced by the voice, varied but un-

interrupted by the positions of the tongue and lips.

The English Awels are a, e, i, o, n, iv at the end

of a syllable, and not at the beginning of a sylla-

ble. The difference in sound of the vowels is regu-

lated by the relation between the inside of the

mouth and the opening of the lips—a relation

varied by the different positions of the tongue.

A Diphthong is the union of turn voAvels uttered

with one impulse of the voice. Diphthongs are

either proper or improper. In a proper diphthong

both vowels are sounded, as oi, in rejoice, or oy in

toy. In an improper diphthong but one vowel is

sounded, as ei in either, ay in play.

A Triphthong is a union of three vowels uttered

with one impulse of the voice, as ieu in adieu.

A Consonant is a letter that cannot be perfectly

uttered without the aid of a vowel. In passing

through the organs of speech its sound is modified

and interrupted. They are nineteen in number,

exclusive of y and w, Avhich are consonants only

when followed by a vowel sounded in the same syl-

lable
;
in other cases y and w are voivels.

The consonants are divided into mutes and semi-

voivels.

The Mutes b, d. c and g hard, h, p, and t, can-

not be uttered unaided by a vowel sound.
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I The Semi-Vowels are f, 1, m, n, r, s, v, x, y, c

1

soft, and g soft. They can he uttered of them-

' selves, with only small interruption from closing

' the organs of speech.

The Semi-Vowels I, m, n, and r arc further

distinguished as liquids, from their smooth, flow-

insr sound, and the ease with which they combine

with other consonants.

K, q, c hard, and^ hard, are known as gutturals,

being mostly pronounced by the throat.

The labials are b, f, m, p, and v, and are so called

from being sounded by the lips.

The dentals, d, g soft, j, s, t, and z, are chiefly

sounded by the teeth.

The nasals, in, n, and the combined sound or di-

graph ng, are chiefly iwonounced through the nose.

The palatals, d, g, j, k, I, n, q, are sounded by

the aid of the palate.

A Digraph is a combination of two vowels or

consonants in a single sound, as Ph in Philadelphia.

A SiLEXT Letter is one not pronounced, as w in

wretch.

SYLLABLES.
A Syllable is a letter, or a combination of let-

ters, jironounced with one impulse of the voice,

as a, ba.

A Monosyllable is a word of one syllable, as cat.

A Dissyllable is a word of two syllables, as

dif-fer.

A Trissyllable is a word of three syllables, as

in-ter-pret.

A Polysyllable is a word of more than three syl-

lables, as in-ter-pre-ta-tion.

In dividing a word into syllables it should be re-

membered that so far as possible those letters which

are closely connected in pronunciation should be

kept together. The following general rules may

be of service :

1. Every syllable contains a vowel.

2. Every pronounced consonant goes with a vowel or a

diphthong.

3. The number of syllables in a word equals the number

of words or diphthongs pronounced in that word.

4. A single consonant (other than x) between two vowels

goes with the latter. Research, but ex-ample. This rule

does not apply to compound words. Un-eaey, in-active.

5. Two consonants capable of beginning a w'ord arc not

to be dh-ided, ta-ble; but two consonants between two

vowels, and incapable of beginning a word, arc divided, as

hlunrder, ter-ror.

0. Three consonants in the middle of a word, if capable

of beginning a word, are to be divided, and one of them

goes to the preceding syllabic if the vowel of that syllable

is short, ilis-fress, dis-tnisi.

7. Of three or more consonants (incapable of beginning

a word) between two vowels, one goes to the first syllable,

inscription.

8. Two vowels not diphthongs are divided, tri-al, Shc-ol.

9. Compound words must be resolved into their comjio-

nents, over-come.

10. Grammatical endings arc divided, reach-es, reach-est,

reach-ing.

11. A word broken at the end of a line is separated by

syllables, but the syllable itself is not to be broken.

These rules ai’e subject to some exceptions.

SPELLING.

Spelling, or Orthograpliy, is tire art of forming

words by arranging their letters correctly and in

order. The spelling of English words is extremely

irregular and arbitrary, and correct spelling is a

matter of no small difficulty of attainment. The

following rules will be found useful :

1. When mg is added to verbs ending in a single final e,

the e is dropped, except in dye, dyeing, hoe, hoeing, shoe,

shoeing, singe, singeing, swinge, sicingeing, and tinge, tinge-

ing. Examples of the nde are, raise, raising, sneeze, sneez-

ing.

2. Monosyllabic verbs, with a single final consonant fol-

lowing a single vowel, on the addition of another syllable

double such final consonant, sham, shammed, hem, hern-

m ing.

3. Verbs of two syllables, with a single final consonant

following a single vowel and accented on the last .syllable,

double the final consonant on the addition of another sylla-

ble, forget, forgetting, wed, wedded.

4. When ing is added to verbs ending in ie, the ie becomes

y, die, dying.

.'5. When ing is added to verbs with a final y preceded by

a consonant, the y remains unchanged, fry, frying.

6. When ed is added to verbs with a final y preceded by a

consonant, the y becomes i, fry, fried. If s is added to

such verbs y becomes ie, try, tries.

7. When ed, ing, or s is added to verbs with a final y fol-

lowing another vowel, y is unchanged, hay, haying, hays.

N. B.

—

Say, said, stay, staid (or .stayed), lay, laid, and

pay, paid, are exceptions to this rule.

8. Words with final e drop that ending before the adjec-

tive ending able, as love, lovable. But words ending in ce or

ge keep the e before able, change, changeable.

9. A<lverbs in ly derived from words ending with e retain

the e, as wise, wisely.

10. Nouns ending in ment, derived from words ending in

e, keep the original e, enslave, enslavement.
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11. Words of more than one syllable ending in an unac-

cented I, do not double the final I, reproachful. But other-

wise, if the final syllable be accented, as rebel, rebellious.

12. Compounds consisting of a syllable or word before a

single syllable ending in all, generally, but not always, keep

the ll, as downfall; but u'ithal, therewithal, whereioithal

.

13. Compounds from words with final y, change y to i,

duty, dutiful.

14. Nouns with final o following another vowel add s to

their plural, olio, olios.

15. Nouns with final o following a consonant generally

add es to form their plural, embargo, embargoes. But

canto, cento, duodecimo, grotto, portico, solo, and a few

others, add s only.

16. Nouns with final ey add s to form the plural, valley,

valleys.

17. Nouns ending in y following a consonant, drop y in the

plural and' add ies, county, counties.

SPELLING REFORM.
It is always advisable to refer to a good dic-

tionary when there is any doubt as to the proper

spelling of a word. The imperfection of the

English alphabet, which attempts to represent

forty-one elementary sounds with only twenty-

six letters, has long engaged the attention of

scholars. Several alphabets have been devised

in which each letter represents but one and a

uniform sound. Societies have been formed, botli

in England and America, with the object of im-

proving the present system of English spelling. It

cannot, however, be said that many of the changes

proposed have met, or are likely to meet, with any

extensive success, so far as a general introduction

of them is concerned. The elaborate and sweeping

changes which have been proposed by some of the

more enthusiastic reformers can have little hojie of

going into immediate effect. At the same time,

some of the projiosed changes are entirely desirable

and feasible. Such are the omission of one of two

double consonants, and the omission of letters not

heard in pronunciation. The omission of such

letters would save much both in time and money.

More than a cursory treatment of the subject does

not belong to this place
;
but for the benefit of those

interested in the subject we subjoin the five rules

adopted by the Spelling Eeform Association.

Tliese rules are simple, and are followed by quite a

number of newspapers, printers, and educators.

1 . Use e for ea, equal to short e.

2. Drop silent e (not following g or 6) after a diphthong or

short vowel.

3. Use / for

4. Omit one letter of a double consonant, unless both are

pronounced.

5. Use t instead of ed when it represents the sound.

ACCENT.
Accent is the vocal stress laid upon some par-

ticular syllable of a word. The mark placed above

a syllable to indicate what modulation of the voice

is to be given it, is also called an accent.

The acute accent (') over a letter or syllable

shows it is to be uttered with a rising inflection.

The grave accent (
' )

indicates a falling inflection.

The circumflex accent (') is a combination of

the gi’ave and acute accents. It indicates a vibra-

toi’y movement of the voice.

The breve (“) shows that the letter beneath it

has a sliort sound, as elegatit.

The macron (") shows that the letter beneath

has a long sound, as fame.

The cedilla ( ) shows that the letter c written

above it is pronounced soft like s, ler^on. Its most

frequent use is in French words, or derivatives.

A diaeresis (
" )

over the latter of two successive

vowels, shows that they are to be separately pro-

nounced.

All English words containing more than one

syllable have at least one accented syllable, and

most words of more than three syllables have, in ad-

dition to their principal or primary accent, another

inferior accent called secondary; thus det'ri-ment'al,

leg'is-la'ture, in which the accent on the first sylla-

ble is secondary.

The last syllable Init one of a word is called a

penult.

The last syllable but two is called tbe antepe-

nult.

ADVICE ABOUT PRONUNCIATION.

Many words have a different pronunciation ac-

cording as they are used as nouns or as adjec-

tives, or as nouns or verbs. Pronunciation is sub-

ject to frequent changes, and often appears to be

largely a matter of fashion. The safe rule on this

point has been often stated,—not to be the first to

adopt a new pronunciation of a word, or the last to

retain the old pronunciation. The real authority on

pronunciation is the usage of the greatest number of

cultivated persons. Observe carefully how words
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in regard to the pronunciation of which you feel

doubtful are pronounced by educated persons upon

whose knowledge you can rely. Always keep a

good pronouncing dictionary, and consult it when-

ever you are not absolutely certain of the spelling

and pronunciation of a word. A useful adjunct to

a large dictionary is one of the little dictionaries,

or list of words frequently mispronounced.

The habit of reading aloud is also of great service

in enlarging one’s knowledge of pronunciation.

After you have thoroughly familiarized yourself

with the standard pronunciation of the day, it will

be found interesting to note the licenses taken by

poets in the accentuation. You can also learn from

poetry many interesting details of the ever-changing

fashions of speech. Thus you will find in Byron and

Rogers balcony ; in Pope, and pronounced

bohay' and tay ; and in Shakespeare reven'ue,

persev'er, sepulchre, and many other pronunciations

no longer permissible. In this way, after a good

practical knowledge of modern pronunciation has

been obtained, some historical knowledge of it may
be gained conjointly with the study of the best

English literature,

i

WORDS AND THEIR ORIGIN.

The number of words in the English language

is not accurately known, and is variously stated.

The most common estimate is in the vicinity of

100,000 words. But when it is considered that new
1 terms relating to the arts and sciences are being in-

!

troduced every day, and that many words found in

' literature of even recent date are either obsolete or

are fast becoming so, it will be seen that any esti-

mate of the number of words in the English lan-

guage at a given time must be based to a great

extent on mere guesswork. Only a small part of

these words constitutes a large vocabulary for most

persons. Probably the average man does not use

more than .3,000 words. An extremely well-read

person may use 6,000, while Shakespeare himself

only used four times the latter number.

Of these words, exclusive of the immense num-
ber of scientific and technical terms taken from

Greek and Latin, between one-half and five-eighths

are of Anglo-Saxon origin.

A Primitive word is one that cannot be farther

resolved
j

as, ox, go, hunt.

A Derivative word is derived from a primitive

word by joining letters or syllables to the latter.

Such an addition 2)laced before the primitive word

is called a prefix, && pre in the word jore/a;; placed

after such word, H is called a suffix, as ing in going.

PREFIXES.

The chief prefixes are a=at, in, etc.
;
6e=for, upon ;/or=

against
;
/ore=before ;

»it's=wrong ;
OM<=beyond, in excess

of, over ;
un— not ;

and under. Thus, afield, bespeak, for-

bid, forestall, misconception, outswear, overestimate, un-

equalled, undervalued.

The most important Greek prefixes are a=without ;
am-

p/u‘=about, around
;

a?i<t=against
;

apo—tvoin
;
cata—

down
;
tZia=througli

;
hyper=&hove, in excess of ; Tiypo=

under ;
^er«=about, around

;
before ; syl, sym, syn—

with. Thus, flcatalectic, ompliltioXo^y

,

a«^«-slavery, apostle,

cataleptic, diameter, hyperho\e, hypochondria, proleptic,

symmetrical.

The chief Latin prefixes are a, ah or a6s=from ; ac, ad,

af, ag, al, ap, ar~to ;
awtc=before; ci>cwm=around

;
co,

com, con, etc.=with ;
<7e=down ;

ct4S=apart, or not; e, ex

=out of
;
in (before an adjeetive)=not; in (before a verb)=

in ;
o6=in the way of

;
pe?-=through

;
prc=before ; retro

=backward ; se=apart ;
sub, sits, etc.=under

;
supers

above; trans=beyond —averse, aihor, a&stract, accept, ad-

vise, a/firm, agree, atlude, apply, arrest, antedate, circum-

navigate, coeval, communicate, connect, ctebase, dissimilar,

displace, elude, erpel, innocuous, inspire, ottrude, prepare,

retrograde, seclude, snhstratum, swspect, superpose, trans-

late.

SUFFIXES.

The chief Anglo-Saxon suffixes are er=he who full

of
;
hood=condition, character

;
?ess=without, deprived of

;

ly (after a noun)=like, after an adjective indicates the man-

ner of
;
ness=with the quality of

;
and s7iip=stateof :—mak-

er, thought/iit, childhood, thoughttess, godty, rightty,

thoughtlessness, stewards/) ip.

The chief Latin suffixes are able, hie, iJ/c=capable of ;

ant, ent (after a noun)=the person who, (after adjective)=

the participial ending ing; ity, tMdc=the state of
; o«s=

with the quality of
;
/y=to make

;
as, litigant, dependent,

familiarity, desuetude, furions, beauti/y.

From the Greek come the suffixes ic and icat=relating to

;

yraphy=describing, treating of ; toyy= descriptive of, the

science of ; ise=to make:—misanthropic, misanthropiVat,

telegraphy, geology, emphasise.

It should be said that in many cases the suffixes and the

affixes take a different meaning from the above, according to

the word with which they were compoimded.
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fef

telBnglisl) iGrammarg

EAMMAR is the art of speaking

and writing correctly according

to established usage. The Eng-

lish language is termed our

mother tongue because it is our

native language, which we were

taught to speak when we first

began to talk.

The study that teaches the

correct use of the English language in speaking

and in writing is called English Grammar, and

is divided into Etymology and Syntax.

Etymology treats of the origin and derivation

of words.

Syntax treats of the construction of sentences.

ETYMOLOGY.

The English language has ten Parts of Speech,

including the participle :

1. The Article, 6. The Adverb,

2. The Noun, 7. The Preposition,

3. The Pronoun, 8. The Conjunction,

4. The Adjective, 9. The Interjection,

5. The Verb, 10. The Participle.

The Article is placed before a noun to define

or restrict its meaning.

The indefinite article, a, or an, points out indefinitely a

single thing or person of the kind
;

as, a man, an ox

The form an is used before a vowel, elsewhere a. But an

is to be used before a silent h followed by a vowel
;
as, an

heirloom ; and also before words beginning with li not silent,

and accented on the second syllable; an liistoric stone. A
is used before words whose initial vowel has a consonant

sound like y or w ; as, a union, a cwe-man power.

The definite article, the, is placed before nouns both in the

singular and the plural numbers. It points the particular

object referred to; as,“ Find the place.” The is also used to

form the comparative and superlative degree of adjectives

and adverbs.

A Noun, or Substantive, is the name of an

object
;

as, a man. Nouns are either common or

groper.

A common noun is a name common to a whole class of

objects; as, hird, hoy.

A proper noun is the name of an individual person or

thing; as, Cicero, America, John.

Nouns have Gender, Number, and Case.

GENDER.
Gender is the distinction which marks the difference of

sex in the classification of objects.

Names of females, and of objects conceived as female, are

of the feminine gender.

Names of males, and of objects conceived as males, are of

the masculine gender.

Names of things are of the neuter gender.

There are in English four ways of indicating gender.

1. By the use of two forms for the two genders of the

word; as, goose, gander; duck, drake.

2. By a special ending for the feminine ;
as, baron, ba-

roness ; count, countess.

3. By prefixing a pronoun; as, 7ie-goat, s7ie-goat.

4. By prefixing a noun; as, ma»-servant, mafd-servant.

NUMBER.
Nouns have two numbers, the singutar and theplural num-

ber, according as they signify one object or more than one

object.

The Plural is formed in most cases by the addition of s

to the singular; as, road, roads; owl, owls.

When nouns end in sounds that do not easily combine

with s, the plural is formed by adding es to the singular; as,

church, churches; loss, losses; galosh, galoshes; box, boxes.

Some nouns ending in / or fe make their plural by chang-

ing/or/e into ves

;

half, halces; knife, knices.

Nouns ending in y following a consonant add es to form

the plural, and change y to i

;

lady, ladies.

Nouns ending in y following a vowel form their plural in

the regular way by the addition of s to the singular; volley,

volleys.

A number of words of Greek or Latin origin form their

plurals either according to the language from whicli they

are derived, or according to the English language. Thus

memorandum, memorandums, or memoranda/. As a rule

the English form is to be preferred, unless the word be one

lately introduced, or not yet common in English.

CASE.

Case distinguishes the relation between nouns and pro-

nouns, and the words to which they are joined.

There are in English four eases, the nominative, Vae pos-

sessive, the objective, and the vocative.

The NOMINATIVE case simply points out the person or thing

without showing the construction of the sentence.

The POSSESSIVE case denotes possession; as, Johids book.
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The possessive case, singular, is formed by writing apos-

trophe s (’s) after the singular noun ; as, mother, mother's.

The possessive case, plural, is formed by writing the apos-

trophe after the s of plural nouns; as, mothei’s, mothers’.

But when the plural does not end in s the 's is added
;
as,

children, children’s.

The OBJECTIVE case depends upon a verb or a preposition, '

being the case in which the object ol the verb is placed, when
|

denoting what is produced or affected by the act expressed

by the verb. “ Strike for your altars and your^res.”

The VOCATIVE is the case by which a person is directly ad- :

dressed; as, “Bay not me, Brutus.”

A Pronoun is a word used to take the place

of a noun, with the object of preventing inelegant

repetition of the word for vdiich it stands.

Pronouns are either personal, possessive, interrogative, or

adjective. The latter are more commonly called pronominal

adjectives.

The personal pronouns take the place of nouns indicating

persons. They are I, thou, he, she, it, and their plural, we,

you [or ye'], they.

J and we are pronouns of the first person, and denote the

speaker.

Thou and you are of the second person, and denote the

person spoken to.

i Bhey, she, and it are of the third person, and denote

the person spoken of.

The relative pronouns refer to some preceding word or

expression called the antecedent. They are who, which,

what, that.

~Vrho relates only to persons.

Which relates only to things.

That relates to both persons and things.

The interrogative pronouns are used to ask questions.

They are who, which, and what.

The adjective pronouns, or pronominal adjectives, are

so called because they have the character of both adjectives

and pronouns. They are divided into demonstrative, dis-

tributive, indejinite, und possessive.

The POSSESSIVE pronouns are my, mine, thy, thine, hi.s,

her, our, your, their.

The DEMONSTRATIVE pronouns point out a person or tiling.

They arc this, these, that, those.

The DISTRIBUTIVE pronouns denote one of several persons

or things taken individually. They are each, every, either,

neither.

The INDEFINITE pronouns denote indefinitely the object to

which they refer. They are all, any, one, other, some, and

such.

An Adjective is a word joined to a noun to

show the quality or restrict the meaning of the

latter.

The comparison of an adjective is its formation to show

different degrees of the quality expressed.

I The POSITIVE is the original form of the adjective; as, bold.

The COMPARATIVE indicates a higher degree of the quality

as compared with the quality of some other object or person ;

“ bolder than a lion.”

The SUPERLATIVE degree denotes the highest degree of the

quality expressed ; as, “The boldest might tremble.”

The comjxirative degree is formed in words of one syllable

by the addition of r or er to the positive ;
bold, bolder ; pale,

pale?’. In adjectives of more than one syllable it is

formed by placing more before the positive
;
anxious, more

anxious.

The superlative degree of adjectives of one syllable is

formed by the addition of st or est to the positive ;
bold,

boldest; pale, palest. In adjectives of more than one syllable

it is formed by placing most before the positive
;
anxious,

most anxious.

N. B.—The following adjectives are irregular in their

comparison

:

POSITIVE. COMPARATIVE. SUPERLATIVE.

Good, Better, Best.

Bad, Worse, Worst.

Little, Less, Least.

Many, )

Much, )

More, Most.

Near, Nearer,
Nearest, )

Next.
i

Late,
Later, )

Last.
Latter,

)

Older, ) Oldest,
}Old,

Elder, i Eldest, j

A Verb exjiresses action, existence, or affirms

something about some person or object. The jier-

son or object in regard to wliich the affirmation

is made, is styled the subject.

Verbs are either transitive or intransitive.

A transitive verb expresses an action by some person or

object upon some person or object. Its sense is incomplete

unless it is followed by an object. Such object (noun or

pronoun) is put in the objective case. “ God created man.”

An intransitive verb expresses existence, or state of exist-

ence. The sense of an intransitive verb is complete with-

out an object ;
as, the rain falls

Besides y?erso?i. and number, verbs have mood and tense.

MOOD.

Mood, or mode, is the form of the verb which shows

the manner of the action or condition expressed. The Eng-

lish verb has five moods : indicative, pote7itial, subjunctive,

infinitive, and imperative.

The INDICATIVE mood ex[)resses an absolute atlirination.

The POTENTIAL mood expresses [lossibility, inclination,

ability, duty. Its signs are the auxiliary verbs, may, can,

must, will, might, could, would, shendd.

The SUBJUNCTIVE expresses a condition. Its ordinary sign

is if.
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The INFINITIVE mood expresses action or condition with-

out restriction of number or person. A verb in the infini-

tive mood has no subject, and consequently can make no

affirmation.

The IMPERATIVE mood expresses a command.

TENSE.
Tense is the form of the verb which indicates the time of

the action or condition.

The English verb has six tenses, the 'present, imperfect,

perfect, pluperfect, first future, and second future.

The PRESENT tense expresses a present action or condi-

tion ;
“ It rains.”

The IMPERFECT tense expresses what took place, or was

taking place in time past ;
“ It rained.”

The PERFECT tense expresses an action or condition indefi-

nitely passed ;
“ It has rained.”

The PLUPERFECT teiise expresses what had occurred before

some past time ;
“ It had rained before my departure.”

The FUTURE tense expresses what will happen in future

time ;
“ It will rain.”

The SECOND FUTURE tense expresses what will have hap-

pened after some future time specified or implied ;
“ It will

have rained by the time we arrive.”

The conjugation of a verb is the regular arrangement

according to person, numbei’, mood, and tense.

A passive verb is made by joining the perfect participle

of a transitive verb to some tense of the verb to he
\
“I was

lost.”

Voice is that fonn of the verb which shows whether it is

active or passive.

An auxiliary verb is one used in the conjugation of a verb.

The auxiliary verbs are he, can, do, have, must, shall, will,

in all their forms.

The Participle is sometimes classed as a mere

form of the verb, and not a separate part of speech.

It has the character both of a verb and of an ad-

jective or noun. Like the verb, it denotes action,

being, suffering, but it does not affiimi anything.

The forms of the participle are three.

The present participle denotes present action, being, or

suffering. It is formed by the addition of mg to the stem

of the verb
;
lovfay, fearmy.

The perfect or past participle denotes past action, being,

or suffering. It is formed in the case of regular verbs by

the addition of ed to the stem of the verb, as, loved, feared.

The compound perfect participle is formed by the com-

bination of the perfect participle with the present participle

of an auxiliary verb ; as, having loved, having feared.

The participle is made a noun by placing the definite

article the before it
;
the suffering

An Adverb is a word joined with a verb, an

adjective, or another adverb, to qualify the mean-

ing of the latter
;

as, an exceedingly good book,

very well done, he does loell.

Many adverbs are derived from adjectives by the addition

of ly ;
as, bold, bokUy ;

warm, warmfy. Others change final

eioy •, as, able, ably
;
terrible, terribly.

A Conjunction is a participle used to connect

words and sentences
;
as, “ He and I went

;

” “ Fate

ordains it, and we bow to its decrees.”

The two chief classes of conjunctions are copulative, which

add a word or sentence, such as, and; and di^unctive,

which join the words, but not the sense, as, hut.

A Preposition is a particle governing a noun

or pronoun in the objective case, and showing the

relation in which such noun or pronoun stands to

some other word in the sentence.

Prepositions are usually placed before the word which they

govern ; as, he was running to the house.

Prepositions are inseparahle when they can only be used

in compounding words ;
as, mfs-calculate ;

or separahlc, when

they may be separately used, as in.

An Interjection expresses some mental affec-

tion or emotion
;
as, alas !

SYNTAX.
A SENTENCE is a collection of words grammati-

cally connected and making a complete sense.

Every sentence must have a subject, of which

something is said, and a predicate, which is said

of the subject
;
as, I run.

The SUBJECT of a sentence is a noun or pronoun

in the nominative case.

Tlie PREDICATE is a verb agreeing with its sub-

ject and in number and person.

The Infinitive may be the subject of a sentence

;

as. To die is gain.”

The Object of a transitive verb is put in the ob-

jective ease
;
as, “ Why have they slain liimf”

The less immediate relations of an object to the

verb of the sentence are denoted by prepositions

governing the objective case. “ To what base uses

we may return, Horatio.”

A Noun may be qualified by a noun or by an

adjective.

A qualifying noun is said to be in apposition, or

to be an appositive substantive, when its relation

to its noun is assumed as already existing in the

sentence, not as created by the sentence ', as,

“Cicero, the consummate orator, was proscribed.”

In the same case the qualifying adjective is said

to be attributive ; as, “ The eloquent Cicero was

proscribed.”

When the qualifying substantive comes into re-
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lation with the qualified hy means of the sentence

it is called o, predicate noun, ov predicate ; as, “Ye
call me chief.’’’

In the same case the qualifying adjective is

called a predicate adjective; as, “ He was called

generous.”

The qualified noun is called the subject of the

appositive, or predicate, and the subject noun

must be in the same case.

It will be noticed that the appositive, as a rule,

is merely descriptive of its subject, while the at-

tributive is intimately connected with it.

A Verb must agree with its subject in number

and person.

A Pronoun must agree with its antecedent in

number.

Two or more subjects joined by the conjunction

and take a plural verb. “ Fire and sword have

done their work. ”

The Subject of a verb is in the nominative case.

The Object addressed is in the vocative case.

The Possessive case is often more elegantly re-

placed by of with the objective.

Sentences are either simple or compound.

A SIMPLE SENTENCE is One in which the subject

and predicate are found but once.

A COMPOUND SENTENCE is Composed of a princi-

pal or independent sentence, and a subordinate

sentence dependent upon the principal sentence.

The ADVERB usually precedes the adjective or

adverb modified by it.

It should always be placed as near as possible to

the word which it modifies.

The adverb usually follows the verb
;

as, “ He

frequently but in connection with the com-

pound forms of the verb it comes between the

auxiliary and the verb
;

as, “ He had frequent-

ly spoken of.”

CONVERSATIONAL ERRORS.

The following are a few of the errors most fre-

quent in conversation:—
1. The use of two negatives instead of one; as, “I didn’t

hear no bell.
”

2. Don't for doem't in the third person singular of the in-

dicative ; as, “ It don't matter.” This is a mistake of fre-

quent occurrence even among cultivated men.

3. Use of the nominative for the objective of the pronoun

;

as, “ Who are you looking for? ” instead of whom. This is an

error which can always be avoided by putting the prejjosi-

tion at the beginning of the sentence, not at the end ; as,

“ For u'hom are you looking ?”

4. Use of the objective in place of the nominative
;

as,

“ Him and me went.”

5. Use of instead of as; “He looked like he did a

year ago.”

6. Use of them for those ; as, “ See them people.”

7. Improper conjugation of the verb; “ He done it,” for

“ He did it,” “He drinked it,” for “He drank it ;” “He
knowed if," for “ He kmewit.”

8. Confusion of one word with another. “ I will ?«//down

on the sofa,” for “ I will lie down.” “ He is too weak to

set up,” for “sri up.” “ Learn me to sing,” for teach, etc.

9. Singular instead of plural form of the verb with plural

subject, or more than one subject. ‘
‘ The horse and carriage

is at the door; ” “ The theatres is crowded.”

10. Use of a plural verb with a singular noun. This

often happens when a plural noun or two connected singu-

lar nouns immediately precede the subject; as, “ The recital

of all these transactions and proceedings make a long story,”

instead of makes.

11. Confusion of each other and otie another. The for-

mer should only be used in reference to two objects ;
“Let

us all then promise each other,” for one another.

12. Use of oughter for ought to (or should). “You
oughter,” instead of “ You ought to.” “He oughter do it,”

for “ He should do it.”

In writing, few of tlie above errors are likely to

pass unnoticed, as their absurdity is evident to the

eye. In conversation, however, they are often

heard. A little practice and carefulness will lead

one to avoid them. To speak the English lan-

guage grammatically is really a very simple matter,

if one will take a little pains, for the number of

jiossible errors is not very large. To learn to jiro-

nounce every "word projierly, is a much more diffi-

cult matter. But any person who will keej) his

ears open and thumb his dictionary assiduously,

will easily conquer the difficulty.

SLANG.
Care must be taken not to use slang, or vulgar

expressions. A certain amount of slang does in-

deed find its way into conversation
;
Imt the hal>it

of using slang exjn-cssions should be guarded

again.st by every person who cares to have any

rei)utation for correct and cultivated speech. It

is simj)!}' an indication of poverty of ideas.

VULGARISMS.
Avoid a certain class of wnrds whicli bear the

stamj) of vulgarity, and arc only heard among the
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ignorant, though often used by persons of con-

siderable pretensions.

The most frequent mistakes are the use of gent for gentle-

man ; pants for trousers; genteel for elegant; distinguished,

first-class for excellent ; party for person ; mad for angry.

Avoid all provincial expressions, such as guess ; expect for

thinlc, suppose, imagine.

Avoid'the excessive and imnecessary use of get, got. This

verb properly means to possess, obtain. To combine it with

the auxiliary /(are is mere waste of woi’ds. “lie has it,”

means just the same as “ he has got it, ” and has the merit of

being short and correct. “ He has got to go ” is incorrect.

Say “ he must go,” or “ he is obliged to go.” Perhaps there

is no word in the English language made to serve such a

variety of incorrect uses as the word get.

Care must be taken not to confound the two auxiliaries of

the future tense shall and uill. A little reflection will

easily show which is to be used in a particular ease. The

general rule for their use is as follows :

Shall, in the first person, simply marks a future event, as,

“I shall go;” in the second and third persons, it marks a

command, threat, or promise, as,
' ‘yoM shall go,'' shall

die.”

Will, in the first person, marks a promise or a threat, as,

“I IV ill go to-morrow,” “I will be heard;” in the second

and third persons, it simply marks a future event, as, “he

will speak,” “ thou wilt listen.”

ADVICE ABOUT WRITING.

To write good English is an accomplishment not

easily attained. The colloquial expressions, the oc-

casional inelegancies,, and the abrupt changes per-

missible in conversation are to be carefully avoided

in writing. The important thing is to have some-

tliing to say, and to express it in as simple, clear,

and intelligible a manner as possible.

Avoid roundabout expressions, and rhetorical

phrases. Anybody who writes grammatically, who

uses as few words as will clearly express his mean-

ing, and who escapes slang, writes good English
;

hut to write English of the most finished elegance

it requires a painstaking study of the best mod-

els, and a degree of patient and conscientious labor

for which most persons have neither the time nor

the inclination.

It will he found to be of service to take some

English prose-writer with a style of acknowledged

excellence, and read his works thoroughly and atten-

tively. In this way one may obtain an insight into

the secret of good writing, and may to a certain

extent form his style after that of the author whom

he has ehosen as his model. Addison and Cardinal

Newman are good models of all that is elear, sim-

ple, and at the same time elegant in style.

There is no better way of cultivating one’s sense

of style than to study the works of the great mas-

ters. Nobody can read with any degree of care

Goldsmith’s “Vicar of Wakefield,” and not get a

deeper understanding of the character and value

of simple and natural writing. Persons whose

reading is confined to newspapers are liable to fall

into a hasty and incorrect method of expression.

The best safeguard against this danger is the study

of good English prose.

FIGURES.

A FIGURE of RHETORIC 01’ RHETORICAL FIGURE

is a method of speech in which words are used in

other than their literal sense. These figures are

of frequent occurrence in poetry and imaginative

literature, and when properly and discriminatingly

used do much to strengthen and adorn a composi-

tion. The rhetorical figures are as follows :

An Allegory is a figure in which the words used liave

another signification beside their literal and usual one. Bun-

yan’s “Pilgrim’s Progress” is perhaps the most famous

English instance of an allegory.

Allusion is an indirect reference to or mention of soTue-

thing similar and well-known. “ He was lost in o^lahyrinth

of doubts, from which escape seemed hopeless.”

Alliteration is the use of the same initial in two or more

successive words. “ Apt alliteration’s artful aid.”

Antithesis is the opposition or contrast of contraries.

“ From grave to gay, from lively to severe.”

Climax is a gradual rising from an inferior thought or

expression up to a higher thought or expression. “ It is an

outrage to bind a Roman citizen ;
to scourge him is an out-

rageous crime ;
to put him to death is almost parricide ;

but to crucify him—what shall 1 call it?”

Apostrophe is a sudden change in the discourse, to ad-

dress a person or thing immediately. “ Oh, ever-loving,

lovely, and beloved! Dear to a heart where naught is left

so dear !

”

Exclamation expresses any passion or emotion.

“ Oh, Sleep, it is a gentle thing.

Beloved from pole to pole !

”

Hyperbole is the use of an exaggerated or extravagant

expression, signifying more than the literal truth, and not

supposed to be understood in a literal sense.

“ By Heaven, methinks it were an easy leap

To pluck bright Honor from the pale-faced moon! ”
.

Interrogation is the expression of an opinion oi a senti-
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meiit b}’ means and in the form of a question. “ What can

ennoble sots, or slaves, or cowards ?
”

Irony is the expression of something other than is meant.

“ It requires great courage to make war on helpless women
and children.” “ Brutus is an honorable —Shakespeare.

Euphemism is the substitution of a more agreeable

expression for one which would be harsh or offensive if di-

rectly related. “He was out in the forty-five,” (i. e., he

took part in the Jacobite rising in Scotland in 1745.)

Metaphor is a figure which expresses the resemblance of

one object to another by an implied comparison. “ I’ll be
j

your foil, Laertes.”

Metomony is a figure by which the cause is put for the

effect, the effect for the cause, the sign for the object signified.

“ The crown {i.e., royalty) itself w'as not safe from attack.”

Paralipsis is a figure which pretends to omit what is

really expressed. “ We must not call this proceeding a

swindle, for that would be impolite.”

Personification represents an inanimate object as a per-

son.
“ And Freedom shall awhile repair

To dwell a weeping hermit there.”

Onomatopoeia is the use of a word whose sound answers

to the sense.

“ Sea-nymphs hourly ring his knell.

Hark, I hear them—ding-dong, bell!
”

Repetition is the frequent use of a word or phrase in the

same sentence.

“ Alone, alone, all all alone.

Alone on a wide, wide sea.”

Simile is a direct and express comparison. “Asa wood-

cock to mine own springe, Osrie, I am justly killed with

mine own treachery.”

Synecdoche puts the whole for the part, or the part for

the whole. “ A squadron of forty sail ” (i.e., ships).

A FIGURE OF SYNTAX is a deviation from the

rules of syntax. Among the figures of syntax, the

follotving deserve mention :

Aposiopesis is a sudden break in the sentence, leaving

something to be supplied. “Him I may yet

—

but truce to

idle vaunts.”

Enallage is the substitution of one part of speech or form

of a word for another. It is unnecessary, and frequently

incorrect. “ Marry come up, says I.”

Ellipsis is the omission of some part necessary to the con-

struction but not to the meaning. “ The beginning and (the)

end.” “ Would he were fatter,”=“7 would that," etc.

Hyperbation or Inversion is a transposition of words

from their simple, natural grammatical order. “ Eftsoons

his hand dropt he”; “ Out of the sea ro.se he.”

Pleonasm is the use of words not necessary to the sense.

“ Verily, verily, I say unto you, all ye inhabitants of the

world, and dwellers on the earth."

Zeugma is the reference of a word to two or more words,

when, strictly construed, it can agree with but one of them.
“ Nor e’er had changed, nor wished to change his place."

An Archaism is an antiquated expression. “ Right little

peace one hath of it, God icot."

A FIGURE OF ORTHOGRAPHY is a deviation from

the regular sj)elling or ])ronunciation :

Apoeope is the cutting off of a final letter or syllable.

“ What canitot you and I perform upon th' unguarded

Duncan ?
”

Aphaeresis is the cutting off of an initial letter or sylla-

ble. “ And since 'tis hard to combat, learn to fly.”

Diaeresis is the pronunciation of an unaccented e. It is

sometimes indicated by the accent '. It is frequent in

poetry in the termination ed.

Prosthesis is the prefixing of a word or a syllable; be-

smeared.

Syncope is the cutting off of a letter or syllable in the

middle of a word. “ Nor e'er (ever) had changed.”

Paragoge is the addition of a syllable to a word; deary

for dear.

Tmesis is the separation of the parts of a compound

word. “ In what way soever," i.e., “ in what soever way.”

PUNCTUATION.
Punctuation is tlie art of separating written dis-

course into sentences, or parts of sentences, by the

use of points. Tlie points used in punctuation are :

Comma
Semicolon :

Colon :

Period

Interrogation Point ?

Exclamation Point . !

Dash —
Parenthesis ( )

Apostrophe
’

Hyphen
Quotation Marks “ ” or ' ’

Ellipsis

Brackets
[ ]

Caret

The Comma ( , )
indicates the shortest pause, and is u.sed—

I. To separate (1) adjectival, (2) absolute, (3) adverbial,

I

and (4) jiarticipial expressions from the context.

1 . Bitter as was the strife, it ended at last.

I 2. To tell the truth, this ivas the projMT eottrse.

I

3. The proposition, (j'eatbj to toy surprise, teas reftised.

4. Resttmiti;' the subject, it may be said that action is the sonl of ora-

I

tory-

: Conjunctions and adverbs connecting one sentence with

another or modifying a sentence are often to be seitarated

frotn the context by a comma.

Fiualhj, I will say. There, neverthdfss, is to be found the trtie solution

of the ]>robleni.

Too, however, indeed, then, now, when used as conjunctions.
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are separated from the context by commas ;
used as adverbs

they are not so separated.

However great our obligation to others, it must not be forgotten, how-

ever, that our chief obligation is to him alone.

II The comma separates two words or phrases in apposi-

tion
;
but not if they are used as one phrase or as a compound

word, thus : Emmet, the hero of Ireland. But Lord Herhert.

The dash, or both the dash and comma, may be used to

separate expressions in apposition.

The two controlling influences of his character,—Patriotism and

Humanity.

III. Relative clauses explaining or adding something to the

antecedent are divided from the context by commas.

Addison, who afterwards made an unhappy marriage, was at this time

single.

In our generation, when the power of wealth is so much greater, the im-

portance of integrity is also greater.

Relative clauses which simply restrict the meaning of the

antecedent are not to be divided from the context.

The/eu) who sunive remember the bitter sufferings of that memorable

year.

IV. A comma is used between two closely connected inde-

pendent clauses connected by a conjunction, in a short

sentence.

He destroyed his country’s liberties, and his country forgave him.

V. The comma may be used to set off parenthetic expres-

sions.

Ills reward, though undoubtedly large, was less than he had antici-

pated.

Marks of parenthesis ( ), brackets
[ ], and dashes, with or

without other stops, are also used to set off parenthetic

expression. Commas should not be used for this purpose in

a sentence in which several commas are already found.

The Semicolon ( ; ) is used between two independent

clauses connected by a conjunction, if the sentence is long,

and the clauses are not closely connected.

“ This exploit, as unexpected as it was heroic, rekindled the flagging

public interest ; and the name of the young general soon became famous.”

The semicolon is inserted between dependent expressions

in a series
;
such expressions depend upon words either at

the beginning or at the end of a sentence.

We must remember that the country is still suffering from the effects

of those dea-ees ; that a long period of commercial depression may still

lie before us ; and that no hasty remedy can cure an inveterate evil.

The semicolon (1) or colon (2) may connect short sentences

between which no close connection exists.

1. The streets are wide ^ most of them are well paved y some of them

are beautifully shaded w'ilh elms.

2. Butin this he was not different from his contemporaries: Clay,

Benton, Calhoun. Cass, were exposed to a similar reproach.

The semicolon is inserted between clauses divided up by

commas.

He was bold, not rash, in battle ; generems, not ostentatious, in peace

;

a/id cautious, but not timid or hesitating, in his political career.

The Colon ( : )
separates two parts of a sentence, one or both

of which consist of clauses divided by semicolons.

Peace on such terms is impossible ;
war for such a cause is welcome :

peace w’ould bring nothing but dishonor
;
war can bring no more than

ruin.

The colon is used to introduce formal statements.

Once more; the presumption has no basis either in law or fact.

The colon (1), the dash and colon (2), the comma (3), or

the dash and comma (4), may introduce quotations denoted

by quotation marks.

1. In this correspondence occurs the following pa^sag'e .• “ Tba will

use your good oftices in favor of Peru.”

2. If I remember, it is thus that the quotation runs;—
“ Perhaps it was right to dissemble your love.

But why did you kick me down stairs?
”

3. It cried in a loud vdee, ‘‘ Beware! ”

4. In the grand words of Byron
,

—
“ Death rides upon the sulphury Siroc.”

The Caret (a) indicates that an omitted letter, word, or

expression will be found above the line,

a of
“ She wore a wreth roses.”

A A

The Hyphen (-) connects the parts of compound and de-

rivative words, and divides words at the end of a Line, or is

used to show pronounciation.

Sister-in-law. Self-made. Re-elect.

The Exclamation point ( !)
follows an exclamation, or

any expression indicating emotion.

“ Oh, all ye host of Heaven 1 Oh, Earth !

”

The Interrogation (?) follows every sentence asking a

question.

Has the gentleman done ? Has he completely done ?

The Period (.) follows every complete affirmative or

negative sentence, abbreviations, headings, and sub-head-

ings.

“ And thereby hangs a tale.”

Lieut. Jones, II. S.A.

Quotation marks (“ ”) (1) denote expressions quoted from

another. A quotation in a quotation (2) is enclosed by sin-

gle marks. Names of books, magazines, newspapers, and

vessels are generally enclosed in quotation marks, or itali-

cized (3).

1. “ There was a ship,” quoth he.

2. “It shows no remarkable degree of poetical power,” says Hazlitt,

“to call snuff ‘ the pungent grains of titillating dust.’
”

3. A characteristic article in the Times.

The Dash (—)
denotes a sudden suspension or change of

the construction or meaning of a sentence (1), emphasis (2),

the omission of words, letters, or figures (3).

1. Greece, lovely Greece, “ the land of scholars and the nurse of arms"

—where and what is she ?

2. What shall be done for them—for our dearest boast ?

3. N—w—Y—k, 18—

The Apostrophe (
’ )

denotes the ommission of letters or

figures (1), the possessive case (2), and the formation of a few

plurals (3).

1 The spirit of ’76.

I A change came o'er the spirit of my dream.

2. Shakespeare's Sonnets.

3. Mind your P’s and Q's.
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Parentheses ( ) enclose a parenthetical, explanatory, or

intermediate sentence,

Gladstone (who had up to this time been a Tory) now went over to the

Whifts.

The place of marks of parenthesis is now often supplied by

dashes or commas.

Brackets
[ ]

are used to inclose a reference, explanation,

or note, or a part to be excluded from a sentence, to indicate

an interpolation, to rectify a mistake, or to supply an omis-

sion.

The President [Mr. Davis] in the chair.

The Ellipsis (....) denotes the omission of letters,

syllables, or words.

CAPITAL LETTERS.

The majority of words begin with small letters,

but capitals must be used in the following cases.

Every sentence beginning a paragraph or preceded by a

period or other full stop, and every line of poetry must

begin with a capital.

Every proper name and every word used as a proper name

must begin with a capital.

Thus : democratic institutions, but the Z>emocratic party ;

M'ar and rebellion, but the ITar of the .Rebellion.

It should be noted that the words gentleman and sir, not

at the beginning or end of a composition, though used as

proper names, are not begun with capitals. This is believed

to be the only exception to the general rule.

Every direct quotation must begin with a capital.

Every noun, and as a rule, every pronoun referring to or

indicating the Deity, must begin with a capital.

Titles of persons and of books must begin with capitals.

Titles of chapters and other parts of books must begin

with capitals.

Clauses numbered separately, as, 1st, 2d, etc., must begin

with a capital.

The days of the week, the name of the month, of religious

denominations, of political parties, of educational, religious,

and charitable institutions, begin with a capital.

The pronoun I and the interjection 0 must be written

as capitals ;
but “oh” is not written as a capital unless it

begins a sentence.

The word immediately following the address of a letter

must be given with a capital.

Sir, Father, Mother, Friend, etc., in the address should

begin with a capital.

The formal phrase beginning or ending a letter must begin

with a capital. Thus : Yours sincerely, J. A. T. ;
and. My

dear Sir.

All these words in the body of a composition or letter are

to be begun with a small letter.

Finally, any word upon which it is desired to lay particu-

lar stress may begin with a capital. But capital letters

should not be used too freely for this purpose.

OMPOSITION is the arrangement of the

different parts of a discourse, and is divided

into Prose and Poetry.

Prose is that form of discourse in which

the expression and arrangement are inde-

pendent of metre or poetic measure.

Poetry is a metrical composition. The

principal divisions of poetry, according to

the manner of representation employed,

are epic, lyric, and dramatic.

Epic poetry is narrative in form, and treats in an elevated

style the exjdoits of heroes, etc., as Milton’s Paradise Lost.

Lyric poetry relates to the feelings and thoughts of the

person who composes it ; in a restricted sense, it is such

poetry as is composed for musical recitation.

Dramatic poetry docs not relate an action, but represents

it. fin regard to the metres used in poetry, see the article

on Versification.]

The principal subdivisions of prose are argumentative

discourses, essays, descriptions, letters, and narratives.

Style is the distinctive manner of composition peculiar to

a writer or a body of writers.
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DESCRIPTIONS AND NARRATIONS.
Description is a composition giving an account of the

charactoristics of some thing or person; as, a description of

Niagara Falls, a description of the assassination of President

Garfleld.

In description it is important to grasp the salient peculi-

arities of the object described, and to bring them out clearly

before the reader’s mind. Fullness of detail is often neces-

sary, but care must be taken not to present a dead mass of

uninteresting detail. The important thing is to dwell

with special emphasis on the parts likely to be most inter-

esting to the reader. Whether a man attempts to write a

sublime description of a storm at sea, ora humorous descrip-

tion of a street fight, he must not be tedious. While his

description should be true, he is not obliged to tell every-

thing, or to follow an exact order of description. He should

exercise judgment in the choice of his details, and skill in

their arrangement. If one undertake to describe something

which he has not actually seen, he should first fill his mind

so far as possible with ideas and images suitable to the sub-

jeeU The best descriptive writing, with the exception of a

few works of a high order of imagination, is the result and

record of actual eye and ear experience.

A common fault into which persons attempting descrip-

tion are liable to fall is fine wi'iting, so called. This is

particularly the case with descriptions of natural scenery.

Yet a simple, natural, and unaffected style is, above all

others, appropriate to this class of objects. A description

consisting of a collection of sounding phrases will perhaps

convey to the reader’s mind little or no idea of the object

described ;
while a few simple touches, accurately and

graphically expressed, will instantly call up a picture

superior in vividness and effect to pages of windy rhetoric.

The first rule for good descriptive writing is to study

carefully what you wish to describe, till you are able to give

an accurate account of it, and then to write an account in

simple language, such as every reader can understand.

Narration is an account of real or imaginary incidents.

Its great divisions are Biography, Fiction, History, and

Travels. The consideration of the proper style of writing

for each of these classes of narration does not belong to the

plan of this work. It is sufficient to say that in narration,

as in every other kind of composition, clearness is the first

requisite. Without clearness the meaning of the author is

not understood, or is only understood with difficulty, and

consequently the object of the writer is entirely or partially

sacrificed.
STYLE.

The errors of undue conciseness and of undue prolixity can

be avoided by repeating and varying the expression of the

same idea. This can be done by the use of synonomous

words, by arranging the arguments in a different order.

In the choice of words, other things being equal, a short,

universally intelligible word should be preferred to a longer

word more liable to be misunderstood. Within the same

limits a word of Anglo-Saxon origin should be preferred to a

word of Latin or French origin.

In the construction of sentences, such as are extremely

long should be avoided. On the other hand, a series of ex-

tremely short sentences should be avoided, as harsh and un-

musical. Where it is necessary to use a very long sentence,

care should be taken to construct it so that each part of it

shall be intelligible, and shall have a distinct meaning,

though the sense in each part is not completed ; in this way

a long sentence can be constructed, every part of which is in-

telligible to the reader as ho proceeds. The use of involved

or parenthetical sentences should be avoided as far as possible.

Every new thought or argument should constitute a new sen-

tence. The subject should not be too far separated from its

predicate, nor the pronoun from its antecedent. The prep-

osition should be kept with the noun which it governs.

Modifying words should stand near the words which they

modify.

Avoid the excessive use of quotations, and be very sparing

of foreign words. Whatever one has to say should be said

in English. Avoid sprinkling your composition with French

phrases. You do not write to show your knowledge of the

French language, but to make other people understand your

ideas. If you have no ideas to communicate, don’t write. If

you have ideas to communicate, use words that everybody

can understand. Avoid, as far as possible, the use of techni-

cal words, and of newly coined words.

ENERGY OF EXPRESSION.

Next to clearness, the most important quality of style is

ENERGY or VIVACITY, which is the general name for whatever

tends to give strength, spirit, vividness, or animation to the

expression. As a rule, the briefer an expression is made, the

greater is its energy. But some kinds of writing do not ad-

mit of the energy of conciseness to the same extent as others.

Campbell mentions as “less susceptible of this ornament,

the Descriptive, the Pathetic, and the Declamatory.”

Great care should be taken to avoid the use of too many

.^vords,—afault, perhaps, the most injurious of all to energy.

It will be found useful to go over a composition carefully

after it is finished, and see what words can be omitted with-

out loss to the sense, and with a gain to the energy of the

expression. Search carefully for sentences v hich can be

worked over and abridged, so that, perhaps, out of two

or three sentences a single sentence may be made expressing

fully the idea of the sentences whose place it has taken, but

expressing it with more energy and force. In regard to the

selection of terms for the energy which they express, it should

be said that specific are always to be preferred to general and

abstract terms. The latter should never be employed except

as a sort of euphemism to mitigate an offensive expression.

An Epithet, in Rhetoric, is an adjective which does not

enlarge the meaning of the noun which it qualifies, but simply

denotes something already signified by the noun. Epithets

should be but sparingly used in prose. According to

Whately, no epithet should be used “ which does not ful-

fill one of these two purposes : 1st, to explain a metaphor ;

2d, when the epithet expresses something which, though

implied in the subject, would not have been likely to occur
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at once spontaneously to tlie hearer’s mind, and yet is im-

portant to be noticed with a view to the purpose in hand.”

RHETORICAL FIGURES.

The appropriate and judicious use of rhetorical figures adds

much to the energy of an expression. This is especially the

case with the metaphor and the simile. Of these two figures,

the metaphor or implied comparison is, as a rule, more en-

ergetic than the simile, or direct comparison. The strongest

metaphors are those which are personified, so that a personal

activity and animation are attributed to inanimate objects
;

as, the wild waves, \h.QJio%oling wilderness. But the employ-

ment of well-known and hacknied metaphors and compari-

sons is to bo avoided. Care must be taken also to avoid a

mixture of metaphors.

On the whole, the proper guide in using or rejecting the

use of a metaphor or simile is to determine whether the ex-

pression in which it is to occur is more significant with them

than without them. If the passage will be as significant

without them, they are not to be retained.

DISCOURSES.

An ARGUMENTATIVE DISCOURSE is an attempt by a writer or

speaker to persuade his readers or hearers of the truth of the

proposition which he maintains. An argumentative dis-

course treating of a religious or theological topic is called a

Sermon ;
an argumentative discourse upon some other than

a religious or theological topic is called an Oration.

In classical antiquity it was the custom of rhetoricians

and public speakers to arrange an oration according to the

following formal divisions:

1. The Exordium, containing the introductory matter by

which the speaker sought to ingratiate himself into the good

graces of his audience.

2. The Division, in which the orator sketched the method

which he intended to follow in his discussion of the proposi-

tion.

3. The Statement, which stated the proposition and the

necessary facts in relation to it.

4. The Reasoning, which supported the proposition, and

disproved the argument of the orator’s opponent.

a. The Appeal to the feelings and passions of the audi-

ence.

G. The Peroration, which recapitulated the argument,

and often the appeal, and contained, briefly expressed, the

author’s conclusion.

An arrangement of the discourse after the method given

above is still frequently used by preachers, orators, and

writers at the present day.

Some regular division and plan of argument should be

mapped out by every speaker and writer who is to use argu-

mentative discourse. The proposition to be proved must be

clearly formulated in the author’s mind, so as to admit of

clear and unmistakable statement.

An Argument is a reason offered to prove some proposi-

tion advanced.

Rhetoric, in its more restricted and immediate sense, is

the art of inventing and arranging arguments.

An argument a jynori is an argument from Cause to

Effect.

An argument a gwsteriori is an argument from Effect to

Cause.

PUBLIC DISCUSSIONS.

In beginning the discussion of a question, it is important

to determine upon wliich side the burden of proof lies, i.e.,

which side of the question has the least antecedent proba-

bility in its favor. The side which has the most antecedent

probability in its favor is said to have a presumption in its

favor. The presumption is generally in favor of existing

systems, customs, and institutions, and against novelties in

opinion and doctrine. In regard to the arrangement of

arguments no general rule can be given, except that the

most obvious should be placed first. An argument is often

made much clearer by the use of an illustration and ex-

ample. An illustration or analogous example is also often

the best method of exposing tlie weakness and fallacy of an

opponent’s position. What is a proper argumentative style

will always depend upon the character of the class of readers

or hearers whom it is attempted to persuade. In making a

political speech, or any other oration before a popular

audience, a florid and highly ornamented stylo may be used

with advantage. In any composition to be read before a cul-

tivated audience, however, the expression should be pruned

of all luxuriances and redundancies. It will be a good

plan to go carefully over a composition after it is completed,
j

and strike out all unnecessary expressions. As a rule, a
j

young writer will find it advisable to strike out whatever

portion of his composition seems to him most striking and

beautiful. Such a revision will generally add to the strength

of his argument, as the portions struck out will be mostly i

sounding and meaningless tautology.

Where a speaker is discussing any other than a senti-

mental question, and desires to persuade the intelligence

rather than to play upon the passions of his hearers, it will

be the best rule to make a elear statement of the question,

and then to support his side of it by logical, connected,

and rational argument.

In discussing a question of finance or of political economy,

the advantages of a rational and logical method are evident.

Heated statements and passionate vituperation are, eminently

out of place in a discussion of this kind. It is, indeed, more

difficult to carry along the attention of an audience on an

abstruse question of this nature than it is to inflame their

passions by an appeal to their feelings
;

Imt by making

every proposition in the plainest language, and illustrating

it by well-chosen and apposite examples, it is entirely possilile

to win their judgments.

In writing of almost every description, where there is no

need of using sophistry, or of obscuring one’s meaning in

order to mislead the reader, the simple.st language is usually

the most effective. Simplicity of style is a mark of the

highest art. It is a mistake to suppose that a verbose, florid

style is elegant. Simplicity is the surest mark of polish, and
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can be attained only by constant labor and revision. Sim-

plicity is especially requisite in argumentative discourse,

where it is difficult to hold the attention of the reader or

hearer. If the attention is distracted by a multitude of

words, the hearer or reader is bewildered, and fails to follow

the argument. If he once loses the thread of the argument,

he cannot find it again if the discourse is oral; and if the

discourse is written, he will have to reread the sentence in

which it occurs, a trouble wliich he is not likely to take.

ESSAYS AND DISSERTATIONS.

An Essay is a short composition upon some subject.

A composition upon a subject which demands argument

is usually called a Disseetatiox.

The remarks already made as to the use of style and

language and the arrangement of arguments, apply also to

these species of compositions.

In beginning an essay upon a given subject, it is the best

plan to define the subject. If it has an ordinarily accepted

and popular sense, and at the same time a limited and more

restricted sense, the reader or hearer should never be left in

doubt of the precise meaning which you attach to it. Then

make clear just how far your treatment of the subject is to

extend, and what you intend to prove, describe, narrate,

or illustrate. If it is a subject which admits of historical

treatment, give a historical exposition of it; show how it

originated, to what changes, if any, it was subjected, what

it was formerly, and what you conceive it to be now. In

giving such a summary, care should be taken not to make

it a mere barren chronological table. Seize and group to-

gether the salient and most important points only. Follow

the connection of events which have the relation of cause

and effect, but do not slavishly follow their exact sequence

in point of time. It is a matter of no small difficulty to

write a summary which is not merely narrative but also

shows philosophically the interdependence of the events

recounted.

Historical illustration is an effective way of making clear

a proposition or supporting an argument. It is well not to

refer too frequently to historical characters of antiquity, who

are known only in a vague way to the majority of readers or

hearers. Be very sparing of allusions to Solon, Lycurgus,

Darius, Tliemistoclcs, etc. Indeed, an illustration drawn

from the history of one’s own country is, other things being

equal, to be preferred to a classical illustration. Young

writers are very free wuth the use of illustrations from

the Greeks and Romans, mainly, perhaps, from a certain

desire to manifest their acquaintance with classical litera-

ture.

Many writers overload their compositions with quotations,

and it is said that the essays of young women are especially

subject to this fault. Say what you have to say in your own

words, and introduce birt a few quotations. Poetical quo-

tations often forcibly illustrate' a point, but as a rule they do

not add to the strength of a composition. Sparing and ap-

propriately used they are not inelegant, and they are often

useful in ending a composition gracefully.

CHOICE OF SUBJECTS.

Much of the difficulty experienced by beginners in writing

an essay or dissertation arises from the unfortunate choice

of subject. It is too general a habit among schoolmasters to

give abstract subjects for compositions. A boy or girl can-

not be expected to know anything in particular about

“Vice,” or “ The Folly of Inconsistent Expectations,” or

“ The Vanity of Human Wishes.” The primary object of

exercises in composition is not to make boys and girls great

authors, or profound reasoners, or philosophical disputants,

but to teach them to write, spell, and speak the English lan-

guage correctly. It cannot be expected that their ideas upon

many subjects should be of value or interest, but it is cer-

tain that they will write with greater ease and even enthu-

siasm upon subjects in which they take an interest, and

which do not rise above the habitual scope of objects and

ideas with which they are familiar. Let the first exercises

be descriptive of some object before their eyes, such as the

house in which they live. Let them write letters describing

what they have done during the day, what they expect to

do the next day, their sports, their work, any concrete sub-

jects, not above their reach. Allow them to use their own

language, simply correcting mistakes. It will be found that

a good idea of composition can be gained in this way, not

only because it is the simplest way, but because it interests

as well as instructs the dullest learner. If, on the contrary,

the learner is compelled to write upon abstruse or abstract

subjects beyond his comprehension, he will take no interest

in the composition, will really have no ideas of his ow n on

the subject, and will simply set down a number of stereo-

typed phrases derived from others. A list of subjects for

compositions and essays is appended. It contains some sub-

jects too abstract and vague to fully coincide with some of

the foregoing remarks, but it has designedly been made gen-

eral to accommodate persons belonging to literary and debat-

ing societies, competent to deal with the more difficult topics.

A separate list of subjects for the forensic disputations

appears below. But debating societies can turn many of

the subjects given for compositions, into subjects for forensic

disputations, by a little change. Thus the compositioir sub-

ject, “ How far should punishment for crime be vindictive,”

by being put in an affirmative form, becomes a subject for

forensic disputation, viz.: Resolved, “ That punishment for

crime should be vindictive.”

In connection with the subjects for composition, etc.,

young writers are recommended to give particular attention

to the discussion of questions of common interest at the pres-

ent time, in polities, art, science, literature, religion and

morals. Every person is more familiar with questions of

the present day, which he reads about in the newspapers and

hears discussed constantly, than with abstract or historical

questions. About questions of present importance he feels a

higher degree of enthusiasm than he does about more abstract

questions or questions of the past. His mind being full of

actual information upon such subjects, his arguments are

more likely to be interesting, and his conclusions will cer-

I tainly prove more valuable.
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PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS.

In places where there is no means of access to a good

library, it may perhai>s be difficult to study sufficiently some

of tlie historical and other questions of whiclt we have fur-

nished a list. But it is always easy to find subjects for dis-

cussion. When you have finished reading a book draw up

a summary of its contents. Then write an essay upon the

author’s style, or his opinions. Afterwards write a disser-

fcition upon books of that kind, comparing tlic author’s style

and opinions with those of other authors in the same field.

Lend the book to your friends to read in order to have

them form an opinion. Then you ean talk with them

about it (colloquy), or can discuss it from a literary, phi-

losophical, or historical point of view. There is no better

method than this to fix the contents of a book in one’s mind,

and by treating it in this way you will probably derive a

good deal of information from discussion of the book and

kindred matters with persons whose views are different

from yours. Take Thackeray’s Henry Usmond for example.

Read it carefully till you are thorouglily familiar with the

plot. Then write an account in your own words of the

action. Study the style thoroughly and write an essay on

it. If you have read some other of Thackeray’s novels,

compare the style, plots, characters and general merits of

the two books. Write an essay on some of the principal

characters, as “ Henry Esmond, or Thackeray’s Ideal of a

Gentleman and a Soldier,” or “Beatrice, or a Woman of

Fashion in Queen Anne’s Time,” etc., etc. If you have

read other novels of Thackeray, you can widtc on “Thack-

eray’s Idea of Women,” “ Rachel in Henry Esiyiond com-

pared with Helen in Pendennis” etc. Then you can

compare Thackeray with Dickens, or with any other nov-

elist with whose works you arc familiar.

It is evident that every standard book properly and

thoroughly understood will furnish a great store of interest-

ing subjects, and suggest many more that are nearly or re-

motely connected with it. To study Henry Esmond in the

manner indicated, requires only a few books. The principal

works of Dickens, Thackeray, Scott, and George Eliot will

be found in the smallest village
;
and with these and some

g(x)d historical work relating to the period. Lord Mahon’s
“ History of the Reign of Queen Anne,” for instance, all the

subjects mentioned above, and many other cognate subjects

that will readily suggest themselves, may be treated in an in-

teresting manner, and with a certain degree of knowledge.

A few evenings evciy month devoted to study and discus-

sion of this kind will not only result in the attainment of a

good deal of information, but with proper criticism and di-

rection will be valuable in forming style and in teaching how

to conduct an argumentative discussion. This plan puts the

means of choosing fresh subjects of debate, and of having

tolerably competent information in regard to them within

the reach of all.

CRITICISM.

Wherever j)ersons associate themselves together for im-

jirovement in discussion, it ought to be a rule of their soiii'ty

that every essay or dissertation read before it shall be criti-

cized by the other members. Criticism should be to the point

,

and not be prompted by' any captious spirit. But every im-

proper use of language, every faidt of style, every feebleness

of argument ought to bo noted for correction. A little tem-

porary resentment is sometimes caused by the freedom of

criticism proper to such occasions ;
but this custom of

general and searching criticism by the whole society, of the

individual performances of each member is in the highe.st de-

gree serviceable, and only demands a si>irit of mutual for-

bearance and courtesy.

HOW TO CONSULT A LIBRARY.

In preparing for a discussion of any kind it is often desir-

able to consult authorities in order to fortify your position

with statistics. If you have access to a large public library,

such as is to be found in most cities of consequence, this is a

very simple matter. It is only necessary to consult the cata-

logue, which is usually divided into two parts, one contain-

ing a list of books aiTangcd alphabetically according to their

subjects, the other containing a list of books arranged aliiha.

betically according to the names of the authors. If, for in-

stance, you wish to write a dissertation on American litera-

ture, and desire to get a conn<'cted view of the subject, you

will find in the catalogue, under the head “Literature,

American,” all the works which the library contains upon

that subject. If you want to find some j)articular work by

an author whose name you are familiar with, as, for instance,

Tyler’s History of American Literature, look up the name

Tyler, M. C., in the list of authors.

A list of books comprising wIkiI is most important in fic-

tion, history, [jhilosophy, science, etc., will bo found in

another ]>art of (his work. It will bo useful to consult this

list when studying any particular subject with a view to

writing about it. It represents all classes of opinions, and is

indispensable to the writer or debater seeking authorities in

support of his side of the (]uestion.

DIARIES.

Persons who arc so situated as not to bi; .able to belong to

a debating club or a literary society, will find it useful to

keep a diary in which they may I’ecord the daily events of

their life. In keeping a diary one should especially guard

against being self-conscious. Write sinq)ly and naturally as

if nobody but yourself woidil ever sec your diary. Note,

down in it what you are reading, your opinions of books, and

of contemporary events. In this way a diary may be made

a regular literary exercise, and may supply the place of more

formal means of inqjrovement in composition.
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Subjects for Essays.

N benefits derived from novel reading.

2. Injudicious novel reading.

3. Tlic influence of the ]>ress.

4. The influence of democracy upon public

opinion.

5. Tlie growth of toleration in religion,

t). The evils of an elective judiciary.

7. The evils of an appointed judiciary.

8. The growth of Australia.

9. The rights of married women.

10.

The need of reform in divorce laws.

11.

The English and American physique.

13.

Education in Australia.

13. Indifference in religion.

14. Indifference in politics.

15. The abuse of the caucus.

16. The introduction of the caucus into England.

17. The workings of the Land Act in Ireland.

18. The influence of the Land League agitation upon the tenure of

laud in England.

19. The growth of democracy in England.

30. The gold product of Australia.

31. Municipal government in America.

23. The modern relation of England to her colonies.

33. The effect of the physical upon the mental condition.

34. The novels of George Eliot.

25. The writings of Oliver Goldsmith.

36. The poetry of Ireland.

37. The ballad itoetry of Scotland.

28. The object of punishment.

29. Describe the life of a parish priest.

30. Describe the qualities requisite for a successful lawyer.

31. The importance of learning a trade.

32. The overcrowding of the learned irrofessions.

33. Stock farming.

34. The effect of tlie modern improvements in machinery tipon the

working classes.

35. Benefits of the old system of apprenticeship.

36. The usefulness of village improvement societies.

37. Weather prophecies.

38. Effect of the weather upon the feelings.

39. Give an account of your favorite studies.

40. Give an account of the most remarkable event in your life.

41. Tell your political opinions and the grounds upon which tliey are

based

42. Who is your favorite author, and why.

43. The politeness of the heart.

44. The incretise of wealth in America.

45. The temptations of mercantile life.

46. The qualities requisite for success in a mercantile career.

47. The demand for skilled artisans.

48. Tlie life and the oiqiortuiuties of a mechanic.

49. Modern standing armies.

50. The cultivation of the taste by reading.

51. American wit and liumor.

52. Irisli wit and humor.

53. Englisli wit and liumor.

54. Scotch wit and liumor.

55. The distinction between wit and humor.

56. The effect of physical exercise upon the mind.

57. The writings of Thomas Carlyle.

58. Carlyle as a historian.

59. The cliaracter of Thomas Carlyle.

60. Tlie cause of the American Civil War.

61. The economical evils of slavery.

62. The introduction of slavery into America.

63. The improvement in the condition of the colored race in iVmerica.

64. The persecution of tlie Jews in the Middle Ages.

65. The modern persecution of the Jews in Russia.

66. Vanity in men
;
vanity in women.

67. The pleasures of Hope.

68. The pleasures of the Imagination.

69. The advantages of a liberal education.

70. Self inade men.

71. The discomforts of celibacy.

72. The theory of religious persecution.

73. The advantages of routine in making a proper use of one’s time.

74. What books I have read.

75. The progress of Australia.
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T6. The influence upon cinlization of the modern improvements in

transportation.

T7. The desirableness of an international system of penny postage.

T8. The proper basis for sullriige.

79. The best method of study.

80. “How small, of all that human hearts endure,

Tile part that laws or kings can cause or cure.”

81. Physiogn miy as an indication of character.

SJ. How far the study of phrenology is based upon scientific data.

8.3.

Why an untarnished reputation is of more importance to a woman
than to a man.

84. The arguments (humane) against vivisection.

85. The arguments (scientific) against vivisection.

80. The legal responsibility of insane criminals.

87. The workings of usury laws.

88. The evils of excessive commercial speculations.

89. The position of woman in modern society.

90. The position of woman among the ancient Greeks.

91. Describe the best actor you have seen, and analyze his style of

acting.

92. The effect of modem scientific speculations upon the religious

beliefs of the present generation.

93. Give a brief account of the Government and institutions of the

country in which you live.

91. The study of history.

95. The true objects of Government.

96. How far the extension of the right of suffrage to women is de-

sired by woman.
97. The growth of radicalism in England.

98. “The voice of the people is the voice of God.”

99. The pleasures of Memory.

1(X). What constitutes the true ideal of physical beauty.

101. The comparative morality of the city and of the country.

102. The chief causes of insanity.

103. Emigration as an outlet for excess of population.

104. A farmer's life.

105. “ Fancy ” farming.

106. A walk in the woods.

107. The first of May in the country.

108. The first of May in the city.

109. Flowers which bloom in June (describe those you are familiar

with).

110. Flowers which bloom in July (describe those you are familiar

with).

111. Give an account of the first birds to appear in the Spring where
you live.

112. Describe the growth of a tree.

113. Describe the growth of a plant.

114. Describe the principal varieties of roses familiar to you.

115. A walk through a country pasture.

116. Describe the most beautiful natural scenery you ever saw.

in. Describe the most sublime natural scenery you ever saw.

118. The phxisures of the chase.

119. Give an account of the principal kinds of game in your vicinity.

120. W'hat constitutes a good English education.

121. The characteristics of Longfellow’s poetry.

122. The political opinions of Thomas Jefferson.

123. In what cases it is desirable for a nati<m to declare war witti

another nation.

121. Literary women.
12.5. Protection against fire.

126. The benefits of life insurance.

127. A journey on the water.

128. The increa.se in the average duration of human life.

129. The study of astronomy.

130. The progress of Arctic discovery.

1.31. The navies of the world.

132. The pleasures of horseback riding.

133. “ Fears of the brave, and follies of the wise.”

134. Dancing.

135. “ A great memory is usually accompanied by a poor judgment.”

136. “ 111 fares the land, to hastening ills a prey.

Where wealth accumulates, and men decay.”

137. The pleasures of angling.

138. Describe the principal varieties of fish witli which you aro

familiar.

139. The diminution of forests as a cause of a dimiuishi d rainfall.

140. The hardshii)s inflicted by game laws.

141. Harvesting.

142. “ One swallow docs not make a summer.”
143. The capacity of the Red Indian for civilization.

144. Intemperance.

145. The pleasures of childhood.

146. The consolation of old age.

147. The sorrows of old age.

148. The study of the English language.

149. Common errors in the use of the English language.

150. The pleasure of doing nothing. (Dolcefar nientel)

151. The pleasure of doing good.

152. “Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty.”

153. The first settlement of Australia.

154. The discovery of the Mississippi River.

1.55. The cultivation of the memory.

156. The importance of learning to read aloud according to the rules

of elocution.

157. The importance of acquiring a good knowledge of the English

language.

1.58. Difficulties in the way of learning howto spell the English lan-

gu.'tge correctly.

159. Importance of learning to spell correctly.

160. Skating.

161. Swimming.
162. Taste in dress.

16.3. How to furnish a room in good lastc.

164. The simplest pleasures are the most enjoyed.

165. The characteristics of woman.

166. The characteristics of genius and of talent compared.

167. The value of time.

168. The dignity of labor.

169. The effect of commerce uimn civilization.

170. The effect of the Crusades upon commerce ami civilization.

171. Nihilism and the Nihilists.

172. Humanity.

173. Philanthropy.

174. “ Necessity is the mother of invention.”

175. The ])rose of Matthew Arnold.

176. The poetry of Matthew Arnold.

177. The writings of Cardinal Newman.
178. The character and career of Cardinal Newman.
1T9. The Catholic Church in America.

180. The Catholic Church in Australia.

181. The advantages and pleasures of a lift! of contem|)lalion.

182. The advantagi^s and i)leasuri^s of a life of action.

18.3. “A thing of beauty is a joy forever.”

181. “The moral uses of dark things.”

185. The. dome.stic affections.

186. Occupation as a means of health.

187. The proper sphere of Government.

188. Descriittion of a constitutional monarchy.

189. What reforms, if atiy, are desirable in the itrescnl system of

criminal law?

190. The nfform of criminals.

191. What is the best editcation for women ?

192. Give an account of the ]>rincipal colleges in Australia.

193. “ There is no royal road to leartiing.”

194. “ Wo are such stuff as dreams are made on.

And our little life is rounded with asleej)."

19.5. What are the wages receiv('d by day laborers in your vicinity, and

are they, in your opinion, sufficient for tlieir supjtort ?

196. Give an account of the principal manufacturers in your vicinity.
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197. “ Great wits to madness nearly are allied,

And thin partitions do their walls divide.”

198. Give an account of the principal agricultural productions in your

vicinity.

199. Give an account of the principal mineral productions in your

vicinity.

200. Peculiarities of national character.

201. Characteristics of an Iri.shinan.

202. Characteristics of an Englishman.

203. Characteristics of an American.

204. The French national character.

205. National character as affected by climate.

206. Given sketch of the career of the present Pope.

207. Give an account of the present Government of France.

208.
“ ’Tis better to have loved and lost,

Than never to have loved at all.”

209. Has Democratic Government been a success in cilies ?

210. The career of Mr. Gladstone.

211. The cliaracter of a statesman.

212. The distinction (if any) between a statesman and a politician.

213. The evils of indiscriminate charity.

214. The evils of poverty.

215. The blessings of poverty.

21G. The responsibility of wealth.

217. The opportunities of wealtli.

218. How to make a duty a pleasure.

219. Athletic sports.

220. The qualities desirable in a husband.

221. The qualities desirable in a wife.

222. Is the anticipation of a pleasure more delightftd than the actuid

enjoyment of it ?

223. The beauty of the human voice as heard in song compared with

the beauty of the sounds of musical instruments.

224. The treatment of pauperism.

225. The treatment of “tramps.”

226. The town meeting.

227. The village school.

228. “Knowledge i.s power.”

229. The principal religions of the world.

230. The proper basis of faith.

231. The necessity of laligion to society.

232. The effect of education upon the manners.

233. Good manners.

234. What is good society ?

235. The origin of architecture.

236. Modern church architecture.

237. The coinitarative value as a means of mental discipline of the

study of the classics and the study of mathematics.

238. The jtrose writings of John Milion.

239. The political opinions of John Milton.

240. The characteristics of Milton's poetry.

211. The character of Lord Byron.

242. Was Hamlet insane ?

243. “The critics arc tlie men who have failed in literature and

art.”

244. “ He never loved who loved not at first sight.”

245. Characteristics of good conversation.

246. International copyright.

247. How far will arbitration succeed war as a method for the sidlle-

mentof international disputes ?

248. “ Money makes the mare go.”

249. Description of an autumn sunset..

250. Description of a summer sunrise.

251. Description of a sunset on the mountains.

252. Description of a river.

253. What is a good sermon ?

254. What is a good poem ?

255. Wluit is a good political speech ?

256. Is Civil Service Reform desirable in the United States ?

257. Is the proverb true that “ Home is liomc, be it ever so homely ” ?

258. Does the habitual reading of poetry on the whole weaken or

strengthen the mind ?

259. “ There arc more things in heaven and earih, Horatio,

Tliau are dreamt of in your philosoiihy.”

260. Comparison between Paganism and Christianity.

261. Has i)hysical beauty any relation to, or connection with, moral

beamy ?

262. Remedies tor a hasty temper.

263. The evils of covetousness.

264. The evils of prodigality.

265. Write an Allegory.

266. Write a Fable.

267. “The truth is not to be sprjken at all times.”

268. The characteristics of Lord Byron’s poetry.

269. The poetry of Keith. .

270. The poetry of Aubrey de Vere.

271. The moral importance of cultivating the faculty of veneration.

272. The importance of industry in literary labor.

273. “ The fault, dear Brutus, is not in our stars, but in ourselves that

we are underlings.”

274. The best method of teaching history.

275. The importance of knon ing the history of one s own country.

276. The jmsition of women among savage nations.

277. How far, if at all, drunkenness ought to be a iralliation for crime

committed under its influence.

278. Habitual drunkenness as adisea.se.

279. The moral aspect of drunkenness.

280. The treatment of drunkenness by the State.

281. Melancholy.

282. The value and the dangers of high animal si)irits.

283. The love of country.

284. The love of home.

285. Protestantism in the nineteenth century.

2S6. The character of Andrew Jackson.

287. The character of Queen Elizabeth.

288- “ Uneasy lies the head that wears a crown.”

289. The assassination of rulers.

290. The effects of disease upon the temper.

291. The use of slang.

292. The use of profane language.

293. Vulgarity in thought, feeling, language, and action.

294. A perfect gentleman.

295. A perfect lady.

296. “ A governmentof the people, by the people, and for the people.”

297. “ Man wants but little here below.

Nor wants that little long.”

29S. The knowledge of style to be derived from a constant ])crusal of

the best authors.

299. The beneficial effects of the use of tobacco.

300. The-injurious effects of the use of tobacco.

3J1. Description of a walk in the country.

302. Description of a country churchyard.

303. The proposed interoceanic ship canal across the Isthmus of

Tehuantepec. (Geographical division of Mexico.)

304. The i)roposed canal across the Isthmus of Darien.

305. The pleasures and the inconveniences of solitude.

.306. The differing standards of morality enforced by different civili-

zations.

307. Morality and immorality in fiction.

308. The clouds.

309. The distinction between vanity and pride.

310. The distinction between true and false pride.

311 . Women as rulers.

312. The impetus to civilization given by the invention of the i>rint

ing press.

313. How far are canals superseded by railroads.

314. “ Throw physic to the dogs.”

315. The liest tragedy of Shakespeare, and tlie reasons why.

316. The best comedy of Shakespeare, and the reasons why.

317. Dyspepsia as a cause of ill temper.
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318. Old and new systems of postal sendee.

319. The trotting horse.

320. Description of a railway journey.

:i31. Description of a steainhoat journey.

SH. The pleasures and inconveniences of a strong imagination.

3C3. “ Hope springs eternal in the human breast."

.324. “ Sovereign Law. the world’s collective will."

325. The distinction between the Fancy and the Imagination.

326. Superstition.

32T. The importance of a general system of pi imary education.

3’28. Art in America.

329. “ Worth makes the man, the want of it the fellow.”

330. The domestic life of literary pcoiilc.

331. The formation of habits, and their effect upon character and mode

of life.

332. The antithetical style in the works of Ale.vander Pope.

333. The younger generation always seems degenerate to the genera-

tion before it.

334. Health is the indispensable condition to human happiness.

335. Tell a ghost story.

336. “ Gratitude is a lively sense of favors expected.”

33T. The influence of natural scenery upon the character.

.338. Modesty and jirudeiy.

.339. The art of making one’s self agreeable.

.340. True hospitality.

311. Generosity and prodigality.

342. Happiness is independent of outward things.

.343 " Thrice is he armed who hath his quarrel just.”

344. Virtue often makes itself as offensive as vice.

345. Virtue, however ostentatiously manifested, is always more agree-

able than vice.

346. In cultivating the greater virtues, many men forget the smaller

ones.

317. The decline of the English aristocracy.

.348. What is an aristocracy ?

.349. “Blessings brighten as they take their flight.”

.350. Describe the kind of life that seems to you most desirable.

.351. “ Shakespeare’s works are a lil)iary in themselves.”

.352. The most agreeable things are not always the most useful.

3.53. Honesty is the best policy.

354. “ Our birth is but a sleep and a forgetting.”

.35.5. To wh it extent are lawyers useful to the community y

356. I’he dangers of overwork.

357. To what extent is the remark true, that a great mathematici.rn is

al.so a great poet ?

358. “An uudevout a.«tronomcr is mad.”

359. The advantages of labor strikes.

.300. The evils of labor strikes.

3)1. The benefits of co-operation.

3)2. The benefits of trades-unions.

3)3 The relation between intelligence and morality.

.3)1. The character ami public services of Abraham Lincoln.

30.5. Describe some striking incident within your own knowledge.

.300. Describe some humorous incident within your own knowl-

edge.

3)7. Describe some pathetic inciilent within your own knowhrdgo.

.308. “ Di.scretion is the better part of valor.”

.359. Enthusia.sm as a factor in the character.

.370. The conduct of most men is guided by their passions, not by their

judgment.

.371. The best mean.s of conquering susceptibility to iihysical fear.

.372. The conditions of material success in a new country.

.373. Public opinion.

374. Influence of jKusonal character in political life.

.375. The importance to a lawyer of a knowledge of the methods of eon-

diicting mercantile business.

.370. Ttie character of Mary, Queen of Scots.

.377. Women in politics.

378. Oflice-seeking.

.379. The [MK-try of Robert Bums.

.380. The study of elocution.

381. Importance iti a free Government of a free discussion of political

questions.

382. Suffrage, as based upon property.

.383. Suffrage, as based upon intelligence.

:384. Universal suffrage.

.385. Show' the fallacy of the common saying that “ 3’he exception

lirovcsthe rule.”

.386. Julius Oipsar as he appears in Sh.akespearc’s play of that name.

.387. “For forms of government let fools contest,

Whate’er is best administered is best.”

388. Toleration a necessary quality to enjoyment of literature.

389. The Puritans.

390. The influence of Puritanism upon literature and art.

.391. Prejii'lice, how formed and how overcome.

392. Brevity is the soul of wit.

393. “Does death end all ?”

394. “ Is life worth living ?
”

395. The English Oonstitntion.

396. The American Constitution.

397. Liberty and license.

398. Should personal property be taxed by the State ?

399. The benefits conferred upon civilization by Christian missions.

400. Life of a missionary among the heathen.

401. Horticultnre.

402. A flower garden.

403. A snow-storm.

404. The advisability of the enactment of sumptuary laws.

405. Changes in the art of naval warfare.

406. The character of Lord Nelson.

407. How far the affection of parents for their children is retunied by

the latter.

408. The precarious livelihood to be derived from unskilled labor.

409. Tlie inferiority of knowledge acquired from Imoks I oth.at acquired

by experience.

410. How far punishment for crime should be vindictive.

411. The evils of crowded tenement-houses.

412. Political parties in Australia.

413. Political parties in the Canadian Dominion.

411. Political parties in tlie United States
;
their history and opin-

ions.

415. The manufactured and the agricultural products of the United

States.

410. The manufactured and the agricultural products of the Canadian

Dominion.

417. The manufacturing and agricultural interests of Australia.

418. 3'hc colonial sy.stems of the ancient Greeks.

419. Dancing, ancient and modern, religious and secular.

420 Free libraries in the United States ;
their circulation and how

they arc conducted.

421. The early explorers of America from Scandinavia.

422. The Thirty Years’ War
;

its causes and consequences.

42'I. The influence of the fine arts u])on civilization.

424. 'I’he importance of education at the present time.

425. 3’he great statesmen of ancient and modern times.

426. Geogni|)hical jirogress and discovery.

427. Astronomical phenomena and progress.

428. The Easti rn (piestion.

429. Ireland and the Irish question.

430. 'I’lie Army of the United States.

431. International exhibitions.

432. Hero worship.

4.33. 3’he great cathedrals of Europe.

431. Indoor and outdoor s])orts.

43.5. Political assassinations of recent times.

430. The standard of ti'chnical and scientiflcknowlcdgein the medical

profession.

437. Public opinion in the United States.

4:18, The desirability of England changing her policy of free-trade for

a more or less protective i)olicy.

|:i9. The countries of the world
; describing eliinaie, mountains,

lakes, rivers, great cities, products, industry, and commerce.
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gOBJECT^ F0^ DIg?E^f^TI0]SIg.

IIOTOGRAPHY in astronomy.

t-'i'
“• connection of tlie pliysical sciences.

Therevolutionof 1688coinparcdwitlUhatofl78fl.
*' t.

^
rj.|,g parses of tlie decline of poetry in England

during the eighicenih century.

5. Tlie endowment of scientific research.

6. Summary of the scientific doctrines of Leibnitz.

7. The infiuence of the French trouveres u])on

the poetry of Chaucer.

8. The establishment of the new German empire.

9. The Homeric question as affected hy recent dis-

coveries at Troy.

10. A Iiarallei between the Greek drama and the modern opera.

11. American literature since 1776.

12. Tlie advantages and disadvantages of gold as a standard of value.

13. Insanity among the early Roman Emperors.

14. The proposed introduction of the cloture in the British Parliament.

15. Celtic literature.

16. The advantages and disadvantages of home rule in Ireland.

17. The influence of English models on American literature.

18. A critical estimate of the philosophy of Raliih Waldo Emerson.

19. The defects of Macaulay as a historian.

20. The importance of making changes in the tariff laws of the United

States.

56. The growth of Socialism.

57. Socialism and Communism.

58. The msthetic revival in England.

59. English opinions al>out America.

60. The standing armies of the great continental powers.

61. The coal supitly of the United States.

62. The future of Australia.

63. Agriculture in Australia.

64. The mineral deposits of Australia.

65. The doubtful plays of Shakespeare.

66. The political oitinions of Alexander Hamilton.

67. The causes of the American war with England in 1812.

68. The growth of Ritualism in the Church of England.

69. Military genius of the Duke of Marlhoi ough.

70. The life and writings of Daniel Defoe.

71. Recent experiments in the use of the electric light.

72. The phenomena of reflex action.

73. The novels of Henry James, Jr.

74. The growth of the United States in the decade 1870-1880.

75. The effect of the study of the physical sciences upon religious

belief.

76. Changes in the poiitical geography of Europe during the twenty

years 1860-1880.

77. The reforms instituted hy Mr. Gladstone during his first ministry.

21. A comparison of the works of Dickens and of Thackeray.

22. The arguments for and against bi-metalism.

23. Tile iihenomena of hypnotism.

24. Modern church music.

25. The growth of cities as compared with the growth of country towns.

26. Literary criticism in America.

27. Contemporary English criticism.

28. Modern tendencies towards centralization. ,

29. The contributions of America to Arctic expioration.

30. A critical estimate of the philosophy of Herbert Spencer.

31. The amendments to the Constitution of the United States.

32. The effects of competition among railroads.

33. The evils of class legislation.

34. The commercial relations of Australia and the United States.

35. Social life among the ancient Greeks.

36. The military talents of George Washington.

.37. The value of competitive examinations as a means of testing the

fitness of applicants for goveniment oftices.

38. Tlie “ spoils system ” in American politics.

39. The constitutional and political theories of John C. Calhoun.

40. Art Museums in America.

41. Tiie assessment of office-holders for political purposes.

42. Materialism and Agnosticism.

43. The public del)ts of the great nations of the worid.

44. The present relations of Italy and the Vatican.

45. The foreign policy of the Earl of Beacon.sfield.

46. Clay, Calhoun, and Webster.

47. English as a universal language.

48. Fiction in public libraries.

49. American novelists.

50. American playwrights.

51. The genius and character of Edgar A. Poe.

52. Curran as an advocate at the bar.

53. The philoso|)hical writings of Edmund Burke.

5-1. Pitt and Pox.

55. The cause of the Pranco-Prussian war of 1870-71.

78. The co-education of the sexes.

79. The character and career of Gambetta.

80. Government land grants to railroads.

81. The Pan-Slavic movement.

82. The military talents of General von Moltke.

83. The character and career of Bismarck.

84. The writings of John Stuart Mill.

85. The comparative merits of Bancroft’s and of Hildreth’s History of

the United States.

86. The treatment of criminals.

87. The writings of Nathaniei Hawthorne.

88. The decline in influence of the British House of Lords.

89. Means of protection against railroad accidents.

90. The relation of the State to the education of its inhabitants.

91. The Hartford Convention.

92. The decline of dogmatic theology in the Protestant Church.

93. The relations of Canada with the British Empire.

94. American inventors and inventions.

95. The college and the university.

96. The poetry of Edmund Spenser.

97. The connection of Sir Walter Raleigh with the settlement of the

United States.

98. Lord Bacon as a lawyer and a judge.

99. The characteristics of the Elizabethan age.

100. Longfellow’, Lowell, and Whittier.

101. The prose writings of Longfellow.

102. Railroads and the State.

103. The study of English literature.

104. The causes of suicide.

105. The military talents of General Grant and General Lee.

106. The use of money at elections.

107. The rights and responsibilities of neutrals in time of war.

108. The religious beiief of John Milton.

109. The comparative study of religions.

110. Fairy tales and ancient myths.

111. National homogeneity as a condition of lasting national greatness.
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DMUND BURKE as an orator and as a Parlia-

nipntury leader.

2. The comparative merits of the dictionaries

of M'ehster and Worcester.

3. The relative rank of Sir Walter Scott as

a novelist and a poet.

4. The practical value of an education ob-

tained at a business college.

5. The wages of women as compared with

those of men for the same work.

fi. The desirability of retaining married

women as teachers in the public schools.

7. The means of preventing inundations by
the Mississippi River.

8. The system of granting subsidies to ocean

steamers for carying the mails.

9. The protection afforded by the United States Government to its

citizens.

10. The influence of the new Platonic speculations upon Christian

dogma.

11. The workings of a prohibitory compared with those of a license

liquor law.

12 The merits and demerits of a civil service holding office during
good behavior.

13. The arguments in favor of the right of a State to secede.

14. Constitutional amendments setting a limit to municipal indebted-

ness.

15. The arguments for total abstinence and for moderate drinking.

16. The arguments for and against the contract system of convict

labor.

17. The proper limits of newspaper criticism of public men.
18. The position of Coleridge as a critic, a philosopher, and a poet.

19. The increased cost of living as a preventive of marriage.

20. The introduction of German methods into American universities.

21. The natural oratorical gifts of the Celtic race.

22. Victor Hugo as a poet, a novelist, and a politician.

23. The comparative merits of recent English translations of Virgil.

24. Canada and the United States as a desirable field for immigration.

25. Australia and Canada as desirable fields for immigration.
26 Daniel Webster as a diplomatist and writer of letters.

27 Daniel Webster as an orator compared with Edmund Burke.
28. The society of New York City as a field for the novelist and

playwright.

29. The limits of, and distinctions between, comedy, farce, and bur-

lesque.

30. The disa.stcrs and the successes of Arctic exploring expeditions.

31. The physical he.ilth of women of to-day compared with that of

women of the past generation.

32. A comparison between Grote's and Thirlwall’s histories of Greece.

33. The comparative knowledge and impartiality of Ilume and Lin-

gard as historians.

34. Tlie influence exerted by the clergy on other than religious sub-

jects.

35. The persecution of the Christians by the Pagans, and of the Pagans
by the Christians.

36. Business methods and business morality of the present day.
3(. The beneficial n*sults of the study of comparative mytlu)Iogy.
38. The arguments against the present system of trial by jury.

.39. The comiiarative strength of the religions sentiment in men and

in women.
40. The great famines of history, and their su|)posed causes.

41. The cxUuit to which health and personal laamty are hereditary.

42. The extent to which talent and genius a!C hereditary.

43. The duty of the State to encourage art, science, and literature.

44. The difference between the Christian and the Pagan systems of

morality.

45. Debating and writing as a means of improving one’s style and

language.

46. The comparative value of history and philosophy as mental in-

structors.

47. The reproach and disgrace, deserved or undeserved, attached to

suicide.

48. 3’he Metaphor and the Simile in poetry and in prose.

49. The poetry of Robert Browning and of his wife.

50. The position of the day-laborer in England and in the United

States.

51. The effect of the improvements in agricultural labor upon the

condition of the agricultural laborer.

,52. Daniel O'Connell and John Wilkes as political agitators.

53. Bribery and intimidation at elections in England and in the Unil<'d

States.

.54. The imitation of English models by the fashionable society of

America.

55. Dr. Johnson as a man of letters, a novelist, and a politician.

56. The practical value of a college education as compared with its

cost.

57. Witchcraft, sorcery, and magic in Pagan and in Christian tim<!s,

.58. The comparative labor and income of the journalist and the

lawyer.

59. Luxury among the ancient Romans and modern Americans.

60. Gladstone and Disraeli as orators, statesmen, and parliamentary

leaders.

61. The reign of Victoria and the reign of Queen Anne.

62. The literature of the reign of Victoria, and that of the reign of

Anne.

63. The study of poetry compared with that of prose as a means of at-

taining a knowledge of style.

64. The resources of Carthage and those of Rome at the outbreak of

the First Punic War.

65. The military talents of Napoleon and of the Duke of Wellington.

66. The Anglo-Saxon and the Celtic contributions to the English lan-

guage.

67. The relations of England to Ireland compared with those to Scot-

land.

68. The American Revolutionary War compared with the War of 1812.

69. Alexander Il.amilton, James Madison, the Constitution, and the

FederaliKt .

70. The commercial relations of the United States with Mexico.

71. Richard Brinsley Sheridan as an orator, a jeolitician, a wit, and a

man of fashion.

72. George VV’ashington ns a writer and spintker upon political sub-

jects.

73. Novels and novelists in England and in the United States.

74. Benjamin Franklin as a political idiilosopher and a man of

science.

75. English reviews and rrwiewers of American books.

76. Samuel Adams and the beginnings of the American Revolution.
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nOlTLD the protective system be maintained in

the United States ?

2. Is tiie assassination of rulers ever capal)le

of justification ?

3. Would reciprocity het\veen_ the United

States and Canada he advantageous to the for-

mer, or to the latter more tlian the former ?

4. Ought personal property to be exempt

from taxation ?

5. Was the war of Great Britain against the

Boers necessary ?

6. Are the conditions of modern life favor-

able to the production of great works of litera-

ture ?

put restrictions upon tlie emigration of the

Chinese to the United States or to Australia ?

8 Ought the Capitol of the United States to he at Wasiiington ?

9.

Ought the largest city of a State to be the capital of that State ?

10. Shall the editor of a newspaper be responsible for the personal

opinions of his contributors ?

11. Has the abolition of slavery improved the condition of the blacks?

12. Have many of the good results hoped for from the abolition of

serfdom in Russia been obtained ?

13. Was Thomas Jefferson or Alexander Hamilton the greater man ?

14- Was Edmund Kean or David Garrick the greater actor ?

15. Will Ihe coal supply of the United States hold out ?

16. Is universal suffrage to be pronounced a success ?

17. Is the growth of sects injurious to tlie welfare of Protestantism ?

18. Is there a smaller attendance at churches now than formerly ?

19. Was the Tichborne claimant clearly shown to be an imi>o.stor ?

20. Was General Lee a greater general than General Gi ant ?

21. Is it true that the drama is immoral and needs to be reformed ?

22. Is a tax upon incomes a judicious metiiod of raising revenue?

23. Ought the United States Nationai Bank system to he abolished ?

24 Does the diminution of forests cause a diminished rainfall ?

25. Was it for the interest of mankind that Rome shouid conquer

Carthage ?

20. Was Abraham Lincoln a Christian in the proper sense of that

word ?

27. Is it possible to maintain both a gold and a silver standard of

coinage ?

28. Is the extension of the riglit of suffrage to women advisable ?

29. Was the war of the United States with Mexico juslifiable ?

30. Is cremation a desirable substitute for burial ?

31. Should the State assume control of the r.iilroads and telegraphs ?

32. Is corruption as prevalent in political life now as formerly ?

33. Ought the President of the United States to be directly elected

by the popular vote ?

.34. Was the electoral commission of 1876-1877 constitutional ?

35 Is Great Britain tending towards a republican form of govern-

ment ?

36. Will Chicago ever have a greater population than New York ?

37. Will Australia always be a colony of Great Britain ?

38. Ought |>roperty in land to be abolished ?

39. Ouglit restrictions to be put upon the amount of property in-

heritable ?

40 Has the aristocracy of Great Britain done more harm than good ?

41. Is it probable that international arbitration will definitively sue

ceed war ?

42. Is it probable that English will ever become a universal language ?

43. Has the State a constitutional right to enact a prohibitory liquor

law ?

44. Is imprisonment for life as a punishment for murder likely to he

more effectual as a prevention of crime and a terror to criminals than

capital punishment ?

45. Would the substitution of the garrote or the guillotine for the gal-

lows make capital punishment more effective ?

46. Was Guiteau, the assassin of President Garfield, insane ?

47. Should drunkenness be a palliation for a crime committed with-

out evidence of previous intent ?

48. Is the “ total alistincnce ” movement injurious to the real in-

terests of temperance ?

4!(. Are the weather reports of the signal service trustworthy ?

50. Is tlie system of trial by jury a failure in large cities ?

51. Was the execution of Mrs. Snrratt for complicity in the murder of

President Lincoln justified by the evidence ?

52. Sliould public museums and parks be opened on Sunday ?

53. Should drawing be taught in the public schools ?

.54. Slionld the Billie be read in tlie public schools ?

K). Should the right to vote in large cities he made dependent upon a

property qualification?

56. Should religions and educational institutions he taxed ?

57. Ought railroads and transportation companies to be allowed to

give more favoralile terms to one shijiper of freight or merchandise

than to others ?

.58. Is it constitutional for the Congress of the United States to dis-

franchise the Mormons of Utah ?

59. Has the general Government of the United States any constitu-

tional right to provide for education in the several States ?

60. Should corporal iiunislniient lie abolished in schools ?

61. Are there any reasonable grounds for the common jirejudice

against Jews, either individually or as a class ?

”62. Should the hours of labor be resiricted by law to eight hours ?

63. Is a Republican form of government desiralile for Great Britain ?

64. Is a Republican form of government likely to be permanent in

France ?

65. Is a knowledge of Greek and Latin of any practical value ?

66. Is a course of training in the sciences preferable to a classical or

solely literary education ?

67. Arc early marriages desirable in an economic sense ?

68. Do the wages of working-men bear a proper relation to the cost

of living ?

69. Is an aristocracy in process oi formation in the United States ?

70. Was Bacon the author of Ihe plays attributed to Shakespeare ?

71 Was the annexation of Schleswig-Holstein by Prussia justifiable

either historically or politically ?

72. Should French and German he taught in the public schools ?

73. Ought the House of Lord.s to be abolished ?

74. With all the modern business improvements and advantages, is

life more desirable than it was among tlie Greeks ?

75. Is it desirable that Ireland should he separated from Great Britain?

76. Is the influence of the clergy less than formerly ?

77. Should the internal revenue system of the. United States he

abolished ?

78. Will the colored race ever be amalgamated with the white ?

79. Is journalism prejudicial to the cultivation of literature pure and

simjile ?

80. Is the present Engli.sh system of land tenure I'kely to last ?

81. Was the play of Henry the JCirilith written by Shakespeare ?

fg- R._Tlie proper form for debating societies to discuss questions of

this kind is as follows ; Renolred, That the play of Henry the Eighth was

written by Sliakespeare, etc., etc.

7. Is it desirable to
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OKATORY AND DECLAMATION".

LOCUTION is the art which

treats of the management of

the voice in S2)cakingand rcad-

ing.

The study of elocution is of

great imjiortancc to all persons

who arc liable to he called n])on

to do any considerable share of jnihlic

speaking. Under any form of govern-

ment which |iermits or encourages the

free discussion of questions of public

interest, the ability to speak easily and

gracefully is highly desirable. No man,

however polished his language, or how-

ever strong and original his thought, can

exercise the sway to which he aspires

over his audience, or do full justice

to his mental jiowcrs without some training in

elocution. Half the effect of his words is lost

if his delivery of them he indistinct, or feeble,

or even monotonous. There have, indeed, been

instances of persons with extraordinary vocal gifts,

who have received from Nature what the rest

of mankind can only learn by patient a])2)lication

to the art of speaking. But probably a majority

of the persons ivho strive to attain di.stinction in

public speaking, not only have no extraordinary

vocal endoAvment, hut in many cases have, at hast

in the beginning of their efforts, positive defects.

Owing to the unscientific manner in which, till

quite recently, elocution was taught, where it was

taught at all, many persons have been brought uji

without any jirojier idea of the cultivation of the

qualities of the voice. The very class of ]icrsons

who are habitual sjieakers in jmhlic, have most

neglected their manner of delivery. It is not too

muoh to say that the clergy of all denominations

might greatly add to the force of their discourses,

and to the impressiveness of their reading of the

Scriptures and other services of the church, if they

paid more attention to this matter of elocution.

It is sometimes said that elocution cannot he

taught
;
hut this error is only the result of imrsuing

wrong methods of instruction. The voice can he

strengthened and improved, and a defective articu-

lation can lie remedied by exercise and drill in

elocution, just as muscular strength can be gained,

and a thin chest filled out by gymnastic exercise.

The difficulty is that students of elocution too

commonly insist on beginning at the wrong end.

They waste their time by attemjiting to declaim

elaborate and difficult passages before they have

learned to breathe projierly and to jironounce the

elementary sounds correctly in order to remedy a de-

fective articulation. By beginning at theheginning,

liy cultivating a jiropcr carriage, by taking exercise

calculated to exiiand the che.st and lungs, and by

studying the 2>osition of the vocal organs necessary

to jiroduce each sound or combination of soimd.s,

the voice may he greatly imjiroved and strenglli-

ened, and a fair degi’ee of elocutionary skill he

obtained. The more declamation of jiicccs learned

by rote will not he sufficient, although that is the

extent of the instniction in elocution given in most

schools. Persistent {)hysical and vocal training is

indispensable to every jierson who wishes to he a

good speaker or reader.



2G ELOCUTION.

BREATHING.

It is of the utmost importance to the speaker or reader to

form right habits of breathing Otherwise he will be unable

to endure any severe strain on his physical or vocal powers,

and will be easily fatigued through his inability to breathe

fully and freely. Of course breathing is dependent upon

health, as it is in itself a sure test of health. But by a

proper course of training the action of the lungs can be made

freer and moi’e vigorous.

As most of the motion in breathing is at or beneath the

waist, no kind of dress should be worn which rests heavily

upon the stomach and presses tightly upon the base of the

lungs. Most people do not work their lungs sulRciently, so

to speak
;
that is, they breathe too weakly and superficially,

and without exerting properly the muscles about the abdo-

men and waist.

The following physical exercises will be of advantage in

strengthening the breathing and develop-

ing the lungs :

1. Abrupt Breathing. Draw in a full breatli

quickly, anil give it out in a short whispered

sound like Hoo !

2. Effusive Breathing. Inhale a full breath

slowly, and then give it out very .slowly and grad-

ually through the mouth open, making a kind of

long drawn h sound.

3. Deep Breathing. Put the hands on the

hips, with the elbows turned outward. Without

changing the position of the shonldcrs draw in

through the nostrils a deep, full, slow breath; then,

keeping the chest well out, emit the breath gently

through the nostrils.

4. Expulsive Breathing. Draw in the

breath through the nostrils, and send it out full

and strong throngh the month, with a sort of

prolonged, whispered li sound.

5. Unequal Breathing. Standing erect, put

the left palm to the side, near the arm-pit as pos-

sible, then bend the right arm over the head and

breathe deeply.

6. Prolonged Breathing. Inhale the breath

easily and slowly, with lips drawn together, and

emit in the same manner.

It is of great importance to learn to use freely, in breath-

ing, the muscles around the back, abdomen, and waist. The

following are among the exercises designed by teachers of

elocution for this purpose :

1. For the Muscles of the Back. Put the hands on the waist,

with the thumbs well forward, and the fingers resting on the small of

the back. Inbale the breath, and in doing so draw outward the muscles

pressed by the fingers, and then emit the breath, throwing the s.ame

action of the jaws, lips, palate, and tongue ;
and all these

organs must act easily, surely, and readily, or the articula-

tion will be indistinct. An imperfect or mumbling articu-

lation is the result of the awkward or weak movement of

these organs, and may be remedied to a great extent by con-

stant practice of sounds calculated to bring out a free and

vigorous play of the muscles moved in articulation.

The follow'ing exercises in articulation were devised by

the late Professor L. B. Monroe, of Boston:

1. For the Jaws. Whisper, with free action of the jaw, in alterna'

tion, the sounds c, “allowing the jaw in the latter sound to drop,

as it were, with its own weight.”

2. For the Lips, Tongue, and Palate, (a) Pronounce ip,

“bringing the lips in contact, and separating them with a smart, per-

cussive recoil.” (6) Pronounce it. “The tip of the tongue touches

against the upper teeth and promptly recoils.” (c) Pronounce ik. “ The

back of the tongue shuts against the soft palate and promptly recoils.”

Then go over the same exercises, leaving out the vowel. Practice in the

same way the consonants b, d, and g.

3. For the Lips and Jaws, (a) Pronounce «

with the lips stretched out sidewise, and showing

the tips of the teeth, (p) Pronounce ah, dropping

the jaw and opening the mouth to its widest ex-

tent. (c) Pronounce oo (as in cool), contracting

the lips. Then pronounce all these sounds suc-

cessively, rapidly, and without pause ;
as, E-ah-oo

;

e-oo-ah ; ah-e-oo; ah-oo-e ; oo-ah-e ; oo-e-ah.

4. For the Lips and Tongue. Practice the

same exercises as in No. 3, but without moving

the jaw. Set the teeth at a fixed distance apart

—say the width of two fingers—then form the

above-named vowels exclusively by the action of

the tongue and lips.

QUALITY OF VOICE.

The qualities of voice most frequently

used are the Pure Tone, the Aspirated,

the Guttural, and the Orotund.

The Pure Tone is a smooth, clear, flow-

ing sound, used in tranquil discourse, to

express gentle, moderate, and pleasant

emotions, and to denote sadness in which

there is no element of solemnity.

The Aspirated is a strong whispered

or breathed tone, expressing secrecy, remorse, fear, ter-

ror, etc.

The Guttural is a modification of the Aspirated, deeply

uttered, and expressing contempt, hatred, dislike, etc.

The Orotund is a deep, full tone, expressing sublimity,

pathos, grandeur, vastness, etc.

HOW TO PRODUCE TONE.
muscles outward.

2. For the Muscles of the Abdomen. Put the hands on the

hips, with the elbows tiirnod outward. Draw in and emit the breath

throngh the no.strils.

3. For the Muscles of the E ibs and Waist. Put the palms ou

the lower ribs and draw in the breath through the nostrils, throwing out

the waist sidewise
;
then, pressing the palms against the lower ribs and

drawing in the waist sidewise, give out the breath.

ARTICULATION.
Articulation is the distinct and correct utterance of all

the elementary sounds of a word. It is produced by the

Assume an erect position, keep the chest well out, fill the lungs with

air, paying special attention to the muscles around the abdomen and

waist. Follow these directions, no matter what the tone to be pro-

duced.

In order to make the tone full and free, let the jaw fall easily, keep

the corners of the mouth drawn in, and the lips a little drawn ont.

For exercises in Pure Tone, take all the vowel sounds, long, inter-

mediate, short, etc., d as in May ',d as in fall
;
d as in cat ;

d as in bar ;

b as in be
;

fi as in pet ; I as in my ; i as in wut
; c as in cold ; o as in

booze, etc., etc. Practice each sound till a satisfactory quality of voice

is obtained.

To produce an Aspirated Tone, draw in a full breath through the
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nostrils, and emit it through the mouth opened, uttering a sort of wliis-

pcrcd h.

The Orottind Tone is an enlargement of the Pure Tone. The lungs
are filled out to their full capacity, all the muscles used in breathing are

vigorously moved, and the vocal passage is opened as widely as possible.

Modulation is the art of inflecting the voice musically

and agreeably. It comprises the subjects of Pitch or Key,
Force, Kate or Movement, Variation, and Stress.

PITCH.
Pitch or Key is the tone in which a particular passage is

to be spoken or read. There are three principal pitches or

keys, which are to be used according to the nature of the

passage.

A middle pitch is used in general and practical discourse

in which no emotion is meant to be expressed. This is tlie

tone in which ordinary conversation is pitched. A sermon
dealing argumentatively with questions of dogmatic theol-

ogy; a speech or oration upon a practical subject, in whicli

the question discussed is treated directly on its merits with-

out any attempt to influence the passions of the audience

;

essays, papers, or articles upon literary,

philosophical, and scientific topics
;
plain his-

torical narration, narrative portions of fic-

tion without emotional intent; as well as

the greater part of descriptive, narrative,

and didactic poetry, etc., should bo delivered

in the middle key.
„

^ ^

A high pitch is used to express lively,
1

joyous, and light emotions, and in j)as- ^

sages expressing the extremes of grief, fear, (\WfA
and pain. The height of these emotions

‘ '

finds utterances in sharp, shrill, high-pitched

cries.

A low pitch is used in serious and solemn
discourse, where awe, wonder, melancholy,

profound grief, etc., are expressed.

The monotone is a fuU, slow, prolonged tone, produced
in one uniform key without going up or down on the scale.

It is used to express the supernatural
;
as, for instance, the

lines of the ghost of Hamlet’s father, which are delivered by
the actors playing that part in a monotone. The monotone
is useful in practicing the voice, as it produces a full and
slow sound, rendering distinct every passage uttered in that
tone. A proper and discriminating use of modulation is

essential to good reading and speaking.

Anybody who has ever heard boys and girls reading aloud
must have noticed their tendency to deliver every passage,
irrespective of the meaning, in the same dull, monotonous
drone. A kind of shrill, high-pitched sing-song seems to
be the favorite style of delivery at schools. Many public-

speakers spoil their delivery by their failure to modulate their

voices according to the sentiment of the various passages in

their discourse. No fault, with the exception of an indis-

tinct and feeble articulation, is more offensive to an audi-
ence, or throws such a damper upon their enthusiasm. If

they hear a .speaker uttering the humorous, the pathetic, and
the practical in the same wearisome key, without di.stinction

of manner or matter, they lose interest in his remarks, and
soon cease to give him their undivided attention. No rules

can be given which would be of any use in correcting this

common but unpardonable fault. He who wishes to modu-
late his voice correctly mu.st possess a correct ear for music, a

correct taste, and an understanding of the exact shade of

feeling expressed by each passage which he utters. If he

does not possess these requisites, he must seek adequate in-

struction. He should be thoroughly drilled in the utterance

of vowels, syllables, words, and sentences in each j)itch.

When he is able to produce these tones fully and at will, he
will be able to modulate his voice according to the varying
feeling or thought of each passage, and will use the j)roper

keys instinctively.

FORCE.

Force is the volume of voice to be used in reading a pas-

sage in any given key. The force requisite to n-nder faith-

fully a given passage is regulated by several considerations,

such as the character of the thought or emotion expre.sscd

by the passage, the size of the audience who
are to hear it, and the size of the .space

which the reader’s or speaker’s voice must fill.

The degree of force used must be sufficient

to render the speaker’s voice distinctly au-

/ dible to the hearer at the greatest distance

from him. On the other hand, if too great

a degree of force is used, the volume of

voice will be so loud as to be unpleasant to

the auditors ncai-est the speaker; and a con-

1 tinuously loud voice not only exh.msts the

,
speaker and wearies the audience, but makes
it impossible to give the requisite degree of

force to passages which cxprc.ss a thought or

emotion upon which an increased volume
of voice should be spent. The jiractice of

repeating vowels, syllables, words and passages in a loud

tone is of great value in strengthening the voice, but care

must be taken not to fall into a habit of using an unnatu-
rally loud, shouting tone.

RATE.

Rate or Movement indicates the time in which a given
passage should be uttered. It is of extreme importance in

reading and speaking. It depends upon the thought or

emotion to be expressed. Solemnity, seriousness, and dignity

require a slow rate. (layety, playfulne.ss, animation, joy-

onsness, and all agreeable emotions require a quick rate.

Sudden emotions, wild and vehement passions, require an
irregular movement. Care should be taken not to adopt a
movement so quick as to cause indi.stinetness, or .so slow
as to allow the hearers time to forestall the next sentence
before it is uttered. An undue rapidity is, pcrhaj)S, more
cmitnon than the opposite fault. A slow movement, if suc-

cessfully maintained, is very impressive and dignified. The
main body of a discourse should be utlenal with a moderate
rate, which may be increased or diminished as may be re-
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(juisite. Both a very slow and a very rapid rate should bo

at the command ot every speaker and reader. It is a good

drill in rate to take a paragraph and read it with varying

rates of rapidity and slowness. In attempting a rapid rate

be careful to pronounce each syllable distinctly.

VARIATION.

A Variation is the movement of the voice in changing

from a given key in uttering a passage. The Variations

comprehend the Bend, the Close, the Slide, and the Sweep.

The Bend is a gentle upward inflection of the voice at a

jilace in the sentence where a slight pause is made without

completing the sense. In beginninga reading or a speech the

use of the Bend is to be recommended, as it is of much advan-

tage in conciliating the attention and winning the sympa-

thies of an audience. Its use, wherever proper and practi-

cable, adds vivacity and spirit to the discourse. While the

Sweeps are pei’haps more important variations, the skillful

use of the Bend is indispensable to form

an accomplished reader or speaker.

The Close is a downward inflection of

the voice at end of a sentence or of a part

of a sentence. The Partial Close (

'

)
is

merely antecedent to the Perfect Close (').

It is a downward inflection of the voice,

generally to the pitch, or a tone near to the

pitch, at the close of one part of the sen-

tence. The Partial Close prepares the way

for the Perfect Close, which comes at the

close of the whole sentence, and drops the

voice to a tone below the pitch. Some-

times the Perfect Close only drops to a point

near to the pitch.

The Slides or Inflections are the upward

and downward movements of the voice on

tlie sounds of the vowels. When a question

is asked directly, the voice is at first low,

and gradually slides up to a high tone.

This is the Upward Slide. In the an-

swer to a direct question the slides go correspondingly

downward. This is the Downward Slide. Thus, “ Did

ho live' ?” is an Upward Slide, while “No', he died'!”

is a Downward Slide. The so-called Waving Slide is iden-

tical with the Emphatic Sweep. The Double Slide is a

combination of the Upward and Downward Slides. It is

used in disjunctive interrogative sentences, connected by the

conjunction, as, “Is' he' living', or is' he' dead' ?” It will

be noticed that the conjunction is the dividing line between

the two Slides, the voice sliding upward to or, and thence

downward to the end of the sentence. The Waving Slide is

sometimes called the Circumflex Slide (
' ). It is of fre-

rjuent occurrence in ironical passages where a double mean-

ing is intended to be produced. The Waving or Circumflex

Slide rises or falls according as the voice has an upward or

downward movement at the end of the sentence. The mon-

otone, which, strictly speaking, is an inflection, has already

been mentioned. The student should practice the various

slides, first with the vowels, and then with words and sen-

tences. The nature of the expression will almost always

show with what slide it should be delivered, so that no rules

need be given here.

The Sweeps denote a movement of the voice upward

above the key, or downward below the key, and then back.

They are the Emphatic Sweeps and the Accentual Sweeps.

The Upper Emphatic Sweep raises the voice above the pitch

up to the word to be emphasized. The Lower Emphatic Sweep

brings the voice from the emphasized word to a point below

the pitch, and thence carries it back to the jiitch. The

force of Accentual Sweeps is spent, as a rule, upon a single

word, or a single syllable of a word. They carry the voice

upward or downward, like the Emphatic Sweeps, but with

a greatly reduced movement.

STRESS.

Stress denotes the way in which a tone receives its force.

According to the portion of the sound to

which force is applied. Stress is divided into

Radical, Median, and Terminal. These

three kinds of Stress denote that the force

is applied to the beginning, middle, and

end of the sound respectively.

The Radical Stress is generally violent

and explosive. It is used in passages ex-

pressive of .sudden or surprising emotions,

or of deliberate and settled conviction. It

is sometimes used, however, in unimpas-

sioned discourse, for the purpose of animat-

ing the delivery by a clear and incisive ut-

terance.

The Median Stress is a smooth, flow-

ing, harmonious movement, appropriate to

peaceful and thoughtful emotions. It is

of great use in poetry.

The Terminal Stress begins gently,

but ends abrujitly and explosively. It is

appropriate to passages expressing scorn,

defiance, determination, querulousness, revenge, etc.

Another division of Stress is into Thorough, Compound,

and Intermittent. The latter is sometimes called the

Tremor.

The Thorough Stress denotes a strong, full tone, lasting

as long as the sound is prolonged. It is used where a con-

tinuously full, loud voice is necessary, because some distant

person is addressed. This is the Stress habitually employed

by street venders, and to a greater or less extent by speakers

in the open air. It is not a natural tone, and its cultivation

is not to be recommended. Nothing is more wearisome than

a sustained loud tone of this kind. For some unknown

reason, it seems to be the favorite Stress of pupils in the

schools, and readings by a c lass in concert are too frequently

carried on in this high-pitched, fatiguing shout. In conver-

sation the use of this Stress is a pretty sure test of a person’s

want of cultivation.

The Compound Stre.ss is a combination of the Radical
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Stress and the Terminal Stress upon one sound. It denotes,

therefore, the applicaition of force at the beginning and the

end of the sounil. The words upon which this Stress falls

will generally be found to reipiire the Circumflex or Waving

Slide also. The Compound Stress denotes a mixture of

emotions at the same time, as, hatred, anger, and surprise.

The Intermittent Stress or Tremor denotes that the

voice trembles. This Stress is approi)riate to sorrow, old

age, etc. It should be used in moderation.

STYLE.

The manner in which a piece should bo read or .spoken

depends entirely upon the style. The volume of voice to

be used, the gesture, the whole general delivery are regu-

lated by the style. Distinguish the different styles which

may occur in the siime discourse. Read over carefully the

piece to be delivered, and determine the general style in

which it is written. This will determine the manner in

which it should be delivered — whether argumentative,

descriptive, serious, conversational, didactic, or emotional .

HOW SENTENCES ARE DELIVERED.

Sentences are either Declarative, In-

terrogative, or Exclamatory. Declar-

ative sentences affirm or deny something

about some person or thing. Exclama-

tory sentences express emotion. Interrog-

ative sentences ask a question.

Declarative sentences take the Partial

Close at pauses not completing the sen-

tence, where particular emphasis is neces-

sary, or sadness or grief is to be ex-

pressed.

Exclamatory sentences may be either

Interrogatory or Declarative. They re-

quire the same delivery as the sentences

after which they are modeled, besides the

utterance and expression appropriate to the emotions and

pa.s.sions which they represent.

Interrogative sentences are divided into Definite, In-

definite, and Indirect.

Definite or Direct Interrogative sentences ask a direct

question, which may be answered categorically. Yes or No.

This class of Interrogative sentences begins with a verb.

Indefinite interrogative sentences ask a (juestion which

cannot be answered by a direct Yes or No. They begin

with Interrogative pronouns, or adverbs of place, time,

manner, etc. Definite Interrogative sentences reipiire to

be delivered with the Rising Slide. Indefinite Interroga-

tive sentences take the Uiijicr Emphatic Sweep till the em-

phatic word is reached; from that point till the end of the

sentence they take the Downward Slide. Indirect interrog-

ative sentences, or such as fiut a question in the form of a

dct-laration. take the Circumflex or Waving Slide ; they are

delivered with the Upper Sweep till the emjihatic word is

reached, and with the Lower Sweep from that point to the

end of the sentence.

GESTURE.

Gesture is the action accompanying a word, and cniorc-

ing or expressing more vividly some thought or emotion. It

should never be used except where it comes in naturally, and

makes more forcible the meaning of the expression which it

accompanies. Retween excessive and too scanty gesture, it

is better to err in the direction of the latter. If gestures are

appropriately and gracefully made, they enhance the strength

of the expression, and impress the hearer much more than

if they are awkwardly introduced at every turn. Even if

gracefully made, they pall upon the audience if used to ex-

cess. It should be remembered that repose is as essential in

a person’s style of delivery as it is in his stylo of writing. To

accent every sentence with a gesture is as much a waste of

energy and as much of a demand uiion the patience of an

audience as to use one’s utmost volume of voice in all or

most parts. An economy of gesture will produce a greater

effect than a prodigality of gcstui'c. In the same w.ay that

the orator is more effective who spares his voice and hus-

bands his resources for those passages, and those only, in his

discourse which require a loud and forcible and jiassionate

utterance, so the orator who keeps his ges-

tures for tiiose parts of his speech which

are most forcible and impressive will

produce a greater effect upon the audience

than if he had already accustomed them

to his action, and had exposed to them his

whole store of gesture, so that no surprises

are left for them. There are, of course,

some gestures, sm h as the use of the index

linger to point out an object, to which these

remarks do not apply. They do apply to

argumentative discourse, but gesture is not

of much importance in other branches of

composition, where it is little used except

in referring to an object.

Care must be taken to avoid awkward

and unbecoming gestures. Some speakers, who use gestures

very little or not at all to their knowledge, have an uncon-

scious habit of moving the body to and fro, .standing on tiptoe

from time to time, putting one hand behind the back or in a

pocket, etc. A gesture ought, indeed, to be natural; but it

ought, at the same time, to be graceful. Graceful ness of ges-

ture, if not a natural gift, must and can be accpiired to a con-

siderable extent by constant practice, in the same way that a

graceful carriage of the body can be acquired by dancing or

liy athletic exercise. The trouble with even the most grace-

ful gestures, artificially learned, is that their artificiality is

liable to be detected by the audience; and an audience is

easily disgusted with anything that seems to be studied oi

artificial. This is an additional reason for being sparing of

gesture, so that your delivery, while studied in the extreme,

may not seem so to your hearers. Most speakers who have

certain mannerisms of voice, have, in aildition, certain man-

nerisms of gesture. Many speakers seem to have only one

gesture, which they rc|)eat constantly in all sorts of eonnec-

f.imis II nil ncrhiitis to enforce the most oimo.sitc meanings.
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It is better to have no gesture at all than to be confined to

only one.

It is generally the direction of books on elocution to com-

plete the gesture at the moment of uttering the syllable or

word which it accompanies. Archbishop Whately contends,

and with some show of reason, that the gesture ought to

l)reeede somewhat the utterance of the words. He main-

tains that such “is always the natural order of action. An
emotion, struggling for utterance, produces a tendency to a

bodily gesture, to express that emotion more quickly than

words can be framed ; the words follow, as quickly as they

can be spoken. And this being always the case with a real,

earnest, unstudied speaker, this mode of placing the action

foremost gives (if it be otherwise appropriate) the appear-

ance of earnest emotion actually present in the mind.” It

will be found, perhaps, that Whately’s views are not really

inconsistent with the ordinary rule. The bodily gesture is

begun first, but the word is produced so quickly by the

voice that usually the gesture is not com-

pleted till the utterance of the word is

completed. The matter cannot well be

tested in speaking the words of others ;

but in delivering one’s own words, if one

feels called upon naturally and unpremed-

itatedly to use a certain gesture at a cer-

tain point, that gesture will probably be

made at the jjroper time, whether it be

made before or during the utterance of

the word which it accompanies. In any

case, a gesture should not be made or lin-

ger after its word.

ORDINARY GESTURES.
lu gesture the riglit hand sliould be used more

tlian the left. Double gestures, i. e., with both

bauds, should not be used too frequently. The

hand in gesture should be open, with Ihe fingers a

little curved, and the thumb slightly above the fin-

gers, and in the same direction. In debate and

argumentative di.scoursc, the most common ges-

ture is the so-called “ Argumkntativb ” ges-

ture. In making thi.s, the index finger is held

straight, while the remaining fingers are curved. Next in importance

to the a)'gumentative gesture is a gesture used to presetit .some argu-

ment or state some position to the audience. This gesture keeps the

hand open, the index linger straight, the other fingers a little curved.

In the expression of very forcible arguments or powerful emotions, the

fist may be brought down. This gesture should not be used too fre-

qu ntly. Some speakers tise it with absurd frequency, hammering the

ilesk or pulpit almost constantly. Never use it except in very strong,

vehement passages.

THE PASSIONS.

The speaker must always feel what he attempts to ex-

press. He must have his mind filled with the passion or

emotion which his words represent, so as to insure a correct

and striking delivery. He must seem to his audience to be

under the control of the feeling with which he is seeking to

impress them. Having wrought himself up to a proper

pitch, he must then suppress every mental process except

the object which he wishes to accomi>lish by his oratory, and

the feeling which he wishes to express. The highest art of

oratory, like the highest art of acting, is not to bo attained

simply by a painstaking and conscientious study, resulting

in a careful, polished, but cold delivery. To fully represent

any strong and thrilling passion, the orator and the actor

must throw themselves into that passion with a moment-

ary excitement, with a complete mental abandonment,

for the time, of themselves and of every other jiassion

or thought to the dominant passion to be expressed.

To do this is often a severe strain upon the nerves; it

requires an expenditure of mental energy, of nervous

force, and sometimes of muscular activity, such as few

persons are capable of enduring. The professed actor

or elocutionist has to submit to the severest strain in

this regard. The orator who is using his own language to

express thoughts and feelings by which he is himself deeply

moved, and of whose truth and force he is firmly convinced,

has less difficulty in affecting and persuading his hearers,

because he is himself already affected and

persuaded. But the orator and elocu-

tionist who is, perhaps, obliged to repre-

sent in quick succession powerful emotions

of the most opposite character, finds his

energies severely taxed, and is often forced

to rcp.ay by hours of weakness for the ap-

plause which he has earned by his suc-

cessful representation. In the midst of

all his excitement, however, it should be

remembered that he docs not lose entire

control of himself, although he may seem

to do so. He seems to be mastered by

the passion, but in reality the passion is

mastered by him, “ In the very torrent,

tempest, ami whirlwind of his passion,”

he retains his self-possession, and so “ ac-

quires a temperance that may give it

smoothness.” Inexperienced or incompe-

tent actors and speakers, on the other

hand, confuse strength with violence, and

mistake a noisy and vehement declama-

tion for a powerful and passionate delivery.

Every passion has its own sign, and expresses itself by a

number of indications, such as a change in pitch, in force,

in inflection, in articulation, in the position of the body,

and in the expression of the face. To give any general

rules for the expression of the various passions is very

difficult, though it has been many times attempted. An

anonymous writer, quoted with approval by Walker in his

Treatise on Elocution, has, perhaps, been more successful

than others in catching the exterior marks of the prin-

cipal passions and states of feeling. A few of his direc-

tions are given in a condensed form below. This writer’s

detailed description of the pas.sion of love as represented

on the stage is not inserted here, as it may be supposed

that every reader will have sufficiently clear and prac-

tical ideas of his own on that subject, and will not re-

(piirc any directions as to the proper mode of expressing

that passion.
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HOW TO EXPRESS THE PASSIONS.

Tranquillity.—The body and face are kept in a state of repose,

without muscular movement. The countenance is open and natural, the

forehead smooth and uuwrmkled, the mouth is just not entirely closed,

the eyebrows are slightly arched, and the eyes are passing easily from one

object to another without dwelling long upon one.

Cheerfulness.—The same as tranquility with the addition of a

smile; the mouth, too, is open a little wider.

Raillery.—(Without ill feeling.) The same as cheerfulness. The

countenance is smiling, the voice gay and sprightly.

Joy.—The face wears a moderate smile
; or in the extremes of joy

the hands are clasped together suddenly, the eyes are lifted upward,

the body springs gayly and elastically. (Delight is the same as extreme

joy.) See Illustration.

Shame.—The face is turned away, the eyes seek the ground, the

eyebrows are drawn down, the body looks weak.

Pity.—The voice is soft and sjunpathetic, the eyebrows are drawn
together, the hands are raised, and then dropped, and the mouth is

somewhat open.

Hope.—The face looks bright and happy, the arms are spread out,

the hands are open, the breath is drawn a little more strongly than usual,

the voice is plaintive and a little eager. See Illustration.

Hatred.—The body is drawn backward, the hands are thrown out as

if to keep back the hated object, the face is turned away as if to avert

it from what it loathes, the eyes sparkle angrily

and are turned obliquely in the same direction

as the hands, the eyebrows are drawn together,

the teeth are set, the voice has a rough and harsh

sound.

Anger.—The voice is high (but not always
;
in

suppressed anger, for instance, it is low), the nos-

trils arc expanded more than usual, the fist is

clinched, the brow is wrinkled, the foot stamps

upon the ground.

Fear.—The eyes are wide open, the mouth is

also opc:n, the breath is short and quick, the body

shakes, one foot is drawn back of the other, the el-

bows arc held parallel with the sides, the hands are

o(icn, with the fingers spread out to the height of

the breast. See Illustration.

Sorrow.—The eyes look down upon the ground,

the hands are open, the fingers are spread out, the

voice is soft, plaintive, slightly tremulous. If the sorrow to be ex-

pressed is excessive, the hands are wrung, the body shrunk, the eyes

arc covered with the hands, etc.

Remorse.—The head hangs down, the eyes are lifted up for a mo-
ment, and then cast down, the body writhes, the voice has a harsh and
low sound.

Despair. —The eyebrows are bent down, the eyes are rolled, the

mouth is opened, the nostrils expand and enlarge, the fist is clinched,

the teeth gnash, the body is moved violently to and fro.

S irprise.—(Wonder, admiration, etc.) The eyes arc opened wide,

the mouth is open, the hands are held up.

Pride.—The eyes are open full and wide, the eyebrows arc drawn
down, the lips are drawn together tightly, the words are uttered slowly

and deliberately, the step is slow and stately, the body is held erect and
unbending, the legs arc apart.

Courage.—The head is held high and straight, the breast is thrown
out, the eyes are cle ir, the voice is firm.

Boasting.—The arms are held akimbo, the foot stamps upon the

ground, the strides arc long, the voice is loud. See Illustration.

Anxiety.—(Perplexity, etc.) The eyebrows arc contracted, the head
hangs down, the eyes arc cast upon the ground, the lips are drawn
together tightly, the movements of the body are irregular and agitated,

the tone of the voice is nneven, and frequently varied.

Peevishness.—The forehead is somewhat wrinkled, the upper lip

is drawn up, the eyes take an oblique direction. Sec Illustration.

Malice. —The jaws are set resolutely, the fist is clinched, the elbows
arc bent in till they touch the body. See Illustration.

Command..—The hand is hold out with the palm upward. Some-

times a nod is given to the person commanded.

Scorn.—The eyebrows arc turned up, the body is straight, the open

hand is thrown out, with the palm downward, the face is slightly turned

away.

TRANSITION.

Ill reading or speaking it is of the highest importance to

avoid the too continuous use of the same tone. The car soon

wearies unless it is appeased with a little variety. Unless a

composition be unpardonably dull, it is susceptible of a

variety of intonations, and it will lose much of its effect if

it is delivered monotonously, without bringing out its con-

trasts by fitting vocal contrasts. To do this the speaker

or reader must clearly understand the thought and feeling,

and must be able to give its proper representation by liis

voice. To attain such a control over (he voice as to be able

to make a rajiid transition from one tone to another rccpiircs

a long course of training, unless a person is exceptionally

gifted by nature. Yet he who asiiires to bo a good reader

must be able to take advantage of every opportunity to give

significance to his reading by changing, as contrast demands,

the volume, pitch, rate, and quality of his

voice. Constant practice must be had iii

passing from pure tone to orotuiid, from

orotund tone to aspirated, from aspirated

tone to pure, from loud to soft, from mid-

dle pitch to low, from slow time to quick,

from loud to moderate, etc., etc.

POSITION AND CARRIAGE.

Support the weight of the body upon one foot.

Rest the weight of the body at first upon the left

foot, resting the right foot, with the knee slightly

bent, about three inches in advance of the ieft.

When you grow tired of this position, reverse it

by resting the weightof the body on (be rigid foot,

with the left advanced. Expand tiie chest easily. Let the arms, when
not employed in gesture, hang down at the sidc.s. Keep the sboulder.s

at the same height, the body erect, the chin a very little drawn in, the

eyes looking straight. In coming on the platfonn or stage, bow to the

chairman or president, if there i.s one. Row the body and not the

head simply. Walk ea.-ily and gracefully to the front of the stage, bow
slightly to the audience and begin. In coming on the slage.orwalk-
ingacros.s in the course of your speech (if you have occasion) bold the

head up straight, keej) the body erect, the chest expanded, the eyes

strjiight ahead. The feet should incline outwards about thirty degrees.

.Swing the arms easily and naturally. Take steps of the same lengih, and
with a uniform time.

SITTING POSITION.

In reading from a silting position, adopt the foliowing rules in that

regard : Keep the feet on the lloor at an angle of from fifty to sixty

degrees with one another. Rend the knees to an angle of about eighty-

five degrees. Keep the shoulders square, the body erect, the head

straight, the chest well out, the chin a littie in. Hold the book or

manuscriitt in the left band, with three, fingers under it. Rut the thumb
and little finger above the leaf to hold it down. Raise the fore-ann

from thirty-five to forty-five degrees, throwing the elbow a little for-

ward. The book is in a proper position when the reader can see to read,

and at the same time is not obliged to bend his neck or body.
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N an ancient Assyrian docu-

ment, which was written during the

reign of Sardanapalus V., it is said

tliat tiic god Nebo revealed to the

ancestors of the King the cuneiform

characters of their language.

This account of the sacred

origin of their writings was universally

il^ believed by the people. To many per-

sons, trained in the customs and modes of

thought peculiar to our age, it seems

rpiite incredible that this idea was ever

seriously entertained
;

but, according to

statements of reliable historians, such a

belief was universal.

Nearly every nation of antiquity has, at

' some period of its history, attributed the

origin of letters to the beneficence of the god in

which it trusted. This appears not only from

statements of the writers, but from the nature

and signification of their words. In the Egyp-

tian language, the term writhig signified, accord-

ing to Lenormant, “Writing heavenly words.”

This meaning is not only beautiful but essentially

true, for whatever may be the origin of letters, no

gift or invention has been as useful, nor contributed

J\

so much to the civilization of mankind, as the art

OF WRITING.

That a people like the Assyrians, for the most

jiart uneducated, having but little intercourse with

other nations, should believe that none but the

gods could sec meaning in the wedge-like forms of

their language is not strange
;

but it seems ex-

traordinary that such an enlightened people as the

Egyptians should have attributed anything sujier-

natural to their hieroglyphics.

The true origin of the art of writing could not

well be understood by a person confining his observa-

tions to any one language or time. To the student

of philology, however, it is not a surprising fact

that writing was not invented by a single man, but

gi’adually worked out by the contributions of numer-

ous generations. The invention of written charac-

ters is due to the genius of man working through

ages, and proving, indeed, that “art is long.”

Under these circumstances, it is natural that the

accounts of the origin of writing should be some-

what varied, but there is a very general agreement

that the first developments of written language are

to be found among the Egyptians. It might have

been expected that the three great classes of kin-

dred languages, the Aryan, the Semitic, and the

Turanian, would give us the source of our written

characters
;
but the connection between thought

and the symbols of thought has not proved strong
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enough to decipher the ancient characters without

a key or alphabet. Owing, tlierefore, to our limited

knowledge, we can only trace three principal sources

from which the various nations have derived their

letters—the Chinese, the Assyrian and the Egypt-

ian. It is claimed, moreover, that the Assyrian

ought not to be classed as a source at all, as that

language is manifestly the product of long experi-

ence with more simple forms.

All writing has been divided into two classes

—

Ideofiraphic and Phonetic.

Ideographic writing is the art of expressing

ideas by means of images or pictures, and is the

natural language of children and primitive men
everywhere. The most perfect examples of this

writing have been found in Egypt, and have been

known as the hieroglyphs. Tlie Egyptians de-

velo])ed four languages, which, by their resem-

blances and variations, enable us to trace, with

considerable certainty, the course of linguistic

evolution. The oldest of these languages is the

HIEROGLYPHIC, ill which the pictorial element

prevails to tlie largest extent. This language ivas

in use more than three tliousand years before the

Christian era, but it was confined to the priests

;

it was chiefly emjiloyed in religious services, and
in the rituals for the dead. The second of these

languages of Egypt, and that which was by far

the most useful to the world, was the hieratic.

This language was in use twenty centuries before the

close of the old era, and was the medium of the best

thought of Egyptian literature. To tliis also we must
look for the source from which the nations of Europe
have principally derived their letters. This lan-

guage, though ideographic, was rather symbolical

than pictorial
;

it had so far departed from the orig-

inal forms that it may be considered a cursive writ-

ing
;
and it is probably the first example known

among men. The other two languages found
among the Egyptians were the Demotic and Coptic,

but their influence was far less than the hieratic.

The characters of the hieratic language, which
the Phoenicians had adopted, were soon taken from
the service of ideogi-aphic writing, and became the

basis of another system called the phonetic, in

which the characters represent sounds. Of the

phonetic languages there are two classes : the syl-

labic, in which each character rejiresents a com-
bination of sounds, and the alphabetical, in which

each character is the symbol of a single sound. It

required a long experience to bring into use tlie

system of jihonetic writing now enqiloycd by tlie

most enlightened nations of the world. Time and

experience, however, developed our jiresent art of

writing, for which no price was too gi-eat to pay.

The difficulties which men have encountered in

the development of this art can scarcely be under-

stood unless we study the materials which men
have eniiiloyed in the attempt to express their ideas

in written forms. The laborious chiseling upon
stone, the slow tracing of the iron style upon the

palm leaf, the papyrus and the wooden blocks, and
the separate process of filling or rubbing into the

lines the chosen pigment, involved difficulties

which the writers of our day would not willingly

undertake. If persons of to-day were comjiellcd to

use those modes for a short time, they would return

to our present methods with the consciousness of

exalted jirivilege and blessing.

The study of the writings of the different nations

shows ns that there were generally two motives

that guided their course of progress. The more
important was the desire to save work

;
the other

motive was the love of beauty. It is hard to be-

lieve that men have always been moved by these

causes, when w^e see some of the ugly characters

which they have used
;
yet there are very few sys-

tems in which we do not find (even from our own
peculiar standpoint) many illustrations of the

aesthetic and economic qualities of men. As an

example of the latter, we note the cuneiform in-

scriptions of the Assyrians. These are su])])osed

to have been developed from the linear style of

cutting in stone. Experience showed that the

wedge could be cut much more quickly than the

angle formed by two narrow lines.

The desire for beauty was especially predominant

among the peoples of northern and western Europe
from the close of the twelfth to the sixteenth cen-

tury. During this time the Gotliic script pre-

vailed, and it still has a representation in the

characters of the German language. These were the

characters used in the famous “ Black Letter

Books,” as the first books published in Germany
imitated the heavy lines of the Gothic script in use

with the peo])le at that time. But the Gofhic

characters do not seem to have been very satisfac-

tory. The French modified them, and gave to
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their forms the name “Mires de sommc.” The

Italians rejected them altogether, and produced the

forms now known as the Roman. These appeared

in an edition of Pliny’s Natural History, published

in Venice in the year 1469. It is a circumstance

worthy of note that the ornamental Gotliic letters,

which were rejected by most of the Eurojiean na-

tions so many years ago, are now beginning to lose

favor even among the Germans themselves, and

there are very many who long to see them exchanged

for the simpler form of the Roman.

It IS impossible to foresee the changes which are

in store for the written languages of to-day
;
but

it is certain they are not fixed. Some changes will

undoubtedly take place. There is work enough of

an excellent kind for those who will undertake it.

Many ]iersons look upon writing as something

which anybody may accomplish, and think it docs

not matter very much how it is done. They like

to see individuality in writing. But we must re-

member that writing is an art
;
that while there is

a certain scope for the individuality of each one

who writes, there are also inexorable laws. What-

ever improvement we have made in the expression

of thought by means of script, we have made by

discovering and obeying the laws of this Art. So

long as writing consisted only in imitating a copy

without regard to principles of letter construction,

and without care for the position of the body, or

for the movements of the arm and hand, it de-

pended for interest solely upon its utility in con-

veying intelligence and preserving to men the

important events of history. But when men began

to study the subject more carefully, they found

there were more things in this Art of Writing than

were dreamed of in the old iihilosophics. Observa-

tion taught them that mere imitation could never

give the best results. The process of writing in-

volved a series of movements of the arm and hand,

the laws of which could not be ignored without

serious loss in time and in the skill of execution.

A few persons may be skillful artists without form-

ulated rules, but only those who are gifted with

superior powers of imagination and elegance of

taste can ever attain great skill by any other means

than practical familiarity with rules. But the

study of this Art has done more than to reveal the

fact of a loss in time and skill; it has demonstrated

another fact of the utmost importance to writers.

book-keepers and copyists, that the use of the pen,

even for long iieriods of time, is not unhealthful

nor greatly exhausting, when the method is natural

and physiological. While, on the other hand, there

is no occupation more tedious, and none that makes

a more severe draft upon the energies of man, than

the use of the pen by impro])cr methods. Diseases

of the hand and ruin of the whole nervous system

are often the result. Many men and women, whose

health has broken under the task of writing, have

failed and suffered, not so much from the difficulty

of their work as from the attempt to do it in an

unnatural way. It is of no use to fight against

Nature, and whoever attempts it must suffer.

It is inexcusable to shut your eyes to the light of

science, and employ a method which is condemned

by the plainest laws of your own body. Penman-

ship may now be justly termed a science. The

knowledge pertaining to it has been classified, and

the rules of a natural method have been made so

complete, that any one who will follow them care-

fully for a few months will be rewarded by a power

of easy and rapid execution which could never be

attained under the old method of learning to write.

In the development of every art there is a tendency

to adornment. Indeed, there are few things which

man attempts in whieh you will not find evidence

of his msthetic nature, consciously or unconscious-

ly expressed. Even in so practical an art as writ-

ing this has aiipearcd, and has brought discredit

to some extent upon the schools. But this has

been simply from a misunderstanding of the uses

of the ornamental style. Apart from its peculiar

use in decoration, it is of the highest service in

training the muscles of the arm and hand, and in

allaying, when properly employed, all unnatural

excitement of the nerves. Viewed in this light,

the development of the ornamental style is to be

regarded as an important part of the advances in

the art of writing. Whoever has used the method

of training, in which the ornamental style has been

employed as a means of giving the best control

over the muscles, will need no other evidence to

convince him of its great utility. But if any ex-

amples were needed, it may justly be said that

those institutions, which have employed it most

carefully, have been most successful in sending forth

pupils expert in the use of the pen, and possessed

of a ready and legible handwriting.
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FRONT POSITION.

RSONS who de-

sire to acquire a

good handwriting

cannot pay too

much attention to

the assumption of

a CORRECT POSI-

T 1

0

N
,

of which
there are three, the Front, the

Right side, and the Left side.

The Front Position is most com-

monly used, and we always rec-

ommend it, especially to students

learning to write. In this posi-

tion sit square with the desk, but

not in contact with it
;
keep the

l)ody erect, the feet level on the

floor
;
place the paper in front of

the body, in an oblique position,

and square with the riglit arm

;

rest the left arm on the desk, with

the hand on the paper to the left,

above the right hand, and forming
a right angle with it.

Right Side Position. Sit with
the right side to the desk without

touching it
;
let the paper lie square
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with the edge of desk
;
place the right arm on the

desk parallel to edge, and the left hand above the

writing, so that the arms form right angles witli

each other
;
body and feet are relatively the same

as in front position.

POSITION OF THE HAND (REAR VIEW).

Left Side Position. Sit with the left side to the

desk
;
body erect

;
left arm parallel to edge of desk

with the hand on the paper above the writing

;

paper square with desk
;
and right arm at a right

angle with the left. This position is recom-

mended especially in the counting-house where

large books are used, that have to be placed at

right angles to the edge of the desk. The right

arm should always be parallel to the sides of the

paper or book.

MOVEMENTS.

writing, three movejients are necessary,

viz : Finger movement. Muscular or

Fore-arm movement, and Off

Hand or Whole Arm movement.

Finger Movement. Let the arm

touch the table on the muscles only,

about three inches from elbow
;
hold the

wrist clear from the table and square, so that

a pencil laid on the back of wrist would be

in a horizontal position
;
hold the pen be-

tween the thumb and first and second

fingers
;

keep the second finger nearly

straight and about three quarters of an inch

from point of pen, resting the holder halfway

between the end of finger and first joint

;

the forefinger, which is also nearly straight.

rests over the holder
;
and the thumb, slightly bent

with its end against the holder opposite the first

joint of the forefinger, keeps the holder in its

proper position. Guard against letting the holder

drop in the hollow between the forefinger and

thumb. The upward strokes are made by

extending the first two fingers and thumb,

and the downward strokes by contracting

them
;

let the hand glide over the paper on

the nails of the third and fourth fingers,

keeping them closed above the second joints.

Muscular or Fore-arm Movement. The

same position of arm and hand is used in

this movement as in the finger movement,

but instead of forming the letters by the

extension and contraction of the fingers,

they are formed by moving the hand and

wrist with the Jicn, letting the arm roll on

the muscle near the elbow, and sliding the

hand over the paper on the nails of the

third and fourth fingers. This is the proper

movement for business writing, and beginners will

acquire a good business hand much sooner by con-

stantly practicing it.

Off Hand or Whole Arm Movement. In this

movement raise the elbow from the desk, and move

the whole arm from the shoulder witli the pen, let-

ting the hand slide on the nails of the third and

fourth fingers. This movement is only used in

making large Capitals.

Formation is the manner in which letters are

made. All letters are formed with straight lines

and curves called principles. The straight lines

are all parallel and of the same slant. Curves

are of three kinds, convex, concave, and compound.

POSITION OF THE HAND (FRONT VIEW).







ANALYSIS AND CONSTRUCTION OF LETTERS.

Slant. All straight lines in the formation of let-

ters should be at an angle of fifty-three degrees

(53°), and all curved lines in small letters connecting

straight lines should be at an angle of thirty-two

degrees (32°)
;
when the space between letters is

diminished this angle is increased, hut in all cases

the main slant should remain the same . The above

engraving shows the Main Slant (53°) and the

Connecting Slant (32°).

Space. The line on which the writing rests is

called the Base line, that at the head of the small

letters the Head line
;
and the line to which the

Capitals extend, the Top line. A space in small

letters is the width of the letter u and height of i,

excepting the loop letters that have the height of

capitals
;

d, p and t, that are two spaces above the

base line
;
and f, g, j, p, q, y and z, that are two

spaces below the base line.

Shading. It is better that students in learning

to write should make all small letters without shad-

ing except the letters d, p, and t
;
and in shading

Capitals there should be but one shade in a single

letter. After one has learned the formation of

small letters, shading may be practiced, making

two or three in a word of eight or nine lettex’S.

OTHINC is of greater impoi’tance

in learning to write than that the

student should acquire a thorough

knowledge of the analysis and con-

struction of all the letters of the

'’^alphabet. Many persons fail to

, ,
^’t^acquire a good handwriting, becaixse

‘^‘^they have never taken the trouble to

inform themselves in this respect, and merely imi-

tate the general characteristics of a letter without

the slightest knowledge of its regular construction.

Some individuals even boast of their ignorance,

and pride themselves on the legibility or individu-

ality of their style of writing. Educated people,

however, consider a knowledge of the formation of

letters essential to those who wish to acquire a

graceful or genteel handwriting. After this has

been accomplished, individuality will develop itself,

and by constant practice you will gradually work
out a peculiar style of your own

;
hut without a

knowledge of the fundamental laws of penmanship

you can no more leai’n to write propei’ly, than you

could draw a fine picture unless you had fii’st mas-

tered certain rules relating to the art of drawing.

HOW SMALL LETTERS ARE FORMED.

The three Principles given below are those employed in

the formation of all letters. They should bo thoroughly

understood before attempting to construct either small letters

or capitals, as one, two, or all three of these principles are

used in every case.

PnruJ. convex curve. T ll 6 fl r S t

principle of small
I Baseline..

letters is a convex curve, commencing at base line, and as-

cending to head line at an angle of thirty-two degrees (32A

— jj The Second principle

IS a concave curve, com-

mencing at base line, and ascending to head line at an angle

of thirty two degrees (32').

III. The third principle

is a straight line, com-

mencing at head line and descending to base at an angle of

fifty-three degrees h’53'’).

Begin on base line, and ascend with con-

vex curve to head line; retrace one-half space,

and finish the movement with convex curvg to
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base line
;
turn to the right and ascend with concave curve to

head line, forming a pointed oval
;
descend with a straight

line on main slant to base; turn to right, and finish with

concave curve.—

P

rinciples 1, 2 and 3.

Begin on base line, and ascend with convex

curve to top line
;
turn to the left, and descend

with straight line to base, crossing upward

movement at head line; turn to the right on

base line, and ascend with concave curve to head line
;
finish

with a horizontal concave curve to the right, one-half space

in length.

—

Principles 2 and 3.

Begin on base line, and ascend with concave

curve, leaving space enough between its highest

point and the head line for the passage of an-

other curve
;
unite angularly, and descend with straight line

on main slant one-fourth space; make a short turn to the

right, and ascend with concave curve; turn to the leftover

the upward curve, touching the head line ;
descend to base

wdth straight line on main slant, and finish as in a.—Prin-

ciples 2 and 3.

Form the pointed oval as in a ; continue the

second principle one space above the head line

;

retrace to head line, and continue with straight

line to base; turn to the right, and finish as in

a ; shade at top above the head line.

—

Principles 1, 2 and 3.

Begin on base line with concave curve, and

ascend to head line
;
make a turn to the left and

descend with a straight line on main slant to base

;

turn to the right, and finish as in a.—Principles 2 and 3.

Begin as in h with the upw'ard and down-

ward movement, crossing at head line; con-

tinue the straight line two spaces below the

base; turn to the right, and ascend with

concave curve, touching straight line at

base ;
unite angularly, and finish with the concave curve to

the right.

—

Principles 2 and 3.

First, second and third movement same as

in a ; uniting angularly with a straight line on

yy main slant, and finishing as in/.

—

Principles^
1, 2 and 3.

Begin on base line, and ascend with con-

cave curve three spaces ;
turn to the left, and

descend with straight line to base, crossing

curve at head line
;
unite angularly, and as-

cend with convex curve to head line; turn to

the right, and descend with a straight line on main slant to

base; finish as in a.—Principles 1, 2 and 3.

' Begin at base line; ascend with concave

curve to head line; unite angularly, and de-

scend with straight line on main slant to base;

finish same as in a

;

dot one space above third principle, on

same slant.

—

Principles 2 and 3.

Bogin as in i

;

continue straight line on

main slant two spaces below the base line, and

finish as in ^.—Principles 1, 2 and 3.

Form loop as in h; ascend with convex curve

one and one-fourth spaces above base line;

turn short, and move toward the left with a

concave curve
;
form loop on first principle at

the head line, and finish as in f. —Principles 1, 2 and 3.

Commence with convex curve ; ascend two

spaces ; form loop as in h ; turn short to the

right, and finish as in i. — Principles 2

and 3.

Begin with convex curve on base line

;

ascend to head line
;
turn, and descend with

straight line on main slant to base
;
unite

angularly; ascend to head line, repeating the above, and

finish as in i. Width of m, two spaces.

—

Principles 1, 2

and 3.

Commence and finish same as m. Width,

one space.—Principles 1, 2 and 3.

Begin on base line, and ascend with concave

curve to head line
;
unite angularly, and descend

with convex curve to base ;
turn short, and ascend

with concave curve, forming an oval; finish with horizontal

concave curve. Width of 0,
one-half space.— Principles 1

and 2.

Begin on base line, and ascend with con-

cave curve two spaces ;
unite angularly, and

descend with straight line on main slant two

spaces below base line
;
retrace to base line

;

complete as in n ; shade below the base.

—

Principles 1, 2 and 3.

Form pointed oval as in a ; unite angularly,

and descend with straight line on main slant

two spaces below base line; turn short to the

right, and ascend with convex curve to head

line.

—

Principles 1, 2 and 3.

. Begin on base line, and ascend with concave

curve one and one-fourth spaces ;
descend with a

vertical curve to head line; turn short, and de-

scend with straight line to base ;
turn short to the right, and

finish same as i. Width, one-half space.

—

Principles 2

and 3.

yfy First movement as inr; descend with con-

cave curve on main slant to base line; turn to

the left, terminating with a dot on first curve, one-third

space from base; retrace to base line, and finish with con-

cave curve. Width, one-half space.

—

Principle 2.

Begin on base line, and ascend with concave

^ curve two spaces; descend with straight line to

y/y base
;
turn to the right, and end as in i. Shade

above head line; cross with a straight line hori-

zontally one-half space from top.

—

Principles 2 and 3.

Commence with concave curve, ascending

Ayi' to head line; unite angularly with straight

line on main slant, and descend to base ;
turn,

repeat the same thing, and finish as in i. Width, one space.

—Principles 2 and 3.
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Begin at base line, and ascend with convex

yn/ curve to liead line
;
turn to the I'ight, and descend

^ ^ with straight line on main slant to base
;
turn to

the right, and ascend with concave curve to head

line one-half space from top of second movement, and finish

with a horizontal curve to the right. Width of letter, one-

half space.—Principles 1, 2 and 3.

The first two movements are the same as in

n; turn to the right, and ascend with concave

curve to head line; unite angularly, with a

straight line on main slant, and finish with the last move-
ment of V. Width, one and one-half spaces.

—

Principles 1,

2 and 3.

^ First two movements same as inn; the third

//C^ movement begins at the head line, and, descend-

ing, traces the second movement one-third of its

length
; continue to the base line

;
turn to the right, and finish

with the concave curve.—Principles 1, 2 and 3.

r Begin on base line, and ascend with convex
curve to head line; turn, and descend with a

straight line on main slant to base
; turn to the

right, and ascend with concave curve to head
line ;

unite angularly wdth a straight line on main slant, and
finish as in y.—Principles 1, 2 and 3.

Three first movements as in r; unite angularly
with a convex curve; ascend slightly, then turn to

the right, and descend with a concave curve two
spaces below' base line

;
turn to the left, and finish

as in j.—Principles 1, 2 and 3.

CONSTRUCTION OF CAPITALS.
We first present the three principles of the capitals, which

a student should practice before writing the letters. They
are formed by the convex and concave curve, which are the
first and second principles of writing.

Capital Stem. — Formed

^ / with principles 1 and 2. fry/>-/ Height, three spaces
; finished ^

C a/ L ^ with an oval one-half its

height.

The Oval.

—

Formed with principles

1 and 2. Height, three spaces. Width,
one-half its height.

The Inverted Oval,—Formed with
principles 1 and 2. Begin one and one-half

.spaces from base line, ascend to top line,

making an oval two-thirds its height.

With this princijJe the letters Q, U, V,

IF, X, Y and Z are made.

Begin with

xz capital stem

;

^ ^ from its top

descend with

a straight

line on main slant to base line
;
begin a slight curve to the

left on the straight line, one and one-fourth spaces from
base line, and descend one-half space

;
cross straight line,

and ascend with a concave curve to head line. Commence
shade on the stem, one-fourtli space above head line, and
finish on base line. Principles 1, 2 and 3.

Begin two and

one-half spaces

from base lino,

and descend with

_ capital stem on
main slant

; make an oval turn to the left, and ascend to

top line
;
make an oval turn to the right, and descend to

one and one-half spaces from base line
; cross the capital

stem, and form a loop pointing upward
; then descend with

a right curve to base line
;

turn, and ascend one space.

Principles 1 and 2.

Begin on base

line and ascend to

top line with con-

cave curve
; turn

to left, and de-

scend to base line, forming loop as in 1; finish with oval

one-half the full height. Principles 1, 2 and 3.

Begin two
and one-fourth

spaces from base

line, and de-

scend with com-
pound curve to base line

; form a horizontal loop, and touch
the base at the right of crossing

; ascend with convex curve

to head line, crossing compound curve two spaces from base

line ; finish with oval extending downward two and one-

half spaces from head line. Principles 1 and 2.

Begin near the

top line
;

after

forming a small

oval, descend one

space from top line;

form a small loop pointing downward, and fini.sh with an
oval two spaces touching the base. Principles 1 and 2.

Begin F with convex curve (same as small letter w) one-

half space from top line
; ascend to top line ; turn to the

right, and descend with a straight line one-third of a space
;

form a horizontal compound curve to the right, one space
;

form loop pointing upward at top line, and descend with

capital stem same as in the capital letter A ; cross capital

stem one and one-half spaces from base line. The capital T
is formed in the same manner as F, without the crossing on
the stem. Principles 1 and 2.
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Begin as in

small letter 1

;

after forming

loop, make an

oval turn, which

should be three-fourths of a space from base line ;
ascend to

a point one and one-half spaces from base line
;
unite angu-

larly, and finish with lower part of capital stem. Position

of loop should be such that a straight line, drawn from its

top to the centre of oval of the stem on base line, would be

on main slant. Principles 1 and 3.

Begin on base

line, and ascend

with concave

curve three
spaces ;

unite

angularly, and complete with capital stem
;
begin second

part at top line, one space to the right of stem ;
descend to

base line with a slight convex curve ;
finish as in A. Prin-

ciples 1 and 3.

c/

^

Begin I one space from base line, and ascend one-half

space with convex curve ;
carry it well toward the right,

and form a broad loop pointing downward one space from

base line
;
ascend with convex curve to top line on main

slant ;
make a short turn, and finish with capital stem,

passing downward through the centre of loop. Principles

1 and 3. Capital J.—Begin as in I; after passing through

the loop, descend with a straight line on main slant two

spaces below the base line ;
make a left turn, and ascend

with a convex curve, crossing downward movement at base

line and ending one space above. Principles 1, 3 and 3.

Form the first part as

in //; begin second

section at a point on top

line one space to the

right of stem, and de-

scend with a compound curve one space from top line
;
form

a loop across capital stem, pointing upward
;
descend with

a straight line on main slant to base line, turning to tho

right ;
finish with concave curve. Principles 1, 3 and 3.

Ascend from

base line with

the concave

curve to top

line
;
turn short

to the left, and descend with capital stem to base line, crossing

the concave curve : one and one half spaces from base line ;

form horizontal loop touching base line to the right of cross-

ing ;
finish with concave curve. Principles 1 and 3.

Begin as

in A with

capital stem;

begin second

dow n wa r d

movement at top line connecting with top of capital stem;

descend to base in a straight line, touching one space from

the point on base line touched by oval of capital stem ;
from

base line ascend with concave curve to top line to a point

one space to the right of capital stem; unite angularly, and

descend with concave curve to base line; finish with an oval

one and one half spaces from base line. Principles 1, 3 and 3.

Begin with

the capital

stem ; u n i t e

at top with

a downward

straight line as in A; finish with a short turn, and concave

curve, one and one half spaces from base line. Principles

1, 3 and 3.

Same as oval

or second princi-

ple of capital let-

ters. Width;
one half its

height. Last downward movement should be parallel to

the first, and finish at one half space above base line. Prin-

ciples 1 and 3.

Begin with
capital stem, and

finish in the same

manner as B, as

far as the cross-

ing loop. Principles 1 and 3.

Begin with in-

verted oval, or

third principle of

capital letters;

the oval should be

two spaces from top line ;
form a horizontal loop on base

line, touching the base at the right of crossing; finish with

concave curve. Principles 1 and 3.

Form R with

capital stem the

same as B, as far

as crossing loop

;

descend to base

with a straight line, touching one space from that point

touched by the turn in stem ;
make a turn to the right, and

finish w ith concave curve. Principles 1, 3 and 3.

Begin at base

line with the

concave curve,

and ascend to

top line; make

a turn as in L, and descend with convex curve: one and one
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half spaces from topline; cross upward curve, and finish

with lower part of capital stem. Prin'ciples 1 and 2.

\The letter T will be found in diagram with letter i^.]

Begin w i t h

oval
J/- ‘U/J7^

inverted

(the third capi-

tal principle)
;

oval should he
two spaces from top line; make a turn on base line, and
ascend with concave curv^e two and one half spaces

;
unite

angularly, and descend with straight line to base; make a
turn to the right, and finish with the concave curve. Width
of U in centre one space. Principles 1, 2 and 3.

Form I'with

inverted oval :

same as Z/tobase

line; make a

turn to the right,

ascend with a concave curve two spaces, and finish with a
short horizontal concave curve to the right. Principles
1 and 2.

Commence with

inverted oval, and

continue to base

line
; unite an-

gularly, and as-
cend with concave curve nearly three spaces; unite angu-
larly, and descend with straight line to base, one space from
first section; unite angularly, and ascend with convex curve
one and one half spaces. Principles 1, 2 and 3.

/ 7

/-ZfZ

Commence
with inverted

oval, and con-

tinue to base

line same as in

IP; begin second section at the top line, and with the con-

vex curve descend, touching first section at the centre, or

one and one half spaces above base line
;
make a broad turn

to the right on base line, and finish with oval, which should

be one and one half spaces in height. Principles 1 and 2.

Commence, as in

U, with the in-

verted oval
;
make a

turn at base line,

and ascend with the

concave curve to

top line; turn to the left as in I, and descend with a straight

line two spaces below the base line; turn to the left, and with
the convex curve ascend, crossing downward movement at

base line; and finish same as in J. Principles 1, 2 and 3.

Commence with in-

verted oval, and con-

tinue to base line, same

as first section of X ;

form a loop pointing

downward, and after
crossing the downward movement, descend with concave
curve two spaces below base line; and finish as in Y. Prin-
ciples 1 and 2.

jp IjOURISHING is the art of delineating figures by
means of a rapid, whole-arm movement of the

_ _ pen. This species of the penman’s art has been
practiced from time immemorial; not only as a

. (jjgtifictive feature of penmanship in the produc-

4 tion of designs representing birds, animals, fishes,

and fanciful designs, but also for the embellish-

ment of writing and lettering. In former times, flourishing
was of greater practical value and more highly esteemed
than it is to-day.

Before the discovery of printing, when the books of the
world were written and illuminated by the pen, and during
the centuries immediately following the discovery of print-

ing, the art of flourishing was extensively practiced. It

was greatly prized, ami considered a valuable accomplish-
ment for professional teachers of artistic pen-work.
The exercise of the hand in flourishing tends to give ease

and dexterity in the execution of practical writing. The
plates connected with this subject present a scries of exer-
cises adapted for the practice of learners in this fascinating
department of the penman’s art.

Ptn/e /. present.s the Elementary Principles of Flmirishincr. These
principles should be practiced tintil they are thoroughly mastered, and
the liand begin.® to reproduce by the mere force of habit. Wlien tliis is

accomplislied, the mastery of ttie more complicated designs presented
upon other plates will be a comparatively ca«y task.

Ptn/e II. contains the alphabet of flonrisbed capitals and tlie standard
practical alptiabets of capitals and small letters.

Ptate III. represents blackboard writing and flourishing.

Ptute IV. consists of an elegant specimen of ladies’ epistolary writing
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and an artistic design of

flourishing, suilable for

the embellishment of an

album, or for other artistic

purposes.

Plate V. has a letter

written in a practical hand,

suitable for the practice of

gentlemen engaged either

in business or correspond-

ence.

Plate YI. presents at the

top of the page a highly

artistic design, adapted to

the use of penmen in the

execution of specimen

work, while beneath are

six oi'iginal and unique de-

signs, suitable for cards or

pages for albums.

[.\11 of the above plates

have been prepared ex-

pressly for this work by

Mr. Daniel T. Ames, an

experienced and well-

known pen artist, and

editor of the Penman's Art

Journal, New York.]

POSITIONS IN

FLOURISHING.

The first cut on this

pag^e represents the

correct attitude of tlie

body^ as well as the

position of the hand and pen, while in the act of fioiir-

ishing.

It will be observed that the hand and pen are reversed, so

as to impart the shade to the upward or outward stroke of

the pen, instead of the

downward or inward stroke,

as in the direct or ordinary

position, while writing.

Sit square at the desk, as

close as is practicable with-

out touching it, the left hand

resting upon and holding

the paper in the proper posi-

tion, which must be always

in harmony with the position

of the hand and pen. The

penholder is held b tween

the thumb and first and

forefingers, the thumb press-

ing upon the holder about

two inches from the point of

the pen. The first finger is

bent at the centre joint,

forming nearly a right

angle, and is held consid-

erably back of the second

finger, which rests upon the

under side of the holder,

POSITION IN FLOURISHING.

about midway between

the thumb and the

point of the pen. The

third finger rests upon

the fourth; the nail of

the latter rests lightly

upon the paper about

one and a half inches

from the pen, in a

straight line from its

point, parallel with

the arm.

Another position

of the hands, which is

used and advocated by

some penmen and au-

thors, is : rest the arm

upon the ball of the

hand instead of the fin-

ger nail. [See the il-

lustration.] The latter

method is preferable

in the execution of

work requiring large

sweeps of the pen, as

in the former the fin-

gers are liable to strike

into the ink lines and

mar the work. In the

ornamentation of let-

tering and the execution of small designs—in short, most

kinds of off-hand pen-work—the position described in the

previous paragraph is the best.

The movement employed in all flourishing is that of the

whole arm, which is ob-

tained by raising the entire

arm free from the table,

resting the hand lightly

upon the nail of the fourth

finger, all motion of the arm

being from the shoulder,

which gives the greatest

freedom and scope to the

movements of the pen.

This same movement is

used in striking whole-arm

capitals. What dancing is

for imparting grace and

ease of movement to the

body, flourishing is to one’s

handwriting Its practice

is thus of double impor-

tance, as a discipline to the

hand, and as a separate ac-

complishment.

ANOTHER POSITION OF THE HAND.
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EXERAL BUSIXESS FORMS
are Commercial Documents, used
for the everyday transaetions of

business, which custom has estab-

lished, and which ex2:>crience has

pointed out as the best. Every
person, though not actively en-

gaged in business, needs to un-
derstand the meaning and force

of such papers and should never
affix his signature unless he fully

comprehends them.

The majority of the forms in

common use are oitcw printed in
HanTc ; that is to say, those words
which are supposed to be a])])li-

cable to all the cases of a certain
class, are printed, while spaces or hlanks are left

for the words and figures Avhich should be inserted
in order to make the document serve for a ])artic-

ular case. This practice of printing blank forms
has of late years become very much extended. It

not only saves time, but it promotes accuracy, Icgi-

bility, uniformity, and readiness of reference to any
portion of the matter.

Blank forms are often bound up into books or
fastened together in pads. Then, as soon as one
of them is filled uj), it is torn out or detached. In

books of blanks there is frequently a margin left

on which to record the filling-in or ])articulars, o])-

posite the torn-out document. This margin is

called the “Stub.”
Although ])rinted forms are very convenient,

our collection of models will enable any one to

write out a document in }>ro])er form when no
])rinted blanks are at hand, and also to furnish a
suitable copy for the printer if he desires to have
them printed.

Wo print in ordinary Roman type those i)arts of

the forms which arc a2)j)licable generally
;

the
Avords Avdiich would bo inserted by a person avIio

AA'as luiA'ing a j)rinted blank made for his OAvn use
are in sjiall caps, and the fdling up, or words
inserted in Avriting, are in italics.

LETTER-HEADS.
It is a very convenient and useful practice to

haA’e a printed heading for business correspondence,
giving the name of the Avriter of the letter, his busi-

ness, if desired, the location from Avhich he Avrites,

and a space for the date. We mention this here be-

cause this same heading may be inserted Avith ju-o-

prioty in almost any of the forms Avliiclnve shall give.

It is advisable to keep a co]>y of all business com-
munications and documents Avhich arc sent off, and
the best means of doing this is by a co])ying press
Avhich gives a fac-simile. If the heading or other
printed matter be done in an aniline ink, it Avill

copy together Avith the writing, making reference
easier.
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The following are specimens of business letter-headings, taken from actual examples :

irnoux, fitch ^ lloodforH,

THOMAS Q. RiTCH,

STEWART L. WOODFORD.

HALEY FISKE.

Please direct all letters by mail to

P. 0. Box 400.

22 Park Place

Lackawanna Iron and Coal Co.,

MANUFACTURERS OF STEEL AND IRON RAILS,

NEW YORK OFFICE.

S2 Wall Street. yy.

COR. FIFTH AND WALNUT ST.,

Amhicaii and Europeak Plars, Thos. P, Miller, Proprietor.

Opposite the New Southern Hotel.

MONETARY DOCUMENTS.
This division of our subject may be arranged in

three heads :

1. The Receipt, an acknowledgment that

money has been paid.

2. The Order, an authorization or command

that money be paid.

3. The Note, a promise that money shall be

paid.

Using the language of grammar, we might say that the

RECEIPT is in the perfect indicative ;
the order is in the im-

perative mood ; and the note is in the future indicative.

Each document of these three classes contains the follow-

ing elements ; the date.

;

the amount

;

the signature

;

be-

sides others peculiar to its class.

The receipt also contains these elements; “ from whom,"

and consideration, or “for what."

The ORDER also contains the following : tlie drawee, the

payee, and words expressing the conditions as to negoti-

ability.

The NOTE also contains the following : the payee, the

words defining negotiability, the time of payment, and the

place ofpayment.

The DATE is usually at the beginning. It contains the

place and the time, thus :

“Boston, Mass., Dec. 16, 1883.”

It is proper always to write the name of the State or prov-

ince, as well as of the town or city.

The AMOUNT should usually be written in the body of the

document in words or letters, thus: — “Twenty-nine

dollars,” and repeated in figures at the top or bottom, thus:

$29.6.5.

If the words do not fill all the space allotted to the amount,

the blank remaining should be filled up with a dash or wav-

ing line to avoid alteration. Thus, if the amount be writ-

ten without this precaution, for example :
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“Seven dollars,”

there is nothing to prevent its being altered into

“Seventeen dollars,”

“Seven hundred and ninety dollars,” or,

“Seven/em thousand dollars.”

The proper way would have been :

“ Seven dollars.”

The SiQXATURE is usually at the bottom. It should be

uniformly written. If you adopt “ Geo. W. Smith ” as

your form of signature, do not capriciously change to

“George W. Smith,” “Geo. Washington Smith,” “ G. W.
Smith,” or "G. Washington Smith.” Banks often reject

commercial paper, refusing to pay it by reason of such dis-

crepancies either in signature (on the face) or in indorse-

ments (on the back).

It is almost superfluous to say that a signature ought to

be legible, but many persons appear to think that the more

confused and illegible is their style of writing their names,

the more business-like it is. Wo do not agree with this

opinion.

Provided the signature is genuine, it makes no difference

by whom the filling in of the body of the document is done.

THE RECEIPT.
We now take up the first class of business doc-

itments.

I. A BLANK RECEIPT.

The first line contains ther/«/e;the second, “/ram whom;" the third, the amount in words
;
the fourth, the consideration; and the fifth the

ngnalure, and the amount in figures. We give the same form filled in a.s a

2 . RECEIPT IN FULL OF ALL DEMANDS.

•Wo. 13 .

3^/, @33/., t'-'

.LiCLv^T^pji,ce Finrh

Clldrae 1vlzt\c1tpcL cun.d sp,vo7xti/-ft\^a Toj)

in. full of aJl dpjThrLn,cZs to claJ.p.

SojmzpZ

Documents of this kind are often numbered in order, as in the above evamiile.
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We now give other examples of receipts. The

same elements are present, but are not always placed

in the same order.

3

.

RECEIPT ON ACCOUNT.

$300.

Chicago, III., Jan. 14, 1883.

Received from Henry G. Ely & Co. Three hundred

Dollars on account.

No. 239. Francis W. Hunt.

4

.

RENT RECEIPT,

Received,

Newburgh, N. Y., Feh. 1, 1884,

from Alexander McLean

one hundred and five Dollars, being one month’s rent

in advance for No. 132 Main st., property of James Nevins.

$105.00 EoMnson, Agent.

5

.

RECEIPT FOR INTEREST.

No. 223.

New York, March 27, 1883.

Received, from Peter A. Welch, One hundred and fifty

Dollars, for Interest to 3Iarch 1, on his Bond and Mort-

gage ;
receipt to be acknowledged also on the bond.

Principal, $5,000. Alfred P. Burhank,

Rate, 6 %. Time, ,6 Months, — Days. ' Executor.

$150.00.

6

.

RECEIPT ON ACCOUNT OF A MORTGAGE.

No. 261.

New York, Feb. 28, 1884.

Received from Nathaniel Johnson, One thousand

Dollars, on account of Principal of his Bond, and $32.

interest on said payment, leaving $6,000 Principal unpaid;

receipt to be acknowledged on said bond.

$1 , 033. ^ Ihert Parmele.

7

.

RECEIPT FOR INTEREST ON NOTE.

Litchfield, Conn., April 19, 1883.

I have this day received from Jasper C. Goodman, Thir-

teen Dollars, in full of interest to date on his promissory

note for Four hundred and fifty Dollars made in my favor

on the 19th of October, 1880.

Christopher Sperling.

The forms of Receipts given thus far are entirely

for money or cash, and they are in each case signed

liy the person who receives the payment. We will

now explain other forms which vary in some respects

from this and which will now be better understood.

1. Instead of money, the thing acknowledged as received

may be some other valuable thing, as merchandise, docu-

ments, or SERVICES.

2. The CASH paid on the one hand and the valuable

exchanged for it on the other may both be expressed in the

receipt. In fact, this is the case in nearly all the receipts

we have given. There is an exchange of values. Cash on

the one side, and some other form of value on the other.

But in all the cases given, it has been the party receiving

the cash who signed the receipt. This may be reversed, and

the document (then called a statement) bear the signature of

the one whop«?/s the money and receives the equivalent.

3 The receipt may appear on the face of a bill or state-

ment of goods, usually at the bottom, making it a receipted

bill.

8

.

RECEIPT FOR MERCHANDISE.

New York, March 19, 1883.

Received of Fayette S. Giles, one Gold Watch, No.

130,561 {value $475 ),
on approval, to be returned or paid for

in one week.
nlftm a ei'illen

9

.

RECEIPT FOR NOTE.

Received from Wilkins Micawber his note at Ninety days

for $100, in settlement of bill of July 16, 1880.

Park and Tilford.

New York, Feb. 17, 1881.

10.

New Haven, April 24, 1883.

Received from Peter Henderson Bill of Exchange on Lon-

don for Fifteen Pounds, proceeds to be credited his

account when collected.
Jones and Smiley.

II. STATEMENT OF PAYMENT.

Philadelphia, June 16, 1884.

Messrs. Harper Brothers,

New York, N. Y.,

Gentlemen

:

I herewith deliver to you Ten Dollars in New York Draft,

for which you will please forward by mail ten copies of, etc.

Peter Brownstone.

12 . STATEMENT OF RENT PAID.

(Corresponding to Form 4.)

Sir ;

Newburgh, N. Y., Feb. 1, 1883.

I enclose herewith my check for One hundred and five

Dollars for one month’s rent in advance of No. 122 Main st.

Alexander McLean.

To Wm. Robinson, Agent.
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13- INVOICE.

A.ThdT^evp' r^. IZogerfi!

jM ROGERS & PYATT,
Brokers ar\d Corn rq issioi\ Mercl\ar\ts,

23 Liberty Street.

1 Xo. 5 Coach Thisfcr
1 $6 M.....

40Lcrr 40 %
1

2

1 3 GO 1

: 10 36 !

3 2A \

16 $3 03—
i

h‘ S K
^ Instead of “ Bought of Rogers and Pyntt ” many emnlov the form(wh.ch, however, we do uot consider an improvement) “ To Rogers and Pyatt, Dr,” Observe the .successive discounts?40% 10 %,

3

equal the single discount 4S 6-10 %.
it becomes also an acknowledgment of the payment therefor.

As it stands, the bill isastatement from R. & P. of the delivery of' the 50^^; ‘GYn'Lceild^^^^

A RECEIPTED BILL OF GOODS.
New York, August 22, 188.3.

Bought of Rogeks & Pyatt,
Brokers and Commission Merchants,

2.) Liberty Street.

14.

Mr. Andrew B. Rogers.

No.

New York, Lake Erie & Western E. E. Co.,

.Accoxnit

1 ,Xo. 5 Coach Das/cr. $ 6 00

3

r e, f 0 ^

$3 08

Received Payment, Aug. 23, ls81.

Rogers & Pyatt.

Bills presented against a city government or
against a large cor[)oration, arc usually made out
on a form provided by the proper disbursing
officers, and known as a voucher. This is in a
more complete form than the ordinary bill, and con-
tains appropiiate space for all the signatures 'which
may be reejuisite in order to enforce proper control
and responsibility. An example of such a voucher
will be interesting and useful, as showing the
methods of business when conducted on a great
scale and with perfect system.

Memo. No.
.Dr.

ISS For thefollowing, as per Rill rendered,filed in Auditor's
Office at New York, and certified by. .. viz-

Dolls, jeto.

1

1

'

1

1

1

1

1

1

i

1 eeriijy mat me aoovc account is correct
; that the items therein specified

were duly authorized and contracted for, and were received for the use and
benefit of the New York, Lake Eric <{• Western Railroad Co.

Oen'l Sup't.

I certify that the above account has been examined by me and found
correct, and is hereby approved for payment.

Auditor.
Countersigned, Auditor of Disbursements.

Received m , of the TnEASCUEii of the New Youk, Lake Erie& Vi E8TEBN K. K. Co
in full of the above account. 100

. DollarH.
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Under this general term v<c have included all

documents in Avhich a first party (the drawer) di-

rects a second party (the drawee) to deliver value

to a third (the payee). All modern business of im-

portance is carried on by the aid of papers of this

class, the advantage of which is that the risk and

expenses of the transportation of valuables are

saved. The principal documents classed under

this head are Checks, Drafts, Bills of Ex-

change, besides simple Orders payable in mer-

chandise.

A Check is an order on a bank or banker.

A Draft is an order on a private individual, firm or cor-

poration, or by one bank on anotlier bank in another city of

the same country. In the latter sense it is also called a

“Domestic Bill of Exchange,” or an “Inland Bill of Ex-

change,” or a “ Bank Draft.”

A Bill of Exchange, or, as it is sometimes called, a

Foreign Bill, is an order on a bank or person in another

country.

As to time of payment, checks, drafts and bills of ex-

change maybe “on “of cit so yyiavy days

sight,"’ or “at so many days from date.”

“On demand” means literally on presentation.

In the other forms spoken of, the laws of the States usually

allow three days’ “grace;” that is, if a certain number of

days or months is specified, three days more are to be al-

lowed before the paper matures. This is. properly speaking,

no gr.ace or indulgence for the drawer, as interest is charged

for the three days. Thus, “one day's sight” really means

“four days after date,” and ” sixty days after date” means

“sixty-three days” It is perfectly proper, however, to in-

sert the words “ without grace,” in which case the three days

are not to be computed. Checks are usually “ on demand”

As to the payee of a check, draft or bill of exchange, his

name may be inserted in various ways, which affect the ne-

gotiability of the paper.

1. Simply “To Bearer.” In this case the drawee may

pay to any one who presents the paper, and will be dis-

charged by so doing.

2. “To John Doe or Bearer.” This is practically the

same as the preceding, but indicates to whom the drawer in-

tended that it should be paid.

3. “To John Doe.” This would, strictly speaking, be

non-negotiable ;
that is, it should be paid to .John Doe him-

self. This form is seldom used.

4. “To the order of John Doe,” or “To .John Doe or

order.” These two forms are practically the same. The

amount will not be paid until John Doe has written his

name on the back, either as an acknowledgment that he

himself receives it, or as authority for some one else to receive

it. The various ways in which this may be done will be

fully explained under the heading “ Endorseme.nts.”

Of the ]ireceding forms. Nos. 1, 2 and 4 are called “ nego-

tiable;” that is, they maybe transferred from one person to

another by delivery alone (Nos. 1 and 2), or by delivery and

endorsement (Nos. 2 and 4) The person into whose hands

it has rightfully come is called the holder. The holder and

endorsers of negotiable paper have certain rights, privileges

and duties under the law merchant which will be hereafter

explained.

i6. A CHECK.

14s6^ Jan. 15,

I/'

Fit'e htt ncli^fJJhousamfl

./ Jay Gould

J 500,000.00
Wm. H. \7n.derhilf.

For other information respecting checks see llic article •' Banking.”
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17 . A DRAFT.

(.\t sight, on private party.)

The above method is often used for the collection of debts.

18 . A BANK DRAFT.

$617.50. No.

STATE TRUST COMPANY,
Rutland, Yt., June 29, 1883.

Pay to the order of. .Datid TF. Rogers,

Six hmidred and seventeen Dollars.

Charles Clement, President.

John N. Woodfin, Treasurer.

To the Continental National Bank,

New York, N. Y.

Bank drafts are usually paid on demand, like a check. They are often
drawn in sets of two, the “original” and the “duplicate."

19 . A BILL OF EXCHANGE.

Bills of Exchaxoe arc generally drawn in sets of three,

so that if the original is lost in transmission, one of the

others may be paid. They are drawn in the money of the

country where payable.

Office of Brown Brothers & Co., |

59 Wall St., New York, March 18, 1883. {

£100 . 0 . 0.

Sixty days after sight of this, our First of Exchange
(second and third of the same tenor and date unpaid), pay to
the order of Walter Lawrence, One. hundred pounds, for
value received, and charge account of

Brown Brothers & Co.
To Messrs. Brown & Shiplet,

Founders’ Court, Lothbury. London.

Office of Brown Brothers & Co.,

59 Wall St., New York, March 18, 1883.

£100 0 . 0 .

Si.xty days after sight of this our Second of Exchange
(first and third of the same tenor and date unpaid), pay to

the order of Walter Lawrence, One hundredpounds, for value
received, and charge account of

Brown Brothers & Co.
To Messrs. Brown & Shipi.ev,

Founders' Court, Lothbury, London.

Office of Brown Brothers & Co.,

59 Wall St., New York, 3Iarch 18, 1883.

£100 0 . 0.

Sixty days after sight of this our Third of E.xchange (first

and second of the same tenor and date unpaid), pay to llie

order of Waller Jjawrence, One hundred pounds, for value re-

ceived, and charge account of

Brown Brothers & Co.
To Messrs. Brown & Suipley,

Founders’ Court, Lothbury. London

If Mr. Lawrence, of New York, desired to p.uy someone in London a
sum of one hundred pounds, he would purchase a hill of exchan"e in
three parts like the above form. lie might send the “ first " immediately,
(making it over to his correspondent by endorsement) and send the
“ second ” by the next steamer for safety, keeping the “ third ” till ho
heard from the first.

If he bought it on the date of the bill, ho probably paid about $480 as
the quotations were “$4.86 for 60 day bills and $1 89>f for demand."
In such quotations the price of a pound sterling is given in dollars. In
quotation.s of exchange on France or other countries where the franc is

the money unit, this is reversed and the price of a dollar in francs is

given. Thus on the day mentioned, the price of exchange in francs
was “ .O.aOJi for 60 day bills.” That is, $1 would buy five francs twenty
centimes and five-eighths, or in that proportion.
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ACCEPTANCE.

In the foregoing examples, M'e liave used the ex-

pression “so many days after siglit.” These days

begin to run from the date when the bill is accepted.

'i'he “acceptance ” of a draft or bill of exchange is

denoted by writing or stamping across the face the

word “ accepted ” (with the date in case of time

paper) and affixing the signature of the drawee.

The acceptance is a promise to pay the amount

named.

We give the forms of acceptance corresponding

to the forms Nos. 17 and 19 :

20. ACCEPTANCE OF DRAFT (No. 17.)

§

>3

ib

53

s;

'Ski

« 1 bS

21. ACCEPTANCE OF BILL OF EXCHANGE
(No. 19.)

'S> - ^
S'

I ^

The acceptance of a check or Ixink dr;ift is termed certifi-

cation. It will be more fully explained under “Banking.”

ENDORSEMENTS.
To endorse, 01 indorse, a check, draft, bill of

exchange or promissory note, is to write one’s name

on the back in such a way as to transfer the title to

another.

As has already been stated, a chock or other order, if payable to

bearer or to a certain person or bearer, does not require endorsement to

be negotiable. Nevertheless the endorsement is frequently made. As

it passes from hand to hand, a person receiving it, especially if nnac-

qnainted with the maker, will desire to have the endorsement of the

person from whom he has received it, in order to have recourse to him

in case the check should not be good.

But if i)ayable “ to /Ac order ” of a certain person or if to that person

“ or order," his endorsement is necessary. For instance, in form No.

16, the bank would not pay the check without the endorsement of Mr.

Gould. If in that endorsement he specified another person to whose

order it should be paid, then this person’s signature must also appear on

the back, and so on.

The following are the principal varieties of endorsement

:

1.

SPECIAL ENDORSEMENT.

J^aff iO' ike etdet •of <^uSSdl Sa^e.

Jmj §ouid^

Or

-Qt ntdtn.

Jaij

Mr. Sage’s endorsement will now be required. If the words

“ to the order of ” are on the face, they need not be repeated

on the back, and the endorsement may read simply :

Pay Russell Sage.

,T<nj Gould.

Mr. Gould might send the check to Mr. Sage by mail in

its present state without risk, because it would not be good

to any one until Mr. Sage had written his name on the back.

A check which is to be sent away should always be endorsed

speciedhj to the jierson entitled to the money, to avoid the

risk of loss which there would be if the style that follows

were adopted.

2. The check may be endorsed thus :

Pay to hearer.

Jinf Gould.

This should be done only where it is desired to send by

messenger to the bank and draw the money.

3. Instead of inserting the words “to bearer.” it may be

preferable to leave the name of the payee in blank, so that it

may be afterwards inserted. Thus

:

Pay to or order.

Jay Gould.

As far as Mr. Gould is concerned, it makes no difference

whether he endorses in the above manner or to bearer
;
but

the next holder may prefer to insert his own name in the

blank, thus making the check valueless to any other person,

and rendering it safe to keep it.
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4. Practically Ihe above form is seldom used as given, but

the endorser merely writes his name:

'T(uj Gould.

Any holder may fill in any order for payment above a name
thus written. This is called an Endorsement in Blank,
and is more frequently used than any other. Simply writ-

ing the name on the back passes the title.

5. An endorsement may specify the consideration for

which the paper passes. This form of endorsement serves

as proof of payment in the absence of a receipt. Thus if

the payee of a bank draft (form 18) desired to make a pay-

ment with it for certain securities purchased, he may en-

dors it in this manner:

“ Pay to the order of
Fisk & Hatch, for

.$500 A'. Y. gold Gs of 1901.

David 11^ Rogers."

6 By inserting the words “ without recourse ” above his

signature the endorser avoids liability for the payment of

the paper.

Other directiong as to endorsing will be given under “ Banking.”

Endorsements should always be made across the back.

The endoi-ser should observe which side is to be the to]) when
endorsing. To ascertain this, hold a check or similar paper
before you with both hands, as if to read the face. What is

now the left hand end of the check will be the top when
turned over for endorsing.

Top.

ir "f-

c —
V bto

i: * a F.VCE OF THE CHECK.
= -§r

Bottom.

tc

O Ek S H< o r* ^
K ^ S

Each holder of a check, draft, or bill of exchange is re-

sponsible to all his successors for the amount if the pajter is

not paid on presentation. The last endorser looks to all the

previous endorsers, to the maker and to the acceptor. In
case of paper payable at a future time, certain formal notice

is rerjuired in order to hold the endorsers, and this notice

must be given without delay; but the accejttor and maker do
not require such notice. This will be more fully explained
under “ Prornis.sory Notes.”

promissory Motes*

Instead of accepting a draft signed by a creditor,

a jierson may issue bis note, pro7nising to pay such

creditor. Tlie person who signs, corresponding to

the accejitor of the draft, is called the maker of

the note.

It is usual to insert in promissory notes the words

“for vahie received

f

although this is not essential.

The defense of want of consideration is good between

the original parties only; if a third party, an inno-

cent holder, has given value for a bill or note, he

must be }iaid, even though the pajier may htive

been origimilly given without consideration re-

ceived, or obtained by fraud, or compulsion, or

theft, either of which reasons would make it in-

valid as between the original parties.

A note frequently contains, besides the particulars already

given, a statement of the y;/nce ndtere payable. This is

necessary, because it will have to be itrescntcd for payment.
It is usual for business men to make their notes payable at

the bank where their account is kept; then, on the day of

maturity, that bank pays it from the funds on deposit just

the same as a check. ‘‘At a hank" means on the face of a

note “ through the agency of that bank," and gives authority

to the bank to pay out so much of the; maker’s deposit.

Sometimes a note which has matured is certified like a

check instead of being jjaid.

All the three forms, the reeeiitt, the order, and the note,

are so similar in their nature that they are convertible one

I

into the other.

A receipt for money entrusted to another to deliver in ex-

change therefor, is in effect an order.

A draft when accepted is etpiivalent to a note.

A check dated ahead is etpiivalent to a note payable at the

bank.

The endorsements of checks, notes, and bills are in effect

receipts for the money.

A note payable at a bank becomes, when iluc, a cheek.

Notes are sometimes drawn “with interest." If no rate

is specified, the legal rate in the State or country wlicre

payable is understood. But if the words “ with interest"

are not inserted, only the jirincipal can be collected at

maturity.

If a note (or time-draft) is itresented for payment on the
day of maturity and payment is refused, each endorser must
be promptly notified, otherwise he is not liable. It is ad-

visable in any important case to have this done by a notary
public, who will, if necessary, protest. The protest is a

formal declaration to till concerned, signed and sealed by the

notary, stating the fact of non-payment and calling ujion

the parlies liable to make it good. In iiaper drawn in
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another State or a foreign country, the protest should never I become part of the principal of the note and are payable

be omitted. The fees of the notary for making the protest
[

with it.

22. A BLANK NOTE.

23. 60 DAY NOTE PAYABLE AT BANK.

24. PAYABLE AT PLACE OF BUSINESS.

No. 96. Philadelphia, Jan. 17, 1881.

Three months after date, for value received I promise to

pay to the order of William Penn

Seven hundred dollars,

at No. 1,243 Market St.

Benj. Feanklin.

$700ftPo- Due Apt. 17/20, 81.

25. NOTE ON DEMAND WITH COLLATERAL
SECURITY.

Loans which are made between brokers and bank-

ers are usually on demand and are secured by the de-

posit of valuable property or evidences of property.

The usual name of such obligations is “ call-loans.”

Frequently, the only documentary evidence of

the loan is a memorandum on the envelope con-

taining the securities, but corporations generally

require a note to be given.
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Loan Jr’d. 3,066, Folio 324.

$100,000i“(rj New York, November 5, 1884.

On demand, we promise to pay to the Union Dime Sav-

ings Institution of the City of New York, or order, One

hundred thousand dollars, for value received, with interest

at 3A per cent, per annum, having deposited or pledged

with said institution, as collateral security for the payment

of this note, $100,000 U. S. 4 % Consols of 1907, coupon,

and we hereby give to said institution, or its treasurer, full

power to sell said collateral security, or any other collaterals

that may have been substituted therefor, at the Board of

Brokers in the City of New York, or at public or private

sale, on the non performance of the above promise, or at any
time thereafter, without notice or demand, and without ad-

vertising the same or giving any notice of sale, applying the

proceds of any such sale to payment of this note, accounting

to us for the surplus, if any
; and in case of any deficiency,

we promise to pay said institution the amount thereof, forth-

with after such sale.

Ver-milye & Co.

26.

FIRM NOTE.

29.

JOINT AND SEVERAL NOTE.

Chicago, III., March 18, 1873.

Ninety days after date we promise jointly and severally to

pay to the order of Joseph Wright (6) Six hundred and fifty-

three ^Vioo Dollars, (value received) at the First National

Bank.

$053.*“ W. n. Nichols.

Saml. N. Rexford.

30.

NOTE WITH SURETY,

$1500. St. Louis, Mo., Aug. 29, 1873.

Three months after date, for value received, I promise to

pay to the order of H. B. Claflin & Co., of New York,

—

Fifteen hundred- Dollars at the Planter’s National

Bank.
Everett Leavenworth.

I hereby guarantee the payment of the above note.

J. Hopkins Witherspoon.
The same effect would haVe been attained by drawing the note to the

order of Mr. Witherspoon and having him endorse it to Messrs. Clatlin

&Co.

No. Boston, Mass, Apl. 13, 1885.

One month after date, without grace, we promise to pay to

the order of ourselves

One hundred and fifty. dollars,

at any Bank in Boston.

Smith & Co.,

$150. Due May 13, 85. 113 Temple Place.

27.

DATE OF PAYMENT SPECIFICALLY
NAMED.

This form has not been much used, but expresses the maturity

clearly.

Amsterdam, N. Y., Aug. 17, 1855.

On the 17th of October, 1855 (without grace), I promise

to pay to the order of Harlan P. Kline, for value received.

Five hundred dollars, at the Farmers’ Bank.

Xenophon Haywood.

28.

NOTE BY A MARRIED WOMAN.

One year after date, for value received, I promise to pay
to the order of Gerrit Smith, at the People’s Bank,

One thousand Dollars, and I hereby declare that the debt

secured hereby was created for the benefit of my separate

estate which I hereby charge with the payment thereof.

$1,000 — . Elizabeth Cady Stanton.
Dated, New York, Feb. 29, 1864.

31.

JUDGMENT NOTE.

Poughkeepsie, N. Y., Apl. 16, 1885.

$833

On demand, for value received, I promise to pay to the

order of Felix McIntyre, Eight hundred and

thirty-three Dollars. And I hereby

confess judgment for said sum with interests and costs, a

release of all errors, and a waiver of all rights of appeal

and to the benefit of all laws exempting property from levy

and sale.

Allan McDonald.

32.

DUE BILL.

Schenectady, N. Y.,

March 19, 1884.

Due Garret Veeder, Fifty dollars, payable in goods at our

store.

Clute and Barhydt.

The above and the following are merely acknowledgments of debt,

not strictly speaking promissory notes.

33.

AN “ I O U.”

Newark, N. J., May 31, 1876.

Roswell Van Buskirk, Esq.

;

I 0 U $50 .

Bartholomew Flanagan.
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fnteresi
Interest is the value of the use of money or its equiva-

lent.

IIow much must I pay to some one for lending me “ One hundred
[

Dollars ” for one year ? If tlie reply is “ Si.v Dollars," then the vse of

the hundred dollars is worth, or costs, six dollars
; six dollars is the in-

tercsl; one hundred dollars is the pnncipal

;

one year is the time.

What is in this case the rale? It is, in the words of the statute,

“Six dollars for the use or forbearance of one hundred dollars for one

year, and in like proportion for a greater or less sum for a greater or less

lime." But in ordinary language is called briefly SIX PERCENT.,
and is written in any of the following ways :

Six per centum per annum ;
Six per centum

;
Six percent.

;
Six one-

hundredths
;
6 %; 6 c.; .06; 6

|

100 ; (1 : 100
;

all of which expressions

mean the same. The decimal .06 is the one to bo used in arithmetical

operations.

Compound Interest is interest on interest. That is, at

certain periods, the interest is added to the principal and a

new or increased principal is formed on which the next

interest is computed. In simple interest, the principal

remains the same ; in compound interest it constantly

increases.

In books on arithmetic, the sum of the principal and in-

terest is called the amount

;

but this term is not so used

among business men.

COMPUTATION OF INTEREST.

For a person who seldom has occasion to compute interest,

the best method is the one which is simplest, most easily un-

derstood and remembered, and the least arbitrary. “ Short

cuts ’’and “ lightning methods ” are practicable only for those
|

who are constantly working interest, and even they can do
|

better work by means- of a book of interest tables.

In order to solve any problem in interest, answer the fol-

lowing questions

:

1. At the given rate and on the given principal, what is the interest

for one year ?

2. If there arc years in the required time, what is the interest for that

number of years ?

3. If there are months in the time, what is the interest for one month,

or of a year’s iulerost ?

4. What is the interest for the given number of months ?

t>. If there are days as well as months, what is one day’s interest, or

of a month’s interest f

6 . If the time is expressed in days, regardless of moutlis, what is the

interest for one day, or -

3^5 of a year's interest ?

7. What is the interest for the given number of days ?

Now add together the interest for years, for months, and for days, and
you have the entire interest.

To find the interest for one year ; Multiply the number of dollars by
the rate

;
the result is cents.

What is the interest on $26,280 at 7 per cent, for one year ?

$26,280

.07

Answer: $1,839.60

What is it for 3 years ?

$1,839.60

3

Answer : $5,518.80

What is it for one month f A- of $1,839.60, or $153.30.

What is it for 5 months ? 5 times $153.30, or $766.50.

What is it for one day f h of $153.30, or $5.11.

What is it for 14 days ? 14 times $5.11, or $71.54.

What is it for 3 years, 5 montlis, 14 days ?

3 years, $5,518.80

5 months, 766.50

14 days, 71.54

Answer : $6,356.84

If instead of “ Smooths and 14 days,’’ the time were expressed in days

only, then we must take so many 365ths of a year's interest. From
January 1 to June 15 would be 5 months and 14 days, but reckoning by

days only it would be 165 days.

Let us then change the form of our question, and ask, “ What is the in-

terest of $26,280 for 3 years and 165 days ?
’’

If we disregard months, a day’s interest is rib'sth as much as a year’s

interest. We, therefore, divide $1,839.60 by 365 and get exactly $5.04 for

a day’s interest, instead of $5.11 as before. The answer would then be:

3 years, $5,518.80

165 days, 831.60

Answer : $6,350.40

In this case the borrower would profit $6.44 by computing interest on

days only, instead of months and days. At some periods of the year

he would lose by so doing.

We will explain one of the brief methods already allude

I

to, which is frequently useful, especially at 6 per cent.

As the interest of $1 for one year is six cents, the interest for two

months, or s of a year, is one cent. On this principle, we obtain two

months’ interest at 6 per cent, by drawing a line between the tens and

the hundreds of dollars.

What is two months’ interest on $600 ? 6]00, or $6.

On $7,300 ? 73|00, or $73.

On $69 ? |69, or 69c.

On $6,375 ? 63175, or $63.75.

Now-, having the interest for two months (or, as we may say for con-

venience, 60 days), it may be found for any other number of days

by dividing, multiplying and adding. Practice will give skill in this.

What is the interest on $720 for 1 month, 13 days, at 6 per cent. ?

We first cut off two,

!
places for two mouths. (

^ as much
of that

j

s of that

1

'2 of that

Answer : $5.16

At 4 per cent, the figures cut off would be for 3 months, or 90 days (at

30 days to the month).

What is the interest on $720 .for 1 month, 13 days, at 4 per cent. ?

Operation : 7 20 3 mos.

2 40 1 mo.

y'u of 7.20 72 9 days.

i of .72 24 3 days.

j of .24 08 1 day.

Answer : 3.44

At 5 per cent, the lime obtained by cutting off is 72 days : at 7 per

ent. (approximately), 52 days ; at 8 per cent., 45 days ; at 9 per cent., 40

days ; at 3 per cent., 120 days (4 months); at 2$ per cent., 144 days
;
at

4i per cent., 80 days.

7 20 2 mo.

3 60 1 mo.

1:20 10 days.

|24 2 days.

42 1 day.
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HE business of banking consists

in dealing in money and credit.

The following are some of the

branches of this business : De-

posits, Circulation, K e ji i t -

TANCE, Collection, Discounts,

Loans, Exchange, Invest m e n t
,

Agency.
Banks are frequently classified as

^ belonging to or practising one of these

^ y branches of the business, and arc termed

liif accordingly Banks of Deposit, Banks

of Discount, Savings Banks, etc. Most

banks unite two or more of these

^bbranchcs, being Banks of Circulation

7 Ifand Discount, Banks of Deposit and

of Remittance, etc.

4 '

DEPOSITS.

The receiving of Deposits is the most universal and im-

portant of tile functions of a bank. The person entrusting

money to the care of a bank is called the Depositor. IIo

has the advantage of the safekeeping of his cash and general-

ly the further convenience of being able to make payments

from it whenever he desires and in whatever sums he desires,

transferring his title to any portion of it by means of a

check. As other persons who keep accounts at the same or

other banks will make their payments to him in similar

cheeks, he can also deposit these the same as .so much money
and the bank will collect them for him. Thus vast amounts

of payments are effected daily without any handling of

money.

This system of payment by checks which are again depos-

ited as cash, is more widespread in the United States and
Canada than in any other part of the world. On the con-

tinent of Europe it is very little practised. The holder of a

check there presents it to the bank and receives the money.

In America ho deposits it in his own bank and receives credit

for it. In this way alone can the greatest saving of time

and risk be effected.

A regular depositor, or dealer, as he is frequently called,

is regarded as entitled to accommodation and preference in

the various other branches of the business, such as discounts,

loans, exchange and agency.

The safe keeping and convenience of his check-account,

with the other favors he receives, are generally sufficient

compensation for the use of the depositor’s money. But in

exceptional cases, where a large balance is kept, a moderate

rate of interest is allowed by the bank—less of course than

what it can obtain in turn.

When a person not a regular dealer wishes to make a sin-

gle deposit—to be withdrawn in the same amount, he re-

ceives a cer/f/icw/e o/ rZcposiV. This is issued by the bank

itself and is payable either on demand or at a certain time,

and may bear interest. See example page 5C.

CIRCULATION.
Circulation is the issue by a bank of its jiromises to pay

to bearer on demand. These ordinarily circulate from hand

to hand as a substitute for money, and are commonly called

bank notes or bank bills. In the United States, only the

National Banks issue circulation, as there is a tax of ten per

cent, on any other kind of circulating notes.

Its redemption is guaranteed by the national government,

which holds, .as security, bonds to a larger amount, belonging

to the banks, and also holds a five percent, fund for immed-

iate redemption.

The national treasury itself performs the office of a bank

of circulation in issuing its notes, commonly called “green-

backs.” Opinions vary .as to the expediency of the govern-

ment’s exercising this function
;
some contending that the

government alone should have the power of issuing paper

currency, and others holding that it ought not to engage in
|

any kind of banking-business at all
;

still others believe that

for every paper dollar in circulation, the government should !

hold a dollar of coin in the treasury.
|

REMITTANCE.
{

For the purpose of enabling persons to send money to dis-

tant points, the bank keeps money on deposit at the prineijial

centres. It ch.arges the person who desires to remit, a small

amount for its services and sells him its draft (Business
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A CERTIFICATE OF DEPOSIT.

%. A 15609 ‘^wck
OF NEW YORK,

March 2, ^^82.

ft'
i fhirty-fivc hundredK / // E. Hender^^^^^^^^
f -to- 'i/i-e- o-'l'titl- -ajL- —

^ K ^ E. IC W-rigKt,
Jas. A. Mains, cashUr.

Teller,
.

Forms, No. 18) on that place. Much expense and risk in the

transportation of funds is thus saved. The Money Order

Department of the Post OtHce serves as a Bank of Remit-

tance.

them and sees that they are duly presented, and, if necessary,

protested, unless paid. When paid, it passes over the amount

to the dealer, usually by giving him credit on his deposit ac-

count.

Collection is the reverse of remittance. The bank re-

ceives drafts or checks payable at distant points, and through

its correspondents these are finally presented at the places of

payment. Notes, time-drafts and bills of exchange, whether

locally payable or elsewhere, are also left with the bank for

collection previous to maturity. The bank takes care of

Discount is paying to a person the proceeds of a note or

other paper not yet due, deducting therefrom the interest

till maturity. As the sum received is not the full amount

of the paper, the borrower really pays more than the nominal

rate of interest.

For oxamplo, if a note for $1000 due 3 months hence is discounted at

6 per cent., the operation is as follows :

From the face $1,000 00

subtract the discount, being interest for

3 months at 6 per cent 15 00

HA.\K OF ENGLAND,

and the remainder is Ihc proceeds or

amount received by borrower 985 00

At the end of three months he has to repay

$1,000, or $985 and $15 interest. But $15 for

three months on $985 is at the rate of about

6 n (s'x and one-eleventh) per cent, per annum.

The security for a discounted bill lies in

the .solvency of the parties to it. Dis-

counts are made by some banks to their

dealers only ; by all they are granted

most readily to dealers, although it is

often required that there be one or more

good endorsers.

Loans. The principal distinction be-

tween a discount and a loan is that in

the former the bank becomes the owner

of a note or bill, while in a loan valuable
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property of some kisd, or the evidence of such property, is

pledged to the bank. A form of note for demand loans is

given in the article “Commercial Transactions,” Form 25.

Exchange. Domestic or Inland Exchange is the opera-

tion described under “ Remittances.” Foreign Exchange in-

volves also the reduction of the money of one country to that

of another.

Investments. Money not otherwise employed is used in

the purchase of various securities, both foFthe income to be
derived from them and for the profit to be realized in their

sale. Savings banks have for their chief object the collec-

tive investment of small sums.

Agency. Many banks act as the financial agents of their

customers in various ways other than those stated above,

such as purchasing or selling securities, for their account.

Capital. A bank has (with the exception of savings

banks) a Capital, which it is usually required to keep

invested in some stable form of security, as a guarantee to

those who have dealings with it. That is, the values which
the bank handles belong partly to its stockholders (the

capital) and partly to others (depositors, note-holders, certifi-

cate-holders.)

BANK OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES.
The stockholders of an incorporated bank elect a Boaud

OF Directors, who manage its affairs. These elect a Presi-

dent, one or more Vice-Presidents, and a Cashier. The
Cashier is the Executive officer of the bank and controls its

interior management. He is assisted by a number of

employees. The principal ones are the Paying Teller and
the Receiving Teller, who are at the head of the debit and
CREDIT DEPARTMENTS

; the NoTE TELLER
; the DISCOUNT

Clerks
;
the Collection Clerks

; the Book-keepers, each
in charge of certain ledgers

; Assistant Tellers ;
Assistant

Book-keepers
; Check-Clerks ; Messengers or “Runners.”

Of course the number of these employees and the division

of their duties, vary according to the size of the bank. In
England “Cashier” means what we terra “Teller,” while
“ Teller ” is applied to the Messengers, and “ Chief Cashier,”
or “ Manager,” to the Cashier.

HOW TO DRAW AND ENDORSE A CHECK.
We give an engraved specimen of a check, filled, certified,

and endorsed, to show the proper way of doing it. The fol-

lowing observations should be carefully noted :

1. The first endorsement should correspond exactly with the face. If
the face reads “.I. F. Wilkins ” and j-oiir usual sijinatare is “.Toseph F.
P. Wilkins,” then endorse both ways, thus

( .1. F. Wilkins.
I Joseph F. P. Wilkins.

2. Do not endorse the check wronp; side up. Notice the example and
also the rules in “Commerciai Transactions.”

3. Write across the paper, not lensthwise.

4. Begin near the top so that those coming after yon may have room.
5 Do not send aw.iy a check endorsed in blank, bnt make it payable

to the person to whom yon send it. Then, if lost, it cannot be paid to
any one else.

6. When you deposit a check it is well to write or stamp above your
endorsement, “For Deposit” or “ For Deposit only,” or “ For Deposit
in the Bank.” In the example the Tradesmen's National Bank has
stamped its clearing-house number “ 10,” as an acknowledgment that
the check passed throngh Its hands.
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Cyl'diXy .

FOR DEPOSIT
IN THE

TRADESMEN’S NATIdlVAL BANK

to the credit o£

CERTIFICATION.

A bank is said to “certify” a check, when it writes on

the face of it an acknowledgment that the check is good and

binds itself to pay it. This is usually done by the paying

teller. When a check is certified, it is immediately charged

against the dealer’s account as paid, for the bank has

assumed its payment. Certified checks will often be

accepted where an uncertified one would not. This prac-

tice of certification is comparatively recent. Where it is

unknown, as in Boston, the use of check accounts is less

extended, and bank notes and certificates of deposit are more

employed. [The engraved example of a check shows the

certification.]

CROSSED CHECKS.
In England when it is desired to make a check payable

only through a certain bank or banker, this is done by writ-

PARIS BOURSE.

ing the name of the latter across the face, between two

parallel lines. For example, suppose John Smith has his

account at the London and Westminster Bank, and James

Jones has his with Messrs. Brown and Shipley. Smith

wishes to send a check to Jones, and to prevent the check,

if lost, from being cashed by the finder ;
he crosses it, that is

writes across the face “ Brown & Shipley,” knowing them

to be Mr. Jones’s bankers. Thus :

Ui

Z

London and
X
72

Pay to James
One hundred
£150. 0. 0. Z

o

5

London, March 16, 1881.

Westminster Bank.
Jones or order, the sum of

and Fifty Pounds.
Jolm Smith.

Now the check being “ crossed ” would not be cashed iiy

the London and Westminster Bank unless presented by

Brown and Shipley. But if Smith, instead cf inserting a

name, merely draws the two lines and writes “ & Co.,”

it may be paid through any banker, but not over the

counter.

[The certified cheek shown on page 57 is equivalent to a

crossed chock, as the bank has marked it “ payable through

the New York Clearing-house only.”]
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HOW TO OPEN AN ACCOUNT.

In order to open an account with a bank, it is necessary

to be introduced to its officers as a proper person to deal

with. The Cashier or Assistant Cashier will request you to

write your name in the Signature book. Be careful to do

this in the style which you piopose to adopt permanently,

and do not vary your signature. You will then be given a

PASS BOOK, a CHECK-BOOK, and a number of blank deposit

SLIPS. Of coui-se you will have brought a deposit with you,

and will proceed to make use of your blanks. The deposit

slips will read as follows :

DEPOSITED BY

in the Importei-s’ and Traders’ National Bank,

New York,
,
18—

.

Gold.
'

Bills.
i

Checks. i

Write your name and the date in the proper blanks at the

head. Then enter in the money colu.mns the amounts you

propose to deposit, and add them u[). Do not omit to

endorse the checks if you have any. The bank will not take

them otherwise, eyen if payable to bearer.

Having made out your deposit slip, place it upon the bills

and checks in the pass-book, and present this at the receiving

teller’s desk. If others are there, await your turn in line.

The teller, having compared your deposit slip with the cash,

will enter the total on the left hand page of the pass-book.

Your account is now fairly opened. The biKik-keejicr will

in due course write your name at the head of the ledger-

page where your account will be kept. Thus there will be

three copies of your account kept : one in the bank ledoer
for their information, one in your check-book for your own
purposes

; and one in the pass-book as a kind of arbiter

between you.

Every deposit you make must be entered also in your

check-book. The left hand page (when the book isojieniof

the stub or margin is intended for that purpose. The right

hand page is for the description of the checks drawn. Both

sides should be kept fixited ;
then the excess of the left hand

total over the right always gives the balance in bank. We
give an example of the way the stubs should look after the

checks of a page have been detached.

STUB OF CHECK-BOOK.
18i«.

Jan. 3, Deposit. No. 1.

Coin $ 50 00 Jan. 4, 1883.
Bills 100 00 Amount 8 100 00

!
Check

.

Older of
Smith 30 00 F. J. Wilkins.
Jones 18 75
Brown 833 33— $1,033 08

No. 8.

Jan. C. Deposit. Jan. 5, 1883.
Bills. 500 00 Amount 63 50

Order of
L. P. Moiton.

Jan. 7. Deposit.
Check, R. Dix. 75 99

No. 3.
-

Jan. 8, 1883.

8 1,608 07 Amount 329 15
491 65 Order of

Alex. T. Stewart &Co
1,116 42

51,608 07 8 491 65

The totals should be carried forward to the top of the next

pages, thus :

Forward, l,608j07 Forward, 491 65
etc. etc.

This is preferable to subtracting each check, or the total

I

of each page, from the previous balance, as some do, which

I
makes the tracing of an error very difiicult.

In drawing a check, insert all the jiarticulars in the stub

j

before, doing it in the body of the check. It is a good plan

to enter also on the stub the purpose foi' which the check is

i

drawn.

At suitable intervals, the bank will ask you to leave your

pass book to be balanced. The left hand page has been

gradually filling up with your deposits, but the other page,

which is to contain the amounts of your checks, is blank.

When the pass-book is handed in to be balanced or written

up, the book-keeper takes the checks which have been paid

and cancelled since the last balance, and writes their amounts
only on the right hand page, lie returns you the book with

the balance to your credit brought down, and gives you at

the same time the checks which you have drawn, and which
have been presented, paid, and cancelled by cutting.

You must now balance your own account on the stub of

your check book, and see if there is any difference. If the

balances agree, and your checks are all returned, your book

is correct. But if there is a difference, you must find what

causes it. First, compare your left hand total with the total

of the left hand page of the pa.ss-book. These should agree

at all events. If not., either some deposit, or some addition,

must be incorrect. By comparing and examining, you will

discover the error. Next, compare the checks with your

j

stubs, and make a note, of any which are not returned,

i
There must be an allowance made for those checks which
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have been drawn, but have not yet been presented for pay-

ment, known as the “outs,” or “outstanding checks.” This

allowance should be made on both sides of the check-book

as a guide for the next balance, when some of these checks

will probably have come in. Suppose your actual balance

as shown by your stub is $492.47, but on the books of the

bank you appear to have $739.82, because there are three

checks outstanding amounting to $247.35. Then this

amount of $247.35 should be added to both sides of your

stub, thus :

Balance brought down;
Checks outstaudiug

:

No. 7,
“ 12.

100 00
59.80

$492 47

Checks outstanding
“ 11, 87.55 247.35 as opposite 247.35

Balance per pass book. 739,82

Then, as you recommence with the same balance in the

check-book as in the pass-book, your footing will also agree

with that of the pass-book on the next occasion of balanc-

ing.

You should examine the checks as soon after they are re-

turned, from the bank as possible, that any errors may be

promptly rectified.

Be careful in filling out your cheeks not to make it easy,

by leaving blanks, for dishonest persons to increase the

amount, which is called “raising.” Do not give your

checks to strangers, who may wish to use them for purposes

of fraud.

Make your deposits as early in the day as possible, in or-

der to save the time of the clerks.

Treat the officials of the bank with consideration and

courtesy and you will meet with similar treatment.

BANKING CONCERNS.

According to their mode of organization, banking concerns

are classified as Private Banks, Incorporated Banks,

(State and National), Trust Co.mpanies and Savings Insti-

tutions.

\ Banker, Individual Banker, or Private Banker, is one who

engages wilh his private capital in the banking business or some branch

of it. Frequently it is a firm of bankers who carry on the business. In

England the word “ banker ” is applied inmany phrases to incorporated

banks. In America you are asked, “Have you a nauk account ? “—in

England the question is, “ Do you keep a banker ?
’’ The Englishman

says “at my banker's,” where the American would say “at the bank

where I deal.”

Incorporated Banks are associations formed under the laws of a

country for the purpose of carrying on this business. In England they

are called Joint-Stock Banks. The Capital or Stock of these banks

is always fixed at a certain sum and divided into a certain number of

shares. The owner of a share has the right to sell it if he likes. Thus

the list of proprietors varies from time to time.

For a long time the only banks in the United States were chartered by

the several States, and the requirements varied in diilerenl States.

These banks were permitted to issue circulation, and consequently a

great many different kinds of bank bills were in use as paper money. The

tax of leu per cent., already spoken of, drove Ihese bills out of circula-

tion, so that now only three kinds of paper money are in general circu-

lation. 1. National BANK NOTES ; 2. Legal tenders or greenbacks,

issued and redeemed by the U. S. Treasury
;

3. Silver certificates,

representing silver coin actually in the Treasury.

National Banks are chartered by the United States, under laws

first passed in 18B4. Not less than five persons may organize a new bank.

They must subscribe and pay in cash not less than S50.000 capital. In

places of more than 6,000 inhabitants it is $100,000. Stockholders are

responsible for twice the amount of their shares. Thus, suppose a bank

through misfortune or fraud meets with losses which are great enough

to use up all the surplus or accumulated earnings ;
then the stockhold-

ers may lose all the motiey they have put into the stock, for the

depositors must first be paid
;
finally, if this is not enough, the stock-

holder who had one share of one hundred dollars must pay in one hun-

dred dollars more.

State and National Banks are also known as Business Banks,

Commercial Banks, or Banks proper. They transact what is called a

general banking business, which includes the branches of Deposits,

Remittance, Collection, Exchange, Discounts, and Loans. Private

Bankers engage in more or less of the same blanches. They also act as

agents for the puichaso and sale of securities on commission. This,

however, is more propeily the function of a broker, especially where the

greater part of the purchase money is advanced by him.

Trust Companies act as Banks op Deposit, and as financial

agents, besides their prop'er office of executing trusts.

Saving' Institutions or Savings Banks differ widely from

Commercial Banks. Under the United States laws, however, they are

classed as banks. A Savings Bank is properly a Bank of Investment

only. Its function is to receive small amounts, keep them in safety,

invest so much as is prudent, and be ready to repay them on proper

notice with a just share of the profits. Small sums, which could not be

invested separately, thus become a mighty force when aggregated.

Some Savings Banks are organized without capital—that is, they have

no money except that paid them by depositors and the accumulated

earnings of the same. In some States they may be organized also with

a capital stock. In this case, the stockholders being responsible for

losses, receive a higher rate of income in the way of dividends, than

that paid as interest to depositors. In the Eastern States and New York

there arc no savings banks except the former or “mutual ” class. In

other States both kinds are permitted to exist, and the Stock Savings

Banks are even permitted to transact a “general banking business,”

being Savings Banks in little more than name.

The “ Cheque-Bank ” is an institution in London which carries on

its business in a somewhat peculiar manner. Its method is to receive

deposits and to issue its blank cheques to the depositor, each guaranteed

as good up to a certain amount, which amounts are held by the banks.

Thus, a person may deposit £100 and receive a book of 5 cheques, each

marked “ good for £20 or under,” or 20 cheques of £5 each, or SOcheques

of £2 each. Suppose the latter case. The limit, £2, is perforated in

each cheque, and the bank guarantees the payment of £2 or under, ac-

cording as each is filled out. If you fill one up for £1 15s., sign it and

p.ay it away, then at your next settlement the bank will allow you 5s.

for the remainder. These “ Cheque-bank cheques ” are readily received

where the check of a private person would be refused, because it is

known that the money must have been deposited. Thus they take the

place of a certificate of deposit, and also of a certified check. They are

equivalent to saying : “This certifies that has deposited in

this bank pounds, the whole or my part of which is payable to his

order on the return of this certificate.

HISTORICAL, STATISTICAL AND GENERAL.

The Bank of Venice was founded in 1171.

The Bank of Amsterdam was founded in 1009.

The Bank of Hamburg was founded in 1619.

The B.ank of England in 1693.

The first Bank of the United States in 1791.

The Bank of France in 1803.

The National Banking system of the United Stales in 1863.

The London Clearing-house in 1775.

The New York Clearing-house in 1853.

Number of incorporated Banks in the United States, over 3,000.

Number of Clearing-houses in the world 32, of which 26 are in the

United States.

Total clearings in one year in the world, ninety-seven thousand mil-

lions of dollars, $97,000,000,000 ; of which $49,000,000,000 were In the

New York Clearing-house,
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Greatest amount cleared in one day (at the London Clearing-house)
S-'ioy.ooo.ooo.

The first bankers in England were goldsmiths.

The first bankers in Italy were money-changers, who had benches in
the market-place. Bank is derived from the Italian word banco, a
bench.

THE CLEARING-HOUSE.

This is an association of banks in one town, which liold

regular meetings for the purpose of exchanging the checks
held by each bank, and payable by the others.

If checks were paid “ over the counter ” in money only,

no such arrangement would be needed. But this kind of

banking results in comparatively litti* saving of labor, and
is unsuited to large tninsactions. The business man in

America who receives a check seldom thinks of sending
it to the bank on which it is drawn
in order to receive the money. If he

is doubtful of its goodness, he merely

has it “certified.” But he deposits

it in his own bank as cash. Con-
sequently, every bank has, at the

close of the day, many checks on other

banks. Instead of sending to these

banks separately, the bank assorts the

checks, and places them in envelopes

marked with the names of the banks,

and with the total amount. A list of

the total contents of the envelopes is

made up. A clerk and a messenger take

all the envelopes and the list to the

clearing-house.

Each clerk, after reporting the amount
brought, takes his seat at a desk

; the

messengers stand outside of the desks.

Each messenger passes in succession to

the clerk of each other bank, and gives

him the proper envelope, getting his re-

ceipt on the list. The clerks enter

the same amounts on another list.

same. Thus, if wc arrange flic above amounts, according to bankH
drawn on, we have the following lists of checks to be taken out:

Against A.

From B. $262.75

“ C. 479.42

” D. 279.48

Against B.

From A. $5:10 18

“ C. 818.00

“B. 979.16

Avninst C.

From A. $322.13
“ B. 6-29.43

“ D. 1,542.72

Against 1).

From A. $272.75
•‘ B. 9.37.82

“ C. 678.99

$1.0-21.65 $2,366.34 $-2,494.28 $1,889.,56

TOTAI.S.

Against $1,02165
" B. 2,366.34

“ C. 2,494.28
“ I). 1,889..56

$ 7,771.83

As the same result, $7,771.8.3 is obtained in both eases, the “ proof is
made. Then conies the (luestion of settiement. For tiiis jiurpose a
baiance sheet is made up thus ;

Thus, let 118 suppose there are four banks, which we will call A, B, C,
and D. The following are the lists of envelopes which they bring with
them.

A.

On B, $.Vi!l.18

On C, 322.1.3

On D, 272.75

1,164.06

The clearin

B.

on A, $262.75
on C. 6-20.4.3

C.

on A, .$470.42
on B, 818.00
on I), 678.00

1,076.41

D.

on A, $270.48
on B. 070.16
on C, 1,.'V42.72

2.801.36

on D, 037.82

1,8.3o!oO

" house therefore receives in all

:

Dr.
Balance.

Dr.
Balance. Name of Bank.

Cr.
Total.

Cr.
Halanrc.

.536

$1.(421 65 A. $1,164 96 $142 41
84 2,361. 34 B. 1.8-30 00

517 87 2,494 '8 C. 1,976 41
1,889 .56 D. 2,801 36 911 80

:$1,0.54 21 $7.77! 83 $7,771 83 $1,0.54 21

Then B. and C. pay into the clearing-house by a certain hour the bal-
ances against them, which settles their account.

B. pays $.536.34

C. “ .517.87

From A. $1,164.00
From B, l.KiO.OO
From G, I.tl76.41

From D, 2,801. .3(i

$7,ril.8.3

$1,0.54.21

The $1,0.54.21 received from these ‘•debtor banks” is just sufflclent to
pay the “ creditor banka,” viz.:

A. receives $ 142.41

D. “ 011.80

Now, the same envelopes will be carried away which have been brought
In. Therefore, when the envelopes have been re-distributed so that each
bank has the checlcs against itself instead of those against others,
though each bank has a ditTcrent amount, the aggregate will be the

$1,0.54.21

In this manner, exchanges of many millions of dollars

arc daily effected at our large clearing-houses by the transfer
of a few thousands.
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THE BANKS OF THE UNITED STATES.
The Revised Statutes of the United States require the

Comptioller of the Currency to present annually to Con-

gress a statement of the condition of the banks and savings

banks organized under State laws. Returns of capital and

deposits are made by these institutions and by private

bankers, semi-annually, to the Commissioner of Internal

Revenue for purposes of taxation.

We condense from the last annual report of the Comp-

troller of the Currency the following table, exhibiting in

concise form, by geographical divisions, the total average

capital and deposits of all the State and savings banks and

private bankers of the country, for the six months ending

May 31, 1880 :

Geographical Divisions.

State Banks and
Trust Companies. Private Bankers.

Savings Banks
WITH Capital.

Savings
Banks With-
out Capital.

No. Capital. Deposits No. Capital. Deposits No. Capital
Depos-

its.
No.

Depos-
its.

New England States 40
Millions.

6.86
Millions

16.47 74
MiU'ns.
5.16

Millions.

3.74
Milln's. Milln's.

422
Milln's.

368.76

Middle States 234 38.98 154 89 885 40.01 71.54 6 6.53 3.16 175 386.00

Southern States 241 26.69 38.51 252 4.81 13.54 3 0 34 0.57 2 0.88

Western States and Territories 481 41 .44 108.91 1,591 26.14 .
93.85 20 3.17 30.85 30 27.39

United States
; ^ - - :

996 113.97 318.78 2,802 76.12
,

182.67 29 4.04 34.61 629 783.03

The table below exhibits the aggregate average capital

and deposits for the six months ending May 31, 1880, of all

classes of banks other than national, and the capital and

deposit of the national banks on June 11 following :

Geographical Divisions.

State Banks, Savings
Banks, Brivate Bank-

ers, &c.
National Banks. Total.

No. Capital. Deposits. No. Capital.
Net

Deposits
No. Capital. Deposits.

Millions. Millions. Millions. Millions. Millions. Millions.

New England States 536 12.02 388.97 548 165.60 161.96 1,084 177.62 550.93

Middle States 1,300 79.51 615.62 654 170.44 480.06 1,954 249.95 1095.68

Southern States 498 31.85 53.50 177 30.79 45.90 675 62.64 99.40

Western States and Territories 2,122 70.76 261.00 697 89.08 212.87 2,819 159.84 473.87

United States 4,456 194.14 1319.09 2,076 455.91 900.79 6,532 650 05 2,219.88

From this table it will be seen that the total number of

banks and bankers in the country at the dates named was

6,532, with a total banking capital of $650,049,390, and

total deposits of $2,219,883,290.

The following table exhibits for corresponding dates in

each of the last five years, the aggregate amounts of the

capital and depo.-its of each of the classes of banks given in

the foregoing table:

Years.

National Banks.
State Banks.

Bankers,
Private
&c.

Savi.ngs Banks
WITH Capital.

Savings
Banks

Without
Capital.

Total.

No. Capital.
Depos-

its.
No. Capital.

Depos-
its.

No.
Capi-
tal.

Depos-
its.

«»
: “i,r No. Capital. Deposits

' Mill'ns. MiU'ns. MiU'ns. MiU'ns. Mill's mini's. MiU'ns. MiU'ns. MiU’ns.

1876 2,09LI 500.4 713.5 3,803 214.0 480.0 26 5.0 37.2 691 844.6 6,611 719.4 2,075.3

1877 2,078 , 481.0 768.2 3.799 218.6 470.5 26 4.9 38.2 676 843 2 6,579 704.5 2,120.1

1878 2,C56 470.4 677.2 3,709 202.2 413.3 23 3.2 26.2 668
1

803.3 6,456 675.8 1,920.0

1879 2,048 455.3 713.4 3,639 197.0 397.0 29 4.2 36.1 644
1

747.1 6,360 656.5 1,893.9

1880 2,076 455.9 900.8 3,798 190.1 501.5 29 4.0 36.6 629 1 783.0 6,532 650.0 2,219.9



VALUE OF FOREIGN COINS IN UNITED STATES MONEY.

Country.
Monetary

Unit. Standard.
Value

IN U. S.

Money.
Standard Coin.

Austria Florin $_40 6
Belgium Franc

. 19
’

3

.82,3
5, 10, and 20 francs.

Boliviano.Bolivia Boliviano Silver
Brazil Milreis of 1000 reis Gold .54.6
British Possessions in

North America Dollar Gold 1.00
Chili Peso Gold and silver .91,2 Condor, doubloon, and escudo.
Colombia (United States

of) Peso Silver .82,3

.93,2

.26,8

.82,3

.04,9

,19,3

4,86,6^

Peso.

nr, i, ], 1, and 1 doubloon.
10 and 20 crowns.
Peso.

5, 111, 25, 50, and 100 piasters.

5, 10, and 20 francs,

j sovereign and .sovereign.

Cuba Peso
Denmark Grown
Ecuador Peso Silver
Egvpt Piaster Gold
France Franc
Great Britain Pound Sterling Gold
G reece

German Empire
Drachma
Mark

Gold and silver

Gold
.19,3

.23,8

1.00

.96,5

.39

.19,3

.88,7

1.00

.89,4

5, 10, 20, 50, and 100 drachmas.
5, 10, and 20 marks.

Hawaiian Islands Dollar Gold
Ilavti Gourde

1, 2, 5, and 10 gourdes.
India Rupee of 16 annas Si] vpr
Italv Lira 5, 10, 20, 50, and 100 lire.

1, 2, 5, 10, and 20 yen, gold and sil-

ver yen.

Japan Yen Sil vpr

Liberia Dollar Gold .

Mexico Dollar Silver Peso or dollar, 5, 10, 25 and 60cen-

Netherlands Florin Gold and silver .40,2

tavo.

Norway Crown Gold .26,8

.82,3

1.08

.65,8

10 and 20 crowns.
Sol.

2, 5, and 10 milreis.

4 , and 1 rouble.

Peru Sol ...
Portugal Milreis of 1000 reis Gold
Russia Rouble of 100 copecks. .

.

Silver
Spain Peseta of 100 centimes . . Gold and silver .19,3 5, 10, 20, 50, and 100 pesetas.

10 and 20 crowns.

5, 10, and 20 francs.

Sweden Crown Gold .

.

.26,8

.19,3

.74,3

.04.4

.19,3

Switzerland Franc (to1(1 and silvpr
Tripoli Mahbub of 20 Piasters
Turkey
Venezuela

Piaster

Bolivar
Gold
Gold and silver

25, 50, 100, 250, and 500 piasters.

5, 10, 20, 50, and 100 bolivar.

THE WORLD’S PRODUCTION OF GOLD AND SILVER.

The followin^g statement will exhibit the amount of the precious metals estimated to have been obtained from the surface
and mines of the earth from the earliest times to the close of 1879.

[Estimate based, in part, upon a work on “Gold and Silver,” by the Russian Councillor Otreschkolf, published in 185C.J

Period. Gold. Silver. Total.

A. C $1,415,000,000
3,842,374,000

2.726.000.

000
907,000,000

2.220.000.

000
2,958,000,000

$2,913,000,000

521.000.

000

5.800.000.

000

450.000.

000

560.000.

000

1.071.000.

000

$4,328,000,000
4,363,374,000

8, .526, 000, 000

1.357.000.

000

2.780.000.

000

4.029.000.

000

A.D. to 1492
1493 to 1842. .

1843 to 18.52

18.53 to 1862
1863 to 1879 .

Grand Total $14,068,374,000 $11,31.5,000,000 $25,383,374,000

Note—Ref?ardin{? this and all other estimates of the ae:gregate amount of the precu’ous metals existing in the world atany period, it is only candid to state that they cannot rise above the domain of conjecture. Statistical science even tiow in
Its infancy, was not born before the present century

;
and where no census even of the numbers of mankind existed nothin^could possibly be known regarding the amount of the precious metals.—A. R. Spofeord.

’ ^
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FIVE PER CENT.

Time. 81 $2 $3 H $5 $6 $7 $8 $9 $10 $25 $50 100 1,000

1 day 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 13
2 days 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 21
3

•'

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 4 47
4

“
0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 5 54

5
•*

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 7 68
6

“
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 9 82

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 4 10 95
8

“
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 5 11 $1.10

9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 3 6 12 1.23
10 “

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 3 6 13 1.37
12

“
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 4 8 17 1.64

14
“

0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 2 4 9 18 1.92
15

“
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 5 10 20 2.05

16
'

0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 5 10 21 2.19
18

"
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 6 12 23 2.46

20
“

0 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 6 13 25 2.64
22

“
0 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 7 14 27 2.86

24
“

0 0 0 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 8 15 29 3.11

25
“

0 0 0 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 8 15 31 3.24

26
“

0 0 0 1 1 2 2 3 3 3 8 16 33 3 37

28
“

0 0 0 1 2 2 . 2 3 3 4 9 18 37 3.63

1 mo. 0 0 1 2 2 2 3 3 4 4 10 21 42 4.16

2 mos. 1

1

1 2 3 4 5 6 6 7 8 21 42 83 8.38

3
"

2 4 5 6 7 9 10 11 12 31 6a 1.25 12.50

4 “ 3 5 7 8 10 12 13 15 16 42 8311.66 16.66

5
“

2 4 6 8 10 12 15 17 10 21 52 l.W 2.08 20.83

6
“

3 9 12 15 18 20 23 25 63 1.25 2.50 25.00

1 year 5 10 15
1

20 25 30 35 40
1

45 50 |l.25 2-.50|5.00 50.00

SIX PER CENT

Time. $1 $2 $3 $4 $5 $6 $7 $8 $9 $10 $25 $50 100 1,000

1 day 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 16
2 days 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 .3:1

3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 5 50
4 “

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 6 67
5

“
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 8 8:1

6
"

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 5 10 $1.00
7

“
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 3 6 12 1.20

8
“

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 3 6 13 1..33

9 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 3 7 15 1.50
10

“
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 4 8 16 1.67

12
“

0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 2 4 9 18 2.00
14

“
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 2 5 11 23 2.33

15
“

0 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 6 12 25 2.50

16
“

0 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 6 13 26 2.67

18
“

0 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 7 14 30 3.00

20
“

0 0 0 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 8 16 33 3.3:1

22
“

0 0 0 1 1 2 2 3 3 3 9 18 36 3.66

24
“

0 0 0 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 10 20 40 4.bO

25
“

0 0 0 1 2 2 3 3 3 4 10 21 41 4.17

26
“

0 0 0 1 2 2 3 3 3 4 11 22 43 4.33

28
“

0 0 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 12 24 48 4.67

1 mo. 0 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 12 25 50 5.00

2 mos. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 25 50 1.00 10.00

3
“

1 3 4 6 6 9 10 12 13 15 37 75 1 .50 15.00

4 " 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 50 1.00 2 00 20.00

5
“

2 5 10 12 15 17 20 22 25 62 1.25 2.50 25.00

6
“

3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30 75 1.50 3.00 30.00

1 year 6 12 18 24 30 .36 42 48 54 60 1.50 3.00 6.00|60.00

SEVEN PER CENT.

Time. $1 $2 $3 $4 $5 $6 $7 $8 $9 $10 $25 $50 100 1,000

1 day 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 19
2 days 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 4 38
3

'•

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 5 57
4

“
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 8 77

6
“

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 4 9 96
6

“
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 5 11 $1.16

7
“

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 3 0 13 1.35
8

“
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 3 7 15 1.55

9
“

0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 4 8 17 1.72
10 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 4 9 19 1.92
15 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 7 14 29 2.91
20

“
0 0 1 1 1 2 2 3 3 3 9 19 38 3.84

25 "
0 0 1 1 2 3 3 3 4 4 12 24 48 4 81

1 mo. 0 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 6 14 29 58 5.83
2 mos. 1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 10 12 29 58 1.17 11.67
3

•'

2 3 5 7 9 10 12 14 16 18 44 88 1.75 17.50
4 “ 2 4 7 9 12 14 16 18 21 23 .58 1.17 2.33 23.31
6

“
3 6 9 12 15 17 20 23 26 29 73 1.46 2.91 29.17

6
“

4 7 11 14 18 21 25 28 32 35 88 1.75 3..50 .35.00

1 year 7 14 21 28 35 42 49 56 63 70 1.75 3.50 7.00 70.00

EIGHT PER CENT.

Time. $1 $2 $3 $4 $5 $6 $7 $8 $9 $10 $25 $50 100 1,000

4 days 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 4 9 88

8
" 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 9 17 $1.76

12
“ 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 6 13 26 2.63

16
“ 0 0 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 9 17 35 3.52

20
“ 0 0 1 2 2 2 3 3 4 4 11 22 44 4.40

24
“ 0 0 1 2 2 3 4 4 5 5 13 26 53 5.28

28
“ 0 1 2 2 3 4 4 5 5 6 16 31 61 6.16

1 mo. 0 1 2 3 3 4 5 5 6 7 17 33 67 6.67

2 mofl. 1 2 4 5 6 8 9 10 12 1.3 33 67 1 33 13.33

3
“ 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 50 1.00 2.00 20.00

4
“ 3 5 8 11 13 16 18 21 24 26 67 1.33 2.67 26.67

5
“ 3 7 10 13 17 20 23 27 30 33 83 1.67 3.33 33.33

6
“ 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 :16 40 1.00 2 0014.00 40.00

1 year 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 64 72 80 2.00|4.00|8.00 80.00

TEN PER CENT

Time. 81 $2 $3 $4 $5 $6 87 $8 $9 $10 $25 $50 100 1,000

4 days 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 5 11 $1.10

8
“

0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 2 2 5 11 22 2.19

12
“

0 0 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 8 16 33 3.28

16
“ 0 0 1 2 2 3 3 .3 4 4 11 22 44 4.38

20
“

0 1 2 2 2 3 4 4 5 5 14 27 55 5.48

24
“ 0 1 2 2 3 4 4 5 6 6 17 33 66 6.57

28
“ 0 1 2 .3 4 5 5 6 7 7 19 38 77 7.67

1 1 .3 3 4 5 6 6 7 8 21 42 83 8.33

2 3 5 6 8 10 12 13 15 17 42 83 1.67 16.67

3
“ 2 5 7 10 13 15 17 20 23 25 62 1.25 2.50 25.00

4 “ 3 6 10 12 17 20 23 27 30 &3 83 1.67 3.33 33.33

6
“ 4 7 13 15 21 25 29 33 37 42 1.04 2.08 4.17 41.67

6
“ 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 1.25 2.50 5.00 50.00

1 year 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 1.00 2.50 5.00 10.00 100.00
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COMPOUND
Showi.vg the amount of $1, from 1 Year to 15 Years,

INTEREST TABLE.

witli Compound Interest added semi-annually at different rates.

Per Gent. 3 4 5 6 7 § 9 lO

Vz Year $1 01 $1 02 $1.02 $1 03 $1.03 $1.04 $1 04 $1.05
1 “ 1 03 1 04 1.05 1 06 1.07 1.08 1 .09 1.10m “ 1 04 1 06 i.or 1 09 1.10 1.12 1 14 1.15
2 “ 1 06 1 08 1.10 1 12 1 14 1.16 1 19 1.21
2^4

“
1 07 1 10 1.13 1 15 1.18 1.21 1 24 1.27

3 “ 1 09 1 12 1 15 1 16 1.22 1.26 1 30 1.34
334 “ 1 10 1 14 1.18 1 22 1.27 1.31 1 36 1.40
4 “ 1 12 1 17 1.21 1 26 1.31 1 36 1 42 1.47
4M “ 1 14 1 19 1.24 1 30 1.36 1.42 1 48 1.55
5 “ 1 16 1 21 1.28 1 34 1.41 1.48 1 55 1.62
5/^ “ 1 17 1 24 1.31 1 38 1.45 1.53 1 62 1.71
6 1 19 1 26 1.34 1 42 1.51 1.60 1 69 1.79
6K “ 1 21 1 29 1.37 1 46 1 56 1.66 1 77 1.88
7 “ 1 23 1 31 1.41 1 51 1.61 1.73 1 85 1.97
734 “ 1 24 1 34 1.44 1 55 1.67 1.80 1 93 2.07
8 “ 1 26 1 37 1.48 1 60 1.73 1.87 2 02 2.18
834 “ 1 28 1 39 1.52 1 65 1.79 1.94 2_ 11 2.29
9 “ 1 30 1 42 1.55 1 70 1.85 2.02 2 20 2.40
93-^ “ 1 32 1 45 1.59 1 75 1.92 2.10 2 30 2.52

10 “ 1 34 1 48 1.63 1 80 1.98 2.19 2 41 2.65
11 “ 1 38 1 54 1.72 1 91 2.13 2.36 2 63 2.92
12 “ 1 42 1 60 1.80 2 03 2.28 2.56 2 87 3.22
13 “ 1 47 1 67 1.90 2 15 2.44 2.77 3 14 3.55
14 “ 1 51 1 73 1.99 2 28 2.62 2.99 3 42 3.62
15 “ 1 56 1 80 2.09 2 42 2.80 3.24 3 74 4.32

NUMBER OF DAYS FROM ANY DAY IN ONE MONTH TO THE SAME DAY IN ANOTHER MONTH.

Jan. Feb. March. April. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

January. . .

.

365 31 59 90 120 151 181 212 243 273 304 331
February. .

.

334 365 28 59 89 120 1.50 181 212 949. 273 303
March 306 337 365 31 61 92 122 1.53 184 214 245 275
April 275 306 334 305 30 61 91 122 153 183 214 244
May 245 276 304 335 365 31 61 92 123 1.53 184 214
June 214 245 273 304 334 365 30 61 92 122 1.53 183
July 184 215 243 274 304 335 365 31 62 92 123 1.52
August .... 1.53 184 212 243 273 304 334 365 31 61 92 122
September. . i 122 1.53 181 212 242 273 303 334 365 30 01 91
October 92 123 151 182 212 243 273 304 235 365 31 61
November. .

i 61 92 120 151 181 212 242 273 304 334 365 30
December.

.

j

31 62 90 121 151 182 212 243 274 304 335 365

Example.

—

To find the number of days from the 10th of

May to the 10th of October following : Find May in the first

column, and then in a line with that under October, is 153

days. If from the 10th of May to the 25th of October, it

would be 15 days more, or 168 days; but if from the 10th of

May to the 1st of October, it would be 10 days less, or 143

days. In leap)-year, when the last day of Febniary is

included between the two dates, there will Ije one day more

than by the table.

A TABLE OF DAILY SAVINGS AT COMPOUND
INTEREST.

Cents per day. Per Year. In Ten Years. Fifty Years.
$ 10 $ 1.30 .$ 2,!K)6
20 260 5,800

11 40 .520 11,600
27i 100 1,.300 29,000
•15 200 2,000 .58,000

1 10 400 5,200 116,000
1 87 500 6,500 145,000
By the above table it appears that if you save 2J cents r)cr

day from the time you arc 21 till you are 70, the total with
interest will amount to $2,900, and a daily saving of 27i
cents reaches the important sum of $29,000.
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CONDENSED INTEREST TABLES.

Showing at different rates the Interest on $1 from 1 Month to 1 Year, and on ,$100 from 1 Day to 1 Year.

4 Per Cent. 5 Per Cent. 6 Per Cent. 7 Per Cent. 8 Per Cent.

Time.
Dolls. Cents.

1

MiUs. Dolls. Cents. Mills. Dolls. Cents,

j
Mills. Dolls. jCents. [Mills. Dolls. Cents. Mills.

0 0 3 0 0 4 0 0 5 0 0 5 0 0 6

u 0 0 7 0 0 8 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 3
^ c3

C 3 “ 0 1 2 0 1 6 0 1 5 0 1 7 0 2 0
O o

6 “ 0 2 0 0 2 5 0 3 0 0 3 5 0 4 0
P

12 “ 0 4 0 0 5 0 0 6 0 0 7 0 0 8 0

0 1 1 0 1 3 0 1 6 0 1 9 0 2 2

CO 0 2 2 0 2 7 0 3 2 0 3 8 0 4 2

3 *• 0 3 4 0 4 1 0 5 0 0 5 8 0 6 7

"o 4 “ 0 4 6 0 5 3 0 6 6 0 7 7 0 8 9
Q

5 0 6 6 0 6 9 0 8 2 0 9 7 0 11 1

CL> 6 0 6 7 0 8 3 0 10 0 0 11 6 0 13 3

0 33 4 0 41 6 0 50 0 0 58 3 0 66 7
a

0 66 7 0 83 2 1 0 0 1 16 6 1 33 3

3 “ 1 0 0 1 25 0 1 50 0 1 75 0 2 0 0

a>
0 “ 2 0 0 2 50 0 3 0 0 3 50 0 4 0 0

o \o. 4 0 0 5 0 0 6 0 0 7 0 0 8 0 0
'

Table Showing the Time in which a Sum will Double Itself at the following Rates of Interest.

2 per cent

3 “

4
“

5 “

6 “

8 “

10 “

50 years

33 years 4 months
25 years

20 years

16 years 8 months
12*4 years

10 years

Compound Interest.

35 years

23 years

17 years

14 years

11 years

9 years

7 years

1 day.

164 days.

246 days.

75 days.

327 days.

2 days.

100 days

One Dollar Loaned 100 Years at Compound Interest would Amount to the Following Sums.

per cent $2.75
19.25

340.00
.13,809.00

12 per cent

15 “

18 “

24 “

$84,675.00
1,174,405 00

15,145,207.00
2,551,799,404.00

INTEREST

Pour Per Cent.—Multiply the principal by the number

of days to run
;
separate the right hand figure from prod-

uct, and divide by 9.

Five Per Cent.

—

Multiply by number of days, and di-

vide by 72.

Six Per Cent.

—

Multiply by number of days ;
separate

right hand figure, and divide by 6.

Seven and Three-Tenths Per Cent. — Multiply by

number of days, and double the amount so obtained. On

$100 the interest is just two cents per day.

Eight Per Cent.

—

Multiply by number of days, and di-

vide by 45.

RULES.

Nine Per Cent.—Multiply by number of days ;
separate

right hand figure, and divide by 4.

Ten Per Cent. --Multiply by number of days, and di-

vide by 36.

Twelve Per Cent.—

M

ultiply by number of days; sepa-

rate right hand figure, and divide by 3.

Fifteen Per Cent.

—

Multiply by number of days and

divide by 24.

Eighteen Per Cent.—Multiply by number of days; sep-

arate right hand figure, and divide by 2.

Twenty Per Cent.—

M

ultiply by number of days and

divide by 18.
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Ii]tere0t I(kAr^ of tl|e h^JL dai]k(l^.

Compiled from the latest State and Territorial Statutes.

Lau-/i of each State and Territory regarding Rates of Interest and Penalties for Usury, with the Law or Custom as to Day
of Grace on Notes and Drafts.

States and
Territories.

Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas
California

Colorado
Connecticut
Dakota
Delaware
District of Columbia.
Florida

Georgia
Idaho
Illinois

Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mis.sissippi

Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
Ohio
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia

Washinj^on Territory

,

West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming
Canada
New Brunswick
Nova Scotia

Legal
Rate of

Interest.

jier cent.

8
10

6

7

10

6

7

6

6

8

10

6
6

6

7

6
5

6

6

6
7

7
6

6

10

7

10

6

6
6

6
6
C
8

6

6

7
0

8
10

6

6

10
6

7

12
6

6
6

Rate
Allowed by
Contract.

per cent.

8
Anv rate.

‘10

Any rate.

Any rate.

6

12

6
10

Any rate.

Any rate.

18

8

8

10

12

8

8
Anv rate.

6
Any rate.

10

12
10
10

Any rate.

10
Any rate.

6

6

12

6
8
8

0
6

Any rate.

Any rate.

6

12
Any rate.

6

8
Any rate.

6
10

Any rate.

Any rate.

Any rate.

Any rate.

Penalties for Usury.

Forfeiture of entire interest.

None.
Forfeiture of principal and interest.

None.
None, except of excess.

Forfeiture of excess.

Forfeiture of interest.

Forfeiture of principal.

Forfeiture of entire interest.

None.
None.

Fine of .$100 or imprisonment.
Forfeiture of entire interest.

Forfeiture of excess of interest.

Forfeiture of 10 per cent, on amount.
Forfeiture of excess of interest.

Forfeiture of entire interest.

Forfeiture of entire interest.

None.
Forfeiture of excess of interest.

None.
None.

Forfeiture of excess over 12 per cent.
Forfeiture of excess of interest.

Forfeiture of entire interest.

None.
Forfeiture of interest and cost.

None.
Forfeiture of thrice the excess.

Forfeiture of entire intere.st.

Forfeiture of entire interest.

Forfeiture of principal and interest.

Forfeiture of entire interest.

Forfeiture of excess above (1 per cent.
F'orfeiture of principal and interest.

Forfeiture of excess of interest

None.
None.

Forfeiture of excess of interest and $100 fine.

None.
None.

Forfeiture of excess of interest.

Forfeiture of excess over 6 per cent.
None.

Forfeiture of excess of interest.

Forfeitu’-e of entire interest.

No

Grace
OR

No Grace.

Grace.
Grace.

No statute.

No grace.

Grace.
Grace.
Grace.
Grace.
Grace.

No statute.

Grace.
No grace.

Grace.
Grace.
Grace.

Grace.
Grace.
Grace.
Grace.
Grace.
Grace.
Grace.
Grace.
Grace.
Grace.

No grace.

Grace.
G race.

Grace.
Grace.

No statute.

G race.

Grace.
G race.

Grace.
Grace.

Grace.
Grace.
Grace.
Grace.

Grace.
G race.

Grace.

Grace.
Grace.

Grace.
Grace.
Grace.
Grace.

^
to pay a higher than the legal rate can be enforced unless such agreement is expressly authorized by

statute, the established presumption of the law, in the absence of such legislation, being that such a rate is usurious
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¥l\e gt’atute^ of of tl^e United gtktej^ ki\d diinkdk.

State.
Open

Accounts.

* Alabama
Arkansas . .

.

* Arizona.
California.

Colorado .

.

Connecticut .

Dakota
Delaware
District of Columbia.
Florida
Georgia

Idaho.

* Illinois
* Indiana .

* Iowa
* Kansas
* Kentucky.

* Louisiana.... .

Maine
Maryland
* Massachusetts.
Michigan
* Minnesota
Mississippi

Missouri
* Montana
* Nebraska
* Nevada
New Hampshire.
New Jersey ...

New Mexico . . .

New York
North Carolina .

* Ohio

* Oregon
* Pennsylvania.

Rhode Island..
South Carolina.
* Tennessee
* Texas
* Utah

* Vermont.
Virginia

* Washington.
West Virginia.

.

* Wisconsin.

* Wyoming..

Canada.
Proviifce of Ontario
Province of Quebec.

Notes.—A statute of limitation begins to run from the time at which

a creditor is authoilzed first to commence suit. Upon mutual, concur-

rent and open accounts, the statute, in general, begins to run with the

date of the last item. A debt, otherwise barred, may be revived by a

new promise made within the period of limitation. The new promise

may be either express, or implied from a part payment, or any unquali-

fied acknowledgment from which a promise may be inferred.

Notes and
Contracts in

writing.

Sealed
Instruments.

Judgments
of a Court of

Record.

6 10 20

D 5 10 J

4 4 5

4 4 5 A

6 G 3 V

6 17 17 F

6 20 20

6 20 20

3 12 12
‘20 20

6 20 . J

4 4 5 S

10 10 20

20 20 20

10 10 20

5 5

15 15 is

5 10 10

6 20 20

3 12 12

6 20 20

6 10 10

6 10 10

6 7

10 10 20

10 10 10

5 5 5

6 4 5

0 20 20

6 16 20

6 6 15

6 20 20

3 10 10

15 15 15

(1 10 10

6 20 20

G 20 20

(3 20 20

G 10 10

4 4 10

4 4 5

6 8 8

5 ‘20 20

6 6 6

10 10 10

6 20 20

5 5

6 10 10

5 30 30

(The Figures Indicate Years.)

expire in 3 years.

of the State is barred in 2 years.

Judgment liens

f lltJll lUC AttUOC \Jl

periods of limitation are 2 years for notes and accounts

;

3 years for sealed instruments and judgments,

romissory notes not negotiable are barred m 17 years.

Demand notes, when indorsed, must be protested 4

mouths from date, without grace, to hold the indorser.

uasmenis oecoine uomicim.

return on execution issued, but may be revived. Joreign

judgments barred in 5 years.
. j

lealed instruments, judgments, notes, in 3 years if defend-

ant resided out of Territory when the cause of action

accrued.

lUdgmentS oecome uormam, in LI ycaii-.

‘Store account” for goods sold and delivered 2 years

from 1st January next succeeding date of hist item.

Merchandise accounts between merchants, 7 years.

fears from date of last execution. Foreign judgments

barred in three years. Accounts stated, 3 years.

Liabilities incurred out of State, 3 years.

For foreign judgments. Domestic judgments become

dormant in 5 years, but may be revived in 21 years after

it becomes dormant.

Mercantile accounts are not affected by the statute as

long as they remain open.

Action “ for specific recovery of personal property,” or

“ for relief on the ground of fraud,” 3 years.

Witnesssed notes, 14 years.

Judgments of other States, period of limitation under the

law of that State, not exceeding 10 years. “Store

account,” 2 years.

Judgments of another State, same as in \ irginia. “ Store

account,” 3 years.
. , . , * u

Judgments of other States and sealed instruments, where

the liability accrued out of the State, 10 yt^rs.
_

Judgments become dormant in 5 years. Foreign debts

ami judgments, 1 year.

111 lllC OlCUlCn lillU.0 .V ...A ,

action shall be barred, which first accrued in another State and is

barred by the statute of limitations of that State. This is contrary to

the general rule, by wbich a debtor must have resided in the State dur-

ing the statute period, before he can take advantage of it.



[OOK-KEEPIXG is the art of re-

^

cording mercantile transactions
' in a regular and systematic man-

ner, so that a man may know
the time state of his business and
property by an inspection of Ids

books. BooTc-Tceepinrj hj single entry,

is the method of keeping books by
caiTying the record of each transaction

to the debit or credit of a single ac-

count. BooTe-keeping hy double entry is

the art of keeping accounts by making a

separate record of every transaction in a

debit and a credit account
;
it is sometimes

called, from the place of its origin, the

Italian method.

1. The method of keepixg accounts is es])c-

cially practical
;
nevertheless it depends strictly on

scientific principles. There is, or should be, noth-

ing arbitrary about it
;
there is a reason for every

word and figure in properly kejit accounts. These
reasons and principles must be learned, if the book-

keeper would be anything more than a mechanical

copyist. It is a mistake to suppose that book-

keeping can best be acquired by experience in a

counting-room without previous study
;

on the

other hand, after the princiifies are not only

learned, but thoroughly worked into the mind
by well-directed exercises, then experience is

necessary to make the finished accountant. The
object of this article is to thoroughly exjfiain the

laws governing the process of recording the his-

tory of property, which constitutes the branch of

mathematics known as book-keeiiing. If you ac-

quire a knowledge of these laws, you can learn

to understand and use intelligently any set of

books whatever. In every system which you are

called upon to examine or to work in, you will find

something new' in form, but you will never find

any new principles involved.

2. This treatise, hoAvcver, is not theoretical.

Forms in actual use will be constantly exhibited :

for the most part the modern, live forms which

the active business spirit of the nineteenth century,

has developed. If we give specimens of the old

cumbersome routine whicli survives mainly in the

])ages of books of instruction, it is that the reader

may understand such forms when he meets with

them.

3. "We expect our reader to study with ]>en or

pencil in hand
;
to j)erform every {)rocc.ss which we

explain, and besides working the ]>ractical exercises

given, to make others for himself. The qualifica-

tions for beginning the study are very simple; to

write i)lainly and uniformly, to understand the
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chief rules of arithmetic, to be especially accurate

in adding, and to be able to draw straight lines

with a ruler. Beyond this, book-keeping is merely

the application of common sense to money records.

4. Even though you never expect to keep books

as a profession, a knowledge of accounts will be

found a great protection in any walk of life.

CHAPTER I.

What are Accounts ?—Increase and Decrease—Cash Account—Form-
Example 1—Stephen Steady’s Diary—He makes up a Cash Account

—Balancing—Rule—Short Method—Exercises—Review of Cash Ac-

connt— and Property Accounts—Personal Accounts—

Debtors and Creditors—Owing and Trusting—Profit and Loss—The

Struggle for Wealth—Balance Sheets—Resources, Liabilities, and

Capital—Exercises.

5. An account is a statement of Increase and Decrease,

for the purpose of showing a Result. The account always

contains two columns, one for increase and one for decrease.

It usually contains also a space for explanations, and a col-

umn for dates.

6. The first thing to be learned in book-keeping is to put

any statement of financial increase and decrease into the

form of a regular account.

7. An account may be the record of increase and decrease

of money or only of money's worth. In either case, the

amount of increase and decrease is measured in money.

Therefore the columns of amount must correspond with the

money of the country. In the United States and Canada

they are ruled for dollars and cents ; in Great Britain or

wherever sterling money is used, for pounds, shillings, and

pence.

8. An account of money is called a cash account, because

cash originally meant a box, or money-chest.

9. Money received is increase

;

money paid is decrease.

The result is what remains on hand.

10. The following diagram of a cash account illustrates

the usual form of account :

CASH.
XIeceipts*

[Date.] [For what received.] [$ cts.] [Date.]

Payments.
[For what paid,] [S cts.]

11. Make a copy of the ruling of the above lines from memory.

12. We will now give a list of receipts and payments of money to be

placed in the above form of account.

EXAMPLE 1.

(a) Stephen Steady borrows $25 from his father, William Steady,

with which to seek his fortune in the city, Jan. 1, 1882. His diary is as

follows :

(A) Jan. 2 ;
Paid for railroad fare, $4.65 ; (c) for lunch, 30c. ;

(rf) for

hotel bill, $1.00.

(c) Jan. 3 ;
Engaged board with Mrs. Malone at $4.50 per week. Paid

one week’s board in advance. (/) Deposited $10 in the City Savings

Bank.

Jan. 4 ;
Obtained employment with Messrs. Cheeryble Brothers at

$12.00 per week.

(i7) Jan. 11 ;
Received from Cheeryble Brothers one week’s wages,

$12 .00 .

(A) Jan. 12 ;
Sent my father $5.00 to apply on loan.

(i) Jan. 13 ;
Lent Fred Watson $4.00.

(y) Jan. 17 ;
One week’s board ending to-day, $4.50.

(k) Jan. 18 ;
One week’s wages, $12.00. © sent my father $6 ; (m) de-

posited $3.

(fi) Jan. 20 ; Fred Watson repaid me $3. (o) drew from the bank $4.

(J9 )
Jan. 23 ;

purchased an overcoat, $8.50. (?) A pair of shoes, $3.

13. Although all of Stephen’s transactions had been in ready money,

he decided that they were not kept with sufficient system in his diary.

It reqirired considerable calculation to ascertain at any time the resuU

of his receipts and expenditures, that is the amount on hand. We
therefore proceed to show how the same transactions would appear

when made into the form of a cash account.

14. The transactions marked a. g. k. n and o, are all receipts of money

or increase of the cash-balance ; those marked 6
,
c, d, e, /, A, i, J, I, m. and

are payments or decrease. The receipts are entered in the left hand

side of the account, and the payments in the right hand side. The date

is entered opposite each transaction, and a brief explanation of it next.
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Receipts.

188-2.

Jan.

CASH ACCOUNT
of Stephen Steady. Payments.

a. Borrowed of William Steady. ,

g. One week's wages
k, do. do
n. Eepaid by Fred Watson
0. Drew from City Savings Bank

1882.

$25 00 Jan. 2 6. Railroad fares $4 65
12 00 c. Lunch 30
12 00 it d. Hotel bill 1 00
3 00 3 e. One week’s board to Jan. 10 4 50
4 00

,

“
/. Deposiletl in City Savings Bank 10 00

12 /i. Repaid V\m. Steady 5 00
13 t. Lent Fred Watson 4 00
17 y. One week’s board to date 4 50
18 1. Repaid Win. Steady 6 00

i TO. Deposited in City Savings Bank ...

.

3 00
23 p. Overcoat 8 50

g. Shoes 3 00

15. Without referring to the above solution, make up an account from
the narrative in Example I.

BALANCING.

Receipts... $5G 00

Woo

Payments .. $54 45
Balance on hand. 1 55

§50

16. By adding up each side of the cash account, we learn that the
total receipts are $50.00

; and the total payments $54.45. What then is
the result or amount now on hand ?

Total receipts.. .. $56 00 Minuend
Total payments.. 54 45 Subtrahend

On hand 1 55 DTffereucer"

li. This is correct, but is not the book-keeper's way of writing it

down. He never subtracts the smaller side of an account from the
greater : he always adds to the less enough to make it equal to the
greater. Thus

:

18. This operation is called “ balancing” or closing, and
is one of the most important in book-keeping.

Rule for Balancing —Enter the difference or result in red ink on
the smaller side; rule across each column at the first clear line; add
each side; draw double lines to denote cijiiality or "closed.”
To recommence : Bringdown the difference or “ balance ” in black

ink to the opposifi? side as the first entry of the new account.
19. The use of red ink is not essential, but it adds to the appearance

of the books to draw all lines and write all results in that manner.
When we use italic words and figures, red ink is to be used.

20. We now give Stephen Steady’s cash account as it would appear
when balanced :

CASH ACCOUNT
Receipts. of Stephen Steady. Payments.

1882. 1882.
—

Jan. 1 Borrowed of William Steady $25 00 Jan. 2 Railroad fares $4 65
11 One week’s wages ... 12 00 Lunch 20
18 do. do 12 00 ii Hotel bill 1 00
20 Repaid by Fred Watson 3 00 3 A KC\“ Drew from City Savings Bank 4 00 Deposited in City Savings Bank 10 00

12 Repaid William Steady 5 00
13 Lent Fred Watson 4 00
17 One week’s board to date 4 50
18 Repaid William Steady 6 00

Deposited in City Savings Bank 0 00
23 Overcoat 8 5i)
(( Shoes 3 00
it Balance 1 ss

Jan ~~9jr

$56 00
$5trw

$1
,
55 .

—

—

21.

The operation of balancing may bo facilitated by performing the I

addition and the subtraction of the smaller side at the same time. Write
down the $56 00 under the greater side ; write the same opposite, under
the smaller side. Now add downward, and when you come to the bot- ^

tom, supply the necessary figure to bring out the total, carrying as in

addition. Thus if you are required to balance these figures :

63 25
I

26 19
32 '

First add the greater side : 6S 25
26 19
32

221

Then set down the same amount under the other side: 63 25
26 19

_32 t

121 121
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Now add the last column downward, inserting figures where the dots

are, thus :
“ Five,—fourteen, and—how many f seven are twenty-one :

put down one; carry two; two,- four,—five and—how many f seven

are twelve.” Answer, 77.

22 .

63 25
26 19

32 77

121 121

Exercise 1. —Balance the following accounts

254 618 317 254 4 37 2.45

376 213 219 726 5.25 3 00

793 19 614 10.19 6.17

121 110 5.17 10.00

23. Exercise 2.—Continue Stephen Steady's account, beginning

with the balance brought down ($1.55), and entering the following oc-

currences :

() Jan. 24. Received from Fred Watson the balance due, $1.00.

() Jan. 25. One week's wages, $12 00. if) Paid one week’s board to

the24ih, $4.50.

(d) Jan. 26. Bought paper and postage stamps, 75 cents.

(e) Jan. 27. Scut William Steady on account, $5.

if) Jan. 28. Paid for cutting hair, 25c.

ig) Jan. 29. Earned by extra work, $C.

ih) Jan. 31. Paid one week's board, $4.50.

Balance the account and bring down the balance.

24. Exercise 3.—Place the following cash transactions of Joseph R.

Skinner in the form ot a cash account. Balance the account and bring

down the balance.

Feb. 14, 1881. Received from the executors of my father's will, my
inheritance, $5,000.

Feb 16. Purchased a truck, $100 ; a pair ot horses, $300.

Feb. 17. Purchased Ohio bonds, par value, $4,000 ;
cost @110, $4,400.

—Received for labor with team, $8.—Paid for shoeing horses, $4.

Feb IS. Received for labor with team, $7.

Feb. 20.—Sold truck for $90. Sold horses for $350. Paid for keep of

horses, $10.

25. Let us now review what has been learned about a cash

account.

26. It has, like all accounts, two sides, denoting increase

and decrease, or more and less.

27. On the left is entered every transaction whereby I

have more.

28. On the right is entered every transaction whereby I

have less; also the result (balance or difference), making

the two equal.

PROPERTY ACCOUNTS.

29. The cash account is only one of many accounts which

record increase and decrease of property of various kinds.

In such property-accounts, the arrangement of the sides

always is

. Left hand column. Right hand column.

Have move = Have less + result.

,30 For example, turn again to the eash account of Stephen Steady.

He parted on Jan 3 with some of his money to the City Savings Bank ;

instead of money he has a share in that institution and its property.

Agiiin on the 18th he made a deposit; he thereupon hud wort in the

savings bank and hud less in his pocket. On the 20th, requiring the use

of some of his savings, he reversed the operation ; he then had more in

cash and had less in the bank. Now if he desired to keep an account

of how much he has in the bank, and how it grows more or less, he

must do so on precisely the same plan as that of the cash account.

When youhave more, enter the amount on the left side.

Whe7i you have less, enter the amount on the right side.

Enter the result on the right side, which will make the

two sides equal.

31.

We select from the transactions in paragraph 12, those

which express increase or decrease of the savings bank ac-

count, viz., transactions /, m, and o.

if) Jan. 3 ;
deposited $10 in the City Savings Bank.

(mi Jan 18 ; deposited $3.

(o) Jan. 20 ; drew from the bank $4

These, placed in the form of an account, will appear thus :

CITY SAVINGS BANK

DEPOStTS. ACCOUNT WITH STEPHEN STEADY.

1882.

Jan. 3
18

10
3

00
00

1882.

Jan. 20 Draft 4 00

23 Balance 9 00

13 00 13 00

Jan. 24
^

~ir 00~

PERSONAL ACCOUNTS,
Or Debtors and Creditors.

32.

Turning again to Steady’s transactions, we find sev-

eral in which the principle of trusting or credit is involved.

Steady trusts Watson with $4, which the latter repays

gradually. In order to ascertain how much Watson owes

at any time, it is necessary to select these transactions from

the others and place them togetlier in an account. This

will be an account of Watson’s indebtedness.

33.

As Watson’s indebtedness is a kind of property, or

valuable, because Steady believes, or trusts, that it will be

paid, so the same rule is followed as with cash and other
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kinds of property
; more indebtedness is on the left and less

on the right, or

irSnt you trust more, is on the left ;

}\Tiat you trust less, is on the right, and the result, or what is now
owing, is also on the right, making the tico sides equal.

34. The person whom you trust is called your debtor ; and
you are called his creditor. You are said to debit him or

charge him with the amounts you enter in the left-hand side

of the account as trusted. On the other hand, when he di-

minishes his debt to you, he is said to be credited, although

ho is not yet your creditor. Dr. stands for “ Debtor” and
Cr. for “ Creditor” or “credit.”

Watson’s account made up and balanced, would read as

follows :

FRED WATSON
IN ACCOUNT WITH STEPHEN STEADY. Cll.

1882. 1882.
Jan. 13 Loaned him 4 00 Jan. 20 Received on account. .

.

3 00
23 Balance 1 00

4 00 4 00

Jan. 24 Balance 1 00

35. When Watson gets into debt an entry is made on the

left hand, or debit side
; when he gets out of debt, the entry

is on the credit side.

In any mercantile business, there are a large number of accounts
like the above—accounts of personal dt-bfors, or customers. They buy
goods on credit, or as far as we are concerned, on debit. The left hand
side of the account fills up with charges for merchandise, and when they
settle in whole or in part, they are credited just as Watson is.

36. Before going any farther, let us look back at those entries which
have been taken np a second time. They are /, i, m, n, and o. Each of

these appears both in the cash account and in one of the other accounts,
but on opposite sides. When we have more (left hand) iu the savings
bank, we have less (right handl in cash. When we trust less by Watson’s
payment, we hove more in cash.

37. It begins to be evident that we cannot have a complete set of ac-

counts until we have entered every occurrence in .some other account,

as well as in the cash account, making in each case a double entry.

38. Let us look through the whole list of Steady's transactions, and
see if any other account can be opened which will give useful informa-
tion. The very first (a) is a borrowing transaction like that with Wat.son,
except that Stephen is now the debtor, or borrower. The increase and
decrease to be recorded are when he owes more,

and owes less.

39. But here comes in an important distinction. The increase in an
account like this is entered on the l ight hand side, not on the left, be
cause it is just the opposite kind of increase to that in Watson’s
account. On the left side is entered the decrease of Stephen’s indebted-

ness to his father. But considered as debits and credits, the respective

sides are the same as in Watson’s account.

In any person’s account the left side contains debits against that person.

The right side contains credits in favor of that person.

WILLIAM STEADY

IN ACCOUNT WITH STEPHEN STEADY CB.

1882. 1882.
Jan. 12 Repaid on account (h)..

.

5 00 Jan. 1 Borrowed of him (</) ... 25 00
18 “ “ (0-- 6 00
23 Balance U 00

25 00 25 00

Jan, 24 Balance 14 00

40. ’The result is, Stephen now owes William fourteen dollars. If

William Steady keeps accounts, he will have one with Stephen exactly
the reverse of this.

41. If we compare these entries with the cash account, we again see

that what is on the left of that account is on the right of this, and vUr
versa, carrying out the idea of “ double entry.”

PROFIT AND LOSS.

42. Now we still liave the following transactions unclas-

sificfl;

(b) .Tan. 2. Paid for railroad fare, $4.65.

(c‘) For lunch, .’10c.

(«/) For hotel bill, $I 00.
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(<) Jan. 3. Paid one week's board in advance. $4.50.

(ij) Jan. n. Rec’d from Checryble Bros, one week's wages, $12.00.

(J) Jan, 17. One week’s board, $1.50.

(Jk) Jan. 18. One week’s wages, $12 00

(p) Jan. 23. Purchased an overcoat, $8.50.

15 ) A pair of shoes, $3.00.

43. These occurrences represent the history of Stephen’s

struggle with the world. When he earns money by his labor

he is worth more ; when he has to pay out some of his earn-

ings for food and clothes, etc., he is worth less. Such

payments and receipts as these are very different from those

we have heretofore considered.

44. Tlie question now is, has Stephen gained or lost? is he better off

than when he started with nothing, or worse ? (tor a person may be

wortli “ less than nothing ;

") is he ascending or descending the hill of

prosperity ? on the 23d of January, is he worth more or worth hsa than

on New Year’s day ? how much ? and why ? To answer these questions

is the duty of the Double Entky Book keeper. Whether he keeps the

accounts of poor Stephen Steady or of the great firm which employs

him, it is all the same. The history of the progress towards wealth or

poverty must be carefully recorded and carefully scrutinized.

41). The account which contains this history is called the

Profit and Loss Account. Increase of wealth, or worth

more, is entered on the right hand side, decrease, or worth

less, on the left hand side. We select this arrangement

because it will preserve the rule already noticed: that a

transaction on the left side of cash account appears on the

right side of another account, and vice versa.

PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT
OP Stephen Steady. Earnings,

1882.

2 R.'iilroad fare 4 6.5 Jan. 11 One week’s wages (g). . 12 00
1

2 Lunch (f) 30 18
“ “ (k)... 12 00

2 Hotel bill (rZ) 1 00
'

3 One week’s board (e) 4 50

17 “ “ (})• 4 50

23 Overcoat (^) 8 50

23 Shoes (g) 3 00

4(i. Tile left hand column foots up $'26 4.5

And the right hand 24 00

It would seem therefore that Stephen has gone behind, or

lived beyond his income $'2 45

47. This however is not quite true. Stephen lias chosen to balance

up his accounts at a time when several days have elapsed since pay day.

He has earned wages for four work days, at $2 per day, or $8. though he

has not yet received them. Messrs. Cliccryble Brothers are indebted to

him $8. Therefore, he must, in order to give a correct statement of

his affairs, open an account with the firm, and debit them with the

amount.

CHEERYBLE BROTHERS
0R. IN ACCOUNT WITH STEPHEN STEADY

1882. Balance of wages to last

Jan. 24 night 8 00

48. Now, tile same .amount is entered in the Profit and Lo.ss Account

on the right hand side
;
Steplien is worth more than was showai by the

Cash transactions.

49 On (he other hand, while Stephen's wages liave been running on,

his board bill has also been accumulating. Out of llie eiglit dollars

which ho has counted on as ctirned, Mrs. Malone will claim six days’

board at $4..50 per week. What is “A of $4.50? $3.86. Mrs. Malone

must have an account, and the same amount must be added to the

expense side of the Profit and Loss Account.

50. With these two amendments made, the Profit and Loss Account

MxVRY MALONE
t)R. IN ACCOUNT WITH STEPHEN STEADY.

1

Balance due to last

1882. night, 5 days at $4.50

Jan. 24 per week 3

may be balanced, and the result bronght down, showing that the subject of the history has earned abov ehis expenses $1.69.
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Expekses.

PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT
op Stephen Steady. Earni-ngs.

1883.

Jan. 2
i (

3
17
23

i t

I

I Railroad fares (&)

Lunch (c)

'Hotel bill (d)

One week’s board .. .(e)

i

“ ‘‘ ....(j)
Overcoat (p)
Shoes (q)
6 days’ board (accrued).
Balance

4 65
30

1 00
4 50
4 50
8 50
3 00
3 80
1 69

33 00

51. We have now gone through the entire list of transac-
tions in paragraph 12, and have recorded, or, as book-keepers
say, “ posted ” each entry twice: once in the Cash Account,
once in some other account, always on opposite sides. Each
account has been balanced, and the results brought down,
always to the side denoting 7nore, which is sometimes the
right and sometimes the left. Combining these results we
have a general statement of Steady’s affairs, which is called
a Balance Sheet. ” It is an account—not an account of
transactions, but of results.

53. If all our work has been correctly done, this account
will add up the same on both sides, if it does not, there
has been an error somewhere.

53. We give this account in a little different form from
the one hitherto used.

1

1882.

Jan. 11 One week’s wages.. . .{q) 12 00“
18 “ •'

....(/,•) 13 00
23 4 (lays *• (accrued).

.

8 00

1

1

33 00

Jan. 24 Ba ance of earnings, . . , 1 69

RESOURCES =: LIABILITIES -i- CAPI-
TAL.

This l.ist is the fornnila of all bal.ancc sheets. In accordance with it,

construct balance sheets from the foliowing facts:
55. Exercise 4.—.James Jones has tlie following resources and lia-

bilities: Cash, $3,506.75; Merchandise, $ee.l66 73; due from various
Personal Debtors, $15,972.18 ; Real Estate, $10,000; Mortgage (to be
paid by Jones), $4,000 ;

due to various Personal Creditors, $18,718 62 •

Capital to be ascertained liom the above.
'

,56. Exercise 5.-Armstrong & Baylis are a firm of lawyers They
have : Cash, $542 63 ; in Pacific Bank, $1,574.00

; Notes of other parties
[these are called in book keeping. Bills Receivable], $7,000; Library,
value $3,000 ; due from Clients, $6,922.50 ; due James Gordon Bennett
tfor Rent), $1.33 3.3. (u) Make a balance sheet showing their joint
capital, (i) Make a second balance sheet showing under Capital the
share of each partner

;
let Armstrong’s be $9,452.90 ; how much is

Baylis's f

BALANCE SHEET.
Stephen Steady.

Jan. 24, 1882.

1 55

1

Resources:

1

Cash.

1 00 !
Fred. Watson.

9 00 City Savings Bank.
8 00

' Cheeryble Brothers.

Liabilities;
Win. Steady 14 00
Mrs. Malone 3 86

Capital:
[or I’rofit and Loss]. ... 1 69

19 .55 1

]

19 .55

54. The examination of this balance sheet will explain,
better than any definition, the meaning of “ Resources ” and

Liabilities. “ Capital ” is the difference of these two, or
the worth of the person or of the business enterprise, whose
history is the subject of record,
ily Resources = what I /lave + what I trml to have.
My Liabilities = what I oioe.

My Capital = my resources minus my liabilities = what I am wor/h.
What I have what 1 trust = what 1 owe what I am

worth.

Steady’s resources amount to
«tl 9 ,55

llis liabilities amount to

Ulscapitalto
j gg

19.55 = 17.86-1-1.69.

57. Exercise 6.—Joseph Anderson has the following resources and
liabilities, which we give in confused sequence ; arrange them in proper
order, putting the most available resources first: Due to William Simp-
son, $50; Due from Peter Brown, $100 ; Merchandise, $562 ;

due on a
note held by another party [this is called in book keeping. Bills Payable],
$.300; due from Samuel Cohen, $30 ; Cash, $279 ; due to Albert Barnesj
$76 ; Horses, $250 ; Wagon, $125 ; due from Samuel Wilkins, $43; duo
from Arthur Knight, $29; duo from James Jackson, $5 ; 26 shares of
Bank Stock, $2,600; United Stales Bonds, worth $595.

CHAPTER II.

Posting and Balancing c.Yplaincd—Books of Original Entry—The
Journal—Debits and Credits—Journalizing- A Table—E.vam|)le
of the Journal Practical Exercises. Introducing ^’al'ious Accounts.
-Merchandise-Bills Receivable-Bills Payable-Capital-Opcn-
ing Entries—“ Sundrie.s ”—Profit and Loss .\ccounts.

58. By the few transactions which we have taken as ex-
amples, we have illiisf rated in a general manner the processes
of all book-keeping. They may be all explained as posting
and balancing.

Posting is distributing a transaction to its proper
accounts.

Balancing is reducing an account to its result.

59. In posting, we find what accounts arc increased or
decreased by the transaction; we record the increase or de-
crease on the proper sides of those accounts.

60. In balancing, we find what amount added to the less

side will make both sides equal; this amount (the result,

difference or balance) we enter on the less side; add and
rule off ; the result we enter on the opposite side of the ac-
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count or to some other account to which we desire to trans-

fer it.

61. In current business, we first enter the transactions in

the order of their occurrence in a book or books, called the

books “of original entry.” These ought to be so arranged

that they point out to which accounts and to which sides

the amounts are to be posted.

62. The names of the principal Books of Original Entry

in common use are the Journal, the Cash Book, the Sales

Book, the Invoice Book, the Bill Book, the Check Book,

the Day Book or Blotter.

63 While the original book-entry is made in one of these

books, there is frequently a previous entry on a document or

business paper of some kind. The use of such memorandums

as a basis of record has become very extended; in fact, it

may be said that modern business on a large scale is done in

writing, not by word of mouth.

64.

The Journal is the most general of the books of entry.

It is adapted to receive entries of any transaction whatever;

while the other books are adapted to some special kind of

transactions, as receipts and payments of money, purchases

and sales of merchandise, etc.

We will show how a transaction is put into the form of a

“journal entry.” It is necessary to know what accounts

are affected and on which side.

65. The reader has noticed that in personal accounts the

left hand side is marked “ Debtor,” and the right hand side

“ Creditor.” These names are for convenience extended to

all accounts, even where there is no owing nor trusting.

66. The left hand side of any account is called for

convenience the DEBIT SIDE
;

the right hand the

CREDIT.
67. All accounts represent what we have, what we trust,

what we owe or what we are worth. In two of those classes,

the left hand or debit side is devoted to increase; the right

hand or credit to decrease. In the other two classes, this is

exactly reversed, because the tendency of the accounts is the

reverse. We will now furnish a table for ascertaining the

debits and credits of any transaction, which is called “jour-

nalizing.”

68. JOURNALIZING TABLE.

Debits. Credits.

1. Have more. 1. Have less.

2. Trust more. 2. Trust less.

3. Owe less. 3. Owe more.

4. Am worth less.
4. Am worth more.

69. As an example of the manner of using this table, lake the Hist

entry {o) in paragraph 12, Chapter I., and try to find what debits and

what credits are involved in it. If you do this correctly, the following

will be the result;

70. Transaction. Borrowed $25 from William Steady.

Looking down the list of debits in the table, I see that have more is

the only one which applies

I have more cash.

Therefore, a debit entry must be made in Cash account, or brielly,

“ Cash Dr $25

Looking dotvn the list of credits, I see that have less is not true, for

1 have as much property as before ;
neither do I trust less through this

transaction
;
but I owe -more.

Therefore, a credit entry must be made in the account of the person

whom I owe, or „ „
“William Steady, Cr. $25.

71. Instead of

we may write

Instead of

we may write

“Cash Dr.”
“ By Cash.”

‘Wm. Steady, Cr.”

“ToWm. Steady.”

Note carefully these different expression.^.

72. In combining the debit and the credit into a single “joinnal

entry,” the form “ Cash Dr. to Wm. Steady,” is the one oftenest

used,'meauingthat Ca.sh account is to be debited and Wm. Steady’s

account credited the given amount.

73. As written out in full, the journal entry will be as follows :

Dr. Cr.

Jan. 1, 1882.

Cash Dr $25 00
$25To William Steady.

For amount borrowed from him.

CO

74. We will now give the journalization of all the trans-

actions in paragraph 12, and opposite each one we give the

reasoning in each case.

75. “D. 1 " in the explanation refers to No. 1 of the debits in the

journalizing table. “C. 3 ” to the third credit, &c.
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76.

JOURNAL. EXPLANATION.

Jan. 1, 1882. Dr. Cr.

Cash Dr $25 00
To Wm. Steady . ...

For amount horrovndfrom
Mm.
0

$25 00 (fl) Casli is debited because 1 have more of it (D. 1). Steady
is credited because 1 owe 1dm more (C. 3).

The day of the month is in the middle of the line.

(5) Profit and Loss is debited because T am ^rorth less than
before (D. 4). Cash is credited because I have less of it

tC. 1).

Profit and Loss Dr
To Cash

4 65
4 05

For amount of railroad

fare.

Profit and Loss Dr
To Cash

30
30

(f) Similar to h.

For amount paidfor lunch

Profit and Loss Dr
To Cash

1 00

1 00

(d) Similar to b.

For hotel MU paid,
3

Profit and Loss Dr
To Cash

4 50

4 50
(e Similar to b.

For one iceek'shoardin ad-
vance. paid Mrs. Malone.

City Savings Bank Dr.
To Cash

For amount deposited.

10 00
10 00

(/) I have more property as far as the bank account is con-
cerned (C. 1), and less in money (D. 1).

Cash Dr
To Profit and Loss.

.

For one week's wages re-

ceived.

12 00
12 00

Ig') I have more cash (C. 1). and having given no other prop-
erty for it I am worth more (D. 4).

Wm. Steady Dr 5 00 (/t) 1 oice him less (C. 4), and have less (C. 1).

To Cash 5 00
For amount paid him,

13
(i) I trust him the amount, and have so much less money.

Fred. Watson Dr ... ..... 4 00
To Cash

For amount loaned him.
IT

4 00

(j) Similar to b.
Profit and Loss Dr

To Cash
4 50

4 50
For one week's hoard to

date.

18 1

(k) Similar to g.
Cash Dr 12 00

j

To Profit and Loss..

For one week's wages.
12 00

(1) Similar to h.Wm Steady Dr 6 00
To Cash 6 00

For amount paid him.

(to) Similar to f.City Savings Bank Dr.

.

To Cash
3 00

3 00
For amount deposited.

(n) I now luive more and trust less.
Cash Dr 3 00

To Fred. Watson...
For amount received from

him.

3 00

{o) I have more in money and less in the bank.
Cash Dr
To City Savings Bank
For amount withdrawn.

1

4|

00
4 00

1 Carried forward 1 .$90 1 95 $90 95
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EXPLANATION.

(p) Similar to b.

(q) Similar to b.

JOURNAL.

Jan. 23, 1882. Dr. Cr.

Tirmiglif. forward $96
8

95 $96

8

95
Profit and Loss Dr

To Cash
50

50

For amount expended for
overcoat.

Profit and Loss Dr
To Cash

3 00
3 00

For amount expended for
shoes.
oi

Cheeryble Bros. Dr
To Profit and Loss.

For wages to date unpaid.

8 00
8 00

Profit and Loss Dr
To Mary Malone . . .

For board to date unpaid.

3 86
3 86

' $122 31 $122 31

77. Exercise 7.—In mercantile business, the account of goods bought

and sold is called the Merchandise Account. Put the following

transactions into the journal form.

April 3, 1883. Bought for Cash, merchandise amounting to $500.

April 4. Sold for Cash, merchandise, $100.

April 5. Sold James Jones merchandise, $50, and trusted him for the

same.

A sale of this kind is called “on account,” or “on credit,” or “ on

time.”

April 6. Bought of Abram Smith, on credit, merchandise, $400.

April 7. Received from Abram Smith, in part payment, merchandise,

$200 .

78. Exercise 8.—The department of negotiable paper is an impor-

tant one in business. It includes Notes, also Bills of Exchange, and

Drafts, if payable at a future time. The forms of such documents are

given in this book under “ Commercial Forms.”

Notes, etc., payable to ns are recorded in an account entitled ‘‘ Bills

Receivable ;
” notes payable btj ns, in an account called “ Bills Payable.”

The former constitutes a Resource, the latter a Liability.

May 1, 1882. Loaned Peter Skinner $500 cash, for which he gave me
kis note at 30 days [Bills Rec.].

May 2. Sold Jeremiah Black merchandise, and took in payment Aw
note for 30 days at $400.

May 3. Bo't [abbreviation for bovqtit] of Abram Smith mdse, [abbre-

viation for “merchandise”], and gave him my note at 30 days for

$556.75. [Bills Pay.]

June 3. Peter Skinner paid his note in cash, $500.

June 4. Jeremiah Black paid his note in cash, $400.

June 5. Redeemed ray note to Abram Smith, $556.75, in cash.

79. Exercise 9.—Place in the form of Journal entries the transac-

tions in paragraph 24.

80. The Profit and Loss account is used to record the

current losses and gains of the business, but the account

which shows the total amount of investment is the Capital

account. Frequently the net result of the Profit and Loss

account is transferred every year or half year to the Capital.

This is almost always the case with a single proprietor.

The Profit and Loss is then a temporary account, and really

is a part of Capital account. Where there are several part-

This and the following entry are not of cash transactions, but

of the facts stated in paragraphs 47 to 50.

Cheeryble Brothers owe me, or I trust them this amount, as if

I had lent them so much money. 1 am worth more, as

much as if I had received the money for my labor.

I am worth less because I have incurred this expense, and I

owe more, namely, to Mrs. Malone.

The equality shows that the total amount of the debits and of

1

the credits is the same.

ners, each of them usually has a Capital account, and at the

end of the year (or half year) the result of Profit and Loss

is divided according to their contract, and the share of each

partner is carried to his Capital account. In a corporation,

bank, or joint-stock company, the Capital account represents

the shares into which the proprietorship of the concern is

divided, and remains a fixed quantity. The earnings are in

part paid in cash, so much per share, and in part carried to

such an account as “Surplus,” “Undivided Profits,” or

“Reserve.” Capital Account is sometimes called “Stock

Account.”

81. Enample of a Journal entry representing invest-

ment.

T7'ansaction.—Ja.n. 1, 1882. Invested in the grocery business cash,

$3,000,; with which I open my books.

Journal Entry.

Cash Dr $3,000.00

To Capital $3,000.00

for amount invested in the grocery business.

82. Example of a Journal entry representing investment

of several different kinds of property. “Sundries” in

journal means “ the following accounts; ” but the words in

brackets may be omitted and the second form used.

Tramaclion—5\\\y 1, 1882. Invested in business the following re-

sources : Cash, $1,000; Goods, $2,344.50; Notes of various parties,

$500 ;
store and land, $6,000.

Journal Entry. 1. Ancient Form.

[Sundries] Dr. to Capital $9,844.50 ^
for amount invested in business this day.

Cash on hand and in bank $1,000.00

Mdse., as per Inventory 2,344.50

Bills Receivable, as per Bill Book 500.00

Real Estate, appraised value 6,000.00
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2. Simple Form.

Cash on hand and in banks Dr. $1,000 00
Mdse , as per Inventory . . 2,314 50

Bills Receivable, as per Bill Book. “
. 500.00

Real Rstate appraised value “
. 6,000 00

To Capital $0,844 .50

for total amount of my investment in business.

8S. Example of extry showing investment of two
PARTNERS.

Transadion.—Messrs. Smith and Jones enter into a copartnership in
the drygoods business. 'SVilliam Smith invests Cash. $1,000 ; Goods,
$8,966.25. Thomas Jones invests Cash, $1,000 ; Building to be used
for store, $9,000. Kequired a journal entry showing the investments
and each partner’s interest.

Journal Entry.

(Sundries Dr. to Sundries ]

To open the books of the firm of Smith &
Jones.

Cash Dr , as per Cash Book,. $5,000 00
Mdse “ as per Inventory.

. . 8.966.25

Real Estate . . ,
“ as valued 9,000.00

To William Smith (Capital) $ 9.966.25
“ Thomas Jones (Capital) 13,000.00

for amounts of their respective proprietary
interests.

$22,966.25 $22,966.25

84. Example of an entry for invest.ments, wliere lhe;e
are liabilities outstanding.

Condi(!on«.—Stephen Steady on the 24th of January, 1882, desires t<>

open books of account for his private affairs. He has the following Re-
sources (see paragraph 5-3): Cash, $1.55 ; Due from Fred Watson, $"l.00:

City Savings Bank, $9.00
; Cheeryble Brothers, $8.00. Liabilities—due

William Steady, $14.00 ; Mrs Malone, $3 86.

Journal Entry.

[Sundries Dr. to Sundries ]

To record the condition of my affairs this day.

Cash, amount on hand $1.55
Fred Watson, amount due from him i.oo

City Savings Bank, amount on deposit 9.(X)

Cheeryble Brothers, wages to date 8.00

To Wm. Steady, amount due him $14.00

Mrs. Malone, board to date 3.86

Capital, what I am now worth l,69

S19..55 $19 55

8o. Besides the General Profit and Loss account, there are
usually kept several special Profit and Loss accounts. For

|

example, the Expense account records the cost of carrying
'

on the business, salaries, rent, insurance, etc. Sometimes
even this is subdivided into Salaries account. Rent account.

Insurance account. Postage account, etc The Interest
|

account records the loss or the gain, the cost or proceeds, as
!

the case may bo, of borrowing money or of lending it on in-

terest. The following are also specimens of Profit and Loss

accounts; their imrpose will be learned from their titles;

Commission, Discount, Exchange, Brokerage, Bad Debts,

Taxes.

8G. The debit side of a Profit and Loss account, of course

always contains the expenses and losses, which make us worth
less; (he credit side the earnings and jirofits, which make
us or our enterprise worth more,

I

87. In such subordinate accounts, the balance is .seldom

carried down, but is transferred to the more geneiul account.
Ihus the result of the Expense, Interest, Commission and
other like accounts would be carried at the close of the year
to the Profit and Loss account. The result of the Profit and
Loss account would be carried to the Capital account or to

the Partners’ accounts.

CHAPTER III.

Posting—The Ledger—“ Single Eiilry”—Example—Stephen Steady
again—Practical Exerci.ses.

88. We have now illustrated the Journal, and our readers
should be able to find the debits and credits of any ordinary
transaction.

89. The Journal, however, is merely a mechanism prepara-
tory to posting in the Ledger. The Ledger is the book of ac-
counts. A complete ledger contains an account with ex’cry

department of the resources, liabilities and capital. An in-

complete or “Single Entry” ledger contains personal ac-
counts and sometimes property accounts.

90. The complete ledger always contains the same amount
of debits as of credits. This furnishes a valuable test of
correctness, called the Trial Balance, which will be here-

after explained.

91. Posting from the Journal is a very sinifile process.

Take the first entry of the Journal in paragraph 76, which
reads

:

January 1, 1882.

1 “Cash, Dr., $25.00,

2 To William Steady, $25.00,

for amount borrowed from him.”

92. Turn to the page of the ledge rconlaining the Cash account, and
write on the first line of the debit side

:

First, the date;

Second, the opposite account credited;

[Third, the ex[)lanation
;]

Fourth, the [lage of the Journal from which you post;
Fifth, the amount, thus;
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Page 1.

CASH.
Dr.

1882
Jiin.

To Wm. Steady, for!

1
I

amount borrowed. ...
i

1 25 00

Cr.

Then, returning to tlie journal, insert in the left hand column the i 93. Turn to the account of William Steady, credit side, and make the

number of the l>age of the Ledger where you have just posted, viz. ; 1.
|

same posting, except that the account debited is inserted, thus

;

Page 2,

WILLIAM STEADY.

1882. By Cash, for amount
Jan. 1 loaned by him 1 25 00'

Ueturning to the Journal, we insert the page number, 2.

94.

We may remark several variations in the wording.

We have given the full form :

“ By Cash, for amount loaned by him.” (1)

This is not so frequently used as the less explicit form :

“ By Cash.” (2.)

The words “ By” and “ To” are not of the slightest use.

Hence many book-keepers omit them altogether, and write

“Cash.” (3.)

Others again omit all reference to the opposite or “per

contra” account, and insert only the specification, thus :

“Amount of loan, 25.00.” (4.)

Form 2 is the most frequently used
;
but in the writer’

opinion it is not the best.

95.

We now give the whole of Stephen Steady’s Ledger, as

posted (Form 2) and balanced. We have opened a capital ac-

count, to which we have carried Steady’s earnings. Transfer

or balancing entries are not entered in the Journal (although

we shall show how this may be done), but the amount is

entered in red ink [italics] in the account from which,

and in black ink in the account to which it is transferred.

96.

LEDGER.
Stephen Steady.

1. CASH.
Dr.

1882. 1882.

Jan. 1 To William Steady 1 25 00 Jan. 2 By Profit and Loss
<< U ((

1 4 65

11 “ Profit and Loss 1 12 00 ( < 1 30

18 H U ti 2 12 00 (i (( (( (< 1 1 00

20 2 3 00 3 (( <i a 1 4 50

“ City Savings Bank. .

.

2 4 66 (( “ City Savings Bank. .

.

1 10 00

12 “ William Steady 1 5 00

13 “ Fred. Watson 1 4 00

17 “ Profit and Loss 1 4 50

18 “ William Steady 2 6 00

/ (( “ City Savings Bank. .

.

2 3 00
/ 23 “ Profit and Loss 2 8 50

(( (< (( ii 2 3 00
/ By Balance 1 55

/ 56 00 56 00

Jan. 24” To Balance 1 55
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. Dr.
2. WILLIAM STEADY.

1882.

Jan.
I

12 ,To Cash
18
23 To Balance

Dr.

Dr.

Dr,

5

6

U
25

00
j

00
00

\

00 i

1882.

Jan.

Jan.

3. FRED. WATSON.

24

I5y C'iish

By Balance

4. CITY SAVINGS BANK.

5. PROFIT AND LOSS.

Cr.

1 25

1

1

00 ,

25 00

14 00~

1882. [ 1882.

—
Jan. 13 To Cash 1 4 00 Jan. 20 0

3

123 By Balance
00

4 UO
00

24 To Balance 1 00

1

1882.

Jan. 3 ^To Cash 1 10 00
1882.

Jan. 20 Bv Cash O
00
00

00

18 (

“ “ 2 3 00 23 By Balance
4

1

13 00 13
Jan. 24 |To Balance 0 00

Dr.

1882.

Jan. I 23 To Profit and Loss.

,
,To Balance

G. CTIEERYBLE BROTHERS.
Or.

2 8 00
1832.

Jan. 23 By Balance • 8 00

8 00
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7. MARY MALONE.
Cr.

1883. 1882.

Jan. 23 To Balance 3 86 Jan. 23 By Profit and Loss 2 3 86

24 By Balance 86

8. CAPITAL.
Dr. Cr.

1882. 1882.

Jan. 23 To Balance 1 69 Jan. 23 By Profit and Loss . L. 5 1 69

Jan. 24 By Balance 1 69

97. Exercise 10.—Continue Stephen Steady’s accounts, making up

a Journal and posting it to the Ledger from the occurrences stated in

paragraph 23, Exercise 2. Carry the result of Profit and Loss account

into Capital \
balance all accounts and make a balance sheet.

98. Exercise 11.—Journalize the statement in paragraph 57, Exer-

cise 6, as if to open a set of books.

99. Exercise 12.—Journalize the following transactions :

Bo't mdse, costing $.500 ;
paid cash $300, and my note $200.

Sold mdse, for $.560 ;
received cash $200, 7>iy note for $200, and

Philip Nolan’s note for $160.

Remember the use of “ Sundries ;
” refer to paragraph 82.

too Rei)eat the journalizing table, paragraph 68, from memory.

CHAPTER IV.

Transferring—Property Accounts—Gain or Loss on Property—Mer-

chandise Account-The Inventory—Closing the Ledger—The Trial

Balance—Forms—Example—Exercise in Journalizing, Posting,

and Closing.

101.

We transferred, in the last chapter, the result of

Profit and Loss account to Capital. We wrote the result

with red ink on the less side, and then carried it in black ink

to the opposite side of Capital account.

102. As the result of Profit and Loss is carried to Capital,

so the results of Expense, Interest, etc., are carried to Profit

and Loss. Capital is like the sea into which great rivers

flow, which are fed by little brooks.

103. But sometimes Property accounts also give results

which are carried to Profit and Loss, instead of being brought

down as balances. This is the case when there is a change

of vahie.

104. Wc buy a pair of horses for $.300. We may open a property ac-

count entitled Horses, and make the journal entry thus : “Horses Dr.

to Cash $300.

The value of the horses may stand thus until for some reason it is de-

sired to revalue them. Perhaps we may be offered $350, so that $300,

although correct as to cost, may no longer be a true representation of

their value. We have no more horses than before, but they represent more

dollars ; we have more value invested in horses, and are consequently,

as we have parted with no other value nor run into debt, worth mcne.

It is then proper to debit Horses account, and credit Profit and Loss with

the increase $50.

HORSES.

To Cash (cost)

Profit and Loss

300
50

350

105. In like manner we have bought a truck for $100.

“ Truck Dr. to Cash $100.”

When wc come to sell it, however, wc find we can get only $90 for it.

“ Cash Dr. to Truck $90.”il
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Truck account then stands ;

TRUCK.

To Cash 100 00 90 00

106. If we should now balance the account and bring down the result,
it would appear as if we had ten dollars worth of truck still on hand.'

Instead of balancing the account, we should transfer the loss to Profit
and Loss account. Then the two accounts would stand thus:

TRUCK.

To Cash 100 00 n
—

By Cash 90 00
I

By Ibrofit and Loss 10

100

•

1

PROFIT AND LOSS.

To Truck 10 00

10 1 . ^Ierchandise Accolnt is one where this process is

regularly necessary. We always buy merchandise at one
price for the express purpose of selling it at a higher price.

Thus the debit side of merchandise account in a retailer's

business is filled with entries of merchandise bought at
wholesale prices, and the credit side with entries of sales at
retail prices. It is evident that if all the merchandise were
sold the account would not balance, but there would be a
resulting profit to cany to the Profit and Loss account. But
usually there is a .stock of merchandise remaining on hand.
In most kinds of business this stock is gone over once or
twice a year, and a list made up, with prices, called an “ In-
ventory.” This is called “taking stock” or “taking ac-

count of stock.” As most merchants do not keep their books
in such a way as to know what is the profit on the several
sales, they cannot tell until stock-taking what their total

profit has been. The time of stor k-taking is also the date at
which the books are balanced so as to make up the Statement
of Results, or Balance Sheet.

108. In closing the Merchandise account, then, there will
be a double result: the amount remaining on hand (which
must be taken at present wholesale rates), and the profit or
margin on sales. The latter result must bo obtained from
the former.

100. Example.—My merchandise has cost during the year $4,000.
My gaies have been $3,000. My stock remaining on hand is $i,600.
What is my profit ?

’

Actual proceeds of saies at retail price $.3,000
Inventory, or anticipated proceeds at wholesale price. 1,600

$4,600

Proflt (being \h%)
|;r,(x)

110. We treat the balance on hand as if it were a sale.
It might be said that 1881, to close up its business, sells the
contents of the inventory to 1882 at wholesale rates.

111. The above transactions would give the following
Merchandise Account •

MERCHANDISE.

To Sundries [purchases]
To Profit and Loss

4,000 00 By Sundries [Sales] 3.000
1.000

4.600

00
00

00

con 00 By Balance [/nrrnfory]

4,600 00

A 0 ...... 1,600 ooj
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112. Rule for Balancing Merchandise Account.—

(1) Credit it by the amount on hand as per inventory. (2)

Find the difference of the two sides as they now stand. (3)

Carry this result to Profit and Loss account. (4) Bring

down the balance. Or, arithmetically: To the sales add the

inventory; subtract the cost; this difference is the profit.

113. Exercise 13.- Purchases, $5,000 ;
Sales, $3,000 ;

Inventory,

$2,500. Profit? What per cent. ? Make an account of this. Exercise

14.—Purchases, $6,000 ;
-Sales, $3,000 ;

Inventory, $2,500. Profit or

loss? How much ?

114. There is nothing particularly abstruse or difficult

about the yearly or half-yearly “closing of the ledger,”

although it may be made to appear mysterious. It merely

consists in obtaining the accurate results of all accounts,

and placing them in a balance sheet.

115. To transfer an account, enter the result on the less

side, and rule off as if to balance the account ;
but instead

of carrying down the balance, place it on the opposite side

of the account to which it is to be transferred.

116. The process of closing a ledger is as follows :

1 . The first step is to transfer into Profit and Loss account all ac-

counts which are subdivisions of that account, like Expenses, Interest,

Commission, etc. 2. Take up those property accounts like Merchandise

in which there is a fluctuating value, which has to be ascertained by

inventory and appraisal. Find the gain or loss, and close the account

doubly, as explained in paragraphs 107 to 112, transferring one result to

Profit and Loss, and bringing down the other, the balance. 3. Transfer

the result of Profit and Loss to Capital account or accounts. 4. Bring

down the balances of this and all the remaining accounts. 5. Copy

these balances into a balance sheet, the two sides of which should foot

up an equal amount.

117. The Trial Balance is a test of the correctness of

tlie ledger, which may be applied at any time when the

posting is complete to date. It consists in adding up both

sides of every account in pencil, then copying these totals

into a list like a balance-sheet. Add up the two sides of

the trial balance; if they are not alike, there is surely

error somewhere; if they are alike, the work is prohahly

correct.

118. If a second trial balance is taken, it is only necessary

to go back as far as to include the figures of the last trial

balance in each account. Many book-keepers take a trial

balance at the end of every month.

119. Example of a Trial Balance.—The accounts in the

Ledger are Cash, Merchandise, Bills Receivable, Bills Pay-

able, Expense, Interest, Profit and Loss, and Capital.

Then the trial balance is prepared in one of the following

ways;

TRIAL BALANCE.—Form 1.

Dr. Totals. Accounts.

Cash
Mdse
Bills Receivable
Bills Payable .

.

Expense
Interest

Profit and Loss.

Capital

P. Cr. Totals.

TRIAL BALANCE.—Form 2.

Accounts. P. Dr.

Cash 1

Mdse 2

Bills Receivable 3

Bills Payable 4

Expense 5

Interest 6

Profit and Loss 7

Capital 8

Cr.

TRIAL BALANCE.—Form 3.

Account.

Cash
Mdse
Bills Receivable
Bills Payable .

.

Expense
Interest

Profit and Loss.

Capital

P. ,1 anuary.

Dr. Cr.

February.

Dr. Cr.

March.

Dr. Cr.

April. May.

Dr. Cr. Dr. Cr.

June.

IJr^ Cic

Form 3 is used by those who take monthly trial balances. A very

convenient form is in a book where, by using the two open pages, the

titles of the accounts need only be written once a year.

119. Pursuing the routine, with Form 1, we take first the Cash ac-

count ; add up the debit side and the credit side, and place the totals,

$12,860 and $9,638, in the money columns. In Merchandise the totais

are $10,000 and $9,360, which we set down likewise. In Bills Receiv-

able there are no credits. When we have thus copied all the totals we

have the following result

:
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TRIAL BALANCE.
Juu’y 12, 1882.

.

Dr. Accounts.
1

Cr.

12.81)0

10,000
3,900

3,000
225

3

Cash.
Merchandise.
Bills Receivable.
Bills Payable.
Expense.
Interest.

Profit and Loss.
Capital.

9,638
9,360

6,000

5,000

29,988 29,998

120. From the fact that there is a difference of $10 in the totals, we
know that there is somewhere an error or errors of at least that
amount. It would be well to look at the footing of the journal uj) to

this point so as to know whether the error is in the debits or the cred-

its. We find that the debit column of the trial balance agrees perfectly

with the debit column of the journal, but that the credit side does not
agree. Hence we look in the credit figures for the mistake. We go
over the additions of that side carefully again, and we compare every

amount with its original in the journal until we detect and correct the

mistake

T21. We now give, as an exercise, a few transactions to be made into

a journal and posted to the ledger. The accounts rcipiired are : Cash
(14 lines needed). Merchandise (8 lines). Bills Receivable (5 lines).

Bills Payable (.3 lines). Expense (9 lines). Interest (4 lines). Profit and
Los.s (3 lines). Capital (3 lines).

133 Exercise 15- ^ [Name of student] begins business
to day, Jan. 1, 1883, with a cash capital of $5,000. Jan. 3—Bo’t
merchandise costing $7,000 ;

paid cash $4,000 and my note for the

remainder (to bear interest at 6 per cent, till paid). Jan. 4. Sold mer-
chandise for $.'3,000 : received $1,500 cash and $1,500 in note of Job
Williams at 60 days. Jan. 5. Paid for stationerj', $50. Jaii. 6. Paid
for signs, $100. Jan 7. Paid clerk hire, $75 ; Bo’t merchandise on
my note for $3,000, payable in $.30 days ; sold for cash merchandise
$2,360. Jan. 9. Paid off my note given on the third, principal $3,000,

interest $'3. Jan. 10. Sold for ca.sh merchandise, $1,000. Jan. 11.

Lent Mark Twain $3,400 on his note, payable on demand with interest

at 6 per cent. [When the posting is done to this point, lake a trial-

balance. If it does not prove, find out on which side the error is and
trace it out.] Jan. 14. Paid clerk hire, $75. Jan. 16. Bo’t mer-
chandise for cash, $3,000. Jan. 18. Sold merchandise for cash, $'2,000.

Jan. 21 Sold merchandise $2,000 for note at30d.iys; paid clerk lure,

$75, pai l for various expenses, $30 ; received payment in casli of

Mark Twain’s note, principal $2,400, interest $4. Jan. 23. Bought
merchandise for ca.->h, $1,800. ,Tan. 28. Paid clerk hire, $75. Jan. 30.

Sold merchandise for cash, $400. Jan. 31. Paid clerk hire to date,

$37.50; paid rent for the month of January, $400; drew out of the

hn.siness for personal use, cash, $1,000. [Debit capital.]

Now close yonr ledger. Ifour inventory shows that you have $3,000
worth of merchandise on hand. Find the result of each account and
bring it down or transfer it to Profit and Loss, as may be proper.

Transfer the result of Trofit and Lo.ss to Capital. Balance this and
bring it down. The balance will be $5,013.50. Make a balance sheet.

CHAPTER V.

Lse of the Ledger—Books of Original Entry—The Day Book not
Ust-d—The Historical Journal Obsolete—The Cash Book, Sales
B iok and Invoice Book— Forms of the Cash Book—.Tonmalizing
and Direct Posting—The Bank Account Introduced into the Cash
Book—Special Columns in the Cash Book—Cash Book Used for all

Entries—Model.

1’33. The Ledger is the book of results. It is the source

to which we look for informal ion as to our dealings with

any [nirty, or oiir transactions in any brancli of our busi-

ness. Its olTiee is to elassify. The other books arc all

arranged so as to facilitate this classification, varying in

method witli the nature of tlie business.

124. The Journal, as we have given it, is not a practical

book for any business even of moderate extent. Tlie traiis-

aclions in any actual business run in certain lines. In a

mercantile business, the great mass of transactions consist

of purchases, sales, recei])ts, jiaymeiits
; not one entry in

hundreds but will be included in one or the otlier of these

four. To enter these transactions in a Journal indiscrimi-

nately and post both the debit and the credit of each
transaction separately would bo a crude and unscientific

plan, and is not used in modern business.

125. Books of instruction on book-keejiing usually speak
of the Day Book as a book preparatory to the journal, in

which a narrative of all the events of the business is

written in ordinary language without regal’d to tlie accounts
they will affect. The writer knows of no business house
where such a book is kept. It is just as easy and is the
universal practice to make the first record in jiroper form.
The practical way is to have different books for different

kinds of entries
; in mercantile business all sales are

entered in the sales book, all purchases in the invoice book,
all receipts and payments in the cash book.

127. These specialized books are jirepared with a view to

the sole purpose which each is destined for. As the sales

book is to contain nothing but a long series of records of

sales, it must be so arranged that every jiarticular relating

to a sale may find a convenient place and be stated with the
least possible labor.

128. But there are two ways of carrying the contents of

these books to the ledger—Direct Posting and Journalizing.

Book-kecpei-s are divided in opinion as to which of these

methods is preferable, and we will express no further judg-
ment on the matter than this : In our experience, we liave

known of a number of book-keepers who liad drojiped the
journal and adopted the Direct Posting system, but we
have never met with a case where the journal was intro-

duced and the direct method drojiped.

129. Whether the posting is done direct or llirougli the
medium of the journal, it is most usual to group the like

transactions of an entire month together. For cxumjilc,

the salesbook is kejit in such a way as to show the total

sales for the month ; the invoice book in such a way as to

show the total purcha.scs for the month. Sometimes, but
not so frequently, the jieriod is iruide weekly or daily.

130. We will first explain the cash book, for it is almost
invariably kept in every kind of bu.siness.

131. Receiving and paying are two distinct classes of

operations, but they arc almost always kcjit in the .same

book on opposite pages. In accordance with the rules of

the cash account as explained in Chajiler L, the left hand
side is devoted to receipts and the right band side to pay-
ments. The balance of ea.sb on hand should be counted

I

every day at the close, of 1 nisi ness and .should be corrijiared

witli the difference of the two sides of the cash IxKik.
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1

1882.

Jan.

Jan.

Jan.

Feb.

CASH

1

1

1
:

lo Capital, amount invested 5,000

3 “ Mdse., sold Job Williams (Sales 1), 3,000

Note, 1,500 1,500

7

j

“ Mdse., sold Andrew J. Provost (Sales 2)
2,361)

8,860

8 4,635

10 “ Mdse., sold R. K. Munkittrick (Sales 3) 4,000

8,635

15 To Balance brought down • • 3,157

18 “ Mdse., sold A. R. Haven (Sales 3) 2,000

21 “ Bills Receivable, collected M. Twain’s note 2,400

4

7,561

22 To Balance brought down 4,456

30 “ Mdse., sold P. T. Barnum (Sales 4) 400

4,856

1 To Balance brought forward from January 2,543 50
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BOOK.

1882.
1

-— .Trr-r:

Jan, 3 By Mdse. Bo’t of Alex. T. Stewart & Co., Inv. 1, ij;7,000
;
note,

1

$3,000 4,000

5 Expense, paid Corlies Maey & Co. for books and stationery 50

6 “ “ paid G. II. Macarthy for painting signs 100

7 “ “ paid Salaries 75

7 “ Balance, amount on hand

1

1

8,860

Jan. 9 By BiUs Payable, paid note to Alex. T. Stewart & Co
1

-

3,000

9 “ Interest on above note, 6 d. f3) 6f 1 3

11 “ Bills Receivable, loaned Mark Twain on note on demand with

interest 2,400

14 Expense, paid Salaries 75

U “ Balance, amount on hand S,157

8,635

Jan. 16 By Mdse., bo’t of Alex. T. Stewart & Co., Inv. 2
3,000

21 “ Expense, sundries as per petty C. B
30

21 “ “ paid Salaries
75

21 “ Balance, amount on hand

— 7,561

Jan.
1

23

1

By Mdse., bo’t of Arnold Constable & Co.. Inv. 3
1,800

28 “ Expense, paid Salaries
1

75
1 50

31
j

“ “ “ “ to date
37 50

31
1

“ “ “ rent for one month
1

400 '

31 “ Balance, amount on hand
2,5i3

4,856

1
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133. There are many devices for improving the Cash book,

and fitting it to special requirements. We shall give ample in-

structions on this subject hereafter, but, confining ourselves

for the present to the simple form of cash book given above,

will show how its contents are to be transferred to the ledger,

by the two methods of Journalizing and Direct Posting.

134. The following is an example of the journal entries

which are made from the cash book transactions of the pre-

ceding pages.

JOURNAL.—JANUARY, 1882.

Cash. Dr. to Sundries 17,664 00
Total receipts for month.

To Capital for amount Invested. 5,000 00
' Mdse-, for casli sales,

viz., Jan. 3
“ 7 2,360
“ 10 4,000
“ 18 2,000
“ 30 400— 10,260 00

To Bills Receivable, collected Mark
Twain’s note 2,400 00

Interest, 10 days at G“/o 4 00

Sundries Dr. to Cash 15,120 50

Total payments for mouth.

Mdse., for cash purchases.
viz

,
Jail. 3 .4,000
“ 16 ,.. .3,000
" 23 1,800— 8,800 00

Expense, viz., Jan. 5 50
“ 6 100
“ 7 75
“ 14 75
“ 21 105
“ 31 512 50— 917 50

Bills Payable, redeemed note to A. T.
Stewart & Co .

.

3,000 00
Bills Receivable, loaned on demand to

Mark Twain 2,400 00

Interest on demand-note to A. T. Stewart
3 oc

135. The posting of these entries requires no explanation.

Our readers are familiar with the operation.

136. The method of direct posting dispenses with the

journalizing of the cash book altogether. The left hand or

“ received” page may be considered as a continuous entry.

“Cash Dr. to Sundries.” Every account to which Cash is

Dr., we know, without journalizing, should be credited,

“ By Cash.” Similarly all entries on the credit side of the

Cash book are posted to the debit of other accounts. We
may state the rule.

137. Rule for posting from the Cash Book.—Post from

the left of the cash book to the right of the ledger; and

from the right to the left.

138. In fact, the cash book is nothing more nor less than

the Cash Account in full, removed from the ledger, placed

in a book by itself, and used for original entry of all trans-

actions involving cash. It is therefore superfluous to keep

a cash account as well as the cash book. When you take a

trial balance or make up a balance sheet, include among the

resources the balance of cash as shown by the cash book.

The page of the account to which the posting is made is

inserted in the column next to the money column.

139. As we have already said there are very many modifi-

cations in the mode of keeping the cash book. The skill of

the experienced accountant is often called into action to

devise a cash book for the special requirements of some par-

ticular branch, or some individual business concern. It will be

interesting and useful to consider some of these peculiarities.

140. (1.) The scope of “Cash” is considerably widened

beyond that of mere money. Bank deposits and bank

checks, whether drawn by ourselves or by other people, are

now very usually included as cash ;
that is to say, we consider

the money in the bank and that in hand as both together

making up our cash. This is the simplest way of treating

the bank account, and saves the necessity of keeping a regu-

lar ledger account for it. Deposits are not noted at all,

neither are checks for which we draw the money, and checks

are entered simply as cash payments. For the particulars

of the bank account the stub of the check book is referred to.

As an illustration of this use of the cash book, and also

of another arrangement of the columns that facilitates post-

ing by bringing the amounts close to the title of the account,

we re-write the entries in the cash-book from January 15th

to 21st. It will be seen that the only division of the bank

balance from the money in hand is at the time of striking

the balance, and that the two amounts may be consolidated

as they are brought down.

CASH.

1882. Receipts. Cn. Account. Du. Payments.

Jan. 15 2,457 00
15 700 00
16 Mdse. 3,000 00

18 2,000 00 Mdse.
21 Expense. 30 00

< i 2,400 00 Bills Receivable.
ii 4 00 Interest.
( 6 Expense. 75 00

4,361 00
95 00

7,561 7,561 00

Jan. 22 4,456 ^00

Spbcipication.

Balance in Bank.
“ in Drawer.

Invoice 2, Alex. T. Stewart & Co.

Sales 3, A. R. Haven.
As per Petty Cash book.

Note, Mark Twain.
On above note, 10 days @ 6^.

Salaries; ck., $25, money, $50.

Balance in Bank.
“ in Drawer.

Balance brought down.
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141. The method of keeping the stub of the check biwk is

fully explained in that part of this work entitled “ Banking.”

We now give, however, an illustration of the stub corre-

sponding to this extract from the cash book. It is assumed

that the merchant drew $75 from the baidr on Friday for

the imrpose of i)aying the salaries due next day, but that

one of his employees (^Ir. A. Clerk) jiroferred to receive the

amount due him in a check.

1882.

January 15, Balance
" 18, Deposited A. R. Haven’s

Check $2,000
Money 600

“
21, Deposited MarkTwain’s

Check

2,457 00

2,600 00

2,404 00

7,461 00

1 1

No. 5.

[ Date, .January 16, 1882.
JAraount. . . .

.’

Order of
tUex. T. Stewart & Co.

for Mdse.

No. 6.

Date, January 20, 1882.
Amount

Order of
Bearer,

for Money.

No. 7.

Date, January 21, 1882.
Amount

Order of
A. Clerk,

for Salary.

Balance

.

3,000 00

75 00

25 00

4,361 00

7,461 00

142. There are other ways of treating the bank deposit in
|

on each side, one for the bank account, one for the cash on
connection with the cash book. Two columns may be kej)t

j

hand.

Received. CASH. Paid.

Jan.

BANK. DRAWER.
15 Balances 2,457 00 700 00
18 Mdse., 3, A. Haven

) 2,000 00
18 Dep. money f 600 00
20 Ck. cashed 75 00
21 Bill Rec., M. Twain ) 2,400 00
21 Interest, “

^ 4 00

7,461 00 775 00

22 Balances 4,361 00 95 00

1

1

BANK. DRAWER.
1 16 Mdse., Inv. 2, Ck. 5 3,000 00

!

18 Money for deposit.

.

600 00
20 Cashed Ck. No. 6.. . i 75 00
21 Expense, as per P. C. B. .

.

30 00
21 Expense, Salaries 25 00 50 00
21 Balancfis 4,SC/ 00 .9,5 00

7,461 00 775 00

14.'!. Others again keep the cash l)ook purely for the cash

and checks on hand, making an entry on the credit side

when a deposit is made, but making no entry when a check

is drawn except it be drawn in money. The other checks

are posted from the stub (which is considered as a regidar

book of account) to the debit of the [>roj)er accounts. Thus

checks No. 5 and No. 7 in the example would be j)Osted to

the debit of Mdse, and Expense, while (he manner of making
up the cash book will be found in the following cxami)le, in

which is introduced still another arrangement of the columns
of the cash l)ook.
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CASH. Dr. Ce.

15 Balance V 700

18 Mdse., A. R. Haven 2 2,000

Bank, deposited 4/ 2,000

20 Bank, drew V 75

21 Expense, P. C. B 5 30

21 do. Salaries 5 50

21 Bills Rec-, Mark Twain 3 2,400

21 Interest, do. 6 4

21 Bank, deposited 4/ 2,404

31 Balance V 90

5,179
1

5,179

22 Balance V 95
1

The check-marks
( y) in the columns used for the ledger

page, indicate that the entry has been compared with the

stub.

144. (2.) Another extension of the cash book is in intro-

ducing special columns in order to group together the entries

which go to certain accounts. It will be noticed in our

model cash book that many of the entries on the debit side

are to be credited to Merchandise Account, and many on the

CASH

RECEIPTS AND CREDITS.

Date, 1882. Consideration.
Voucher

No.

Jan 1 Amount invested this day
j

3 Sold Job Williams on cash and
note (see opposite) 1

3 Gave note to A. T. Stewart ini

payment of bill 2

7 Sold Andrew J. Provost 6

7 Gave note to Abm. Watkins in

pavment for mdse, (see opp.

)

7

10 Sold R K. Munkittrick 9

Proof of Cash.

9,360 10,000

11,000 300
6,903 Bank.... 2,457

20.360
17,203 17,203 Drawer.. 700

3,157 3.1.57

18 Sold A. R. Haven 13

21 Sold Philip Muller on note. . .

.

14

21 Collected Mark Twain’s note,

)

principal and interest
)

30 Sold P. T. Barnuni 24

Total for month

Total receipts

Feb. 1 Balance forward

Account Credited.

Capital

Merchandise

j Bills Payable
Merchandise

Bills Payable
Merchandise

Merchandise
Merchandise
(Bills Receivable...

I
Interest.

Merchandise

Merchandise.
.

,

Cash, Dr

Page. Merchandise.

3.000

2,300

4.000

9,360
2,000
2,000

400

13,760

General.

5.000

3.000

3,000

11,000

2,400
4

13,760

27,164

2,543 50
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credit side are to be charged to Expense Account. If the

journal is used, these are naturally grouped together and
^wsted in one sum

;
but in direct lasting, it would bo neces-

sary to make many entries in those accounts. But these ac-

eounts are of the very kind in which a total is more valuable

than separate items. We therefore split the columns into

two or more and only post the aggregate at the end of the

month. We retain one column for “general” or miscella-

neous items ; into this we carry all the special columns at

the end of the month. If it is desired to “prove the cash”
this requires a little more calculation than in the single-

column methods.

145. (3.) The cash book may be made to contain all entries,

even those in which there is really no delivery of money, by
treating these last as both receipts and payments. For ex-

ample, take the following transaction:

Bought merchandise for $.'!.000, giving my note for that amount.

The Merchandise Account is evidently to be debited, and

the Bills Payable account to be credited. The journal entry

would be

Mdse., Dr., $3,000,

To Biils Payable, $3,(XX).

But, by a sort of fiction, it may be su{)posod that the money
for the goods was handed out to the seller, and immediately

handed back by him in exchange for the note. Wo did not

literally give him money for the goods, but we gave him the

value of them in the note. He did not actually pay us the

money for the note, but he paid us the same value in mer-

chandise. And the receipt and payment are only postponed.

The money is embodied in the merchandise, from which it

will be forthcoming when wanted to pay the note.

BOOK.

PAYMENTS AND CHARGES.

Date, 1882^

Jan. 3

< (

5

6

9

11

14

Consideration. Voucher
No.

Bo’t of Alex. T. Stewart &
Co. cash and note (see opp)

Took Job Williams’ note in

payment of bill

Corlies & Macy Co., books
and stationery

Geo. II. Macarthy, painting
sign

Salaries, as per pay roll. .

.

.
|

B’ot of Abin. Watkins on ;

note
Paid note to Alex. T .

)

Stewart & Co., principal [ ,

Loaned Mark Twain note on
demand, with interest. . .

.

Salaries as per pay roll

1

3

4
5

7

8

10
11

16
21

U

23

28
31
1 1

Bo’t of A. T. Stewart & Co.
Took P. Muller’s note in

1 nayment
ISalaries as per pay roll. .

.

."

Sundry bills per C. B
.Bought of Arnold, Consta-

I
ble & Co

Salaries as per pay roll. . .

.

[Rent for January
Salaries to date, to close

I the month

13

14

15

16 to 20

23
23
25

26

Total for month

Total for month.

.

Total payments.
Balance in bank.

.

“ on hand.

Account Debited.
\

I

Riige Merchandise. Expense. General.

Merchandise 7,000

Bills Receivable.. 1,500

Expense 50

Expense 100
Expense 75

Merchandise 3,000

( Bills Payable.

.

3.000

\
Interest 3

Bills Receivable.

.

2,400
[Expense 75

1

10.000 300 0,003
1 Menhandise
1

3,000

1

l| Bills Receivable.

.

2,000
[Expense 75

j

Expense 30

Merchandise 1,800
'Expetise 75
Exj)cnse 400

37 50

Expense 917 50 917 CO

Merchandise. . . . 14,800 14,800

Ca.sh, Cr 21,620 50
s,j^n

143 r,n 3,.'!4.'i .W

27.164 Of)
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Received. Paid.

From Bills Payable, ) [I I
For Merchandise, J

the equivalent of cash, v$3,000
j

the equivalent of cash, V$3,000
(.viz. goods.) ) ;|| (viz., note.) i

Dr. cash. Cr.

To Bills Payable, $3,000 III By Merchandise, $3,000
(deferred payment.) lj| (deterred receipt.)

This last way of looking at it is on the principle that to

avoid a payment is equivalent to receiving, and to excuse a

receipt is the same in its effect on the cash as making a

])ayment.

146. In whatever way it is explained, the following

is the method of journalizing through the cash book

;

The account to be credited is entered on the debit side of the cash ;

the account to be debited is entered on the credit side of the cash
;
the

cash, being e<iually swelled both ways, is not affected in the result.

147. The following example of a cash book illustrates the

method by coltimns and also the journalizing through the

cash book. It furthermoi-e illustrates the registration of

vouchers

148. The preservation and registration of written vouchers for all p.ay-

ments cannot be too strenuously insisted upon. Correet models arc

given in this work under “ Commercial Transactions.” The tendency

ill recent times is not only to insist upon vouchers for all payments, but

upon corresponding statements accompanying receipts of cash, in order

that the intent of the p.'irtics may bo determined and the amount and

consideration placed beyond dispute.

148.

Our reason for dwelling so Ipng on the cash book

is that it is the one book which is universally required. If

a person in private or professional life has not the time or

the inclination to keep a full set of accounts, a well arranged

cash book may supply all his needs. If it be divided into

columns, these will take the place of ledger accounts. If

there be any credit transactions with persons, these will

probably be very simple, and can be readily traced by run-

ning back through the cash book. Again, if a special trust

(such as an executorship or the treasurership of an associa-

tion) be assumed, the trustee will require as his principal

book, and possibly as his only one, a well arranged cash

book.

CHAPTER VI.

Other Auxiliary Books—The Merchandise Books— Invoice Book—Sales
Book—Description—Models—Rules for Posting—Cash Sales—

Journalizing the Merchandise Books—Improved Methods—Copy-

ing Press and Posting—Summary Invoice and Sales Books—
Models.

149. The Sales Book and Invoice Book are in the de-

partment of merchandise what the cash book is in the de-

partment of settlements. They are hardly ever dispensed

with in any branch of trade where buying and selling are

the means of profit.

150. The Invoice Book is a detailed statement of goods

purchased. The Sales Book is a detailed statement of

goods sold The former is the same as an entry “Mdse.

Dr. to Sundries;” the latter is in effect an entry “Sundries

Dr. to Mdse.” They might be contained in one book—the

invoice on the left-hand page and the sales to the right,

corresponding to the cash book •.

More Cash. i Less Cash.

More Merchandise.
|

Less Merchandise.

But they are generally kept in separate books, for two rea-

sons: because the sales arc more numerous, and there would

be waste room on the invoice side, and because we do not

prove the balance of the merchandise as we do that of the

cash.

151. In general arrangement the sales book and invoice

book are the same. Each of them contains the following

spaces

:

fcJD

Ch

be

153. The date occupies a line, as in the Journal. The

buyer or seller’s name comes next ;
then the quantity

and rate of each item. The “extension” or price of the

given quantity is in the first money column ;
the total value

of the sale or purchase in the second column. The terms

of the sale are either at the beginning or the end of the

entry.

153. We give an example of a very simple sales book and

invoice book, each in a single page. In practice they are

carried forward, page after page, till the end of the month.
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INVOICE BOOK.

Q 1 ««*>

- -

J. J. Cauchois, New York.

4 months.

5 bags Kio Coffee

Tare
. G80 1bs.

. 80 “

GOO “ @.35 210

3 bags Java Coffee

Tare
. 370 lbs.

. 48 “

17

A

322 “ @ .31 09 82 309

J. Fisher & Co., New York.

C. 1

10 bbls. Canso Herrings.

.

5 “ Round “

4 “ Whitefish
Cash

@ 3.00

35
15
20 70

L. Pomeroy, Boston.

23

50 bush. Winter Apples .

40 bush. Potatoes
Note @ 30 (1.

10

75
30 105

Moller & Co.. New York.

14
20 bbls. Mackerel
30 d

op

.

100

Ilavemeyers & Elder, Brooklyn.

20 bbls. No. 2 Sugar
300 “ tare.

28 00 d.

Ofj

4,000 “ net @ .lOJ 419

J. J. Cauchois, New York.

6 bags Rio Coffee

Tare
720 lbs.

00 “

17 4 months.
030 “ @.34 214

Park & Tilford, New York.

34 10 doz cans Tomatoes . . .

.

10

G Total Purchases. Mdse. Dr 1 99M
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154. Of course we have only given a few transactions, and
those on a few days. In actual business, the sales book and

invoice book often fill many pages in a month.

155. These books, like the cash book, may be either

journalized or posted direct.

Kules.

Post from the sales book to the debit of the ledger, and
Post from the invoice book to the credit of the ledger.

In cash sales and purchases, the cash book takes the

place of the ledger, therefore

Cash sales appear in the debit of the Cash and in the

sales book, and require only the pages to be inserted.

Cash purchases appear in the credit of the Cash and in

the invoice book, and require only the pages to be inserted.

156. Thus, if a cash sale appears on page 16 of the cash

book, and on page 25 of tlie sales book, no further posting

is necessary. \Ve write in the page columns as follows :

In the Cash book, “ S. 25.”

In the Sales book, “ C. 16.”

A cash purchase is marked thus :

In the Cash book, “ I. 19.”

In the Invoice book, “ C. 18.”

157. The monthly total of the sales book is posted to the

credit of Merchandise.

1.58. The monthly total of the invoice book is posted to

the debit of Merchandise.

159. A sale or purchase is often said to be for “cash,”

when in reality there is an inten’al of a few days between

the purchase and the receipt. In some kinds of business

seven days are regularly allowed on cash bills. In such a

case the posting may be deferred, if the purchaser has no
account on the books. Some prefer to post all purchases to

a personal account, even if immediately settled for.

160. For those who prefer to “ journalize ” everything.

95

the sales book and invoice book arc very simple, and wo
give the form. Wo omit the specification under each entry,

because many book-keepers, who retain the journal, do so.

We also use for this purpose a form of the journal which is

not much in vogue, and which certainly is inferior to the one

where each ledger-title stands opposite the amount to bo

posted. This, too, we give because our readers may meet

with such a journal, and desire to understand it.

JOURNAL.

Jan. 31, 1883.

Mdse. Dr. to Sundries.
To J. J. Cauchois, 3d 309 82

25lh 214 20

To Bills Payable, 5th 105 (X)

“ Moller A Co., lOih 100 00
“ Havemeyers & Elder, 20th 419 22
“ Park & Tilford, 31st 10 50

1,158 74

Sundries Dr. to Mdse.
M. Conklintt. 3d 2 Of)

10th 6 50 8 56

P. Wilson, 5th 49 00
10th 6 25 55 25

Alex. Hamlin, 6th 11 00
31st 5 70 16 70

Mrs. Robertson, 15th 11 28

91 79— —
161. It will be noticed that in the journal the cash sales

and purchases are not entered with the others. They must
be omitted either from the entry “ Mdse. Dr. to Sundries,”

or from “Sundries Dr. to Cash;” and either from “Cash
Dr. to Sundries,” or from “ Sundries Dr. to Mdse.,” to

avoid journalizing the same transactions twice.

162. This is a disadvantage of the journalizing method,

that the sales and purchases appear in two parts, thus:

merchandise.

Jan. 31 To Cash 70 »T«n 31 Rv Pnsli . 180 A7
1

“ Sundries 1,158 74 “ Siinflnos 91 79
1

Instead of— Instead of—
Jan. 1-31 Total Purchases 1,228 74 .Ian. 1-31 Totiil Sales 278 46

•

16:1. Instcml of copying out the bills into the sales book
and the invoice book, an easier way is to use the original

bill or a press copy of it. The seller makes out the bill or

invoice; he puts it between the dampened leaves of a copy-

ing book, and takes a copy with the press. Then the sales

book neerl only contain the name, date, terms, and amount.
Wlien the buyer receives the invoice, he pastes it into a

book made like a scrap-lxx)k, and his invoice book may also

be condensed into a single line for each purchase. Some-
times the invoices are folded and kept in bundles, instead of

being pa.sted in a book. So tfiat the modem plan is to make
one writing answer for three : copy in the press invoices out-

ward, preserve invoices inward.

164. The sales book and invoice book are still required,

but only in a summary or skeleton form;
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INVOICE BOOK.

DATE. INV. FROM TERMS. PAGE. AMOUNT

188-2.

Jau. 3 1 J. J. Cauchoia, N. Y 4 m. 17 309 82
4 2 J. Fisher & Co., “ C. C. 1 70 00
5 3 L. Pomeroy, Boston B. 23 105 00
10 4 MoIIcr & Co., N. Y 30 d. 14 100 00
20 5 Havemeyera & Elder,B’klyn 60 d. 28 419 22
25 G J. J. Cauchois, N. Y 4 m. 17 214 20
31 7 Park & Tilford, “ ...... 34 10 50

Mdse. Dr . . . . 6 1,228 74
. —

SALES BOOK.

DATE. INV. BUYER. PAGE AMOUNT

1882
Jau. 3 1 M. Conklins. 139 o 06

5 2 P. Wilson 182 49 00
5 Cash Tickets C. 2 18 75
6 3 A. Hamlin ' 116 11 00

6 Cash Tickets .

.

C. 2 23 25
10 4 M. Conklins 130 6 50

11 5 P. Wilson. 182 6 25
11 Cash Tickets C. 2 82 17

15 6 Mrs. Robertson 175 11 28
15 Cash Tickets C. 2 62 50
31 7 Alex. Hamlin 116 5 70

Mdse. Cr 6 278 46—

Transactions of the Finn

Jan. 1. Our Resources and Liabilities are as follows : Re-

sources

—

Cash, $2,314.97 (of which $1,869.17 is in the Peo-

ple’s Bank), Merchandise as per Inventory, $7,819.23 ; Real

Estate (building used for trade), $4,000 ; Bills Receivable,

$1,250 ;
(being one of J. B. Woodward, due Jan. 10, for

$1,000, and one of L. P. Bain, due March 19, for $250.)

Liabilities : on our Notes, $1,500 ($1,000 to H. B. Claflin,

due Feb. 10 ; $500 to the same, due Jan. 20). Our capital is

shared equally between the two partners.

Our book-keeper is instructed to keep the following

books : a Ledger, a Cash book, a Sales book (giving totals

of bills only, a press copy of the originals being retained), an
Invoice book (giving totals only, the invoices being pre-

served) ;
a Journal, for entries not coming under either of

the above books of entry. The Cash book is to contain all

entries, whether by cheek or in money. No cash account to

be kept in the Ledger.

Jan. 10. Purchased goods on account, from Arnold &
Constable, $3,300 ; from Lord & Taylor, $1,892.17. Sold,

CHAPTER VII.

Model Set of Mercantile Books for practice—Transactions of the Arm of

Rodgers and Wolcott—Cash Book—Sales Book—Invoice Book-
Journal—Ledger—Trial Balances—Balance Sheet.

165. We have now explained the principles on which

book-keeping is based, and propose to give an example of a

set of books in mercantile business in which those principles

will be exemplified.

166. We have said very little about Single Entry Book-

keeping, for we consider it mei-ely as a fragment of Book-

keeping proper. It may serve all the purposes of some

kinds of business. If the student should strike out all ex-

cept the personal accounts in the following ledger, he would

duce it to a single-entry basis.

167. We recommend that the transactions now given be

worked into a set of books by the student. He will be able

to correct his work by the models given.

168. The methods employed are severely practical, and are

in use in the best houses. We may state the general plan

as follows: Cash-book, Sales-book and Invoice book posted

direct to the ledger. Cash sales and cash purchases offset

each other. The journal used only for entries not appropri-

ate to either of the other books. No cash account in the

ledger. Cash on hand and in bank consolidated. Sales

book, a summary of the original bills, taken from the copy-

ing book. Invoice book, a summary of the original bills

which are pasted in a blank book. Trial balance taken

monthly, by totals. Transfers from one account to another

made through the journal; but the bringing down of a bal-

ance in the same account not journalized. Accounts doubt-

ful of collection not closed into profit and loss, but a corre-

sponding amount is reserved from the profit and loss account

to cover loss.

of Rodgers and Wolcott.

on account : to L. Plummer, $362 50 ; to P. P. Simmons,

$29.30 ; Mrs. A. J. Provost, $516.92 ; P. L. Jackson,

$272.13 ; A. J. Redding, $493.18 ; Cash Sales, $1,563.17.

Collected, J. B. Woodward’s note, $1,000. Mr. Rodgers

drew for private use $100. Paid Expense, $15. Discounted

for Patrick Gleason his note due Feb. 10, for $1,000 ;
paid

him the proceeds in cash, $995.

Jan. 20. Sales : Mrs. A. J. Provost, $213.92 ; P. L.

Jackson, $433.19; L. Plummer, $52.00; R. Smith, $718.53 ;

R. Wolcott (for private use), $33.69 ;
Cash Sales, $1,719.34.

Paid Expense, $32.50. Paid our note to H. B. Claflin &
Co., due to-day. Mr. Rodgers drew for private use $25.

Bought merchandise of L. Cohen & Co., giving our note at

30 days, $575. Paid Arnold, Constable & Co. for bill of

Jan. 10th, $3,300. Received on account from L. Plummer,

$362.50 ; from Mrs. A. J. Provost, $500.

Jan. 31. Sales : F. P. Simmons, $37.89 ; P. L. Jackson,

$526.82 ; A. J. Redding, $829.17 ; R. Smith, $100 ; M. B.

Vandervoort, $427.18. Bought of Lord & Taylor, $497.18.
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Cash Sales, |1, 825.35. Keceived on account fiom F. P. Sim-
mons, $67.19 ; from A. J. Redding, *200. Paid Salaries,

$800 ; other Expenses, $29 25. Paid Lord & Taylor on
account, $1,500.

Balance the Cash book daily. Foot the Sales book and
Invoice book at the end of the month and post the totals to

Merchandise. Take a trial balance.

Feb. 10. Purchases : Lord & Taylor, $2,600 ; Arnold,
Constable & Co., .$417.25. Sales : L. Plummer, $215 92 ; F.

P. Simmons. $317.44 ;
M. B Vandervoort, $180 ;

R. Smith,

$29.75; A. J. Redding, $334.96; P. L. Jackson, $679.18.

Cash Sales, $1,560,19. Received on account, from P. L.
Jackson, $1,232.14 ; from Mrs. Andrew J. Provost, $100 ;

from R. Smith, $100. Collected P. Gleason’s note $1,000.

Paid Expense, $37.65. Mr. Wolcott drew for private use
|

$300. Paid our note to H. B. Claflin, $1,000.

Feb 20. Sales ; Mi-s. A. J. Provost, $220.57 ; P. L.

Jackson, $318.2.); M. B. Vandervoort, $622.14 ; F. P.

Simmons, $.55 17 ; R. Smith, $219.26. Bought of H. B.

Claflin. $1,719,26 ; of Bates, Reed & Cooley, $2,316.95.

Cash Sales, $1,792.13. . Paid Expense, $45.50. Paid our
note to L. Cohen & Co., due to-day, .$575. Received of

A. J. Redding his note in .settlement, $1,457.31. Paid
Lord & Taylor on account, $3,000. Mr. Rodgers drew for

private use $100. Bought of Duncan A. Grant, for cash,

mdse., $217.92. Received cash on account from Mrs. A.
J. Provost, $100 ; from M. B. Vandervoort, $350.

Feb 28. Sales ; P. L. .Jackson, $472 18. M. B. Van-
dervoort, $119.73

;
R. Smith, $2-10.19 ; L. Baker, $10.25 ;

Mrs. A. J. Provost, $318.75 ; A. J. Redding, $293.17.

Cash Sales, $2,039.45. Paid Salaries, $800 ; other expenses,

$32.75. Gave H. B. Claflin & Co our note for .$1,710.26 in

.settlement of bill of 20lh inst. Bought of Jjord & 'I’aylor

bill amounting to $1,317.92; of Arnold, Constable & Co.

$1,518.39. Made cash payments to Arnold. Constable &
Co $417,25 ;

to Bates. Reed & Cooley, $2,000. Sold L '

Plummer, $320 ; F. P. Simmons, $213.25. Paid Lord &
Taylor $1,000. Received from Mrs. A. J. Provost, on ac-

;

count, $200 ; from R. Smith, $5';0.
;

Take another trial balance and compare it with the one
in the model.

March 10. Sales ; L. Baker. $314.52 ; R. Smith, $213 97 ;

L Plummer, $150 ; P. L. Jackson, $217.95 ; Mrs. A. J.

Provost. $142.14 ; F. P. Simmons, $679.18 ; A. Redding,

$413.92. Cash Sales, $1,927.18. Collected L. P. Bain’s
note, $250. Received on account from P. L. Jackson,

$1,469.65 ; from L. Plummer, $587.92 ; from Mrs. A. J.

Provost, $200. Bought for $1,000 cash, plot adjoining our
building, to be used as an extension. Mr. Rodgers took for

private use in goods $216.92. Received on account from F,
P. Simmons, $585.86 ; from R. Smith, $400 ; from M. B.

Vandervoort, $500. Bought of Arnold, Constable & Co.

merchandise, $2,132.17. Paid them on account, $2,518,39.
Paid expense, $17.25.

.March 20. Mr. Rodgers drew for private account $200 ;

Mr. Wolcott drew $200. Sales to-day : P. L. Jackson,
$220.33 ; L. Plummer, $172.13. JIrs. A. J. Provost,
$534.16 ; A. J. Redding, $118.79 ;

F. P. Simmons, $239.14 ;

R. Smith, $110.92. Cash Sales, $2,019,74. Purchases, Ar-
nold, Constable & Co., $1,319.20 ; Lord & Taylor, 617.93 ;

Duncan A. Grant, for cash, $179.18. Paid Expense, $16.50.
Paid Lord & Taylor on account, $500 ; Arnold, Constable
& Co., $2,132.17. Collections, L. Baker, $314.52 ;

L. Plum-
mer, $150.

March 31. Sales ; Mrs A. J. Provost, $218 ; A. J. Red-
ding, $115.22; R. Smith, $379.24. Cash Sales, $1,579.16.
Bought of Lord & Taylor, $1,600. Paid Salaries, $800 ;

other expenses, $25.33. Paid Bates, Reed & Cooley, in full,

$316.95. Paid Lord & Taylor on account, $1,000. Col-

I lections ; Mrs. A. J. Provost, $400 ; R. Smith. $450. Re-
ceived A. J. Redding’s note in payment, $941.10.

It is desired to balance the accounts and divide the profits

equally between the partners, reserving $400 to meet con-
tingent losses, bad debts, etc.

First, take a trial balance to see whether the work is right

to this point.

The Inventory shows a total of merchandise on hand val-

ued at $5,279. Fio.n this find what is the profit on the
sales of the last six months. What per cent, is it ?

Transfer this pi'ofit, also the results of the Expense and
interest accounts to Profit and IjOss, by journal entries.

Find the result of Profit and Loss account
; transfer it,

less $400, in equal parts to the capital accounts of the part-

ners. Transfer the private accounts of the partners to their

respective capital accounts.

Bring down the balances of all the accounts now open
(without journal entriesV

Make up from these balances a balance sheet or state-

ment of the business.
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Cash Bdok.

Kkceipts.

1882.

Jan. 1 Balance, from old books. Bank, 1,809.17

Drawer, 445.80 J. 1 2,314 97

10 Mdse., cash sales S. 1 1,563 17

10 Bills Receivable, J. B. Woodward’s note 3 1,000 00

10 Intere.st, discount on P. Gleason’s note as opposite 9 5 00

4,883 14

Jan. 11 Balance, brought forward 3,768 14

20 Mdse., cash sales S. 1 1,719 34

20 L. Plummer, on account 17 362 50

20 Mrs. A. J. Provost, on account 18 500 00

6,349 98

Jan. 21 Balance, brought forward 2,492 48

.'51 F. P. Simmons, on account 21 67 19

31 A. J. Redding, do 19 200 00

31 Mdse., cash sales S. 1 1,825 35
1

4,585 02

Feb. 1 Balance, brought forward, Bank, 1916.82

Drawer, 338.95

— 2,255 77

10 P. Li. Jackson, on account 16 1,232 14

10 Mrs. A. J. Provost, on account 18 100 00

10 R. Smith, do 20 100 00

10 Bills Receivable, collected P. Gleason’s note 3 1,000 00 i

10 Mdse., cash sates S. 2 1,560
1

19
j

6,248 10

Feb. 11 Balance, brought forward 4,910

1

45

20 Mrs. A. J. Provost, on account 18 100 00

20 M. B. Vandervoort, do 22 350 00

20 Mdse., cash sales S. 2 1,792 13

7,152 58

'
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1882.

Jan.

Jan.

Jan.

Feb.

Feb.

Ciisli Bonk.

Paymknts.

10 W. Rodgers, (private) paid him 0 100

15

1,000

3, 70S

00
1

00

1

00

//, 1

10 Expense, a.s per petty cash y

10

1

i

10

Bills Receivable, discounted I’. Gleason’s note;

Diset. 30 d. (a 0 ^ 5.00

Proceeds 995.00

Balitnrf, carried forward
i

^

1

1

^
1

4,883
1

14

20
1

20

Bills Payable, pd. note due to-day

W. Rodgers, (private) paiii him
1

4

!

6

Q

500

1

00

00

20 Expense, as per petty cash

20 Arnold, Constable & Co., pd. on account 1 1

oi

3,300

2,492

50

00

43
20 Balance, carried forward

1

6,349 98

31 Expense, paid Salaries, as per pay roll 8

12 :

8
1

800

131 Lord & Taylor, paid on account nn

31 Expense, as per petty cash book 90 0*;

31 Balance, carried forward

1

1

4,585 02

^ 10 Expense, as per petty cash b(X)k 8 :

10

4

Q7

10 R. Wolcott, (private) paid him 300

10 Bills Payable, pd. note due to day 1 non

10 Balance, carried forward / o m
43

:

6,248 10

1

20 Expense, a.s per petty cash book
45

3,000
20 Lord & Taylor, paid on ac(;ount

50

20
1

W. Rodffers, (private) paid him !

00

20 Mdse, bought of Duncan A. Grant.

0 100 00

20 Bills Payable, p<l. note due to-ilay

1. 1 4517 92

20 Balance, carried forward, vaae 3

4 07o

s,ei4

00

16

7,152 58
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Cash Book.

Receipts.
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Cash Book.

1882 .

Feb.

March.

March.

March.

Payments.

28 Expense, paid salaries as per pav roll 8

1

1 800
1

00 i

28 do. as per petty cash book 8
j

32 75

28 Arnold, Constable & Co., on account. . 11 417 25

28 Bates, Reed & Coolev, do 13 2,000 00
1

28 Lord & Taylor, do. 12
1

1,000 00

2S Balance, carried forward
1

1,703 61

5,953

10 Real Estate, bought adioining plot to warehouse. .

.

2 1,000 00

10 Arnold, Constable & Co., on account
11 2,518 39

10 Expense, as per petty cash book
8 17 25

Balance, carried forward
' 4,088 58

7,024 22
'

1

20 W. Rodgers, (priyate) paid him
6 200

I

00
1

20 R. Wolcott, (privatel do. ...
10 200 00

20 Mdse, bo't of Duncan A. Grant . . . .

1

I. 1 179 18

20 Exp>ense, as per petty cash
} 8 10 50

20 Lord & Taylor, on account
12 500 00 1

20 Arnold, Constable & Co., on account 11 2,132
i

17
i

Balance, carried forward
3,344

i

.9.9 i

0,572 84
1

31 Expense, as per petty cash book
8 25

j

33
j

31 do. salaries as j)er pay roll
8

:

800 00

31 Bates, Reed &, Cooley, in full i 13 310 95

31 Lord & Taylor, on account
|

12 1,000 00

31 Balance, viz., in Bank, 3,284.35

in Drawer, 347.62
1

3,631 87

5,774 15
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SALES BOOK.
-Page -

Page.

Copybook. Ledger. Copybook. Ledger.

1882.

Jan.

Peb.

10 Fj. PliiTnmpr 1 17 362 50

1 21 29 30

Mrs. A J. Provost 2 18 516 92

P L. Jackson 3 16 272 13

A J 4 19 493 18

Cl 1,563 17

20 Mrs. A. J. Provost 5 18 213 92

P Ti Jnplcson 6 16 433 19

Ti PIiirmriRr 6 17 52 00
7 20 718 53

R. Wolcott, priv’teacc’t 8 10 33 69

Cl 1 1,719 34

31 R P Simmons 8 21 37 89

9 16
i

526 82

A J. RpHHing^ 10 19 ! 829 17

R. Smith 10 20 : 100

M. B. Vandervoort 11 22

;

427 18
'

Pash Salft.s Cl 1,825 35

j

1

Total to credit of Mdse. 1 10,154 28

j

10

2.

L. Plummer 12 17 215 92

P P Simmons 13 21 317 44

M B. Vandervoort.... 14 22 180 00

R,. Smil.h . . . 14 20 29 75

A J Redding 15 19 334 96

P. L. Jackson 16 16 679 18

Pash Sal PS. Cl 1,560 19

20 Mrs. A. J. Provost . .

.

17 18 220 57

P Tj Jankson 18 16 318 29
1 M. B. Vandervoort. . .

.

19 22 622 14

1 P. P Simmons 20 21 55 17

R. Smith 20 20 219 26
1 Push Sal PS Cl 1,792 13

28 P L Jackson, 21 16 472 18

M . B. Vandervoort . . . 22 22 119 73

R. Smith 22 20 230 19

Forward 7,367 10

1882.

March

Forward
L. Baker
Mrs. A. J. Provost. . .

.

A. J. Redding
Cash Sales

L. Plummer
P. P. Simmons

Total to credit of Mdse.

10
3.

20

31

L. Baker
;R. Smith
;L. Plummer
P. L. Jackson
Mrs. A. J. Provost

P. P. Simmons
A. J. Redding
Cash Sales

Rodgers (private)

P. L. Jackson
L. Plummer
Mrs. A. J. Provost. .

.

A. J. Redding
F. P. Simmons
R. Smith
Cash Sales

Mrs. A. J. Provost. .

.

A. J. Redding
R. Smith
Cash Sales

Total to credit of Mdse.

7,367 10

23 15 10 25

23 18
1

318 75

23 19 293 17

Cl 2,039 45
24 17 320 —
24 21 213 25

1 10,228 97

25 15 314 52

26 20 213 97

27 17 150 —
27 16 217 95

28 18 142 14

29 21 679 18

30 19 413 92

C3 1,927 18

31 6 216 92

31 16 220 33

32 17 172 13

33 18 534 16

34 19 118 79

35 21 239 14

35 20 110 92

C3 2,019 74

36 18 218 —
36 19 115 22

37 20 379 24

C3 1,579 16

1 9,982 61

INVOICE BOOK.
No. Ledger

Invoice. Page.

1882.

Jan. 10

20

31

Arnold, Constable & Co.

Lord & Taylor
Bills Payable (L. Co-
hen & Co)

Lord & Taylor

Total to debit of Mdse.

1

2

3

4

11

12

4
12

1

3,300
1,892

575
497

00
17

00
18

6,264 35

Peb. 10 Lord & Taylor 5 12 2,600 00

Arnold, Constable & Co. 6 11 417 25

20 H. B. (ilaflin& Co.... 7 14 1,719 26

Bates, Reed & Cooley.

.

8 13 2,316 95

Cash (Duncan A. Grant) 9 C2 217 92

28 Lord & Taylor 10 12 1,317 92

Arnold, Constable & Co. 11 11 2,518 39

Total to debit of Mdse. 1 11,107 69

No. Ledger
Invoice. Page.

1882.

March 10 Arnold, Constable & Co. 11 2,132 17

20 Arnold, Constable & Co. 11 1,319 20

Lord & Tavlor 12 617 93

Cash (Duncan A. Grant) C4 179 18

31 Lord & Taylor 12 1,600 00

Total to debit of Mdse. 1 5,848 48
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JOURNAL.

1

2

3

3

4
4
5

19

19

1
^

33

9_

21

8

23

5

7

5_

6

io

Sundries Dr. to Sundries.
jTo open the books of Rodgers cSc Wolcott, with the following

j

Resources, Liabilities and Capital :

Cash, amount on hand and in bank 2,314
7,819

4.000
1.000
250

97
Merchandise, as per Inventory 23
Real Estate, building corner Main and State Streets 00
Bills Receivable, J. B. Woodward, Jan. 10 00

j

“ “ L. I’. Bain, March 10
To Bills Payable, H. B. Claflin, Feb. 10 1,000

500
00

i

“ “ “ Jan. 20 Oi)

W. Rodgers, Capital account 0,942
6,942

10
R. Wolcott, Capital account 10

15.384 20 15,384 20

Feb ^0

Bills Receivable, Dr 1,457 31
To A. J. Redding 1.457

1

31
Took his note in payment to Feb. 10.

og

H. B. Claflin & Co., Dr 1 'T10 26
j

To Bills Payable
Gave note for bill of 20th.

Xy 1 1 i/

1,719 26 i

_ 1

3.176 57 3,176 1 57

!

Bills Receivable, Dr 941 10
1

To A. J. Redding 941 10
*

Took his note in settlement to date.

Mdse., Dr 4,938 11
To Profit and Loss.

For amount of profit on sales for the past three months.

1

Total Sales (Trial Balance) 30,098.80
Total cost (including stock on hand) Jan. 1 . .31,039.75
Of which there is still on hand as per Inv. . ..5,279.

—

4,038 11

Leaving cost of goods sold 25,700. 75

Margin of profit thereon (16 per cent.) 4,938.11

'Interest, Dr 5 00

1

To Profit and Loss 5 00
;

|To transfer result for the three months.

i

“

jprofit and Loss, Dr 2,051 73

1

To Expense
|To transfer result for the three months.

2,651 73

Profit and Loss Dr. to Sundries 1,891 38
To transfer the net profit to accounts of partners, reserving

$400 to meet contingent losses :

To W. Rodgers, Capital, his half 945
945

69
09

“ R. Wolcott, Capital, his half
H

W. Ffi-pitnl, T)r 041 92 i

To W. Roflg’ftrSj Private 041 92

R. Woloot.t, flapitji.1 533
'

69

To R. Wolcott, Private 533 09

To transfer balances of private accounts.
1

11,602 93
j

11,602 93
’

1

1
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LEDGER.

1. MERCHANDISE.

1882.

Jan. 1 Siinflrifts ,T 1 7,819
6,264
11,107

5,848
4,938

35,977

23
1882.

Jau 31 Sales 1 10,154
10,561

28

31

38
31

1 35 Ppib. 28 2 97

Feb.
Mar.

u 1 69 Mar. 31
i i

3 9,983 61
<< 1 48 Balance 5,279

35,977

00

Profit and Loss. . . J 1 11
86^’ 86

April. 1 Balance 5,279 00

3. REAL ESTATE.

1883
Jan.
Mar.

1

31

ftiinflrips J 1

4

1

; 4,000
1 1,000

00
1882.

Mar. 31 Balance 5,000

Cash C

Balance

5,000 5,000

April. 1
;

5,O00

3. BILLS RECEIVABLE.

1882. 1882.

Jan. 1 Sundries (J. B. Jan. 10 Cash (J. B. W.) C 1 1,000

Woodward). . . .J 1 1,000 00 Feb. 10 “ P. G 1 1,600

Sund. (L. P. Bain) “
1 250 00 Mar. 10 “ L. P. B 3 250

10 Cash (P. Gleason) C 2 1,000 31 Balance 2,398 41

Feb. 20 A. J. Redding. . . . J 1 1,457 31

Mar. 31 do. “ 1 941 10

4,648 41 4,648 41

Apl. 1 Balance 3,398 41

4. BILLS PAYABLE.

1882 1882.

Jan. 10 Cash 2 500 Jan. 1 Sundries (H.B. Claf- 1 1,000

Feb 10 (( 2 1,000 lin & Co) J

Feb. 20 2 575 “ Sundries (H B. Claf- “ 500

Mar. 31 1,719 26 lin & Co) J
20 Mdse (L. Cohen). .S 3 575

Feb. 28 H. B.Clafiin & Co. J 1 1,719 26

3,794 26 3,794 26

Apl. 1 Balance 1,719 26

5. W. RODGERS, CAPITAL.

1882.

Mar. 31 Private account. . J 641 93

1882.

Jan. 1 Sundries J 1 6,942 10

Balance 7,245 87 Mar. 31 Profit & Loss J 1 945 69

7,887 79 7,887 79

Apl. 1 Balance 7,245 87

6. W. RODGERS, PRIVATE.

1882.

-

1882.

Jan. 10 Cash 2 100 00 Mar. 31 Capital account. . . J 1 641 93

20 2 25 00

Feb. 10 2 100

Mar. 10 Mdse S 3 216 93 y
20 Cash C 4 300

641 93 — 641 92

e
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i‘

R. WOLCOTT, CAPITAL.

1882.

Mar. Private account. . . J
Balance

1 53.3

7,354

60
10

1882.

.Ian.

Mar.
1

31
Sundries
Profit and Loss

7,887 79

1
1 Apl. 1 Balance

.1

.1

8. EXPENSE.

1 6,942 10
1 945 69

7,887 79

7,354 lo

1882. '

\ 1882.
^

Jan. 10 Cash
1 2 15 00 Mar. 31

1
Profit and Loss. . . .1 1 2,651 73

1

20 2 32 50 1

1

1

31 *•
: 2 800 00 1

/

“
1

2 29 25 ;

Feb. 10 “
' 2 37 65 /

20 “
1 2 45 50 /

,

28 “
1 4 800 /

1

“ “ ' 4 32 75 /
Mar. 10 “

i 4 17 25 /
20 4 16 50 /

i

31 “ 4 25 33 /
it “

j

4 800 /
1

1

2,651 73 / ' 2,651 73~

9. INTEREST.

1882.
j

1

Mar. 31 Profit and Loss . .J , 1 5 00
1

1

1882.
1 Jan. 10 Cash 1 5 00

'
1

i

10. R. WOLCOTT, PRTVLVTE.

1882. 1882.
1

—
Jan. 30 Mdse S 1 33 69 Mar. 31 Capital account. . J 1 533 69
Feb. 10 Cash C 2 300
Mar. 20 i i 4 200 i

1

533 69

11. ARNOLD, CONSTABLE & CO.

1882.

Jan. 20 Cash
1

....1 2 3,300
417

1882.

Jan. 10 1

1

1

1

1

3,300
417

2,518
2,132
1,319

j
1

Feb. 28 !
“ .... 4 25

39

Fel). 10
;

25

39
1

17

20

Mar 10
i ,,
1

“ ....1 4 1 2,518

I 2,332

1
1,310

28 .4

20 (( 4 17 Mar. 10
31 Balance 20 20 “

1
i

1

9,687 01
1 9,687 01

]
1 . Apl. 1 Balance. “ 1,3‘9^ '‘20

12. LORD & TAYLOR.

1882.

Jan. 31 Cash 2
1

1,500
Feb. 20 2 3,0(K)

28 <<
4

1

1,000
Mar. 20 1 4 500

31
1

**
4 1 1.000

it 'Balance 1,525 20
1

8.525 20

\ '

1

1882.
1

'

!|

1

Jan. 10 |Mdse
31 1

“
1,892 17

497 18

I

Fob. 10 '

1 1 2,000 00
28 “

1 1,317 92
1

.Mar. 20 :

••

31 “

i

1

1

1

617
1,600

8,525

93

'20'
1,

A[)l. 1 Balance...
1

1

~ 1,525' 20
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19. A. J. REDDING.

1882.

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

Mdse,
1 1882.

—
1 493 18

1

Jan. 31 Cash
1 200

1 829 IT Feb. 20 Bills Receivable. . J 1 1,457 31
2 334 96 Mar. 31 J 1 '941 10
0 293 17
3 413 92
3 118 79
3 115 22

2.598 41
1

2,598 41

20. R. SMITH.

1882. 1

Jan. 20 Mdse ....I 1 718 53
31 (<

....' 1 100
Feb. 10 (( Q 29 io

20 <(
2 219 26

Mar.
28 “ 2 230 19
10 “ .... 3 213 97
20 “ 3 110 92
31 ((

379 24 i

2,001 86 1

Apr. 1 Balance 551 86

(

1882.

Feb. 10 Cash 1

3

1

100
500
400
450
551

28 ((

Mar. 10 (<
3

31 <<
2

Balance SC

2,001 86

,

21. P. P. SIMMONS.

1882.
1

1882.
Jan. 10 Mdse 1 29 30 Jan. 31 Cash 1 67 19

31 1 37 89 Mar. 10 ( (

Feb. 10 317 44 31 9IS 82
20 i i

2 55 17

Mar.
28 < (

2
i

213 25
20 (<

3 '

I

679 18
20 i i

3
'

:

239 14

1,571 37 1,571 37
Apl. 1 Balance 918 32

22. M. B. VANDERVOORT

1882.

Jan. 31 Mdse 1 427 18
1882.

Feb. 20 Cash 1 350
500

00
Feb. 10 “ 2 180 00 Mar. 20 3

20 2 622 14 31 05
28 ( (

2 119 73

1,:J49 05 1,349 05
Apl. 1

1

Balance 499 ,05

2.3. PROFIT AND LOSS.

1882.

Mar. 31 Expense 2,651

1,891

M>(>

4.943

23
38

1882.

Mar. 31 Md.se .1 1

1

4,938
n

“
Sundries
Balance

11 4,943 11

Apr. 1 Balance 400
1

e
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7 . BALANCE SHEET OF THE FIRM OF RODGERS & WOLCOTT.
Apkil 1, 1882.

-RESOURCES.-
Cash, as per Cash-book, p. 4.

On hand .$.147.62
In bank 3,284.25

Merchandise, as per Inventor)’, p. 9
Real Estate, as per Ledger, p. 2
Bills Receivable, as per Ledger, p. 3

:

A. J. Redding 1,457.31
Do <).

Customers, as per Ledger:
L. Baker p. 15.

P. L. Jackson.
L. Plummer
Mrs. A. J. Provost.
R. Smith
F. P. Simmons. . .

.

M. B. Vandervoort.

10.25
10 438.28

17

172.13

18

(i(i4.46

20

551.86

21

918.32

22

499.05

-LIABILITIES.-

Dealers, for purchases as per Ledger:
Arnold Constable & Co., p. 11 1,319.20
Lord & Taylor, 12 1,525.20

Bills Payable (H. B. Claflin & Co )

Reserve to meet loses in collection . .

-CAPITAL.-

W. Rodgers’ investment 7,245.87
R. Wolcott’s “ ...7,354.10

Total value of business

-RESULTS.-

Total sales, 3 months. .

.

Cost of same goo<ls.

Profit on .siiles.

Interest

Deduct: Expense
Estimated loss in collection

Net profits..

Each halt or.

1

3,631 ' 87 1

1
1

5,279 00
1

5,000 00

2,398

1

41

'1

i

i

3,254

1

35

ii

/

1

2,844 40

1,719 20 i

1

ii

4i)0 00
1

!

1 14,.599

I

97

19,563 63 19, .563 63

30,698 86

1

2.5,760 75

1
I

4,938
1

11

1

5 1 00 ;

i 1 4,943 11

,
2,651

I
73

400 (;0 3,051 73

1,891 38

945
1

69

1
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AVERAGING ACCOUNTS;
OR, EaUATION OF PAYMENTS.

It very often linppcns that the items composing an account fall due at

various times, and in order to make a eeUlement with justice to both

jiarties, it becomes necessary to calculate the uwage time when the en-

tire amount may fairly be paid.

Although a number of different methods are used for this purpose

they all depend upon one principle which may he thus stated. To keep

three dollars for two days is worth just as much as to keep six dollars for

one day or one dollar for six days, no matter what is the rate of inti rest-

Multiply the number of time units by the number of money-units and

you have what we shall call Van ralue prodm-i

,

or simply the product.

The value product of a certain number of dollars for a certain munber

of days tells us how many dollars may be keiit one day, or how many

days one dollar may be kept to make an equivalent amount of use.

Example. What is the value product of $fi0 for 9 days f Answer,

540. That is, 540 is the number of dollars that may be kept for one day,

or the number of days that one dollar may be may be kept to equal, in

either case, the use of f60 for 9 days.

What is the value product of $50 for 16 days ?

Of $49 for 10 days ? Of $23 for 15 days ?

What is the value product of £20 for 9 months ? 180.

But this product is in pounds and months, instead of dollars and days,

and represents 180 pounds for one month or one pound for 180 months.

As we obtain the value product by multiplying the number of money-

units-by the number of time units, we may reverse the process when the

value product is given, and find, by division, the time for a certain

amount of money.

Example. For the use of $60 for 9 days, how many days may $108

be kept ? The value product is 540. Divide 540 by lOS and we have 5,

the number of days that $108 can be kept.

When various sums for various times are to be averaged, we find the

value product of each, and then add these products together, giving the

total value.

What is the total value of the following amounts for the various periods

of time ! $30 for 2 days;; $30 for 4 days
; $40 tor 5 days

; $8 tor 20 days.

First find the products ;

30 X 2 = 60

30 X 4 = 120

40 X 5 = 200

8 X 20 = 160

The addition of which gives 540. the total value.

The total amount due is $108. If we are required to find the average

time when this total amount may be paid, we divide the total value by

the total amount.
108)540(5.

That is, instead of paying $.30 after 2 days, $.30 at 4 d.ays, $40 at 5

days and $8 at 20 days’ lime, it would be perfectly just to p,ay the whole

$108 in 5 days. The first two payments arc delayed and the last pay-

ment is advanced, and the .advance countcrbal.anccs the delay.

The first 30 dollars are delayed 3 days ; value product 90

The other .30 dollars arc delayed 1 day
;
value product 30

Total value of delay 120

3’he 8 dollar iiayment is anticipated 15 days ;
product 120. There-

fore, the advance payment compensates for the delay.

We may now frame a set of rules for averaging an account like this,

where all the item.s arc payable one way.

1. Multiply each payment by its time.

2. Add all these products together.

3. Divide this total by the sum of all the payments.

Average the following •.

( 1 -)

$100 for 8 days.

$150 for 9 days.

$200 for 1“ days.

$125 for 20 days.

(3.)

$300 for 2 months, 17 days.

$500 for 3 months, 12 days.

$200 for 4 months, 9 days.

(2 .)

$400 for 3 days.

$600 for 5 days.

$100 for 23 days.

$ 50 for 30 days.

(4.)

$ 50 for 1 month, 15 days.

$ 60 for 2 months, 1 day.

$100 for 3 months, 27 days.

When there are both months and days, as in examples 3 and 4, it is

usual to consider the days as thirtieths of a month. Thus, to find the

product of $300 for 2 months. 17 days, take 2-J, times $300,which is 770.

In the foregoing examples, the number of months or days has always

been given, but in most real cases, only a dtde is given for each item.

For example,

.Tan. 10, $100.

Feb. 12, $200.

March 3, $500.

How are the products to be obtained ? We cannot multiply by a date.

We must take some fixed date as a slarting point, and calculate the

length of time between that starting point and the date of each item.

This fixed date is called the Focal Date, because it is like aj'oeus to

which all the other lines of mea.surement converge. The question is, in

any problem, What shall I take for the focal date? and the an-

swer is, Any date whatever. It makes no difference wiiatever, as

to getting the correct answer, whether you take the date of the earliest

item, or that of some other item, ora date in the past or one in the future.

It is merely a m.attcr of convenience. But your answer must always be

measured from the same focal date.

We will take an example illustrating the use of the following different

focal dates : (!'. The date of the earliest item
; (2) the last day of the

previous month
; (3) the last day of the previous year ; (4) the date of

the latest item.

EXAMPLE.
Dates. Amounts.

1883.

March 10, $252 50

March 20, 300 00

June 4, 93 75

July 20, 165 00

Total due, $811 25

Required the average date.

SOLUTIONS.

1. Focal Date. 2. Focal Date.

March 10, 1883. Feb. 28, 1883.

252 50 X 0 = 0 2.52 ,50 X 0 m. 10 d. = 84 17

300 00 X 0 m. 10 d. = 100 00 300 00 X 0 m. 20 d. = 200 00

93 75 X 2 m. 24 d. = 262 50 93 75 X 3 m. 4 d. = 293 75

165 00 X 4 m. 10 d. = 715 00 165 00 X 4 m. 20 d. = 770 00

811 25 ) 1077 50 811 25 ) 1347 92

Ans. 1 m. lOd Ans. 1 m. 20 d.

from March 10, 1883, or from Feb. 28, 1883, or

Apr. 20, 1883. Apr. 20, 1883

3. Focal Date. 4. Focal Date.

Dec. 31, 1882. July 20, 1883.

2.52 50 X 2 m. 10 d. = 589 17 252 50 X 4 m. 10 d. = 1094 17

300 00 X 2 m. 20 d = 800 00 300 00 X 4 m. = 1200 00

93 75 X 5 m. 4 d. = 481 25 93 75 X 1 m. 16 d. = 143 75

165 00 X 6 m. 20 d. = 1100 00 165 50 X 0 = 0

811 25 ) 2970 42 811 25 ) 24.37 92

Ans. 3 m. 20 d. Ans. 3 mos.

from Dec. 31, 1882. or before July 20, 1883, or

Apr. 20, 1883. Apr. 20, 1883.

Thus the same result is obtained, whatever be the focal date assumed.

If all the dates are in the same month, or in two consecutive months,

the second method is usually the best ;
if the dates are scattered through

the year, the third method.

Where the account to be averaged is one which contains both debits

and credits, proceed as follows : Take an eor/y focal date (not later than

that of the earliest item) ;
find the products of the debit side and of the

credit side separately ; subtract the less sum of products from the

greater
;
divide the difference by the balance of the account

;
the result

is the time which, measured from the focal date forward, gives the ave-

rage date. But if the greater side of the account gives the smaller total

product, then the time is to he measured backward.
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OMMERCE, though the

term is sometimes used as a

definition for transactions

across crater—since so much
of it occurs in s]ii]>s

—

yet really means

only the inter-
change of products or arti-

c 1 e s of manufacture, b y
Avhatsoevcr means may he found

most convenient and com])etent.

Almost from the very l)egin-

ning trade and transportation

were allied. As early as t)casts

were set to hear burdens the ])ro-

cosses of barter were clfected by

their mediation, and the very be-

ginning of transportation in its relation to

commerce was undoubtedly to be found in

the caravans that transported their burdens

across the deserts of Africa, Palestine, Persia,

and so on to India and Tartarv. The first

commerce of which we have any detailed ac-

count was that which occurred among the

.\rabs, and was carried on by caravans. They

were in fact tradei’s by profession, conducting the

business between dillereut countries having dilleren t

l)roducts and dilferent manufactures, and their j'c-

riodical movements were very extended and involved

materials and articles of great value. They brought
ivory and gold from the interior of Africa to the

sea coast, and in time transi)orted large numbers

COMMURCK.
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of slaves from tlie same region
;
these ai’ticles being

exchanged for the products and manufactures of

countries in which they were desirable.

Navigation in ships appears to have been origi-

nated by the ancient Egyptians. Boat travel ante-

dated that, and extended back to a period beyond

the reach of human knowledge. The Egyptians

are thought to have extended their voyages to the

western coast of India, and also to have navigated

CAKAVAN AT A UALT.

the Mediterranean. But the first who made sea

transportation of goods a business wei'e the Phee-

nicians, possibly the most remarkable people whose

history is preserved to us. In fact the known his-

tory of the Phoenicians extends hack only to a

period fourteen centuries before Christ, while it is

W'ell known tliat even at that early date the coun-

try was a flourishing one, whose people covered the

shores around the .^gean and Mediterranean seas

with their colonies, their facto-

ries, and their strongholds. Phoe-

nicia was the Great Britain of

remote anticpiity. Manufactur-

ing for all existing races, and

conducting the commerce of all

of them in its own ships and by

its own caravans, while founding

colonies in difierent parts of the

then known world, each of which

in time became an empire—the

people of this little territory, 200

miles long by 12 miles wide,

present the most striking pic-

ture of remote antiquity. En-

ergetic, cunning, and industri-

ous, the Phoenicians made all the

world pay tribute to their acute-

ness and business capacity.

They were the “middle-men”

between all nations. Meanwhile

in the arts they were as great as

in commerce and in manufac-

tures, while to them we owe our

first knowledge of letters, of as-

tronomy, and of arithmetic.

From the Phoenicians Europe

received her first lessons in civil-

ization, and imbibed a taste for

the elegancies of life. The Phoe-

nicians continued to flourish

until 332 B. C., when occurred

the capture of Tyre by Alex-

ander, after which period the

very name Phoenicia disappears

from history, lost in the rising

glory of Athens, Corinth, Argo,

Carthage, and Alexandria, the

great seaport founded by the

conqueror.
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Principal among these colonies ...
was Carthage, whose fleets, passing

"

lar fleets were maintaiiiecl, both in
—---^r ‘

^ ^
the Mediterranean and on the coast ok the EronxEENTu century.

of Gaul, for the protection of commerce. AVith America and the
the fall of the Eoman empire the artof navigation great commercial h ,:;

became almost extinct in the Mediterranean, but city sank rapidly
"

the islanders of Venice, the Genoeso <infl Pion-no i
• i i i* i i

u 4-u » ,

tnoeso and 1 isans mto a decline, winch was completed in the latter

ooOen. ....ovlioesto

uce of the world. Vast fleets of merchant galleys ;

from these flourishing republics braved the storm, PIRATES AND PIRACY.
i

while their constant rivalries gave occasion for the
,

Another element which entered largely into the
!

growth of nautical tactics. A’'aturally their com- prosecution of commerce in those days, hut which
merce became so rich and extensive that it tempted for the last hundred years has been practically ex-
to piracy, and the Moorish Corsairs penetrated tinguished, was the institution of piracy. Traffic
eveiTwhere on both sides of the Straits of Gibraltar by sea from the earliest ages was subject not only
111 quest of prey to the dangers of the sea-the sudden storm, the

\ enice, founded in the fifth century by a colony
, sunken rock, the lee shore, and the generally iire-from Padua, was the queen of mediaeyal commerce.
i vailing ignorance with regard to navigation—but

In the fifteenth century her annual exports were 1 was also constantly brought into the presence of a

ToodVo 1

horrible, if possible, than those,
' ""

""Ti 1
:

t^i^eatoning not only loss of property and of life, but300 seagoing and 3,000 smaller vessels, besides a deet the dreaded condition of slavery to foreign masters
of 47 galleys; and 30,000 men were employed by her : The Grecian Archipelago w-as in ancient times par-on the sea alone. At this time her argosies traversed

;

ticularly infested by sea robbers, and the pirates
the ocean in all directions. Intimate intercourse

1 on the coast of Africa were so daring and auda-was kept up with every European country, as well ! cious that they did not hesitate to attack cities in
as with S^na, h.gjqit, and even India, and among

^

Italy, until they were defeated by the Romans and
t le imported articles of A enctian merchandise were their fleets destroyed. Later on, the Gauls took

e iron of Staffordshire the tin of Cornwall and ].ossession of the Bosphorus and its coast, of the
I.)e>on, and the wool of Sussex. But the fifteenth Black Sea and tl.e Adriatic, and huge yellow-haired

w^s tlmbe
Wbarians periodically r.illaged the surroundiyg

as the beginning of her fall. A vast commercial countries. Tbc Vikings or Sea Kings of the Northactivity wa.s now springing up among the western had no hesitation in pillaging the shores of Nor-nations of Europe, due mainly to the discovery of way, Sweden, Denmark, Germany, France, and
,— —

. _ _ u

I
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England, bat these Norsemen found their parallel

in the pirates of the China Seas and indeed the

whole coast of Asia. The Arabs infested the west

coast of India, and gained rich booty from the

magnificent commerce between its ports and those

of Europe. As late as the close of the eighteenth

century there was formed on the coast of Malabar

a dangerous combination of pirates including MuS'

sidmans, Hindoos, and Mahrattas, who, for half a

century, were the terror of the Malabar coast. In

the East Indies there have always been thousands

of pirates who, following during a portion of the

year the honest calling of fishermen or cultivators

of the soil, devoted the greater portion of their

time to predatory excursions against the heavily

laden merchantmen that traversed those seas.

Twelve thousand islands of all sizes and shapes, in

the most genial and productive climate in the world,

were so infested wdth these marauders—Malays,

Papuans, and others—that they ai'e stated to have

numbered as many as 100,000, and the costly spices

of the Moluccas, the ebony, pearls, and ostrich

feathers of New Guinea
;
the riee, pepper, and cof-

fee of Java and Sumatra
;
the diamonds, camphor,

and gold of Borneo, formed rich and attractive

booty for those whose only inclinations were to pil-

lage and depredation, and whose myriads of war

prahus darted in and out of the innumerable hid-

den channels, on the constant lookout for traders.

Tlie Arabs gained for themselves possessions in

Borneo, and pressed forward the system of piracy

which was chiefiy organized by them. The wealth

which they obtained through its means they in-

vested in the same pursuits, buying gunpowder,

arms, and provisions to supply the natives in their

excursions, and receiving their pay with unlimited

interest in slaves and rich commodities. The Su-

lus, who were natives of Borneo and adjacent

islands, and whose fleets were so large that even

the Dutch and Spaniards—most hostile to piracy

—

never dared to cope with them, formerly sent out

fleets of two or three hundred prahus every spring.

These Sulus were so brave and daring that they

would not only attack Junks and prahus, but even

European square-rigged ships, Spanish, English,

Dutch, and others, murdering the crews, and pil-

laging and burning their ships. Not to extend

this portion of the subject further, it is sufficient

to mention the Algerine and Barbary pirates and

those that infested the West Indies even so late as

the beginning of this century, and our readers will

appreciate something of the difficulties in the face

of which trade and commerce have been conducted

from the beginning of time.

SLAVES AND SLAVERY.

All kinds of traffic and most of the manufactures

and arts were in the flush times of Roman history

in the hands of slaves. We meet with slavery in

the very earliest history, although in Egypt in

the most ancient times the system was unknown.

The institution of the slave-trade is believed to

have been originated by the Phoenicians, who in

many instances sold as slaves those whom they cap-

tured in their raids on different countries. In the

time of Sylla, Italy contained about 13,000,000

slaves ;
Corinth had 450,000 slaves, and ^gina

470,000. Among the eastern Asiatic nations slav-

ery was not frequent, but in Africa, as is well

known, it has been customary from time immemo-

rial, derived, doubtless, from the Carthaginians.

In time it became a trade of vast importance and

value, and has continued down to our own days.

Slaves abounded even in England in early times,

and Domes Day Book gives a list of 25,000 of them.

As late as the twelfth century the Anglo-Saxon

slave-dealer sent his human stock to Ireland for

sale. In Rome, in its palmy days, there were over

300 different kinds of slaves
;
a fact which has a

decided bearing on the general subject we are con-

sidering, from its significance of the number and

variety of articles necessarily occurring in trade to

produce so many different vocations for servants.

Inasmu’ch, also, as the entire menial labor of na\i-

gation in ancient times was performed by slaves

galley-slaves as they were called—it may be readily

perceived how important a part they played in the

history of commerce.

BAZARS.

Owing to the fact that the first ideas of general traffic

would necessarily carry with them the notion of a shop or

place for the disposition of wares, so that they could be

readily observed and inspected by customers, oiiginated

the bazars of the Oriental countries, which became in time

the markets and market-places of the rest of the world.

Goods which were brought by caravans from distant

countries were displayed in the open market-place of the

town, city, or settlement where the largest number of buy-
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ers could bo brousrht to congregate, and after j)nrdiase

were carried to the bazars and displayed by eacli individual

purchaser in his special section or department. The
word bazar is from the Persian, and means market.
In Turkey. Egypt. Persia and India, as has been the

case from time immemorial, portions of towns are ex-

clusively aiipropriutcd to the bazars. These comprise a
connected series of streets and lanes, sometimes vaulted,

with high brick roofs, domes, or cupolas. The porches
of these vast markets are commonly lined with small shops
iti wliich goods of little value are exposed for sale. The
shops of the bazars are

nothing more than small

closets six feet square

and eight or ten feet high,

entirely open in front. The
owner usually sits cross-

legged on the floor or coun-

ter with his goods about

him arranged for his con-

venience. It is said that the

Persian, Armenian, and
Jewish shopkeepers in the

bazars are more obliging

than the Turks, and more
anxious to obtain custom-

ers, but the latter are al-

leged to be more honest in

their business methods.

Various portions of the ba-

zar are assigned to different

classes of goods. Nearly all

of them arc supplied with

khans or coffee houses to

which merchants resort

after a successful trade.

Women, except of the low-

er class, are rarely seen in

the bazars, while men re-

sort to them for eonvei'sa-

tion and to pass away the

time, as well as for busi-

ness. Trade logins there

at present, as formerly, at

daybreak and ends at sun-

down. The bazars are well

watched, but larcenies are

almost unknown, andshop-
keejmrs do not hesitate to leave their places unguarded
during brief absences.

FAIRS, ANCIENT AND MODERN.
I rom the bazar and market jJace of general trafTie to the

fair was an ea.sy transition, and it occurred very early in the
history of trade. The idea of competition entered into trade
practices almost at the Iteginning of commerce, and it seam
became obtidous that this would la? greatly facilitated by
comfjetitive exhibitions held periotlieally. 'I’he word fair

is derived possibly from the Latin forum, a market i)lace,

or from feriw, holidays. Originating j>artly in the

difliculties surrounding transportation, they occurred at

considerable intervals, and were a subject of long and
careful preparation. The Romans tindoubtedly derived

the institution from the East, and the custom of mak-
ing a holiday of this special market season was quite

likely to originate the name given toil. Even down to a

comparatively recent period Euroj)can fairs were held on
some saint’s day or the occasion of a religious festival. Tlie

idea of fairs S[)read all over Europe, and they were held

in England in very early

times, facilitated by a grant
from the crown with the

provision that no two fains

should interfere with or

impede each other. Among
early instances of this

character cattle fairs were
common, being held once

a year in different places

in England—at Exeter,

Norwich, Norfolk and Car-

lisle. 'I’he great Saint Bar-

tholomew fair became one

of great importance and

among the most interest-

ing features of I.ondon

life. In the time of Wil-

liam the Conqueror a fair

was established at St.

Giles’s Hall, near Win-
chester, England, and in

the reign of Henry III.

this fair lusted sixteen

days, and its jurisdiction

covered a space of seven

miles. On the conlineiit

of Europe the most irn-

{)ortant fair was that of

Beaucaire, in France. In

Germany the fairs (mes.se)

of P r a n k f o r t-on-l he-

iffaine, Prankfort-on-the-

Oder, and Lcipsic were the

most celebrate<l, the latter

TiTRKisn BAZAR. adding more particularly

a book fair, occurring at

Easter, and lasting sometimes three weeks. A great fair

and very ancient is still conducted at Sinigaglia, in Italy,

and which lasts from the 20th of July until the 10th of

August each year. In Hungary a similar fair is that of

I'esth, which is the center of Hungarian commerce. But the
mo.st remarkable fair known to us is that of Nijni-Novgorod,
the foremost coinniercial and manufacturing town in Ru.s-

sia, Tl.") miles from St. Petersburg. Fairs were introduced
in Prance as early as the fifth century. The great fair of
St. Denis was instituted in f529

;
tho.se of Aix la Chapelle
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and Troyes about

800. At the fair

of St. Denis slaves

were sold, and
French children

were taken away

to foreign coun-

tries in exchange.

Fairs for the sale

of slaves were

quite common in

Germany and in

the north of Eu-

rope generally, in

the eleventh cen-

tury, and were
even encouraged

in England by

William the Con-

queror. The fair

of St. Denis was

continued until

1777, and in the

year 1789 most of

the great fairs in

France were abolished, and their place taken by perma-

nent markets, but the fair of Beaucaire still continues,

its sales amounting to £1,000,000 or $5,000,000 annually.

This fair is held from July 1st to July 28th, and merchants

come to it even from so far as Persia and Armenia, there

being as many as 100,000 people sometimes in attendance.

Here the chief articles of commerce are silks, wines, oil,

almonds, fruit, wool, and cotton. In Holland there are

annual fairs of importance at Amsterdam, Rotterdam, and

other cities. They are less frequent in Italy, Spain, and

Portugal than in other parts of Europe. The fairs of Leip-

zig date from the twelfth

century, and are the

most frequented of any

in Germany. The prin-

cipal articles of trade are

silk, cloth, cotton, china,

glass, earthenware,
drugs, hides, leather,

bread-stuffs, dye-stuffs,

colors, oils, alcohol, coal,

and paper.

On the American con-

tinent fairs date from an

early period. In ancient

Mexico, where t li e r e

were no shops, they very

frequently attracted
large crowds, a particu-

lar quarter of the city

being allotted to each

trade. Pairs were regu-

1 a r 1 y held at Azeapa-

RUSSIAN FAIR AT NOVGOROD.

THE FAIR AT LEIPZIG.

zalco, near the

capital, where

slaves were sold,

and at Tlascala.

where were held

great pottery
fairs. The most

important fair,

however, was that

held at the city of

Mexico, the num-

ber of visitors

being estimated at

40,000 to 50,000.

In Peru, the Incas

instituted fairs for

facilitating agri-

cultural exchange.

They took place

three times a

month in some
of the most popu-

lous places, the

trade being alto-

gether by barter.

At Puerto Bello, on the northern shore of the isthmus, four

miles north of the town of Panama, was formerly held a

great fair under the Spanish rule.

In the United States agricultural fairs were the first held,

and have since become the most important of any. These

started in the New England States shortly after the Revolu-

tion, the first on record being a display of sheep, and out of

which have sprung the entire catalogue of state and county

agricultural and cattle fairs throughout the country. These

fairs have been of vast importance in encouraging invention

and discovery in their application to agriculture, and in

awakening an interest in

the advancement of

breeds of cattle, horses,

sheep, hogs, and poul-

try, which has resulted

in placing the United

States in the forefront

of all nations as regards

these important elements

of agriculture. But be-

sides agricultural fairs

there have also been or-

ganizetl those which
comprehended especially

the display of the im-

[)rovements in manufac-

tures and mechanical

ingenuity. Associations

have been formed in the

principal cities, like the

American Institute in

New York, by which
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fairs have been annually organized, at which

prizes and other prciuiuins have been be-

stowed, awakening an energetic and honor-

able competition among manufacturers and

pnxlueers. The same system has been ap-

plied to the dairy, and state daii-y associa-

tions, with their annual fairs,have resulted, as

a part of their work, in the formation of the

International Dairy Fair Association of Xew
York city, by which organization an annual

fair for the competitive exhibition of dairy

products has been for several years conducted

with marked success. The general tendency

of fairs in this country has been shown to be

in the direction of the improvement of prod-

ucts and manufactures.

NATIONAL AND INTERNA-
TIONAL EXHIBITIONS.

The Industrial Exhibition originated nat-

urally in the great fair. It was an expan-

sion of the original idea with the element of

competition made more prominent tlian had

previously been the case, and that of compen-

sation by prizes and premiums more generally

introduced as an additional inducement to

contribution. Fairs were originally hold for

profit only, and are still so held in some parts

of the world. When the element of sale

ceased to enter into their composition they

became exhibitions. It was quite at a recent date that this

idea assumed somewhat of the form it holds at present.

The first Industrial Exhibition was held in Paris in 1798, !

and comprised principally specimens of arts and manu- 1

VIENNA EXHIBITION, ISoi.

LONDON EXHIBITION, 1851.

factures loaned by their owners. It was in fact the origin

of the “Loan Exhibition” of the present day. This

display was sufficiently successful to be continued, and under
the Consulate of Napoleon such exhibitions were frequent.

In England local exhibitions were

held in Manchester, Leeds, Bir-

mingham, and other cities, in 1828,

1837, 1839, and 1849. In Ireland

the Loyal Society of Dublin began

a seiies of triennial exhibitions of

Irish manufactures in 1829. Similar

exhibitions were held in Ghent in

1839, in Berlin in 1832, and Vienna

in 1835. But the International Ex-

hibition originated in London, and

under the paternal care of I lie

“ London Society of Arts.” This

Society was organized in 1753, and

by a judicious system of prizes did

much service to English arts and

manufactures, and even promoted

the improvement of the fisliery

trade and commerce in the British

colonics. In 1845 Prince Albert

became President of the Society,

and four years later an annua! ex-

hibition of articles of utility, in-

vented, registered, or patented dur-
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iiig the preceding twelve months was organized. In that same

year Prince Albert recommended the establishment of an

International Exhibition, which was held in 18.51 in the

Crystal Palace in Hyde Park, the first of its kind which ever

took place in the world. It was opened in May by Queen

Victoria, and was closed in October of the same year, having

been visited by over six million persons. This Exhibition

was followed by a similar one in Dublin in 1853, which was

vi.sited by 1,150,000 people. In the same year occurred in

New York an Industrial Exhibition, which was held in a

building covering 170,000 square ieet, with an additional one

of 33,000 square feet. This building was called the Crystal

Palace, and the Exhibition,

which contained exhibits

from many foreign countries,

was moderately successful.

In 1854 an Industrial Exhi-

bition was held in Munich,

Bavaria, and in 1855 occur-

red the great Paris Exposi-

tion, in a building 800 feet

long by 350 feet wide, and

which cost $5,000,000. This

Exhibition was kept open on

Sundays, and the entire num-

ber of visitors was 4,533,404.

The number of exhibitors

was more than 31,000, repre-

senting nearly 53 countries

and 22 colonies. In 1863

another International Exhi-

bition occurred in London

in a building erected for the

purpose at South Kensing-

ton, and which afterwards

became the Alexandra Pal-

ace, destroyed by fire in 1873.

There were at this Exhibition

17,861 foreign exhibitors. It

was open 171 days, and the

number of visitors was 6,211,-

103.

The Paris International Expo-

sition of 1867 was the largest up

to that date, there being 50,326

exhibitors and 10,200.000 visit-

ors. The Exhibition building

cost about 21,000,000 francs, of

which the government paid 13,-

000,000 francs. The receipts for

admission, etc., were $2,000,-

000, and there resulted, as was

claimed, a profit of $600,000.

Annual Exhibitions occurred in

London in 1871, ’72, and ’73.

In 1873 a great Eussian Exhibi-

tion was organized in Moscow

under the patronage of the Im-

perial Government. The Vienna International Exhibition

of 1873 was conducted in a building of brick and glass, 2,985

feet long and 83 feet wide, and other buildings, the whole

covering about 60 acres. The entire number of exhibitors,

exclusive of Oriental countries, was 42,584, and the total

number of visitors was 7,254,867.

The Centennial Exposition of 1876 originated in an act of

Congress passed March 3d, 1871. The area covered by this

Exposition was 75 acres, the number of buildings being

about 200. The main building was 1880 feet long by 464

feet wide; the art gallery or “ Memorial Hall ”365 feet long

^ by 310 wide and .59 high : tlie Machinery Hall 1403 x 360,

OPEXIXU OE THE PARIS EXUIBITIOX, 1878.
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i

with an annex 208 x 210; Horticultural Hall, 3S3 x 193 and

j

72 feet high ; the Agricultural Building, 403 x 630, covering

j

a space of 71 acres; the United States Government building,

;

260 X 300. The ground inclosed for the site of all the

Exposition buildings, including, besides those already named,

;
numerous annexes, state buildings, and special buildings,

I

was 236 acres. There were 7 miles of avenues and walks,

and 71 miles of railway within the grounds. This Exhibi-

tion was open from May 10th to November 10th- 159 days,

' and received 9,892,625 visitors. The largest attendance on

any one day was on “ Pennsylvania Day,” September 28th,

I
274,919. The total cash receipts amounted to $3,819,497.

The total receipts, including concessions and royalties,

amounted to $4,314,507.75. After paying all its expenses

and returning the $1,500,000 loaned by the United States

Government, the Centennial Commissioners were able to

divide among the purchasere of its stock a small percentage

of their investment. The

Paris Exposition of 1878

took place in buildings

erected on the Champ de

Mars and including the

palace of the Trocadcro

on the hill of that name
and the Main Building

on the opposite side of the

Seine. The gross receipts

from entrance fees of this

Exhibition amounted to

about 13,000,000 francs.

The number of strangers

i who stayed in Paris dur-

I ing the progress of the

Exhibition was 571,792.

Of these nearly 15,000

were Americans, and

j

about 64,000 English.

Thirty-six royal person-

I

ages visited the Exposi-

j

tion, including the Shah

I

of Persia. In August, 1879, the Agricultural Society of New
I

South Wales held an Exhibition at Sydney, continuing for

four months, and which attracted universal attention, and

j

was very successful. The main building, situated on what

j

is known as the “ Domain,” covered 7i acres of space,

affording 11,000,000 cubic feet of available room, and cost

£100,000. Numbers of American manufacturers contributed

I to this Exhibition. A second Australian Exhibition, which

I

took place at Melbourne, Victoria, South Australia, com-
menced on October 1st, 1880. The opening ceremonies were
attended by more than 22,000 persons, and duiing the first

half month 119,659 admissions were recorded. The total

number of admissions during the seven months of the

Exhibition amounted to 1,309,496. In the division of

awards at this antipodal exhibition the United Kingdom
received the largest number, 559; after which came Victoria,

S. A., 373; FYance, 338; Germany, 259; Italy, 138; and the

which there were 15 in all, receiving much less than the

smallest number of awards just given. The largest num-
ber of admissions on any one day was on the 22d of March,

when the awards were declared, and amounted to 25,189.

In 1881 a large Cotton E.xposition was held in the United

States at Atlanta, Georgia. The number of exhibits was

1,113, divided among 37 States, of which the New England

and Middle furnished 374 ; the Western, 261 ; and the

Southern, 478. The Exposition was open 76 days
;
the

number of admissions being 289,774: and the cash receipts

foradmisions $!)5,8. 2.25.

THE EAST INDIA AND OTHER COMPANIES.

From the time of the Phoenicians and Carthaginians the

trade with India has always been an object of desire

among the commer-

cial nations of the

earth. Endowed with

almost fabulous wealth,

the seat of manufac-

tures unrivaled else-

where among the em-

pires of the earth, with

a facility of production

unsurpassed, there is

little wonder that India

should have always been

an attraction to the

commercial eyes of the

West. Con)bining the

central and south-east-

ern peninsulas of Asia,

India comprises an area

of 1,576,746 miles, and

a population of nearly

240,000,000. The first

trade with this exten-

sive, rich, and popu-

lous country, was carried on by the ancient cities of Tyre

and Carthage, from which it descended to Genoa and Ven-

ice, when those cities gained their commercial supremacy
;

from them again to the Portuguese, Dutch, and English, at

periods ranging between the middle ages and the eighteenth

century. The commerce with India prior to the Turkish

conquest of Constantinople and Egypt, was conducted

chiefly by the Italian republics ; in later days by means
of the overland route, via Suez. Late in the fifteenth

century A'’asco da Gama made a voyage from Lisbon around

the Cape of Good Hope, across the Indian Ocean and to

Calicut, now Calcutta. -The result of his expedition was that

Portugal organized a commerce with India, which it mo-

nopolized for nearly a century, holding sections of country

with which they'traded by means of viceroys appointed by

the Portuguese king. In 1587 the government chartered an

East Indian Comiiany, which, however, was abolished in

1640. In the mean time Holland grasped at the same rich

IXDIGO FACTORY AT ALLAHARAD, I.NDIA.
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prize, and in 1595 a Dutch East India Company was formed,

which soon returned large dividends, and captured or

purchased immense properties in valuable colonies. The

charter of this company was renewed for the last time in

1776, and in 1795 it terminated its existence, its affairs pass-

ing into the hands of the government. A French East

India Company was founded in 1664, and was broken up in

1770. A Danish East India Company, founded in 1618, was

dissolved in 1634, reconstructed in 1670, again dissolved iu

1739, and reformed in 1733. It continued prosperous dm-ing

the eighteenth century, after which time it declined. All

of these companies, however, in the extent of their wealth,

their commerce, and their political significance were totally

eclipsed by the great British East India Company, which

was chartered at London in 1600, and was abolished by act

of Parliament August 3d, 1858, when the East Indian posses-

sions, trade, and power

reverted to the crown.

It may be said of this

corporation that it

reached a height of

power, wealth, and ag-

grandizement never

equaled by any other
similar association. It

owned vast and thickly

populated provinces, held

native rulers tributaries,

and their governments as

appendages, and drew
from the wealth of Indian

provinces sums amount-

ing to millions of pounds

annually. For more than

two centuries the East

India Company wielded

this tremendous power,

and was only finally over-

turned by the corruptions
departuee of an

engendered within itself,

although the immediate cause of its destruction was the

bloody Indian revolt of 1857-8. The foreign trade of India

has been for centuries famous for its value and importance.

In 1871-3 there were engaged in it 1,330 square-rigged

vessels, 948 steamers, and 50,000 native craft. In Bengal

and Mysore there are extensive manufactures of silk, while

Delhi is celebrated for its manufactures of this article.

Benares and Ahmenabad are noted for gold brocade ; the

Punjaub for silks, woolens, and white and colored cottons, i

amounting to £5, 000,000, or $35,000,000 annually ;
while the

i

cotton manufactures of Oude, the Central Provinces, and
|

Mysore are likewise of great importance, and in the latter sec-

tion cutlery works and manufactures of gold and silver lace

are extensive and flourishing. The products of India are rice,

maize, and wheat; opium, coffee, tea—the yield of which in

1873 was more than 6,000,000 pounds—Peruvian bark, cot-

ton, jute. India-rubber, and indigo, of which Bengal pro-

duces annually about 9,000,000 pounds. From all of this

we may see to what a tremendous extent the growth of the

Indian trade was fostered and forwarded by the East India

Company. In 1869 the Suez Canal, built by Ferdinand de

Lesseps, was opened in the presence of the Viceroy and a

vast native assemblage, besides the Empress Eugenie, who

traveled from Paris for the purpose. During the first five

years of its existence the number of vessels passing through

the Suez Canal increased from 491 to 1,364 ;
the tonnage

from 635,000 to 3,500,000; the receipts increasing during

the same period from 5,000,000 francs to five times that

amount. The Suez Canal is managed by a company, 3,500

shares of the stock being divided between the Viceroy and

French holders, nearly 300,000 belonging to England, and

333,358 in the hands of French capitalists.

The extension of commerce through the agency of com-

panies such as the British East India Company is still

further susceptible of

demonstration by inves-

tigation into the colo-

nizing of America by

means of similar meth-

ods. Plymouth Colony,

and Providence Planta-

tions, as they Avere term-

ed, originating in their

settlement in religious

moA'ements, were none

the less influenced by

commercial necessities or

encouraged and devel-

oped by commercial
means. The more south-

ern colony of James

River was directly
founded and pushed to

a successful establish-

ment by means of a col-

onizing company of

London. Companies
OCEAN STEAMER. employed, in the

first instance, to open up new fields for settlement and

for trade, and in the second place, to encourage and facilitate

the prosecution of such settlement and trade. Thus, the

Peninsular and Oriental Company, the vast enterprises of

the Cunards and other trans-oceanic steamship lines, have

quite circumnavigated the globe in their active and ener-

getic movements in this direction.

STEAM IN ITS RELATION TO TRANSPOR-
TATION AND TRADE.

IE introduction of steam as a motive force and

its adaptation to general use was important

in its relation to commerce not only as

1 concerned its application to transportation

—thereby lessening the time while increasing the accommo-

dation for the transportation of goods—but, in a fair degree,

by increasing the possibilities of manufacture and the pro-
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duction of articles to bo iised in trading.

Whether in the first half of the sixteenth

century steam as a motive power was ap-

plied or not is of little importance. It was
not until the eighteenth century that its

powerful influence began to be seriously felt

in connection with the establishment and
development of trade. The application of

steam to manufactures and the introduction

of the factory system, at first in England
and soon afterwards throughout manufac-
turing countries, gave a tremendous impetus

to the quantity of production. It was quite

half a century later that its uses for trans-

portation became evident and practicable.

The date of the invention of tramways would ap-

pear to liave been very early in the seventeenth cen-

tury. They were first used in the coal districts of

England and in the south of Scotland
; but it was not

until the beginning of the following century that the

original idea was developed into something present-

ing more practicable methods. Tlie first application

of steam to locomotion on land was made by George
Stephenson in 1814, but the Stockton and Darlington
Railway, under an Act of Parliament of 1821, may
be considered to have been the first railroad in England built on
this plan. The first railroad in the United States was at Quincy,
in Massachusetts. The first American engine was the “ Tom Thumb,”
constructed by Peter Cooper, and placed on the Baltimore and Ohio
road in 1830. The Baltimore and Ohio Railroad was commenced in

1828. and three years later transported nearly 100,000 passengers, and
6,000 tons of freight. From this time to the present there has occurred
the constant construction of railroads, and in later years their consolida-
tion into complete systems, tapping vast territories and contrived to
convey the largest possible quantities of freight from the interior to the
seaboard and for exportation. At the beginning of the year 1880 there
were in the United States 85,580 miles of railroad, employing 16,435

locomotive engines, 1 1 ,683 passenger cars, and 423,013 freight cars. As
an Illustration of the vast capacity of the railroad systems of the Umted

EXPRESS BUSI.VESS—LOADING AT MAIN OFFICE.

States it is to be observed that in the year 1879 thirteen lines moved
07.092,549 tons of freight, the receipts therefor being |116,.311,432. It is

to be further noted, in regard to this question of capacity, that a freight
carload is estimated at 2G,OQO pounds. Thus an ordinary railroad freight
car will hold of coni, 450 luishels

; barley, 400 bushels
;
oats, 800 bush-

els
;
rye, 400 bushels

; wheat, 425 bushels
; bran, 1,000 bushels

; apples,
.SCO bushels; potatoes, 480 bushels; whiskey, 60 barrels; salt, 70 barrels;
lime, 70 barrels ; Hour, 90 barrels; flour,200 sacks; cattle, 18 head

;
hogs,

50 head; sheep, 80 head; hardwood, 6 cords; solid board, 6,000feet;
shingles, 40,000 feet, hard lumber, 20,000 feet; green lumber, 15,000 feet;
joist, scantling, and large lumber, 4,000 feet.

THE EXPRESS BUSINESS.

special development in

nncetion with railroad

ifiic has been the express

siness, which, from the

smallest possible beginning, has, in less

than half a centuiy, become an estab-

lished institution for carriage of the

greatest possible value and importance

to large and widely separated popula-

tions. The exjiress business commenced
in 1839, with the advertisement of Wil-

liam F. Hamden, of Boston, of his design

to make regular trips as a messenger and
package-carrier between Boston and New
York by way of the Providence Railroad

and steamboat therefrom. In accordance

willi this announcement Ilarndcn made
his first trip March 4th, 1830, with a

few packages, some orders, and small

amounts of money to exchange and
deliver. From this Ijcginning originated
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the entire business of carrying, which increased and grew

more lucrative from the first. Mr. Harnden made contracts

with railroad and steamboat companies, increased the fre-

quency of his trips, and gained the favor of the press by

bringing them matter in advance of the regular mails.

The advaiitage.s of this system were speedily recognized by the mer-

cantile interests of the two cities originally involved, and shortly after-

wards a similar express was commenced by Alvin Adams, wliich was

designed to connect Boston and New York by another route. At the

beginning of this undertaking a carpet-hag was found sufficient for the

accommodation of the entire business, and from this has grown the vast

express transportation business with its immense capita), its trains of

cars, armies and relays of assistants, and its widely extended connec-

tions. In 1841 the express was extended to Philadelpliia and .Albany
;
a

year or two later to Washinglon, and thence to Buffalo and other cities

of the West by other companies which were rapidly formed. In 18.54

four of the railroad companies were consolidated in Adams's Express

Corap.my with a capital of $1,200,000. At present the entire capital

invested is supposed to he in the neighborhood of |30,000,000. Express

companies now transpoi t nearly all the specie and hnllion, as well as

a considerable portion of the bank notes, hills of exchange, drafts,

bonds, and other securities, and tlie prices of e.\change between cities

depend in some measure upon the express charges for conveyance.

Mercliandise of nearly every description is now forwarded from place to

place, however distant apart, by this method. The development of

commerce has still further been extended by inland water navigation

tbrongli the means of rivers, lakes, and canals, these means being ordi-

narily used lor slow freight and non-perishable articles in contra-

di.-tinction to the employment and use of railroads for more rapid

transit.

After transportation, of course the means of eoinmunica-

tiou with as mucli rapidity as is practicable becomes a most

important factor in tlie prosecution of commerce. For this

purpose two systems have been organized—the mail carriage

and the telegraph system, followed by a third in more

recent times—the system of communication by telephone.

The establishment of the postal service, by which letters

and packages may be regularly conveyed from place to place

has proved to be one of the most efficient instruments of

civilization, as well as one of the most important adjuncts

of commerce by diffusing intelligence and information and

facilitating business between persons placed at a distance

from each other.

MONEY AND EXCHANGES.

(he world was stated at |3,0(X),(X)0,(XX). The yield of the mines of Cali-

fornia in the next ten years added about $500,000,000 to tliis amount, and

tliose of Australia from 1851 to 1859 yielded about $500,000,(XIO more.

The entire yield of the American mines, both gold and silver, from 1848

to 1876 was $1,500.01)0,000. The total amount of gold existing in ihe

world in 1881 is estimated by the highest autliorilies to have been

$7,768,223,772, and that of silver to have been $6,757,843,025—making

an aggregate of gold .and silver to the value of $14,521,066,797.

In order to facilitate trade, what are called exchanges

have been organized in all tlie principal financial and trade

centers. The term “exchange” is applied to buildings or

places of resort for merchants. The name bourse (literally,

purse) is applied in France and Belgium to a resort of this

kind, and in Berlin, Hamburg, and other German cities

there is the equivalent horse. Usually the word has been

made to comprehend an open quadrangle surrounded by an

arcade, but in some cases large reading-rooms constitute

resorts of this kind,and as such are open only to subscribers,

and the visitors these introduce to them. Exchanges origi-

nated in the commercial cities of Italy, Germany, and the

Netherlands, and from the last-named country were copied

by England in the latter part of the sixteenth century. The

first Exchange of London was almost entirely destroyed by

the great fire of 1666. Two others afterwards erected met a

similar fate. The foundation-stone of the third was laid by

Prince Albert on January the 17th, 1842, and was opened

on the 1st .January, 1845, by Her Majesty Queen Victoria.

There are also produce exchanges, oqtton exchanges,

MINING exchanges, etc., according to the character of the

trade existing in the localities where they are organized.

Other institutions of a similar cliaracter are termed Boards

OF Trade or Chambers of Commerce. All of these are

voluntary associations of merchants and traders formed to

discuss matters appertaining to commerce, to buy and sell

stocks, bonds, or produce, and to promote commercial inter-

ests generally. The idea of the Chamber of Commerce

is originally attributed to Oliver Cromwell, who, in 1655,

appointed his son Richard, witli many distinguished persons,

and about twenty noted merchants of London and other

cities of England “to meet and consider by what means the

trade and navigation of the country might be best promoted.
’

As to such institutions as we have named, their members

facilitate the conduct and extension of com-

aeree throughout the world other agencies

lave been found necessary besides those

.Ready mentioned. Such are, for instance,

the use of an available circulating medium
;
the institution

of banking; and the organizatioti of exchanges in the differ-

ent departments of trade. Next to the management of trade

by means of actual barter or exchange of articles, to which

we have already alluded, came in the establishment and

organization, as far as was practicable, of the use of money

so-called
;
meaning, briefly, a circulating medium or means

for accommodating the wants of buyer and seller without

tlie necessity of resorting to the cumbrous and often expen-

sive method of direct exchange.

In 14.35 tlie anionnt of coined money in existence was estimated at
|

$150,000,000. At Ihe end of the seventeenth century it amounted to
j

$1,900,000,000. In 1847 the entire amount of gold coin and bullion in

are generally termed brokers, excepting members of Boards

of Trade and Chambers of Commerce.

STOCK AND STOCK BROKERS.

The term Stock is used under several significations. Among others,

it expres.ses the capital or money invested in business by individuals or

firms, and also that of lianking or other money establishments. The

word “ stocks.” however, is tlie general name by which the public debt

or debt of the Government, and tlie securities of railroads, gas com-

panies, and other corporations, are generally known. These stocks

always have a market value, sometimes above and sometimes below their

nominal value. They form tlie siiliject of speculation, being bought or

sold in the expectation of profit. Business is conducted under the rules

and terms of organization of the Stock Exciiange and for a fixed com-

mission from which brokers are not permitted to deviate. The New

York Stock Exchange was first regularly organized in 1789. A similar

organization had previously existed in Philadelphia. The stocks at first

dealt in were United States stocks, and State, bank, and insurance stock.

Railroad stocks first came into the market in 1830. In 1823 the initiation
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fee of the Xew York Stock Escliaiige was $2o; in 1827, $100; in 183;1,

SK’O. At present a seat in the Board is worlli gdO.tXX). The number of

members is 1,060. From 300,000 touOO.OOO sliares of stockchange Iiands

on the New Y'ork Stock Exchange daily, and the operations frequently

cover more than §2,000,000 value of securities handled.

The record of transactions is abbreviated in its expressions in the

printed reports and on the “tape” of the telegraphic stock indicator;
a'i, for instance, “ L. S. 400 : 12o s. CO,” which means 400 shares of the

Liike Shore and Michigan Southern Railroad stock at $125, to be deliv-

ered at the seller's option any time within 60 days. If recorded “ b. 60,”

the option is with the buyer. The letters “ ex.” mean “ less dividend.”

.\pplicd to bonds “c." means “ coupon,” and “ r.” “registered; ” “o. b.”
stands for “delivered at the opening of the books of transfer.” Stock
is bought either for its full value in cash or on a margin. In the latter

instance the client deposits with his broker 10 per cent, of the par value

of the stock, thus securing the latter against loss, since he may sell if the

stock falls to the point which the margin covers, or can call for more
margin, and sell if the client declines further risk.

Those who contract to deliver stock at a certain price at a future day
are .said to “ sell short ”

and are technically

called “ bears,” be-

cause they desire to

squeeze or depress the

market. “ Bulls,” on

the contrary, buy stock

for a rise, and are call-

ed •• long of the stock
"

or “ bulls,” because

their interest is to raise

the market price. The
broker’s commission

for buying or selling is

one-eighth of 1 per

cent, except to mem-
bers of the Board, who
))ay $2 per one hundred

shares. The business

in “ stock privileges,”

as they are called, is a

peculiar one, involving

the technical terms
“puts” and “calls."

A broker who sells a

“put” agrees to buy
a specified stock, in a

certain number of

shares, within a stated

time at a specified
price, provided the

sr llcr be willing to deliver the stock at the time and price named.
If the broker sells a “call,” he agrees to deliver a certain number of
shares of a given stock on call, within a stated time at a specified price.

The cost of these privileges is arranged between the parties in accord-
ance with the condition of the market, the time involved, etc.

COMMERCIAL TERMS AND AGENTS.
A broker is an agent or intermediate person who transacts sjH citd

bii-iiness on account of another. The province of a broker is to find
bnyers and sellers and bring them together to make their bargains, or to
transact for them himself the bn-iness of such buying and selling. The
class is generally limited to cities and large towns, since in small places
where the amount of trade done is very limited, buyers and sellers are
generally familiar with each other and do not require to go to the expense
<>f employing a third party or intermediary. Brokers are divided
Info different classes, according to the nature of the projieiiy in which
they deal.

A bill broker is one who Imys and sells notes and bills of exchange.
An exchange broker buys and stdls nnenrrent money, and deals in
exchanges relating to money in diff' rent countries. An insurance
broker effects insurance on lives or property. A stock broker negoti-

STOCK EXCUAXGE, NEW YORK.

ales transactions in the public funds and deals in stocks of mining corpo-

rations, railroads, and other securities. The real estate broker buys

and sells houses and lands and obtains loams of money upon mortgage.

The merchandise broker buys and sells goods. The shipping
broker deals with the purchase ami .sale of vessels, procures freights, etc.

'J'lie pawnbroker advances money on various kinds of goods taken on
pledge, conditionally on being allowed to sell them if the sum or sums
advanced be not repaid w ithin a certain time. Other brokers appraise
or sell household furniture, etc. All these different classes of intermedi-
ary agents obtain their profits chielly by commission on their transac-
tions, though many of them indulge in speculations in their own behalf.

Among the mediums in use for the payment of indebtedness and for
other use of the circulating medium, the bill ofexchange or dralt may
l)io[)erly be considered here. This is a written order or request from
one person to another desiring him to pay a sum of money therein
named to a third person mentioned, on hi.s account. Like a note of hand
it must be made payable to order or bearer, in oidgrto be negotiable or
transferable. This was a method devised by merchants in different
countries for the more ready remittance of money from one toanothcr.

By this means, at the

present day, a man in

any part of the civi-

lized world may re-

ceive money from any
trading country, in-

stead of being obliged

to carry from home all

over the earth the

money he requires.

Transactiotis of this

kind are usitally con-

ducted by persons
known as exchange
brokers, who are ac-

quainted with different

merchants in various

places at home and
abroad.

Another important

element which enters

into commercial tran.s-

actions and the value

of goods is that w hich

is known as Insur-
ance. MAIttNE In-

snnANCE is that by
which vessels of every

kind, with or without

their caigoes, are se-

cured against the

dangers of the sea, and is a special branch of the busines.s. The undcr-

w’l iters who attend to this kind of insurance ascertain, as far as pos-

sible, what the risks are on every voyage by any particular vessels,

and charge commission for insurance accordingly.

A drawback in commerce is an allowance' made to merchants on the

re-exportation of certain goods,which iti some cases consists of the whole
and in others of a part of the duties which had been paid upon the mer-
chandise. A debenture is a certificate delivered iit the Custom House
when the exporter of any goods or merchandise has comiilied w ith the

regulations, in consequence of which he is entitled to a botinfy on the

exportation. This certificate is signed by the officer of citstoms when
the goods are regularly entered and shiiiped, and the vessel cleared for

her intended voyage. A certificate of clearance givi'S her jiei mis-
sion to sail. A “ bill of credit " among merchants is ah tlersent by an
agent or other person to a merchant desiring him to give eredittothe
bearer for uoods or money. A bill of entry is a written account of
goods entered at the Custom House, whether imported or intended for
ex))ortntion. A bill of lading is a writtem account of goods shijiiH-d

by any i)erson on board of a vessel, signed by the master of the vessel,
who acknow ledges the receiid of the goods, and promises to deliv<'r them
safely at the place directed, dangers of the sea excepted. It is usual for
the master to sign two or three copies of the bills, one of w hich he keeps
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Jn his possession, while one is kept hy the shipper, ami another is sent

to the consignee or person who is to receive the goods at the end of the

voyage. A bill of store is a license granted at the Custom House to

merchants to carry such stores and provisions as are necessary for the

voyage free of duty. An invoice is an account of goods shipped by

merchants for their purchasers or agents abroad, in wliich tiie peculiar

marks of the goods, the value, prices and other particulars are given.

Ttie duties and charges upon them of everv kind are recorded, and a

book is kept in which they are duly entered. A foreign agent or

factor is a person in some foreign country employed by a merchant to

transact business for him, for which lie receives a commission of so

much per cent, on all the sales he effects. He may buy and sell in his

own name and is entrusted with the possession and control of the goods.

In these respects he difiers from a broker. Factors are also employed

for domestic business, as, for instance, the cotton factors in the Southern

States, who make advances upon crops, and who store, sell, and

ship the cotton when baled, all of which business they do upon com-

mission. .'In emba.rgo is an order from the Government prohibit-

ing the departure of ships or merchandise from all or some of the

ports within its dominions. Such detentions generally occur in actual

war or when one nation is in a hostile attitude towards another. Q,uar-

antine is the time during which a vessel suspected of having malig-

nant sickness on board, or of having come from a port where such

malignant sickness is known to prevail, is forbidden to have any

intercourse w'ith the shore at which she arrives. The word is derived

from the Italian qiiaranta, meaning forty, because forty days’ deten-

tion was commonly prescribed for all vessels delayed under such cir-

cumstances.

* HEN it is romembered that the na-

tional wealth of the United States is

over fifty thousand million dollars,

and that it increases at the rate of

five hundred millions per annum,

some idea of the vastness, the fre-

quency, and the comprehensive na-

ture of its transactions will be ob-,

tained. Meanwhile an important elc-

ment, which has gone to the in crease of

the wealth of the country, should not be ignored in this con-

nection. This element is immigration, which for the last

five years has amounted to from 150,000 to o00,000 pei

annum.

The commerce of the United States, like that of most

other countries, is both internal and external. It is a fact

but little known, that the value of the commodities trans-

ported on the railroads of the United States many times ex-

ceeds the total value of the foreign commerce of the United

States, including imports and exports. To illustrate this fact,

it may be remarked that the value of the commodities compos-

ing the freight traffic of the Pennsylvania Railroad between

Philadelphia and Pittsburg (including branch lines) amount-

ed during the year 1876 to |5G0, 903,462, this being exclusive

of express freights, the value of which is very much greater

in proportion to the weight carried than is the value of the

ordinary commodities transported in freight cars. The

growth of the internal commerce has been more rapid dur-

ing the last ten years than has been the case during any

preceding decade in the history of the country. The growth

of the great east and west commercial movement between

the Atlantic seaboard States and the Western and North-

western States serves to illustrate this statement. The ton-

nage movement over the New York State Canals, the New

York Central and Hudson River Railroad, the New York,

Lake Erie and Western Railroad, and the Pennsylvania

Railroad, during the last ten years, increased as follows

:

New York State Canals.

Year. Tons.

....1871.. . . 6,467,888

....1880.. . . 6,462,290

....1871.. . . 4,532,056

....1880.. .. 10,576,754

....1871.. . . 4,844,208

....1880. . . 9,445,392

....1871.

.

. . 7,100,294

...1880 .. 16,341,568

It will be seen from the foregoing statement that the tonnage moved

on the New York State Canals was not so great in the year 18f0 as in

the year 1871, but that the tonnage moved on the three railroads men-

tioned increased from 10,476,558 tons in 1871 to 36,363,714 tons in 1880,

an increase of 120.7 per cent. It is also a fact that the aggregate ton-

nage on thirteen of the principal railroads of the United States increased

from 1873 to 1880 by the amount of 71.5 per cent. Of the total number

of freight cars employed in the United States in 1880, 6 per cent, belong

to railroads in the New England States, 47 per cent, to railroads in the

Middle States, 5 per cent, to railroads in the Southern States, 40 per

cent, to railroads in the Western, Northwestern and Southwestern

States, and 2 per cent, to the railroads of the Pacific States and Terri-

tories. The rapid growth of the internal commerce of the country

during the last twenty years has given rise to a demand for largely

increased means of transportation. The tonnage employed in the do-

mestic trade of the United States, on the lakes, on rivers, and in the
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coasUvise trade amounted in ISSO to 2, 637,685 tons, the ton-

nage unit being 100 cubic feet of space ; but the capacity of

railroad cars of all descriptions employed on the railroads

in the United States in 1880, according to the latest informa-

tion, amounted to about 7,900,000 similar tons of 100 cubic

feet of space. Meanwhile the cost of railroad transportation

has greatly decreased. The average rate per ton charged on
the thirteen principal railroads of the United States fell from

1.77 cent per ton per mile in 1873 to 1.07 cent per ton per

mile in 1880, a decrease of 39.3 per cent, \niile this decrease

in the cost of railroad traffic was occurring that on the New
York State Canals decreased also, but to the amount of 7 per

cent. less in the same period. The reductions in the charges

of transportation on railroads have conferred immense bene-

fits upon the interests of agriculture, mining, and commerce.

Thus the increase in the value of the domestic exports of the

United States to foreign countries from SF12,820,178 in 1871

to 5903,319,473 in 1881 has been largely due to such reduc-

tions, as is evident from the fact that such exports are chiefly

the products of the Western and Northwestern States, a

large proportion of which is transported to the seaboaid on
railroads. ‘‘The freight charges for the movement from
Chicago to Boston, a distance of 1,000 miles, of one year’s

subsistence of grain and meat for an adult working-man
amounts to but §1.25, which sum is only one day’s wages of

a common laborer, or half the daily wages of a good carpenter

or mason." -£(/rear'd Afkinson.

FOREIGN COMMERCE. LOADING COTTON AT SAVANNAH.

Tlie vast increase of the foreign commerce of the United

States is quickest seen in the following comparison. In

1S40, in the beginning of successful ocean steam navigation,

the entire receipts of foreign merchandise of the United

States amounted to $86,2o0,33o. In 1880 the total imports

of merchandise amounted to .§067,954,740. The exports in

1840 were §111,060,501; in 1880, §833,940,353. The prin-

cipal countries to which the agricultural and other products

of the United States are sent stood in the order of value of

exports in 1879 as follows

:

Great Britaiu aud Ireland

France

Germany
British America
Belgium

Russia

Netherlands

Sp,aiu

Cuba
Italy

Brazil

Australia

fti
1I

British West Iudie.s. . .

.

China

Mexico

Colombia

Portugal

Turkey

Ilayti

Japan

Ainstria

Ilawaian Islands

Denmark
Briti.sh Africa

Sweden and Norway
Argentine l>ei)nblii-. . .

.

Venezuela

Porto Rico

British Guinea

French West Indies

Dutch East Indies

Gibraltar

Pern

Chili

British East Indie- . ..

Central America

.U1 other countries

ON THE LEVEE AT SEW ORLEANS. Total

$340,48.5,881

88,194,041

50,164,394

28.281.

.

509

27.470.003

15,939,701

13,802,840

12,438,903

12,201,091

8,057,203

8,100,928

7,042,875

0,779,153

5,930„594

5,400,380

5,199,018

4,897,290

3,989,230

3,148,7.57

2,074,(KII

2,010,048

2,288.178

2,284.781

2,108,070

2.138.401

2.033.401

1,920,923

1,771.483

1,719,827

1..

5.35.708

1,147.510

1.297,820

1,293.991

1,253,5.55

1.142.190

1.110.003

8„5.38,270

§099,538,742
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BLOOMER CUTTING ON THE PACIFIC RAILKoAl).

'Hie difference of values and other conditions brought

about in the United States during the past decade may be

best seen in the following figures: In 1870 the commerce

of the country amounted to $860,000,000; in 1880, to $1,-

505.000.

000. In 1870 the manufactures were valued at $3,-

410.000.

000; in 1880, at $4,400,000,000; mining, which pro-

duced $190,000,000 in 1870, reached $360,000,000 in 1880;

agriculture was $2,075,000,000 in 18i0, and $2,625,000,000

ten years later; the carrying trade increased from $575,000,-

000 to $705,000,000 in the same ten years; and the banking,

which was $200,000,000 in 1870, had risen to $260,000,000

in 1880. In no country, in fact, that we are about to con-

sider, has there not been an increase in the value of the fac-

tors that go to make countries ricli through commerce; yet,

as will be seen by the following table of sueli increase during

the ten years from 1870 to 1880, the public debt and taxa-

tion have held their own with the rest of the advanced in-

fluences :

Poimlatioii increased.. 9.76 per ct. :
Carrying trade 53.23 per ct.

Agriculture 8.58“ “
J

Earnings of nations. . 19.84
“ “

Manufactures 18.60
“ “ Public wealth 10.57

^

Commerce 38.20
“ “

[

Taxes 32. .34

Mining 47.06
“ “ Public Debt 43.39

“

AUSTRO-HUNGARY.

In the empire of Austro-IIungary the production of milk is estimated

at 1,672,000,000 gallons per annum ;
that of cheese at 200,000,000 pounds;

of wool there is produced 60,000,000 pounds annually, and of spun silk

to the value of $3,500,000; the annual amount from the bee culture is

50.000.

000 pounds of honey and 3,000.000 pounds of wax. Game of all

description.^ makes up an important product in many districts of the em-

pire, as does also the catch of sea-fish along the shores of Dalmatia and

Istria. About one-third of the population are engaged in agriculture

and forestry. Austrian industry is extensively carried on in manufac-

tures, for the export trade, of paper, stationery and paper fancy goods,

leather and articles of leather, India rubber, articles of bone, wood,

glass and stone, earthenware, hardware, carriages, boats and vessels,

machinery, tools and implements, piece goods and small ware, dnigs

and chemical products. The principal industrial pursuits of the empire

are carried on in Bohemia, Moravia, Silesia, and Lower Austria. About

8,000,000 persons in the empire may be considered to earn their liveli-

hood by industrial occupations. The official value of imports into Austro-

IIungary increased from the year 1863 to the year 1877 from $125,000,000

to $200,000,000, or more than double. Exports during the same period

increased from $135,000,000 to $263,000,000. In order to animate progress

in industry, patents are granted for new discoveries, and exclusive

patents for articles to be introduced from foreign states. Producers

and manufactui’ers are also allowed to make use of symbols and charac-

ters, or other devices, as trade-marks. In all divisions of the empire

there are chambers of commerce and trade, numbering twenty-nine in

Austrian and thirteen in the Hungarian dependencies. The length of

railway line in use in Austria in 1878 was 12,000 miles. The weight of

the goods forwarded amounted to more than 45,000,000 tons. The postal

service includes 4,115 oflices in Austria and 1,959 in Hungary. The num-

ber of telegraph stations was, in 1876, 2,329 in Austria and 911 in Hun-

gary. The Austro-Hungarian commercial navy at the end of 1877

comprised about 95 steamers and 7,010 sailing vessels. The merchant

service in 1878 numbered 7,608 sailing vessels and 100 steamers.

BELGIUM.

The kingdom of Belgium is rich in minerals and certain metals. Slate

is very common, and bricks for building arc made everywhere through-

out the kingdom. The configuration of the country is such that it has

been readily covered, at small expense, with roads, canals and railways.

The railway system in 1877 amounted to 2,500 miles. The imports of

the kingdom amount to about $450,000,000, and the exports to $400,000,-

000 annually. An important product is derived from the mines of lead,

zinc and iron, the production of iron ore in 1877 being 234,000 tons.

Steel is manufactured to some extent, and there are copper and zinc

works. Important industries are the manufacture of glass and mirrors.

In 1877 the glass industry employed nearly 12,000 workmen in seventy-

six factories, and produced goods worth $7,000,000. Terra cotta, stone-

ware, and porcelain are also manufactured extensively and exported.

The manufacture of chemical products is an important industry, and

Belgian cutleiy enjoys a universal reputation. The kingdom exports

steamers, engines, machinery, and iron work to the value of $10,000,000

per annum. The candles of Belgian manufacture are of high rei>ute.

The country possesses two of the. most important steariue factories in

the world. Belgium isalso famous for linen and for lace-making. Ever

since the eighteenth century lace has been one of the principal articles

of exportation, including Valenciennes lace, Brussels point, guipure, etc.

Several descriptions of embroideiy are made in Belgium, which are in

high favor for religious vestments, banners, trimmings, etc. The manu-

facture of wool is one of the oldest industries in the country; in 1877 the

exportation was 158,(100 pieces. The manufactories make scarcely any

use of native wool, but purchase from Russia, Germany, Austria, etc.

The importations of wool amount annually to 100,000,000 pounds. An-

other important industry in Belgium comprises the imitation Smyrna,

and the Brussels and Aubusson carpets. A valuable production is that

of malt. Belgium, having 60 malt houses, produces from 500,000 to 600,-

000 sacks a year. Distillation occupies also an important place in the

national industries. A large trade is carried on in chocolate, also in

sweet liquors. Wood-carving and the manufacture of fancy goods and

art bronzes, and that of small arms, are also important industries. In

1876 nearly 700,000 guns and pistols of all descriptions, besides 350,000

revolvers, were made at Liege. The exportation of Belgian paper

amounts to 35,000.000 pounds per annum.

CHINA.

The Chinese have always been noted as a manufacturing nation.

Porcelain originated with them, as did also the art of spinning silk, so

far as its introduction into the West is concerned. In the manufacture
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of lacquered ware, and in the arts of carviu" and in-

lajing, the Chinese have no superiors, wliile their ivory

and mother-of-pearl industries are widely known and
appreciated. An enormous population and extended

and comprehensive devotion to agriculture, and a

generally mild and beneficent climate, combine to

bring labor to its lowest possible cost, and it therefore

enables the production of enormous quantities of manu-
factured art icles at a cost quite below the possibilities

of any other people to comiiete willi. It is only within

a comparatively recent date that Cliinese manufactures
have been introduced into Europe, America, and Aus-
tralia. The occurrence of international expositions,

in which China participated to a great extent, has
occasioned the introduction. The total imports into

China in 1878 were valued at about 100,000,000, and
the exports to nearly the same. In the jK-riod from
1.SC9 to 1878, the exports ir.creased "seven per cent,

over the imports. Jlore than two-thirds in value of

the total exports of China consist of one article, tea.

In 1S78 the amount of this to Great Britain and Ireland

alone was 1.54,000,000 pounds, valued at f4.5,000,000.

Raw silk is also exported to a considerable extent, and latterly enor-
mous quantities of porcelain, bronzes, lacqttered ware, and arms of
various kinds. Some of the bronze vases exhibited at the Centennitd
were valued at from Si.OtK) to §3,000. Otie caned bedstead was priced
at §4.000. Other exportations for the ornamenting of foreign draw ing-

rooms compiised bamboo work, silk, panel screens, porcelain tablets,

and caned work of all sons. The lacquered ware comes chiefly from
Loo-choo and Canton, and includes chairs, sofas, dressing-tables,

screens, chess-t.ibles, etc. Articles iti silver, toys, fans, lanterns, pon-
gees, grass cloth, and matting are all important manufactnres.

SORTING TEA IN CHINA.

celain and the commoner wares, ainotints to §13,000.000 annually
;
that

of glass to §2-2,000,000
;
paper and pasteboard to §21,000,000; stearine

lights, §11,000,000; soaps, $21,00f),000. The product of native sugar is

averaged at §110,000,000. The Stale controls a number of the principal
manufacturing establishments, including the Gobelins tapestry, Sevres
porcelain, the carpet factories of Beauvais, the great machine shops and
gun factories, and lastly the tobacco factories, tobacco being a govern-
ment monopoly. The total value of the general commerce of France
for 1878 amounted to §1,800,000,000. The average yearly product of wine
is about 1,000.000,000 gallons.

FRANCE.
The industries of France are generally too well known to need enu-

meration, incuding porcelain, glass, sugar, textile manufactures, silks,

carpets, jewelry, and small articles. Cheese and butler, refined sugar,

wools and manufactured leather form an important jiart of the export
trade of France. The special commerce of 1879 reached the following
amounts : Imports, §900,000,000; exports, §1)00,000,000

;
total, §1,500,-

000.000. The merchant navy in 1880 numbered 14,939 sailing vessels and
588 steamers. The value of the French ceramic industry, including por-

VtNTAOE IN FRANCE.

The commerce of Grciit J'ritain amouiitH to nearly

£1,000,000,000 annuullv, of which that with the United

GERMANY.
Nearly fifty per cent, of the entire soil of Germany is devoted to agri-

culture. tire most important crops being v lieat. rye, barley, oa*s. pota-
toes, and tobacco. Of these the e.xporiation amounts to but very little,

except in the article of potatoes, of w hich 410.IXX) tons were exported in

1878 In the matter of trade in live stock, the importation is largely

greater than the export, except in the case of sheep, in which, in 1878, the
latter nearly doubled the former in amount. The extent of railroad ser-

vice in Germany in 1877 was 13,.500 miles. The number of sea-going
vessels in 1879 amounted to 4.4.53 sailing ships and 351 steam-
ships. Thennmberof post offices in 1878 was 8,890. The length
of telegraph lines in the same year was 40.000 miles. By the

industrial census of Gei-many of 1875, there were in the German
Empire nearly 3,000,000 different business enterpri.ses carried

on, occupying in them 0.470,030 persons, of whom one-sixth
were females. These different lines included mining, metal
w orking, the manufacture of macliines, chemical industry, [lapcr

and leather, wood and carving, food i>roducts, building, com-
mercial business, lodging and rcfre.shments. Of these the

largest number of persons in any one was 1,053,142 engaged
in clothing and cleaning. Nearly as many were employed in

the textile industry, the next largest being commercial industry.

The production of salt, metals, and other products of mines en-

gages an enormous number of men and quantity of machinerj-.

The oldest and most important of the German industrial arts

are the manufacture of linen and woolen goods, toys, wooden
clocks, and wood carving. Saxony and I’russia are noted for

their china and earthen wares. The commerce of Germany,
w hich amounted to §l..';tX),0(X).(XX) in ]8(i9, was nearly $2,0(X).000,-

(KX) in 1880 ;
and the carrying trade, in thesame iieriod, hud risen

from $190,000,000 to §.320,000,000. The imports in 1809 were
§700,000.000; in 1880. §900,000.000. The exports §04.5,000,000

ill 1809, and §9I.5,<X)0,000 in 1880.
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States amounted, in

1881, to £141,819,-

820, the imports
from the United
States being more

than double the ex-

ports thitherward.

Great Britain im-

ports heavily o f

breadstulls, timber,

metals, cotton,
meat, and butter.

Her exports are
machinery, textile

fabrics, hardware,

coal, iron, salt, rails,

etc. The railways

of the United King-

dom cover 17,333

miles, and their an-

nual traffic amounts

to 245, 000, 000 tons.

Tlie number of ves-

sels carrying the

British flag is greater than that of any other nation in an-

cient or modern times, her tonnage amounting to 0,399,000

tons, and that of her colonies to 1,735,000 tons. Textile

Industries are of enormous extent, employing nearly one

million hands. The metal manufactures come next, em-

ploying 050,000 hands.

AUSTRALIA.
With the wonder-

ful antipodal colo-

nial possession ot

Great Britain, Aus-

tralia, we shall con-

clude this brief
glance at a few of

the leading coun-

tries of the world

in regard to their

commerce and

transportation.

The British flag

was first planted on

the shores of New
Holl.and, near the

site of the present

city of Sydney, in

1788. Twelve years

later there were not

6,000 inhabitants in

the colony. But by

the end of the next

half century the population amounted to nearly half a mil-

lion, and since the discovery of gold, in 1851, it has increased

five-fold. Gold and sheep-farming have been the great re-

sources of Australia, the value of the gold exported in 1877

being £7,400,000, and that of wool £19,000,000. But the

HAULING TTMBEB IN AUSTRALIA.

SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA.
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gold production from 1852 to 1878 averaged £9.000,000 per
annum. The wool trade, which in 1830 was only 2,000,1)00

pounds, had rciiched in 1877 the enormous quantity of 354,-

000,000 i>ounds. The wealth at present represented by the
farming stock in the country amounts to £70,000,000. Mean-
while the exportation of grain averages 15,000,000 bushels,
and the vintage averages 1,800,000 gallons of wine. The
annual value of tlie farming i>roducts may be set down at

£53,000,000. The extent of tlie railway service of Aus-
tralia, including all the colonies, is 3,977 miles, and there
are 25,400 miles of telegraph. In 1874 the colonies owned
2,000 vessels, aggregating 223,000 tons.

The capacity of Australia for the cnltivation of the vine is quite be-
yond what is generally supposed. 'I he United States Consul at Mel-
boiinie writes to the State Department in 1881 that “ it may confidently
lar asserted that every variety of vine grown on the continent of Europe
IS capable of being jiroduced in the southern half of the continent of
Australia.” The number of acres under cultivation in this culture in
187D were 11,128, divided as follows ; Victoria, 4,284; New South Wales,
4^: Queensland, T4.1; South Australia, 4.117; Western Australia, 718.
The average product of wine per acre varies between 111 gallons in
South Australia and 1T2 in New South Wales, the average of Victoria
being 1.^1 gallon-.

Some idea of the extent and importance of the colonies of .Australia
|may he derived from the following facts concerning one of them; The

colony of Victoria has an area of 88.1')8 square miles, being only a
thou.-and square miles smaller than Oreat Hritain. It possesw's 4.1 per
cent, of the population of the entire continent, amounting to 'J(X),000, in

round numbers, in 1881. Tlie siileudid city of Melbourne alone con-
tains a quarter of a million of iuhabitaiits, and in all that goes to the
creation of a beautiful and impressive city, ranks with those of Euroiio
aud the United States. Ihe character of the division of the inhabitants
of this colony, us regards industrial vocations, was, in 1880—mechan-
ical, 51,000; mining, IW.tlOO

; agricultural, 110,000; land and sea trans-

]

portation, 18,000 ;
food products, 17,000 ; domestic servants, 28,000

;

laborers, 34,000. The foreign trade of Victoria amounted in 187!), im-
ports and exports, to i,25,000,000, 1’he post-ollice system of the colony
comprises 1,009 offices. jUl the railways in the colony are the proiierty
of the State.

AFRICA.
Many of the productions of otlier countries htivo been in-

troduced both ill the tropical and temperate parts of Africa.

Gold is found abundantly in the sands of the groat rivers

that flow out of the central region, on the coast of Guinea,

and also in the south-east of Africa. The Sierra Leone
coast has valuable iron ore

; and cojiper, salt, saltpeter, sul-

phur, and emery are found in various iioHionsof the con-

tinent. Of the interior commerce or barter of the 'natives

among themselves, our knowledge is .scanty. The chief-

tains in the desert are the principal traders; and 'rimbuetoo,

on the southern edge of Sahara, is the chief commercial
defiot and central station for the caravans which arrive from
Tafilet, Trijioli, and other jilaccs in North Africa. Algeria

cxi)ort,s large rjuantities of “ Rsparto grass ” for making
pajicr, and the principal exjiort of the Cape Colony is wool.

TRANSPORTATION IN SOUTH AFRICA.
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The commerce of Egypt is very large, but consists to a

great extent of goods carried in transit. In 1880, the total

value of the imports amounted to £6,752,500, and of the

exports to £13,390,000. To the entire trade Groat Britain

contributed 63 per cent,, and the rest was divided between

France, Austria, Italy, Russia, and the United States.

Cotton, corn, and flour are the largest articles of export.

Tl\e Coi\tliu5t of

To a man entering upon business life, there is no doubt

that much advice could bo given with propriety by those

better experienced or informed in tlie laws of trade than him-

self. Thus it may be suggested tliat it is wise to buy in the

cheapest and sell in the dearest market; that one should not

buy at all, if he can

avoid it, on a falling

market ;
that “ econ-

omy is wealth,” and

“the nimble six-

pence is better than

the slow shilling.”

All these are aphor-

isms which come
with experience, and

will eventually be

learned by any

thoughtful business

man. Ideas that are

not so generally un-

derstood, and are

frequently never
learned by the very

ones to whom they

would be the most

boneflcial, are, for

instance, that adver-

tising, to be success-

ful, and permanent-

ly so, should discriminating than universal; and

that it is better to sell a large number of any article at a small

proftt than a smaller number at a heavy profit. Even suppos-

ing the net results to bo the same, in the one case the dealer

adds largely to his pati'onage by the extension of his acquaint-

ance, while in the other he confines it to the limited circle of

those who can afford to pay his high prices. In the matter of

advertising, there is still much to be learned. Paying a thou-

sand dollars for a page in a newspaper in a metropolitan city

has no li)iiger the effect that it had when the extr.avagance was

a novelty. The running advertisements in ‘
‘ patent outsides

”

in a thousand and one country journals of a few hundred

circulation is not now as popidar as it once was ;
and the

concealed advertisement in the apparently harmless bosom of

an anecdote or an exciting legend, with sensation head-lines,

h.as ceased to deceive. Indeed, it is found that the constant

iteration of this class of advertising tends to annoy readers,

and finally to awaken in their minds a determination to

avoid the articles thus advertised. It is beginning to bo

learned that the true plan of advertising is to bring the mat-

ter to be introduced to the attention of exactly the persons

likely to be interested in it, by personal appeal through pam-

phlets and circulars possessing some attractive features. In

the constant and increasing competition existing in every

lino of trade, it is certainly essential that a dealer should

make himself well known and hold Ms patronage. The latter

duty is the most important one of all in the accomplish-

ment of success in trade. And this is easily performed by

assiduity, promptitude, and an obliging habit. A customer

alwavs goes where he is well treated, and where “to take

trouble ” is considered an important function in business.

Equally, he soon leaves a tradesman by whom he is treated

with rudeness, who fails in punctuality, who is forgetful,

who tries to impose upon him, or who will not take a little

extra trouble to re-

tain his custom.

of

Wkde.

COFFEE WAREHOUSE IN BRAZIL.

The different
lines of trade are

sharply defined in

the large commer-

cial cities, but grad-

ually drift into less

exact methods as the

centres of popula-

tion are left behind.

Thus the manufac-

turers sell to the job-

bers, who sell to the

retail dealers, who,

in their turn, sell to

the consumers. This

subdivision of trade

enhances the price,

W’hile accommodat-

ing both manufacturer and consumer. The business of

“ picking up trade” is an art in itself, and one which the

manufacturer cannot afford to undertake. Just as the study

of the taste of the consumer, and the extensive advertising

must be done by the retailer, who is brought into immediate

contact with him. As a matter of fact, the introduction of

intermediary steps in Irade falls upon the coiisumer-so far

as its cost is concerned. But, again, he has the advantage of

being placed in the presence, by means of the retail dealer,

of goods which he would never see if he had to depend upon

their exhibition to him by the manufacturer. And so

the retail dealer finds the jobber a great convenience,

willing to act between the manufacturer and himself, to

take the risk of giving him credit, to accept from him

orders so small that the manufacturer never would bother

with them, and, in fact, to enable him to successfully con-

duct a business to any extent in accordance with his cus-

tom.
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l|e Coii]ii|er^ial ¥ravelci\
The system of tlie employment of “Drummers,” as they

are called in this country, is quite an old one, having been
long in vogue in England and France, in vrliieh latter coun-
try they are known as commis voyageurs. This institution

has assumed an importance in our internal commerce, wliich

is not likely to be diminished, though in certain lines of

business their use has been curtailed or even abandoned.
This system serves the purpose of bringing business estab-

lishments into personal acquaintance with each other; saves

l)rovincial and country buyers the necessity of making long
and expensive journeys—by carrying samples of goods to

their own counters; acquaints manufacturers and importers
with the changing tastes of different localities; enables the
latter to gain a knowl-

edge of the standing

and business success and

prospects of their cus-

tomers by personal in-

vestigation without the

interposition of mercan-

tile agencies; and, in

tine, effects in commer-
cial relations what nei-

ther telegraph nor ]>ost-

office could ever do half

so well—an acquaint-

ance with the business

situation all over the

country, through per-

sonal intercommunica-

tion. This system also

reacts, by educating a

class of judicious.experi-

enced and sensible busi-

ness men, whose knowl-

edge of the ins and outs,

tactics, and ways and
means of business, is of

the greatest possible ser-

vice to their employers in tlie mean time, and wiil become of
erjual aid to themselves, when they, in turn, employ others.
The number of commercial travelers in actual employ-

ment in Great Britain and Australia is over forty thousand,
and in the United .States as many as seventy-five thousand.
In 1.S81 they formed a National Association at iYtlanta, Ga.,
for the purfjose of influencing legislation in their behalf,
and to effect arrangements for tran.si)ortation that will ren-
der the performance of their duties as economical as pos.sible.

Any one who has traveled much throughout the Unitcsl
.States will have had frequent opportunities of observing the
shrewd, alert commercial traveler, with his acute “ man-of-thc-
world ” look, his affabUity and his “ eye to the main chance.”
Haitlly a hotel, in the season, is without one or more rooms
furnished with conveniences for dis[.laying “ a line ” of sam-
ples, and, indeed, the hotel-keepers and railroad comjjanies
would be the first to suffer if the system were alwlished.

GRAIN-ELi;VATOKS

In the early j>art of this j)apcr wo described the bazars o£

the countries of the East. Within the j)ast ten years this

plan of selling goods has been largely adoj)ted in our princi-

l>al cities. It is, iu fact, merely going back to first princi-

ples, and is not even novel with us, since every “counfj'y
store ” or cross-roads headquarters has conducted business on
the same system during our history. The Bazar, as applied

to modern city shopjnng, consists in adapting an enormous
structure, or scries of buildings, perha^js covering a whole
square, to the sale of every imaginable article for which a
customer can be found. Dry goods, shoes, fancy goods,

perfumery, china ware, domestic hardware, books and sta-

tionery—all these, and many other lines of bu.sincss are car-

ried on under one roof,

and in one name. But
it must not be imagined

that the business is

therefore in the hands of

one firm. This is by no

means always the case.

Not infrequently the
space is rented to dis-

tinct concerns, and the

establishment is practi-

cally only a number of

different shops running

in agreement in the same
building, or in a number
of contiguous buildings.

Those concerns are, in a
m c a s u r 0

,
cotiperativc

(with each other), buying

from the manufacturer

direct at ])riees so re-

duced as to be able to

undersell competitors.

T h e first result of

their introduction into

a town or city, on this

principle, is to break down all the small tradespeople in

the neighborhood, whom they afterwards usually absorb,
as clerks and salesmen. It is a commercial fact that the
more different business establishments there arc stipj)orted

in a given place, the greater is the commercial prosperity of
that place. On this point observe the words of the last an-
nual Ilo{)ort on the Internal (Commerce of the United
.States :

“ A family whose necessities compel all or most of
its members to engage in remunerative occupations, is much
mon; ready to adoj)t as a permanent homo a city where each
cfin secure such emiiloyment as is desired, than one where
oidy such of their members fis are inclined to, or an; capable
of engaging in, a certain .specific occiqjation can hope to ob-
tain a .satisfactory means of subsistence. The highest de-
gree of human happiness, and the most permanent condi-
tions of prosperity, are doubtless attained in communities
where the largest number of the population neccs.sarily en-
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gaged in labor can secure such employment as is suited to

tlicir abilities and tastes.” This passage refers more par-

ticularly to manufacturing, but is none the less appropriate

in connection with the “Bazar” system, since this latter

dispenses with the existence of a great number of small

establishments, each of which would support a number of

individuals and families. It is the principle of “Centrali-

zation” applied to trade, which when carried to excess be-

comes disastrous.

do-Orpef^tive

Co-operative stores, proper, have been long employed in

Great Britain in local commerce, but have not succeeded

when attempted in the United States. The “ Civil Service

Stores” in England were started about 1866 by some clerks

in the London Post Office buying a chest of lea and dis-

tributing it among themselves, thereby saving a considerable

sum Trom the retail price, and obtaining the best quality.

The plan worked so well that a small room was hired and

a trustworthy man employed to take charge, and there were

stored articles for daily domestic consumption, which were

purchased at wholesale and distributed among the sub-

scribing clerks, who also divided the small expense involved.

The idea soon spread, assumed a more comprehensive shape,

and there are at this writing a number of immense organi-

zations in London, and others in other parts of Great

Britain, aU conducted on the same general principle. This

principle is, of course, directly opposed to that of jobbers,

retail-dealers, and middlemen in general, and has for its

purpose the distribution of the profits of these agents among

the co-operating subscribers, in the form of reduced charges

for commodities. The sales of one such company in London

amount to more than $1,000,000 per month, and are increas-

ing, and the increase of the income of its subscribers through

this species of economy is said to equal twenty-five jier

cent, of the same. The plan has been tried in New York

and elsewhere in the United States in a numbei of in-

stances, but has never worked well. It is at present in

course of being conducted in New York in the case of the

“Co-operative Dross Association : Limited,” which has not

yet been in existence sufficiently long to have its success or

failure decided.

The questions that must come before the manufacturer and

the dealer in commodities are not unlike in their natuie

and general bearing. Tlie question of overproduction is par-

alleled by that of overstocking ;
if the manufacturer adulter-

ates his goods, or the dealer gives short weight or short meas-

urement, each eventually meets with the same failure of

public confidence ;
both manufacturer and dealer must

study the economies of trade in order to successfully

prosecute it. Yet there is no sound judgment in lack of

enterprise, or fear to make experiments. A. T. Stewart

probably took more chances in the conduct of his business

than would be ventured upon by most merchants, yet his

success is recognized. We have in our mind an instance of

a business conducted in the city of New York in the midst

of a tremendous competition, which started three years ago

with five men and a little shop, which now employs seventy-

five men, and has a pay-roll of $800 per week. It has been

fostered by assiduity and enterprise; by invariably supplying

the best article in the market at a fair price ;
by catering to

the best custom, and being first to offer novelties; and by

judicious advertising (not newspaper). The richest and

most successful newsdealer in the United States started life

as a newsboy, peddling papers about the streets of New

York.

But while enterprise, is a most valuable and necessary

factor in commerce, we are far from recommending that

species of enterprise which is known as “speculation. The

latter trusts to chance for success, while the former con-

quers it by energy and wisdom. A steady trade, built upon

the sure foundation of integrity, and conducted with a sense

of duty to the buyer who confides in him, is the only safe

reliance of the young man who enters into commercial life

for himself. And with regard to one who labors in the em-

ployment of another, it should be remembered that while he

is being paid for his time and his labor, he is also receiving,

as a part of his wages, the knowledge of business which is, in

time, to fit him in turn to be an employer of others. This fact

is but little aiipreciatcd by those who enter business as clerks

or other subordinates. Such, in fact, if they are watchful,

are placed in a position to profit by all the knowledge and

experience which has been acquired by their employeis. A

business house, under these circumstances, becomes a higher

school, from which the i>upil graduates into the great com-

mercial world fully equipped—if he has taken advantage of

his opportunities-to enter into the battle for subsistence

and wealth on an equality with the best of his competitors.

This is a point with regard to a business life which should not

be lost sight of. The acquisition of the methods and rules

of business are of far more value to the learner than any pay

he may receive for his services.

From the first simple traffic by barter, one niay follow the

wonderful movement of commerce—and its hand-maid,

transportetion— through all its numerous ramifications,

among different races, increased constantly through discov-

ery and invention by new accessions of commodities, for-

warded constantly by all the arts and all the sciences, until

it reaches its present gigantic state, when thousands of

millions of articles change hands daily by means of the

proper representatives of value. It has been estimated that

there are about twelve hundred millions of human beings at

all times engaged in buying and selling, wearing and eating,

wasting and destroying. It would, therefore, take many

books the size of this one to tell half of the story—but suf-

ficient has been told here to induce the thinking man to enter

upon and conduct his business life with a just recognition

of its responsibilities, its difficulties audits magnitude, when

taken in the mass.
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E derive our word Agricul-

ture from the Romans, the

Latin woi’d ager being field,

and ctiUura cultivation
;

and
beyond what the Latin writers

told us, we know very lit-

tle concerning the agriculture of

the ancients. But ordinary rea-

soning would inform us that

])rimeval man must first have de-

pended for subsistence upon the

chase, and not upon the culture

of the soil. It was a far advanced
step in civilization when man first

discovered and applied the repro-

ductive capacity of the seeds of

food-plants : as it was an evidence
of mature reflection, and a confidence in the con-

tinuance of existence, when he began to make
provision for the fruitfulness of future seasons.

In fact the discoveries of flint implements, the
first employed by man, show that he pursued ani-

mals to kill them for food, there being arrows and
spear-heads and knives, but no tools apparently
designed for excavating, or for cultivating the soil.

And even later, when the use of iron had been dis-

covered, and weapons for the chase of land animals
had been supplemented by fish-hooks and fish-

spears, indicating that the sea had also been forced

to yield fish as food for man, there were still dis-

Iluman beings.closed no evidences of agriculture

k

at that far distant period, dwelt in caves, where
their bones have been found, accompanied by the

flint and bronze implements they used. Later,

they built themselves houses, now known as “ lake-

dwellings,” which were reared on piles in the midst

of lakes—not only in Europe, but in Asia, and in

the East India Islands. In the discoveries whieh
have been made of the remains of these lake-dwell-

ings, as in the tombs of the ancient Egyjitians, have
been found the first indications of earth-culture,

in the actual grain and corn which Avas grown, and
which differ but little from existing varieties.

It was doubtless the accumulation of large num-
bers of human beings in settlements—communities
thus occurring on account of the necessity for self-

protection—that, by necessity, awakened the knowl-
edge of the possibilities of agriculture in the mind
of man. The recurring season of fruitfulness must
have been the suggestion, and the demand of

hunger the occasion which gave rise to the custom
of ])lanting seed and reaping the result. Thus,

also, it was with regard to domesticating aTiimals

of certain species for food, and for the skins which
could be employed for protective covering in in-

clement seasons. Like causes jwoducing like

effects, and the human intelligence being the same,

or nearly the same, everywhere, in the beginning,

agriculture, like every other custom, will have been

spontaneous in different ]>arts of the world, Avhen-

ever the local circum.stances demanded it. But
some of the ancient nations grcAV into commerce,
as a A'oeation, others into manufactures: the

Phamicians arc an instance of this character.
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Such people depended upon those who devoted

themselves to the cultivation of the soil, for their

grain and their meat. Egypt, Chaldea and China

were the first nations which are known to have

conducted agriculture as a national and general

vocation. From the Egyptian liieroglyphics, and

the wall-paintings in their catacombs, we learn the

most of what we know of their agriculture. It is

also the fact that vast emjnres must have subsisted

by this means, of whose methods we know nothing :

Babylon, India, the eastern shores of the Mediter-

ranean Sea, the great plains bordering on the Eu-

phrates River—myriads of people—led the life of a

constant farmer, not to speak of those of eastern

and central Asia, whose existence was at times

nomadic, and at times settled ‘and agricultural,

and who always reared large herds of cattle and

sheep.

ANCIENT CONDITIONS.

Climatic Changes.—The conditions of ancient times were

much the same as those of the present, with the difference

that there has evidently been a constant change of relation

between localities and the recurrence of the seasons, bringing

about similar changes in the products of countries. Indica-

tions are that in both hemispheres, or parts of them, the

tendency of product-belts—so to speak— is northward : thus

the wheat belt, the vine region, and the cotton region have

sensibly displayed a northward movement ;
and the finest

agricultural regions of Italy have changed, from ancient

times, from the southern part of the peninsula to the plains

about Lombardy, which are now a veritable garden spot.

The same has been the case with regard to Spain, which,

under the Moorish dominion, was, in its southern regions,

raised to the highest pitch of cultivation, including rich

crops of wheat and maize
;
while now their principal yield is

the olive, oranges, and the fruit of the vine. The great Eu-

ropean wheat belt, which extends south from the Baltic to

the regions about the Black Sea, is the parallel of that of

America, running northward and westward from the Ohio

River
;
just as the vine regions of Spain, Portugal, Italy,

and France, are paralleled by those of California.

AGRICULTURE IN EUROPE.

The extent to which artificial irrigation is used in Europe

and the Eastern countries, and the results obtained by this

mode of cultivation, are astonishing, and should give rise to

thoughtful consideration in America. In the great plain of

northern Italy watered by the river Po, as much as 1,000,000

acres are under irrigation, and, by the system of rotation of

crops, are made the most productive lands in all Europe.

On the farms of Lombardy large numbers of cattle are kept,

the land being often a complete network of canals, with their

accompanying minor channels. In the south of Prance, par-

ticularly in Provengc, irrigation has reclaimed much territory

that would without it be waste land. The farming system

of France is peculiar in its division into small allotments of

land, French law requiring the equal division of land among

the heirs on the death of a parent. While the south of

France is given up to the cultivation of the mulberry, the

vine, and the olive, the northwest is the most fertile land in

Europe.

Austria, Hungary, and Southern Russia are much like

France in their agricultural conditions.

England, which, prior to the IGth century, was a wool-

growing and not an agricultural country, became such later

on, and eventually grew to be an exporter of wheat, and an

enormous grazing country as well. Excellent agricultural

methods were introduced into Englantl in early times from

Flanders, which has always been a careful and successful

farming country. In the western counties of England,

stock-raising and dairy-farming predominate.

AGRICULTURE IN ASIA.

Throughout eastern and southern Asia rice is the most

important food-crop, irrigation is generally practiced, and,

particularly in China, agriculture is conducted on the mo.st

economical principles, with the free use of fertilizers and with

the most liberal results. What we know of the interior

tribes of Central Africa, and those of the Polynesian Islands,

gives evidence that food-crops have been raised among them

from time immemorial. The methods which were in use

in the remote past among these semi-civilized races, and

which were of the simplest character, obtain at present.

Such has also been the case with the aborigines of America,

North and South. Generally of a nomadic nature, the native

tribes have wandered over the vast territories in their pos-

session, and depending mainly upon the chase for food, have

otherwise lived upon esculent roots, cultivating maize,

at intervals, as a standard article of food. It is a fact that

as many as twenty-five different roots, and sixty varieties of

berries, fruits, nuts, and wild plants, unknown as food to

the whites, have always been among the articles of diet of

North American Indians.

Perhaps there has been no countiy that has offered such

interesting material for the history of agriculture as the

Empire of Japan. Dating from a remote antiquity, this vo-

cation has been conducted in the Japanese Islands with un-

failing regard for ancient forms, and yet these have been

found to include a thorough and comprehensive knowledge

of the best methods extant. There the whole water system of

the empire is utilized in irrigation ;
fertilizers are employed

with rigid adherence to their known properties, and the

most thorough tillage is conducted with the end scrupu-

lously in view of gaining from the land its utmost possibili-

ties of return for cultivation. Labor being exceedingly

cheap, and the land exceptionally fertile, the effect has been

to occasion the most remarkable results in production in

every part of the empire, about one-half of which is under

the closest cultivation, while four-fifths of the adult male

population are agriculturists. The principal products aie
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rice, wheat, barley, cotton, tobacco, sii<iar, hemp, flax, and
fruits. The wliole area of the settled portion of the Japan-
ese Islands is not much larger than the New England States,

while here is concentrated a population four-fifths as great

as that of the United States. By not allowing an ounce of

fertilizing material of any kind to go to waste, though with-

50:3 bushels, or 13.3 bushels to the acre; that of oats, 4,024,
902 bushels, or 24 to the acre; barley, 1,005, 759 bushels, or
25 to the acre; potatoes, 107,98(i, or 4 tons to the .acre; and
hay, 291.781 tons, or Lt tons to the acre. The area under
tillage has doubled, and that under wheat much moi-c than
doubled during the last ten years.

out live-stock to any extent, unaided by mechanical ap-
pliances, without the system of rotation of crops, the Jap-
anese farmer produces annually from one acre of land the
crops which require four seasons in the United States

;
and

this with the crudest and simplest aids in the way of imple-
ments.

AGRICULTURE IN AUSTRALIA.
Austrai.i.v is divided into seven colonics, viz.: New South

W ales, Victoria. South Australia. (Queensland, Western Aus-
tnilia, Tasmania and New Zealand. Of these, Victoria an 1

.South Australia are the most ititerested in agriculture.

VICTORIA.
In 18s0 the number of acres in this colony under cidtiva-

tion was 1,(587,400, the number of occnj>iers being 49,025.

The five principal crops included wheat, 707,7.38 acres; oats,

107,721; barley, 43,208; potatoes, 41,000; hay, 210,109.

Green forage, and jicriminent artificial griis.ses covered 307.-

475 acres
; vines, 4,28-1; gardens and orchards, 20,305 acres.

Thcothcr crops were maize (Indian com), rye, i)e,-is ami beans,

mangel wurzel. turnips, l>eet.s, carrots, parsnips, onions, chic-

ory, hops, and tobacco. The produce of wheat was 9,401,-

NEW SOUTH WALES.

This colony is devoted principally to sheep-farming, being

the greatest wool-producing country in the world. It is also

beginning to assume importance for its proiluction of meat,

shipping it in a frozen condition to the London market. The
area of land under cultivation is continually increasing, and
maize, in partietdar, is becoming a liighly successful croj).

The yield of vegetable products and fruits covers the semi-

tropical as well as those of colder climates. I’hc jiroduction

of sugar is considerable, as is .also that of tobacco; and dairy-

farming is assuming jirominence in the southern districts,

while the culture of the vine has resulted in a i)roduclion

which has attracted attention iti Eurojte.

The following figures givethe crop production for 1878-!):

Wheat

Bariev 1.32,072

Other Cereals 27,(521

I’ot.atoes 5.3,590 tons

llav 172,407 “

W'ine 084,7.33 gallon.s.
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QUEENSLAND.

This colony contains an area of 669, 520 square miles,

nearly all of which is leased, or otherwise occupied, and

nearly all of which is productive land. In the northern part

there are well-marked tropical wet and dry seasons, but in

the rest of the colony moisture is uncertain. There are as

yet only 130,000 acres under cultivation in the whole of

Queensland, the colony being only thinly populated. The

I)astoral country is large and very rich, the great detriment

being scarcity of surface water. The coast country of South-

ern Queensland grows an enormous variety of vegetables and

fruit, and all the cereals, sugar-cane, tobacco, tea, and cof-

fee. The northern coast lands contain largo tracts of fine

sugar country. The coffee bush thrives well along the whole

coast. This colony had, in 1878, 2,469,555 head of cattle;

and in 1879 the number of its sheep, 5,796,742.

The following is a table of the principal productions of

Queensland ;

Wheat 130,452 bushels.

Qnfg 1,2^4

Barley. 16-301
“

Maize 1-539,510
‘‘

Other Cereals

Potatoes 9,063 tons.

Hay 18-553
“

Wine 64,407, gallons.

SOUTH AUSTRALIA.

The area of cultivated land in tins colony is about 2,250,-

000 acres, and about 177,000 square miles are leased for

pastoral purposes. In that year there were in South Aus-

tralia 130,000 horses, 266,000 horned cattle, over 6,000,000

sheep, OO’SOO pigs, and 11.200 goats. The favorite breed of

sheep in the interior is the merino, but on the coast long-

wools are sometimes preferred. The value of the export of

wool during 1878 amounted to over £1,750,000 for 56,500,-

000 pounds.

Nearly two-thirds of the area under cultivation is given up

to wheat, 1,500,000 acres being reaped in the harvest of 1880,

an aggregate over 14,000,000 bushels. This wheat brings

the highest price in the London market, and has received the

highest award at international exhibitions. During the sea-

son of 1879-’80, there were grown 202,000 bushels of barley,

61,000 of oats. 58.000 of peas, 296.000 tons of hay, and 27,-

000 tons of potatoes. Hops are grown with success in the

southern districts. Flax, tobacco, the castor oil plant,

opium, and many plants used for distilling perfumes are

grown in this colony. The mulberry and silkworm thrive

well, but there is no important silk culture. The annual

vintage is about half a million gallons, the most of the wine

being consumed in the colony. Fruits of all the European

varieties are produced easily.

WESTERN AUSTRALIA.

This is the largest of all the Australian Colonies, but is

the least devoted to agriculture, the population being under

30,000. There were 45,933 acres of land under cultivation

in 1877, and the live stock comprised 33,502 horses, 54,050

cattle, and 899,494 sheep.

TASMANIA.

The soil and climate of Tasmania are peculiarly adapted

for the production of cereals and fruit. The total area of

land cleared or in cultivation is 366,911 acres, the chief prod-

ucts being wheat, oats, barley, potatoes, peas, and English

grasses.

The number of acres in wheat in 1880 was over 45,000,

with 37,000 in oats. Hops are extensively and profitably

cultivated, their export in 1879 amounting to over £26,000,

and all the fruits of temperate climates grow here luxuri-

The number of sheep in the colony is nearly 2,000,000 ;

cattle, about 130,000 ;
horses, 25,000 ;

and pigs, 38,000.

NEW ZEALAND.

All the grains, grasses, fruits, and vegetables grown in

England' are cultivated in New Zealand with perfect success,

being excellent in quality and heavy in yield
;
while, besides

these, the vine is cultivated in the open air, and maize, the

taro, ’and the sweet potato are cultivated to some extent in

the knny valleys of the north island. The principal crops

are wheat, oats, barley, potatoes, and sown grass. The

climate of New Zealand is one of the finest in the world ;

and owing to the prevalence of light and easily-worked soils,

all agricultural processes are performed with unusual ease.

AMERICAN COLONIAL AGRICULTURE.

The early history of the British colonists in America dis-

plays a constant succession of dangers and hardships, in the

midst of which agriculture could hardly thrive. Down to

as late a period as the middle of the 18th century, the James

River colonists cultivated one field until it was exhausted,

when they deserted it for another which they cleared for the

purpose. Cattle had been introduced as early as 1609, and

were much thought of ;
but when it is remembered that

the practice of cultivating grasses and roots for fodder was

not even introduced into England until 1633, the manner in

which they were cared for may be imagined. They were

permitted to roam at will, picking up such subsistence as

they might, and faring badly in consequence. Under this

treatment the cattle of the colonists continued to deteriorate

until after the Revolution. Farming was conducted under

many disadvantages in those days, one of the most serious

being the want of proper implements. For twelve years

after the landing of the Puritans the farmers had no plows,

and later on it was customary for one owning a plow to

travel about and do the plowing for the farmers over a con-

siderable extent of territory. The massive old plow required

a strong team, a stout man to bear on, another to hold, and

a third to drive. The work it did was slow and laborious.

The other tools in use were a heavy spade, a clumsy wooden

fork and later, a harrow. The plows used by the French
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settlers of Illinois from 1682, were made of wood, with a

small point of iron fastened upon the wo<xl by strips of raw-

hide. They used carts that had not a particle of iron about

them ; the thrashing was done with a tlail, the winnowing
by the wind. In fact, previous to tile beginning of the

present century, a strong man could have carried on Ids

shoulders all the implements used on an American farm,

except the old woo<lcn cart and the harrow. The Plymouth
coloidsts found corn in cultivation by the Indians, and soon

learned to grow it after the Indian fashion . This was to

dig with a clam-shell small holes in the ground about four

feet apart, drop in a fish or two (alewives), jilant in them
four or six kernels of corn, and cover them up. For the clam-

shell the colonists soon employed the heavy mattock, or

grub-hoe. Indian corn, pumpkins, squashes, potatoes, and
tobacco were at this time new to the Europeans. Wheat,
rye, oats, and barley were grown by the Puidtan settlers,

but wheat was never a successful crop in New England. It

will have been seen that the Indians understood the value

of fertilizers, and an early chronicler of the history of Ply-

mouth colony wrote of this as follows ;
“ According to

the manner of the Indians, we manured our ground with
herrings, or rather shads (alewives), which we have in great

abundance, and take with great ease at our doors.” But the

condition of agriculture could hardly be worse than it was
at this time. With poor and inefficient tools in scant quan-
tity. illy-kept and profitless cattle, meager crops, and igno-

rant farming, the early settlers could with difficulty raise

sufficient food to keep themselves from starvation. During
the Revolution there was general stagnation in farming,

and this condition continued until some years later. It was
not until the last decade of the eighteenth century that the

esbiblishment of agricultural societies in a few of the States

gave a positive impetus to agriculture. This impetus was
perhaps first given in the agricultural convention held in

Georgetown, D. C., in 1809 ; and which was followed. May
10, 1810, by the first agricultural exhibition ever held in

the country, which took place in Georgetown. In October
of the same year, the exhibition of three merino sheep at

Pittsfield, Mass., became the germ of the Berkshire County
Agricultural Society, whose regular exhibitions began in

1811, the first county exhibition ever held in this country.

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.

All of this progress naturally brought about improve-
ments in the form and capacity of agricultural implements.
Charles Newbold, of Burlington, N. .1., had received a patent
in 179i for his ca-st-iron plow. Peacock improved on this

in 1807, while Thomas .Icflerson had written a treatise on the
requisite form of the mold-board, based on scientific princi-
ples. These early efforts were the beginning of that won-
derful march of invention in its application to agricultural
implements, which has resulted in revolutionizing farndng
to that extent that the number of two-horse reapers in

use in the country, in 1801, p<-rformed an amount of work
equal to that of a million of men. Horse hay-rakes, mowers
and reapers, thrashing-machines, and many smaller im-

proved implements have, on every well regulated farm,

usurped the place of the old clumsy and cumbersome tools,

their very possession stimulating to the increased activity

and energy which have placed us foremost among the agri-

cultural peoples of the earth.

What has been said with regard to the antiquity of certain

tools of the farmer, merely shows the simj)lieily with which
farm work was for ages performed. As men advanced in

powers of invention, this faculty became devoted to making
agriculture more certain and more scientific by devising
new imidements. The number of these is incalcvdable, and
every well-informed farmer should acquaint himself with
the nature and uses of all those likely to be needed in the

kind of farming he prosecutes. Especially in handling the

soil by the subsoil plow, harrow, and cultivator, do the

latest implements come in play. Everything is gained by
being properly equipped in this direction, and the farmer
who possesses the best article of mower and reaper, or hor.se-

rake, is just so far better able to handle his crops than is his

neighbor who is not thus supplied. There is nothing to

which labor-saving is so generally and so ingeniously ajiplied

as to farm implements, and there is no economy in doing
without them. Any farmer can obtain gratuitously an
illustrated catalogue of new implements by applying to

the manufacturers, who always advertise in the agricul-

tural journals and magazines, which is one good reason why
every farmer should supply himself with agricultural liter-

ature in that form.

MODERN IMPLEMENTS.

The gang-plow, for in.slanee, lias placed the weak and inlirm, so far

a.s plowing is concerned, on a jiar with the strong and active. This ma-
chine consists of a gang of two plows, whose heams are att.ached to an
a.\le resting upon two wheels. One of the.se wheels is so arranged that
by means of a lever the driver can so adjust the height of the wheel
that it shall correspond to the wheel running in the furrow, and thus
keep the plow-soles on a level in the bottom of the furrow. Another
lover on the opposite side, with a catch working into notches on an arc
serves the double purpose of either regulating the depth of the plow, or
of entirely throwing the plows out of the ground at the end of a furrow
for the purpose of timiing around. Upon the machine is provided a
comfortable seat for the driver, where he may sit and [ilow, and even
smoke his pipe in perfect freedom of action. I'lion examining the
work done hy thi.s implement at sundown, we find that one man with
four horse.s has thoroughly turned over and broken up the soil of about
five acres, to a uniform depth of about eight inches, leaving no balks
and hollows, but all smooth and level, indicating the thoroughness of
the work. The improved sulky harrow both harrows and seeds, and
will accomplish from ten to fifteen acres a day with one man and a jmir
of horses. The driver from his comfortable seat superintending the
various operations of harrowing the soil, sowing the fertilizer, grain,

and grass seed, all at one operation. The reaper, horse-rake, mower,
corn-])lanler, cultivator, etc., one and all, exhibit the value of inventive
genius as applied to agriculture.

COMPARATIVE GRAIN STATISTICS

In default of having statistics of the production of com and wheat in

the United States. j)rior to 1S40, we can only give certain figures of their

exportation, which will, however, serve, hy comparison, as some indi-

cation of the vast increase in the product of these grains. In 174H,
South f'aroliim expoiled .Itl.tKIK bushels of com. and in IT.")-!, 10,428
bushels. In 1T.')3 North Carolina exported 01, 1)80 bushels

;
in 17T0
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Savannah exported 13,598 bushels
;
and the total quantity exported from

all the colonies in the latter year was 578,349 bushels. Even as late as

1800 the entire exportation was only 2,032,425 bushels. The export of

wheat rvas in 1791, 1,018,339 bushels, and 619,681 barrels of flour
;
in 1800

it had fallen to 26,853 bushels of wheat, with 653,052 barrels of flour;

in 1810 it was 325,024 bushels of wheat and 798,431 barrels of flour. In

comparison with these figures, consider the 150,575,577 bushels of

wheat, and the 7,945,786 barrels of flour exported from the United States

in 1881.

TOBACCO.

The culture of tobacco bewail with the first setllcment of the James

River colony, and it is recorded that in 1615 the gardens, fields, and

streets of .Tamestown were planted with tobacco. It became thegre.at

staple crop, and also the currency of the colony. In 1622 the product

amounted to 60,000 ponnd.s, and it doubled during the next twenty

years. At a period nearer to that of the Revolution, wben the soil had

become exhausted and manure was not procurable, the tobacco crop fell

off, but from 1744 to 1766 the exports of it amounted to 40,000,000 a year.

COTTON,

The cotton crop in America is the growth of the last century. Prior

to the invention of the cotton-gin by Eli Whitney. 1793, comparatively

little of it had been raised in the Southern States. The difficulty of

freeing the cotton from the seed had previously been go great that a

hand could clean but a pound a day. Whitney's invention enabled a

hand to clear 360 pounds per day, and of course stimulated the planting

of cotton. The application of power to machinery in carding, spinning,

and weaving cotton, which was made in England about this time, cre-

ated a demand for all the cotton that could be grown. In the factories

the power of a hand in the manufacture of cotton cloth had been in-

creased twenty-two hundred times, as in the field it had been mtiltiplied

by three hundred and sixty. Cotton-growing now became of immense

importance in the colonics, and it soon constituted a third part of the

entire export of the country. Each decade showed an increase of about

100 per cent, in production, and in 1840 it amounted to six times that of

1820, being, in quantity, 2,177,835 bales, which is, again, about one-third

of the quantity which this product has since reached, as will be seen

on reference to our tables of pi oductions. The hay crop has also grown

up in the United States mainly during the past century, having been

increased by reason of the labor-saving machinery in this direction which

has been invented, making possible the sufficiently rapid and economi-

cal cutting of our grasses. The improved methods in gathering, curing,

and preserving these grasses for fodder have of course resulted i.i

great advantage in the breeding and care of cattle.

COTTON-SEED FOR SHEEP.

While it is not designed in this place to propound theories of agricul-

ture, or even to enumerate or describe accepted methods—matters whicli

strictly find their place in the text-books and treatises on practical

farming—there are many recent di.scovcries and applications, both scien-

tific and practical, to which it seems proper to allude. And, for instance,

in the matter of sheep-farming, it has been very clearly shown by recent

experiment, that this industry can be greatly economized in the cotton

States, by using cotton-seed as winter feed. Mr. Edward Atkinson's

pl.an of four-field rotation in Southern farming involves this. For he

advises dividing a farm into four fields—one to be put in grass, one in

peas, one in corn, one in cotton
;
the peas to be fed off by sheep on the

ground, and then the cotton-seed to be fed to the sheep in the field

where the peas grew. This course would so enrich the field by means

of the sheep manure that a good cotton crop could be raised on it with-

out the use of commercial fertilizers. About 100 pounds of seed will be

sufficient for each sheep during a hard winter, and half that quantity

in a mild winter.

THE SILO AND ENSILAGE.

In considering the subject of raising stock, we may properly refer to t! c

important subject of ensilage. Ensilage is fodder cut green and depos-

ited in pits termed silos, and taken out as it is needed for feedforcattle.

The idea of preserving green fodder was known to the ancients, and

such pits have been found in Egypt. The modern silo originated with

Auguste Goffart, a Frenchman, who began his experiments in 1850. In

America the plan has been carried to great success by Dr. Bailey, of

Billerica, Mass.; C. W. Mills, of Now Jersey ;
Samuel Remington, of

Ilion, N. Y.; Theodore A. Ilavemeycr, New York, on his model farm at

Bompton, N. J.; and others. By this plan it is found that com or

grasses can be preserved with all their nutritious qualities, and to such

advantage, that one hundred and twenty head of horned cattle and

twelve horses h.ave been kept during two winters (1880-82) on the prod

uct of thirteen acres of land, at a cost of five hundred dollars for the

fodder, the two silos in which it was kept having cost seven hundred

dollars. Fed on Imy for t he same time the stock would have cost for

their keeping seventy five hundred dollars. This extraordinary statement

has been frequently verified, and the conclusion of all those who have

faithfully fed stock on ensilage has been entirely favorable to its use.

One system of silos is thus described: They occupy the north wing

of the barn of the owner, 99 feet long by 40 wide; upon a massive stone

foundation, concrete walls 2X feet thick were constructed, forming four

large silos, two 59 feet long and 14 feet wide; and two 35 feet long and

twelve feet wide, the depth of each of them being 25 feet. They may,

however, and to advantage, be made much smaller than these, requiring

less time and fewer hands to fill them, and avoiding the danger of fer-

mentation by being filled and closed rapidly. The corn Tor instance)

is harvested in the latitude of New Jersey, in the latter part of Septem-

ber, when the stalks are fully matured, but while still green in color.

It is cut with an ensilage-cutter into half-inch or inch lengths, and is

then filled into the silo as rapidly as possible. When all the fodder is

in, the surface is leveled, and is then covered with boards, on which

heavy weights are placed to accomplish a uniform pressure. These

weights may Ire barrels of stones or cement, loose stones, bags of sand,

or anything else to answer the purpose. When the fodder is to be used

for cattle, a portion of the cover is taken off, and it is then cut dow n

perpendicularly as required. It has been found that cattle will leave

all other feed for this, that they will thrive better upon it than upon

any other, and that their milk is richer and will produce a betlcr quality

of butter under its use. It has been clearly shown, moreover, that cattle

can bo fed on this system at a cost of $12 (£2.10) per head per annum,

VN'hen the usual expense of feeding by the ordinary process is $80 (about

£16.6) per head. The silo which was closed up at the Atlanta Cotton

Exposition in October 1881, was opened in May 1882, and the fodder

was found pure and wholesome, and fit for immediate use.

FERTILIZERS.

The importance of chemical science to agriculture was, perhaps, first

made known to the civilized world through the experiments of Sir

Humphry Davy, about the first part of the present century. But it was

not until 1840, when Liebig announced his important scientific proposi-

tion regarding fertilizers, that intelligent farmers were awakened to the

tremeiffious character of their possible powers in sustaining or renewing

the fertility of the soil. Said Liebig: “ To manure an acre of land

with forty pounds of bone-dust, is sufficient to supply three crops of

wheat, clover, potatoes, turnips, &c., with phosphates ;
but the form in

which they are restored to the soil does not appear to be a matter of

indifference ;
for the more finely the bones are reduced to powder, and

the more intimately they are mixed with the soil, the more easily they

are assimilated. The most easy and practical mode of effecting their

division is to pour over the bones, in the state of fine powder, half of

their weight of sulphuric acid, diluted with three or four parts of

water.” Tliese simple words opened the way to the whole system of

concentrated fertilizers, which has extended so far in modem times and

grown to such gigantic proportions as to affect the commerce of the

whole civilized world. It was not, in fact, until 1840 that guano was

first used in England, twenty casks being landed there in that year.

Five years later the importation had grown to 200,000 tons, employing

679 vessels. By 1856 the quantity taken from the Chincha Islands alone

amounted to 2,000,000 tons, and the sales from 1840 to that time to

$100,000,000 (£20,000). In 1848 fertilizers to the quantity of 1,000 tons were

imported into the United States ;
in 1849, over 21 ,000 tons, and in the next

twenty years, to 1,230,372 tons. But these figures are small compared

to those of the commercial fertilizers manufactured in the United States.
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The exhaustion of the soil by the con-

stant growth of cotton on the s.ime

land in the South has rendered tlie

use of fertilizers in enormous quanti-

ties, indispensable.

AGRICLrLTTTP.E IN THE
UNITED STATES.

There is, perhaps, no other country
on the face of the earth so admirably

adai)ted for agricultural purposes as

the United States. Tlie area of the

country is 1,9;3G,384,000 acres, exclusive

of Alaska, which in itself comprises

370,000,000 acres. The mountain ranges
—the Appalachian chain towards the

oast, the Rocky Mountains in the cen-

tre, and the Sierra Nevada in the west,

di\ide the United States into four

great regions : The Atlantic slope, the

basin of the Mississippi and the Mis-
sonri, the country between the Rocky
Mountains and the Sierra Nevada, and
the Pacific sIojk;. Of the total area of

the United States, 35,584,000 acres arc

water, leaving 1 ,!XX),800,000 acres in

land. The climate of such an extent

of territory, running through 24 de-

grees of latitude and nearly 60 of longi-

tude, of course varies considerably,

giving a great variety of products.

Thus apples, pears and plums flourish

in the North, melons and grapes in the

Middle States, pine-apples, pomegra-
nates, figs, almonds and oranges in the

South. Maize is grown from Maine
to Louisiana, and wheat throughout
the Union; though, within the last

generation, the corn centre has been
transferred from the South to the
West, and the whc.at centre from the
Middle Slates to the extreme West and
Northwest. In 1842, 59 per cent, of the

com was grown in the Southern States,

in 1880 not more than thirty-three per
cent, was raised in that section. Very
little cotton is grown north of 37 de-

grees, though it does grow as far north
as 39. Sugar cane grows as far north
as 33 degrees, thongh it does not thor-

oughly succeed beyond 31. Vines and
themnlherrj- grow in various parts of

the Union, oats.ryc and barley through-
out the North and the mountainous
parts of the South, and hemp, flax and
hops in the Western and Middle States.
Tlie cash value of the farms in the
United States, by theninth census, (the
figures of the tenth as to thisnot being
yet accessible) was $9,262,803,861

; of
farm implcmcntsand machinery. $.^36,-

878,429; of live stock. $1, .525,276,457

;

total estimated value of all farm pro-
ductions, $2.447,.5.38,6.58

;
the value of

orcharfl proflucts, 847,.33.5.189
; prfd-

nets of market-gardening. $26,710,229.
There were in 1879 in th ; various States
of the United States, live stock valued
at $1 ..576,917.556. divided according to
the following table :

Statistics op the United States,
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AIRY farming is among tlie most profitable

lines of business in wliieh the practical farmer

can engage. As a matter of course, this busi-

ness has to be carried on in the vicinity of

centers of population. To meet with that success, however,

of which it is justly capable, it is especially necessary that

it should be conducted with the most absolute care and con-

sideration for the animals, and the most complete cleanli-

ness as to every element that goes to its making up. While

it is necessary that the dairy industry should be settled near

the centers of population, it is quite astonishing to what a

distance milk can be profitably shipped. Thus, the city of

New York receives milk daily from the city of Rutland, Vt.,

distant 241 miles, and from Pittsfield, Mass
,
distant 167

miles, on another route. Not many years ago St. Louis,

then having a popula-

tion of 310,000, obtained

all its supply from the

suburbs ;
now, an esti-

mated proportion of one-

eighth of its supply is

received by rail from

distances up to 05 miles.

We have not the statis-

tics of the milk supply

of great cities in recent

years, but some such fig-

ures of a period a decade

back will not be without interest. Thus, in 1871, the trade

in fresh country milk for the single market of New York

represented a yearly gross income to producers of $4,-

170,000, while the entire expenditure for city consumption

exceeded $15,000,000. Judging from the increase of popu-

lation up to 1880, this latter figure has doubtless increased

by this lime to $10,000,00,1. Comparatively little milk is

received in Chicago from points distant more than 50 miles

from the city. In Boston the extreme distance is about 60

miles. That from Philadelphia about 50. In the vicinity

of Cincinnati there are probably 300 dairies, averaging each •

30 cows, and 40 gallons of milk per day. Many wealthy

families of that city and the immediate suburbs keep their

own cows. Probably one-half of the dairymen use “dry

feed,” including brewer’s grain, corn meal, bran, shorts and

sheaf oats ;
the other half use still-slop, refuse from starch

factories, with oil cake, etc. The city of Washington ob-

tains its milk by the Baltimore and Ohio and other roads,

and from distances up to 80 miles. From these facts and

figures it will probably be inferred that with the increase of

population increases the necessary radius of supply. Dairy

farmers finding their markets in small towns require to bo

nearer to them than is the case in regard to larger cities.

The manner of shipping milk has been brought to a nicety

by the arrangements which have been perfected by the chief

railroad lines of the country. Special milk cars arc afforded,

having the right of way; the shippers owning their own

cans, which are returned to them. One of the great oli-

stacles to success in regard to the shipment of milk is the

dilficulty of impressing the producer with the importance of

absolute cleanliness in his milking, .and the care of milk

vessels, and in establishing him in accurate methods of

cooling. The loose rnan.agement which may suffico for milk

not subjected to transportation will not answer for milk

which is to be carried long distances and made liable to con-

siderable delay before

consumption. When the

producer has once estab-

lished a reputation as a

prompt, skillful and

cleanly dairyman, his

account with the dealer

generally suffers little

deduction for sour milk.

The most reliable dairy-

men now use tin milking

vessels. Wooden pails

are not considered safe

in respect to perfect cleanliness. Milk cans are stoppered

with bungs of maple or other close-grained wood, these

being preferable to tin stoppers on account of the jam-

ming to which the neck of the c.an is liable in handling

of collectors, etc. The return ciins are veiy foul, often

mouldy. These should be thoroughly scnibbed by hand in-

side, using w.arin water, then scalded and rinsed, and placed

bottom up out of doors to dry. The wooden stoppers are

scrubbed and boiled when they are offensive to the smell.

Lye is used in the process. At milking time the milk is

str.ained into the can, which is set into a vat of cold w.ater,

the milk stirred from time to time and brought to the proper

temperature for shipment. The evening’s milk is left over

night in the water, and taken up with the morning’s milk

for the train. It is required that the can before forwarding

be filled, and the bungs driven down firmly on the milk.

This point of complete filling is strongly insisted on by the

dealers in order to prevent injurious agitation of the milk

during transportation. The proper temperature of milk for

shipment is 58°.



LIVE STOCK.

The relation of live stock to the

business of the farmer is of the

most intimate nature, precisely

as with regard to the agriculture

of the country it rcs(jlvcs itself

into a factor of sur[)assing im-

portance. As has been already

shown in this article, the rearing

of cattle in the early liistory of

the American colonics, and even

down to a period within the latter j)art of the last century,

was not conducted with any special degree of care, or

even judgment. Cattle and sheep were permitted, as a rule,

to roam at will, picking up a precarious livelihood wlierever

they miglit chance to find it, and of such a character as the

sparse vegetation of the New England lands atlorded.

It has been shown that cattle and sheep and hogs of

good breeds were at length imported from Europe, crossed

in the instance of the latter with fine Asiatic breeds, and
that these became the parents of a long line of jirogeiiy.

Of recent years, not only has the cattle business grown enor-

mously with the great increase of population and its spre.-id

over the vast plains west and south-west, but the devotion of

numbers of farms specifically to cattle raising, chiclly for

dairy purposes, has become a marked feature in American
agriculture. While an enormous business is constantly

being done in the transportation of cattle to market from
the vast ranches of Texas, Indian Teriitory and Kansas, in

more settled localities splemlid arrangements have been
etl'eeted for the best care of the best cattle for dairy uses,

combined with the wisest choice, no matter at what expense,

of breeds ealcidated to improve and sustain those most
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favored in the United States. Of sneh breeds may be named

as to cattle the Ilerefords, Short-horns, Devonshires, llol-

steins, .Jerseys, Guernseys, etc. The organization and suc-

cessful combict of great cattle fairs in the United States have

done much towards the improvement of breeds and the awak-

ening of a proper interest in this important industry. Enor-

mous prices have been paid tor imported stock, and whole

lierds are not unfrequently sold at figures for each animal

which would stun our ancestors, coidd they be present and

witness such sales.

While each farmer may have a predilection for a certain

breed of cattle, the best dairymen in various countries are

now growing to regard the Jersey as the most economical

and reliable for milk and butter. “ No breed of animal is

i-eceiving more attention from practical and theoretical

breeders, and none have ever proved more responsive or more

profitable.” Though reckoned an English breed, they

HEAD OF HEREFORD COW.

undoubtedly origi-

nated on the coast

of France, a close

resemblance be-

tween the cattle of

• Jersey and Brittany

being observable to-

day. The cows of

this breed weigh
about 800 pounds.

Their eyes are large

and mild ;
the head

small and lean
;
the

face dished; the

horns small, un-

curved, and yellow;

the oars small, thin, and yellow inside
;
the neck and throat

straiglit, thin, and clean ; back level and broad at loins
;

the barrel well ribbed, and deep at flanks ;
legs short and

small
;

tail fine and

long
;
hide thin and mel-

low, and yellow ;
hair

soft
;

disposition kind

and q^iiet. Records exist

of Jersey cows producing

700 and 800 pounds of

butter in twelve running

months, besides develop-

ing a calf during the

period, without showing

any falling off in vigor

of constitution cither in

herself or in her off-

spring. The Jersey gives

richer milk than other

breed, and the cream

rises quicker. Cream

cheese from the milk of

this breed is highly esteemed, and Jersey veal brings a high

price in the market. Of the Holstein cattle it may be said

that the cows are large milkers, and the bulls gentle and

docile, and excellent workers in the yoke. They are easily

fattened, and males often attain a weight of 2,000 to 3,000

jjounds, females ranging from 1,200 to 2,000 pounds. The

Ayrshire cattle, although not a beef breed, are said to unite

the properties of yielding a great deal of milk and beef.

They will feed kindly and profitably, and their meat will

be good. Tliey will fatten on farms and in districts where

others could not be made to thrive at all, unless partially or

principally supported by artificial food. The Ayishiic

excels in yielding a large quantity of milk in proportion to

the food consumed. The Oneida Community’s herd of 37

Ayrshire cows averaged for one year 2,5.57 quarts. She is

preeminently the farmer’s cow ;
responds to good treatment,

and under less favorable circumstances does surprisingly

well. There is no dairy breed that, with an equal amount

of roughing, under bad treatment or poor food, can surpass

her vield or condition.

HEAD OF SHORT-HORN COW.
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f

The system of co-operative

dairies or factories has increased

until it numbers as many as 5,000,

including many thousands of

dairymen. In 1874, ><c\v York

had 1,130 of these co-operative

factories, with over 300,000 cows.

At present, it is estimated that

in Xew York at least 30,000

farmers and 30,000 farms are now
identified with this interest. The
great dairy fairs have done much
to establish this industry. So,

also, have the Dairy Boards of

Trade, the one at Little Falls,

X.Y., effecting annually an ex-

change of more than 25,000,000

pounds of cheese. England imports annually of butter and
cheese to the amount of £15,000,000. The entire cheese ex-

HE.VD OF LONG-nORN BULL.

shows the opjMrtunity w
farming.

ports from the United States for

1878, amounted to 134,000,000

pounds. The entire annual but-

ter jiroduct is estimated at from

1,000, 000,000 to 1,400,000,000

])ounds, nearly all of which is

consumed at home. The system

of ensilage for preserving green

fodder, to which allusion hasbcicn

already made, the new milking

machine, and inventions for e.x-

tracting cream from the milk

immediately after being drawn
from the cow, all promise

the means of cheapening the

production of butter and cheese

very considerably. All of which
hieh exists in the business of dairy-

110IISES are almost universally em-
ployed for draught, although for

some puri)oscs oxen supply their

place, and in some localities—as in

the Southern States—mules are ac-

tually preferred for farm work. In

mountain travel, as in the Cordilleras,

mules take the place of horses, as

being more sure-footed. Horses whatever may be their

breetl, should be selected for their good size, shape and sound-
ness, as the best animals of any stock can be fed and kept
at the same expense as those which arc inferior. 'I’licy

also perform their work more satisfactorily; and, when it

is desirable to sell them, they bring a better price. Oats
and hay are the staple articles of food for

horses which are expected to do hard work. A
few beans or f>eas can also be given

;
half a

bushel, with a bushel of oats and hay being a

fair allowance for farm-horses. Cut fodder

is usually given in the winter months, which
tlie animal can .sooner masticate, and thus have
more time for rest. A weekly bran-mash may
also lx: given, conbiining in winter an ounce of

IKuinded niter. Horses should be allowed free

access to water, except when overheated or fa-

tigued. It is now acknowledged by the most
experienced in horse-keeping that the aidtnal

knows bidtcr than his master when lie wants
wat'-r, and how mucli of it lie ref)uircs. Even
in summer, when the horse is taking green

food, hard woi'ked horses may projierly receive a fair pro-

liortion of oats. The now system of feeding witli ensilage,

is found to agree well with horses. Horses should be cared
for with the greatest assiduity in regard to clcanlinc.ss of

their surroundings. They should have roomy, well-liglded,

and well-ventilated stables, and should bo thoroughly
groomed. Nothing is over lost in good work by the cleanly

as well as healthy condition of farm horses. Hoilcil or wet
litter should bo promptly removed, and, if necessary, it is

well to scatter about the stalls a little disinfecting powder.
Treated in this manner, horses seldom neial dosing, but if

this is to be done it shoidd always bo under the advice of

some experienced person, whether a veterinary surgeon or
otherwise.
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business of swine breeding in

the United States has until reeceiit

years been conducted in an un-

methodical and unscientific man-

ner. Associated ellort, conven-

tions, and organized societies at

length brought about an improve-

ment in this matter, and now some care and

thought arc devoted to the breeding and rear-

ing of hogs, as well as of cattle and sheep.

Breeds of importance are the Chester Whites,

a good sized, easily fattened and good bacon

hog ;
Victorias, a medium sized white hog,

which matures early, and is covered with a

good coat of hair to protect it from the cold

in winter and the heat in summer. The

flesh is fine grained and firm, with small

IIEEP-farming, as a business, to be made very

profitable, has to be conducted on a largo scale,

excejjt in instances where they are kept lor

breeding purposes, .as is the case in Vermont, lor

instance. And here, as in cattle, personal

prejudice or predilection comes in with re-

gard to breed, and according as the farmer

rears chiefly for mutton or for wool. Thus,

the Leiccsters produce a fleece weighing seven to

eight pounds, v.aluable as fine combing wool. This

breed is popular in the South, and in Kentucky,

w'here it is preferred as a fit companion to the

short-horn bullock on the blue grass pastures. The

mutton of Leicesters is too fat to suit the Ameri-

can taste. The value of the South-Down is too

well-known to need notice. The Shropshire is of

a larger size than the South-Down, which they

also excel in yield both of mutton and wool, the

meat being next to the latter in quality. Haiiip-

shires, Oxford-Downs, Cotswolds, Black Faces, and

Merinos ai’c also popular in the. United States,

the latter having been especially cultivated and

improved since its first importatif)n from Spain in

1802. It is said by the best' judges of sheep who

have visited the flocks of lilerinos in foreign coun-

tries, that nowhere else has the improvement in

these sheep for practically profitable wool bearing

purposes reached so great perfection, and that the best speci-

mens ill America are without rivals. While the sheep

imported from Spain sheared only seven per cent, of un-

washed wool to live weight of carcass, whole flocks of the

American Merino will shear from twenty to thirty per cent.

Of these sheep there are about 350 registered flocks in Ver-

mont, 100 or more in Ohio, about the same number in Mich-

igan, about GO in New York, 50 more in Wisconsin, and

smaller numbers in other States. No other county in Eng-

land has finer sheep than Lincolnshire, and the Negretti

sheep are considered an excellent breed. The Cheviot sheep

is now very widely diffused over a considerable part of Eng-

land, and almost all parts of Scotland. The rich grasses of

Austialia support many millions of sheep, and it is now the

chief wool-growing country in the world.

LINCOLN AND NLUllEXTI SlIEEl*.

UOGIS.
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bone, and thick side pork. The pigs easily keep in condi-

i
tion, and can be made ready for slaughter at any age.

Cheshires are also pure white, with very thin skin of a pink
color, and with very little hair. The tlesh of these hogs
is fine grained, and they are commended on account of

their extra amount of mess jjork in proj)ortion to the

amount of offal. What is called the “Farmer’s Hog” is a
cross between a Siamese boar and a native English Berkshire.

It is a hardy, prolific stock, furnishing meat of an excellent

quality, the fat and lean well mixed. The Essex is re-

markable for easy fattening, and is a great lard producer.

The \ orkshire is claimed to be the most thorough bred hog
known. It is of a size, shape, and flesh desirable for the

family or packer’s use ; has a hardy, vigorous constitution,

feeds well, and fattens quickly. The Middlesex breed has
been considerably imported into the United States.

POULTRY
JX order to make the keeping of poultry as profitable

as any other adjunct of general farming, it should be

conducted with care and attention. It in fact involves

much less trouble and labor than most other kinds of

farm employment. In the milder seasons of the year domestic

fowls, if left to themselves, are almost invariably healthy.

They secure exercise, pure air, pure water, variety of food,

and access to fine dry soil themselves. As health is the first

condition of success in poultry keeping, this fact presents the

key to the whole matter of profitable management of poultry

on farms and

in large num-
bers as a spe-

cialty. If .50

hens kept in

health can be

made to pro-

duce a clear

annual profit

of |50, a thou-

sand in like

condition may
be m a d e to

yield a propor-

tionate profit.

The propor-

tion of range

necessary, of

shelter, space,

food, water,
care, etc.,

must be ex-

tended mathe-

matically i n

proportion to

the number of

fowls kept,

and then, other things being equal, the profit is as certain

with many hens as with few. Poultry require room for ex-

ercise, and a place for rest, laying, and brooding The best

soil in which to keep poultry is a sandy one, resting upon
gravel, as it absorbs the least moisture, and stagnant moist-

ure is a fruitful source of disease. Any soil upon which an
enclosure for fowls is erected should be well drained. The
place should have a southern or southeastern slope, bo
sheltered from the north and east, and obtain the warmth
of the sun, and security from cold winds. The hen house

should afford

proper shelter

and warmth.

Perches and
nests should

be kept clean,

and the air

[)ure without

any ])ercc[)ti-

ble draft. Tlie

floor should be

hard and per-

fectly dry,

concrete or

solidly packed

earth being

the best ma-
terial. For 25

hens a room

eight to ten

feet .square is

large enough

for a roosting

and laying
house. If the

walls are plas-

tered, the pro-WllITE SHAXOUAE FOWI..S.
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tection against vermin and cold will bo greater than when

otherwise. The sunny side, except for the nest room,

should bo composed of glass, commencing one foot above

the ground or floor. The perches should be low, espe-

cially for the heavier breeds, unless there is convenient

access to them by means of steps. The ground beneath

should be strewn with sand or ashes removed often enough

to prevent taint. Boxes for nests for setting should bo

movable for convenience of cleaning, and should be placed

low. Many put them upon the ground. Chopped straw

is a good material with which to fill nest boxes, and should

be clean. An enclosed yard should adjoin the hen house to

which they may have access. An eighth of an acre in grass

is the proper proportion for 25 hens, but a smaller yard will

answer if kept perfectly clean, and if a sufficient amount of

vegetable food is supplied. Feed and water troughs or boxes

of sufficient capacity should be provided.

As a general series of rules, it may be said : 1. Tliat the

cheapest and most accessible land for poultry keeping is the

most desirable, always provided that a near and sure market

is at command ;
2. That the utmost economy consistent

with' the safety, comfort, and health of the poultry should be

exercised in the erection of the buildings and fences ; 3.

That an abundance of pure water should be accessible or

attainable ;
4. That fowls over three years old are not

profitable, and a stock should be thoroughly renewed every

two years ; 5. That only the largest, hardiest, and best fowls

should be used as breeders. It is asserted by the best poul-

try keepers that under the general circumstances here indi-

cated a thousand pounds of poultry can be produced cheaper

than the same weight of mutton, beef, or pork. As great

profit comes from turkeys as from hens, and greater with

more attention. The large bronze turkeys, Poland geese,

which lay earliest, and light Brahma hens arc good breeds.

The Brahmas mature early for spring chickens, are hand-

some, hardy, good layers, loolr well when dressed, and are

large size. Black Spanish and white Leghorn are better for

eggs, but are undesirable for the table. Feed may be corn,

wheat, chopped turnips, refuse cabbage, with sour milk and

burnt bones, lime, etc., for shell making. Especially must

fowls have space and cleanliness.

A few instances of successful poultry keeping may be given here as

indications of what may be easily done. During the month of January

5fi hens laid 868 eggs ;
February, 8!)! ;

March, 984 ;
with 14 of the hens

setting from about the middle of the month. The eggs were sold for

$66.98. The expense of keeping was $26.13. The profit on eggs for

the three months was $40.8-6. 12 common yellow hens and one cock

for two months cost $3.2.5, receipts 4?3 eggs, which sold for $15.02—

profit, $11.77. These hens had a clean, warm house, with plenty of

outdoor range, and were well supplied with food, pounded oyster

shells, ashes, etc. For one year, ending March 4th, starting with 90 hens

and 11 cocks, the following was the record: 115 fowls of the increase

were sold and used. At the close of the year, 127 hens and 23 young

chickens remained. The eggs produced numbered 8601. The total

credit was $390.70 ;
expenses, $182.21 ;

leaving a profit of $208.49. From
these figures it will he seen that poultry keeping, even simiily as an

adjunct to ordinary small farming, may he made exceedingly profitable

with comparatively little trouble. While, if conducted in the neighbor-

liood of a good market, it may, being sufficiently extended, be made

a highly valuable business of itself.

HE movemont of the cultivation of wheat and

corn westward has served to open up lands for

other farming purposes, grain crops proving un-

T
profitable. The wise farmer, under such circum-

stances, seeks about him for knowledge of the next

best crop to raise in place of the one forbidden by

reason of changes such as we have indicated. Al-

ways having a view to the proximity and nature of

the nearest accessible market, the selection must of course be

governed also by conditions of soil, etc. In Ulster County,

N. Y., the change was made by farmers to fruit orchards, and

as many as five million peach trees have been planted during

the last five or six years. The result has been to open up a

new source for this valuable crop to take the place of Dela-

ware and New Jersey, where it has fallen off materially.

Fruit is always a profitable crop to handle if care be taken

in watching the growth of the trees, pruning, grafting, and

so on. Much attention has been paid of late years to the

cultivation of small fruits, and with remarkable success in

many instances. In the vicinity of large cities small fruits

and vegetables can be handled with the result of making a

most profitable business. All the necessary directions con-

cerning their cultivation can be obtained from any of the

large seedsmen, and like dairy-farming and poultry-keeping

these industries, as the population grows more dense, be-

come more necessary and more profitable.

fultttre.

HE earliest effort at silk culture in America was

made on the settlement of Virginia, being pro-

posed by James I., who sent supplies of silk-

worms’ eggs to the colony from his private

stores. Soon after all the colonies became interested in this

business, and more or less silk was raised in all of them

from Massachusetts to Georgia. It is only in comparatively

recent years, however, that it has been conducted on a large

scale. In California and in some of the Eastern and Middle

States it has been made a great and growing business.

Mulberry trees can be planted from the first of October until the first

of May, according to the climate ; standard trees, 30 feet apart in

avenues
;
medium trunks, 14 feet apart

;
dwarf trees, 4 feet in a hedge ;

the rows 12 to 15 feet apart. Trees and cuttings can be obtained at the

lowest market price by applying to the Women’s Silk Culture Associa-

tion, Philadelphia, where can aiso he purchased eg^s at $1 per thousand
;

$3 per half ounce ; $5 per ounce. Books of instruction can also be

obtained at the same address. The Morus Japonityi or Japanese Mul-

berry, and the ilorus Alba or White Mulberry are the best for food. Silk

eulturc has two limits. One is the climate ; it being possible to get

either too far south or too far north. Another limit is that of economy,

which occurs when this culture meets with another of the same impor-

tance at the same time. As an instance when this is not the case may

be mentioned silk culture in Mississippi, where in early spring, while the
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men arc plowing for cotton, the lady of the house with her children, for
three weeks, has little trouble to feed the young silk worms. The’last
week, when work needs hurrying, there are plenty of colored boys to pick
the leaves while the lady and children of the house are attending the
larvrn. All this will be done in April. Then will come the cash uroney
from the silk factory in e-vchange for the cocoons, and this will help a
good deal to enlarge the cotton and other crops. Silk culture beiii'^

considered only as an important addition to general farming, the same
general principles which obtain in Mississippi in reference to cotton
planting will be found to exist elsewhere within the range of possible
silk culture in regard to other kinds of farming.

Eggs should be procured in February and March, and should he of a
pale slate or clay color. They should be kept in a cold dry place, but
where water will not freeze, until the leaf buds of the mulberry ber'in
to swell. If the eggs are soiled, the paper or cloth to which lin y adhere
should be dipped in water once or twice to wash off the coat with which
they are covered, which will otherwise hinder the hatching of the worms.

oak, or birch are arranged over them so that they can climb up to work
I heir cocoons. These bundles of twigs are arranged on the feeding trays,
and the worms soon rise into them and begin to spin. At this period it
is essential that they should be kept in total stillness. About the eighth
or ninth day after the rising, the cocoons are taken off in baskets, being
afterwards laid in trays, certain of them being kept apart for the produc-
tion of eggs. Cocoons kept at a temperature of 66° begin to be hatched
after fifteen days, when the moths come forth in great numbers, males
and females immediately uniting.

To conduct this culture on a fairly large scale, there are required two
cheap buildings of rough boards, with fixtures, built with a view to
thorough ventilation, eaeh 100 xi24 feet. Of course attention has to be
paid to the locality as reg.ards the method for keeping the temperature
at the proper point. The follorving statement of expenses applies to the
jiroduction of 3000 pounds of cocoons from about seven acres of mulberry
trees :

^

They should then be dried quickly in a draught of air, and put in shal-
low boxes lined with paper, in a small room, with a temperature of 64’.

This temperature should be kept up for two days, by means of an open
fire, or of a stove, charcoal being good for fuel. The third day the heat
should be increased to 66’

; the fourth to 68’
; the fifth to7U

;
the sixth

to 73°
; the seventh to 73°

; the eighth to 77’
; the ninth to 80°

;
the

tenth, eleventh, and twelfth to 82°. After the worms are hatched they
go through five ages or moults, during which time they are fed with the
tender leaves of the mulberry. The first moulting takes place between
the fifth and seventh days ; and each of the moultings takes place after
about the same length of time, the temperature being kept between 68°
and 73° during the moultings. About the tenth day of the fifth age the
worms attain perfection, when bundles of twigs of chestnut, hickory.

First moult at 75c. per day, 6 days, 1 lady gq jq
60c. from first to second moult, 4 days, 4 girls q 30
60c. from second to third moult, 4 days, 4 girls '

.

'

’

9 gg
60c. from third to fourth moult, 6 days, 6 girls 21 60
60c. from fourth moult to spinning cocoons, 8 days, 8 girls 38 40
Picking cocoons at Ic. per pound

.. . . . . . 30 00
Picking leaves at 30c. per hundred pounds, 30,000 ])ounds 90 00
Rent of two statiles 15 days for use of cocoonery 30 00
Rent of capital used for shelves, trees, and land, g400 at 10 per

40 00
Overseer and other little expenses

jgg qq

Total expenses
gggg

IIILE as to principles and the laws
that govern agriculture it is doubtful
if we have advanced Ijeyond the knowl-
edge possessed by the ancients, we
have unquestionably so advanced

in the details of farming, and in the

application of inventive genius to

the construction of lalxir-saving ma-
chinery. Meanwhile it is a fact that

the moral atmosphere of farm life has deteri-
orated, though the progress of civilization has been constant,
t IS credibly alleged that the proportion of insanity among
® is lar*7f*r than in any other class of

labor. It is a well recognized fact, that as a rule the farming
population of most countries are, comparatively speaking.

j

ignorant. It is a constant subject of complaint among

[

farmers in the United States at their conventions, State fairs,
and meetings of State and county agricultural a.ssociations,
that the best of their young men cannot be induced to fol-
low a farming life, but resort in crowds to the cities, where
for the few who are successful in making permanent
business engagements, there are multitudes who fall by
the wayside and are carried down hill by the tide of idle-
ness and iniquity. E.spccially is it recognized in America
that the customary nature of a farm life presses with ex-
traordinary severity upon the wives of farmers. The toil

which wouldseem to be in.separable from this vocation, so far
as women are concerned, results, in its influence ujion them,
in producing a most unsatisfactory and uncomfortable con-
dition. The wives and daughters of the average working
farmer have little or no opportunity for recreation, and little
inclination for it. Neither have they time or desire for
mental improvement or intellectual pursuits. The in-
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stances where such is not the case serve only to establish

as exceptions the general wide-spi’ead character of the rule.

It becomes us to learn wisdom from the lessons of the past:

It becomes us to discern if possible the source of such ob-

noxious and unhealthy elements as may exist in our own

system of agriculture in its moral and social relations. And

as to these points it is beginning to be recognized that the

more science is applied to the conduct of the farm, the more

intelligence stands at its liead, and the amenities of life are

associated with it, the higher wiU be the type of farming,

the more prohtable its results, and the more graceful its as-

sociations. There is nothing about farming of itself that

should be crude, ungraceful, or undignified. There is noth-

ing in the constant association with nature that should do

other than sweeten home association and mollify the disturb-

ing influences that necessarily occur in every kind of life.

Where conservatism breeds only stagnation, the most ad-

vanced radicalism is

preferable to it. It is

better to err in seeking

to advance than to be cor-

rect in the well-worn ruts

of an absurd slavery to

precedent. No farmer

is going to be any worse

off for joining a “farm-

er’s club ;
” for travel-

ing some miles to attend

a State or county fair ;

for uniting himself with

an agricultural associa-

tion ;
or subscribing to

an agricultural periodi-

cal. No farmer is going

to be any worse off be-

cause his leisure hours

in the long winter nights

are passed in reading and in thought, instead of the

ordinary farm gossip of the period ;
and as the home is re-

fined and made intelligent, and the spirit of grace and

brightness is diffused about it, the children of the home

circle will lose their anxiety to fly out into the unknown

world, and by association with the pleasanter side of agri-

culture will grow to possess a fondness for it.

A few years ago a man from one of the Atlantic ship

yards who had accumulated a little money, invested it in

land in one of the Middle States, and commenced farming.

It was a liusiness that was entirely new and strange to him,

and in the beginning he made many mistakes, but before he

had been thirty months engaged in it, he was observed to be

in advance of his neighbors in nearly everything which he

undertook. We have related this anecdote, which is true,

for the purpose of making an important point in connection

with the general argument of this article. The man from

the ship yard was successful for two reasons. First, be-

cause he was not tied up by any conservative tendencies or

inherited manners or customs ;
second, because his previous

life and association among men where activity was the

rule, and the atmosphere was always filled with floating in-

telligence, this life had trained him to investigate, to in-

quire, and to accept new ideas. By the application of his

habits of mind to his new duties he succeeded. To the man

who begins farming as a new business, say in middle life,

there are to be made a few practical suggestions which will

be found of general application. Some such have already

been offered. No man should buy poor land if he can possibly

avoid it. GooS land, though dearer in the beginning, is cheap-

er in the end. Having bought his land, he should acquaint

himself with its characteristics. Some kinds of soil are

excellent for producing one crop
;

others, useless for that,

are successful with some-

thing else, and so on.

At any experiment sta-

tion the farmer may ob-

tain an analysis of his

soil, and the constituents

of the various plants are

no more difficult to find,

the books being acces-

sible from any agri-

cultural publisher. A
knowledge of the nature

of the soil enables one

to know with what fer-

tilizing material to treat

it. Some soils require

potash; others lime;

others ammonia, while

equally in

their demands in this

direction. Scientific farming is by no means so difficult to

learn as is imagined. Any agricultural editor or supcrin

tendent of an experiment farm will gladly put the inquisi-

tive farmer in the way of obtaining the knowledge he de-

sires and needs. The mere details of when to

to plant, and when to harvest can be obtained with t le

seed from any seedsman. Chiefly should obnoxious criti^

cism and contempt of what is known as “ model farming

be avoided by the reasonable farmer. On the contrary, he

will if he is wise avail himself of the first opportunity that

is offered him to inspect a model farm . Success in farming

is as much dependent upon order, precision, cleanliness, and

thought, as is that of any other vocation in life. Haphaz-

ard farming is as precarious as haphazard navigation.

Death awaits in the one instance, failure in the other. Both

are conclusions to be avoided.

A WESTERN FARM
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LEGAL WEIGHT OF A BUSHEL IX POUXDS, IX DIFFEREXT STATES AXD TERRITORIES.*

States axd
Territories.

Wheat.

1
d
>> Oats.

:

Barley.

j

Buckwheat.

Shelled

Corn.

I|

Corn

on

Cob.

Com

Meal.

Potatoes.

Sweet Potatoes.
Onions.

Turnips. Beans.
Petis. Dried

Apples.
Dried

Peaches.
Fla.xseed.

j
Timot

hy

Seed.
Blue-grass

Seed.

Clover

Seed.

Coal, Anthracite.

j|

Arkansas 60 56 33 48 52 70 50 60 50 57 60 46 24 33 56 45 14 60 80
Arizona 60 56 32 4.) 54 60
California 60 54 82 50 40 53
Colorado 60 56 32 48 53 56 70 50 60 57 60 45 14 60
Connecticut 60 56 32 48 48 56 50 60 50 50 60 60
Dakota 60 56 32 48 42 56 70 60 46 53 60 60 60 56 43 60 80
Delaware 60 56 48
District Columbia. 60 56 32 56 48 60
Georgia 60 56 32 47 53 56 70 48 60 5o 57 55 60 60 24 33 56 45 14 60 80
Illinois 60 56 32 48 53 56 70 48 60 55 57 55 60 24 33 56 45 14 60 80
Indiana. ... 60 56 48 50 56 68 50 60 48 60 25 33 45 14 60
Iowa 60 56 32 48 52 56 70 60 46 57 60 24 33 56 45 14 60 80
Kansas 60 56 32 48 50 56 70 50 60 50 57 55 60 24 33 54 45 14 60 80
Kentucky 60 56 32 47 55 55 70 50 60 55 57 60 60 60 24 39 56 45 14 60 76
Louisiana 60 33 32 33 50 ..

Maine 60 50 30 48 48 56 50 60 53 50 64 60
Maryland 60 56 32 47 48 56 70 48 56 56 60 45 14 64
Massachusetts .... 60 56 32 48 48 56 50 60 56 53
Michigan 60 56 33 48 48 56 70 50 60 56 54 58 60 60 22 28 56 45 14 60
Minnesota 60 56 33 48 43 56 60 28 28 60
Missouri 60 56 33 48 53 56 60 • _ 57 60 24 33 56 45 14 60
Montana 60 56 35 48 52 56 50 60 57 50 60 45 14 60
Xebraska 60 56 34 48 53 56 70 50 60' 50 57 55 60 60 24 33 56 45 14 60 80
Xeyada 60 56 32 50 40 53 70 60 60
New Hampshire .

.

60 56 32 56 50 60 60 60
Xew Jersey 60 56 30 48 50 56 60 54 57 60 60 25 33 55 64
New York 60 56 32 48 48 56 60 63 60 55 44 60
Xorth Carolina. .

.

60 56 30 48 50 54 46 50 64
Ohio 60 56 32 48 50 56 70 60 50 50 60 60 23 33 56 45 60

1

Oregon 60 56 36 46 43 56 60 28 28 60
Pennsylyania .... 60 56 30 47 48 56 56 63
Rhode Island 56 32 48 56 50 60 50
South Carolina . .

.

60 56 33 48 56 56 70 50 60 50 57 60 60 26 33 44 14 60
Tennessee 56 32 48 50 56 73 50 60 50 56 60 60 26 56 45 14
Vermont 60 56 33 48 46 56 60 53 60 60 60 45 60
Virginia 60 56 32 48 53 56 70 50 60 56 57 55 60 60 28 33 56 45 14 60 80
Washington T. . .

.

60 56 36 45 43 56 50 50 50 60 60 28 28 40 60
West Virginia . .

.

60 56 32 48 53 56 60 60 25 33 56 45 60
Wisconsin 60 56 32 48 50 66 70 60 50 43 60 28 28 56 45 60

* Some State?, not here mentioned, only legalize and recognize the Standard United States bushel, without reference to vveiglit.

Table—SlumiiKj the Price per ctot. of Hay, at yiven Prices per Ton.

2.

4

huiulred. 1

7

hundred.

8

hundred.

, 1

ri
a
3

I1

10

hundred.

1

a

$ cts. ct?. $ Ct8. S Ct3. S Ct?. s cts. S cts. S cts. $ cfs. 8 cts. $ cts. S cts.
4 10 20 40 60 80 1.00 1.20 1.40 1.60 1.80 2.00 ’2.20
5 12 2.5 50 75 1.00 1.25 1..50 1.75 2.(X) 2.25 2,.50 2.75
6 15 .30 60 90 1.20 1..50 1.80 2.10 2.40 2.70 3.00 •3.30
7 17 35 70 1.05 1.40 1.75 2.10 2 45 2.80 3 15 3..50 3.85
8 20 40 80 1.20 1.60 2.00 2.40 2.80 3.20 3.(K) 4.00 4 40
9 22 45 90 1.35 1.80 2.25 2.70 .3.15 3.f)0 4.05 4.50 4 05
10 25 .50 1.00 1..50 2.00 2.50 3.00 .3. .50 4.00 4..50 5.00 5. .50
11 27 55 1.10 1.65 2.20 2.75 3.30 3.85 4.40 4.95 5.50 6.00
12 .30 00 1.20 1.80 2.40 3.00 3.tK) 4.20 4.80 5.40 6 00 () ()0
13 .32 65 1.30 1.95 2.60 3.25 .3.'X) 4..55 .5.20 5.a5 50 7 15
14 35 70 1.40 2.10 2.80 .3.50 4.20 4.90 5.60 6.30 7 00 7 70
15 37 75 1..50 2.25 .3.00 3.75 4.50 5.25 6.00 6.75 7.50 8.25

I
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FOOD SUPPLY OP ALL NATIONS.

Great Britain

Prance
Germany
Russia
Austria
Italy

Spain
Belgium
Holland
Denmark
Sweden and Norway
Portugal
Turkey, Greece, etc.

Grain—Million Bushels. Meat—Thousand Tons.

Europe
United States

Australia

Canada
River Plate .

.

Algeria

Produc
tion.

410
740

950
1,620
560
270
305
95
50
74
78
30
90

5,272
2,390

58
170

6
20

* Total 7,916

Con-
sump-
tion.

Sur-
plus.

De6cit
Produc-
tion.

Con-
sump-
tion.

Surplus.

690 280 1,205 1,808

910 170 1,002 1,228

1,065 115 1,340 1,700

1,440 180 2,116 1,925 191

530 30 960 975

275 5 224 215 9

300 5 196 188 8

120 25 92 140

65 15 144 87 57

62 12 112 52 60

80 2 213 146 67

85 5 54 47 7

80 10 250 250

5,652 380 7,908 8,761

2,020 370 3,816 2,740 1,076

41 17
1

990 152 838

160 10 287 270 17

6 1,310 272
1

1,038

15 5
i

110 1
82 28

7,894 22 d4,421 : 12,277

i

2,144

603
226
360

15

48

Production of

853

* There are, moreover, 200 million bushels of wheat grown m iiuuri, ui

the Cape produces million gallons, and Madeira, Canaries, etc., 5 miUions.

r
A

>

Wine. Beer. Spirits

Million Million Million

Gals. Gals. Gals.

0 1,110 31

660 192 33

90 880 61

1

20 50 105

290 245 24

660 20 8

260 0 4

0 170 15

0 35 1

0 25 86

0 35 27

88 0 1

24 0 1

2,092 2,762 334

20 360 76

2 1 0 4

0 0 1

1 1 1

9 0 0

2,124 3,123

j

416

besides the wine crop here given

AGRICULTURAL AND PASTORAL INDUSTRIES.

France

.

Russsia
Austria
Italy

Spain
Belgium
Holland
Denmark
Sweden and Norway.
Portugal
Greece

Europe
United States

Australia

Canada
River Plate

South Africa

Would

Grain Cultivation. Pastoral Farming.

Acres under
grain.

Do. per

Adult male.*

Bushels
per acre.

Cows. Sheep.
Cows per 100
inhabitants.

Sheep per 100
inhabitants.

11,260.000
' 1-63

’

36-40 9,912,000 32,174,000 29 93

40' 300,000 5 '45 18-50 11,315,000 23,674,000 30 64

13,200,000 4-75 22-05 15,800,000 25,200,000 35 55

158,000,000 9-95 10-25 28,000,000 64,000,000 35 80

37’300’000 4-78 15-04 13,133,000 21,418,000 33 55

19'560’000
' 3-43 13-80 3,490,000 7,150,000 12 25

25’ 000 j
000 7 50 12-20 1,550,000 14,000,000 9 84

2 910,000 2 65 32-72 1,242,000 586,000 22 10

1’ 730^000 2-16 28-80 1,466,000 941,000 37 24

2,670,000 6-70 27-72 1,348,000 1,720,000 68 88

4,380,000 3-37 17-80 3,205,000 3,276,000 49 50

2,570,000 2-84 11-64 523,000 2,417,000 12 55

610.000 2-90 15-20 58,000 2,100,000 3 130

.349,490,000 5-82 15-06 91,042,000 198,656,000 30 66

102'.500i000 10-25 23-30 33,500,000 38,000,000 67 76

3,400,000 610 17-10 7,879,000 65,914,000 287 2,402

8,500,000 9-90 20-00 2,702,000 3,331,000 63 ? 7

330 000 0 60 19-00 18,850,000 76,000.000 630 2,580

600,000 2-40 9-90 1,730,000 11,700,000 ,

130
1

890

464,820,000 6-44 1702
j

155,703,000 393,601,000 43 109

Counting one-fifth of the population as adult males.
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MEASUREMENT OF CORN.

In Cob.—Two heaping bushels of corn on the cob will make one
struck bushel of shelled corn. Some claim that one and one-half bushels
of ear will make one bushel of shelled corn. Much will depend upon
the kind of com, shape of the ear, size of the cob, etc.

In Crib —To measure corn in a crib, multiply the length of th'e crib
in inches by the width in inches, and that by the height of the corn in
the crib in inches, and divide the product by 2,748, and the quotient
will be the number of heaped bushels of ears. If the crib flares at the
sides, measure the width at the top and also at the bottom, add the two
sums together, and divide by two, which will give the mean width.

CISTERNS AND CASKS.

To Measure the Contents of Cisterns.—To ascertain the con-
tents of circular cisterns, multiply the square of the diameter in feet by
the depth in feet, and that product by for the contents in hogs-

heads, or by-jlj-p for barrels, for for the contents in gallons.

Square Cisterns.—Multiply the width in feet by the length in feet,

and that by the depth in feet, and that again by for hogsheads, or

^5 for barrels, or7 iVo' for gallons.

Another and simpler method is to multiply together the length, width,
and depth, in inches, and divide by 231, which will give the contents iii

gallons.

Cask Gauging.—To measure the contents of cylindrical vessels
multiply the square of the diameter in inches by 34, and that by the
height in inches, and point off four figures. The result will be the con-
tents or capacity, in wine g.alIons and decimals of a gallon. For beer
gallons multiply by 28 instead of .34. If the cask be only partially filled,
multiply by the height of the liquid instead of the height of the cask, to
ascertain actual contents. In ascertaining the diameter, measure the
diameter at the bung and at the head, add together, and divide by 2
for the mean diameter.

MEASUREMENT OF HAY.
The only exact method of measuring hay is to weigh it, but the rales

giren below will be found sufticient for ordinaiy practical purposes.
To Find the Number of Tons of Meadow Hay in Wind-

rows. -.Multiply together the length, breadth, and height, in yards
and divide the product by 25. The quotient will be the number of tons
in the windrow.

To Find the Number of Tons ofHay in a Mow.-Multiply to-
gether the length, height, and width, in yards, and divide by 15 if the
hay be well packed. If the mow be shallow, and the hay recently placed
therein, divide by 18, and by any number from 15 to 18, according as the
bay is well i>acked.

°

To Find the Number of Tons of Hay in Square or Dong'
Stacks. Multiply the length of the base in yards by the width iji

yard». and that by half the height in yards, and divide by 15.

To Find the Number of Tons of Hay, in a Load. -Multiply
together the length, width, and height, in yards and divide the product
by 20.

To ascertain the value of a given number of lbs. of hay, straw, or
other commodity sold by the ton, at a given price per ton, multiply the
number of lbs. by one-half the price per ton, and point off three fl"ures
from the right. The result will be the price of the article.

MEASUREMENT OF WOOD AND LUMBER.
A Cord of Wood contains 128 cubic feet. To ascertain howmany cords there are in a pile of wood, multiply the length by the

height, and that by the width, and divide the product by 128.

circumference of a tree required to hew a stick or
limber of any given number of inches square, divide the given side of
the square by .225. and the quotient is the circumference required.
Round timber, when squared, Joses one-fifth.

In inches at both the large

then multiply the length in feet by the square of one-fourth of the mean

girth, and the quotient will be the contents in cubic feet. This rule is

commonly adopted, and gives four fiftlvs of the true contents, one-fifth

being allowed to the purchaser for waste in sawing.

To Measure Inch Boards.—Multiply the length in feet by the
width in inches, and divide the product by 12. The quotient will be the
contents in feet. For lumber inches thick, add X to the quotient.
If 1>^ inches thick add X- If Ui inches thick, add X- If 2 inches
thick, divide by 6, instead of by 12. If 2J inches thick, add X to the
quotient, and so on. If 3 inches thick, divide by 4. If 4 inches thick,
divide by 3 If (i inches thick, divide by 2. To ascertain the contents
(broad measure) of timber, multiply the width in inches by the thick-
ness in inches, and that by the length in feet, and divide the produci by
12. The result will be the number of feet.

To ascertain how many feet of lumber can be sawed from a log, from
the diameter of the log in inches subtract 4 ; one-fourih the remainder
squared and multiplied by the length of the log in feet, will give the
correct amount of lumber that can be sawed from the log.

MEASUREMENT OF LAND.
If the field be a square or parallelogram, multiply the length in rods

b}' the width in rods, and divide by IfiO, the number of square rods in an
acre. If the field is triangular, multiply the length of the longest side
in rods by the greatest width in rods, and divide half the product by IfiO.

If the field be of irregular shape, divide it into triangles, and find the
acreage of each triangle as above. All straight-sided fields can be thus
meastired. Where the sides are crooked and irregular, take the length
in rods in a number of places at equal distances- apart, add them, and
divide by the number of measurements, which will give the mean length;
proceed similarly with the width, multiply the mean length by the
mean width, and divide by IfiO. Where the field i.s in a circle, find the
diameter in rods, multiply the .square of the diameter by 7.854, and di-
vide by 100.

To Lay Out an Acre in Rectangular Form —An acre of land
contains 160 square rods, or 43,.560 square feet. Hence, to lay out an acre
at right angles (square coiners), when one side is known, divide the
units in the square contents by the units of the same kind in the length
of the known side. Thus : if the known side be 4 rods, divide 100 by
4, and the quotient, 40. will be the depth of the acre-plot. If the length
of the known side be 90 feet, divide 43,500 by 90, and the quotient, 48,
will be the depth of an acre-plot.

MEASURES OF AN ACRE PLOT.
Either of the following measures include an acre plot :

10 by 10 rods,
n by 14 6-11 “

12 by 13 1-3 “

3 by 53 1-8 rods
4 by 40
5 by 32
0 by 26 2-3

12 rods 10 feet and 8X inches square make an acre.

7 by 22 0-7 ods.
8 by 20
9 by 17 7-8 “

Square Feet and Feet Square in Fractions of an Acre.

Fraction of Square
an am*. feet.

1-16 2722}
1-8 .5445
1-4 10H90
1-3 14.5-20

Feet
square.

m
73}

1041
120}

Frac'n of
an acre.

Square
feet.

21780
43.500

87120

Feet
square.

147}
208}
295}

Rails, Riders, and Stakes Required for Every Ten Rods of
Crooked Fence.

12

It

10 }

No. rails for ach
10 rods. * ^

c O . c tc

5 rails 6 rails 7 rails S 2
.o .

B t
high. high. high.

20 5-8 103 123 144 42 21
10} K3 99 no Hi 37
13} iVJ 81 95 28 14
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Relative Number of Plants or Hills in an Acre.

Giving the number in an acre when the direct and cross rows are

of equal or unequal width :

Time required for Digesting Food.

Food.

In 10 in. 12 in.
.
15 ill. 18 in. 20 in.

10 62726
12 52272 43560
15 41817 34848 27878

18 .34848 29040 23232 19360

20 31362 26136 20908 17424 1.5681

24 26132 21780 17424 14520 13068

30 20908 17424 13939 11616 10454

36 17424 14520 11616 9680 8712

42 14935 12446 9953 8297 7467

48 13068 10890 8712 7260 6534

54 11616 9680 7744 6453 5308

60 10454 8712 69G9 5808 5227

10890
8712
7200
0223

24 ft. •3 ft. lift. 4 ft. 44 ft 5 ft.

6969
5808 4840
4976 4148 3565
43.56 3630 3111 2722

3872 3226 2767 2421 2151

3484 1 2004 2489 2178 1936 1742

TABLE SHOWING THE NUMBER OF DRAINS
REQUIRED FOR AN ACRE OP LAND

12-inch 1.3-inch 14inch 1.5-iiich

DISTA^CE APART. Tiles. Tiles. Tiles. Tiles.

Drains feet apart require.

.

“ ].')
“

3,630 3,3.51 3,111 2,934

2.904 2,681 2,489 2,32.3

“ 18
“ “ 2.420 2 234 2.074 1,936

“ 21
“ “ ... 2,074 1,914 1,777 1.659

'• 24 “ ... 1,815 1,675 1,556 1,452

1,613 1.480 1,383 1.291

“ 30 1,452 1,.340 1,245 1.162

“ 33
•* 1,320 1,218 1.1.31 1,056

“ 36
“ “ ... 1,210 1,117 1,037 968

FACTS ABOUT WEEDS.
Dr. Lindley estimates as a low average the following number of seeds

from each of these four plants :

One plant of Groundsel produces 2,080
1

One plant of Dandelion “ 2,710 I

plants,

One plant of Sow Thistle “ 11,040

One plant of Spurge “ 540 J

Or enough seed from these four plants to cover three acres and a half,

at three feet apart. To hoe this land will cost 6s. (sterling) per acre,

and hence a man throws away 5s. 3d. a time, as often as he neglects to

bend his back to pull up a young weed before it begins to fulllll the first

law of nature. He recommends every farmer, whose vertebr.il column

will not bend, to count the number of dandelions, sow thistles, etc., on

the first square rod he can measure off.

This operation may be repeated by applying all the .above estimates to

pig weed, burdock, fox tail, chick-weed, and purslane.

Dry Measure.—36 bushels make 1 chaldron. The standard bushel

is the Winchester, containing 2,150.42 cubic inches, or 77.627 pounds,

avoirdupois, of distilled water at its maximvm density. Its diameter

inside is 18J inches ;
its depth is eight inches. Vegetables, fruit, meal,

bran, and corn on the ear, are usually sold by the heaping bushel mea-

sure 32 British or Imperial bushels are equal to 38 of our bushels.

Weighing Liquids.—One gallon of pure water weighs nearly 8i

lbs. avoirdupois. The gallon, containing 231 cubic inches, is the stand-

ard unit of wine measure. The British gallon, called the Imperial gallon,

contains 277 274 cubic inches.

To Measure Grain in Bins.—Multiply the length of the bin in

inches by the width in inches, and that by the height in inches, and di-

vide by 2,150 for struck bushels, and by 2,748 for heaped bushels. The

quotient will be the number of bushels contained in the bin

TO ESTIMATE THE WEIGHT OF CATTLE.
Multiply the girth in inches, immediately b.ick of the shoulders, by

the length in inches from the square of the buttock to the point of the

shoulder blade, and divide the product by 144, which will give the num-

ber of superficial feet. If tbc animal has a girth of from 3 to 5 feet, multi-

ply the number of superficial feet by 16, which will give the weight of

the animal. If the girth is from 5 to 7 feet, multiply by 23. and if from

7 to 9 feet, multiply by 31. If less than 3 feet girlh. as in the case of small

calves, hogs, sheep, etc., multiply by 11. Of course many circum-

stances, such as the build of the anim.al, mode of fattening, condition,

breed, etc., will influence the weight, but the above will be found ap-

proximately correct.

How
Cooked.

II.M

Apples, sour, mellow . .

.

Apples, sour, hard
Apples, sweet, mellow, .

.

Bass, striped

Beans, pod .

Beans and green corn. .

Beef
Beefsteak
Beef, fresh, lean, dry. .

Beef, fresh, lean, rare

,

. .

Beets
Brains, animal
Bread, corn
Bread, wheat, fresh ....

Cabbage
Cabbage, with vinegar . .

Cabbage
Carrot, orange
Catfish . .

Cheese, old. strong

Chicken, full grown,. .,

Codfish, cured dry

Custard .

Duck, tame
Duck, wild
Eggs, fresh
Eggs, fresh
Eggs, fresh

Eggs, fresh
Eggs, fresh
Eggs, fresh
Fowls, domestic
Fowls, domestic
Gelatine
Goose, wild
Hashed meat & vegetables
Heart, animal
Lamb, fresh

Liver, beeve's, fresh. . . .

Milk ...

Milk
Mutton, fresh
Mutton, fresh
Mutton, fresh

Oysters, fresh

Oysters, fresh

Oysters, fresh

Parsnips
Pig, .sucking
Pig’s feet, soused
Pdik steak
Pork, fat and lean
Pork, recently salted . .

,

Pork, recently salted—
Pork, recently salted.—
Pork, recently .sailed . .

Potatoes, Irish

Potatoes, Irish
Potatoes, Irish

Salmon, salted
Sausages, fresh
Soup, barley
Soup, bean.
Soup, chicken . ... . .

. .

Soup, mutton
Soup, oyster
Soup, beef, vegetables . .

.

Soup, marrow bones
Tiipc, soused
Trout, salmon, fresh . .

.

Trout, salmon, fresh
Turkey, wild . . . .

.

Turkey, domesticated . .

.

Turkey, domesticated . .

.

Turnips
Veal, fresh
Veal, fresh

Raw
Raw
Raw..
Broiled
Boiled
Boiled
Fried
Broiled—
Roasted—
Roasted .

.

Boiled
Boiled
Baked
Baked
Raw
Raw
Boiled
Boiled
Fried
Raw
Fricasseed .

Boiled
Baked
Roasted
Roasted
Raw
Whipped.,

.

Roasted .

.

Soft boiled.

Hard
Fried
Roasted...
Boiled... .

Boiled
Roasted
Warmed..

.

Fried
Broiled
Broiled
Boiled
Raw
Broiled
Boiled
Roasted. .

.

Raw
Roasted...
Stewed
Boiled . .

Roasted ..

Boiled.. .

.

Broiled. ..

Roasted, .

.

Stewed
Broiled.. ..

Fried
Boiled
Roasted .

Baked
Boiled
Boiled
Broiled
Boiled
Boiled
Boiled
Boiled
Boiled...
Boiled
Boiled

—

Boiled.. ,

.

Boiled . .

.

Fried
Roasted .

Roasted .

Boiled
iBoiled..

.

Boiled

—

Fried

Yield, per acre.

Articles

Venison steak iBroiled

2.00
2.50

1 30
3.00

2.30

3 45
4 00
3.00

3 30
3.00
3.45
3.45
3.15
1.30

2.30

2.00
4.30

3.13
3 30
3.30
2.45

2.00

2.45
400
4.30
2.00

1.30

2.15
3.00
3.30
3.30

4 00
4.00
2.30

2 30
2.30

4.00
2.30

2 00
2 . 1.0

2.15

3.00
3.00
315
2 55
3.15
3.30
2.30

2 30
1.00

3 15

5.15

3.00

3 15
4 15

4 30
2 30
2.30
3.30
4.00

3.20
1.30

3 00
3.00
3.30

3.00

4 00
4.15
1.00

1.30

1.30

2.18

2 30
2 25
3.30
4.00
4 30
1 35

lhs.)>r

acre.

Hops 442
Wheat 1,260

Barley 1,600

Oats 1,840

Peas 1,920
Beans 2,000

Plums 2,000
Cherries 2,000
Onions 2,800
Hay 4,000
Pears 5,000

Grass 7,000

Carrots 6,800

Potatoes 7,500

Apples 8,000

Turnips 8,420

Cinque foil grass. . 9,600

Vetches, green 9,800

Cabbage 10,900

Parsnips 11,200

Mangel Wurtzel. .
. |22,000

Effects of Heat.
Deg. F.

Fine Gold melts 2,590
“ Silver “ ....1,250

Copper melts 2,548
Wrought Iron melts. 3,980
Cast " “...3,479

(31ass melts 2,377
Common fire 790
Bra?s melts 1,900

Antimony melts. .. . 951

Bismuth melts 476
Cadmium 600
Steel 2.500

Lead '504

Tin 424
Heat, cherry red. . . 1,500
Heat, bright red 1,860
“ red visible by dayl,077
“ white 2,900
Mercury boils 622

“ volatilizes. 806

Platinum melts 3,080
Zinc melts 740
Highest natural tem-
perature (Egypt). 177

Greatest natural cold
(below zero). . . 56

Greaiest artfic’l cold 106

Heat of human blood 98
Snow and salt, equal
parts 0

Ice melts 32

Water in uacw boils. 98
Furnace under steam
boiler 1,100

Life Period of Birds.
Years.

Blackbird 10 to 12

Blackcap 15

Canary . . 24
.Chaffinch 20 to 24

Crane
Crow
Eagle
Partridge...
Pigeon
Raven

.

Relative Nutritive Qualities of Food.

Warmth
producing.

Flesh
producing.

Barley 57 10

Beef 17 10

Buckwheat 130 10

Milk, cow's 30 10

Milk, human 40 10

Mutton, fat 27 10

Oatmeal 50 10

24
100
100
15
20
100

Robin 10 to 12

Skylark 10 to 30

Sparrow Hawk. .. 40

Starling 10 to 12

Swan 100

Thrush 8 to 10

Titlark 5 to 6

Wheatear 2

Wren 2 to 3

Number of Eggs for
a Setting.

Eagle 2 to 3

Falcon 2 to 4

Fowl, domestic. .. 6 to 20

Hawk 2 to 4

Partridge .. . . .14 to 20
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HOW TO TELL THE AGE OF CATTLE.
Agre of Cattle. —A cow's horn is generally supposed to furnish a

correct indication of the age of the animal. This is not always true. How-
ever, for ordinary purposes, the following will be found to be approxi-

mately correct. At two years of age a circle of thick matter begins to

form on the animal's horns, which becomes clearly defined at 3 years

of age, when another circle or ring begins to form, and so on year after

year. Its age, then, can be determined by counting the number of rings,

and adding two to their number. The rings on the bull’s horns do not

show themselves until he is 5 years old, so to the number of rings we
must add 5 to arrive at his age. Unless the rings are clear and distinct

this rule will not apply. Besides, dealers sometimes file ofif some of the

nngsof old cattle to make them appear younger.

Age of Sheep and Goats.—At 1 year old they have eight front

teeth of uniform size, .\ttwo years of age the two middle ones are sup-

planted by two large ones. At 3 a small tooth appears on each side. At

4 there are 6 large teeth. At 5 all the front teeth are large, and at 6 the

whole begin to get large.

CLASSIFICATION OF SOILS ACCORDING TO THE
AMOUNT OF SAND THEY CONTAIN.

1. Pure Clay, from which no sand can be removed by washing.

2. Strong Clay, when tlie soil contains from 5 to 29 percent, of sand.

3. Clay Loam, when it contains from 20 to 40 per cent, of sand.

4. Loam, from 40 to 70 per cent, of sand.

5. Sandy Loam, from TO to 90 percent of sand.

6. Light Sand, less than 90 per cent, of sand.

7. Calcareous (or Marly) soils are those which contain a large amount

of calcium carbonate.

8. Peaty Soils, (vegetable mold) are those showing a large percentage

of organic matter.

9. Heavy, the presence of a large quantity of clay makes a soil sticky

when wet, and causes it to hold moisture a long time, hence such soils

are said to be heavy ; a large quantity of sand gives the opposite prop-

erty, that is, of not retaining moisture, and hence these are said to be

light.

The soil proper is the surface layer down to where a change in the char-

acter of the material takes place, generally from six to ten inches, and

beneath this is the sub-soil.

Quantity of Seed or Plants Required per Acre.

Asparagus in 12-inch drills 16 quarts.

“ plants 4 by 11 feet 8,000

Barley • 2J bushels.

Beans, bush, in drills 21 feet 11
“

“ pole, Lima, 4 by 4 feet 20 quarts.

“ Carolina, prolific, etc.. 4 by 3 10 “

Beets and mangolds, drills, 21 feet 9 pounds.

Broom com in drills 12

Cabbage, outside, for transplanting 12 ounces.

Cabbage sown in frames 4

Carrot in drills 21 feet 4 pounds.

Celery, seed. , . 8 ounces.

“ plants 4 by 1 feet 25.800 '*

Clover, white Dutch 12 pounds.
“ Lucerne 10 "

“ Alsike 6 “

“ large red with timothy 12 “

•• “ “ without 16
“

Com, sugar 10 quarts.

Com, field 8 “

Com salad, drill 10 inches 25 pounds.

Cucumber, in hills 3 quarts.

“ in drills 4 “

Egg plants, plants 3 by 2 feet 4 ounces.

Endive in drills '21 feet 3 pounds.

Flax, broadcast 20 quarts.

Gra.ss, timothy with clover 6
“

“ “ without “ 10 “

“ orchard 25 "

“ red tops, or herds 20 “

Grass, blue 28 quarts.

“ rye 20 “

“ millet 32 “

Hemp, broadcast i bushels.

Kale, German greens 3 pounds.

Lettuce, in rows, 2J feet 3 “

Leek 4 “

Lawn grass .. 35
“

Melons, water, in hills, 8 by 8 feet 3 “

“ citron “ 4 by 4 “ 2 “

Oats 2 bushels.

Okra, in drills, 2J by 1 feet 20 pounds.

Onion, in beds for sets 50 “

“ in rows for large bulbs 7
“

Parsnips, in drills, 2J feet 5
“

Pepper, plants, '21 by 1 17,500
“

Pumpkins, in hills, 8 by 8 feet 2 quarts.

Parsley, in drills 2 feet 4 pounds.

Peas, in drills, short varieties 2 bushels.
“ “ “ '• Itoll
“ broadcast 3 “

Potatoes... 8
“

Radish, in drills 2 feet 10 pounds.

Rye, broadcast 1} bushels.

“ drilled 11
“

Salsify, in drills 21 feet 10 pounds.

Spinach, broadcast 20 “

Squash, bush, in hills, 4 by 4 feet 3
“

“ running, 8 by 8 feet 2 “

Sorghum 4 quarts.

Turnips, in drills, 2 feet 3 pounds.
“ broadcast 2 “

Tomatoes, in frame 3 ounces.
“ seed in hills, 3 by 3 feet 8 “

“ plants 3,800 “

Wheat, in drills 11 bushels.

“ broadcast 2 “

THE NUMBER OF LOADS OF MANURE AND NUM-
BER OF HEAPS TO EACH LOAD REGUIRED TO
EACH ACRE, THE HEAPS AT GIVEN DISTANCES
APART.

c 5 ,
NUMBER OF HEAPS r.N A LOAD.

SS s >>
X o g 1 2 .3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

3 538 269 179 1.34 108 my. 67 60 54

3X .395 168 1.32 99 79 6ti 56% 49% 44 39%
4 20.1 1,51 101 75V$ 60% 50% 43% 37% 33% 30%
4X 2.39 120 79>^ 60 47% 39% 34% 30 26% 24
5 191 97 Odli 48% 38% 32% 27% 24% 21% 19%
5>j? 160 80 53M 40 32 26% '22% ‘20 17% 16
6 131 67 44% 33% 27 22% 19% 16% 15 13%
ax 115 57X 38 28% 23 19 16% 14% 12% 11%
7 m 491^ 33 '24% 19% 16% 14 12% 11 10

86 43 28% 21% 17% 14% 12% 10% 9% 8%
8 75>i 37J^ 25% 19 15% 1'2% 10% 9% 8% 7%m 67 m 22% 16% 13% 11% 9% 8% 7% 0%
9 60 30 20 15 12 10 8% 7% 6% 6

9X KIX 265^ 18 13% 40% 9 7% 6% 6 5%
10 4HX 24H 16% 12 9% 8 6 5% 4%

SUGGESTED ROTATION OF CROPS.

3 years. 4 years. 6 years. Tobacco. Cotton.

Corn.
Wheat.
Clover.

Turnips.
Other roots.
Barley.
Clover.
Wheat.

Clover.
W heat.
Wheat.
Clover.
Corn.
Wheat.

Clover.
Clover.
Tobacco.
Wheat.

Clover or peas.
Cotton.
Wheat.
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COMPARATIVE VALUE OF GOOD HAY AND OTHER
FOOD FOR STOCK.

100 lbs. hay are equal to 100 lbs. hay are equal to

504 lbs. turnips. 50 lbs. oats.

300 ‘ enrrots. 46 • wheat.
201 ‘ uncooked potatoes. .54 ‘ rye.

175 ‘ boiled potatoes. 64 ‘ buckwheat.
339 ‘ mangel wurzel. 57 ‘ Indian corn.

442 ‘ rye straw. 45 ‘ peas and beans.
.360 ‘ w'lieat straw. 105 “ wheat bran.

180 ‘ barley straw. 109 ‘ lye bran.
150 ‘ pea straw. 167 ‘ wheat, pea, and oat eliaff.

200 ‘ buckwheat straw. 179 ‘ rye and barley mixed.
275 ‘ green Indian corn. 68 ‘ acorns.

TABLE SHOWING AMOUNT OF HAY OR ITS EGUI-
VALENT REQUIRED EACH DAY FOR EVERY 100
LBS. OF LIVE STOCK.

Working Horses 3.08 lbs.

“ Oxen 2.40
“

Fatting Oxen 5.00
“

“ " when fat 4.00 “

Milch Cows from 2.25 to 2.40 “

PLOWING.

Distance traveled by a horse in plowing an acre of land, and the

quantity of land cultivated per day, at the rate of 16 and 18 miles per

day of 9 hours :

B'dth
of fur-
row
slice.

Space trav-
eled in
plowing
an acre.

Extent plowed
per day.

BMth
of fnr-

ro\^'

slice.

Space trav-

eled in

plowing
an acre.

Extent
per

plowed
aay.

Inch. Miles. 18 miles 16 miles Inch. Miles. 18 Mi. 16 Mi.

«
14 1-2 1 1-4 1 1-8 14 2 1-2 2 1-4

8 12 1-2 1 1-2 1 1-4 15 6 1-2 2 3-4 2 2-5

9 11 1 3-5 1 1-2 16 6 1-6 2 9-10 2 3-5
10 9 9-10 1 4-5 1 3-5 17 5 3^ 3 1-10 2 3-4
11 9 2 1 3-4 18 5 1-2 3 1-4 2 9-10

12 8 1-4 2 1-5 1 9-10 19 5 1-4 3 1-2 3 1-10

13 7 1-2 2 1-3 2 1-10 20 4 9-10 3 1-5 3 1-4

HOW TO FORETELL THE WEATHER THROUGH
THE LUNATIONS OF THE MOON.

Dry “ 2.42

Young growing cattle 3.08

Steers 2.84

Pigs.....' 3.00

Sheep 3.00

CAPACITY OF CORN-CRIBS 10 FEET HIGH.

Lgth. 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30

3 i:l5 149 162 175 189 202 216 243 270 297 324 :361 378 405
U.4 3X 158 173 189 205 221 236 258 2»4l 315 347 378 410 451 473

4 180 198 216 234 252 270 288 324 360 3tl6 432 468 504 540
2ftJ 223 243 263 283 304 3-24 365 405 446 448 .527 567 608

'O 5 225 248 270 292 315 ;«7 360 405 4,50 495 540 585 6.30 675

O 5)4 248 272 297 322 347 371 396 44() 495 545 594 t)44 693 743
5 270 297 324 351 378 405 432 486 540 59t 648 702 756 810

6V 293 322 351 :I80 410 439 468 .527 585 644 702 761 819 878
315 347 378 409 441 472 504 567 630 693 756 819 882 945

7)4 :m 371 405 439 473 506 540 60S 675 743 810 878 945 1013
8 360 .396 432 468 504 546 576 648 720 792 864 936 1008 1080

8)4 383 421 459 497 536 574 612 689 765 H42 918 995 1071 1148
9 40.) 446 486 526 567 607 648 729 81( 891 972 10.53 1134 1215
10 4.50 495 540 585 .539 675 720 810 900 990 1080; 1170 1260 13.50

11 495 .545 594 64.) 693 742 792 891 99C 1089 1188 1287 1386 1485
12 .540 594 648 702 756 810 864 972 1080 1188 1296 1404 1512 1620

(Compiled from the Works of Dr. Herschbll and Adam Clarke.)

If the New Moon, the First
Quarter, tlie Fail Moon or

the Last Quarter, enters—
In Summer. In Winter.

Between midnight and 2 ( Fair.
j

Hard frost, unless wind
A. M )

is S. or E.
Bet. 2 and 4A.M Cold, fr't .showers. Snowy and stormy.

Rain. Rain.
Wind and Rain. Stormy.

Cold rain if wind is W.,
snow if E.

“ 8 and 10 A. M
j

Changeable.
j

Frequent showers.
Very rainy.
Changeable.

Cold and high wind.
Snow and rain.

Fair and mild.
Fair.Fai r.

1
Fair if wind N. ( Fair and frosty if wind

“ 6 and 8 P. M > W., rainy if S. <

or S. F. (

,
is N. or W., rain or
snow if S. or S. E.

“ 8 and 10 P. M Do. Do.
“ 10 and midnight Fair. Fair and frosty.

Notes.— 1. The nearer the time of the moon’s change, first quarter,

full, and last quarter, is to rnUhiighl, the fairer the weather during 7

following days. Range for this is from 10 at night till 2 next morning.

2. The nearer to mid-ilay the phases of the moon liappen, the more foul

or wet weather during the 7 days following. 3. The moon’.s change en-

tering from 4 to 10 of the afternoon, may expect fair weather.

CAPACITY OF GRAIN BINS 10 FEET HIGH.

Width Bin Bln Bin Bln Bin Bln Bln Bin Bin Bln Bin Bin Bln
in li n. 7 It. .3 ft. 9 tf. in ft 11 ft fl 13 ft 14 ft

l
15 ft. 1« ft 20 ft. 22 ft.

Ft. Eg. Lg. Lg Lg. Lg- Lg. Lg Lg. Lg. Lg. Lg. Lg Lg.

Bu. Bu. Bu. Bu. Bu. Bn. Bu. Bn. Bn. Bu. Bn. Bn. Bh.

3 145 169 192 217 241 265 289 313
'

338 362 386 482 530
4 193 225 257 289 321 354 386 418 450 482 514 643 708
5 241 282 321 362 402 442 482 522 563 603 643 804 884
6 290 338 386 434 482 530 579 627 675 723 771 964 1060
7 338 394 450 500 .563 619 675 731 788 844 POO 1125 12:38

8 .386 450 514 579 643 707 771 836 900 964 1020 1286 1414
9 434 507 579 651 72:3 796 868 940 1013 1085 11.57 1446 1592
10 482 563 643 723 804 884 964 1045 1125 1205 1286 1607 1768
11 531 619 707 796 884 972 1061 1149 12.38 3326 1414 1768 1944
12 579 675 771 868 964 1061 1157 1254 1350 1446 1543 1929 2122

AMOUNT OF BUTTER AND CHEESE CONTAINED
IN MILK.

100 lbs. milk contain about 3 lbs. pure butter.
100 * .4 t#

7.8 “ cheese.
100 “ “ average “ 3.5 “ common butter.
100 “ 44 44 u 11.7 “ common cheese.
100 “ fikim milk yield “ 13.5 “ skim milk cheese.

Time required for cream to rise to the surface of new milk at different
temperatures :

10 to 12 hours if the temperature of the air is 77" Fahr.
18 to 20 “ * “ “ eS” “

24 “ “ “ “ 55« “

36 “ “ “ “ 50S “

WHAT POULTRY WEIGHS.
Lbs. oz.

Black Polish cock, 3 years old 5 3

Black Polish hen, 3 years old 3 4

Golden Polish cock 5 0

Golden Polish hen 3 8

Silver Hamlmrg hen 3 1

Silver Polish hen 3 4

Gamecock 4 10

Game hen 3 0

Pheasant Malay cock, 2 years old 7 0

Pheasant Malay hen 5 1

Pheasant Malay pullet, 17 mos. old 5 3

Dorking cocks 7 0

Dorking hen 6 8

Cochin-China cock, 16 mos. old (molting) 6 5

Cochin-China hen 4 6

Malay cock, 16 mos. old 6 14

Malay hen, 16 mos. old 4 8

Black Spanish cock, 4 mos. old 2 11

Black Spanish pullet 2 11

Turkey (cock), 16 mos. old 16 0

Turkey (hen), 3 to 4 years 8 6

White China gander, 6 year# old 12 13

W’hite China goose 11 13
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ERCAXTILE LAW is that

branch of the law which gov-

erns mercantile transactions

of any kind. The law of all

English-speaking countries is

based upon the common law of

England. Common law is that

body of law which originates in

l)rinciples of justice and the needs of

society, becomes well established cus-

tom, and is finally sanctioned, limited

and defined by the decisions of the

higher courts. Its principles must
be sought in treatises on its

various branches and in the numerous
rejiorts of decisions by the courts of last

resort. Statute law, on the other hand,
consists of si)ecial legislative enactments, sucli as
acts of ])arliament, of Congi-ess, and of state or
colonial legislatures. Statutes are definite and
formal in their nature. Common law gives Avay to
a statute, and an old statute to a new one on the
same subject. hen a statute which repeals an-
other is itself repealed, the old statute becomes
again in force.

In the L^nited States the supremo law is the

Federal Constitution. This, with treaties and acts

of Congress, is the highest law in all States and ter-

ritories and cannot be interfered with by local

legislation. The general government is sovereign
in those matters entrusted to it by the Constitution

;

the States are sovereign in all other matters within
their own domain. In any particular State we
have, therefore, to regard— 1. The Constitution
and laws of the United States. 2. Tlie Constitu-
tion of the State. 3. The imldic and private stat-

utes of the State, and— 4. The common law, which
is tliat of England at the time of the revolution,

modified and developed by the decisions of the
State courts of apj)ca]. To this there is one ex-
ception, Louisiana, wdiicli was formerly a French
possession, and hence derives its unwritten law from
the Civil or Roman Laiv.

It will tlius be seen that there niay be great di-

versity in the exact provisions of the law on a given
subject in different states and countries. Yet the
general ])rincii)lcs arc everywhere founded on the

.

same considerations, and arc identical. Especially
is this true of the branch of law known as com-
mercial or mercantile law. The very nature of

commerce and trade compelled business men of
different lands to adopt similar customs and modes
of doing business. The usages and customs to

which they voluntarily conformed in their mutual
intercourse became almost identically the same in
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all parts of the civilized world; they were soon recog-

nized as binding law by the courts, and in many

cases are confirmed and defined by special statutes.

It is thus not impractical to give to business men a

collection of useful rules and principles of legal

forms, the application of which shall not be con-

fined to any locality. Such a collection will be found

in the following pages
;
and to it we shall add,

when practicable and desirable, the substance of

special statutory enactments and requirements.

To draw forms to suit every imaginary set of cir-

cumstances is of course impossible, but in most

cases the necessary alterations in the form given

will at once suggest themselves. The utility of a

law compendium of this kind, we need not dwell

upon at length. We do not claim that it will lit-

erally make “every man his own lawyer but it

will often save time, temper and money. We shall

endeavor to present in a clear, condensed and

handy form (free, as far as possible, from technical

language) a mass of useful, varied and reliable in-

formation on topics of importance to business

men.

ccortr anb satisfaction.

accord and satisfaction, and will bar further pro-

ceedings. If a third party make accord and

satisfaction with a creditor for the debtor, the

test as to whether it will hold good or not, is whether

the actual debtor can be shown to have treated it

as sufficient.

An accord and satisfaction made before a breach

of contract is not a bar to an action for a subse-

quent breach.

If a promise be executed formally and literally,

but is of no value to the creditor, because by some

act or omission of the debtor it is really inoperative,

this will have no effect as an accord and satisfac-

tion. If a new promise is in its nature executory,

that is, one to be fulfilled at some future time, and

in point of fact is not so fulfilled, there is no satis-

faction. Even though the promise is for perform-

ance at a fixed future day, the creditor may bring

his original action before the new promise becomes

due.

AFFIDAVITS.

N legal phrase, ACCORD and SAT-

ISFACTION means an agreement

between two parties by which one,

the injurer, undertakes to give,

and the other, the injured, to re-

ceive some valuable consideration

a satisfaction for a wrong done,

followed by the actual giving and

receiving of such consideration. This

is a bar to all actions on account of such injury.

Accord and satisfaction by a co-partner is a bar to an

action by or against his fellow partners. But pay-

ment of part of a whole debt is not good satisfac-

tion, even though accepted as such, unless the ac-

ceptor receives additional advantage in some shape

The new promise must be founded on a new consid-

eration. An agreement to cancel and annul mutual

claims or to discontinue mutual suits is good

KITTEN statements of facts un-

der oath or affirmation are callcil

Affidavits. The word in itself

Imeans “he has sworn.” Affi-

jdavits may be made in law suits,

independently of legal pro-

,^^^iceedings to verify certain facts.

^ They must be made in the presence

of an officer qualified to administer an oath, as

a justice of the peace
;
and must be made within

the personal jurisdiction of such officer or court.

Voluntary affidavits, not to be used in legal pro-

ceedings and not made under a statute, cannot

be the cause of a prosecution for perjury, even

though totally false. A deposition differs from

an affidavit in that in the former the opposing party

has the right to be represented when the deposi-

tion is taken and to make a cross examination on

the subject matter. The seal of the officer taking
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the affidavit should be affixed, if he has one.

Amendment to the affidavit may be made by

order of tlie court, and the document must then

be resworn to. When deponent cannot write,

the affidavit must be read to him and tliat

fact stated in the oath. He must then make liis
[

mark.
’

A couxTER-AFFiDAV'iT is one made in opposition I

to an affidavit already made. The jurat is that
j

part of the affidavit in which the proper officer cer- i

titles that the same was sworn to before him. The
j

instrument should show on its face that it was

made before some officer competent to take affi-

davits, Venue is the place where the affidavit is

taken. Omission of the venue from an affidavit is

a fatal defect. The affidavit will not be vitiated
j

by surplusage, the statement. of immaterial matter,

provided it is not inconsistent with the principal

and necessary averments. Statements as to descrip-

tions, amounts and parties should be clear, particu-

lar and i>ositive.
I

GENERAL FORM OF AFFIDAVIT.

State of ,
Countt', town of

, ss. :

B. (of ), being duly sworn, deposes and says (or, alleges and
sags ):

That:

—

{Ilere set out in full and accurate language the mailers lobe

alleged).

[Seal.] (Higrialure of Affiant )

Sworn (or affirmed) before me, this day of—— , A. D. 18— .

(Signature of Justice or other officer.)

(If the affiant is unable to read, tlie subscription should be as follows):

Subscribed and sworn to before me, this day of , A. D. 18—
,

the same having been by me (or, in my presence) read to this affiant, he

being illiterate (or blind), and understanding the same.

(Officer's signature and title.)

AFFIDAVIT TO ACCOUNTS.
State of ,

County, ss. :

Before me, the undersigned, one of the justices of the peace in and
for said county, personally came F. G., of

,
and being duly sworn

according to law, deposes and says : That the above account, as stated,

is just and true.

That the above sum of dollars is now justly due and owing to

this deponent by the above-named L. P.

That he. the said F. G., has never received the same or any part there-

of, either directly or indirectly, nor any person for him, by his direction

or order, knowledge, or consent.
F. G.

Sworn and subscribed before me, (his day of , A. D. 18—

.

M.N.,
Justice of the Peace.

AFFIDAVIT TO PETITION.
State of , County, ss. :

A. B , being duly sworn, says : That the facts set forth in the fore-

going petition are true to the best of bis knowledge and belief.

A. B.
i

Strom, etc. (as in otherforms afjoee).
|

AFFIDAVIT TO PUBLICATION.

State of . County, ss.:

A. B., being duly sworn, says that he is the printer of (or,

is in the employ of C. D., the printer of) tlie
,
a

newspaper published in and of general circulation in said

county; and that the notice, of which the annexed is a true

copy, was published for consecutive days (or weeks, as

the case may be) in said newspaper, beginning on the day

of
,
A. D. 18—

.

A. B.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this day of ,

A. D. 18—

.

F. G., Justice of the Peace.

AFFIDAVIT OF ASSETS.

State of , County, ss.;

A. B., being duly sworn, says and declares, that he is the

owner in fee simple of the following described real estate,

free from all liens and incumbrances, to wit : fiere give de-

scription by metes and bounds), all of the aggregate value of

{amount)', that he is also the absolute owner of the following

described personal property, to wit
:
{give description) all of

the aggregate value of {amount) ;
that he is worth at least

dollar,^ over and above all his debts, exemptions and
|

liabilities.

(Signed) A. B.

Subscribed and sworn to, etc. {as above).

SURETIES’ OATH.
|

State of , County, ss.:

We, the undersigned, sureties on the within undertaking,

do solemnly swear that we are residents of said county

and State, and that we are each of us worth dollars

beyond the amount of our debts, exemptions and liabilities,

and have property therein subject to execution equal to said

sum. So help us God.

(Signed) A. B.

C. D
Subscribed and sworn, etc.

AFFIDAVIT TO SIGNATURE OF ABSENT OR
DECEASED WITNESS.

State of
,

County, ss.

:

Be it remembered, that on the day of
,
A. 1). 18—, before

me the undersigned, F. P.,one of the justices of the peare in said county,

personaily appeared N. II., who, being diiiy sworn, deposes and gays :

Tliat C. S., one of the subscribing witnesses to the within (tcill or deed)

is (dead, or absentfrom the state, as the case may be).

That he has frecpiently seen said C. S. write, and that he is well

acfiuainted with the handwriting of said C. S.

That to the best of his knowledge and belief (or he verily believes) the

name of C. S., signed to the same as one of the subscribing witnesses,

is the proper and individual handwriting of said C. H.

(Signed) N. II.

Subscribed and sworn to before me, this day of , a. d. 18— .

F P.,

Justice of tlw Peace.
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1,>S MERCANTILE LAW.

GENTS are those employed to

transact business or to act for

others. A general agent is one

i who is employed to do all the busi-

kness of his ]u-incipal, or all the

^business of a certain kind or at a

particular place. A special agent is one

is apjiointed for a particular purpose and

under a limited power. Authority may be

given to an agent orally, in writing under

' seal, or in writing without a seal. When it

is in writing the authority is called a power

of attorney. It is a general rule of law that,

when the thing to be done requires the exe-

cution of an instrument under seal, the power

must itself be under seal. Even when no ex-

press authority has been given either in writing

or by word of mouth, the law will often consider

the relation of agent and principal to exist
;
that

is, it is presumed or implied from the circumstances.

Thus a wife who is accustomed to do certain busi-

ness for her husband (for instance, paying or col-

lecting rents) will be considered his agent in such

acts
;
so with a child, a domestic servant, or a clerk.

A person, even, who is not qualified to make a con-

tract on his own account (as a minor, married

woman, or alien) may legally act as agent for another.

The acts of general agents bind their principals

so long as they are within the general scope of the

authority given, even though they are contrary to

his private instructions, or even after the actual

revocation of the authority, if the agency were

known and the revocation unknown to parties deal-

ing in good faith with the agent. It is, therefore.

a common and proper practice for the principal io

advertise publicly the revocation of a power. No-

tice to the agent is notice to the principal.

The agent is bound to use reasonable care in

transacting the business of his agency, such as a

prudent and careful man would use in his own af-

fairs. If he goes beyond the scope of his authority

he is liable both to his principal and to third parties.

If given power to sell, the agent cannot himself

become the purchaser (or, if to buy, the seller)

without special authority to that effect. He should

keep separate accounts. The agent is often paid

by commission, for which he has a lien. An au-

thority to sell does not imply an authority to sell

on credit, unless such is the general custom of the

trade. As a rule, an agent cannot substitute an-

other in place of himself without special power.

This is usually given in written instructions or

powers of attorney by inserting the clause “with

full power to substitute.”

The proper manner for an agent to sign is thus,

“ B., by A.,” not “A. for B.” A. in each case

representing the agent and B. the principal.

Agency is terminated by the full execution and

completion of the business entrusted
;
by the writ-

ten revocation of the power by the principal
;
by

the legal incapacity of either agent or principal, as

when caused by insanity or the marriage of a

woman
;
or by the death of principal or agent.

There is only one class of poiuers which are not

destroyed by the death of the principal. These are

“powers coupled with an interest,” an example of

which will be found among the forms below. A
power given by A. to B. to sell certain shares of

stock belonging to A., and with the proceeds to reim-

burse himself for certain debts due to him (B.) from

A., would be a power coupled with an interest.

4



AGENTS AND ATTORNEYS. ir)0

Ratification is tlie acceptance by the principal

of the unauthorized act of an agent as liis own. It

may either be express and open, as a declaration in

a letter, or implied, as where tlie principal takes

advantage of the act and says nothing.

Agents are of very many classes, such as clerks,

salesmen, and others governed by tlie ordinary rules

which control the relations of master and servant,

factors and brokers, auctioneers, “ships’ husbands,”
ship masters, and attorneys.

A Broker is one employed by others to make and
conclude bargains for them, and is usually the

agent of both parties. lie is bound entirely by his

instructions, is liable for any negligence, fraud, or

breach of orders, and has a lien on goods or money
in his possession for his fee or commission. A
power to sell does not include the power to pledge.

There are several classes, such as real estate, note,

insurance, ship, and stock brokers. The usual com-
mission of a stock broker in the United States is

one-eighth of one per cent, on the par value of all

sales or purchases.

A Factor differs from a broker in that he usually

has actual possession of goods entrusted to him, and
may huy and sell in his own name. He is often

called a commission merchant or consignee. He
may pledge the goods for advances to his principal

or for his own charges and commission. The factor

may even use his own name in suits at law con-

cerning the goods of which he is consignee. A
foreign factor is one who acts for a principal living

in a different country
;
as regards third parties he

is almost always regarded as himself a principal and
])crsonally liable.

A Ship’s Husband is usually, but not of neces-
sity, a part owner, and is the agent of the owners
to. equip and repair the ship, furnish her with
proper papers, make contracts for freight or passage,
and collect dues. His authority may be written or
oral. He cannot borrow money on the ship, nor
insure, nor appoint a substitute without special

authority. The master of a ship, on the other
hand, has special poAvers arising from the nature of
his position. He may, if driven by circumstances,
borrow money on ship or cargo, or pledge the
same, or even, in extreme necessity, sell the ship,
without special authority so to do.

Attorneys may be attorneys-in-fact or attorneys-
at-law. An attomey-in-fact is one appointed by a

special act (poiver of attorney) to do some specific

thing. An attorney-at-hnv is a sworn officer of a

court, emi)loycd by others (clients) to conduct legal

proceedings for them. He has authority in all

matters necessary to the prosecution and termina-

tion of the cause, but he cannot settle the j^oints in

dispute or give a release for damages or costs ivith-

out the consent of his client. He is bound to use

due diligence, to professional secrecy, and to a full

accounting ivith his client. On all papers of his

client in his hands and on judgments and costs

which he may obtain he has a lien for his fees,

which must be I’easonable.

In England the attorney does not ^dcad causes in

court, but prepares briefs and submits them to the

barrister, Avho conducts all court proceedings. In
the United States the functions of the barrister

and attorney are united in one and the same per-

son. When a power of attorney is for use in a for-

eign country or another state, it should be acknowl-
edged before a notary public. His signature should
be attested, in the first case, by the consul of the

foreign government in which the power is to be used
;

in the second case, by the clerk of the superior court,

or according to the statutory i)rovisions of the State

where it is executed.

POWERS OF ATTORNEY.
SHORT GENERAL FORM.

Know all M en by these Presents : That 1, the undersigned, of
{place), do hereby make, constitute and appoint John Doe, of {place), my
true and lawful attorney, for me, and in my name and stead to {here in-

sert thesuhjecl mailer ofpower), to do and perform all tlie necessary acts

in the execution and prosecution of the aforesaid business, and in as
full and ample a manner as I miglit do if I were personally present.

In witness whereof, 1 have hereunto set my liaud and seal tliis 10th
day of May, A. D. 1881.

JAMES SMITH. [L. » ;

Signed, Sealed and Delivered in the Presence of

FULLER GENERAL FORM.
Know all Men by these Presonts : That I, James Smith, of {place

ofresidence), have by these presents ordained, made and constituted, and
in my name and place, put Jol]n Doe, of {residence of attorney), to be my
lawful and sufficient attorney, for mo and in my name, place and stead,
to {here insert the p’/rpose or purposesfor which the power is given).

T hat 1 hereby grant unto my said attorney full authority and power,
in and about said premises

; and to use all due course, means and proc-
ess of law for the comiilcte, effectual and full execution of the business
above described ; and for said premises to appear and me represent
before any governors, judges, justices, and ministers of law whomso-
ever, in any court or courts of judicature, and there on my behalf
defend and prosecute all actions, muses and matters whatsoever, relat-

ing to the premises : and in all said premises make and execute all due
acquittances, discharges, and releases.

That said attorney shall have full power and authority to do, act,

determine, accomplish and transact all matters and things relating to tho
premises, as amply as l, his said constituent and principal, if present,
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might or ought, although said matters and things should require moie

snecial authority than is herein comprised and included.

'^Thatl hereby allow, ratify and hold firm and valid all matters and

thiiK'S whatsoever my said attorney or his substitutes shall laufaHy

do or cause to he done in and about said premises, by virtue of these

presents.
,

In witness whereof, etc. (as in previousform).

POWER TO CARRY ON MERCANTILE
BUSINESS.

(Draw theform as above, and with the sum acknowledgment ; where

it is indicated that the subject matter should be staled, insert tins clause;)

to carry on, conduct and manage the entire business concerns included

in and pertaining to (here state name and description of business) at

(name of place) in (Slate and county).

For me and in my name to use and employ all such means, rights,

remedies and uses, as are best calculated for the safe and successfu

prosecution of said business, and to insure accessions, increase and

preservation of all property ;
the diligent collection and settlement of

indebtedness, the most iiidicious purchases .and largest sales therein,

and for all and every other matter or thing, belonging or pertaining to

said business.

POWER TO PURCHASE, SELL, AND LEASE
REAL ESTATE.

PuRCHASE-(/«.'«-<tti»'ctoas«;)—to purchase any real estate on my

account, in fee simple or otherwise, at any prices or any exchanges

whatsoever ;
and for these purposes to receive, confirm, make and exe-

cute any deeds, conveyances, contracts, or other instruments whatso-

‘"'rALE-li/i.wt this clause .-)-to sell, barter, or exchange any real estate

on my account to any pei-son or persons whatsoever, for any price or

any manner ; and for these purposes to execute and acknowledge all

deeds conveyances, and assurances, with general covenants of warranty

against all persons or incumbrances, or any other covenants whatso-

*^'leasb. (Insert thisclause ;)—to receive all rents, issues, and profits of

all my lands or tenements, or other real estate to which I am or may lo

entitled, and from time to time to renew the leases thereof, not extend-

ing the same, however, beyond the day of ,
A. B. 18—.

(Where these powers of lease, purchase or sale are to be confined to

certain specific property, that should be fully described.)

FULL PO\A^ER TO DEMAND, SUE FOR, AND
RECOVER DEBTS.

Know allMenby these Presents: That I, Edward Wilson, have

constituted, ordained and made, and In my place and stead put, and by

these presents do constitute, ordain and make, and in my stead and place

put Thomas Grant, to be my true, sufficient and lawful attorney for me

and in my name and stead and to my use, to ask, demand, levy
,
require,

recover and receive of and from all and every person or persons whom-

soever the same shall or may concern, all and singular sums of money,

debts goods, wares, merchandise, effects, and things whatsoever and

wheresoever they shall and may be found, due, owing, payable, belonging

and coming to me the constituent, by any ways or means whatsoever.

Giving andhereby granting unto my said attorney lull and whole

stren-th, power and authority in and about the premises ;
and to take

and use all due means, course and process in the law for the recovery

and obtaining the same, and of recoveries and receipts thereof : and in

my name to make, seal and execute due acquittance and discharge

;

j
and for the premises to appear, and the person of me the constituent to

represent, before any governors, justices, officers and ministers of the

law whatsoever, in any court or courts of judicature ; and there on my

behalf to answer, defend and reply unto all actions, causes, matters and

tliim^s whatsoever, relating to the premises. Also to submit any matter

in dispute to arbitration, with full power to make and substitute one or

more attorneys as my said attorney, and the same again at pleasure to

revoke. And generally to say, do, act, transact, determine, accomifiish

and finish all matters and things whatsoever relating to the premises,

as fully, amply and effectually, to all intents and purposes, as I, the

said constituent, it present, ought or might personally, although the

matter should require more special authority than is herein comprised,

I, the said constituent, ratifying and allowing and holding firm and

valid all and whatsoever my said attorney or his substitutes shall law-

fully do, or cause to be done in and about the premises, by virtue of

these presents.

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and seal this

fourth day of January, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hun-

dred and eighty.
(Signed) EDWARD WILSON, [n. s.j

Signed, Sealed and Deliveredin Presence of us,

ANTHONY TOWLE,
RICHARD BRINTON.

POWER TO RECEIVE DIVIDENDS ON STOCK.

Know all Men by these Presents ; That I, Willis Sayre, of New

York city, do authorize, constitute, and appoint Edward Livingstone of

the same place to receive from the Morris and Essex Railroad Company

the dividend now due to me on all stock standing on the books of said

company, and receipt for the same; hereby ratifying and confirming

all that may lawfully bo done in the premises by virtue hereof.

Witness my hand and seal, this day of ,
18—.

(Signature.) [l. s.j

Sinned, Sealed and Delivered in the Presence of

GEORGE WRIGHT.

PROXY TO VOTE ON STOCK.
)YUh Eevocation of Previous Proxies and Affdavit as to Ownership.

Know all Men by these Presents : That I, the undersigned,

stockholder in the (name of company), do hereby constitute and appoin

John Doe my true and lawful attorney, with power of substitution, for

me and in my name to vote at the meeting of the stockholders in said

company, to be held at (name of jilace) or at any adjournment thereof,

with all the powers I should possess if personally present. And 1 do

fSrN.

Witness ; Edwaeb Doe. This 5th day of July
,
A. D. 1881.

I do swear (or affirm) that the shares on which my representative and

attorney in the above proxy is entitled to vote, do not belong and arc not

hvpothccated to the said company, and that they are not hypothecated or

pledged to any other corporation or person whatever ;
tliat such shares

have" not been transferred to me for the purpose of enabling me to

vote thereon at the ensuing election, and that I have not contracted t

sell or transfer them upon any condition, agreement or understanding

relation tomy manner of voting at the said election.

A POWER COUPLED WITH AN 'INTEREST.

For value received from John Stokes, I have sold to him 200 shares of

the capital stock of the Midland Railway Company, now standing m

my name upon its books; and I hereby constitute and appoint the said

John Stokes my attorney irrevocable to transfer the said stock upon

L books of said company to himself or any other person; «nd I ^o

authorize him to substitute any other person as attorney for mo and

my name to make such transfer. SAMUEL FRENCH.

Witness my seal, this 4th day of J une, A. D. 1870. [l. s.]

REVOCATION OF POWER.

Whereas I. James Smith, of (residence), on July 5, A. D. 1881, did by

my letter of attorney under my hand and seal, appoint John Green my

true and lawful attorney to sell and convey lands (or for whatever par

vose the power was given) for me, now

Know all Men by these Presents, th.at I have revoked and an-

nulled such letter and authority, and I do hereby revoke and annul it,

unddeclarethesaidJohnGreennolongermya™^^^

Witness my hand and seal, this 12th of November, A. D. 1881.
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APPRENTICES.:^^

^iJIXOKS bound to service for a

term of years to learn some trade,

art, or profession, are termed

Apprentices. In return for such

service they receive instruction

Jin their master’s trade or art. An
infant maybe thus bound by his own

free will and act, with the consent of

father, mother, or guardian (or by public officers

where there is no guardian or the infant is a

pauper), until the age of 21 in the case of males and
of 18 in the case of females.

The master cannot transfer his rights over the

apprentice without his consent and that of parent
or guardian. If the master neglects his part of the

contract, the jiarent’s right revives and the dis-

charge of the apprentice may be compelled. Neither
sickness nor inaptness in the trade will release the

master from his obligations. If the a
2

)
2irentice runs

away and enters the employment of another, the

master is not bound to take him back, but is

entitled to whatever he may earn, provided that he
can show that the new employer was aware of the
existence of the apprenticeship. The death of the
master discharges the apprentice. The relation may
also be terminated by a deed of mutual release or

by a decree of a court, as where ill treatment,
neglect, and abuse are shown.

AN INDENTURE OF APPRENTICESHIP.

This Indenture of Apprenticeship between
,
minor, of the

years, t)y and with the consent of lii.s father (or mother, or
g'taraxan,a.<l)uew<emayhe) — and master, ‘Witnesseth ; That
the said is hereby bound as an apprentice to the said for tlie

full term of years from the date hereof, to learn the art and trade of
®

1 “'’*1 ‘he said
, minor, actinp w ith tiie consent of his (par

ent or guardian), hereby covenants faithfully to serve the said for
thefnil term of years, to watch carefully his master's interest, to abstain
from all vice, negligence and wastefulness, and to obey the commands
of said in all lawful and proper matters.
And the said . ma-stcr, on his part, doth promise and covenant

that he will to the best of his power teach the said his trjide or
art, that he will give and provide for said good and snilieient
meat, drink, clothing, washing and lodging, such as are suitable for an
apprentice, that he will give him months' schooling during the year

and at the expiration of the term of apprenticeship will furnish him
with a suit of substantial wearing apparel, and in money. And
for the true performance of all and singular the covenants and agree-

ments aforesaid, the said parties bind themselves, each unto the other,

firmly by these presents.

In Witness Whereof, the parties hereto have set their hands and
seals this day of

,
in the year of our Lord, 18—.

Executed and delivered before

(iVitiieises.) (Signatures.) (Seals.)

To this should be annexe/1 the written consent ofparent or guardian, as

follows

:

I do hereby consent to and approve of the binding of my
son (or tvard) as in the above indenture is set forth.

Dated this day of , A. D. 18—.

.(Signature.) [l. s.]

INDENTURE BY PUBLIC OFFICERS.

This Indenture Witnesseth; That of
,
minor, with the

consent of and
,
justices of the peace (or overseers of Ihe poor,

or selectmen, or Judge of the Court) of the town of , hereon
endorsed, doth hereby bind iiimself as apprentice, etc. (as above).

RELEASE OF APPRENTICESHIP.
Know all Men by these Presents : That

,
son of

, of

, did by his indenture, bearing date the — dayof—
, A.B. 18—, bind

himseif as an apprentice unto, of—
,
for a term of — years (or,

until he should be of legal age) from the date thereof, as by said inden-
ture more fully appears.

That (here slatefully thereasonsfor ihe release).

By reason whereof, the said doth hereby reiease, and forever

discharge said and his father (or, mother or guardian) ot and
from said indenture and ali service and all other agreements, covenants,
matters and things contained therein, on tiieir, or citiier of their parts,

to bo observed and performed whatsoever, unto the date of this release.

In Witness Whereof I have hereby set my liand, this— day of
, A. D. 18—

, (Signature.)

AETIES who liave mutual claims

may submit the matter in (lisjmte

to a third jiarty or to two or more
third jiiirties. The agreement of

the injured and injuring jiartics,

followed by the decision of the

arbitrators and the comjiliance of both

parties therewith is an Arbitration.
The agreement is called the submission, and the

|

decision the aioard.

The SUBMISSION may be by word of mouth,
by written agreement, or by order of the court.

The more formal method is for the jiarties to enter
into bonds to one another, the conditions of which
are the compliance witli the award, the jiayment
of sums of money as directed, and tlie mutual dis-
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charge of all claims and causes of action. A
bond, howevei’, is not at all necessary. Either

party may reToke his submission at any time before

the award is made, by giving notice to the other

party. This is not true, however, when tlie arbi-

tration is by order of a court.

The AWARD must not go beyond the subject

matter submitted
;

it must be clear, certain, pos-

sible, reasonable, final and conclusive.

Arbitration is favored by the law as an inex-

pensive and peaceable way of settling disputes
;

an award will not, therefore, be set aside by the

courts, except upon very strong grounds, such as

impropriety or irregularity in the conduct of the

arbitrators, or when ‘
‘ procured by corruption or

undue means. A mere mistake in the facts by

arbitrators, unless very important and very patent,

will not be considered by the court. The award

when completed should be sealed, addressed to

all the parties, and opened in their presence, or

if made under order of court, returned to the

clerk.

The death of either party, or one of the arbi-

trators, will revoke the submission, if not made

by order of the court.

It is a common practice to submit the matter in

dispute to two parties, one selected by each dis-

putant, and to give to them power to select a third

and disinterested arbitrator, in case they are not

able to agree upon a decision.

FORM OF SUBMISSION.

Memorandum of an Agreement made May S, 1879, between Max

Kohn on the one part, and Egbert Wilson of the other part, to submit

a matter in controversy between them to arbitration.
^

The said Max Kohn, on his part, makes a claim against the said

Egbert Wilson for labor and services (or whatever the claim maybe,

giving full particulars). And the said Egbert Wilson disputes the

claim as being excessive (or as the case may be), and in his turn claims

(givefull particnlai-s of counter claim, if any).

They now mutually agree to leave the said claims to the arbitrament and

award of Janies Stiles and Jonas Allen as arbitrators by them selected,

who are to hear the proofs and allegations of the parties, and determine

whether any, and if any what, moneys or damages are due and shou d

he properly paid from cither party to the other by reason thereof, and

to make an award thereon. And if they cannot agree upon an award

they are to select a third person, who shall be iiidiflerent and disin-

terested between the parties hereto, and the award of one of stidi arbi-

trators, together with that of such third person, made in writing and

delivered to the party in whose favor it may be (with notice to the other

party) within twenty days hereof, sliali befinal.

And the parties hereto, each to the other, doth bind himself to pay o

the other such sum as may by such award become payable, without

fraud or delay.

^ ^ ,
I MAX KOHN. [L.S.]

Witness our hands and seals
-j egbEKT WILSON. [l.s.J

On this may be endorsed the oath of the arbitrators, asfollows

:

State of ,
County, Town of— ,

ss. :

James Stiles, Jonas Allen and Henry Bell, being duly sworn, each for

himself, severally saith, that he will faithfully and fairly hear and ex-

amine the niattiT in controversy submitted to these deponents by the

within submission, and will make a just and fair award tliereon accord-

ing to the best of his iindei>tanding.

Signed andsivornto before me, John Gray, J. P., this \%th of May,

\ D 1S79
{^Signatures.)

GENERAL FORM OF AWARD.

Know all Men by these Presents : That we the undersigned,

arbitrators of all the matters in difference, of every name, kind, and na-

ture, between Max Kohn and Egbert Wiison, by virtue of their agreement

of submission of May 9. 1879, do award, order, judge and determine of and

concerning the same, as follows : That (then stale the award in full).

In Witness Whereof, we have, in each other’s presence, hereunto

set our hands, this 25th day of May, 1879. (Signatures.)

FORM OF AWARD WHEN BONDS ARE GIVEN.

To all to whom these Presents shall come : We (here insert

names of the arbitrators), to whom was submitted as arbitrators the niaP

ter in controversy between and , as by the condition of theii

respective bonds of submission, executed by the said parties respectively,

each unto the other, and dated of ,
18-, and which more

fully appears.
.

Now therefore, know ye, That we, the arbitrators named in the

above bonds, having been first duly sworn according to law, and having

heard the proofs and allegations of the parties, and examined the

matter in controversy by them submitted, do make this award in writ-

in<r; that is to say, the saxi (here follows the award, sped •’ying fully

what is to be done orpahl by either party, declaring the bonds to hence-

forth cease and determine, together with all causes of action existing be-

fore the submission was entered into, and requiring the parties to execute

'mutual releases of all mutual accounts, debts, damages, demands or

causes of action).
.

InWitness Whereof, We have hereunto subscribed these presents,
,

this day of, 18—

.

In Presence of
(Signatures.)

REVOCATION OF SUBMISSION.

Whereas, the subscriber. Max Kohn, with Egbert Wilson, did on tlie

9tli day of May, 1879, submit to James Stiles and Jonas Allen, arbitra-

tors with power to select a third, the arbitrament and award ( f certain

claims existing between me, the said Max Kohn and the said Egbert

Wilson and now for certain reasons 1 desire to revoke the submission ;

Now Therefore, I do licreby revoke the said submission, and declare

the same null and void.
,

Given under my hand and seal this 15th day of Ma.v, A^. 18,9.

(Signed) MAX KOHN.

To James Stiles and Jonas Allen.

REVOCATION NOTICE.

To E-bert Wilson : Dear Sir-I have this day revoked the powers of

James Stiles and Jonas Allen as arbitrators under the agreement of

submission entered into between ns on the 9th day of May, 18,9, by an

instrument of which the annexed is a

Dated this 15th day of May, 1879.
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signed by the master

carefo to be carried

ECEIPTS
of a shij) for

as freight, are' called Bills of

'Ladixg. They specify the goods,

ship, price, names of consignor

^and consignee, and such other

things as may be requisite. They
are usually signed in triplicate, one

cojiy being kept by the consignor and the others

sent to the consignee by different channels. Aver-
age is the charge on such small expenses of the

ship as harbor dues, pilotage and towage. Prim-
age is a small percentage on the freight, which
goes to the master as a perquisite.

Bills of lading are transferable and assignable,

and the assignee may sue for the recovery of the

goods. If the goods perish without fault of the

master the freight must be paid, but if proper pre-

cautionary measures have not been adopted, the

master or ship owners are liable for the damage.

BILL OF LADING.
Shipped in good order, and well conditioned, by .James Grant, on

board the ship called the Water Witch, whereof .John Old is master,
now lying in the port of Liverpool and bound for New Oi lean.s, to wit :

One hundred and fifty bales merchandise, marked and numbered as in

the margin, which are to be delivered in like good order and condition
at the aforesaid port of New Orleans (the acts of God, the public ene-
mies and the perils of the sea only excepted), unto Edward Kirsch or
his assigns, he or they paying freight for the said boxes, with primage
and average accustomed.

In Witness Whereof the master (or purser) of the said vessel hath
affirme d to three bills of lading, all of this tenor and date, one of which
being accomplished, the others to stand void.

Dated in Liverpool, the 8th day of April, 18T8.

.. , , „ JOUN OLD, Master.
Nos. 1—150.

Edw. Kirsch,

New Orleans.

ASSIGNMENT OF BILL OF LADING.
Know aU Men by these Presents: That I, the within named, Ed-

ward Kirsch in consideration of the sum of nine thousand dollars ($9,000),
the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, do by these presents grant,
assign and transfer onto Joseph Gale the within written bill of lading,
and the full right, title and ownership to all the property therein de-
scribed. To have and to hold the same onto himself, his heirs and a.s-

signs forever. And I do covenant, promise and agree that said bales of
merebandi..^ therein dcscrilu'd are and shall be free and clear of all

debts and encumbrances whatsoever, by or through my means, consent
or procurement, except only the proper charges for freight, average atid

primage.

Given under my hand and seal at New Orleans, this 25th day of May,
1878.

(Signed) EDWARD KIRSCH.

--L

J,

BILL OF SALE is a written instru-

ment by which the ownership of per-

^sonal ju’operty is transferred. It is not

necessary that there sliould be a seal.

'The validity of the sale does not de-

'pend on the actual jiossession of the

^goods passing from the seller to the

iuyer. If the seller retains possession,

however, the buyer runs the risk of having the

goods attached by third parties having claims

against the seller, and will then have to prove

affirmatively that the sale was in good faith and
not to defraud creditors.

A warranty of the seller’s title is usual in bills

of sale, and such warranty is implied by law, though
not stated. On the other hand, warranty of qual-

ity or condition must be expressed. The general

rule of law is that the buyer must look out for his

own interests. But the seller will not be protected

where actual fraud has been practiced. Where
goods are sold by sample, there is an imiilied war-

ranty that the goods coiTesjJond with the sample.

GENERAL FORM.
Know all Men by these Presents : That (name of seller), of

(place), for and in considernlion of the sum of (amount), to me in hand
well and truly paid by (buyer’s name), the receipt of which is hereby
acknowedged, do by these presents grant, bargain, sell and convey unto
the said (buyer's name), his heirs, executors, administrators and assigns,

the following goods and chattels. (Here describe property.)

To Have and to Hold all the said bargained and granted goods and
chattels for the own proper use and behoof of the said (buyer), his heirs,

executors, administrators and assigns forever. And the said (seller) doth
hereby vouch himself to be the only lawful owner of said goods and
chattels, and doth covenant with said (buyer) that he has good right and
lawful authority to dispose of said goods and chattels; that they are
free from all incumbrances, and that he will warrant and defend the
same against the lawful claims and demands of all persons whomso-
ever.

In Witness Whereof the said (seller) has hereunto set his hand and
seal this — day of

, A. D. 18— .

Witness

(Signature.) (l, s.)
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BILL OF SALE OF A SHIP.

To all to wLom tRese Presents sRall come, Grreeting

Know ye, that wo, Jolm Smith andJames Joucs, m consideration of

the Slim of sixty thousand dollars i$60,000), to us in hand paid by Ed-

ward Grant, have bargained and sold and transferred to him all the hull

and body of the good ship, the Osprey, now lying m the port of New

London, together with her masts, spars, rigging, tackle, boats and fiir-

nitiire, and all her other appniteiiauces, the certificate of whose register

is as follows 1 (Here give certificate in full.)

To Have and to Hold the same to the said Edward Grant; and we

avouch the said John Smith and James Jones to be the owners of said

ship with her appurtenances above mentioned, and hereby agree to war-

rant and defend the said Edward Grant in the peaceable possession of

the same against all persons lawfully claiming, or to claim, the same or

any part thereof.

"Witness our hands and seals, this 5th day of May, A.n. IS. 4.

JOHN SMITH. [L. s.]

JAMES JONES. [L. s.]

fONDS are "written instruments by

k "which one party binds liimself to pay

ninother a certain snin of money. If

this is all, the bond is called a “ simple

' bond
;

” but the word bond is more

generally applied to bonds with a con-

W ''

dition attached, upon fulfillment of

f which the promise of payment is to be of

no effect. The party executing the bond is the

obligor, the other party the obligee, and the amount

specified the sxim.

The bond must be sealed, except in States where

the use of private seals has been abolished by

statute. Under the common law, the use of a seal

makes it unnecessary to prove a consideration ;
it

also extends the right of action (under most statutes

of limitation) to twenty years.

Should the condition of the bond be not ful-

filled, the obligee cannot recover the full amount of

the penal sum, as might be supposed, but will obtain

only principal, interest and expenses, if the condi-

tion was the payment of money, or actual damages

and costs if the condition was for the doing or not

doing of certain things. The penal sum in a bond

is usually made double the amount involved in the

transaction.

BOND TO PAY MONEY.
Kno-sv all Men by these Presents; Th.ut I, John Doc, of New

York Cily, am held and firmly bound unto Richard Roc, of the same place.

in the sum of ten thousand dollars ($10,000), to be paid to the said

Richard Roe, or his certain attonicy, executors, administrators or

assigns; to which payment well .and truly to lie made I also bind my

heirs, executors, and administrators by these presents. Scaled witli my

seal, this 4th day of June, A. n. 1881.

The condition of this obligation is such that if I, the said John

Doc, shall pay to said Richard Roc the sum of five thousand dollars

($5,000) and legal interest, oir or before tire 4th day of December 1881, then

tire obligation shall be of no effect and void, but otherwise to remain in

full power, force and virtue.

Sealed and Delivered in. the Presence of

(Name of witness.)

(Signed) JOHN DOE. [n. s.]

BOND TO GIVE A DEED.

Know all Men by these Presents : That I, — , of ,

am held ami firmly bound unto ,
of ,

in the penal snin

of dollars, to be paid to the said ,
his executors,

administrators, or assigns; to which payment I hereby bind myself, my

heirs, executors, and administrators.

The condition of this obligation is such that if the above

bonnden ,
shall within months from thisdatc make, execute

and deliver to the said a good and snflicient deed to convey

to the said the (here de.m-ibe in full the property to he

conveyed), to hold the same in fee simple absolute witli a covenant of

warranty of the title, then this obligation shall ire void, otherwise of

(Signature.) [l. s.]

Signed, Sealed, and Delivered in the Presence of

CONDITION OF BOND FOR PERFORMANCE
OF CONTRACT.

TO BE INDORSED ON AN AGREEMENT OR CONTRACT.

(Make the bond proper as in firstform, and add this clause) ;

The condition of this obligation is such that if the above

boimdcn John Doe, his executors, administrators or assigns, siiall in all

things well and truly keep, stand to, abide by, and perform all and singular

the conditions, covenants and agreements contained in the within

instrument, on his or their part to be kept and performed, at the time

and in the manner and form therein specified, then the above obligation

shall be void, otherwi.se to be of full virtue and effect.

(Signed and Sealed as above.)

1" A*’’
U
If

0 m BiiEii mpi^

iuRSONAL as well as real property may

!|| be mortgaged. A Chattel Mortgage

I is a mortgage of personal property. It is

in effect a bill of sale of the goods to-

getlier with a clause providing for the

making the sale void and of no effect upon

the payment of the debt for which the mortgage

is made. The mortgagor retains possession of the

property, and the instrument provides that^ Uie

mortgagee may enter into possession if the condition

of the mortgage is not fulfilled. A man cannot
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mortgage property which he does not own
;
hence

a chattel mortgage made by a mcrcliant ui)on all

goods which he may hereafter purchase is of no
effect, Xo seal is necessary in a chattel mortgage.
If the mortgagor retains possession, the instrument
is of no ayail as against third }>artics unless

recorded in accordance with the law of the place

where it is made.

Care must be taken to follow the statutes in re-

gard to NOTICE, FORECLOSURE, RECORDING and
EQUITY of REDEMPTION, which is usually sixty

days. We giye below an abstract of the principal

proyisions as to chattel mortgages in the States and
Territories.

If it can be shown that a mortgage was giyen to

defraud creditors, it will be yoid.

FORM OF CHATTEL MORTGAGE.
Kno-wall Men by these Presents : That I, Charles Lewis, in con-

sideration of the sum of one hundred dollars (SlOO), to me in hand paid by
Susan Gay, have sold and transferred, and hereby sell and transfer, to
her and her assisns, the goods and chattels mentioned in the schedule
hereto annexed, marked Schedule A, and subscribed by me.
This Instrument is a mortgage given by me to secure to the said

Susan Gay and her assigns the payment of the said sum of one hundred
dollars with the iutcrest thereon (as promised in a i)iomis.sory note made
by me, bearing date the first day of June, A.D. 1875, payable to the said
Susan Gay) six months after date

; and it is a condition hereof that if I

or my legal representatives or assigns, pay the said Susan Gay, her legal

representatives or assigns, such sum of money with the interest thereon,
w ithout fraud or delay, this instrument shall be void ; and until default
therein I am to retain the possession of the same goods and chattels.

But if there shall be any default in the payment of said sum of money,
or the interest thereon, or any part thereof, the said Susan Gay, or her
legal representatives or assigns, may, with the aid and assistance of any
person or persons, enter my dwelling house, store or other premises,
or other place where the said goods and chattels are or may be placed,
and take and carry them away, and sell and dispose of them for the
best price they can obtain, and out of the money arising therefrom
retain and pay the said snm above mentioned, with interest and all

charges touching the same, rendering the overplus (if any; unto me,
my legal representatives or assigns.

Witness my hand and seal, June 1, 1875.

(Signed) CHARLES LEWIS, [i.. g.J

Executed and delivered in inesence of Wii.liam Eddy. [l. s.]

State of
, County, «s.

This mortgage was acknowledged before me by Charles Lewis, this

1st day of June, 1875. MAX LANT, J. P.

FORM WITH POWER OF SALE.
(Draio the mortgage as before, and insert this clause before the signature .)

|

Provided, also, that until default by said mortgagor, or his
^

executors or administrators, in performing the condition aforesaid, it

shall be lawful for him to keep possession of and to use and enjoy said
granted property; but in case of such default, or in ca.»e such goods i

and chattels are attached by other creditors of said mortgagor at any
time before payment, or if said mortgagor, or any person or persons
whatsoever, shall attempt to sell, conceal, carry away, or in any way
dispose of said property without notice to the said moitgagec, his

executors, administrators or assigns, and withont his or their written

consent, then it shall be lawful for said mortgagee, his executors, ad-

ministrators or assigns, to lake immediate po.sscssion of all said granted
proiicrty to his or their own use, ami to sell and dispo.se of the same
at public auction or at inivate sale, or any jmit Ihercof, giving due
notice of the time and place of such .sale, if public, to the said mort-
gagor or his legal representatives; and after satisfying the amount of
the debt due said morlgagee as above set forih, witli interest and all

expenses, the surplus, if any tlirie may be, shall be paid over to said

mortgagor or his legal representatives.

LAWS OF THE STATES AND TERRITORIES
ON CHATTEL MORTGAGES.

In most of the Slates mortgages on pcrson.il iiroperly must be recorded
in tlie place where tlie grantor lives, and are null and void unless so
recorded, ns regards creditors and purcha.scrs. 'I'his maybe assumed to

be the case unless the contrary is expressly stated. Where the words
“recorded also in the county where the goods may be" are used, it is

to be understood that the mortgage must be recorded in both that county
and that which is the residence of the mortgagor, if they arc not the
same. When mortgagor is non-resident, the record must always be in

county where proiierty is situated. If there is delivery of the property,

recording is unnecessary.

Alabama.—Chattel mortgages must be recorded also in the county
where the property is, and if removed to a different county from where
the grantor resides, must be there recorded within six months.

Arkansas.—They must be acknowledged before some person
authorized to take acknowledgments by law. After condition broken
and suit, judgment is rendered for sale on three months’ credit, the pur-

chaser to give bond.

Arizona.—Certain classes of property are specified on which mort-

gage can bo placed. If mortgagee has possession of iiroiierty, recording

is not necessary.

California.—Only the following may be mortgaged : Railroad roll-

ing stock and locomotives; steamboat, mining and other machinery;
priming presses and materials; professional libraries; surgeons’,

physicians’ and dentists’ instruments ; vessels of more than five tons’

burden; growing crops; and ui)holstery and furniture of hotels and
boarding-liouses for their purchase money. To hold against creditors,

the mortgage must not only be recorded in county where grantor lives,

and where property is situated, but must also be accompanied by an
aflidavit of all ))arties that it is made in good faith.

Colorado.—Not valid as to third parties unless there is actual de-

livery or acknowledgment before a justice of thoi)cace in tlie justice’s dis-

trict where grantor lives. No provision as to foreclosure, excejit when
in the form of trust deeds, when the trustee may sell at public auction.

Connecticut.—Recorded like deeds of real estate
; foreclosed by

suit in equity, and proiierty sold by order of court.

Columbia, District of.—Recorded within twenty days after execu-

tion. If proiierty is e.xempt from execution the mortgage must be

signed by wife of grantor.

Dakota.—Original or authenticated copy must be deposited with

register of deeds in county where property is situated. Must be renewed
every three years. Two witnesses; no other acknowledgment necessary.

Delaware.—Recorded within ten days
;
must be renewed every

three years. Foreclosure by order of court
;
no equity of redemption.

Florida.—Recorded like deeds of real estate, unless there is actual

transfer of possession. Also executed like deeds. Foreclosure by peti-

tion to Circuit Court of county where property lies. When mortgagor
retains possession, mortgagee may, u]ion making afildavit of debt, have

an attachment issued before foreclosure is granted.

Georgia.—Executed in presence of and attested by a notary public,

judge or clerk of court. Should be recorded within three months ; but

record at any time is due notic. Foreclosure by afildavit before justice,

notary or (if non-resident) commissioner for the State, as to debt, filed

with clerk of Superior Court of county where mortgagor resides. The

clerk issues execution. Sale after eight weeks and advertising weekly

hy sheriff.

Idaho.—Recorded also in county where goods may be. Afildavit

must be made as to good faith and no intention to defraud creditors,

Illinois.—Acknowledged before justice of peace in district where
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mortgagor lives. Fewer of sale to sheriff is usually inserted, and he may

sell after thirty days’ notice
;
mortgagee may be a purchaser.

Indiana.-Acknowledged like deeds of real property. No foreclosure

law. The mortgagee may take possession on judgment after an action

to recover.

Iowa.—Must be acknowledged like deeds. Chattel mortgages for the

payment of money may be foreclosed and sold after notice to mortgagor,

served and published as in case of sale of real property on execution.

Kansas.-Need not be acknowledged. Mortgage or copy is deposited

with register of deeds in county where mortgagor lives ;
the mortgagee

must file an affidavit each year that his interest is a continuing one,

Property may be seized and sold after notice by handbills posted in four

diflferent places in township where sale is to take place, ten days before

the sale.

Kentucky.—Foreclosure by suit in equity. The mortgagor may

redeem property within five years ;
and five years’ possession by mort-

gagor acts as bar to mortgagee.
^

Louisiana.—Chattel mortgages are unknow-n to the law in this

Maine.—If for less than $30, good without delivery or recording

,

Otherwise not. Foreclosed after notice left with mortgagor, or pub-

lished once a week for three weeks in a paper of the town where

mortga<^e is recorded. The notice, with affidavit of service or copy of

publication, must also be recorded. The mortgagor has right of redemp-

tion for sixty days after notice is recorded.

Maryland.—Acknowledged and recorded within twenty days of

date. A seal must be used. Foreclosure by sale, after twenty days’

notice by advertisement, or in accordance with terms of the instrument.

Mortgagee must give bond to execute any decree made by a court of

equity in the premises. Sale must be confirmed by court.

Massachusetts.-Recorded within fifteen days in town where

mortt^a^or resides, and also the town or eity where he transacts busi-

ness.° Notice to mortgagor personally in writing, or by advertisement

once a week for three weeks. In other respects foreclosure as in Maine.

Michigan.—No statute provision as to foreclosure. Recorded with

town or cUy clerk. Affidavit as to continuing interest must be filed by

mortgagee every year.

Minnesota.-Recorded also in the eity or town where the property

is. Foreclosure as in Maine, unless special terras are stipulated in the

instrument. . , i,

Mississippi.—Must be acknowledged. Recorded m office of clerk

of Court of Chancery of county where property is. Foreclosed accord-

ing to terms of instruinent.
- . .

Missouri.-Foreclosed, if for less than $100 (exclusive of interest),

by the mortgagee after sixty days’ notice, and thirty days’ notice of time

and place ; if for larger amount,by petition to Circuit Court and judgment.

Montana.—Valid for one year only after date of record. If mortgagor

sells chattel while the lien still exists, the purchaser may demand twice

the value thereof, and the mortgagor is also liable criminally for misde-

meanor. . .

Nebraska.—Mortgagee must yearly record his continuing interest.

Foreclosure by sale at public auction after twenty days’ notice.
^

New Hampsbire.-Recorded with town clerk with affidavits of

both parties as to good faith and actual debt. Sale at auction after

thirty days from time condition is broken, and after four dtiys’ no-

tice to mortgagor and public. Right of redemption until the sale

New Jersey.—Recorded with register of deeds or county cleik.

Copy of mortgage and affidavit of interest must be filed yearly by mort-

gagee. Foreclo.siire by suit in equity ;
no right of redemption.

New Mexico.—Mortgagee must file affidavit yearly as to his continu-

ing interest and the extent thereof and the amount remaining due, if

payments have been made. Growing crops are not subject to chattel

mortgage.

New York.—Recording and affidavit as in New Jersey, etc. No

seal Foreclosure by seizure and sale after three days’ notice, or accord

ing 'to terms of instrument. No right of redemption after sale.

North Carolina. -Foreclosure by seizure and sale after twenty

days’ notice in three public places.

Ohio.—Recorded with clerk of toumship. Mortgagee must file copy

and affidavit of his interest and account yearly. Foreclosure as with

real estate mortgages.

Oregon.-Recorded as in Ohio, etc. Mortgagee gains possession

by attachment and suit on affidavit of facts.

Pennsylvania.-The personal property must be delivered, except

the following articles, and the exception is even then not good unless

the value is over $5U0
;
petroleum or coal oil in bulk ;

iron tanks and

tank cars
;
iron ore already mined, pig-iron, blooms, rolled and ham-

mered iron in bars or sheets ;
manufactured slates ;

saw logs, pickets,

laths, spars, lumber (sawed), hewn timber; canal boats; and leases

of collieries, factories and other premises. Mortgagee must file state-

ment once a year. Sale by public auction after thirty days’ notice

to mortgagor, or publication once a week for four weeks. No redemp-

tion after sale.

Rhode Island.—Foreclosure by seizure and sale. Redemption

rio-ht for sixty days after breach of condition.

South Carolina.-Recorded with register of mesne conveyances

within sixty days of date. Seizure and sale.
^

Right of redemption in

mortgagor for two yeans after breach of condition.

Tennessee.—Foreclosure by bill in equity.

Texas. —Foreclosure by suit based on affidavit. Sale by sheriff

after sixty days’ notice. No right of redemption after sale.

Utah.—No statutory provisions in regard to chattel mortgages.

Vermont.—Delivery must be made, except in case of fixed machinery,

when mortgage must be executed ,
acknowledged and recorded like deeds

of real estate. Foreclosure by bill in equity. Sale by order of court,

which will allow not more than one year for redemption to mortgagor.

Virginia.—Recorded, acknowledged and executed like deeds of real

property. To avoid necessity of foreclosure by suit in equity, it is

common to make the chattel mortgage a trust deed, when the trustee

can, of course, sell on breach of condition.

West Virginia.—Same law as Virginia.

Washington.—Acknowledged and recorded like deeds of real estate,

and accompanied by affidavits of both parties as to good faith, etc.

When the goods pledged are exempt from execution, the wife must

join in the mortgage.

Wisconsin.-Recorded with town or city clerk. Mortgagee files

statement of interest yearly. No foreclosure law ;
seizure and sale.

Wyoming.—Acknowledged and executed like deeds of real estate.

Valid as to third parties, when recorded, for two months after time

mentioned in the instrument; between the mortgagor and niort-

ga-ree, until the period set by the statute of limitations expires. It is

a Statute felony to sell the goods without the consent of mortgagee.

who undertakes as a regular

I

business to convey goods or pas-

^sengers for a compensation, is a

.Common Carrier. His liability

4s greater than that of one who

makes a special contract to carry

* for an individual in a particulai

instance. The common carrier is

considered as an insurer for the safe delivery of

goods intrusted to him, and responsible for all loss,

except that occasioned by the “act of God oi of

the public enemy ;
even tbougb there has been no
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negligence on liis part. He lias a lien upon goods

and baggage of passengers for his compensation.

Examples of common carriers are railroads, ex-

pressmen, steam and sailing vessels (having an

established line and general business) truckmen
and stage coaches. A common carrier may also be

a warehouseman, wharfinger or forwarding mer-
chant. When he is acting in such a capacity he is

liable only for injury caused by his own negligence.

The distinction made is this : that when he stores

the goods as the agent of the owner or at his ex-

press orders, he is a depositary and not a carrier

;

but when he stores them for his own convenience,

and as a matter subordinate to the carriage, he is

a carrier and fully liable.

From the public nature of his business, the car-

rier is not at liberty to refuse to receive goods or

passengers, unless the former are dangerous, or tlie

latter are drunk, disorderly or insane. He mav,
however, demand his compensation in advance, or

may refuse upon the ground that his means of con-

veyance are insufficient. Yet it has been held in

the case of railroad companies that the latter is not

a valid excuse, and that the company is bound to

furnish means of transportation after having sold

tickets or received freight.

The carrier is bound to carry his jiassengers over

the whole route agi’eed upon, or, if accident pre-

vents, to furnish other means of transportation
;
to

provide suitable accommodations for all, and to treat

all alike, and is liable for all damage to life, limb

or property caused by his negligence in any parti-

cular and in the least degree. It has even been
held that where a passenger has been put in a posi-

tion of danger and has incurred injury by attempt-
ing to escape, it is not a good defence for the car-

rier to show that he would have been unharmed if

he had not made such attempt.

Goods must be delivered in time, way, and place

as agreed with the sender, and only to the con-

signee or his accredited agent. If the consignee
will not or cannot take the goods, the can’ier must
keep them subject to the owner’s order, and is then
only liable as a warehouseman. Such directions as,

“This side up,” “Glass, with care,” or “To be
kept dry,” must be complied with, unless unreason-
able from the nature of the case.

What constitutes (jood delivery of the pro])crtv ?

This depends greatly on the nature of the goods.

Thus a box or- ])arcel may, and should, be delivered

at the house or office of the consignee. This is

usually done by what are known in this country as

express companies, but not by railroad or steam-

boat companies. Goods in bulk, as coal or lumber,

must be left at the wharf or freight depot nearest

the consignee, to which the carrier has access.

Xotice should be given by the carrier, upon tlie

arrival of the goods at such ])lace, to the consignee.

It has been held that this is obligatory with carriers

by water, but not with railroad companies.

Stoppage in transitu is the right which the

seller of goods upon credit lias to recall them while

in the hands of the common carrier or warehouse-

man, upon learning of the insolvency of the pur-

chaser. The carrier may hold the goods until he can
determine whether the right really exists. If he de-

livers them to the wrong party he is liable to the full

value of the property. If the goods are claimed by a

third party (not the consignor or consigneee) he also

acts at his owm risk in eitlier delivering or not de-

livering them
;
but he may ask for evidence of the

claimant’s title, and if not satisfied, may demand
security.

The common carrier has a right to retain goods
until he receives his compensation, and, this being

refused, he may, after a reasonable delay, sell them
at auction, after notice and public advertisement.

The balance, after paying his dues, if any, must be

I)aid over to the owner.

We have said that the carrier is not liable for the
“ act of God ” or the public enemy, or (in shipping)

for the perils of the sea. But/re, unless caused

by lightning, does not come under tliese exceptions.

Kobbery or theft will not relieve him from liabilitv,

however ample his precautions and care. In all

cases the act of an agent is the act of the carrier

himself. When the carrier undertakes to forward

the goods bej'ond the end of his own route by another

common carrier, his liability ceases when they are

fairly in the possession of the second. But it is a

common thing with railway comixmies to unite or

“ pool ” in the business and profits over a long route

of which each controls ]>art. They are then all liable

for a loss on any part of the combined line.

It is clear that the general j)rinciples as to lia-

bility above stated may be done away with by special

agreement between the carrier and the owner. It

is, therefore, usual for all general carrying comj)anica
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to give notice to owners of what obligations they are

unwilling to accept and what regulations they re-

quire to be followed, by means of printed receipts

or bills of lading. We give below the form of re-

ceipt used by one of our large express companies.

In order to make such a notice a binding contract,

it must be shown that the stipulations were bi ought

to the knowledge of the consignor. Thus it was

held, in a case wdiere a passenger was a German and

the printed ticket wais in English, that the raihoad

company must prove that he had actual knowledge

of the stipulations. But showing common usage

will often suffice.

Free passes on railroads often contain a stipula-

tion that the company are not liable for injury to

the holder. In the absence of such agreement, the

holder has all the rights of other passengers. Even

when it is made, the company will be liable ior gross

negligence.

When an employee or agent of the company is in-

jured through the fault of a fellow servant, he can-

not claim damages from the company, unless it has

also been negligent in the matter, as in providing

unsafe machinery.

FREIGHT RECEIPT.
[Duplicate.]

Union Express Company, |

Fast Freight Line,
j-

1882 . j

Received from ,Jolm Doe, the following packages, in apparent good

order, contents and value unknown:

I

Marked and numbered as in tiie

Advanced charges, $4.
'25.

j

t>e forwarded by rail-

j^^-PES 1

roadaiiddelivered atEaston, upon

Double 1st class -cents per 100 lbs.
payment of freight therefor, as

1st class - cents per 100 lbs.
"“‘cd mthe margii,, subicct to ihe

ud class . . - cents per 100 lbs.
1

conditions and rules on the back

3d class -cents per 100 lbs. i

hereof, and those of the several

4th class ... - cents per 100 lbs.
;

railroads over which the property

As per classification on back. i* transported, which constitute

1
a part of this contract.

(Signed) WAI. SMITH, Agent.

EXPRESS COMPANY’S RECEIPT.

[jVo. . Aot Negotiable.) Adams Express Company.

Received of John Doc, at New York, N. Y., May 12, 1881 (description

of goods.) Value $ . For which this company charges % .

Marked : Richard Roc, Chic.igo, III.

Which it is mutually agreed is to ho forwarded to our agency nearest or

most convenient to destination only, and there delivered to other parties

to complete the transportation.

It is part of the consideration of this contract, and it is agreed, that

the said express company are forwarders only, and are not to be held

liable or responsible for any loss or damage to said property while being

conveyed by tlie carriers to whom the same may be by said express com-

pany intrusted, or arising from the dangers of railroad, ocean or river

navigation, steam, fire in stores, depots or in transit, leakage, breakage,

or from any cause whatever ;
unless in every case, the same be proved

to liave occurred from the fraud or gross negligence of said express com-

pany or tlieir servants ;
nor, in any event, shall the holder hereof demand

beyond the sum of $50, at which tlie article forwarded is hereby valued,

unless otherwise lierein expressed, or unless specially insured by them

and so specified in this receipt, which insurance shall constitute the limit

of the liability of The Adams Express Company. And if the same is

entrusted or delivered to any other express company or agent (wWch

said Adams Express Company are •hereby authorized to do) such com-

P'lny or person so selected shall be regarded exclusively as the agent of

the shipper or owner, and as such alone liable, and the Adams Express

Company shall not be, in any 'event, responsible for the negligence or

non-performance of such company or person
;
and the shipper and owner

herebv severally agree that all the stipulations and agreements in this

receip't contained shall extend to and inure to the benefit of each and

every company or person to whom the Adams Company may entrust or

deliver the above described property for transportation, and shall define

and limit the liability therefor of such other company or person. In no

event shall the Adams Express Company be liable for any loss or damage

unless the claim therefor shall be presented to them, in writing, at this

office, within thirty days after date, in a statement to which tins receipt

shall be annexed. All articles of glass, or contained in glass, or of a

fragile nature, will be taken at the shipper’s risk only, and the shipper

agrees that the company shall not he held responsible for any injury j

breakage or othersvise, nor for damage to goods not properly packe an

secured for transportation. It is further agreed tliat said company sha

not, in any event, be liable for any loss, damage or detention cause y

the acts of God, civil or military authority, or by rebellion, piiacy, insur-

rection or riot, or the dangers incident to a time of war, or by any

riotous or armed assemblage. If any sum of money, besides the ch.ir^cs

[

for transportation, is to he collected from the consignee on delivery o

j

the above described property, and the same is not paid within thirty

days from ilie date hereof, the shipper agrees that this company may re-

! turn said property to liim at the expiration of said time, subject to the

conditions of this receipt, and that lie will pay the charges for transpor-

tation both ways, and that the liability of this company for such prop-

erty while ill its possession for the purpose of making such collection,

shall be that of warehousemen only,

i

(Signed) Nor the Company,

John Smith.
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1 ^

HEX tM’o or more persons agree,

upon sufficient consideration, to

do or not to do a certain thino-
O-'

the result is a Contract.
Contracts may be in express

terms or implied by acts of the

^ parties
;
they may be made by

tvord of mouth or in writing, but by

the “Statute of Frauds,” in force both in' England
and United States, it is required that a contract

shall be in writing and signed by the party charged

thereby or his authorized representative : 1. 'When

it is not to be ])erfornied within one year from the

making thereof. 2. 'When it is to charge any
person to answer for the debt or default of

another, or to charge an executor or administrator

to answer damages out of his own estate. 3. 'When
made in consideration of marriage, except mutual
l)romises to marry. 4. 'When the contract is for

the sale of lands or some interest in real })ro])erty,

except leases for not more than three ycar.«. 5. In

case of the sale of ]iersonal property beyond a cer-

tain value (in England, £10
;
in most of the United

States, §50) unless there was delivery in part of

the goods or payment in whole or })art. In all

these cases by common law the consideration must
be stated in the writing, unless it is under seal.

But the consideration may be merely nominal.

The essence of the contract is the actual agree-

ment or coming together of the minds of the two
parties

;
that is, there must be pro])osal on the one

side and acceptance on the other, and the promises
implied form the mutual considerations and make
the contract. The proposal may be revoked any
time before acceptance, but not after. Thus if a

proposal is made to me for a sale of certain goods

at a certain price, and I write and post a letter

accepting the proposal, the contract is complete
and can be enforced bylaw. In a very recent Eng-
lish case it was held that this is true, even thoush
the letter posted never reaches its destination.

Who can make a contract ? Persons of either

sex under twenty-one years of age cannot for most
purposes bind themselves by promises. An excep-

tion is the case of necessaries of life, when not

furnished by those whose duty it is to do so. But
a minor may after coming of age confirm a jirom-

ise previously made. One wholly bereft of reason

cannot contract. A person so drunk as to be

incajiable of knowing what he is doing cannot bind

himself to one who knows his condition. By com-
mon law a married woman is incaiialde of making
a contract. But this rule has in many jilaccs been

modified or done away with by statute. (Sec

Bights of Married Women.)
Contracts arc said to be I'oidahle when they may

be legally annulled or avoided, but until then have

force and effect. Thus a contract by an infant

Mutli an adult may be either affirmed or made void

by the former when he comes of age. Void con-

tracts are such as the law altogether refuses to

recognize. Such are agreements made for an

illegal consideration or ill opposition toimblic mor-
ality

;
agreements in restraint of trade, excejit for

a limited time
;
agreements in restraint of marriage

(as opjiosed to public policy), and agreements for

the siqipression of criminal prosecutions. Fraud
of any kind or concealment of such facts as a party

is legally bound to disclose will void a contract.

But the general rule of law is “ let the buyer be-

ivare,” and unless the concealment was of facts of

irnjiortance, 'which it was impossible, in the nature

of the case, for him to discover, it will not void the
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contract. Neitlier is a merely “hard bargain”

ground for relief at law. A contract made under

duress or force is void. A naked contract is one

made without consideration, and therefore void.

Misspelling or bad punctuation will not void a

contract, if the meaning of the parties is clear. A
contract written with pencil is not void for that

reason, but ink should always be used. Contracts

made on Sunday are void, hut if written on that

day and delivered on another, they will hold good.

In drawing a contract technical language is not

necessary, and had better he avoided. The in-

strument should be made and executed in dupli-

cate, and a copy kept by each of the contracting

parties. It should contain :—1. The true date.

2. The full names and titles of the parties, who

may he conveniently distinguished and referred

to as- “the party of the first part,” “the party

of the second part,” etc. 3. The subject matter

of the contract, Avith full details and specifica-

tions, and time and place of performance. 4. The

coA'enants, Avarranties, forfeitures or penalties to

be pei’formed or incurred. 5. The signatures of

the parties or their authorized agents, and of the

Avitnesses. An agent should sign thus : A. B., by

his agent (or attorney) 0. D.

CONTRACT—SHORT GENERAL FORM.

This Agreement Witnesseth : That A. B., of {place of residence

andprofession or business), andC. D., of (as before), have agreed together

at (place), this day of , a. d. 18-, and do hereby mutually agree

and promise to each other, as follows : The said A. B., in consideration

of the promises hereinafter made by the said C. D., and in consideration

of (here state any other consideration A. B. may have, as money leceived),

doth promise, covenant, and agree with said C. D. that (here set out in

detail what A. B. undertakes to perfo^'m).

And said C. D., in consideration of the promises hereinbefore made by

A. B., etc., (as before), doth on his part covenant and agree with said A.

B. that (here state what C. D. undertakes to do).

Witness our hands and seals to two copies of this agreement inter-

changeably.

Signed, Sealed, and Interchanged^
(Signed) A. B. [us.]

in Presence of
‘

E. F.
y C D In ' 1

rt XI I

V/. . i. '••J

FORM WITH LIQUIDATED DAMAGES.
(Liquidated Damages are sums of money agreed and fixed upon

by the parties as a forfeit or penalty for non-compliance. The sum men-

tioned will be considered by a court to be liquidated or fixed when from

the nature of the case it appears that the parties have in advance agreed

upon the sum after fair calculation and adjustment, or when it is impos-

sible to fix the amount of actual damage by any rule. Otherwise the

sum mentioned will not necessarily be awarded, but the measure of

damages will be the actual loss incurred.)

Jnsert this clause .-—And for the true and faithful performance of each

and all the promises and agreements above made and described, the said

jiarties bind themselves, each to the other, in the sum of dollars, as

liquidated damages, to be paid by the failing party.

FOR SALE OF REAL ESTATE.
Articles of Agreement, made this day of

,
in the year of

our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
,
between A. B., party of

the first part, and C. D., party of the second part, Witnesseth : That

said A. B., in consideration of the sum of—- dollars, to be paid as here-

inafter mentioned, shall on or before the d.ay of next ensuing,

well and sufficiently grant, sell and release unto the party of the second

part, his heirs and assigns, all that tract or parcel of land situated in ,

and described as follows, to wit : {give description of lot or parcel by

boundaries), by a good and sufficient warranty deed. That said convey-

ance shall be at the costs of said party of the second part (excepting only

counsel fees), and shall contain tlie usual covenants, that said premises

are free from all demands and incumbrances whatsoever at the time of

such conveyance, and all other reasonable and usual conveyances. That

said party of the second part, in consideration thereof, shall well and

truly pay unto said party of the first part the sum of dollars, in

manner and form following, to wit : the sum of dollars, cash in

hand, the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, and the balance

(state terms ofpart payments, if any), the entire sum to be paid in full

at or liefore the time herein fixed for the execution of said conveyance.

And ill case of the failure of said party of the second part to make such

payment as above specified, this agreement shall be forfeited and of no

effect, if so determined by the party of the first part ;
and all payments

already made shall be forfeited to said party of the first part, and by him

retained in full liquidation of all damages by him sustained, and he, the

said party of the first part, shall have the legal right to re-enter and take

full possession of the premises above described. (Executed as in first

form.)

CONTRACT FOR SERVICES.

Memorandum of an Agreement made this day of

A. D. 18—, between A. B. and C. D.

The said A. B. agrees to serve C. D. as foreman in his business of

machinist in the City of Cleveland, Ohio, for one year from this date, at

a salary of eighteen hundred dollars per annum, payable in equal

monthly payments on the last day of each month by said C. D. And the

said A. B. agrees to devote all his attention and skill to that business

and superintend the same under the directions of the said C. D., as they

may from time to time be given him ; and at all times to furnish said

C. D. with any desired information concerning the business. (Executed

as in first form.)

FORM OF BUILDING CONTRACT.

Articles of Agreement, made this day of , a. d. 18—,

between A. B. of the first part, and C. D. of the second part. The party

of the second part doth Agree, Promise, and Covenant, to and

with the party of the first part, that he, said party of the second part,

will erect, build and complete, or cause to be erected, built and completed,

on the land of the party of the first part situated as follows, to wit

:

(describe lot by number and bounds), a good and substantial dwelling

house of the dimensions, description and materials mentioned and

specified in the paper hereto annexed and bearing even date herewith,

marked “Specifications of Dwelling House, Work and Materials” and

signed by said parties, and according to a plan made by E. F., architect,

wtth reference to which said specifications are drawn
;
and said party

of the second part agrees to furnish and provide at his own expense all

materials, tools, workmen and foremen, necessary for the erecting and

completing of said dwelling house according to said specifications, and

to deliver said building to said party of the first part, completely finished

and ready for occupancy, on the day of ,
a. d. 18--, unless

such delivery be prevented by accidental fire, not occurring from

neglect of any kind upon his part.

The party of the first part, in consideration of the agreements and

covenants afo.esaid, to be performed by said party of the second part,

doth on his side promise, agree, and covenant to and with said party

of the second part, that upon said party of the second part perform-

ing said covenants and agreements, he will pay or cause to be paid

unto said party of the second part, for completing and erecting said

building in the manner aforesaid, and providing the materials there-
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for, the sum of thousand dollars in the following manner, to actual ValuG of the ffOOcls fumislied Or ServicCS
: (//ere descnbe Urm^i of payment , as : third at (he execution

i ^ k

of (his agreement., the receipt of whic/i is hereby acknoicledged by said rClKlCrCU. Any CXpOllUlturG 01’ Olltljiy Avllicll llIlS

party of the second part; one third, when the walls are built, the roof bccil actually made Under tllO Contract will bc COll-
' completed and the floors laid; and one third when the house is futly --t iij.* j- • i i ol ^ r..

completed and delirered to said party of the first 2>art on said day of
SUlClCd, but CtutlClJlClfcil piOIlts or benefits CailUot—,A.D. IS—). 1)0 inejuded in the damages. 'When the contract is

And it is hereby further agreed: That the narty of tlie flr.st j.,. i ii • i ^ ,
•

part may make, or require to he made, alterations in tlie plans of con-
^ ^ ^OOds Oil demand, tllCIl lalue at tllC tllUO

sl'uction and specifications, without annulling this agreement
;
and demand is lliadc will bc tllG incasurc

;
wllCll time

that in case of such alterations, the increase or di.ni^
aoVlYCVy are flXCd, the ValuC of theoccasioned thereby shall be estimated, as far as possible, m accordance

j. ene,

with the price fixed by these presents fqr the whole work and materials, gOods at SUCll tilUC and JllaCe will be the mcaSUl’C.
and allowances shall bemade on oneside or the otheras thecase may be, COmniOn Carriers the ruh is, that Upoil totalAnd in case Ihe parties fail to a?ree as to the allowances to be made for

x i t ... ^

such changes, or in case the parties fail to agree in regard to any con- ItUlurG to clcllVCr, tUG CUlTlCr is liilblc for tllG ValuG
ditious or covenants herein contained or to the performance of the of gOOds at the place of destination, towtlicr with
same, then such dis.agreemcnt shall be referred to three disinterested . , , ,

, i i i r- i i ,

;

persons, one to be chosen by each party and they to choose another, as
intClCSt tliercon, and. deducting tllC Ircight. If he

arbitrators, and the decision in writing of any two of them to bc final. fails to take the gOods for transportation, then he
! And it is further agreed, that if there Bliall be any delay on the , j-i t ir • i i i i »

part of the party of the second part in erectingorcompleting said build-
niUSt pay the dllieicnce 111 talue at the ])hlCe of

ing, that in the opinion of the superintendent will prevent its bring destination aild of shipment, IcSS freight. When
completcdonthedayhcreiuspecified.thenthepartyofthefirstpartmay. n m i i- xi i • , ,

at his option, either employ persons other than the party of the second
theiG IS del a} 111 tllC dcllVCl \, the cliangCS 111 market

part to do the whole or any part of said work and furnish the whole or Value will he Considered.
any part of said materials, and deduct the cost of the same from the WllCrO the contract is for scrvicpq fm- n PPrfiinsum hereinbefore mentioned to be paid by the party of the first part; .

^ CGltaill

or he may leave the completion of said building unto the party of the time and at a fixed rate of Compensation, if the
second part and enforce his clainr for damages, should said Imilcling employer discharges the employee hcforc tllC timenot be completed on Ihe day specified.

3
° ^ ^ i.iwv.,

And it is further agreed, that if said building shall not be com- agreed lipoil liaS chljisod, and without good CailSC,
pictcd by said— d.iy of—

, A. D. 18-, tlie party of the second part the cmiiloyee may claiiii full Compensation for the
shall forfeit the sum of dollars for each and every day from and .iix*
after that date during which the said building shall remain unfinished

nOlG time lipoil silOWlllg that lie IVaS I’Cady aiul
and not completed, to be deducted from the sum to be paid by said party willing at all times to perform llis part of the COll-
of the first part. x x re i n
And for the true performance of the aforesaid Agreements,

tiact. If he CllgagCS 111 otllCl WOl’k, aild rccciveS

Promises, and Covenants, and on their parts respective))', the said COllipcilsatioil therefor, deduction may be made
partie.s bind themselves, each to the other, in the penal sura of from llis claims
dollars. (Executed as before.)

(To this annex plans and specifications, which cannot be loo exact and VINDICTIVE or EXEMPLARY D.\MAGES are

awarded in cases where the injury inflicted is of a na-

ture that cannot be compensated in money by any
fixed rule or calculation, or when the wrong-doing of

-p^ *
-j. y|. A /-A 1^

injuring party requires the infliction of a jiiinish-

AiVl ment for ]iublic policy or the sake of jniblic morals.

Tims, where one is injured in a railway accident,

and the company are clearly to blame, not only the

^ _

actual loss from medical services, attendance, loss
money for injury to prop- of employment, etc., will he considered, but also

IJ® P^^ysical suffering, mental anguish, general loss
AGES. of healtli, and the degree of eii]])abi]ity on the part

^T)iiiiN'AL DxVMxVGES will be awarded of the coni]iany will he taken into account. This
when, though there has been a breach of is sometimes called “ smart money.”
contract,

^

no actual loss has been sus- As a rule, inlereat is not to he recovered upon
tained by the injured party. The actual loss claims for damages which are unliquidated {i.e.,
sustained is usually the measure of damages to be not fixed or certain), nor in actions founded upon
awarded. Thus, where a price is set in the con- torts {i.e., wrongs or injuries inflicted),
tract, and performance of the bargain has been Contrihutory nefilifience exists when the jilaintiff
made in part onljr, the measure of damages will ha.s liimself been in some degree in fault. lie
be the contract price, or, if not practicable, the cannot then recover damages.

T ^
>
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DEED is an instrument in writ-

ing and under seal, whereby real

ju’operty or some interest therein

is conveyed.

A deed i^oll is one executed by

a single ])arty, as distinguished

indenture, which purports to be

’executed by several parties. The differ-

ence is one of form rather than of meaning
;

the deed poll purports to be a direct grant

' from the grantor, while the indenture is in

form of an agreement between the grantor

and grantee.

t
A QUIT-CLAIM DEED conveys all the right,

title and interest in and to the land pos-

sessed by the grantor, and only that. In

other words, there is no warranty that the grantor

has any title to convey. Such a deed should never

be accepted when a warranty deed can he obtained.

To make the deed clearly a quit-claim, the words
“ release and quit-claim ” should be used, instead

of the usual words of conveyance, “ give, grant,

sell and convey,'^’ as it is thought by some author-

ities that the latter words imply a certain assertion

of title.

The Deed must oe made by a jiarty legally capable

of making contracts, and to a party able to be

contracted with {see Contracts). It must be

signed Avith ink distinctly, or if the grantor cannot

write, his mark must be attested. If signed by an

agent or attorney, the seal should be that of the

principal, and the authority of the agent to use the

seal should itself be under seal. The statute re-

quirements as to signing, sealing and acknowledg-

ment must be minutely observed, as a formal error

is fatal. We give below the requirements of the

different States and Territories, which are far from

uniform. Any interlineation or erasure must be

explained in writing on the face of the instrument,

and the explanation duly attested.

The Consideration on which the deed is based

maybe either good (as for love and affection), or

valuable (as for money or other property). It is

customary, though not necessary, to mention some

nominal sum, as one dollar, or one pound, even

when no money price is paid. The seller is not so

far bound by his acknowledgment of the receipt of

the price paid as to prevent him from suing to

recoA-er it, and ])roving that it has not in fact been

paid.

The Property to be conveyed should be described

by boundaries as minutely as possible. It is cus-

tomary to refer to previous deeds of the same prop-

erty, which by this reference become themselves

a part of the deed last made.

The estate passes upon the actual delivery of the

deed. If it is retained until the grantor’s death,

it becomes void and of no effect. But where it is

delivered to a third person to transfer to the grantee

upon the happening of some eA^ent, as the death

of the grantor, the estate will pass upon that final

delivery. Such a deed is called an Escroav.

It is always best that the execution of the deed

should be witnessed, even though not required by

statute. A Avitness should have no interest in the

deed. Therefore a Avife is not a proper witness of a
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deed to her husband. If witnesses are dead, proof

of their handwriting will be admitted
;

if this can-

not be obtained, proof of the grantor’s handwriting

is sufficient. As between parties, acknowledgment
is not necessary to make the deed valid, but it can-

not be recorded without such acknowledgment be-

fore an officer appointed by law to receive it, as a

justice of the peace, or, if the land is situated in a

different State from the one where the deed is exe-

cuted, a commissioner for the State Avhere the land

is. If the deed is executed in a foreign country, it

should be acknowledged before a consular agent of

the country where the land is situated.

The object of the public recording of a deed is

not to give validity as between the grantor and
grantee, but to protect the grantee against sub-

sequent Iona fide jiurchasers or moi'tgagecs, and
against the grantor's creditors. Copies from the

records have the same force as the records them-

selves. An acknowledged deed is considered as

recorded from the minute it reaches the hands of

the legal recording officer, and not from the time

when he actually writes the copy. A deed not re-

corded is perfectly valid as against a deed subse-

quently obtained, even though recorded, provided

that the second gi-antees had knowledge of the first

conveyance
;
and this even though they have paid a

full price.

The Covenants usually made in a deed are : 1.

That the grantor is lawfully seized (or possessed) of

the land
;

2. That he has good right to convey

;

3. That the land is free from incumbrances
;

4.

That the grantee shall quietly enjoy; 5. That the

grantor will warrant and defend. The covenants

of waiTanty and quiet enjoyment are said to “ run
with the land,” because they may be taken advan-

tage of by the heirs and assigns of the original

grantee.

Deeds are construed according to the intent of

the parties, so far as it can be ascertained from the

instnimcnt itself. "When the terms are doubtful

they are construed in favor of the grantee and
against the grantor.

Tax Deeds are made by a public officer after sale

of the land for non-payment of taxes. They differ

from common deed.s in that they do not in ihem-

selves transfer title. That is to say, any irregu-

larity or illegality in the sale or other j)roceedings

on which the deed is based will invalidate the deed

itself. In many States the grantee of such a deed

holds the property subject to the right of the owner
to redeem it within a specified time, by paying-

taxes, costs and interest on the imrchase money, at

a fixed rate, greater than the usual rate of interest.

FORMS OF DEEDS.
t,It is of course impracticable to give liere tlic various forms of deeds

used ill tile different States. Printed blanks of sncli forms may be
readily obtained in the several localities. The forms here given will

illustrate the general method of drawing deeds.)

QUIT-CLAIM DEED.

("With Covenant against Acts of Grantor.)

This Conveyance, made the — day of — , between A. B., of Test-

dence), of the first part, and C. D., of (residence), of the second part,

-Witnesseth.
That the said party of the first part, for and in consideration of the

sum of (aimunt) lawful money, to liim in hand paid by Ihe party of tlie

second part, at or before the sealing and delivery of these presents, the

receipt wliereof i; hereby acknowledged, hath remised, released and
quit-claimed, and by these presence doth remise, release and quit-claim

unto the party of the second [lart. and to his heirs and assigns forever, all

(describe accurately the land or premises granted)-, together with all and
singular the tenements, hereditaments and appurtenances thereunto be-

longing, or in any wi.se appertaining
; and the reversion and reversions,

remainder and remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof. And also

all the estate, right, title and interest (insert “ dower and right of dower,"

if necessary), property, possession, claim and demand whatsoever, as well

in law as in equity, of the said party of the first part, of, in or to tlie

above described premises, and every part and parcel thereof, with the

appurtenances : —To Have and to Hold all and singular the above
mentioned and described promises, together with the appurtenances,

unto the said party of the second part, his heirs and assigns forever.

And the said ])arty of the first iwrt, for him.self and his heirs, execu-

tors and administrators, doth covenant, promise and agree to and with
tlie said party of the second part, his heirs, executors, administrators and
assigns, that he hath not made, done or cemmitted, executed or suffered

any act or acts, thing or things whatsoever, whereby or by means whereof
the above mentioned and described premises, or any part or parcel

thereof, now are, or at any time hereafter, shall or may be impeached,

charged or incumbered in any way or manner wliatever.

In -Witness Whereof, the said party of the first part has hereunto
set his hand and seal the day and year before written.

A. B. Ii.. s.l

Sealed and Delivered in Presence of

State of , County of , ss.

On this day of
,
in the year . before me iiersonally came

A. B., who is known by me to bo the iierson described in, and who
executed, the foregoing instrument, and acknowledged that he executed
the same.

(Signature.) [l. s.)

SHORT WARRANTY DEED.

( I’sed in \ew York, i

To all People to -whom these Presents shall come, Greet-
ing Know ye that I, A. B., of

, county. State of
,
of

the first iiart, for the consideration of (amount), the receipt of which is

hereby acknowledged, of C. D ,
of

, in county. State of
,

of tlie second part, do grant, bargain, sell and confirm unto the said C.

D., his iK'irs and assigns, all (here give m'nule descri/ilion ofproperty by

bnundarien) : —To Have and to Hold the above granted ami bar-

gained jiremises, with the appurtenances thereof, unto tliesaidC. D., bis

heirs and assigns to his and their jiroper use and bi-hoof forever. And I

do, for myself, and my heirs, executors and administrators, covenant with
the said C. D., his heirs and assigns, tliat at and until the ensealing of
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these presents, I am well seized of the premises as a good and indefea-

sible estate in fee simple, and have good right to bargain and sell the

same, in manner and form aforesaid; and that the same is free from all

incumbrance whatever. And further, I do by these presents bind my-

self, and my heirs, to warrant and forever defend the above granted and

bargained premises unto the said C. D., his heirs and assigns, against

all claims and demands whatsoever.

In Witness Whereof I have hereunto set my hand and seal the

year and day above written.

A. B. [L. s.]

COVENANTS.

( To be inserted as may he necessary.')

That the grantor is lawfully seized.—And the said A. B., for

himself and his heirs, executors and administrators, doth covenant,

grant and agree to and with the said party of the second part, his heirs

and assigns,' that the said party of the first part, at the time of the sealing

and delivery of these presents, is lawfully seized in his own right, of a

good, absolute and indefeasible estate of inheritance in fee simple, of

and in all and singular the above granted and described premises, n ith

the appurtenances, and hath good right, full power, and lawful author-

ity to grant, bargain, sell and convey the same, in manner aforesaid.

For°“quiet enjoyment.”—And that the said party of the second

part, his heirs and assigns, shall at all times herciifter, peaceably and

quietly have, use, hold, occupy, possess and enjoy the above granted

premises, and every part and parcel thereof, with the appurtenances,

without any let, suit, trouble, molestation, eviction or disturbance of

the said party of the first part, his heirs or assigns, or of any other per-

son or persons lawfully claiming or to claim the same.

That there are no incumbrances.—And that the same now are

free, clear, discharged and unincumbered of and from all former and

other grants, titles, charges, estates, judgments, taxes, assessments and

incumbrances, of whatever nature or kind soever.

To EXECUTE FURTHER CONVEYANCES IF NECESSARY.—And also that

the said party of the first part and his heirs, and all and every person or

persons, whomsoever, lawfully or equitably deriving any estate right, title,

or interest of, in or to the herein granted premises, by, from, under or in

trust for him or them, shall and will, at all time or times hereafter, upon

the reasonable request, and the proper costs and charges in the law, of

the said party of the second part, his heirs and assigns, make, do and

execute, or cause to be made, done and executed, all and every such

further and other lawful and reasonable acts, conveyances and assurances

in the law, for the better and more effectually resting and confirming the

premises herein granted, or so intended to be, in and to the said party of

the second part, his heirs and assigns, forever, as by the said party of the

second part, his heirs or assigns, or his or their counsel, learned in the

lawg shall be reasonably advised, desired or required.

Clause for a trust deed.—To Have and to Hold the same, to-

gether with all and singular the tenements, hereditaments and appur-

tenances thereunto belonging, or in anywise appertaining, forever, in

fee : In Trust, nevertheless, and to and for the uses, interests and pur--

poses hereinafter limited, described and declared
;

th.at is to say, in

trust, to (here state theptirposes and nature of the trust).

To W'AIVE HOMESTEAD AND DOWER.—.^iid tho Said party of the first

part, A. B., and M. B., his wife, hereby expressly waive, release and re-

linquish unto the said party of the second part, the said grantee, his heirs,

executors and administrators and assigns, all right, title, claim, interest

and benefit whatever in and to the above described premises and each

and every part thereof, which is given by or results from all laws of this

State pertaining to the exemption of homesteads ; Provided that the

said grantor and his heirs and assigns may hold and enjoy said premises,

and the rents, issues and profits thereof, until default shall be made as

aforesaid, and that when the said note and all expenses accruing hereby

shall be fully paid, the said grantee cr his legal representatives, shall

reconvey all the est.ato acquired hereby in said premises, or any part there-

of, then remaining unsold to (and at the cost of) the said grantor or his

heirs, assigns or representatives. (This form is to be used in a (rust

deed to secure a note ;
the first part or waiver may be used in any deed.)

ABSTRACT OF THE LAWS OF THE STATES

AND TERRITORIES OF THE UNITED

STATES RELATING TO DEEDS.

In the following States no seal or scroll need be used :

Alabama, Arkansas, California, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Loui-

siana, Nebraska, Tennessee, Arizona, Dakota and Montana. In the

other States and Territories a seal of some kind is requisite. In most

States a scroll or scrawl is sufficient. The exceptions are : Massachu-

setts, New Hampshire, New York, Rhode Island and Vermont.

Alabama.—One witness is required ;
acknowledgment before judges

of a court of record or their clerks, justices of the peace or notary

public. The husband must join in a conveyance of a wife’s separate

property. The wife may relinquish her right of dower by joining the

Imsband in a conveyance and acknowledging the relinquishment.

Arkansas.—Two witnesses required, either for the execution or ac-

knowledgment ;
the latter before the same officers as in Alabama.

Arizona and Dakota.—Acknow ledgment may be made at any place in

the Territory before a justice or clerk of the Supreme Court, or of any

court of record, a justice of the peace, a mayor of a city, or a register of

deeds. The officer taking the acknowledgment must affix thereto his

official seal. All rights of do;w and c»rfesy are abolished. In Arizona

the wife must be examined apart from her husband to ascertain if she

acts by her own free will, and without undue infiuence on his part. In

Dakota the wife need not join In conveying property of the husband,

except in case of homesteads. California.—Deeds are known as grants.

Two witnesses are required. Acknowledgment may be made before the

recorder of the county where the land is situated, or the other usual

officers. Husband or wife can convey separate property without the

other joining, but both must join when the property is owned in com-

mon. Colorado.—No witnesses required expressly. Acknow ledgment

should be in the county where the land lies. The whole estate conveyed

passes uidess there is an express limitation. Columbia, District of.

Acknowledgment is before any judge, justice of the peace, notary

public, or commissioner of the Circuit Court of the district in the place

where the person making the deed lives. The officer must annex to the

deed a certificate under his hand and seal. Connecticut. Two wit-

nesses. Acknowledgment before a judge of a court of record, justice of

the pence, notary public, town clerk, commissioner of the Superior Court,

or commissioner of the school fund. Recording to be done by town clerk

of the town where lands are situated. Wife must join with husband in

conveyance of her separate re.al estate, but not in that of his own.

Delaware.-One witness is sufficient. Deeds must be recorded in the

county where the land lies, within one yetir. Wife must relinquish her

right of dower, and is to be examined separately, and the examination

cei’tified. Florida.—At least two w itnesses are necessary. Deeds arc

acknowledged before any judge, justice of the peace, or notary public,

or before the clerk of a Circuit Court. They must be recorded within

six months after delivery, or are void as against creditors, subsequent

purchasers, or mortgagees for value. The right of dower must be re-

linquished by the wife’s joining in conveyance with the husband.

Georgia.—At least two witnesses are necessary. If notrecorded within

one year, the deed loses priority over a subsequent deed recorded within

the year. The right of dower need not be relinquished, except in con-

veying land.s to which the husband gained title through the wife, prior

to the statute of 1SB6. Idaho.—No witnesses are required. Acknowl-

edgment as in Dakota. No rights of dower or curtesy exist. The

husband must join in conveying the real estate of the wife, who must

be examined separately as to free will, etc. Illinois.—No witnesses

required. Acknowledgment in county wiiere land lies and before any

of the usual officers. Husband and wife must join in conveying property

of either, and dower is released by the wife’s thus joining. No deed

will release or waive homestead right, unless it is so expressly stated

both in the deed and certificate of acknowiedgment. Indiana.—No

witnesses required. It is not necessary to use the words “ heirs and

assigns.” The recording must be in the recorder’s office of the county

where the land lies, and within ninety days of the execution. There is

no right of dower or curtesy. Husband and wife must join in conveying
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the separate estate of the wife. Iowa.— witnesses are necessary.

Acknowledgment and recording under the usual rules. The wife should
join husband iu convoying, whether the property is her separate

estate or not. Kansas.—No witness necessary. Corporations only use

a private seal. Must be recorded in office of register of deeds for the

county where the land lies. Married women must join in the convey-

ance, unless non-resident. Separate examination of the wife is not re-

quired. Kentucky.—No witnesses are required. Acknowledgment
may be before the clerk of a county court. The deed must be recorded
within sixty days from the date ; but four months is allowed to non-
residents, and, if living out of the United States, twelve months. The
record dates from the time when the clerk’s fee is paid. Separate exam-
ination of married women is not necessary. Louisiana.—Acknowl-
edgment before a notary public or recorder, besides whom there
should be two witnesses, Becording in the pamA where the land lies.

Husband and wife must join iu conveying the separate estate of either.

There must be separate examination of the wife as to her free will and
knowledge of the nature of the act. Maine.—One witness is required

;

two customary. Acknowledgment before a justice of the peace. Wife
must join in order to release her right of dower. No separate examina-
tion is required. Maryland,—At least one witness is necessary. Deeds
must be recorded within six months from the date of execution

; when
property lies iu more than one county, or in the City of Baltimore and
a county adjoining, the deed must be recorded in each of them. The wife
must join in deeds for fee simple to release her dower. No separate ex-
amination is required. Massachusetts.—Witnesses are not necessary.

To bar dower, the wife must join husband in a conveyance. A separate

examination is not required. Michigan.—At least two witnesses are

needed. The deed must be recorded in the county where the land lies.

When a wife joins iu the deed, her acknowledgment must be taken
separately. She may convey her separate estate without her husband’s
joining. Minnesota.—Two witnesses are necessary. Thedeed must be
acknowledged and recorded in the county where the property is situated.

Dower is released by the wife’s joining in a conveyance with her hus-
band. Separate acknowledgment is not required. Mississippi.—At
least two witnesses are necessary, if the deed is not acknowledged; other-
wise one will do. Becording is in the office of the chancery clerk of the
county where the land lies. Married women must be examined pri-

vately, and release dower by joining in aconveyance. Missouri.—Wit-
nesses are not necessary. Corporations must attach the corporate seal.

Acknowledgment may be before a justice of the peace, notary public,
judge or clerk of a court having a seal, or before a mayor of a towm.
Married women must be examined separately. Montana.—Acknowl-
edgment and recording as in Dakota and Arizona. A wife must be
separately examined. Dower is practically abolished. Nebraska.—At
least one witness is required. The acknowledgment must be indorsed
on the instrument. Dower and courtesy are barred by w ife or husband
joining in the conveyance. Separate examination is not customary.
Becording must be with the clerk of the county where the land lies

;
if

it is in an unorganized district, then in the county to which that district
is attached for judicial purposes. Nevada.—No witnessesare required,
but are customary. If the grantor repudiates thedeed, his signature may
be proved by witnesses, or, if there are none, by other competent parties.
The wife must join in the conveyance, and should be separately exam-
ined. New Hampshire.—Atleast twowitnesscs arecalledfor. The
seal not a scroll) must be attached, and the deed recorded in the county
where the land lies. Dower is barred and homestead privilege released
by the wife's joining in the conveyance, but she need not be examined
apart, or make a separate acknowledgment. New Jersey.—One witness
Is required, and two are customary. The word “ heirs ” must be used
to convey an estate in fee simple. Becording must be within fifteen days
after delivery. Seals mnst be on wax or wafers. Dower is barred by
the wife joining in the deed. Husband and wife mnst join in conveying
the property of cither. New Mexico.—Witnesses arc not required.
Acknowledgment and recording as in Montana. The husband must join
In conveying the wife’s separate property, and she mnst be examined
privately and make separate acknowledgment. The wife need not join
in conveyance when she has no right to the property independent of
the husband. New York.—One witness is required, if the deed is not
acknowledged before delivery. Seals mnst be of wax, wafers, or a
piece of pap r capable of taking an impression, gummed or wafered to

the deed. Acknowledgment is before commissioners of deeds, notaries

public, or judicial officers generally. Married women must be separately

examined. If non-resident, the wife may join with her husband and
convey as if she were unmarried. North Carolina.—One or more
witnesses are necessary. Becording must be within two years

after delivery, in the county where the laud lies. Dower is relin-

quished by the wife joining. She must first acknowledge her signa-

ture, mid afterwards be examined apart. She cannot convoy her

separate property unless the husband joins iu the conveyance or gives

his written consent. Ohio.—Deeds must be acknowledged before two
attesting witnesses, before any officer legally em])Owercd to take deposi-

tions. Becording must bo within six months of the execution. Wife
mid husband must join in conveying the property of cither. Dower is

barred by the wife’s joining. Separate examination of the wife is re-

quired. Oregon.—Two witnesses are demanded. Acknowledgment
before the proper jiidici.al officer, and recording in the county where the

land is, within five days after the execution of the deed. Married women
must be examined separately. Pennsylvania.—Witnesses arc not re-

quired by statute, but are customary. Acknowledgment may be before

the usual judieial officers, notary public, recorder of deeds, or mayors,

recorders and aldennen of Philadelphia, Pittsburg, Alleghany or Carbon-
dale. Becording must be within six mouths after execution, in the

office of the recorder of deeds for the county where the land lies. Dower
is barred when the wife joins in the conveyance. She must be examined
separately. Rhode Island.—No witnesses are called for. Scalsnuist

be of wax, wafers or adhesive jiaper. Acknowledgment before the

usual judicial officers, notary public, town clerk or senator. With cor-

porations the deed should be signed by the iiresidcnt or treasurer and
the corporate seal attached. Dower is barred by the wife joining. Hus-
band and wife must join in conveying the property of either. Married
women in this State must be examined apart from their husbands.

South Carolina.—Two witnesses necessary. Acknowledgment be-
fore a trial justice ornotary public. Becording in the office of the regis-

trar of mesne conveyances for the county where the land lies within
thirty-three days after e.xeciition. Dower released by a separate instru-

ment, but barred when the wife joins iu the deed. Separate examination
of the wife prevails. Tennessee.—The deed must be acknowledged be-
fore two attesting witnesses and registered in the county where the land
lies. The wife need not join to bar dower when the convej’ance is iu fee

simple, but must in tnist deeds. Husband and wife join in conveying
joint property. Texas.—Two witnessesare required to grantor’s signa-
ture, when the deed is not acknowledged before delivery. No technical
words are necessary to convey a fee sim))le. Married women are ex-
amined separately. Utah.—One witness is necessarj'

; two, customary.
Dower is abolished. Married women convey in the same way as single
women. Becording in the recorder’s office of the county where
the land lies. Vermont.—Two witnesses are necessary. Ac-
knowledgment before a master in chancery, justice of the peace or
notary. Becording in the office of the city or town clerk where
the land is located. Married women are not examined separately.

Seals must be of wax, wafers or adhesive paper. Virginia.—Acknon l-

edgment may be proved by two witnesses. The deed must be recorded
in the county where the land lies within sixty days after execution.
Dower is barred by the wife joining. The acknowledgment of a married
woman must be attested by an officer having a .seal or two justices of
the peace. Separate cxamin.ation is required. "Washington.-Two
witnesses are necessary. Acknowledgment as in Dakota. Dower and
curtesy are abolished. A married woman must be joined by her hus-
band and separately examined. "West Virginia.— Two witiics.ses will
prove grantor’s signature, if deed has not been acknowledged before
deliverj'. Dower is barred by the wife joining, and she must be
examined separately. Wisconsin.—Two attesting witnesses are
required. Becording with the register of deeds in proper county.
Dower is barred by the wife joining. Married women convey as
though they were single, and no separate examination Is necessary.

"Wyoming. — Two witnesses slioiild atti'st signature. Acknowl-
edgment as in Dakota. The deed mnst he recorded with register of

deeds within three months after tlic delivery. Dower and curtesy
are abolished. Married women join in conveying common jiroperty,
otherwise they convey like single women. No separate examination is

required.
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MERCANTILE LAW,

i Homestead and

Exemption Laws.

clotliino-

XEMPTIOIST LAWS exist in all

the States, providing that certain

specified articles of personal prop-

erty shall be exempt, or free from

execution and attachment. The

Etsnal articles specified are food

' and fuel to a certain amount ;
bed,

bedding and necessary furniture ;

,
Lihles and school hooks

;
tools of a tiade

oEp'ofessional library ;
arms and uniforms of men

or officers in the State militia, and a limited

amount of stock and fodder. Sometimes after

mentioning a number of specific articles, the statute

provides that other necessary personal property to

a certain fixed value is also exempt. In the ab-

stract of exemption and homestead laws of the

States and Territories given below, space cannot bo

afforded to give in minute detail the personal

property exempt. For this reference must be had

to the general statutes. Only the more important

articles are mentioned, and it may be assumed that

articles of the kind above described are also exempt.

Homestead Laws do not exist in all the States,

but in most of them the home and its appurten-

ances are free from all attachments and executions,

to a certain value
;
except, in some cases, for taxes

and labor ivages to a fixed sum.

ABSTRACT OF HOMESTEAD AND EXEMP-

TION LAWS IN THE STATES AND TER-

RITORIES.

Alaloama.-A homestead is exempt, if not in a city, town or villapie,

and not exceeding 100 acres, or, it in a city, town or village n^ exceed-

in<^ $2,000 in value. Personal property to the value of $1,000 may be

Bcrected by the debtor. Also lots in cemeteries, pews m a church, wages

of laborers not over $25 per month, etc.
, , .

Arkansas.—The homestead of a married man or head of a family,

not in village, town or city, and not exceeding 160 acres, or, if in town,

city or village, not worth above $5,000. Personal property to the value

of $2,000 may bo selected by the debtor.
• . ,

California.-The homestead on which debtor resides to

of $5,000, if he is the head of a family; if not, to the value of $1,000.

The personal property exempt is specified very minutely, am in-

cludes the earnings of a judgment debtor for personal services ren

dered within thirty days next preceding, when necessary for family sup-

port ;
the cabin of a miner, not over $500 in value, with all tools and

-ear necessary for his work ;
seed, grain and vegetables for sowing not

above $200 in value ;
two oxen, or two horses, or two mules and harness;

one cart or wagon; sewing machine and piano in actual use or belonging

to a woman, and many other lesser articles.

Colorado.-nomestead of farm or city lots to the value of $2,000 to

the head of a family. The fact of homestead being claimed must be re-

corded with title. The head of a family may select personal property

to the value of $1,000 ;
others to the value of $300. Also arc exempt,

workiim animals to the value of $200 ;
provisions and fuel for six

010111118°; family furniture not over $100 in worth, and beds, cooking

utensils, etc.; one cow and calf, ten sheep, with fodder ;
one wagon,

plow, harrow, etc., etc.

Connecticut.-No homestead exemption. Among the articles of

personal property exempt are, libraries not above $500 in value
;
a cow

not above $150 in value ; ten sheep, not over $50 in value ;
two hogs

and two hundred lbs. of iiork ;
two tons of coal and twenty-five bushels

of charcoal ;
two cords of wood ;

two tons of hay ; 200 pounds each of

wheat Hour, beef and fish ;
oyster or shad boat and equipment

;
sew-

in— machine, and other lesser articles.

Dakota —Homestead of not more than 160 acres, with buildings

and appurtenances, and personal property of specified kinds to the

value of $1,500. A non-householder may hold exempt 80 acres, or a

half acre in a city or town, with jiersonal property.

Delaware.-No homestead law. Personal property not above $100

in value. The articles exempt arc s])ecified, but it the debtor does

not possess articles of the description specified to the value, others may

be substituted.
. „ ,

District of Columbia.-No homestead exemption. 1 crsonal

property (not. however, exempt from execution and sale for laborers

wa-es), provisions and fuel for three months ;
household furniture to

the°value of $300 ;
farmers’ utensils to the value of $100;

family pictures not above $400 in value ;
mechanics’ tools worth $200 ;

library of a professional man not over $.300 in value.

Florida -Homestead of 160 acres, or, in city or town, one-half acre.

Personal iiroperty to the value of $1,000, to be selected by the debtor ;

also all improvements of real estate. The exemption docs not extend

to tax liens, nor to delits for purchase money or improvements.

Georgia.-Honiesteadof 50acres of land, including house and im-

provements not above $200 in value, with 5 acres in addition for each

child under sixteen years ;
but in a city or town, real estate to the va tie

of $500 Personal property-one horse or mule, cow and calf, ten

swine and provisions to the value of $50, and $5 addiiional for every

child ; library of professional man not to exceed $300 in value ;
and

other necessaries specified in the statutes.
_

Idaho.-Homestead to head of a family not exceeding in value

$n 000 Personal property may be selected by the debtor to the

value of $300 from various articles enumerated in the statute. But

the exemption does not extend to purchase money, nor to mortgages

°VlHnoTs^.-n^^ t° the value of $1,000 to a householder hay-

in- a family. Personal properly may be selected by the deWor. it

a householder, to the value of $300; if not, wearing apparel, Bibles,

school books, family pictures and $100 worth of other property is

exempt. After the death of a householder his family aie entitled to

the exemption. The exemption does not extend to debt for purcha.se

"^Indiana '-No homestead exemption. The debtor may select per-

son^property to the amount of $600, as exempt

debts founded on contract; if the debt was formed before May .31,

1879, only $300 worth of property is exempt.

lowa.-Homestcad of 40 acres, or, if in town or city, one-half acie, not

exceeding in value $500 ; if less than $500 in value the

maybe increased till the value reaches that
^

of personal property exempt are, household furniture to the

printing press and types in newspaper office not above
^

’

provisions and fuel for six months; the personal earnings ^e ”

for ninety days preceding the execution; two cows, one horse fifty

sheep five swine, etc., etc. With non-residents, single men not heads

of families, and those who are leaving the State, only wearing apparel
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and trunks, to the value of STo, are exempt. Purchase money is not
protected by exemption laws.

Kansas.—Uomestead of 160 acres with improvements, occupied as
residence of the debtor, is exempt. No limit as to value. Personal prop-
erty—household furniture and implements of industry not exceeding
$600 iu value

;
two cows, ten hogs, one yoke of oxen, one horse or mule'”

or in place of the oxen and mule, a span of horses or mules
;

pro-
visions and fuel for one year

; miners’ and mechanics’ tools not above
$400 in value, elc., etc.

Kentucky —Homestead to the value of $1,000, with buildings.
Personal property exempt to a householder, two work beasts, or one and
a yoke of oxen; two cows and calves

; one « agon or cart ; household
furniture not to exceed $100 ; provisions and provender for one year
on liabilities created since May 1, 1870, the tools of a mechanic to the
extent of $100, and professional libraries not over $600 in value.

Louisiana.—Homestead of 160 acres, occupied by debtor as a resi-
dence, together with personal property, all not exceeding in value
$2,000 ; and, also, bedding, furniture, tools, and a few minor articles.
There is no homestead exemption in cities and towns

;
nor, if the wife

in her own right owns properly to the amount of $1,000.

Maine.—Homestead of a householder to the value of $500, or any
lot purchased from the State as a homestead. After death' of the
debtor his family is entitled to the exemption. Personal property,
bed and bedding

; household furniture not to exceed $50 in value

;

library not worth more than $150, one or two horses, not worth more
than $300, or one pair of working cattle or span of mules

; five tons of
anthracite and fifty bushels of bituminous coal ; twelve cords of wood •

$10 worth of lumber; a cow and heifer, ten sheep with lambs
;
a boat of

two tons ; plow and cart, and minor articles.

Maryland —No homestead exemption. Personal property, all wear-
ing apparel, books and tools used for earning a living, and other prop-
erty not exceeding $100 in value.

Massachusetts.—Homestea l not c.xcecding $800 in value, to a
householder having a family. The homestead claim must be set
forth in the deed of conveyance of the property. Personal property,
tools and implements of trade, not worth over $100; materials and stock
in trade to the amount of $100 ; library not wortli more than $50 ;

pro-
visions to the amount of $50 ; boats, nets and tackle actually used by
fishermen ; fuel, wearing apparel, bedding, etc., etc.

Michigan.—Homestead of 40 acres, with buildings and appur-
tenances, not in town plat, city or village. If situated in town or city,
one lot and dwelling house, not above $1,500 in value. No exemption
from execution for purchase money. Personal property, library not
above $150 in value

; provisions and provender for six months
; two

cows, five swine, ten sheep and fiecces, or the yam or wool from the
same ; tool.«, stock, materials, apparatus, horses or harness, vehicles or
teams, not exceeding $2,50 in value

;
spinning wheel, loom for weaving,

one sewing machine, etc., etc.

Minnesota —Homestead of 80 acres, or if in incorporated city, town
or village, one lot and dwelling house. No limit as to value. Personal
property, the usual articles of household furniture and apparel and arti-
cles not enumerated, to the value of $->00; farming tools and utensils not
above $300 in value : three cows, ten swine, twenty sheep, one yoke of
oxen and a horse (or one span of horses or mules); provisions and prov-
ender for one year. Also (not to exceed $50) wages due for personal ser-
vices of debtor or his family, rendered within ninety days before pro-
cessia i;»gned.

Mississippi- Homestead of 80 acres, to a honseholdcr, head of a
family, for debts on contract since .September 1. 1870 ; in an incorporated
town, lot and dwelling house to the value of $2,000. Personal property,
tools, implements, and books of students and teachers

; agricultural im-
plements for two laborers; professional libraries to the value of $2.50; two
cows and calves, five swine, five sheep, one horse or mule, or one yoke

worth not more than
'

1100. honschold fumitnre not exceeding $100.

Missouri. IIomcNtead not exceeding IGO acres in extent or $1,500
in value; in cities of more than 40,000 inhabitants, not to exceed 18 square
rods, or $3,000 in value

; in cities of less than 40,000 inhabitants, not
to exceed 30 square rods, or 81..500 in valne. Per.-ona) property, house-
hold famitnre not over $100; provisions, not more than $100 worth; ^

working animals and callle not to exceed $.300, or. In place thereof, any
[

kind of property selected. Those not heads of families can claim only
necessary tools and implements and wearing apparel. Wages for a
month preceding issue of process are exempt.
Montana.—Homestead of 80 acres, or, if in city or town, lot and

dwelling not to exceed one-quarter acre, and iu either case not to exceed
in value $2,500. But cxcmiition will not liold against a mortgage or the
lien of mechanics or laborers. Personal property to the value of $1,400
is also exempt.

Nebraska.-Homestead of 160 acres, or if in a city, town or
village, a lot of twenty acres, or two contiguous lots on a recorded
plot. Personal property, provisions, fuel ami provender for six months;
one yoke of oxen or span of horses; one wagon, cart or dray; two
plows and other farming instruments not above $.50 in value; house-
hold furniture not exceeding $100; bedding, clothes, books, etc., as
usual. A head of a family having no homestead may hold $500 worth
of personal i)roperty exempt.

Nevada.—Homestead held by the head of a family not to exceed
$5,000 in value. Personal properly, provisions and fodder for a month

;

seeds for planting within six months
; two oxen, or horses and mules,

with harnesses; cabin of a miner, not worth over $.500, and mining
tools

; sewing mnebine below $150 in value
; household furniture,

books to the value of $100, etc., etc.

New Hampshire.—Household for the head of a family not to e.x-

cecd $500 in value
;
clothes, bedding, furniture to the value of $100; one

cow, one bog and pig, si.x sheep and their ficeces
; one horse or a yoke of

oxen
;
four tons of hay

; one sewing machine ; library to the value of $200.
New Jersey.—Homestead and buildings to the value of $1,500.

Personal property, wearing apparel, and $200 worth of any properly,
on appraisment. The same exemption m.ay be claimed by the widow
of a honseholdcr.

New York.—Homestead to the value of $1,000 occupied by a house-
holder having a family. Personal property, household furniture ami
library to the value of $250 ;

ten sheep, one cow, two hogs
; a team and

provender for ninety days
;
tools of a mechanic not above $25 in value,

professional implements
; cooking utensils, etc., as specified. Home-

stead is not good as against an execution upon a judgment founded on
fraud.

New Mexico.—Homestead to the value of $1,000 in farm land.
Personalproperty, provisions to the amount of $25 ;

furniture for kitchen
not to exceed $10 ; mechanical and agriculturiil tools to the value of $20 ;

wearing api>arel, bed and bedding, school books, etc.

North Carolina.—Homestead to the value of $1,000, when occu-
pied by the head of a family, whether in country or town. Personal
property to the value of $.500, to be selected by the debtor.

Ohio.—Homestead to the value of $1,000. If it exceed that amount
the homestead may be partitioned. If the head of a family have
no homestead, he may select personal property to the value of
$.500 in addition to the articles specified by the statutes as exempt.
Personal property, provisions to the value of $50 ; hou.sehold fur-
niture not to exceed $.50; tools and imijlcnieiits worth not more tlian

$100 ; one cow, two hogs, six sheep, and inovonder for sixty d.ays, or
in lien of these animals, $.35, $15 and $15 in honschold fniniliire,

rcsiiectivcly
; one sewing macMnc, beds, bedding, etc., ns nsnnl

;

scientific collections, if not exhibited for money
;
one horse, or yoke of

oxen, one wagon, cart or dray. For an unmarried woman arc exempt,
wearing apparel to the value of $100, sewing or knitling machine, and
books to the value of $25. Widows may claim the exemption, and wives
may do so, if the husband will not.

Oregon.—No homestead exemption. Personal property, tools, im-
plements, apparatus, team and food therefor for sixty days, or [nofi s-

sional library to the valne of $100 ;
wearing np])arel to the value of $.50 for

each member of the family, or to tlio valne of $100, if debtor is not
a householder

; two cows, ton sheep, five hogs
;
furniture and utensils

to the value of $300 ;
provisions for three months and provender for six

months. Exemption does not hold good against an action brought to

recover the price of an article.

Pennsylvania.—No siiccial homestead exemption. But pro))erly

to the value of $.300 is exempt, whether real or personal, as is al.so wear-
ing apparel for the debtor and his family, all Bibles and school hooks,
and nothing else. It is a common tiling to waive the exemption in

notes of hand.
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Rhode Island—No homestead exemption. Personal property,

hoiischokl furnilnre not above $300 in value
;
tools and implements of

occupation to value of $200 ;
library to value of $300 ;

one cow, one hog,

one pig, one and ahalf tons of ht^' ;
mariner's wages till the end of voyage

on which they were earned ;
wages to the amount of $10, when the suit

is not for necessaries furnished ;
debts secured by bills of exchange or

nc^cXiahle promissory notes.

South Carolina.—Homestead to value of $1,000 to head of family,

or after his death to the widow and orphans. Personal property,^ as

specified in tjie statute, but not beyond the value of $500. Exemption

of the homestead will not hold good as against execution for purchase

money, improvements or taxes. One-third of the yearly gains of mem-

bers of the family other than its head, is exempt.

Tennessee.—Homestead to the head of a family, not exceeding

$1,000 ill value, including imiirovements. None but heads of families

are entitled to any exemption. Personal property, beds, bedding and

household furniture (very minutely specified in statute) ;
two horses or

mules, or one and a yoke of oxen ;
two cows and calves, or if family has

six or more persons, three cows and calves ;
one wagon or cart, not

above $75 in value ;
mechanic's tools ; a limited amount of various

kinds of grain and provisions ; $50 worth of lumber and material to

each mechanic, and minor articles.

Texas -Hoiucstcad to the value of $5,000, not to exceed 290 acres,
i

if in the country, or a lot or lots in a city, town or village. The
|

liraitof value applies to either. Personal property; all household fiiriii-
|

turC'; tools or implements of a trade or profession ;
library

;
two yoke

I

of oxen, two horses and one wagon ;
twenty hogs, twenty sheep ;

all

provisions and provender for home use, etc., etc. A person not the head

of a family is entitled to exemption on clothing, tools, books,, a horse,

bridle and saddle.
, , .

Utah -Homestead to the value of $1,000, to be selected by the debtor,

if the head of a family. Personal property may be selected, to tbe value

r f S700, from articles specified by the statute. In addition to tbe home-

stead, each member of the family is entitled to $250. Exemption

docs not apply in case of mortgages, mechanics’ hens or purchase

Vermont -Homestead of the head of a family to the value of $500,

with products and improvements. Personal property; all growing crops;

beddin'^, furniture, sewing nmehine and provisions to a limited amount,

specifiiS in the statute ;
one cow, one hog, or the pork ;

one yoke of

oxen or two work horses, and forage for the winter, and such personal

property as the debtor may select to the value of $200 in lieu of o.xcn ;

physicians’ books and instruments ;
other professional libraries to the

value of $200.
, . 1 1

Virginia.-Homestead to the value of $2,000, to be selected by the

bond of a family from either real or personal property. Personal prop-

erty. to be selected from articles specified by the statute, to ii value

ranging from $50 to $500, according to the size of the family and occu-

pation o.f tbe head thereof.

Washington.—Homestead to the value of $1,000, tyhen actually

occupied by family. Personal property, household furniture, etc., to

the value of $1,500 ;
two cows, five swine, one span of horses and har-

ness, or two yoke of oxen ;
twenty-five fowls ;

provision and fuel for six

months ;
professional libraries not exceeding $500in value ;

small boats,

and, to persons engaged in lightering, two lighters and a small boat, not

to exceed $250 in value.
nri f . t

West Virginia.-Homestead to the value of $1,000. The fact of

homestead lining claimed must be recorded in the land records of county

where the property lies. Children of deceased parents may claim the

homestead right. Personal property to the value of $300 is exempt to

the father of a family.

Wisconsin.—Homestead not exceeding forty acres of farm land,

or a lot in city, town or village, not to exceed one-fourth of an

acre Personal property, household furniture to the value of $200 ;
one

gun or rifle not above $50 in value ;
one horse or mule and one yoke of

oxen, or in place thereof, a span of horses or mules, two cows, ten swine,

ten sheep and the fleeces, with provender for a year ;
one cart, wagon

or dray, one sleigh, one plow, one drag ;
provisions and fuel for a year ;

tools or stock in trade of mechanic or miner ;
or professional library, not

to exceed $200 in value ;
printing press and material to the value of

$1,500; inventions; earnings of head of family for sixty days before

jirocess is issued, if necessary for support of family. Insurance money

on exempt property destroyed, Is itself exempt.

Wyoming-.—Homestead not exceeding 100 acres, or a lot in city,

town or village, the value in either case not to be above $1,500, to a

bona fide resident and householder. Personal property, articles speci-

fied by the statute to bo selected by the debtor to the value of $500 ;

tools, stock in trade of miner or mechanic, or professional library, not

over $300 in value.

JURISDICTION OF COURTS,

Alabama.—Justices of the peace have jurisdiction under $100 in

cases of contract; $.50 in cases of torts. Arizona.—Justices have

jurisdiction for amounts less than $.300; district courts over $100.

Arkansas.—Ju.stices have exclusive jurisdiction under $100; con-

current jurisdiction with circuit courts under $300. California.—The

limit of the jurisdiction of a justice is $300. Appeal lies directly to the

superior court. Colorado.—Justices are limited in jurisdiction to the

value of $300; county courts to $2,000, concurrently with district courts.

Connecticut.—Justices may decide in cases under $100 ;
common

pleas jurisdiction under $500, or, concurrently with superior court,

$1000. Dakota.—Justices’ jurisdiction is under $100 ;
district courts

any amount above. Delaware.—Amounts under $100 may be brought

before a justice ;
no district or county court. Florida.-Amounts un-

der $100 may be sued for before a justice ;
appeal to county or circuit

court. Georgia.—Appeal lies from justice (jurisdiction $100) in cases

above $50; county courts decide up to $300 ;
appeal to superior com-t.

Idaho.—Amounts over $100 must be carried to district court, which

has original and appellate jurisdiction. Illinois.—Justices have juris-

diction to the amount of $200 ;
county and circuit courts have conctir-

rent jurisdiction. Indiana.—Suits for $’200 may be brought before a

justice, who may also give judgment for $300 on confesnon

;

circuit

courts are concurrent with the superior court. Iowa—By consent of

parties the jurisdiction of a justice may be extended from $100 to $3(10;

circuit courts have no criminal jurisdiction, and are concurrent "kh

district courts in civil cases. Kansas.—The limit of justices’ decision

!

is $300 ;
no county courts ;

appeal from di.strict to supreme court,

i

Kentucky.—Justices may not give judgment of over $50; quarterly

courts $200. Louisiana.—Justice courts, $100 ;
court of appeals,

$1,000. Maine.-Justices, $20: appeal to superior coui-t. Maryland.

;
- Justices, $100, concurrent jurisdiction with circuit court above $50.

' Massachusetts. -Trial justices, $.300 ;
municipal court of Boston,

I $100. Michigan.-Justiccs, $100; concurrent with circuit court

' under $300. Minnesota.—Justices, $100 ;
appeal from district to sii-

' preme court. Mississippi.-Justices, $150; county courts abolished

; Missouri -Justices, original jurisdiction, $150
;
in cities over 50,000

1 inhabitants, $2.50. Montana.-Justices, $50 ;
probate courts, $500.

Nebraska.—Justices, $200
;
county courts, $1,000. Nevada. Jus-

I

tices, $300 ;
district courts, $300. New Hampshire.-Justices, m

' civil case*?, $13. 313 ;
police courts, $100. New Jersey.—Justices,

I $200; in cities, $100; circuit courts concurrent with supreme court.

! New Mexico.-Jiistices, $100; district courts, unlimited.^ New

I

Tork.—Justices, $200. in case of confession, $500. Appeal lies from

supreme court to court of appeals. North Carolina. Ju^^tice..,

$200; no circuit or county courts. Ohio.—Justices, $100; coiicurrcn

with common pleas, $300. Oregon- -Justices, $150; county courts,

$500. Pennsylvania. -Justices, $300
;
appeal to common picas court.

Rhode Island -Justices, $100; beyond, common pleas or probate

court. South Carolina.-Justices, $100 ;
appeal to common pleas or

probate. Tennessee.-Jiistices, $.500 ;
chancery and circuit courts

concurrent. Texas.-Jnsticcs, $200; county court, $.500 ;
district

court beyond. Utah.-Justiccs, $300, except land cases ;
beyond, dis-

trict courts. Vermont.-Jiisticcs, $200 ;
county court, bejmnd that

amount. Virginia. -Appeal from county courts to circuit courts

from corporation courts to supreme court. Washington^iutic .

,

$100 except ill hind cases; beyond ll>at, district courts. WestVir-

ginia.-Jiistices, $1300 ;
appeal to circuit courts; comity courts have

no civil jurisdiction. Wisconsin.-Justiccs. $200; appeal to circuit

courts. Wyoming.-Jnstices, $100 ;
appeal to district court.
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Jire insurance.
dlji^-^O^'^TRACTS bv which one party, the in-

Slfcl to indemnify another ])arty,

tlie insured, against loss or damage to

certain 2>roperty or interests are termed
V :> in law Insurance. The consideration

V on which the contract rests is called tlie

premium. The instrument by which the contract
is made is called the policy.

Insurance may be of three kinds, /re, marine,
and hf? insurance. Many general i)rinci]iles, how-
ever, are ai)plicable to all of the three varieties.

Insurance is now almost universally made by in-

corporated companies, but sometimes l)y indi-
viduals.

In all kinds of insurance, the holder of the
policy must have a personal interest in the propci-ty
or life insured. What will constitute an insurable
interest will be discussed beloM’. As a rule, all

persons capable of making contracts of any kind
may enter into a contract of insurance. (See
CoXTRACTS.

)

It has been held that insurance contracts may
be made In- word of mouth

;
but they should

always be in Avriting. All stipulations and con-
ditions contained in the ]Kjlicy are binding u])on
both j)arties, though signed by but one, the insurer.
This is because of the acceptance of tlie policy by
the insured and his intent to jirofit by its benefits
in case of loss.

^

A policy in Avhich the jiroperty upon which the
risk is taken, is not fully described, but is referred
to in general terms, as “all the proiicrty of the
insured on board the shij) ‘ Ella,”’ is called an ojyen
policy. Such contracts are not common.

In addition to stock and mutual insurance com-
panies, there is a class of mixed companies in which
members, who may or may not be insured, hold
certificates for capital contributed, and are entitled
to interest or to a definite share of receipts after
payment of losses and exjicnscs.

Fire Ixsuraxce includes all contracts by which
the insurer agrees to indemnify the insured against
losses by lire, whether u])on buildings, shiiis, or the
goods and stock contained therein, or live stock.
The insuiance only holds good while the jiroiicrty

is left in the same general condition as Avhen the
contract Avas made. If goods arc reinoA’cd from
one idace to another, notice must be given to the
company, and the 2>olicy altered in accordance with
the new state of facts. It is common Avith fire

insurance comi)anies to classify various kinds of
jnopcity as to the jmobable danger, as ordinary

,

hazardous, extra-hazardous. Any misrepresenta-
tion at the time when the policy is obtained, as to
the material, construction, or position of a build-

cr as to the use to which it is to be }>ut, Avill

relicA'c the insurers from responsibility. But changes
after the iiolicy is issued, for which the insured is

not resiionsible, will not affect the contract. All
warranties are to be strictly construed.

It is held that actual iynition or burning must
take place to make the coni])any rcs])onsible

;

otherAvise steam explosions or damage by lightniii'>'

Avill not come under the ])olicy. But damage
caused by Avater used in extinguishing the fire, or
by blowing uj) proj)erty, under the orders of jirojicr

authoritic.s, to hinder the sjircading of the fire, Avill

be included.

In case of a loss occurring, the company must be
notified, and jiroof funiishcd strictly in accordance
Avith the jirovisions of the policy.

Mutual insurance comj)anies differ from the
common stock com])anies in that every one Avho is

insured becomes by that fact a member, and en-
titled fo a share of the ]>rofits of the concern. ’I'lie

cxj)ense of insuring in such a comj)any is usually
less than in a joint-stock concern

;
IjAit. on (he
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Other hand, the latter will generally insure closer

to the value of the property.

Insurable Interest. The law holds that a

policy issued to a person who has no interest in the

subject of insurance is void, as being a gaming

policy. An insurable interest is possessed by a

trustee, factor, or commission merchant, and he

may insure the goods either for his own benefit or

that of his principal
;
by a lessee of a building

under his lease
;
by a mortgagee in possession, or

by a mortgagor to the whole value of the piopeity
5

by one holding a mechanics’ or builders’ lien on

the building ;
by an administrator of an insolvent

estate ;
by a purchaser holding an executoi'y con-

tract for future conveyance, but having as yet no

title
;
by a sheriff holding goods under process

;
by

a -partner in a building bought with partnership

funds, though standing on ground belonging solely

to the other partner
;
and, in general, any interest

which would be recognized as such by a court of

law or equity, is an “ insurable interest; ” but not a

mere expectation or grohahle interest, however well-

grounded it may be.

It is not a good defence for an insurance com-

pany to assert that the fire was caused by the

negligence of the insured or his servants, unless,

indeed, the negligence is so great as to be criminal

or to indicate fraud. If an insured party alienates

the property, the insurance does not pass with it,

as the contract is held to be a personal one, and

policies usually have a provision specifying that

transfer of the property or policy shall void the

contract. But the death of the insured is not an

alienation, such as to void the contract.

The sum paid to the insured must be such as to

indemnify him for actual loss. Goods are estimated

at their actual value at the time of the fire. Mu-

tual insurance companies are usually forbidden by

their charters to insure for more than two-thirds

of the full value of the property. It is usually

required by a company that if any other company

has an insurance upon the property offered, it shall

be stated and indorsed upon the policy. This, of

course, is to prevent the insured from obtaining

more than full value in case of loss. It is also re-

quired that when different insurers have granted

policies on the same property, in case of loss the

insurance should be treated as one insurance and

paid by the different companies in proportion

When two policies cover the same insurable interest

against the same risks and in the name of the same

person, it is called a iloiiUe insurance. In marine

insurance the company pays only that proportion

of the sum for which insurance is taken which is

equal to the proportion which the actual loss bears

to the entire value. Thus, if a ship is valued at

115,000 and insured for 19,000 and the loss is one-

thiirt, the company will pay only 13,000. But in

fire insurance the whole amount of the loss is paid,

if it does not exceed the amount for which insur-

ance is taken.

JLife ^Insurance.

In Life Insurance, the insurer agrees to pay a

fixed sum of money, upon the death of the person

whose life is insured, to his family or legal repre-

sentatives, or to the person (other than he whose

life is insured) who has taken out the policy, and

who has an insurable interest in the life proposed

for insurance. If there is no insurable interest, the

contract is void, as being a pming policy. The

consent of the person whose life is insured must be

obtained to a policy issued in favor of a third party.

If the insurable interest exists when the policy is

issued and ceases before the death, the contract

still holds good.

An insurable interest is possessed by a creditor

in the life of his debtor
;
by a father in the life of

his minor child
;
by a wife in the life of her hus-

band
;
by a sister in the life of her brother

;
by a

clerk ’in one who has agreed to employ him for a

fixed time
;
and, in general, whenever by the death

of the insured there would naturally follow actual

and pecuniary loss or disadvantage to him to whom

the policy is issued. If a wife is treated as a single

woman liy the laws of the place in which she lives,

as regards her property rights, she may insure her

husband’s life for her own benefit, and the policy

will be beyond his control to cancel or transfer,

will not be made void by his misrepresentations at

the time of insurance, and will inure to the benefit

of her children, if she dies first.

Any material misrepresentations made by the

insured at the time the policy is issued will render

it void. Thus a false statement as to health, such

as a denial that the applicant had heart disease,
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would void the contract. But in view of the great

number of questions i)ut by the insurers, and tlie

difficulty of having certain knowledge as to one’s

health, the courts are inclined to construe such

warranties liberally in favor of the applicant, unless

it appears that there has been deliberate sui)i)rcs-

sion or misstatement. Examination by a physician

in the employ of the company is usually required.

Questions usually put are, as to the applicant’s use

of intoxicating liquors, whether he is subject to fits,

as to consumption and other hereditary diseases, as

to his manner of life, etc. Restrictions are usually

imposed by the company, such as to travel only
within certain limits, or not to engage in hazardous
employments. In this case, if the insured desires

to overstep the restrictions, jjcrmission must be
obtained for the puiqjose. Death by suicide will

void the policy.

Life insurance policies are assignable. The
policy itself usually specifies the Avay in which the

transfer must be made. Xotice to the insurance

company is usually called for. The ]>olicy itself

must be transferred with the assignment and notice

indorsed upon it. But actual transfer is unneces-
sary, if assignment is made by a separate deed duly

executed and delivered. The following form mav
be used for an indorsed assignment

:

I. the nndersigned A. B.. insured by the witliii! policy issued by the
(name of company), in consideration of one dollar to me in hand paid by
C. J)., and for other good and sufficient consideration, do hereby assign
and transfer to the said C. D. the said within policy, together with all

the right, title, interest and claim which I now have or hereafter may
have, in, to, or under the same.

Witness my hand and seal this day of , A. n. 18—.

(Signed) A. B. [i,. s.]

Extolled in the Pretence of E. F.

The payment of the premium on the day speci-

fied must be made in order to kee]) the ])olicy in

force. But it is sometimes provided by statute that

the insured shall not lose all pecuniary interest in

his policy by failing to pay the premium. It is the
rule in most places that seven years’ absence of the

insured with silence on his part will afford a pre-

sumption of death.

The amount of the premium to be paid is based
in great measure upon the age of the individual to

be insured. The ‘‘ expectation of life,” as it is

called, is founded on statistics accumulating for

many years. We give a table in common use. It

will be seen that the first column contains the a^^e.

and the second the number of years which a person

of that age may, on the average, be expected to

live.

TABLE OF LIFE EXPECTATION.

>
OQ
9

E.vpccta-
tion ill

yean?.

>
oq
9

Expecta-
tion in

years.

E>
oq
9

E.xjiocta-

tion in

years.

E>
oq
9

E.xpecta-
tioii in

years.
Age.

Expecta-
tion in
years.

0 28.15 20 34.22 40 26.04 60 15.45 80 5.85
1 36.T8 21 33.84 41 25.61 61 14.86 81 5.50
2 38.74 22 33.46 42 25.19 62 14.26 82 5.16
3 40.01 23 33.08 43 24.77 63 13.(i6 83 4.87
4 40.73 24 32.70 44 24..35 64 13.05 84 4 66
5 40.88 2h 32.33 45 23.92 65 12.43 85 4.57
6 40 1)9 26 31.93 46 243 37 66 11.96 86 4.21
7 40.47 27 31.50 47 22.H3 67 11.48 87 3.90
8 40.14 28 31.08 48 yO »27 68 11.01 88 3 67
9 39.72 29 30.66 49 21.72 69 10. .50 89 3.56
10 39.23 30 30.25 50 21.17 70 10.06 90 3.43
11 38 04 31 29 S3 .51 20.61 71 9 60 91 3..32
12 38 02 32 29.4.3 .52 20.05 72 9.11 92 3 12
13 37.41 33 53 19.49 73 8 69 93 2.40
14 36.79 34 28.62 54 18.92 74 8.25 94 1.98
15 36 17 35 28.22 55 18.35 75 783 95 1.62
16 36 27.78 56 17.78 76 7.40
17 3.5..37 37 27.34 57 17.20 77 6.99
18 34.98 38 26.91 58 16.63 78 6.59
19 34.59 39 26.47 59 16.04 79 6.21

fflarine !lnsuranee.
In Marine Insurance, the insurer agrees to

indemnify the insured against any injury which
may occur to his ship or goods contained therein,

or in their profits and earnings. A time policy is

one framed to cover possible loss within a specified

time. Other policies are made to cover the risk in

a certain specified voyage. As in the other forms
of insurance, there must be an insurable interest

;

and what that is Avill be determined by the rules

before spoken of.

The form of the policy used in marine insurance

is very ancient and iieculiar. It is usually partly

written and partly printed, and the written parts

will prevail over the ])rinted. Any alteration in

the contract should be indorsed on the imlicy. The
policy often requires that a change of owners or a

change in the master of the vessel shall he notified

to the insurer under i)cna]ty of voiding the ])olicy.

Goods may be moved from one ship to another, if

necessary, without voiding the ])olicy.

The premium is very commonly jiaid by a ju-omi.s-

sory note, called the premium note, and part of its

value will be, under certain contingencies, return-

able
;

as when the risk insured against is not

actually incurred in its full extent.

Marine insurance, from the nature of the subject,

is loss certain and definite in tlie dcscrijition of the
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pro^iGi’ty to be insurGd. tlicui fii’G insuraiiCG. Thus

thG insui-Gd may obtain a policy u])on a cargo to be

sent him fi’om a certain port, without designating

its character, quality or exact value, and even with-

out knowing in what vessel it is to be shipped
;
but

whatever is known should be clearly stated in the

policy. It is held that a general policy does not

include cargo carried on deck unless there is special

provision therefor, as this method of tianspoit is

considered extra-hazardous.

Marine insurance will be void when the purpose

of the voyage is illegal
;
or if made to cover the

property of a public enemy
;

or to violate the

revenue laws of the country where insurance is

made. Goods contraband of war may be insured.

The risks insured against, as commonly enumerated,

are, the perils of the sea, fire, barratry, theft, lob-

bery, piracy, capture, arrests and detentions. In-

surers are not liable for ordinary wear and teai or

breakage. By barratry is meant an illegal act done

by the master, officers or crew as against the

owner.

When the insurance is for a certain voyage, the

place of sailing and that which is to be the termin-

ation of the voyage must be specified, and the

voyage must be by the ordinary course from the

one port to the other unless deviation is allowed by

the terms of the policy. Policies usually contain

a provision that the insurance shall continue until

twenty-four hours after the ship has arrived and

been safely moored, and upon the goods until they

have been safely landed.

Any breach of warranty or misrepresentation by

the insured party will void the policy. Warranties

may be expressed or implied. The express wai’-

ranties are, in general, as to the ownership of the

vessel, its neutrality, the time of sailing, and the

present position of the ship. Of the implied war-

ranties, the most important is that of sea-ioorthi-

ness. If the ship becomes unseaworthy after tlie

policy is issued, it is the duty of the owner or mas-

ter to restore her to a proper condition as soon as

possible, and if she leave a port in unseaworthy

condition when that condition might there have

been remedied, the insurers will not be liable for

damage that may ensue.

The loss may be total or partial. Total loss may

be actual or constructive—the latter when, though

the entire property has not been actually destroyed.

yet the insured parties are by law allowed to aban-

don their title upon what remains to the insurers,

and to claim from them payment in full as for a

total loss. The general rule is that such abandon-

ment may be made when the loss exceeds one half

of the value of the property insured. But if a

ship is brought into the port of termination of the

voyage, she cannot be so abandoned, though neces-

sary repairs might cost more than half the value.

The rule “one third off, new for old” applies to a

partial loss, and means that when the insurers

repair a vessel to indemnify the insured for damages,

and in so doing replace old material by new, tlie

insured is not permitted to retain the entire advan-

tage of the replacement, which would be obviously

unfair, but is obliged to assume that the old ma-

terial had at the time of the damage already lost

one third of its value. The proportion of one

third is taken arbitrarily, but is considered a fair

average.

Unearned freight is a proper subject for insur-

ance, whether on the goods of others cai’ried in tlie

ship, or in the nature of the oenefit which a ship-

owner will receive by carrying his own goods in his

own ship.

UNEY paid for the use of money is In-

terest. The sum on which interest is

paid is caWeh the principal

;

the ratio of

the annual interest to the principal, the

rate per cent., and the sum of principal

and interest, the amount. Usury is a

higher rate of interest than is allowed by law.

Simj^le intex’est is paid as it falls due
;
cornpound

interest is interest on principal and interest, the

interest being successively added to the principal

at the dates on which it falls due.

Interest may be on a debt actually due, as bor-

rowed money, or upon a judgment of a court, or

for the price of goods, when it is understood that
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no credit is to be given. When damages claimed
are unliquidated, i. e., not fixed or certain, interest

will not be allowed. Xeither will it be allowed in

actions founded on tovt, or wrong. The interest

will begin to run as soon as the debt is 2)ayable, and
not before. Thus, with a note without interest

])ayable at ninety days, interest will begin when
the ninety days ha^e elapsed

;
but with a note pay-

able on demand, interest will begin-to accrue at the
date on which the note is sfiven.

Laws fixing a rate of interest and forbidding
usury may, as a jienalty, declare that if usury is

taken the whole sum due shall be forfeited, or they
may declare forfeit only the usurious interest. The
tendency of the age is toward leaving the right of
contract as free as possible, and hence many States
allow the parties to agree upon any rate they may
choose, but establish a legal rate to be observed
when no special bargain is made. To make a con-
tract for interest usurious, there must be a usuri-
ous intent. Thus, if by a mistake in reckoning a
greater amount than legal interest is received, the
mistake may be rectified and the penalty not im-
posed. On the other hand, if the contract a])jiears

on the face to be not usurious, but the intent of
the parties to avoid the law can be made evident,
the court will set aside the contract as usurious.

The ‘Maw of place” {lex loci) applies to interest
and usury. That is to say, a rate of interest which
is lawful in the State where it is made may be en-
forced in another State where it would otherwise
be usurious

;
and, vice versa, if a contract is for a

rate which is usurious in the State where the con-
tract is made, it cannot be enforced in the second
State, though the rate maybe lawful in that State.
^\e give below an abstract of the rates of interest
and laws as to usury in the United States. It
should be borne in mind that changes are frequently
made from year to year.

INTEREST AND USURY LAWS.
Alabama.—The legal rate is eight per cent. Usurious

interest cannot be recovered.

Anzona—Legal rate, ten per cent. Any rate by written
contract.

Arkansas.—Parties may contract for any rate; if no con-
tract is made, six f<er cent, must be paid.

California—Legal rate, seven per cent. ; but ten per cent,
can be claimed on money overdue on any written instru-
ment.

Colorado.—Legal rate, ten per cent. Any rate by writ-
ten contract.

Connecticut.—Any rate may be agreed upon. In the
absence of any contract, six per cent, is the legal rate.

Tables for computing interest which reckon three hundred
and sixty days to the year may be used.

Dakota.— Legal rate, seven per cent. Contract may bo
made for twelve.

District of Columbia.—Legal rate, six per cent. But
contracts may be made as high as ten j)er cent. The whole
interest is forfeited if usury is taken.

Delaware.—Legal rate, six per cent. If usury is taken
half the debt is forfeited; one half the amount forfeited goes
to the prosecuting party, the other half to the State.

Florida.—liCgal rate, eight per cent. There is no pen-
alty existing for taking usury.

Georgia.—Legal rate, seven per cent.
; but a contract in

writing may be made for any rate not to exceed eight per
cent.

Idaho.—Legal rate, ten per cent. Contract may be made
for one and a half per cent, per month.

Illinois.—Legal rate, six per cent. Special contract
(which need not be in writing) may be made for as high aTs

eight per cent. The penalty for usury is the forfeiture of all

interest.

Indiana.—Legal rate, six per cent. Contracts may bo
made in writing for as high as eight per cent. Any excess
of interest is forfeited.

Iowa.—Legal rate, six per cent. Ten per cent, may be
agreed upon in writing. In case of usury the principal only
can bo recovered, and ten per cent, of the amount is forfeited

to the State.

Kansas.—Legal rate, seven per cent. Agreement may bo
made for any rate not above twelve per cent. Usury for-

feits all interest, and any payment of usuiious interest to

the creditor is held as part payment of the principal.

Kentucky.—Legal rate, six per cent. Contract may be
made for eight per cent. All interest above the legal rate

is forfeited.

Louisiana.—Legal rate, five per cent. Contract may be
made for not more than eight per cent. The penalty is the
forfeiture of all interest. If usurious interest has been paid
it may be recovered by suing within a year.

Maine.—Legal rate, six per cent. Exception is made in

ease of certain contracts, such as bottomry bonds, and marine
insurance, contracts between farmers for farming purpo.ses,

and the course of exchange in practice among merchants.
Suit for recovery of excessive interest paid must be brought
within twelve months.

Maryland.—Legal rate, six per cent. The penalty is the
forfeiture of excessive interest.

Massachusetts.—Legal rate, six per cent. Agreement
may be made in \friting for any rate.

Michigan.—Legal rate, seven per cent. Contract can be
made for any rate not over ten j>cr cent.

Minnesota.—Legal rate, seven per cent. Contract may
be made for any rate not above ten per cent. Interest on
judgments is six per cent.
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Mississippi.—Legal rate, six per cent. A written con-

tract may be made for not more than ten per cent.

Missouri.—Legal rate, six j)er cent. Any rate not above

ten per cent, may be agreed upon. Interest cannot be com-

pounded oftener than once a year. If usurious interest is

taken the principal only can be recovered, and ten per cent,

is forfeit to the State.

Nebraska.—Ijegal rate, seven per cent. Contract may be

made for not more than ten per cent.

Nevada.—Legal rate, ten per cent. Any rate may be

taken, if a written agreement is made.

New Hampshire.—Legal rate, six per cent. Some ex-

ceptions are made (see Maine). The penalty of usury is the

forfeiture of three times the excessive interest by the party

receiving it.

New Jersey.—Legal rate, six per cent. If usury is

agreed upon, all interest is forfeit.

New Mexico.— Legal rate, six per cent. Contracts for

any rate may be made.

New York.—Legal rate, six per cent. A contract for

more than legal interest is wholly void.

North Carolina.—Legal rate, six per cent. W ritten con-

tract may be made for not more than eight per cent.

Ohio.—Legal rate, six per cent. Contract in writing may

be made for not over eight. An exception is made in case

of railroad companies, which may borrow at seven per cent.

Oregon.—Legal rate, ten per cent. Agreement may be

made for as high as twelve per cent.

Pennsylvania. -Legal rate, six per cent. If excessive

interest is paid, it may be recovered on suit brought within

six months.

Rhode Island.—Legal rate, six per cent. Agreement

may be made for any rate whatever.

South Carolina.—Legal rate, seven per cent. Any rate

may be agreed upon.

Tennessee.—Legal rate, six per cent. Any excess is

usury and is forfeited.

Texas.—Legal rate, eight per cent. Written contract

may be made for twelve per cent.

Utah.—Legal rate, ten per cent. Any rate by contract.

Vermont.—Legal rate, six per cent. Exception is made

in contracts for letting of cattle by farmers, etc. (as in

Maine).

Virginia.—Legal rate, six per cent. All contracts for a

greater rate are void.

Washington Territory.— Legal rate, ten per cent. Any

rate by contract.

West Virginia.—Legal rate, six per cent. Excess can-

not be recovered.

Wisconsin.—Legal rate, seven per cent. Contract may

be made for any rate not above ton per cent. Penalty for

usurious interest is the forfeiture of three times the amount

paid in excess, by the creditor who has received it.

Wyoming.—Legal rate, twelve per cent. Any rate by

written contract.

’|eASES ai’e contracts by which one party,

called the lessor, or landlord, gives to a

second, called the lessee, or tenant, posses-

sion of land or other real estate, for a fixed

period of time, receiving in return for the

use, possession and profits thereof a fixed

compensation called the rent. The lease of real

property carries with it all appurtenances necessary

for the proper enjoyment of the same.

Leases may be for life, at will, by sufferance, or

for a term of years. A lease for life will be ter-

minated by the death of the lessee or of some other

person specified, upon whose life the lease is made

to depend. A lease by sufferance of the lessor is

presumed to exist wdien a lease for years or life has

expired and the tenant is nevertheless allowed to

remain in possession. Such possession may be ter-

minated without notice. A lease at will is one

which exists only during the will of the grantor.

It may bo terminated at the will of either party,

by any act of the lessor in assertion of his right of

possession, by any act of abandonment of possession

by the tenant, or by blie death of either party. An

estate for years is one which begins and ends at cer-

tain and specified dates. The lessee possesses greater

privileges than in the other varieties mentioned.

Thus he may enter upon the land and remove crops

after his term has ended, when the termination falls

between planting and harvest.

It is usual for a landlord to agree to make all

necessary repairs, but, unless the lease expressly

requires it, he is not bound to do so. The tenant

usually covenants to leave the premises in good

condition, “ordinary wear and usage excepted.”

The tenant is not bound to make general repairs

nor to pay taxes, unless he specially covenants so

to do. He may always underlet the premises un-

less forbidden to do so by the lease. It is not un-

common to insert a clause in the lease forbidding

the tenant to use the premises for other than cer-

tain specified things. In case of a tenant at will.
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or one who holds over after the term is complete, a

notice to quit is necessary to compel him to give up
his possession. This notice must, as a rule, be

given at a date before some “rent day,” and distant

from it by the usual period at which rent is payable.

Thus, if it is payable monthly, there should be a

month’s notice ending on the day when rent is pay-

able. If the rent is in arrears, only a brief notice

is required. In most of the States this is fixed

at two weeks, fourteen days. Such notice need

not be made to end upon the day when rent is

payable.

Many States require leases to be recorded. Leases for

more than one year must be recorded in the following

States :—Connecticut, Mississippi, Oregon, Rhode Island,

South Carolina, Tennessee, and Vermont. In Connecticut

and Mississippi leases must be executed in all respects like

deeds. Leases for more than seven years must be recorded

in Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, and New Ilamjishire.

Leases for more than three years must be recorded in Ohio.

In North Carolina and Texas all leases must be recorded.

In Delaware and Pennsylvania all leases for more than

twenty-one years must be recorded.

SHORT LEASE (used in New York).

AGREE3IENT OP LANDLORD.

This is to certify, that I have let unto A. B. my dwelling honse
known as Xo.— , street, New York city, for the term of one year
from the first day of May. A.D. 18— , at the annual rent of
dollars, payable quarterly on the first days of August, November, and
Febniaiy, and the last day of April.

The premises are not to be used or occupied for any business deemed
extra-hazardous on account of fire

;
nor shall the same, or any part

thereof, be let or underlet, except with my consent in writing, under the
penalty of forfeiture and damages. I or my agent shall have the right

to enter said premises at reasonable hours in the daytime, to examine
the same or to make such repairs and alterations therein ns shall be
necessary for the safety and presen-ation thereof, and to exhibit the
premises after the first day of February to persons desirous of renting,
and to pntnpon the walls or doors thereof the usual notice—“ To Let.”
Given under my hand and seal this day of—— A.D. 18—

(Signed) CD. [l.s.]

Tenant’s Agreement.

This is to certify, that I have hired and taken from C. D. his dwell-

ing house known as No. — , street. New York city, for the term of
one year from the first day of May, A.D. 18—

,
at the annual rent of

dollars, payable quarterly, to wit, on the first days of .\ugust, November,
and February, anil the hast day of .April ; ami to jiay the water lax for

said premises. And 1 hereby promise to make jmnctnal payment of the
rent in manner aforesaid, and quit and surrender the premises, at the
expiration of said term, in as good state and reasonable condition as

usnal and rca.sonable use and wear thereof will permit (damages by the
elements excepted I and engage not to let or underlet the whole or any part
of said premises, nor occupy the same for any business regarded ns extra-

hazardons on account of fire, without the written consent of the land,
lord, under the ytenalty of furfeitiirc and damages. The landlord or his

agent shall have the right to enter said premises at rea.sonable hours in

the daytime to examine the same, or to make such repairs and altera-

tions therein as shall bo necessary for the safety and preservation

thereof, and to exhibit the said premises, after the first day of February,

to persons desirous of renting, and to put on the walls or doors thereof

the usual notice-” To Let.”

Uiveu under my hand and seal, this day of , A.D. 18—.

. (Signed) A. B. [l. s.]

LEASE OF A FARM.

This Indenture, made this day of
,
A.D. 18—. between

A. B., of the first part, and C. 1)., of the second part, Witnessetli :

that said A. B. has leased and to farm let, and doth hereby lease and to

farm let to the said C. D., his legal representatives and assigns, his farm
in the townsliip of

,
consisting of acres, bounded as follows,

to wit
: (give boundanes if necessai'y to identify land) called and generally

known as the farm, for the term of years, to commence on
the day of

,
A.D. 18—, and to end on the la.st day of

, A.D.

18—. at the rent of dollars yearly, to be paid at the end of each year

and at the close of the term.

The lessee covenants to and with the lessor, to pay all the taxes that

may be charged, imposed or assessed thereon, during the term, of every

description whatever, to maintain the buildings and fences in as good
repair as they are now' (ordinary wear and tear, and natural decay, and
accidents beyond human control, and fire not occasioned by his negli-

gence, excepted) ; to work the farm only in a hnsbandman-like manner,
and not to commit, nor permit waste to be committed upon it. lie is

to have the right to cut wood for fuel for the place, and for timber for

the repairing of buildings and fences upon it, and for tools to be used
upon it, and generally for the use of the farm, but not to remove or sell

any.

The lessor on his part covenants with the lessee, his legal representa-

tives and assigns, that while he or they faithfully keep and perform the

acts to be by him and tliem kept and performed, he and they shall

quietly and peaceably have and enjoy the said premises w ithout hin-

drance or disturbance by any one having any right to hinder or disturb

him or them in the possession and use thereof.

On a failure for thirty days to pay rent, as herein provided, the les.sor,

or his heirs or assigns, may pttt an end to the term hereby created, may
regard all persons holding possession as tenants at will wrottgfitlly hold-

ing over their term without pertnissiott, and re-enter attd dispossess

them in any manner provided by law for that itnrpose.

In witness whereof, the parties have hereunto set their hands and
.seal, the day first above written.

(Signed) A. B. (l. s.]

C. D. [l. s.]

Ertcuted in Presence of |

SURRENDER OF LEASE.

This Indenture, made the day of
, 18—. between A. B., of

the first part, and C. D., of the second jmrt, Witnesseth : that inas-

much as the said party of the second part did, by a certain lease bearing

date the day of , D. 18—, demise unto the said iiarty of the

first part a farm situated and described its follows (gii'e toivnship, county,

and baunds), for the term of — years from and after the day of
,

A. D. 18-
; Now Therefore, in consideration of the sum of dol-

lars paid by the party of the second part to the party of the first part,

and to the iidcnt that the said term in said land may he extinguished,

the party of the first part hath surrendered and doth hereby surrender

unto the said party of the second part, his heirs and assigns, the prem-
ises in the said lease described, and all estate, claim and demand w hat-

soever of the said party of the first part of, in or to the same, or any

part or parcel thereof. And the said party of the first part doth hereby

covenant and agree to and w ith the said [larty of the second part, that

the said party of the first part hath not at any time heretofore, done,

committed or suffered any act or tiling whatsoever, by reason or means
whereof the said premises surrendered, or any part or parcel thereof,

are, or is. or may be. in any wise impeached or encumbered.

In witness whereof, etc. (Signed and seated as above.)
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RIGHTS OF MARRIED WOMEN.

the common law married

I WOMEN ivero most unjustly tie-

11, prived of nearly all rights pertain-

ing to the use and disposal of

their own property, and had no

power Avhatever to enter into

contracts on their own account.

’By statutory enactments of the

different^tates, these disabilities have been done

away Avith, in some cases in part, in others alto-

gether. But as the common larv principles will

still apply, unless specifically revoked, we must

know Aidiat that common law theory was in or-

der to understand the force of the statutes, an

abstract of which is given below. Briefly stated,

it Avas tills : The Avife’s lyersonal property, at

time of marriage, became absolutely the hus-

band’s property. He could use it, sell it, oi dis-

pose of it by Avill, exce})t only her paruiylicrnaha,

by which was meant dress, jewelry, etc., suited to

her condition in life. In her real estate the hus-

band AA^as possessed during her life, and if a child

Avere horn, to the end of his OAvn life, in case he

survived her. This latter right for life was called

curtesy. Property not actually in the wife’s pos-

session, but to Avhich she had a right hi action (as

debts due her), might be reduced to possession by

the husband, and Avas then his. All separate earn-

ings of the Avife might be seized by the husband.

To reserve property to the separate use of the Avife,

it Avas necessary to make a contract befoie mai-

riage, or marriage settlement, by which it was put

into the hands of trustees for her benefit. Upon

death of her husband Avithout a will, the Avife was

entitled to one third of the real estate, or doiver,

and if a will Avas made and a legacy left her she

could choose between taking it or claiming her

doAver right.

In only one respect did the common law bear

rather hardly on the husband. He Avas liable for

all debts contracted by his Avife before marriage.

He Avas also bound to supply her with necessaries

according to her station in life
;
and, if he neg-

lected to do so, she could contract for them in his

name, and bind him thereby. The wife’s right to

support and protection can be forfeited only if

she abandons him Avithout good cause or is di-

vorced by law.

ABSTRACT OF STATE LAWS AS TO THE
RIGHTS OF MARRIED WOMEN.

Alabama.—All property acquired before marriage and ali afterwards

acquired by gift, grant, devise or inheritance is separate estate, not liable

for the husband’s debts, and may be devised or bcqueatlied as by a

siimle woman. This separate estate is liable for debts contracted by the

woman before marriage, and for contracts after marriage for articles of

comfort and support of the family. AVife is entitled to dower of one-

half of husband’s real estate if he leave no lineal descendants ;
one-

third if there are any
;
provided slie has no separate estate. If her

separate estate is less tluin the dower interest would be, she is entitled

to as much as will make it equal.

Arizona.—Separate property as in Alabama. She may control and

dispose of it in all respects like a single woman. It is liable for her own,

but not for her husband’s delits. Married women may carry on business

and sue and be sued in their own names.

Arkansas.—AATfe’s separate property should be scheduled, under

the act of 18T5, and is then hers to dispose of by gift, grant, devise or in-

heritance, and not subject to her husband’s debts. If not scheduled,

the burden of proof is on the wife to show that the property in question

is separate estate. To render the separate property liable for debts con-

tracted by the wife, tlie contract must be made with reference to such

liability.

California.—No rights of dower or curtesy exist. Separate prop-

erty of wife as in Alabama. All property acquired by husband or wife

after marriage, except siicli as is acquired by gift, bequest, devise or de-

scent, is common property, and under the absolute management of the

husband. Upon his death the wife is entitled to one half after paying

debts, expenses, etc. In case of divorce, not on account of adultery or

extreme cruelty, the wife is also entitled to one half the property.

Colorado.—Married women are treated in all respects as to eir

property riglits as if they were single. A wife may transact business,

sue and be sued, transfer real estate, and in all ways bind her separate

estate without tlie husband’s joining. Her separate property is no

bound for her husband’s debts,
_

Connecticut.-By the act of 1877 the rights of married women are

materially enlarged. Any woman married after April 20, 1877, may ma

contracts, convey real estate and sue or be sued in regard to any PJ^P"

ci ty owned by her at the time of marriage or afterwards acquired, T e

estate is liable for her debts, and, jointly with her husband, for
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debts contracted for joint benefit of botti or liousehold expenses. After
tlie death of the husband or wife, the survivor is entitled to one half of
all property

;
absolutely, if there is no will, for life in any case. But

if there are children, the half is reduced to one third. In case of
women married before 1877, the property of the wife vests in the hus-
band in trust for the wife, and at his death vests in the wife ns nfemjiu
fole. The separate earnings of a wife are her sole property.

Dakota.—Neither husband nor wife has any interest in the separate
property of the other. A married woman may do business in all respects
like a femme sole. Her earnings and accumulations are her separate
property and not liable for the husband’s debts, nor even for household
debts contracted by her as her husband’s agent.

Delaware.—By the acts of 1873 and 1879, all property, real or per-
sonal, now held or hereafter in any way acquired from any person but
the husband, is separate estate and not subject to his disposal, or liable
for his debts. The wife m.iy receive wages, sue and be sued in respect
to her own property, and give bonds in all respects like a/em?ne sole.

District of Columbia.—Real or personal property belonging to
the wife at the time of the marriage, or afterwards acquired, is separate
estate. In regard to it she may contract, sue and be sued, convey and
devise as a single woman. But the earnings of a married woman are
still her husband's property.

Florida.—Separate property is not liable for husband's debts, nor
for debts contracted for family expenses. By the law of 1879, a mar-
ried woman may gain entire control of her property, sue and be sued,
and become a ‘ free dealer" by making a petition to the Circuit Court
judge sitting in chancery, and upon a license issued by that court, and
published four weeks in a newspaper of the circuit or posted at the
county court house.

Georgia.— married woman may contract, sue and be sued as to
her separate estate in her own name, unless she have a trustee. She
may become a free trader with consent of her husband advertised for
four weeks. The wife and children, after the husband's death, are en-
titled to one year’s support from his property, and all other claims yield
to this.

Idaho.—Separate estate of wife or husband as in Alabama. The
property acquired after marriage except by gift, devise, bequest or de-
scent, is common. Separate property of the wife should be inventoried
with the county recorder. The husband has control of it during mar-
riage, but cannot sell or encumber unless joined by the wife, who must
be examined separately, as to her free will, e/c. A trustee may be aji-

pointed by the District Court to manage separate property, if the husband
commits waste. Vpon the death of husband or wife, half the common
property goes to the survivor, or, if there arc no direct descendants, all.

Illinois —Married women may own in their own right real or per-
sonal property, obtained by gift, descent or purchase

; may convey the
-same, sue or be sued, or make a will, in all respects like single
women. The wife's separate earnings are her own. The i)ioperty°of
both is liable for family expenses and education of children. A surviv-
ing wife or husband takes one third of all the real estate of the de-
ceased.

Indiana. A married woman holds her real and personal property,
and all profits therefrom, absolutely as her separate property, not liable
for her husband's debts

; but she cannot convey or encumber her real
estate nnicss the husband joins. Personal property she may sell. A
married woman's note is not binding unless it can be shown that it was
made with special reference to her separate property. A widow takes
one third of her husband’s personal estate, and, of the realty one third,
free from creditors, if valued under $10,000

;
one fourth, if the estate is

more than 810,000 and under $20,000, and one fifth, if above $20,000. In
any ca.se she takes $.‘>00 without accounting.
lowa.-A married woman may own, sell, convey or devise by will

her separate property in the same manner as her husband can his.
Neither is liable for the debt.® of the other before marriage, nor for sejia-
ratc debts inenrred afterwards ; but either or both are liable for family
expenses and education of children. The wife's earnings are her own.

|Her note is good against her own estate.
|

Kansas. A married woman may bargain, sell, convey and control her
separate estate In all res(>ecls, as the husband may his. She may make
contracts or rarry on any trade or business, and her earnings or profits

|

are her own.

Kentucky.—-A w ife can act as a ftmme sole only if the husband
abandons her, leaves her without nniintenance, or is in the penitentiary
for more than one year. She cannot make contracts, iniy goods or give
notes unless authorized so to do by a decree of a court. By petition to
a court in chancerj', in which the husband must join, she may acquire
the right to transact business in her own name. She takes a dower of
one third of the real estate, and one half of the personal estate if there
arc no descendants

;
otherwise one third.

Louisiana.— If the wife have .separate property at the time of mar.
riage (as by marriage settlement) the husband cannot sell it. All jn-op.
erty acquired after marriage by husband or wife is common property.
At the dissolution of tlie marriage by death or di\ orcc the property is
equally divided. There is no right of dower to the wife. A wife has a
mortgage upon her husband’s real estate to secure repayment of all sums
received by him on her account since marriage. To have effect against
third parties it must be recorded. The wife may carry on a separate
business, but her husband will be bound by her contracts so long as the
community of property exists. If separation of jiropcrty has been ob-
tained, the wife must duly contribute from her separate estate for family
expenses, etc.

Married women have now the same property rights, power
to sue and be sued and make contracts that men have. A married
woman’s property is liable only for her own contracts. If the husband
abandon her and leave the State, she may obtain authority from a court
to receive and use his personal property.

Mainland.—Separate property is protected from a husband’s debts,
unless it has been transferred to the wife after marriage by the husband
to avoid his creditors. Married women who by skill, industry or per-
sonal labor may acquire property (real or personal) to above the value of
$1,000, may manage, sell or dispose of such property like single women.
Other property must be conveyed by joint deed with the husband, but
may be devised by will. The husband is not liable for wife’s debts con-
tracted before marriage. The wife has dower in the real estate.
Massachusetts. Separate property is that which comes to a mar-

ried woman by descent, devise, bequest, gift or grant, before or after
marriage, or is acquired by her trade, business or personal services, or
received for releasing dower. All such property she may sell, lease,
convej, manage and control like a single woman. She may make any
contracts except to or with her husband. Personal ornaments, clothing,
etc., to the value of $2,000, are her separate property. A married
woman’s note is good as against her alone. A married woman doing
business on her own account must file a certificate in the town or city
clerk s office, stating the facts. Such certificate may be filed by the hus-
band. If not filed at all the husband will be liable for the debts of the
wife.

Michig-an.—Separate properly is owned and controlled by married
women in the same manner as by single women. A wife may carry on
business in her own name and may contract with all persons, including
her husband. All common law restrictions have been removed, except
that in becoming surety for her husband or a third party, she docs not
bind her separate estate. When execution issues against husband and
wife jointly for a wrong committed by the wife, her separate property
only can be seized.

Minnesota.—Married women have full property rights as to their
separate estate, power of contracts and proceeds of their personal skill or
labor. But in case of selling or conveying real estate or any interest
therein, except mortgages for purchase money and lenses for not more
than three years, the husband must join in I he conveyance. Contracts
or powers of attorney between husband and wife are void, if they relate
to real estate.

Mississippi.—Married women may acquire and hold any kind of
property free from any control or liabiliiy of iiie husband. Income
therefrom and earnings for services to others than the husband are ihe
wife s. Deeds from husband to wife are void ns to creditors at the time
of execution. A wife may carry on any business on her own account
liken single woman. If a husband converts his wife’s income to his
own use, he is liable, but action must be brought within one year.
Missouri.-Before the net of 187.’) the intervention of a trustee was

necessary to relieve a married woman's seirarale [rroperty from liability
for the hn-baiid’s debt. She may now sell or di-pose of real or personal
estate, make contracts, sue or be sued, trade and give notes. To make
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property acquired by her, her hut^band’s, a written transfer is now

necessary.

Montana.—Property claimed to be a married w'oman’s separate

estate must be recorded as such with the register of deeds in the county

where slie resides, to exempt it from liabilities or debts of the husband.

If she desires to become a sole trader she must also record her intention,

and, if the capital invested is over |10,000, must make oath that the sur-

plus did not come from funds belonging to her husband. A surviving

wife or husband takes one half of the property of the deceased if there

are no children, one third if there are.

Nebraska.-All property owned by the wife at marriage and all ac-

quired bv her in any way, except only by gift of the husband, is sepa-

rate and' may be disposed of or sold freely. The wife may carry on

business on her own account and her earnings are her own. Her note

is o-ood only as against her own estate. A will of a married woman con-

veying real property is not valid unless the written consent of the hus-

band thereto is annexed.

Nevada.—Separaie property is that owned at the time of marriage.

Any acquired afterwards, except by gift, devise or descent, is common

property. Of the common property, the husband has absolute control

and may dispose of it as of his own. Curtesy and dower are abolished.

At the death of the luisband, or after divorce for other cause than adul-

tery or extreme cruelty, the wife takes half the common property after

paying all expenses.
.

New Hampshire.-Married women may hold, convey, sell, devise

and bequeath real or personal property as freely as single women. They

may make contracts, engage in business, buy goods, give notes, etc., for

their sole benefit and without the husband’s intervention. The wife

may even contract with her husband and may sue him as her agent. The

husband cannot convey real estate to his wife.

New Jersey.—A wife’s separate property is not liable for her hus-

band’s debts. Since Jan. 1, 1875, a married woman has had the right to

bind herself by contract as if she were single, but she cannot become an

accommodation indorser, guarantor or surety, nor liable on any promise

to answer for the debt, default or liability of another party. She cannot

convey or encumber real estate unless the husband joins, unless she be

separated from him by decree of court.

New Mexico.—Married women have a separate estate in whatever

they own, inherit or acquire. But the husband has the managi'ment of

the wife’s property, and the profits thereon become joint jiroperty. The

husband must join in the wife’s conveyance of real estate. There is no

dower. On the husband’s death the wife’s jirivate property is first de-

ducted, then debts and expenses are paid, and the residue is equally di-

vided between the wife und tlie husband s estate.

New york.—A married woman has the same rights and is subject

to the same liability as a single woman. She may carry on any trade or

business in her own name, and dispose of the profits as she chooses.

She may make negotiable paper, but only to bind her separate estate,

and may charge the same by indorsing as security. The right of dower

exists. Real property may be devised by females of the ago of twenty-

one, personal property by females of the age of sixteen. Life insurance

policies in favor of a wife on her husband’s life may be assigned by the

wife with the written consent of the husband.

North CaroUna.-The separate property of the wife is secured

from liability for the husband by constitutional provision. The wife

may devise or bequeath, and, with the written consent of the husband,

convey. She cannot make contracts even to pay her debts before

marriage without the husband’s written consent. But she may become

a “ free trader ” by filing her intention so to become, and lier husband’s

full consent thereto, in the register’s office of the place where she is to

carry on business. The common law rule as to dower prevails.

Ohio.—All separate property is free from liability on the luisband s

account, except personal property which has been reduced to his pos-

session with her assent. The husband must unite in all conveyances of

real estate or interest therein, except leases for less than three ycais. If

the husband abandon his family the wife may apply for an order of

court giving her the property rights of a single woman. A widow is

entitled to dower. A married woman’s note of hand binds only her

separate estate.

Oregon.—The property of a married woman possessed by her at the

time of her marriage, or afterwards acquired by gift, devise or inherit-

ance, is not subject to the husband’s debts or control. Conveyances

and transfers between man and wdfe are valid, and other contracts may

be made by the wife and business transacted by her as if she were a

femme sole- The wages of a wife’s labor are her own. Husband and

wife are liable for the separate debts of each other, but not if iucuiTed

before marriage.

Pennsylvania.—Separate property is not liable for the husband s

debts. The wife cannot make a valid contract (except for necessaries);

her note is not binding ;
she cannot convey real estate unless the hus-

band joins. But if the husband has been adjudged a lunatic, the wife

may act as a single woman. The wife’s earnings belong to the husband,

but may be secured by a petition to the Court of Common Pleas. Mar-

ried women niav devise by will, subject to the right of curtesy; they

may also transfer railroad and other stocks as if unmarried, and keep

bank accounts in their ow'ii names, and draw thereon without the hus-

band’s consent.

Rhode Island.—The wife’s separate property cannot be attached

for the husband’s liabilities, and upon his death reverts to her sole use.

The wife may sell or transfer personal property, except household

furniture, pla'e, jewels, stock or shares, money on deposit and debt

secured by mortgage; but she cannot transact business as a trader nor

bind herself by a promissory note. Rights of dower and curtesy are

fully preserved.
.

South Carolina.—By provisions in the constitution of 1868 all

property held by a woman at time of marriage, or afterwards acquired

by gift, grant, inheritance, devise or otherwise, is not subject to levy

for the husband’s debts, but is separate, and may be bequeathed, de-

vised or alienated by her as if she were unmarried. But no gift from

luisband to wife is vai.d if detrimental to the claims of his creditors.

In every respect the wife deals like a single woman. Dower exists.

Tennessee —Married women can dispose of separate property by

deed or will, unless the power of disposition is expressiy withheld by

the instrument under which she holds. Real estate not separate is

conveyed by joint deed of husband and wife, and separate examination

is required After death of the husband the wife has dower in ali real

estate to the extent of one-third, without abatement on account of

mortgages and creditors’ claims, and of the personal estate, after paying

debts, elc- she takes all, if there are no chiidreii; if there are ehiidren,

the wife and ehiidren share equally. If the husband dies intestate and

without heirs, the wife inherits ail his real estate.

Texas —All property owned by husband or wife at marriage, or

afterwards acquired by gift, devise or descent, and the increase of such

property, is separate estate. Ali acquired after marriage, othenvise

than by gift, devise or descent, is in common. The luisband has the

control and management of the wife’s separate property. The eommon

property is liable for the debts of either, and may be disposed of by the

husliand without the wife’s consent. On the death of either one-half of

the community property goes to the survivor and half to the children.

A married woman cannot become a free trader or partner in business’

She may, however, act as security for her husband by creating a lien on

her separate property.
_ v , ij

Utah.—The separate property of a married woman may be liela,

managed, transferred, controlled and disposed of without limitation or

restriction by reason of marriage. The wife may carry on business on

her own account, sue and be sued, give a valid promissory note, or make

any form of contract.

Vermont.—Separate property is not liable for the husband s debts ;

nor can real estate not separate be attached for such debt, except for

family necessaries, labor, material and improvements upon the real

estate. At law a married woman can make no contracts, but if a woman

is doing business in her own name a court of ee'urfy wili enforce judg-

ments against her separate property. The wife may devise by wili, but

the husband must join in conveying real property. The " ife’s earnings

cannot be attached by trustee or garnishee process for the husband s

Virginia —Important changes were made by the acts of 1874, 18i i ,

and 1878 As the law now stands, the separate property of a married

W'oman is not subject to the husband’s debts or disposal, but she cannot

contract in relation thereto, or sue and be sued, unless her husband

joins her, except only in case of property acquired by her as a sole

trader. She may devise or bequeath as a single woman (subject to the
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right of curtesy). If the husband refuse to join in any conveyance or

contract, the wife may compel him to do so l)y proceedings on a petition

in equity, showing the court that her interests require tlio transaction.

West Virginia.—Separate property is secured to the wife's own use,

hut the husband must join in the conveyance or disposal of real estate,

unless the wife is living apart from him. Dower exists, and the wife

must therefore join in the conveyance of real estate in order to release

dower. A married woman may make a will, keep a separate bank

account, and in most respects has the same rights as a single woman.

Wisconsin.— Property held by a married woman at the time of

marriage, or afterwards acquired in any way, is under her full control.

She may convey real estate without the husband joining. In suing for

charges against the separate estate of a wife, the husband must be joined

as a defendant, but the wife may bring suit alone. Dower exists, .'tfter

the wife's death the. husband holds her realty.

MECHANICS’
' AND BUILDEI^S’ '

;i
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r ALID claims against iiropcrty (or, as

^ the word itself signifies, a hold upon

it), are termed Liens. One who
holds a lien may,within a time speci-

’

-"'•^^'fied by law and by duly prescribed

ly
methods, enforce his claim Ity liav-

--;t^”'^ing the jiroperty sold to satisfy the

amount due him.

r Special liens are given by the statutes

of the different States to mechanics, material-men

—

that is, those who supply material—and to builders.

Before beginning action to enforce such a lien,

notice must be given in writing by the holder of tlie

lien to the owner of tlie property and in order to

guard against fraud to third parties, the certificate

of the claim must be filed with tlie county clerk

or other officer as provided by the statute. Tlie

following form may be used :

NOTICE OF LIEN.
Take Notice, that I, A. B., of {retvlence), hereby claim a lien against

C. D. of irei>iiUnct), amounting to the sum of (a?no)mt). due to me
;
and

that the claim is made for and on account of (Aer« sliile infull the nature

of the iDcrk dortt or materials furnished, with OiU of jwrliculars), work
d'ine and performed (or materials furnished), by me in building the

premises ulescrU>e buitdin'j in fuU), owned by the said C. D.
And I claim a lien upon said house or building and the appurtenances

thereof, and tbd lot on which the same stands, pursuant to the provis-

ions of an act of the Ix!gislature of the State of , to secure the jmy-
ment of mechanics, laborers, and persons furnishing materials towards
the erection, altering, or repairing of buildings.

Dated this day of
, a. d. 18—. (Signed) A. B.

MECHANICS’ LIENS. ABSTRACT OF
STATE LAWS.

Alabama.—Liens are extended to railroad laborers, as well ns to the

usual cla.sses, mechanics, contractors, etc. Proceeding.s must commence
within six months after the work is finished. The process is by attach-

ment.

Arizona.—Be.sides liens of the usual description, any mechanic or

artisan who makes, alters, or repairs any article of personal iirojicrty,

hits a lien thereon to secure his just charges, and may retain possession

until he is paid.

Arkansas.—Account of the claim must be filed with the clerk of

the circuit court of the county where the land lies within ninety days

after the work is done. Suit must begin within nine months.

California.— Liens have precedence over subsequent or previous

unrecorded incumbrances. An original contractor may file his claim

within sixty days
;
others must do so in thirty days. Suit must be

brought within ninety days from the date of filing the claim.

Colorado.—There is a lien for work and materials over $2.5 in value.

Claim must be filed within forty days and suit brought within six

months.

Connecticut —Liens exist for amounts over $2.5. Claims must he

verified by oath and filed within sixty days from the time when claim-

ant began to furnish materials or work.

Dakota.— The lien lies upon laud as well as buildings. Machinery
is included in materials furnished. The taking of collateral security

will destroy the lien.

Delaware.—Liens are allowed for amounts above $25. Original

contractors must file claims not sooner than si.xty or later than ninety

days after the building is finished
;
others, within sixty day.s.

District of Columbia.—Claims must be filed with the clerk of the

supreme court of the District within sixty days after the work is com-

pleted. The amount claimed must be above $20.

Florida.—Contracts under which the lien is claimed must be in

writing, the amount liquidated or certain, and a net balance struck.

Such contracts must be recorded within thirty days. Claims must be

filed within six months after the work is done or materials furnished,

and suit brought within a year.

Georgia.—Ciaims must be recorded within thirty days with the

cierk of the superior court of tiie county wherc-the property lies. Suit

must be brought within a year. Mechanics and laborers have also a

lien on personal property given them to repair or alter, but lose it on
giving np po.ssession of the goods.

Idaho —Claims must be not less than $25. The improvement and
development of mines, claims, flumes, ditches, and bridges come under
the law of mechanics’ liens. Accounts must be filed with the county
recorder within sixty days by an original contractor; within thirty, by
others. Suit must be brought within six months. Mechanics have a

lien on articles left with them to repair or alter, and may sell them, if

the charges are not paid within two months, after advertising the sale

for three weeks.

Illinois —Suit must be brought within six months. Liens for labor

and materials take precedence to the extent to which they have increased

the value of the property. If the time for comi>letion of the work is

fixed by contract at more than three years from the beginning, or the

time of payment at more than one year from the time stijuilated for the

com])letion of the work, there is no lien.

Indiana.—Notice must be filed within sixty days after the comple-

tion of the work. Suit must bo brought within a year. Tra<leMnen and
mechanics have a lien for work done on personal property and may sell

the same if not jmid for within six months.

Iowa.—Claims must be filed within ninety days after the work la

done or materials furnished, Suit must be brought within two years.

Liens hold against railroads. Taking collateral security will destroy

the lien.

Kansas.—Claims may be filed by sub contractors within sixty days
;

by others, within four months. Suit must be begun within the year.

Tradesmen and mechanics may hold articles ordered to be repaired or
constructed, if their charges are not paid, and after three months may
sell the same.
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Kentucky.—Claims must be filed within sixty days. Suit must

begin wiiliin six months after filing the account.

Louisiana.—Liens are known as “privileges.” Privileges are

given to architects, contractors, and material men on the buildings and

lot of land not to exceed one acre. The privilege must be recorded

with the register of privileges in the parish where the property lies.

Maine.—Statements of accounts must be filed within thirty days

after ceasing to labor, in the oftice of the clerk of town or city where

the building is. Attachments may issue against buildings ninety days

after the work is finished or materials furnished
;
against vessels four

days after they are launched.

Maryland.—Liens lie on buildings, machines, wharfs, and bridges

erected or repaired to the extent of one fourth the value. Notice must

be given to the omier within sixty days and the claim recorded within

six months. Kent, Cfiiarles, Calvert, and St. Mary's counties are not

included in the list of those in which the lien laws apply.

Massachusetts. —Claims must be filed with town or city clerk

thirty days after the service is rendered. Suit must be commenced
within ninety days after the work has ceased. In case of materials

furnished written notice must be given to the owner (in case he is not

the purchaser), that it is intended to claim a lien.

Michigan.— Liens lie for constructing, repairing, or furnishing

materials for buildings, wharves, machinery or appurtenances. A con-

tractor must file a copy of Ids contract with the register of deeds, nolify

the owner of his claim, and begin suit within six months after the work

has ceased.

Minnesota.—Liens lie on buildings, appurtenances, boats, vessels,

and land on which the buildings stand, not to exceed forty acres, or, if

in the city, one acre. The account must be filed within a year and

action brought within a year after the date of filing. There is a lien on

personal property for work done thereon, and it may bo sold after

three months, if proper charges are not paid.

Mississippi.—Lions lie on buildings, bridges, fixed machinery or

gearing, boats and vessels. Claims must be filed in the oftice of the

chancery clerk of the county where the land lies. Suit must be brought

within si.x months after the money claimed is due.

Missouri.—Claims must be filed within six months by original con-

tractors, thirty days by journeymen and day laborers, and four months

by other persons. Actions must begin within ninety days after filing

claims. Liens lie on buildings, land, fixtures, engines, and boilers.

Montana.—Original contractors must file accounts within ninety

days from the time work ceases ; sub-contractors within thirty days.

All liens filed within thirty days of the time the first lien is filed are

entitled to share alike. Suit must be begun within ninety days by

sub-contractors
;
within a year by original contractors.

Nebraska.—Accounts should be filed within four months of the

time the work is done, or materials furnished, with the clerk of the

county where the property lies. Suit must be brought within two

years. The account filed must be sworn to.

Nevada.—Liens lie in case of railroads, canals, mines, tunnels, and

ditches, as well as buildings. The amount due must be as much as

$2,5. Claims must be recorded by original contractors within sixty days,

by other persons within thirty days, after the work has ceased. Suit

must be brought within .six months after filing the claim.

New Hampshire.—Liens lie for amounts of $15, or more. Suit

must be brought within ninety days. Railroad contractors and lumber-

ers have a like lien for sixty days only.

New Jersey.—Liens lie on buildings, materials, fixtures, and ma-

chinery. Original contractors, by filing a copy of their contract before

any work has been done or material furnished, may confine the liabil-

ity for liens to themselves alone. Claims must be filed and suit brought

within a year.

New Mexico.—Liens lie' on land as well as buildings. Claims

must be filed within sixty days after the work is done, and must be

sworn to. Suit must be bi ought within a year. Tradesmen and me-

chanics have a lien upon articles given them for repair. Landlords and

innkeepers have a lien on property and baggage of tenants and guests.

New York.—Claims, with specifications and a copy of the contract,

if any exist, must he filed from two to three months after the work

ceases. Suit must be brought within a year. The law differs in some

respects in the different counties.

North Carolina.—Liens lie upon any kinds of property. Claims

under $200 may be filed with a justice of the peace. Over that amount
they must he filed with the clerk of the superior court for the county

where the work was done. Notice must be filed within thirty days.

Personal property held for charges by mechanics and tradesmen may be

sold after thirty days if not above $50 in value, after ninety days if

worth more than that.

Ohio.—Liens lie on buildings, bridges, or vessels. Claims, with copy

of the original contract, if in writing, must be filed within four months.

Suit must begin within the year.

Oregon.—Liens lie for any amount over $20. Claims must be filed

within three months. Suit must be brought within a year. Personal

property held for charges by artisans or mechanics may be sold after

three months.

Pennsylvania.—Claims must be recorded within six months in the

oftice of the prothonotary of the court of common pleas. The lien ex-

tend.“^ to wharves, engines, fixtures, machinery, and the land on which

the structure stands. Suit may be begun any time within five years.

Rhode Island.—Liens extend to railroads, canals, turnpikes, and

other improvements. The account must be filed with the town or city

clerk, and suit brought within sixty days by original contractors, thirty

days by others.

South Carolina.—Claims must be filed within ninety days and

suit brought within the year. If the owner is not the contracting party,

he may prevent the lien from attaching by giving written notice that he

will not be responsible for the contractor's debts.

Tennessee.—Notice must be given of intention to claim a lien when

the work is begun or materials furnished by sub-contractors and work-

men. Suit must bo brought within a year. In case of vessels and

steamboats, suit must be brought within three months after the money

is due.

Texas.—Claims must be recorded within thirty days. The owner,

when served with notice by sub-contractors or workmen, may retain

enough to pay them out of the sum due the original contractor.

Utah.—Liens extend to mining property ns well as to buildings and

improvements. Claims must be filed in the recorder’s office within

three months. Suit must be brought within a yea'r of the completion of

the work, unless the amount is not due within that time, when suit may

be brought at any time within three months after it is due.

"Vermont.-In case of work and materials for building, suit must be

brought within three months. 'When the lien is on a vessel or steam-

boat, suit must be brought within eight months after the completion

of the same. Claims must be filed with the town or city clerk of the

place where the building is.

Virg-inia.—General contractors must file claims within thirty days

after the completion of the work; sub-contractors and workmen must

give notice to the owner within ten days of the amount due.

."Washington.—Liens for wages extend to lumber and timber. Such

claims must be recorded with the county auditor within sixty days

from the time the work ceased. Suit must begin within four months.

"V\^ages of servants, mechanics, laborers and others are preferred claims

to the extent of $100 each, in cases of insolvency. Also all sums earned

for sixty days previous thereto.

West Virginia.—Claims must be filed with the county clerk

within thirty days. The owner, upon notice by sub-contractors or

workmen of sums due them, may reserve their pay from the amount

due the general contractor. Suit must be brought within six months.

Wisconsin.—Liens extend to land on which buildings stand, but

not to exceed forty acres or a city lot. Sub-contractors and workmen

must give notice to the owner within thirty days after completing their

services. Suit must be brought within a year. Personal property held

for charges may be sold after six months.

Wyoming. —Claims must be filed within sixty days. Suit must be

brought within a year. Artisans and mechanics may hold personal

property for charges due them

.
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EEDS conveying real property for

the securing of a debt, the evi-

dence of M’hich may be a bond or

obligation, or a ])]'omissory note,

are known in law as Mortgages.
The conveyance of the proj^erty is

subject to the right of the debtor

to redeem bis estate by paying bis

debt, with interest, as agreed upon, and at the

specified time. lie who makes the conveyance is

called the mortgagor

;

be who receives it the

mortgagee.

The bond or note is drawn precisely like any
other instrument of the kind. In the case of

notes, it is customary to state therein that they

are secured by a mortgage of even date.

Strictly speaking, the mortgagee has the right to

take possession of the property at once, and hold
it until the condition is fulfilled, but it is now al-

most universal for the deed to provide that the

mortgagor may retain possession.

Equity of Redejiption.—By the theorj- of the transaction
the mortgagee has the right to take immediate possession,

when the debt for which the mortgage Ls security falls due and
is not paid. But courts of equity, deeming this an undue hard-
ship, long ago gave the mortgagor further time within which
to redeem his title. This is called the equity of redemption.
The rule has been adopted by courts of law and bv statutory
enactment. The time very generally allowed for redemption
is three years. The right is such a positive one that it may
be itself ^Id, and is of .such a character that the law refu.ses
to allow it to be foregone, even by the express agreement of
the mortgagor himself. Thus a distinct contract in the
deeel itself that the mortgagee shall have full title as soon
as the debt is due and unpaid, is void and of no effect, and
the three years’ equity still remains.

Power of Sai.e.

—

It is now permitted, however, to insert

an agreement to the effect that upon the debt becoming
due, the mortgagee may, alter a fixed time, enter upon the
land, sell it, pay himself debt, interest and costs, and return
the balance left, if any there be, to the mortgagor. This is

called a power of sale. The equity of redemption, or three

years’ grace, begins to run at the date when the mortgagee
takes the property into his own possession with the avowed
intention ol foreelosiny. That is, the note or bond may call

for payment of the debt in, say six years, but the debt may
ran on uni)aid for ton, and the right of redemption be not
exhausted and not even begun, because the mortgagee has
taken no steps to foreclose.

Insurance Clauses are often inserted, providing that
insurance shall be maintained on the property at the ex-
pense of the mortgagor. Where this is not done, the mort-
gagee must insure at his own cost, or run the risk of losing
his security by fire. Where the right of dower still exists,

the wife should join in the deed to release or extinguish her
dower right. The execution and acknowledgment of mort-
gages must be performed exactly as in the ease of deeds
absolute.

A Release of a mortgage must be in writing, and duly
signed, sealed, acknowledged and recorded. It must dis-

tinctly declare that the debt which the deed was designed
to secure has been fully paid and discharged. It may take
the form of a quit-claim deed from the mortgagee to the
mortgagor. A more common and convenient practice is for
the register or recorder of deeds to di-aw a form of release
and discharge on the margin of the record of the deed, and
to obtain thereto the signature of the mortgagee.

Unless stipulation is made to the contraiy, the mort-
gagee, upon foreclosing absolutely, that is, not under
a power of sale, is entitled to all fixtures and buildings
which have been added to the property by the mortgagor.
On the other hand, if the mortgagee has made such addi-
tions after taking posses.sion with intention to foreclose,
they fall to the mortgagor, if he redeems in time. The
latter is also entitled to rents and profits received by the
mortgagee while in posse.ssion.

Iffortgages may be a.s.signed, and the written assignment
shouhl be indorsed on the back of the deed or attached
thereto.
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form of mortgage with power of
SALE.

Thi3 Indenture, made the day of ,
a. d 18- between

A B of morlgagm''s residence), the party of the hret part, and C. D., of

(mortoagee-s residence), the party of the second part: Whereas, the said

A B of the first part is justly indebted to the said C. D. of the second

part, in the sum of {amount), lawful money, secured to be paid by a certain

Lnd or obligation {or p>omissory note, as the case may be) bearing even

date with these presents, in the penal sum of {amount of penal y, >/on

a bond, and desenbe the bond or note) as by the said bond or obligation

{or promissory note) and the condition thereof, reference being thereunto

had, may more fully appear.

This Indenture Witnesseth, That the said party of the second

part for the more fully securing the payment of the said sum of

money mentioned in said bond {or note) with interest thereon, accord-

in- to the true intent and meaning thereof, and also for and in consid-

eration of the sum of one dollar to him in hand paid by the said party of

toe second part, at or before the ensealing and delivery of those presents,

the receipt whereof is hereby acknowledged, has granted, bargained,

sold aliened, released, conveyed and confirmed, and by these presents

doth -rant, bargain, sell, alien, release, convey and confirm

narty of the second part, and to his heirs and assigns lorever, all those

premises known {here descHbe land by bounds and metes with great par-

Iculanty). Together with all and singular the tenements, heredita-

ments and appurtenances thereunto belonging or in anyway periaimng,

and the reversion and reversions, remainder and remainders, rents issues

and profits thereof ;
and also all the estate, right, title, interest, prop-

erty possession, claim and demand whatsoever, as well in law as in

equity, of the said party of the first part, of, in and to the same, and

every part and parcel thereof, with the appurtenances: To have and to

hold the above granted, bargained and described premises, with the

a^m^enances, unto the said party of the second part and his heirs and

as-igns to his and their own proper use, benefit and behoof foiever.

Provided Always, and these presents are upon this express condi-

tion, that if the said party of the first part, his heirs, executors or admin-

istrators, shall well and truly pay unto the party of the second part,

exeentors, administrators or assigns, the said sum of money mentioned

in tlie condition of the above mentioned bond {or m the note) according

to the true intent and meaning thereof, and the interest thereon at the

time and manner mentioned in the said condition, that then these pres

ents and the estate hereby granted shall cease, determine and be void.

And the said A. B„ for himself and his heirs, executors and adniinistia-

tors, does covenant and agree to iiny unto the said party of the second

part C D or his executors, administrators or assigns, the said sum of

money and interest as mentioned above, and expressed in the ‘^«^ition

of the said bond. And if default shall be made in the “i®

said sum of money, or the interest or any part thereof, t‘>at then and

from thenceforth, it shall be lawful for said party of the second part, his

executors, administrators or assigns, to enter into and upon all and sin-

gular the premises hereby granted, or intended so to be, and to sell and

dispose of the same and all benefit and equity of redemption of the said

party of the first part, or ids heirs, executors, administrators or assigns

therL at public auction. And out of the money arising from such sale

to retain the principal and interest, which shall then be due on the said

bond or obligation {or note), together with the costs and charges of ad-

vertisement and sale of the same premises, rendering the orerplus of toe

purchase money (if any there shall be) unto the said A^B., li.s heirs

Lecutors, administrators or assigns ;
which sale, so to be made, Jia

forever be a perpetual bar, both in law and in equity, against the said

party of the first part, and his heirs and assigns and all other parties

claiming, or to claim, the premises, or any part thereof, by, from or

underhTmorthem, oranyofthem.

In Witness Whereof, etc. (Execided and acknowledged like other

deeds. See Deeds.)

Clause to Release Dower.

Insert when dower right is to be extinguished {ox consid-

eration aforesaid, I, L. B„ the wife of the said A. B., of the first part, do

hereby release unto the said C. D„ of the second part, his heirs, execu-

tors, administrators and assigns, all my right of dower and homestead in

the above described, bargained and granted premises.

Insurance Clause.

And it is expressiy agreed, by and between the parties to these

presents, that the said party of the first part shall and will keep the

buildings erected and to be erected upon the lands above conveyed,

insured a-ainst loss and damage by fire, by insurers approved by the

said party of the second part, and in an amount approved by said

party of the second part ; and assign the policy and certificates

thereof to the said party of the second part, and in default thereof, it

shall be lawful for the said party of the second part to effect such in-

surance, and the premium or premiums paid for effecting the same

shall be a lien on said mortgaged premises, added to the amount of the

said bond or obligation {or note), and secured by these presents, and

payable on demand with interest at the rate of - per cent, per annum.

RELEASE OF MORTGAGE.

This Debt, secured by the deed of mortgage dated the - day of ,

A D. 18-, and recorded with the recorder of deeds for the city of ,

(nr county —), hb. ,fol. , >ms been paid to me by A. B ,
of ,

the mortgagor ihereiii, and in consideration tliereof I do discharge toe

mortgage and release the mortgaged premises to said A. B., his heirs,

executors, administrators and assigns.

Witness my hand and seal, this - day of
-

,{Signed) A. B. [l. s.J

Executed and Delivered in Presence of

ASSIGNMENT OF MORTGAGE.

Know all Men by these Presents : That I, C. D„ of {residence)

the mortgagee named in a certain mortgage given by A. B., of {residence)

to said C. D., to secure the payment of (arrwunt) and interest, dated lie

day of ,
A.p. 18—.recorded in volume ,

on page ,
of the

registry of deeds for the county of ,
in consideration of the sum of

__ dollars to me paid by E. F., of {residence), the receipt of which is

hereby acknowledged, do hereby sell, transfer, set over, and convey

unto s^aid E. F„ his heirs and assigns, said mortgage and the real estate

iCby conveyed, together with the promissory note, debt, and claim

thereby secured and the covenants therein contained {and to redemption

“Tn Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and seal, this

day of , A. D. 18—

.

^ {Signature) [l. s.]

Signed, sealed, and delivered

in Presence of

MORTGAGE BOND.

Know all Men by these Presents : That I, A. B„ of(miM
am held and firmly bound iintoC. D„ of {residence) ^
{insert twice the amount of thx actual debt) U.

his heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns, and to this J
hereby bind myself, my heirs, executors and administrators firm y y

these presents.

Sealed with my seal this day of ,
a. n. 18--

The Condition of the above obligation is : I hat if I, the said A,

B or my heirs, executors, or administrators, shall pay or cause to be

paid unto the said C. D. the sum of {amount of debt) on the |hiy of

with interest at the rate of per cent. P®"

montiis from the date hereof and every— months thereafter unt 1 the

Taid sum is paid, then the obligation shall be void and of no effect ,
but

otherwise it shall remain in full force.

And 1 further agree and covenant tliat if any paymen ° t°cr

.vithbeld or delayed for days after such payment shall fall due, the

said principal sum and all arrearage of interest thereon, shall be and

become due immediately on the expiration of -- days, at the optio

said C D., his executors, administrators, or assigns.

A. B. [S«af.]

Executed and delivered in I

pre:>€Hce of J
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"'^1

O especial form of contract is nec-

essary to constitute a partnersliip.

lien two or more persons agree

to unite together their money,
jjroperty, labor or skill, or all of

these, for the pur])ose of carrying

business for their common profit

and at their common risk, the compact
is a Partnership. The persons may be any
able to contract, and the business any lawful one.

Written articles of partnership should always l)e

drawn, though the partnership may be proved by
!i parole contract or even by the acts of the parties.

The rights of third ])arties against those who hold
themselves out as partners are very carefully

guarded by the law, and as regards these rights

persons may be held to l)e partners, though as be-

tween themselves only, they would not be so con-
sidered.

The firw is the name, style or title under which
the partners do business, or may mean the part-

ners themselves, taken collectiveh'. The firm-

name should be set forth iii the articles of j’ai't-

nership. The signing of tlie firm name by any
one of the partners w'ill l)ind all, and each and
every partner is liable to the full extent of the
firm’s indebtedness, except in case of limited part-

nership.

An ostensible partner is one who is known as

such to the world at large. A silent partner is one
who has an interest, but whose name is not jmb-
lished as a partner. A nominal partner is one who
is held out to the world as such, but has no actual
interest, lie is fully liable for the firm’s debts, as

credit may have Ijeen given them on the strength
of Ids name.

In all matters properly pertaining to partner-
ship business, the act of one partner is the act of
all. But if one attempts to bind the rest by using
the Arm’s signature in matters outside the regular
course of business, the contract will not hold.

Conveyance of real estate should l)o joined in by
all the partners, but if made by one and subse-
quently ratified by any act of the others, it will

hold good. Releases may be made by a single jiart-

ner. Uiion the death of one iiartner his personal

reiiresentatives become tenants in common Avith

the others.

Profits.—When no other stii)iilation appears in the articles

of partnership, the partners will share the profits equally.
And the fact tliat one partner furnished most or all of the
capital, the other giving only time and services, or special
skill, will not contradict this presumption.

Limited Partnerships were wholly unknown to the com-
mon law, and must be formed and carried on in strict con-
formity with the statutory regulations which allow of their
existence. The object is to alloAv a special partner, whose
name does not appear in that of the firm, to invest a fixed

sum of money in the business, and to receive profits and
share losses only in proportion to the amount thus invested.

The statutes generally require such a partnership to be
defined in a certificate, acknowledged like a deed, which
must set forth the firm name, nature of business, names of
general and special partners, distinguished as such, and the
amount which each special partner contributes.

Dissolution.

—

A partnership maybe dissolved : 1. By the
death of one of the partners. The dissolution takes effect from
the time of death. Insanity or ab.solute incajiacity of one
partner also effects a dissolution. But articles may provide
for the continuance of the partnership after the death or

incapacity of a member, by stipulating that his heirs, legal

representatives or other persons designated, may take his

place. 2. By act of the parties. If the partnership is for

a fixed period, the mutual consent is necessary. If not, any
jiartner may dissolve the compact at his pleasure by giving
notice to the others. 3. By act of law, as in bankrujitcy or

insolvency, or by the decree of a court of equity founded on
fraud, misconduct or gross incapacity of one jiartner. 4.

By assignment for benefit of creditors or by one partner of

his interest to a stranger or another jiariner. 5. By expira-

tion of the period of partnership; by extinction of the sub-
ject matter of business; by the absconding of one partner,

or by the breaking out of wair bidween states in which the
trade is carried on. After dissolution the jiartners arc, in

respect to the property, tcnants-in-common. Their power
as co-partners extends to winding up the business of the

firm, and completing unfulfilled engagements, but no fur-

ther.

ARTICLES OF PARTNERSHIP.

Articles of Agreement, made this day of
,
a.d, 18—,

between II., C. I)., and E. K.

This agreement wilnesseth, that the above named A. R., C. D., and
E. P'. have this day, and do by tlie.-e presents, associate themselves
together ns copartners in the trade or l)iisiness of

, and in buying
and selling at wholesale and retail, all sfirts of goods and mercliandise
belonging to said trade or business, under tlie name and Ann title of
A. B., C, U. &, Co. That said partnership shall continue frohi the dale
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of this agreement for and during the term of years, next ensuing.

That to this end and purpose A. B. has contributed the sum of (ainounO,

and tlie said C. D. tlie sura of (amount), and the said E. F. tlie sum of

(amount), as stock, to be used, invested and employed in common be-

tween them in the management of the said business for tlicir utmost

general advantage and benefit. That said parties shall not at any time

hereafter use, foliow or exercise said business or occupation, or an

other, during said term, to their private benefit or advantage, but shall

at all' times^during said term, and with their utmost skill an<l ability,

conduct and act only for their mutual advantage with said stock and its

increase. That the said copartners shall and will discharge and pay all

rents, salaries, and other expenses of carrying on the business, equally

betwkm them. That all increase, gain, and profit wliich may accrue or

arise in the course of, and resulting from said trade or business, shall

be from time to time equally divided between them, the aforesaid co-

partners. share and share alike. And also that all losses and decrease

that may be incurred in said joint trade or business, by reason of bad

debts, falling off in value, ill commodities, or in any way, except by the

fraud’ or gross misconduct of one of the partners, shall be borne and

paid equally between them, share and share alike. That there shall be

kept during said term and joint business, just and true books of account,

wherein each of the said copartners shall duly enter and set down, as

well all money by him received and expended, as also the goods, wares,

and merchandise by him bought and sold on account of said partnership

and all other things relating thereto, and to the conduct thereof, so that

eitlier of the partners may at any time have free and full access thereto.

That said partners shall once every three months, or oftener if so

required by tiny one of them, make and render, each to the other, or

to the legal representatives of the other, a true and perfect account of

all profits and gains by them made, and of all losses sustained ;
and also

of all receipts, disbursements and other things whatsoever concerning

said partnership ;
and thereupon shall cancel, adjust, pay and deliver

unto each other their equal shares of all profits, if any there shall be.

That at the end of the said term of years, heretofore agreed upon,

or other sooner determination of the copartnership, by death, process of

law or otherwise, the said partners, or their survivors, shall and will

make and render to each other, or to the legal representatives

of each other, a final and true account of all things as aforesaid,

and in all things well and truly adjust the same, and fully, fairly

and completely divide equally among themselves, or between them-

selves and the legal representatives of a partner deceased, all and every

the accrued profits, stock in hand, accounts payable, and all the joint

property of the copartnership in whatsoever form, share and share alike.

(Signatures.)

In Witness Whereof, etc.

ARTICLES OF LIMITED PARTNERSHIP.

Articles of Partnership agreed upon this first day of June, 1882,

betw'een Edward Grant and John Heald. The parties hereto agiee to

form a limited partnership, under the laws providing for limited part-

nerships, under the style of Edward Grant, as wholesale dealers in flour

and grain, to be conducted in the city of Boston, to commence this day

and continue five years.

Edward Grant is to be the general partner, and contribute to the

capit.al $4,000. He is to have charge and management of the business

and devote ids time and attention to it, and use his best exertions to

make it profitable. He is to keep correct and proper books of account,

in a proper manner, to show all the partnership transactions, which are

to be open tor examination to said Heald at all times, and shall com-

municate to said Heald, from time to time, all information that he may

desire as regards the business.

John Heald is to be the special partner, and, at the time of executing

these articles, has contributed to the capital eight thousand dollars in

cash to the common stock.

From the profits, if any, each partner is to receive the interest upon

his contribution to the capital, and the residue of the profit is to be

divided between them. An accounting is to be had once in six months,

the profits and losses ascertained, and the losses, it any, are to be borne

by the partners in proportion to their respective contributions to the

capital. Edward Grant.

CERTIFICATE OF LIMITED PARTNERSHIP.

This is to Certify, That the undersigned have, pursuant to the

provisions of the statutes of the State of Massachusetts, formed a limited

partnership under the firm name of Edward Grant, that the general

nature of the business to be transacted is that of wholesale dealers in

flour and grain
;
that it is to be conducted in the city of Boston ;

that

Edward Grant is the general partner and John Heald the special

partner ;
that the said John Heald has contributed the sum of eight

thousand dollars as capital toward the common stock ;
and that said

partnership is to begin on the first day of June, 1882, and is to termi-

nate on the first day of June, 1887.

Dated thisfirst day of June, 1882.

John Heald.

City or Boston, Suffolk County, ss.

On thefirst day of June, 1882, before me came Edward Grant and John

Heald, to me known to be the individuals described in and who executed

the above certifieate, and they severally acknowledged that they executed

the same. ... „James Smith,

Judge Superior Court.

CLAUSES TO BE INSERTED, IF DESIRED.

To Buy or Sell.—That cither party may, upon the dissolution of

said partnership, make a written offer to the other parties, to buy their

or sell his own entire interest in the partnership effects, at a certain

price, which shall be specified in said written offer. And that there-

upon’and within days thereafter, the other parties or partners shall

in writing signify to the party proposing, their acceptance or rejection

of his offer
;
and failing so to do, the said party proposing may within

days buy or sell at his own option and according to the terms of his

proposal.

Prorortion op Profits.—That all profits and losses shall be ap-

portioned according to the capital furnished by each partner, and in no

other manner.

Continuation of Partnership.—It is hereby agreed that the part-

nership evidenced by the within articles of agreement shall be continued

upon the same terms and under the same provisions and restrictions as

are therein contained, for the further term of years from the

day of next ensuing.

Clerk to be Cashier. -That the chief clerk for the time being shall

act as cashier and he the general receiver of all the money belonging to

the said partnership, and shall pay out therefrom all demands as ordered

by said partners, and from time to time shall pay all surplus cash to such

parties as said partners shall designate.

Not to Indorse or Bind Firm without Consent.—That neither

of said parties shall, during the existence of said partnership, without

the consent of the others being first obtained thereto, make any note, ac-

cept any bill, or indorse any or either of the same for himself or any

other person whatsoever, nor enter into any bond, conveyance, cove-

nant or other obligation without the consent of the others first obtained.

(Other common stipulations are, as to division of duties ;

drawing for personal expenses by partners ;
admission of

new partners ;
retiring partners not to establish similar busi-

ness in the same place ;
providing for arbitration in case of

dispute ; denying the right of partners to assign their in-

terests ;
binding each not to trust any whom the copartners

shall forbid, etc., etc.

NOTICE OF DISSOLUTION,

Notice is hereby given that the partnership hitherto existing between

the undersigned under the firm title of “ B. and D.,” in the town of

, is this day dissolved by mutual consent. By agreement between

the nndersigned all liabilities of the firm are hereby assumed by C. D.,

who will henceforth carry' on the business under his own name.^ All

debts to the firm may be paid to the said C. H., and promptness is re-

quested in such settlement.
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IjRIGIXAL contrivances and lit-

eraiy proj^crty belong to tlie in-

ventor or author alone, so long as

they are kept within his exclusive

possessioji. When circulated
' abroad with the consent of the

inventor or author they become
public property, and the right of the
oiiginator is lost. The object of

Patext and Copyright laws is to
secure to the originator the benefits of
his inventive or literarv' skill and at
the same time to allow the public to

the fruits of liis invention or
composition. The consideration rc-

cei\ed by the inventor or author isjiro-

tection in the sale and use of his jiro-
dnetion

; the compensation gained by the public is
the privilege of benefiting by his skill for adequate
remuneration, and the encouragement of invention
and talent.

A Patent is an exclusive right given to an inventor by a
po\^mment, for a fixed time to use, manufacture and sellan mvention or improvement, made by him and not before

Patentable.-Patcnts may be obtained under
the Acts of Congress governing the subject for “any newand useful art, machine, manufacture or composition ofma r, or any new and useful improvement thereof, not he-

re nown or used by others in this country, and not at the

time patented or described in any ])rinted publication in
this or any foreign country

; or for any new and original
design for a manufacture, bust, statue, alto-relievo or bas-
relief

; or for any new and original ornament, impression,
pattern, print or picture to be placed on or worked into any
article of manuhicture

; or any new and original shape or
configuration of any such article, the same not having been
known or used by others before the application for a patent.”
Who May Obtain Patents.—Aliens as well as citizens

may obtain patents. When the inventor dies before appli-
cation has been made, his executor or administrator may
apply for and obtain a patent.

Duration.—The exclusive right to use, sell and manufac-
ture is granted for the term of seventeen years. No exten-
sion can be granted upon any patent issued since March 2,
1861, and as more than seventeen years have now elapsed
since that date, no patents capable of extension are now in
existence. Patents for designs may bo granted for four-
teen years, seven years, or three years and six months, as
the applicant may elect and petition for in his ajiiilication.
No patents issued for designs after March 2, 1861, can be
extended.

Re-issue.—When the original patent is invalid, because
of an inefficient or defective specification arising from mis-
take or accident, the original patent may be surrendered and
a re-issue for the same period granted. All i,artics having
any interest in the patent must concur in the surrender,
which must be verified by oath that the original jiatent is
not valid and available, that the error has ari.scii from inad-
vertence, mi.stake or accident, and without fraudulent or
deceptive intention. The re-issue may be granted to the
onginal patentee or his heirs, or to the collective assignees.
How to Get a Patent.—In obtaining a patent it is by

far the best plan to employ a patent solicitor, who will fully
understand the steps to be taken and who has experience in
all pertaining to patent law. The first thing to be done is
to have a special examination made at the Patent Office in
Washington to discover whether the alleged invention has
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been previously patented in this country. For this the usual

charge is $5. The same fee is generally charged by solic-

itors for a written report on any point required, a.s in regard

to re-issues, claims, assignments, joint ownership, etc., etc.

The solicitor’s charge for obtaining a patent will be from

$25, upward ;
for a caveat, $10 to $15, or more.

When satisfied that his invention is original and undis-

puted. the applicant must petition the commissioner^ of

patents that a patent may be granted him for the invention

described in the accompanying specifications. This appli-

cation must be signed by the actual inventor. The signature

of an attorney, or even of a full assignee, will not suffice.

The entire application must be comjdeted within two years

of the time the petition is filed ;
if not, it will be regarded

as abandoned. The application must have annexed to it the

oath of the inventor to the effect that he believes himself to

be the original inventor of the contrivance or process claimed

and that he does not know or believe that it was ever before

known or used. The oath must also state of what country

the applicant is a citizen. The specifications must also be

signed by the inventor and by two witnesses. In the speci-

fication the exact thing for which a patent is claimed must

be described fully and in precise detail. When the claim is

for an improvement on an old machine, art or manufacture,

the specification must clearly show what is new and what

old in the completed product. Whenever possible, distinct

inventions should be made the subject of separate applica-

tions, but when there is mutual dependence and connection

between two or more inventions, one patent may be asked

for to cover the whole. The specifications must be accom-

panied-by drawings, when the nature of the invention makes

it possible. These must be referred to by sections, letters or

figures in the specification itself. Drawings must be in du-

plicate, one copy on stiff paper, 20 inches by 15, to fold in

the middle. This must be signed and attested by two wit-

IlGSSGSi

Models must be sent where possible. They should be of
’ *— in-

durable material, and have the name of the inventor-

scribed upon them. If practicable, working models should

be sent In case of works of design, photographs or draw-

ings will be accepted. The negative of a photograph should

be”sent. In the ease of a composition of matter, specimens of

the composition and of each ingredient must be forwarded,

with statement of proportion. For improvements, in most

cases a model of the part to be patented will suffice.
^

Caveats.—A caveat is a petition to the cominissiorier

from an inventor, who has not as yet fully perfected his. in-

vention, setting forth that he intends to apply for a patent,

and asking that this notice or caveat be filed. Its effect is

to prevent, for one year, the issue of a patent for the same

purpose to another, except after due notice to the applicant.

After such notice is given him he must complete his own ap-

plication within three months. Caveats may be renewed for

a second year by renewing the fee. They cannot be filed by

aliens. The description in a caveat need not be as precise

as in ordinary specifications, but the commissioner must be

enabled to judge, whether interference would exist with a

subsequent applicant.

The foes established by law must be paid in advance and

before any application will be considered by the examiner.

The final fee for the issue of the patent must be paid within

six months of the date when the patent was granted. Fees

may be deposited with an assistant treasurer, to be paid when

necessary. The following is the list of fees under the pres-

ent law

:

UNITED STATES PATENT FEES.

On application for patent

On every caveat

On application for design, for fourteen years 30 00

Qjj
u “ “ for seven years 15 00

(t i< “ for three and a half years. 10 00

On issuing each original patent 20 00

On application for a re-issue 30 00

On application for a division of re-issue 30 00

On filing a disclaimer 30

On appeal to examiners-in-chief

On appeal from examiners-in-chief to commissioner. 20 00

On every copy of patent or other instrument, per 100

words

On copy of drawing the cost of having it made

For recording assignment, under 300 words 10
,, “ over 300 and under 1,000

, 2 00
words

For recording assignment, over 1,000 words o 00

When the formalities already described have been fully

complied with, the alleged inventions will be thoroughly ex-

amined by the examiners in the order of the dates of appli-

cation. Applications lor re-issue, inventions for which a

foreign patent has issued and inventions which are supposed

to be'’of importance to the public service may be taken up

out of turn. If the application is rejected, the inventor may

demand a second examination. If he fails in this he has the

ri<^ht of appeal to the examiner-in-chiel, and from his ad-

vc”rse decision he may again appeal to the Commissioner of

Patents. Failing here, the only remaining right of appeal is

to the Supreme Court of the Districhof Columbia. The appli-

cant has the right to amend after the first or second rejection.

Interference is said to exist when two parties claim to

be the original inventor of the same “ art, machine, manu-

facture or composition of matter.” When a patent has been

granted to one person, and the commissioner has reason to

believe that another was the true inventor, he may grant a

patent to the second also, and thus place them on an equal

footing And if, after interference has been declared, a

third claimant appears, he will be allowed to come into the

case. As a rule the burden of proof will lie on those who

oppose the party first making oath to the invention.^ Ap-

peal lies in regard to decisions in interference eases in tne

same manner as when an application is rejected.

Assignments.-Patents may be assigned in whole or in

part The assignment must be in writing, but need not be

sealed or attested. When the assignment is made before the

patent issues, it should be recorded in the patent office five

days before the issue, if the patent is to be made out in the
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name of the assignee. The assignment of exclusive territo-

rial right should also be recorded. If not recorded within
three months, the assignment will be void as against a sub-
sequent purchaser or mortgagee for value. A five-cent stamp
is required for every sheet on which the assignment is

written.

Sale of Patent Rights—If the entire right is not sold,

one of three methods is employed in selling patent rights,

by territorial pridlege, by shop right, and on a royalty.

The territorial right may or may not include the right to
manufacture

; it gives the pui-chaser exclusive right to sell

the article within certain territory, as a State. By shop
right is meant the privilege of manufacturing the article in

a certain shop or factorj- and not elsewhere, without limit as
to the number of articles sold. Koyalty is a fixed sum paid
to the patentee by some other person on each article made
or sold. It is usual to stipulate that the royalty shall be
paid on at least an agreed number of articles, whether sold
or not.

Act of Congress in that case made and provided
; he having paid ten

dollars into the treasury of the United States, and otherwise complied
with the conditions of the said act. (Signed, dated and with oath an-
nexed).

TERRITORIAL GRANT.
Whereas the undersigned, A. B., of (residence), did obtain letters

patent of the United States for (desci'ibe invention briefly), which letters

patent bear date the day of
,
A. U. 18—, and whereas C. 1)., of

(residence), desires an interest therein; Thisindenture Witnesseth,
that for and in consideration of the sum of (amount) to me in hand paid,
and the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, I do hereby grant, sell

and transfer unto the .said C. D., all right, title and interest which I have
in said invention and letters patent, for, to and in the States of Georgia
and Arkansas, and in no other place or State, the same to include the
rights of manufacture as well as of sale, to be held and enjoyed by the
said C. D., for his own use and behoof and that of his executors, ad-
ministrators, or assigns, to the full end of the term for which said let-

ters iiatcnt arc granted, as fully ai^ entirely as the same would have
been held and enjoyed by me, had this grant and sale not been made.
In Witness Whereof, etc. (Signed, sealed and delivered).

PETITION FOR PATENT,
To the Commissioner of Patents :

Your petitioner. A. B., of Hartford, Connecticut, prays that a patent
may be granted to him for the invention set forth in the annexed draw-
ings and specifications.

(Signed) A. B.

FORM OF OATH.
State op Coxxecticut,

CtTT OF HAKTFOnn, Hartford Countt l^ss.

Personally appeared before me, the subscriber, a justice of the peace,
in and for said city and county, on this 12th day of May, 1882, the within
n.amed A. B., and made solemn oath that he verily believes himself to be
the original and fir>t inventor of the machine and mechanical contri-
vance (or process, or com/mition, or art, as the ease maybe) herein de-
scribed

; and that he does not know or believe the same was ever before
known or used ; and that he is a citizen of the United States.

C. D., Justice of the Peace.

APPLICATION FOR DESIGN.
To the Commissioner of Patents The petition of A. B., of the

City of Hartford, Hartford County, State of Connecticut, respectfully
repre-kfnts :

That your la-titioncr aforesaid ha-« invented or produced a new and
original design for (descrihe nature and use of design), w liicli he verily
believes has not been known prior to the production thereof by your
petitioner. He therefore prays that letters patent of the United States
may be granted him therefor, for the term of (state whether 14, 7, or
years are desired), vesting in him and his legal representatives the cx-
clnsi\e right to the same upon the terms and conditions expressed in the
Act of Congress in that case made and provided, he having paid
dollars into the Trcasniy, and complied with the other provisions of the
act.

(Signed) A. B.

FORM OF CAVEAT.
(Begin as in prerious form). That he has made certain improve-

ments and discoveries in regard to (descrihe what is the subject of the in-
vention and in general terms what ha^ l>een accomplished and is in-
tended!. and is now engaged in perfecting the same, preparatory to his
applying for letters patent therefor. He therefore prays that the sub-
joined description of his invention may be filed as a caveat in the con-
fidential archives of the Patent Office, agreeably to the provisions of the

What it Is.—Copyright is defined by the act of 1874 as
the sole liberty of printing, reprinting, publishing, compil-
ing, copying, executing and vending tiny original book, map,

,

chart, dramatic or musical composition, engraving, print,

I

photograph or negative thereof, or of a painting, drawing,

I

ehromo, statue or statuaiy, and of models or designs in-

j

tended to be perfected as works of art.

I

How to get it.—To obtain this right a printed copy of
I the title of the book or other article must be sent by mail,

j

prepaid, to the Librarian of Congress, at Washington. For
,

recording the title there is a fee of fifty cents
; also fifty

I

cents for a certificate of such record. After publication,

I

two complete copies of the best edition of the work must be
sent to the Librarian of Congress, eliarges jircpaid. Notice
must also be given by inserting on the title page of the book
or inscribing on some part of the article the words : “Entered
according to act of Congress in the year

, by , in

I

the office of the Librarian of Congress, at Washington
;
” or,

I

“ Copyright, 18—, by .” To rosciwe the rigid of trans-

i
lation or of dramatization the words : “All rights reserved,”

I

or “Bight of Translation reserved,” should be added.

I

Duration.—The right lasts for twenty-eight years. A
renewal for fourteen years may be obtained by the author or I

designer, or his widow or children, by aiqdieation made six
[

months before the expiration of tlic twenty-eight years. In !

such application a di.stinct claim of ownership on the j>art of

I

those applying must he made.
Assignment.—The copyright is a.ssignablc, and the written

assignment must be recorded with the Librarian of Congress
within sixty days after its execution. The fee is one dollar,

and a certificate of record will be furnished for the same
sum.

I

Penalties and Remedies.—Any [)orson falsely printing a

;

claim of copyright on any book, work of art, etc., is liable

I
to a fine of ftlOO

; half to go to the prosecutor, and half to I

I
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the United States. In cases of infringements, injunctions

may be obtained from Circuit Courts and District Courts

having the jurisdiction of Circuit Courts, upon a bill in

equity. Action must be brought within two years of the

date when the cause of action arose. A petition should set

out : 1. That the petitioner is a citiien or resident. 2. That

he is the author, designer or proprietor of the work in ques-

tion. 3. That he has complied with all regulations and ob-

tained his copyright in due form, giving dates of each act.

4. He must describe the time and manner of infringement,

and declare that the printing, publishing, etc., was done with-

out his written consent and in violation of his copyright.

Upon such a presentation of facts he may demand : 1. That

an injunction may issue restraining the defendant from

further printing and publishing, etc. 2. That defendant

shall forfeit all copies already printed to him, the petitioner.

3. That defendant shall render an account of all printing,

etc., already done. 4. That he shall pay damages to be fixed

by the Court. 5. That petitioner’s costs shall be paid by

defendant. From the Circuit or District Court there is a

right of appeal to the United States Supreme Court.

Originality.—The true test of originality has been defined

as, “ whether the claimant’s book contains any substantive

product of his own labor.” (Curtis.) Quotations may, of

course, be used ;
but if they are used to such an extent as to

show that their purpose was not for comparison or review,

piracy will be inferred. It is not necessary that a book

should be original in the sense that the facts related should

be of the author’s own observing, or even that the reflections

should be novel and now first brought before the world.

Such a test would be too severe. The great store-house of

accumulated knowledge is open to all to use, but not to

abuse. In fact it may be said that the laws of copyright

apply more strictly to form than to thought. The plan,

arrangement, selection of material, the point of view from

which the subject is regarded may render a compilation of

old and well-known facts, an original work, as regards the

copyright law. A test often used to decide whether one

work is copied from another, is to learn by examination

whether the inaccuracies and errors of the earlier work are

-to be found in the later. The fact that an infringer did not

know of the copyright, or supposed it had expired, is no de-

fence. A new copyright may be obtained on a new edition

of an old work, if enough new matter has been added to

make it practically a new book. An abridgment of a work

may be an infringement.

CERTIFICATE OF COPY OF TITLE.

[l. s.] Library of Congress, Copyright Office,

1^0.— C.
Washington, I). C.

To wit Be it Remembered

:

That on the — day of
,
A. D. 18— ,

A. B., of ,
hath deposited

in this office the title of a book (or map, chart, or oitur article, as the

case may be), the title or description of which is in the following words,

to wit : (herefollows title or description), the right of which he claims as

author (originator or proprietor, as the case may be) in conformity with

the laws of the United States respecting copyrights.

(Signed) ,
Librarian of Congress.

ASSIGNMENT OF COPYRIGHT.

Know all Men by these Presents, That for and in consideration

of the sum of dollars, to me in liand paid, the receipt of which is

hereby acknowledged, I, the undersigned A. B., do hereby assign, trans-

fer and set over to C. D. all my right, title and interest in and under a

certain copyright and the certificate thereof of the date and number as

follows
;
to wit :

(give dale, number and descriplion of certificate), the

rights whereof I claim as author, (proprietor or originator, as the case

may be) To have and to hold the same unto the said C. D., his heirs,

executors, administrators and assigns forever.

In Witness Whereof, etc.

(Signed) A. B.

SHORT CONTRACT BETWEEN AUTHOR
AND PUBLISHER.

This agreement, made this— day of
,
A. D. 18— ,

between A. B.,

author, of the fir-st part, and C. D., publisher, of the second part. Wit-

nesseth:—That the said party of the first part, having now in prepara-

ration a book to be called by the title or description (here give title in

full), to be in — octavo volumes, of— pages each, he the said party of

the first part hereby agrees and promises to said C. D. of the second part

to complete said book for the press within a reasonable time and in as

rapid a manner as the nature of the work will permit, and to sell to the

said party of the second part for the sum of dollars, to be paid to

him in manner and form as hereinafter mentioned, the sole and exclu-

sive right of printing, publishing and selling the first edition thereof, to

consist of copies. The copyright of said work to be secured and

retained by said A. B., as author and proprietor.

And the said C. D., publisher, hereby agrees and promises to publish

said edition of copies, and to pay to said A. B., the aforesaid sum

of dollars, by his negotiable promissory notes, payable at three and

six months after the day of publication of said edition, and also to give

to the said A. B. copies of said work as presentation copies.

(Signatures.)

(This agreement should be executed in duplicate.)

A Trade Mark is a mark, emblem or symbol, which a

tradesman or manufacturer attaches or puts upon liis goods.

It may be in the form of letters, words or ornamental de-

signs. To such a trade mark there is an exclusive right

arising from first use, but to enforce such right it is neces-

sary for the manufacturer to first comply with the require-

ments of the law as to registration, etc.

Registration.—By the statutes of the United States on

the subject, as revised in 1874 and amended in 1876, protec-

tion in the use of trade marks may be obtained by citizens

or corporations of the United States or by residents of foreign

countries which grant similar privileges to citizens of the

United States, by complying with the following require-

ments : 1. The names, residences and places of business of

the applicants for protection must be recorded in the patent

office. 2. Also must be recorded a description of the class

of goods and of the special quality of goods to which the

trade mark is to be applied. 3. Also a description and fac-

simile of the mark itself and a description of the manner m

which it is intended to apply it. 4. A statement of the time

in which the mark has already been in use, if it is not a new

one. 5. A fee of twenty-five dollars must be paid in the
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same manner as in the case of patents. G. Any special reg-

ulations prescribed by the commissioner of patents must be
complied with. 7. The applicant must file a declaration

under oath that the /nc-SiimVes and descriptions of the marks
are correct and tnic copies, that he has a right to use the
same arising from first use, and that no other person or firm

has a right to such use, either in the identical form pre-

sented, or in such close resemblance as might be calculated

to deceive. The claim as to essential features should be
clearly set forth.

Duration.—.After registration, the right to protection at

once begins and continues for thirty years, when, by payment
of a second fee, it may be renewed for the same time.

From the decision of the trade mark examiner an appeal

may be taken to the commissioner of patents. No trade

mark will be registered which so nearly resembles one already

existing as to be calculated to deceive the public. When
dispute as to prior right occurs and an interference is de-

clared, the proceedings are very similar to those in an inter-

ference in a patent case. The name alone of a manufacturer,
firm or corporation, cannot become a lawful trade mark, if

there is nothing (in the way of ornamentation or othenvise)

to distinguish it from the same name when used without
fraud by other persons. Assignments of trade marks must
be recorded in the patent office within sixty days after ex-
ecution. The fees are the same as in case of patents. If

this is not done, the assignment will be void as against sub-
sequent purchasers or mortgagees for valuable consideration.

The reproduction, copying or imitating any trade mark
and affixing such imitation or counterfeit to goods of the
same class and nature, renders the offending party liable in

an action for damages and costs in any court of original

jurisdiction.

C F
^ Last Will and Testament,

instrument by which property is

(lisj)osed of, either absolutely or condi-

•, tionally, to take effect from the time
of the death of the maker thereof.

The maker, if a man, is spoken
' ^ of as the testator; if a woman, as the

testatrix. An executor is one appointed
by the will to carr}- out its provisions and settle

the estate. The feminine form of the word is

executrix. Administrators are persons appointed

by the proper court to settle the estate when there

is no will, or when the executors refuse to serve,

which they may do. In appointing an administra-

tor the court will regard the decree of relationship

to the accused, but is not bound strictly by that

consideration.

It is not necessary that a will should be drawn in

any ])articular form, and where the provisions are

few or simple in their nature, any clear-headed man
can draw his own will as well as a lawyer, i)vovkled

that he takes due care in regard to the ])rovisions

of the State where he lives, as regards attestation

and execution. The ])roj)er attestation of a will

may, indeed, be said to be its most important part.

But when any of the gifts are to be made under
conditions, or where trusts are to be established, or

remainders and life estates to be created, then the

best legal advice should be sought and followed.

Any person may make a will who is of “ sound
and disposing ” mind, and has arrived at the age of

discretion. This is usually fixed by statute at

twenty-one years. But j)ersonal })roperty may be

bequeathed by minors. In regard to mental inca-

pacity, absolute idiocy or lunacy, will, of course,

debar the victim as incapable. If he has lucid in-

tervals, he may, during one of them, execute a will,

but it would be necessary to show that his restora-

tion, though temporary, was, for the time being,

complete. Monomania may or may not prove in-

capacity, according to its extent and connection.

So with senile dementia. The best test is to ask
the question, “ Did the testator, at the time of ex-

ecuting the will, understand fully the nature of

what he was doing, the extent of the i)roperty, the

number and claims of those to whom he was re-

lated or connected, and clearly perceive the effect on
these of the disposition he was about to make ?

”

Undue influence may be proved. Unwritten or

nuncujKitive wills are not unknown, but they are

rare, and admitted only when made in solemn form
and under ])eculiar circumstances, as of a soldier

on the battle-field.

Revocation.—A will may be revoked by the actual de-

struction thereof, as by l)uming, tearing, or obliterating, or

by the making of a new will of later date. If the second
will is itself destroyed and the first remains in cxi.stcnee,

that is considered prima facie evidence of the intention of

the testator to have it j)revail. The statement should always
be made in the instrument that this is the testator’s hmt
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will, and if others have been previously drawn, it is well to

use the phrase, “ Hereby revoking all previous wills.”

Interpretation.—In construing the meaning of a will

the chief rule regarded by the court will be to ascertain, as

closely as may be, the real intention of the testator. Tech-

nical terms are, therefore, unnecessary, and when used will

be understood in the sense usually given them by the law,

unless it clearly appears that the testator used them in a

different sense, in which case that will be adopted. Words

which have no meaning or are evidently contrary to the

testator’s intent will be rejected, and where it is clear that

words have been omitted by mistake the court will supply

the omitted words.

Codicil.—A codicil is a supplement or addition to a will.

It must be executed and witnessed with all the formalities

required for the will itself. The codicil is construed as

being part of the will itself. The codicil may in part con-

firm and part revoke the provisions of the main body of the

will. It is common to use such a form of words, as : “I

hereby expressly confirm my former will, dated ,

excepting so far as the disposition of my property is changed

by this codicil.”

Witnesses.—Great care should be taken in regard to the

attesting witnesses. The number is fixed by statute at two

in some States and three in others. No person who is a

legatee can serve as a witness. In no case can it do any

harm to make use of three witnesses. The testator, in

signing his name, should be clearly seen by each of the wit-

nesses. It is not necessary that they should see the body of

the will. The attestation must state that the witnesses

have subscribed their names in the presence of the testator

and at his request, and in the presence of each other. A
good form of attestation clause will be found at the close of

the form or example of a will given below.

Probate.—The will must be probated or proved by the

executor in the court having jurisdiction and in the manner

prescribed by statute. (See the abstract below.) The

attesting witnesses must all, if possible, be produced. If

any are dead, or have left the State, proof of their hand-

writing may be required. Wills, however, which are over

thirty years old, which come from proper custody and

appear to be regular, are said to prove themselves. Wills

which have been lost or destroyed accidentally may be

admitted on sufficient proof of their execution, contents and

loss.

Legacy is the word more commonly applied to the gift by

will of money or personal property. The word bequeath

applies to the gift of personal and devise to that of real

property. A lapsed legacy is one which has never vested

because of the death of the legatee before that of the testator.

A residuary legacy is a bequest of all the testator’s per-

sonal property not otherwise disposed of by the will.

Release or satisfaction of debt.

—

It is sometimes doubt-

ful, when a legatee was indebted to the testator, whether the

legacy is, or is not, intended to release the debt. The pre-

sumption is that it is not, but the testator’s intentions may

be shown.

A will was revoked by common law, when the testator.

after executing it, married and had a child. In this country

this is regulated by statutes, and as a rule the claims of

children born subsequently to the execution of a will, are

guarded. A bequest may be left to a wife in lieu of dower,

where dower still exists, and the wife may then elect whether

she will accept the legacy or retain her dower right.

SHORT AND SIMPLE WILL.

Know all Men by these Presents, That I, James Grant, mer

chant, of Spriuglield, Hampden County, Massachusetts, being in good

health of body and sound and disposing state of mind and memory, and

being desirous of settling my worldly affairs, while I have strength and

capacity, do make and publish this, my last will and testament ;
hereby

revoking and making void all former wills by me at any time heretofore

made.

First ;—I direct my executors, hereinafter named, to pay all my just

debts and funeral expenses from my personal property not hereinafter

disposed of.

Second 1 give to my wife, Mary, all the household furniture which

may be contained in my homestead at the time of my' death, also my'

library, carriage, carriage-horses and harness appertaining thereto, of

which I may die possessed.

Third:—

I

give to my wife. Mary, an annuity of $1,500 annually,

which annuity 1 direct shall be a charge upon my estate.

Fourth : I devise to her for her natural life my homestead in Spring-

field, Hampden County, Massachusetts, known as No. 432 Main street,

and all the land thereto pertaining, to be received and held by her with-

out impeachment for waste, on condition, however, that she receive the

same in lieu of her dower, and that on the request of my executors after

this will is proved, that she release her dower in the residue of my real

estate.

pifdi ;_i give to my friend, William Edson, my gold watch and chain

and the seals of the same.

Sixth:—

\

give to my cousin, Ellen White, three thousand dollars to

be paid out of my personal estate not otherwise disposed of.

Seventh I bequeath and devise to my three children, all the residue

of my estate, whether real or personal, to be divided into equal shares

by my executors, one share or third of the personal and one share or

third of the real property to be allotted to each, so that each child who

shall survive me shall take one such share, and the children or issue of

any child who may die before my death shall take one share, and hold

the share of the personal i)ropcrty absolutely, and the share of the real

to his, her, or their heirs and assigns forever ; the issue of any child

taking the share of such <M\i 2^er sth-pes and not j)er ca]iila.

Lastly I appoint Charles Grant and Edward Fox my executors.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereto set my hand and seal, and

published and declared this instrument to be ray last will and testament,

the first day of May, 1882, in presence of the persons whose names are

subscribed as attesting witnesses.

{Signed) JAMES GRANT. [n. s.]

On the first day of May, 1882, the above named James Grant, in our

presence signed the foregoing instrument, and declared to us that the

same was his last will and testament, and requested us to subscribe our

names hereto as witnesses ;
and we in his presence and in the presence

of each other, have, in compliance with such request, hereto subscribed

our names.

{Here follow the signatures of witnesses ;
the residences of each shmdd

be added.)

CODICIL TO ABOVE.
Codicil to the last will and testament of James Grant.

I, Janies Grant, having made my last will and testament, and published

the same on the first day of May, 1882, do hereby make, declare and

publish this codicil to the same.

First

:

Instead of giving to my cousin, Ellen White, the sum of three

thousand dollars, I hereby give her an annuity of two hundred dollars,

commencing at my death and to be a charge upon my estate.

Second .-—In addition to the provision already made for my wife, Mary
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Grant, I now further give to her, to be hers absolutely, the sum of fn e
thousand dollars, to be pmd to her from my personal property before
any division is made thereof.

In Witness Whereof, (Signed, seeded, acknowledged and attested
in every respect like the wilt itself.)

ABSTRACT OF STATE LAWS REGARDING
WILLS.

Alabama.—Two witnesses. Recorded in office of Judge of Probate
Court. No nuncupative will can dispose of more than S.500 worth of
property. Wills are to be executed out of the State in the same way as
if within the State. All persons over twenty-one years of age can dis-
pose of real estate

;
all over eighteen, of personal property.

Arizona. Two or more witnesses. Nuncupative wills cannot dis-
pose of more than $300 worth of property. Soldiers and sailors in active
serWee may dispose of personal property by unwritten wills. The
statute provides in great detail the manner in which wills shall be exe-
cuted.

Arkansas.—All over twenty-one years may devise realty and per-
sonalty ; all over eighteen, persontilty. Two witnesses. Nuncupative
wills not to exceed $o00. A will, the body' of which was written by the
testator as well as the signature, may be established by three disinter-
ested witnesses as to handwriting, when there are no attesting wit-
Dcsses.

CaUfomia.--A.il persons over eighteen years of age may dispose by
will of either real or personal property. Two or more witnesses required.
Nuncupative wills, not to exceed $2,000, are valid, but must be reduced
to writing within thirty days.

Colorado.—Real estate may be devised by all over twenty-one
; per-

sonal estate by all over seventeen. Two or more witnesses. .A married
man may not leave more than half of his property away from his wife,
nor can a wife leave more than half away from her husband without his
written consent thereto.

Connecticut.—Three witnesses required. All persons over eighteen
years of age can dispose of real or personal property. Subsequent mar-
riage revokes a will, and so also the birth of a child, unless provision is

made in the will for the contingency. Wills must be offered for probate
within ten years.

Dakota. —Both real and personal property may be disposed of by all

persons above eighteen years of age. Wills of which the body is in the
te-*tator s handwriting and which are signed and dated bj' him, need
nut he attested. Two or more witnesses are necessary for other wills, i

Wills made out of the Territory are proved in the same way as those
made within it. A w ill made by an unmarried woman is revoked by her
marriage. Married women may dispose by' will of all their property' as
though single.

Delaware.—Two or more w itnesses. Any person of sound mind,
and above the age of twenty-one years, may dispose of real or personal
property. A married w'oman must obtain the written consent of her
husband, signed, sealed and attested by tw'o w'itnesses, to enable her to I

dispose by will of her property.

District of Columbia.—Males of twenty-one and females of
eighteen years of age may dispo.se of real estate or interest therein.
Three or more witnes.«es are required. The j)erson making the will
must be of sound mind and capable of making a deed or contract.
Florida.—Persons above twenty-one years of age may dispose of real

or personal property. Three or more W'itnesses are required. Nuncu-
pative w'ills must be proved by the oath of at least three witnesses who
w'cre present when it was made. Such a wiil must be reduced to writ-
ing and sw'om to within six days. Foreign wiils must be executed ac-
cording to the iaw of the State.

Oeorgia.—Three or more w'itnesses are necessary. Persons of four-
teen years of age may make a wili. Wiiis are recorded in the Ordinary’s

|

Court. Married w'omcn may dispose by will of their separate estate.

Idaho.—Persons over twenty-one years of age may dispose of real or
per-onal estate

;
per-ons over eighteen, of personal estate. Married

women may dispose by W'ill of all separate estate, real or personal. Two
witnesses are required. Copies of the will must he recorded in every
county where there i.s any real estate conveyerl by tiie will.

IlUnoia.-All males above twenty-one, and all females above

eighteen years of age may dispose of real or personal ])ropci ty. Tw'o or
more witnesses are required. Wills m.ade out of the Stale must be pro-
bated within the State.

Indiana,—.All persons twenty-one years of age or more may will real
or personal property. Married women may dispose by will of their
separate property. Nuncupative wills must not exceed $100. Two wit-
nesses. Record must be made in the office of the County Clerk where
probated.

j

Iowa. Testator must be twenty-one years of age. Nuncupative
J

wills cannot exceed $300 worth of property, and must be sworn to by' at

I

least two disinterested witnesses. Wills valid where made, are valid in
the State. All foreign wills must be probated in the State,

t

Kansas.—Two or more witnesses. Persons must be of age to make
[

a valid w ill. Wills made in other States must be probated in the county
where the property lies, and are then valid. Wills are recorded in the
Probate Office.

Kentucky.—Persons must be twenty-one years of age and of sound
mind to make a valid w ill. Married women may dispose by will of their
separate property. Two witnesses are l equired. Wills must be proved
in the County Court of the county where testator resided. Personal
property owned by persons living outside the State may be disposed of
by a will made in accordance with the requirements of the place where
made. In case of devise of real estate, the will must be proved where
made, and an authenticated copy of the certificate of probate offered for
probate in this State.

Louisinnu. Four kinds of wills are recognized : nuncupative by
public act

; nuncupative by private act
; mystic or sealed wills, and olo-

graphic wills. The first must be dictated by testator to a notary public
and read in the presence of three resident or five non-resident witnc.sses,
and must be signed by the testator and witnesses. The second must be
written in the presence of five resident or seven non-resident witi}esses,
lead to them and signed by' the testator and the witnesses, or at least
two of them. In the country three resident or five non-resident wit-
nesses w ill suffice, if more cannot be obtained. The third form, or ?nj/s-

tic will, is first signed by the testator, then enclosed in an enveiope and
sealed up. The testator then declares in the presence of a notary and
seven w itnesses that that paper contains his w ill, signed by himself, the
notary' endorses the act of superscription on the will or envelope, and
that act is signed by the notary', the testator and the witnesses. Olo-
graphic te.stamcnts are written entirely by the testator himself, and dated
and signed by him. No attestation or other form is required. The fol-

lowing cannot act as witnesses ; women of any age; males under six-
teen ; the deaf, dumb, blind or insane

; those debarred by the criminal
law from exercising civil functions

; those who stand as heirs or lega-
tees under the will, except in case of mystic testaments.

Maine.—Three witnesses not interested ns heirs or legatees. Real
estate acquired afterwards may pass. A posthumous child or other child
not provided for by will takes the same share as if the deceased had died
intestate, unless it is shown that the omission of mention in the will was
intentional. Nuncupative wills made in the last sickness ami at the
testator’s residence, or made by sailors and soldiers, are valid, but must
be reduced to writing within six days, and, if they dis])ose of more
than $100 worth of property, must be sworn to by at least three wit-
nesses.

Maryland.—Wills of personal property are valid without witnesses
;

wills of real estate must be attested by three or four witnesses. Real
estate may be disjmsed of by males above twenty-one and females above
eighteen years of age, of sound mind and cairable of making a deed or
contract. AVills are ])robated before the “ Orphan's Court,” and recorded
with the Registrar of Wills. A married woman can will her jiroperly to
her husband or to others only with his written consent suhscribed to
the w ill. .She must also be examined apart from her husband, as in rase
of deeds

; and such will must be made sixty days before the death of the
testatrix.

Massachusetts.—P(Tsons of legal age may dispose by will of real
or i>ersonal pro|)erty. Three or more witnesses are required, but they
need not sign in the presence of each other. A bequest to a subscrib-
ing witness is void. A married woman may devise as though single,
but she eannot leave more than half of her personal pro|<erty away from
her husband, nor deprive him of his ci/rfesy in her real estate without
his written consr-nl. W il's must be offered for probate witiiin thirty
days after the executor knows of the deatii of the testator.
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Michigan.—Two or more competent witnesses are required. Nun-

cupative wills must not dispose of moretlian $d00 worth of property.

Devisees and legatees arc incompetent witnesses. Wills must be re-

corded in tlie Probate Court, and a copy of the probate thereof registered

with tiro Registrar of every comity in which there may be land con-

veyed by tlie will.

Minnesota.—Two or more witnesses. Nuncupative wills can be

made only by soldiers in active service or sailors at sea. All persons of

legal age and sound mind may devise. Married women may make wills

as°if they were single. Legatees and devisees are not competent wit-

nesses. Probate as in Michigan.

Mississippi.—Any person of legal age may devise real or personal

property. Two witnesses are required in case of all wills made after

November 1, 1S80. Nuncupative wills can bo made by soldiers or

sailors in actual service, or by others only in the last sickness and at the

residence of the testator. If for more than glOO such a will must be

sworn to by at least two witnesses.

Missouri.—Real estate may be disposed of by males above the age

of tw'enly-onc and females above that of eighteen j’cars. Personal

property may be devised by all above eighteen years of age. Tw o w it-

nesses are necessary. Married women may make wills as tliough single.

Wills should be recorded with the recorder of deeds for the county

where probate is made, and a copy registered in every county where

there is land disposed of in the will.

Montana.— -A-ll persons more than eighteen years of age may dispose

by Will of either real or personal property. Two witnesses are required.

Married women may dispose of tlicir separate estate. Nuncupative

wills must not exceed $1,000 in amount, must be made by soldiers or

sailors in actual service, and must be sworn to by two competent wit-

nesses. The law of descent for real and personal property is provided

for by the Probate Practice Act.

Nebraska.—Wills must be attested by two or more witnesses.

Nuncupative wills are allowed under stringent statutory limitations.

Married women may dispose of their property as if single. All foreign

wills which liave been probated in, accordance with the law of the State

or country where made, will be admitted to probate in this State.

Nevada.—All persons over eighteen may make wills as to realty or

personalty. Two witnesses required. A child unprovided for shall take

the share he would have had if testator had died intestate, unless the

omission is shown to be intentional. Married women may dispose of

separate estate and, with the husband’s consent, of their interest in

common property.

New Hampshire.—The testator must be twenty-one years of age.

Three or more witnesses are called for. Married women may dispose

of separate estate. Nuncupative wills must l)c attested by three wit-

nesses, reduced to writing wii bin six days and offered for probate within

six months.

New Jersey.—Testator must be twenty-one years old. A married

woman may dispose of personal or real estate, but cannot defeat the

husband’s right of curtesy in the realty. Two witnesses are required.

A legacy or devise to a witness is void.

New Mexico.—Males over fourteen and females over twelve may'

make wills. Wills may be written or verbal. Verbal wills must be

attested by five witnesses, two of whom must swear that the testator

was of sound mind ;
written wills must be attested by three witnesses.

The probate judge may disapprove a will after hearing the witnesses,

and return it to the party applying. It may be tlien brouglit before the

district court, and finally approved or disapproved.

New York.—Personal property may be disposed of by males of

eigViteen and females of sixteen. Two witnesses. Wills properly

proved in the State or country where made will be admitted to probate

in this State.

North Carolina.—Two witnesses are required. Wills, written,

dated and signed in testator’s handwriting throughout will be admitted

ou proof of handwriting by at least three witnesses. Nuncupative wills

are strictly limited. Wills made out of this State and conveying real

estate within this State must be executed according to the laws of this

State ; i.c., the lex rei sitm prevails.

Ohio.—Two witnesses. Verbal wills may be made in the last sick-

ness as regards personal estate. They must be reduced to writing and

subscribed by two disinterested witnesses within ten days. A devisee

or legatee cannot be a witness. Bequests for religious, benevolent.

educational or charitable purposes are void as against children unless

the w ill is executed at least one year before the decease of tlie testator.

Wills executed and allowed in other States will be admitted to probate

in this State.

Oregon.—All persons over twenty-one may dispose of real or per-

sonal estate by w’ill. Personal estate may be bequeathed by all above

eighteen. Married women may make wills as if single, but cannot

destroy the right of curtesy in real estate. Two or more witnesses.

Children not provided for in a w ill may take as if the parent had died

intestate. Real estate owned in tins State may be disposed of by will

made in another State and admitted to probate in this State,

Pennsylvania.—All persons of legal age may make wills. Unless

the testator is on his deathbed, the will must be in writing. Two wit

nesses must be present, but tlicy need not subscribe the instrument

;

no acknowledgment before witnesses by tlie testator is necessary,

except in c.ase of a married woman, or of a bequest for religious or

charitable purposes.

Rhode Island.—Two witnesses are required. Both must be pro-

duced when the will is probated, if alive and w'ithin the State. Real

estate may be disposed of by will by all persons above twenty-one years

of age. Personal property by all above eighteen years of age. Married

women may dispose of separate estate, but cannot impair the right of

curtesy in real estate.

South Carolina.—Three or more witnesses are called for. Wills

are recorded in the prohate court of tlie county where testator had his

domicile. Common law principles generally prevail.

Tennessee.—Two witnesses A will written throughout and signed

and dated in the testator’s handwriting, and found among his papers, or

lodged by him with another for safe keeping, will be admitted, though

unattested, on tlie evidence of at least three witnesses as to the hand-

writing. Nuncupative wills must not exceed $250, and are further

limited in various ways by the statutes. No subscribing witnesses are

necessary to wills of personal property, except in case of married

women.
Texas.—Testator must be of full age. Unless the will is olographic,

there must be at least two competent witnesses. A will properly exe-

cuted and probated in another State will be admitted to probate here

upon application. Nuncupative wills exceeding $30 must bo sworn to

by three credible persons, made in the last sickness, and offered for pro-

bate within six months.

Utah.—Real and personal property may be disposed of by will by

all persons of sound mind and of the age of eighteen years. Married

women may make wills as if single. Two witnesses are necessary.

Vermont.—Three witnesses are required. Wills made and executed

legally in another State or country maybe proved, allowed, and recorded

in this State. Wills must be recorded in the probate office and also in

tlie town clerk's office in every town where real estate disposed of may

lie.

Virginia.—All persons over twenty-one may disposcof real property;

all over eighteen of personal property. Two witnesses. Married wo-

men may dispose of separate [iroperty, but cannot impair the husband’s

right of curtesy. The circuit, county and corporation courts have

probate jurisdiction.

Washington.—Males above twenty-one and females above eighteen

years of age may dispose by will of realty or personal property. Two

or more subscribing witnesses. Nuncupative wills for above $200 must

be sworn to by two witnesses, except in case of sailors or soldiers in

actual service.

West Virginia.—Testator must be of legal age. Two subscribing

witnesses, except in case of an olographic will. A will executed outside

of the State, must still be executed according to the laws of the State,

in order to convey real estate therein.

Wisconsin.—Two subscribing witnesses are necessary. Probate is

had in the county court. Wills duly executed, proved and allowed in

other States will be admitted to probate here.

Wyoming.—There are no statutes in regard to the execution of

proof of wills. The common law jirinciples must be followed. Probate

must be had in the county probate court.
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PROVINCE OF QUEBEC.
[Note.—The civil laws of this Province are founded on

the French “customary” or common law. A code exists
;

the laws having been first codified in 18G6. As it now exists,

the code is in many respects similar to the Code Kapolcon,
but contains many of the distinctive features of the Englisli

and United States statute law. The criminal code in this

and all the Provinces is founded on English law, and is iden-
tical throughout the Dominion.]

TTACHMENTS.—The plaintiff may attach, in case of

I

movables, fifteen days after judgment or sooner, and even

S' before judgment, by making affidavit that the debt is

“’’O'"*-’ dollars, that the debtor has absconded or is about
to do so, or is secreting his property; or that defendant is a

- general trader, is notoriously insolvent, and has refused to

make any arrangement with his creditors. The affidavit

must aver also that the affiant believes that without the
attachment the debt will be lost.

Chattel Mortgages. —There is no such thing as a chattel mortgage,
except in case of vessels in the course of constniction. to n Inch a special

act applies. Money can be raised on movables only by actually placing
them in the hands of the lender.

Deeds.—When parties residing in the United States execute deeds to

property in the Prorinee, the laws of the place where the deed is made
are foliowed. The witnesses, or one of them, must make affidavit as to

the signatures before the mayor or chief magistrate of the jtlace, who
must give a certificate to that effect which should be attested by the
nearest British consul. Such and all other deeds must be registered in
the county where the land lies, in conformity with tlie requirements of
the code. If the authenticity of a deed made out of the Province is

questioned, it must be established where made before a commissioner
appointed by the court.

Exemptions —The following articles of personal property are
exempt from execution : bed and bedding, wearing apparel, funiiture,

cooking utensils, hunting and agricultural imiilements, minutely speci-

fied in the statute ; fuel and food for thirty days, not above $20 in value;

one cow, two hogs, four sheep, fifteen hives of hees; tools of a trade not
over $.30 in value ; ten books. But when the suit and execution is for
the price, there is no exemption. Also are exempt, sums of money
given as aliment, or when the donor specifies in the gift tliat the motiey
shall be exempt, and wages and salary not yet due.

Interest.—-Any rate may be agreed ui)f>n. The legal rate is six per
cent. Six per cent, is charged on judgments.

Married Women.— Three estates of property exist after marriage.
The husband and wife each retains controi of all the immovable prop-
erly belonging to him and her at the time of marriage. The third, or
eommnnittj estate, over which the hnsband has full control, consists of
all movables owned by either at time of marriage and all property of
any kind acquired by either afterwards. The wife's separate estate is

also administered by the hnsband, and she cannot part with it without
his consent. The wife may will separate property as she chof)ses

; the
hnsband cannot bequeath m< re than his half interest in the common
property. If a married woman becomes a yiutilic trader she binds her
hnsband, unless she I- separated and has herdeed of ar’panilion recorded.
I'nll divorce cannot t>e obtained without a s|>ccial act of the Dominion
Legislature, sanctioned by the Crown.

Mechanics’ Liens.—Builders, workmen, and architects have a lien
on thcadditionai value resulting from their work. An official slatemcnt
of the state of the premises must be made jireviously by an expert
appointed by the court, and within six montiis the work must be
accepted by another expert.

Mortgages —IIvroTiiEcs or mortgages are classed as legal, judicial,
or conventional

;
the first resulting from the law, the second from judg-

ments of courts, and the third from agreements. Mortgages cannot be
acquired upon the immovables of persons notoriously insolvent to the
prejudice of their creditors.

Wills.—All persons above twenty-one and of sound intellect can will
property. There arc three kinds of wills : 1 . The authentic or French
will, executed before tw o notaries, or one notary and two w itnesses, not
females. 2. Ihe English will, for which at least two attesting w itnesses,
male or female, are necessary. 3. The olograph will, written through-
out in testator’s handwriting and signed by him, for which no witnesses
are required. The English and the olograph wills must bo probated.

PROVINCE OF ONTARIO.
Aliens.—The disahililics formerly imposed on aliens have been

removed. Aliens can buy, sell, and hold real and personal property in
tile same way as citizens. A non-resident who brings an action in the
Province is bound, if asked, to give security for costs.

Attacliments. A judge s order may be obtained for attachment of
property, upon the affidavit of the creditor that the debtor has absconded
to defraud the pl.iintiff or to avoid arrest and service. Othercreditors may
come in by issuing attachments within six months of the date of the
first writ.

Chattel Mortgages.—All sales and pledges of personal property
are void as against creditors and subsequent purchasers or mortgagees in
good faith, unle.ss there is immediate delivery, or unless the chattel
mortgage is registered with the clerk of the county court w here the
mortgagor or seller lives within five days, together with afiidavit as to
execution by a subscribing witness, and the affidavit of the buyer or
mortgagee as to good faith. To kec|) up the debt, a statement must be
filed w ithin thirty days of the expiration of the year, showing the
amount due and payments made, with affidavit of the mortgagee as to
truth and good faith.

Deeds.—Aseal must be used; ascroll will not suffice. Twowilnesses
attest the signatures. The deed is proved by affidavit of a subscribing
witness, on a memorial left for permanent record with the registrar of
the county where the i>roperty lies. The word “ heirs ” must be used
to make an estate in fee. Affidavit to prove deeds or mortgages may be
taken within the Province before a commissioner, the registrarof deeds,
or the judge of a court of record: in (Ireat Britain, before the judge of a
superior or county court, the mayor or chief magistrate of a town,
borough, or city, under the common s<-al of such town, city, or
borough, ora commissioner of deeds; in foreign countries, before the
mayor of any city, town, or borough coiqiorate, certified under tlie com-
mon seal, before any British consul or vice-consul there resident, or be-’

fore a notary public or court of record.

Exemptions —Free grants and homesteads to actual settlers in the
districts of Algoma and Nipissing, and of certain lands between the
Ottawa River and the fleorgian Ray. are exempt from execution. Per-

sonal property: beds, bedding, furniture fa few arflclesi. toolsof a trade
to the value of $T/), fifteen hives t>{ bees, provisions to the value of $-10.

one cow, four siwep, twf> hogs, attrl frrdrler for thirty days are exempt.
Insolvency.—The act of the Purliument of the Dominion of 1880
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repealed all insolvency acts, except as to cases where the estate had

vested in an assignee before the passing of the act.

Interest-—Legal rate, six per cent. Contract may be made tor any

rate. Banks cannot recover more than seven per cent.

Married 'Women.—If the marriage took place since May 4, 1859,

the wife holds all her property, real or personal, tree from the control or

debts of the husband, except that given to her by him after marriage.

If the marriage was prior to that date, the wife has control of all real

estate not already reduced to possession by the husband. The separate

property of the wife is liable for her debts before marriage. The wife

may carry on a business, trade, or profession as though she were a single

woman, and her wages and earnings are free from the husband’s con-

trol. She ma}' sue and be sued, hold stocks, make deposits, and exe-

cute deeds and wills in all respects as though she were a single woman.

She may insure her husband's life for her own benefit, and the insurance

will be free from his creditors. The right of dower still exists.
^

A hus-

band becomes tenant by curtesy of all lands of which his wife died

seized.

Mechanics’ Liens. -Builders, mechanics, miners, contractors, or

machinists have alien to the extent of the owner's interest on both land

and buildings. The lien must be registered within one month of the

completion of the work, in the county register's office.

Mortgages.—The execution is in all respects like that of other

Deeds (lohich see). The certificate of registration is also drawn in the

same manner. A morigage is foreclosed by suit in equity before the

high 'court. A special Dominion act regulates the recovery of interest

on mortgage debts. There is no equity of redemption after the decree

and sale.

Wills.—All persons over twenty-one, and of sound mind, can mase.

a will. Two attesting witnesses are nccessarju No special form of at-

testation is required. A devise or leg.acy to a witness, or the husband or

wife of a witness, is void. An executor is. competent as a witness.

NEW BRUNSWICK.

Attachments.—By an act of the General Assembly of 1880, all pre-

vious laws in regard to attachment were repealed.

Chattel Mortgages.—Mortgages on personal property are recog-

nized. They must be recorded with the registrar of the county where

the vendor, or mortgagor, lives
;
the registry need not be renewed from

year to year. Bills of sale must be recorded.

Deeds.—Deeds must be in writing, signed and sealed.^ A wafer or

adhe.sive paper may be used for a seal
;
a scroll will not suffice. At least

one witness must attest the signature. A deed Is acknowledged in or

out of the Province in the same manner as in Ontario (ui/iic/i see).

When a married woman joins her husband in conveying, she must be

examined apart from him, and the magistrate must certify that she ac-

knowledged that she joined in conveying of her own free will.

Exemptions.-The Homestead Act gives the owner of a homestead

exemption to the value of $600. Personal property: household effects

to the value of $60 ;
wearing apparel, bedding, kitchen utensils, and

tools of a trade or calling, to the value of $100, are exempt.

Interest. Any rate may be agreed upon. If none is contracted for,

and upon all judgments, the legal rate is six per cent.

Jurisdiction.—Magistrates have jurisdiction when the amount in-

volved is not greater than $20 ;
if from $20 to $200, the county court

has jurisdiction ;
supreme court from $200 upward.

Married -Wonien.-Thc real or personal property belonging to a

woman before or accruing after her marriage, excepting only gifts

from the husband after marriage, is her separate property, and free

from her husband’s control or debts. The w’ife’s separate property is

liable for her ante-nuptial debts. In case of separation or abandonment

or desertion by the husband, the wife may carry on business, sue and

be sued, and control her property as if a single woman. A widow is

entitled to dower.

Mortgages.—A mortgage must be executed in all respects like a

deed. A scroll will not answer for a seal. The execution is proved by

a memorial, and if out of the Province, before a proper officer. See the

rules laid down for deeds in Ontario. Foreclosure is by 1)111 in equity.

There is no equity of redemption after decree and sale. “ Tacking ” is

not allowed. When the mortgagee has entered into possession, suit to

redeem must be brought within twenty years.

'Wills-—Any^ person of age and of sound mind may make a will.

Marrii d w’omcn, however, must obtain the consent of the husband, en-

dorsed upon the will. Two or more witnesses arc required. No special

form of attestation is prescribed. A devisee or legatee is a competent

witness, but the will is void so far as regards the legacy or devise to him.

NOVA SCOTIA.

Aliens —By act of the Dominion Parliament the disabilities formerly

existing have been removed ;
aliens may buy, sell, and hold real or per-

sonal property in the same manner as citizens.

Attachments.—When the suit is for twenty dollars or more and the

debtor has absconded, an order of attachment will issue upon an affl

davit of the facts by the creditor. Subsequent attachments are allowed

by other creditors.

Chattel Mortgages.—The law docs not recognize mortgages of

personal property. To make the pledge there must be actual transfer of

possession. Bills of sales must be recorded with the registrar of deeds

of the county where the maker resides.

Deeds.—•'V deed must be in writing, signed and sealed (a scroll will

not suffice), and attested by at least two witnesses. The rules as to

registry and proof by means of memorial or attached certificate are

about the same as in Ontario. By an act of 1829, all deeds executed

out of the Province are admitted in evidence upon such proof of their

due execution as is required to entitle such deeds to registry in the

Province.

Exemption.-By an act of 1877 the law in regard to Free Grants

and Homesteads was repealed, but no rights acquired by any party

located on land under the provisions of that act are affected. Personal

property: necessary wearing apparel and bedding, tools of a trade, a

stove, and one cow, are exempt from execution.

Interest.—LegJil rate, six per cent. Contract may be made in wiit-

in" for any rate not above seven per cent., when the security is real

csrate or chattels real, or for ten per cent, where the security is personal

])roperty or personal responsibility. Excess of interest forfeits the

excess only.

Jurisdiction.—Magistrates have jurisdiction up to $20 ;
county

courts from $20 to $200 ;
supreme court from $200 upward.

Married "Women.-The husband’s property is liable for debts con-

tracted by the wife before marriage. The husband has full control over

wife’s property acquired after marriage. In general, the common law

principles prevail. When the wife has been deserted or a separation

has taken place, an order of protection will be issued, and she may then

manam her estate as though she were a single woman.

Mechanics’ Liens.-The act of 1879 establishes liens in favor of

mechanics, machinists, contractors, and sub-contractors. The extent

of the lien is limited by the interest of the person upon whom the claim

is made. A statement of claim and the written contract must be regis-

tered Disputed claims of sub-contractors may be settled by arbitration.

The registry must be made within thirty days of the time when the work

w’as done or materials furnished. If suit is not brought within ninety

days after the claim is registered, the lien expires.

Mortgages.—The execution, attestation, and proof of mortgages is

in every respect like those of other deeds. Foreclosure is by petition

and decree in a court of equity. A mortgage is deemed to be satisfied in

twenty years if there has been no payment of interest or written

acknowledgment. .

Wills.—No person under twenty-one years of age can make a win.

Married women must have the written consent of the husband before

making a will. At least two witnesses must attest the will. No special

form of attestation is required. Nuncupative wills maybe made by

saUors or soldiers in actual service. Marriage revokes a will. Execu-

tors, devisees, and legatees are competent witnesses. But a legacy or

devise to an attesting witness will be void.
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EGAL maxims are princii)les of

law universally admitted as just

and consonant with reason.

They have been compared by

Blackstone to axioms in geom-
etry. When once established,

they form part of the common
law of the land, and are good

authority. Bouvier’s Law Dictionary gives over a

thousand of these maxims, from among Avhich we
have selected the following as the most im])ortant

and best known. !Most of the maxims are usually i

quoted in the Latin form, which we therefore
|

give first for convenience of reference. A few are

in “ Law French.”
|

ACimpomlAe nuln'mtlirvt. No one is bound to do what is impossible. '

Abundans cautela twnnocet

.

Abundant caution does no harm.
Accusare nenu> debet se nisi coram Deo. No one ought to accuse him- I

self except before God.
1

Aqua currit el debet C'irrere. Water runs and ought to run. !

^quUag geqiiitur lerjtm. Equity follows the law.
|

^-Eqinim el bonum, eel lex legum. What is good and equal is the law of
|

laws.
j

Aliud est celare, nlind tacere. To conceal is one thing, to hi? silent
1

another. I

Argumentum a simili valet in lege. Argument by analogy avails in law.

Cw/M jtroxima, non remota epeclatur. Immediate, not remote cause
I

is to be regarded.

Caveat emplw. Let the buyer beware.
\

Commodi/m ex injuria sua non hahere debel. No one ought to derive
benefit from his own wrong.

Communie errorj'acit jus. Common error makes law, i. e.. what is at

first illegal, by repetition may gain the force of common usage and be-

come law.

Cotnmunis error nonfacitjus. Common error does not make law.

Consensusfaxil legem. Consent makes law (in contracts)

Consueludo deljet esse cerium. Custom ought to be certain.

Coneuetudo est altera lex. Custom is another law.

Conrentio rincit legem. Agreement prevails against the law.

Cnjusesl solum, ej'i* est usque ad caelum. Who owns the soil owns up
to the sky.

Culptt jKtrui par eslo. Let punishment be proportioned to the offense.

Currit lempus contra dssi<Us el sui Juris cnnlempores. Time nine
against the slothful and those who neglect their rights.

De minimis non curat lex. The law docs not concern itself for

trifies

De rimitibus idem estjudicium. With similar things the judgment is

the s.nme.

Debet esseflnis litium. There onght to be an end of law snits

Itelegalus non potest delegare. An agent cannot delegate his power. i

Derivta potestas non jxitest es,ie major jrrbnitiva. The ])o\\er which
is derived cannot be greater than that from which it is derired.

Domiis sua cuique est tutissimum refugium. Every man's house is his

castle.

Domiiuntur aliquando leges, nunquam moriuntur. The laws some-

times sleep, but never die.

Equality is equity.

Equity suffers not a right without a remedy.

Equity looks ui>on that as done whi( h ought to be done.

Me dolo malt) non oritur actio. Out of fraud no action arises.

Facta sunt potentiora verbis. Facts are more powerful than words.

Fatsvs in uno,falsus in omnibus. False in one thing, false in all.

Fiat justitia, ruat cedum. Let justice be done though the heavens

fall.

Fraus est celarefraudem. It is a fraud to coneeal a fraud.

Fraus latet in generalibus. Fraud lies hid in general expressions.

GeueraXe dictum generals est interprelandutn. A general expression is

to be generaliy construed.

J/teredem Deusfacit, non homo. God, not man makes the heir.

He who has committed iniquity shall not have equity.

Id certain est quod cerium vidi jMtest. That is certain which may be

rendered certain.

Idem est scire aul scire potuisse. To be able to know is the same as

to know.

Idem non esse el non apparetr. It is the same thing not to exist and not

to afjpcar.

Id possumus quod dejure possumus. We may do anything allowed by

law.

Ignorantiafacti excusat, ignorantia legis non excusat. Ignorance of

facts excuses, ignorance of the law does not.

Ignorantia legis neminem excusat. Ignorance of the law excuses no

one.

Irnpotentia legem excusat. Impossibility excuses the law.

In dubio purs metiorest sequeuda. In a doubtful case the gentler course

is to be pursued.

lu dubio sequendum quod tutius est. In doubt follow the safest course.

In propria causa uemnjudex. No one may be judge lu his ow n cause.

Incertu pronullo habendasunt. Things uncertain are held fornothing.

Inlentio caeca mala. A hidden intention is a bad one.

Interest republics est sit finis litium. It is for the i)ublic intere'l that

lawsuits come to an end.

.Index est lex loquens. The judge is the law speaking.

•Tudicia posteriora sunt in lege forliora. The later decisions are

stronger in law.

,Jus puUicum privaUrrum paclis mutari non potest. A jniblic right

cannot be changed by private agreement.

.lus respicit eequitatem. Law regards equity.

Ltda culpa dolo tetiuiparatur. Gross negligence is equivalent to fraud.

Le control fait le UA. The contract makes the law.

Leges poslcriores priores conlrarias abroganl. Siibsetiucnt laws repeal

previous ones to the contrary.

Legis interprelalio Ugis vim oblinet. Construction of law obtains the

force of law.

Ix.x de fuluro, judex de prmterito. Law provides for the future, the

Judge for the past.

Lexfacet doli. The law favors dower.

Lex neminifacial Injuriam. The law wrongs no one.

Ijct prospicil non respicit. Laws look forward, not backward.

IjSX reprobal mtrram. Law dislikes delay. (Clients sometimes doubt

this maxim.)
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Magna cylpa doing eet. Great neglect is fraud.
\

Major conlinel in se minug. The greater contains the less.
|

Malum non presumitur. Evil is not presumed.

Mens lestaloris in testamento speclanda est. In wills the intention of i

the testator is to be considered. '

Misera est servilus, ubi jus est vagtirn aut incertum. When law is
[

vague or uncertain, there is miserable slavery.
i

Mors omnia solvit. Death dissolves all things.

Nalura nonfacit saltum, ita nee kx. Nature makes no leap, nor does

the law.

Necessitas est lex (empoi-is et loci. Necessity is the law of time and
,

place. ,

Necessitas facU lidtum quod alias non est licitum. Necessity makes i

that lawful which is otherwise unlawful.

Necessitas non habet legem. Necessity has no law.

Negatio duplex est affirmatio. A double negative is an affirmative.
|

Neminem oportel esse sapientiorem legibus. No one should be wiser ;

than the law.
j

Nemo bis punilur pro eodem delicto. No one can be punished twice for
i

the same crime.

Nemo contrafactum suum venire potest. No one may contradict his

own deed.

Nemo dot qui non habet. A man cannot give what he does not own.

Nemo est lucres viventis. No one is heir to a living man.

Nemo tenelurse ipsurn accusare. No one is bound to accuse himself.

Non consentit qui errat. He who errs does not consent.

Non debet cui plus licet, quod minus est, non licere. He who is per-

mitted to do the greater may, with greater reason, do the less.

Non est certandum de regulis juris. About rules of law there is no

disputing.

Non decipitur. qui seit se decipi. He is not deceived who knows him-

self to be deceived.

Non omne quod licet honestum. Not everything legal is honorable.

Non refert verbis autfactisJit revocatio. It matters not whether a rev-

ocation be by word or deed.

Novatio non presumitur. A novation is not presumed.

Nulprendra advantage de son toil demesne. No one may take advan-

tage of his own wrong.

Nulls regie sansfaute. No rule without exceptions.

Omne teslamentum morle consummalum est. Every will is consum-

mated by death.

Omne sacramentum debet esse de certa scientia. Every oath should be

founded on positive knowledge.

Once a fraud always a fraud.

Once a mortgage, always a mortgage.

Once a recompense, always a recompense.

Optimus judex qui minimum sibi. He is the best judge who relies

least on himself.

Partus sequitur ventrem. Offspring follow the mother (in condition).

This applies to slaves and animals only.

Possession is a good title, where no better appears.

Proesumplio violenla valet in kge. Strong presumption avails in

law.

Prior tempore, potior lure. First in time, first in right.

Quee in curia acta sunt rite agi preesumuntur. What is done in court

is presumed to have been rightly done.

quee non valeant singula, juncta uvant. Things which do not avail

singly, may when united.

Quando aliquld prohibilur ex directo, prohibitur et per obliquum.

What is prohibited directly is prohibited indirectly.

Quando lex aliquid alicui concedit ,
omnia inxidentia tamteconceduntur.

When the law gives anything, it gives tacitly what is incident to it.

Qui conjirmat nihil dal. Conflnning is not giving.

Quifacitper alium,facit per se. He who acts through another, acts

for himself.

Qui hccret in litera hceret in cortice. He who adheres to the letter, ad-

heres to the bark.

Qui jure suo utitur nemini facit injuriam. He who uses his legal

rights, harms no one.

Qui non improbat, approbat. He approves who does not disapprove.

Qui potest et debet vitare,jubet. Neglect to forbid is equivalent to a

command.

Qui vult decipi, decipiatur. Let him who wishes to be deceived be

deceived.

Qui tardius solvit, minus solvit. Who pays too late, pays too little.

Quicquid plantatur solo, solo cedit. Whatever is affixed to the soil

(or realty) belongs to it.

Quod ab initio non valet in tractu temporis non convakscere. Whai

is not good at the beginning cannot be rendered good by time.

Quod in uno similium valet, vakbit in altero- What avails in one of

two similar things will avail in the other.

Quod vanurn el inutile est lex non requhit. The law does not demand that

which is vain and useless.

Ratio legis est anitna legis. The reason of the law is the soul of the

law’.

Remedies oirght to be reciprocal.

Reproba apecunia liberal solventein. Money refused (i. e. tender) libe-

rates the debtor.

Res judicata m o veritate accipitur. A thing adjudged must be taken

for truth.

Respondeat superior. Let the superior answer.

Rights never die.

Salus populi est suprerna lex. The safety of the people is the supreme

law.

Scribere est agere. To write is to act.

Semper necessitas probandiincumbil qui agit. The burden of proof

lies on the claimant.

Si quis cuslos fraudem pupillo fecent a tutela removendus est. A
guardian, guilty of fraud toward his ward, shall be removed.

' Sic utere tuo ut alienum non Iccdas. So use your own as not to injure

[

another’s property.

i Silent leges inter anna. Laws are silent amidst arms.

Solo cedit quod solo implantalur. What is planted in the soil belongs

]

to the soil

.

Summumjussummainjuria. The height (extreme rigor) of the law

I

is the height of wrong.

]

Superfluities do no injury.

Surplusage does no harm.

!
Tacile quxdam habe.ntur pro expresses. Things silent are sometimes

I
considered as expressed.

Tantumbonavalent, quantum vendipossunt. Things are worth what

I

they will sell for.

! Terra transit cum onere. Land passes with the incumbrances.

' Testibus deponen.libus inpari numero dignioribus eredendum. When the

number of witnesses is equal on both sides, the more worthy are to be

i believed.

j

Testis oculatus unus plus vakl quam auriti decern. One eye witness is

worth ten ear witnesses. t

! Trusts survive.

' Tout ce que le loi ne defend pas, est permis. The law permits every-

I

thing it does not forbid.

Tutius errat'ur ex parte miliore. It is safer to err on the side of

I

mercy.

XJU eadem ratio, ibi idem kx. Where there is the same reason there

1 is the same law.

:
Ubi jus, ibi remedium. Where there is a right, there is a remedy.

' Usury is odious in law.

' Ulik per inutile non vitiatur. What is useful is not vitiated by the

, useless.

Valeat quantum valere potest. It shall avail as far as it can have effect,

i Verbafmtius accipiuntur contra proferentem. Words are to be taken

;
most strongly against him using them.

Verba generalia generaliter sunt intelligenda. General words are to be

understood generally.

Verba nihil operandi melius est quam absurde. It is better that words

should have no interpretation than an absurd one.

' Veritas nihil veretur, nisi abscondi. Truth fears nothing but con-

cealment.

Vir et uxor consentur in lege una persona. Man and wife in law are

considered one person.

I Volunti non .fit injuria. He who consents cannot receive an injury.

When the foundation fails all fails.

When two rights concur, the most ancient shall be preferred.

Where there is equal equity, the law must prevail

.
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I

A. Capital A endorsed cn the face of an account or document may mean
Audited^ Acctptedy or Approved. Small <z, written means at^ as,

xo yds. @ 14 cts.

A. 1. Of first quality. Used technically in shipping, but applied to other

matters. The mark originated with the English Lloyds, who rate

vessels Ai, A2, and so down. In the American system the registry

descends from A by fractions, Ai, AiJ4 i
Ai^, Ai^, A2.

Abandonment. In marine insurance, the abandonment of property

insured to the insurers.

Abatement. Amount deducted from a bill for any cause
; a discount;

I

removal of a nuisance.

Abator. One who removes a nuisance.

Abeyance. Held in suspense, as an unsettled estate.

Abstract. Abridgment or epitome of a deed or other document.

I Acceptance. Agreement by the drawee of negotiable paper to pay the
same. Agreement to terms offered.

Acceptance supra Protest. Agreement to pay a note or bill after it has
been protested, for the honor of the maker or an indorser.

Acceptor. He who by his signature makes acceptance.

Accession. Acquiring property attached as an incident.

Accessory. One who instigates, encourages or aids in the offence of
another.

Accommodation Paper. Notes or bills not representing an actual sale

or trade transaction, but merely drawn to be discounted for the benefit

of drawer, acceptor or indorsers, or all combined.

Accord and Satisfaction. Offer and acceptance of one thing in place of
another due.

Account. A statement of sums and amounts due from one person to

another and their offsets, arising from mutual transactions. Summary
of debits and credits.

Accountant. An expert in examining books.

I

Account Current. A running account for a certain period, showing
what is due at the present time.

Account Sales. 7’he account of a broker or commission agent, showing
amount and rate of sales, expenses of freight, commission, etc., and
net amount due the principal.

Accretion. Gradual increase of land through natural causes.

Accroach. To attempt to use power without authority.

Accrue. To incrca.se, lobe due as profits.

Acknowledgment. A receipt. In law, admission of facts.

Acquittance. A written receipt in full, or discharge from all claims.

Actionaire {French), The holder of shares in a stock company.
Act. A formal writing expressing what has been done, as, an act of

Congress, an act of bankruptcy.

Actuary. Officer of a life insurance company
; expert in vital statistics

and annuities.

Act of God. A cause of injury not to be prevented by human means.
Adjustment. Settlement of claims in marine or fire insurance. Deter-

mining amount of loss and of liability. In accounts, the settling of a

disputed account.

Admiralty Court. A court having jurisdiction in maritime matters.
Ad Valorem {Latin). According to the value.

Ad Valorem Duties. Duties levied on goods according to value
;
not by

quantity, weight or measure. Opposed to Specific Duties.
Administer, To settle an estate as admlnstrator or executor.

Administrator. One who has charge of the estate of a man dying with-

j

out a will, or appointed in place of an executor.

Advance. Increase in value.

Advances. Money paid before goods are delivered to buyer, or sold by
broker.

Adventure. Shipment of goods on shipper’s own account. Merchants
keep a debit and credit account with each enterprise, as. Adventure
to Rio Janeiro.

I

Adventure, Bill of. Writing signed by master of ship which carries

j

goods at the owner's risk.

Adventure in Co. Shipment of goods at joint risk of shipper and con-
signee.

Adverse Posession. Posession of real property avowedly contrary to the
claim of another person.

Advice. Mercantile information sent by letter, called Letter 0/Advice.
Affiant, One who makes an affidavit.

I

Affidavit. Declaration under oath.

Affiliation. Establishment of paternity.

Affinity. Connection resulting from marriage.

Affreightment. The act of hiring a ship for transportation of goods.

Agent. One who acts fur another.

Aggravation. In law, something enhancing crime or increasing damages.
Agio {Italian). Difference in value between bank notes and gold, or

between one kind of paper money and another.

Agiotage. Speculation on ffuctuation of public securities.

Agrarian. Relating to land.

Agreement. A contract. Literally, the meeting of minds.

Alias {Latin). A second or assumed name.

Alien. One of foreign birth and allegiance.

Alimony. In divorce law, provision f<;r support of a wife.

Allegation. Rule for obtaining the proportion of ingredients in making
mixtures, and the value of such mixtures.

Alliquot Part. A number contained within a larger number an exact

number of times.

Allonge {French). A paper pasted on a note or bill of exchange to allow

more indorsements than the bill has room for.

Allegiance. Obedience and support due to the government.

H-4
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Allotment Ticket. Order for payment of wages to seaman’s family at

stated intervals during the voyage.

Allow. To yield to another’s proht ;
to concede ;

to discount.

Allowance. Deduction from gross weight or amount. Sailor’s rations.

Alloy {French, a la loi). Baser metal introduced in coinage ;
the union

of different metals. Neither of the precious metals is used in absolute

purity in coinage. Gold is alloyed with silver or copper ;
silver, with

nickel, brass, or copper. The proportion of alloy differs in different

countries.

Alluvion. Gradual increase of the shore of a stream.

Amotion. A turning away or removal.

Amount Gross. The total sum or aggregate.

Amount Net. Total sum less proper deduction for expenses, discount, or

charges.

Ancestor, In law^ embraces collaterals as well as lineals.

Anchorage. A spot near shore where ships are in safety. Holding

ground.

Ancient Writings. Deeds thirty years old may be admitted to evidence

without proof.

Anker. A foreign measure of about ten gallons.

A n nex. To take permanently, as to annex territory ;
fixtures are annexed

to the freehold.

Annuity. A sum paid yearly or at stated intervals.

Answer. To be responsible for
;
to reply.

Antedate. To date beforehand.

Application. In insurance, the first step in obtaining a policy.

Appellate Jurisdiction. Courts having power to review decisions of

lower courts. .

Apply. To dispose of in a particular manner, as, to apply funds in pay-

ment of a note.

Appraisement. Ascertaining the value of goods or property.

Appraiser. He who appraises. In particular, an officer of government

who ascertains the value of dutiable goods.

Appreciate. To rise in value.

Apprentice. A minor bound out to learn a trade.

Apprize. Another form of appraise.

Appropriation. Setting apart for a specific purpose. Government grant

of money.

Appurtenance. Something incidental to another.

Arbitration. Settlement of disputed claims or accounts by arbitrators.

Arbitrators. Disinterested parties called in to settle disputes.

Arbitration of Exchanges. Comparison of currency of intermediate

places, to discover whether it is more profitable to forward money

directly or indirectly.

Archives, State papers, records, charters, and other important docu-

ments.

Article. A single piece of goods ;
a division of a document or contract.

Arson. The malicious burning of another’s house.

Articles of Partnership. The contract between the parties.

i Articles of War. Rules for the government of army and navy.

Assay. To test the purity of precious metals.

Assess. To levy a tax or share of expenses.

Assets. Funds of an individual, firm, or corporation
;
resources ;

opposed

I to liabilities.

I

Assignats. Paper money of France after the revolution, never redeemed.

I

Assignee. A person to whom an assignment is made ;
trustee for the

I

creditors of a bankrupt estate.

Assignment. Conditional transfer of property for safe keeping, or adjust-

ment.

Assignor. One who transfers his property to assignees foi the benefit of

i
creditors or for other reasons.

Assizes. A criminal court for jury trials held from place to place.

(English).

1

Association. A body of men ;
a stock company ;

a society.

1 Assortment. A quantity of goods varying in form, color, style, size, or

price.

Assumpsit. An action to recover damages for breach of contract.

Assurance. Nearly synonymous with insurance ; an agreement to pay

on a contingency sure io occur.

Attachment. A seizure of property or person by order of the court, to be

held until the cause is decided.

Attest. To witness by signature a document or judicial act

Attorney, An agent
;
an officer of the court ;

a counsellor.

Attorney, Power of. Written authority for one person to act for

another.

Attorney General. The chief law officer of the government.

Attorn. To agree to become tenant to one to whom reversion has been

granted.

Auction. Public sale to highest bidder.

Auctioneer. A person licensed to sell by auction.

Audit. To scrutinize accounts and vouchers.

Auditor. One authorized to examine accounts ; an officer of the United

States Treasury.

Aver. To assert formally.

Average. The mean value ;
Medium quality ;

a fair sample.

Average, General. In marine insurance, a proportionate contribution

levied on ship and goods to cover necessary sacrifice of a part.

Average, Particular. Partial damage of ship alone, or of cargo alone,

arising from ordinary wear and tear or mishaps.

Average, Petty. Smalt charges, such as pilotage, port charges, and the

like, borne in part by ship and part by cargo.

Average of Payments. Method of finding the time when payment may

be made ofseveral sums due at different dates without loss to either

party.

Avoid. In law, to nullify.

Avulsion. Lands torn by the current from one estate and added to

another.

Bail. A surety for appearance ;
the amount pledged.

Bailments. In law of contracts, delivery of goods for some purpose.

Balance. Difference necessary to make debit and credit sides of an ac-

count equal ;
weighing scales.

Balance Account. An account made up of balances of different ac-

counts ;
a brief summary of the state of a business.

Balance Sheet. A paper giving a summary and balance of accounts.

Balance of Trade. Difference in value between total exports and im-

ports of a country.

Ballast. Weight used to steady a ship ;
in balance, loaded with ballast

instead of cargo.

Bale. A package of goods or produce.

Banco. Difference between bank value and current value of money.

Bank. An institution for deposit, discount, and circulation.

Bankable. Capable of passing at par at a bank.

Bankbook. Passbook of a bank, showing state of depositor’s account.

Bank Hours. Usually from g or lo a. M. to 3 p. M.

Banker. A dealer in money ;
one entrusted with funds by others.

Bankrupt. One unable to meet his business liabilities ; the word literally

means broken up.

Bank Stock. Shares in a banking company ;
paid up capital of a bank

divided into shares.

Bar. A final defence ;
profession of law.

Bargain. An agreement of sale ;
.an advantageous commercial transac-

tion.

Barque or Bark. A three-masted vessel, rigged square as to fore and

main masts, and “ fore and aft " as to mizzen mast.

Barratry. In shipping, any wilful breach of duty or trust by master or

crew, as against owners or insurers
;

in common law, malicious stir-

ring up of litigation.

Barrel. A measure of capacity, containing 31)4 gallons, wine measure
;

36 gallons, beer measure ; 32 gallons, ale measure.

Barrel Bulk. In freight measurement, 5 cubic feet.

Barrister. English name for a lawyer who practices in the courts.

Barter. To exchange one kind of goods for another.

Base Court. An inferior court, not one of record.

Bazaar (Turkish). Place of trade ;
specially applied to shops for sale of

fancy articles.

Beacon. General word for light-house or light-ship.

Bear. In Stock Exchange slang, one who strives to depress the price of

stocks.
,

Bearer. He who holds and presents for payment a note, bill, check, or

draft.
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Bearer, Payable to. Negotiable paper so drawn need not be indorsed.
Bench Warrant. One issued by a superior court judge.
Bill, .-i statement of accounts due

;
general term for all negotiable paper.

Bill Book. In bookkeeping, the account kept of all notes, drafts and bills

of exchange.

Billhead. A printed form for bills, with business address at the top.
Bill of Discovery. Application to equity court to compel disclosure of

facts.

Bill of Entry. A bill of goods entered at the custom-house.
Bill of Exceptions. A written list of e.xceptions to a court's decisions.
Bill of Exchange. A written order from one person to another, order-

ing or requesting him to pay a certain sum ofmoney to a third person
at a given date.

Bill, Domestic or Inland. A bill of exchange payable in the country
where drawn.

Bill, Foreign. A bill of exchange payable in a foreign country
; usually

drawn in duplicate or triplicate.

Bill of Lading. A receipt given by a ship's master for goods received
for carnage, promising to deliver the same at a certain time and place,
dangers of the sea excepted : four copies are usually made, one for
master, one for shipper, one to be sent in ship to consignee, the fourth
sent by some other ship.

Bill of Parcels* Sometimes used for invoice.

Bill of Particulars. Specification of demands for which an action is

brought.

Bill of Sale. A contract under seal for the sale of goods.
Bill of Sight. A form of Custom-House entry, allowing consignee to

see goods before paying duly.
Bills Payable. Notes and bills issued in favor of other parties by a

merchant.

Bills Receivable. Notes and bills made by others and payable to our-
selves.

Blank Credit. Permission to draw money on account, no sum being
specified.

Bona Fide (Latin). In good faith.

Blackmail. Extortion of money by threats.

Blockading. Obstructing an enemy 's ports.

Board of Trade. About equivalent to Chamber e/ Commerce or Mer-
chant's Exchange

; an association of business men to regulate matters
of trade and further their interests, and for the settlement of differ-
ences between its members.

Bond. A legal document by which a person binds himself to pay money
or do something under penalty of paying a sum fixed.

Bond Creditor. A creditor whose debt is secured by a bond.
Bond Debt. A debt contracted under obligation of a bond.
Bonded Goods. Goods on which bonds instead of cash have been given

for import duties.

Bonded Warehouse. Buildings owned by persons approved of by the
Secretary of the 1 reasiirj*, and who have given bonds or guarantee for
the strict observance of the revenue laws

; used for storing imported
merchandise until the duties are paid or the goods re-shipped without
entry.

Bondsman. One who gives security for the payment of money, perform-
ance of an act, or integrity of another.

Bonus. Additional money paid beyond interest
; extra profits

Book Debfs. Accounts charged on the books.
Bookkeeper. One vho keeps mercantile accounts.
Bookkeeping, Single Entry. That system of bookkeeping which re-

quires only one entry for a single transaction.

Bookkeeping, Double Entry. The system of bookkeeping which re-
quires for every transaction two entries, one on the debit and one on
the credit side.

Borough. An incorporated town or village.

Bottomry Bond. The mortgage of a vessel for sums advanced for the use
of the ship.

Bought and Sold Notes. Notes given by a broker to the seller and
buyer respectively

Bounty. A bonus or premium given to encourage trade.
Brand. Literally a mark of designation made by a hot iron

; any trade-
mark, device, or name

;
the particular quality of a class of goods.

Breach of Trust. Violation of his duty by a trustee.

BreadstutTs. Any kind ofgrain, corn, or meal.
Breakage. Allowance made by a shipper for loss by the destruction of

fragile wares.

Breaking in. Such violence as is necessary to constitute burglary.
Breaking Bulk. Opening p.ickages of goods in transit.

Brief. A concise summary or statement of a case.

Broker. An agent or factor
; a middleman paid by commission

;
the

most common are .5;//, Exchange, Insurance, Produce, Ship, and
Stock Brokers.

Bull. Stock Exchange slang for a broker or dealer who believes that the
value of stocks will rise and* speculates fora rise, ‘‘goes long" on a
stock.

Bullion. Uncoined gold or silver.

Burden of Proof. Obligation of a party asserting a fact to prove it.

Burglary. At comnjon law, breaking into a house in the night time with
felonious intent.

Bushel. A cylindrical measure, i8^ inches in diameter and 8 inches
deep inside

; its capacity is 2,150 42-100 cubic inches.
By-Law. Local or restricted municipal regulations.

Cabinet. Advisory council of a sovereign or president.

Calculate. To determine by reckoning
; to adjust by comparison.

Call. Demand for payment of inst.alments due on stock.
Call. In Stock Exchange slang, a privilege given to another to “ call”

for delivery of stock at a time and price fixed.

Cancel. To annul or erase
; often done by stamp or punch.

Canon. A precept of ecclesiastical law.

Capias. Writ commanding sheriff to take defendant or a witness into
custody.

Capital. Money invested in business
; amount of assets.

Capitalist. One having money to invest
; a wealthy man.

Capital Offence. One punishable by death.

Capital Stock. The aggregate amount invested in a stock company;
total value of stock at par.

'

Capitation. Tax levied by polls.

Carat. A measure of weight for gold and precious stones.

Cargo. Merchandise laden on a ship for transportation.

Carrier. One who carries goods for another.

Cartage. The amouut due for carting goods.

Carte Blanche (French). Literally white paper • free or full powers.
Case. -A box for holding goods or merchandise

; at law, an action or suit.
Case, Action on the. A common law form of action.

Cash. Ready money; gold, silver, bank-notes; checks and drafts are
usually included.

Cash-Book. A book of entry for iftoney paid in and out.

Cashier. One who has charge of money
;
a bank officer.

Cassation (French). Act of annulling
; reversal.

Cash Sales. Sales for cash.

Caveat. Formal notice not to interfere with one's rights.

Certificate. A written voucher, as, a certificate of deposit, a stock-certi-
ficate.

Certified Check. One accepted by the bank on which it is dr.iwn as
good.

Chamber of Commerce. An a.ssociation of merchants for the encour-
agement of trade.

Charter. A grant by a State empowering a corporated association to do
business

Charter-Party. A written contract for the hire of a ve.sscl for a given
voyage.

Check. An order on a bank for payment of money on demand to bearer
or the order of some person.

Check-Book. A printed book of blank checks.

Check-Clerk. One who examines accounts of other clerks
; a bank clerk

who enters up checks.

Chose* in Action Personal property for which the right of action exists
but which has not been reduced to possession.

Circalar. A printed letter of advertisement.

Circular Note. A note or bill issued by bankers for the accommodation of
travelers, calling upon correspondents at different places to pay money
on demand.

Clearance. A Custom House certificate that a ship is free to leave.
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Clearing, i. Entering a ship at the Custom House and obtaining clear-

ance. 2 . In banking, exchange of checks and settling balances at the

Clearing House.

Clearing House. A banking exchange for daily settlements.

C. 0. D. Collect on delivery ;
method of payment for goo s se y

CollXrat In law of descent, that which is not lineal ;
a grandson is of

lineal, a nephew of collateral descent.

Collateral Security. A secondary security to be available if the chief

Colle*c7on^ One authorized to receive money for another ;
chief officer of a

Custom House.

Commerce. Extended trade or traffic.

Commission. An agent's percentage for transacting business.

Commission Broker. One who buys or sells on commission.

Commissioner of Deeds. An attorney or notary authorized to take

acknowledgment of deeds in a foreign State.

Common Carrier. A public conveyer of goods or passengers

Common Law. Unwritten law, as distinguished from written or statute

law.
. ,

Company. An association in business ; a joint stock concern.

Compound Interest. Interest on both principal and interest^

Composition. A payment by a debtor of a percentage of his debts

settlement in full.

Consideration. Value received ;
a bonus.

Consignee. One to whom goods are sent.

Consignment. Goods sent to an agent to be sold.

Consols Government securities of England, paying three per cent.

Lnsul. A representative of one country in a port of another to protect

trade interests and the rights of seamen and other citizens.

Consulage. Duty paid by merchants for protection of commerce abroad.

Contrabfnd. Prohibited goods or merchandise ;
smuggled goods.

ConiraLnd of War. Goods which neutral ships are forbidden to carry

to belligerents ;
as munitions or arms.

Contract. An agreement ;
a bargain.

, • u a,

Lntraotor. One who engages to do certain work or furnish goods

fixed rates ;
a public supply agent.

- a . ..

Conveyance. A written instrument by which property is transferred ,

CooD^rtge. Charge for putting hoops on casks or barrels.

Spying Press. An instrument for taking impressions from damp paper..

Corner In stock and grain broker’s slang, the buying up of a large

quantity of stock or grain to raise the price.

Corjoration. A body of business men authorized by law to transact

certain business.

Counter-Entry. An entry in a contrary sense.

— ,. A merchant's business office.

Coupon (French'). A certificate of interest attached to bonds or stock, to

be cut off when due.
. ......

Court of Equity. One having a chancery or equity jurisdiction;

limited by the common law.
.

Cr. Abbreviation for Credit: the Cr. side of an account is on the right

Cre5'"t"''ln bookkeeping, value received or transferred from the party ;

opposite oi debit : financial standing ;
power to obtain loans.

Creditor. One to whom money or value is due.
, .

Credit Mobilier. An association intending to buy up and conduct rai -

roads or other companies on limited liability principles; in this

country the most noted was the Credit Mobilier Company of the

Cur^:t:;:toltem-
BrokersnotmembersoftheregularStock-Exchange.

Currency. The circulating medium of a country.

Current. Passing freely ;
now running, as, current accounts.

Customs. Taxes on goods exported or imported.

Custom House. A place appointed to receive customs.

Lstom House Entry. A statement made and fees paid in clearing a

CusSiary Law. Practices which have become law through the long

usage of the mercantile world.
^

Damages. Compensation for injury received.

Date. Day of the month and year.

Day-Book. A book for recording daily transactions.

Days of Grace. Three days allowed for payment of notes or bills after

the time specified has elapsed. In some other countries more than

three are allowed.

Debase. To lessen in value ;
as, a debased coinage.

Debenture. A Custom House certificate entitling an exporter to a draw-

back on duties paid.

Debit. To make debtor ;
opposite of credit

;
a charge entered.

Debtor. One who owes ;
opposite of creditor.

Decimal. A tenth part
;
by tenths.

Declined. Decreased in value.

Deed. A sealed legal instrument, transferring property, usually land.

Default. Failure to pay.

Defendant. In law, the one against whom a claim or charge is made.

Deficit. A lack of funds to balance accounts.

Del Credere (Italian). Extra commission given an agent in considera-

tion of his warranting the solvency of the purchaser.

Demand. Claim for payment. ... .

Demurrage. Forfeit money for detention of vessels beyond the time

allowed by a charter-party.

Deposit. Money left with a bank subject to order; payment on account.

Depot. A place of storage or warehouse ;
improperly used of a railway

Station.

Derelict. Ship or cargo abandoned at sea.

Deterioration. Lessening in value.

Deviation. The departure of a ship from her regular course to stop at

Other ports.

Directors. The managers of a stock company.

Dischare-e. To pay a debt ;
to unload a ship.

_

Discounl A sum thrown off the amount of a note or bill ;
a deduction ;

/o discount is to lend money on bills after deducting the interest.

Discount Broker. One who lends money on notes or bills.

Dissolution. Breaking up of a partnership.
j. .

Dividend. Payment of the profits of a joint stock oonoorn, fro rata .

proportional payment to creditors out of a bankrupt estate.

Dockage or Dock Dues. Charges for the use of a dock.

DoLet A ticket or mark on goods showing measurement or destination ;

a list of cases before a court.

Donee. One to whom something is given.
. ,

Draft. An order to pay money ;
a rough copy of ^

from gross weight of goods ;
number of feet which a ship sinks

water.

Draw. To make a draft ;
to call for funds.

Hnnse
Drawback. An allowance or return of duties paid at the Custom House.

Drawer. The maker of a draft or bill of exchange.

Drawee. The one on whom a draft or bill is drawn.

Dravaae Charges on goods hauled by ^ dray ;
cartage.

^

Srummer. One who solicits custom for a merchant by showing samples.

Dry Goods. Commercial name for textile fabrics.

l:i B?r‘l ;“?nlirdgment of debt, not negotiable.

IZnoTe. \":i^nir:-f a cargo ;
loose material laid on the bottom of

the ship’s hold to raise goods and prevent injury by water.

Duplicate. A copy; a second article of the same kind.

Duress Confinement ;
restraint ;

compulsion.

Duties. Taxes levied by a government on exports or imports.

Eagle. A gold coin of the United States, value ten dollars.

E E Abbreviation for errors excepted.

Effects Property ;
goods on hand ;

the possessions of a firm.

IJctment. Dispossession of houses or land ;
forcing out.

E ^atgo^OrdetSlerLtn^rbid^^
ships to leave its ports.

IZllrl T^enterashipforavoyage;
toengageinanyenterprise.

EX^e.’^Totarffirrorel.'bm^ by writing one’s name on the

back * to guarantee payment.

Endorsee. He in whose favor endorsement is made.

Endorser. One who endorses.
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Engrosser. One who takes the whole of a line of goods
; a forcstallcr •

one who corners the market ' on commodities; an ornamental
penman.

Engrossing Clerk. A copyist
; a copying clerk.

Entrepot. A place where goods are deposited without paying duty, to
await transportation elsewhere

; a free port.

Entry. In bookkeeping, any record made; depositing a ship's papers
with the Custom House.

Equity A branch of jurisprudence distinct from the common law.
Equity of Redemption. Privilege allowed to a mortgagor to redeem

property within a given time.

Estoppal. Preclusion of a person from asserting a fact or doing an act
inconsistent wdth previous acts or declarations.

Examiner. A Custom House officer who compares goods with invoices.

Exchange. Place where merchants meet to transact business
;
percent-

age on sale of bills
; difference of value between different currencies.

Exchange Broker. One who negotiates foreign bills of exchange.
Exchequer. A treasurj'

; summary of finances.

Excise. Internal revenue tax.

Executed. Finished
; accomplished in legal form.

Executor. One appointed to carry out the provisions of a will.

Executory. To be performed in the future.

Executrix. Feminine form of executor.

Exhibit. Voucher or document presented in court; transcript of ledger
balances.

Export. To send goods to a foreign country.

Export Duty. Tax imposed on exports.

Exporter. One who exports.

Exports. The goods or merchandise exported.

Express. To transmit with celerity.

Express Company. A corporation engaged in the business of trans-
porting goods and money from one place to another more quickly than
can be done by sending as ordinary freight.

Extension. Allowance of time for payment to a debtor; carrying out
items of a bill or account.

E. A 0 . E. ** Errors and Omissions Excepted.

Face. The amount for which a note is drawn.
Fac Simile {Latin). An exact copy

;
a counterpart.

Factor, An agent appointed to sell goods on commission
; a consignee.

Factorage. Commissions allowed to factors.

Facture. An invoice or bill of goods.

Failure. Becoming bankrupt ; suspension of payment.
Fair. Of average quality

;
above middling.

Fall. Decrease in price or value.

False Pretences. Misstatements made with intent to defraud.
Fancy Goods. Light fabrics, ribbons, laces, etc.

Fare. Charge for passage.

Farthing. An English copper coin worth half a cent ; an insignificant

value.

Fee. Payment
; charge of a professional man

;
a gratuity.

Fee*Simple. In real estate, an absolute title; one with no conditions
attached.

Finance. Funds ; public money ; revenue.

Financier. One skilled in money matters.

Fire Insurance. Indemnity against loss by fire.

Fire Policy. The writing by which insurers agree to pay fire insurance.
Firm. Name, style or title of a business concern; the partners taken

collectively.

forties, Lnited States Bonds, issued during the war, redeemable
any lime after five years, payable at not more than forty years after

date, bearing 6 per cent, interest.

Five-Twenties. United States Bonds, redeemable any lime after five

payable twenty years from date, bearing 6 per cent, interest.

Fixtures. Anything of an accessory nature annexed to real estate;
that which forms a pan of the reality.

Flat. Inactive
; depressed

; dull ; Jiat value of stock and bonds is the
value without interest.

Flotsam. Goods thrown into the sea which swim.
F. 0 . B, Free on board;*’ transportation and shipping expenses in-

cluded.

Footi ng. Amount of a column of figures.

Forced Sales. Sale of commodity under compulsion or foreclosure.
Foreclose. To seize property under the conditions of a mortgage.
Foreign Bill. A bill of exchange drawn in one country upon a citizen

of another.

Forestall. To buy up goods before the regular time of sale; to bring
about an increase in the price of provisions.

Forwarder. A merchant or agent who transmits or forwards goods.
Fractional Currency. United States paper money for sums less than a

dollar.

Franc. French unit of coinage
; loo centimes

;
value, i8 3-5 cents.

Franking. Privilege of sending letters free of charge.
Fraud. In law, any wrongful artifice, device or concealment by which

pecuniary damage is done to another.

Free Goods. Goods admitted without an import tax.
Free Port. A port where ships may load and unload free from duties.
Free T rade. Trade not restricted by tariff duties for “ protection.”
Freight. Sums paid for transportation of merchandise or hire of a sliip

;

less properly, the goods carried.

Funded. Made into a permanent loan on which interest is paid.
Funds. Ready money

; shares in a national debt
:
public securities.

Garbles. Dust, filth or soil removed from spices, drugs, etc
; to garble is

to separate this refuse.

Garnishment. Legal notice attaching goods or money of one person m
the hands of another.

Garnishee. The person on whom is served a writ of garnishment or
” trustee process,” ordering him to appear in court and give informa-
tion m regard to the goods of another, the original debtor, m Ins
hands.

Gauge. To measure the contents of a cask
; measure or standard.

General Order Store. A bonded warehouse to which merchandise not
claimed within a certain time is sent under a ” General Order.'"

Goods. I^Ierchandise
; movable property.

Good Will, The interest of an established business in the way of trade
and custom.

Grain. Collective name for all cereals.

Great Gross. Twelve gross; i. c., 1,728 articles.

Gross. 1 welve dozen
; total amount

; opposed to net.

Gross Ton. Twenty-two hundred and forty pounds.
Guarantee. The one to whom security is given or guaranty made.
Guarantor. One making a guaranty.

Guaranty. Security
;
an undertaking that one person will pay money to

another or fulfil a contract.

Gunny-Bags. Sacks of coarse material used for coffee.

Hand. Measure of animals’ height
; about four inches.

Hand-Money, Money paid to bind a bargain.

Harbor. A place of security for vessels.

Harbor-Dues. Charges made for use of a harbor.

Harbor- Master. An officer having charge of a harbor.

Hogshead. A measure of capacity; 2 barrels, or 63 gallons; a large

cask.

Holder. He in whose possession a note or bill may be.

Hollow-Ware. Trade name for exst or wrought iron vessels, kettles, etc.

Honor. To accept and pay a note, draft or bill.

Husbandage. Compensation paid to a ” ship’s hu.sband,” {which see).

Hypothecate. 7*o pledge as security
; to mortgage chattels.

Immovables. Land, houses, and fixtures
;
real estate.

I mporter. A merchant who imports goods.

I mports. Goods brought from a foreign country.

Impost. Government tax on imported goods.

Income. Total amount of receipts from all sources
; yearly gains.

Income Tax. A government lax of a percentage on the income of indi-

viduals or corporations.

Indemnification. Making good a loss ; securing one against damages.
Indemnity. Guarantee against loss ; freedom; compensation for damages

suffered.

Index. Names of titles or accounts arranged alphabetically.

Indorse. Kndorse^ tic.

I ndulgence. Extension of time for payment.
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Inland Bill. A bill of exchange or draft drawn upon a person in the

same State or Country.

Insolvent. Unable to pay outstanding liabilities ;
bankrupt.

Instalment. A part payment or part delivery of goods.

Instant. Of the present month, as, the 12th inst.

Insurable Interest. Such an interest as will entitle a person to obtain

insurance on the life or property of another.

Insurance. A contract in which one party, the insurer, agrees m con-

sideration of the premium, to pay a certain sum on the death of the

insured or to indemnify him for loss to property by 6 re or marine

risks.

Insurance Broker. One who negotiates insurance contracts.

I nterest. Money paid for use of money ;
share in a business or venture.

I nterest Account. In bookkeeping, a separate account of sums paid and

received as interest.

Internal Revenue. Government revenue derived from domestic sources.

I ntestate. Not disposed of by a valid will ;
one who dies without a will.

In Transitu (Latin-). On the road ;
not brought to an end.

Inventory. A list of goods and merchandise on hand
;
any enumeration

of articles ;
a schedule.

Investment. Placing of money in business or securities.

Invoice. Account of merchandise shipped, with prices and charges an-

nexed.

Invoice Book. A book for entering copies of invoices.

Involved. Confused ;
embarrassed by liabilities.

Jettison. Throwing goods overboard or cutting away masts and sails to

save a vessel.

Jetsam. Goods thrown into the sea which have sunk.

Jobber. One who buys from importers or manufacturers and sells to

retailers ; a middleman.

Job Lot. Goods left over ;
an odd assortment.

Joint Stock. That held in company; stock formed by the union of

several companies.
, , •

Joint Stock Company. A business association, the capital ofwhich is

represented by shares of stock.

Joint Tenants. Those who have not only unity of possession, but also

of title and interest, and the survivor takes the whole.

Journal. An account book intermediate between Day-Book and Ledger.

Judgment. A judicial decree ;
decision of a court.

Judgment Note. One containing a power of attorney from maker to

payee to confess judgment for the maker to the extent of face and

interest.

Jurisdiction. Extent of a court’s authority as to place, sum, or subject

matter.

Lame Duck. Stock-brokers’ slang for one unable to meet his liabilities.

Land. To discharge cargo ;
to disembark.

Law, Merchant. Body of law relating to mercantile customs.

Law’ Days. Days allowed in a charter-party for unloading a ship.

Lay Down. Cost of merchandise, including charges and freight to place

of shipment.
r . .

Lazzaretto (Italian,). A place in Quarantine where goods are fumigated.

Leakage. An allowance made for waste by leaking of casks.

Lease. An agreement for letting lands or tenements for life, a term of

years or months, or at will.

Legal Tender. Currency or coin which a government has declared shall

be received in payment of debts ;
a formal proffer of money to pay a

debt ;
if refused, the creditor cannot recover.

Lessee. One to whom a lease is given.

Lessor. One who makes a lease.

Letter Book. That in which copies ofletters sent and received are made.

Letter of Advice. One giving notice of a shipment made, bill drawn, or

Other business transaction.

Letter of Credit. One authorizing credit to a certain amount to be given

to the bearer.

Letter of License. One by which creditors of an insolvent debtor post-

pone their claims and allow him to continue trade.

Letter of Marque. Commission from a government to a private ship to

seize and destroy ships and property of a hostile country.

Letters of Administration. Authority given to administer an intestate

or one in reeard to which the executor has refused to act.

Letters Patent. A writing executed and sealed, granting power and

authority to do some act, or enjoy some right.

Letters Testamentary. Authority to an Executor to act as such, after

probate of will has been made.

Liability. That for which one is responsible ;
debts

;
obligations.

Lien. A hold or claim on property to secure a debt.

License. Permission to trade or act, as liquor license, pedlar's license.

Lighterage. Payment for unloading ships by lighters or boats.

Liquidation. Settlement or adjustment of liabilities.

Lloyds’. An old association of English marine underwriters (insurers)

which formally met at Lloyd’s coffee house, London. The company

possesses complete records of everything pertaining to marine matters

and has a vast correspondence. To rate on Lloyd’s books as Ai is

accepted as conclusive evidence of excellence.

Lloyds’ Register. A yearly register of tonnage, age, build, character,

and condition of ships, issued by the Lloyds.

Loan. Money or property furnished for temporary use
;
a public debt.

Loan Office. An office where loans are negotiated.

Log-Book. A book in which is recorded the daily progress of a vessel,

weather notes, and all incidents.

Long Price. Price after duties are paid.

Longshoremen. Laborers who load and unload vessels.

Manifest. A list or invoice of a ship’s cargo and passengers to be ex-

hibited at Custom Houses.

Manifold Writer. A contrivance by which several copies may be ob-

tained at once ;
it consists of several sheets covered with a prepara-

tion of plumbago.

Manufactures. Articles which have undergone some process ;
not crude

or raw.

Marine Insurance. Insurance on vessels and cargo.

Mark A letter, figure, or device, by which goods and prices are dis-

tinguished ;
private marks are usually made by selecting a word of ten

letters and letting each letter stand for a digit.

Market. A public place of sale for provisions or other wares.

Mart. A market
;
a place of traffic.

Maturity. Time fixed for payment ;
becoming due.

Maximum. The highest price or sum.

Measurement Goods. Goods on which freight is charged by measure-

Merrantile Agency. A concern which procures and furnishes informa-

tion as to the financial standing and credit of business firms.

Mercantile Paper. Notes or bills issued by merchants for goods bought

or consigned.

Merchantable. Fit for market ;
in sound condition

Merchant. One who buys and sells goods, generally applied to whole-

salers or large dealers.
. , . ,

Merchant Service. Trading ships taken collectively ;
the management

of merchant vessels.

Merger. Absorption of a lesser by a greater debt or obligation.

Metallic Currency. Silver, gold, and copper coinage.

Metric System. A decimal system of weights and measures, first estab-

lished in France; now in general use in Europe and growing into

use in English-spe,aking countries.

Minimum. Lowest price ;
least quantity possible.

Mint. A place for coining money.

Misfeasance. The doing of a lawfu act in an unlawful manner,

litigation. Reduction of a penalty or fine
;
that which in part excuses

Mixfd Fabrics. Those composed of more than one kind of fibre, as wo

MonTv'^ ‘"TlTmeasure of value and medium of exchange ;
strictly speak-

Tng, money must have intrinsic value to the amount tt ^presents, as

gold or silver ;
but banknotes and sometimes checks are included.

Money-Broker. One who deals in money.

Money Market. The general system of cash loans ;
the exchange of dif-

ferent kinds of currency.

Money Order. An order requesting one person to pay money to another

,

not negotiable ;
most commonly used of post-office orders.

Monopoly. Sole power of dealing in certain class of goods.

Mortgage. A conditonal conveyance of property, to become void upon

fulfillment of the condition, as, the payment of a note.
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Mor<g^g-e Deed. A deed of the nature of a mortgage.

Mortgagee. The person to whom property is mortgaged.

Mortgagor, One who gives a mortgage.

Movables. Personal property
;
property not fixed.

Muster. A collection of samples.

National Banks. Banks organized under the conditions of an Act of

Congress; they can issue bank notes only to the amount of United
States Bonds they have deposited in the U. S. Treasury.

Negotiable Paper. Notes, bills, and drafts which may be transferred

with all their rights by indorsement or assignment.

Negotiation. Agreeing upon a mercantile transaction ; making a bargain
;

fixing a price.

Net. The clear amount
;
what remains after deducting charges and

expenses.

Net Profits. Clear profit, after deducting losses.

Net Weight. Weight of merchandise without bag, box, or covering.

Nominal. In name only
;
ver>' small, as, a nominal price.

Non-feasance. The not doing of what ought to be done.

Notary Public. A public officer who attests or certifies to acknowledg-
ment ofdeeds and other papers, protests notes and bills, etc.

Notarial Seal. Seal of a notary public.

Note of Hand. A written undertaking to pay money at a certain time.

NoLe Book. A book in which notes of hand are recorded.

Obligation. A duty; a binding engagement; bond with condition an-
nexed.

On Sale. Goods left with another person to sell on account.

Open Account. A running or unsettled account.

Opening. The display of a new stock of goods for sale.

Open Policy. In marine insurance, a policy which covers undefined
risks.

Option. Permission to choose ; in stock-broking, privilege of taking or
delivering stock at a given day and price.

Order. A commission to purchase
;

directions to pay money or deliver
goods.

Order Book. That in which orders received are entered. I

Ordinary. A ship in harbor is said to be in ordinary'
;
of medium quality.

Outstanding Accounts. Book debts not yet collected.

Overdraw. To call for more money than is on deposit.

Overdue. Applied to a note or draft the specified time for payment of
which has passed.

Overt. Apparent
;
manifest ; open.

Package. A bundle : a parcel
;
a bale.

Pa nic. A monetary pressure
; financial crisis.

Paper. Negotiable evidence ofindebtedness.

Paper Money. Bdlsof banks or the government passing current as money.
Parole (French). Not written, as, parole evidence.
Par Value. The face or nominal value.

Par of Exchange. The value of a unit of one country's coinage ex-
pressed in that of another's.

Partner. An associate in business
; member of a partnership.

Partnership. Contract of two or more persons to join money, stock or
skill in trade for mutual benefit.

Part Owner. One of several owners of a ship
; the relation differs ma-

terially from partnership.

Pass Book. A book kept by a customer in which entries of purchases are
made

; a bank hook.

Passport. A permission from a government to travel, with identification
and certificate of nationality.

Pawnbroker. One who lends money at interest on security of goods
deposited.

Payable. Justly due
; capable of payment.

Payee. The person to whose order a note, bill, or draft is to be paid.
Per Cent ^ Latin). By the hundred

; rates of interest, discount, etc.
Per Centage (Latin). An allowance reckoned by hundredth parts

; com-
mission.

Per Conira (Latin). To the opposite side of an account.
Permit. Wntten authority to remove dutiable goods.
Petty Cash Book. Account of small receipts and expenses.
Policy. The instrument by which the contract of insurance is made.

Pori. A harbor for vessels
; a commercial city.

Pori of Eniry. A port where a Custom House is established for the entry
of imports.

Posi-Daie. To date after the real time.

Posii ng. *1 o transfer from day-book or journal to the ledger,

Posi Orbii. A promise to pay loans after the death of some person.

Power of Aiiorney. Written authority from one person to another to

act for him.

Preferred Creditor. One whose claims a bankrupt debtor elects to

settle first.

Premium. A sum beyond par value: the amount paid annually in insur-

ance contracts.

Price Current. A statement showing prevailing price of merchandise,
stock, or securities.

Price List. A list of articles with prices attached.

Prime. Of high quality
;
superior.

Principal. The sum on which interest is paid.

Proceeds. The sum realized by a sale.

Procuration. A general letter or power of attorney.

Produce. Farm products of all kinds.

Profit and Loss. An account in which gains and losses are balanced.

Promissory Note. (See Note).

Pro Rata (Latin). A proportional distribution.

Protective Tariff. Duty imposed on imports to encourage manufactures.

Protest. Notice to the sureties of a note that it was not paid at maturity

or to the drawer of a draft that acceptance was refused.

Purveyor, One who supplies provisions.

Quarantine. Restraint of intercourse to which a ship is subjected on
suspicion of infection

;
the place of such restraint.

Quitrent, Rent paid by tenant of a freehold, discharging him from other

rent.

Quotation. Current Prices of stocks or commodities.

Real Estate. Land, houses and fixtures
;

all immovable property.

Rebate. Deduction
; abatement

;
discount

;
giving back part of sum

already paid.

Receipt. A written acknowledgment of payment.

Receipt Book. A book in which receipts are filed.

Receiver. An officer appointed by a court to hold in trust property in

litigation, or to wind up the affairs of a bankrupt concern.

Recoup. To counterbalance losses by gams.

Rectification. Second distillation of alcoholic liquors.

Register. A ship's paper, issued by the Custom House, stating descrip-

tion, name, tonnage, nationality, and ownership.

Re-insurance. Transfer of part of the contract of insurance from one

insurer to another.

Remittance. Transfer of funds from one party to another.

Renewal. Giving a new note for an old one
;
extension of time.

Rent. Compensation for the use of real estate.

Rente. A French term equivalent to government annuity.

Repository. A warehouse or storehouse.

Reprisal. The seizure of ships or property to indemnify for unlawful

seizure or detention.

Respondentia Bond. A bond for a loan secured by the cargo of a ship.

Retail. To sell in small quantities.

Returns. Profit on an investment.

Revenue. Income of a Stale
;
taxes received.

Revenue Cutter. A small government vessel used in collecting taxes and
preventing smuggling.

Reversion. Right to possess property after the happening of some event,

a.s the death of a person.

Sale. Transfer of property for a consideration.

Salvage. Compensation given those who rescue ship or cargo from loss.

Salvor. One who voluntarily engages in saving a ship or cargo from peril.

Sample. A small portion of merchandise taken as a specimen of quality.

Sans Recourt (Lrench). Without recourse; sometimes added to an
indorsement of a note or bill to protect indorser from liability.

Scrip. Certificate of stock given before registration.

Seaworthy. Fit for a voyage and projicrly cquip{>cd.
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Securities. Documents securing a right to property.

Sell. To make a sale ; to transfer for consideration.

Sett-OfF. A counter claim or cross debt arising from a different matter

from the one in question.

Share. Interest owned by one of a number ;
unit of the division of stock.

Ship. Technically, a three-masted square-rigged vessel ;
commonly used

for any large vessel.

Shipment. Quantity of goods dispatched.

Shipper. One who dispatches goods by vessel or other conveyance.

Shipping. Collective term for a number of vessels.

Shipping Articles. Articles of agreement between captain and seamen.

Shipping Clerk. One who oversees the forwarding of merchandise.

Ship’s Husband. One who attends to the requisite repairs of a ship

while in port, and does all the other necessary acts preparatory to a

voyage. .

Ship’s Papers. Papers which a vessel must carry ;
register, sea-letter,

logbook, bill of health, shipping articles, etc.

Ship’s Stores. Provisions, fuel, cables, extra spars, etc.

Short. To “sell short” is to sell for future delivery what one has not

got in hopes that prices will fall.
r a

Short Exchange. Bills of exchange payable at sight or in a few ays.

Shrinkage. Reduction in bulk or measurement.

Sight. The time when a bill is presented to the drawee.

Sight Draft. One payable at sight, i. e., when presented.

Signature. The name of a person written by himself.

Silent Partner. One who furnishes capital but takes no active part in a

business.

Simple Interest. Interest on principal alone
;
not compound.

Sinking Fund. A fund set apart from revenue to pay a public or cor-

poration debt. . .

Smuggling. Introducing goods into a country without paying duties.

Solvent. Able to meet all liabilities.

Specialty. A written, sealed, and delivered contract.

Specie. Any kind of coined money.

Specification. A written description and enumeration of particulars.

Speculation. A business investment out of the ordinary run of trade.

Stamp Duty. Law requiring stamps to be affixed to checks and proprie-

tary articles.

Staple. Principal commodity of a country or district.

statute Law. Body of laws established by legislative enactment ;
written

as opposed to unwritten or common law.

Sterling. Lawful or standard money of Great Britain,

stock. Shares in the capital of corporations ;
goods on hand.

stock Broker. One who buys and sells stock on commission.

Stock Exchange. Place where shares of stock are bought and sold.

Stock-Holder. One who holds shares of stock.

Stockjobber. One who speculates in stocks.

Stoppage in Transitu (Latin). Right of a seller to stop goods on

their passage ’’ if purchaser has become insolvent.

Storage. Sums paid for storing goods.

Storekeeper. Officer in charge of a bonded warehouse.

Stowage. Careful arrangement of cargo in a ship.

Subpoena. A writ commanding a witness to appear in court.

Subpoena duces tecum. A subpoena requiring witness to bring papers

with him.
. ...

Subrogation. Putting one thing in place of another; substituting one

creditor for another.

Sundries. Unclassified articles. .11-.
Supercargo. An agent who accompanies cargo to care for and sell 1 .

Surety. One who binds himself to pay money in case another person fails

to pay, to fill a contract, or to serve with integrity.

Surveyor. Agent of an insurance company to examine and report on

applications for marine or fire insurance.

Suspend. To fail
;
to stop payment.

Suspense Account. An account made of doubtful balances to ascertain

probable profit or loss.

Sutler. One authorized to sell goods to an army.

Settle Weight. Weight after tare is deducted.

Tale Quale (Latin). “ Such as ;
” used to denote that cargo is presumed

to correspond with sample, and that buyer takes the risk of deteriora-

Tally. Keeping account hy checking off.

Tally Man. One who receives payment for goods in weekly instalments.

Tare. Allowance in weight or quantity on account of cask, bag, or cover-

ing. ^ /urr .• when each cask, etc. is weighed. A verage tare :

when one is weighed as a sample. Estimated tare

:

when a fixed

percentage is allowed.

Tariff. Rate or list of duties ;
price list.

Teller. Officer of a bank who receives or pays out money.

Tenants. Those who lease or rent real estate.

Tenants in Common. Persons holding the same property in common,

i. e., by distinct titles and not as joint tenants.

Tender. Offer to supply money or articles. (See Legal Tender.)

Ten Forties. United States Government Bonds, which could be re-

deemed by the government in ten years or allowed to run for forty.

Tenor. Intent, nature, character ;
sometimes an exact copy.

Textile Fabrics. All woven or piece goods.

Testator. One who has made a will
;
feminine form, testatrix.

Time Bargain. A contract for the future sale of stock.

Tonnage. The weight a ship will carry in tons ;
capacity of a vessel.

Tort. A private or civil injury for which damages will lie.

Trade. Buying and selling ;
commerce ;

traffic.

Trade Discount. An allowance made to dealers in the same line.

Trade Mark. Letters, figures, or devices used on goods and labels which

a manufacturer has the sole right to use.

Trade Price. That allowed by wholesalers to retailers.

Trade Sale. An auction by and for the trade ;
especially of booksellers.

Trades Union. A combination of workingmen to protect their own

interests.

Traffic. Business done ;
especially that of a railroad.

Transhipment. Removing goods from one ship or conveyance to another.

Transportation. Conveying goods from one place to another.

Transit Duty. Tax imposed on goods for passing through a country.

Traveler. A commercial agent ;
a drummer.

Treasury Notes. Those issued by government and passing current as

money.

Treaty. An agreement or compact between two or more nations.

Tret. Allowance for waste of 4 lbs. in 104 lbs., after tare as een e-

ducted.

Triplicate. To make three copies of a paper ;
the third copy.

Trustee Process. Same as Garnishment, which see.

Ullage. What a cask lacks ofbeing full.

Unclaimed Goods. Goods in

three years from importation, or on which duties ha P

may be sold at auction.

Undersell. To sell below the trade price.

Underwriter. A marine insurer ;
an individual, not a company.

Unseaworthy. Unfit for a voyage in condition or equipment.

Unsound. In bad condition ;
of doubtful solvency.

Usury. Interest beyond the lawful rate.

Valid. Offeree ;
binding ;

good in law.

Value. To estimate ;
worth.

Value Received. Phrase used in notes and bills to express a considera-

tion indefinitely.

Vendee. One to whom something is sold.

Vendor. A seller.

Vendue. An auction sale.

Venture. A mercantile speculation or investment.

Void. That which is of no legal effect.

Voidable. That which may become of no legal effect if proper steps are

Voucte7.' A book, receipt, entry, or other document which establishes

the truth of accounts.

Warehouseman. One who stores goods for pay.

Waiver Relinquishment of a legal right or privilege.

Warranty. An undertaking that goods or title are as represente .

Wastage. Loss in handling ;
shrinkage.

Waste. Refuse material.

Way Bill. List of goods given to a carrier.

Wharfage. Fees paid for use of a wharf.
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ALderite. A scoffer
j
from Abdera, where Demdcritus lived.

AbraRam’s Bosom. The rest of the blessed dead. Lnke xiv. 22.
Abyla. One of the “Pillars oMIercules Calpo, being the other.
Academics. The disciples of Plato, so called from the academy.
Academy (.Academia). A gj-mnasium in the suburbs of Athens,

where Plato founded his school, 368 B. C. The Academy (as a philo-
sophic school) was divided into the old (by Plato and his disciples)

;

the MIDDLE (by .Arccsilaos), and the new (by Cameades).
Academy, The French. {Academie Fran^aise.) One of the five

academics constituting the French Institute; founded by Richelieu;
deals with the French language, and consists of 40 members.

'

Acadia. The former name of Nova Scotia.

Adams and Liberty. Patriotic American song, by R. T. Paine, .Jr.

Adam’sApple. Caused by a piece of forbidden fruitsticking there.
^*^^trable Crichton, The. .James Crichton; Scotch prodigy

of the 16lh century. Hence a person of great accomplishments.
Admiral English admirals were of three kinds according to the

color of their flag. Admiral of the Blue, kept the rear in a fight

;

Admiral op the Red, the center ; Admiral of the White, the van.
,21neid A irgil s epic poem, of which Alneas is the hero.
Ages. According to Hesiod there were five ages of the world.

The Golden, the Silver, the Brazen, the Heroic, and the Iron.
Agnuu _ci The L.imb of God. cake stamped with the figure

of a lamb, given out by the Pope on the Sunday after Easter.
Alabama. A Confederate privateer built in England, and com-

manded by Capt. Semmes. After great dcpredtitions on American com-
merce, she was sunk by the " Kearearge," .June 10, 18&4.
Aladdin’s "Window (To finish)- To try to finish something

eft unfinished by a great man. One window in Aladdin's palace was
left for the Sultan to finish, but his treasure gave out.
Albany Regency. Nickname of a set of able Democratic politi-

cians, 60 years ago, ai Albany, N. Y.
Albino. Person with unusually white skin and hair, and red eyes.
Albion. England. Said to mean the chalk cliffs. (Af6//j», white.)
Aldine Press. Founded by Aldus Maiiutine, at Venice, 1406.n nee came the famons Aldine editions.

Alexandrian Library. Founded by Ptolemy Sotcr, at Alex-
andria, Egypt. Contained 100,000 volumes. Burned 47 B. C.
lUexandrine Age. 323-640, when Alexandria was the seat of the

highest cnlture.

Alhambra. Palace and fortress of the Moors at Granada, Spain.
.^1 Souls’ Day. Nov. 2. Day of prayer for souls in Purgatory.
Allah. (“ The Adorable.”) Arabic name of God.

Almack’s. Once a famous London assembly-room where balls were
given of the mostc.xclusive, ari.'^tocratic character.

Almighty Dollar. A phrase from Irving’s Creole Village.

Alsatia. The Whitefriars (London) refuge for criminals.

Alto-Relievo (High relief.) Figures in marble, etc., cut so as to

project one-half or more from the tablet.

Ambrosia. The food of the gods.

Amuck, To run amuck. Run foul of. Malays, drunk with
opium, run about, armed with daggers, shouting “ Amuck ” (kill).

Anacreontics- Verses in praise of love or wine, after Anacreon.
Ancient Regime. The French Government before tiie Revolution.
Andersonville Prison. In Georgia. Union soldiers were confined

there during the Civil War of the United States.

Angelic Doctor, The- Thomas Aquinas.
Angelus, The. A prayer to the Virgin, recited thrice a day.
Angling, The Father of. Izaak Walton.

Annunciation, Day of. Festival, celebrated March 25lh, the day
the angel announced to the Virgin that she would bear Our Lord.
Annus IVIirabilis. (Wonderful Year.) 1CG6. Plague, fire of Lon-

don, and English victory over the Dutch-

Anthony, Saint. St. Anthony’s Fire. Erysipelas.

Antoninus, The Wall of Turf entrenchment across Scotland
from the Clyde to the Frith of Forth, built liy the Romans 140.

Apollo Belvedere. A marble statue of Apollo in the Belvedere
Gallery of the Vatican at Rome.
Appian Way. Oldest of the Roman roads, from Rome to Caiiuii.

Apples of Sodom. Lovely fniit, but within full of ashes.
Arabesque- Moorish (Arabic) patterns in decoration
Arcadian. A shepherd

;
belonging toshepherds. So called from the

Greek country Arcadia, a pastoral region.

Arch of Triumph. At the west end of the Champs Elysees, Paris,
lie ft. high, 145 w ide. Begun by Napoleon.
Arctic. The. A Collins steamer, sunk, with great loss of life, in 18.54.

Argo. The ship in which .Jason went after the golden fleece.

Argonauts. The heroes who sailed in the Argo.
Argus eyed. Extremely watchful. Juno, jealous of lo, had her

watched by the hundred-eyed Argus.

Arians Disciples of Arius
;
maintained that the Fathcrand Son are

distinct being".

Armada, The Spanish. Fleet collected by Philip of Spain, in
1588, to conquer England.

’

Artesian Well. From Artois in France, where they were first du".
Aryans. The parents of the Indo-European peoples.
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Astor Library. In New York city, founded by J. J. Astor.

Atbens, The Modern. 1. Edinburgh. 2. Boston.

Augustan Age. The palmiest period of a literature ;
the best days

of Roman literature being under Augustus.

Auld Reekie (Old Smoky). Edinburgh, Scotland.

Avalon. Burial place of King Arthur
;
said to be Glastonbury.

Ayreshire Poet, The. Burns, who was born near Ayr, Scotland.

Barnburners. A name once given to radical Democrats.

Babylonish Captivity. The 70 years’ captivity of the Jews at

Babylon, 608-538 B. C.

Baconian Philosophy. The inductive philosophy of Lord Ba-

con.

Balmoral Castle. A Scotch castle owned by Queen Victoria.

Bank of England. In Threadneedle Street, London. Founded

1694. Sometimes called “ The Old Lady of Threadneedle Street.”

Bard of Avon. Shakespeare, from Stratford-on-Avon.

Barleycorn, John. Malt liquor.

Barmecide’s Feast. An illusion. Barmecide asked a starving beg-

gar to dinner, and set empty dishes before him. (Arabian Nights.)

Basilisk. A serpent supposed to ” look people dead.”

Basso-Relievo. Figures cut on marble, etc., projecting a little.

Bastile. French prison and fortress, destroyed by the mob, 1789.
^

Battle of the Books. A satire by Swift on the comparative merits

of ancient and modern literature.

Battery, The. A park in New York city adjoining the river.

Beacon Street. The aristocratic residence street of Boston.

Beauty and the Beast. A fairy tale. Beauty lives with the

Beast to save her father’s life. Beast, disenchanted by love, is made a

handsome prince.

Bedlam (Bethlehem). A lunatic asylum.

Bee, The Attic. Plato, from his sweet style.

Beelzebub. God of flies
;
a Philistine deity.

Begging the question. Assuming as true what you are to prove.

Belle France, La (Fair France.) A general name of France.

Belgravia. Fashionable quarter of London.

Bell the Cat. A wise mouse proposed that a bell should be hung

upon the cat’s neck to apprise the mice of her coming ;
a young mouse

inquired, “ Who will put the bell on ?”

Bell, The Passing. Rung formerly when persons were dying.

Beloved Disciple. St. John.

Benicia Boy. John C. Ueenan, the American pugilist, born at

Benicia, Cal.

Bess, Good Q,ueen. Queen Elizabeth.

Bibliotheque Nationals. (National Library.) At Paris, contains

over 1,000,000 books, 150,000 MSS., etc.

Billingsgate. Coarse language, such as is used by the flshwomen

of Billingsgate, the London fish market.

Black Death. A contagious, putrid typhus, which desolated Europe,

Asia and Africa in the 14th century.

Black Friday. Sept. 26, 1869 ;
financial panic in Wall street, N. Y.

Black Hole. Dark cell in Calcutta prison where Surajuh Dowlah

shut up 146 British soldiers; 23 lived till morning.

Black Prince. Edward, Prince of Wales, son of Edward III.

Black Republicans. The Republican party in the IT. S
,
from their

opposition to the extension of slavery.

Blarney Stone. In Blarney Castle, near Cork, Ireland. Supposed

to impart a flowing tongue to whoever kisses it.

Bluebeard. A wife-killing tyrant ; a sort of Henry VIII.

Blue Laws. A nickname of early severe New England statutes.

Blue Stocking. A female pedant; so called from a literary society

at Venice in 1400, whose members wore blue stockings.

Bohemian. An artist or literary man living loosely by his wits.

Bois de Bologne A Paris promenade.

Border, The. The frontiers of England and Scotland.

Border Minstrel, The. Sir Walter Scott.

Border States. Maryland, Delaware, Virginia, Kentucky, Missouri.

Bourgeoisie. French tradesmen and manufacturers as a class.

Boulevard. In Paris, a wide street or promenade.

Bourse- The Parisian Stock Exchange.

Bloody Mary. Queen Mary of England ;
so called on account of

her bloodthirsty persecution of English Protestants.

Bow Bells A set of bells in St. Mary-le-Bow Church, London. A

person "born within sound of Bow Bells ” is a Cockney.

Bowery, The. A New York thoroughfare of the lower classes.

Boycott. To refuse to have anything to do with. Boycott, an Irish

landlord, was so treated in 1881.

Brandy Nose. A nickname of Queen Anne of England.

Breeches Bible. An edition in which aprons, in Genesis iii.

7, is rendered “ breeches.”

Bride of the Sea. Venice.

Bridge of Sighs. In Venice, Italy. Connects Doge’s palace

and state prisons. The condemned passed over it to be executed.

British Museum. A famous library and museum of London.

Broadway. The principal business street of New York City.

Brook Farm. A socialistic community founded at West Roxbury,

Mass., 1841, to carry out the idea of Fourierism.

Brother Jonathan. America, an American. Said to be derived

from Jonathan Trumbull, Gov. of Conn., of whom Washington would

say, “We must consult Brother Jonathan.”

Buncombe or Bunkum. Clap-trap eloquence. Said to come from

Buncombe, in North Carolina. A N. C. member said a fiery speech was

not delivered to the house, but to Buncombe.

Bunker HUl Monument. A granite obelisk on Bunker (once

Breed’s) Hill, Charlestown, Mass., marking the site of the battle between

the British and Americans, June 17, 1776.

Cachet, Lettres de. (Sealed letters). Blank warrants with the

French King’s seal, to free from, or imprison in the Bastile.

Caledonia. A poetical name for Scotland.

Campagna. (The country). The plain around the city of Rome.

Carbonari. Italian secret political society, organized in 1820.

Carmagnole. Song and dance in the French Revolution.

Cartesian Philosophy. (Descartes.) “ I think, therefore I exist.”

Castle Garden. The landing-place of emigrants. New York city.

Catacombs The subterranean burial-places in Alexandria, Egypt

;

also in Rome, used by the early Christians.

Cavalier Servente. The escort of a married woman.

Cecilia Saint. A Roman Christian martyr
:
patroness of music.

Celestial Empire. China, whose first emperors were all divinities.

Central Park. The great park of N. Y. City, contains 863 acres.

Champs de Mars. A field in Paris for military manoeuvres.

Champs Elysees. A promenade in Paris, IJ miles long.

Charter Oak. A tree in Hartford, Conn., in which the Colonial

Charter was secreted in 1688. Blown down in 1856.

Chauvinism. Narrow-minded braggart patriotism; from Chauvin, a

character of Scribe’s.

Cheapside. A great and crowded London thoroughfare.

Chestnut Street. The fashionable street of Philadelphia, Penn.

Chiltern Hundreds, To accept the. To resign one's seat in

Parliament. An English M. P. re.signs his seat by taking office. Stew-

ardship of the Chiltern Hundreds is a sinecure for this purpose.

Christ Church. The largest college in the University of Oxford.

Cid The. Don Roderigo Laynez, Count of Bivar ;
Spanish hero.

Cincinnati, The- Society of American Revolutionary officers.

Citizen King, The. Louis Philippe of France.

Cockaine, Land of An imaginary land of pleasure and laziness.

Colossus of Rhodes. A brass statue at Rhodes, 126 feet high.

Columbia. Poetical name of the. United States, from Columbus.

Column of Vendome. (Colonne Vendome.) Stone pillar m

Paris, erected by Napoleon ;
razed by the Commune in 18il.

Confederate States- The 11 States which seceded in 1861, viz
,

Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, North

Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee. Texas, Virginia.

Congressional Library. At Washington, largest in United

States.

Consols. English public securities at 3 per cent.

Copperheads. Northern sympathizers with the South in the

American Civil War.

Corncrackers, The. Kentuckians.

Corn Law Rhymer, The. Ebenezer Elliott.

Corso- (The Cour.se. 1 The chief thoroughfare of Rome.

Crapaud (a toad; Johnny. A Frenchman. The ancient device of

French royalty was three toads (subsequently theflenr de lys).
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Credit Mobilier. A company authorized to do a stock-jobbing
business. The American C. M. in connection with the Pacific railroads
was famous in 1813.

Crocodile Tears. Hypocritical grief. The crocodile was fabled
to weep as it ate its victim.

Cumberland. -A United States vessel sunk by the Confederate ram
.}ferrimac in Hampton Roads, March 8, 1S62. Went dow n with colors
flying, firing a broadside as she sunk.

Curfe-w Bell. A bell rung at sunset in the time of William I. and
II. in England, to order fires and candles to be put out.

Ddmocles’ Sword. Presentiment of evil. Dionysius the Elder,
tyrant of Syracuse, invited his flatterer Damocles to a splendid feast,
but hung over his head a sword dangling by a single hair.

Darby and Joan. An affectionate married couple. From a ballad.
Dartmoor Prison, in Devonshire, England. A prison of war.
Darwinian Theory. A theory proposed by Charles Darw in in his

Oriyin o/ SjieeUs ; the different species came from one or a few original
forms, present differences being the result of development and natural
selection.

De Profundis (Out of the depths). The first two words of tiie
Latin version of the 130th Psalm. Sung at burials.

Debatable Ground. Land on the western border of Scotland,
disputed between Scotland and England.
Defender of the Faith. Title given by Pope Leo X. to Ilenrv

VIII, of Enjrlaiid.

d6S Irae. iD;iy of wrath.) First two words of a celebrated
mediieval hymn by Thomas of Celano.

Directory. The French. By the constitution of 1795 the Executive
power was vested in 5 directors. It lasted 4 years only.

IJixie. The Land of Dixie. The Southern States.
Dizzy. A nickname of Benjamin Disraeli, Earl of Beaconsfield.
Doctors’ Commons. Where the Ecclesiastical Court sat in London.
Doctrinaire. An impracticable politician. First applied to the

French Constitutional Monarchists, of w hom Guizot was one.
Doe, John. Fictitious plaintiff in ejectment

; Doe versus Roe.
Doomsday Book. A book containing the value of all English

estates in tlie reign of William the Conqueror.

Donnybrook Fair A once celebrated annual fair near Dublin.
Douay Bible, The. The English Bible authorized by the Roman

Catholic Church. First published at Douay, France.
Downing Street, in London. The official residence of the Prime

Minist. rs is situated there since the time of Sir Robert Walpole.
^rachenfels (Dragon Rock). A cm^tle on a mountain of the same

name, high above the Rhine, not far from Bonn.
Drury Lane Theater. A London playhouse, opened in 1668.
Dunciad. A satire on Dunces by Pope. Colley Cibber is the hero.
Dying Gladiator. An ancient statue in the Capitol at Rome.

Eastern States, The. Maine, Vermont, New Hampshire, .Massa-
chusetts, Rhode Ul.iiid, and Connecticut.

Ecce Homo (Behold the man.) A famous painting by Corregio
representing the Savior crowned w ith thorns.

^cole Polytechnique. (Polytechnic School). A Parisian
school whose graduates are given places in the public service.
El Dorado. 'The Golden.) General name for wealthy country.
Elephant, Seeing the. Seeing the world; ‘ life.”

Elgin Idarbles. A collection of Greek sculptures (mainly from the
Athenian Parthenon), made by Lord Elgin ; now in British Museum.
Escorial, The. Granite palace and mausoleum near JIadrid.
Eternal City, The. Rome.
Eulenspiegel, Tyl. Hero of a German story; a vagrant Bruns-

wicker who cuts up all sorts of pranks.
Eurdka. (I have found it.) A saying attributed to the Archimedes

when he discovered the way to test the purity of Hiero’s crown.
Evangelists, Symbols of the. Matthew has a scroll before

him and hold- a pen. Mark sits writing, with a winged lion by his
">dc. Lcke has a pen and scroll

; near him is an ox. John is a youn"
man behind whom !«* an eagle.

I
Kngll-h Commons

in 167r». proposing to exclude the Dnkc of York faftenvards James
II.) from the throne, because he was a Roman Catholic.

Expounder of the Constitution, The. Daniel M'cbster.

Fabian Policy. .A )>olicy of delay, such as was pursued by Q.
Fabius .Maximus, called Cunctator, “ The Delayer.”
Fabius, The American. George M’ashingtou.

Fail-mount Park, in Philadelidiia, contains nearly 3,000 acres. It
was the site of the Centennial Exhibition of 1876.

Faery Queen. A rhymed romance of Edmund Spenser.
Faineants, Les Rois (Do.iiothiug Kings). Nicknames of the

last kings of the Merovingian dynasty in France.

Faldmian. A celebrated ancicut Italian wine grown at Falernum.
Faneuil Hall, in Boston, Mass., first built in 1742. Revolulionary

orators frequently addressed public meetings in it.

Farmer George. George III. of England
; socnlled from his bluff

manners, thriftiness, and love of agriculture.

Fata Morgana. A mirage observed in the Straits of Mes.sina.

Father of his Country. George M'ashington.
Fathers of the Latin Church. -Ambrc se, of .Milan

; Augustine,
St. Bernard, Hilary, Jerome, Lactantius.

Faubourg, St. Antoine. The part of Paris in w hich tlie work-
ingmen live. Once the scene of many insurrections and riots.

Faubourg St. Germain. The aristocratic residence quarter of
Paris, where are the houses of the old nobility.

Fenians. A society of Irishmen organized in the United Slates in
1863 to make Ireland a Republic.

Field of the Cloth of Gold. Plain in France where Francis
I. met Henry VIII.; so called from the magnificent display made.
Fifth Avenue. A celebrated residence street in New A'ork City.
Fighting Joe. The American general Joseph Hooker.
First Gentleman in Europe. George IV. of England.
Five Points. -A locality iii New A'ork onee famous as the abode of

poverty and crime
; now greatly changed.

Flagellants. Religious fanatics of the I3th century, who went
about naked and scourging themselves.

Fleet, The A famous London prison, taken down in 1815.

Flowery Kingdom, The. China, wliere flowers are abundant.
Flying Dutchman. A spectre ship seen, in bad weather, about the

Cape of Good Hope
; supposed to pre.sage bad luck.

Fort Sumter In the harbor of Charle.ston. S. C. Here was done
the first fighting in the late Civil War of the United States.

Fourierism. .A system of communism proposed by Charles
Fourier. The world was to be divided into “ phalansteries ” of 400 fam-
ilies, who were to live and work in common.
Freshman. A student in liis first year at college.

Funk, Peter. A mock auction
; a person employed at auction sales

in making bids in collusion with tiic owner of the property to be sold.

Gadshill, near Rochester, in Kent, England
;
famous for Falstaff's

highway robbery. Charles Dickens lived there.

Genre Painting. One representing domestic rural ordinary scenes.
George, St., and the Dragon. St. George, the patron saint of

England, is said to have slain in Libya a huge dragon, to which every
day a virgin was offered up.

Gerrymander. To so apportion, geograiiliically. legislative, con-
gressional, or other electoral districts, as to give an unfair iireiionder-
ance to some one political party. Started in Massacliusetts, and named
after Elbridge Gerry, then Goveniorof the State.

Ghetto. The quarter in Rome to which the Jews were formerly
restricted. Also in many other European cities.

Ghibelline. In the Middle Ages an adherent of the Holy Roman
Empire against the Papacy.

Girondists; The Gironde. In the French Revolution the parly
of iiUKlerate “ constitutional " Republicans.

Glencoe A pass in Argyleshire, Scotland. Here, F'cb. 13 , P19 I,

occurred the famous massacre of fJlencoe. in which aS of the .McDonalds
were murdered by 1-JO soldiers under <-a|>t. Campbell.
Gobelins. .A tapestrj- and car])et manufactory at Paris, founded

about 1515 by J. Gobelin, a dyer.

Godiva, Lady. Wife of Leofric. Earl of Mercia, who offered to
remit certain exactions to his tenants If she would ride naked through
tlie streets of Coventry. She did so. ev<-rybody keeping Indoors except
one “ Peeping Tom," who was struck blind for laieplng at her.
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Golconda. A locality in India containing some rich diamond mines.

Golden Age. An age of innocence and prosperity. The palmy

time of a nation or a literature.

Golden Gate. The entrance to the harbor of San Francisco, Cal.

Golden Horn. The estuary of the Bosphorus, upon whose banks

Constantinople is built.

Golden House. Palace of gold built by Nero in Rome.

Gordian Knot A vexed question, an obstacle. Gordins, a

Phrygian peasant, when chosen king, consecrated his wagon to Jupiter,

tying" the yoke and beam together so that it could not be untied, till

Alexander, hearing that the untier of the knot should rule over all the
_

East cut the knot with his sword.

Gordon Riots, The In U80, at London, under Lord George

Gordon, a weak-minded nobleman, to force the repeal of the bill passed

by the House of Commons to relieve the Roman Catholics.

Gotham- A name sometimes applied to New York City.

Gotham, The Wise Men of, were noted for their folly. Gotham

was an English village.

Great Commoner, The. William Pitt.

Great Duke, The. The Duke of Wellington.

Great Eastern . A great steamship, the largest vessel ever launched.

She was made to carry 1,000 passengers and 5,000 tons of cargo. Since

1804 only used in laying cables.

Great Pyramid, The At Gheezeh, Egypt, was built about 3100

B C. It is 484 feet high, and contains 577, 6(K) square feet.

Greenhacks. U. S. Treasury notes ;
so called from their color.

Green Isle, The. Ireland, from the greenness of its vegetation;

also called the Emerald Isle.

Greenwood A cemetery in Brooklyn, N. Y. ;
largest in America.

Gregdrian Year. The year as reformed by Gregory XIII., in 1582.

He look away 10 days.

Gretna Green. A Scotch village, once a famous place for runaway

matches. A declaration before witnesses of an intention to mairy

was formerly sufficient to make a valid marriage in Scotland.

Grub Street A London street, once noted for literary hacks.

Guelphs- In mediteval Europe the adherents of the Papacy as

against the Holy Roman Empire.

GuildhaU. The London Town Hall ;
the hall of the guilds.

Gunner’s Daughter, Kissing the- To be flogged. Boys in the

English navy, before being flogged, are tied to a gun breech.

Gunpowder Plot, The A plot to blow up theEiiglish Parliament

in its House, Nov. 5, 1605. with gunpowder. Catesby conceived the

scheme, which was to have been carried out by Guy Fawkes.

Gyges’ Ring. A ring which made the wearer invisible. Gyges, a

Lydian, found in a brazen horse, in a cavern, a man's corpse, from the

flnt^er of which he took a brazen ring which made him invisible. With

this ring he went into the chamber of the King of Lydia, whom he mur-

dered and succeeded.

Habeas Corpus Act, The. Passed in the time of Charles II pro-

vides that the body of an accused person must be brought (if he in-

sist) before a judge, and the reason of his confinement stated. The

judge will then determine whether or not to admit the accused to bail.

The guilt of an accused person is to be Anally decided by a jury.

Halcyon Days- A period of happiness. The halcyon (kingfisher)

wa= thouffiit by the ancients to lay its eggs, and brood for 14 days pre-

ceding the winter sol stice, on the surface of the ocean, which was always

calm during this time.
. , ^ . .

Handicap. In horse-racing, assigning different weights to horses

of different speed, age, etc., so they may run w ith an equal chance. So

called from an ancient game of cards.
^

Hansard. The debates of the British Parliament, which are printed

by a firm named Hansard.

Hanse Towns. The North German seaboard cities which once

constituted the HanseaticLeague.
,

Hanseatic League A union of a number of maritime towns in

Northern Germany for purpose of trade and mutual safety. Founded

in the 13th century. Their triennial legislature was called hansa.

Hare, Mad as a Marcb. The hare is excessively wild in

March. , ,

Harpies. Creatures with a woman’s head and breasts, and the

rest of the body like vultures, hungry and emitting a terrible stench.

Hari-Kari (happy dispatch). Japanese official suicide. Civil

officials ordered by the government to dispatch themselves, rip out their

bowels with two cross-gashes.

Harvest Moon. The full moon at or nearest to the fall equinox ;

rises for a number of days about sunset.

Heatben Cbinee. A nickname of the Chinese in America.

Heidelberg Castle. A ruined palace-fortress near Heidelberg,

Germany.
, . »

Heel-tap- “ No heel-taps;” i. e., drain the glass to the bottom. A

heel-tap is a shoe-peg stuck in the heel, but taken out when the shoe is

done.

Hegira. The date of Mahomet's flight from Mecca, July IG, 622.

The Mahommedan epoch begins with it.

High Cburcb. That section of the English clergy which maintains

the apostolic descent of the clergy, and absolution by priests.

Higb Seas Tbe- The sea beyond three miles from the coast.

History, Tbe Father of. The Greek historian, Herodotus.

Hob-and-Nob. To touch glasses together in drinking ;
to talk con-

fidentially to. A hob. at the corner of the hearth, was to heat the water

or spirit. A nob is a small table.
_ .....

Hobson’s Choice. What is offered, or nothing. It is said that

Tobias Hobson, an English stable-keeper, whenever a customer came

to hire a horse' made him take the horse nearest the stable door.

Holborn. A London street by which criminals used to be carried

out to execution at Tyburn.

Holy Alliance, formed in 1816 by Austria, Prussia, and Russia.

Holy Family, The- The name of many mediaeval pictures repre-

senting the infant Jesus, Joseph, the Virgin, John the Baptist, Anna,

and Elizabeth. Perhaps the most celebrated are by Michael Angelo, at

Florence ;
by Rubens, at Florence ;

by Raphael, in Loudon ;
and by

Leonardo da Vinci, in the Louvre.

Holy Land, The. Palestine, as the birthplace of Chnst.

Holy League The. The alliance of Pope Julius II
,
France, Ger-

many, Spain, and some of the Italian Republics in 1508, against Venice.

Honi soit gui mal y pense. (Shame to him w ho evil thinks.)

Motto of tbe Order of the Garter. At a ball given by Edward III. of

England, the Countess of Salisbury’s blue garter came off accidentally.

The King picked it up, made the remark quoted above, and fixed it

round his own knee. This led to his instituting the Orderof the Garler.

Honors of "War. Allowing a surrendered enemy to keep his arms.

Hotel de Rambouillet. A Paris palace, the resort of wits, literary

ladies, etc., in the 17th century. Ridiculed by Moliere.

Hotel de Ville. The City Hall of French and Belgian cities.

Houris, in the Koran, black-eyed, beautiful virgins of Paradise ;
72

are alloted to each believer.

Humble Pie, To eat- To make submission. From umbles, the

entrails and other inferior portions of the deer.

Hundred Days, The, from March 20, 1815, when Napoleon

escaped from Elba, to June 22, 1815, when he abdicated.

Iconoclast (Image-breaker). A radical reformer ; so called from

the 8th century reformers who objected to (and threw down) statues,

pictures, etc., in churches. „ ,

Iliad. The story of the siege of Troy by the Greeks, a Greek epic

^°lmma^late Conception. The dogma of the Catholic Church

that the Virgin Mary was conceived without original sin.

Independence, Declaration of, issued July 4, 1776, asserting the

independence of the American Colonies of Great Britain.

Independence Hall, in Philadelphia, Penn. ;
the meeting place of

the Continental Congress, where the Declaration of Independence was

"“^iTdfx Expurgatorius. A list of printed works, the reading of

which is prohibited by the Church of Rome ;
published anmially.

Inns of Court. The four London law societies which have the sole

right of admitting candidates to the bar. They are Gray s Inn,

Lincoln’s Inn, the Inner Temple, and the Middle Temple.

Inquisition (An inquiry into.) A tribunal to inquire into trans-

gressions against the Roman Catholic Church.

Irisb Agitator, The. Daniel O’Connell.
. j . •

Iron City The. Pittsburgh, Pa., celebrated for its iron industries.

Iron Duke, The. The Duke of Wellington.
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Iron Mask, The Man in the. A mysterious French state prisoner.

Jack Ketch. The banyan
;
the name of an English hangman.

Jack Robinson. Before you can say Jack Robinson, meaning at
once, llalliwell notes the derivation “Jack, Rohes on “ from an^old
play. According to Grose, one Jack Robinson \ras noted for the sliort

ness of his visits
;
the servants had hardly time to repeat Jack Robinson,

before he would leave. (Very doubtful

)

Jack the Giant-Killer. A nursery hero, who h.as an invincible
sword, a cap of wisdom, shoes ol swiftness, and an invisible coat.
Jack, the American, or Union. The blue ground of the Ameri-

can flag with the stars, but without the stripes.

Jacobins A famous political club in the French Revolution. It met
at a convent of the Jacobins (Dominicans).

Jacobites. Adherents of James II. of England, and the Stuarts, his
descendants; from Jacobus (Jame.s).

Jardin des Plantes. Botanical and zoological garden in Paris.
Jardin Mabille. A once famous garden in Paris ; the home of the

can-can. Pleasure resort of the deini-monde. Shut up in 1882.

Jericho, Gone to. Disappeared, ruined. Ileniy VIII. had a manor
called Jericho When he went there to visit some of his mistresses it

used to be said of him, “He has gone to Jericho.” (Very doubtful.)

Jerusalem Delivered. An Italian epic poem by Torquato Tasso.
Jingo ; Jingoism. Expressions which arose during the ministry of

Lord Bcaconsflcld, 1874-1880. Applied to those who wished England to
take an aggressive foreign policy. It originated in a music-hall song.
Joan, Pope. A pretended female Pojte who was said to have

succeeded Leo IV. The falsity of the legend has been shown.
John Bull Nickname for an Englishman

; England. A choleric,
plethoric, bull-headed, well-meaning fellow.

John Chinaman. Nickname for the Chinese in America.
Johnny Reb. Nickname of Southerners in American Civil War.
Jubilee. Year of. Among the Jews came every 50th year; all debts

were considered to be p.aid. and land reverted to its original owners. In
the Catholic Church it comes once in every 25 years.

Juggemaut. A Hindoo god who has a famous temple in India.
Julian Era, The, begins 46 B.C., when Cssar reformed the calendar.
Junius, Letters of A celebrated series of political letters signed

“Junius,” written in the reign of George III., of doubtful authorship.

Kansas. Bleeding. So called on account of the fierce struggles
between its anti-slavery and pro-slavery settlers.

K ensington Gardens. A great London pleasure ground adjoining
Kensington Palace (where Queen Victoria was born).

Kilkenny Cats, The, fought in a saw-pit till only their tails

remained.

King can do no wrong. The. Meaning he is not responsible,
but Ids ininislers are, for mistakes in administration.

King of Yvetot. A “good, little king.” A pretentious person.
The holders of the little seigneurie of Yvetot, had the title of king.

King Cole. A legendary British king, who “ loved his pipe and
bowl."

King Cotton Cotton, the great product of the Soiitheni States,
was so called before the Civil War.
King’s Evil The scrofula. It was an ancient notion that the

touch of a sovereign could heal scrofula Doctor Johiison was the last
Eiiglislimaii "touched” for scrofula.

King Log An ineffectual, do-nothing niler. Jupiter, in answer to
the prayer of the frogs for a king, gave them a log.

King Maker, The. Richard Neville, the great Earl of Warwick,
who set up and dcqmsed English kings in the 15th century.
King Stork. A tyrant. The frogs, dissatisfied with the let-alone

policy of King Log. prayed for a new king, whereupon Jupiter sent
them the Stork, who devoured them miscellaneously.
Kit Kat Club, The. A famous London Club founded in 1688. at the I

shop of one Christopher Katt. pastrj'-cook Among the members were '

Addison. Congreve. Halifax, the Duke of .Marlborough, Steele, and Van- I

bnigh.
I

Knickerbocker. A member of an “old" New York family
;
especi- *

ally persons dcscenderl from the original Dutch settlers I

Knights of Malta. ANoc.illed Hospitallers of St. John of Jerii-
ealem. A once powerful association. The original knights had charge 1

of a church and hospital at Jerusalem consecrated to St. John.
Thence they moved to Rhodes, and in 1,52.5 to Malta.

Kaiow Nothings. Political party in the United States insisting
that nobody but "native .\mericans should hold oflice.” Sprang up
suddenly about 1853, and (after carrying a few Stale elections) disap-
peared.

Kohinoor (5IouutJiin of Light.) diamond from the mines of
(Jolconda, India. When found (1.5.50) it weighed 793 carols; the present
weight is 106 1-16. It came into the possession of (jiieen Victoria in
18,50. Estimated value, 62.5,ntK) dollars, or 12.5.0(H) ixuinds.

Koran or Alkoran. (The Reading.) The Mahommedan Bible.

Kremlin. A (piarter in Moseow, Russia, in which are several i>al-

aces, cathedrals, towers, etc.

Labyrinth, The. A celebrated structure of ancient Egypt. A maze
of difficulties, so called from an inextricable series of wiiidnig i>assages,
constructed by Minos, King of Crete.

Laconic. Brief, from Laconia, another name for Sparta • the Spar-
tans cultivated ciirtiicss of .speech.

Laci'ymae Christi Italian wine gron-n about Mount AVsuvius.
Lake School, The- The poetry of Coleridge, Wordsworth, and

Southey, who lived in the Lake disirict of England.
Land of Bondage. Egyirt, so called by the Jews.
Land of Cakes. Scotland, famous for ils oatmeal cakes.
Land of Nod. Popular phrase for sleep.

Land of Promise, or Promised Land. Among the Jews,
Canaan, which God promised to Abraham.
Lang Syne, is Seotch for long since. The famous song A aid

Lang Syne is generally credited to Robert Bums, who said he took this
song down from an old man’s singing.

Langue d’Oe. (Language of Yes.) Provencal, formerly the
language of southcra France.

Langaie d’Oil. (Language of Yes). French, in distinction from Pro-
ven^-al.

Laocobn. A statue in the Belvedere of the Vatican representing
the death of Laocoon, strangled to death (with his .sons) by serpents.

Laodicean. “Luke-warm ” in religious matters. See Rev. iii. 14-18.

Lares and Penates. The household gods of the Romans.
Last Judgment. The subject of many mediaeval paintings. The

most famous is the fresco by Miclim l Angelo, in the Bistine Chapel in
the Vatican. There i.s a fresco of it in the Campo Santo, at Pisa,
supposed to be the work of Orcagna

;
and a picture on this subject

by Luca Signorelli, in Orvieto Cathedral, is considered his master piece.

Last Supper, The, is the subject of many niediawal paintings, of
which the most famous is Leonardo da Vinci's, at Milan. Next is

Andrea del Sarto’s in the Salvi convent, near Florence.

Lateran Palace, The, atRomc, was the residence of the Popes till

late in the 14th century.

Laughing Philosopher, The. Democritus of AbdOra.
Leaning Tower, The, at Pisa, Italy

; leans about 13 feet from the
perpendicidnr

;
178 ft. high

; 50 ft. in diameter.

Learned Blacksmith, The Eliliit Biirrilt, an American writer
and linguist, originally a blacksmith.

Leonine Verses Verses in which end and middle words rhyme.
Libby Prison. A famous Confederate pri.son of war at Richmond

Va., during the Civil War of the United States.

Lilliput A region inhabited by pigmies, in Oidliver's Trarels.

Lingua Franca. A corrupt Italian-French spoken along the Med-
iterranean

Lion and Unicorn, on the British royal arms. The lion is Eng-
lish

; the unicorn, Scotch. Added in 1603.

Lion of the North. Giisiaviis Atlolphiis of Sweden.
Lion’s Share All or most. The lion, in Al-op, hunts with some

other beasts. In dividing the spoils he claims four quarters.

Little Corporal. Napoleon I , from his shortness of stature.

Little Giant. Stephen A. Douglas, who was of small stature.

Lloyds Rooms in London, resorted to by hankiTs and brokers.

Lombard Street The great financial street of London.
Lone Star State. The T<’xas, whose flag Ix-ars a single star.

Long Parliament. The. Sat from Nov. 3, 16|0, till April 20, 16,53.

Lorelei. A water spirit who enticed s.ailors till they were da-hed
to pieces by the rapids around the high rocks called Lorelei, on the Rhine.
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Lotus Eaters, The. A people in Homer’s Odyssey who ate the lotus

tree, which made them forget home, and only wish ” to live at ease.’

Louvre A palace in Paris filled with works of art.

Low Church. That section of the English Church which lays little

or no stress on ceremonies and is extremely ‘•evangelical.”

Lusiad. A Portuguese epic hy Camoeus, recounts the adventures of

the LusianstPortugiiese) under Vasco de Gama, the first to sad to India.

Lynch Law. Hanging by a mob ;
its judgments are pronounced

by “Judge Lynch.” Said to be derived from a Virginian named

Lynch, wL acted as a judge in tlie 17th century, by appointment of his

neighbors. According to others, derived from an Irish Janies Lynch,

VTirden of Galway, who sentenced his own son to death for murder.

Mah Queen. “ The fairies’ midwife,” i. e., employed by the fairies

as midwife of dreams (to deliver man’s brain of dreams).

Macadamize. To pave a street with broken stones ;
so called from

Sir John Macadam, who invented that system of paving.

Macaronic Verse Ludicrous verses consisting of words from

different languages mixed.

Machiavellism. Political or diplomatic trickery ;
so called from

Nicholas Macchiavelli, author of a political treatise called The Prince.

Madame Tussaud’s Exhibition. An exhibition in London of

waxwork figures, many being modelled from life.

Mad Poet, The. Nathaniel Lee, the insane English dramatist.

Madman of Macedonia, The. Alexander the Great.

Madman ofthe North. Charles XII. of Sweden.

Madonna. (My Lady.) The Virgin Mary. Of the immense number

of pictures on this subject, we mention the Sistiiie Madonna, byRaphael,

and the Madonna di San Georgio, by Correggio, at Dresden ;
and the

Madonna della Seggiola, by Raphael, in the Pitti Palace, Florence.

Maecenas. A friend and patron of literary men. Caius Cilnnis

MKcenas, a Roman general and statesman, friend of Augustus, was a

liberal patron of literary men, especially Horace and Virgil.

Magna Charta. (Great charter.) The charter securing the liberty

(or at least fair trial) of English subjects ;
granted by King John.

Mahomet’s Coffin, was said to be hung in mid air at Medina.

Maid of Orleans, The. Joan of Arc (Jeanne Dare.)

Maid of Saragossa. Augustina Zaragoza, famous for her valor

during the siege of Saragossa, in Spain, by the French (1808-1809).

Maiden Queen, The. Queen Elizabeth of England.

Maine Law. A prohibitory liquor law first adopted in Maine.

Malthusian Doctrine, The. So called from the English econom-

ist Malthus, who claimed that population increases faster than the

means of living ;
so that, unless population is checked, either a part of

it must starve to death, or the whole of it be iii>ufticientlj fed.

Mammoth Cave, near Green River, Ky., is the largest in the

world.

Man in the Moon, The, is the man who picked up sticks on the

Sabbath. Numbers, xv. 32-36 ; another legend says he is Cain.

Man of Destiny, The. Napoleon Bonaparte.

Man of Iron. The. Bismarck.

Man of Straw An irresponsible person. Professional false wit-

nesses or givers of “ straw bail ” in the English courts are said to have

worn a straw in their shoes as a professional sign.

Mare’s Nest, To find a- To find something which seems of

importance, but doesn’t amount to anything. The nightmare was

thought to be a vampire which guarded treasures in Us secret nest.

Marriage a la Mode. (“ Fashionable Marriage.”) A series of six

satirical pictures by William Hogarth.

MarseiUaise. A famous French Revolutionary song, now the

French national air. Composed by Rouget de Lisle.

Martinet A rigid disciplinarian, so called from M. de Martinet, a

French infantry tactician in the ITtli century.

Mason and Dixon’s Line. So called because run by two English

surveyors, Charles Mason and Jeremiah Dixon, 1763-1767, It was

39° 43' 26” north latitude, being the northern boundary of the then

Slave States, dividing Pennsylvania from Maryland and Virginia.

Mausoleum The marble monument built by Artemisia, queen of

Caria. to her husband. Mausolus; one of the seven wonders of the world.

Mayfair- An aristocratic region in London.

Mayflower, The- Tlie vessel in which the founders of the Plym

outh Colony, in Mass., sailed from Southampton, England, in 1620

Medicine, The Father of. Hippocrates of Cos.

Merlin. A celebrated enchanter in the Arthurian legends.

Mermaid. A sea nymph with a fish’s tail.

Merry Andrew- A buffoon ; so called from Andrew Borde, the

eccentric physician of Henry ^ III.

Merry England- A common designation of England ;
in the old

sense of the word merry, meainng pleasan/, agreeable.

Merry Monarch, The- Charles II. of England.

Mesmerism, is named after the German physician, Mesmer.

Mezzo Relievo. (Middle Relief.) Figures cut in stone, etc., which

project from the tablet more than figures in Basso-Relievo, and less than

figures in Alto-Relievo.

Middle Ages, The- The period between the destruction of the

Roman Empire and the revival of learning in Italy, from 476-1500.

Middle States, The- New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and

Delaware.
„ v

Minnesingers. (Love-singers.) The German lyric poets of the 12th

and 13th centuries.

Miserere (Pity ) The 51st psalm ;
a penitential psalm.

Mississippi Bubble, The. See South Sea Scheme.

Missouri Compromise, The, prohibited slavery north of 36°

30' north.

Mistress of the Seas. England.

Molly Maguires. A secret society in the United States
;

many

crimes were attributed to it, especially in Pennsylvania, in the coal

regions of which State it is still active.

Monarque, Le Grand. (The Great Monarch.) Louis XIV. of

France. .

Monroe Doctrine. The United States is not to meddle in

European affairs, nor to allow European governments to meddle in the

affairs of the American continent. European forms of government not

to be permitted in North America. This doctrine really belongs, not

to President Monroe, but to Adams, his Secretary of State.

Mont de Piete (“ Mountain of Piety”). A pawnbroker’s shop
;
in

particular tlie f.amous Paris pawnbroking establishment.

Montmartre. A Parisian cemetery.

Monumental City, The. Baltimore, Md ,
so called from the

number of its public monuments.

Morey Letter, The. A forged letter (1880) attributing anti-Chinese

sentiments to Gen Garfield.

Morganatic Marriage. The marriage of a person of high rank to

a woman of inferior rank, who does not take her husband’s title.

Mother of Presidents Virginia; six Virginians have been

President of the United States.

Mother Carey’s Chickens Stormy petrels. Mother Carey is said

to be Mater Cara (“ Dear Mother ”), i e.. The Virgin Mary.

Mother Goose, nursery riiymer, lived in Boston ;
sang her rhymes to

her grandson, Thomas Fleet, who printed them in 1719.

Mount Vernon. The home of Washington in Virginia,

Muscular Christianity. Healthy religion, “ a sound mind in a

sound body.” The phrase originated with Charles Kingsley.

Music of the Spheres. According to Plato each planet has a siren

who sings a song harmonizing with the motion of her own planet, and also

with the other planets.

Namby Pamby. Wishy washy, childish. A name given by Pope

to certain verses written by Ambrose Philips for the children of Loid

Carteret ;
a babyish way of pronouncing Ambry (.Ambrose) and Philips.

Nantes, Edict of. Issued at Nantes, France, in 1598, by Henry

IV., granting toleration to the Protestant religion ;
repealed by Louis

XIV. in 1685.

Nation of Shopkeepers. The English
;
so called hy Napoleon I.

Natural Bridge, The. A natural arch 200 feet high spanning

Cedar Creek, near James River, Virginia.

Newgate. The oldest of the London prisons.

New "World. The Americas.

Nibelungen-Lied. A German epic poem of the 13th century.

Nightmare of Europe, The. Napoleon Bonaparte.

Nine Worthies, The. David, Joshua. Judas Maccabseus, Alex-

ander, Hector, Julius Csesar, Arthur, Charlemagne, and Godfrey of

Bouillon.

Noctes Ambrosianae (Ambrosian nights.) The title of a
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celebrated work by Prof. Wilson (“Christopher North"). Lockhart
and Wilson used to frequent Ambrose’s, an Edinburgh tavern.

Noel- Christmas-day. From nmtvtUes (news).

Nonconformists. Dissenters from the Church of England.
Originally applied to the 3,000 clergymen who left that Church m 1B62,
because they would not conform with the Act of Uniformity.
Northern Giant, The. Russia.

Notre Dame. The cathedral of Paris.

Odyssey. Homer’s narrative poem dealing with the adventures of
Odysseus (Ulysses) on his voyage from Troy to Ithaca.

Ogres. Giants who de\ our human flesh. Said to come from the
Ugurs, a fierce Asiatic tribe.

Oi Polloi. (Hoi Polloi.) The many. The mob.
Old Abe. Abraham Lincoln.

Old Bailey. A famous London criminal court.

Old Dominion, The. Virginia.

Old Guard, The. Favorite regiment of Napoleon 1. The supporters
of Gen. Grant for the Presidency at the C’hic.igo Convention of 1880.

Old Hickory. A nickname of Andrew Jackson.

Old Probabilities. A nickname for the U. S. signal service.

Old Public Functionary. President James Buchanan.
Old South, The A famous church in Boston, Mass., connected

with many events in the Revolution.

Orangeman. A Protestant Irishman; from the Protestants espousing
the cause of William of Orange (William III. of England).

Orange Peel. Sir Robert Peel, from his anti-Catholic policy.

Ordinance of 1787. Passed in 1787 ; fixes the government of the
Northwest Territory of the U. S.

Orlando Furioso. An Italian epic poem by Ariosto.

Ossian. Son of Fingal, a Scotch bard. James McPherson, published
in 1760 Osi'ian's Poems, which he pretended to have translated from
Erse manuscripts. The work, however, is McPherson’s own, the pre
tended MSS. never having existed.

Ostend Ddanifesto. Issued during Pierce’s administration by
Buchanan, Mason, and Soule, U, S. Ministers to England, France, and
Spain respectively, declaring that Cuba must belong to the United States.
Ostracism, comes from the Greek ostrakon, an oyster shell. The

Athenians expelled every dangerous public man against whom a suffi-

cient number of votes (inscribed on oyster shells) could be cast.

Palimpsest. A parchment in which the original writing has been
rubbed out, and a new writing substituted.

Pall Mall. (Pell Mell.) A street in London famous for its clubs.
PaUadium. An object that insures protection. The Palladium of

Troy was a statue of Pallas, believed to have fallen from Heaven.
Pantheon. A circular building in Rome built in the time of

Augustus
;
now a church called the Rotonda.

Paradise Lost. Milton’s great epic, treating of the fall of man.
Paradise Regained, by Milton, treats of the temptation and

triumph of Jesus.

Paris of America. Cincinnati.

Parthenon. A celebrated temple of Athena (Minena) on the
AcTO|>oli8, -\thens ; the noblest specimen of Doric architecture.
Partington, Mrs. Famed for her misuse of words. The invention

of the American, B. P, Shillabcr.

Pasquinade. A sarcastic political squib
; so called from Pasqnino,

a sarca-stic tailor An antique statue opposite Pa«quino’s house in
Rome is called Pasqnino, and political squibs arc affixed to it.

Peeler A policeman. So called from Sir Robert Peel, the founder
of the Irish constabulary.

Peninsular War. The war of the English against France in Spain
and Portugai, 1808-1812.

People’s WilUam A nickname of William E. Giadstone
P^re-la-Chaise A famous cemetery near Paris.
PhiUppic A severe invective; so called from the orations of

Demosthenes against Philip of Macedon.

person
; in common use in the German

I niversities to designate tr.idesmen, etc.

Philosopher’s Stone, The A substance for which the alchemists
searching

; it was to turn the other metals into gold.
Pleiad, The French. .Seven I6ih centnry poets, via: Ron-ard,

Joachim du Bellay. Remi Belic-au, J.sleiie, BaTf, Pontns de Thiard, Domt

Plon Plon. A nickname of Prince Napoleon ,T. C. Bonaparte.
Plumed Hnight, The. Nickname of J. G. Blaine, American

statesman.

Plymouth Rock. A rock at Plymouth, Mat's., where the Pilgrims
are thought to have landed in 1620.

Poets Corner. A corner in Mestminstor Abhej' where ('haucer,
Spenser, and other poets are buried. Poetical column of newspapers.
Pons Asinorum (The bridge of as.ses.) The 5th proposition of the

1st Book of Euclid’s Geometry
; difticult to dunces.

Poor Richard. Benjamin Franklin.

Porkopolis. The nickname of Cincinnati.

Prater, The. The fashionable jironienade of Vienna, Austria.
Phoenix. A fabulous bird, said to live 5(X) years, when it burns

itself on a nest of spices, and renews its life .500 years more.
Pied Piper of Hamelin, The. He was offered a reward to drive

out the rats and mice from Hamelin in Westphalia ; which he did by
drawing them into the river by the sound of his pipe. The authorities
refusing to pay him the reward, he piped the children of the town into
Koppelbcrg Hill, where 130 of them died.

Pigeon English. English, Chinese, and Portuguese mixed
;
used

in business affairs in China.

Pre-Raphaelites. A name given to the English school of artists,
comprising Hunt, Millais, etc.

Protestant Duke. The. The Duke of Monmouth, natural son of
Charles II. of England.

Puke. Nickname of a Missourian.

Pyramids. A number of remarkable ancient buildings in Egypt.
The most famous are at Gheczeh.

Quaker City, The. Philadelphia, Pa.

Quaker Poet, The- John G. Whittier.

Quartier Latin (The Latin (Quarter.) A region in Paris south of
the Seine, whose population consists largely of students.
Queen of the Antilles. The island of Cuba.

Railway King, The George Hudson, an Englishman, w ho made
an immense fortune otit of railway .speculations.

Red Letter Day. A fortunate day. In old calendars the saints’
days were marked by a red letter.

Ranz des Vaches The t tines played by the Swiss mountaineers
on their horns while driving their cattle to pasture.

Rebellion, The Great. The war between Charles I. of England
and Parliament.

Rebellion, War of the. The civil war of the United Stales be-
tween the Southern and Northern Stales, 18l!I- 186.5.

Red Tape. Official routine. Law papers are lied with red tape.
Reign of Terror The time in the French Revolution from the

overthrow of the Girondists, May 31, 1793, to the overthrow of Robes
pierre, July 27, 1791.

Reynard, the Fox. A bc.'ist epic of the Mth century.
Rialto, The. A bridge over the Grand Canal, Venice.
Rights, Declaration of. An instrument drawn up after the English

Itevolution of 1689, and accepted by William and 51ary. It summarizes
the leading points of the English Constitution. Annual parliaments
trml by jury, free elections, and the right of petition are secured. Tin’
crown is not to keep a standing army or to levy taxes.
Roast, To rule the. To be at the head. Roast means counril

(German rath.)

Robert the Devil He /Jia/>/e). First Duke of Nonnundy
; called

the Devil on account of his crimes.

Robin Goodfellow. A mischievous domestic spirit.

Roland, (A
I for an Oliver. Tit for tat. Roland and Oliver, two

of Charlemagne’s peers, fought five days without gaining the slightest
advantage over each other.

Romantic School. A term applied to a number of German poets
and painters in tbe beginning of this century. They aimed at a truly
national German literature, independent of Fiench Influence.
Romantic School, in France, the i>oets and dramatists, of whom

\ ictor Hugo is now (1882) the last survivor. They aimed at the natural
in distinction from the classical, i. e

, conventional.
Roscius, The British. David Garrick.
Rough and Ready. General Zachary Taylor.
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Round Robin. Petition with signatnres in a circular form.

Round Table, in the Arthurian legends, was made by Merlin
;

Arthur’s 150 knights of the Round Table had seats at it.

Roundheads. The Puritans, who wore short hair.

Royal Martyr, The. Charles I. of England.

Royal Society, The- A society for the advancement of natural

science, founded at London in 1645.

Rozinante. The horse of Bon Quixote ;
hence a miserable nag.

Rubicon, To pass the. To take an irretrievable step. The

Rubicon separated Italy from Cisalpine Gaul, Caesar's province. When

he crossed he became an enemy of the Republic.

Rule Britannia. An English song, the words of which are by

Thomson, author of The Seasons, and the music is by Dr. Arne.

Rump Parliament. What was left of Parliament in 1648, after

Cromwell had imprisoned and driven out the others for refusing to con-

demn Charles I.

Rye House Plot. A conspiracy in 1683 to assassinate Charles

II. and the Duke of York. The conspirators met at Rye House Farm.

Sabbath Day’s Journey. About one mile. See Exodus xvi. 29.

Sack. To g-et the sack ; to be discharged. tVhen the Sultan wants

to get rid of one of his harem, be puts her in a sack, which is thrown

into the Bosphorus.

Sadducees Jewish sect disbelieving the resurrection of the dead.

Sagas. Scandinavian books containing the Northern mythology.

Sailor King, The. William IV., of England, entered the navy 1779.

Saint Bartholomew, Massacre of. Massacre of the French

Huguenots, in the reign of Charles IX., on St. Bartholomew s Day, Aug.

24-25 157^.

Saint Cloud. Once a famous French palace near the Seme ;

destroyed in the Franco-Prussian war.

Saint James, The Court of- The English Court ;
so called

from the palace of St. James, formerly a royal residence in London.

St. Mark’s The famous cathedral of Venice, Italy.

Saint Paul’s. The cathedral of London ;
designed by Wren.

Saint Peter’s. The metropolitan church of Rome ;
the most splen-

did in the world. Area. 240,000 square feet.

Saint Sophia. A mosque in Constantinople, Turkey ;
the finest of

Mohammedan temples.

Saint Stephen’s. A famous Gothic cathedral at Vienna, Austria.

Salt River. Oblivion, ruin. Gone up Salt Eiver ; forgotten.

Sambo. A general nickname for a colored man ;
the colored race.^

Sanctum. (Holy.) One’s private room or office, as an editor’s

sanctum. The Sanclmn Sanctorum (holy of holies) in the Jewish

Temple was inaccessible to any one but the high priest.

Sandwich. A piece of meat between two pieces of bread. T le

English Earl of Sandwich used to take that form of refreshment.

Sang Bleu. (Blue blood.) High, aristocratic descent.

Sanhedrim. The Jewish court of seventy elders.

Sans Culottes. (Without trousers.) A nickname given by the

Royalists to the French Revolutionists.

Sans Souci. Palace of Frederick the Great, at Potsdam, near Berlin.

Santa Croce. (Holy Cross.) A church in Florence, Italy; the burial-

place of Michael Angelo, Galilee, Machiavelli, etc.

Satanic School. A name sometimes applied to some modern writ-

errsmipo'eTto entertain irreligious ideas, such as Byron, Shelley,

Victor Hugo, Swinburne, Rousseau, George Sand.

Saturnalia. A period of disorder and debauch. The Romans kept

the Saturnalia, or feast of Saturn, Dec. 17, 18, and 19.

Schoolmen. The mediaeval theologians, whose lectures were deliv-

ered ill the cathedral schools.

Scotland Yard. The headquarters of the London police.

Scourge of God, The. Atilla, king of the Huns.

Scratch Old The DcAl
;
from Scrat, a Northern familiar demon.

Scylla.
’ Avoiding Scglla, he fell into Charybdis. In trying to avoid

one danger he fell into another. Scylla and Charybdis were two oppo-

site rocks in the Straits of Messina, Italy.

Sea-girt Isle. The. England, which is surrounded by the ocean.

Secessia. Nickname of the seceding Southern States, 1861-1865.

Secular Games. The games held by the Romans once in a century

Seltzer Water. Water from the Lower Sellers, Germany.

Semiramis of the North. Catherine II., Empress of Russia.

September Massacres The massacre of the French Royalist

prisoners in Paris, Sept. 2, 3, and 4, 1792. About 8,000 were kUled.

Septuagint. A Greek version of the Old Testament ;
so called

because there were 70 (septuj^ginla) revisers. (There were really 72.)

Seven-hilled City, The. Rome, which was built on seven

hills.

Seven Wonders of the World. The Pyramids of Egypt ;
the

Temple of Diana at Ephesus ;
the Hanging Gardens of Babylon ;

the

Colossus at Rhodes; the Mausoleum at Halicarnassus ;
the statue of Zeus,

by Phidias, at Olympia ;
and the Pharos (lighthouse) of Alexandria in

Egypt.
. ,

Seven Years’ War. The war of Frederick the Great against

Austria, France, and Russia, 1756-1763.

Shamrock. The national emblem of Ireland, because St. Patrick

proved with it the doctrine of the Trinity.

Shibboleth. The password of a secret society
;
a countersign.

When the Ephrairaites, who had been routed by Jephlhah, tried to pass

the Jordan, they were made to pronounce the word Shibboleth

;

they

pronounced it Sibboleth, and were thus detected.

Sick Man, The. The Ottoman Empire ;
so called by the Czar

Nicholas of Russia.

Sinews of War, The. Money, which hires men to fight.

Single-Speech Hamilton. W. G. Hamilton, an English statesman

of the 18th century, never made but one speech ;
the one he did make

was surprisingly eloquent.

Six Hundred, Charge of the. A charge on the Russians by the

British light cavalry, 670 strong, at the battle of Balaclava, Oct. 25, 1854.

Result of a mistake as to orders. See Tennyson’s poem.

Sleeping Beauty, The, was shut by enchantment in a castte ;
after

a sleep of 100 years, she is rescued by and marries a young prince.

Smell of the Lamp. A too labored literary work. Pytheas first

applied the phrase to the orations of Demosthenes, who sttidied con-

stantly in a cave lighted by a lamp.

Song of Roland. An old French epic recounting the deaths of Oliver

aud Roland at Roncesvalles.

Sorbonne, The. A Parisian university founded in the 13th century

by Robert de Sorbonne. Once famous for theological discussions.

Sortes Biblicae. Telling one’s fortune by consulting the Bible.

The first passage touched at random by the finger is the decisive passage.

South Kensington Museum. A collection of works of art, manu-

factures, etc., in London.
'

South Sea Bubble, The. About 1710 a company was formed m
Eno-land to pay the national debt, taking in return the sole privilege of

trading in the South Seas. The scheme collapsed (about 1720), ruining

thousands of persons.

Spanish Main. The northern coast of South America.

Sphinx. A monument near Cairo, EgjTt ;
half w'oman, half lion ;

an emblem of silence and mystery.

Stabat Mater. A famous Latin hymn on the crucifixion.

Stalwart. A follower of the Republican party in the United States,

who firmly adheres to the principles, methods and rules of his party.

In contradistinction to the “Half-Breeds,” applied to Republicans un-

willing to be dictated to by the so-called “ Machine,” meaning the

political organization controlled by party leaders.

Star Chamber. A former English civil and criminal court with

iurisdiction over offences whose punishment was not provided for by law.

‘
‘ Stonewall ” Jackson. Gen. Thomas J. Jackson, a famous Con-

federate general in the late civil war of the United States.

Strasburg Cathedral. At Strasbiirg ;
one of the noblest works

of Gothic architecture ; 468 ft. high ;
containing a wonderful clock.

Swedish Nightingale. Jenny Lind (Mme. Goldschmidt).

Tabooed. Prohibited ;
from aPoljmesian word meaning consecrated,

devoted. Applied to anything out of date or in bad taste.

Tammany Hall. A section of the Democratic party in New York

City • Tammany Hall is the building where they meet.

Tammany Ring (also called the Tweed Ring, and, generally, the

Ring). A coiTupt set of New York City officials who stole large sums

from the city. They were exposed in 1871.
, .

Tammany, St. The patron saint of the Democratic party in New

York. He was an Indian chief; how made a saint, does not appear. The

principal officer of the Tammany Society is called Grand Sachem.
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Tapis. On the. On the carpet
;
proposed, in discussion. So called

from the tapis or cloth on the council table, or speaker's table, on
which motions, bills, etc., are laid.

Temple Bar, in London, was a stone house above which the heads
of traitors were formerly exposed. It was removed in 1S78.

Termagant. A shrew
; originally the name of a Saracen god. The

word was formerly applied to both sexes.

Terra Firma. Dry land as distinguished from water.

Tertium Said. A third person or party that shall be nameless.
Theatre Francais. A theatre in Paris devoted to the production

of the classic and the best modern French drama. Celebrated for the
excellence of its company of actors.

Thelfeme, Abbey of. The abbey founded by Gargantua in
Rabelais’ Gargantua. Its motto was *• Do as j’ou please.”

Thirty Years’ War, The, was between the Catholics and Protest-
ants, in Germany, 1618-1648.

Thistle The national emblem of Scotland. According to tradition,
the Danes were attempting to surprise an encampment of the Scotch
one night, and had come very near it without being observed. A Dane
trod on a thistle, cried out with pain, and the Scotch were aroused, and
defeated their assailants, whereupon the thistle was made the insignia
of Scotland.

Thor, in Scandina\ian mythology, is the god of war, son of Odin.

Threadneedle Street, The Old Lady of. The Bank of England
in Threadneedle Street, London.

Three Estates of the Realm. The nobility, the clergy, and the
commonalty, represented in the two Houses of Parliament.

Thunderer, The A nickname given to the London Times.

Tick, On. On credit
; for on ticket. Ticket was formerly used fora

promissoiy note.

Tit for Tat. An equivalent. Said to be the Dutch dit vor dat, this
for that.

Tom Thumb. The famous American dwarf, Stratton.

Tory. The name of the great English party whose place is to a cer-

tain extent taken by the Conservatives. Said to come from torvigfi,

a robber. Whig and Tory were originally terms of reproach.

Tour, The Grand. From England through France, Switzerland,
Italy, to Germany and home. All aristocratic families used to send
their sons on the grand tour.

Tower, The. The citadel of London, on the Thames.
Transfiguration, The. The most famous of Raphael’s pictures,

now in the Vatican. Represents the miraculous change of Christ on
the mount.

Trimmer. A per.»on who takes a moderate course in politics. First
applied a.s a term of reproach to the great Halifax, who was not violently
attached to any political party.

Trinity Church. A famous Episcopal church on Broadway, at the
head of all Street, New York City. The richest church in America.
Triple Alliunce, The. The alliance of Great Britain, Holland, and

Sweden, in 1668, against Louis XIV. of France.

Troubadours. Provenfal poets, from the 11th to the 14th century.

Trouveres. Northern French poets, 1100-1400.

Trumpet. To sound one’s own trumpet, i. e., to boast. The
coming of the knights into the list used to be announced by the heralds
with a flouri.sh of trumpets.

Tuft htinter. A toady. At Oxford University a nobleman is

called a tu/t, because of the gold tuft on his college cap.

TuUeries. A French royal palace, burned by the Commune in 1871.

Tulip mania. A 17th-century European craze for buying tulip
bulbs Holland was the great scat of it.

Tune that the old cow died of. Words instead of alms. In the
old song, a man who has nothing on which to feed his cow plays tier

this tune, ‘‘Consider, good cow, consider. This isn’t the time forgra-s
to grow.” Also applied to inharmonious tunes.

Tyburn. Once a London place of execution. The site is now
occupied by Grosvenor Square and Portman Square, and called
Tybnmia, a wealthy and fashionable quarter.

ITffizi. A building in IHorencc containing a celebrated art collection.
^

Ultramontaneu The extreme "high” Roman Catholics. The
'

word, which mean- “ beyond the mountains,” was first used in France !

of those Catholics who ascribe everything to the Pope " Ijcyond the
|

Alps,” in contradistinction to the Gallicans who insist upon a self-

governing national church.

Underground Railroad.' A phrase which expressed all the

means used to further the escape of runaway slaves in America.

Under the Rose. tSub rosa.) Confidoutially. The rose was con-

sidered by the ancients an emblem of secrecy.

Unknown, The Great. First applied to Sir Walter Scott
; so

called on account of the anonymous publication of the Waverley novels.

Unlicked Cub- An awkward, ill-bred boy. The bear cub was said

to be out of shape till its dam licked it into shape.

Unter den Linden. (Under the Linden.) A famous street in Ber-
lin, Prussia

;
it has four rows of lime trees.

Unwashed, The Great. The mob ; first used by Edmund Burke.

Upas Tree. An object that exerts a hurtful influence. There was
a tradition that a noisome river rose in a upas tree in Java, the va|)or

of which was a deadly poison.

Upper Ten Thousand. The aristocracy
; fashionable society.

A phrase first used by N. P. Willis.

Utilitarians. Those who believe that utility, i. e. the fitness of a
thing to promote human hai)i)iness, is the pro|)er standard of
morality.

Utopia. (No place.) The imaginary island which Sir Thomas
More makes the scene of his romance of Utopia ; an ideal common-
wealth. Hence the adjective Utopian, i. e. visionary, impracticable.

Valhalla. In Scandinavian mythology, the palace where dwell the
heroes slain in battle.

Vampire. An extortioner. The vampire is a dead man who returns
to life in the night, and sucks the blood of persons asleep.

Vatican. The palace of the Popes, on the bank of the Tiber, Rome.
Vatican, Council of the. The CEcumenical Council which met in

1869, and promulgated the doctrine of Papal Infallibility.

Vedas. The four sacred books of the Hindu religion.

Veni, Vidi, Vici. (“I came, I saw, I conquered.”) The phrase
with which .Julius Ciesar announced his victory at Zela.

Venus de’ Medici. A celebrated Greek statue at Florence;
attributed to Cleomenes, a sculptor of the 2d century B.C.

Venus of Milo. Considered the most beautiful of Greek statues
;

found in the Island of Melos in 1820. It is now in the Louvre.

Verbum Sap. A word to the wise
;
for rerbitm sapienti.

Veronica. A relic at St. Peter’s, Rome, said to be the handkerchief
on which Jesus wiped his brow on his way to Calvary. It is said to
contain the true likeness (Vera icon) of our Saviour.

Versailles. A splendid palace at Versailles, lo miles from Paris.

Vespers, The Sicilian. The massacre of the French in Sicily by
the Sicilians, March 30, 1282. The sounding of the vesper bell was the
signal for the massacre.

Via Dolorosa. (The way of pain.) The way by which the Lord
went from the Mount of Olives to Golgotha.

Vinegar Bible. The, printed at Oxford, 1767, has vinegar for vine-
yard in the headline of Luke xxii.

Virgin Queen, The Queen Elizabeth of England.
Vitus, St. St. Vitus’ dance is so called because St. Vitus was

thought to have control of hysterical complaints.

Wabash Avenue. A street in Chicago, noted for fine buildings.
Wall of China. The. A wall 1,200 miles long and 20 feet high,

built by the Chinese in the .3d century B.C. as a protection against the
Tartar invasions.

Wall Street. The great financial street of New York. Most of the
bankers and brokers are on this street or in its vicinity.

Wallack’s. A famous New York theatre, conducted by .1, Lester
Wallack.

Walton. An Izaak Walton. An angler. Izaak Walton piih-
lishcal his Completf. .inghr in 10.5.6.

Wandering Jew, The. .\ famous personage in mcdinoval legend.
Our Saviour, wearied with carrying his cross, is said to have stopped
Ix'forc the hoii-c of one Ahasucrus, a cobbler, who pushed him off, say-
ing, “ Away with you.” .lesus answered, “ I go away, but thou shalt
tarry till I come.” Ahasiieriis wandered over the world, seeking death,
but condemned to live till the coming of our Ia>rd. The Wandering
Jew was seen from time to time in Europe. Hie last recorded appear
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mice was late in the 18th century, in Belgium. According to another

legend, the Wandering Jew's name was Kartophilus, the doorkeeper of

tlie Hall of Judgment. He struck our Saviour, telling him to go

faster.

Warofl812. Between Great Britain and the United States, 18r«-15-

War of the Roses- The English civil wars, between tlie houses of

York and Lancaster, in the 14th and 15th centuries. Tlie red rose was

the symbol of Lancasier, the white rose of York. See Shakespeare s

I. Henry Yl. II. 4.
r. i,'

Ward, Artemas. Pseudonym of the American humorist, C. 1.

Browne. . *

Washington Street. The principal business street of Boston,

Mass.

Wassail. An old Saxon salutation, “ What, hail!” The wassail

bowl is the bowl of spiced ale used on New Year’s Day.

Wat A hare, from his wattles, i. e. long ears.

Waters, The Father of. The Mississippi River (said to be a trans-

lation of the Indian name).
. . , * i

Watling Street. A road across Southern Britain from Dover to

Cardigan; a corruption of VikUina Strata, “the street of Vitellin.” The

Milky Way was called Watling Street by the English peasantry.

Ways and Means, Committee of the. A most important

Committee of the American House of Representatives, charged with

devising the methods by which money for the current expenses of the

Goyernment is to be supplied.

Wedding. The first anniversary of a wedding is called a paper

weddinn- the gifts being paper articles ;
the fifth, wooden ;

the tenth,

TIN ;
tlie fifteenth, crystal ;

twenty-fifth, silver
;

fiftieth, golden ;

seventy-llftli, diamond.
^

Well of St. Keyne. A well in Cornwall whose virtue is such that

whoever of a married couple first tastes its waters will “wear the

breeches ” in the household.
„ ,

Westminster Abbey. The celebrated abbey-church of London,

where many of the illustrious dead of England are buried.

Wetberell, Elizabeth. Pseudonym of the American novelist,

Miss Susan Warner, author of T/ie iPirfe, Hlrfe World.

Whig. Once the name of great political parties in England and the

United State* The term is said to come from Whiggamore, a Scotch

(Celtic) word for a thief, a freebooter . The Marquis of Argyle collected

a troop of these thieves to oppose some measures of James I., and

finally the epithet Whi(/ was applied to all opponents of the Government.

The Whigs at the English Revolution opposed the government of

James II. The Whig party in America favored a protective tariflf, and

a U S bank. Gen. Scott was their last candidate for President (185;!).

Whistle To pay too dearly for the whistle. Dr. Franklin

tell* a story of buying a whistle, when a boy, for four times its value.

Hence something which does not equal our expectations, though costly.

White Elephant. Something you don’t know what to do with.

The king of Siam sends a white elephant to a courtier whose fortune he

wishes to destroy. . ...^

White Feather, To show the- To display cowardice. A white

feather in a bird marks a cross breed, and is not found on a game-cock.

White House. The residence of the President of the United States

at Washington ; so called from its color.

White Stone. A day to be marked with a white stone is a

day to be pleasantly remembered. The ancient Romansmarked a lucky

dav on the calendar with a white stone ;
an unlucky day with charcoal.

Whiteboys- A secret organization who engaged m “agrarian

outra<^es ” in Ireland in 1789 ;
so called from wearing white shirts.

Whitehall. A region in Westminster, London, where the royal

nalace formerly stood.

Wild Huntsman, The- In German legend a spectral huntsman

in the Black Forest. The English name is “ Herne the Hunter.

WindmiUs, To fight with. To oppose imaginary objects ;
to

fight with crotchets. The phrase comes from Don Quixote s adventure

in assailing windmills, which he mistook for giants.

Windsor Castle. Famous royal castle and residence near

wte Men of the East, The- The three Magi who were guided

by the star of Bethlehem to our Saviour’s birthplace.

Witch of Endor, The. A soothsayer who at the request of Saul,

invoked the gho.*t of Samuel, who foretold the death of Saul.

Witch-Hazel. A forked hazel twig used for finding witches
;

still

in nse to find a suitable place for digging a well.

Witches’ Sabbath. The nightly meeting of witches and demons.

Wooden Horse, The. After the death of Hector, the Greeks

besieging Troy built a gigantic wooden horse, pretending that it was an

offering to ihe gods to insure a safe return to Greece. The horse was

filled with Greek warriors ;
the Trojans dragged it into the city, and at

night tlie Greeks came out of the horse, opened the city gates to their

companions, and sacked the town.

Woolsack, To sit on the. To be Lord Chancellor of England. His

seat in the House of Lords is called the woolsafk, an armless, backless

bug of wool.

Wyoming Massacre. A band of British and Indians ravaged the

valley of Wyoming in 1778.

Xanthos. The horse of Acltilles in the Trojan war; like Balaam’s

ass, prophetic.

Xantippe. A shrew. She was the wife of Socrates, and an intol-

erable scold.

"Yahoo- A rowdy ;
a brutal, ill-bred man. The Yahoos in Swift’s

Gulliver's Travels are brutes with the shape of men.

Yankee. An American. The word is used in America Itself as a

nickname of persons born in the New England States. The usual

account of the introduction of the word is this : Jonathan Hastings, a

Cambridge, Mass., farmer, in the 18th century, used it as an epithet

denoting" excellence, as “Yankee cider,” i. c. good, home-made cider.

The W’ord was taken up by the students of Harvard College, and gradu-

ally spread through the country. This is doubtful. The word is probably

a corrupted Indian form of English.

Yankee Doodle. An American national air.

Yarmouth Bloater. A red herring. Y'amiouth, England, is noted

for them.

Yellow Jack. A cant term for the yellow fever. The Yellow Jack

is the flag over vessels in quarantine, marine liospitals, etc.

Yggdrasil. In Scandinavian mythology, an ash-tree, whose roots

run to heaven, to the nnder-world, and to the Frost Giants. The ser-

pent Nithtiggr gnaws its roots.

Young America. American boys and girls ;
the younger genera-

tion, supposed to be very irreverent.

Young Chevalier. Charles Edward Stuart, the second or young

Pretender to the throne of Great Britain (1720-88).

Young Germany. The literary school of Heinrich Heine, and his

followers.

Yosemite "Valley, in California, famous for its natural scenery
;

also a well-known picture by the American artist, Bierstadt.

Yule Christmas. The “turn ” of the sun at the winter solstice.

Yule'-log. An immense log of wood put across the fire on the

hearth at Christmas.

Zend Avesta. The old Persian scriptures. It is written in the

Zend language. Avesta means “ the living word.”
,

Zodiac. An imaginary belt in the heavens, divided into 12 equa

parts of 30 degrees each, with a sign for each part. The six signs nor i

of the equator are : Aries, “ the ram Tauras, “ the bull
;

Gemvm.

“ the twins
;

” Cancer, “ the crab ;
” Leo,

“ the lion ;

virgin.” The six signs south of the equator are ; Liira," the balance

;

Scorpio, “ the scorpion
;

” Sagittarius, “ the archer ;
” Capricornus, • the

goat ;
” Aquarius, “ the water-carrier,” and Pisces, “ the fi^^es. T le

first six are summer signs, the next three autumn signs, the last three

winter signs.
, ^

Zollverein. A commercial association between the German States

to maintain the same tariff rates.
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WHEN LITTLE BIRDS HAVE WINGS, ’TIS BEST

THEY SOON SHOULD LEARN TO FLY ;

THE PARENTS PERCHED ABOVE THE NEST

ARE COAXING THEM TO TRY.

BUT WHEN AT NIGHT THEIR W’INGS ARE FURLED,

AND BIRDIES CEASE TO ROAM,

THE SWEETEST SPOT IN ALL THE AVORLD

IS EVER “ HOME 1 SWEET HOME !”
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GELEB1(ATED G{lAI(AGTER§

IN

FldTIOpl, pOETl(Y,
V )>

Abdiel, the angel who opposed Satan, and
remained faithful when he revolted.

Abig-ail, a common name for a waiting-

maid. See I. Sam. xxv. 3.

Ablewhite, Godfrey, a sneak in Wilkie
Collins's “The Moonstone.”

Abon Hassan, a character in the “ Arabian
Nights.’" who is duped for a short time into be-

lieving himself Caliph.

Absalom, in Dryden's “ Absalom and
Achitophel

;
" the Duke of Monmouth, natural

eon of Charles II.

* Absolute, Captain, a gallant, high-spirit-

ed character in Sheridan's “ The Rivals.”

Absolute, Sir Anthony, father of the

above, an irascible but generous character in

“The Rivals.”

Achitophel, the Earl of Shaftesbury in

Dryden's ” Absalom and Achitophel.”

Acres, Bob, whose “ courage oozes out at

his fingers’ ends,” a character in “ The Ri-

vals.”

Acrasia, in Spenser’s " Faery Queen.” a '

witch, the personification of Intemperance.

Adam BeU, a famous archer, celcbr.itcd in

many old ballads.

Adams, Parson, a learned, good, eccen-

tric, simple divine in Fielding's “Joseph An-
drews.”

Adriana, the wife of Antipholus, in “ Com-
edy of Errors.”

Ague-cheek, Sir Andrew, a foolish

knight in Shakespeare's “ Twelfth Night.”

Aladdin, the hero of the “ Arabian Nights ”

tales, possessed of a wonderful ring and lamp.

Allworthy, Squire, a benevolent charac-
i

ter in Fielding’s “ Tom .lones.”

Alp, the hereof Byron’s “ Siege of Corinth
"

Amadis de Gaul, the hero of a widespread
romance of Portuguese origin.

Amelia, the heroine of Fielding’s novel of
that name. Drawn from Fielding’s wife.

Amine, a wicked woman in the “ Arabian
Nights." who leads her three sisters as hounds
In a leash.

Amlet, Richard, a gambler In Vanbrugh’s
Confederacy.”

Amri, In Dryden’s “ Absalom and Aebito-
phel,” Sir H. Finch.

Andrews, Joseph, the hereof Fielding's

novel of that name ; brave and pure.

Anerley, Mary, the heroine of Black-

more’s novel of that name.

Apemantus, a cynic in Shakespeare’s
“ Timon of Athens.”

Arden, Enoch, the hero of Tennyson’s
poem of that name.

Arg-ante, a giantess in Spenser’s “ Fai-ry

Queen.”

Ariel, a spirit in Shakespeare’s “ Tempest.”

Artful Dodger, a bright young thief in

Dickens’s “ Oliver Twist.”

Arthur, King, a legendary Briti.sh king,

famous in romance, celebrated by Tennyson.

Ashton, Lucy, the heroine of Scott’s

“ Bride of Lammermoor.”

Atalanta, one of Diana’s m.aids, skilled as

an archer, the heroine of Swinburne’s “ Atalan-

ta in Calydon.”

Athelstane. The Unready, a Saxon
thane in Scott’s “ Ivanhoe.”

Autolycus. “ a snapper up of unconsidered

trifles,” in Shakespeare’s “ The Winter’s Talc.” I

Baba, Ali, a character in the “Arabian
Nights," who, having overheard “sesame,” the

password of the Forty Thieves, opens their cave.

Baba, Cassim. brother of the above, for-

gets the password.

Backbite, Sir Benjamin, a slanderous

character in Shcridau’s “ School for .Scandal.’’

Bagstock. Joe. a pompous, boastful char-

acter in Dickens’s “ Dombey and Son.” He
always speaksof himself in the third jierson.as

|

“ Joey B ,” “.I. B.,” “ Old .loey,” “ Josh,” etc.
I

Bailey, "Voung. a precocious youth, ser-
|

vant. etc., in Dickens’s “ Martin C’huzzicwit.”

Balderstone, Caleb, the Master of Ra- i

venswood's butler, in Scott’s “ Bride of Lam- ^

mcmioor.” *

Balthazar, a merchant in Shakespeare’s

“(,’omi-dy of Errors.”

Balthazar, a sc-rvant in Shakespeare’s
“ .Much Ado About Nothing ”

Banquo. a clileftain in Shakespeare’s
I

“ .Macbeth,” murdererl by .Macbeth. '

Bardell. Mrs . a widow who sues .Mr
|

I’ickwick for breach of promise in Dickens’s
[

“Pickwick Papers.”

Bardolph. a red-nosed follower of Fal.staff

in Shakespeare’s “ Henry IV.”

Barkis, an eccentric character in Dickens's
“ David Copperfleld

;

” his form of proposal

was, “ Barkis is willin’.”

Bath, Major, a iiompous person in Field-

ing’s “ Amelia.”

Bayes, the hero of the Duke of Bucking,
ham’s play of “ The Rehearsal,” a .satire upon
the poet Drydcn.

Baynes. Charlotte, Philip’s sweetheart in

Thackeray’s “ Philip.”

Bede, Adam, the hero of (leorge Eliot’s

novel of that name.

Belch. Sir Toby, the bibulous uncle of

Olivia in Shakespeare’s “ Twelfth Night,”

Belford, the friend of Lovelace in Richard-

son’s “ Clarissa Ilarlowc.”

Belinda, the heroine of Pope’s “ Rape of

the Lock.”

Bell, Laura, finally marries Arthur in

Thackeray’s “ Pendennis.”

Bell. Peter, the hero of Wordsworth’s
poem of that name.

Bellaston. Lady, a woman of gallantry in

Fielding’s “ Tom Jones.”

Bellenden. Lady, a Tory gentlewoman in

Scott's “Old Mortality.”

Belphoebe. in .Spenser’s Fatry (iueen,”

a portrait of t^neen Elizabeth.

Belvidera. the heroine ol Otway’s "Venice
Preserved.”

Benedict, a humorous gentleman in Shake-

speare’s " Love’s Labor I^ost." finally married

to Beatrice.

Bennet. Mrs., a woman of gallantry in

F’iclding’s “ Amelia.”

Benvolio. in Shakespeare’s “ Romeo and
Juliet,” the friend of Romeo, and nephew of

old Montague.

Bertram, the hero of Shakespeare's “,\H’s

Well that Ends Well.” He marries Helena.

Bianca. Cassio’s mistress in Shakespeare’s
" Othello”

Birch, Harvey, the hero of Cooper's

“Spy.”

Blifll. a sneak In Fielding’s “ Tom Jones,”
nephew of Mr. Allworlliy.

Blimber, Miss Cornelia, a prim and grim
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classical teacher in “ Dombey and Son,” sub-

sequently Mrs. Feeder, B.A.

Bobadil, Captain, a swaggering poltroon

in Ben Jonson's “Every Man In His Humor,”

Boeuf, Front de, a ferocious follower of

King John in Scott's Ivanhoc.”

Bofiin, Noddy, a good-natured, ignorant

ex servant in Dickens’s “ Our Mutual Friend.”

Bois, Guilbert. Brian de, preceptor of

the Knights Templars in Scott’s “ Ivanhoc.”

Boniface, a landlord in Farquhar’s “ Beaux’

Stratagem,” hence, generally for a landlord.

Booby, Lady, plays Potipliar’s wife to

Joseph Andrews' Joseph in Fielding’s “ Joseph

Andrews.”

Booth, the hero of Fielding’s “Amelia,”

husband of Amelia, said to be Fielding.

Bottom, Nick, the weaver-actor in Shake-

speare's ‘Midsummer Xight’s Dream,” be-

loved of Titania.

Bounderby, Josiah, a wealthy manufac-

turer and matter of-fact man in Dickens’s

“ Hard Times.”

Bowles, Tom. blacksmith and manufac-

turer in Bulwer’s “ Kenelm Chillingly.”

Bowline, Tom, a very nautical person in

Smollett's “ Roderick Random.”

Box and Cox, the heroes of Morton’s farce

of that name.

Bradwardine, Baron, in Scott’s “ Wa-

verley,” father of Rose B.

Bramble, Matthew, a veiy dyspeptic per-

son in Smollett's “ Humphry Clinker.”

Brangfons, vulgarians in Miss Burney’s

“Evelina.”

Brass, Sally and Sampson, sister and

brother, shysters in Dickens’s “ Old Curiosity

Shop.”

Brick, Jefferson, an American patriot in

Dickens’s “ Martin Chuzzicwit.”

Bridgenorth, Major Ralph, prominent

in Scott's “ Peveril of the Peak.”

Bridget, Mrs., a remarkable lady in

Sterne’s “ Tristram Shandy.”

Brown. Tom. the hero of Thomas Hughes’s

“ Tom Brown at Oxford,” etc.

Bucket. Inspector, the detective in Dick-

ens’s “ Bleak House.”

Bumble, the conceited beadle in Dickens’s

“ Oliver Twist.”

Caius, Doctor, Welsh suitor of Anne

Page's in tlie “ Merry Wives of Windsor.”

Caliban, a moirstrosity in Shakespeare’s

“Tempest.”

Candor, Mrs., a .slanderer in Sheridan’s

“ The Rivals.”

Carker, a plausible scoundrel, managing

clerk of Mr. Dombey in “ Dombey and Son.”

Cassio, Othello’s lieutenant in Shake-

speare’s “ Othello.”

Caudle, Mrs-, scold and heroine of Doug-

las Jerrold’s “ Curtain Lectures.”

Caustic, Colonel, satirical character in

Mackenzie’s “ Lounger.”

Celia, cousin of Rosaline and daughter of

Frederick in Shakespeare’s “ As You Like It.”

Chadband, an oily, liypocritical preacher

in Dickens’s “ Bleak House.”

Chamont, leading male character in Ot-

way's “The Orphan’s.”

Chillingly, Kenelm, hero of Bulwer’s

novel of that name.

Christabel, heroine of Coleridge’s poem of

that name.

Christiana, wife of Christian in Banyan’s

“ Pilgrim’s Progress.”

Chuzzlewit, Jonas, miser and murderer

in Dickens’s “Mrrrtin Chuzzlewit.”

Chuzzlewit, Martin, the selfish hero of

Dickens's “ Martin Chuzzlewit.”

Clare, Ada, ward of Jarndyce, wife of Car-

stone in Dickens’s “ Bleak House.”

Clifford, Paul, highwayman hero of Bul-

wer’s novel of that name.

Clinker, Humphry, hero of Smollett’s

novel of that name.

Coelebs, the hero of Hannah More’s “ Coe-

lebs in Search of a Wife.”

Coldstream, Sir Charles, Uase person

in Mathew’s “ Used Up.”

Consuelo, heroine of George Sand’s novel

of that name.

Copper Captain, The, the nickname

of Perez, braggart and coward in Beaumont

and Fletcher’s “ Rule a Wife and Have a

Wife.”

Copperfield, David, the hero of Dick-

ens’s “ David Copperfield.”

Cordelia, the youngest and faithful daugh-

ter of Lear in Shakespeare’s “King Lear.”

Corinne, heroine of Mme. de Staiil’s ro-

mance of that name.

Costigan, Captain, a bibulous and dis-

reputable person in Thackeray’s “ Pendennis.”

Coverly, Sir Roger De, country gen-

tleman in Addi.son’s “ Spectator.”

Crane, Ichabod, the schoolmaster in Ir-

ving’s Legend of “Sleepy Hollow.”

Crawley, Rawdon, the husband of Becky

Sharpe in Thackeray’s “Vanity Fair.”

Cressida, heroine of Shakespeare’s “ Troi-

lus and Cressida.”

Crummies, Vincent, theatrical manager

in Dickens’s “Nicholas Nickleby.”

Crusoe, Robinson, hero of De Foe’s

“ Robinson Crusoe.”

Cuttle, Captain, simple nautical person

in Dickens’s “Dombey and Son.”

Cymbeline, a British King, whose name

is preserved in Shakespeare s “ Cymbeline.

Dalgarno, Lord, a profligate young

Scotch nobleman in Scott’s “The Fortunes of

Nigel.”

Davy, Shallovv’s servant in Shakespeare’s

“ Second Part of Henry IV.”

Deans, Douce Davie, pious Presbyterian

in Scott’s “The Heart of Mid-Lothian;”

father of Eftieand Jeanie.

Deans, Effie, a betrayed woman in the

same.

Deans, Jeanie, the heroine of the same.

Dedlock, Lady, proud, beautiful, and

unfortunate character in Dickens’s “Bleak

House.”

Dedlock, Sir Leicester, husband of the

above, narrow-minded but noble.

Delamaine, Geoffrey, a muscular man

in Wilkie Collins’s “ Man and Wife.”

Delphine, heroine of Mme. de Stael’s novel

of that name.

Deronda, Daniel, the hero of George

Eliot’s novel of that name.

Desdemona, heroine of Shakespeare s

1
“ Othello,” wife of Othello.

Diddler, Jeremy, impecunious swindler

in Kinny’s farce of “ Raising the Wind,’’

Dimsdale, Rev. Arthur, the seducer of

Hester Prynne in Hawthorne’s “ Scarlet Let-

ter.”

Dods, Meg, tlie landlady in Scott’s “St.

Ronan’s Well.”

Dodson and Fogg, shyster attomics for

Mrs. Bardell in Dickens’s “ Pickwick Papers.”

Dogberry, an absurd Mrs. Partington con-

stable in Shakespeare’s “Much Ado About

Nothing.”

Dombey, Florence, in “ Dombey and

Son,” marries Walter Gay.

Dombey, Mr., a proud, stern merchant in

Dickens’s “ Dombey and Son.”

Dombey, Paul, sickly little son of the

above.

Dominie, Sampson, eccentric school-

master in Scott’s “Guy Manncring.”

Don Guixote, the hero of Cervante’s m-

manco of that name ;
made insane by ex-

cessive reading of the romances of chivalry.

Dora, David Copperfield’s first and child

wife in Dickens’s “ David Copperfield.”

Dorimant, the fashionable hero of Ethcr-

ege’s “The Man of Mode.’’

Dorothea, the heroine of George Eliot’s

“ Middlemarch.”

Dorrit, Edward, “ the father of tlie Mar-

shalsea” in Dickens’s “ Little Dorrit.”

Drawcansir, the bully in the Duke of

Buckingham’s “Rehearsal.”

Dulcinea del Toboso, a country maid,

beloved of Don Quixote.

Dundreary, Lord, an original in Taylor's

“ Our American Cousin.”

Edgar, legitimate son of Gloucester in

Shakespeare’s “King Lear.’’

Edmund, natural son of Gloucester.

Emilia, wife of lago in Shakespeare’.s

“ Othello.”

Escalus, associated with Angelo in the

government in Shakespeare s “Measure for

Measure.”

Esmond, Beatrix, the beautiful heroine

of Thackeray’s “ Henry Esmond.”

Esmond, Henry, the high-spirited and

witty hero of ttiat novel.

Eugenia, the beantifnl but unfortunate

heroine of Hardy’s “ Return of the Native.”

Evangeline, heroine of Longfellow s

poem of that name.

Evans, Sir Hugh, a Welsh parson in

Shakespeare’s “Merry Wives of Windsor.”

Evelina, the lieroine of Miss Burney’s nov-

el of tliat name.

Eyre, Jane, the heroine of Charlotte

Bronte’s novel of that name.

Fag, a lying servant in Sheridan’s “ The

Rivals.”

Fagin, Jew thief, and receiver in Dickens’s

“ Oliver Twist.”

Faithful, Jacob, the hero of Marryatt’s

novel of that name.

Falkland, a jealous character in Sheridan’s

“ The Rivals.”

Falstaff, Sir John, the ^catest of

Shakespeare’s comic creations, in “ Merry

Wives of Windsor ” and “Henry IV.”

Fanny, a pretty schoolmistress, heroine of

Hardy’s “ Under the Greenwood Tree.”
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Fat Boy. The, jrivon to minropios and
flwp. in Difkons s • Pickw ick Papt r>."

Faust, thf hero of (hH-lho’s pwm of that
name ; sells his soul to the devil.

Feeble, one of Falsiaff's “mast forcible”
recniils in Shakespean-'s Menry IV.

Felton, Septimius, the hero of Haw-
thome's romance of that name.

Ferdinand, son of the King, marries Mi-
randa in Shakespeare's “ Tempest.”
Ferrers, Endymion, the hero of Dis-

raeli's “ End.vmion."

Fi-aro. the sharp-witted hero of Beaumar-
chais' •• Le Manage de Figaro.”

Ftrmin, Philip, the hero of Thackeray's
“The .\dveiitures of Philip.”

Florizel, the Prince of Bohemia in Shake-
speare's •• Winter's Talc.”

Fluellen, a iH-dantic AVelsIi captain in
Shakespeare's “ Henry V.”
Foker, Harry, a good nalured, simple

friend of Arthur's in Thackeray's “ Penden-
nis."

Fondlewife, a vexations old fellow in
Congreve's " Old Bachelor.”

Foppington, Lord, a weak-brained fop
in Vanhnigh's • The Relapse. "

Fosco. Count, a subtle, all-accomplished
villain, in Collins's “M'oman in White."
Frankenstein, a monstrous creation

which gives its name to a romance by Mrs.
Shelley.

Friar Tuck, the jolly and in.separable com-
panion of Robin Hood.

Friday. Cnisoc's servant and man in De
Foe's “ Robinson Cnisoe."

Gamp. Sarah, a nurse, talkative and bib- I

iilous in Dickens's “ .Martin Chuzzlewit,” the ^

friend of Betsey Prig.

Gargantua. the hero of Rabelais' work of
'

that name.

Gaunt. Griffith, husband of Kate, the
j

nominal hero of Readc's “ Uriflilh Gaunt.”
Gay. 'Walter, nephew of Sol Gills, hiis-

|Iwcdof Florence Dtimbey in Dickens's " Doin
liey and Son ”

Gibbie. Goose, a half-witted boy in
'

Scott's •• Old .Mortality.” I

Gil Bias, the hero of a celebrated novel
{

of Spanish manners by Ia; Sage. '

Gills. Sol. nantical-instninient seller in
Dickens's “ Domliey and Son."

!

Gilpin. John, a" Ixmdon Citizen," whose
ride IS celehrated by Cowpi-r.

Gineyra. the heroine of a po. ni by Samuel
Rogers,

Gobbo. Launcelot. a merry s<-rvant in
Sbake-peare's ‘ .Merchant of Venice. "

Goneril. Lear's eldest daughter in Shake-
speare's “King Lear.”

Gonzalo, an honest old counselor In
j

Shakes|ieart- s “ Tempe-t."
|

Goalinsr. Giles, the landlord in Scott's i

' Kenilworth."

Gradgrind Jeremiah, aloverof “ facts”
111 Dickens's •• Haiti Times.”
Gradgriind. Louisa, daughter of the

aimve. and wife of Jwiah Boiindcrby. ,

Grandison. Sir Charles, the elaborate
S'Toof Richardson's novel of that name.
Gray. 'Vivian, the hero of Diaraeli'e novel

of that name.

Greaves, Sir Launcelot, the hero of a
novel by Smollclt.

Grundy, Mrs., a clinnicler in Morton's
“ Speed the Plough.”

Gulliver, Lemuel, the liero of Swift's
" (iiilliver's Truvels.”

Hamlet, Ilie liero of Shakespeare's tragedy
of iliat tiame.

°

j

Harley, the hero of Mackenzie's “Man of
' Feeling."

Harlowe, Clarissa, the unfortunate liero-
ine of IticliiiriLson's novel of that name.
Han is, Mrs., a non-existent person wiio

i.s constantly referred to. and w liose identity is

stoutly asserted by .Mrs. Gamp in Dickens's
“ -Martin Chitzzlewit.''

Headstone, Bradley, a passionate
schoolmaster in Dickens's “Oiir Mutual
Friend.”

j

Heep, Uriah, a hypocritical sneak in
I Dickens's " David Copperflcld.”

Helena, Mic heroine of Siiakespeare's
I “All's M'ell tliut Ends Well.”

j

Hero, daiigliter of Leonato in Shake-

j

speare's “ Mucli Ado About Nothing.”
Hexam, Lizzie, in love with Wrayburn in

I

Dicken-s's “ Our Mutual Friend.”

I
Holofernes. a pedantic sclioolmaster in

Shakespeare's “ As You Like It.”

Holt, Felix, the hero of George Eliot's
novel of that name.

Honevman, Charles, a fashionable
preacher in Thackeray's “ N'ewcomes."
Honor, Mrs , Sophia Western's waiting-

1 woman in Fielding's “Tom Jones.”

I
Hop ful, a pilgrim in Banyan’s “ Pilgrim's

I

Progress.”

Horatio, I he “scholar” friend of Hamlet
in Shakespeare’s ” Hamlet.”
Howe. Miss, the friend of the heroine in

Richardson's “ CIiiris.sa Ilaiiowe.”

Hudihras. tlie licro of Butler's jioem of
that name

; a model Presbyterian.

Hunter, Mr. and Mrs. Leo, “lion”
hunters in Dickens’s "Pickwick Papers.”
lago, llic villain m Shakespeare's “ Otliel-

lo.”

Imogen, the heroine of Shakespeare’s
“ Cymbeline.”

Isabella, llie heroine of Siiakespeare’s
“.Measure for Measure."

Ivanhoe, the hero of Scott 's novel of that
name.

Jack. Colonel, the hero of De Foe’s novel
of that name.

Jaffier, the hero of Otway's “ Venice Pre-
served.”

Jaques, a melancholy philosopher in Shake-
sjiearc'B “As Yon Like It.”

Jamdyce, John, a benevolent gentleman
in “ Bleak House."

Javert. adcu-ctive In Victor Hugo’s “Us
Miserables.”

Jessica, daughter of Shylock In Shake-
speare's ’• .Merchant of Venice.”
Jingrle. Alfred, an ail venturer In Dickens’s

“ Pickwick Papers.''

Katherine, a lady in attcndniirc upon the
Frt-nch princess in Shakespeare's “Love's
Lalsir Us I"

|

Kilmansegg. Miss, the heroine (with one l

golden legi of Horsl's “ The Golden Ugend.”
|

Kitely, merchant mid jealous Imsliimd in
Ben .lonson's “ Every Man in Hi.s Humor.”
Lady Bountiful, a genllewoinan in Far-

quliar's “The Bean.x’ Stratagem.'’

Laertes, ihe son of Polonins in Shake-
sjieare s “Hamlet,” “killed by his own poi-
soned foil.”

Eafeu, a witty old lord, alteiidiiiit of llie

Ireneli princess, in Siiakespeare’s “Love's
Labor Lost.”

Lalla Hookh, the heroine of Moore's poem
of Unit name.

Languish, Lydia, the roiiianlic heroine
of Slieridan's “ Tlie Rivals.”

Lear, the liero of Shakespeare's tragedy of
King Lear, father of Regan, Goneril, and Cor-
delia.

Leatherstocking, Natty, otlierwi.se Nat-
ty BmniK), linnter, tlie most famous of Cooper’s
clniracters; he aiipears in “The Pioneer,”
"The Last of the Mohicans,” “The Palh-
finder, ” “ Tlie Deorslayer, ” and “ Tiie
Praiiie.”

Legree, a brutal slave-master in Mrs.
Stowe's “Uncle Tom's Cabin.”
Leigh, Aurora, the heroine of Mrs.

Brow ning’s poem-novel of that name.
Leila, tlie heroine of Byron's romantic

poem, “ The Giaour.”

Leontes.lhc King of Sicily in Sliake-spcare’s
“Winter's Talc.”

Lightwood, Mortimer, barrister, and
friend of Eugene Wiaybuni in Dickens's “Oiir
Mutual Friend.”

Lismahago, Captain, a retired Scotch
officer, suitor of Tiibitha Bniinble in Smollett’s
’ Hninphry Clinker.”

Little. Henry, the hero of Readc’s “ Put
Yourself in His Place.”

Little Nell, a precocious and good child in

Dickens’s “Old Curiosity Shop.”

Locksley, an archer in Scott's “ Ivanlioc,”
tile name of Robin Hood.

Long Tom Coffin, in Cooper’s “ Tlie
Pilot,” Ihe most famous of his sea characters.

Lorenzo, tlie lover of Je.ssica In Shake-
speare's “ Mercliant of Venice.”
Lothair, Marquis of, the hero of Dis-

raeli’s “ Lothair;” the .Marquis of Bute.

Lothario, a rake in Rowe’s tragedy of
“The Fair Penitent.”

Lovelace, a man of fashion and galiaiilry,
the hereof Riclinrd.-on’s "CInrissu Iliirlowe.”

Lucio, a witty gossip and liar in Shake-
H|)oarc's “ Measure for Measure.*'

Lumpkin, Tony, an oallsh coiiniry squire
ill Goldsmith’s " She Stoojis to Conquer.”
Macbeth, thane of Cawdor, hero of Siiake-

speare’s tragedy of that name.
Macduff, a Scottish chief, the slayer of

Macbeth in Shakespeare’s “Miiclieth.”
Mac Ivor, Flora, the heroine of .Scott’s

“ Rob Roy.”

Mackenzie. Mrs , a termagant widow,
mother-in-law of Clive, in Thackeray’s “ New-
comes.”

Malagrowther, Sir Mungo, an old, ill-

natured courtier In Scott’s “FortiincH of Nigel.”
Malaprop. Mrs., famed for verbal liliin-

ders, a charaeter in .Sheridan’s “ The Rivals.”
Mavolio. Olivia’s conceited steward in

ShakesiM-nre’s ” Twelfth Night.”
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Manfred, tlie gloomy, solitary hero of By-

ron's tragedy of that name.

Manson, -ffineas. the villain in Hardy's

*• Desperate Remedies ”

Mantalini, the dandy husband of a mil-

liner in Dickens’s “ Nicholas Nickleby."

Marchioness, The, the little, ill-used

maid-servant of the Brasses, in Dickens’s “ Old

Curiosity Shop.’’

Margaret, the heroine of Goethe’s

“ Faust,” seduced by Fanst.

Mariana, the deserted wife of Angelo in

Shakespeare’s “ Measure for Measure.”

Mariana, the daughter of Pericles, in

Shakespeare’s “ Pericles, Prince of Tyre.”

Marlo-w, Young, the hero of Goldsmith’s

“ She Stoops to Conquer.”

Medora, the heroine of Byron’s “ The Cor-

sair.”

Merdle, Mr., a speculator and financier in

Dickens’s “ Little Dorrit.”

Meister, 'Wilhelm, the hero of Goethe’s

novel of that name.

Mephistopheles, the devil in Goethe’s

“Faust.”

Mercutio, a highly-accomplished friend of

Romeo in Shakespeare’s “ Romeo and Juliet.”

Micawher. Wilkins, always “waiting for

something to turn up,” in Dickens’s “ David

Copperficld.”

Miggs. Miss, elderly servant of Mrs. Var-

den, enamored of Tappertit in Dickens’s

“ Barnaby Rudge.”

Miller. Daisy, the very American heroine

of Henry James, Jr.’s, novelette of that name.

Minna, joint heroine with Brenda, of

Scott’s “The Pirate.”

Miranda, daughter of Prospero, loved by

Ferdinand in Shakespeare’s “ The Tempest ”

Monimia, the heroine of Otway’s “The

Orphan.”

Moth, Armado’s page in Shakespeare’s

“ Love’s Labor Lost.”

Mouldy- one of Falstaff’s recruits in

Shakespeare’s “2d Part of King Henry IV.”

Mucklewrath, Habbakuk, a fanatical

preacher in Scott’s “Old Mortality.’

Nathaniel, Sir, a remarkable curate in

Shakespeare’s “ Love’s Labor Lost.”

Nerissa. Portia’s waiting-woman in Shake-

speare’s “ Merchant of Venice.”

Neuchatel, Adriana, a very rich young

lady in Disraeli’s “ Endymion.”

Newcome, Clive, the hero of Thackeray’s

“ The Newcomes,” son of the Colonel.

Newcome, Colonel, a simple, noble gen-

tleman in Thackeray’s “ The Newcomes.”

Newcome, Ethel, the beautiful cousin,

and finally the wife, of Clive Newcome.

Nickleby, Mrs., an irrelevant and credu-

lous person in Dickens’s “Nicholas Nickle-

by.”

Nickleby, Nicholas, the hero of Dick-

ens’s novel of that name.

Norna, a sort of insane Sibyl in Scott’s

“ The Pirate.”

Nydia, a blind flower girl in Bulwer’s

“ The Last Days of Pompeii.”

Nym, a rascally follower of Falstaff’s in

Shakespeare’s “ Merry Wives of Windsor.”

Obadiah, a servant in Sterne’s “Tristram

Shandy.”

Oberon, King of the Fairies in Shake-

speare’s “ Midsummer Night’s Dream.”

Ochiltree, Edie, a beggar who plays a

prominent part in Scott’s “The Antiquary.”

Oldbuck. Jonathan, connoisseur and col-

lector, gives his name to Scott’s “The Anti-

quary.”

Old Mortality, gravestone cleaner, gives

his name to Scott’s “ Old Mortality.”

Olifaunt, Nigel, the hero of Scott’s “ The

Fortunes of Nigel.”

Oliver, older brother of Orlando in Shake-

speare’s “As Yon Like It.”

Ophelia, daughter of Poloniiis, in love with

Hamlet, in Shakespeare’s “ Hamlet.”

Orlando, the nepherv of Charlemagne, hero

of Ariosto’s “Orlando Furioso.”

Orlando, the son of Sir Rowland, and lover

of Rosalind in Shakespeare’s “As You Like

It.”

Orsino, the Duke of Illyria, in Shakespeare’s

“ Twelfth Night.”

Orville. Lord, the lover of Evelina in Miss

Burney’s novel of that name.

Osric, an affected courtier in Shakespeare’s

“ Hamlet.”

Othello, husband of Desdemona, and hero

of Shakespeare’s “Othello.”

O’Trigger, Sir Lucius, an Irish adven-

turer in Sheridan’s “ The Rivals.”

Overreach. Sir Giles, a usurer in Massin-

ger’s “ A New Way to Pay Old Debts.”

Page. Mrs - beloved of Falstaff.

Page, Anne, beloved of Felton and Dr.

Cains in Shakespeare’s “ Merry Wives of

Windsor.”

Pamela, the ever-virtuous heroine of Rich-

ardson’s novel of that name.

Pangloss, a pedant in C’olman’s “The

Heir at Law.”

Pantagruel, the learned and mighty-

stomached hero of Rabelais’ satire of that name.

Panurge, the licentious and cowardly fol-

lower of Pantagruel.

Parisina, in love with her stepson, the

heroine of Byron’s “Parisina,’

Parolles, the lying and cowardly attendant

of Bertram in Shakespeare’s “All’s Well that

Ends Well.”

Partridge, barber and schoolmaster, the

trusty follower of Fielding’s “Tom Jones.”

Pecksniff. Miss Charity, beloved of

Moddle in Dickens’s “Martin Cbuzzlewit.”

Pecksniff, IMercy, wife of Jonas Chnzzle-

wit.

Pecksniff, Mr., architect and hypocrite,

father of the above.

Peebles, Peter, drunkard and liar in

Scott’s “ Redgauntlet.”

Pendennis, Arthur, the clever and con-

ceited hero of Thackeray’s “Pendennis.”

Pendennis, Helen, a noble woman,

mother of Arthur.

Pendennis, Major, an elderly man of

fashion, uncle of Arthur.

Perdita, the sweetheart of Florizel in

Shakespeare’s “ Winter’s Tale.”

Petruchio, the madcap husband of Kathe-

rine in Shakespeare’s “Taming of the Shrew.”

Pickle Peregrine, the dissolute hero of

Smollett’s " The Adventures of Peregrine

1 Pickle.”

Pickwick, Samuel, the hero of Dickens’s

“ Pickwick Papers,” founder of the “Pick-

wick Club.”

Pierre, one of the conspirators in Otway’s

“Venice Preserved.”

Pinch, Miss, Tom’s pretty sister, John

Westlock’s sweetheart, in Dickens’s “ Martin

Cbuzzlewit.”

Pinch, Tom, a simple, noble character in

Mr. Pecksniff’s f.amily.

Pipes, Tom, a retired boatswain’s mate in

Smollett’s “ Peregrine Pickle.”

Pistol, Ancient, a swaggering, loud-

mouthed, rascally follower of Falstaff in

Shakespeare’s “Merry Wives of Windsor”

and “ Henry the IV.”

Pleydell, Paulus, a lawyer in Scott’s

“Guy Mannering.”

Poins, Ned, a gay companion of the young

Prince in Shakespeare’s “ Henry IV.”

Polonius, the lord chamberlain of the King

of Denmark in Shakespeare’s “ Hamlet.”

Portia, the heroine of Shakespeare’s “ Mer-

chant of Venice.”

Posthumus, the husband of Imogen in

Shakespeare’s “Cymbeline.”

Poundtext, Peter, a preacher in Scott’.s

“Old Mortality.”

Primrose, Doctor, the noble-minded vicar

in Goldsmith’s “Vicar of Wakefield.”

Primrose, Moses, his simple, creduloua

son.

Proteus, one of Shakespeare’s “Two Gen-

tlemen of Verona.”

Proudfute, a bonnet-maker in Scott’s

“ Fair Maid of Perth.”

Prynne, Hester, the heroine of Haw-

thorne’s “ Scarlet Letter.”

Pumblechook, Uncle, bully and syco-

phant in Dickens’s “ Great Expectations.”

Pynchon, Phoebe, the heroine of Haw-

thorne’s “ House of the Seven Gables.”

Quasimodo, a deformed monster in Victor

Hugo’s “ Our Lady.”

Quickly, Mrs., hostess of the Eastcheap

tavern in Shakespeare’s “Henry IV.”

Quilp, a vicious, ill-tempered dwarf in

Dickens’s “Old Curiosity Shop.”

Quince, Peter, carpenter-actor in Shake-

speare’s “ Midsummer Night’s Dream.”

Random, Roderick, the sensual, unfeel-

ing hero of Smollett’s novel of that name,

Rashleigh, the villain in Scott’s “Rob

Roy.”

Rasselas, prince of Abyssinia, the hero of

Dr. Johnson’s romance of that name.

Rattler, Jack, a nautical character in

Smollett’s “Roderick Random.”

Ravenswood, the haughty hero of Scott’s

“ Bride of Lammermoor.”

Rebecca, a gentle, lovable Jewess, the real

heroine of Scott’s “ Iv'anhoe.”

Redgauntlet, the violent hero of Scott’s

novel of that name.

Regan, the second daughter of Lear in

Shakespeare’s “ King Lear.”

Rob Roy, a Scottish chief whose name is

given to one of Scott’s novels.

Roderigo, a dupe of lago in Shakespeare’s

“Othello.”

Romeo, a Montague, beloved of Juliet in

Shakespeare’s “ Romeo and ,Tuliet.
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Romola, the heroine of Georire Eliot's novel

of that name.

Rosalind, daughter of the deposed Duke in

Shakespeare's “ As Vun Like It."

Rosaline, an attendant of the French prin-

cess in Shakespeare's ' Love's Labor Lost."

Rosencrantz, a courtier in Shakespeare's
" Uarold."

Rowena. a Sa-xon princess, the ostensible

heroine of Scott's " Ivanhoe."

Roxana, one of Nathaniel Lee's " Rival

Oueens."

Rud^e, Bamaby, a half witted youth, the

hero of Dickens's " Bamaby Rudge."

Rugby, a servant of Dr. Cains in Shakes-

peare's " Merry Wives of Windsor."

Ruggiero, a Saracen knight in Ariosto's
" Orlando Furioso." He has a winged horse,

the hippogriff.

Sabrina, a river-nymph in Milton's
" Comus."

Sacripant, King of Circassia, in love with

.\ngelica in Ariosto's "Orlando Furioso."

Saddletree, Bartoline, a learned peddler

in Scott's " Heart of Mid-Lothian. ''

Salanio, a friend of .\ntonio in Shakes-

peare's “ Merchant of Venice."

Sampson, servant to Capulet in Shakes-

peare's " Romeo and Juliet."

Sandford, Harry, one of the heroes of

Day's " History of Sandford and Merton."

Sangrado, Doctoi, a physician in Le
Sage's " Gil Bias;" he is always bleeding his pa-

tients ; a satire on Helvetius.

Scheherezade, Queen, theSultaness who
tells the tales in " The Arabian Nights"

Schlemibl, Peter, hereof Chamisso's work
of that name ; sells his shadow to the devil.

Scrub, a facetious valet in Farquliar's

"The Beaux' Stratagem."

Sedley, Amelia, an amiable woman in

Thackeray's " Vanity Fair." She has many
lovable qualities, but no talent or force of

character.

Sedley, Joseph, a rich, fat, selfish, bashful

Ea-*! Indian in Thackeray's "Vanity Fair."

Selim, the hero of Byron's i>oem, " The
Bride of Abydos."

Shafton, Sir Piercie,a pedantic coitrtier

in Scott's "The Monastery."

Shallow, a silly gentleman in Shakespeare's

".Merry Wives of Windsor."

Shandy, Mrs
,
a woman of no force of

character in Sterne's "Tristram Shandy."

Shandy, Tristram, her son, nominally the
hero of that novel.

Shandy, Walter, Tri.stram's eccentric fa-
j

ther. a man of strange opinions.
|

Sharp, Rebecca, the clever, selfish heroine
of Thackeray's " Vanity Fair."

Sbylock, a vindictive Jew In Shakespeare's
* Merchant of Venice."

Silence, a simple gentleman In Shakes-
peare's "Second Part of Henry IV." i

Silvia, the sweetheart of Valentine in
|

Shakespeare's “ Two Gentlemen of Verona "

Simple, the servant of Slender in Shakes-
|s-are's " .Merry Wives of Windsor."
Skimpole, Harold, a gay.child-like. impe-

cunious " heat" In Dickens's •• Bleak House."
Slender, a .silly suitor of ,\nne Pago's in I

Shakespeare's “ Merry Wives of Windsor."
|

I

Slipslop, Mrs., a waiting-woman of more
than doubtful character in Fielding's " Joseph

!
Andrews."

Slop, Doctor, an irascible physician in

[

Sterne's "Tristram Shandy."

Sly, Christopher, a drunken tinker in the
" Induction" to " The Taming of the Shrew."

Slyme, Chevy, impecunious "gent" in

I Dickens's “ Martin Chuzzicwit."

1

Smike, a poor, half-witted pupil of Squeers

I
in Dickens's “ Nicholas Nickleby"
Sueerwell, Lady, a gossip and backbiter

in Sheridan's " School for Scandal."

Snodgrass, Augustus, a poetical com-
panion of Mr. Pickwick in Dickens's “ Pick-

wick Papers."

Snout, a tinker and amateur actor in

Shakespeare’s " Midsummer Night’s Dream.”
Snow, Lucy, the heroine of Charlotte

Bronte's " Villette.”

Snug, a joiner and amateur actor in Shakes-
peare's “Midsummer Night's Dream.”
Sparkler, Edmund, ass and man of fash-

ion in Dickens's “ Little Don itt."

!
Speed, the punning servant of Valentine

in the "Two Gentlemen of Verona.”
' Square, pedant, philosopher, and moralist

in Fielding’s "Tom Jones.”

Squeers, Wackford, the bruttil master of

' the Dotheboys Hall in Dickens’s “ Nicholas
^ Nickleby.”

I

Squeers, Master Wackford, in the same,

I

a spoiled child, and chip of the old block.

St. Leon, the hero of William Godwin’s

I

novel of that name ; he has the secret of per-

j

petual youth, and of the transmutation of the

metals.

Starveling, tailor and amateur actor in

Shakespeare's “ Midsummer Night's Dream.”
Steerforth, James, talented but profiigate

character in Dickens’s “ David Copperfield.”

Steggs, Miss Carolina Wilhelmina
Amelia, in Goldsmith’s “Vicar of Wake-
field,” a vulgar pretender to gentility.

Stephano, a bibulous butler in .Shakes-

peare's "Tempest.”
Stiggins, Elder, in Dickens's " Pickwick

Papers,” fond of pineapple rum and Mrs.

Weller.

Strap, Hugh, a faithful follower of Rod-
erick Random in .Smollett’s " Roderick Ran-
dom."

Surface, Sir Charles, a brilliant, generous

rake in Sheridan's " School for Scandal."

Surface, Joseph, a hypocrite in the same
play.

Swiveller, Dick, a gay, rattle-pated fellow

in Dickens's "Old Curiosity Shop."

Tamora, the Gothic queen in Shakespeare’s

“Titus Androniciis.”

Tapley, Mark, the “ jolly-nndcr-difflcul-

tics " servant in Dickens'a " .Martin C'huzzie-

wit.”

Tappertit. Simon, a small but ferocious

apprentice in Dickens’s “ Bamaby Rudge.”

Tartuffe, the hypocritical hero of Moliere's

play of that name.

Teazle, Lady, the heroine of Sheridan's

“School for Scandal ”

Teazle. Sir Peter, her old husband.

Thalaba, " The Destroyer," heroofapoein

by Southey.

Thersites, a foul-mouthed Greek in

Homer's " Iliad," and Shakespeare's “Troilus

and Cressida."

Thwackum, philosopher and pedagogue in

Fielding’s " Tom Jones."

Tilburina, a very much crossed-in-love

maiden, in Sheridan's “ The Critic."

Timoa, a misanthropic Athenian, hero of

Shakespeare's "Timon of Athens."

Tinto. Dick, an artist in Scott's “Bride of

I Lammermoor,” and “ St. Ronan's Well.”

Titania, queen of the fairies in Shake-

i spe.'ire's “ Midsummer Night's Dream.”
Titmouse, Tittlebat, the vulgar hero of

j

Warren’s “Ten Thousand a Year," the type of

I the “ gent.”

Tito, the handsome, but weak hero of

George Eliot’s “Romola.”

Todgers, Mrs., keeper of a commercial

boarding-house in Dickens’s “ Martin Chuz-
zlewit.”

Toots, a simple, eccentric fellow in Dick-

ens's " Dombey and Son."

Topsy, an ignorant young slave-girl in

Mrs. Stowe's “ Uncle Tom's Cabin."

j

Touchstone, a clown in Shakespeare’s

“As You Like It.”

Touchwood, Peregrine, an irascible East

Indian in Scott’s “St. Ronan’s Well.”

Tox, Miss, a simple and eccentric spinster

in Dickens's " Dombey and Son.”

Traddles, Tom, barrister, and friend of

Copperfield in Dickens's “ David Copperfield.”

Tranio, Lucentio's servant in Shakespeare's

“Taming of the Shrew."

Trapbois. a usurer in Scott's “ The For-

ttines of Nigel.”

Trim, Corporal, the trusty follower of

Uncle Toby in Sterne’s “ Tristram Shandy."

Trinculo, a jester in Shakespeare's "Tem-
pest."

Troil. Magnus, a wealtliy Zetlander in

Scott’s "The Pirate.”

Trotwood, Betsy, Copperfield's kind, ec-

centric aunt in Dickens’s “ David Copper-

field."

Trulliber, Parson, an ignorant clergyman
in Fielding's “Joseph Andrews.”

Trunnion. Commodore Hawser, an
eccentric nautical character in Smollett's
“ Peregrine Pickle.”

Tulkinghom, Mr., a crafty solicitor in

Dickens's “ Bleak House.”

TuUiver, Maggie, the heroine of George
Eliot’s “ Mill on the p'loss.”

TuUiver, Tom, her selfish, conceited

brother.

Tupman, Tracy, a fat lover of the fair sex

in Dickens's “ Pickwick Papers."

Turveydrop, dancing master and “ mode!
of deportment” in Dickens’s “ Bleak House."

Tusher, Thomas, a sycophantic clergy-

man in Thacker.iy's “ Henry Esmond."

Twemlow, Mr., diner-out and friend of

Veneering in Dickens's “Onr Mulital P'riend.”

Twist, Oliver, a charily boy, hero of

Dickens’s “ Oliver Twist.”

Twysden. Talbot, public officer and flun-

key in Thackeray's " Philip."

Tybalt, nephew of Lady Capulet, slain by
Ronii’O in Shakespeare's “ Romeo ainl Ju-

liet.”
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tririca, an old witch in Scott’s “Ivan-

hoe.”

Una, the personification of Truth in Spen-

ser's “ Faery Queen.”

Uncas, a Mohican chief in Cooper’s “The

Last of the Mohicans.”

Uncle Toby, a noble old soldier, the hero

of Sterne’s “ Tristram Shandy.”

Uncle Tom, a pious slave, the hero of Mrs.

Stowe’s “ Uncle Tom’s Cabin.”

Valentine, one of Shakespeare’s “Two
Gentlemen of Verona.”

Varden, Dolly, the heroine of Dickens’s

“ Baniaby Rudge.”

Vathek, the hero of Beckford’s Eastern

romance, of great gifts, but of violent passions

and inordinate ambition.

Verges, a silly, self-important watchman in

Shakespeare’s “ Much Ado about Nothing.”

Vernon, Die, the heroine of Scott’s “Rob
Roy.”

Vholes, a cold-blooded, crafty solicitor in

Dickens’s “ Bieak House.”

Vincentio, Duke of Vienna, in Shake-

speare’s “Measure for Measure.”

Viola, in love with Orsino in Shakespeare’s

“ Twelfth Night.”

Virgilia, wife of Coriolanus in Shake-

speare’s “ Coriolanus.”

Virginia, the heroine of St. Pierre’s “ Paul

and Virginia.”

Vivian, mistress of Merlin in Tennyson’s

“ Idyls of the King.”

Volumnia, mother of Coriolanus in Shake-

speare’s “Coriolanus.”

Wadman, Widow, in Sterne’s “ Tristram

Shandy,” tries to marry Uiicie Toby.

Wamba, a clown in Scott’s “Ivanhoe.”

Wardle, Mr., a Jolly country gentleman in

Dickens’s “ Pickwick Papers.”

Warrington, G-eorge and Harry, grand-

sons of “Henry Esmond,” and heroes of

Thackeray’s “ The Virginians.”

Warrington, George, the cynical, but

kind-hearted friend of Arthur in Thackeray’s

“ Pendennis.”

Wegg. Silas, a one-legged, crafty schemer

in Dickens’s “Our Mutual Friend.”

Weller, Tony, a jovial and rubicund coach-

man in Dickens’s “Pickwick Papers.”

Weller, Sam, son ol Tony, Mr. Pickwick’s

humorous servant.

Werther, the sentimental hero of Goethe’s

“ Sorrows of Werther.”

Western, Sophia, the heroine of Fieid-

iiig’s “ Tom Jones.”

Western, Squire, her father, a pig-head-

ed, foul-mouthed country squire.

Westlock, John, friend and finally brother-

in-law of Tom Pinch in Dickens’s “Martin

Chiizzlewit.”

Whiskerandos, Don Ferolo, lover of

Tilbiirina, in Sheridan’s “The Critic.”

Wickfield, Agnes, the lovable heroine of

Dickens’s “David Copperfieid,” and David’s

second wife.

Wild, Jonathan, highwayman, the

hero of Fielding’s “History of Jonathan

Wild.” He is drawn from a famous highway-

man of that name, who was executed in 1725.

Wildair, Sir Harry, man of fashion and

gallantry, the hero of Farquhar’s “ Constant

Couple ” tuid “ Sir Harry Wildair.”

Wildfire, Madge, a woman crazed by se-

duction, and by the murder of her infant, in

Scott’s “ Heart of Mid-Lothian.”

Wilfer, Bella, the beautiful, wilful heroine

of Dickens’s “ Our Mutual Friend.”

Wilfer. Lavinia, her irrepressible sister,

beioved of George Sampson.

Wilfer, Reginald, their father, a com-

mercial cherub.

Wilfrid, son of Oswald Wycliffe, in Scott’s

“ Rokeby,” in love with Matiida, heiress of

Rokeby, at whose feet he dies.

Willet, John, an obstinate innkeeper in

Dickens’s “Barnaby Rudge.”

Willet, Joe, his son, in love with Dolly

Varden.

Williams, Caleb, the hero of William

Godwin's novel of that name.

Wilmot. Arabella, George Primrose’s

sweetheart in Goldsmith’s “ Vicar of Wake-

field.”

Wilton, Ralph de, finally marries Lady

Clare, daughter of the Earl of Gloucester, in

Scott’s “ Marmion.”

Wimble, Will, a good-natured, simple, and

officious character in “The Spectator,” said

to be a portrait of Thomas Morecroft, who

died at Dublin in 1741.

Winkle, Nathaniel, a would-be sporting

character in Dickens’s " Pickwick Papers.”

Winkle, Rip Van, good-natured,bibulous,

blessed with a scolding wife ;
he and his long

sleep are commemorated in Irving’s “ Sketch

Book.”

Wishfort, Lady, a witty, vain character in

Congreve’s “ The Way of the World.”

Wititterly, Mr., a snob and tuft-hunter

in Dickens’s “ Nicholas Nicklcby.”

Wititterly, Mrs. Julia, in the same, his

wife, a languid lady, whose “ soul was too large

for her body.” She “ dearly loved a lord.”

Witwould, Sir Willful, a pig-headed

gentleman in Congreve’s “ W’ay of the World.”

Worldly Wiseman, Mr., in Buny'an’s

“ Pilgrim’s Progi'ess,” tries to persuade Chris-

tian from his journey,

Wray, Enoch, an aged and noble cliarac-

ter in Crabbe's “ Village.”

Wrayburn, Eugene, a calm and brief-

less barrister in Dickens’s “ Our Mutual

Friend.”

Wren, Jenny, doll's dressmaker in Dick-

ens’s “Our Mutual Friend.”

Wronghead, Sir Francis, a country

gentleman, the hero of Vanburgh’s “ The Pro-

voked Husband.”

Xury, a servant of Crusoe in De Foe’s

“ Robinson Crusoe.”

Yellowley, Mistress Baby (Barbara),

sister and housekeeper of Triptolemus, in

Scott’s “ The Pirate.’’

yellowley, Triptolemus, a Scotch York-

shireman, of agricultural tendencies, in Scott’s

“ The Pirate.”

Yorick, a witty, heedless parson in Sterne’s

“ Tristram Shandy,” represented as a descend-

ant of Shakespeare’s jester of that name, in

“Hamlet.”

Yseult or Isolde, beloved of Tristram,

celebrated in many mediaeval romances, ami

in the “Tristram and Yseult” of Matthew

Arnold, and of A. C. Swinburne. She was

the wife of King Mark, of Cornwall, and mis-

tress of his nephew, Tristram, with wliom she

fell in love from drinking a love-philter. She

was called Isolde the Fair.

Zadoc, in Dryden’s “ Absalom and Achito-

phel,” is Sancroft, Archbishop of Canterbury.

Zanoni, alchemist, etc., the hero of Bul-

wer’s “ Zanoni.” He is a member of an occult

fraternity who deal familiarly with the world

of spirits, can make precious stones and

metals, and can live as long as they please.

Zeluco, a prodigal nobleman, hero of Dr.

J, Moore’s “Zeluco.”

Zenobia, a beautiful woman in Hawthorne’s

“ Blithedale Romance.”

Zerbino, a Scotch warrior in Ariosto’s

“ Orlando Furioso.”

Zimri, the Duke of Buckingham in Dry-

den’s “ Absalom and Architophel.”

Zobeide, the favorite wife of Haroun-Al-

Raschid in “ The Arabian Nights.” Her story

is told in the tale of the “ Three Calendars.”

Zodig, a rich Babylonian, hero of Voltaire’s

novel of tliat name.

Zophiel, in Milton’s “ Paradise Lost,” the

swiftest of tlie cherubim.

Zuleika, the heroine of Byron’s “ Bride of

Abydos.”
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IXOXYMS are words which liave

the same or a similar meaning. A
dictionary of synonms is intended

to enable the person who consults it

to repeat an expression in a new
form, and avoid the awkwardness

of style produced by the too frc(pient

occurrence of the same word.

In preparing the following short list of

synonyms, the works of Crabb, Graham,
Whately, Soule, and Roget, and the dic-

tionaries of Webster and Worcester have
been carefully consulted. It was ini])os-

sible within the space here available to

adopt the scientific classification made
by Roget in his “Thesaurus.” A com-

plete list of synonyms after the manner of the or-

dinary dictionary of synonyms was ccpially iin])rac-

ticablc. A short exi)lanation, however, of the

more im])ortant synonyms (the iilan adopted hy
Crabb), has been attcmi)ted in the following list.

For convenience, a few synonyms are given with-
out ex])lanation :

A word in capitals standing alone at the end of a para-
grapli indicates an opposite or contrasted word, to wliich

reference may be made. This opposite or contrasted word
is sometimes not to be found separately in the list. In such
cases the word under which it occurs is also indicated. Thus
under Ternporary the contrasting word I’krmaxent is at

the en<l of the paragraph followed by the words (See I)uii.\-

ble)
;
by turning to Durable the synonym permanent will

be found.

N. B. a. stands for adjective
; adv. for adverb

; n. for

noun
;

v. for verb
; conj. for conjunction

;
jirvj). for preja)-

sition.

A.

Abnttdon, V. Desert, forsake, relinquish. A
sinking vessel \a nhandontd ; a soldier

his post
;
a creditor rdiuquintu^ his claims

;

a man in trouble is fortaken by his friends.

Khep.

Ahttahft. Confuse, confound. Pride is some-
times (ifitiahfit ,* ignorance or wickedness
ronfmmUil

;

diffidence and modesty cou-

f'la'ij. Excocbaoe.
Ahni^f r. Diminish, lessen, decrease, Ix-
rREASt

A bhor, V. Abominate, detest, loathe. We
oAAor mean, base actions; /lAomfn/r/e impiety;
(Uifsi a hypocrite

; loathe an offensive ob-
Vct. Esteem.

Ahltit,f,n. Capacity, faculty, talent, dexter-
ity address. Afntity denotes a human power
which may be acquired

;
faculty a natural

gift. Capnnty is a partiruliir species of ahili-

ty ; a Uiltnt is a particular gift given in a re-

markable degree; (texterity nwt\ a/liirifsare

degrees of ability; iterterity is a peculi.ir

facility of execution
; adilrt-ita a peruliar

mwlc of setting one's self to work. I.n-

ABILITT.

Aholiali, V. Abrogate, repeal, annul, cancel,

revoke. An institution a/M/liahe/t

;

a con-

tract onnirf/er/ ; an edict inokeil; a law re-

pealed or ahragntul. Piieskuve.

Ahridyr,v. Curtail, shorten. Exteno.
A hriili/inrtit

, n. A compendium, digest,

epitome, summary, ahslraet. An abriilgmtid

is a shorter form of a literary work ; a renn-

pemliitm, a short, genirral view of a subject

;

&diyett. an orderly arrangement of details;

an ejntenne. a concise account of the whole
of a subject

;
a tummary rccu|iitulates the

subject ; an ahetract is a short general ac-
count of a i>arlicular thing. An abridymeut
of (iibbon's Homan Empire

; a amiixiidlum
of geology

; a ditjeetal the law of evidence
;

an ipilome of American history
; a emiwiary

of an argument
; an abelrmt of a deed.

Abslfmioiia, a. Abstinent, sober, tempe-
erate, A eol»r man does not use strong
drink to excess ; a lewjKrale man Is mode-
rate in his use of liquor

; an ahetentinue mtin
habitually refrains from the use

; an abefi-

ne/it man refrains temporarily, I.NTE,Mi‘Kit-

ATK.

A tmndaurp, n. Plenty, copiousness, plcii-

tifulnesB. .ScAiifiTv.

Arridfiit, n. (thance. contingency, casualty.

An arrident is a thing that has been
; a

charve is yet to b<-
; a riimially is unavoidable

and inde]>endeut of ourselves
; a ctmllngiiicy
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denotes a circumstance connected with an

event.

Accomplish, V. Achieve, effect, execute,

A purpose Is (ffected ; an object accomplishal

;

a design executed; success is euhieved; a

duty perfonmd. Ordinary means effect ; ex-

traordinary means accomplish. Fail.

Accurate, a. Precise, exact, correct. Ex-

act is stronger than accurate; and pi'ecise

than exact. Inaccurate.

Acquaintattce, n. Familiarity, intimacy.

Intimacy expresses more than familiar-

ity ;
familiarity more than acquaintance.

Stranger.
Acquire, V. Earn, gain, obtain, win. Money

is earned by labor ;
success won or gained

by struggie ;
a result is obtained by our own

or others’ efforts ;
wealth is acquired by our

own efforts. Lose.

Act, V. Do, make, work, operate. To act is

to exert a simple power ;
to work a complex

power. A machine works

;

its parts act.

Operate is intransitive ; Do is always transi-

tive ;
Act usually transitive. Make is to do

for a special purpose or in a special way.

Active, a. Busy, brisk, agile, nimble, dili-

gent, industrious. A busy person is always

employed ;
an active person constantly will-

ing to be employed
;
an industrious person

is constantly seriously employed
;
a ddigenl

person is active for some particular purpose.

Biiskness relates to sport
;

nimhleness to

quickness of movements ;
agility to case of

carriage. Inactive.

Add, V. Join, coalesce, unite.

Admit, V. Allow, permit, suffer, tolerate.

Permit is more positive than allow. Suffer

and tolerate refer to important matters. We
grant what is agreed to be true. Deny.

Advantageous, a. Beneficial. Hurtful.

Affection, n. Love. Affection is a lasting,

tender feeling; love is a warmer feeling,

subsisting (more frequently) between per-

sons of different sex. Aversion.

Affectionate, a. Fond, kind.

Agreeable, a. Pleasant, pleasing, charming.

A pleasant day ; a jileasing landscape
;

a

charming girl. Disagreeable.

Alternating, a. Intermittent. Continual.

Ambassador, n. Envoy, plenipotentiary,

minister. A plenipotentiary is intrusted with

some special mission ; a minister resident

and ambassador are permanent officials

;

an envoy is more commonly employed for a

special purpose.

Amend, V. Improve, correct, better, mend.

Impair.

Anger, n. Ire, wrath, indignation, resent-

ment. Wrath and ire are hasty
;

anger

sometimes lasting ; resentment is caused by a

feeling of personal injury. Good Nature.

Appropriate, V. Assume, ascribe, arrogate,

usurp. We usurp by taking to ourselves

violently and wTongfully; .appropriate by

taking to ourselves, rightfully or wrongfully.

We arrogate a title ;
assume a right

;
as-

cribe to ourselves a merit.

A rgue, V. Debate, dispute, reason upon.

Arise, V. Flow, emanate, spring, proceed,

rise, issue.

Artful, a. Disingenuous, sly, tricky, insin-

cere. Candid.

Artifice, n. Trick, stratagem, finesse.

Association, n. Combination, company,

partnership, society. An association is for

business, literature, politics, or religion ;
a

society is an association for aspecific purpose
;

a company or partnership is an association

for trading purposes
;
a combination is an

association for purposes evil or indifferent.

Attack, V. Assail, assault, encounter. De-

fend.

Audacity, v. Boldness, effrontery, hardi-

hood. Audacity and effrontery have always

a bad sense ;
hardihood, bad or indifl'erent

;

boldness, good, bad or indifferent. Fear.

Austere, a. Rigid, rigorous, severe, stern.

Austere manners, severe language. Rigor is

great occasional severity ;
sternness is a se-

verity of maimer. Dissolute.

Avaricious, a. Niggardly, miserly, parsi-

monious. Extravagant.

Aversion, n. Antipathy, dislike, hatred,

repugnance. Affection.

Awe, n. Dread, reverence. Sublime and sa-

cred things excite a.we ; terrific things, dread;

noble things, reverence.

Awkward, a. Clumsy. Awkward denotes

carriage ;
clumsy, natural shape. Graceful.

Axiom, n. Adage, aphorism, apothegm, by-

word, maxim, proverb, saying, saw. An ax-

iom is a self-evident proposition ;
an ujJO-

tlugm, saw or saying, a pithy sentiment

;

an aphorism, a pointed truth ; a proverb,

of an adage, an old and common saying ;
a

by-word had some local origin
;
&maxim is a

practical moral truth.

B.

Babble, V. Chatter, prattle, prate.

Bad, a. Wicked, evil. Things disagreeable

to the taste and sentiments are bad ; to the

principles, xvicked ;
what is highly bad or

wicked is evil. Good.

Baffle, V. Confound, defeat, disconcert.

Base, a. Vile, mean. We abhor baseness;

are disgusted with vileness; despise mean-

ness. Noble.

Battle, n. Action, combat, engagement.

Bear, v. Carry, convey, transport. To bear

is to support the weight of a thing ;
to carry,

to take it from the jilace where it was ; con-

vey and transport are modes of carrying.

Bear, V. Endure, suffer, support. We en-

dure great evils ; bear small or great ; sup-

port our own or others ; suffer is entirely in-

voluntary.

Beat, V. Defeat, overpower, overthrow, rout.

Beautiful, a. Fine, handsome, pretty. Beau-

tiful is the strongest. Pretty is simple and

small
;
fine implies (generally) a good-sized

figure. A va&xi is handsome ; a woman beau-

tiful, pretty, ox flue. Homely.

Becoming, a. Decent, fit, seemly, suitable.

Unbecoming.

Beg, V. Beseech, crave, entreat, implore, so-

licit, supplicate. We beg in want
;

crave

from physical want
;

beseech, entreat, so-

licit from pressing necessity
;
implore and

supplicate from extreme distress. Give.

Behavior, n. Carriage, conduct, deport-

ment, demeanor.

Belief, n. Credit, faith, trust. Belief is the

general word
;

it is trust in facts or opinions;

trust in religious opinions \sfaith ; tmst in

a person's veracity or pecuniary solvency is

credit. Doubt.

Beneficent, n. Bountiful, generous, liberal,

munificent. Covetous.

Benefit, n. Favor, advantage, kindness,

civility. Benefits and favors are conferred

by superiors; kindness and are in-

terchanged by equals. Injury.

Benevolence, n. Beneficence, benignily, liu-

manity, kindness, tenderness. Benevolence

is the desire to do good ; benignity is a good-

ness liabitually visible in look or deed ; kind-

ness and tenderness are modes of feeling;

humanity is universal. Malevolence.

Blame, V. Censure, condemn, reprove, re-

proach, upbraid. Praise.

Blemish, n. Flaw, speck, spot, stain.

Blot, V. Cancel, efface, expunge, erase, ob-

literate.

Bold, a. Brave, daring, fearless, intrepid,

undaunted. Timid.

Border, n. Brim, brink, edge, margin, rim,

verge.

Border, n. Boundary, confine, frontier.

Boundary denotes tlie limit of place
; fron-

tier is (mostly) a military term
; confines is

used in reference to two places.

Bound, V. Circumscribe, confine, limit, re-

strict.

Brave, v. Dare, defy.

Bravery, n. Courage, valor. Bravery is

unreasoning ;
courage, the result of re-

flection ;
valor combines bravery and cour-

age. Cowardice.

Break, V. Bruise, crush, pound, squeeze.

Breeze, n. Blast, gale, gust, hurricane, storm,

tempest. A gentle breeze; a bri.sk- yafe ; a

sudden gust

;

a violent blast. A storm is a

disturbance of the whole atmosphere ; a

tempest is a storm with thunder and light-

ning
;
a hurricane is the most violent of

storms.

Bright, a. Clear, radiant, shining. Dull.

Business, n. Avocation, employment, en-

gagement, occupation. Business takes our

thoughts, time, and strength ; occupation and

anplcnjment, time and strength only. An eti-

gagement employs partially
;
an avocation

prevents from doing something else.

Business, n. Art, profession, trade. Buy-

ing and selling merchandise is trade; learn-

ing is requisite for a profession

;

employ-

ment of knowledge and experience for profit

is business ; exercise of art an art.

C.

Calamity, n. Disaster, misfortune, mis-

chance, mishap.

Calm, a. Collected, composed. Calm relates

to the state of the feelings ;
collected, of the

thoughts ;
composed, of thoughts and feel-

ings both. Stormy.

Calm, a. Placid, serene. Cato is a transient

mental state ;
placidity and serenity ;

per-

manent mental habits.

Capable, a. Able, competent. Incompe-

tent.

Captious, a. Fretful, cross, peevish, petu-

lant.

Care, n. Anxiety, concern, solicitude. Hebd-

LESSNESS. (See "Negligent.)
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Care, h. Heed, attention. Xeoliqesce.
Carnage, n. Butchery, massacre, slaughter.

Cause, n. Motive, reason. Cause relates to

the connection of things ; moiire, mental

and physical operation ; reason, mental op-

erations. Effect. (Sec Consevvence.I
Cease, r. Discontinue, leave ofif. end. C'ON-

TIXCE.

Censure, r. Animadvert, criticise. Cen-
sure finds fault, assertively

; criticism, ar-

gumentatively
; animadversion, states the

reasons for its objections. Praise.
Certain, a. Secure, sure. DovBTFrL.
Cessation, n. Intermission, rest, stop.

COXTIXUAXCE.
Chance, n. Fate, fortune. Chance relates

to all things
; fate fortune Cgenerally) to

things personal. Chance is variable without
plan ; fortune plans blindly

; fate plans with
knowledge and attains the result intended.

Design.

Change, X. Barter, exchange, substitute.

Changeable, a. Fickle, inconstant, muta-
ble, variable. Unchangeable.

Changeahleness, n. Fickleness, incon-

stancy. Constancy.
Charm, r. Captivate, enchant, enrapture,

fascinate.

Cheerful, a. Gay, merry, sprightly. Cheer-

fulness is an habitual state
; mirth, a tem-

porary exhilaration
; gayety the result of

cirramstances ; spiighlfillness, the buoy-
ancy of health and temperament. Mourn- '

FU1_

Chief, n. Chieftain, head, leader. Subor- ;

ordinate. (See Subject.)

Cireumstanee, u. Fact, incident. A fact
is something done

; an incident, something
that happens ; a circumstance denotes every-
thing connected with a thing. !

Class, n. Degree, order, rank. Persons hold ^

a rant; belong to a class or order; are of i

high or low degree.
j

Clear, a. Bright, lucid, vivid. Opake. (See ,

Dark.)
I

Clever, a. Adroit, dexterous, expert, skillful.
|

Ctexerness is mental ; skill, mental and phys- I

ical ; erperlness and dertetonsness, chiefly

physical
; adrmlness, wholly physical. Stu-

i

FID.
;

Clothed, n. Clad, dressed. Naked.
jCoarse, a. Rude, rough. All denote things I

unpolished. Coarse relates to material
; i

rough, to surface
; rude, to construction.

Coarse is the opposite of fine; rough of
smooth ; rude of polished. Fine. I

Coax, V. Cajole, fawn, wheedle.
j

Color, X. Dye, stain, tinge. CWor Is generic
;

I

'fys, aterm of art (but al«o used figuratively);
|

tinge is poetical ; stain i.s nse<l either with
its proper meaning or figuratively.

!

Colorable, a. Ostensible, plausible, spe- i

cions.
j

Combination, n. Cabal, conspiracy, plot.
A ctM. Is a party Intrigue

; a comUnatlon,
the onion of many for mutual protection

;apW is a secret union of two or more p« r-

sons. for bad purposes; a ronspiiaey Is a
secret concert among a numlH'r of jiersons
to bring abont a change.

Command, n. Injunction, order, precept.
Commodity, n. Goods, merchandi.se. ware.

Common, a. Mean, ordinary, vulgar. Com-
mon is the opposite of refined

; mean of no-

ble
; ordinary of distinguished

; vulgar of

cultivated. Uncommon. (See E.xceptional.)
Compel, X. Force, oblige, necessitate.

Compensation, n. Amends, recompense,
remuneration, requital, reward. Amends is

the return for a fault
; recompense, voluntary

payment for voluntary service
; compensa-

tion is a payment for service
; requital pays

kindness with kindness; remuneration is ns

indefinite as but less voluntary than recom-

pense ; reicard is a voluntary return for ser-

vice or conduct.

Complain, v. Lament, murmur, regret, re-

pine.

Comply, V. Accede, conform, submit, yield.

Refuse.
Compound, a. Complex. Simple.
Comprise, v- Comprehend, contain, em-
brace, include.

Conceal, V. Hide, secrete. Uncover.
Conceive, V. Comprehend, understand. We
conceive a thing when we form an idea of it

;

we understand or comprehend it only when
we possess all the ideas which the thing pre-

sents. Vnderstanding relates to familiar

things ; comprehension to principles.

Conclusion, n. Inference, deduction. A
conclusion is decisive; an i«/«7-fnce, incom-
plete

; a deduction is drawn from arguments

;

a conclusion from facts.

Conduct, V. Direct, guide, lead, govern,

regulate, manage.

Confirm, v. Corroborate. Contradict.
Conflict, n. Combat, contest, contention,

struggle.

Confute, V. Disprove, refute, oppugn. An
argument is confuted; a charge refuted; a
statement disputed

; an erroneous doctrine

oppugned.

Conquer, V. Overcome, subdue, surmount,
vanquish. Defeat.

Consequence, n. Effect, event, issue, result.

There may be several consequences

;

there
can be but one result. Issue and event arc
final ; consequences may be intermediate.

AJfecf relates to things jibysical or moral

;

consequences to moral things only. Cause.
Consider, v. Reflect. Consider is practical

;

feet, speculative, or moral.

Consistent, a. Con.stant, compatible. In-

consistent.

Cnnsedr,v. Comfort, solace. C'wn/o?< gives
pleasure

; amsole and solace alleviate pain.

Consolation is of a higher kind ttinn solaee.

Constancy, „. Firmness, stability, stead-
iness. Constancy rciaten to the affections;

firmness to the will
; ttahility to the opin-

ions
; steadiness to conduct and action.

Inconstancy. (See Chanoeableness.)
Contaminate, v. Corrupt, defile, tiollute,

taint.

Contemn, v. Despise, disdain, scorn. Es-
TEEM.

Contemplate, V. Merlllate, muse. Wceon-
temjilide what is lieforc our eyes

; meditate on
actions or qualities ; muse on recent events.

Contemptible, a. Despicable, jwltry, pitiful,

vile. mean. Noble.
Contend, v. Contest, dispute, strive, stnig-

gle, combat.

Continual, a. Constant, continuous, per-

petual, incessant. Inteilmi-ttent. (See Al-
ternating.)

Continuance, ti. Continuation, duration.

Cessation.

Continue, v. Persist, persevere, pursue,

prosecute. Cease.

Contradict, V. Deny, gainsay, oppose. CoN-
FIILVI.

Cool, a. Cold, frigid. Cool implies the

oi>posite of warmth
;
cold and frigid are tin-

opposite of warm. Figuratively, cool is op-

l>osed to friendly
; cold to warm-hearted

;

frigid to animated. Hot.
Correct, r. Rectify, reform. We mis-
takes ; COD substantial faults

; nfonn the
public service.

Cost, n. Charge, expense, price. Cost or ex-

pense is what is paid for a thing
; price or

charge what is asked for it.

Covetousness, n. Avarice, cupidity. Cu-
pidity is an acquired disposition to mass and
to keep. .\u avaricious man seeks to keep
what he has

; a covetous man to get more.
Beneficence.

Cowardice, n. Fear, timidity, pusillanimity.

Courage.
Crime, n. Sin, vice, misdemeanor. Crime

is a violation of human law
; vice, of moral

law
; sin, of the law of God. Sin includes

crime and vice; misdemeanor is a minor
offence.

Criminal, n. Convict, culprit, felon, male-
factor. Criminal is a general term for vio-

lator of law
; culprit is brought before a

court
; malefactor, any evil-doer

; felon, per-
son guilty of felony

; convict, sentenced
criminal;

Crook eel, a. Bent, curved, oblique.
Straight.

Cruel, a. Barbarous, brutal. Inhuman,
savage. Kind. (Sec Affectionate.)

Cultivation, n. Culture, refinement.

Cursory, a. Desultory, hasty, slight. Ex-
haustive.

Custom, n. Fashion, manner, practice. Cus-
tom is relative

; practice, absolute
; man-

ner or manners is the way In which we be-
have in social intercourse

; fashion is a tem-
porary', arbitrary mode of doing or making
things.

D.

Deenger, n. Hazard, peril. Hazard may be
a good

; danger ami ]>enl are evils. A jHiil
is a (far-off), extraordinary' danger. Safety.
(Sec Safe.)

Dark, a. Dismal, opaque, obscure, dim.
Light.

Deadly, a. Fatal, destructive, mortal. What-
ever produces death is deadly; whatevir
ends in death, morted. Fedal and destructive

apply also to things which produce great
liarm.

Death, n. Departure, decease, demise. Death
is the general term. Departure, devease. and
demise relate (o human beings only. Ih-
Cease is the legal term

;
eternise, is used of the

death of great jiersonages. Life.
Decay, n. Di'cliiie, consumption Decay is

a gradual loss of liealth
; decline, of vigor

;

consumptiem

,

of exlstt'iice.

Deceive, v. Delude, impose tiiion. Deceive

I
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is the general term, and includes the others.

We are deluded hy false hopes, imposed upon

by others for gain. We may be deceived

without any fault of our own
;
but not de-

luded.

Decide, V. Determine, conclude upon. We
decide more quickly than we deterndne. We
conclude upon a thing when we arrive at a

final determination in regard to it.

Declare, V. Publish, proclaim. We publish

or proclaim publicly only ;
we declare pri-

vately or publicly. Facts and opinions are

declared ; events published ; public measures

proclaimed.

Deed, n. Act, action, exploit, feat, achieve-

ment.

Defeat, v. Conquer, repulse, overthrow,

frustrate, foil. Conquer.

Defend, v. Protect, vindicate. Defend is

the general term. Vindication is a moral de-

fense ; protection a permanant defense. At-

tack.

Delay, V. Defer, postpone, procrastinate,

prolong, protract, retard. We delay a thing

by not beginning it
; defer and postjxme by

fixing the beginning at a later period. The

continuance of a thing is prolonged or jiro-

tracied; the end retarded. Procrastination

is a biameworthy detay.

Delightful, a. Charming. Charming is a

stronger term than delightful; and mostly

applied to pleasures of the senses. Disa-

greeable.

Demand, v. We demand what is due us ;

require what we expect to have done.

Demolish, V. Destroy, dismantle, raze,

ruin, overthrow.

Deny, v. Refuse, disavow, contradict. We
deny facts

;
contradict erroneous statements;

refuse requests ;
disavow what is wrongly

attributed to us. Affirm. (See Vouch.)

Deplore, v. Lament, bewail
;
mourn, be-

moan.
Deposit, n. Patvn, pledge, secnrity.

Deride, V. Banter, rally, mock, ridicule.

Banter axii 7'allyare slight ridicule ;
tnockery

is a direct personal attack ; deiision is

stronger than ridicule, but weaker than

mockery.

Design, n. Plan, project, purpose, scheme,

intention. Chance.

Desire, V. Wish, hanker after, long for,

covet.

Destiny, n. Pate, doom, lot.

Determined, a. Resolute, decided, firm.

Undetermined.
Deviate, v. Err, stray, wander, swerve.

Dietion, n. Phraseology, style.

Dictionary, n. Glossary, lexicon, vocabu-

lary. A lexicon is a dictionary of dead

languages. A vocabulary is a list of words

;

a glossary is a vocabulary with explana-

tions.

Differ, V. Disagree, dissent, vary. Agree.

(See Suit.)

Different, a. Distinct, separate. Different

refers to internal qualities ; distinct to things

as seen by the eye or mind
;
separate is what

is apart to be seen by itself. Like. (See

Likeness.)

Difficulty, n. Impediment, obstacle, ob-

struction, perplexity. Ease.

Disadvantage, n. Detriment, hurt, injury,

prejudice. Advantage. (See Benefit.)

Disagreeable, a. Unpleasant, offensive.

Delightful.

Discernment, n. Discrimination, judgment,

penetration. Discernment estimates rightly

persons or things
;

penetration pierces

through what has been hidden by cunning ;

discrimination finds the difference between

two objects ;
judgment is a practical power,

the result of inward deduction.

Discredit, n. Disgrace, scandal, reproach,

dishonor. Credit. (See Name )

Dishonesty, n. Fraud, knavery. Honestt.

Dislike, n. Disgust, displeasure, distaste,

dissatisfaction.

Displease, v. Offend, vex. Displease re-

lates rather to the inward feeling ; offend and

vex to the exterior cause. Vex is stronger than

offend and dUplease ; but temporary. Cease.

Disposition, n. Inclination, temper. Dis-

position is permanent ; inclination and

temper transitory ;
disposition is stronger and

more positive than inclination.

Dissimilarity, n. Unlikeness. Likeness.

Dissolute, a. Lax, loose, licentious. Aus-

tere.

Distinguished, a. Famous, eminent, illus-

trious, conspicuous, noted. Undistin-

guished. (See Obscure.)

Distress, n. Agony, anguish, anxiety. Dis-

tress is the result of present evil
;
agony of

immediate evil ;
anguish of reflection on past

evil
;
anxiety of the fear of future evil.

Distribute, v. Allot, apportion, assign.

Distrust, n. Suspicion. Confidence. (See

Hope.)

Divide, V. Separate, part, disunite, dis-

tribute.

Doctrine, n. Dogma, tenet. A doctrine rests

on individual authority ;
a dogma on the au-

thority of a body ;
a tenet on its merits.

Doubt, n. Disbelief, suspense. Belief.

Doubtful, a. Dubious, uncertain, precarious.

Certain.

Dregs, n. Dross, scum, refuse, sediment.

Dull, a. Dismal, gloomy, sad. A thing is

dull and gloomy when it wants light and life
;

dismal, when it has what is also offensive to

the sense. Sad is generally used in regard to

moral objects. Bright.

Durable, a. Lasting, permanent. Durable

applies more properly to things material, a

durable stnicture ; lasting to non-material

things, a lasting feud. Permanent is weaker

than durable ; a permanent situation. Tem-

porary.

Duty, n. Obligation. Duty relates to the

whole conduct of men
;
obligation to par-

ticular circumstances.

E.

Eager, a. Earnest, serious. Earnest is ex-

clusively moral ; eager, either physical or

moral. Eagerness is usually a fault; earnest-

ness a virtue. A person or thing is serious ;

only a person earnest. Indifferent. (See

Indifference.)

Eagerness, n. Avidity, greediness. Indif-

ference.

Earn,v. Win, obtain, acquire, get, attain,

I gain. Spend.

Ease, n. Quiet, rest, repose. Pest is ces-

sation of motion
;
ease is freedom from any-

thing painful
;
quiet, freedom from disturb-

ance caused by others
;
repose is the neces-

sary rest after labor.

Ease, n. Easiness, facility. Difficulty.

Ebullition, n. Effervescence, fermentation,

ferment.

Ecclesiastic, n. Divine, theologian. An
ecclesiastic has a station in the church a the-

ologian vinica on theology; a divine teaches,

besides having a station in the church.

Eclipse, V. Obscure, darken, cloud, veil.

Ecstasy, n. Rapture, transport. Ecstasy

and rapture are pleasurable ; transport

pleasurable or painful.

Edifice, n. Fabric, structure.

Education, n. Breeding, instruction, nur-

ture, tuition. Education includes instruction

and breeding ; breeding relates to the man-

ners
;
instruction to imparting knowiedge

;

tuition is the act of teaching ;
nurture the

bringing up of children.

Effect, V. Perform, produce. Effect includes

perform and produce. Only a rational agent

can effect.

Effective, a. Effectual, efficient, efficacious.

Ineffectual.

Elderly, a. Aged, old. Aged denotes greater

age than elderly ; old than aged. Elderly

and aged are more respectful than old.

Youthful.
Elocution, n. Eloquence, oratory, rhetoric.

Elocution is the manner of delivery ;
elo-

quence the matter. Oratory is an acquired

art
;
eloquence a natural gift ; rhetoric is the

theory of oratory (in common use as a dis-

play of oratory).

Embarrass, v. Entangle, perplex.

Embellish, V. Adorn, decorate, beautify.

Embrace, v. Clasp, hug.

Empire, n. Reign, kingdom, dominion. An

empire is a great country composed of dif-

ferent peopie
;

a kingdom is smaller. As

implying the exercise of power, etnpire re-

lates to the country governed ;
i-eign to the

ruler; a vast empire; a long I'eign. Domin-

ion denotes either the act or power of rul-

ing.

Employ, V. Act. What is employed acts ;

what is used is acted upon.

Empty, a. Devoid, vacant, void. An etnply

building ; a vacant chair
;
void of reason ;

devoid of sense. Full.

Encomium, n. Eulogy, eulogium, panegyric.

Encourage, v. Animate, embolden, impel,

incite, stimulate, urge. Abash.

Encourage, V. Advance, forward, prefer,

promote.

Encroach, v. Infringe, intrude, invade.

Endeavor, V. Aim, strive, struggle.

Endeavor, n. Effort, exertion, attempt, aim.

Enemy, n. Adversary, antagonist, foe, op-

ponent. Jbe is stronger than CTcmy. An op-

ponent opposes one's opinions, etc. An ad-

versary, from personal reasons, opposes one’s

claims ; an antagonist is a kind of opponent.

Enemy andfoe convey the idea of personal

hostility. Friend.

Energy, n. Force, vigor, strength, power,

spirit.

Enormous, a. Huge, immense, vast. Enor-
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mofis and hugf relate to size ; immmse and
r<w/ to extent, quantity, and number. Knoi--

tmtus is larger than hiigr ; imnifiift than rtif/.

Knroll, r. Euiist. list, register, record.

Euthu.sia.Ht, n. Fanatic, visionary. Theen-
Mf/aiost feels a peculiar mental fervor; the

fanatic believes himseif inspired
; the vision-

ary secs supematuml visions.

Etiual, a. Eqiiabie, even, like, alike, uniform.
An tquablc temper

;
an even surface

; like or
alike in face and color. V.NEquAL.

Eradicate, r. Root out, extirpate, exter-

minate.

i'rroneoMs, a. Incorrect, inaccurate, inex-
act. Exact.

Error, n. Blunder, mistake. Error is the
general term

; a blunder is error in action
;

a mistake an error of choice.

Especially, adv. Chiefly, particularly, prin-

cipally. Gexerallt.
Essay, n. Dissertation, tract, treatise.

Establish, V. Confirm. Things permanent
and important are established

;

things par-

tial or temporary, confirmed. Overtiiiiow.
Esteem, n. Regard, respect. Esteem and

respect come from the understanding
; re-

gard, from the heart. Regard is feit among
friends; respect for superiority. Esteem is for

worth.

Estimate, p. Appraise, appreciate, esteem.
Elstimate, r. Compute, rate. We estimate
expenses

; comptde interest
; rate a man's

commercial standing.

Estrauyement, n. Abstraction, alienation.

EStcrual,a. Endless, everla.-<ting. The c/cr-

nal has no beginning or end
; the endless a

beginning but no end
; the everlasting is

without ccs.s3tion or interruption.

Eradc, c. Equivocate, prevaricate. We
evade by changing the subject

; equivocate
by using equivocal expressions

; prevaricate
by using loose, unsatisfactory expressions.

Even, a. Level, plain, smooth. The even is

free from great roughness ; the smooth from
any roughness ; the lerel from rise and fall

;

the plain from obstruction. Uneven. (See
Rocoii.)

Event, n. Accident, adventure, incident, oc-
currence. An eunt is anything which is

going on in the world
; an accident is an ac-

cidental event

;

an adventure an extraordinary
event; an incident a personal epen/; an or-

dinary event.

Eril, n. Ill, harm, mischief, misfortune.
Good.

Esact, a. Nice, particular, pnnctnal. Par-
tie*slar and punctual are applied to persons
only ; exact and nice either to persons or
things. Exact and the two former are al-

ways used in a good sen.«e
;
the two latter

may be carried to excess. Inexact. (Sec
Erroneoi's.)

Exalt, V Ennoble, dignify, raise. IIrxBi,E.
Examination, n. Investigation, inquiry,
research, search, senitiny. Examination Is
a general term

;
an ine/uiry is made by pot-

ting questions
; an investigation Is a mlnnte

inquiry: a search, n painstaking examina-
tion ; a research, a thomngh search ; a scru-
tiny, a rigid examination.

Exceed, t. Excel, ooldo, surpass, transcend.
Faij. Short, (See Fail.)

Exceptional, a. Uncommon, rare, extraor-
dinary, Vneotnmon.

E.xcite, r. .Awaken, provoke, rouse, stir

up. Li-ll.

Excursion, n. Jaunt, ramble, tour, trip.

Elxccutc, V. FulflII, perform. Execute is

stronger than fu(fill or iterfonn. Wefu^ntl a
moral duly

; ihifonn an ordinary task. Ex-
ecute (bring abotit to an end) something ex-
traordinary.

E.xcmpt, a. Free, cleared. SraiECT.
Exrrci.Hc, V. Practice. An art is fxerciSfd ;

a profession practiced.

Elxhaustirc, a. Thorough, complete. Crii-
sonv

Elxiyency, n. Emergency. The former is

more frequent
; the latter more pressing.

Experiment, n. Proof, trial, test. Tnul
flnds the quality of a thing

; experiment de-
velops some truth

; proof is the result of
experiment

; test is the most convincing
proof.

Explain, r. Expound, interpret, illustrate,

elucidate. Single words are explained
; a

work is expounded
; a projihccy or the sense

of a work inteipreted ; a commentary eluci-

dates ; an example illustrates.

Express, V. Declare, signify, utter, tell.

Extend, r. Reach, stretch. Abridoe.
E.xtrarayant, a. Lavish, profuse, prodigal.

Extravagant is tlie general term. The ex-
travagant spend their money unreasonably

;

the prodigal in excesses. The lavish man
spends wastefiilly without considering the
value of what he spends; profuseness spends
liberally from a full store. Parsi.monious.
(See Avaricious.)

F
Fable, n. Apologue, novel, romance, tale.

Jable or ajtologue is a short tale enforcing
a moral. ,\ novel deals with a variety of
characters and incidents

; a rtnnance presents
extraordinary incidents; a tale is a simple
kind of fiction.

Fare, n. Visage, countenance.
Eacetious, a, I'lea.sant, jocular, jocose. Fa-
cetious is used of either writing or conver-
sation

; the others only of conversation.
Serious.

E'actor, n. Agent. \ factor merely buys and
sells for others

; an agent transacts all kinds
of business.

E'ail, V. To fall short, be deficient. Accom-
IM.ISII.

E'aint,a. Languid. is slighter than
languid; a faintness spread through the
whole frame is languor.

Fair, a. Clear. What Is/ufr has brightness;
what is clear is spotless. P’air weather is

somewhat sunny
;

clear weather, cloudless.

Storht.
Fair, a. Equitable, honest, rea.sonable . Un-
fair. (See U.NJUST.)

Faith, n. Creed. A creed Is an established

form of faith.

Faithful, a. Tnie, loyal, constant. Faith-
less.

Faithless, a. Perfidious, treacherous. Per-

fidy is In the will ; treachery In the action
;

faithlessness 1s a violation of faith for one’s
own interest without attempting to deceive.
Faitiiful.

E'all,v. Drop, droop, gink, tumble. Risk.
Fame, n. Renown, reputation. Fame may
be good or bad

; tenoivn is used only of
brilliant ami great deeds and men

; reputa-
tion is gained only by actual distinction in
something, ns the re}>utation of a lawyer, of
a surgeon.

E'amou.H, a. Celebrated, renowned, illus-

trious, Obscure.
Fanciful, a. Capricious, fantastical, whim-

sical .

Fancy, n. Imagination. Fancy relates to,

light objects
; imaginalion to things grand,

cxiraordinary, remote.
Fast, a. Ibijiid, quick, fleet, e.xpeditious.
Slow.

Fatigue, n. Weariness, lassitude. Fatigue
is a physical or mental exhaustion

; ir<(ot-
ness an exhaustion of strength or spirits;

lassUude a weakness of the whole frame
produced hyfatigue or illness.

F\-ar,n. Timidity, timoronsness. Hraveky.
F'eeling, n. Sensation, sense. Feeling is

transitory and changeable
; sense iierma-

nent. A feeling oi pity; a of justice.
A sensation is an act offeeling.

F’eeling. n. Sensibility, susceptibility. In-
sensibility

F'erocious, a. Fierce, savage, wild, barba-
rous. Mild.

F’ertile, a. Fniitful, prolific, plenteous, pro-
ductive. Sterile.

F'irtion, n. Falsehood, fabrication. Fiction
tells wliat may be, but is not

; fabricalion
and falsehood tell wliat is not as wliat is.

Figure, n. Allegory, emblem, metaplior,
symbol, type.

Find, V. Find out, descry, discover, espy.
We may./Z;/rf by accident; we may find vnl
by exertion

; discover wliat is remote or hid-
den. A tiling is descried at a distance

; we
espy something remote. Lose.

F’inr, a. Delicate, nice. P’ine applies to
large or small objects; delicate to small
objects only. In a moral sense delicacy rests
upon the taste

; nicety upon a mimite, search-
ing scientific examination

; delicate is jileas-

ant to sense and taste
; what is nice refers

to the appetite. Coarse.
Fine, n. P'orfclt, forfeiture, mulct, penally.
Fi re, n. Glow, heat, warmth. Warmth is a
gentle heat; glow a iiartial heal or warmth ;

fire in action emits heat ; tuat is less active
than fire, more active than warmth.

Firm, a. Constant, solid, steadfiLst, fixed,

stable. Weak.
F’irsf, a. Foremost, earliest. Last.
F'il, V. Aeeommodnte, adapty adjust, suit.

Fix, V. Determine, establish, settle, limit.

F’latne, n. Blaze, Hare, flash, glare. Flash
Is a sudden an unsteady fiame ; blaze Is a
liroad, bright Jfamc ; glare a strong, glowing
fiame.

F'lat, a. Level. Flat is (lie opposite of
70unil

; level of uneven.

F'lexible, a. Pliant, pliable, dnellle, supple.

Ptian! is used only in a moral sense
;
fieiVde

and pliable mean easily lient
; suppleness is

an extreme pHaMlity ; ductile means easily

drawn. Inflkxibii.ity.

F'lonrish, r. Prosper, thnve. Thrive de-
notes the process of becoming jirosperoiis or
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full-growni ;
flonrUh the state ;

j/rosper is

used only in a moral sense.

p'Unr, V. Gush, emanate, issue, stream,

glide, proceed.

l'ollou-,v. Ensue, succeed. Follmv is to go

in order ;
.mcceed marks an immediate suc-

cession; a following by necessary con-

nection.

Follower, n. Adherent, partisan. Follower

is general ;
an adherent follows a person’s

cause ;
a partisan Ids party.

Fondness, n. Affection, likeness. Dislike.

Foolhardy, a. Adventurous, rash. The

adventurous man ventures from love of dan-

ger
;
the rash from thoughtlessness ;

the

foolhardy from foolish scorn of conse-

quences. Cautious. (See Wary.)

Forbid, V. Interdict, prohibit. Forbid is

the common word ;
'prohibit the judicial

;

interdict the moral. Permit.

Forerunner, n. Harbinger, messenger, pre-

cursor.

Foresight, n. Forecast, forethought and

premeditation. Business Kepiivesforesight

;

statesmanship forecast ,*
prfaiieditation de-

notes knowledge obtained by meditation :

forethought is seeing something before it

happens.

Foretell, v. Predict, prognosticate, proph-

esy. An eclipse isforetold

;

a calamity pre-

dicted or prophesied

;

the result of a disease

prognosticated from the sympioms.

Forgive, V. Absolve, pardon, remit. We

forgive an injury ;
pardon a crime ;

remit a

penalty ;
absolve from a sin.

Form, V. Compose, constitute, make.

Form, n. Ceremony, observances, rite.

Form is general; ceremony is t\\e. form of

outward behavior; rites and observances

are religious.

Formal, a. Ceremonious, ceremonial. For-

mal in a bad sense is tlie opposite of easy
;

ceremonious to cordial ;
ceremonial relates to

established ceremonies ; formal and cere-

monious may be used in an indifferent

sense.

Formidable, a. Dreadful, terrible, shock-

ing, terrific.

Forswear, v. Perjure, suborn. Ferjury is

a false oath before a court
;
forswear is

applied to oaths of all kinds ;
suborn is to

make to iierjure ov forswear.

Fortunate, a. Lucky, prosperous, success-

ful. Fortunate and lucky relate to things

happening beyond the control of man ;
pros-

perous and successful denote the escape of

evil as well as the acquisition of good ; for-

tunate applies to single circumstances
;
jrros-

perous to a series of circumstances. Unfor-

tunate. (See Unhappy.)

Foster, v. Cherish, harbor, indulge, nourish,

nurse.

Foundation, n. Base, basis, ground. The

foundation is underground ;
basis or base

above ground ;
the foundation for a report

,

the grounds of a suspicion.

Fragile, a. Brittle, frail. Frait, is only

used figuratively. A/i apite thing is liable to

be broken ; a brittle one will break under

the slightest violence. Strong.

P'rame, n. Constitution, temper, tempera-

ment. Frame denotes the body or the men-

tal powers in a universal sense ;
temper the

general or particular state or feeling of the

individual ;
temperament and constitution

his general state ;
the latter has a physical

sense only.

Franh, a. Candid, free, ingenuous, open,

plain. Disingenuous. (See Artful.)

Freedom, n. Liberty. Freedcymis private;

liberty public
;
a fi-eedom may be innocent

and agreeable ;
a liberty disagreeable and

insulting. Slavery.

Friend, n. Well-wisher. Foe.

Frolic, n. Gambol, prank. A gambol is a

trick of movement ; a prank, a humorous,

eccentric freak ;
a merry, laughing, noisy

performance is a frolic.

Fulfill, V. Accomplish, complete, keep, real-

ize.

Full, a. Replete, filled, abounding. Empty.

G.

Oain,n. Emolument, profit, iucre. Gate is

the general term
;
2iroflt is what comes from

each article or venture ;
emolument is the

gain from one's office or position ;
lucre is

only used iu an abstract (and bad) sense.

Loss.

Gait,n. Walk, carriage. Gait is the man-

ner of carrying the body and limbs when in

motion ;
walk the manner of carrying them

when walking; carriage applies either to

motion or repose.

Oajw, V. Gaze, stare. Gajie and stare have

a bad sense ;
the former is the result of

ignorance
;

tlie latter of impertinence ;
gaze

has a good sense
;
to gaze at a picture.

Gather, V. Collect. We ffatter from neces-

sity or convenience ;
we collect from choice

or design ;
we gather fruit ;

collect pictures.

Scatter. (See SpifEAD.l

Generation, v. Age. The latter denotes

the period ; the fonner the persons living in

that period.

Genius , n. Talent. Genius is a most extraor-

dinary and original mental endowment

;

talent is acquisitive and imitative rather than

original.

Gentiles, n. Heathen, Pagans. Gentiles

were all nations except the Jews ;
Heathen

and Pagans are all nations practicing idola-

try or false worship ;
Heathen is more fre-

quently applied to cultivated Pagan nations

like the Greek and Romans.

Gentle, a. Tame. Gentleness is natural;

tameness the result of art or breeding ;
gentle

is the opposite of fierce or rude ; tame of

wild or spirited ;
in a moral sense gentle has

a good, tame a bad signification. Rough.

Get, V. Gain, obtain, procure, acquire, earn.

Lose.

Give, V. Bestow, grant. We give what is

asked or unasked for ;
g?'ant what is asked

for ;
bestow what is expressly wished ;

bestow

indicates the need of the receiver. Take.

Give uj>, V. Cede, concede, deliver, sur-

render, yield.

Glad, a. Cheerful, joyful, pleased. Glad is

stronger than cheerful and weaker than

joyful; g-torf denotes a lively and transient,

pleased a less vivid but more lasting senti-

ment
;
cheerfulness is an even frame of miud.

Sad. (See Mournful.)

Gloomy, a. Morose, sullen. Olocmiy is in

the frame of mind ;
morose and sullen in the

temper
;

svllenness is shown by reserve
;

ynemoseness by roughness of voice and Ian-

guage. Cheerful.

Glory, n. Honor. Glory is attained by

splendid exploits
;
honor by a conscientious

discharge of one’s duty.

Good, a. Virtuous, worthy. Bad.

Good, n. Advantage, benefit. Good as a

universal term Includes benefit and advan-

tage ; a benefit is a positive good

;

an

advantage an indirect good

;

an advantage is

not a benefit unless good use is made of it.

Evil.

Good Nature, n. Good humor. The for-

mer is a permanent habit ;
the latter a tem-

porary state of the spirits.

Goods, n. Chattels, effects, furniture, mova-

bles.

Govern, v. Regulate, rule. Govern has

always a good sense ; rule may have a bad

one ;
regulate is governing with judgment.

Grace, n. Favor. Grace is the result of

kindness ; favor is voluntary, without obli-

gation or hope of reward ; favor is a positive

good
;
grace a kindness to offenders deserv-

ing punishment.

Grace, n. Charm. Grace is men ly physical

;

charm either physical or mental ;
grace

depends on bodily movement ;
charm is an

innate quality.

Graceful, a. Comely, elegant. Awkward.

Grandeur, n Magnificence. The latter is

the highest degree ofgrandeur.

Gratify, v. Humor, indulge. Himior is

generally used in a bad sense.

Grave, a. Serious, solemn. Grave means

more than senous

;

less than solemn

;

\

gravity is a characteristic of persons

;

persons and things ;
gravity

of demeanor ;
a seiious charge ; a solemn

invocation. Facetious.

Great, a. Big, large. Great refers to all

dimensions; large to extent, quantity,

space ;
big to capacity or expan.sion. Small.

(See Little.)

Greediness, n. Avidity, eagerness. Avidity

refers to mental desires ;
greediness to physi-

cal ;
eagerness a passing feeling; gieedi-

ness a fixed habit.

Grief, n. Affliction, sorrow. Joy.

Grieve,!!. Lament, mourn. Gw/ is inward

feeling ;
mourning and lamentation the

outward sign of grief ;
lament expresses a

passing and partial feeling; mourning a

Iiemianent one. Re.joice.

Gross, n. Total. Gross is the whole from

which nothing has been taken; total the

whole to which nothing need be added;

deductions may be made from the gross, but

not from the toted.

Guarantee, V. To be responsible for, be

security for, warrant. Guarantee refers to

cither private or public matters ; be security

to private only ;
one is security by contract

;

by his office or situation ;
loarrant

is a commercial term.

Guard, V. Defend, watch, shield, keep,

protect.

Guard, n. Sentinel. A s«n/te(!f is a military

guard.

Guess, V. Conjecture, divine. We guess
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what is ; eoiijfctitre what may bo ; diritm

things mysterions or snpernatnral.

Guile, It. Dcccil. fraud. Guile denotes

extreme deceitfiilncss ; deceit is the general

word
; fraud is a mode of deceit

Guiltless, a. Harmless, innocent. The
innoren/ do not directly harm; the guiltless

do not mean liarm ; the harmless want the

power or will to inflict physical injury

GriLTV.

Guilty, a. Criminal. Guilty marks the

fact of the offence ; criwinat its character;

guilt is a matter of evidence. Gciltless.

n
Habit, n. Custom. Custom is the frequent

repetition of an act ; habit the involuntary

movement resulting from that repetition.

Hail, r. Accost, address, greet, salute, wel-

come.

Happiness, II. Beatitude, blessedness, bliss,

felicity. Felicity is more than happiness ;

bliss than both. Beatitude is heavenly hap-

piness , blessedness the happiness of those fa-

vored by Heaven. fNiiAPriNESs (SeeUN-
HAPPY.)

Harbor, n. Haven, port A /larcn is a nat-

ural harbor; a jiort an artiflcial harbor.

Hard, a. Firm, solid. Brxlies are Aa/r/ by
the adhesion of their component parts

; the

adherence of different bodies to each other

is firmness. Hard denotes a closer adher-

ence of the parts of a body than solid Hard
is opposed to seft ; solid to fluid. Soft.

Hard, a. Arduous, difHcult. Harei is posi-

tive ; </c2Bcu// negative ; arduous means more
’

than either. A difflcuU task requires exer-

tion ; a hard task, great exertion ; an ardu-

ous task, extraordinary exertion. Easy.
Harsh, a. Rough, rigorous, .severe, gruff,

morose. Gentle.
Hasten, t. Accelerate, despatch, expedite,

speed. Husten denotes a quick movement
tow ards a point ; accelerate, a bringing some-
thing to a point ; s/ieed, a quick, forward
movement, despatch, bringing to an end ;

expedile, bringing to an end important affairs.

Delay.

Hateful, a. Odious. Hateful applies to

whatever transgresses the roles of morality

;

eslmts to things relating to the interests of

others.

Hatred, c. Enmity, ill-will, r.incor. Hatred
Is stronger than eniiiity ; enmity than ill-will.

Rancor is a bitter, inveterate enmity. Ill-will

is in the mind only. Friendship
Haughtiness, n. Arrogance, pride, Haugh
tiness and arrogance arc founded on a lofty

idea of one's own merits ; disdain on a low
opinion of others. Modesty. (Sec .Modest.)

Haughty, a. Arrogant, disdainful, snper-
rilioos, prond.

Hazard, r. Risk, venture, //ozoref denotes
an absence of design

; risk, a choice, the re-

sult of necessity. Venture implies a calcu-
lation of the cliances.

Healthy, a. Salubrious, salutary, whole-
some. H’Olthy is the general word ; whole-
some Is what docs not Injure the health

; sa-

lubrious, what improves it ; salutary, what
cures a disorder. Cnhealtht. (SeeStCKLT.)

Heap, t. Accumulate, amass, pile. We heap
without order

; pile in order
; accumulate by

|

adding heap to heap ; amass by forming into

a mass.

Hearty, a. Cordial, sincere, warm. Sincere

expresses a weaker feeling Ilian warmth or

cordially. A warm heart ; sincere profes-

sions; a ooiy/ia/ greeting
;
a At welcome.

(See Artfi-l.) Insincere.

Heavy, a. Burdensome, ponderous, wcighly.

Weighty is more thaiiAcai'y
,
ixmdeious more

than Weighty. Light.
Heed, II. Care, attention. Heed applies to

important things ; care to less imiiortant.

Attention is the generic term.

Heighten, V. Enhance, exalt, elevate, raise.

Heinous, a. -Miocioiis, llagitioiis, flagrant

A heinous crime is a serious violation of law ;

a flagrant offence is in direct disregard of
j

established opinions ; a flagitious offence is
|

a gross violation of morality ; an atrocious

crime is accompanied witlirevoltingand hot
rlble circumstances. Venial.

Help, r. Aid, assist, relieve, succor. Help
and assist are personal services

; the former
physical, the latter physical or mental, ,-ls-

sislance is given
; aid sent. Succor is a.ssist-

ance given immediately
; nlief is tlic re-

moval of pain. Hinder.
Heretic, n. Sectary, sectarian, schismatic,

dissenler, nonconformist. Heretic applies

to matters of faith ; sehismatic to matters of

discipline. A sectary or sectarian is a mem-
ber of a sect ; a ilissenler dissents from an
established church ; a nonconformist does
not conform to a national religion.

Hesitate, V. Falter, slammer, stutter. Slam-
mer and stutter relate to physical defects

;

hesitation is the rc.siilt of an inlcrriiption in

the thoughts
; faltering of disturbed feeling.

Hieleous, a. Grim, ghastly, grisly. Grim
refers to the face only

; gris/y to the whole
form

; hideous to natural objects
;
ghastly to

tilings siipcmatiiral or death- like. Beau-
TIPfL.

High, a. Lofty, tall, elevated
; the opposite

of deep.

Hinder, V. Impede, obstruct, prevent. We
are hindered temporarily

; prevented alto-

gether. Impede and obstruct relate to more
important things than hinder

; and cause
longer delay. Help.

Hint, V. Allude, refer, siigge.«t, intimate, in-

sinuate.

Hold, t. Detain, keep, retain, Hotdia merely
physical ; hep is to have by at one’s dis-

posal. Detain, and retain are methods of

keeping. What is detained is kept without
the consent of the owner

; what Is reteilneel

is kept, but under altered circumstances.
Holiness, n. Sanctity, piety, sacredness.

Holy, a Devout, pious, religious. HeimessU
both Divine and human

; elevoulntss, religion,

piety, merely human. Piety Is a feeling of

love and obedience to a.Supreme Being
; de-

votion the outward mark of piety. Religion

is a matter of conduct and principle.

Homely, a. Plain, ugly, coarse. Beal'Tifdl.
Honesty, n. Integrity, probity, uprightness.

Ilemesty Is the general term
; It implies only

a negative virtue. Piobity is a tried, solid

virtue ; uprightnees implies also a resislanee

to temptation
; integrity Is soundness of

principle either fllke nprightness) with refer-

ence to pailiciilar trusts, or wilhont reference

to any outward circiimslances. Dishonesty.
Honor, v. Respect, reverence. Honor ex-

pi esses an outward act; leveience is oilher

mental or exterior
; respect is generally men-

tal, though it may be expressed by acts

Dishonoh. (Sec Discredit )

Hope, n. Conlldencc, expectation, trust. We
hope for tilings desirable

; eTjiect wliat may
be desirable or undesirable. Confide and
trust express a dciiendence on some person
or thing to effect something which we desire.

Hopele.ss, a. Desperate. Hojieless applie.s

only lo things
; desperate to persons or

things. Desjurate is sltongcr than hopeless.

Hot, a. Ardent, burning, flery. Aident is

only used flgiiralively. Hot expresses the

presence of heat
;
fltry of fire and beat

;

burning of Arc now in progress. tSce Cool.)
Cold.

However, conj. Nevertheless, nolwitlistand-

it’S. yt-'L IW marks a simple contrast;

nevertheless and notwithstanding conse-

quences the opposite of what was to be ex-

pected, However marks a deduction drawn
from the whole.

Humble, a. Modest, submissive. Modesty
relates to ourselves only; humility to our-

selves and others; submissiveness to others.

Humility is a frame of mind; submissiveness

a form of action. Haughty.
Humble, v. Degrade, humiliate; mortify,

abase. Exalt.
Humor, n. Mood, temper. Humor and mood
are partial and temporary ; the former is

ebiefly produced by physical, the latter by
mental or moral causes. Temper is the gen-
eral permanent state.

Hunt, It. Chase. The hunt begins us soon
as we begin to look for game ; the chase
when the game is found.

Hurtful, a. Noxious, pcmicioiis. What is

hurtful simply hurts; what is pernicious
tends to destroy ; what is noxious inflicts

only jihysical hurt. Beneficial. (Sco

Advantageous.)
Husbandry, n. Cultivation, tillage. Culti-

veilion includes everylhing relating to the

production of the fruits of the earth
;
tiUaeje

is the preparation of the ground for seed ;

husbandry is cultivation for domestic pur-

poses .

Hypocrite, n. Dissembler. The hypocrite

pretends to he what he is not
; Ihe dissembler

conceals what he is. The hypesrite must be

a dissembler ; but the dissembler Is not
necessarily a hypocrite.

I.

Idea, n. Thought, imagination. The Idea
represents ttie object

; (hought reflects It

Imagination combines iileeis already In the

mind.

Ideal, a. Imaginary. The fdwf is what be-

longs to the Idea, Independent of the reality;

the Imaginary Is created by the mind Itself.

The lehal 1“ abstracted from Ihc real; the

imaginary directly opposed to It.

Idle, a. Indolent, lazy . expresses less than
lazy ; lazy less than indolent. An Idle man
docs nothing useful ; an indolent, man does
not care to do anything

; a lazy man does
nothing which he can help doing. Idle In »
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derived sense is synonymous with vain ; an

idle pursuit is a useicss one by one who

might liave turned his time to better use; a

vain pursuit is one which is not attended by

the hoped-for consequences. (Sec Active.)

Industiuous.

Ignorant, a. Illiterate, unlearned, unlet-

tered. Ignorant is the general term ; it im-

plies simply a w.int of knowledge ;
illiterate

implies total want of education and is used

in an unfavorable sense ;
vnUtlered and vn-

learned inqily want of education, but have

no unfavorable sense. Learned.

Illegal, a. Unlawful, illicit. Lawful.

Illusion, n. Delusion. The latter refers

especially to the mind ; the former to the

senses and imagination.

Imitate, V. Ape, mimic. Imitate is the

general word. Ape. implies an absurd imita-

tion, mimic a ludicrous one.

Imitate, V. Follow. We imi/ufe what is ex-

ternal only ;
we follow what is external or

internal.

Immaterial, a. insignifleant, trifling. Sig-

nificant.

Imminent, a. Impending, threatening.

Tkreataung evils are discoverable ; impend-

ing and imminent ones are not. An impend-

ing danger has been for some time grad-

ually coming on
;
imminent conveys no idea

of duration. Remote.

Impair, V. Injure, deteriorate, lessen. Im-

PROVE.

Impatient, a. Vehement, fretful. Pa-

tient.

Imperfection, n. Defect, fault. Imperfec-

tion is want of perfection ;
defect shows that

something is wanting ;
fault is a positive im-

perfection.

Imperious, a. Lordly, domineering, over

bearing, haughty.

Impertinent, a. Impudent, insolent, rude,

saucy. Impertinence assumes to itself what

belongs to others ;
rudeness implies an ex-

treme breach of decorum; sauciness is a pert

impertinence , impudence a shameless im-

pertinence; insolence an outrageous nnptr-

tinence.

Impervious, a. Impassable, impermeable,

inaccessible.

Imjtlacable, a. Inexorable, unrelenting,

relentless. Gentle.

Implant, v. Inculcate, infuse, instil, ingraft.

Implicate, v. Involve, intangle, infold.

Importance, n. Consequence, moment,

weight. Importame is in things themselves.

A tiling is of consequence on account of its

consequences. Weight is a very great degree

of imjMrlance ; moment is the importance

belonging to a thing from its power to

affect our interests ;
it applies only to

things relating to onr happiness or pros-

perity.

Impossible, a. Impracticable. Possible.

Imprint, V. Engrave, stamp, indent, im-

press, print upon.

Imp ugn, v. A t tack, assail, gainsay, oppose,

contradict.

Inability, n. Disability. Inability is

cral absence of abilit y ;
disability nn inability

in iiarticular cases. Ability.

Inaccurate, a. Inexact. Accurate.

Inactive, a. Inert, lazy, sluggish, slow,

slothful. Active.

Incaqmble, a. Incompetent, inadequate, in-

sufficient. Cafable.

Inclination, a. Propensity, proneness. In-

clination marks the first movement of the

will towards an object
;
totfency, a continued

inclination ; propensity, a still stronger in-

clination ;
proneness an habitual inclina-

tion.

Inconsistent, a. Incongruous, incoherent.

Inconsistency belongs to human feelings or

actions; incongruity to the qualities of

things; iucoherency to thought or speech.

Consistent.

Incorruptible, a. Honest, upright. Venal.

Increase, n. Accession, addition, augmen-

tation. Increase is the general word. Ad-

dition is an intentional, accession an acci-

dental increase. Augmentation increases

value of a thing as well as quantity or num-

ber. Decrease. (See Abate )

Indecent, a. Immodest, indelicate. Inde-

cency is weaker than immodesty ; stronger

than indelicacy. The latter comes from de-

ficient education; indecency from unre-

strained desire. Immodest conduct
;
indeli-

cate language ;
indecent dress. (See Becom-

ing.) Decent.

Indifference, n. Insensibility, apathy. In-

difference is generally a partial, temporary

state ;
apathy a permanent one. Insensibility

is either temporary or permanent
;

it is in-

capacity for feeling. (See Feeling.) Sensi-

bility.

Indolent, a. Careless, listless. Indolence is

indisposition to exertion ;
listlessness a sort

of temporary torpor ;
the careless man from

want of thought takes little or no concern

about things. Industrious.

Indubitable, a. Indisputable, incontroverti-

ble, undeniable, unquestionable , Doubt-

ful.

Ineffectual, a Unavailing, powerless. Ef-

fectual.

Infamous, a. Scandalous. Infamous ap-

plies to persons and things ;
scandalous to

things only. Infamous implies a worse of-

fense against morality. An infamous crime
;

a scandalous fraud.

Inflexible, a. Unyielding, immovable.

Flexible.

Influence, 11. Authority, ascendency, sway.

Influence implies a power unconnected with

a right ;
authority implies a power by right,

superiority, etc. Ascendency and sway im-

ply an extreme influence.

Inform, v. Acquaint, apprise, instruct, no-

tify, advise, tell.

Information, n. Intelligence, instruction,

advice.

Infringe, v. Violate, transgress. Civil and

moral laws are in/i i/iyccf ; treaties and com-

pacts violated

;

moral laws transgressed.

Inherent, a. Inborn, inbred, innate.

Injury, n. Damage, harm, hurt, mischief.

Injury is the general word ;
damage is an

injury accompanied by loss ;
harm the

smallest kind of injury ; hurl an injury im-

pairing the soundness of a thing ; mischief

an injury disturbing the order of things.

Benefit.

Inside, n. Interior. The latter applies more

properly to objects of considerable size ;
the

foimcr to things either great or small.

Outside.

Insist, V. Persist. We i/zsisf upon a right

;

we persist in doing a thing simply because

we wish to do it.

Insnare, V. Allure, entrap, entangle, in-

veigle.

Insolvency, n. Failure, bankruptcy. In-

solvency is an inability to pay one's debts
;

failure, a stopping of business from the

same cause ; bankruptcy, a voluntary or in-

voluntary assignment of assets to creditors.

Institute, V. Erect, establish, found. In-

stitute is to form according to a definite

plan ; erect to build ; establish to fix in posi-

tion a thing already formed
; found to lay

the foundation of. Found a college ; erect a

college building.

Insurrection., n. Rebellion, revolt, sedition.

Insurrection may have either a good or a bad

sense ;
sedition and rebellion have always a

bad. Revolt is the throwing ofif of foreign

rule; sedition and tebellion are directed

against one’s own government Sedition

may be open or secret.

Intercede, v. Interfere, intermeddle, inter-

pose, mediate.

Intemperate, a. Immoderate, excessive,

self-indulgent. Abstemious.

Intercourse, n. Communication, connec-

tion, commerce.

Interest, n. Concern. Interest is on ac-

count of profit or amusement ; concern is in-

voluntary and disagreeable.

Intermediate, a. Intervening. The latter

relates to time or circumstances ;
the former

to time and space.

Interval, n. Respite. The latter denotes

ceasing from action for a time.

Intoxication, n. Drunkenness. Intoxica-

tion may be produced by various things
;

drunkenness is produced by the use of intox-

icating liquors. Sobriety.

Intrinsic, a. Genuine, native, real, true,

inherent, inwaid.

Invasion, n. Incursion, inroad, irruption.

Invasion is the act of a regular, organized

force ;
irruption and inroad of irregular

forces. Incursion is the frequent raid from

one State to another bordering upon it.

Invent, v Fabricate, feign, forge, frame.

Invent is the general word. Feign marks

the creation of unreal objects
; frame marks

an invention which combines and arranges

objects. Fabricate and/mg’c mark intienfions

entirely false. Invent a story; frame an

apology ; feign repentance ; fabricate a let-

ter ; ferrge a signature.

Invincible, a. Insuperable, unconquerable,

insurmountable.

Irrational, a. Absurd, foolish, preposter-

ous. Foolish is stronger than irrational;

less than absurd and preposterous. Inational

commonly applies to things ;
foolish to per-

sons or things. Rational.

Irregular, a. Disorderly, inordinate, in-

temperate, imraethodical. Irregular is

stronger than immethodical

;

weaker than

disen derly. Irregular is not in order
;
dis-

orderly positiveiy out of order. Inordinate
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is out of order morally. IiiUmperait, con-

Irarj- to a proper temper. Iiitfmi>fral< lan-

fpiage, inordinali! jealousy; tiisonlerly con-

duct ; iuunethodical habits
; intgular pro-

ceedings.

Jralous, a. Suspicious in love, envious.

Persons are jttdoiis of what is their own

;

tHrioiit of what is another’s; suepicioueot the

designs or character of others.

Jropartt, r. a. llazanl, peril, endanger.

Jrst, V. Joke, sport, divert, make game of.

A person Jetls to make others laugh
; he

Joiti or divtrls for his own ainusenient or

the amusement of others. Only persons can

be iiuuU game 0/ ; both persons and things

can be made sport qf.

Journey, n. Travel, tour, passage. K jour-

ney is on land ; a toyage on the water; travel

generally a long voyage or journey, or both.

A tour is made for amusement and instruc-

tion. Passage now more frequently refers to

travel on the water.

Joy, II. Gladness, mirth, delight. Joy is a
strong, lively sensation, evident in the face;

gladness a more quiet, internal feeling ;

mirth a loud, noisy, externally expressed
feeling. Grief.

Judge,!). A person who decides; a justice.

.K judge may determine any matter; an arbi-

ter, referee, or umpire only special matters

submitteii to them.

Joyful, a. Glad, rejoicing, exultant. Mour.v-
FfL.

J uitgment, n. Discernment, di.scrimination,

understanding. Judgment is the generic

name for the power of discriminating right

and wrong ; discretion and prnidence apply to

particular cases. Judgment combines ex-

perience and knowledge; discretion implies

reflection in regard to tbe present; prudence,
calrnlation of tbe future.

Justice, n. Equity, right. .Justice is right as

established by law; equity according to the
circumstances of each particular ca.se In-

jrsTicE. (Sec Wrono.)
.Justness, n. Accuracy, correctness, pre-

cision. Justne’is is an agreement with cer-

tain flxetl principles; correctness, conformity
to a certain standard. A statement is cor-

rect ; the thought expressed in it is just.

K.

Keep, r. Preserve, save. Things arc kept

under all circumstances
; preserved from

dangers and difflcullies; sarerl from threat-

en<-d destruction. Abandon
Kill, r. Assassinate, murder, slay. Kill is

the gi-m ral word. Murder is kUling unlaw-
fully with malice; assassination, killing by
surprise ; staying, killing in battle.

Kindred, p. Affinity, consangninity, rela-
tionsh p. Kindreet is the general word.
Relationship applies to particular families

;

affinity is a ciose relationship; consanguinity
la between persons descended directly from
the same relations.

Knowledge, n. Erudition, learning, science.
A noicteilge is (he "eneral wortl ; science, a sys-
tematic species of kne/wUdge ; learning, the
komrledge received by instnicllon; erwlition,
a profound knomledge acquired by long, la-

horloos study. Ionorance. (Sec Ionorant.)

L.

Langttngc, n. Dialect, idiom, speech, tongue.
Language k the general w ord. Idiom marks
the iteculiar construction of language; a dia-

lect is a peculiar form of language. Siutch
is an abstract term, denoting either the power
of uttering articulate sounds, or the words
uttered. Tongue generally refers to the
spoken language only.

J.ast, a. Final, latest, ultimate. Last Is oj)-

posed to first; Uilest to earliest; _final to the
introductory; ultimate to the immediately
preceding. First.

Laudable, a. Commendable, praiseworthy.
Things arc laudable in themselves; com-
mendable or praiseworthy in jiarticular per-

sons. A praiseworthy action is entitled to

general respect; a commendable one to

temporary approbation. Blamable.
Laughable, a. Comical, droll, ludicrous,

ridiculous. The laughable is composed of

things in general; the ludicrous and ridicu-

lous have usually a itersonal reference; the

former less so than the latter. The comical

and droll apply to whatever is the cause of

laughter. Serious.

Lawful, a. Legal, legitimate, licit. Law-
ful relates to law in general; legal to the

established law of the land; legitimate to

scientific standards as well as law; licit to

moral laws only. A legal remedy; a lawful
wife; a legitimate conclusion; an illicit in-

trigue. Illegal.

Lead,v. Conduct, guide The two latter are

modes of the former. Follow.
Lean, a. Meagre. I^an denotes want of

fat; of flesh. Fat.
J.cnrned, a. Erudite, scholarly. Ignorant.
T.eare, v. Quit, relinquish. We leave what
we may possibly return to; we quit a thing

finally; relinquish it unwillingly.

Leave, n. Liberty, permission, license. Leave
and liberty may betaken; license and permis-

sion must be granted. I.eave refers to familiar

things; liberty to more important ones.

I.ife, n. Existence, animation, spirit, vivac-

ity. Death.
Lifeless, a. Dead, inanimate. Dead and

lifeless mark the absence of life where it once
existed; inanimate where it never existed.

The inanimate world; a dead body; a lifeless

corpse.

Lift,r. Erect, elevate, exalt, raise. Lower.
Light, a. Clear, bright. Dark.
Lightness, n. Flightiness. giddiness, levity,

volatility. Seriousness. (See Serious.)
Likeness, n. Resemblance, similarity. JJke-

ness is the general word; resemblance relates

to external properties only; similanty to

circumstances or properties. I.ikeness is

actual resemldanre apparent. Unlikeness.
(See Dissimilarity.)

JAnger, v. Lag. loiter, tarry, saunter. lAn-
ger Is to stop or move slowly; tarry to stop;
loiter to move slowly; lag has a bad sense;
saunter Is the lazy movement of an Idler,

Hasten.
Little, a. Diminutive, small. Little Is the
opposite of great; small of large, niminu-
tlve is smaller than It ought to be. Great.

Lirelihoorl, n. Living, maintenance, sub-
sistence, support.

Lively, a. Jocund, merry, sportive, sprightly,

vivacious. Lively is the general word;
sin-ightly, full of spirits; vivacious, same as

lively; tnerty and jocund are social forms of
liveliness.

Long, a. Extended, extensive. Shout.
Look, V. Apjiear. The former marks the
impression which a thing makes upon the
senses; the latter the act of coming into

sight. A woman looks handsome; appears
suddenly.

Lose, V. Miss. What is /av< is gone entirely

;

what is missed is temporarily out of sight or
reach. Gain.

Lt>ss, n. Detriment, damage, deprivation.

Gain.

Loufl
, n. Clamorous, high-sounding, noi.sy.

Loud is the general word; clanwrous is disa-

greeably loud; high-sounding implies the

use of big words; noisy is oUensively loud.

Low.
I.ove, n. Affection. Hatred.
Low, a. Abject, mean. Imw is stronger

thanr/icrm; abject than both mean and low.

Noble.

Lunacy, n. Derangement, insanity, lunacy,

mania, madness. Derangenunt denotes the

beginning of mental imsoundness; insanity

is a positive disease; lunacy a violent insan-

ity ; madness and mania denote a confirmed
and furious stage of insanity or lunacy.

Sanity.

Lustre, n. Brightness, brilliancy, splendor.

lirightness and lustre apply generally to

natural, brilliancy and splendor to artificial

or extraordinary lights. Figuratively

ness applies to ordinary, lustre to remarkable
cases of virtue, heroism, etc. Splendor is the

effect of size and richness of light, brilliancy

of variety and brightness of light.

Luxuriant, a. Exuberant. The former de-

notes the perfection, the latter the super-

abundance of vegetation. Sparse.

M.

Madness, n. Fury, rage, frenzy. Frenzy
and madness arc either physical or moral

;

fury and 7 age moral only. Madness is a
permanent,/mizy a tem[)orary derangement;
leige is a highly inflamed passion

; fury the
bursting out of rage.

Magisterial, a. August, dignified, majestic,
pompous, stately. The majestic is real, the

magisterial assumed
;
stately relates to rank

and splendor, pompous to personal import-
ance; dignified is a characteristic of manner
or action ; august murks an essential charac-

teristic of an object.

Make, V. Form, create, produce. Make is

the general word; frn-m Is to make, after a
certain form

;
proeluce to bring into exist-

ence; creet'e to bring into existence by an
absolute power and intelligence. Metke. im-

plies a conscious agent; ferrm does not. De-
stroy.

Maleitirlton, n. Anathema, curse, imiircca-

tion, execration. Malediction is a general
declaration o( evil; curse, a solemn utteranen
and wish of evil; anathema, an ecclesiasti-

cal male'ticHon ; execration and imprecation
denounce some great evil.

Malevolent, a. Malicious, malignant. Ma-
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hmUnce is a permanent temper of the mind;

malicioMness may be only temporary; ma-

lignity is a characteristic of things rather

than persons. Benevolence.

Malice, n. Grudge, pique, rancor, spite.

Malice is rooted in the heart ;
rancor is a

permanent hatred; ^ite^ a petty malice,

grudge piQ'ie are spiteful feelings caused

by personal resentment; a grudge exists

longer than a. pique.

Maritime, a. Marine, naval, nautical.

Countries on the sea are maritime ; marine is

belonging to the sea as opposed to the land
;

naval is opposed to military; tiaiilical is

a scientific term denoting the science of

navigation.

Mark, n. Impression, print, stamp. Any-

thing which changes the exterior appearance

of an object is a mark

;

an impression is a

mark stamped upon or into an object; a

print is a specific mark upon an object ; a

stanip a mark stamped in or upon an object.

Mark, n. Indication, note, sign, symptom,

token. A sign is a representation of some

object ;
a note is a sign composed of marks;

-a tajmplom a mark which shows the cause of

complaints; a token a permanent mark (in a

moral sense); an indication a sign given by

persons, and denoting the act of persons.

Mark, n. Footstep, track, trace, step. A

mark is a fresh, recent line; a /rnce an old,

broken one; a vestige a mark or trace left by

the works of men; a footstep is the step of a

person; a track is made by the steps of

many.

Mark, n. Badge, stigma, a bailge is a mark

of distinction; a stigma a t7iark of disgrace.

Matter, n. Materials, subject. Matter is

opposed to spirit; materials are a part of

matter; the subject of a work is the question

which it discusses; the matter is tlie thoughts,

opinions, and words in it.

Mean, a. Pitiful, sordid. Mean is what is

low, degraded, beneath us; pitiful is bad as

w'ell as low'-, soi’did applies particularly ta

the love of money-getting. Noble.

Mean, n. Medium. Mean is used in specu-

lative, medium in practical things.

Meeting,n. Interview, il/eefi/i? is ordinary,

interview extraordinary.

Memoirs, n. Annals, chronicles. Metnoirs

are a personal narrative of an individual in

regard to things pultlic or private; annals

and chronicles relate to public events only;

chronicles record events in the order of their

occurrence; annals arrange events by the

year.

Memory, n. Recollection, remembrance,

reminiscence. Merrwry is the power of re-

calling mental images; the other three are

metiiods of exerting that pow-er; remem-

brance is a voluntary exercise of memory;

recollection is the recalling of a thing forgot-

ten
;
reminiscence is an abstract, intellectual

exercise of the memory.

Mental, a. Intellectual. Mental is opposed

to corporeal, intellectued to physical or sen-

sual. Objects are mental

;

subjects intel-

lectual. Physical.

Mere, a. Bare. Bate has a positive sense;

mere a negative.

Mien, n. Air, look. Mien marks any state

of external circumstances; air an habitual,

look a particular state.

Mindful, a. Observant, regardful. Mmd-

ful relates to what is wanted of others; re-

gardful to w^hat demands serious considera-

tion, generally from its importance toothers;

observant is applicable to either. Heedless.

(See Negligent.)

Mirth, n. Merriment, hilarity, joviality,

jollity. Mirth denotes the feeling of joy

shown in outward conduct; the other words

denote the cause or outward expression;

merriment is what will cause mirth; hilarity,

jollity, aadi joviality refer to social mirth, the

pleasures of the table, etc. Grief.

Misconstrue, V. Misinterpret. The former

is usually the result of ignorance; the latter

of prejudice.

Mix, V. Blend, confound, mingle. Things

mixed lose their individuality; things min-

gled may still he distinguished; blending is a

partial mixture; confounding an erroneous

mixture
;
blend and confound usually refer

to mental operations.

Mi.vtnre, n. Medley, miscellany. Whatever

can be mixed may form a mixture; a medley

is a mixture of incongruous objects; mis-

cellany applies only to intellectual ob-

jects.

Modest, a. Bashful, diffident. Modesly is a

becoming self-distrust; bashfulness a feeling

shown in the face and demeanor; diffidence,

an undue self-distrust. Immodest.

Moisture, n. Dampness, humidity. Damp-

ness is the portion of moisture remaining in

bodies capable of retaining moisture ; nwist-

ness is the general term to express the pres-

ence of liquid in a body; humidity the scien-

tific equivalent of moistness.

Mournful, a. Sad, sorrowful, grievous.

Joyful.

Moving, a. Affecting, pathetic. Only the

tender feelings are affected; either good or

bad feelings may be moved. The affecting

appeals to the sense and understanding; the

pathetic to the heart alone. An (ffecting

scene; a put/ie/ic appeal.

Mutilate, V. Maim, mangle. Mulilate is the

most general; mangle denotes irregular

wounds anywhere on the body; maim de-

notes wounds in the limbs, especially the

hands.

Mutual, a. Reciprocal. Mutual denotes an

equality of condition; reciproc.al a succession

of favors. Friends render one another mu-

tual, master and servants reciprocal, services.

N.

Naked, a. Bare. Bare is without any par-

ticular covering ;
/u/A'crf without any covering

at all. Clothed.

i

Name, V. Call. Name is to address one by

name ;
Call to address loudly. We call to

proclaim ;
name to distinguish.

Name, n. Appellation, title. Name is the

general word; an appellation is a nanie given

for some specific purpose; a title is an appel-

lation given for purposes of honor or dis-

tinction.

Name, V. Designate, denominate, entitle,

j

style. Name is to give a name to or call by

1
name ; entitle is to call by a specific tUle ; de-

nmniiMte to distinguish by a specific name ;

style to address by a specific name.

Name, n. Credit, repute, reputation. Name

and repute have either a good or a bad sense;

credit always, and reputation generally a

good one
;
natne and reputation are known to

the public ;
repute and credit to a smaller

number.

Necessary, a. Essential, requisite. Neces-

sary is a general term
;
essential and requisite

are modes of necessity. The requisite may be

requisite only in part ;
without the essential

a thing cannot exist. Unnecessary. (See

Superfluous.)

Necessary, a. Needful. The necessai-y may

refer to any object; needful relates only to

partial and temporary wants.

Negative, a. Positive denying. Positive.

Neglect, Omit. We neglect what ought to

be done ;
omit what is inconvenient for us to

do.

Negligent, a. Careless, remiss, heedless,

inattentive, thoughtless. Negligence and re-

missness fail to do what they ought ; care-

lessness is want of care in doing things;

heedlessness, want of thought ;
inattentive-

ness, want of attention. Careful.

Neighborhood, n. Vicinity. The former

denotes the nearness of persons to each other

or to objects in general ;
the latter the near-

ness of one object to another. We live in a

quiet neighborhood in the vicinity of New

York.

New, a. Fresh, modern, novel, recent. Neiv

is what has not long existed ;
novel, some-

thing strange ;
fresh, something showing yet

no marks of use; modei-n, something of the

present time; recerd, something just done or

made. Old.

News, n. Tidings. News is unexpected

;

tidings expected.

Noble, a. Grand. Noble denotes the quality

by which a thing is more excellent than

others ;
grand the existence of one of those

qualities by which a thing is nMe. Base.

Noise, n. Clamor, cry, outcry. A noise is a

loud sound; clamor, cry, and outcry are kinds

of noise. A cry is produced only by animate

objects; a noise either by animate or in-

animate. Outny and clamor are irregular

sounds; the latter the joint work of many;

mdcry may bo made by one or many.

Silence.

Noted, a. Notorious. Noted is used both in

a good and a bad sense ;
itotoiious only in a

bad sense. Obscure.

Nourish, V. Cherish, nurture. Things wot//-

ish; persons nurture and cherish. Nourish

is physical ;
cherish, physical and mental.

A mother her child with her breast;

nurtures it while it is dependent on her;

cherishes it in her bosom.

Numb, a. Benumbed, torpid. Numb de-

notes the quality, benumbed the state; what

is permanently fen is torpid. Lively.

O.

Obduracy, n

.

Impenitence.

Obedient, a. Obsequious, submissive. We

are obedient to command, submissive to power

or will, obsequious to persons. Unruly.

Obese, a. Fat, stout. Lean.
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Object, r. OpiK)SC. Opposition is longer,

more premcdiuucd, than otijti-Hon.

Obnoxious, a. Offensive. 06/ioriot/s is ap-

plicable to persons only; offtnsire, to both
poisons and things.

Obscure, a. Vndistingnishcd, nnknown.
Distinoi'isued.

Obstinate, a. Contnmacious, headstrong,

stubborn. Obstinacy is a mental habit; con-

tumacy & mode of action or particular state

of feeling or mode of action. The stubborn

man U obstinate from a perverted will; the

headstrong, from perverted understanding.

Yieldi.so.

Occasion, n. Opportunity. The former de-

cides our action; the latier invites to action.

Offense, n. Affront, mi.sdeed, misdemeanor,
transgression, trespass. Offense is tlie gene-
ral word; it may be either private or public.

A misdemeanor is an offense against public
law; misdeed is private; affrotd, personal;

trespass, in regard to land and property;

ttansgression, moral.

Offensire, a. Insolent, abusive, obnoxious.
ISOFFENSIVE.

Office, H. Charge, function, place.

Offspring, n. Issue, progeny. Progeny ic-

notes a number
;
issue lias no reference to

number; iffspiing applies to one or many.
Old, a. Ancient, antique, antiquated, obso-

lete, old-fashioned. The old has long ex-
isted and still exists; ancient once existed,

but perhaps docs not now; antique has long

been ancient; antiquated, obsotele, and old-

fashioned have long been out of use.

Young.
Omen, n. Presage, prognostic. Omens and
prognostics are drawn from external objects;
presages from one's own feelings.

One, a. Single. One is opposed to none;
single to double or two.

Opaque, a. Dark. Opaqueness \s tt\Q dark-
ness of solid bodies which do not admit light.

Bright.
I

Opinionated, a. Conceited, egoistical. A i

conceited man has a high conceit of himself;
I

an opinionated man Is free with, and fond of, I

his opinions; an egoistical man admires and
constanlly talks of himself.

|

Opinion, n. Notion, sentiment. Opinions
relate to speculation, notions to sensible ob-

!

ject", sentiments to matters of practice. I

Oppose, r. Resist, wllhsund, Ihwart.
Option, n. Choice. Option \t cheAce

'

made. I

Order, n. Method, rule. Or*r is a proper I

accord of time, object, and place
;
method, '

the right choice of means ; rule, what will I

keep ns right.
j

Outtire,T. Survive. The former denotes a i

comparison between two lives . the latter,

exi.stence beyond any given term.
fSutirard, a. External, outside, exterior.
Inside.

Orer, prep. Above. Under.
Orerhalanee, t. Ontweigh, preponderate.
Orerbear, r. Bear down, overwhelm, over-
power, snhdne. Ocerpower and oremrhelm
denote a partial, s>ib<lue a permanent, superi-
ority; bear denen implies greater force and
violence than orerbear.

Orerflow, t. Inundation, deluge. Overflow
\

I denotes abundance; Inundation, abundance

I

and impetuosity; the deluge sweeps cvery-

I

thing before it.

Overrule, v. Supersede. The former ap-

plies only to the acts of persons
;
the latter,

to things as ogents also.

Overspread, ii. Overrun, ravage,

j

Overturn, v. Invert, ovcrlhrow, reverse,

!
subvert. Overturn turns over; overthrow

j

throws over with violence. Small matters

I

me overlurtitd ; gre&l ones subverted. A dc-

I

cision is leversed ; the order of things vi-

j

verted.

Overtvhehn, r. Crush. Overwhelm makes
a thing sink by putting a heavy body over it

;

crush, destroys iis consistency by violent

pressure.

P.

Pain, n. Pang, agony, anguish. Pang is a
particular feeling; anguish always, and
agony generally, denotes a slate. Pain is ihe

general word. Pleasure.
Pallid, a. Pale, wan. The mere absence of

color is paleness; pallidness is excessive

Idleness ; wan denotes extreme pallor.

Part, n. Division, portion, share. Part is

indefinite, opposed to the whole
; division

is done by design
; portion relates to indi-

viduals without distinction; shaie, to indi-

viduals specially referred to.

Particular, a. Eccentric, odd, singular,

strange. What is particular belongs to
some small point; what is singular is the
only one of its kind ; odd without an equal

;

eccentric deviates from ordinary rules

;

strange is different from what we are accus-
tomed to.

Patient, a. Passive, submissive. Patience
is a virtue

; passiveness, an involuntary non-
resistance. Submissive means conforming
to another's will.

Peace, n. Calm, quiet, tranquillity. Ptace
is a general term

; quiet, freedom from
noise, or interruption

; calm, an absence of
violent motion and noise

; tranquillity, an
entire freedom from every discomposing cle-

ment .

Peaceable, a. Pacific, peaceful Persons
and things are jieaceable ; Ihings peaceful.
Pacific means either making, or disposed to
make, peace.

Penetrate, v. Bore, pierce, perforate. Pai-
etrate makes an entrance into a thing

;

pierce goes deeper; jierforate and bore gen-
erally indicate mechanical means.

Penetration, n. Acuteness, sagacity.
People, n. Nation. A nation is a peoi>te con-
nected by birth.

People, n . Persons, folks. People Is gen-
eral

; Iiersons specific
; folks familiar or dis-

respectful.

Perceive, v. Discern, dlstingnish. Wc per-
!

fritv what is obvious
; eJiscern what is re-

mote ; distinguish things.

Perception, n. Conception, notion, idea.
Oiir impression of a present object is a pr-
eeption ; its revival in the absence of the
object, an idea; a combination of ideas to
present an image to the mind, a mneepHon •

the association of Ideas to form a decision, a
j

notion.
I

j

Permit, v. Allow. Forbid.

[

Persuade, v. Allure, entice, prevail upon.
!

J’lix/sical, a. Corporeal, bodily, material.

Mental.
Picture, n. Engraving, print. Pfcfi/« is by
the hand of Iho artist; print is a printed

j

copy of tlic painting ; engraving the work of

an engraver.

j

1‘itcous, a. Doleful, woful, rueful. Piteous

\

marks Ihe exiernal expression of mental or

physical pain
; dohful sounds implying pain;

rueful the looks
; woful applies to human

situations.

I

i’l'fi/, «. Compassion. Pity is excited by
weakness

; compassion by misfortune.

Place, n. Position, post, situation, station.

Place, V. Order, dispose. J’tace is to assign

a place to a thing
;
dispose is to place ac-

cording to a certain rule ; order, to place in

a certain order.

Place, n. Spot, site. *7wMs a small

site the place on which anything stands.

Plain, a. Open, manifest, evident. Se-
cret.

Play, n. Game, sport. Play is inegiilar

;

game a systemalic exercise
; simrl any ac-

tion or motion for jileasure. Work.
Please, v. Gratify, pacify. Displease.
Pleasure, Charm, delight, joy. Delight
and joy are modes of pleasure

; joy fleeting,

delight less so ; charm implies a high degree
of pleasure. Pain.

Plentiful. Abundant, ample, copious, plen-

teous.

Poise, V. Balance. A thing is jioistd as re-

spects ilseif ; balanced as respects other
things.

Positive, a. Absolute, peremptory. The
two former refer to persons or things

; per-

emptor}', only to personal objects. Nega-
tive.

Possessor, n. Owner, master, proprietor.

Possible, a. Practical, practicable. Impos-
sible.

Poverty, n. Penury, indigence, need, want.

IVant is a low stale of jm'crty ; penuiy an
extreme degree of want. Need is an imme-
diate, present want ; indlgtnie, the want of

Ihings to which one has been accustomed.
Riches.

Power. Atilhorlly, force, strength, domin-
ion.

Powerful, a. Mighty, potent. Weak.
Praise, v. Commend, extol, laud. Blame.
Prayer, n. Entreaty, petition, request,

suit.

1‘retense, n. Pretext.

Prevailing, a. Predominant, prevalent.

Prevent, v. Obviate, preclude. Prevent ap-

lilies to circumstances
; obviate and preclude,

to mental objects.

1‘rerlous, a. Introductory, lireparalory,

preliminary. Ptevious applies to matters In

general ; pietiminaiy, to matters of contract;

preparatory, to matters of arrangement
; in-

troductory, to matters of science and disena-

Slon. SUBSEqtIBNT.
Prlele, n. Vanity, conceit. We arc proi/d of
what we have; conceited ot what we think
we have ; vain In regard to small things
from frivolity or weakness. Humility.
(Bee Humble.)
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Primary, a. Original, primitive, pristine.

Primary is general, denoting merely the or-

der of succession ; onginal is or belongs to

the birth of a thing ;
other things are formed

after the pHmitive ; the pristine comes after

primitive, and becomes customary.

Prince, ii. Monarch, potentate, sovereign.

Priority, n. Precedence, pre eminence, pref-

erence.

Privacy, n. Retirement, seclusion. Privacy

is opposed to publicity ; retirement to free-

dom of access. Seclusion is excess of re-

tirement. Publicity.

Privilege, n. Exemption, immunity, pre-

rogative. Privilege applies to all desirable

things. Prerogative is the exercise of some

special power; exemption exempts from

some burden or payment ;
immunity from

some service.

Proceeding, n. Transaction. The latter in-

cludes only things deliberately brought to a

conclusion.

Profess, V. Declare. We pro/ess by words

or action
;
declare only by words.

Profligate, a. Abandoned, reprobate. Vir-

tuous.

Promiscuous, a. Indiscriminate. Promis-

cuous refers to the mingling of any number

of different objects ;
indiscriminate to an ac-

tion which does not criminate different ob-

jects. Select.

Promise, n. Engagement, word. We
promise in set form of words; engage gen-

erally. Word includes both.

Proof, n. Evidence, testimony. Proof

proves ;
evidence makes evident testimony is

evidence by witnesses.

Proportionate, a. Commensurate. Un-

proportionate. (See Unequal.)

Prorogue, v. Adjourn. Prorogue is to ad-

journ for an indefinite time ; adjourn implies

generally a shorter time.

Prove, V. Demonstrate, evince, manifest.

Prove \s to make good by proofs; demonstrate

pioves clearly ; evince shows by convincing

proof something of ourselves.

Provide, v. Furnish, procure, supply. Po-

vide against contingencies
;
furnish com-

forts :
procure necessaries ; supply wants.

Publish, V. Disclose, divulge, publish, pro-

mulgate, reveal. Publish is the general word ;

things of general interest are promulgated;

things concealed dividge, disclosed, and re-

vealed.

Purpose, V. Propose. We pinpose things to

be done at once ;
propose things more dis-

tant.

Put, V. Lay, place, set. Pul is the general

word. Place Is to put in a specific manner,

ifty applies only to things that will lie; set

to things that will stand.

Q
Quality, n. Property, attribute. Quality is

inherent in the thing ; pro}Krty belongs to it

for the time being; attribute is the quality

which can be assigned to an object.

Quarrel, n. Broil, feud.

Question, n. Query. (2«es(io/imay be reason-

able or not ;
query is generally reasonable.

Quichness, n. Celerity, fleetness, rapidity,

swiftness, velocity. Slowness. (See Slow'.)

R.

Rapaeiotis, a. Ravenous, voracious.

Rashness, n. Hastiness, precipitancy, te-

merity. Rashness refers to physical, te-

merity to moral action. Hastiness and pre-

cipitancy are modes of rashness.

Ravage, n. Desolation, ravage.

Ready, a. Apt, prompt.

Recede, v. Retreat, retire, withdraw, secede.

Advance.
Recover, v. Repair, retrieve. Recover is the

general word. We recover and repair by our

own efforts only. Lose.

Recovery, n. Restoration. Recovery is the

regaining of something; restoration bringing

it back to its former state.

Redeem, v. Ransom. Persons and things

are redeemed ;
only persons ransomed.

Redress, n. Relief.

Refer, V. Regard, relate, respect.

Refresh, v. Revive, restore, invigorate.

Weary.
Refuse, V. Decline, rebuff, reject, repel.

Refusal is unqualified ,
decline means a gen-

tle ?’e/w«af reject is direct and implies dis-

approbation. Repel is to reject with vio-

lence ; rebuff to refuse with scorn. Allow.

(See Admit.)

Rejoice, v. Exult, triumph. Grieve.

Relate, v. Describe, recount.

Relation, n. Narration, narrative, recital.

Relative, n. Kinsman, kindred. Relation

denotes the person to whom one is related;

kinsman a particular relation ; kindred is a

collective term for all one’s relations.

Remote, a. Far, distant.

Repeat, v. Recite, rehearse.

Repentance, n. Contrition, compunction,

remorse, penitence. Contrition is a lasting,

compunction an occasional, remorse an acute

sorrow for offenses. Penitence applies only

to offenses against God ;
repentance is more

general. Impenitence. (See Obstinacy.)

Repetition, n. Tautology.

Reproach, n. Contumely, obloquy.

Reprobate, V. Condemn. Reprobate is to con-

demn severely.

Reserved, a. Unsocial, uncommunicative.

Social.

Rest, n. Remainder, remnant, residue.

Rest is the general word, applying both

to persons and things ;
remnant a small

remainder; remainder applies to things

only. Residue is a remainder after a distri-

bution of some kind.

RestiUition, n. Amends, reparation.

Retaliation, n. Reprisal. The latter usually

refers to a state of war.

Retard, V. Hinder. We retard a thing;

hinder a person. Hasten.

Retort, n. Repartee. Retort is censure for

censure ;
repartee wit for wit.

Retrospect, n. Review, survey. Prospect.

(See View.)

Revive, v. Refresh, renew, renovate.

Riches, n. Affluence, opulence, wealth. Pov-

erty.

Right, a. Fit, just, proper. Right applies

to everything ;
just mostly to important, ft

and to less essential things. Wrong.

I Rise, V. Emerge, issue. A thing may rise in

or out of a body; it emerges or issues out of a

body. Fall.

Rot, V. Corrupt, putrefy. Corrupt denotes

the beginning, putrefy the continuance, rot

the last stage of the internal dissolution of

bodies.

Rough, a. Unevmi, coarse, rude. Smooth,

Even, Gentle.

Royal, a. Regal, kingly. Royal is belong-

ing, regal appertaining, kingly, becoming,

to a king.

Rupture, n. Fracture. Soft substances are

ruptured ;
hard oaesfractured.

Rural, a. Rustic, countrified. Rural applies

to all country objects except man, rustic only

to persons. Countnfied means uncultivated,

having manners or appearance of the coun-

try. Urban.

S.

Safe, a. Secure. Safe is exemption from

harm; secure, exemption from danger. Un-

safe.

Satisfy, v. Cloy, satiate, glut. Satisfaction

is enough ;
satiety satisfaction of the appe-

tite ;
glutting the satisfaction of an inordi-

nate appetite.

Save, V. Preserve, protect, spare. We are

saved and spared from small, preserved and

protected from great evils. Lose.

Scarcity, n. Dearth. Dearth is an extreme

scarcity. Abundance.

Scoff, V. Gibe, jeer, sneer. Scoff is the gen-

eral word. Gibe, jeer, sneer imply ill-natured

words.

Search, V. Examine, explore. We sear ch tor

things hidden, examine things near, explore

unknown things and countries.

Second, v. Support. Support is stronger

than second.

Second, a. Inferior, secondary. Second re-

fers only to order ;
secondary to merit ; in-

ferior to condition or quality. First.

Secret, a. Hidden, latent, occult, mysterious.

The secret is known to somebody ;
the hid-

den may be known to nobody ;
the latent

ought to be known ;
the occult is hidden

from most people; the myster ious is strange

or supernatural. Manifest. (Sec Plain.)

Sedulous, a. Assiduous, diligent, industrious,

laborious. Negligent.

See, V. Perceive, observe, behold, look at.

Seem, v. Appear. Appear is stronger than

seem.

Select, a. Choice, chosen, excellent. Pro-

miscuous.

Senior, a. Elder, older. Junior.

Sentence, n. Period, phrase, proposition.

Sentence, v. Condemn, doom.

Sentiment, n. Perception, sensation. Sen-

timent belongs to the heart, perception to the

understanding, sensation to the senses.

Separate, v. Divide, part, disjoin, detach,

disunite, sever, sunder. Join. (See Add.)

Serious, a. Sober, solemn, earnest. Face-

tious.

Servitude, ri. Bondage, slavery. Freedom.

Shake, v. Quake, quiver, shudder, totter,

tremble. We shake with cold, totter from

weakness, quake, quiver, or tremble wdth

fear, shudder (i. e., tremble violently) at

1
something horrible.
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Sharp, a. Acme, keen. AeuU is not only

tharp, but «A<ir/>-{>oiDtc<l ; keen, extremely

tharp. Di'LL.

Shine, r. Glare, glitter, radiate, sparkle.

Shine simply expresses the steady emission

of light, glitter its unsteady emission, epeir-

lie the emission in small portions, radiate in

long lines, glare in a high degree.

Short, a. Brief, concise, succinct, summary.
Lonu.

Shoic, r. Indicate, mark, point out, exhibit,

display.

Shotc, n. Exhibition, representation, sight,

spectacle.

Sick, a. Diseased, sickly, nnhealthy, morbid.

Sickly is inclined to be sick, or permanently

unwell ; diseased is an extreme disorder
;

morbid applies to the character and feelings.

Uealthy.
Sickness, n. Illness, indisposition. Illness

is a particular, indisposition a slight sickness.

IlEALTn. (Sec IlEALTHV.)

significant, a. Expressive. The former

has an indifferent, the latter a good sense.

iNStON'IFtCAST. (See IXMATERtAL.)

Signification, n. Import, meaning, sense.

Silence, n. Speechlessuess, dumbness.

XotsE.

Silent, n. Dumb, mute, speechless. Silence

is the general word; dundt denotes physical

incapacity ; mate, temporary inability to

speak; sp»chle<s, physical inability from

some incidental cause. Talkative.
Simile, n. Comparison, siniililude. Simile

compares things so far as they are alike
;

eompjri-on, generally. Similitude i.s a pro-

longed si/nt/e.

Simple, n. Single, nneompounded, artless,

plain. Complex. Compound.
Simxilate, r. Dissimulate. We simulate

what we are not, dissimulate what we are.

Sincere, a. Candid, hearty, honest, pure,

genuine, real. Insincere. (See Artpul.)
Situation, n. Condition, plight, predica-

ment, slate. Situation marks the relative,

cot-dHion the accidental state, the habitual

circumstances of a person or thing. Predic-

ament is a temporary emharas.scd situation ;

plight, an unpleasant condition.

Size, n. Bulk, greatness, magnitude.
Slaeerij, n. Servitude, enthrallment, thrall-

dom. Freedom.
Sleep, n. Doze, drowse, nap, slumber. Sleep

is the general word ; nap is a short sleep ;

slumber, a soft, light sleep ; doze and drowse,
an inclination to sleep.

Hleeptj, a. Somnolent. Wakepul.
Sloie, a. Dilatory, tardy. .Slow is a general
word ; dilatory and tardy apply to the o|K-ra-

Uon.s of persona only. Fast.
Smell, n, Fngrance, rxlor, perfume, scent.

Smell and scent apply to what gives or rc-

cetre* srtieM

;

the other words only to what
gives It ont. Fragrance and perfume are al-

ways pleasant ; odor and smell pleasant or
unpleasant.

Smooth, a. Even, level, mild. Rouon.
Soak

,

r. Drench, imbrue, steep.

Social, a. Sociable. The former denotes an
active, the latter a passive quality. U.v-

SOC1AL.

*«/«, a. Gentle, meek, mild. So/l applies to I

objects that act pleasantly on the car or
eye

; mild and geidle to objects that act not
unpleasantl}' on the senses

; meek denotes
non-resistance to force. Hard.

Solicitation, n. Importunity. Importunity
is a troublesome solicitation.

Solitary, a. Sole, only, single. Solitary and
sole denote one object left by itself ; only

conveys an idea of deficiency
; single de-

notes merely one or more detached from
others.

Sorry, a. Grieved. Gricmf is stronger than
sorry. Glad.

Soul, n. Mind, spirit. As a rule, the soul
acts, the mind receives. Soul is opposed to

body, mind to matter.

Sound, a. Healthy, sane. Sane refers to

mental soundness ; sound to things essential

for life
; healthy to every part. Unhealthy.

(See StcK.)

Sound, n. Tone. Tone is a kind of sound
made by particular bodies. Silence.

Space, n. Room. 5ytace is limited or unlim-
ited ; room limited.

Sparse, a. Scanty, thin. Luxuriant.
Speak, V. Converse, talk, converse, say,

tell.

Special, a- Particular, specific. The sjxecial

is part of the general, the particular of the
special. Specific relates to inherent proper-
ties. General.

Spetid, V. Expend, exhaust, consume, waste,
squander, dissipate. Save.

Spread, v. Disperse, diffuse, expand, dis-

seminate, scatter. Spread is the general
word

; scatter applies to divisible bodies

only. Dispersion spreads in many directions;

diffusion pours out in different ways
; dis-

seminate is to sow in different parts
; expand

is to spread by unfolding the parts.

Spring, ri. Fountain, source.

‘Staff, n. Prop, support, stay.

Stagger, v. Reel, totter. Staggering and
reeling are caused by drunkenness or sick-

ness
; tottering, by weakness.

Stain, V. Soil, discolor, spot, sully, tarnish.

State, n. Commonwealth, realm. The United
States

;

a peer of the realm

;

the common-
wealth of Xew Y ork.

.Sterile, a. Barren, unfruitful. Fertile.

.Stifle, V. Choke, suffocate, smother.

Stormy, a. Rough, boisterous, tempestuous.
Calm.

Straight, a. Direct, right. Straight appWca
to material objects ; right and direct to ma-
terial or moral. Crooked.

Stranger, n.
'

Alien, foreigner. Friend.
Strengthen, r. Fortify, invigorate. Weak-
en.

.Strong, a. Robnst, sturdy. Strong is the

general word ; r/dtustness, a high degree of

strength
; sturdiness, a strong build. Weak.

.Stupid, a. Dull, foolish, obtuse, witless.

Clever.
.Subject, a. Exposed to, liable, obnoxious.

Exempt.
Subject, a Inferior, subordinate.

Subsequent, a. Succeeding, following.

Previous.

Substantial, a. Solid. Things which admit
^of handling arc substantial

;

things so hard
as to have to be cut, solid. Unsubstantial.

)
Suit, V. Accord, agree. Disagree.

I
Sujierflcial, a. Flimsy, shallow. Solid.
(See Firm.)

Superfluous, a. Unnecessary, excessive.

Necessary.
SurrountI, v. Encircle, encompass, en-

viron.

Sustain, V. Maintain, support. Maintain is

always active ; sustain and support may be
passive. Sustain implies the bearing of a
great weight

; supjMrt, of any weight, great
or small.

Symmetry, n. Proportion.

Sympathy, n. Commiseration, compassion,
condolence. Sympathy may apply cither to
pleasure or pain

;
the other words can be

used only in reference to things painful.

System, n. Method. The former is a stronger

word tlian the latter. System is the arrange-
ment of things according to a fixed plan

;

method, either the manner or principle of

such arrangement.

T.

Take, v. Accept, receive. Take is the general
word; we take anything

; accept and receive

what is offered or sent. Give.
Talkative, a. Garrulous, loquacious. Si-

lent.

Taste, n. Flavor, relish, savor. Taste is tlie

general word; flavor, the peculiar taste;

relish, a particular, artificial taste; savor ap-

plies to what smells as well as tastes. Taste-
lessness.

Tax, n. Custom, duty, impost, excise, toll.

Tax is the general word; cuslomt, duties and
imposts are taxes on imports

; excise is a tax
on articles of home consumption

;
loll, a

local tax ; tribute, a payment to a foreign

state.

Tax, n. Assessment, rate. A tax is laid di-

rectly, a rale indirectly
;
an assessment is the

tax at a given rate laid upon an individual.

Tease, v. Taunt, tantalize, torment, vex.
Tease is trifling ; torment, more serious

;

taunt, in contemptuous words; we are vexed
by the misconduct of others.

Temporary, a. Fleeting, transient, transi-

tory. Temporary lasts only for a time ;

transient, for a moment. Fleeting is still

stronger than transient ; transitory means
apt to pass away. Peiimanent. (Sec Dura-
BIE.)

Tenacious, a. Pertinacious, retentive.

Tendency, n. Aim, drift, scope. Tendency
applies only to things

; the other words also

to thoughts.

Tenet, n. Position. The former denotes our
own individual mental opinion

; the latter

an opinion, about which we argue for the
conviction of others.

Term, n. Boundary, limit. TVrm is the
point that terminates; limit, a point or line

tliat marks where to stop
; boundary, a line

which includes a space; a term of offlcc, the
limits of the Russian Empire

; tlie boundary
of France.

Territory, n. Dominion. The latter de-

notes rather the p<iwer exerted
; the former

the limits within which that power is ex-
erci.scd.

Thankfulness, n. Gratitude. The former
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is the outward expression of the latter.

Thanklessness.

Thanklessness,?). Ingratitude. Thankful-

ness.

Theory, n. Hypothesis, speculation. Theoty

rests on inferences from cstablislied princi-

pies ;
an hyi>othesis is a supposition to ex-

plain certain phenomena ; a syeculaliOD be-

longs to the imagination mostly, and is more

or less fanciful. Fact.

Therefore, adv. Accordingly, consequently.

Therefore marks a deduction
;
accordingly,

an agreement ; consegaently, a consequence.

Thick, a. Dense, close. Thin.

Thin, a. Slender, slight, slim. Thin is the

general word
;
slender is at once small and

long. Slight))ess and slimness are defects

;

slimness is extreme slightness. Thick.

Think, v. Deliberate, meditate, ponder, re-

fleet. Think is the general word
; reflection,

thinking by recalling ideas
;
ponder and

meditate relate to serious matters
; delibera-

tion. is thviking as a preparation for some

action.

Think, V. Deem, believe, imagine, suppose.

We think or believe a statement to be true ;

imagine it may be so
;
suppose a thing may

have happened. Deem is to conclude.

Thoughtful, a. Considerate, deliberate. The

thoughtful man remembers ids duty; the con-

siderate considers it, the deliberate considers

it deliberately. Deliberate may have a l>ad

sense, as deliberate murder. Thoughtless.

Thoughtless, a Inconsiderate, heedless.

Thoughtful.
Threat, ti. Menace. A menace threatens

great evUs.

Time, n. Age, date, epoch, era, period, sea-

son. Time is the general word; season, a

given portion of time; period, a sp&ce of time

between two points of time ; dtde, a point of

time ; epoch aud e>'a, periods distinguished

in some way ;
age, the period included in

one life, or the lives of many living about the

same time.

Torment, n. Torture.

Irade, n. Commerce, traffic, dealing. Trade

is the general word
;
comuurce is a trade by

excliange of commodities ; deeding, a treide

by bargains. Commerce is always whole-

sale, and between different countries
; trade

is wholesale or retail.

Transfigure, v. Transform, metamoqihose.

Treacherous, a. Traitorous, treasonable.

Treacheroees relates to private relations;

Iruitoroies, to betrayal of one’s country. An
act is treasonabte that is aimed against the

government of a country. Faithful.

Tre-mhling, n. Tremor, trepidation. Tremor

is a sliglit, trepidation a violent trembling.

Trifling, a. Frivolous, petty, trivial. Triv-

ial is stronger than trifling. A petty con-

sideration; a/i ivofoiis amusement; & trifling

di.«i>nte; a remark. Serious.

Trouble, v. Disturb, molest, derange. Trem-

ble is the general word
;
molestation and dis-

turbance are temporeiry troeebles.

Truth, n. Verity, reality, fact. Untruth.
Teeniultuous, a. Mutinous, turbulent, sedi-

tious. denotes resistance to mili-

tary or naval authority; seditious, resistance

to government
;

tu?nultuons, an inclination

to noise ; turbulent, resistance to authority.

Calm.
Turgid, a. Bombastic, tumid. Simple.

Turn, V. Bend, distort, twist, wrest, wrench,

wring. A thing is turned by being moved
from point to point

;
bent, by changing its

direction
; distorted, by being bent from its

right course
;
teoisted, by being often bent ;

wrested or wrenched, by twists ; wneng, by

violent twists.

Turn, V. Wind, whirl, writhe. Turn is the

general word
; whirl is to hern about vio-

lently ; twiet, to teem aimlessly; ivriihe, to

turn with pain and agony.

Turn,)). Bent. The former denotes a slight

or beginning inclination
;

the latter a de-

cided and positive one.

U.

Utibecoming, a. Indecent, indecorous, un-

suitable. Becoming.

Unbelief, n. Inlidelity. incredulity. Leoe-

elulity is unbelief in ordinary matters
; infl-

dtlily in Divine revelation. Inflelelity and

incredulity denote an active rejection of be-

lief. Belief.

Unehangeetble, ei. Immutable, unalterable.

ClI.ANGBABLE.

Uncover, V. Disclose, discovet. Uncover is

generally to take off the artificial covering;

eliscover, to take off the natural or moral

covering. ' Disclosure opens what has been

closed. A country is discovered, hidden

treasure disclosed. Conceal.

Under, prep. Below, beneath. Beneath is

stronger than below or under. Under denotes

retirement or concealment
; below, inferior-

ity or lowness ; beneath, a great degree of the

same. Above. (See Over.)

Undermine, V. Sap. U/ufei mi/fC is to form

a mine under the ground or anything on the

ground
;
sap, to dig down to the root of.

Understanding, n. Intelligence, intellect.

Understanding is the more common, familial

word. Intellect denotes the operation of the

mind on higher objects. Intelligence is ac-

quired by observation, from books, etc ;

)))iderstanding and intellect are natural

gifts.

Undertaking, n. Attcmjit, enterprise. An
undertaki))g is more com])licatcd than an

attempt, less hazardous tlian an enterprise.

Undetermined, a. Unsettled, unsteady,

wavering Undetermined implies a want of

determination
; wavering and unsteady de-

note habitual mental states. Wavering is

generally used in a bad sense. Deter-
mined.

Unequal, a. Disproportionate, unlike.

Equal.

Unfold, V. Develop, unravel. Unfold re-

veals what has been kept secret ; unravel

what has been confused and mixed up ; de-

velop, wtxa.t has been studiously kept out of

sight.

Unhappy, a. Miserable, wretched, unfortu-

nate. Unhappy is simply not hajipy; tniser-

able, what deserves pity ; wretched, what is

peculiarly inmi-able. Happy.
Unimportant, a. Immaterial, inconsidera-

ble, insignificant Unimj>oita)it relates to

the consequences of our actions; inconsider-

able marks the low value of things
;
insignifl-

ca)it has a contemptuous sense
;
imma-

terial is unimportant in regard to ordinary

matters. Important.

Unjust, a. Unfair, partial, inequitable.

Fair.

Uyiless, adr. Except. The former refers

only to a particular case
;
the latter denotes

an exception to a general nile.

Unoffending, a. Harmless, inoffensive.

Unoffeniling mweVs a temporary state ; inof-

fensive smdhaimless the habitual disposition.

Offensive.

Unruly, a. Refractory, ungovernable. Un-

imly marks a temporary, ungovei nable a per-

manent, fault of temper. A refractory child

is extremely unruly. Obedient.

Unsafe, a. Insecure, perilous, dangerous.

Safe.

Unspeakable, a. Irrepressible, ineffable,

unutterable. Unspeakable and ineffable de-

note what is beyond the power of man to ex-

press. The unutterable and inexpressible

cannot be communicated even by signs.

Unsubstantial, a- Unreal, flimsy. Sub-

stantial.

Untruth, n. Falsehood, falsity, lie. Truth.
Unu>lllinglg,adv. Reluctantly. Willingly.

Unworthy, a. Worthless. Unworthy con

veysless reproach than worthless, which ini-

implies entire absence of worth. Worthy.
Urban, a. Belonging to a city. Rustic.

Usage, n. Custom, prescription. Usage is

what we have been used to do; custom, what

we generally do ;
prescription, what usage.

prescribes to be done.

Utter, V Articulate, pronounce, speak. Ut-

ter is the general word ;
speech Is a method

of utterance
;
articulate and pronounce de-

note methods of speaking.

V.

Vacancy, n. Inanity, vacuity. Vacancy ami

vacuity are used in an indifferent, inanity in

a bad sense. Fullness.

Vain, a. Conceited, puffed up, inflated.

Modest.

Vain, a. Fruitless, ineffectual, destitute of

force. Vain is the general word
; ineffect-

ual marks the inadequacy of the means to

the end
;
fruitlessness, the waste of labor to

obtain a particular object. Successful. (See

Fortunate.)

Valuable, a. Costly, precious. The latter

means highly valuable. Worthless.

Value, n Worth, rate, price. Vahie is the

general word; worth, the acknowledged val-

ue; rate is the general,while 7D icc is the partic-

ular measure of the value or worth of things.

Value, V. Esteem, prize. The former ap-

plies both to physical and mental objects

;

the latter two only to mental objects. Pj ize

refers to cither sensible or moral things

;

esteem, to moral objects only.

Variation, n. Variety. The latter denotes

either the tiling changed, or the change itself.

Venal, a. Mercenary. IV/iaf is much stronger

than 7/ic;ce«ary. The w/ce/ia/'y seek their

own interest irrespective of principle
;
the

venal sell themselves without principle. In-

corruptible.

Verbal, a Oral, vocal. Verbal and oxot
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distinguish what is spoken from what is

wntten ; ivxa/, tlie sound of the human

voice from other sounds.

Vexation, n. Chagrin, mortiflcalion. Mor-

tiflca/ion is an extreme vexation ; chagrin, a

mixture of the other two. Pleasure.

Heir, n. Prospect, sune}’. T’ltW and survey

mark the act of the person
;
]>rosi>ecl, what is

seen.

Violent, a. Boisterous, furious, impetuous,

vehement. Violent is the general word ;

furious implies a higlier degree of violence

;

I

boistewus refers to violent noise ; impetuous, I

to bodies moving with great violence ; vehe-

ment, to affections or passions. Gentle.
|

Virtuous, a. Upright, honest, moral. Prof-
|

LIGATE.

Vision, n. Apparition, ghost, phantom, spec-

tre. A vision is a suirernatural effort of the

vision
;

apparition, a supernatural object

seen ;
phantom, a false apparition ; spectre

and ghost, apparitions of immaterial things.

Voluptuary, n. Epicure, sensuali.»t. The
sensualist devotes himself to the indulgence

of his sens 's, the voluptuary to his pleasures; i

the epicui-e is a refined voluptuary.
j

Vote, n. Suffrage, voice. A vote is a wish in

favor of a thing ; it may be expressed (i. e.,
j

castl or not
; a voice or suffrage is expressed.

!

Vouch, V. .Affirm, asseverate, assure, aver,
j

Affirm declares a fact on our own credit; as-
|

stvera/e, confidently; aver, unequivocally ;

assent marks the conviction of the speaker

;

we vouch for the tnith of another’s declara-
j

tion on our own responsibility.

\V.

iraif, r. Await, expect, look for, wait for.

llVii/ and wailfor refer to remote, uncertain

matters ; await, took for and expect to what

is liable to happen.

Wakeful, a. Viirilant, watchful. iVakeful-

iiess depends upon the body, watchfulness

upon the will
; vigilance is an extreme

watchfulness. Sleepy.

Wander, v. Range, ramble, ro.am, rove,

stroll. We tcflncffr by irregular paths ; a/ioW

by wandering out of our path ; range

within regular limits ; ramble by wandering '

at random
;
roam and rove, without plan or

object. I

Want,c. Luck, need. We want comforts, '

need necessaries. Ijack is simple deficiency.

Abundance.
Wary, a. Circumspect, cautious. Fool- !

HARDY.

Waterman, n. Ferryman, boatman.

lUnrc, II. Breaker, billow, surge. Wave is

the general word
;

a wave with an unusual

swell is a billow

;

a very high wave a surge ;

a wave clashing strongly on the shore a

breaker.

Way, II. Course, manner, means, method.

Way is general ; manner and method are

ways chosen by design. Course and means

are moral ways ; mode, an habitual tcay.

Weak, a. Feeble, infirm. IIVtM' is general;

infirmity, a particular kind of weakness

;

feebleness, a qualified weakness. Strong.

Weaken, V. Debilitate, enfeeble, enervate,

invalidate. Ilenfo/i is the general word
;

it

may apply to either a temporary or permanent

result. Enfeeble denotes a permanent result,

either mental or physical. Weaken refers to

persons or things
; invalidate only to things.

Enervation is a relaxation of the nervous

system
; debilitation, a weakening of a par-

ticular power. Strengthen.
Wearisome, a. Tedious, tiresome. Weari-

some is the general word
; fcdtoM.sand tire-

some are kinds of wearisomness.

Weary, v. Harass, jade, tire, fatigue. Re-

fresh.

Weight, n. Gravity, heaviness. Weight is
^

indefinite
;

heaviness belongs to bodies of
|

great weight-, gravity is a scientific term.

Lightness.

Weight, n. Burden, load. Weight may re-
|

fer either to persons or things; burden
|

usually relates to persons only
;
load may

I

refer to cither. A iceight may be accidental

;

a burden may be self-imposed or imposed by

others ; a load is always put upon one.

Jlorally. a load is an extreme weight

;

a bur-

den depends upon the feeling of the person

bearing it.

Well-being, n. Happiness, prosperity, wcl-
,

fare. Well-being more frequently applies to i

the condition of a body of persons ; welfare

to the individual. Prosperity wni happiness

include everj’thing that can add to human
enjoyment

Whole, a. Entire, complete, total, integral.

Nothing has been subtracted from the

whole

;

the entire has not been divided

;

nothing is wanted to the complete. Total is

more limited than whole; integral relates

to unbroken parts or numbers. Part.
Wicked, a. Iniquitous, nefarious. Iniqui-

tous is stronger than wicked ; nefarious than

iniquitous. Virtuous.
Will, n. Wish. Will is an effectual impulse

of the soul towards action ; wish is a feeble

impulse which may be directed to things

which we cannot obtain.

Willingly, adv. Spontaneously, voluntarily.

We do a thing with a goodwill;

voluntarily, of our own accord; spontaneous-

ly applies more frequently to inanimate ob-

jects. Unw'ilunqly.

Wisdom, II. Prudence. The latter is a

branch of the former ; a foresight in regard

to things future, the result of an experience,

of things past. lI'i.«t/om applies equally to

the past and the future,

irif, n. Humor. IHf is more pointed and

brilliant than Iluinor is more genial

than wit, and applies to words and actions.

Wonder, v. Admire, amaze, astonish, sur-

prise. Wonder is the general word
; admira-

tion is wonder and esteem; astonishment and

surprise are caused by the unexjiected ;

amazement is suipi ise and perturbation.

Wonder, n. Marvel, miracle, prodigy.

W'ord, n. Expression, term. Word is gen.

eral; term, a word with a specified meaning ;

expression, a word with a forcible meaning.

Words arc determined by usage ;
the mean-

ing of terns is settled by science ;
expression

gives a voice to feelings and opinions. A
forcible style employs suitable expressions;

a pure style is the result of a proper selection

of words

;

an exact style is produced by an

apt selection of teims.

Work, n. Labor, task, toil. Work is the

general word ; labor is hard work; toil, still

harder
; task is a w ork imiiosed by others.

Play.

Worthless, a. Valueless. Valuable.
Writer, n. Author, penman, irn/er includes

both the latter terms. The author invents;

the wiiler may be a penman.
Wrong, n. Injustice, injury. .Iustice.

Y.

Tet, adv. and conj. But, however, still, never-

theless, hitherto, besides.

Yield, r. Concede, give, resign, surrender.

Yielding, a. Compliant, mild. Obstinate.

Youth, II. Boy, lad.

Youthful, a. .luvenile, puerile. Youthful

smA juvenile have an indifferent, puerile a

contemptuous sense. Old.

Z.

Zeal, n. Earnestness. Indifference.
Zealot, n. Bigot, enthusiast, fanatic.
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NE of the higliest rights of citi-

zens is that of holding meet-

ings for the consideration of

matters affecting the general

welfare, or the interests of a

l)articnlar class, profession,

or trade. The first amendment
to the Constitution made this

right secure, and in no country is

it more frequently or fully exer-

cised. Hence it is useful and nec-

essary to know how to proceed in

the organization and conduct of

such meetings.

ORGANIZING A PUBLIC MEETING.
Preparations for a meeting should be made

by one or more prominent citizens, and a call

issued through the newspapers, or by written or printed

notices, in which the object of the meeting should be ex

pressed. When a sufficient number of people have con-

vened, one of the leaders will call the assembly to order by

saying, “ Gentlemen (or ladies and gentlemen), you will

jdease come to order.” Silence having been secured, the

same person, or any one in sympathy with the object for

which the people have met, will say:

“I nominate Mr. A. for chairman of this meeting.”

Any one may nominate another person, and the question

must be taken first on the latest nominee until one is

chosen.

Suppose Mr. A. to be chosen ; the person who called the

meeting to order will then say :

“ Mr. A., having been duly elected to preside over this

meeting, will please take the chair.”

Mr. A. assumes the place of chairman, returns thanks for

the honor conferred upon him, and closes by asking, “Who
will you have for secretary ?

”

Some one is nominated, perhaps two or more, but usually

no opposition is offered. The secretary being chosen, the

meeting is now fully organized for business.

In large meetings it is common to name a great number

of prondnent citizens for vice-presidents and secretaries,

but this is for effect, as perhaps not one in ten may be

present.

The meeting being duly organized, it is in order for the

chairman, or some one familiar with the object in view, to

state concisely for what purpose the people were called to-

gether. Suppose it to be to build a town hall. The

speaker explains, and moves that a committee be appointed

to present resolutions expressing the desire of the originators

of the movement. The motion is seconded and carried.

The chairman asks. How many members of the committee

shall there be ? Some one suggests a certain number—say

five
;
and if no other suggestion is made the number is con-

sidered adopted as much as if it had been carried by a vote.

Then the chairman asks, “How shall the committee be

appointed ?
”

Someone suggests “by the chair;” another “by ballot.”

Questions being seconded are taken in order, and it is voted

that the chair appoint. The committee is appointed, and

retire
;
and while they are preparing their resolutions or re-

port it is usual for the assembly to take a recess, and in-

dulge in general conversation. Upon the appearance of the

committee the presiding officer calls to order, and the chair-

man of the committee offers their report. It is now before

the meeting, and generally a motion is made that “the re-

port of the committee be received.” This opens discussion,

and some one moves that the report be adopted. Suppose

this motion to fail, then the whole movement is substanti-

ally a failure
; but other cognate propositions may be made
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and lead to further action. If the report is adopted, the

nest business is to take steps to carry the rcsolutions into

effect by such means as raising subscriptions, or whatever

other method may seem feasible. And, now, the business

for which the meeting met being finished, at the suggestion

of the chairman, or on motion of some one present, the

meeting will adjourn to some future day, or indefinitely.

RECORD OF PROCEEDINGS.

officer, and when acting for him possesses all his powers and

assumes all his duties.

THE SECRETARY.

In regular bodies liolding frequent meetings, the Secretary

has much to do with t he direction of business, as lie is best in-

formed of what has been done and what is unfinished, lie

reads all papers when so desired
;
furnishes copies for publi-

cation or personal information of interested parties; keejjs

It is the duty of a secretary to make a brief but exact re-

cord of the proceedings, whether they are to be published or

not. For such a meeting as we have indicated the secre-

tary’s minutes would read about as follows

:

In accordance with public notice, a meeting of citizens of Slatstown

was held at the Phoenix

Hotel on the evening of

the 8th October, 1895.

The object of the meet-

ing was to secure the

building of a Town Hall.

Mr. A. was chosen chair-

man. and Mr. B. secre-

t-^rj-. The following

gentlemen were appoint-

ed a committee on resolu-

tions: G. B., J. D., and

E. F. M"hile the commit-

tee were out, Mr. J. N.

spoke of the importance

of the purpose for which

the people had assem-

bled.

The committee on res-

olutions made the fol-

lowing report. [Here in-

sert the full report.]

After discussion, in

which Mr. G. supported

and Mr. H. opposed the

committee’s report, a

vote was taken, and the

report and resolutions

were adopted. The meet- DEBATING
ingtlien adjonmed to the

11th of November next for nne die, if such be the fact].

DUTIES OF A PRESIDENT.

a full and faithful record of the actual iiroceedings ;
records

in full all piipers when so directed by tlie President or the

meeting ; is careful to note the substance if not the exact

words of all motions, with name of mover and of seconder,

and the result of the vote thereon. He is to record, file,

and preserve all pa-

pers of importance,

and have them ready

for inspection by

those who are so en-

titled. He notifies

committees of their

appointment and
duties, and his signa-

ture attests all offi-

cial documents or

{iroceedings.

THE
TREASURER.
In many cases the

Secretary acts as

Treasurer also, but

where there is a

Treasurer his duties

are very simple—to

give bonds (in some

cases), to receive and

disburse all funds of the association or society as directed by

rules or by sj)ccial votes. He usually reports at stated

j>erio<ls the condition of his accounts.

SOCIETY.

HE President or Chairman of a public meeting

should be familiar with the purpose in view,

and a person acquainted with the usages of

deliberative bodies ; of firmness, and of ready

lie should set forth the purposes for which the

meeting is called, or call upon some person competent to

do so with precision and clearness. It is the Chairman’s duty

to keep strict order and enforce all rules ; decide points of

OTxler; appoint committees whose selection is not specially

provided for; see that a quorum is present (if there is a

quorum necessary under the nile)
;
sign the proceedings or

necessary documents
;
keep members to the business on

hand as far as possible, and at all times preserve strict im-

partiality in his official conduct.

A Vice-President is merely a substitute for the chief

A QUORUM FOR BUSINESS.

An important point to determine, if not set down in the

rules, is how many shall constitute a quorum. This is an

unsettled matter. In a regular legislative body at least a

majority must be jiresent for any action, except that a le.ss

number may adjourn from time to time. In the New York

Ijcgislaturc there must be three-fifths of all members of each

house present to make the adoption of an act legal. Where

there is a fixed number to constitute a quorum, the presiding

officer must see that the required number arc present. The

moment the quorum is broken it is his duty to announce the

fact, and declare the .session “adjourned for want of a

quorum.” Such an adjournment is a matter of course, and

needs no vote. Hut as soon as enough come in to form a

quorum, business may be resumed.

decision.
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SPECIAL COMMITTEES.

The only, or at least the best, method of starting business

in a meeting or association, is by forming committees who
have charge of special subjects. Therefore all regular bodies

have a large number of Standing Committees. In Congress

the most important of such committees are on Finance,

Commerce, Appropriations, Foreign Relations, Judiciary,

Banking and Currency, etc. In temporary bodies commit-
tees are appointed as required by the business contemplated.

Standing committees are appointed by prescribed rules;

temporary committees by the chair or the meeting. Membei-s

of a committee may choose their own chairman, although it

is usual to accept as chairman the person first named on the

committee.

COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE.
This means all the members of a deliberative body in ses-

sion for general or particular discussion. In Congress much
of the minor work is done in Committee of the Whole, where

voting by calling the roll is dispensed with, and where
the previous question is not in order. A Committee of the

Whole chooses its own Chairman, perhaps a different per-

son at every session. After sufficient debate the Committee

rises, the regular body resumes its former session, and the

Chairman of the Committee of the W'hole makes a report,

which is discussed and voted upon by the main body.

Usually the recommendations of the Committee of the

Whole are adopted.

COMMITTEE WORK.

Much of the real work of meetings of citizens as well as of

regular bodies is done by committees. In Congress the

Ways and Means Committee practically shapes all financial

legislation. In a meeting of citizens the business is best put

in shape by deputizing a committee to present resolutions or

some plan for action, and such committee should consist of

the best informed persons present. The person first named
is usually the chairman, but the committee may choose

some other member. In the absence of specific direction

the committee uses its own judgment, but commonly takes

its cue from the call or object of the meeting, and drafts

resolutions or motions, and perhaps an address to carry out

such objects. It is in order to refer any appropriate matter

or paper to this committee, and report must be made on all

such matters. Having finished their work, the committee

report to the meeting in writing for or against propositions

referred to them. Some one moves that the report be re-

ceived. The adoption of this motion does not adopt the

report
; only puts it before the meeting for action. Motions

mtiy then prevail to adopt, to reject, to re-eommit to the

committee, and so on. An action on the report (except to

re-eommit) discharges the committee. A report agreed to

by a majority is the report of the committee, but any mem-
ber of a committee may make a minority report.

Committee sessions, if not fixed at stated times, are called

by the chairman at his discretion. Unless so ordered, or

the business demand it, committees will not hold sessions

during the sitting of the main body.

In the matter of reports there is no special formality.

When the committee or a majority thereof are agreed upon
i

the matter referred to them, a report to that effect is made
;

to the main body. A minority of any number is equally

entitled to make a report adverse or different from that of

the majority.

ACTION ON A REPORT FROM A COMMITTEE.
In case of a special committee, if the report be exhaustive,

j

the usual course is to move that the report be received and
the committee discharged. If that prevails, the committee
no longer exists, and the matter referred to them is before

the meeting. Here may come in a great variety of motions

—to adopt, amend, reject, etc. There is no precise form of

I

PRECEDENCE OF MOTIONS.

But the order in Congress is about as follows : 1. To
adjourn. 2. To lay on the table. 3. Previous question (in

the House only). 4. Postponement to a certain time.

5.

Indefinite postponement. A question to adjourn is always '

first in order. Next, a (question of privilege. Next, the t

order X)f the day. Next, a point of order on the subject in

hand. Next, the reading of papers concerning such sub-

ject. A motion to suspend the rules takes precedence of

the proposed action from which such motion arose. A
motion to lay on the table comes before all other subsidiary

questions ; that for the previous question goes before one

to postpone, commit, or amend, if made first ; a motion to

postpone to a definite time supersedes the previous question,

commitment and amendment
; a motion to commit comes

before amendment, postponement, and previous question,

but only if it be made first. A motion to amend is to be

voted on before the vote on the subject to be amended, and,

if made first, comes before indefinite postponement, or the

previous question. A motion to adjourn to a particular

date takes precedence of a motion to adjourn without day.

WHAT CAN BE DONE WITH MOTIONS.
The following careful synopsis gives the leading facts

about motions and their course in legislative bodies, socie-

ties and public meetings :

First.—Motions that can neither he amended
nor debated

:

1. To adjourn. [But a motion to adjourn

may be in effect amended by specifying a future date, and

then, on the time or d.ate only, discussion may ensue.] 2.

An appeal from the chair. 3. A call to order. 4. To allow

a member to continue speaking. 5. To lay on the table.

6. An objection to considering a question at the time.

7. A call for the order of the day. 8. The previous question.

9. Reading of papers appropriate to the subject under con-

sideration. 10. That the committee do rise (generally

meaning the committee of the whole). 11. To suspend

the rules. 12. To take a matter from the table. 13. To
take a question out of its proper order. 14. To withdraw a

motion.
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Second.—Motions that need not be seeonded :

1. Call to order. 2. Objecting to consideration. 3. The

order of the day. 4. Whether discussion shall continue.

Third.

—

Motions that eannot be reconsidered :

1. To adjourn. 2. To reconsider. 3. That the coininittce

rise. 4. To suspend the rule. 5. To lay on the table (if

carrieil). 6. To take from the table (if carried).

Fourth.—3/of<o/i.s requiring a tiro-thirds rote

to adopt: 1. To suspend or amend the rules. 2. To

close debate. 3. To limit debate. 4. Objecting to consider-

ation. 5. For the previous question. 6. Whether the mat-

ter shall now be discussed. 7. Making the subject a special

order. 8. To take a subject up out of its regular order.

Tilth.—Motions in order although a member
has the floor: 1. Appeal from the decision of the

chair. 2. A call to order. 3. Objecting to consideration of

the question. 4. The order of the day. 5. Whether the

subject shall be discus.sed.

COURSE OF BUSINESS IN PUBLIC
MEETINGS.

The work of a meeting begins by the presentation of a

motion, the object of which the mover explains. If sec-

onded, debate ensues. If not seconded it has no effect. But

commonly an initial resolution goes to action by general

consent ; that is. no one objects to its consideration. The

right to the floor, or to speak, goes by majority. If two or

more rise at the same moment, the. chair decides which has

the floor. If that decision is questioned, the matter is

decided bv vote or by the voluntary jdelding of competitors.

All motions and amendments ought to be in writing,

except such as to lay on the table or to postpone. A
motion being made and seconded, the chair states it, and

then it is open for debate. It is then in possession of the

body, and cannot be withdrawn without unanimous consent.

It must be read as often as any member shall call for its

reading. Thereafter its course is determined by the usual

rules of order. If it Ls determined to crowd it through, the

mover or some other supporb^r moves the previous question.

This stops all discussion, and a vote on the resolution mu.st

l)c taken at once. [In the United Slates Senate this pre-

vious question, or, as some call it, the “ gag rule,” is not

permitted.] If the previous question is sustained, the reso-

lution is dead, and cannot be renewed unless at a future

time in some modified form. If the previous que.stion is

not sustained, motion may be made to adopt, to postpone

indefinitely, to po.stpone to another time, to lay on the

table, to refer to a committee, to amend, to substitute a

different motion, all of which must be considered in their

place under the rules of order.

RIGHTS OF MINORITIES.
Certain minority rights are everywhere recognized. So

small a number as one-quarter may demand a vote by yeas

and nays; but in .some cases it takes two-thirds. Srimetimes

a plurality only may elect or take action, but usually a ma-

jority is required. Not long ago in several of our States a

majority was required to elect a Governor by the people. If
j

there were a tie or more than two candidates, and no one had
I

a majority, the Legislature was charged with the election.
j

But this majority principle has gone by, and in nearly all

cases of vote by the people the candidate having the greatest

number of votes is chosen. If there were a thousand candi-

dates for Governor of New York, and nine hundred and

ninety-nine had each nine hundred and ninety-nine v'otes,

and one had one thousand votes, that one would be legally

chosen Governor by a large minority but a legal plurality.

COURTESY IN DEBATE.

Courtesy and a careful regard for the opinions and rights

of others should be the aim of every speaker, even in meet-

ings of the least importance. A person wishing to speak

should rise and say, “ Mr. President,” or “ Mr. Chairman,”

and wait for recognition. If recognized he has the floor

and may hold it, in the absence of special niles, as long as

he desires to speak. If a point of order is raised, he should

be seated and silent until the point is decided. He should

not be interrupted unless clearly out of order, or in a case

where a member has information very pertinent and im-

portant to the subject of the speech. In that case the mem-

ber asks the speaker to yield for a moment and give him an

opportunity to make a statement. If the speaker refuses,

he cannot insist. To indulge in calls to order, or call ques-

tion, or rise to explain, or in any way annoy a member who

has the floor is excessively ill-mannered. When making an

address the speaker must stand up, unless in case of in-

firmity. (Senator IMorton was for years unable to stand, and

of course was permitted to .speak from his seat.) It is irregu-

lar in formal debate to mention other members byname;

the form is, the, gentleman from Ohio, or the Senator from

Maine, or my honored colleague ; and in ordinarj' meetings,

the gentleman who has just spohen, or the mover of the

amendment, or my worthy friend on the right—imy form

except Mr. Jones and 31r. Smith. A s{)caker should not be

prolix in any case, nor spin out words without meaning.

All statements should be terse, compact, and clear; the

plainer and simi>ler the language of an argument the greater

is its eflect. He should avoid all matters not pertinent to

his subject, be careful to use no disrespectful language, give

no reason for ofTenso to any one. If a point of order should

be raised, no matter how irrelevant, he should gracefully

yield the floor until permitted to go on. In regular bodies

there are niles definhig the number of times or (he length

of time a man may speak. In ordinary meetings no jierson

should speak more than once if any one else desires to speak,

or unless he has general consent. It is jiroper, however, to

give the mover of a resolution the last words upon his motion.

As to language we need only say that it should be dignified,

courteous, and good-tcmfiered, and that nothing whatever

of a coarse or vulgar character should be used.

DISCUSSION AND VOTING.

A subject should be discussed until the body can fully

understand it, and opposition should be fair and courteous.

Sometimes an attempt is made to “talk the matter to
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death,” and the patience of an assembly is worn out in

irrelevant debate. This may be stopped by a call for the

previous cpiestion, or if that is not admissible, by the general

opposition of the assembly in calling “question,” as in the

English House of Commons, until the offending speaker is

j

silenced.

Debate being over, anil suppose there to be a single

question, the chairman says: “ Are you ready for the ques-

tion?” Silence gives consent, and he says: “All who are

in favor of the adoption of the resolution will say aye.”

Response is made. “All who are opposed will say nay.”

If it seems to be clear, he says: “ The resolution is adopted,”

or, “ The chair is in doubt; all who are in favor of the reso-

lution will rise.” They rise. “Gentlemen will please be

seated. All who are opposed will rise.” If he is still in

doubt they rise again and stand until counted, when the

chairman decides that the ayes or nays have it, as the case

I

may be. In Congress and most legislative bodies (except in

committee of the whole) votes on important matters are taken

i
by calling the roll, each member answering yea or nay as

' he hears his name. In the matter of ordinary voting by yea

and nay, any member may question the decision of the chair,

and call for a division or a rising vote. After a motion has

been formally adopted it is still in order to move reconsider-

ation, and if such a motion prevails the subject is opened

back to the original motion. But this hardly ever happens;

yet to prevent the revival of the subject it is not unusual for

one who voted with the majority to “ clinch it,” as the say-

ing is, by moving that the vote just taken (adopting the

resolution) be reconsidered, and that the said motion to re-

consider do lie upon the table. This being carried, the sub-

ject is finished, for the session at least.

|HEN there has been a previous meeting the first

business in order is reading the minutes of such

meeting. If no one objects the minutes are

approved. Reports of standing and special

committees follow in order, and are variously

disposed of. Then comes unfinished business,

next new business, which generally comes in

the form of a motion or resolution. This should be written

out, and read by the President, and passed to the Secretary.

If seconded it may be debated, amended, referred, postponed,

or voted upon. Whenever the members are asked to vote

the chairman should state precisely what they are to vote

for or against. In regular societies votes are frequently

taken by calling the roll, each member answering “aye”
or “ nay ” as he Ileal's his name. Any person in doubt can

ask to have the question stated again^ which the chairman

must do. Only one subject or question can be considered at

a time. Where a matter is important and fully understood,

the sooner it is disposed of the better. The great evil

in legislative liodies, from Congress down, is unnecessary

delav.

FORWARDING A QUESTION.

The mover of a question ought to be reasonably sure of a

respectable number of supporters and well informed of the

views of the society or meeting on the subject. He should
;

bring in his resolution in time for full discussion and at a full
j

meeting, and also at a time when it will not interfere with I

other business. The member making the motion is the only

proper person to open its advocacy, which he should do as

clearly as possible and with the least waste of words or time.

In case the matter is referred to a committee, he should

personally enlighten them in the matter. Ordinarily if there

be any opposition it will come in the form of motions to lay

on the table, to postpone, to amend in such manner as to

destroy the original proposition—as a motion to strike out

the enacting clause, if carried, would kill a legislative act.

If the friends of a question feel sure of victory^ they may
shut off opposition by moving the

PREVIOUS QUESTION.
This is differently understood in various bodies. In the

Senate of the United States it is not permitted. In some

bodies when the previous question is moved it is the rule to

vote consecutively upon the latest motions back to the

original question
;
as, for instance, first on the motion to lay

on the table, next on the motion to amend, and lastly on the

main question. But the more general and preferable method

is that when the previous question is moved all additional

motions are disregarded, and the vote is taken at once and

without debate on the main question. If the opponents

have a majority the whole business is kUled, and cannot come

up again unless in some very different form.

OPPOSITION TACTICS.
The resources of the opposition in deliberative and

legislative bodies are very great. Usually their first action

is to procure delay by moving adjournment
;
to lay on the
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table for a time on plea of want of information on the sub- !

ject ; to lay on the table without time, which would permit i

the taking up of the question at the next moment or the next
|

meeting; to postpone without day,which if carried absolutely

kills the subject ;
to postpone to a future time, when by proper

effort the opponents may appear in a majority, when they

may take the question and kill it, or they may try the pre-

vious question suddenly when members not informed of the

object of the motion will be sure not to vote for it. These

are some of the strangling motions, but when the opposition

is not strong enough to defeat they resort to interference and

delay by proposing damaging amendments and dilatory

motions in great variety. One course is confusion of

amendments. An opponent moves to amend, another to

amend the amendment, another to amend the amendment
to the amendment—all to produce confusion. This is as

far as heaping up amendments can go ; and, after perhaps

almost intermin.able debate, question is to be taken, begin-

ning with the latest amendment and going back to the

original motion. Further complication can be made before

these questions are taken by a motion to postpone, which

must be put before that on the amendment to the amend-

ment. or by a motion to refer, which comes before that to

postpone. The very last resource of the opposition is to leave

the body without a quorum, but that is seldom effective,

except to procure delay.

QUESTIONS OF PRIVILEGE.

Wben a question has been regularly proposed, seconded,

and put by the presiding officer in due form, it must be

voted upon as the first business in order. But motion to

adjourn may be made, which is always first in order, and

must be voted upon without discussion. Yet if any other

question has been actually put and voting thereon com-

menced, the motion to adjourn cannot be entertained until

such voting is finished. Another pri\ileged question is the

order of the day. If a matter has been postponed to a given

hour, when that tim'; arrives it must be taken up, regardless

of other business, unless a motion to suspend the order of

the day be carried. The previous question is privileged, and
always in order.

MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS.

When a unbject has been postponed to a (jiven time, every member
may insist npon its beini; taken up at that time.

Where the sense wiii arlmit, a resolution or subject may be divided

into two or more parts, to be voted upon separately. But such division

should not be proposed unless the parts naturally form different

questions.

In tilling blanks, the remotest dates and the largest sums arc voted

upon first.

Points of order are decided by tlie presiding ofllcer, but any member
may appeal from such decision, wlien the presiding officer must put the

question whether the members sustain tlie appeal. If they do, the ques-

tion is “ Shall the decision of the Chair stand ? ” In most cases of appeal

the Chairman's decision is sustained.

A motion for the reading of papers pertinent to a matter under con-

sideration, must be put before the main question. But usually there is

no objection to the reading of such papers.

To expedite business, it is permissible to allow unimportant motions

such us approving minutes, reading papers, etc., to go by consent, the

presiding officer saying, in case of the minutes : “You have heard the

minutes of the last meeting read. If there is no objection they will be

approved.” (After waiting a moment and hearing no voices.) “They
are approved.”

In some bodies the presiding officer has a vote only when there is an

equal division, or a tie, as in the Senate of the United States. In some

bodies, a Speaker of the Assembly, for instance, is recorded alphabetic-

ally, as “Mr. Speaker,” who votes on all questions, or he may
delay until the roll is finished and then vote. A presiding officer

cannot properiy take part in debate, unless some other member takes

his chair. His arena for discussion is in committee of the whole. A
presiding officer may vote or not, as he pleases, though in certain cases

other members may be compelled to vote. If a body be divided sixteen

to fifteen, the Chair may make a tie and defeat the motion, or keep silent

and permit it to pass.

No one has a right to read or speak in a public body, unless by con-

sent or after vote of permission.

When a speaker finds I hat little attention is paid by members to his

remarks, he ought to know that it is time to conclude.

By common usage, the person making a proposition is entitled to speak

upon it before any other person.

Whoever moves (and carries) an adjournment, is entitled to the floor

when the meeting again convenes.

When an advocate and an opponent of a motion rise at the same time,

it is usual to give the opponent the fioor, and the advocate almost always

has the last word.

No member ought to speak more than once to a question if any other

member desires the floor
; but in case of an amendment, though essen-

tially the same matter, he may speak to that.

Suspending the rules has often been arbitrarily done in deliberative

bodies, but should he as little resorted to as possible. In some bodies it

requires the consent of two-thirds or three-fourths of the members

pre.sent to effect such suspension.

Methods of voting are different in casual and permanent bodies. In a

public meeting it is usually by “Yea” or “Nay” in general voice; if

there is a doubi, there may be a count. In some bodies it is by raising

the hand ; in others by calling the roll ; in others by secret ballot.

It is becoming common for women to attend public meetings, and

proper accommodations should he made for them. In assemblies where

women are officers, such as hoards of education or school trustees, they

may be addressed as“Mrs.” or “ Miss Chairman ” (not Chairwoman),

or “Mrs. President” (not Presidentess). With the exception of the

sexual prefix, the titles for female officers are the same as tho.se for

males, and should be so used, however awkward it may seem.
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VnSr\i>> -

ONSIDEKABLE social en-

joyment is attained in the

country and small villages by

the organization of clubs, un-

ions, societies, or associa-

tions for mutual improve-

Such societies may be form-

ed in almost any section, even of

sparsely settled country, as there need

be but a handful of members, so to

speak. When it is thought proper to

form such an association, the projec-

tors should agree upon its general pur-

pose and outline of formation, by con-

sultation at a private or public gather-

ins'. If it is to be a small society of

neighbors and friends, no })ublicity need

be given, and all the work may be done at the

homes of the parties most interested. But if it be

thought desirable to include persons farther off, or

out of the immediate circle, or if the object be of

public and general interest, a public notice or call

would be in order. This may be given by adver-

tising in a newspaper, or by handbills posted in the

district, or by written or printed notices sent

through the mails. When a sufficient number

have come togethei’, some one, on behalf of the

object, moves another friend for chairman, and

either the chairman or the mover, or some one

previously agreed upon, will explain the purpose

for which the people are called together, and give

an outline of the club, society, or association which

it is proposed to organize. His proper course, in

finishing his remarks, is to move the appointment

of a committee to prepare a constituti(m and by-

laws. If that work has already been done, as it

might well be, the meeting may take a recess for

half an hour, at the close of which time the com-

mittee may report. If no such preparation has

been made, it ivill be necessary, after an inter-

change of opinion, to adjourn to a future time.

In the interval, friends of the object will enlighten

the committee in the matter. On reconvening,

the officers of the former meeting will preside

without further notice
;
the committee report the

desired laws, and they should be at once fully and

carefully discussed, article by article, and section

by section, and so voted upon. If adopted, the

club or association is formed, and the members at

once proceed to elect the officers required by the

rules just adopted. Tlie temporary officers give

their places to those newly elected, and the organ-

ization is complete.

In forming an association of any kind, the first

step to be taken is the adoption of a Constitution.

By tliis is meant a formal agreement, defining the

purpose and intention of the association, the

course of action which the members of the society

propose to pursue, and the rules and regulations by

which they will be governed in their proceedings.

Lesser regulations in regard to the conduct of

members and order of proceeding, and, especially,

rules which are added after the adoption of the Con-

stitution, and are not of such importance as to be

made Amendments, may be framed into a set of

By-Laws.

The language of the Constitution should be pre-

cise, clear, and free from verbiage or unnecessary

statements. If desired, the document may begin

with a Preamble, setting out in general terms the

reasons which have led to the forming of the asso-

ciation. This, however, is by no means essential.
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aiul, we think, is now regarded as an old-fashioned

eiistom. For convenience of reference, the Con-

stitution must be divided and subdivided into Ar-

ticles and Sections. The Articles should be

numbered by Roman, and the Sections by Arabic

numerals. The substance of each Article sliould

l>e placed eitlier as a heading or at the left side.

Examples of the two methods are given below.

When the Constitution has been framed l)y a

committee appointed for that purpose, it is to be

brought before the society and considered, either

as a whole, or section by section. After its adop-

tion, it should be neatly engrossed in a suitable

book, which may be the minute book of the

society. To signify tlie accei)tance of it as the

fundamental law, all members must sign it.

Plenty of blank space must be left for the signa-

tures of new members, and also for the adding of

such amendments as may afterwards be adopted.

When an amendment is added, reference should be

made to it in the main body of the Constitution

either by foot or side notes.

A LYCEUM OR INSTITUTE.

PREAMBLE.

in debate and oratory, fluency in public speaking, and

ea.«e in rhetorical exercises, being obtainable only by con-

' slant practice in public ; and freedom of thought and

discussion in regard to questions of public importance.

^ whether (lolitical, social or religions, being one of the most

desirable means both of culture and enlightenment, we,

"'hose names are undersigned, do hereby agree to form an

“r ^ association to further these ends ; and for its government

do hereby establish and adopt the following

Con^^titutioii.

title.

ARTICLE I. The title and name of this a-socialion shall be

Tnr. Easton Institi'TE.

OBJECTS.

article II. The objects of this society shall be mutual improve-

ment in ileoate and composition, the diffusion of knowledge among its

members, and the cultivation of the social qualities.

OFFICERS.

ARTICLE III. The oflicers of this society shall consist of a I’resi-

dent.Vice Presidenl. a Kerotiling Secretarj'. a Corresponding .Secretary,

a Treasurer, and a Librarian.

ELECTION OF OFFICERS.

ARTICLE rV. Officers nhall beelected at the flrsi regular meetings

of the society in the months of .January. May and September, and

shall bold office for the four months following

.W, 2. An absolute majority of all votes cast shall not be necessary to

elect an officer \ plurality "hall suffice.

DUTIES OF OFFICERS.

ARTICLE V. The President shall preside at all meetings of the

!
society. In his absence the Vice-President shall take the chair.

Sec. 3. The Recording Secretary shall keep a clear and accurate record

of the proceedings at each meeting atid be prepared to read the same at

the next succeeding meeting.

Sec. 3. The Corresponding Secretary shall conduct all correspondence

of the society, and inform lionorary members of their election in ap-

propriate form.

Sec. 4. The Treasurer shall receive all dues and flues, shall pay out

money as directed by the vote of the society, and shall make a report of

the society accounts at the first regular meetings of the society in

January, May and September.

Sec. 5. The Librarian shall have charge of all books, records and

manuscripts belonging to the society, shall loan books to the members

in accordance with the by-laws relating to the subject, aud shall keep

an account of the whereabouts of such books.

COMMITTEES.

ARTICLE VI. Standing Committes shall be appointed by the Presi-

dent immediately after his election, as follows: Executive Committee,

committees on finance, library, lectures and printing
;

special commit-

tees shall l)e appointed upon other subjects by a vote of the society.

Standing committees shall consist of three members each.

MEMBERSHIP.

ARTICLE VII. Any person residing within the town of Easton,

whether lady or gentleman, may become a member of this association,

bv a majority vote of the members present at the regular meeting next

following that at which his or her name has been proposed. After such

election the membership shall begin only when the member elect has

signed this constitution and paid to the Treasurer three dollars ($3i,

as an initiation fee.

Sec. 3. Honorary memberships may be conferred by vote of the asso-

ciation upon any persons eminent in literature, science, art or states-

manship. Honorary members shall not be called upon to pay the initi-

ation fees or dues.

' RULES OF ORDER.

ARTICLE VIII. The proceedings and deliberations of this society

shall be governed by the rules of order laid down in “Cushing’s Manual

of Parliamentary Law,” unless said manual should in any respect con-

flict with this Constitution, its AmendmeTits, or the By laws.

EXPULSION OF MEMBERS.

ARTICLE IX. Any member guilty of disgraceful, corrupt or im-

moral conduct. nr who shall persist in neglecting the duties imposed upon

him by the society, or without good cause absent himself persi-tenlly

from its meetings, may be expelled by a two-thirds vote of themeral)erH

present at any meeting ; PiwidKl, that no member shall be expelled

before his case has first been presented to the Executive Committee,

w ho shall inform him of the charges made against him, give him an op-

portunity to be heard on his own behalf, and report the result of the in-

quiry to the society at large to take action upon.

TIME OF MEETINGS.

i ARTICLE X The regular meetings of this society shall be held

at eight o’clock on the Tuesday of each week, at Wilcox’s Hall.

See. 3. Special meetings may be called by the President on the written

request of five members.

AMENDMENTS.
ARTICLE XI. This Constitution may be altered or amended, at

I
any regular meeting, by a vote of two-thirds of the members present ;

I

Prr/rirlfil, that written notice of tbe nature of said amendment or altera-

tion shall have been given at a previous meeting.
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LIBRARY.

ARTICLE I. No member shall be allowed to have more than two

books from the library at one time in his possession. A fine of two

cents per day shall be imposed upon members keeping books moie

than two weeks. The library shall be open before and after the regular

meetings of the society.

aUORUM.
ARTICLE II. Twelve members of good and regular standing shah

constitute a quorum of this society.

MONTHLY DUES.

ARTICLE III. Each member shall pay a monthly due of fifty

cents to the Treasurer.
.

Sec 2 The Treasurer shall post upon the bulletin board every month the

names of those who have not paid dues for the three months preceding.

If, at the next meeting, any are still delinquent, he shall refer t e

matter to the Executive Committee.

appointments.

ARTICLE III. Members shall be appointed to take part in the

exercises in turn by the President. The orator shall be entitled to two

weeks’ notice of his appointment : debaters to one week s notice ,
the

critic shall be appointed at the opening of each meeting.

Sec 2 Failure to fill an appointment shall subject the delinquent to

a fine of fifty cents for each offense. The fine may be remitted by a

vote of the society.

ORDER OF EXERCISES.

ARTICLE rV. The following shall be the regular order of exercise

at each regular meeting, after the meeting has been called to order :

1. Calling the roll.

2. Reading minutes of last meeting.

3. Reports of committees and officers.

4. Debate.

5. Reading {selected).

6. Oration.

7. Criticism of literary exercises.

8. Election of members.

9. Election of officers (in Jan., May and Sept.l

10.

New business.

11 Adjournment.

S C\nh.

ARTICLE I.

This association shall be known as the Midfield County As^icultnral

X, Society Its objects shall be the promotion of the knowl-

^and® edge of practical and scientific farming among its members

Object, and the community at large, and social enjoyment among

I
its members and their families.

1

I

article n.

1 Any person residing within this State, and more than twenty-one

I years of age, may become a member of this club by receiv-

I

Member- ing a majority vote of the members present at any meeting,

ship. and by paying the fee of three dollars ($3.(X)) to the Treas-

urer, and the same sum annually thereafter.

article in.

I The officers of this Club shall be a President, a Secretary (who shall

also be the Treasurer), and three members who, with the

Officers. President and Secretary, shall constitute the Executive Com-

mittee. These officers shall be elected annually by ballot

at the regular meeting in May of each year.

ARTICLE IV.

The President and Secretary shali have like powers and perform like

duties with like officers in similar organizations. The Ex-

ecutive Committee shall have general charge of the inter-

.- . ests of the Club and the carrying out of its objects. It shall

of
'

fill vacancies among its own members, make rules, regu-

Officers. 'ate expenditures, manage fairs or exhibitions, invite

speakers or lecturers, and shall report at the annual meet-

iii" of the Club, and whenever else it may have matter to

communicate. Three members of the Executive Committee

shall constitute a quorum.

ARTICLE V.

The Club shall be divided into the following sections, namciy ; 1.

Soils, their culture and management ;
2. Cereals and

grasses ; 3. Vegetables ;
4. Fruit and flowers ; 5. Farm

buildings ;
6- Implements of agriculture ;

7. Stock, its

food'and care ;
8. Miscellaneous affairs. To one or more

Sections of the sections each member shall attach himself as soon

as convenient after joining the club. Papers and questions -

relating to the several departments shall be referred to the

appropriate sections, and reports thereon made to the Club

from time to time.

ARTICLE VI.

The meetings of this Club shall take place monthly on the first Tues-

day of each month, and at such other times as the President,

Meetings, at the request of at least five members, shall name The

regular meeting on the first Tuesday of May shall be known

as the “ Annual Meeting.
”

ARTICLE VII.

An annual county fair shall take place in the last week of September

under the auspices of this Club, The Executive Committee

shall have the general charge of such fair, and other special

Annual committees may be appointed by the Executive Committee.

Fair. g„<.h articles shall be exhibited in competition and other-

wise, and such premiums shall be paid to exhibitors as the

committees, by and with the consent of the Club, shall de-

termine.

article VIII.

This Constitution may be altered or amended by a vote of

of the members present at any regular meeting of the Club;

Amend- ^ written notice of the proposed alteration or ameiid-

men must be given at a previous regular meeting.

[Note. It will be observed that the rules in the last

Constitution are less minute and stringent than in the case

of the Lyceum. In a debating club every opportunity

should be given for parliamentary practice, and strict method

should be followed. In a farmers’ club less formality and

fewer arbitary rules of order are required. In fact, the

more informal and conversational the proceedings of such

a club, the more likely is it to be a success.]

In all great societies, sucli as the Freemasons

or Odd Fellows, it is now the praetice to agree

upon a mutual guaranty of help in cases of siek-

ness and deeease. The Society, or some section

thereof, forms itself practically into a mutual In-

surance Company eonfined in membership. le

main advantage lies in the fact that no large
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sahiries have to bo paid to officers and agents.

There is no reason why such an arrangement may

not be applied to any organization, if the number

of members is moderately large. The introduc-

tion of the following Articles into the Constitution

will effect the purpose

:

Article I. On the death of any member of this association in good

and regular standing, each member shall, upon being uotifled thereof

by the Treasurer, pjiy to him the sum of one dollar and ten cents (.$1.10),

of which amount the Treasurer shall pay one dollar to the widow or

nearest relative of the deceased member, and shall retain the remaining

ten cents to cover expenses of notification and collection, rendering

a report to the Society of the expense in each case and paying the sur-

A o A o A

plus, if any, into the General Benefit fund, or otherwise, if directed

by the Society.

Article II. If any meml)cr fails to respond to the notice of the

Treasurer for the payments as specified in Article L, the amount shall be.

charged against him as dues ;
and no member who shall be in arn-ars

for his dues for six months shall be entitled to the benefit given by .\r-

tide 1.

Article III- Every member must at all limes keep his residence

registered in the books of the Society. Failure to do so shall forfeit his

rights as to insurance.

Article IV. If any member shall fail to iiay the one dollar and ten

cents, as above specified, within sixty days after proper notice has been

given to him by the treasurer, his name shall be drojiped from the In-

surance Club roll, he shall cease to have any rights under its provisions,

and shall forfeit any assessments already paid.

F0^ PUBLiIO JllEETIlSieg.

X no small measure does the success

of a public meeting de])end upon

the amount of publicity given by

its originators to the time and place

when and where it is to be held.

With jiropcr energj- and a good

cause, a verj- few persons can iirouse

and attract the attention of the

multitude in such a way as to in-

sure a spirited and well attended

meeting. In issuing the call the object should be

set forth not only clearly and distinctly, but stnk-

inrjhj and, if possible, in an original form. Display

tvpe is here verv’ properly used, and a moderate

degree of “ sen.sationalism” not out of place.

Tlie principal jwints to be mentioned, besides the

place and hour of assembly, are usually the names

of speakers who may be present, the object of gath-

ering together, the presence of a glee club, music

or other attractions, and the genend merits of the

can.se to be di.scussed. The following forms will

suggest many variations to suit .special ca.«es.

REPUBLICAN RALLY!
At Mc«ic P klu. Thurwlay, Oct, 5, at 8 p. m., iharp- The flr*t Gha!«i>

Rally of the Campaign. R^ptblicaks, aland by the cause 1 WouK-

tTOBEB. remember your Intereat* ! CiTiXKWa. the counfry'a prosperity

is at stake 1 The meeting will be addressed by the IION. JOHN SHER-

MAN, ROBERT G. INGERSOLL, and others. The Young Voters'

Union Glee Club will render stirring campaign songs. Ladies cordially

invited. COME ONE ! COME ALL !

ATTENTION ! BALSTON ZOUAVES I

Members of Company A, Balston Zouaves, arc hereby notified to meet

at the armory at eight o'clock on the evening of Thursday, the 10th inst.,

for drill and company meeting. The question as to visiting Syracuse

and joining in the Decoration Day parade will be considered. A full

attendance is specially desired. By order of the captain.

James Pike, Orderly.

VETERAN FIREMAN.
All persons who were formerly members of the old Volunteer Fire

Companies of this city arc earnestly requested to meet at Tompkins

Hall on Wednesday night next at eight o'clock. It is desired to form an

association of old Veterans for purposes of mutual enjoyment, and Jios-

sibly to parade at some future time. Come and talk over the old limes.

SHALL WE HAVE A GOOD SCHOOL P

Many citizens who arc greatly dissatisfied with the present man-

agement of the district schools of this town, propose to meet at the

house of Mr. William Edgarton, Wednesday night, at half-past seven,

to discuss the practicability of establishing a good select school where

our children may receive proper instruction. An opiiortuiilty Is now

offered to engage a capable and experienced teacher, if a reasonable

number of pupils can be obtained. All interested in the cause of edu-

cation are earnestly urged to be present.

INDEPENDENCE DAY.

All patriotic citizens of Orccnvllle who wish to sec the anniversary

of the Nation's Independence celebrated in a fitting manner to do honor

to our town and our public spirit, will please meet at the Town Hall on

Wednesday next, at three o’clock In the afternoon, to take appropriate

measures. Let every one come out. A committee, consisting of Messrs.

J. L. Hunt, William Robinson, and Selah Strong, will be on liand to re-

ceive subscription", or will call on yon at your homes. Let us have a

glorious old-fashioned FoenTU or July.
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PETITIONS.

PRISON REFORM.

A meeting of all interested in reforming the well-known abuses ex-

isting in the prisons, jails, reform schools and almshouses of this State,

mil be held at Allyn Hall, Hartford, on Friday, Juue 29th, at two o clock

in the afternoon. Papers of great interest will be road on Prison

Maiia-mment, Almshouse Abuses, and Convict Labor. Rev. Thomas

W. Wyans, who has devoted much time to the inve.stigation of this sub-

ject will address the meeting and give the result of his studies, de-

scribin'' the atrocities which have existed in other States and the defects

of our own system. Hon. Francis Wayland, of New Haven, will give

an account of the pauper systems of England and Europe, and deal

with the subject of “Our Tramps.”

LABOR MEETING.

Car-Drivers, Take Notice 1 Shall we slnkef A meeting of all car-

drivers employed on the Third Avenue horse railroad will be held

Sunday evening at eight o'clock at Steinway Hall to determine whether

a “ strike” shall be instituted for a raise of wages of twenty -five cents

per day. It is of the very highest importance that all who can should

be present, in order that a general expression of opinion may be had.

Good speakers and music will be on band. We desire to let the pubhe

know the real facts as to our treatment by the bloated monopolists who

arc enriching themselves by our toil. Per Order Executive Committee.

REUNION OF “OLD FORTY-NINERS.”

\11 residents of San Francisco or vicinity, who originally came to

California in the “ Forty-nine Rush,” of 1849, or thereabouts, arc in-

vited to meet at the Crawford Hotel, Rooms 8 and 9, on Saturday even-

in'', for the purpose of forming a permanent organization of a social

chmacter. Refreshments will be on hand, and stories and incidents o

old times in order. No set speeches are asked for. Come and ave a

good time.

SUPPRESSION OF VICE.

The undersigned, at the request of many citizens, have determined to

call a meeting to consider the advisability of forming a permanent or-

ganization to be known as the " Society for the Suppression of Vice in

the City of Chicago.” The meeting will be held in the lecture-room of

the First Presbyterian Church, on Main Street, at two o'clock in the

afternoon of Monday, the 12th iiist.

The reasons which have led to this call are :

1 The fact that several gambling dens of the lowest description are

now in full operation in this city, enticing our young men to destruc-

tion ;
that, though their attention has been called to this fact, the city

authorities have seemed to be unwilling or unable to cope with the evil.

2. The fact that daily observation shows that drunkenness is on the

increase, and along train of crime follows in its wake; that, though

laws have been made to restrain the sale of liquor, forbidding the open-

ing of saloons on Sunday, selling liquor to minors and keeping open

after midnight, yet these laws are coustantly and defiantly violated, and

the proper authorities declare themselves powerless to enforce them

without the intelligent co-operation of citizens.

It is proposed that a society be formed to investigate this deplorable

state of affairs, to appoint detective agents to obtain evidence against

violators of the law, and to raise funds wherewith to institute prosecu-

tions whenever feasible. Citizens who have the true interests of the

city at heart, of whatever creed or belief, are vehemently called upon

to take a stand on the right side. Let us save the fair fame of our city.

Rev. James L. Bell.

Rev. Thomas Walker.

Signed, Rev. Josiah 'if. Griggs.

Hon. Wilson Peabodv.

Daniel McCarthy.

ETITIONS are formal requests or

memorials addressed by one or more

citizens to officers or bodies having

power to grant the thing sought

for. When the petition is negative

in its character, requesting that

something shall not be done, it is

called a remonstrance. Among the

jiersons to whom petitions may jiroperly

be made in this country are, the President or Con-

gress of the United States, the Governor or Legis-

lature of the various States, courts of law, and the

Mayor and Common Council of a city. Affidavits

should be attached to all legal petitions addressed

to a court.

The petition should be formal in its direction

and close. The address to the President should

be, “To Chester A. Arthur, President of the

United States to a Governor, “ To Hobart B.

Bigelow, Governor of the State of Connecticut. In

neither of these cases should the title of “ Excel-

lency ” be prefixed. After the address the object

of the petition is introduced in this manner :

“The petition of the undersigned, citizens of

New York, respectfully represents : That ”

The object of the petition must then be set out in

a brief and lucid shape.

It is customary to close petitions to courts and

legislative bodies with the phrase :
“ And your pe-

titioners will ever pray,” etc.

PETITIONS TO CITY OFFICERS.

1. FOR EXTENSION OF 'WATER FACILITIES.

To the Mayor and Common Col'ncil or the City op Westbrook:

Gentlemen Your petitioners, citizens and taxpayers residing on Syl-
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van Avenue and Myrtle Stivot in the city of Wcstbnmk, resiKTlfiiliy pe- '

titiun and solicit your lionorable bixly to extend the system of the city

watenvorks by laying pipes ibroneb the streets above mentioned. We
would respectfully represent to your honorable body that within the past

year many new houses have been erected on those streets and the im- '

nKaliate vicinity, and that the residents are totally without the water fa-

cilitk-s to which as taxpayers they are justly enliiled.

Westbkim)K. New Yoiik, June 12, 1S81.

{Sigii«l by all rtsiJfiilson Sylran Attune and ifyrlU Struet.)

2. FOR ABATEMENT OF A NUISANCE.

To TUE Mayor and Aldermen or tmeCity or IIobokkn, in Co.m.mon

Council assembled :

Gcaflonca The undersigned, citizens, residents of the Fourth

Ward, respectfully represent that the building, 406 South Street, owned

by a corporation known as the " New Process Soap Company,” is now,

and for some months has been, nsetl by the said company for the imr-

pose of manufacturing soap, and for other puri>osc3 to your jwtitioners

unknown ; that the process of manufacture is so carried on as to pro-

duce a most unendurable stench, to the great annoyance and serious
|

discomfort of your petitioners, their families, and all persons resident

in or passing through the neighborhootl ; that your petitioners are in-

formed by medical authority, and verily believe, that the gases thus gen-

erated and diffused are injurious to health, as well as unpleasant to the

senses. Vour petitioners further represent that the carrying on of this

busines.s is in all respects a nuisance, and request your honorable body

to have it aliated as such.

Hoboken, New Jersey, .Inly 5th, 1882.

I by d/ty jt'rmns tiring in the neighborhood.)

3. REMONSTRANCE AGAINST SALOON LICENSES.

To THE Mayor and Common Council op Yonkers, New York :

Yonrpetitioners.residentsand taxpaycrs.rcspeci fully repre.sent that the

increase in crimi- in this city within the last year, as shown by the records

of the City Court, and especblly the fearful prevalence of intoxication, a
]

fact which may daily be observed on our streets, are, in the opinion of
,

your petitioners, in great measure due to the increased numberof licenses
1

granted by the city authorities to carry on the business of liquor .selling
;

j

that the number of saloons in our city is already far too large in proportion

to the size of the place, and that it is also larger than in other cities of

the same size. We. Ihen-fore, respectfully solicit and urge your honor-

able body to permit no more such licenses to lie granted in the future^

and to lake prompt action against such licensed vendors of spirituous

liquors as have violated the laws and conditions under which they were

granted.

i.'Sgned by ten clergymen and many citizene.)

PETITIONS TO STATE LEGISLATURES.
1. REMONSTRANCE AGAINST DIVISION OF TOWNS.

To THE Honorable the Senate and Hou-‘E op Representatives
op the State op Maine in Leoislature .\ssembled ;

The petition of the undersigned, citizens of the village of rawckas-
sett.now a portion of the borough of Podiink. resiiectfully repiesenis

that they have learned that a hill is now before the two Houses of As-

sembly, for the purpose of erecting the village aforesaid Into asepiirate

forporatc borough ; that they, your |H-titioncrs. fully believe that such

action would be opposed lo the bc«l Interests of tmlh village and bor-

ough, and earnestly remonstrate against such action. Imth a« unneces-

sary and Injurious, and as opposed, as they arc informetl and verily he-

Here, lo the will of the majority of the people of said vdllage and borough.

-\nd your petitioners, as In duty bonnd, will ever pray, etc., etc.

2 WOMEN ON SCHOOL COMMITTEES
To THE Ceneral Assembly op the State op Wisconsin •

The undersigned, citizens and voters of the .8tate of Wisconsin, re-

spectfully present lo your honorable body the following reasons In favor i

of ibe bill now before the Slate I^rfi-slature providing that all women ,

above the age of twenty-one. who are owners nr pail-owners of prop-

erly on which taxes are assessed, should he pi-riuitled lo cast Iheir bullols

al the election of school committees in the several towns and boroughs,

and to serve as meinla-rs of such school committees, if elected thereto :

1. That, as taxpayer*, they are entitled lo have a voire in the dispo.

sition of the funds raised in (lart by assessment of Iheir jiroperly, on

the principle declared by our forefathers, ” no taxation without repre-

senlation.”

2. That the care and education of cliildren is a subject in which women
are peculiarly and siiecially interested, and that therefore their tastes

and training make them fully competent lo assist in the selection of

school committees and to serve with credit thereon.

3. Tliat it is, as we believe, the general opinion of the voters of Ibis

State that a step should he taken toward the enfranchisement of

woman; thatio many it seems expedient that full electoral riglils

should not be conferred at once ; and that the grant proiiosed in the bill

referred to will furnish an excellent test of the capacity of ttie women
of this State to properly use the full right of suffrage in case it may
hereafter seem advisable to bestow it upon them.

For these reasons and others which will be set before your honorable

body 1 y those memlH’rs having charge of said bill, the undersigned re-

spectfully but earnestly petition your honorable body to consider the

subject at an early date, feeling assured that its immediate passage will

meet with the warm approbation of a large majorily of citizens. And
your jictitioners, as in duty bound, will over Jiray, etc.

3. FOR CHANGE OF NAME.
To THE Honorable Senate and House op Representatives op the

State of Georgia:

Y'onr petitioner, the undersigned, respectfully represents to your hon-

orable body that he is a citizen of Dahlonega, Lumpkin County
;

that

through the unintentional misjudgment of his parents, he at jiresent

bears the unmelodious name of Nebuchadnezzar Nubbins
;
that said

name is disagreeable in sound and ridiculous in writing
;
that it is a

cause of great annoyance to him ns furnishing a source of mirth to ill-

disposed persons, and that he verily believes it is the cause of pecuni-

ary loss lo him in business matters. He therefore prays your honorable

body to allow him lo exchange it for the more euphonious name of

Algernon Sydney Gordon, by passing the following bill, which will be

presented lo you by the member from Lumpkin County.

I’rivulc Bill No.—Be it enacted that the name of Nebuchadnezzar

Nubbins, of Lumpkin County, be and hereby is changed to Algernon

Sydney Got don.

And your petitioner will ever pray, etc.

PETITION TO GOVERNOR
To .-\LONzo B. Cornell, K*q., Governor op the State op New

York;

The petition of the undersigned, citizens of New York, respectfully

represents

;

That on the twelfth day of Juniiary, 18T0, William M’ullace, of the

City of New York, was convicted before the Court of Oyer and Ti'nnl-

ner in said city of the crime of burglary, and sentenced therefor lo the

Slate prison al Sing Sing for the term of eight years; that he has already

seired five years of said sentence, and that three remain lo be serveil
;

that his conduct while In prison has been uniformly excellent and his

character has greatly Improved, as will he seen from the enclosed letters

w ritten by Ihc Warden and Chaplain : that the evidence upon which he

was convicted Is not altogether conclusive ns lo the hrenking-in neces-

sary lo constitute burglary; that said Wnllnec has a wife and child

gieatly in need of his support and care ; that, in the opinion of all ac-

quainted with the case, the said Wallace will fnllhfnily adhere to his

resolve lo live henceforth an industrious and honest life. Yotir peti-

tioners. therefore, believing that the licst interests of society will be

servetl thereby, and that the demands of justice have been already siif-

llclenlly answered, respectively Imidorc the executive clemency In his

behalf, and pi'tltion that the nnexpired jHirtion of his sentence be re-

mItbNi.

And your {H.-titloncrs will ever pray, etc.
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RESOLUTIONS.

assobUTiONS

rli

;Y means of written Resolutions as-

semblies or bodies of peo])le ])ut npon

record their opinions, sentiments, or

intentions regarding any matter be-

fore them for consideration. Resolu-

tions may be of a purely business

,,
- character, as resolutions of instruc-

^ tion to members of a legislature, or of

^ stockholders in favor of a certain route,

31- they may be resolutions of condolence or con-

o-ratulation. In framing the first class, care should

be taken to use brief, clear, and business-like lan-

guage, and to express what is desired in the fewest,

plainest, and most forcible words possible. When

condolence or congratulation is to be extended, the

task of drawing satisfactory resolutions is more dif-

ficult. On the one hand is the danger of appear-

ing unfeeling by being too curt and business-like
;

on the other, the danger of falling into too senti-

mental and “high-flown” language, making

bathos of what is meant for pathos. The only

guide that ean be followed is that suggested by

honest feeling and a refined literary taste.

It is usual to preface resolutions with a preamble,

beginning with the word “ Whereas,” and setting-

out the reasons or occasion for the following reso-

lutions. When the preamble naturally divides it-

self into two or more parts, each should form a

separate clause beginning with the word “Where-

as.” The resolutions should each begin with the

words “ Be it Resolved,” or simply “ Resolved.”

The preamble may in many cases be omitted alto-

gether. While it is well to use considerable for-

mality in framing a set of resolutions, precision

and brevity must not be sacrificed.

The following forms of Resolutions may, with

alterations which will readily suggest themselves,

jerve for many occasions.

A A A A A A
'.-.r'

^nT.W .
.uCv

RESOLUTIONS OF CONDOLENCE.

1 _ON THE DEATH OF A PUBLIC OFFICER.

Whereas, it has pleased Almighty God in His infinite wisdom to re-

move from our midst our honored and worthy fellow-member, Edwin

Stone; and

Whereas, The pleasant and intimate relations which for twenty years

he held with this Board as a fellow Director make it eminently fitting

that we should place npon record our feelings of appreciation of his

services und regret for his loss 5
theiefore

Resolved, That this Board of Directors will ever hold in grateful re-

membrance the sterling business qualities, the patience, integrity, and

clear-sightedness displayed for many years by our late fellow-member,

Edwin Stone, in the work of this Board.

Resolved, That the sudden removal by death of our esteemed fellow-

citizen from the position which he held as a public officer creates a

vacancy not easily filled, and that his fellow-members fully realize and

deeply deplore the loss occasioned to themselves and to the public at

Resolved, That we hereby extend our deepest sympathy to the be-

reaved relatives and friends of the deceased,, hoping that even in the

sadness of their affliction they may yet find some consolation in know-

ing that the worth of his private qualities and the value of his public

services are properly appreciated.

Resolved, That a copy of these Resolutions be properly engrossed and

sent to the family of onr deceased fellow-member, and that the Resolu-

tions be also published m each of the daily papers of this city.

3,_DEATH of a society member.

At a special meeting of the Greenville Literary Institute and Lyceum,

held at Union Hall on the evening of Wednesday, the 12th inst., the

following preamble and resolutions were unanimously adopted ;

Whereas, It has seemed good to the Ruler of the Universe to re-

niove from among us our talented and beloved friend and fellow-

member, Janies Austin Gregory, therefore, in view of the loss we have

sustained, and the still heavier loss occasioned to his respected relatives.

Resolved That the members of this society hereby desire

prfss their’senseof bereavement and grief at the loss of one of their

earliest, most faithful, and most gifted members, and to record the en-

joyment and profit which they have long had in the genial social q

ties and the brilliant intellectual acquirements of the deceased.

p That we sincerely sympathize with the relatives and near

f r of’om latrbrv ^assocL and that we respectfully com-

S^thlTi'rnsolItion to that Divine

times inscmtable in its dispensations, yet ^ j. ®o,,.,edge

was also a devoted and consistent Christian

Resolved That in token of our sorrow at the death of

thf mLtrs of this association wear a badge of crape upon the

“ ^irK'the secretary of this meeting is instructed to send^a

copy of these resolutions to the parents of the deceased,

monial of our grief and sympathy.
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CONGRATULATION AND COMPLIMENT.

1 PROMOTION OF AN OFFICER.

At a mcctinc of the members and officers of the Fire Department of

the city of Providence, held in Turners’ Ilaii, on the evening of

Wednesday, the foilowing resoiiitions were unanimously adopted ;

WuERE.vs, ,\t the last meeting of the Board of Fire Commissioners
for the city of Providence. Edgar C. Jenkins, foreman of Engine Com-
pany No. 2. was unanimously appointed Chief of the Fire Department
of this city; now, therefore be it

—

Hffolreii, That we, the officers and members of the different com-
(lanies. desire to declare, in the warmest manner, our approbation of
this appointment as a wise and suitable one, and to express our opiuioii
that it will result in greatly increasing the efficiency of the Department
in every respect

Htsolrttl, That we also desire to congratulate our comrade and as-

sociate, Edgar C. Jenkins, on his well-deserved promotion, to express
our confidence in his ability to fill the important ixjst with credit and
honor, and to a.ssurc him of our hearty cooperation in Ins efforts to

make our Fire Dc|>arlmcnt the best in the State.

Kefvittd, That these resolutions be handsomely engrossed at the ex-
pense of this meeting and presented to the new Chief, Edgar C. Jenkins
and that copies be sent to the daily papers aud to the Board of Fire
Commissioners.

2.

RETIREMENT OF PUBLIC OFFICER.
•\t a meeting of the .Mdermen and Councilmcnof the city of Weston,

in Common Council assembled, the following resolutions were adopted
without a dissenting vote ;

WiiEBEAS, Our esteemed fellow -citizen, Lucius A. Judsoii, hashanded
to us his written rc.signation of the office of Town Treasurer, assigning as
reasons therefor his increasing age and bodily infirmity, and—
Whereas, The said Lnciiis Judson has filled the office from which

he now retires for thirty five years, to the great satisfaction of all citi-

zens, of whatever political parties; and during tliis time our taxes
have been lighter than those of other neighboring towns, and at the
same time our public improvements have been more extensive

; and—
iiEREAs. During all this time the said Lnciua A. Judson has ab-

solutely refused to accept any i>ay whatever for his sciwices, therefore,
he it

lirmlttil. That in unwillingly accepting the resignation of Treasurer
Judson, the Mayor and Common Council of this town desire to expresa
to him in the heartiest and most sincere manner the thanks Ixrtli of
them-sclves and of the public, for his prolonged, valuable and unre<ioiled
labor in behalf of the public interest, and to hope that in his retirement
from office he will enjoy the happiness of a peaceful and serene old age,
with the confidence and regard of his fellow-citizens.

That, in the opinion of this meeting, the prosperity and
growth of Weston is due. more than to any other onecausc, to the disin-
terested exertions of our laic Town Treasurer In Its behalf.

Rtjoit’nt, That a copy of these rcsoliitinns bo handsomely engrossed
at an expense of not more than fifty ($.V)) dollars, and presented to thj
retiring Treasurer as a mark of our esteem.

RfMjrt,!, That a committee of three be appointed by the Mayor to en-
gage «>njc skillful artist to paint a portrait of the Hon. Liirlns A. Jud-
son. at an expense of not more than three hundred dollars, to lieIwne by the town, and that such jiorfrait, when completed, shall be
hung In a prominent (lositionln the new Town Hall.

(Si/jntd by Ihf Hayor. AULtrv^,, and CouncUmfn.)

3, COMMENDING OFFICERS OF A SHIP.
W HEREAS. r>n the night of June i. the steamship Orenn Ware, Capt
atsnn, frr.m Liverpool to New York, came into collision with the

•teamship AlU*. tinder circumstances which, in the Judgment of the
undersigned, pas^-ngers In the Ocean Ware, full, exonerate the captain
and officers of that vessel from all blame in the premises, andM IIEREAS, The conduct of the captain, officers and crew In the trying
eoR-rgenc, is deserving of the highest praise and gratitude ; therefore

Retiree!

.

That we. the t^ssengers of the Ware, do hereby ex-
tend oqr ...rnest thanks to the capuin, officers, and crew for the cool.

determined, and efficient manner in which they took instant and effica-

cious measures for the safety of the passengers under their cliarge and
the preservation of the ship, and that we congratulate the owners of tho
line on the possession of officers so manly, courageous, andgcutleinanly,
and of a crew so well disciplined and obedient.

Refolved, That especial praise is due to Captain Watson, whose quick
aiiprcciation of the situation and thorough seamanship preserved, as we
believe, the lives of the passengers and crew, and assured tlie safety of
the Ocean ICacc ; also to Second Mate Lowry and the hoat-erew under
his command, who, at the iiiiiniiicnt risk of their own lives, saved the
crew of the Alice, by putting out to her in a very heavy sea.

Resolred, That a copy of these resolutions be sent to the owners, to
Caiitain Watson, and to Mate Lowry.

{Siffned by all the paesengen.)

4.

THANKS TO OFFICERS OF A CONVENTION.
Resolved, That the thanks of this convention are due, and are hereby

given, to tiie President, for the alile, impartial, and dignified manner in
which he has presided over its deliberations, and to tlie other officers,
for the satisfactory manner in which they have fulfilled the duties
assigned them.

(.1 resolution of this kind should be pul to the vote by the member offer-
ing it, the subject being jiersonal to the chair.)

BUSINESS RESOLUTIONS.

1.

INSTRUCTIONS TO MEMBERS OF LEGISLATURE.
At a meeting of citizens of Palmer, the following Preamble and Reso-

lutions were adopted by a large majority :

Whereas, The various Horse Railroad Companies of this city see fit

to charge the fare of six cents for a single ride on each road, and will
grant no transfer tickets

; and
Whereas, This charge was first adopted in “war times,” when the

purchasing value of money was less, and the population of the city
much smaller.

Resolved, That in our opinion the present charge is excessive and vex.
atioiis, and that in view of the public privileges conceded to them, ami
tlie large profits accruing, the companies sliould be eomiiellcd to re’diico
the fare.

Resolved, That the members of the Legislature for this district be, and
hereby are, instructed to prepare a bill reducing the fare from six to five
cents and providing for the i-ssiie of transfer tickets by the Main Street
road from their main line to their depot branch, at the price of six cents
for the full trip, to present such bill to the Legislature, and to do all in
their power to procure its immediate passage.

2.

PROTEST AGAINST STREET PAVING.
At a meeting of the residents on Pine Street, held Inst evening, the

following Resolutions were adopted ;

Whereas, Tlie Board of Public Works of this city have passed an
Order for the paving of Pine Street, from Walnut to Penn, with Belgian
blocks :

Resolved, That it Is the unanimous opinion of the residents ami prop-
erty owners on that part of the street tliat such street-paving is uniiec
essary and injudicious

:

1. Because the roiul is already macadamized aud in excellent condi-
tion.

2. B<-causc tho street is occupied almost entirely by private houses
and villas, is distant from the center of the city, and Is not subject to
heavy or business travel.

3. That the assessments will he a heavy and uncalled for burden on
the residents, whose- taxes are already very high.

Resolved. That a committee of three be named by the chairmau of this
meeting, to draw up a petlllori «-tling forth our opinion, to circulate the
same for signatures, and to present it to the proper authorities, praying
for relief.

*

3.

OBJECTING TO RAILROAD ROUTE.
At a town meeting of the town of Bolton, regularly called by the

projM-r officers, and held at the Town Hall, on Tuesday, the 12th Inst., tho
following Resolutions were passe-d by a vote of I tfi to .37 :

Whereas, The Hampton and Midland Railroad Company have ob-



tained a charter from the Legi^^lalure of this State ailowiag them to lay

a track throngh tins towm
construction company have chosen for

VVheueas I he survey
^ .east of

the position of such t

belonging to Jared Hall, and proceed-
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to report on the subject at a special town

meeting which they are hereby given a.Uhomy to call.^^^^^^^_

InDER the denomination of pub-

lic celebrations maybe included the

general observance of certain legal

holidays, anniversaries of im-

portant historical events, and ex-

tensive society reunions. Com-

pared with other countries, our

'national holidays are few, and their

observance slight. At the present time ^Im-

pendence Day and Decoration (or Memorial) Day

are honored by the holding of public exercises, and

the observance of even the Fourth of July seems

constantly diminishing. This greatly to be regi-ettol

fact is due, perhaps, to the over-formal and som .

times bombastic fashion in which it was formerly

customary to celebrate that most important day.

In arranging the exercises for this or any ot er

public celebration, it should he borne in mind that

the public like to he amused and not preached to.

“ Shorten the high-flown oratory and have plenty

of brass bands” is a good motto for the committee

to follow. The taste for turgid rhetoric and de-

light in the soaring of the American eagle which

Dickens ascribed to us, if it ever existed at a ,
is

surely long since extinct.

Let us see what is to be done to carry out a Fourth of

July celebration in a suitable manner. The

limity for young professional

„,e,„ae>.es in the

ferert “hTpuiil c mim1 at the outset, two
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of wealth and reputation. Their assista P

and men will do a great d^^^^-mre through

self-glorification
speakers among

After the meeting IS organized, let the bes^^^^^^

the projectors present the sub^e
.

^itty. The
earnest, clear, not too e oquen ,

,

, and the

ball thus started, other speeches will leadily ton ,
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sens*? of the meeting soon be iletennined. Do not attempt

to go into details of business. Keep the assembly in good

humor and bring them to the resolve of having a “good

time ’’ and a “ glorious Fourth.”

If a celebration is decided upon, the most important bus-

iness for the meeting to transact is the appointment of an

executive committee or committee of arrangements, as it

may be called. Upon the men selected depends the entire

success of the celebration. They must be popular, shrewd,

and energetic. A single inconi|ietent mcml)er will greatly

endanger the whole scheme. Let the list be carefully pre-

j^areil beforehand and the president instructed on the sub-

ject The committee of arrangements should contain ten

or twelve members. The projectors will naturally be in-

cluded.

At the close of the public meeting let the executive com-

mittee meet at once and divide into sub-committees. Let

the sub-committees, of three, two, or even one, be in con-

stant consultation, and have general meetings of the whole

Committee of arrangements as often as possible. The fol-

lowing list of sub-committees may, of course, be varied to

meet the circumstances :

1. On finance. To collect funds, pay bills, and audit c.xpenscs.

2 On printing. To advertise thorouglily the celebration, and “ see”

the newspapers.

3. On invitations. To invite societies, military companies, and emi-

nent men.

4 On procession. To organize the line, assign places to different

bodies, select the line of route, and appoint marshals of the day.

5. On decoration. To urge citizens to decorate their houses and to

see to the decorating of the hall where the exercises are to take place.

6. On orators. To select speakers for the occasion.

7. On salutes. To see to firing of cannon and ringing of bells.

8. On public fireworks.

9. On music. To engage brass bands and glee clubs.

10. On “ Antiques and norribles.” A burlesque feature In a proces-

sion adds greatly to the general amusement.

UBLIC DINNERS may be (1) in

honor of some distinguislied guest,

(2) anniversary, as the Alumni

dinner of a college, or (3) society

dinners. In the first case a formal

invitation should be drawn and

signed by leading citizens or by the

body proposing to give the dinner.

A day may be named, or the guest

may be requested to name one which will suit his

convenience. Other guests may receive cards of

invitation, or tickets may be sold. It is not un-

common to invite guests at a distance wdio, it is

well-known, cannot be present. In such case their

letters of regret are read at the table and should

be framed with that end in view.

At a public dinner the president of the occasion

takes the head, and the vice-president the foot of

the table. The guest of the evening occupies a

position at the right of the president. The eti-

quette during the continuance of the dinner is the

same as at a private dinner table. The custom of

one diner asking another to take a glass of wine

with him is now almost obsolete.

TOASTS.

The observance of the custom of drinking healths, with

some complimentary or sympathetic allusion, is so natural

a social act that it is doubtless as ancient as wane-drink-

ing itself. It became general in England, however, in

the seventeenth century, when the habits of society there

were more convivial than ever before, and when the reign-

ing beauty of a county or district became, so to .speak, the

“toast” at all dinner-parties and other social gatherings.

The name is supposed to have originated from the cu.stom

of floating pieces of toast in a bowl of punch, which was

common in England after that beverage was introduced

from India, in the Sixteenth century. The Earl of Rochester,

advising as to the construction of a drinking-cup, says :

—

Make it so large, that filled with sack

Up to the swelling brim,

Va.st toasts, on the delicious lake.

Like ships at sea may swim.

The term of health-giving “I’ll pledge you,” origin-
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ated in the frequency of assassinations while drinking,

the person so speaking pledging himself for the safety of the

drinker. From England, the custom of drinking Toasts

spread to France, and so over the Continent, and at present

every civilized community follows this custom “in its cujis.”

After the dessert has been served the toasts of the evening

are in order. At civic banquets, corporation feasts, and all

public dinners, it is usual to set down beforehand a line of

toasts to be followed in regular order, and with the persons

named who are appointed to respond to them. The first to

be proposed should be “ The Day We Celebrate,” if the oc-

casion be an anniversary. On other public occasions the cus-

tom is to begin with “ The President of the United States.”

or, if in Great Britain or its dependencies “Her gracious

Majesty the Queen
;

” this first toast is drunk standing, and

if the royal family or the President be in mourning, in silence.

Next should follow a toast to the guest of the occasion,

whose speech should be the principal one of the dinner.

After this come the “Army and Navy,” “the Bench and

Bar,” “the Press,” and then the names of distinguished

guests, coupled with some complimentary allusion. The
persons who are to respond to special toasts should be

selected with regard for their profession, office, anti at-

tainments. They should be informed as soon as possible of

the toast to which they are to be called upon to respond.

The last formal or regular toast should be “ The Ladies.”

Afterwards the president may call for extemporaneous

toasts, speeches and songs at his own judgment. To make
a good after-dinner speech is an attainment which few pos-

sess. Such a speech should be colloquial, humorous, .spon-

taneous, and appropriate.

At private dinners the first toast is “ Our worthy host,” who
after acknowledging the compliment usually calls up some

special guest, who in return j>roposes “the Ladies,” and so

the cuj) goes round. Sometimes humorous toasts are given,

as:

—

“One loaf between four of us :

Thank the Lord there are no more of us !

”

Or as in this old-fashioned sentiment:— “Here’s to you

and your folks and us and our folks, hoping that when us

and our folks go to visit you and your folks, jmu and your

folks wdll treat us and our folks, as us and our folks treated

you and your folks, when you and your folks came to visit

us and our folks !”—in which the eccentricity of the gram-

mar may be forgiven in consideration of the forethought of

the sentiment. Another toast somewhat of the same char-

acter is the following :
—

“ Here’s a health to all those that I love.

And a health to all those that love me.

Here’s a health to all those that love them that I love.

And all those that love them that love me.”

The French, in drinking healths, say “A vous,” or, if to

a lady, “A vos beaux yeux;” the English “Your good

health,” or ‘ ‘Here’s to you the Germans ‘
‘Auf Wiedersehen

thieves slang “ I looks t’vardsyer,” “Ilikewise bows,” “Ere’s

hall the air hofl yer ead,” etc. Of late years it has become

customary to {)lace upon the walls—embroidered, painted.

printed or otherwise set forth — mottoes which are in the

nature of sentiments or toasts, and are most commonly to be

found in the family dining-room. Besides many selections

from the Scriptures, and religious apostrophizing, such as

“God bless Our Home!” “Give us this Day Our Daily

Bread,” etc., there are found the following, “ Eat, Drink and

be Merry,” “Eat and be Filled,” “Let Good Digestion

Wait on Appetite, and Health on Both,” all of which may
be considered to be of the nature of sentiments, fitly con-

cluding with

“ What is a table richly spread.

Without a Woman at its Head ?”

At wedding breakfasts the custom is to toast the “Happy
pair” or the “Bride and groom,” and send them on their

way rejoicing, with the conventional old shoe cast iiiter

them for luck. After their departure the guests settle down
to the good things on the board, and toasts are drunk to the

j

fancy of those present. “Absent Friends” is a favorite toast
[

at all private tables, not infrequently followed even in these

days, by singing “ Auld Lang Syne,” all rising and taking

hands. On shipyard, “The Ship,” “The Voyage,” “The
Company,” “The Captain,” “The Doctor,” are the favorite

toasts. Of course, on all public occasions where it is desirable

to get some special wit, or humorist, or otherwise notable

personage “ upon his legs,” the plan adopted is to drink his

health with some reference to his noteworthy qualifications.

Another plan, if he be a stranger, is to drink to his native

land, or its emblems, as, in the case of a Scotchman “ The

Land O’Cakes,” or “the Land of Burns if an American

“the Stars and Stripes,” “Columbia,” or “Uncle Sam;’’

Italy, “Garibaldi” or “Victor Emmanuel,” as the case

may be ;
Great Britain, either “ The Queen, God bless her!”

“the Flag that braved a thousand years,” etc, “the land

of Shakespeare Australia, “The Governor,” “ the Pros-

perity of the Colony,” etc., and Ireland, “ The Green Isle of

Erin,” “Tom Moore,” etc. The custom of toast-giving has

been often the source of song, as in “ Drink to me only with

thine eyes,” “Here’s a health to thee, Tom Moore,”

Byron’s “Farewell to Tom Moore, ’’and finally, that gloomy

chant of the plague-stricken soldiers in India :

—

“Then stand to your glasses, steady.

We drink to our comrades’ eyes;

One cup to the dead already

—

Hurrah for the next that dies.”

In offering wine to another—and when a toast is pro-

posed all glasses should be filled—it is customary to pour

a little first into your own glass, in order that if there be

any cork or other foreign matter in the bottle it may fall

to your share, an act of consideration which forms one

of the finer shades of social observance at table. Any one

may propose a toast, after catching the eye of the host,

or master of the feast, and rising ;
but at public banquets

and on important occasions, it is customary to appoint a

“toast-master,” to whom all toasts are given, and whose

duty it is to read them off at the proper moment.
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iensis |er Ipiiblic and ]prioa(e ©cfiasiens.

New Year’s Day.—Many happy returns of the Day.

Compliments of the Season.

A Xew Year and new luck.

Our good resolutions : 3fay they never be broken.

The Old Y’ear : He was not so bad after all.

The Mile-posts of Life : May they never seem farther

apart.

The Xew Year: Like wine, may it improve with

age.

Xew Y’ear’s Day : To the Ladies it is the fountain

of everlasting youth : every year they grow a year

younger.

Christmas Day —The World’s Festival : England fur-

nishes the plum pudding and America the mince-

pie ;
everybody is Hungary, and we swim in

Greece, and devour Turkey.

St. Xicholas : A noble character : the only Saint in

the Calendar who is for-giving.

“ Father Christmas —Well dressed from top to toe.

[Snow-crown and Mistle-toe
]

A Christmas Dinner: The printer’s misery—since

everything ends in Pi

The Plum- Pudding : A Dream before—a Xightmare

after.

Our Stockings : The only time in the year when we
leave them empty and find them full.

The Holly Green Festival : May we never be so

wholly green as to give it up.

Christmas Hospitalitj', and the ladies who make it

delightful by their mincing ways.

Washington’s Birthday.—“First in Peace, first in War,

and first in the hearts of his Countrymen.”

George Washington: The Father of his Country.

May his offspring never dishonor his memory.

Our First President : He created an Em])ire and re-

fused a Crown.

Independence Day.—The day we celebrate.

The “ Fourth of .July :” The birth-day of a brood of

Giants,—“ Columbia,” “Uncle Sam,” “Brother

.Jonathan,” and “The Star-Spangled Banner.”

The “ Flag of Our Union :
” By the Light of its

Stars we are shown the Stripes and Sufferings of

our Forefatliers.

The “Stars and StrifK-s :
” Each of them represents a

State—a Diamond in a necklace of Gems.

Thanksgiving Day.—The first American Invention.

The Pilgrim Fathers: The “foothold” for which

they gave thanks has ’oecome tlie homestead of a

mighty [)eople.

The “Great Reunion Day,” on whicli we welcome

the seceders who liave come back to join the Old

Family Group ; and show our aversion to glut-

tony by punishing the gobblers.

Birthdays.—The only day in the year that nobody could

dispense with

The more we have the more we want.

Signs of Progress that baffle the Censu.s-taker.

Weddings.—The happy pair : Two are company, three

are not.

May they be well broken to double harness.

The bride: Although she reigns over this bridal

party, sadd'U be her lot unless she learns to submit

to the curb.

Wooden Weddings.—The Bride and Bridegroom : And
may the hearts they trust never prove hollow-ware.

The Wooden Wedding of our Friends : And may all

the children be chips of the old block.

The Happy Pair : Their first wadding was a neat bit

otjoiner ivork

;

the second has furnished employ-

ment to the coopers.

Tin Weddings.—Ten years of wedded happine.ss : A de-

cade that leaves affection undecayed.

The Golden Rule of Matrimony : Marry the first time

for love—the second for the Tin.

The Fair Bride : She blushed at her first marriage,

but she e.xhibits more metal to-day.

Crystal Weddings.—The Fifteenth Year of Wedlock : A
matrimonial stage chiefiy remarkable for its

Tumblers.

The Xew Married Coui)le : They will not find the

friendship of their guests as brittle as their gifts.

Crystal Weddings : The medium through which the

bliss of enduring affection is magnified, reflected,

and made transparent to everybody.

Silver Weddings.—The Bridal Pair : Their admirable

performances in doul)le harness well entitle them
to the plate.

A (pnirter of a century of Ibqipy Matrimony : The
best five-twenty bond in the world.

Silver threads among the Gold : May they never part

in the future with what they have won bi-metal

in the past.

Golden Weddings.—May they long continue to ba.sk in

the golden sunshine of old age.

Matrimony’s Pleasant Autumn : May it always bear

a golden Harvest.

The Fiftieth Year of Wedlock : Affection’s age of

Gold.
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NATIONAL PARTIES.

^HE first distinctive array of parties after the War

of Independence, grew out of the successive at-

tempts to form the Constitution. When the

Constitution came before the people for adop-

tion, its friends were called Federalists, and its

opponents Anti-Federalists. Washington was the

head of the former, and Jefferson of the latter.

A little later the Anti-Pederals took the name of

Republicans, accusing their opponents of secret hostility

to popular institutions. The other side then called them-

selves Federal-Republicans, and stigmatized the Anti-

Eederalists as Democrats, meaning it to be a name of re-

proach. The only Federalists in the presidential chair

were Washington and John Adams. From Jefferson on-

ward to Monroe the Republicans, or Democratic-Republi-

cans as they called themselves, had undisturbed posses-

sion of power. In 1824 there were four candidates for

president, each one claiming to be a Democratic-Republi-

can. There was no choice by the people, and the House

of Representatives elected John Quincy Adams, who was

after that called a National-Republican. The Democrats

came into complete power, in 1828, by selecting Jackson,

and their rule was perpetual under Van Buren. Meantime,

Clay ran against Jackson (in 1832), as a National-Republi-

can. In this canvass the Anti-Masons appeared, nomina-

ting William Wirt for president, but it was a party of no

consequence except in the State of New York, and never

carried any State except Vermont. Henceforward the Na-

tional-Republicans became Whigs, with Clay as their

leader ;
and in 1840 triumphed in the election of Harrison.

His death and the course of Tyler turned the balance the

other way, and the Democrats elected Polk in 1844. The

Liberty party or Abolitionists appear feebly in 1842, but in

1844 they cast votes enough to give New York and Michi-

gan to the Democrats, and so defeat Clay and elect Polk.

Tlie Whigs then took advantage of his fame in the Mexican

war (in 1848), and easily elected General Taylor. Four years

later they were defeated, and Pierce (Democrat) elected.

Now came up the Free-Soil party, composed mainly of

Democrats opposed to slavery extension. They ran ^ an

Buren in 1848, and Hale in 1852, but did not carry a State.

In 1856 the American party appeared with Fillmore as

their candidate, carrying only Maryland. In 1860 the Re-

publicans (successors of the Whig party) came upon the

field to elect Lincoln against three others, Douglas, Inde-

pendent Democrat; Breckinridge, Democrat; and Bell, Con-

stitutional Union. The Republicans re-elected Lincoln in

1864; Grant in 1868, 1872; Hayes in 1876, and Garfield in

1880.

MINOR PARTIES.

Anti-Kenters. in New York,about 1841, who resisted the collection

of back rents on Van Rensselaer manor near Albany. They had strength

enough to defeat Wright, the regular Democratic candidate for Gov-

ernor, and elected an Independent Democrat.

Bam bumers, New York, 1846,seceders from the Democratic party.

They were opposed to slavery extension.

Buck-Tails, New York, about 1815, supported Madison and opposed

Clinton.

Conservatives, New York and some other States, 1837 ; a paper-

money faction of the Democrats, opposed to the establishment of the

sub-treasury.

Constitutionalists, opposed to Friends of the People. Pennsyl-

vania, 1805 ;
rival factions of the Republican party.

Doughfaces, 1820, northern members of Congress who voted in

favor of allowing slavery in Missouri. John Randolph gave them the

name.

Hunkers, New York, a faction of the Democrats favoring the South,

Barnburners being the other factor.

Know Nothings, New York, 1854, opposed to naturalization of

foreigners unless they had been twenty-one years in the country.

Loco Focos, New York, 1835 ;
a branch of the Democratic parly.

Liberal RepubUcans, 1872 ;
name of such Republicans as joined

with the Democrats in support of Greeley for president.

Native American, New York, at variou? periods ; same as Know-

Nothings.

State Rights, 1787 and other dates ;
opposed to the encroachment

upon the rights of the States by the Federal Government.

Temperance, or Prohibition, laiO down, in many States; in favor of

preventing or restricting the sale of liquors.

Tories, during the revolution ;
those who were in favor of Great

Britain.

Whigs, in the revolution ;
those who were in favor of the freedom

of the colonies.

Woman’s Rights, I860 down, in many States ;
in favor of grant-

ing to women the same right to vote that men now enjoy.
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XDER a Republican government

the sovereign power is exercised

by representatives elected by tlie

people. The United States Gov-

ernment is a simple rei)ublic, its

head and its law-making power

being chosen by the peojde in

popular elections. By the Consti-

tution the government is intrusted

to three sci)arate authorities—the

Executive, the Legislative,

and the Judicial. The head of

the executive branch is the Presi-

dent, who is chosen once in four

years. lie must be a native-born

citizen, at least thirty-five years of

well as the Vice-President) is chosen

by electors, who arc elected by vote of the i)Coplc.

Each State has as many electors as it has senators

and congressmen. The electors meet on a given

day at the capitals of their States, vote, and send

the record to Washington. On a specified day

these votes arc opened before both Houses of Con-

gress, when the re.sult is declared. If no one has

a majority of the electoral votes for President, the

choice is made by the IIou.se of Representatives

from the three persons having the largest vote of

the electors. In such a choice by the House, each

State has but one vote, and a majority of all the

States (now thirty-eight) is necessary to elect a

President. In case of no choice for Vice-President

by the electors, the Senate makes the choice.

In case of the removal, death, resignation, or in-

ability of both the President and Vice-President

of the United States, the President of the Senate,

or, if there is none, then the Speaker of the House

of Reiiresentatives for the time being, acts as Pres-

ident until the disability is removed or a President

elected. -Whenever the offices of President and

Vice-President both become vacant, the Secretary

of State shall forthwith cause a notification to be

made to the executive of every State, and shall

also cause the same to be published in at least one

of the newspapers printed in each State. The
notification shall specify that electors of a Presi-

dent and Vice-President of the United States shall

be ajipointed or chosen in the several States as fol-

lows ; First—If there shall be the space of two

months yet to ensue between tlie date of such noti-

fication and the first Wednesday in December next

ensuing, such notification shall siiccify tliat the

electors shall be ai>pointed or chosen within thirty-

four days preceding such first Wednesday in De-

cember. If there shall not be the space of two

months between the date of such notification and

such first Wednesday in December, and if the term

for which the President and Vice-Pre.sidcnt last in

olTice were elected will not cxj)irc on the 3d of
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March next ensuing, tlie notilicatiun shall specify

that the electors shall he a2)pointed or chosen with-

in thirty-four daj s preceding the first Wednesday

in December in the year next ensuing; but if there

shall not be the space of two months between the

(late of such notification and the first AVednesday

in December then next ensuing, and if the term

for which the President and Vice-President last in

office were elected will not expire on the 3d day of

March next ensuing, the notification shall not

specify that the electors are to be appointed or

chosen.

The President and Vice-President

HE President is commander-in-chief of

the army and the navy, and the militia

in time of war. He may grant reia ieves

and pardons

for oifences

against the

nation, ex-

cept in im-

p e a chm e n t

cases. Witli the Senate, he makes

treaties, appoints rej>resentatives

to foreign countries, and names

all United States officers whose ap-

j)ointment is not otherwise pro-

vided for in the Constitution or by

law of Congress. He fills vacan-

cies during the recess of the Sen-

ate. He is to inform Congress of

matters affecting the country, and

suggest legislation. He can at will

call together either or both Houses

of Congress. In case of a disagree-

ment of the two houses as to the

time of adjournment of a session,

he may adjourn (prorogue) them
to such time as he pleases. He re-

ceives ambassadors and other for-

eign rej)resentatives, and is to THE CABINET ROO.M IN THE WHITE HOUSE.

lake care that the laws be faithfully executed. He is to

approve and sign all acts of Congress ;
or, if he disapproves

(vetoes), returns the act, with a statement of his objections.

To become a law after his disapproval, it must have the vote

of two-thirds of each House. If he fails to veto a bill with-

in ten days after Congress ad-

journs, it becomes a law without

his signature. His salary is |50,000

a year, and his establishment (the

White House) is furnished at the

charge of the nation. The Presi-

dent may be removed on impeacli-

ment and conviction of treason,

bribeiy, or other high crime.

THE VICE-PRESIDENT.

This officer presides over the

Senate, but has no vote except

upon an equal division. He has

very little power in the govern-

ment, and is le.ss noticed than any

other officer of high position. At

the commencement of the govern-

ment, the electors of President am)

Vice-President voted two names,

without specifying the office. The

one having the highest vote became

President, and the next highest

Vice-President. This rule was

changed in 1801, when there was
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a tie between Jeflfei'son anil Burr, and thereafter it was or-

dered that the electoi-s should name the olliee with their

votes.

THE CABINET.

The President nominates, and with consent of the Senate

appoints, lieads of departments, or secretaries. They are

his advisers, and lie may require from any of them, at any

time, advice or opinions on matters concerning administra-

tion. The first Cabinet consisted of Jellerson (who was then

in France), Secretary of State; Alexander Hamilton, Secre-

tary of the Treasury; Gen. Henry Knox, Secretary of War
and Navy; and Edmund Randolph, Attorney-General, lii

1797, the War and Navy w'ere made two departments. In

1829, a Postmaster-General was added. Now, in 1882, the

Cabinet consists of the Secretaries of State, Treasury, War,

Navy, Interior, Postmaster-General and Attorney-General.

'I’he heads of departments have a salary of $8,000 a year.

Public offices in the departments are open for business

eight hours a day in winter and ten hours in summer.

Women may be, and are, appointed to certain clerkships on

the same terms as men. Each department makes at least

one report every year, giving all information as to the opera-

tions of that branch of public service. All dejiartmeuts file,

in the office of the Secretary of the Interior complete lists of

clerks and employes.

Chief of the Bureau of Accounts, or disbursing clerk, and

the custodian of archives and the library. The ofiice of

Secretary of State requires the services of pereoiis well versed

in the jirincipal languages.

DUTIES OF THE SECRETARY AND HIS
CHIEF SUBORDINATES.

N the United States the Secretary of

State is charged, under the President,

with correspondence with diplomatic

officers of the nation, with rejiresenta-

tives of foreign powers accredited

here, and with various negotiations

relating to foreign affairs. He is the

medium of official correspondence be-

tween the President and the Execu-

tives of the several States. He is

the official keeper of the great seal of

the United States, and affixes it to commissions, procla-

mations, warrants, jiardons, and extradition papers. He
is the custialian of the originals of laws passed by Con-

gress, and of treaties with foreign powers. He offi-

cially jiublishes the laws, and amendments to the constitu-

tion. From his office pa.ssports and cxequators are issued.

He proclaims the admi.ssion of new states. He reports an-

nually on the affairs of his department, and furnishes com-
mercial information collected by our representatives abroad.

The Assistant Secretary of State acts for the head of

th.’ department, in the latter’s disability or abscence. There
are two as-sistants, who care for correspondence with our
agents in other countries.

The Examiner of Claims (who is subordinate to the At-
torney-General) looks after questions of law regarding claims
lieforethe State Dejiartment. The various nations are di-

\ide<l among their bureaus, and there are three divisions in

the Consular Bureau. The other prominent officers are the

DIPLOMATIC SERVICE OF THE UNITED
STATES.

Our representatives in foreign countries consist of En-

voys Extraordinary and iMinisters Plenipotentiary, Ministers

Resident, Charges d’Afl'aires, Consuls-Gcneral, Consuls, and

Commercial Agents. The highest class of Ministers are

those sent to France, Germany, Great Britain, and Russia;

they are paid $17,500 per year. The second class (.$12,000

a year) are sent to Austria, Hungary, Brazil, China, Italy,

.Japan, Mexico, and Spain. The third class ($10,000 a

year) go to Chili, Peru, and the Central American States.

Ministers Resident receive $7,.500 (with the exception of

the one in Bolivia, $5,000, and the one in Liberia, $1,000),

and are in the Argentine Reimblic, Belgium, Colombia,

Hawaian Islands, Hayti, Netherlands, Sweden and Norway,

Turkey, and Venezuela. Charges d’Airaires have .$5,000

a year, and arc in Denmark, Portugal, Switzerland,

Uraguay, and Paraguay. There are five Consuls-Geneial

in British dominions—at Calcutta, Melbourne, Jjondon, Hal-

ifax, and Montreal; two in Germany—at Berlin and Frank-

fort; two in Turkey, at Cairo and Constantino{)lc; and one

each in Paris, Vienna, Rome, St. Petersburg, Bucharest,

Bangkok, Shanghai, K'anagawa, Havana, and Mexico. 'I’lieir

salaries range from $2,000 to $0,000. There are the follow-

j

ing ranks of consulates; Five at $0,000 a year; two at

$5,000 ; one at $1..500 ;
six at $-1,000 ; eight at $:!,.500 ;

twenty-one at $-‘i,000
; sixteen at $2,.500 ;

thirty-seven at

,
$2,000; forty-seven at $1..500, and twenty at $1,000. .\11

consuls receiving a fixed salary j>ay into the treasury ail fees

received by viriue of their office. But there are many con-

I

suls and agents whose only compensation comes from fees.

Such officeis are usually allowed to go into business.

I

I
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FINANCIAL BRANCH OF THE GOVERNMENT
—DUTIES OF CHIEF OFFICERS.

E of the most important cabinet officers

is tlie Secretary of the Treasuiy, who
has charge of the finances, and, witli

Congress, of the public credit of the

country. He must not be concerned

in trade, or commerce, or shipping, or

public lands, or property, or deal in

public securities. All his subordinates

are in this manner restricted. The sec-

retary prepares plans for revenue, pre-

.scribes forms for keeping accounts, grants warrants for

payments from the treasury, gives information to Congress

or the President, when required, on matters concerning his

department; controls coinage, the printing of currency, the

erection of public buildings, the collection of commercial

statistics, the marine hos[)ital, the revenue service, the life-

saving service, and is chief of the light-house board. lie

makes provision, as directed by Congress, for the payment

of the public debt; publishes monthly statements of the con-

dition of the debt, and prepares annual estimates of receipts

and expenditures to guide Congress in making appropriations.

There are nine divisions in the Treasury Department.

DIVISION OF APPOINTMENTS.
Ila.s supervision of all matters relating to appointment, suspension,

and removal of officers under the department
;
examines complaints

;

prepares reports : inspects accounts ; verities pay-rolls; prepares esii-

mates, and publishes the United Slates Treasnry Megister.

DIVISION OF WARRANTS, ESTIMATES AND AP
POINTMENTS.

Has charge of accounts, and particularly of the issue of warrants;

publishes estimates, and the condition of appropriations for the informa-

tion of Congress
; prepares a statement evei y day showing the condition

of treasury balances
;

prepares the monthly statements of the public

debt, and prepares tables for the Secretary's annual report. This

division is supposed at any time to know exactly how any account

stands, whether involving millions of dollars or a few cents only.

DIVISION OF PUBLIC MONEYS.
Has supervision of the independent treasury offices, of national bank-^

and other depositories of public money ; looks after their securities ;

keeps a general account of receipts into the treasury ; directs all public

officers except postmasters as to their deposits of public money ; su-

pervises outstanding liabilities, transportation of money and securitie.s,

and directs transportation of all public funds ; has also care of and dis-

position of fines, penalties and forfpiture.s under internal revenue laws.

DIVISION OF CUSTOMS.
Examines all tariff questions on appeals from collections as to rates,'

amounts, errors, refunding and abatement of duties, drawbacks, and

all questions arising under eustoms laws and regulations
;
supervises

appraisers to secure unifonn valuation at all ports
;
supervises the seal

fishery and other Interests in Alaska.

DIVISION OF INTERNAL REVENUE AND NAVI
GATION.

Looks after petitions for remission of fines and penalties under cus-

tom, internal revenues, navigation, and steamboat inspection laws,

and applications for compromise, except in customs cases
;
examines

all questions concerning entry and clearances of vessels, tonnage taxes,

and transportation of merchandise.

DIVISION OF LOANS AND CURRENCY.
Has supervision of all matters relating to loans and other redemp-

tion ;
negotiation of securities ;

printing of bonds and their issue, care,

redemption and cancellation ;
of the redemption and destruction of cur-

rency and stamps
;
and charge of the paper on which bonds and notes

are printed.

DIVISION OF REVENUE MARINE.
Has supervision of the revenue marine service, the building and re-

jiair of vessels, and over their officers and crews, payments, etc.; exam-

ines all matters concerning light houses and the coast survey
;
has

charge of standard w'eights and measures, supervises the life-saving ser-

vice, and prepares statistics and annuai reports on these matters.

DIVISION OF STATIONERY, PRINTING, AND
BLANKS.

Supplies stationery, blanks, books for keeping accounts ;
superintends

the department of printing, except bonds, currency, and stamps
;
superin-

tends the Treasury Department advertising and newspaper subscrip-

tions; distributes postage-stamps for the departments, and cigar-

stamps to customs officers, and accounts for them.
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DIVISION OF SPECIAL AGENTS.

.Vffigus ami details all special agents ; looks after their accounts, and

examines their reports; supen ises rcgnlalions to picvcnl smuggling and

other frauds in the revenue; supervises the operations of customs af-

fairs ; looks after the transportation of ineichandise in hoiul; approves

the bonds of warehousemen : enforces the laws regulating trade with

fanada and Mexico, so far as relates to the estahlishmcnt of bounded

routes and modes of transportation.

Assistant Secretaries.—There are two ;
one has supervision of

the noi k assigned to the division of appointments, public money, revenue

mariue, stationery, printing, and blanks, loans and currency, engraving

tines, penalties and forfeitures under navigation laws ;
he also approves

the securities of customs olllcers.

THE SIX AUDITORS.
The First Auditor has under his charge live divisions of accounts:

1. Customs; 2. Judiciary ; 3. Public debt
;

1 . Wiirehottse and bonded

goods
;

.'), Miscollaneoiis.

The Second Auditor has the following six divisions : 1. Army

paymaster; 2. Miscellaneous claims;. 3. Indian affairs; 1. Hounties

;

5. Investigating frauds; li. Book-keeping.

The Third Auditor has six divisions ; 1. Book-keeper; 2. Quar-

termaster
;

3. Subsistence and engineering ;
4. State war claims ; 5.

Miscellaneous ; b. Collection division.

THK .NKW lU’ll.DlNO OF THE DEP.VRTME.NTS OF ST.XTE, .UtMY, AND NAVY.

and printing, and of the director of the mint ; the signature of letters and

pfl|)cr8 as assistant secretary, or by order of the secretary," that do not

by law* require the signature of the head of the department ; and per-

forms such other duties as may lie prescribed by law.

Tlie other assistant secretarv* has siipon ision of the work ofthedi-

vi'lons of rnstoms. special agents, internal revenue, and navigation ;

ha.s supervision of the accounts of tin: chief architect, the surgeon-gen-

eral, of marine hospit.ils, the bureau of statistics, of inspeclioti of

steamlioats; signs pa|iers as assistant secretary, or "by order of the

sccrcbiry ," .'igtis certain warrants, and does whatever is required by

law

.

The First Comptroller countersigns a certain class of war-

rants : looks after the accounts, and reports, and payment of fon igti

ministers and ronsttls ;
also examines requisitions drawn by 1 nited

Stairs marshals, collectors of internal reverine, secretaries of ter-

ritorle-. and -ome other disbursing affairs. He 1« charged also with

responsible duties appertaining to elaims against the United Stales.

The Second Comptroller ha- charge of the accounts of the

army ; of the Indians ; of homes of soldiers ;
of annual pi-nsions ;

of

marine corps and navy-yanl cxpcn«<*s ; of the accounts of disbursing

sgrnts abroad, and of the financial agent In Eondon.

The Commissioner of Customs revises and certifies all

revenue accoiinis n hitliig to duties, tonnage, marine hospitals, and

Th<* Fourth Auditor has three divisions : 1. Prize money; 2.

Navy agents; 3. Paymasters.

The Fifth Auditor has two divisions; 1. Diplomatic and con-

sular division; 2. Intenial icveniio division.

The Sixth Auditor has eight divisions, all of which deal with

posl-ofllce acconiits. The auditor siipeiintends the colleelion of debts

due the postal department, directs suits, etc.

The United States Treasurer -The Treasurer of the United

Stales is charged with olllcial custody of public money in all imitsof

the coniilry, in banks, siih-lie.isnries, or in the care of oflU eis. He pays

warrants ;
issues and redeems tie.'isnr.v notes ; is agent for Ihe redenqe

tion of national bank notes; agent for paying interest on tlie public

debt, and (iistodian of Indian trust funds.

The Register of the Treasury has charge of Ihe acrount

books of the Government ; ho signs and issues bonds, treasury notes,

and other seciirilies ;
register" warrants ; issues registers and licenses to

\es"els; makes return unnually of vessels built, lost or destroyed ; pre-

pares statements of tonnage and imports.

The Comptroller of the Currency has. under Ihe Secretary

of Ihe Treasury, siiiiervision and control over the iintiomil hanks.

The Solicitor of the Treasury lakes cognizance of revenne-

friiiids, and has general supervision of legal measures for their pri'ven-

lion and detection. He has general charge of the legal business of the
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(Ifpaitiueiit, and charge of secret service operations, ile is required,

r\'hen requested by ids superior olliccr, to give Ids opinion on any law

matter, lie is also an officer in the department of justice.

The Commissioner of Internal Revenue makes all assess-

ments and apportionments for collecting taxes. He has a Deputy Com-
missioner, and in his bureau are the following divisions ; 1. Apjioint-

ments ; 2. Laws
; 3. Accounts ; 4. Tobacco

; 5. Distilled Spirits ;

6. Stamps ; 7. Assessments. There are also under liim special agents

to look after proceeds in the manufacture and handling of whisky.

The Superintendent of the Coast Survey has charge of all sur-

veys of ocean and coast, the making of maps and charts, etc.

The Bureau of Statistics.—This is a useful branch of the Treas-

ury Department, charged vi ith collecting and publisldng, from the best

sources, information in regard to trade and commerce, shipping, emi-

gration, imports and exports, and otlier kindred matters. These statis-

tics are published quarterly, in compact form, and may be had on appli-

cation to tile bureau.

The Bureau of the Mint.—The Government has mints in Phila-

delphia, San Francisco, New Orleans, Carson, and Denver
;
each has a

superintendent, assayer, teller, refiner, coiner, and assistants ; and at

Philadelphia, an engraver. The director of the mint at Philadelphia

makes report annuady of all operations of all the mints in the country.

The Life-Saving Service.—The Secretary of the Treasury has

power to establish and su.stain life-saving stations on the Atlantic

and the lake coasts. There are three lake and seven sea di.stricts.

The stations are supplied with boats, ropes, mortars for throwing

lines to ships, cradles for bringing off passengers, and whatever may
serve to save life from shipwreck. There is a superintendent for each

district, with the rauk and authority of an inspector of customs. Each

station is in charge of a keeper, and some have assistants.

E who fills the office of Secretary of War
performs .such duties as the President,

who is tlie commander-in-chief, may de-

volve upon him concernin'^ the military

service. He prepares for Congress es-

timates ofappropi iations needed for the

army, fortifications, arms, etc. lie pre-

scribes the kind and amount of supplies

to be purciiasod
;
regulates transporta-

tion, stoi'age, and keeping of supplies, arms, etc. ;
and the

transportation of troops ;
providesforthe working of the wea-

ther bureau to give notice of storms; has oversight of all details

of the service
;
makes an annual report for Congress ; reports

the progress of river and harbor surveys: and gives yearly

a return of the number of militia in the several States.

'Fhere are ten branches or divisions in the War Department.

The Adjutant General promulgates orders, conducts correspon-

dence, issues commissions, superintends recruiting, has charge of papers

relating to diafting, or enlisting of volunteers; has general charge of

matters of di.^cipline, jiapers of the departments, etc.

The Inspector-General and his as.sistant have charge of P(Tson»<?l

mid material at ])osts, .stations and depots ; and inspect the accounts of

all disbursing officers.

The Quartermaster-General and assistants provide quarters,

transportation, clothing, equipage, horses, wagons, fuel, light, hospital

stores, medicines, etc.; pay funeral expenses of officers and men, and

have charge of the national cemeteries.

The Commissary-General has control of the subsistence depart-

ment. including provisions, rations, and all articles that may be sold to

officers or men.

The Surgeon-General has charge of the medical department, se-

lects medical officers and directs their duties
;
directs the purchase of

medical supplies ; has charge of the Army Medical Museum, and con-

trol over the publications of the Surgeon-General’s office.

The Paymaster-General is the principal disbursing officer ; pay.s

officers and men, and makes return of his accounts to the Treasury De-

partment.

The Chief of Engineers commands the engineer corps, and su-

perintends the con.struction and repair of forlifleations and other works

of defense or attack ; he has charge of the torpedo service, of military

bridges, and surveys for such jiurposes, and for movements in the field.

He also has charge of harbor and river imiirovements, and of military

and geographical explorations and surveys.

The Chief of Ordnance provides arms and ammunition for the

field and for fortifications in peace or in war, and if necessary for the

militia. He may direct the forms of cannon and small arms, and pro-

vides for their distribution and presentation.

The Judge Advocate-General and his assistant revise and re-

cord the proceedings of courts martial, courts of inquiry and militarj'

commissions, and make reports to the Secretary. There are eight judge-

advocates of the army, who are under the general direction of this

branch of the War Department.

The Chief Signal Officer superintends the instruction of officers

and men in signal service ;
supervises the preparation of maps and

charts, and has charge of the weather bureau, from which is sent the

daily reports of the temperature, wind pressure, and prospects of

weather from all parts of the United States and Canada

4^-
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The Military Academy at West Point is under tlie immediate
control of. the War Department ta.i ^veli as the military prison, at

Rock Island, IIU. Tlie chief officers at West Point are the superin-

tendent, the commander of cadets, and a dozen or more of professors

and instructors. They are appointed by the President. Cadets are

nominated usuaily by members of Congress.

The Military Code.—The statutes contain a code of laws for the

government of the army, commonly called the Articles of War, to which
every one, from the highest totheiowest, is bound toyieid impiicit obe-

dience under danger of penaity. These articles reach all ranks and
conditions in the army, the formation of courts, and all the nnichinery

of justice. The army is iimited to tIU.OOO enlisted men.

BEPffiRTlEliT g the |||T

BUREAUS AND DUTIES OF OFFICERS—HOW
TO SECURE A HOMESTEAD.

() grpater responsibilities are connected

I
anycabinet office than those resting

upon the Secretary of the Interior,who has

supendsion of patents, pensions, public

lands, bounty lands, mines on public

lands. Indian affairs, public educa-

tion, the decennial census, the distri-

bution of public documents, and certain

duties connected with the government of

the territories of the Fnited States. He makes a detailed

re|K)rt at the opening of each stated session of Congress.

There is an assistant Secretary, who, in the absence of the

chief, acts as the head of the department.

The Commissioner of the General Land Office performs all

diitic.s in regard to the survey and sale of the public domain, or that in

any way concerns public lands, private claims, patents for grants of
homesteads, etc. Land patents are countersigned by him, and recorded
in his office. The business of Ihe Land Office is divided into the fol-

lowing bureaus: Public lands; Priv.ate land claims; Sirrveying and
Drafting; Pensions; Railroad lands; Bounty lands; Swamplands;
Pre emption claims, and Accounts.

The Commissioner of Patents i- charged with the adminis-
tnition of the |iatent laws, and the issuing of letters patent. In his
office are kept all records, models, drawings, spccification.s, etc. relat-
ing to invention- and improvement-. Among his assistants are an as-
sistant commi-sioner

: three examiners-in-chief
; a chief clerk: an ex-

aminer of interferences
; an examiner of trade marks

; twenty-four
principal examiners : twenty-fonr flr-t, twenty-four second, and twenty-
four third assistant examiners (two of whom are women); a librarian;
a machinist: draughtsmen, copyists, and employees of lower grade. No
I>erson ran be employed in the office who is in any way interested in
any patent issued therefrom. The Commissioner of Patents makes an
.anniiai report to Congress.

The Commissioner of Indian Affairs oversees and directs
ali matters concerning the Indian outside of the Indian Territory

; directs
the distribution of supplies, and has charge of various agents, siiperin-
tendr nts, in-[ierfors. teachers, trader-, etc. There are four bureaus in

his office, viz. : 1. Finance ; 2. Land accounts : 3. Civilization ; 4.

Education and Records.

The Commissioner of Pensions attends to all matters concern-

ing pensions, and laws affecting them ; to their payment, and the de-

tection and prosecution of attempts at fraud, and perfonns such other

duties as may be required of him by the President or Secretary of the

Interior.

Pension agents are appointed by the President for four years, and
give bonds and security for the faithful perfonnance of tlieir duties.

The Commissioner of Education collects facts concerning
the condition and progress of education in the various states and terri-

tories, and distributes such information among the people. He is as-

sisted by a chief clerk, a statistician, and a translator.

United States Surveyors.—These officers are appointed by the
President, but the Secretary of the Interior looks after the jn-ogress of

their work, and their records are kejit in his office.

The Census.—This important work, executed every tenlh year, is

under the general charge of the Deimrtment of Ihe Interior, but the
special charge of the Superintendent of the Census.

Public Documents.— In the office of Returns, under the Secretary
of the Interior, are tiled all contracts made by the w'ar, navy, and in-

terior department.-, carefully indexed, and accessible to the public.

The Secretary of the Interior has siipemsion of the (Jovern-

ment Hospital for the Insane, and the Columbian Institution for the
Deaf and Dumb, both in the District of Columbia.

The Public Lands Homestead Privileges.—There are imblic
l.inds open to settlement in nineteen states and eight territories, and
there are land offices in most sections where such lands lie, where Ihe
records of all surveyed lands are kept, and all applications concerning
lands in each district arc Hied, and inquiries answered. The juiblie

lands are divided into I wo great classes. The one class have a dollar

and a quarter an acre designated as the minimum im'c.e, and the other
two dollars and a half an acre. Titles to these lauds may be acquired by
private entry or location under the homestead [ireemption and limber-cul-
ture laws

; or, us to some classes, by purchase for cash, in the case of
lands which may be luirchased at inivale sale, or such as have not been
reserved under any law. Such tracts are sold on application to the
Land Register, who issues a certificate of purchase. Ihe Receiver giving
a receipt for the money imid, subject to the issue of a imtent, or com-
plete title, if the proceedings are found regtilar, by the Commissioner of
the (ieneral Land tlffice at Washington.
Entries under the preemption law are restricted to heads of families

or citizens over twenty-one, who may settle upon any quarter-section
tor IfiO acres), and have the right of jirior claim to imrehase on coin|)lying
with certain regulations.

The homestead laws give the right to one hundred and sixty acres of
a dollar and a quarter lands, or to eighty acres of two dollar and a half
lands, to any citizen or applicant for citizenship over twenty-one who
will actually settle upon and cultivate the land. This ))rivilege extends
only to the surveyed lands, and Ihe title is [(erfecled by the issue of a
)mtent after five years of actual settlement. The only charges in the
ca-c of homestead entries are fees and commissions, varying from a
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miliiiniiiu of to a maximiiiu of $2^ for the whole tract entered, ac-

cording to the size, value, or place of record.

Another large class of free entries of public lands is that provided for

under the timber-culture acts of 1873-78. The purpose of these laws is

to promote the growth of forest trees on the public lands. They give

the right to any settler who has cultivated for two years as much as live

acres in trees, to an eighty-acre homestead, or if ten acres, to a home-

stead of one hundred and sixty acres; and a free patent for his land is

given him at the end of three years instead of five. The limitation of

the homestead laws to one hundred and sixty acres for each settler is

extended in the case of timber culture .so as to grant a.s many quarter

sections of one hundred and sixty acres each as have been improved by

the culture for ten years of forty acres of timber thereon, but the quar-

ter sections must not be immediately contiguous.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
It is the purpose of this Department or rather Bureau to

acquire and distribute among the people of the country,

especially among farmers and fruit-growers, useful informa-

tion on all matters aliccting agriculture, and to procure,

propagate, and distribute new and valuable seeds and plants.

The commissioner of agriculture is the head of the bureau,

and has for his assistants, a chief and other clerks
; a chemist

and assistant
;
a botanist

;
a microscopist

; an entomolo-

gist; a superintendent of gardens and nurseries; librarian;

engineer; carpenter; attendants of the museum, etc. In the

propagation garden at Washington are many rare and

valuable exotic plants. In the library are reports and
papers from all the prominent agricultural and pomological

societies of the world. The monthly reports on the state of

the crops and cognate subjects are of great value.

MACHINERY OF THE MAILS—CHIEF OFFI-
CERS AND THEIR DUTIES.

MONG the most important branches of the

General Government is the Postal Depart-

ment, which is directed by the Postmaster-

General, with three chief assistants and an

army of lower officers all over the country.

The principal duties of the Postmaster-Gen-

eral are briefly as follows : To appoint

postmasters, whose annual pay does not

exceed one thousand dollars
;
to establish

or discontinue post-offices; presci ibe forms of official papers

and keeping of accounts
;

direct the expenses of his de-

partment ; negotiate (with the President and Senate) all

postal treaties with other Governments
; to make an annual

report of the operations of his department, with an estimate,

of appropriation necessary for its support, and perform all

other duties properly pertaining to his office.

The First Assistant Postmaster-General has immediate

charge of appointments, bonds, salaries and allowances, free delivery in

cities, and blanks for th(; use of the Department.

The Second Assistant Postmaster-General has charge of con-

tracts for carrying mails
;
the registration of the arrival and departure

of mails ; the supervision of route agents, and the furnishing of

pouches, locks and keys, etc.

The Third Assistant Postmaster General looks after the

financial affairs of the department
;
receives and pays drafts, and keeps

accounts. He issues stamps, stamped envelopes, andimstal cards
;
jjio-

vides for the registration of letters
;
has charge of dead letters, of the

foreign mail service, and the money-order system.

General Postal Information —In the large cities, at the post

office, business is divided into branches, such as delivery, receiving and
distributing, registration, box, and money-order departments.

Special agents superintend raiiw'ay service, and watch the doings of

employes.

Stamps, stamped envelopes, and postal cards are to be had at all

post-offices in considerable towns or villages.

Uncalled-for or dead-letters finally go to Washington, where they are

opened. If they are of any considerable value, efforts are made to

return them to the writers. If of little or no value, they are destroyed.

Letters not called for are advertised at the end of a week, and the

lists are posted in the offices for general information.

Letter boxes are put up at the discretion of the Postmaster-General.

Letter-carriers give security for the performance of their duties. It is a

felony for any unauthorized person to wear the uniform of a letter-

carrier. Carriers are not allowed to take fees or gratuities of any kind.

INSTRUCTIONS TO THE PUBLIC.

Direct your mail matter plainly, and if to a city add tlie

street and number of the person’s residence or the number

of his post-office box. Matter not addressed to a post-office

cannot be forwarded. Give tlie county in which the post-

office is, and be sure to spell the name of the State in full.

If you have your own address written or printed on the

upper left-hand corner of a letter or package it will insure

the speedy return to you of the package, in ease it should be

wrongly directed or insufficiently paid. It such letters are

all right and should not be called for by the persons to

whom they are addres.sed they may be returned free to the
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writer without going through the dead letter ofBce; but if

you use an envelope with another pei'son’s address printed

thereon cross out such address with ink.

It is well to register valuable letters and packages. The

registry fee is ten cents, besides the regular postage. Reg-

istered letters must have the name and address of the

sender on the outside.

Mail all letters, etc., as early as practicable, especially when

sent in large numbers, as is frequently the case with circulars.

Be sure to write the name of the country, as a letter addressed

simply “London,” meaning England, might go to London

in Canada. Many letters intended for Burlington, Nova

Scotia, have gone to Burlington, New York, because of the

similarity of the abbre^^ations “ N. S.” and “ N. Y.”

Write State and county in full; use tolerably stout envel-

opes; very thin ones are apt to split open. Never send

money, indorsed checks, or other valuable articles except

by money order or registered letter. If you desire a letter

to be returned write outside “Return if not delivered

within days ” with your address.

Postage stamps should always be placed on the upper

right-hand corner of a letter or package. Postmasters are

not obliged to take more than 2o cents at one time of nickel

or copper coin, nor are they obliged to make change though

it is usual to do so. They are not to affix stamps themselves,

and must not give credit for postage. Write nothing on the

address side of a postal card excejit the address of your cor-

respondent and yoim own. No letter will be forwarded un-

less it has upon it a stamp.

No money order can be issued upon credit
; the buyer

must pay money down in current legal tender. Manuscripts

for books, mfigazincs, newspapers, etc., pay full letter post-

age. unless they are accompanied by proof sheets corrected or

for correction, in which case the postage will be one cent for

each two ounces.

Hales of Postaoe —On letters to any part of the United States or

Canada, three cents for each half ounce or fraction thereof. Postal cards

are already stamped and cost one cent each, which pays for their trans-

mission free in the mails.

Second class matter concerns only publishers and news agents.

Third cla.«s is printed matter in unsealed wrappers only, and goes at

one cent for each two ounces or fraction thereof. This class includes

newspapers, books, circulars, handtdlls. chfomos, engravings, litho-

graphs. magazines, music, pamphlets, photographs, proof sheets, and
mann.script accompanying tliem. reproductions by the electric pen, hek-
tograph. metalograph. papyrocraph. and in fact, any reproduction

upon paper by any process, except handwriting and the copying press.

not in the nature of a personal correspondence. The limit of weight

for one package is four pounds, except if a bool; it may weigh more.

Fourth class matter takes all not included in the first lltree classes

which is so prepared for mailing as to be easily witlidrawn from the

wrapper and examined. It goes for one ceut an ounce or part of an

ounce
;
limit of weight, four pounds.

These rates apply to all British North America, except Newfoundland,

except that merchandise is excluded in Canada, but samples not over

eight ounces may be sent subject to ten cents postage. For rate.s to

foreign countries, ask your postmaster, or procure a copy of the '* U. S.

Postal Guide," published monthly.

Obscene books, letters, papers, pictures, and postal cards ;
lottery

circulars and letters ; liquids of any kind ;
gunpowder and other ex-

plosives
;
live animals (except queen bees)

;
poisons, and articles liable

to injure the mails or those who handle them are rigidly excluded.

Money Orders—Tho following are the rates of fees for the issue of

domestic and international money orders.

Domestic or anywhere in the United States : For a sum not exceeding

$15, ten cents ; over $15 and not over $30, fifteen cents
;
$30 to $40,

twenty cents ; $40 to $50, twenty five cents.

Fbrdgn.—On England, Scotland, Ireland, and adjacent islands: Not

over $10, twenty-five cents ; $10 to $20, fifty cents
; $20 to $30, seventy

cents ; $30 to 40, eighty-five cents ; $40 to $50, one dollar. For Switz-

erland, the German Empire, Italy, France, Algeria, New South

Wales, Victoria, New Zealand, Jamaica, Dominion of Canada, and New-
foundland : For $10 or less, fifteen cents ; $10 lo $20, thirty cents ; $20

to $30, forty-five cents; $30 to 40, sixty cents ; $40 to $50, .seventy-five

cents.

The following table shows the whole number of postoffi-

ces in the United States on the 24th of June, 1882 ;

—

States and Terr. Whole No. States and Terr. Whole No.

Alabama 1255 Mississippi 782
Alaska 4 Missouri 181)0

Arizona 114 Montana 185
Arkansas Nebraska 8.37

Califoniia 947 Nevada 1-32

Colorado New Hampshire 479
Connecticut 4,59 New .lersey 712

529 Now Mexico . ... 172
Delaware 117 New York.. .....
Dist. Columbia 5 Nortli Carolina. . . 1584
Florida Ohio
Georgia 122f> Oregon
Idaho 1-30 Pennsylvania
Illinois Rhode Island 120
Indiana 1728 Sontli Carolina 7.34

Indian Territory .

.

112 Tennessee 1622
15.54 14.58

Kansas Utah 208
Kentucky 1.507 Vermont
Loui-iana .52:? Virginia 1841
Maine 953 Washington 282
Maryland 7.50 West Virginia 990
Massachusetts 709 Wisconsin 1-395

Michigan 1479 Wyoming
102K

40,1.59

There are 1,950 offices of which the President has the aj)-

pointment of postmasters, and 5,436 money order offices.
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E have in this country a Cabinet officer

called the Secretary of the Navy, who
performs such duties as the President,

^who is Ooinmander-in-chief, may assign

to him. He has the general superin-

tendence of the construction, man-

ning, government, equipment, and

employment of vessels of war. Ilis

chief clerk has general charge of the

s> records and corre.spondence of the department.

The office of Secretary of the Navy was not established

until 1798, before which date the Secretary of War had

charge of naval affairs. At the latest report (1881) there

were in the naval service sixty-five steam vessels, all ex-

cept six being screw propellers
;
twenty-three wooden sail-

ing vessels
;

twenty-four iron-clad vessels, two torpedo

boats, and twenty-five tugs. Only about one-half of these

one hundred and thirty-nme vessels were fit for duty. The

number of guns was one thousand and thirty-three. The

active list of the Navy is composed of one admiral, one vice-

admiral. twelve rear-admirals, twenty-five commodores, fifty

captains, ninety commanders, eighty lieutenant-command-

ers, two hundred and eighty lieutenants, one hundred mas-

ters. one hundred ensigns, eighty-two midshipmen, one

hundred and thirty cadet-midshipmen, undone hundred and

forty-two cadet-midshipmen on probation at the Naval

Academy, all of whom arc officers of the line. Medical

officers, paymasters, engineers, professors, chaplains, naval

constructors, &c., make uj) on the active list one thousand

one hundred and three officers of the line, six hundred and
ninety-three officers of the staff, and two hundred and forty-

two warrant officers, making a total of two thousand and
thirty-eight officers of all grades. At the same time (July,

1881,) there were in the service seven thousand five hundred

enlisted men and boys, besides the marine corps of seventy-

seven officers and one thousand five hundred men. On the

retired list there were forty-two rear-admirals, twenty com-

modores, twelve captains, ten commanders, fifteen lieuten-

ant commanders, eight lieutenants, eleven masters, and two

midshipmen, besides one hundred and seventeen staff officers,

thirty-eight warrant officers, and six professors of mathemat-

ics. The number of students in the Naval Academy in 1881

was : Cadet-midshipmen, one hundred and sixty-one
;
cadet-

engineers, one hundred. Total two hundred and sixty-one.

There are eight bureaus in the Navy Department, viz. :

—

Chief of the Bureau of Yards and Docks lias charge of navy

y.ards and naval .‘tations, their construction and repair, and the purchase

of timber and other materials for coustriicting and repairing vessels.

Chief of the Bureau of Navigation supplies vessels of war

with maps, charts, chronometers, barometers, flags, signal lights, glasses,

and stationery : has charge of the publication of charts, the Xautical

Almanac, and surveys
;
and the Xaval Observatory and Hydrographic

Office in Washington are under his charge.

Chief of the Bureau of Ordnance supervises the manufacture

of naval ordnance and ammunition, small arms, the armament of ves-

sels, arsenals and magazines, and the torpedo service.

Chief of the Bureau of Provisions and Clothing is charged

with the duty of supiilying, for all branches of the service, food, cloth-

ing, and small Stores.

Chief of the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery superintends

and directs the purchase and distribution of medical stores, hospital

supplies, surgical instruments, etc.

Chief of the Bureau of Construction and Repairs has

charge of dry docks, and repairs of vessels
;
the building and fitting out

of vessels, and the arming of iron-clads.

Chief of the Bureau of Equipment and Recruiting is

charged with the business of recruiting and enlisting men for naval

sendee, and furnishing rigging, anchors, and fuel for ships.

The Engineer-in-Chief directs the repairing, fitting out, and

running of steam marine engines and their accompaniments, and super-

vises the shops where they are repaired.

The Naval Academy is at Annapolis, Md. Cadets are appointed

annually, teu from the nation at large, one for each member of Congress,

and one for the District of Columbia.
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OMPRISED in the judicial organization of

the Government are the Supreme Court,

District and Circuit Courts. Nearly all the

States comprise a single Circuit. New
York has three Circuits, a few States

have two, and some of the less densely

populated States combine in a single dis-

trict. For each district there is a judge,

a district attorney, and a marshal. The
Chief Justice and the associate justices of the Supreme

Court are alloted among the Circuits by order of the Court,

while for each Circuit there is appointed a Circuit Judge

having the same power and jurisdiction therein as the justice

of the Supreme Court. Circuit Courts are held by the Cir-

cuit Justice, or the judge of the Circuit, or by the Judge of

the District, or by any two of the said judges sitting to-

gether.

THE SUPREME COURT.
The Supreme Court, the highest legal tribunal in the

nation, consists of a chief justice and eight associate justices,

who appoint a clerk, a marshal, and a reporter. This court

holds one term at Washington annually, and such adjourned

or special terms as may be necessarj'. The original jurisdic-

tion of the United States is divided among the other classes

of courts named. Original jurisdiction in a majority of cases

is vestcfl in the District Courts.

The Supreme Court has exclusive juriwliction in all civil

controversies where a State is a jjarty, except between a State

and its citizens, or Ixitwecn a State and citizens of other

States, or aliens, in which latter case it has original but not

exclusive jurisfliction. It has also exclusively all such juris-

diction of suits or proceedings against ambassadors and pub-

lic ministers and their servants os is consistent with their

privileges under the law of nations
; also original but not

exclusive jurisdiction of suits brought by ambas-sadors or

public ministers, or in which a foreign consul is a party.

The trial of all issues of faction, all actions at law against

citizens of the United States, must be by jury.

The Supreme Court also has power to issue writs of prohi-

bition to the District Courts when proceeding as courts of

admiralty and maritime jurisdiction, and writs of manda-
mus to all inferior courts and officers of the United States,

where a State, or an ambassador, or a public minister, or a

consul is a party.

THE CIRCUIT COURTS.
The Circuit Courts have original jiiri.sdiction in all .suits

of a civil nature at common law or in equity when the mat-

ter in dispute exceeds $500 and an alien is a party, or where

the suit is between citizens of different States; of all suits in

equity where the amount in dispute exceeds $500, and the

United States are petitioners
; of all suits at common law

where the United States, or any officer thereof, ruling under

authority of an act of Congrc.ss, are plaintiffs; of all suits

and proceedings arising under certain acts of Congress relat-

ing to tonnage dues, the slave trade, patents and copyrights,

banking associations, etc.
;
of suits to recover possession of

office, and of all proceedings by writ of quo warranto, and of

all suits authorized to be brought under the Acts of Congress

for enforcing the amendments to the Constitution.

The Circuit Courts have exclusive jurisdiction of all

crimes and offenses recognizable under the authority of the

United States, except as otherwise provided by law, and con-

current jurisdiction with the District Courts of crimes and

offenses cognizable therein.

The Circuit Courts hear and determine appeals from the

decrees of the District Courts in cases of equity or of admir-

alty and maritime jurisdiction when the matter in dispute

exceeds $50. All final judgments of District Courts in civil

actions, when the matter in dispute exceeds $50, may be re-

examined upon a writ of error by the Circuit Court held in

the sjime district. Jurisdiction of cases, civil or criminal,

may also be transferred from a DLstrict Court into the Cir-

< *
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cuit Court by reason of the disability from sickness, interest,

or other cause, of the district judge.

Suits commenced in State courts wherein the matter in

dispute exceeds $500 may, in cases provided, be removed

into the Circuit Court on petition, for the pvirpose of protect-

ing the rights and interests of aliens or citizens of States

other than those in which such suits are instituted, and also

where parties claim land under titles from different States.

Suits against revenue and registration officers of the United

States, and against corporations organized under acts of

Congress, may also be removed on petition to the Circuit

Courts of the United States.

COURT OF CLAIMS.
In 1855, the United States Court of Claims was instituted

and directed to hear and determine claims against the nation,

and report the cases and facts to

Congress, with the opinions of the

court thereon. In 1863, this court

was authorized to render final judg-

ment, with right of appeal to the

Supreme Court. The Court of Claims

has five judges.

DUTIES OF THE ATTOR-
NEY-GENERAL AND HIS

ASSISTANTS.

The Attorney-General represents

the Government where questions of

land or rents are concerned; gives

advice and opinions when required

by the President or heads of depart-

ments ; determines the validity of

titles to real estate before purchased

by the Government
; has superin-

tendence over District Attorney and
marshals ; furnishes counsel for the

Government wdten necessary in any
department, and makes an annual

report to Congress. Either House of

Congress may call upon the Attor-

ney-General for information on any
matter within the scope of his office, and it is his duty to

communicate such information. It has been always under-
stood that the opinion of the Attorney-General is not con-

clusive upon the President or the Secretaries, but it has
been the practice for the different departments to govern
the administration of their affairs according to his advice.

It is a settled rule that he has no right to give an opinion
in any ot her eases than those in which the statutes make it

his duty to give it. Therefore, he will not give an opinion

to any subordinate officer of any of the departments, nor
will he give an opinion to individuals in respect to their

claims against the Government, nor will he advise upon
speculative or hypothetical cases, nor upon any point of

law, unless it has actually arisen in a ease presented for the
action of a department.

He may direct the Solicitor-General to argue causes in the

Court of Claims in which the United States is interested,

and appeals from that court to the Supreme Court in such

eases as are’ committed to him and the Solicitor-General.

The Solicitor-General assists the Attorney-General, and,

in the absence of the latter, performs his official duties.

Assistant Attorneys-General.— There are two of these
;

one assists in the argument of cases before the Supreme
Court, and in preparing legal opinions

;
and the other repre-

sents the Government before the Court of Claims. All the

law officers of the various departments exercise their fune-

tions under the supervision and control of the Attorney-

General. These officers are: Assistant Attorney-General for

the Department of the Interior; Assistant Attorney-General

for the Post-Office Department
; Solicitor of the Treasury,

and Solicitor of Internal Revenue in the Treasury Depart-

ment; Naval Solicitor in the Navy
Department, and the Examiner of

Claims in the State Department.

THE LIBRARY
CONGRESS.

OF

THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS.

The Library of Congress was

founded on the establishment of the

seat of government in Washington

in 1800. In 1814 the Capitol was

burned by the British, and the li-

brary, which contained about 3,000

volumes, was entirely destroyed.

An annual appropriation being made
for the purchase of books, the library

continued to grow slowly, and in

1851 numbered 55,000 volumes. In

the same year, a second conflagration

destroyed all but 20,000 volumes,

which fortunately formed the more

valuable portion, but from that

period the library increased more

rapidly than ever, especially as

40,000 volumes of the Smithsonian

Institute were transferred to the

It now contains 300,000 volumes andbbrary of Congress,

about 60,000 pamphlets.

The act of Congress, passed Aug. 10, 1846, made it

incumbent on the author or publisher of every book, map,

print, etc., for which a copyright was secured, to forward,

within three months after publication, one copy each to the

librarians of the Smithsonian Institute and congressional

library. The average number of deposits under this act

amount to 25,000 articles per annum. Information concern-

ing the method of obtaining a copyright is given under

“Mercantile Law.”
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®he legislative Jejmetmetti

: 1
THE UNITED STATES CONGRESS, THE SEN-

ATE AND THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES, POWERS AND DUTIES.

The House of Representatives is chosen directly every

second year by the electors, it is the popular branch of the

Govemnjent. The qualifications and duties of Members of

the House are fully set forth in Section 2 of Article I.

of the Constitution of the United States. The growth

of the House
in numbers has

' ' '

been rapid. After

each decennial

census a new ap-

portionment is

made ; the sit-

ting congress
agrees upon the

whole number of

members,and they

are apportioned

among the States

according to the

jwpulation. The

increase o f the

House has been as

follows: in 1780,

it had sixty-five

members; in 1793,

one hundred and

five; in 1803, one

hundred and for-

ty-nine; in 1813,

1823, two hundred

THE NATIONAL CAPITOL.

one hundred and eighty-nine ;
in

and thirteen
; in 18.3-3, two hundred

and forty; in 1843, two hundred and twenty-three ; in

1853,two hundred and thirty-seven ; in 18G3, two hundred and

forty-three; in 1873, two hundred and ninety-three; in 1883,

it will be three hundred and twenty-five. When a new State

is aflmittefl a member (from that State) is added. The

Speaker of the House may in a certain contingency act as

President of the United States.

The Senate is the only permanent body in the Gov-

ernment, members being divided into cla,s.ses so that

two-thirds are always in office. The qualifications and

duties of senators are clearly set forth in the constitu-

tion.

All the State governments are modeled on the plan of fed-

eral government. Each State has a governor or a lieutenant-

governor (and some of them other State officers) elected by

the people; a legislature also chosen by the people, consisting

of a Senate, or upper house, and an Assembly, or lower house.

Governors are chosen for one, two, three or four years.

State senators for one, two, and four, and assemblymen

for one and two years. Nearly all State legislatures

meet bi-annually, only eight of the thirty-eight now hold-

ing annual ses-

sions.

The following

table shows the

great variation

among the dif-

ferent States

in the ratio of rep-

resentation. New
York, for in-

stance, has but

128 members of

the lower house

to a population

of .5,082,871, or

one member to

very nearly 40,-

000 inhabitants;

New Hampshire

has 379 members

in the lower house

or one member to

917 inhabitants

:
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NAMES AND NICKNAMES OF STATES.

Alabama is named from its principal river, which in the Indian

tongue means qtiiel, or “ here we rest.”

Arkansas, an Indian name, supposed to mean the Bow Indians,

experts in bow-shooting. Its nickname is “ Bear State.”

California, from a Spanish romance, in whicli is described “ the

great island of California w here an abundance of gold and precious

stones are found.” Nickname, ” The Golden State.”

Colorado, ruddy or blood-rcd, from the color of the water of Col-

orado river. But the river is not in the State.

Connecticut, '‘The land on a long tidal river,” called in Indian

“ Quin neh tu kgiit.” Nicknames, ‘‘Nutmeg State,” and ‘‘Land of

Steady Ilahit.s.”

Delaware, after Lord Dc-la-war. Nicknames, “ The Diamond State ”

(from its shape), and ‘‘The Blue lien’s Chicken.”

Florida, “ The Land of Flowers,” so-named by Ponce de Leon, the

discoverer, who landed there on ” Pascha Florida,” or ‘‘ Flowery East-

er,” in 15ia. Nickname, ‘‘Land of Flowers.”

Georgia, after George II., King ot England. Nickname, “Empire
State of the South.”

Illinois, the original name of a confederation of Indian tribes,

meaning “ real ” or “ superior men.” Nickname, “ Piaiiie " or “Sucker

State.”
'

Indiana, either from the American Indians, or from an old land

coni|)any having possessions. Nickname, ‘‘ Iloosier State.”

Iowa, an Indian name, and the name of its chief river, meaning
“ the sleepy ones.” Nickname, “ Ilawkeye State.”

Kansas, an Indian name, from its principal river, meaning “the

smoky water.”

Kentucky, from its principal river. Nickname, “ The Dark and

Bloody Ground.”

Louisiana, .after Louis XIV. of France. Nickname, “ Creole

State.”

Maine, “ the mainland,” meaning that portion of New England

granted by Charles I. to Sir Fernando Gorges. Nickname, ‘‘ Pine Tree

State.”

Maryland, after Henrietta Maria, queen of Charles I. No nick-

name, but misrbt be “ The Oj'ster State.”

Massachusetts, from an Indian tribe. Nickname, “ Bay State.”

THE SENATE CUA.MBER.

THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.

Michigan, from an Indian term signifying “ the lake country.”
Nickname, “ Wolverine State.”

Minnesota, from the Indian “Mini-sotah” or turbid water, ap-
plied to St. Peter's river.

* Mississippi, from an Indian term meaning “ thegreat river.” Nick-
' name, “ Bayou State.

j

Missouri, after its river, meaning “ muddy water,” and a tribe of

I

Indians of the same name.
Nebraska, from its river, in Indian meaning “shallow water.”
Nevada, from the Spani.sh, meaning “ snowy.” The Sierra Nevada

are “ the snowy mountains.” Nickname, “ Silver State.”

New Hampshire, after Hampshire county, in England. Nickname,
“ Granite State.”

New Jersey, so named in honor of the defense of the Isle of Jer.-ey

by its tirst proprietor. Sir George Cartarct.

New York, after Cbaiies II., when he was Duke of York. Origin-
ally New Amsterdam, after Amsterdam, in Holland. Nickname, “Em-
pire State.’’

North Carolina, and South Carolina, whether after Charle.s L,
of England, or Charle.s IX., of France, is not decided, but piobably from
the British king. Nicknames— North Carolina is “ Old North ” or “ Tar
State; ” South Carolina is “ Palmetto State.”

Ohio, from a Wyandot term meaning the “beautiful” or “great
river.” Its nickname is “ Buckeye State.”

Oregon, from its river, in Indian meaning “ River of tbe West.”
Pennsylvania, from William Penn, the first proprietor. Nickname,

“ Keystone State.”

Rhode Island, probably from the Dutch “ Roode ” or “ red ” isl.and,

from the apiiearance of the soil. Nickname, “ Little Rhody.”

Tennessee, perhaps from an important Cherokee settlement called

Tanasse. Nickname, “ Big Bend State.”

Texas, of doubtful derivation. Some say from an Indian tribe of

the name
;
some say from the Spanish “ tejas,” or covered houses.

Nickname, “Lone Star State.”

Vermont, from the French rerd mont, or green mountain. Nick-

name, “Green Mountain State.”

Virginia, from Elizabeth, “ the virgin queen.” Nicknames, “ Old

Dominion,” or “Mother of States.”

West Virginia is merely a geographical designation. The north,

ern part is sometimes called, from its shape, “ The Panhandle State.’’

Wisconsin, from its chief river, in French Oui,<coiisi/i, from oiiest,

or fiowing westward. Nickname, “Badger State.”
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persons,* The actual enumeration shall bo made williin

three years after the first meeting of the Congress of the

United States, and within every subsequent term of ten

years, in such manner as they shall by law direct. The

number of Representatives shall not exceed one for every

thirty thousand, but each State shall have at least one Rep-

resentative ;
and until such enumeration shall be made,

j

the State of New Hampshire shall be entitled to choose

three, Massachusetts eight, Rhode Island and Providence

Plantations one, Connecticut five, New York six. New Jer-

sey four, Pennsylvania eight, Delaware one, Maryland six,

Virginia ten. North Carolina five. South Carolina five, and

Georgia three.

4. When vacancies happen in the representation from

any State, the executive authority thereof shall issue writs

of election to fill such vacancies.

5. The House of Representatives shall choose their speaker

and other officers ;
and sliall have the sole power of im-

peachment.

SECTION III.

1. The Senate of the United States sliall be composed of

two .senators from each State, chosen by the legislature

thereof, for six years
;
and each senator shall have one vote.

2. Immediately after they shall be assemliled in conse-

quence of the first election, they shall be divided as equally

as may be into three classes. The seats of the senators of

the first class shall be vacated at the expiration of the sec-

•See Article XIV. of the Amemlmenl.t.

E, the people of the United States, in order to form a

U more perfect union, establish justice, insure domestic tran-

quillity, provide for the common defense, promote the gen-

eral welfare, and secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves

and our posterity, do ordain and establish this Constitution for

the United States of America.

All legislative

powers herein
granted shall be vested

in a Congress of the

United States, which shall

consist of a Senate and

House of Representatives.

section II.

1. The House of Representatives shall

be composed of members chosen every second

year by the people of the several States, and

the electors in each State shall have the qualifica-

tions requisite for electors of the most numerous

branch of the State Legislature.

2. No person shall be a Representative who shall not

have attained to the age of twenty-five years, and been

seven years a eitizen of the United States, and who shall

not, when elected, be an inhabitant of that State in which

he shall be chosen.

3. Representatives and direct taxes shall be apportioned

among the several States which may be included within this

Union, according to their respective numbers, which shall

be determined by adding to the whole number of free per-

sons. including those bound to service for a term of years,

and excluding Indians not taxed, three-fifths of all other

PREAMBLE.

SECTION I.

ARTICLE I.
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oml year, of the second class at the expiration of the fourth

year, and of the third class at the expiration of the sixth

year, so that one-third may be chosen every second year;

and if vacancies happen by resignation, or otherwise, during

the recess of the legislature of any State, the executive

thereof may make temporary appointments until the next

meetingof the legislature, which shall then fill such vacancies.

3. No person shall be a senator who shall not have at-

tained to the age of thirty years, and been nine years a citi-

zen of the United States, and who shall not, when elected,

be an inhabitant of that State for which he shall be chosen.

4. The vice-president of the United States shall be presi-

dent of the Senate, but shall have no vote unless they be

equally divided.

5. The Senate shall choose their other officers, and also a

president pro tempore, in the absence of the vice-president,

or when he shall exercise the office of president of the

United States.

6. The Senate shall have the sole power to try all im-

peachments. When sitting for that purpose, they shall all be

on oath or affirmation. When the president of the United

States is tried, the chief-justice shall preside: and no person

shall be convicted without the concurrence of two-thirds of

the members present.

7. Judgment in eases of impeachment shall not extend

further than to removal from office, and disqualification to

hold and enjoy any office of honor, trust, or profit under the

United States ;
but the party convicted shall nevertheless

be liable and subject to indictment, trial, judgment, and

punishment, according to law.

SECTION IV.

1. The times, places, and manner of holding elections for

senators and representatives, shall be prescribed in each

State by the legislature thereof ; but the Congress may at

any time by law make or alter such regulations, except as

to the places of choosing senators.

2. The Congress shall assemble at least once in every

year, and such meeting shall be on the first Monday in De-

cember, unless they shall by law appoint a different day.

SECTION V.

1. Each house shall be the judge of the elections, returns,

and qualifications of its own members, and a majority of

each shall constitute a quorum to do business; but a smaller

number may adjourn from day to day, and may be author-

ized to compel the attendance of absent members, in such

manner and under such penalties as each house may pro-

vide.

2. Each house may determine the rules of its proceedings,

]>unish its members for disorderly behavior, and, with the

concurrence of two-thirds, expel a member.

3. Each house shall keep a journal of its proceedings, and
from time to time publish the same, excepting such parts as

may in their judgment require secrecy; and the yeas and
nays of the members of either house on any question, shall,

at the desire of one-fifth of those present, be entered on the

journal.

4.

Neither house, during the session of Congress shall,

without the consent of the other, adjourn for more than

three days, nor to any other place than that in which the two

houses shall be sitting.

SECTION VI.

1. The senators and representatives shall receive a com-

pensation for their services, to be ascertained by law, and

paid out of the treasury of the United States. They shall,

in all cases, except treason, felony, and breach of the peace,

be privileged from arrest during their attendance at the

sessions of their respective houses, and in going to and re-

turning from the same; and for any .speech or debate in

either house, they shall not be questioned in any other place,

2. No senator or representative shall, during the time for

which he was elected, be appointed to any civil office under

the authority of the United States, which shall have been

created, or the emoluments whereof shall have been in-

creased during such time ; and no person holding any office

under the United States, shall be a member of either house

during his continuance in office.

SECTION VII.

1. All bills for raising revenue shall originate in the

House of Representatives ;
but the Senate may propose or

concur with amendments as on other bills.

2. Every bill which shall have passed the House of Rep-

resentatives and the Senate, shall, before it become a law,

be presented to the president of the United States ; if he

approve he shall sign it, but if not he shall return it, with

his objections, to that house in which it shall have origi-

nated, who shall enter the objections at large on their jour-

nal, and proceed to reconsider it. If after such reconsider-

ation two-thirds of that house shall agree to pass the bill, it

shall be sent, together with the objections, to the other

house, by which it shall likewise be reconsidered, and if

approved by two-thirds of that hou.se, it shall become a law.

But in all such cases the votes of both houses shall be de-

termined by yeas and nays, and the names of the persons

voting for and against t he bill shall be entered on the journal

of each house respectively. If any bill shall not be returned

by the president within ten days (Sundays excepted) after it

shall have been presented to him, the same shall be a law,

in like manner as if he had signed it, unless the Congress

by their adjournment prevent its return, in which case it

shall not be a law.

3. Every order, resolution, or vote to which the concur-

rence of the Senate and House of Representatives may be

necessary (except on a question of adjournment) shall be

presented to the president of the United States ; and before

the same shall take effect, shall be approved by him, or be-

ing disapproved by him, shall be repassed by two-thirds of

the Senate and House of Representatives, according to the

rules and limitations prescribed in the case of a bill.

SECTION VIII.

The Congress shall have power

—

1. To lay and collect taxes, duties, imposts, and excises,
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to pay the debts and provide for the common defense and

general welfare of the United States ;
but all duties, im-

posts, and excises shall be uniform throughout the United

States.

2. To borrow money on the credit of the United States.

3. To regulate commerce with foreign nations, and among

the several States, and with the Indian tribes.

4. To establish a uniform rule of naturalization, and uni-

form laws on the subject of bankruptcies throughout the

United States.

5. To coin money, regulate the value thereof, and of for-

eign coin, and fix the standard of weights and measures.

6. To provide for the punishment of counterfeiting the

securities and current coin of the United States.

7. To establi.sh post-ofliees and post-roads.

8. To promote the progress of science and useful arts, by

securing for limited times to authors and inventors the ex-

clusive right to their respective writings and discoveries.

9.

To constitute tribunals inferior to the supreme court.

10. To define and punish piracies and felonies committed

on the high seas, and offenses against the law of nations.

11. To declare war, grant letters of marque and reprisal,

and make rules concerning captures on land and water.

12. To raise and support armies ;
but no appropriation

of money to that use shall be for a longer term than two

years.

13. To provide and maintain a navy.

14. To make rules for the government and regulation of

the land and naval forces.

l.i. To provide for calling forth the militia to execute the

laws of the Union, suppress insurrection, and repel invasion.

16. To provide for organizing, arming, and disciplining

the militia, and for governing such part of them as may be

employed in the service of the United States ;
reserving to

the States respectively the appointment of the officers and

the authority of training the militia according to the disci-

pline prescribed by Congress.

17. To exercise exclusive legislation in all cases whatso-

ever, over such district (not exceeding ten miles square) as

mav, by cession of particular States, and the acceptance of

Congress, become the seat of government of the United

States : and to exercise like authority over all places pur-

chased, by the consent of the legislature of the State in

which the same shall be, for the erection of forts, magazines,

arsenals, dockyards, and other needful buildings
;
and

18. To make all laws which shall be necessary and proper

for carrying into execution the foregoing powers and all

other powers vested by this constitution in the government

of the United States, or in any department or office thereof.

SECTION IX.

1. The migration or importation of such persons as any of

the States now existing shall think proper to admit, shall

not be prohibited by the Congress prior to the year one

thousand eight hundred and eight ; but a tax or duty may

be imposed on such importation not exceeding ten dollars

for each person.

2. The privilege of the writ of habeas corpus shall not be

suspended, unless when, in cases of rebellion or invasion, the

public safety may require it.

3. No bill of attainder, or ex post facto law, shall be

passed.

4. No capitation or other direct tax shall be laid, unless in

proportion to the census or enumeration herein before

directed to be taken.

5. No tax or duty shall be laid on any articles exported

from any State. No preference shall be given by any regu-

lation of commerce or revenue to the ports of one State over

those of another ;
nor shall vessels bound to or from one

State, be obliged to enter, clear or pay duties in another.

6. No money shall be drawn from the treasury, but in

consequence of appropriations made by law ; and a regular

statement and account of the receipts and expenditures of

all public money shall be published from time to time.

7. No title of nobility shall be granted by the United

States ;
and no person holding any office of profit or trust

under them, shall, without the consent of the Congress,

accept of any present, emolument, office, or title of any kind

whatever, from any king, prince, or foreign state.

SECTION X.

1. No State shall enter into any treaty, alliance, or con-

federation ;
grant letters of marque and reprisal ;

coin

money ;
emit bills of credit ;

make anything but gold and

silver coin a tender in payment of debts
;
pass any bill of

attainder, ex post facto law, or law impairing the obligation

of contracts ;
or grant any title of nobility.

2. No State shall, without the consent of the Congress, lay

any imposts or duties on imports or exports, except what

may be absolutely necessary for executing its inspection

laws ; and the net produce of all duties and imposts laid by

any State on imports or exports, shall be for the use of the

treasury of the United States ;
and all such laws shall be

subject to the revision and control of the Congress. No

State shall, without the consent of the Congress, lay any

duty of tonnage, keep troops or ships of war in time of peace,

enter into any agreement or compact with another State, or

with a foreign power, or engage in war, unless actually

invaded, or in such imminent danger as will not admit of

delay.

ARTICLE II.

SECTION I.

1. The executive power shall be vested in a President of

the United States of America. He shall hold his office dur-

ing the term of four years ; and. together with the Vice-

President chosen for the same term, be elected as follows :

2. Each State shall appoint, in such manner as the legis-

lature thereof may direct, a numlier of electors equal to the

whole numlxir of senators and representatives to which the

State may be entitled in the Congress
;
hut no senator

or representative, or person holding an office of trust or

profit under the United States, .shall be appointed an elector.

3. The electors .shall meet in their respective States, and

vote by ballot for two persons, of whom one at least shall

not be an inhabitant of the same State with themselves. And
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they slmll make a list of all the persons voted for, ami of the

number of votes for each
;
which list they shall sign and

certify, and transmit sealed to the seat of government of the

United States, directed to the president of the senate. The

l)resident of the Senate shall, in the presence of the Senate

and House of Representatives, open all the certificates,

and the votes shall then be counted. The person having

the greatest number of votes shall be the President, if such

number be a majority of the whole number of electors

appointed
;
and if there be more than one who have such

majority, and have an equal number of votes, then the

House of Representatives shall immediately choose, by bal-
]

lot, one of them for President
;
and if no person have a

majority, then, from the five highest on the list, the said

House shall, in like manner, choose the President. But in

choosing the President, the vote shall be taken by States,

the representation from each State having one vote
; a

quorum for this purpose shall consist of a member or mem-

bers from two-thirds of the States, and a majority of all the

States shall be necessary to a choice. In every case, after the

choice of a President, the person having the greatest number

of votes of the electors shall be the Vice-President. But if

there should remain two or more who have equal votes, t he

Senate shall choose from them, by ballot, the Vice-Presi-

dent.

4. The Congress may determine the time of choosing the

electors, and the day on which they shall give their votes,

which day shall be the same throughout the United States.

5. No person, excej)t a natural born citizen, or a citizen of

the United States at the time of the adoption of this consti-

tution, shall be eligible to the office of President
;
neither

shall any person be eligible to that office who shall not have

attained to the age of thirty-five years, and been fourteen

years a resident within the United States.

6. In case of the removal of the President from office, or

of his death, resignation, or inability to discharge the pow-

ers and duties of the said office, the same shall devolve on

the Vice-President
;
and the Congress may, by law, provide

for the case of removal, death, resignation, or inability, both

of the President and Vice-President, declaring what officer

shall then act as President
;
and such officer shall act accord-

ingly, until the disability be removed, or a President shall

be elected.

7. The President shall, at stated times, receive for his

services a compensation, which shall neither be increased

nor diminished during the period for which he shall have

been elected ; and he shall not receive within that period

any other emolument from the United States, or any of

them.

8. Before he enter on the execution of his office, he shall

take the following oath or affirmation :

“ I do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will faithfully

execute the office of President of the United States
;
and will

to the best of my ability, preserve, protect and defend the

constitution of the United States.”

SECTION II.

1

.

The President shall be commander-in-chief of the army

and navy of the United States, and of the militia of the

several States, when called into the actual service of the

United States. He may require the opinion, in writing, of

the principal officer in each of the executive departments,

upon any subject relating to the duties of their respective

offices
; and he shall have power to grant reprieves and par-

dons for offenses against the United States, except in cases

of impeachment.

2. He shall have power, by and with the advice and con-

sent of the Senate, to make treaties, provided two-thirds of

the Senators present concur
;
and he shall nominate, and.

by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, shall

appoint ambassadors, other public ministers and consuls,

judges of the Supreme Court, and all other officers of the

United States whose appointments are not herein otherwise

provided for, and which shall be established by law. But

the Congress may, by law, vest the appointment of such

inferior officers as they think proper, in the President alone,

in the courts of law, or in the heads of departments.

3. The President shall have power to fill up all vacancies

that may happen during the recess of the Senate, by grant-

ing commissions which shall expire at the end of their next

session.

SECTION III.

1 . He shall, from time to time, give to the Congress infor-

mation of the state of the Union, and recommend to their

consideration such measures as he shall judge necessary and

expedient. He may, on extraordinary occasions, convene

both Houses, or either of them ; and in ease of disagreement

between them, with respect to the time of adjournment, he

may adjourn them to such time as he shall think proper. He

shall receive ambassadors and other public ministers. He

shall take care that the laws be faithfully executed ; and

shall commission all the officers of the United States.

SECTION IV.

1. The President, Vice-President, and all civil officers of

the United States, shall be removed from office on impeach-

ment for, and conviction of, treason, bribery, or other high

crimes and misdemeanors.

ARTICLE HI.

SECTION I.

1. The judicial power of the United States shah be vested

in one Supreme Court, and in such inferior courts as the

Congress may, from time to time, ordain and establish.

The judges, both of the supreme and inferior courts, shall

hold their offices during good behavior ; and shall, at stated

times, receive for their services a compensation, which shall

not be diminished during their continuance in office.

SECTION II.

1. The judicial power shall extend to all cases in law and

equity arising under this constitution, the laws of the United

States, and treaties made, or which shall be made, under

their authority ; to all cases affecting ambassadors, other

public ministers, and consuls
;
to all cases, of admiralty and
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maritime jurisdiction ; to controversies to which tlie United f

States shall be a party ; to controversies between two or more

States ; between a State and citizens of another State,
|

between citizens of different States, between citizens of the

same State claiming lands under grants of different States,

and between a State, or the citizens thereof, and foreign

states, citizens, or subjects,

2. In all cases affecting ambassadors, other public minis-

ters and consuls, and those in which a State shall be a party,

the Supreme Court shall have original jurisdiction. In all
j

the other cases before mentioned, the Supreme Court shall

have appellate jurisdiction, both as to law and fact, with

such exceptions and under such regulations as the Con-

gress shall make.

3. The trial of all crimes, except in cases of impeachment,
|

shall be by jury, and such trial shall be held in the State

where the said crime shall have been committed ; but when

not committed within any State, the trial shall be at such

place or places as the Congress may by law have directed

SECTION III.

1. Treason against the United States shall consist only in

lexwing war against them or in adhering to their enemies,

giving them aid and comfort. No person shall be conncted

of treason unless on the testimony of two witnesses to the

same overt act, or on confession in open court,

2. The Congress shall have pow%r to declare the punish-

ment of treason
;
but no attainder of treason shall work cor-

ruption of blood, or forfeiture, except during the life of the

person attainted.

ARTICLE IV.

SECTION I.

1.

Full faith and credit shall be given in each State to the

public acts, records, and judicial proceedings of every other

State ; and the Congress may, by general laws, prescribe the

manner in which such acts, records, and proceedings shall

be proved, and the effect thereof.

SECTION II.

1. The citizens of each State shall be entitled to all

privileges and immunities of citizens in the several States.

2. A person charged in any State with treason, felony, or

other crime, who shall flee from justice, and be found in

another State, shall, on demand of the executive authority

of the State from which he fled, be delivered up to be

removed to the State having jurisdiction of the crime.

3. No person held to service or labor in one State under

the laws thereof, escaping into another, shall in consequence

of any law or regulation therein, be discharged from such

service or labor
;
but shall be delivered up on claim of the

j)arty to whom such service or labor may be due.

SECTION III.

1. New States may be admitted by the Congress into this

Union : but no new State shall lie formed or erected within

the jurisdiction of any other State, nor any State be formed

by the junction of two or more States or parts of States

without the consent of the Legislatures of f he States con-

cerned, as well as of the Congress.

2. The Congress shall have power to dispose of, and make

all needful rules and regulations respecting the territory or

other property belonging to the United States ;
and nothing

in this Constitution shall be so construed as to prejudice

any claim of the United States, or of any particular State.

SECTION IV.

1. The United States shall guarantee to every State in

this Union a republican form of government, and shall

protect each of them against invasion
;
and, on api)lication

of the Legislature, or of the executive (when the Legislature

cannot be convened), against domestic violence.

ARTICLE V.

1. The Congress, whenever two-thirds of both Houses

shall deem it necessary, shall propose amendments to this

Constitution ;
or, on the afjplication of the Legislatures of

two-thirds of the several States, shall call a convention for

proposing amendments, which, in either case, shall be valid

to all intents and purposes as part of this Constitution, when

ratified l>y the Legislatures of three-fourths of the several

States, or by conventions in three-fourths thereof, as the one

or the other mode of ratification may be proposed by the

Congress
;
provided that no amendment which may be made

prior to the year one thousand eight hundred and eight,

shall in any manner affect the first and fourth clauses in the

ninth section of the first article ; and that no State, without

its consent, shall be deprived of its equal suffrage in the

Senate.

ARTICLE VI.

1. All debts contracted and engagements entered into

before the adoption of this Constitution, shall be as valid

against the United States under this Constitution, as under

the Confederation.

2. This Constitution, and the laws of the United States

which shall be made in pursuance thereof, and all treaties

made, or which shall be made, under the authority of the

United States, shall be the supreme law of the land; and the

judges in every State shall be bound thereby, anything in

the Constitution or laws of any State to the contrary not-

withstanding.

3. The Senators and Rej>resentatives before mentioned

and the members of the several State Legislatures, and all

executive and judicial officers, both of the United Slatcsand

the several States, shall be bound by oath or affirmation to

support this Constitution; but no ndigious test shall ever be

required as a (pialification to any office or public trust under

the United Slates

ARTICLE VII.

1. The ratification of the conventions of nine States shall

be sufficient for the establishment of this Constitution be-

tween the States so ratifying the same.

Done in convention liy the unanimous consent of the

States present, the seventeenth day of December, in

the year of our Lord one thousand seven hundred
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and eighty-seven, and of the Independence of the

United States of America, the twelfth. In witness

! whereof we have hereunto subscribed our names.

GEORGE WASHINGTON,
President, and Deputy frow Virginia.

AMENDMENTS.
[The following amendments were proposed at the first

session of the first Congress of the United States, which was

begun and held at the city of New York, on the 4th of

March, 1789, and were adopted by the requisite number of

States. Laws of the U. S., vol. 1, page 82.]

[The following preamble and resolution preceded the ori-

ginal proposition of the amendments, and as they have been

supposed by a high equity judge (8th Wendell’s Reports, p.

100), to have an important bearing on the construction of

those amendments, they are here inserted. They will be

found in the journals of the first session of the first Con-

gress.]
,

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES.

Begun and held at the city of New York, on Wednesday, the

Mh day of March, 1789.

The conventions of a number of States having, at the time

of their adopting the Constitution, expressed a desire, in

order to prevent misconstruction or abuse of its powers, that

further declaratory and restrictive clauses should be added,

and as extending the ground of public confidence in the

government will best insure the beneficent ends of its in-

stitution:

Resolved, By the Senate and House of Representatives of

I

the United States of America, in Congress assembled, tw'o-

thirds of both Houses concurring, that the following articles

be proposed to the Legislatures of the several States, as

amendments to the Constitution of the United States; all or

!
any of which articles, when ratified by three-fourths of the

i

said Legislatures, to be valid to all intents and purposes, as

part of the said Constitution, namely:

ARTICLE I.

Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment

of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or

abridging the freedom of speech or of the press; or the right

of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the gov-

! eminent for a redress of grievances.

ARTICLE II.

j

A well regulated militia being necessary to the security of

1

a free state, the right of the people to keep and bear arms

I

shall not be infringed.

! ARTICLE HI.

I No soldier shall, in time of peace, be quartered in any

house without the consent of the owner, nor in time of war,

but in a manner to be prescribed by law.

ARTICLE IV.

The right of the people to be secure in their persons,

j
houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches

and seizures, shall not be violated; and no warrants shall

issue but upon probable cause, supported by oath or affirma-

tion, and particularly describing the place to be searched,

and the persons or things to be seized.

ARTICLE V.

No person shall be held to answer for a capital or other-

wise infamous crime, unless on a presentment or indictment

of a grand jury, except in eases arising in the land or naval

forces, or in the militia, when in actual service in time of

war or public danger
;
nor shall any person be subject for

the same offense to be twice put in jeopardy of life or limb ;

nor shall he be compelled, in any criminal case, to be a wit-

ness against himself, nor be deprived of life, liberty, or prop-

erty, without due process of law ; nor shall private property

be taken for public use, without just compensation.

ARTICLE VI.

In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the

right to a speedy and public trial, by an impartial jury of

the State and district wherein the crime shall have been com-

mitted, which district shall have been previously ascertained

by law
; and to be informed of the nature and cause of the

accusation ; to be confronted with the witnesses against him ;

to have compulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his

favor, and to have the assistance of counsel for his defense.

ARTICLE VII.

In suits at common law, where the value in controversy

shall exceed twenty dollars, the right of trial by jury shall be

preserved ; and no fact tried by a jury shall be otherwise re-

examined in any court of the United States, than according

to the rules of the common law.

ARTICLE VIII.

Excessive bail shall not be required, nor excessive fines

imposed, nor cruel and unusual punishments infiicted.

ARTICLE IX.

The enumeration in the Constitution of certain rights,

shall not be construed to deny or disparage others retained

by the people.

ARTICLE X.

The powers not delegated to the United States by the Con-

stitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to

the States respectively, or to the people.

[The following amendment w'as proposed at the second

session of the third Congress. It is printed in the Laws of

the United States, vol. 1, p. 73, as article 11.]

ARTICLE XL

The judicial power of the United States shall not be con-

strued to extend to any suit in law or equity, commenced or

prosecuted against one of the United States by citizens of

another State, or by citizens or subjects of any foreign

State.
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[The three following sections were proposed as amend-

ments at the first session of the eighth Congress. They are

printed in the Laws of the United States as article 12.]

ARTICLE XII.

1. The electors shall meet in their respective States, and

vote by ballot for President and Vice-President, one of

whom, at least, shall not be an inhabitant of the same State

with themselves. They shall name in their ballots the per-

son voted for as President, and in distinct ballots, the per-

son voted for as Vice-President ;
and they shall make dis-

tinct lists of all pei-sons voted for as President, and of all

persons voted for as Vice-President, and of the number of

votes for each ; which lists they shall sign and certify, and

transmit sealed to the seat of the government of the United

States, directed to the President of the Senate. The Presi-

dent of the Senate shall, in the presence of the Senate and

House of Representatives, open all the certificates, and the

votes shall then be counted. The person having the great-

est number of votes for President shall be the President, if

such number be a majority of the whole number of electors

appointal ; and if no person have such majority, then from

the persons having the highest numbei-s, not exceeding

three, on the list of those voted for as President, the House

of Representatives shall choose immediately, by ballot, the

President. But, in choosing the President, the votes shall

be taken by States, the representation from each State having

one vote ; a quorum for this purpose shall consist of a mem-

ber or members from two-thirds of the States, and a majority

of all the States shall be necessary to a choice. And if the

House of Representatives shall not choose a President when-

ever the right of choice shall devolve upon them, before the

fourth day of March next following, then the Vice-President

shall act as President, as in the case of the death or other

Constitutional disability of the President.

2. The person having the greatest number of votes as

Vice-President shall l>e the Vice-President, if such number

l)C a majority of the whole number of electors appointed, and

if no person have a majority, then from the two highest

numbers on the li.st, the Senate shall choose the Vice-Presi-

dent. A quorum for the purpose shall consist of two-thirds

of the whole number of Senators, and a majority of the

whole number shall be necessary to a choice.

.2. But no person constitutionally ineligible to the office of

President, shall be eligible to that of Vice-President of the

United States.

ARTICLE XIII.

1. Neither slavery nor involuntary servitude, except as a

punishment for crime, whereof the party shall have been

duly convicted, shall exist within the United States, or any

l>lace subject to their jurisdiction.

2. Congress shall have power to enforce this article by

appropriate legislation.

ARTICLE XIV.

SECTION I.

.U1 persons born or naturalized in the Uniter! States, and

subject to the jurisrlietion thereof, are citizens of the United

States and of the State wherein they reside. No State shall

make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges

or immunities of citizens of the United States, nor shall any

State deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, with-

out due process of law, nor deny to any person witliin its
|

jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.
^

SECTION II.
'

Representatives shall be appointed among the several
^

States according to their respective numbers, counting the
|

whole number of persons in each State, excluding Indians

not taxed. But when the right to vote at any election for

choice of Electors for President and Vice-President of

the United States, Representatives in Congresi the execu-

tive and judicial officers of a State, or the members of the

Legislature thereof, is denied to any of the male inhabitants

of such State, being twenty-one years of age, and citizens of

the United States, or in any way abridged, except for par-

ticipation in rebellion or other crime, the basis of represen-

tation therein shall be reduced in the proportion which the

number of such male citizens shall bear to the whole number

of male citizens twenty-one years of age in such State.

SECTION HI.

No person shall be a Senator or Representative in Con-
^

gress, or Elector of President and Vice-President, or hold

any office, civil or military, under the United States, or un-
|

der any State, who having previously taken an oath as a
j

member of Congress, or as an officer of the United States, or
j

as a member of any State Legislature, or as an executive or
j

judicial officer of any State, to support the Constitution of

the United States, shall have engaged in insurrection or re-

bellion against the same, or given aid or comfort to the ene-

mies thereof ;
but Congress may, by a vote of two-thirds of

each House, remove such disability.

SECTION IV.

The validity of the public debt of the United States,

authorized by law, including debts incurred for payment of

pensions and bounties for services in suppressing insurrection

or rebellion, shall not be questioned. But neither the United

States nor any State shall assume or pay any debt or obliga-

tion incurred in aid of insurrection or rebellion against the

United States, or any claim for the loss or emancipation of

any slave ;
but all such debts, obligations, and claims shall

be held illegal and void.

SECTION V.

The Congress shall have power to enforce, by appropriate

legislation, the provdsions of this article.

ARTICLE XV.

SECTION I.

The right of citizens of the United States to vote shall not ,

be denied or abridged by the Unitcil States, or by any State,
|

on account of race, color, or previous condition of servitude.
;

SECTION II.

The Congress shall have power to enforce this article by

appropriate legislation.
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OURNALISM lias had a wonderful

growtli in modern times. Our

grandfathers were glad to get hold

of a seven by-nine country newspa-

per once a week. To-day we grasp

half a dozen sheets of a morning,

each almost large enough for a

cradle quilt. The man wlio does

not read newspapers will soon be a

curiosity indeed. In the cities,

and all over the land, they fall

every morning as the autumn

leaves fall when a sudden storm

shakes the forest.

Printing with movable types be-

gan in 1452. In 1457 a newspaper was published.

In England the London Gazette was the pioneer,

starting in November, 1665, ten months before

the great fire. The first American newspaper

was “ Publick Occurrences, both Foreign and Do-

mestick,” issued at Boston, September 25, 1690.

It lived through one issue only—the authorities

found it too free of speech, and squelched it.

But in 1704 (Api’il 24) the Boston Netvs-Letter

was started, and managed to live until the Revo-

lution. Philadelphia’s first paper started Decem-

ber 22, 1719, and New York’s first October 16,

1725.

The circulation of newspapers was very small

until the application of steam power to printing
;

and even then their circulation was within narrow

limits until the invention of stereotyping came in.

By this means any number of forms may be made

and any number of presses run, so that now the

circulation of newspapers is practically unlimited.

The press on which Franklin laboriously “ pulled

off ” two or three hundred sheets in an hour,

printed on one side only, the sheet no larger than

a card table, has given jjlace to a seemingly living

creature, that takes in its teeth the end of a roll

of paper a mile long, and grinds it out at the rate

of 20,000 to 30,000 ])er hour of completed news-

papers of eight pages each, pasted at the back, cut

at the edges, and folded ready for the mails.

Journalism has abandoned the pony-express and

the steamboats, and harnessed in their stead the

lightning. Its hand reaches under oceans and over

continents, to the uttermost ends of the earth, to

satisfy its insatiable craving for news. Its agents

are ubiquitous, under the equator
;
at the poles

;

on the battle-field
;
in the drawing-room

;
step by

step with exploration, step by steji with science
;

even the secrets of State are kept with difficulty

from the untiring search of journalism. It is no

longer a means of making a poor living
;
journal-

ism is a high and responsible profession. Where

so many newspapers are read, there is little room

I
for books—the newspaper, therefore, becomes the

teacher, and although the reader may not suspect

I it, his opinions are more or less influenced by his

j

favorite journal.

i

The tables given herewith present an interesting study,

j

In the United States there are more than 11,000 newspapers

i
and magazines. It is not easy to get at the amount of

printed matter, for some are of four pages, others eight,

twelve, sixteen, and on to thirty-two. Some vary from

day to day—one day twelve pages, the next twenty-eight.

The pages are of all sizes, and so are the types. One illus-

tration may give an idea of the vast amount of reading ( we

include advertisements) in the modern newspaper. In

April, 1882, a New York paper issued as its regular sheet

28 pages of six columns each, or 168 columns of type. Rated

as all nonpareil, the ems ” in printer’s parlance in this

sheet were eleven hundred thousand ( 1,108,800.) The New
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Testainout, rt-vist^l edition, contnins only 44;1,(KX) eins ; so

this single copy of ii newsjuiiH'r might have printe*! two full

copies and half of another of the entire New Testament.

The newspaiKT on this iH’casion issued 120,000 copies, the

whole inlit ion iH'ing e(pud to :5(X),tXH) copies of the New Testa-

ment.

In the entire world theix* are published 114,274 newspapers,

journals and magazines. F.urope stands at the head in

numl)ers, circulation, and intluence, having 10,557 publica-

tions, or 57.07 per cenf. of all in existence. North .\merica

comes next, with 12,400 publications, with which, in I'onsidcr-

ation of her youth, she may well be satisfied. Europe and

North America have 31,057 newspapers, leaving but 2,317 to

the remainder of the world. These an.' distributed ns follows :

In .Vsia, 775, or 2.27 per cent, of all in the world ; South

.Vmerica, COO, or 2.05 per cent ; .Vustralin, CCl, or 1.01 i)cr

cent.; .\frica, 1S2, or 0.54 per cent. Europe and North

.Vmerica, with an area of less than 25 per cent, of the

habitable globe, contain 03.23 per cent, of all the publica-

tions in existence. Europe and North America combined

have a |K>pulation of 377,300,145; the remainder of the

world hnsan aggix'gate population of 1,245, 788,010. Itatiug

the averagi' family at six pei-sons it appears that in Europe

and North America then* is one publication for every two

tlunisand families. In the other division there is one publi-

cation for nl>out 00,000 families.

In the matter of language, English stands far ahead,

having 1(5,500 publications. Next comes (icrman with

7.3.50 ; French with 3,850 ; Spanish, 1,(100.

The gathering of news for the press outside of merely

local alTairs, is a matter of vast impi>rtance and expense,

and is conducted mainly by two great associations, Keuter’s

Telegram Company, of London, for Europe, Asia, and

,Vfrica;and the AssiK'iateil Press, of New York, for .-Vmerica.

The scoiH.' of Keuter’s Comiwny is boundless. Us agents

and correspondents are found all over the world It was

originaterl by .lules Renter, a Prussian, who was for many
years employe<l as a courier bet ween European courts. In

l'<58, he proitost*!! to send brief dispatches of continental

iii-ws to a London j)aiM-r. and from that small beginning

came the immense business now going on. No paper cun

ufTonl to 1k> Waten in news; that would be its funeral dirge.

Hut in the early ilays of the telegraj>h the expense of special

dis[mtches was lianl to bear. So the leading journals in

New York city organize<l the .Vssociated Press, sharing the

ex|iensesnnd the news in common. Like Reuter’s its agents

and corresi)ondent3 arc everywhere, ai>purently waiting for

news to happen. The offices in New York, London, San

Francisco and other large cities are never closed, for, like

the British (lac, the sun never sets u|m)h its work. To this

.VsMX iule*l Press intelligc'ncc conies from all quarters, from

over the land, from under the seas ; from countries that are

in darkni'ss when the midday sun shines over the New York

office. The teleitraph is at work at all hours bringing mes-

to headfpiarters. The click, click goes on inces.santly

over the win's, win-s which converge from all quartei'sof the

glolie exct [it northeastern Asia ; the messages are written out

on manifold |Hr|>*'r, a copy for each ncw-.paper U'longing to

the Association is clajiped into a little cylinder, the cylinder

into a [ineumatic tube, and in five seconds the cylinder drojis

u[)on the night editor’s desk in the ollice to which it is des-

tined. Time is so precious just before going to press by a

morning [laper, that even the messenger boy who had to run

but a few hundred yards is dispensed with. Then in mo.st,

editorial otllces of the leading [mpers there is a wire over

which notice is given of what is about coming or to be ex-

[lectcd. It may notify the breaking out of a fire a few

blocks away, a vote in Congress or in Parliament, a wreck

olT the Southern coast, or the death of a man of note.

AV hen the corres[)ondcnt of a London [laper was ca[)tured

by the Hoei-s in South Afi ica he showed his newspa[)er cre-

dentials, was at once released and treated with distinguished

courtesy ; and further, the victorious savages requested him

to bear a Hag of truce to his army so that care would be

taken of their woundeil. lie reached the British canqi the

night after the battle and pre[)ared a disimtch to his j)a[)er.

This dispatch was sent by the army telegra|ih to the coast,

thence over the East India lines to the Gulf of Aden, then

through the sea that swallowed Pharaoh and his hosts, across

the Isthmus of Suez, under the blue Mediterranean, over

Italy, over the snows of the Alps, across France, under the

troubled Channel to the Reuter’s London office, on, on with-

out rest, to Yalentia Bay, under two thou.sand miles of

ocean to Newfoundland, to Halifax, to New York, away,

away witlumt itsI, until far ahead of the lagging sun it

reaches its ultimate western limit in the San Francisco olfice

of the Associated Pre.ss. \Yhat wouhl old Ben Franklin

say to that !

Another instrument forgathering news of a local charac-

ter is in its infancy—the telephone. Taking iq) a little

tube and s[)eaking in it in an ordinary tone of voice, yon are

distinctly heard as much as five miles away, the only means

of communication between the speaker and the listener

being a sinqde insulated or covered wire. 'I’his instrument

is ra[)idly dis(ilacing the old speaking trunqH't. It is the

means in many cases of bringing local news u[) to the mo-

ment of going to [ircss. When we remember that the tele-

graph is still young, that the railroad is but half a century

old ; when we look back but a little distance, as it were, and

sec the old stage-coach as our beau-ideal of speed, we cannot

but be amazed at the headlong [irogrcss of arts and scienees

in this teeming age of wonders.

THE PRESS OF THE WORLD.
Siiiiiittr of OaUj/, Wftkhj, mxl MnnthJy In Vaiioiin Coun-

: Xinh/xr of CopUf Jsfneit Annually ; Xnmbtr of C'o/>lt» i>fr yior

to Kai h 'lii/inhllanl.

.V«. of \o. to fach

Country. » 1‘ublication. Inhahitant.

I'nileil .Stnic- n.'-’Di M n«

Great nritnia !.(»« a.-.HW, tr>!l,l.ll at 01

Krnnre 39.80

(iermany .'>..v2n 38.67

Italy I.ITt 2r.!l, l’r>,:(r.a 9.70

AaBtrlaIIiin;p>ry an.ioi.srr. 9.83

Itelt.'iani r.9i a2t.i.>'2,tv. .’B 20

Nrthi'tlandn ,31.70

SwiMlrn nnil Nonvuy.. (HI rr.3ii.ion 12.12

j:.:
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No. of No. to each

Country. Publication. Annual Issue. inhabitant.

Denmark 61 41,798,225 21.01

Switzerland . .

.

512 100,122,870 35.18

Russia 454 123,824.408 1 45

Spain 750 46,463,155 14.81

Portirgal 179 54,520,145 12.82

Turkey 121 23,533,760 1.17

Greece 89 10,045,100 6 98

British India 373 25,573,286 5 29

China 22 7,693,174 0.001

Japan 251 143,730,000 4.18

Algeria 54 5,048,460 1.70

Mexico 283 46,779,858 4,67

Central America. 71 10,145,840 3 82

West Indies 213 33,.552.900 7.45

Cuba. 81 25,505.000 16.91

Argentine Republic ... 39 11,317,700 4.52

Bolicia o~ 1.188,820 0.06

Brazil 279 41,214,200 4.42

Chili 95 21,663,170 8.66

Peru 26 5,834,800 2 16

Ecuador .

.

8 1,9-38,000 1.43

Uruguay 57 12,431.200 27 62

Colombia 40 4,920,500 1.64

Venezuela 117 12,670.550 6.73

Australia 451 66,067,400 24.08

Melbourne 40 14,266,000 56.66

Tasmania 19 3,042,112 26.31

New Zealand 170 42,345,150 86.59

Slmmabt.

I

North America 12,400 2.787,842,262 36.66

Europe 19,557 7,344,956.805 24.38

Asia , . 775 195,010.924 0.01

Africa 182 31,751,795 0.01

Australia .
661 112.417,322 ,30.63

South America 699 117,520,340 3.92

Totals .34,274 10,589,499,448 6.52

Ci/iff.

New York 587 516,322,752 291.21

Boston 161 147,977.838 408.17

Philadelphia, .. 199 179,225,607 211.60

Washington 43 21,543,224 146.24

Baltimore 65 51,121.251 153.98

27 18.504 160 8».66

Cincinnati 91 79,916,784 813.09

Chicago 211 149,548,750 297.13

St. Louis 106 72,186,700 206.24

San Francisco 100 76,033,068 327.49

London 1,962 1,013.884,46.3 266.67

Paris 1,553 1.084,225,700 545.45

Rome 213 46,689.920 203.88

Madrid 253 126,407,000 343.97

St Petersburg 183 61,524.080 312.54

Constantinople 66 19,598,660 27.99

Calcutta 43 4,721,900 529

Pekin 1 3,130,000 1.56

Tokio 99 56,078,000 7.19

Algiers 21 2,112,700 40.08

94 29,748.600 111.30

Havana 35 15.124,600 50.41

Rio Janeiro 30 28,666,200 104.32

[Xo/e—0( course the last column does not represent readers, as the

cities are the great warehouses from which the various countries are

supplied with printed matter.]

THE PRESS OF THE UNITED STATES.
Nvnibtr of Daily, Weekly, and Other Seiial Newspapers and Periodicalt

Issued in Each Stale, with Aggregate Nutnberof Each Regular Issue.

No of Total of
State. Publication. One Issue.

Alabama .. 122 102,697

Arkansas 101,956

California 334 776,297

Colorado 93 132,060

Connecticut 145 221,701

Delaware 27 36,032

District of Columbia 43 211,737

Florida 42 21.641

Georgia 194 240,-388

Illinois ... 2,192.051

Indiana, 492 646.577

Iowa 573 560 016

Kansas 365 250,939

Kentucky 182 396.849

Louisiana 109 185,362

Maine 115 178,061

Maryland 405.589

Massachusetts 449 2,008,643

Michigan 585,217

Minnesota 239,053

Mississippi 109 77,089

Missouri 456 1,015,796

Nebraska 225 112,356

Nevada 31 19,895

New Hampshire 90 140.341

New Jersey 214 249.289

New York 1,385 7,489.926

North Carolina 124 101,907

2,150,779

Oregon 75 75.404

Pennsylvania 927 2.984.698

Rhode Island 39 90.329

South Carolina 76 65.823

Tennessee 187 559.486

288 349.744

Vermont 135.129

168.828

West Virginia 98 87.925

Wisconsin 351 468.724

Territories 223 148,611

Totais 11.207 25,988.945

British America 624 1,335,579

Hubbard rates the annual circulation in the United States at

2,562.633.569 papers. Assuming that tliese sheets, as we hold them open

to read, measure tliree feet across, and laying them down in a line, we

have the above number of yards, which makes 14,560,417 miles of paper.

If we allow two feet for the other measure, or six square feet for each

sheet, the year's issue would carpet about 550 .square miles of ground,

or 352,000 acres.

There arc in the United States 936 daily newspapers (of which 449 are

evening papers). 244 exclusively Sunday. .55 tri weeklies. 112 semi week-

lics, 8.256 weeklies, and 1,604 semi-monthly and monthly issues, Po/i<-

icrt/ /Httiston-Rcp'iblican, 2,793; Democratic, 2,244; Independent, 1,315;

Greenback, 164; neutral, 158 Religious Methodist, 65; Bap-

tist. 66; Presbyterian, 45; Universalist, 9; Episcopalian, 29; Evangelical,

124; Spiritualist,?; Unitarian, 2; Liberal, 1; Congregational, 10; Sweden-

bor'gian, 3; Roman Catholic, 60; Second Advent, 9; Lutheran, 24; Re-

formed Church, 13; Moravian, 2; Quaker, 6; Mennonito, 4.

Devoted to agriculture, 107; literature, 184; education, 162; temper-

ance, 56; commerce and trade, 172. Tlicre arc also publications spe-

cially adapted to horticulture, stock-raising, amusements; papers for

children, organs of freemasonry, odd fellow.ship, and other societies;

mechanics, law, real estate, sporting, fashions, women s rights, etc.

Papers are issued in English, German, French. Spanish, Portuguese.

Italian, Danish. Swedish. Norwegian. Welsh, Polish, Dutch, Bohemian,

Cherokee, Chinese, Hebrew; in sign language (for the deaf and dumb),

and in phonography, or short hand writing.

I

1

I

j

!
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X all civilized Christian coun-

^ tries tlie claims of music upon tlie

attention of persons of influence

are now fully recognized. Its

^ picturesque written sign language

• q
is probably more generally

known and accepted among

^ the i*aces of Christendom than that of

'j* any other written language. The Kus-

'' sian musician from St. Petcrsbiirgh, the

rP German from Berlin, the Italian from

M Xaplcs, the Frenchman from Paris, the

P Englishman from London, the inhahi-

tant of the United States of America or

i of Australia, in fact, all nationalities

w agree in rendering similarly the written

' signs of a language common to them all,

a language founded upon scales and laws of har-

mony which are permanent and unchangeable.

It is important, therefore, in developing systems of

education designed to improve the religious, moral,

and social condition of a people, that well-known

and intelligent views of music as a science and as

an art should he properly cultivated.

Music, which h;is been defined as “poetry sung,”

may be considered in its historic, scientific, technic,

and aesthetic relations. It deserves a treatment in

consonance with its ever growing influence, and

with its extraordinary power over the emotions of

civilized man. While the antediluvian Jubal is

mentioned as the “father of all such as handle the

harp and organ,” it is clear that among the de-

scendants of Abraham no names stand out more

MOZAnT.

prominently than those of Closes and his sister

Miriam, whose knowledge of the divine art was iin-

(juestionably obtained in Eg}'j)t. By them it was

engrafted ui)on the religious rites of the Hebrews,
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BEETHOVEN.

who also cultivated it as a consolation m time of

peace, and as a powerful incentive m war. A mag-

nificent array of patriarchs, prophets, judges war

riors and kings m Jewish history claim profound

reo-ard from the musical student as he looks hacv

nimn the past, and attempts to analyze the sources

of music’s subtle influence upon these chosen ser-

vants of God. It was one grand Te Deum, from

Moses at the Red Sea to Solomon in his wonderful

lemple at Jerusalem. And this passionate love

and devotion to music still animates the breasts of

God’s ancient people wherever they may he found.

Not less marked was its inflnence upon the apostles

and immediate followers of Christ. It was a joy

m their conversions, and was accompanied by

miraculous results in dungeons and imprisonments.

Even before the coming of Christ, the Greek mim

bad already measured and appropriated its power

in issuing laws, in upholding reforms, m nistimct-

incr the young, and in pacifying the miserable, hor-

tified by its celestial harmony Apollo dwelt among

the gods, Minerva spread light and Avisdom among

her worshipers, and Arion with his lovely voice

charmed the very fishes of the sea. Homer him-

self attuned his lyre to its rhythmic flow, and

Pythagoras, enlightened by his early Egyptian

training, originated ideas of harmony which lie at

the foundation of the whole modern s-ystem of con-

cords and discords.
_

After the Greek and Roman eivilizations had

reached their height, the Christian bishop sang his

love of the Messiah in Latin lines surmounted by

Greek letters, to denote the rising and the falling

inflections of the voice. St. Ambrose, a.d. 38G,

retained the four Greek modes founded upon the

Greek tetrachords, which were used in the churcli

for two hundred years, and St. Gregory, a.d. 5JU,

added four more, thus completing what have since

been known as the eight Gregorian tones, wine i

are still in extensive use in the church.

The organ was introduced into the church c u-

riim St. Gregory’s pontificate, and the church has

ever since retained it as the most effective accom-

paniment of human voices in worship. Ilarmony

and counterpoint, or the system of concords and

discords in music, arose with the use of the organ.

The most successful teacher of music during the

Middle Ages was Guido Aretino, a Benedictine

monk, A.D. 1000, who was the inventor of the

vocal gamut, Ut, Re, Mi, Ea, Sol, La, Si. Litlle

is known of music in the following two centuiies

nntil the appearance of the Troubadours, who were

the immediate progenitors of the succeeding poetry

and melody of Italy and France. Soon altcrwaid

MENDEESSHON.
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the madrigal, a comjiosition in parts for companies

of four, eight, or six.tcen voices, presented ils

claims for recognition, and for two centuries

charmed tlic ears of the cultivated. More tender,

sweet, and delightful concerted music for human

voices has never been composed than the madrigals

of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

It isaninterestingfacttonotice thatatthis ])criod

of time, A.n. 153T, the Conservatorio Saiita Maria

di Loretto was founded in Naples by Giovanni

di Tappia, a Spanish clergyman, which is truly

named as the pattern of all subsequent conser-

vatories of music. Many were afterward cstali-

lished in Italy, some of which remain to this day.

The conservatory of music in Paris, the most bril-

liant and thoroughly furnished of modern times,

was founded a.d. 1793. All others have been

founded during the ])resent century.

Two very remarkable men lived in the sixteenth

century, the influence of whose musical life and

example upon later generations can hardly be over-

estimated. Palestrina, the father of strict church

music forms, and Martin Luther, who established

music in the parish schools of his day and clime,

and gave the choral to the ])eople. In the follow-

ins centurv the Oratorio grew out of the church

musical exhibitions entitled mysteries, and conteni-

BACn.

VON WEBEIl.

poraneously the Opera, or secular musical drama,

originally of Greek origin, Avas ])resented to ad-

miring audiences. Of later musicians, Domenico

Scarlatti and John Sebastian Bach deserve to rank as

the most distinguished j)redecessors of that grand

galaxy of names consisting of Handel, Haydn,

^lozart, Beethoven, and Mendelssohn.

THE SCIENCE OF MUSIC.

Modern Music, as known among Cliristian nations, is

founded upon laws of hannonv which, since their origin,

liavc never changed, because they rest ui>on inatlieinatical

data which render change impossible. The reason why con-

cords in music, as distingui.shed from discords, are agreea-

ble to the ear, is because the former resemble each other in

the number and regularity of their vibrations, while the lat-

ter are void of such agreement. Melody may an<l does

I change with each succeeding generation
;

l)ut harmony, or

I the relation of concords to discords, and rire vema, remains

I the same from age to. age. These laws of harmony govern

I

all changes in vocal and instrumental elTect. 'I’hc human

j

voice may be trained to a more extensive compass ;
its dy.

j

namic jK>wcr may be, increas(\d to a point not i)reviously

I

known
;
and all instrumental music, cither for one ormany,

I

may be elaborated to a degree positively bewildering : yet

all these results are achieved without one radical change in

the harmony which lies at the bottom of them all. It may
be stated as an axiom without fear of rejection, that in

musical composition, concords must be the rule and di.s-

eords the cxcei)tion, if the aim Ire to win the hearts of all

1 ela.s.ses of hearers.
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TECHNIC.

The technical in music precedes the artistic, if it do not m

a great measure embrace it. To make the ear quick m dis-

tinguishing the difference between one sound and another,

in pitch, power and quality of tone ; to train the eye promptly

to recognize the characters constituting the musical sign

language ;
to require the voice and hand by perpetual drill-

ing to obey the behests of a resolute will and a truthfiu

conception,—these are the constant and never ending necessi-

ties of the true musical artist, which are not to be dispensed

with however facile his power of imitation, or however

lai-ely endowed he mav bo with the intuitions of genius

It is with the artistic renderings of musical compositions of

unending variety that the intelligent critic has chiefly to

deal, and by which he judges of the character of the technic

resources of either singer or player. The original outline

THAUBERG.

and construction are the result of the composer’s invention,

and are to bo properly estimated by their scientific relations;

but the execution reveals the artistic proclivities of the per-

former through his mastery of technic. This subject of

technic in music assumes a very comprehensive phase in

view of the infinite variety of effects produced by different

kinds of human voices, such as Base, Baritone, Tenor, Con-

tralto, Tilezzo-Soprano, and Soprano, and through the grand

and numerous changes wrought by the stringed and wind

instruments of an orchestra. With the increased compass,

power, and flexibility of the human voice must be named the

improvements in all kinds of instruments, with the single

exception of the violin, which, it would seem, arrived at the

height of its excellence in beauty of tone fully two centu-

ries ago. From the rehearsals of the first Italian conserva-

tories of music nearly tliree centuries and a half ago to the

present time, the combined effects of voices and instruments

have steadily increased, until now in the sacred oratorio and

in the grand opera, as well as in other forms of united vocal

and instrumental effort, the result is a splendid advance be-

.

yond all former conception.

MUSIC AS A FINE ART.

Music cannot present in graphic outline the animate and

inanimate forms of nature with the facility and success

which attend the devotees of drawing, painting and sculp-

ture in their charming work. And aU of these fine arts, in-

cluding Music, cannot present to the intellect and imagina-

tion those delicate analyses of the sources of beauty which

Poesy, in the hands of its great masters, makes plain to the

ajsthetic sensibilities of man. Yet Music, it must be fairly

acknowledged, by its more direct and stirring effect upon

the emotions, does sway the soul in a manner hardly attain-

able by any other fine art. Its effect is also more general

than that of any other fine art upon all classes of persons,

young and old. Even a military band, which does not rely

for its effect so much upon its delicate and tasteful appeals

to the ear as it does upon its full, resonant and martial

strains, will cause man, woman, and child to stop and listen

with rapt attention to its measured beat.

COMPOSITION AND COMPOSERS.

For the sake of convenience in classification, and as tend-

ing to a higher {esthetic culture, three styles of musical com-

;

position may be mentioned, the classic, the romantic, and

1

the SENTIMENTAL. These three styles may each embrace the

1 sacred and secular, the distinctions in the styles arising from

the musical, and not from the religious, moral, or poetic

I

form of the composition; the character of the composer

affording the real key to these points of difference. Thus

1 it may be stated that Palestrina, Pergolesi, Scarlatti, Bach,

1

Marpurg, Handel, Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Cherubim,

Spohr, Mendelssohn, Sehuman, and Rubenstein are com-

posers chiefly of that which is classic. In a degree less

classic, and embracing much of the romantic, may be named

dementi, Cramer, Field, Dussek, Hummel, Czerny, Kalk-

brenner, Moseheles, Chopin, Herz, Thalberg, Liszt, and

Wagner. To the romantic school belong the operatic and

descriptive song composers, such as Paisiello, Gliick, Pii-

cini, Rossini, Mayerbeer, Boildieu, Auber, Von Weber,

Schubert, Bellini, Hiller, Kiicken, Donizetti, Verdi, and

many others.
_ ... »

“The mob of gentlemen who write (music) with ease are

the prolific sentimental song writers and composers of

waltzes, fantasias, polkas, etc., a vast army of whom rise

yearly to compete with each other in a very superficial school

indeed. Most of this music is soon forgotten, and the

shelves that knew it once will know it no more forever.

A certain class of virtuosi, such as organists, pianists,

violinists, violoncellists, cornetists, etc., achieve a world-

wide reputation as soloists, and amass respectable fortunes.

The most highly accomplished and celebrated of these, in
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modern days, are the violinists : Paganini, Do Bcriot, Ole

Bull, Vieuxtemps, Ernst, Sivori, Jojiehim and Wieniawski.

The great reputation they have achieved reveals this inter-

esting fact, that next to the human voice, the violin makes

the most searching apjieals to the human ear and heart.

It is the King of the Orchestra, and probably will long

remain so.

THE CULTIVATION OF MUSIC.

The systematic cultivation of music in the common schools

now fostered by many States, together with the attention

given to it as a science by Harvard and other seats of ad-

vanced learning, will, in due time, bear legitimate and

abundant fruit. Conservatories, which are now the out-

come of individual enterprise, will be chartered by the State

and be placed upon a permanent foundation. Some, even

now, are doing a flourishing business under State charters.

These movements toward a higher and more intelligent ap-

preciation of music among all classes of jjeople must neces-

sarily rescue it from many degrading associations with which

it is now unfortunately united. Music, like language, has

unlimited power for good or for evil, in exact proportion to

' the extent of its union with elevating or debasing scenes.

WTiat cheerful influence in the family can so cordially bind

together its members as the faithful study and practice of

the highest and best forms of concerted music ? What
charming relief from the tedium and confined air of class

rooms in schools does the music drill afford ! The young

and lively collegian would also make his future life in society

infinitely more pleasant to himself and to others, if, instead

of singing the miserable doggerel lines with which he makes

night hideous during his student days, he gave a limited

portion of his time to the systematic cultivation of his voice

and to the development of a strong and flexible finger in

practicing classic music. Indeed, there are hardly any

gatherings, large or small, in human .society, where good

music, appropriate to the occasion, would not be acceptable

and confer increased happiness upon the hearer. At mar-

riage, on the birthday, at the funeral, at home, in church,

in school, on the graduation day, with the party of pleasure,

the summer sail, the military review, at early dawn, by

moonlight walk, in war, in peace, in all scenes, at all times,

and in all places “ the concord of sweet sounds ” com})letely

fills those intervals between the more prosaic acts of life

which otherwise might be a succession of aching voids.

Name. Calling.

.\belard. Peter Theologian and
Composer

Abt. Franz Composer
Abbot, Asahcl Composer
Albani. Emma. . . Soprano
Albrecht.'berger. .1. L. . Composer
Allejrri. Gregorio... . Composer
.\mati Brothers Violin makers
Ambrose, Saint Bishop and Com-

[
poser

Arctino, Guido . . Monk and In
structor

Arion Poet and Musician

.Mtwood, Thomas. . Composer ...

Auber, D. F. E Composer

Barh. ,1. S Composer
Balfe. Michael Composer
Bargicl. W .. 'Composer
Beethoven, L. V 'Composer
Bi-llini, V ICom|K)ser
Benedict, Sir Jules... 'Composer and I)i-

I rector
Berg, Albert W Organist and Com-

I

poser
Berlioz, Rector 'Composer
Bishop, Sir H. R 'Composer
Boildieu, F. A ICom|)Oser
Boyce, Dr. Wm Organist andCom-

I

])oscr
Bradbnry. Wm ICom|K>ser
Braham, .John :Teiior
Brahms, .Jno Composer
Bristow, G. F Composer
Buck. Dudley DrganistandCom-

!
poser

Bnlow, nans von .Pianist and Com-

Birthplace.

Paris
Ellenburg . .

.

New Hamp.shire
Canada
Klosternenberg.
Rome
Cremona

Milan . .

.

Arezzo

.

Lesbos .

.

London

.

Caen

Eisenach.
Dublin . .

.

Berlin
Bonn
Catania .

.

Stuttgart.

Frankfort
Cote St. Andre
London
Rouen

poser..

London . .

.

Maine
London . .

.

Hamburg..
New York.

Hartford .

.

Dresden...

A. D.

inro
1819
1804
law
17:56

16(10

1600

.340

990
E. C.

600
A. D.

1767

1784

1086
1808
1828
1770
1802

1804

A. D.

1142

1803
16.62

1650

397

1050

A. I).

18!58

1871

17.60

1870

1827
183.6

1825
1803

;
1869

1782 18-
1770

I

1831

1710
I

1799
1817 1861

1774 laVi
1833 I ....

1825 I ....

1842 ....

1830
,

....

Name.

Burney, Dr. Ch

Calcott, Dr

Carey, .-tnna Louise
Catalani. Angelica
Catel, Ch. S

Cherubini, L

Chladni, Dr. E. F

Chopin, Fred

Choron, Alex. E

Cimarosa, D
dementi, Muzio

Corelli, Arcangelo

Costa, Sir Michael

Cramer, .7. 75

Croft, Dr. Wm

Crotch, Dr. Wm
Curtis, G. II

Czerny, Carl

Damoreau, Mad. Cinti

David

David, Felicicn
De Begnis ,G

Calling.

Ilistori.an and
Composer

Author and Com-
poser

Contralto
Soprano
Professor of Har-
mony

Author and Com-
poser

Writer on Acous-
tics

Pianist and Com-
poser

Author and Com-
poser

Composi-r
Pianist and Com-
poser

Violinist and
Composer

Composer and Di-
rector iNapIcs. .

Pianist and Corn-]
jioser Germany

Organist and Co:
poser

Birthplace.

Shrewsbury . .

.

Kensington
Maine
Sinigaglia

Aigle

Florence

Wittenburg . .

.

Zelagona-Wola.

Caen
Naples

Rome

Fusignano

Aulhor ami Com-
pOK(.T

Pinnint and Com*

Norwich

Troy, N. Y

Vienna

Paris

King and Psalmist Bethlehem

Composer Codenct
Baritone I-"g«

y ....

Nether Eating-

A. I).

1?26

1766

1785

1773

1760

1756

1810

1772
17.64

17.62

1653

1810

1771

1677
17.65

1819

1791

1801

n. c.

10.60

A. I).

1810
17;I5

A. I).

1814

1821

i842

1850

1842

1827

1849

18-
1801

1832

1713

1868

1727
1847

1867

1863

A. 1).

1876
1819
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Name.

Deborah.

Donizetti, G
Dnprez, Gilbert.

Durante, Fran. .

Diissek, J. L

—

Elizabeth.

Erard, P.

.

Calling.

andProphetess
Singer. .

.

Composer

.

Tenor
Composer and In-

structor
Pianist and Com-

poser,

Queen and Virgin

al Player

Parinelli, C. B. D
Farrant, Ridiard

Ferrari, G. G.

Fetis, F. J

—

Feux, J. .1

Field, John. .

.

Bibthplace.

Bergamo

.

Paris

Grumo .

.

Czaslan

.

England. .

.

Paris

Singer
Organist andCom-
poser

Composer and In-

structor
Author and Com-
poser

Author and Com-
poser

Pianist and Com-

Fioravanti, V..
Franc, G
Franz, Robert.

poser
Composer

.

Composer
Composer

.

Garcia, M
Gilmore, P. S

—

Giardini, Felice.

Gibbons, Orlando

Gliick, C
Goss, Sir John

Gottschalk, L

Goudimel, C
Oounod, C. F
Gregory, Saint

Tenor
Comp. & Director
ViolinistandCom-

poser
Organist andCom
poser

Composer ....

Organist andCoin

Grisi, Giulia.
Gugiieimi, P.

Gungi, J . .

.

Ilalevy, J. F
Handei, G. F
Basse, G. A.
Basse, Faustina
Bastings, Thomas .

.

.

Hauptmann, M

Naples

London

Roveredo

Mons

Styria

Dublin . .

.

Rome
Strasburg
Halle

Seville .

Dublin .

Turin

.

poser
Pianist and Com
poser

Composer
Composer
Roman Pontiff

and Composer.
Soprano
Composer
Composer and Di

rector

Hawkins, Sir John....

Bavdn, F. J
Heller, Stephen

Benselt, Adolph.

Composer
Composer
Comiioser
Soprano
Antlior and Com
poser

Harmonist and
Composer

Historian of Music
Composer
Pianist and Com

Herold, L. J. F.
Herz, Henri

Cambridge

.

Weidenvvangen.

1797
1806

1693

1761

1533
1796

1705

1759

1748

1660

1782
1770
1535
1815

1775
1829

1716

1583
mi

Fareham

.

New Orleans.

.

FrancheCompte
Paris

Rome
Milan
Massa di Carrau

Zambek. .

.

Paris
Magdeburg
Befgedorf

.

Venice

1848

1755

1810

1603
1855

1782

1580

1842

IS—

1741

1837
1837

1832

1796

1628
1787

New York.

Dresden..
London .

.

Rohran. .

.

poser
Pianist and Com-

Pesth .

Hesse, A. F

Hiller, Ferd

Hoffman, R

Horn, C. E

Horsley, Cli. Ed

Horsley, Wm.. .-v....

Hnllah, Dr. John

Hummel, J. P

Hiinten, F

poser
Composer
Pianist and Com-
poser

Organist andCom-

Swabach .

Paris

poser
Pianist and Com-

Coblentz

.

Breslau .

.

poser
Pianist and Com-
poser

Tenor and Com-
poser

Composer and Di-

rector
Organist andCom
poser

Instructor and
Author

Pianist and Com
poser

Pianist and Coin
poser

1800

1820

i818

5.50

1812
1729

1810

1799
16S4
1699
1700

1790

Frankfort
Main

England.

.

London

London

London

Worcester.,

Presburg.

.

Coblentz .

.

Jackson, IVm Author and Com-
poser

Jackson, Wm Organist and Com-!

1
poser

Exeter .

.

Masham.

1792
1719
1732

1815

1814
1791

1806

1809

1811
1828

1822

1786

1774

1812

1778

1793

1730

1816

1865
1.572

604
1869
1804

1862
17.59

1783
1783

1875

1868
1789
1810

Name.

Jackson, SamT.

Jaell, Alfred....

Jomelli, N.
Joseffy, R.

.

Calling.

Organist andCom-
poser.

Pianist and Corn-
New York.

Kalkbrenncr, F..

Kaliiwoda. J. W.
Kellogg, Clara L.

Kelly, Michael. ,

.

poser
Composer
Pianist and Com-
poser

Pianist and Com-
poser

Composer
Soprano

Birthplace.

Trieste

.

Naples.

Prussia

A. D.

1816

1832
1714

R

A. 1).

1774

King, M. P
King, Wm. A

Kirnberger, J. P

Kollman, A. F. C

Kreutzer, R

Kullak, Theo

Labitzky, J. . . .

Lablache, Louis...

Lamperti, F

Tenor and Com-
poser

Composer
Pianist and Organ-

ist

Harmonist and
Author

Organist and
Author

Violinist and
Composer

Pianist and Com-
poser

Cassel
Prague
Snmpterville, S.

C

Dublin .

.

London .

London

Berlin

Engelbostel.

Versailles

Krotoschiii.

Lang, B. J
Lasso, Orlando Di
Leslie, Henry D
Lind, Jenny
Lindpainter, P. J
Liszt, Franz

Litoiff, H. C.

Composer . .

.

Basso
Author and In-

structor. .

.

Organist
Composer .

.

Composer .

.

Soprano
Composer .

.

Pianist and Coin-

1833

1863

1849

1876

1858

1837

1878

1803

1866

Lock, Matthew
Loewo, J. C. G
Lucca, Pauline
Lulli, J. B

poser
Pianist and Com-

SchOnfeld

.

Naples

Boston
Mons
London
Stockholm
Coblentz

Raeding

Luther, Dr. Martin ...

Ma'Farren, Dr. Geo. A.

Mainzer, Dr. Joseph. .

Malibran, Madame. .

.

Marcello, B
Mara, Madame
Marenzio, Luca
Mario, Conte di Candia
Marpurg, F. W

poser
Composer
Composer
Soprano
Violinist and
Composer

Theologian and
Composer .

.

Composer—
Author and Di-

rector
Soprano

London
Exeter
Loebejnen . .

,.

Vienna ‘.

Marschner, IL.

Martini, G. B .

.

Martini, G. P.E
Marx, Dr. A. B

Mason, Dr. Lowell. . .

,

Mason, William

Mayseder, Jos

Mazzinglii, Jos

Mehul, E. II

Mendel, H

Florence

.

leben . .

.

London .

.

Treves.
Paris . .

.

Soprano
Composer
Tenor
Author and Com-
poser

Composer
Composer and
Author

Composer
Author and Com
poser

Author and Com
poser,

.

Pianist and Com
poser.

Violinist

Mendelssohn, Dr. F. B.

Mercadante, S
Metastasio, P. II I). P.

Meyerbeer, G
Mills,

1788
1800

1812

1764
1773

1810

1721

17.56

1766

1818

1802
1794

1813

i520
1822
1820
1791

1811

1818
1635

'96

1846

Cassel
Coccaglia
Genoa

Mospcrgshof . .

.

Zittau

Bologna. .

.

phiegstall .

and
Composer .

.

Organist and Com-
poser

Composer ,. -

Author and His-

torian
Composer
Composer
Antlior and Com
poser

Composer
Pianist and Com-

Halle

Medfield, Mass

Boston

Vienna

London

.

Givet

—

Halle
Hamburg.

,

Altamura.

Mollouhauer Brothers.

.

Monk, Dr. E. G

Monk, Wm. II

poser
Violinists

Rome

.

Berlin .

Mancli'ter, En
Erhirt

Frome .

Organist andCom-
poser

Organist andCom-
poser iLonujoii . .

.

1849
1866

1826
1823

1867

1783

1829

1831

1882

i858

i593

1855

1677
1869

1634

1483

1813

1801
1808

1749

isi'j

1718
1796

1706
1741

1799

1792

1828

1789

1765
1763

1834
180!)

1797

1698
1794

1835
’18,’28

’30
,

1819

,
1823

1687

1547

1851
1836

1833
1599

1795
1861

1784
1811

1866

1872

1863

1844
1817

1876
1847
1870

1782
1863
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Xame.

Montevorde, Claudio P.

Moore, Thomas

Callin'g.

Morlcy, T
Morjran. Georci- W
Moriiiii^on. Eiirl of. ..

Moseheles, Ignaz

Mozart, W. A

N iiilicr Didiee, C. R. R
Nan‘S, Dr. James

Nava, Gaetano
Neiikomm, Sigismuiid.
North, Roger

Violinist

Poet and
poser

and

Pianist and Com-

Poprano. .

.

Organist and Com-

Nonrrit. L
Novello, Vincent

poser
Instructor
Composer
•\nthor of “ Mem
oirs of Music.".

Tenor
Organist andCom
poser

O'Carolau, Turlogh—
Offenh-acli, ,1.

Ole Bull

Ouslow, George

Osborne, Geo. H

Oiiscley, Rev. Sir F. .\,

Pacini. G
Paer. K
Paesicllo, G.
Paganini, N.
Paine, J. K..

Violinist

Composer

Pianist and Com

Palestrina, G. P. D
Panseron, A.

Parepa Bosa, Madame.
Pari.'h, .\lvars

Parsons. Sir Wm . .

.

I’a.«ta. (iiiiditta

Paton, Mary Anne.

.

Patti, .\delina
Patti, Carlotta
i’epusch. Dr. .1. E..

.

Pergolcsi, G. B
Phillidor. F. A. D...
Phillips, Hanj-
Piccofomini. Maria.
Pierson, II. II

Pinsnti, Ciro
Pixls, J. P

Pleyel. Camille .

Pleyel, Ignaz
Pleyel. Marie F .

Porpora, Nicolo.
Potter, Cipriani.

.

Composer
Comjioser
Composer
Violinist

poser.
Composer
Composer and In

stnictor
Soprano
Harpist and Pia-

nist

Mus. Doc
Mezzo-Soprano.

.

Soprano
Soprano
Soprano
Author and Com
poser

Composer

Soprano. .

.

Composer

.

Composer

Purcell, n.

.

Pvthagora.s

.

poser .

.

Composer
Compo.ser
Piamstc
Composer
Composer and In

stnictor
Composer

Inventor

.

Rameau, J. P Organist

Keicha, Anton Author and Com

Kighini, V
Kinck. C. II

Romberg, Dr. Andreas.

Root, George F

Rosa. Salvator

Organist andCom
poser

Violinist

.\nthor and Com
pos<T . .

Painter am
jMi-er

Biuthpi.ace. £ 1

a
h
<
62

P

A.
1).

j

A. I).

Cremona * 1508 1 1643

1

Dublin 1770 1.8.5S

Ensjland. . .circa 1.5.50 1604

Gloucester. . .

.

182:1

Dangaii 17:15
I

1781

1

Praciic 1794
'

1870

Salzburg ... . 1756

j

1791

^St. Denis 18:11
j

1867

1715 178.3

Milan I8l>2 1875

Salzburg 1778 1858

Ron"bam 16.50 173:3

Montpelier 1780 18:59

London
i

1781 1861

Newtown. 1670 1738

.Cologne 1819

Borden
Clennoiit Ker-

1810 1881

rami 17S4 1853

Limerick 1806

London 1825

Catania 1796 1867

Parma 1771 18:39

Taranto 1741 1815

Genoa 17S4 1840

Portland . 1R39

Rome 1.529 1594

Paris 1796 18.59

Edinburgh ls:i6 1874

Teignmouth 1816 1849

London 1746 1817

Milan 1798 1865

Edinburgh 1802 18.54

Madrid 1843
Florence 1840

Berlin 1667 17.52

1710
1726

17:i6

Dreiix 1795

Bristol 1801 1876

Siena 1834
O.vford 1815 1(^.3

Sinalunga 1829

1788 1874

Strasburg . . .

.

17'.r2 185.5

Vienna 17.57 1831

Paris 1811 1875

Naples 1686 1767

I/Ondon 1792
London 16.58 1695

.
B. C. B. C.

5.80 .')00

laichcii 1822 1882

Dijon ' 1683 1764

Woolwich mi

Prague
1

1770 1.836

Bonn 1784 1838

Ik>lo4na ...... 17.56 1812

Erfurt 1816

1

. Gotha ’ 1767 1821

Reading, .Mass..
1

1820

Renessa 1615 ' 167:5

Pesaro ' 1792 1868

Name. CAl.i.iNa. Biiitiu'i.ace.
j

Birth.

A. 1>.

Roiisseaii, J. J Author and Com-
1

1712

Rubinstein, ,-\nton Compoijor Bessarabia ' 18:50

lini)ini, G. H Peiior Itonnmo 1795
Writer on Voice.

.

l3ristol. Pa 1745

Legnano
I 17.50

Faenza 17750

Scarlatti, A Composer Tiaiiani lli.59

Scarlatti, 1) Composer Naples 1685

Schmitt, Aloys Pianist and Com-
1

j)Oser Erlenbach 1789

Scliiicider, J. G Organist andCom-
riersdorf 1789

Schubert. Franz Composer ilimmelspfort -

grand 1797
London 1810
England 1754
Genoa 1817

Smart, Sir G Composer London
Cobleiitz iw5

SpohrV L Violinist and
Composer Brunswick 1784

Storace, S Composer London 1763
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liga Haaguagf ol Hlasit.

'HE different signs used in writing or reading

music may be appropriately embraced under three

general divisions; namely, Tune, Time, and Ex-

pression.

I. TUNE includes (1.) the Staff —

consisting of five horizontal lines and four inter-

mediate spaces, to support the notes, rests, etc. i^.) The

Clefs, to determine the pitch of the different Voices,

Soprano, Alto, Tenor, and Bass, and the pitch of instru-

ments
;
the Bass, or F clef. being on the 4th line

from the bottom of the Staff ;
the Baritone, or P clef, on the

3d line
on the 4th

I
;
the Tenor, or C clef,

line ;
the Alto, or C clef, on the 3d line ;

the Mezzo-

Soprano, or C clef, on the 2d line ;
the Soprano, or

C clef, on the 1st line
;
and the Violin, or G clef,

on the 2d line. Of these seven clefs the F

and the G are those chiefly in use. (3). The Letters,

A, B, C, D, E, F, G, ascending, or G, F, E, D, C, B, A, de-

scending, are applied to the lines and spaces of the Staff by

means of the clefs. The Letters also are used to denote the

absolute and unchangeable pitch of the Key-notes, or start-

ing points of the scale. (4.) The Numerals, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,

8, ascending, or 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, descending, are used to

locate the sounds of the scale in their proper order, of

which One, the beginning, is the most important, and there-

fore called the Key-note. (5 )
The Syllables, Do, Re, Mi, Fa,

Sol, La, Si, Do, ascending, or Do, Si, La, Sol, Fa, Mi, Re,

Do, descending, are used to impress the sounds of the scale

upon the ear and memory. The following diagram shows

the order of tones and half-tones (steps and half-steps) in

the Major Scale :

(6-) . . . . g 7 83

Tone.

Do

(8.) Second Form, or Harmonic.

Tone. H r
Tone.

I

i Do

Tone.
1

Tone.

i
^ I

Tone and 14 I

Tone.
1 H Tone. iTone.l

ii Fa Si La.

(9.) The Chromatic Scale,

10 11 12

K
I

X
I

^

Fi Sol

K
I

‘/s
I

‘A !
‘A

La Li

13

n
I

Si Do.

~[ Tone. Loiel 'T™®'
I I

Fe Mi Fa Sol La Si Do.

ascending and descending alike.

or Seale of Half-tones

:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

ti.el I
nn

Do Di Re Bi Mi

In a strictly musical and technical sense, all melodies and

harmonies are founded upon the Major, the Minor, and the

Cliromatic Scales. (10.) The Chromatic Signs are the sharp

(* ),
raising a half-tone ;

the flat (tr ),
lowering a half-tone ;

the natural (
B ), taking away the sharp by lowering a half-

tone
;
the natural (tt), taking away the flat by raising a half-

tone
;
the double sharp (

x ), raising a half-tone after a single

sharp: the natural and sharp (tt# ), taking away the double

sharp ;
the double flat ( bb ),

lowering a half-tone after a

single flat
;
the natural and flat (Ob), taking away the double

flat. Twelve Keys Major, six in the order of sharps and six

in the order of flats, together with the twelve Minor Keys,

constitute the entire circle of harmony :

Major.

C : G : D : A : E : B : F# ||
C : F : Bb : Etr : Afe : Djj : Gb

The two Cs, commencing on the same sound, count for one

scale. F# and Gb also count for one scale.

Minor.

A : B : B : Fit : CJt : GJ : D# I!
A : D : G : C : P : B^ : Eb

The two As, commencing on the same sound, count for one

scale. D# and Eb minor also count for one scale.

II. TIME includes (
1 .) the rhythmic name and value of

the Notes, fractionally considered.

Oi-D Names. Long. Breve. SemWrere. Min^. Crotchet.

hh I

1

^ r r
Double f r, ,

New Names. Large. Long. Whole Note. Whole Note. Half. Quarter.

Quaver. Semiquaver. Demisemiquaver. Hemidemimniquaver.

B S i J
Eighth. Sixteenth, Thirty second. Sixty-fourth.

(2.) The rhythmic name and value of the Rests, fractionally

considered :

This scale is called Major or Greater, because its first third,

1 to 3, contains two tones, or four half-tones, i. e. one half-

tone more than the minor third, which contains but three

half-tones. The Minor Seale, so called because its first third

contains but a tone and a half, or three half tones, has two

forms, as follows :

(7.) First Form, or Melodic—Ascending.

Four. Two. Whole Best. Half.

Tone.

La
iTo^e.l

'Tone.

Si Do

Tone. r Tone.

Be Mi

Descending.

!

Tone.

Fi Si La.

j

Tone. Tone. Toie.l
Tone.

|

Tone.
_ To^e.[

Tone.
J viations in time appear as.

La -S0l Fa Ml -ne uo oi jJii.

Eight Wholes. -a 5 =
r 1 ^ I I

Quarter. Eighth. Sixteenth. Thirty-second. Sixty-fourth.

Each note or rest is equal to two of the next in regular frac-

tional order; as, a whole is equal to two halves, etc. (3.)

Any note or rest may be lengthened in its tiiM-ya^u^oM-

half as long again by a Dot placed after it ;
as, —

\

<

it may be lengthened three-quarters by two dots; as,

p j» . and it may be lengthened seven-eighths

- |» J ,
etc. (4.) Abbre-

by three dots ;.
as,

'
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sung to the time of two
;

three to the

one :
^
six to the time of

four
;

time of

four
;
p**^*~^^ five to the time of

ten to the time of [r:

eight, etc. Single bars divide the staff into measures, and

double bars are placed at the end of strains, or of poetic

lines :

Bar. Bar. Bar. Double Bar.

li ileaeure. Measure. Measure. Measure.

What shall be in each measure is determined by fractional

p p
signs placed at the beginning

:
g, two half notes, ^ ,

two

quarter notes, showing two-fold measure
; time-motions,

o p p
down, up

; p • 4 > g >
showing three-fold measure

;
time-

motions, down, left, up
: p > 4 > ^ .

showing four fold

measure; time-motions, down, left, right, up. Compound

forms of measure, as, g
. g > ^ . require, respectively,

two, three and four beats, each beat requiring a triplet, or

three notes. Abbreviations of silent measures are shown as

12 IG 25 50
follows

: PHJ
(.5.1 The Tie joins two notes in unison, as two

half notes, sung or played like one whole note.

The Repent, shown by dots in the spaces of the staff, re-

quires the strain or movement to be sung or played again :

(7.) Slurred Notes, two or more, are sung to one syllable

:

(8.) The Pause or Ilold 0
For cv - er - more.

note requires the time, at least, to be doubled on that note.

III. EXPRESSION in music refers to the manner of

taking, or attacking the note or musical phrase, to degrees

of loudness or softness, to a proper conception of the com-
poser’s meaning, a natural and effective emiasion of tone, a
distinct articulation and pronunciation

;
in a word, to style,

which, though the singer or player may have attained to a

perfect technique, is only to 1k) acf|uired through a will and
in.spiration of his own. Helps, in the shape of signs and
names, are here in order. Forte, ox f, for loudness. Piano,
or p, for softness. Mezzo-forte, or mf, for moderately loud.

Mezzo-piano, or mp, for moderately soft. Fortissimo, or ff,

for very loudly. Pinnisieimo, or pp, for very softly. Alle-

gro, Vixare. and Presto, for cheerfulness, vivacity, and

quickness of fiiovement. Moderato, Andantino, Allegretto

quasi Andantino, and Andante, for a moderate degree of

movement. Grave, Adagio, and Largo for slowness of move-

ment. The deini-staccato g-[j or dots

effect. Staccato, -±

placed above or below notes, express a partially detached

or sharp points,

1 * i

denote the shortest possible effect. Legato, smoothly
; Le-

gatissimo, very smoothly, like the curved line --—^ over

phrases of any length. Crescendo and Diminuendo, or the

sign ,
equivalent to the words swell and diminish.

Sforztindo, or >, a sudden but diminishing force upon one

note ; A or V, an attack of still greater force. Ballentaitdo,

Ritardando, a gradual slackening of the movement. The

Appoggiatura, or fore-note, without a cross, usually takes

half the value of the succeeding note :

Written. Performed.

with the cross, it is sung or played quickly into the next note:

Written. Performed.

The Accaciacatura, two introductory grace notes :

Written. Performed.

The Groupetto, or turn, direct mm
y

inverted. Sign of the direct turn
;

of the inverted I

;

with accidentals, sometimes above, some-

times below ; . The Trillo, trill, or shake, some-
5 S

times on the half-tone, sometimes on the tone :

The Arpeggio, or broken chord :

This sign I I
,
indicates a sustained and firm tone. The

Brace,

j

connects two or more staves. This sign, av; ,
is

the direct to the same note on the succeeding staff. V. S.,

Volti Sahito, turn the leaf quickly. Metronome, or time-

keeping and movement marks : (T= •'>0, slow)', (f— 100,

moderate)', {P = V)d,fast)
', (P = 2W), very quick). 'I'ran-

sient shake for pedal
;

V

. without pedal. I). C., Da Capo al fine, return to the be-

ginning, and stop at fine, or end.
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SCHOOLS OF MEDICINE.

MEDICINE was first employed as an art m Rome about

200 B C., and Rome produced two great authorities,

Celsus and Galen. Next, the Arabian school sprung up,

introducing many valuable drugs-rhubarb, cassm senna,

camphor—and a knowledge of the principles of distdlation

and medical chemistry. The first public dissection oc-

curred early in the fourteenth century, and the next two

centuries developed a knowledge of anatomy, which was

of the greatest value to the art of healing. In the eigh-

teenth century, a similar acquaintance with physiology

was spread throughout Europe, and the existing know-

ledge of practice and of drugs began to be concentrated

and systematized. The present century has been mainly

devoted to experimental research and clinical practice,

and a broad investigation into the resources of chemistry

„i providing new material for practical use in m«lical treat-

ment. The number of sects or schools into which medical

practice is divided may be properly reduced to four, viz.

;

.Mlopathic, Ilomceopathic, Hydropathic, and Eclectic.

Allopathy .—This term was invented by Hahnemann,

the father of Homoeopathy, to designate the mode of treat-

ment employed by the “Old School ” of practitioners. It

IS derived from two Greek words, and means simply the

employment of remedies which produce a change from a

condition of the system caused by disease. This school

employs all known drugs in doses which are the result of

experience, but are modified in accordance with the con-

stitution, habits, and recognized condition of the patient.

Its practitioners deny the certain efficacy of specifics, and

will not be limited by generalizations such as are accepted

by the opposite school. They utterly scout and ridicu e

the theory of the value of infinitesimal doses, and, while

not absolutely denying the existence of the homoeopathic

law of simiha, similibns curantur, look upon its applica-

tion as merely incidental, and without force other than as

that of a metaphysical abstraction. This school may be

said to represent the accumulated medical wisdom of all

nations, from Hippocrates down, and, while admitUng

that medical practice is not an exact science, it gives

almost equal value to the recorded teachings of experience.

JIotnceopalhy.—'The Homoeopathic School was found-

ed by Hahnemann at the close of the last century, and

practices on the theory that medicines have the power of

curiim morbid conditions (disease) which they have the

power to excite in a healthy person, the doctrine being

signified by the expression— sirnilibus curantur,

“like things are cured by like.” This doctrine was not

entirely new, even Hippocrates having suggested some-

thing of the kind, as, for instance, to cure mama. “Give

the patient a draught from the root of mandrake, in a

smaUer dose than sufficient to induce mama.” Hahnemann

^N-orked the theory into a doctrine through experiment on

healthy patients, and laid down the proposition that only

one medicine should ever be given at once, and none tha

had not been “ proved” on a healthy body, with a result

to produce the condition sought to be removed. This,

with the principle of “infinitesimal doses, ’ is all theie is

of homcEopathy, the latter idea being carried to a reduc-

tion by trituration, which it is quite impossible for the

human mind to conceive. That the practice of homce-

opathy has been eminently successful is not disputed,

though physicians of the opposite school claim that this is

on account of the natural tendency to “ get well under

ordinary circumstances, while the skeptic of all medica

practice declares the less potent and general use of drugs

gives the patient the fairest chance for recovery.

Hydropathy. “ Water Cure," as it is called, is

very ancient treatment, having been employed by Hippo-

crates and famed by both Celsus and Galen. About the

beginning of the eighteenth century, it began to be largely

employed in England and on the Continent, and a number

of treatises were written upon it. Priessmitz, a Silesian

farmer, was the great apostle of this mode of treatment,

and his establishment at Graefenberg was very popu ar,

and brought about many cures. The theory of hydro-

nathy is, to cure as much as possible without drugs and,

by placing the body in a proper condition as to cleanliness

and freedom for the movement of the secretions, to

accommodate it for the application of dieting, exercise

the uses of the atmosphere, etc. Absolute medical treat-

ment consists of the “pack,” or “wet slieet,” in acute

cases, the shower, silz bath, douche, etc. The point held

in view is the rapid and entire change in the condition of

the patient by an alteration in the particles of the body, so

rapid, in fact, that, according to Liebig, “ a change of

matter is effected in six weeks, in a greater degree than

would ordinarily happen in three years.”

Eclectics.— school, or sect, may be simply de-

scribed as devoting themselves to the healing art without

regard to the method employed, the nature or quantity o

the drugs used, or anything else, but the single object in

view To this end, they employ all kinds of treatment,

recognized or rejected by the schools, including electricity,

herbs movement cure, rubbing, etc.

Medical practice is to-day divided into many specialties,

physicians being surgeons, oculists, aurists, or devoting

themselves to pulmonary complaints, obstetrics, mental

diseases, etc., as the case may be. Hospitals afford much

general practice for students, who must be graduated from

some medical school, or college, in good standing, with a

diploma, before being permitted to practice their profes-

sion.
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UR word manufacture comes

from two Latin words, meaning

to make by hand, but since the in-

troduction of power, it lias grown

to he the definition, ratlier,

of work done hy machinery.

The first liand-work consisted in

the making of imjilements for the

cliase of flint, and afterwards of iron

or lironze. Very early, also, in the

history of man was the making of

pottery, and this after nearly the

same design in all coun-

tries, the forms being of

course the simplest jios-

sible. Wicker-work was

also practiced at a very

early period in human history,

these simple arts developing natu-

rally from human ingenuity, which

readily devised methods of enijiloy-

ing various materials to manufacture

articles for convenience or necessity.

From the records left by the an-

cient hlgyptians, in their hieroglyjih-

ics and wall-j)ainting.s, we know that

they jiracticed many of the arts in

use in ourown day. They had mills

with which they ground their corn
;

they understood the art of glass-blow-

ing .3,500 years ago, and made beads, bottles, vases,

and other utensils
;
they manufactured linen, and

all of their mummies are wrajiped in it. They

used rude hand-looms, similar to those still em-

ployed in India and other Eastern countries
;
they

made nets with needles made of wood, or sometimes

of bronze
;
they embroidered in gold thread. Cot-

ton and wool were also manufactured hy the Egyp-

tians into clothing, and they made roj)C and twine

from various fibrous ])lants. Besides, potters, car-

penters and cabinetmakers flourished in Egyj)t,

and they constructed boats of water-plants, and

even of planks. The Egyptians possessed many

tools, including the axe, adze, hand-saw, chisels,

drill, planes, rule, })lummet, scpiare, nails, and

even glue. Their furniture was made with much

skill and taste. The Phoenicians, by their great

system of colonization, can’ied the arts to many

A.N'UEST liLACKSMITIlS.
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distant points. The Assyrians, Hindoos, and Per-

sians were skilled, at an early period, in the manu-

facture of many articles of utility and beauty
;
and

the Grecians, Eomans, and Carthaginians derived

their knowledge on such matters from these nations.

And by these means the arts and manufactures

spread throughout Europe Avith the progress of

civilization, increasing in variety and improving

in kind.

In the palmy days of Rome the artisans were all

slaves. These Avere metal-workers, carpenters, tile-

brirners, builders, spinners, weavers, shoemakers,

cobblers, coopers, Cartwrights, armorers, etc. They

were wonderfully artistic and expert, and the arti-

cles of their make which are found in the European

collections are most interesting illustrative s]>eci-

niens. After the fall of Rome, the arts languished

during the dark ages, but sprang into new life

from the tenth century.

The middle ages were remarkable for their con-

trilmtion in the direction of the handicrafts, and

men became so expert in the manipulation of ma-

terials that specimens of the work of that period

are now eagerly sought after by public and private

collectors. In wood carving, and generally in the

construction of furniture, and in architectural

embellishment, that period has never been equaled.

The same is true of the treatment of metals, and

brass, bronze, and iron were formed into domestic

utensils and common objects with a skill and beauty

noAV entirely lost.

It Avas, moreover, peculiar to the handicrafts ot

that period, that they were conducted with entire

and scrupulous honesty. The liuen and wool fabrics

of Holland and Flanders were woven faithfully, and

the heavy and rich satins, damasks, and velvet

were honest stuffs, whose lasting as well as their

artistic qualities could not be gainsaid. The fur-

niture of the time was solid, and firmly put to-

crether, lasting in good condition even to the present

day, besides being decorated and ornamented Avith

taste and refined sentiment.

In the reign of King John of England, they

used iron chandeliers and candelabra, each of which

was finished and shaped with the hammer, and

with the truest art-taste. In those days, too, the

blacksmith, the cordwainer (shoemaker), and the

goldsmith were proud of their crafts and of their

handiwork, and were esteemed for the quality of

what they produced. This pride of craft was one

cause of the origin of the craft-guilds, which were

a higher sort of trades union, and out of which the

latter sprung. They existed all oAer Europe, and

became poAverful even in political affairs.

The application of steam and water-poAver to

machinery, late in the eighteenth century, was the

cause of an entire change in the relations of labor,

and of the origin of manufacturing, as the term is

now generally employed. The invention of the spin-

ning-jenny by Hargraves, the mule-jenny by

Crompton, the spinning-frame by Arkwright, and

the poAver-loom by CartAvright, revolutionized the

manufacture of fabrics, and brought about the

introduction of the factory system. Previous to

this period this manufacture was carried on by

individuals, by hand, occasionally in the employ

of a master. But noAV, Avith the advent of ma-

chinery and the introduction of capital, immense

factories Avere established in England, and the

system soon spread to other countries, and Avas

applied to other branches of manufacture.

COTTON MANUFACTURE.
FROM THE FIELD TO THE LOOM.

A POUND of cotton is equivalent to four yards of cloth,

and one man laboring in a cotton field can furnish the raw

staple for 16,000 yards of cloth. The manufacture of cotton

begins at the plantation and the gin-house. After the lint

or wool is picked it is put through a machine called the

cotton-gin, of which there are two varieties-one termed

the saw and the other the roller-gin. The process which the

cotton undergoes at this stage is that of separating the wooly

fiber from the seeds, and this is accomplished in the imple-

ments named, by carrying the mass as it comes from the

field over the saws or between the rollers in the gin, when

the fiber runs through, the seed being left behind. Twelve

hundred pounds as it comes from the field will be separated

by the gin into 300 pounds of lint and 900 pounds of

seed. The former is packed in bales of about 500 pounds,

hooped with iron and sent to the factory. In the factory

the cotton first enters the mixing-room, where it is assorted,

the various qualities being laid out in layers and pressed

close together. It is now carried to the cleaner, where it

is freed from bits of leaves, stems, sand or other impurities;

thence it goes to the picker, where it is prepared for carding,

coming out in a continuous band or lap, as it is called. From

the picker the lap goes to a card which delivers the fiber

thoroughly cleaned and straightened in small bands called

slivers, to several machines, which gradually reduce it in

size until it reaches the ordinary thread of commerce. The

sliver is first drawn out gradually until it is not thicker than

quill, when it is called a roving. It is then run through
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rollers which continually lessen its size until the finished

roving is tliirty-two times longer than the sliver; from tho

liist roller it is wound on spools or reels, and thence trans-

ferred to the spinning-frames ;
here it is drawn through

rollers again, at each prot'ess getting thinner and thinner

until it reaches the desired size
;

it is then carried to a

spindle which revolves with great rapidity, and which, by

means of a simple arrangement, is made both to twist

the thread and wind it on the spindle ready for the

weaver.

Weaving consists of passing one sot of threads transverse] y

through another set, divided into two series, working

alternately up and down, so as to receive the transverse

threads in jwssing and interlock them, forming thereby a

united surface which is cloth: the power-loom aceomidishes

this in every factory, the

process being too compli-

cated to be popularly de-

scribed. The two kinds

of cotton, long and short,

staple or upland, are

respectively used in the

manufacture of finer and

coarser fabrics; from the

former are made cambrics,

calicoes, shirtings, sheet-

ings, etc., and from the

latter fustians, osnaburgs,

etc. Cotton is also used

in combination with wool,

silk, or linen, in making

some fabrics.

Statistics.—The cotton

manufacture of the Unit-

ctl States iucludes about

1.000 mills, having 10,-

500.000 spindles, and

manufacturing about
1.500.000 bales, or about

nne-<iuarter of the entire

American cotton prod-

uct. Great Britain has

480.000 o[)cratives, and

10,000,000 spindles. The

whole world employs

1,3-30,000, and the actual

number of spindles is 70,-

000,000.

TUE KLK-NACE .mouth.

IRON MANUFACTURE.
nEDCmoS OP THE ORE—PCDBLTNC AM) StjVKEZINO.

THE first procc-ss in the manufacture of iron is that of the re-

duction of the ore as it comes from the mine, usually by means

of the blast furnace. Some of the ores, before benng smelled,

are broken into small pieces, ami mixed with charcoal or coke,

after which the whole mass is roasted. This operation is some-

times pcrformefl in close kilns, and sometimes in opm heaps.

The [>ro!_t;3^‘ dissipates the suliihur, carbonic ae-id, and other

volatile matter. The blast furnace is a massive tower of

stone or brick, shaped narrower at the bottom than at the

top. The roasted ore is fed into thi.s—the blast from the

bottom being produced by a blowing engine, and tlie ma-

terials raised to a very

high heat, and gradually

fused into a softened

mass.

Cast Iron.—The com-

bination for a ton of pig

iron is as follow's: two

0^ roasted ore, two

a half tons of coal,

of which about one-

(piarter is required for

the blowing engine, and

from twelve to sixteen

hundred weight of bro-

ken limestone. The mol-

ten metal in the furnace

sinks to the bottom,

where it lies in a thick

liquid mass; thence it is

run into sand molds

which form it into pig

or cast iron.

Malleable, or

Wrought Iron. — To

make malleable iron, tho

pigs are placed on the

lloor of a puddling fur-

nace, where the metal is

freed from carbon and

other extraneous matters

by being stirred up as it

melts, by means of a

long bar of iron called a

puddlcr—the muss being

constantly watched and removed by the puddler, at the

])ropcr moment, in fiery balls or lumps, weighing about sixty

poundseach. These lumps are carried to the hammer, where

they are beaten into an oblong mass, or bloom, as it is called,

or the red hot mass of iron is forced into a machine called by

the hands a "coffee mill,” which is a serrated wheel, revolving

horizontally, and from which it emerges in a flat, oblong

slab; or it pas.ses through a squeezer termed the “crocodile,”

being shaped like the jawsof that reptile; the object of both

these proces.ses being to remove the slag or impnritits from

the iron, leaving the pure metal. The slab is now run

through rollers or grooves, according as it is designed to

make bar iron or round iron. From each of these rollers or

grooves it comes out a little smaller, and by continuing the

{)roccss may be drawn into fine wire. Girders, channel iron,

T iron, etc., u.sed in building bridges and large buildings,

arc all produced by 1 eing passed through rollers made in the

form desircil, and running from eight to twenty inches in

width. Great girders can lx- sawn through by means of a

steel disk, without teeth, which is run at as many as 1,H0()

BLAST FUR.NACLS.

FEEUISG A BLAST FURNACE.
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revolutions per minute. Horsesliocs core made in a patented

machine, which produces the article from a bar, cut ot

a proper length. One such machine will make fifteen

tons of complete horseshoes in a day. Screw-bolts are

made by machinery, which cuts, threads, heads, ami fin-

ishes them perfectly. One factory will_ make from 25,000 to

30,000 finished bolts in a day. In making nails the bar iron

from the rolling mill is sheared into lengths of about a foot,

and is then cut into nails of all sizes in small machines, the

whole mechanism being driven by steam. Cast iron is used

for the heavy portions of engineering work, such as bed

plates for machines, cylinders, columns, cisterns, low-pres-

sure boilers, water and gas pipes, rollers, girders, and the

like. A large quantity is made into hollow ware, which in-

cludes pots, pans, and other cooking vessels. It is also used

in the manufacture

of ornamental ob-

jects, being readily

cast into molds. Mal-

leable, iron is very

ductile at a high tem-

perature, and can be

rolled into sheets as

thin as paper, or

drawn into the finest

wire ;
it also possess-

es the property of

welding by hammer-

ing two pieces to-

gether at a white

heat. This iron is

employed for the

manufacture of gen-

eral hardware, such

as locks, keys, hing-

es, bolts, nails, screws, and tin plate,

iron dipped into melted tin.
^

Steel.—Steel differs from malleable iron in containing

about olie per cent, of carbon. It is made by first con-

verting cast into malleable iron, by depriving the former

of its carbon, and then adding carbon by heating the iron

with charcoal. The Bessemer steel is made by blowing air

through molten pig-iron, till the whole of the carbon and

silicon is removed, and then introducing into the melted

iron a given quantity of a peculiar kind of cast iron, con-

taining a known percentage of carbon. Steel possesses r al-

uable properties, which do not belong to cast or wrought

iron It is harder, denser, and whiter m color It is a so

.uore elastic, takes a higher polish and rusts less easily.

It is weldable and may be tempered to any degree of hard-

ness Steel is not only manufactured into edged ools, but

is made into field guns, shafting, rails, boiler-plates and

steamships.

the sow AND LITTLE I’lOS.

which is sheeted

boots and shoes.

Until within a very recent period the boot and sdioe

manufacture was carried on entirely by hand. The first

machine applied to this art was the pegging machine. 1 he

next great invention was the stitching machine, invented

by Elias Howe, patented in 184G. By this machine a single

operator can do the work of about twenty by the old hand-

process. The next important introduction was the McKay

sewing-machine, stitching the uppers and bottoms together.

Between 18G1 and 1871 the introduction of new machinery

completely revolutionized the business of shocmaking,

besides the machines already mentioned, were applied the

Goodyear welting machine, the cable screw, wire and wire

tacking machine, etc.

Ladies’ Shoes.—In making ladies’ shoes the first process

occurs in the sole-leather department. Here the hides are

cut into strips, which arc next passed through a machine in

which, by a system of knives, the soles arc formed to the

necessary width ;
these are then assorted according to quality,

and after being wet arc run through the splitter,

which reduces them to a uniform thickness ;
thence

they are passed between rollers, where they are made

firm and solid. A machine now cuts each into the

exact shape required ;
another c-hannels the outer soles,

leaving room for the stitches; another molds or presses

the sole to the shape of the bottom of the last, when

this part of the work

is completed. Up-

pers are made from

goat and calf-skin

and cloth, and are

cut by means of dies

;

the linings are made

of drillings, streng-

thened around the

toi) and edges of the

ujipcr with goat-skin

and sheep-skin. The

several parts of the

upper are united

properly by sewing-

machines ;
they are

then attached to the

soles by the McKay
sewing-machine,

which will sole about

500 pairs a day. The heels are attached by machinery,

which also works a semi-circular knife, shaving the heel in

an instant. Another machine trims and burnishes the

edges, and the bottoms are scoured and sanded by rollc

revolved by power, and are smoothed by others covered w.lli

fine material; the shanks are then blacked and ’

the inner soles lined, and the trimming put on, if time be

any, when they are ready to be packed in cases. This c

scription, with slight modifications, aiiplics to all kinds ot

shoemaking by machinery.

THE LINEN MANUFACTURE.

Linen is most extensively manufactured, and of the best

ouality, in France and the Netherlands, though formerly

Ireland achieved a reputation in this direction. It is mai o

wholly of flax, and very fine lawns are still manufactured m

PUDDLING FURNACE.
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Bolfik-it, Armagh, and other Irish districts. Common sheet-

ing and toweling are made in Scotland, and at Leeds and

Barnsley, in England. The processor manufacturing linen

is the sjune as that used for cotton cloths. The first mill or

linen manufactory in the United States was set up at Fall

River. Massachusetts, in 1834. The importation into tlie

I'nited States, in 1870, of flax and its manufactures,

amounted to more than twenty-three millions of dollars,

.lute is sometimes mixed with flax, in the manufacture,

ladngcheajier. and is largely manufactured alone intogunny-

kigs and other heavy and coarse fabric. The factories of

the world contain 3,500,000 spindles. Russia grows half

the flax, and the factories of Great Britain consume one-

thinl of the earth’s production.

PAPER MAKING.
ANCIENT wniTINO MATERIAL.

The earliest writings were upon stone, or stamped upon

bricks, or engraved upon metallic plates
;
bark and the leaves

of trees and pajiyrus, which was the inner bark of an Egy{)-

tian water-plant, were the next employed. Parchment made

from sheepskin was used generally during the middle ages
;

hut paper itself has been known to the world since a very

early period, and is supposed to have been introduced into

Europe as early as the seventh or eighth century. Paper,

made from linen, of the date 1178, is still in existence ;

and paper mills are said to have been in operation in Spain,

in the eleventh century. For writing and printing paper,

the materials used are fibers from cotton or linen rags. It

Ls also made from wood fiber, and straw, rope, etc. The

material is reduced by various processes to a watery pul[>,

which, being run out into thin sheets upon felt cloths, the

water is drawn off, leaving the sheet of pulp, which is then

pre.<sed drj- and subjected to other manipulations, according

to the kind of paper to be made.

The Paper Machine.—The first machine for making

paper was invented, in 1798, in France. The inventor

sold his patent to the Messrs. Fourdrinicr, a firm in

England, who exjMjnded about .£00,000 in experiments

upon the machine, and then became bankrupt. But the

machine itself, as [lerfected, is still employed in the paper

manufacture. The process by this machine is to allow the

prepare*! pulp to flow from the vat upon an endle.ss web
;

during its pa.ssage it is jiartially drained, a proc-ess which is

completed by passing it through rollers. It is then dried by

Iteing pa.s.sed around dnims heated with steam, and is de-

livered finished in a long .sheet, which is afterwards cut into

the reejuired lengths. A paper machine at a cost of about

if 10,000, and Ix-ing kept at work the twenty-four hours of a

day, makes two and one-half tons of paper. Tliis machine

occuiiies a spar.e of 1,200 sejuare superficial feet. After the

j»a[)er is made, it is calendered, which consists in rolling it

between a smooth copper roller and one made of paper, this

la-Nt material being the best substance known for giving a

smooth siirfac-e
;
when finished and arranged in reams con-

taining twenty quires of twenty-four sheets each, the pa|KT

is stampe<l with any device liy means of dies. The manu-
facture of fine writing-paixT in the United States amounts

to some sixty-five tons a day. It has been computed that

the total production of all the mills in Great Britain is not

less than 6,000,000 yards, or 3,400 miles daily.

Making Paper Pulp.—The iiroduction of the pulp is

accomplished by boiling the material, linen or cotton rags,

wood fiber, or whatever else it may be, in a strong lye of

caustic alkali. This effectually cleans it, and it is then

placed in a washing-machine, out of which it comes inire

vegetable fiber. The W'ater being drawn away, the stuff

goes into the bleaching vats where it is subjected to the

action of a strong solution of chloride of lime, after which

it is transferred to a hydraulic press, which presses out tlie

liquid and the blenching material. It is now passed into a

beating engine, where the fibers are entirely separated and

arranged much the same as with cotton in a carding

machine. Tlie pulp is now ready to be made into jiaper,

and is either wove or laid as it is placed in a mold in

which the wires are woven across each other, forming a

very fine gauze
;
or in one made xip of coarse bars and

straight wires, the fonner about an inch apart, the latter

about tw’enty to the inch. Paper when it is first made can-

not be written upon, which is remedied by dipping it into

a weak solution of hot size, sometimes tinged with color,

after which it is jiresscd dry, folded, and made up into

quires. Hot pressing and glazing are done by passing the

sheets through hot and polished iron rollers. The success-

ful manufacture of paper depends materially on the pos.ses-

sion of pure water for washing and pulping. In making

colored papers, if the color is introduced into the pulji, it

runs through the body of the paper ; if mixed w’ith the size

it is only applied to the surface. In England, the best

paper is made in Kent, after which come Hertfordshire,

Buckinghamshire, Oxfordshire, and Lancashire. In Amer-

ica, the best paper-mills are those of New York, Massachu-

setts, Pennsylvania, Ohio, and (’onnecticut.

GLASS MAKING.

There are five different kinds of gla.ss, varying a little in

the materials used in making them, and more in tlie jiro-

portions u.scd and the method of manufacture employed.

These are bottle glass, window glass, plate glass, flint glass,

and colored glass.

Bottle Glass.—The commonest kind is the first, which

is that employed in the manufacture of black bottles for

beer, etc. It is made of soap-maker’s waste (which con-

tains soda .salts), fresh-wafer river sand, brick dust, cal-

(dned lime, and marl ; to these there is added during the

making a small fjuantity (proportionate) of the broken gla.ss

of the works, called cullct. In France, kelp and wood ashes

funiish the alkaline jiortion of the mixture
;
sometimes a

small proportion of oxide of manganese is added, and all

establishments have their secret methods of coloring.

Window Glass is made of much more carefully .selected

materials, and, usually, of sand and alkali, a little lime

without lead or any other metallic oxide, excejit a minute

(|uantity of manganese and sometimes of cobalt, which are

addetl to counteract the effect of any iiufiurities in giving
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color to the glass ;
this kind of glass requires a higher

degree of heat than the others. Window glass is blown in

circular plates, but to obtain large plates for windows and

looking-glasses the glass is blown in cylinders, which are cut

throu»-h with shears (red hot), when they break at the cut,

and, being placed on the floor of a furnace, spread them-

selves flat. These plates cannot be blown more than tour

feet in length, and when great plates are wanted lor mir-

rors or shop windows, a diflerent process has to be used,

that of casting.

CUT GLASS.

Plate Glass.—When glass is to be cast, it is melted in

great quantities in large pots or reservoirs, until it is in a

state of perfect fusion, in which condition it is kept for a

long time. It is then drawn out by means of iron cisterns

of considerable size, which are lowered into the furnace,

filled, and raised out by machinery. The glass is poured

from the cisterns upon tables of polished copper, of a large

size, having a rim elevated as high as the desired thickness

of the plate. In order to spread it perfectly and to make

the two surfaces parallel, a heavy roller of polished copper.

weighing five hundred pounds or more, is rolled over the

plate, resting upon the rim at the edges ;
the excess falls

off at the extremity of the table. These plates are ground

with wet sand or emery, the grinding substance being

placed between two plates, the surfaces of which are both

ground at once. Emery of fine grain is used for a second

grinding, and the plate is polished with putty.

Flint Glass.-Flint glass differs from ordinary window

glass in containing a large quantity of red oxide of lead.

The proportions of the materials used are about three parts

of fine sand, two of red

lead, and one of pearl

ash, with small quanti-

ties of nitre, arsenic, and

manganese. This glass

is very transparent, is

soft, has a great refrac-

tive power, and is em-

ployed in making fine

glass vessels, and also for

lenses and other optical

glasses.

Molding and Anneal-

ing.—Ornamented forms

may be molded upon the

surface of glass vessels

when in a hot state by

employing metallic

molds. The mold is

usually made of copper,

and the glass is blown

into it. The term “cut

glass ” is applied to that

which is cut upon the

surface in fine figures by

using rapidly revolving

wheels of stone, iron, or

wood. Glass when first

made is exceedingly

brittle; so much so, that

a grain of sand dropped

in a glass tumbler in that

condition will cause it to

burst into a thousand

fragments. To obviate

this difficulty, the glass

is annealed by passing it

through a long gallery

heated to different temperatures, until at the point of with-

drawal it has become quite cool.
_

Toughened and Colored Glass.-What is known as Ae

De Bastie process for toughening glass, consists in exposing

the red-hot glass to a bath of melted paraffine or w< ,

which leaves it so toughened that it will bear heavy

or a fall without breaking. Colored glass is made y

mixing with the melted glass various metallic oxides,

which is either worked into the body of the fused metal, or

is applied (more commonly) as a surface color.
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The Process of Fusing.—In a general way and in simple

form, glass metal—as it is termed—is obtained by fusing in

a clay pot, under intense heat, various proportions of sea or

river sand, carbonate of potash or pearl ash, litharge or red

lead, and black oxide of manganese, with sometimes

jxnmded or broken glass added. The pots are made of fine

clay, and are carefully built up by hand, and require from

four to six months to perfect and dry ready for use ; they

are then annealed and inserted in the furnace, where they

will last from three to six months, when they have to be

renewed. The glass is withdrawn from the pots, when

melted, on the ends of iron blowing rods, and is thus carried

to the artificers, who are to make bottles, decanters, gas

shades, or chimneys, or to mold tumblere, or employ it for

whatever purpose is in hand. The men who are employed

at the furnaces wear masks of wood covered with tin,

having holes cut for the eyes, and present a most peculiar

appearance : the safeguard is rendered necessary, however,

by the fierce heat.

Statistics.—Glass, in some of the coarser forms, was manu-

factured in America during the Colonial period, but it was

not until about the middle of the eighteenth century that

the business was established in the United States, one of the

earliest factories being at Brooklv-n, L. I., in 1754. In

1870 the number of glass factories in the United States was

201, employing 15.822 operative.s, a capital of $14,000,000,

and making a product valued at $20,000,000. This pro-

duct is believed to have increased one-half in 1880. The
exports have increased; in 1880 they amounted to $749,866 ;

in 1881, $756,022. In England the value of the exports of

the chief kinds of glass in 1876 was £917,043.

SEWING MACHINES.

About the year 1841 Elias Howe, a native of Massachu-

setts invented the sewing-machine, although mechanism for

the same purpose had been made and patented more than

100 years before. Rowe’s machine used a needle with the

eye in the point, and a shuttle for the purpose of uniting

two edges in a seam, making the stitch by interlocking two

threads. From Howe’s time down to 1871, nearly 1,000

different patents relating to sewing-machines were issued.

At present these machines are made in four classes as

follows;

1. The shuttle or lock-stitch machines intended for family

use.

2. The same machine intended for manufacturing pur-

poses.

3. Double chain-stitch.

4. The single thread, tambour, or chain-stitch machines.

Of the first and second class the Weed, Howe, Singer.

Wheeler & Wilson, and others, are chief representatives; of

the thinl cla.ss the old Grover & Baker was a specimen, and
of the fourth class the Willcox & Gibbs. Of late years

attention has been chiefly directed in this connection to

mechanical devices which should render the machines, as

far as possible, noiseless, and to improvement in the feeding

and tension. In t^e single-thread machine the newlle is

' pointed at each end, and is pushed through the fabric on one

side and caught at the other by pincers ; the thread being

thus pulled through backwards an<l forwards. This machine

is used in shoemaking. In chain-stitch the thread is looped

i

upon itself, by means of a curved shuttle, after it has passed

through the cloth.

CLOCKS AND WATCHES.

Clocks were fii-st made about the twelfth century, and
though materially improved in the course of time, the prin-

ciple of their manufacture has remained the same: that of

a series of cog-wheels working into each other, finally

I revolving the hands on a dial containing the numerals

representing the hour.s, the wheels being worked by the

gradual descent of a heavy weight wound up by a cord on a

drum. Watches or pocket-clocks were made first in the

fifteenth century, and the earliest of them were run by

weights. Later on, the steel spring was adopted to produce

the power necessary for turning the wheels : the spring, being

coiled up in a box by winding, acts, during its extension, to

drive the general mechanism. Watches were first made by
* machinery near Boston in 1850; by this means the inner-

works made of bi-ass and steel can be duplicated exactly in

lai-ge quantities, thousands of wheels a day being cut by a

single machine under the guidance of one man.

PRINTING PRESSES.

Tue first printing press comprised merely the action of

the screw, or the lever-, upon a movable plate which pressed

the paper against the type and thus took the impression.

The first stcanr press was built in 1814 for the London
Times. It was on the, principle now getterally used, of a

revolving cylinder, carrying the sheet to be printed over the

form containing the types. The capacity of this press has

increased since its invention from 1,100 to 20,000 impressions

iir an hour, newspapers being printed by it at present from
continrrous rolls of paper fed artd cirt by machinery. The
principles involved in the cylinder i)ress were first made
known in 1790, and only their ap[)lication has been improved

since. In America, the greatest improvements have been

made by Richard M. Hoe. By this manufacturer the

idea was applied of j)lacing the tyjx; in frames on a horizon-

tal cylinder, against which the sheets were pressed by ex-

terior and smaller cylinders; the frames containing the

type are called “turtles,” and form segments of a circle

about the cylinder. The substitution of stereotyjie plates

for type has still further simplified printing by this

method. The improvements of Bullock and Walter have
brought about the “ wel>-i)erfecting ” pre-s, printing from a
continuous roll of paper four miles or more in length. A
machine for taking impressions of type in soft paper, to be

afterward stereotyped, is an American invention of date

1867. Printing by improved hand-presses still continues in

the case of a limited nurnlwr of impressions, in small job-

work where extra care and elegance of tyj)Ograj)hy are

required, and where .steam-power is not obtainable. Visiting



IKON SHIP IN FRAME ON THE

is covcr6(i \vith sheets of cojipei

inches broad, nailed on.

in wooden ships for knees,

masts. A vessel constructed wholly of

than a wooden vessel of the same size,

eac’h plate is prepared in the rolling-

ings, holes for the rivets bein'

keel is made of iron bais i-

are riveted, overlapping

making each compartment a

increasing the security of the ship,

in ship construction; since then the consiaerauon or mv

]iroper lines to accomplish the greatest speed with the least

resistance and friction has become general among commeicia

nations. The first process in ship-building is to make a

model of alternate strips of iiino and cedar, three or more,

feet in length, the exact representation of the vessel to bo

built. From this model three drawings are made, one giving

the entire side of the ship, another a secHoii of the length

of the ship, the third a vertical section dividing the ship ni

halves. From enlarged patterns of these plans the workmen

select and shape to the required dimension every timber foi

Iron is now frequently usea even

deck-beams, and even for hollow

iron is much lighter

For an iron ship

_ .mill from exact draw-

;.ig punclied by machinery; the

riveted together, and the plates

each other, to iron upright ribs,

floating vessel in itself, greatly

cards, fine imitations, gold and bronze work, and printing

in colors are commonly done by hand-presses.

SHIP BUILDING.

Ship-Buildinq may be said to have started with Noah’s

Ark and to have culminated in the present steel or iron

steamships, with water-tight compartments and screw

propellers. Until the foundation of the American Govein-

ment but little attention was paid to either speed or beauty

the ship. In the ship-vard the keel is laid on blocks close

to the water’s edge, next the stern and stern-posts are set,

and then the ribs, or curved timbers called “ futtocks,”

which make the frame of the ship and determine its shape.

The planks and timbers which need curving are steamed and

bent, the solid timbers are usually live-oak, the outside

planking of oak planks, varying in thickness from four to

ten inches, the decks of yellow pine; the rudder is made

of oak and elm. The planking is calked by driving oakum

into the seams,which are then covered with pitch, the bottom

L
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MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

All musical sounds arc produced, instruinentally speaking,

hr vibration, either through j>ercussion, as in the piano, or

by the jiassage of a current of air through an aperture, upon

the reed of the metal or other material, as in reed instru-

ments, or by means of the human fingers, or by a bow, as

in stringed instruments. The organ is one of the earliest

instruments biised ujwn what are known as •• Pan’s Pipes,”

I

hollow reeds of various lengths bound together and jdayed

I upon by the mouth, each pipe being graded in size to some

I

natural note of music. This being the principle, it is easy

,
to see that the mechanism could be worked by water or a

bellows, and in many other ways changed and improved

according to taste. The cabinet or parlor organ is an

American invention. About 32,000 of these were made and

sold in America in 1870. and nearly as many of pianofortes ;

and the manufacture of these instruments has greatly in-

creased during the last ten years. The principle, of the

pianoforte, that of p>ercussion. simply involved the vibration

of a series of wires by the tapping of hammers within the

body of the instrument, controlled by keys on a key-board

I

in front, operated by the performer. The first American

!

piano was made in Philadelphia in 1775, and that city, by

the latter part of the eighteenth century, had reached a

j

considerable reputation in the manufacture of musical in-

struments. At that time, while American pianos were put

j

together with screws, those made abroad were only glued.

[ Pianos were not invented until 1714, and at first the ham-

mer was raised from below by a button attached to an up-

right wire fixed on the back end of the key. This was after-

wards gnidually remedied until the present action was

jierfected. Formerly the strings of the pianoforte were all

thin wire ; now the ba.ss strings are very thick and coated

with a thin coil of copper wire, and the thickness, strength

and tension of the strings, all diminish from the lower to

the up|K“r notes. In the upright piano, the strings run vci-

tically from top to bottom, instead of horizontally as in

grand and square pianos. The grand pianoforte has three

strings to each of the upper and middle notes, and only two

to the lower notes. Musical instruments, in general, are

more largely manufactured in Germany, and more cheaply,

than in any other country, these including reed in-

struments such as the clarionet, and brass instruments

—

trumpets, trombones, etc. The American piano is, perhaps,

the best in the world, although those of certain makers in

England and France have a high re|)utation. The best

church organs are the German.

i

BOOK-MAKING.

The manufacture of books has become so extensive, that

in many instances it is conducted in large factories, wherein

every process is completed. Great publishing hou.ses not

infreejuently produce their own l)ooks, even so far as casting

the type from which they are printed. Type-metal is com-

posed of a large proportion of tin compfuinded with Iwul

and antimony. The type is made in molds of copjjer, iti

which the form of the letter is impresst'd by a punch of

hardened steel on which the letter is cut. In the manufac-

ture of books, the type, which is kept in cases, divided

alphabetically, is first sot in a “composing stick,” from

I which it is transferred to galleys, the latter being small

wooden frames designed to receive the type in columns.

From the galley it goes into pages, which are locked uj) in

iron chases or frames, and jilaccd in a printing-press for

printing. From the composing-room to the press-room— if

the book is to be clcctrotyped, to the foundry, and thence to

the press room—is the order of movement. The process of

electrotyping is simply the transfer of the face of a page of

type to a metal plate, by means of the galvanic battery,

which takes a thin impression of the face of the type in

copper. After electrotyping, the type is distributed and

again ready for use. From the jirinting-prcss the printed

sheets go to the drying-room, where they are dried under a

temperature of 100 to 120 degrees. They are afterwards

subjected to hydraulic pressure, then folded into pages by

machinery, and hammered, j)ressed and sewed, when they

are bound according to taste in j)asteboard covered with

muslin, morocco, or calf-skin.

CIGARS AND TOBACCO.

The process of making cigars is simple. A sound piece

of leaf shaped like one of the gores of a globe is placed on

the work-bench. A bundle of fragments of leaves is then

laid across the center of this gore, and rolled up in it, by

passing the hand over it. The point of the cigar is shaped

with a pair of scissors, and secured by means of gum and

chicory. The cigar is next placed against a gauge, and a

portion of the broad end cut off square. In European

countries female labor is chielly emi)loyed in cigar-making.

The city of Bremen alone employs more than five thousand

persons in this business, and exports over three hundred

millions annually. In 1879 the total acreage of tobacco in

the United States was 638,841 ;
the amount of product,

472,601,159 j)ounds
;
the value being about $50,000,000.

Up to 1877 tobacco had paid to the United States Govern-

ment a revenue of more than four hundred and twenty-six

millions of dollars in .sixteen years. The number of cigars

manufactured in New York in 1880 was about six hundred

and'fifty millions; of cigarettes, about three hundred and

fifty millions. Manufactured tobacco for smoking and

chewing comprises granulated, fine-cut, and long-cut
;
the

Virginia tobaccos being the most j'opular for this purpose.

Louisiana is note<l for an especial brand called “I’erique,”

which is not grown elsewhere. Kentucky tobaccos arc usu-

ally of a darker grade, while those of North Carolina and
Virginia are of the bright yellow, highly-flavored class. In

the manufacture of cigars a coloring liquid is used, by which

any <lesired tint may be obtained, without regard cither to

the quality of the leaf or mode of curing. The consump-

tion averages one and a half pounds per inhabitant in Eng-
land, and six jiounds in the United States.

CONFECTIONERY.
The cultivation of the sugar-cane and the manufacture of

sugar and rock-candy are of great antiquity, being brought
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into Europe from Asia about the eighth century. Immc(li-

utely after the discovery of America this industry was estab-

lished in San Domingo. There are in the United States

several hundred concerns engaged in manufacturing con-

fectionery; twenty-five or thirty in New York City alone.

The materials useil

in thisbusiness com-

prise sugar, honey,

molasses, c r e a in,

gum-arabic, alum,

cocoanuts, peanuts,

chocolate, liquorice,

jujube, flax-seed,

coriander-seed, car-

aways, cinnamon,

cloves, and Iceland-

moss. The flavors

usedare birch, bone-

set, cayenne pepper,

cinnamon, ginger,

horehound, lemon,

musk, peppermint,

raspberry, rose, sas-

safras, and winter-

green. Coloring

materials are cochi-

neal, indigo, and

saffron. Candy is

manufactured into

rock, stick, plumbs,

drops, lozenges, and

broken candy. The

principal process is

to boil a strong

syrup of sugar, and

then to erystalize it,

color it, and shape

it for drying into

its various forms.

Both machineryand

hand-laborare used.

Candy is largely

adulterated with

plaster-of-paris.glu-

cose, lamp-black,

glue, tonka -beans,

tartaric acid, sul-

phuric acid, ani-

line, gamboge and

chrome yellow, ul-

tramarine, oil of

turpentine, prussic acid, extract of

oil.

KNIFE,

1. Forging, filing, and tempering blades.
_ stammim spoons.

'2 . (Grinding and polishing blades.
^ For^^ing spoons and forks.

3. Cnlting ivory. between prongs of forks.

duction of the trip-hammer for forging blades—an Ameri-

can improvement-gave a great impetus to the business.

The introduction of machinery for shaping the blades was the

next improvement, and by these means the manufacture be-

came greatly cheapened. The processes through which a

knife has to pass be-

fore being finished

number sixteen, and

these are all done by

machinery. As an

illustration of the

extent of this man-

ufacture, it may be

stated that in one

establishment, the

following raw ma-

terials were used in

a single year ; 2,000

tons of anthracite

coal; 25,000 bushels

of charcoal ;
400,000

pounds of grind-

htones ;
44,000

pounds of emery ;

3.000 pounds of

beeswax ;
for han-

dles, 36,000 pounds

of ivory; 112,000

pounds of ebony ;

57.000 pounds of

rosewood ;
305,000

pounds of cocoa-

wood ;
every day two

tons of steel were

used, and a large

amount of silver was

employed in plating

blades and handles.

SUGAR REFIN-
ING.

Sugar is first put

into copper dissolv-

ing pans,about eight

feet in diameter,

with hot water. The

solution is raised to

the required heathy

means of the steam-

heated coils which

encase the pans.

FORK, AND SrOON MAKERS.

4 Boring Ibe luimilc for ^liaftof blade.

rotten cheese, and fuscl-

CUTLERY.
Until within a comparatively recent period the best cut-

lery had been manufactured in England, which supplied the

civilized world. The manufacture was introduced into the

United States early in the present century, and the intro-

Promthc pans the syrup passes through filters of thick

twill cotton cloth, from which it runs free from the mass

of its impurities, but still colored. To remove the coloi

it is passed through iron cylinders from five to ten feet

in diameter, and fifty feet in height, filled with granu-

lated charcoal or bone-black. From these cylinders it

comes out perfectly colorless, and is evaporated and crystal-
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izeil in a vacuum pan ;
thence it goes to a lieating pan,

where it is raisetl to a temperature of ISO degrees, when it

is drawn off and poured into conical iron molds and left to

drain. In the manufacture of crystal and crushed sugar,

the crystals are separated by means of what is called a

centrifugal machine. Sugar is also made from the sorghum,

or Chinese sugar-cane, and from maple sap. ithin recent

vears it has been extensively made in the United States from

the French white sugar-beet, from which, in France, a very

large quantity is annually manufactured.

BRUSHES.

Brushes are made from hairs, hogs’ bristles, strips of

whalebone, vegetable filaments, etc., fastened together in a

handle, or in holes drilled for the purpose in a stock of

woo<l or bone. Bristles, however, are chiefly used in this

manufacture, and are mostly obtained from Russia, those

of the Ukraine being the most esteemed. Germany also

.•supplies a large quantity of bristles. When taken from the

animal they are assorted by hand into different colors and

sizes, being first thoroughly washed. The white bristles are

bleachetl with sulphur and by other chemical agents. The

assorting is done by passing them through a species of

combs, which catches and removes the coarser of the bris-

tles. using at each process a finer comb. In making the

brushes each operator devotes himself to a special variety.

The packing, papering, and labeling, and other processes of

.‘shipments, are done by boys and girls. In tooth-bnishes

and some others, the bristles are fastened with wire. The

tlelicate brushes for artists are made from the fur of badg-

ers. squirrels, and sable ;
the hairs being thrust into a

large end of a quill, which has been soaked beforehand, and

in shrinking holds the bru.di. Small brushes of this kind

are also often made by being mounted in metallic taps, with

wooden handles.

PETROLEUM OIL.

Before the discovery of petroleum oil wells, the illumi-

nating mineral oil was made from a species of coal called

•• albertite,” by distillation, the mineral being heated in a

retort, and the product afterwards condensed into crude oil.

So much of the process being found to be conducted sub-

terraneously, the manufacture of kerosene oil takes it up at

this point, the remaining work being simply the refining

and removal of the volatile constituents of naphtha, benzine,

keroseline, etc. From the rcsidiuum, after the refining and

hydraulic pressure, comes the paraffine used in the manu-

facture of candles. In refining, various ac-ids and other in-

gre<lient3 are employed, the process being conducted in a

machine called the “ agitator.” The principal oil grounds of

the Unitetl States are located in Pennsylvania. Ohio, and

West Virginia. The business of boring for oil began about

1845, near Pittsburgh, but was not conducted extensively

until ten years later, when the great oil fever commenced.

Of late years the petroleum trade is said to have employed,

in America, as many hands as coal-mining and the working

of iron.

OUT-DOOR AND IN-DOOR GAMES.

The manufacture of material for out-door and in-door

amusements has grown into an enormous value and extent

during the last half century. The various kinds of cards,

chess, and checker-men, dice, and other articles for in-door

amusements are mostly made in Germany, France and Eng-

land, though considerable manufactures in this lino have

sprung up in the United States during the past twenty

yeai-s. The manufacture of billiard-tables and their appoint-

ments is largely conducted in America, and extensive con-

cerns with large factories make out-door games, such as

croquet, lawni-tennis, base-ball, cricket, etc., and this line

of business is conducted exclusively by large firms in all the

principal cities. Billiard-table manufacturers make as many

as 1,000 billiard-tables each a year, valued at from $100 to

$1,000 each, according to size and style. The bed of a

billiard-table is made of solid slabs, four being required for

each ; the woodwork is rosewood, walnut, birch, mahogany,

the California laurel, maple, oak, etc. The ivory balls are

turned by machinery; the billiard-cloth is made in France

and Belgium
;
the cues are turned and seasoned, as many as

fifty dozen per day being made in a single manufactory.

HATS.

The materials used for hat-making are the furs of

the beaver, seal, rabbit, and other animals, and the wool

of the sheep. The furs of most animals are mi.xed with the

longer kind of thin hair, which is obliged to be first pulled

out, after which the fur is cut off with the knife. The

materials to be felted arc intimately mixed together by the

operation of bowing, which depends upon the vibrations of

an elastic string, the rapid alternations of its motion being

peculiarly well adapted to remove all irregular knots and

adhesions among the fibres, and to dispose them in a very

light uniform arrangement. This mass is dipped into a

liquor containing a little sulphuric acid, and when intended

to form a hat it is first molded into a large conical figure,

and this is afterwards reduced in its dimensions by working

it for several hours with the hands. It is then formed into

a fiat surface with several concentrated folds, which are still

further compacted, in order to make the brim and the

circular part of the crown, and forced on a block which

serves as a mold for the cylindrical part. The nap or outer

portion of the fur is raised with a fine wire brush, and the

hat is subsequently dyed and stiffened on the imside with

glue.

A silk hat consists of a light, still body, covered with a

plush of silk, the manufacture of this plush being itself an

important industry. The fabrication of silk hats has been

carried to great perfection, not only in England, but in

other European countries and the United States.

INDIA-RUBBER.
Caoutchouc.—This substance, called al.so elastic gum and

india-rubber, is obtained from different vegetables, but

chiefly from the latrojiha Elastica. It exists in the form of

juice, and is dried by a[)plying it in successive coatings to

clay molds of various shajK’s. After it is dry the clay is
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crushed and shaken out. This substance is wonderfidly

flexible and elastic, and restores itself instantly after being

extended to many times its original dimensions. Slips ot

india-rubber may be made to cohere by boiling them in

contact for a certain time in water, and m this way some

articles are made. When heated to about 200 degrees

Fahrenheit this substance may be spread by rollers upon

cloth so as to form a permanent coating. Caoutchouc is of

.Treat use in the formation of many instruments which re-

quire to be elastic and impenetrable to water. Shoes are now

made of it in great numbers, and found to exclude perfectly

the wet. A solution of this gum spread upon leather and

cloth renders them water-proof and even air-tight. An elegant

elastic web is made from fibers of caoutchouc wound with

silk and woven. The elasticity which is lost by stretching is

restored by a hot

smoothing-iron. Its

adhesiveness and

friction are the pro-

perties by which in-

dia-rubber erases

black lead from pa-

per.

FURNITURE.

As in most other

instances in manu

facture, in furniture

that which was for-

merly an art and a

craft is now almost

wholly performed by

machinery. Vast fac-

tories now turn out

every article for

householddecoration

or use by the thou-

sand, and even the

construction of each

of theseissubdivided

so that every part

ism.
”

is made by its appropriate mechan-

Furniture is chiefly made of wood ; rosewood, black

walnut, chestnut, cherry, oak, ash, pine, mahogany, satin-

wood, maple, etc., each becoming in turn fashionable,

but all being extensively used. In metals, brass, iron and

bronze are used. Decorations are gilding, carving, turaing,

inlaying, painting, enameling, varnishing and staining.

Furniture takes its name, as to style, from the permd me i-

cated,as “ Louis Quinze,” “Queen Anne,” “Renaissance,

etc. The manufacture of chairs from maple, beech, etc., with

split-rattan seats, is carried on by steam-power in great estab-

lishments, and enormous quantities are exported to all parts

of the world. Some of the larger factories for cabinetmaking

work up from 4,000,000 to 8,000,000 feet of lumber every

year, and employ from 500 to 1,000 men. A return has been

made recently to mediaeval designs. In England and Aus-

tralia. fashions prevalent during the last century have been

revived; in America the Louis XIV. style is very popular.

LEATHER.
The preparation of animal skins for the purpose of ehang-

in" them to leather, comprises simply their subjection to the

action of tannic acid, which preserves them from decompo-

sition. Among the skins which are subjected to this process

are those of the ox, cow, calf, buffalo, horse, sheep, lamb,

goat, kid, deer, dog, seal, and hog. The lighter forms of

leather are called skins; the heavier, hides. Sheep and lamb

skins are dressed for use in book-binding, deer-skins are

made into the sMmoy of trade, so called from the chamois

of the Alps, of which it was formerly made ;
dog-skins fur-

nish gloves-as do also kid and rats
;
seal-skins are made

into “patent leather” by varnishing one side ;
hog and pig

skins are used in making saddles. In tanning, the hides are

soaked in water to wash and soften them ;
they are then

heaped up for a time,

and afterwards hung

in a heated room

until the softening

loosens the hair,

which is easily re-

moved; they are now

ready for the tan-

bark, and are placed

in pits in layers, with

oak-bark or other

tanning material be-

tween them, and are

suffered to remain

there for months,

water being let into

the pits. This is the

proper, healthy mode

of tanning, which is

now, however, very

generally superseded

by new processes to

hurry thew'ork. In

these new processes

there are employed

catechu, cutch, gambler, valonia (a species of acorn) sumac

leaves, and other materials. After being tanned, the hides

are submitted to pressure by being rubbed and rolled by

this means becoming compact and solid. IMorocco leathe

is made from goat and sheep skins, and gams its peculuir

appearance by being finished with engraved boxwood balls

Russia leather obtains its well-known aromatic odoi from

the oil of the birch-bark used in tanning it.

FIRE-ARMS.

Fire-arms are divided into small-arms and artillery, or

ordnance. The former include rifles, pistols, muskets, and

fowling-pieces ;
the latter, heavy guns for fortiflcations an

war-vessels, and light artillery for field-batteries Smal -

arms are bored or drilled, heavy guns are cast. Riflm^

done by reaming out the interior of a barrel spirally to give

the projectile a certain twist which affords peater direc -

ness, speed, and penetrating force. The principles of rifling.

PITS IN A TANNERY YARD.
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breech-loatling, ami the revolving cylinder, are of ancient

date, but failed to l)e perfected until modern times. In

heavy ordnance the German Krupp manufacture excels all

others. In rifled small-arms (breech-loading'l it is doubtful

if the American Pealxxly, Sharps, and Remington arms have

been equaled anywhere. The American revolvers of Colt,

and Smith & Wesson have a no less high reputation. Of

English make, the Whitworth heavy guns and the Martini-

Henry breech-loading rifle are celebrated ;
so also are the

German “ needle-gun ” and the French Minie rifle.

CLOTHING.

Formerly clothing was “made to order,” as a rule, by

professional tailors, excepting in those instances when it was

“ home-made ” of homespun, as was the case in the early

history of the American Colonies. The clothing trade, as it

now exists, grew out of the “slop-shops” of English and

American seaport towns, where rough goods made up for

sailors were sold at high prices, and from the business in

second-hand clothing carried on by the Jews in all the prin-

cipal Euroi>ean and American cities. The “ready-made

clothing” business, springing from these sources, rapidly

grew in extent and improved in character, until at present

this is one of the most important manufactures, especially

in the United States. With the aid of the sewing-machine,

and by the employment of an army of workers, male and

female, in their homes, enormous estabhshments in the prin-

cipal cities carry on this business, in which many great for-

tunes have been made during the past twenty-five yeais;.

POTTERY AND CHINA, OR PORCELAIN.

Pottery is made of baked clay, and may be glazed, but is

always opaque ;
the difference between it and porcelain being

that the latter is finer in quality and translucent. Ordinary

jwttery has been made, from time immemorial, of common

brick clay, mixed with water, shaped in molds, by the

hand, or on a wheel, and baked. Porcelain is made from

kaolin, a fine white clay. The process is nearly the same

in both instances, differing only in the material, the care

used in the manufacture, and the nature and quality of the

decorations employed. The great Sbiffordshire works in Eng-

land cover a district of forty-eight srpiare miles, and employ

more than 100,000 operatives. The porcelain works at

Sevres, near Paris, France, are noted for the manufacture of

costly and b<-autiful vases and domestic ware. China and

Japan have long held high rank in this art, and within re-

cent years their chinaware and common pottery have been

extensively imported into Europe and America. Holland

was long noted for the production oi delft, so called after the

town of Delft, where it was first made.

CARPETS.

Woven carpets were first used in Oriental countries, and

until a comparatively modern date were imported thence,

the manufacture not being elsewhere carried on. .lit present,

carpets are made in most of the European countries, and in

the United States. Though sometimes made by hand, they

are usually woven by machinery, and either printed on a

fabric by means of rollers, or formed of different colored

yams. The leading carpets in use are Turkey, Bmsscls,

tapestr)--Brussels, Wilton, Kidderminster, velvet, and in-

grain.

SALT.

The manufacture of salt, either from the product of natu-

ral springs or by mining, is practically the same as in the

case of rock-salt; it has to be dissolved in water to form the

brine, which in springs flows naturally. Salt is mined in

England, Germany, Poland, and in other parts of the woi ld.

The immense salt mines of Salzburg are noted. Salt springs

are found in England, and in the United States the manu-

facture is one of tlio most important industries, rock-salt

being found in Western Virginia, Louisiana, and elsewhere,

and salt springs in nearly every State, New York, how-

ever, furnishing nearly one-half the entire domestic suiq)ly,

chiefly from the celebrated springs of Onondaga County.

The salt-water or brine is pumped from these springs to

reservoirs, where the impurities sink to the bottom, being

aided in the movement by the addition of a small percent-

age of alum. It is then run into tanks six inches deep, and

1(1x18 feet in dimensions, exposed to the air, where it

is evaporated ; or it is boiled in kettles holding 100 gallons

each, when the impurities are precipitated. New York pro-

duces about 10,000,000 bushels annually, and the total pro-

duction in the United States, in 1880, was 29,800,298 bush-

els, Michigan being the heaviest producer, in quantity about

15,000,000 bushels. The annual production of salt in Great

Britain is equal to .£1,500,000.

General Statistics.—If we sum up all branches of man-

ufacture in the United States and Great Britain, we find

the following result :

0/xrti/ives.

United Slates 2,704,000

Great Britain 2,9t30,0(K)

Au-tralia

Mamf/aehms.

LS88,000,000 £313

7.’>H,000,000 234

13.000,000

Total
Uorxt-
Power.

3,1M,000

3,828,000

e



MINES AND MINING.

^ARIOUS subterraneous excava-

tions for the purpo-se of obtain-

ing the deposits of metals and

other minerals are termed

Mines. Mining is the process

of digging to, and other-

wise approaching, these deposits

Avhich lie singly or in groups in

certain geological strata. Min-

erals are the metalliferous ores

and other i)roducts which have

been deposited by the jn-ocesses

of Nature, but which have

generally undergone consider-

able change in composition and

relation, being sometimes found

as a native metal, or more

usually a component of different metals. What is

known as “placer” mining is surface work per-

formed on sand, sujjposed to contain metallic de-

posits, usually by the side of a river or in the bed of

a mountain torrent. In the latter instance the treat-

ment consists simply of washing the sand in a mov-

able vehicle called the “ cradle,” the metallic pro-

duct sinking to the bottom, by gravity, where it is

found after the sand is washed out. Minerals usually

lie in sections, or divisions, called veins, which are

sheets of metalliferous matter, and either occur in

vertical or horizontal fissures—as is the case in

the Galena limestone, of the upper Mississippi, or

in segregated veins interposed between strata which

occur in metamorphic rocks, as is the case in the

granitoid rock of the Alleghanies. Fissure veins,

true veins or lodes, are formed in fissures, which

have been jiroduced by volcanic or earthcpiake ac-

tion. The horizontal direction of a vein is called

the “ strike ” or “cross;” the vertical angle Avhich

it makes with the horizontal is called the “ dip.”

The ores contained in fissure veins are vaiaous, such

as silver, copiier, lead, tin, zinc, antimon}', and

other metals. Gold is less common in this form

than in isolated veins. Silver, in the largest quan-

tities, occurs in this class of vein. The Comstock

Lode and various others in Nevada are examples.

In mining, where the mineral occurs in veins or

lodes, as copper and lead ore, shafts are sunk jier-

pendicularly for raising the ore, and these are

crossed by horizontal galleries, termed levels, Avhich

are driven upon the lode with small upright shafts

called “winces.” The levels are generally sixty feet

apart, and are known by their depths in feet or

fathoms. 'One consolidation of four lead mines in

Cornwall, England, comj:)rises sixty-three miles of

underground workings. The ore is struck out

from the solid body with picks, and is transpoided

on small wagons, sometimes drawn by boys, some-

times by horse-power, and at others by endless

chains worked by steam. By one or other of these

methods, it is carried to the base of the shaft, where

the wagons are run on to an elevator, hoisted to the

top of the shaft, and dumped. Sometimes the

hoisting is performed hy simple hand or horse-power

windlass, but usually in well-appointed mines this

is done by steam. In such mines, also, Bessemer iron

cages are used for hoisting the minerals. In some

instances steam is made at the surface, and carried
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into the miue in pipes
;
in others, chambers are liewn

out of the solid rock or mineral, underground, and

in these powerful engines perform the work. The

I)rincipal metals and other minerals which are em-

ployed in the arts and manufactures, and which are

mined for use, are the following :
gold, silver, mer-

cury, copper, iron, lead, zinc, tin, nickel, antimony,

manganese, bismuth, cobalt, platinum, coal, sul-

phur, gypsum, graphite, etc.

Coal Mining.—The usual mode of reaching coal is to .sink

a perpendicular shaft, though sometimes an inclined plane

is adopted. When the shaft has been sunk to the necessary

depth, a level is driven on each side, which serves to conduct

the accumulation of water from the workings. From this

point the coal is workal out as far as is practicable along

the rise of the stratum. In some mines the coal is taken out

in jiarallel spaces of fifteen feet wide, intersected by pas-

sages at right angles, between the two, masses of coal being

left for the support of the roof of the seam. In getting out

the coal, the miner

undercuts the seam

with a light jack for

two or three feet in-

wards, and then, driv-

ing in wedges at the

top of the seam,
breaks away the over-

hanging portion.
Blasting is s o m e -

times, though not

often, used. In a

shaft there are usually

four divisions, the two center ones being used for sending

up and down the men and the coal ;
one of the others con-

tains the pumps, and the other is used to withdraw fold

air from the mine, a furnace being constructed at the

bottom of it. The cages are suspended to a flat wire rope,

and run up and down on guide rods. The ventilation in the

mine is securerl by doors in the passages, called traps, which

open and shut at proper intervals. Coal is found chiefly in

Great Britain and in the United States, of all the countries

in the world. In 1870 the amount of coal mined in Great

Britain was 148,089, .385 tons ; the production of the United

States, in the same year, was 49,005,748 tons. Germany

came next with 43,.364,908 tons. The proiluct of all the rest

of the world amounted to 150.000,000 tons, the entire pro-

duct for that year Ixjing 270,830,965 tons. Coal is cla.ssi-

fie<l as bituminous, or soft coal, and anthracite, or hard coal.

The princifMil deposit of the latter, in the United States, is

in an area of about 470 square miles, in Pennsylvania.

In 1878 Australia produced coal to the amount of £710,-

000.

Copper Mining.—Copper, in its native or metal state, or

in combination with other metals and minerals, is gener-

ally distributed throughout the world. It is found in large

quantities in liussia, Norway, Swe<len, Great Britain,

Prussia, Austria, Franco, Spain, Italy, Turkey, Algeria,

Australia. East Indies, Japan, South America, Cuba,

Jamaica, IMexico, and the United States. Copper was

enumerated among the minerals of New England as early as

1G32, and smelting-works were set up in IMassachusetts in

1648. It was discovered in Maryland, Virginia, North

Carolina, and South Carolina during the colonial period, and

very rich mines were found in Tennessee. In 1709 the

oldest mining charter in the country was granted to a com-

pany to work copper-mines in Connecticut. In 1766, 80

tons of copper ore valued at £100 sterling a ton, were

exported from New York. The Lake Superior copper-

mines were known to the French Jesuits before 1660. This

region was surveyed about 1825, and in 1843 was ceded to

the United States by the Chippeways. 'Plie. following year

the great copper-fever broke out, when speculator’s and

miners went mad over Lake Superior copper. Inmimcrable

companies were formed, and thousands of miners and

adventurers settled in the region. It was not until 1850

that coppermining at Lake Superior was based on a firm

basis. From that time the annual product from the mines

was enormous; much
of it was native
metal, though silver

was sometimes found

in connection with it.

Copper is classed as

follows: 1. Mass-cop-

per is cut out with

cold-chisels in lumps

of several hundred

w’eight, and yields

from 70 to 80 per

cent, of pure metal.

2. Barrel-work, consisting of jiieces too large to be stampi’d,

and which are packed in barrels for transportation. 3.

Stamp-work, which is the ore crushed in steam stamp-

mills and packed in casks and barrels
;
before crushing,

the ore is roasted, when care must be taken to prevent the

copper from fusing and oxidizing. In extracting coiiper

from its ore.s, the process that is followed out is tedious

and complicated, arising from the difficulty of separating

the iron and sulphur found in combination with the cop-

per. In 1872 a single mine in the Lake Superior region

yielded 8,000 tons of pure co]ipcr, nearly one-tenth of

the production of the whole world. It is estimated that

the total production of copper has more than doubled

within a quarter of a century, the increase being largely

due to the Lake Superior mines. Notwithstanding this,

the United States still import ore from Cuba and Chili,

pig and bar copper from other parts of South America,

and sheathing-copper from Great Britain. In England

the Cornwall and Devon mines arc enormously rich. The

value of copper is derived from its i)roperties of tenacity,

softness, and ductility. It is brought to market in sheets

and jdates, and is made info sheathing, stills, con-

densers, lK)ilers, rods, ami innumerable utensils. Co[)per,

when combined with zinc, becomes brass
;
combined with

“HEWERS,” “HOLERS,” A.NI) “PUTTERS.”
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tin, it makes bronze, gun-meta*, and bell-metal. Formerly s

it was largely employed .n o-.age, but has been consider-

ably superseded by a composition of nickel and copper, and i

in England by bronze. The name copper is derived from

that of the island of Cyprus, where it was obtained first by

the Greeks. In 1878 Australia produced copper and tin

amounting to £1,771,000, the average yield of copper being

14,500 tons.

Tin Mining.—Tin is a soft metal, very malleable, and

can be beaten out into thin leaves, in which form it is

known as tin-foil. It was one of the earliest metals known,

as it entered into the composition of bronze, of which the

most ancient metallic weapons and tools were made. Tin

was obtained from Cornwall, England, by the Phoenicians,

and to this date England is the greatest tin-producing

country, having raised in 1876 about 13,690 tons of dressed

ore, or 8,500 tons of metal. Tin is found in Bohemia and

Saxony, Spain, Portugal, and Malacca, and the neighboring

islands. It has been found in large quantities in Tasmania,

Van Diemen’s Land, and in Queensland, Australia. In the

latter district it was discovered in 1872, when 2,000 nien

obtained the metal to the value of £100,000 sterling, which

was doubled in the next year. In 1876, Australia exported

8 392 tons. In 1878 prices fell, and the yield was much

lessened. In reducing tin ore it is stamped to a very fine

powder, after which it is washed to remove the impurities

from the ore, and is next deprived of its sulphur and

arsenic in a reverberatory furnace ;
from this furnace the

reduced tin is run off into a cast-iron pan, from which it is

ladled into molds to produce blocks or ingots of a convenient

size
;

it still has to go through a refining process to remove

the oxide of tin and other impure properties.

Lead Mining.—Pure lead is of very rare occurrence ;
it

is u-^ually obtained from the native sulphide of lead, known

as galena, which, when tolerably pure, is smelted readily.

The ore is roasted in a reverberatory furnace, in masses of

twenty to forty cwts. at a time, being first washed in an

apparatus for the purpose, to remove impurities. After the

first roasting the ore is thoroughly mixed, the furnace tem-

perature is suddenly raised, sulphureous acid is thrown off,

and the lead is partially reduced. Lime is now thrown in,

mixed with slag and unreduced ore, when the lead becomes

entirely separated and imns off through a tap-hole. Lead

reduced from galena contains from eight to ten ounces to the

ton of silver It also contains antimony and tin as impuri-

ties’ and these are separated by fusing the metal in shaUow

pan’s when these metals come to the surface in the form of

oxides and are skimmed off. Lead is desilverized by melt-

ing it and allowing it to cool slowly, the process being

accompanied by brisk stirring, when a poGion of fte

lead crystalizes in small grains, the remainder being

rich in silver. The granulated portion is then taken

away in a strainer, and this process is repeated until the

silver and lead are completely separated and in different

vessels.

The great lead district of the United States lies on either

side of the Mississippi River in Northwestern Illinois,

Southwestern Wisconsin, and Iowa, and in the State of Mis-

souri. It is bounded by the Wisconsin River on the north,

by the Apple River in Illinois on the south, and on the

east by the eastern branch of the Pecatonika ;
on the west

it extends to twelve miles west of the Mississippi. In 1846

the quantity of American lead sold in St. Louis and New

Orleans was about 55,000,000 pounds. The lead mines of

Great Britain and Spain yield the largest quantity of this

metal—about 75,000 tons each annually. The importation

into the United States of lead in pigs, bars, and ore, declined

between 1871 and 1881 from $3,711,785 to $325,076. I.ead

ore is found to some extent in New Hampshire, Massachu-

setts, New York, Pennsylvania, Virginia, Tennessee, North

Carolina, and Kentucky. In Colorado, the silver-mining

district shows a large proportion of lead, which is, however,

neglected for the rich output of silver.

Mercury.—Mercury, popularly known as “ quicksilver,

is the only metal that remains fluid at ordinary tempera-

tures, though it freezes at - 39° and boils at 662°, when it

vaporizes. This metal is usually obtained from deposits of

cinnabar, in which it occurs in the proportion of 86.2 to

13.8. Cinnabar is a rare mineral, and the most productive

mines of it are those of Almaden, in Spain, which have been

worked for nearly 2,500 years. Next to these in import-

ance are the mines of Idria, in Austria, which were discov-

ered in 1497, and which produce 330 tons of quicksilver

annually ;
other mines exist in Germany, Hungary, Peru,

California, China, Japan and, Mexico. In California, mer-

curial ore was discovered before gold, and in 1845 a coin-

pany began to work the New Almaden mine, near San Jose.

The annual yield of all the California mines is about

2 000,000 pounds, or about one-third of the total production

of the world. In obtaining the metal from the ore the

latter is burned in a furnace, when the mercury is collected

in a condensing chamber, or it is distilled with iron filings

or slaked lime, which combines with the sulphur and sets

the mercury free. From certain chemical preparations of

mercury we obtain calomel and corrosive sublimate, the

latter a virulent poison, whose antidote is the white of eggs,

we also get from it vermilion, and it is largely used as an

amalgam for separating gold from the pulverized quartz,

and in the manufacture of mirrors, being spread upon one

surface of plate glass.

It is said that the Old Almaden mine in Spain controlled

the Chinese market for quicksilver until a few years ago,

when the New Almaden mine shipped 10,000 flasks (of 76.1

lbs.) to Hong Kong, and sold them so much below the mar-

ket price as to drive out the Spanish article. The export of

quicksilver from the United States, which was 2,152,499

pounds, fell off after that year, the production being less-

, ened, and in 1874 the export was only 501,389 pounds. It

has, however, recovered, and in 1880 amounted to 3,574,-

I 412 pounds.

. Gold Mining.—The first mines of gold were probably

t worked in Eastern Asia. Ethiopia, Nubia, and Egypt also

contributed largely of this metal, down to a period as late

r as the fifteenth or sixteenth century. At about this period

gold mining was prosecuted through Central and Northern

Europe, and especially in Germany, though the average
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annual production of gold in the mines of Europe was not

more than £100,000. About the year 1700 gold mines were

discoven'd in Russia, and in the latter part of the eighteenth

century, the prt)duct had doubled. Gold was first shijipcd

from America in 1502, and for the next twenty years this

country producetl about ^250.000 a year. Mexico and Peru

adde<l largely to the gold of the world, and by 1520 the sup-

ply from the Western Continent reached ten million dollars.

From 1700 to 1810 the pro-

duct of the American
mines amounted to 4,000

million dollars. In 1848

gold was discovered in Cali-

fornia, where at first

“ placer” mining prevailed,

and for the following ten

years California produced

500 million dollars. In

1851 gold was discovered in

Australia, near Bathur?t,

and the toUil value of the

gold mines in Australia, be-

tween 1851 and 1859, was

100,000,000 pounds.

Gold had been discovered

in New South Wales as early

as 1839, but it was not until

February, 1851, that Edward
llaman Hargraves, a Cali-

fornia miner, verified this

by ‘-striking” it in paying

quantities. The first “ nug-

get ” discovered weighed

thirteen ounces, and at once

crowds flocke<l to the new

••El Dorado,” as many as

1,800 men being counted in

one day en route to Bath-

urst. At first a license of

30s. per head was charged

by the Government for the

privilege of searching for

gold, but this W)is soon
greatly reduced. In the

same year (1851! of the dis-

coveries in New South

Wales, gold was discovered in Victoria, alx)ut s<;venty

miles northwest of the city of Melbourne, again by a

California miner, one .lames William Esmond. Discov-

eries at Mount Alexander and Ballarat followed, a Govern-

ment license system was adopted, and speedily the usual

scenes of a new gold-mining locality were re-enacted. At
first alluvial deposits were worked (placer-mining), but

this gave place to quartz-mining, and in 1878 only 35 per

cent, of the gold obtained was alluvial, the remaining (55

fK>r cent, being from quartz. Rich veins were found at a

depth of 2,393 feet, 1,200 feet below the sea level, and at

Sandhurst and Ballarat veins were worked at defiths of

1,458 and 1,114 feet respectively. The average yield was

found to be 11 dwts. and a fraction. In 1878 there, were

1,03G steam-engines employed in mines, 750 of which were

on quartz reefs. The number of miners employed in 1879

was 37,553, the number of Chinese being 9,110. The total

value of the machinery in use was ,£1,899,788. The proxi-

mate area of the gold-fields was 1,234 square miles, and at

least seventeen shafts were sunk more than 1,000 feet deep.

From the first discovery

of the Victoria gold-fields

to 1880, the (piantity of gold

obtained amounted to 48,-

817,596 ounces, valued at

£195,270,,384, at £4 per
ounce

;
the average yield

was about 1,700,000 ounces

per annum. Gold was also

mined largely in Queens-

land, though not of so pure

a quality as that found in

Victoria. I’he Queensland

yield amounted in 1873 to

£717,540, and in 1877 had

increased to £1,611,103. In

1860 gold was discovered in

Nova Scotia, and since that

time has been regularly

mined in that province with

a fair average yield. The

value of the total amount of

gold produced in the United

States in 1881 was $36,500,-

000; the total amount jiro-

duced since 1848, $1,557,

141, .532. The total amount

of gold in existence in the

world at the end of 1881 was

$7,763,223,772. Quartz-
mining iscomluctcd by tun-

nelling the side of a hill

where the gold is found, or

excavating a .‘<haft from the

su rface
;
ga 1 1e r ies

,
cross-cu ts,

and winces being laid at in-

tervals. As the quartz is g<it

out it is taken to the stain])

mill, where it is i)ulverizcd by a number of strong iron pes-

tles, worked by steam or water-])Ower : each stamp can j)ul-

verize from one to three tons of rock in twenty-four hours:

as the rock becomes dust a stream of water tarries it

through a fine iron screen, whence it Hows away in a shallow

sluice, where the gold is extracted by mercury. Much of

the ore pas,scs away in tailings, and is treated by roasting or

by chemical [)rocess. To extract the metal, new modes of

reduction are constantly being invented, and greatly

increase the gross j)roduct; the gold, when extracted, is

a.ssaycd and moldetl into ingots for the market.

Silver Mining.—Silver is found in combination with
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gold, mercury, lead, antimony, arsenic, suljihnr, etc. It is
'

1
also occasionally found in crystallized masses. The silver

mines of Mexico were until quite recently the richest known

to exist. Chili and Peru stood next for their silver produc-

tion. Bolivia is also rich in silver, and of European coun-

tries Spain had the most product, but it has declined since

1858. The great silver-mining industry of the United

States began in 1860, when it was discovered in Nevada, in ,

the Comstock Lode. By 1865 the leading mines on this
'

lode had yielded over thirty million dollars, and from 1859

to 1866 the total product of all the mines on this lode was
j

about seventy million dollars. Silver was soon discovered in

Colorado, Idaho, Montana, and Utah. Up to December,

1878, the value of silver yielded in Colorado was about sixteen
I

million dollars, but

the discovery of the

Leadville mining
district in 1877

added greatly to the

ijuantity mined, tlie

output of ore i n those

mines being valued

at $15,286,936 in

1880. The general

principles of silver-

mining are the same

as those employed in

gold ; tlie reduction

of the ore is accom-

plished by ordinary

smelting, the crush

ed ore being mixed

with other constitu-

ents and heated in a

furnace, when the

silver and lead come
down as an alloy.

The silver is after-

wards separated in

a proj)er furnace,

the lead being re-

moved as litharge or oxide of lead, and a cake of silver

left. The total product of silver in the United States in

1881 was $42,100,000 ;
from 1848 to that date the total

product was $501,072,260. The value of all the silver in

existence in the world in 1881 was $6,757,843,025.

Iron Mining.—Iron is seldom met with in its native

state, being usually alloyed with sulphur, arsenic, or phos-

phorus. This metal was known very early in the history of

man, and it has been found all over the world. The chief

kind are : 1. Magnetic iron ore. 2. Bed hematite, specu-

lar, or red iron ore. 3. Brown hematite, or brown iron

ore. 4. Carbonate of iron. The first of these is the richest

in metal. Iron ore is reduced by smelting in a blast fur-

nace, as has already been described in Manufactures.

This metal is found occupying extensive areas in the United

States, Pennsylvania being specially rich in it, while the

I

region about Lake Superior produces a valuable quality.

The total product of iron ore in the United States for 1879

was 7,061,829 tons, the value being $20,470,756. The
annual production of iron ore in Great Britain is sixteen and
a half million tons, and the total production of the rest of

the world is twenty-two million tons.

Zinc Mining.—Zinc is a hard, bluish-white metal, very

brittle at ordinary temperatures, but which becomes ductile

and malleable at 212 \ when it can be drawn into wire, or

beaten or rolled into thin plates. It is never found in the

native state, but in the form of sulphuret or carbonate of

zinc, usually associated with the ores of tin, lead, or copper.

Sweden is rich in zinc, and it is found in Great Britain; red

oxide of zinc occurs in New Jersey and in other parts of the

United States. The metal is extracted from its ores by
chemical processes

too complicated for

description here. It

is used for coating

wire and sheet-iron,

making what is

known as galvanized

iron. It is also em-

ployed in the manu-
facture of paint, and

certain preparations

of it have impor-

tant medical uses.

Zinc ores have been

found in Pennsyl-

vania, Missouri,

North Carolina, Ar-

kansas, Wisconsin,

Tennessee, etc. The

first zinc made in the

United States was

in 1838, but in 1851

a block weighing

16,400 pounds was

exhibited from the

State of New Jersey

in the London Ex-

hibition. It was estimated several years since that of the

entire product of the world Prussia yields 58 per cent.,

Belgium 27, Russia 7, and the United States 3. The sheet-

zinc made in Pennsylvania is considered equal to the finest

European manufacture.

Nickel.—This metal is otdy found in a native state in

meteoric stones. It occurs in combination with arsenic, and

is mined extensively in Saxony, Westphalia, Hungary,

Sweden, and other European countries. It is much used in

the manufacture of German-silver and other alloys, and for

plating on other metals, being capable of receiving a high

polish and of resisting atmospheric influences. In coinage,

it is alloyed with zinc and copper, the proportions used in

the United States cent of 1857 being 88 per cent, copper and

12 nickel.

Diamond Mining.—Diamonds are found not only in the

form of perfect crystals, but ako rolled grains; and they are

1\ THE SII.VKK .MINES OF NEVADA.
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obtained partly from alluvial soils and the sand of rivei's,

and partly from rocks, chietly a quartzy sandstone or con-

glomerate, in which they are often associated with gold. A

number of localities in India have been long celebrated as

pnxluctive of diamonds, particularly Golconda; they are

found also in ^lalacca, Borneo, and other parts of the East;

nor were any diamonds procured in any other part of the

world till the begin-

ning of the eighteenth

century, wlien tliey

were discovered in re-

markable abundance

in the district of

Serra do Frio, in the

province of Minas
Genies, in Brazil.
Previous to that time,

diamonds found in

Brazilian gold mines

had been disregarded

as mere pebbles; their

nature became known

i n onsequence o f

some of them acci-

dentally finding their

way to Eurojie. In

1S2!) they were dis-

covere<l in the Ural

Mountains, They
have also been found

m Rutherford Co.,

North Carolina ; in

Hale Co., Georgia; in

the province of Con-

stantine, Algeria; in

Australia, and in

South Africa. Dia-

mond mines consist

in general of mere

diggings and wash-

ings of alluvial de-

posits. In Brazil the

method pursued is to

rake the alluvial mat-

ter backwards and

forwards on inclined

planes, over which a

stream of water is

made to run, till the

lighter particles are earned away, when large stones are

picked out by the hand, and what remains is carefully

examined for diamonds. The work is carried on by slaves,

and when a diamond of 17 carats is found, the slave

who finds it is entitled to his liberty. Large diamonds

are comparatively rare among those of Brazil, all the

nor.ihle diamonds in the world Ix-ing Indian. Brazil pro-

duc!“i yearly from 2-'),0(X) to 30.0(K1 carat- of diamonds, of

which, however, not more than !t,000 carats are capable

DI.VMOS'I) MINK AT KlMUKKl.ftY, SOUTH AKKK A

of being cut, the rest being cither very small or of inferior

quality.

Antimony.—A brittle metal, bluish-white in color, which

is found associated with silver, iron, and other metals, in

Germany, and in the islands of Singapore and Borneo. The

metal is obtained by heating the crude ore, covered with

charcoal, on the bed of a furnace, when the sulphide of an-

timony fuses, and is

drawn oil in a liquid

form into iron molds,

where it solidifies in

cakes or loaves. These

are pulverized a n d
jilaced on the bed of

a reverberatory fur-

nace, in which the

sulphur is removed in

the form of a gas,

when, the roasted
mass being mixed
with powdered char-

coal, and the whole

wet with a solution

of carbonate of soda,

and raised to a bright

red heat in crucibles,

the metal falls to the

bottom, leaving the

impurities at the sur-

face. Antimony is

mui h used in alloys,

as for britannia and

type-metal and plate

jiewter, and is also

employed in the cast-

ing of bells to im-

prove their sound.

Manganese.—This

metal is grayish-white

in color, capable of a

high degree of polish,

and is so hard as to

scratch glass and

steel. But it oxidizes

rapidly when exposed

to the atmosphere,

and should be pre-

sirvi'd in naphtha.

It is only found na-

tive in coiinei tion with iron in meteoric stoiic.s, and is

usually obtained by reducing one of its oxide by carbon at

an extreme heat From mangane.se are obtained purple and

bla< k colors used in staining glass.

Bismuth. \ brittle metal, white, tinged with red, found

occurring ill veins of fissures, in (’ornwall (England), Ger-

many, I'^rance, and Sweden. It is obtaiiuxl by heating the

ore in iron tubes in a furnace, when the metal volatilizes in

a vafK)i', to be afterwards condensed ami run into molds. It
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is used in the manufacture of porcelain for fixing the gild-

ing. It is also employed in medical practice as a tonic

and anti-spasmodic, and in the manufacture of cosmetics, in

which use it becomes highly injurious, frequently causing

paralysis.

Graphite, Plumbago, or Black Lead.—This mineral is

one of the forms of carbon, and is found in Spain, Ceylon,

Norway, Scotland, and various parts of the United States.

An enormous mine

of graphite was dis-

covered in Siberia,

near Irkutsk, in

1850. The princi-

pal use of the min-

eral is in the manu-

facture of black lead

pencils, for which

purpose the crude

black lead is puri-

fied, dried, pulver-

ized, made into a

paste with water,

and pressed into the

desired shape, when

it is cut into lengths

and fitted between

two grooved lengths

of cedar or other

wood, which are

glued together, and

being made in fours,

are sawn apart to

become pencils.

Graphite is also used

in combination with

clay in the manufac-

ture of crucibles, in

the preparation of

stove-polish, and to

relieve friction in

machinery.

Cob alt.— This

metal is found in

combination with
arsenic and sulj)hur,

and in a native state hydraulic
in meteoric Stones.

Preparations of it are employed in the manufacture of colors

used in painting on porcelain. It is also manufactured into

sympathetic inks in some of its compounds, the inks being
pink, blue, green, or yellow, according to the combination
employed.

Platinum.—This is designated as one of the “noble
metals,” and is found in the native state in small, steel-gray

gramdes, though sometimes in lumps, varying in size from
that of a pigeon’s egg to twenty pounds. The metal is ex-

tracted from the ore by first removing the metals associated

with it by the action of powerful acids, when the platinum

is precipitated in the form of a salt, containing chlorine and
ammonia, which are afterwards expelled by the action of

heat, leaving the platinum in the form of a spongy mass.

It is then powdered, pressed, heated to an intense heat in a

blast furnace, and hammered into ingots. Platinum is the

heaviest known form of matter; it is insoluble in any acid

except aqua regia
;
does not undergo oxidation in the air,

and is of great importance in experimental and manufactur-

ing chemistry, when
formed into cruci-

bles, stills, spatulas,

etc.

Sulphur.—Sul-

phur is found, either

in a free state, or

combined with other

elements, distrib-

uted over a large

jiortion of the globe.

When free it is

usually found in

r e g u 1 a r 1 y-formed

crystals, and in this

state it occurs ex-

tensively at Urbino

in Italy, Girgenti

in Sicily, and in

Croatia. The same

mineral, mixed with

earthy matter, is

found in Italy, Mo-

ravia, and Poland.

Iceland is also rich

in both varieties,

but the mineral re-

sources of that coun-

try have been but

little developed. In

the form of sulphide,

sulphur occurs abun

dantly in connection

with iron, copper,

lead, zinc, etc.; and

as sulphates in lime,

magnesia, baryta,

MINING. etc. The prepara-

tion of sulphur from

the ore consists of removing the grosser impurities by fusion

and distillation, usually carried on at the point of produc-

tion. Refined sulphur is still further purified by distilla-

tion in a large cast-iron still, being afterward condensed in

a cool receiver. Sulphur is extensively used in the manu-

facture of matches and gunpowder, and also of bleaching

agents, but its chief employment is in the manufacture of

sulphuric acid.

Gypsum.—This mineral is composed of sulphate of lime

and water, and is found e-xtensively deposited throughout

the world. It often occurs in considerable masses, and in
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totally different geological positions. In form it varies from

very perfect six-sided crystals to shapeless masses, and in

color from white to yellow, red, brown, or black, according

to the nature of the impurities combined with it. W ith the

water driven from it by heat, and pulverized, it is known as

plaMer of Paris, and in this form is greatly in use for mold-

ing figures and ornamentation, making casts of heads, etc.

But its most important use is as a fertilizer, for wliich pur-

pose it is finely pulverized before using. A beautiful variety

of uncrystalized gypsum is alabaster, used in the manufac-

ture of many ornamental objects. Satin spar is also a fibrous

variety of the same mineral, and is mucli used in making

necklaces and for inlaid work.

Amber.—A peculiar resinous substance, similar in some

jiarticulars to ordinary tree-gums ;
amber is, nevertheless,

even now, a mystery as to its origin, though it is generally

believed to be derived from an extinct tree, ®f the family of

conifers. It appears in some parts of the world in masses

or beds, like coal, while it is also found cast up by the sea,

on the coast of the Baltic, and in considerable, quantities.

It is found in lumps of different sizes and shapes, is slightly

brittle, has a pleasant, aromatic odor when burned, is made

negatively electric by friction, and from this fact gave the

name electricity, elektron being the Greek word for amber.

Amber is found on the coasts of Sicily and the Adriatic, in

different parts of Europe. Siberia, Greenland, etc. The

Kingdom of Prussia derives an annual revenue of about

£4,000 a year from the collection of amber between Ko-

ni^berg and Memel. Here it is found thrown by the tide

upon the sliore after a storm, or is caught in nets where it is

found floating, entangled with seaweed, and is also excavated

from a local bed of bituminous wood. From amber is ob-

' tained, by distillation, a volatile oil, which is said to have

therapeutic virtues as an anti-spasmodic. It is employed

' in the arts for the manufacture of a great many different

I

ornamental articles—jewelry, mouth-pieces for pipes, etc.

' By many it is considered to be a specific against fever, and

^ particularly hay fever, when worn as a necklace of beads.

It is found of different characters, transparent, semi-trans-

parent, translucent, and opaque. Sometimes insects of non-

existent species are found enclosed in it, and specimens of

this character are rare and greatly sought after by collectors.

I

The largest piece of amber known is in the royal cabinet at

Berlin, and weighs eighteen pounds,

i Albertite.—A variety of cannel coal, highly bituminous,

' a considerable deposit of which formerly existed in New

Brunswick, on the coast of the Bay of Fundy. Ihis mineial

' is black, with a brilliant surface, and susceptible of be-

i

ing carved into ornaments, having the appearance of jet.

From it is obtained, by distillation, an illuminating oil, and

this was the ordinary means for obtaining coal-oil, prior to

the discovery of the petroleum fields of Pennsylvania, West

i Virginia, and elsewhere. Limited beds of this coal have

been found in Pennsylvania and in certain parts of Europe.

The Boghead coal, found near Bathgate, Scotland, is of

this variety, yielding a large proportion of paraffine oil

' and naphtha. It is still a mooted question whether this

* mineral is to be considered as a coal or a shale, and much

discussion on the subject has occurred among scientific

men.
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UEER as it may seem^ tliere

are a great many persons 'who

would never take bodily exer-

cise if it Avere not designated

and prescribed as “ Out-Door-

Sport.” Me7is Sana in cur-

yjore sano Avas the old Latin

aphorism, for the body can-

not be maintained in health

if all the work is thrown on

the lirain. Man is so consti-

tuted that every organ,both of

a mental and physical nature,

requires to be severally exer-

^ cised. Without this the ma-

3 chinery of the body gets out

of order, and the mind suffers for it.

Providence in all these matters has implanted in

us instincts which under due control are excellent

guides. In all rapid actions involving the exer-

cise of tlie muscles, when engaged in any skillful

pastime, there is an instinctive pleasure. What it

is we can hardly say. Why the keeping of a shut-

tle-cock in the air, or the return of a ball at ten-

nis, or the skillful delivery of the ball in base-ball

give pleasure, is much too metaphysical a question

for us to debate here. Sufficient to say that where

any difficulty has to be overcome or a feat of skill

executed, the actor is delighted with his act. This

is the same Avhether executed alone or in the pres-

ence of others
;
although no doubt the pleasure of

exciting approbation has considerable influence on

the result.

In these days of self-culture, the knowledge of

games is a part of polite breeding, and is good for

us in many other respects. It exercises the mus-

cles, quickens the action of the heart, throws off

humors and old tissue, and rendeis many a dose of

medicine unnecessary. It is also useful to us in

society. It gives people something to do, quickens

companionships, and excites amusement and com-

petition. It gives people something to talk about,

promotes conversation, and enables young people

to amuse each other without dullness or ennui.

The most important influence of Out-Door-

Sports is on the growth of the figure in young per-

sons, and this is especially the case with ladies. The

type of figure among the female population of our

large cities, is essentially weakened by the want of

out-door sport in several generations. The should-

ers slope, the back stoops, often one shoulder is

higher than another. The chest is narrow, and

the limbs are shrunken. Now, this is only the

want of exercise. America and Australia have

produced some of the most magnificent speci-

mens of the human race. Our forefathers were

not Lilliputians, but the tendency to excessive

I
brain labor has dwarfed the present generation.
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and given an undue predominance to mental over

physical exercise, developing the brain at the ex-

pense of the body.

In the following jiages we have been able to do

no more than sketch the outline of the principal

games, but we have done our best in each instance

to give the latest and most authentic edition of the

various rules. As wealth increases, a larger num-

ber of persons are set free from the obligations of

daily toil. For them it is most important that

healthful and legitimate recreation should be pro-

vided. It is so easy to ho idle. Climate is often

made the excuse. There is, however, a languor

])roceeding from a condition of tlie blood, which

is often mistaken for fatigue, and which can best

be thrown off by exercise.

AWN tennis is played on a court laid

out either on turf, asphalt, or hardened

clay. It may also be played on a

wooden floor. Tlic court should be

7 laid out as in the diagram on page 324,

the lines being marked with white-
•- wash or paint, or with cord piping fast-

eneddown with hair-pins. First mark
gjdgg q£ parallelogram, m 1

(twenty-seven feet) m k (seventy-eight

feet), which, with the parallel lines k i and i 1, form the

boundaries of a single court for a two-handed game. DI 1

and k i are called “baselines.” Twenty-one feet from

the net, draw the “service lines,” d c and h g. Then draw
the centerline, and the court is complete for a single game.

For double matches, extend the base lines to 36 feet, and

a<ld external side lines.

The choice of a racket is an important matter. It should be

from 12i ounces to 13.) ounces for a lady, and from 13.)

ounces up to 15) ounces fora gentleman. Some players pre-

fer a still heavier weight.

For the instruction of persons who have no opportunity

of seeing the game in operation, the elementary steps may
be accurately indicated with the aid of the diagram. Where
two persons play, one is called “striker-in,” or “server,”

and the other, “striker-out.” Suppose the server to be

I>laying from m 1 (court, a), he places one foot on, or within,

the base line, and the other foot without. In this position

he strikes the ball with the racket so as to serve it over the

net into the diagonally opposite court, f, where the striker-

out awaits it, behind the service line. The striker-out lets

the ball bound once, and before it reaches the ground a

second time, he must strike it back over the net so it will

fall anywhere within the court. Now, the server is required

to send it back so it will fall anywhere within the opposite

court, and to do this he may “volley” the ball (that is,

strike it before it reaches the ground), or strike it after one

bound. The ball is sent thus back and forth so long as it is

in play, (hat is, until it twice touches the ground, or isstnick

out of court or into the net, or strikes the person of either

player, in which case the ball is said to bo “dead.” When a

service ball strikes the top of the net, yet passes over, it is

called a “ let,” and does not count. A failure to keep the

ball in play makes a score for the opponent. A ball is not

in jilay until it has been served as above into the court of tho

striker-out. A failure to serve within the court of the

striker-out is called a “fault.” Two successive faults count

a score against the server. The second ball is served from

the left base line, into the left court c; and so on from right

to left until the game is out. The modern game is counted

like ancient tennis. Before either player has scored, tho

score is called “ Love all.” The first score, or ace, counts 15;

the second, 15 more, or 30 nil told; the third, 10 more, or

40; and the fifth scores game. When both sides are 40 at

the same time, it is called “deuce;” then two successive

scores, on either side, are necessary to win. The first score

after deuce is called “ advantage.” If the next score is in

favor of the opponent, then it is deuce again, and so on until

one or the other makes two successive scores. In the second

game, the striker-out becomes the server, or striker-in. Tho
sides alternate as servers until one has wmn six games,

thereby winning the “set. ” The outer lines indicate tho

boundaries of tho court for four-handed games. Partners

play right and left, each taking the service in his own
court.

The partner who is not serving usually plays in near tho

service line, toward his own side, or the center, it being

]>etter for the server to defend tho rear of the court. In three-
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FIG. 1.

—

UNDERHAND SERVICE.

handed,games, it is two against one, the partners playing

as in four-handed games.

There are three wa3's of serving; the underhand, the over-

hand, and the high service. For the simple underhand

service, grasp the racket in the middle of the handle, and

stooping, drop the ball, striking it with the racket full

faced. (Figure 1.)

To put “twist” on the ball, strike it with the racket

nearly horizontal but slightly inclined forward. This will

put a right-hand twist on the ball, so that when it bounds

it will skew toward the striker-out in a A’ery puzzling way.

If he is prepared for a straight stroke, he must alter his

position or play a back-hander.

The overhand service is made with the racket held nearly

on a level with the shoulder. To produce a twist, turn the

racket nearly face uppermost, and drop the ball on to the

•surface, cutting rather than striking the ball. This will

give a strong left-hand twist, so that on striking the ground

the ball will bound away from the opponent’s right.

The same result, to a greater extent, may be produced by

the high service. In making it, throw the ball up nearly in

a lino with the right shoulder, and in striking, hold the racket

on a slant, so that it will strike the ball on the right side. If

this stroke is cleverly made, it will cause the ball to swerve

while in the air, so strong is the effect of the twist, and when

it strikes the ground it will bound outward.

In returning a service ball, or a ball in play, the player

should always endeavor to drive as near the top of the net as

possible without cutting into the net. There is a right and

a wrong moment for taking a ball. After bounding, it should

be struck when its upper momentum is spent and it is about

to fall. The reason of this is clear. If the ball is struck on

the rise, it will leave the racket at an angle equal to that of

its incidence. In other words, it will lob up. The same

principle must be borne in mind in taking a “skyer.” It will

leave the racket at a descending angle equal to that at which

it strikes the racket. In fast play, you must take the ball

how and when you can. It is better to hold the racket long.

But for ordinary forehand play, especially where the driving
i

is not hard, the better plan is to hold the racket short, and

let the stroke be given more from the shoulder than the

elbow.

THE EIGHT STROKES.

There are eight principal strokes at tennis, each of which

should be thoroughly mastered. In order to do this, a per-

son anxious to become a good jilayer shoidd practice each

separately, having the ball pitched to him at a certain spot,

and standing so as to play one particular stroke until it can

be played with certainty. Some strokes only occur at rare in-

tervals, and, consequently, unless practiced separately, are

never really learned.

Fore Overhand.—The first and principal stroke is the

fore overhand. For this stroke, hold the racket short, well

up to the face, with a very slight backward incline. In order

to play a ball in this manner, you should stand about eight-

een inches to the left of its course, and strike it as it passes

you. While it is of the utmost importance to be quick, more
misses are made from being too quick than too slow. You
should let your racket hover, as it were, a moment before

striking. If you do this there will be no force in the stroke

except that intended for the ball. When you have to run

forward to a ball, recollect to deduct the force of your run

from the force of the stroke, or you will strike out of court,

and, if you run back, increase the force, as your run will

deduct so much from the blow. Try to strike the ball well

in the center of the racket. If you hit the wood it is almost

sure to score against you. In making this stroke the left

foot should be forward and the right back. (Figure 2.)

Fore Underhand is a stroke made with the racket held at

the extreme end of the handle. It is most useful in taking

half-volleys, quick services, and long drives. When the play

is very fast and the ball is returned close over the net, the

ball rises only a few inches after striking the ground. Con-

sequently it must be taken underhand, or not at all. In

good underhand play the ball should not be lobbed up in the
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air. Be sure to tuni the elbow well in, and return as close
|

to the top of the net as you can.
|

The High Stroke.—Where a ball passes over the player, but
;

at a pace that will cause it to fall behind him and within the
'

court, he should play it down just over the net. Such a ball,

played either at the opponent’s feet or in some undefended

part of the court, is almost sure to score. Be careful not to

cut into the net.

Back Overhand.— In case a ball twists suddenly, or isre-

turned so quickly that you cannot get to the left of it so as

to take it forehand, you must strike backhanded. The dif-

ficulty is to get behind the ball in time. The right foot
|

should be well forward and the left back. Turn the body
j

from the waist well to the left, so as to throw its whole

weight into the stroke. The racket should be held long or

half-handle. If it passes you before you strike, the ball will

fly to the left and out of the court. By drawing the arm

in as the blow is made, a very considerable twist may be im-

parted to the ball.

Back Underhand is a stroke given with the right foot for-

ward and the left back. The racket must be held at the ex-

treme end of the handle, and, as in the preceding stroke,

turn the body well to the left. One great point in this stroke

is to keep the elbow well up at the moment of striking ;
it

should be as nearly as possible over the ball. The result

of this is that the ball will not rise over the net more

than a couple of feet at the most. This stroke has a

tendency to drive the ball to the opponent’s left comer,

which is always his weakest point, and where he can only

reply by a backhanded stroke. Next to the forehand

this is, perhaps, the most important stroke in the game.

In these two strokes the great science of the game consists.

Without them the player is, as it were, half-handed, and can

only play such balls as come on his right, whereas with them

he covers the whole space which his arm can reach on either

side.

Forward Play Overhand and Underhand.—These

J.-IG. 4.—FORWARD UNDERHAND STROKE.

strokes are required chiefly for volleys and twisting balls. For

the overhand, hold the racket short and firm. When t he ball

is driven very hard, little more than its own returned momen-

tum is required to send it back over the net. A very telling

play in single games, when you are near the net and your

opponent is at or near the base line, is to loosen the racket

in the hand when the stroke is given. This stops the ball

without returning its force, and drops it just over the net,

where it falls long before the opponent can get to it. (Fig. 3.)

Forward Underhand Stroke.? should be played as

much as possible with the racket under the arm and the

elbow upwards and outwards. The elicct of this is to keep

the ball from rising, and to return it just over the net.

Nearly all that has been said witli regard to the back

underhand applies to this stroke. Except that being played

in the front of the player, there is no room to swing the

racket unless it is brought down with a semi-circular twist.

The elbow, as in the previous stroke, should be well up and

nearly over the ball. This stroke is generally used where

balls twist so suddenly that the striker has no time either

for a forehand or backhanded stroke, and consequently is

used to swiftly i)laycd balls, requiring very little force

to return them. (Figure 4.)

The Back Stroke is very seldom used. It is a “ show”

play, and provokes great applause. When a ball twists so

suddenly that you cannot get the racket behind it in time,

pass the racket behind your back and play the back stroke.

Placing.—What is understood as plucmg, consists in re-

turning the ball to that spot in the court where the opponent

is not and cannot get. If he is forward, play over his head ;

if he is near the base line, drop the ball just over the net.

Also drive the ball to his right or left, whichever way will

make the return most perplexing. A good player will keep

his opponent racing from side to side till he tires him out.

Thus, if the ball be played so that while striking the ground

in the right side of the opponent’s court it twists outward,

he must go out of his court to take it. If it be returned

with a volley to the left side, it is almost impossible for him
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to get there in time. Wlien a ball cannot be played away

from an opponent, the most embarrassing play is to place it

at his feet. He must then step back to take it, and will very

likely miss.

RULES OF LAWN TENNIS.

The accepted rules of the game are :

*

1. The choice of sides and the right of serving during the first game

shall be decided by toss
;
provided that if the winner of the toss

choose the right to serve, the

player shall have the choice

of sides, and vice versa. The
players shall stand on oppo-

site sides of the net ; the

player who first delivers the

ball shall be called the Server,

the other the Slriker-out. At

the end of the first game, the

striker-out shall become server,

and the server shall become

striker-out; and so on alter-

nately in the subsequent games

of the set.

2. Theserver shall stand with

one foot outside the base line,

and shall deliver the service

from the right and left courts

alternately, beginning from the

right. The ball served must

drop within the service line,

half-court line, and side line of

the court which is diagonally

opposite to that from which it

was served, or upon any such

line.

3. It is a fault if the ball

served drop in the net, or be-

yond the service line, or if it

drop out of court, or in the

wrong court. A fault may not

be taken. Alter a fault, the

server shall serve again from

the same court from which he

served that fault.

4. The service may not be

volleyed, i. e., taken before it

touches the ground.

10. Either player loses a stroke if the ball in-i)lay touch him or any-

thing that he wears or carries, except his racket in the act of striking ;

or if be touch or strike the ball in-play with his racket more than once.

11. On either player winning his first stroke, the score is called fifteen

for that player
; on either player winning his second stroke, the score is

called thirty for that player ; on either player winning his third stroke,

the score is called forty for that player ; and the fourth stroke won by
either player is scored game for that player ; except in the following

cases :

If both players have won three strokes, the score is called deuce ; and
the next stroke won by either player is scored advantage for that player.

If the same player win the

next stroke, he wins the
game ; if he lose the next

stroke, the score is again

called deuce ; and so on until

cither player wins the two
strokes immediately following

the score of deuce, when the

game is scored for that player.

12. The player who first

wins six games wins a set.

except as below.

If both players win five

games, the score is called

games-all
; and the next game

vantage game for that player.

If the same player wins the

next game, he w ins the set

;

if lie lose the next game, the

score is again called games-

all
;
and so on until either

jilayer w ins the two games im-

mediately following the score

of games-all, when he wins the

set.

Ab/e—Players may agree not

to play advantage-sets, but to

deeide the set by one game
after arriving at the score of

games-all.

13. The players shall change

sides at the end of every set.

When a series of sets is played,

the player who was server in

the la.st game of one set shall

be striker-out in the first game
of the next.

5. The server shall not serve until the striker-out is ready. If the

latter attempt to return the service, he shall be deemed to be ready.

A good service delivered when the striker-out is not ready annuls a
previous fault.

6. A ball is relumed, or in. play, when it is played back, over the net,

before it has touched the ground a second time.

7. It is a good return, although the ball touch the net.

8. The server wins a stroke if the striker-out volley the service ; or if

he fail to return the service or the ball in-play ; or if he retiini the service

or ball in-play so that it drop outside any of the lines which bound his

opponent’s court
; or if he otherw ise lose a stroke, as provided by Law 10.

9. The striker-out wins a stroke, if the serv'er serve tw’o consecutive
faults ; or if he fail to return the ball in-i)lay ; or if he return the baltin-
play so that it drop outside any of the lines which bound his opponent’s
court ; or if he otherwise lose a stroke, as provided by Law 10.

THREE-HANDED AND FOUR HANDED GAMES.
The above laws shall apply to three-handed and four-handed games,

except as below :

In the three-handed game, the single player shall serve in every al-

ternate game.

In the four-handed game, the pair who have the right to serve in the

first game may decide which partner shall do so, and the opposing

pair may decide similarly for the second game. The partner of the

player who served in the first game shall serve in the third
; and

the partner of the ])laycr who served in the second game shall serve in

the fourth
;
and so on in the same order in all the subsequent games

of a set or series of sets.

The players shall take the service alternately throughout each game
;

no player shall receive or return a service delivered to his partner : and
the order of service and of striking-out once arranged shall not be al-

tered, nor shall the strikers-out change courts to receive the service,

before the end of the set.
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THE IMPLEMENTS.

OME cardinal points are to be considered in the

selection of a bow. The best are of Italian or

Spanish yew, but they are very costly. Bows

made of snake-wood, or lance-wood, backed with

hickory, are not expensive. Lance-wood, or lemon-wood,

makes good bows, as also beef-wood, backed with lanee-wood.

The great points in a bow are elasticity, standing power, and

sweetness of draw. When unstrung, the bow must go back

to its original form. Still the best bows will slightly follow

the string. The bow must not require to be straightened

by the hand. It must not weaken in shooting, and the draw

must be easy and india-rubber like, not resisting and stub-

born.

THE TARGET.

The arrows should be straight and smooth, witli a slight

taper from the feather to the nock. The grain should run

as nearly as possible from end to end. They will be less

liable to break. The weight should be about 4.6 to 4.9, or

lighter, in proportion to the bow. These figures imply the

weight of English shillings : 4.6 means four shillings and

six pence in silver
;
4.9 means four shillings, a six pence,

and a three-penny bit. The left wrist should be protected

by a leather guard, buckled on, but not so tight as to inter-

fere with the circulation. The three fingers of the right

hand must be protected by finger-tips or a glove. The im-

portance of having these well made can only be appreciated

by those who know the misery of shooting in tips too large,

or too small. They should be a perfect fit, bending easily

with the finger-joints, and distribute the pressure of the

string well over the points of the fingers. When the fin-

gers become very tender, small pieces of bone, horn, or quill,

may be inserted as a further protection. Sore fingers are an

inevitable part of the training of a beginner, and must bo

patiently borne with.

A quiver for the arrows should be worn on the left hip,

well out of the way. The pull of the bow should be in j)ro-

portion to the strength of the archer. For a lady, from 20

to 30 lbs.
;
and for a gentleman, from 35 to 50 lbs.

POSITION.

In shooting, especially with beginners, great care should

be taken to study a good form.

The feet should be flat on the ground, with the heels about

six inches apart. By this position the weight is eijually dis-

tributed on both feet. The left toe should not point directly

to the target, but a little to the right. Turn the face well

over the left shoulder. Hold the bow firm in the left hand,

about the level of the waist, at an angle of forty-five de-

grees with the horizon. Now draw an arrow out of the

quiver, and lay it over the bow and string, just above the

plush. First shoot out the first finger of the left hand, and

retain the arrow in its place
;
then nock the arrow with tho
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ARCHERY—STRINGING THE BOW.

right hand, holding it with the finger and thumb
; slip it

into its place, having first turned it so as to bring the cock-

feather uppermost, and run the first and second fingers

round the string, taking a grip on the arrow, which should

be well home in the groove on the string. Let go the left

forefinger, so that the arrow rests on the left hand, retained

only in its place by its own weight, and the grip of the

right-hand fingers.

Now raise the bow to the full stretch of the left arm, all

the muscles of which must be firmly knit. In doing this,

draw the right arm back about two-thirds of the arrow’s

length. Take your aim with your right eye well over the

point of the arrow, with the left arm sufficiently over to-

wards the right, so that the loosed string shall not touch it,

and as soon as the aim is certain, complete the draw and let

go. It is of great importance to begin by studying a good

position
;
and this can be better done by watching a good

archer than from any amount of description. The attitude

described is not at first easy to acquire, but experience shows

that it is by far the best. It is important never to vary in the

slightest degree. The weight, for instance, thrown on one

foot instead of both, the toe an inch more to the right or

left, will make all the difference in the position of the

muscles. The beginner must be content to get one thing

right at a time, and not try, as many do, to vanquish the

difficidties of archery by adopting fancy positions.

THE AIM.

The next point after the position is the aim. In point

blanc ranges, the direction of the arrow only has to be con-

sidered, but at long ranges the elevation has also to be reck-

oned. In taking the direction with the right eye well over

the point of the arrow, some slight allowance must be made
for the width of the bow, which will send the arrow slightly

to the left. The judgment soon gets accustomed to this.

and provides for it. Where the range requires elevation,

practice will give the sense of the amount required. For

this purpose, it is most important that each draw should be

precisely similar. An inch longer pull, a clumsy let go, will

materially alter the freedom and force of the arrow’s flight.

If it wag in the air, the parabola of its course will be shorter,

with the same force, than if it flies straight. In aiming, it

is as well to fix the attention on the gold rather than the

target, and watch each arrow to see in what it failed, whether

in direction or in elevation. A great deal of art consists in

loosing the arrow. Some recommend tliat the tips should

be slipped off as part of the draw, others that the tips be

thrown forward, so as to inijiart no twang to the string as

it flies. As these rules are intended especially for beginners,

we will not linger on this point, merely saying that a clean

draw and a neat loose are absolute necessities to a good shot.

The arrow should be drawn precisely the same length each

time, that is, so far back that the point nearly rests on the

left hand, and when once drawn, it should be discharged

without being thrust forward again by the pressure of the

string on the muscles of the right arm. We may remark

here that it is better to pull a bow a pound or so below the

archer’s power, than one just up to it, for several reasons.

In the first place, tlie force of the muscles is not the same

every day, and a bow we can just manage one day, may be

just a pound too strong another. To have the bow well un-

der control in the act of shooting, and thereby to do every-

thing easily and without too great an effort, adds undoubt-

edly to the accuracy of the shot.

In taking aim, some raise the point of the arrow above the

point intended, lower to the right elevation, and then loose ;

others raise slowly to the required elevation. Mr. Maurice

Thompson gives the following excellent advice: “First

by careful experiment determine the height of your point of

aim. Take the position of an archer, nock an arrow, raise

the bow, drawing it as you raise it. When the arrow is little

less than four-fifths drawn, steady your left arm and cover

your point of aim with the pile (point) of your arrow.

When the aim is fixed and the whole arrow has been placed

directly under the right eye, finish the draw by a steady

motion to just below the chin, and there loose quickly and

smoothly.

SCORING—MATCHES—THE YORK ROUND.
In large archery fields, it is usual to arrange a series of

targets side by side, and not more than four persons shoot at

each at the same time. Each target has another opposite.

THE BRACER. THE SHOOTING GLOVE.
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and the archers walk to and fro between the two, shootinj^

three arrows each time. This is better than a larger num-

ber. The exertion of drawing the bow when repeated thiee

times, requires some little rest before the muscles regain

their force, an<l the walk, picking up the arrows, and ar-

ranging for the next shots, just affords the required time.

The target contains four concentric rings.

The gold comit.x for nine.

The red
" " seven.

The blue
“ “ five.

The black “ “ three.

The wliite “ “ one.

Outside this, should the arrow strike the straw', it is called

a horn spoon, and does not score anything.

The York round, which is generally adopteil at matches,

consists of 72 arrows at 100 yards, 48 at 80 yards, and 24

at CO yards.

The National round, shot by all ladies in Great Britain

and Australia, consists of 48 arrows at 00 yards, and 24

arrows at 50 yards.

The Columbia round, which is adopted for most ladies’

contests in America, is 24 arrows at 30 yai'ds, 24 arrows at 40

yards, and 24 at 50 yards.

A CROSSE is of Indian origin. When the

French first visited Canada they found it in

vogue with the Iroquois tribe. It has since

spread through the country, becoming in fact

the national game of Canada.

It derives its name from the Crosse, with which it is

played (like to a crosier), which is a hickory wood stick bent

at the end and covered with a net work of string or catgut.

The object, as in shinney or football, is to play the ball

through the opponent’s goal. The field should be lai'ge, say

200 yards at least, by 80 to a hundred wide. The goals are

marked by flags.

Unlike other games, the players on both sides are posted

all over the field (see cut) two and two. There is no rule as

to off side. The object b eing to pass the ball from man to

man till the goal is won.

The game is commenced by the players in the center,

facing each other. They struggle for the ball, and

the man who gets it, throws it up towards the enemy s

goal to the nearest player on his own side. If it goes

out of bounds, it must be thrown in straight, and faced

for by the nearest players on each side. The ball can be

THE CROSSE.

thrown forwards, sideways, or backwards over his head.

The great art consists in esprit du corps, and the way in

which a side [>lays into one another’s hands. Great speed is

required, but the game involves little or no danger.

The rules are as follows:

LAWS OF LACROSSE.

Rule I.—The Crosse.—Section 1. The Crosse may ooof any length

to suit the player; woven with cat gut, which must not be bagged.

(“Cat-gut" is intended to mean r.aw-hide, gut, or clock strings ; not

cord or soft leather.) The netting must be flat when the ball is not on

it. In its widest part the crosse shall not exceed one foot. A string

' must be brought through a hole at the side of the tip of the turn, to pre-

I vent the point of the stick catching an opponent’s crosse. A leading

string resting on the top of the stick may be used, but must not be fast-

ened, so as to form a pocket, lower down the stick than the end of the

length strings. The length strings must be woven to within two inches

of their termination, so that the ball cannot catch in the meshes.
I Section 2. No kind of metal, either in wire or sheet, nor screws or nails,

to stretch strings, shall be allowed upon the crosse. Splices must be

made cither with string or gut.

Section 3. Players may change their crosse during a match.

Rule n.—The Ball.—The ball must be india-ntbher sponge, not

less than eight, nor more than nine inches in circumference. In matches

it must be furnished by the challenged party.

Rule III.-The Goals.—The goals must be at least 12.') yards from

I each other, and in any position agreeable to the captains of both sides.
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The top of the flag-poles must be six feet above the ground, including

any top ornament, and six feet apart. In matches they must be fur-

nislied by the challenged party.

Rule IV.—The Goal Crease.—No attacking player must be with-

in six feet of either of the flag-poles, unless the ball has passed cover-

point’s position on the field.

Rule V.—Umpires.—Section 1. There must be two umpires at

each goal who shall be disinterested parties
;
they shall stand behind

the flags when the ball is near or nearing the goal. In the event of

'‘gome" being called, they shall decide whether or not the ball has fairly

passed through the goal ; and if there be a difference of opinion be-

tween them, it shall be settled as provided for by Rule VI.

Section 2. When ‘‘foul" has been called, by either Captain, the

Referee or any Umpire shall cry “ time," after which the ball must not

be touched by either party, nor must the players move from the position

in which they happen to be at the moment until the Referee has called

‘‘ploy." If a player should be in possession of the ball when
is called, he must drop it on the ground. If the ball enters goal after

“ time ” has been called, it will not count. The jurisdiction of Umpires
shall not extend beyond the day of their appointment.

Rule VI.—Referee.—The Referee shall be selected by the Captains.

No person shall be chosen to fill the position who is not thoroughly ac-

quainted with the game, and in every way competent to act.

Section 2. Before the match begins, he shall draw the players up in

lines, and ,see that the regulations respecting the ball, crosses, sitiked

soles, &c., are complied with. Disputed points, whereon the Umpires
or Captains disagree, shall be left to his decision.

Rule VII.—Captains —Captains to superintend the play shall be
appointed by each side previous to the commencement of a match. They
shall be members of the club by whom they are appointed, and no other.

They may or may not be players in a match : if not, they shall not carry

a crosse, nor shall they be dressed in Lacrosse uniform. They shall se-

lect Umpires and Referee, and tos.s for choice of goals, and they alone

shall be entitled to call “ foul ” during a match. They shall report any
infringement of the laws, during a match, to the Referee.

Rule VIII.—Names of Players —The players on each side shall

be designated as follows :
—“ Goal-keeper,” who defends the goal

;

“ Point,” first man out from goal; “ Cover-point,” in front of point;

“ Centre,” who faces
;
“Home,” nearest opponent’s goal

;
others shall

be termed Fielders.

Rule IX.—Miscellaneous.—Section 1. Twelve players shall con-

stitute a full field. They must be regular members in good standing

of tbe club they represent, and of no other, for at least thirty days be-

fore becoming eligible to play in a match for their club.

Section 2. The game must be started by the Referee facing the ball in

the centre of the field between a player of each side; the ball shall be

laid upon the ground between the sticks of the players facing, and when
both sidesare ready the Referee shall call “play/" The players facing

shall have their left side toward the goal they are attacking.

Sections. A match shall be decided by the winning of three games
out of five, unless otherwise agreed upon.

Section. 4. Captains shall arrange, previous to a match, whether it is

to be played out in one day, postponed at a stated hour in the event of

rain, darkness, etc., or to be considered a draw under certain circum-

stances
;
and, if postponed, if it is to be resumed where left off.

Section 5. Either side may claim at least five minutes’ rest, and not

more than ten, between each game.

Section 6. After each game players must change goals.

Section *. No change of players must be made after a match has com-
menced, except for reasons of accident or injury during the game.

Section 8. Should any player be injured during a match, and com-

pelled to leave the field, the opposite side shall drop a man to equalize

the teams.

Rule X.—Rough Play, &c.—No player shall grasp an op-

ponent’s stick with his hands, hold with his arms, or between his legs,

nor shall any player hold his opponent’s crosse with his crosse in any

Wily to keep him from the ball until another player reaches it. No
player, with his crosse or otherwise, shall hold, deliberately strike, or

tri)) another, nor push with the hand
;
nor must any player jumj) at to

shoulder an opponent from behind, while running for or before reaching

the ball
;
nor wrestle with the legs entwined, so as to throw an oppo-

nent.

URLING played with Large stones, each of

which is fitted with a handle. The stones are

of spherical form, flattened above and below.

The under surface or sole, is polished so as to

slide easily over the ice. Their weight is from thirty to

fifty pounds. The rink is a smooth piece of ice, forty-

two yards in length, but this

length may be altered by mutual

consent. At each end a tee is

marked on the center line, and

round it two concentric circles of

different diameters. Through

the two tees a line is drawn, exten-

ding two yards beyond each tee.

On the left of this line (looking curling-stone.

towards the other tee) a circle is drawn, which touches, but

does not bisect the tee line. A line is drawn across the

rink, one-sixth from each end called the hog score. The

rink should be cleared at least ten feet witle, and ten or

twelve feet beyond each tee. The number of jtlayers at each

rink should be four, with two stones each, the player on

each side alternate with a player on the other side. The

object of the first player is to lay his stone as near the tee

as he can, but a little short of it. The player who follows

either t ries to do the same or to dislodge the first stone. The

object of the next player is to guard the stone played by his

side, that is, so as to place his stone before the preceding

one, that it cannot be struck out of its position, or if there

is no stone near the tee to draw a shot i. e. to place his stone

on or close to the tee. As tlie game proceeds the playing

becomes more and more scientific. The object being when

the centei’ stones are so surrounded or guarded as to be un-

approachable to play on to one and so strike the center

stone, or to play on to another, and with that strike the

center stones. This will be best understood by the follow-

ing diagram. There is one art still to bo mentioned, and

that is to put a twist on the stone. This may be either the

in-turn or the out-turn. By doing this a screw is imparted

L-O; i
1
1

L-O-.
MIOOLE

I

TUE RINK.

to the stone, and the impetus given may be to the right or

left of “ a guard,” as the “ turn ” will bring the stone back

into the line.
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OK the game of croquet a level piece of turf or a

surface of hardened earth slightly sanded is

required. The best dimensions of the hoops or

wickets are 4 to in. wide and 8 to 10 in. above

ground. The stakes should be 72 feet apart, the first arch

7 feet from the starting stake, the second 7 feet from that,

the third 14 feet to the right of and one foot in advance of

the second, the fourth on a line with and 22 feet in advance

of the second, the remaining five at the same relative dis-

tances, so as to have five in a line between the stakes and 4

wing arches. The mallets should be of boxwood, 7 to 7| in.

long by 21 to 2g in. diameter, and the handle about 15 in.

long. The best balls are made of hard rubber
; they should

be 2| inches in diameter.

THE RULES OF CROatTET.

1.

—There is no restriction as to the size of the mallet nor as to tho

place where the handle may be grasped: but the handle must not be

used like a billiard cue; nor the side of the mallet head, except in eases

where the striking is impeded.

(The latter part of this rule “bars” two strokes known as the cue

stroke and the mace stroke
]

2.

—The player who wins the toss has the choice of balls and of com-

mencing the game. The game is begun as soon as a ball is struck from

the starting-point; such ball being in play whether it passes the first

hoop or not.

3.

—No ball can be roqueted twice consecutively without a point having

been made in the interval.

4

.

—If the striker's ball touch another at the beginning of a turn, a

roquet is supposed to have been already made.

[Herein croquet differs from billiards, where touching balls prevent

scoring.]

5.

—If a ball pass through a hoop and roquet a ball lying beyond in

the same stroke, both the point and the roquet are made; but if a ball

pass through a hoop after a roquet the point is not made, as a ball is in

hand after a roquet.

6.

—A ball sent off the ground is brought out at right angles to the

boundary line and three feet from the spot where it crossed the line.

7.

—A ball lying within lets than three feet of the boundary niusl be

brought out three feet, unless it is that of the striker, who has the op-

tion of bringing it out, or playing it where it is.

8.

—Croquet mxitl be taken from a ball which has been roqueted either

by simply " taking off" or by a splitting, rolling, or stop stroke. The

striker is nol allowed to place his foot on his ball.

9.

—If In taking erogaet the player causes either of the balls to cross

the boundary, the turn ceases, and the balls remain as they are
;
that

sent ofl the ground being replaced (according to Rule G); this latter

ball b^ing said to be " killed.”

[This rule is called the Dead Boundary Rule, and was first framed by

the Fourshire Club, to whom a great debt is due for it. Its introduction

quite revolutionized the tactics of the game, aud made judgment of

strength a sine qua non for a good player.]

10.

—A player makesfoul strokes when he

(rt) Hits another ball besides his own;

(b) Makes an inaudible stroke, alias ‘‘ spoon; ’’

(c) Hits his own ball twice, i. e,, by following on with his mallet:

(d) Allows any ball, when in play, to touch any part of his person

;

(f) Lets a ball rebound from a wire or slick upon his mallet;

(/) Moves a ball, which is resting against a wire or peg, by

striking that wire or peg.

The penalty for a foul stroke is that the turn ceases, and the balls

remain where they are.

11.

—A turn ceases

(i.) On the player failing to make a point or roquet a b.all;

(ii.) On his failing to shake the ball off which he is taking cro-

quet;

(iii.) On his ‘‘ killing ” a ball;

(iv.) On his making a foul stroke.

12.

—If a player play out of turn or with the wrong ball, the remainder

ol the turn is lost, aud any point or roquet made alter the mistake.

The adversary has the option of letting the balls remain where they lie,

or replacing them as they were before the last stroke, also playing with

whichever of his own balls he chooses.

If, however, the adversary play without discovering the mistake, tho

turn holds good, and all points made after the mistake are scored.

13.

— II a player, after making a wrong hoop, makes a second stroke,

the remainder of the turn is lost, aud any point or roquet made by

that stroke; the previous rule aijplyiug to the position of the balls.

But if the adversary does not discover the mistake before a third stroke,

the turn holds good, aud the player who made the wrong point proceeds

as if he had made no mistake.

[The severe penalties enacted in Rule 12 are necessary In public

matches to prevent careless play, and the confusion resulting from it.

In private games it often obviates sore feeling if a player warns his

antagonist, should he see him about to play with the wrong ball.]

14.

— If a striker in roqueting any of his own balls, after it is a rover,

drive it against the finishing peg, that ball is "dead,” aud the turn of

the striker’s ball ceases.

[c. q,, B and A are both rovers, and it is A’s turn. A wishes to roquet

B gently, and then after croqueting it against the peg "peg out ” him-

self
;
but misjudging tho required force. A roquets I! against tho peg ;

B is then dead, but A’s turn ceases, so that tho adversary has another

shot at it before it can go out. The theory of this rule depends on

Rule 8. as there is now no ball off which to take croquet, 15 being dead.]

15. No ball has the power of making an adversary’s rovers dead unless

it is itself a rover.

[The point of this rule is that it is often advantageous to make a hostile

ball dead, if its partner is some way behind, as a player has then two

turns to his adversary’s one ; but this privilego is only allowed to a

player who has a rover with which to do it.)

IG.—A ball lying in a hole may bo moved away from tho direction in

which it is to be played, and may bo also brought out more than three

feet from the boundary. If tho stroke cannot be freely taken.
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Bowl ><•

OWLS is probably the oldest of English

pastimes. Although in but little use in America,

the memory of it still lingers in the name of

Bowling Green at the lower end of Broadway,

New York. The first requisite for the game is a smooth

aTul perfectly level piece of turf, which must be perfectly

BOWLS.

level. Nearly all Scotch towns have a bowling green. It

should be from 90 to l.jO feet long and about 30 wide. It is

surrounded by a narrow trench about six or eight inches

deep. The bowls were formerly of stone, but now they are

universally of lignum vitce. They are circular, with rounded

edges, find fire heavier on one side than the other. The
result of this weight, or bias, as it is called, is to give the

bowl a tendency to fall over in one direction as soon as

its momentum begins to be exhausted. This makes its

course end almost with a curl before it falls over. The
game is commenced by sending the “Jack ” along the

green about 80 to 100 feet. The object of the player is to

lay his bowl nearest to the jack. Each jilayer is provided

with two bowls. There may be as many as four or five

players on a side, but not more. The nearest bowl to the

jack only counts, but if two bowls of one player are nearer

than his adversary, or if in the case of several players there

are several bowls belonging to one side nearer than any of

the other side, then they all count. The number of the game
is arbitrary, as may bs agreed upon. The skill is in the use

of the bias. When several bowls are laid between the

player and the jack, it would be impossible to get to it were

it not for the bias. By sending the bowl at a curve it runs

round (as it were) all the others, and sometimes the last

bowl will cut out all its predecessors. There is considerable

knack in bowling. A strong wrist is essential, but most

especially that peculiar instinct of weight and distance

which some writers have believed to be an extra sense. In

addition to the implements above-mentioned, some others

are also requisite. Pegs are required when it is uncertain

which of the two bowls is nearest the jack. Pegs are a

length of cord attached to a wooden or bone peg. This is

stuck in the ground, touching the jack, and the comparative

distance of any two bowls easily ascertained. If they are

less than a yard from the jack the standard may be used,

which is a light lattice. If either the jack or bowl strikes a

stone, stick, or other impediment it is called a “rub.”

Casts or points are the name for each bowl that counts. For

instance, supposing the game to be ten up, whichever side

first reckons ten, wins. A dead bowl is the name given to

one in the ditch or touching one in the ditch, or one im-

properly played, which last should be picked up at once. If

the green is bounded by a fence, any bowl touching the

fence is reckoned as dead. “ To mark ” means to bowl

the jack at the commencement of the game. It must be

bowled more than sixty-three feet, and must not be nearer

to the end of the green than three feet. The footer is a

small piece of carpet or matting used to stand on when
delivering the bowl. It is usual to bowl from alternate ends

of the green. A “void end” is when neither can score.

“Turning the jack” is claiming the game before playing

the last ball, which the last player only can do.

G^olf.

This game is much played in Scotland. It requires a

series of circular holes, four inches in diameter, situated at

various distances, ranging from eighty to five hundred yards

from each other, which are generally cut on a patch of

smooth turf. The players are either two or four (two on a

side) in number. The object of the game is to drive the ball

from hole to hole round the course in the fewest number of

strokes, the player succeeding in “holing” the ball in the

fewest number, winning that hole. The greatest number of

holes thus gained in one or more rounds ordinarily deeides

the match, though sometimes it is agreed to award victory

to the smallest aggregate number of strokes taken to hole

the course. Each player must be furnished with a set of

clubs of different lengths and shapes, to be employed accord-

ing to the position of the ball or distance to be driven.



RICKET is making its way so steadily in America

and Australia that we give a short description

of the game, and manner of play. The im-

plements of the game consist of a bat, ball, and

stumps. The weight, height, and size of these are duly set

forth in the rules. Two or more persons can play at the

game. The object of the player is to make the greatest

number of runs. The ball is bowled to the in-player, who

with his bat drives it as far as he can, and while it is afield

makes as many runs as he can till it is returned to the

wicket. Every run counts one point. If the batman miss

and his wicket is knocked down by the ball, or if he strike

the ball up in the air and it is caught, or if while making

runs the ball is returned and the wicket knocked down before

he gets back to the crease, he is out. These are called re-

S{jectively “bowled out,” “caught out,” or “run out.”

He may also be out “leg before wicket,” that is, when he

stands so that the ball which would have struck his wicket,

hits his leg.

Cricket is played either single wicket, in which case the

playcr-in must run to the bowling stump and back to get a

run, or double wicket in which he runs only to the other

wicket, crossing his partner on the way. Single wicket may

be played by four persons ;
double wicket requires at least

eight on a side, and better still, the full number, eleven.

THE RULES OF CRICKET.

1 —The Ball must weigh not less than five ounces and a half, nor

more than five ounces and three-quarters. It must measure not less

than nine inches, nor more than nine inches and one-quarter in circum-

ference. At the beginning of each innings either party may call for a

new ball.

2.

—The Bat must not exceed four inches and onc-qnartcr in the

widest part ;
it must not be more Iban tbirty-eight inches in length.

3.

—The Stumps must be three in number
;
twenty-seven inches out

of the ground
;
the Bails eight inches in length ; the stumps of equal

and of sufficient thickness to prevent the bull from passing through.

4.

—The Bowling Crease must be in a line with the stumps ; six feet

eight inches in length
;
the stumps in the center ; with a return crease

at each end towards the Bowler at right angles.

5.

—The Popping Crease must be four feet from the wicket, and par-

allel to it ; unlimited in length, but not shorter than the bowling crease.

6.

—The Wickets must be pitched opposite to each other by the Um-
pires, at the distance of twenty-two yards.

7.

—It shall not be lawful for either party during a match, without the

consent of the other, to alter the ground by rolling, watering, covering,

mowing, or beating except at the commencement of each innings, when

the ground shall be swept and rolled, unless the side ne.xt going in ob-

ject to it.

8.

—After rain the wickets may be changed with the consent of both

))artic“.

9.

—The Bowler shall deliver the bail with one foot on the ground

behind the bowling crease, and within the return crease, and shall

bowl one mer before he change wickets, which he sh^ll be per-
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himself within

mitted to do twice in the same
innings, and no bowler shall bowl

more lhan twoovers in succession.

10.

—Tile ball must be bowled.

If thiown or jerked the Umpire

shall call “ No Ball.”

11.

—The Bowler may require

the Striker at tlie wicket from

which he is bowling to stand on

that side of it whicli tie may
direct.

12.

—If the Bowler shall toss

the ball over the Striker’s head,

or bowl it so wide that in the

opinion of the Umpire it shall

not be fairly within tlie reacli of

the batsman, he shall adjudge

one run to the party receiving

the innings, either with or with-

out an appeal, which shall be put

down to the score of “ Wide
Balls”; such ball shall not be

reckoned as one of the four

balls
;
but if the Batsman shall by any means brin

reach of thq ball, the run shall not be adjudged.

13.

—If the bowler deliver a “ No Ball ” or a “ Wide Ball,” the Striker

shall be allowed a.s many runs as he can get, and he shall not be put
out except by running out. In the event of no run being obtained by
any other means, then one run shall be added to the score of ” No
Balls ” or “ Wide Balls,” as the case may be. All runs obtained for
” Wide Balls” to be scored to " Wide Balls.” The names of the Bowl-
ers who bowl ” W'ide Balls ” or “ No Balls,” in future to be placed on
the score, to show the parties by whom cither score is made. If the

ball shall first touch any part of the Striker’s dress or person (except

his hands) the Umpire shall call “ Leg Bye.”

14.

—At the beginning of each innings the Umpire shall call “ Play
;

”

from that time to the end of each innings no trial ball shall be al-

lowed to any Bowler.

15.

—The Striker is out if either of the bails be bowled off, or if a

stump be bowled out of the ground
;

16 —Or, if the ball, from the stroke of the bat, or hand, but not

the wrist, be held before it touch the ground, although it be hugged

to the body of the catcher ;

17.

—Or, if in striking, or at any other time while the ball shall

be in play, both his feet shall be over the popping crease, and his

wicket put down, except his bat be grounded within it

;

18.

—Or, if in striking at the ball he hit down his wicket

;

19.

—Or, if under pretense of running, or otherwise, cither of the

Strikers prevent a ball from being caught, the Striker of the ball

is out

;

30.—Or, if the ball be struck, and he willfully strike it again ;

21.—Or, if in running the wicket be struck down by a tlirow, or by

the hand or arm (with ball in hand), before his bat (in hand) or some

part of his person be grouhded over the popping

crease. But if both the bails be off, a stump must be

struck out of the ground

;

•22.—Or, if any part of the Striker’s dress knock down
the wicket

;

23.

—Or, if the Striker touch or take up the ball while

in play, unless at the request of the opposite party
;

24.

—Or, if with any part of his person he stop the

ball, which in the opinion of the Umpire at the Bowler’s

wicket, shall have been pitched in a straight line from

it to the Striker’s wicket, and would have hit it.

25.

—If the players have crossed each other, he that

runs for the wicket which is put down is out.

26.

—A ball being caught, no run shall be reckoned.

27.

—A Striker being run out, that run which he and

his partner were attempting shall not be reckoned.

28.

—If a lost ball be called, the Striker shall be

allowed six runs
;
t)ut if more than six shall have been

run before lost ball shall have been called, then the

THE DRIVE.

Striker shall have all which have
been run.

29.

— After the ball shall have

been finally settled in the Wicket-

keeper’s or Bowler’s hand it shall

be considered dead
;
but when

the Bowler is about to deliver

ihe ball, if the Striker at his

wicket go outside the popping

crease before such actual de-

livery, the said Bowler may put

him out, unless (with reference

to the 21st law) his bat in hand,

or some part of his person be

within the popiung crease.

30.

—The Striker shall not retire

from his wicket, and return to it

to complete his innings after

another has been in, without

the consent of the opposite

party.

31.

—No substitute shall in any

case be allowed to stand out or

run between wickets for another person witliout the consent of the

opposite party
; and in case any person shall be allowed to run

for another, the Striker shall be out if either he or his substitute be

off the ground in manner mentioned in laws 17 and 21, while the ball

is in play.

32.

—In all cases where a substitute shall be allowed, the consent of

the opposite party shall also be obtained as to the person to act as

substitute, and the place in the field which he shall take.

33.

— If any Fieldsman stop the ball with his hat, the ball shall be

considered dead, and the opposite party shall add five runs to their

score
;

if any be run, they shail have five in all.

34.

—The ball having been hit, the Striker may guard his wicket with

his bat, or with any part of his body except his hands
;
that the 23d

law may not be disobeyed.

35.

—The Wicket-keeper shall not take the ball for the purpose of

stumping until it has passed the wicket
;
he shall not move until

the ball be out of the Bowler’s hand
;

lie shall not by any noise

incommode the Striker
;
and if any part of his person be over or

before the wicket, although the ball hit it, the Striker shall not

be out.

36.

—The Umpires are the sole judges of fair or unfair play, and all

disputes shall be determined by them, each at his own wicket; but in

case of a catch which tlie Umpire at the wicket bowled from cannot see

sufficiently to decide upon, he may apply to the other Umpire, whose

opinion .shall be conclusive.

37.

—The Umpires in all matches shall pitch fair wickets
;
and the

parties shall toss np for choice of innings. The Umpires shall change

wickets after each party has had one innings.

38.

—They shall allow two minutes for each Striker to come in, and

ten minutes between each innings. When the Umpire shall call

“ Play,” the party refusing to play shall lose the match-

39.

—They are not to order a Striker out unless ap-

pealed to by the adversaries
;

40.

—But if one of the Bowler’s feet be not on the

ground behind the bowling crease and within the return

crease when he shall deliver the ball, the Umpire at

his wicket, unasked, must call ‘‘No Ball.”

41.

—If either of the Strikers run a short ran, the Um-
pire must call “ One Short.”

42.

—After the delivery of four balls the Umpire
must call “ Over,” but not until the ball shall be finally

settled in the Wicket-keejrer’s or Bowler’s hand
;
the

ball shall then be considered dead
;

nevertheless, if

an idea be entertained that either of the Strikers is

out, a question may be put previously to, but not after,

the delivery of the next ball.

43.

—The Umpire must take especial care to call “No
Ball ” instantly upon delivery

;
“ Wide Ball ” as soon

as it shall pa.ss the Striker.



FOOTBALL.

OOTBALL is undoubtedly one of tlie oldest of

English sports, and was apparently very popu-

lar as early as the fourteenth century. The

old-fashioned game, played without any recog-

nized rules, was a rather rough and brutal kind of sport, but

it appears to have been improved in the course of time, and

dignified with codes of rules.

The modern game is played in a field 200 yards long, and

100 yards wide. This space must be marked out as follows :

the three-qwtrter back. Ilis post enables him to back uj)

the half backs, or to tackle any opponent who gets past them

with the ball. Behind him come the last two backs, who

should be the steadiest players in the team. The captain

should keep outside a scrimmage, and direct his men. The

captain is generally a half back. The teams having met in

the field, the captains toss for choice of goals, the loser tak-

ing the kick-off.

The rules of the associatiou game are as follows:

!

go al P.

15 yd. post. 15 yd. post.’

touch. touch.

The players are divided into two parties who face one

another in the field. The object of each side is to protect

their own goal, and force the ball through their opponent’s

goal.

A football team consists of fifteen men. Of these ten are

forwards ; their duty is to follow the ball up wherever it is.

Two are half backs, and remain just behind the forwards,

waiting for a run or to prevent a run with the ball by the

other side. A .short distance behind the half backs comes

LAWS OF THE FOOTBALL ASSOCIATION.

1. The limits of the ground shall be : maximum length, 200 yards;

minimnm length, 100 yards; maximum breadth, 100 yards; minimum
breadth, 50 yards. The length and breadth shall be marked off with

flags; and the goals shall be upright posts, 8 yards apart, with a tape or

bar across them, 8 feet from the ground.

2. The winners of the toss shall have the option of kick off or choice

of goals. The game shall be commenced by a place-kick from the cen-

ter of the ground; the other side shall not approach within ten yards of

the ball until it is kicked off, nor shall any player on cither side ]>asa

the centre of the ground in the direction of his oi)ponent's goal until

the ball is kicked off.

FOOTBALI.—THE DROP KICK.

3. Ends shall only be changed at half time. After a goal is won, the

losing side shall kick off, but after the change of ends at half time the

ball shall be kicked off by the o|)posite side from that which originally

did so; and always as provided in Law 2.

4. A goal shall be won when the ball passes between the goal-posts

under the Uipe or bar, not being thrown, knocked on, nor carried. The
ball hitting the goal, or boundary posts, or goal bar, or tape, and re-

bounding into play, is considered in play.

5. When the ball is in touch, a player of the opposite side to that

which kicked it out shall throw it from the point on the br)uudary line

where it left the ground, in any direction the thrower may choose. Thu
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ball must be thrown in at least six yards, and shall be in play when
thrown in, but the player throwing it in shall not play it until it has

been played by another player.

6. When a player kicks the ball, or it is thrown out of touch, any one

of the same side who at such moment of kicking or throwing is nearer

to the opponent’s goal line is out of play, and may not touch the ball

himself, nor in any way whatever prevent any other player from doing

so until the ball has been played, unless there are at least three of his

opponents nearer their own goal line; but no player is out of play

when the ball is kicked from the goal line.

T. When the ball is kicked behind the goal line hy one of the oppo-

site side, it shall be kicked off by any one of the players behind whose

goal line it went, within six yards of the nearest goal post
;
but if

kicked beliind by any one of the side whose goal-line it is, a player of

the opposite side shall kick it from within one yard of the nearest cor-

ner flag.post. In either case no other player shall be allowed within six

yards of the ball until it is kicked off.

8. No player shall carry or knock on the ball, and handling the ball

under any pretence whatever, shall be prohibited, except in the case of

the goal-keeper, who shall be allowed to use his hands in defence of his

goal, either by knocking or throwing, but shall not carry the ball. The
goal-keeper may be changed during the game, but not more than one

player shall act as goal-keeper at the same time, and no second player

shall step in and act during any period in which the regular goal-keeper

may have vacated his position.

9. Neither tripping nor hacking shall be allowed, and no itlaycr shall

use his hands to hold or push his adversary nor charge him from be-

hind. A player with his back towards his opponents’ goal cannot claim

the privilege of Rule 9 when charged behind.

10. No player shall wear any nails—except such as have their heads

driven in flush with the leather—iron plates, or gutta-perclia, on the

soles or heels of his boots, or on his shin guards.

11. In the event of any infringement of Rules 6, 8, 9, or 14, a free

kick shall be forfeited to the opposite side from the spot where the iu-

friugement took place.

13.

In no ca.se shall a goal be scored from any free kick, nor shall the

ball be again played by the kicker until it has been played by another

l>layer. The kick off and corner-flag kick shall be free kicks within the

meaning of this rule.

13. That in the event of any supposed infringement of Rules 6, 8, 9,

10, or 14, the ball be in play until the decision of the umpire, on his be-

ing appealed to, shall have been given.

14. No player shall charge an opponent by leiiping on him.

15. By mutual agreement of the competing clubs in matches, a ref-

eree shall be appointed whose duties will be to decide in all cases of

dispute between the umpires; he shall also keep a record of the game,
and act as timekeeper, and in the event of ungentlemanly behavior on
the part of any of the contestants, the offender or offenders shall, in

the presence of the umpires, be cautioned, and in the case of violent

conduct the referee shall have the power to rule the offending player

out of play, and to order him off the ground, and transmit his name to

the committee of the association under whose rules the game was
played, and in whom shall be solely vested the right of accepting an
apology.

DEFINITION OF TERMS.
A Place Kick is a kick at the ball while it is on the ground, in any

position in which the kicker may choose to place it.

Hacking is kicking an adversary intentionally.

Tripping is throwing an adversary by the use of the legs.

Knocking on is when a player strikes or propels the ball with his
hands or arms.

Holding includes the obstruction of a player by the hand or any part
of the arm extended from the body.

Touch is that part of the field, on either side of the ground, which is

beyond the line of flags.

A Free Kick is a kick at the ball in any way the kicker pleases, when it

is lying on the ground, none of the kicker’s opponents being allowed
within six yards of the ball, but in no case can a player be forced to

stand behind his own goal-line.

Handling is understood to be playing the ball with the hand or arm.

DriMling consists in working the ball along with the feet, pushing it

on witli a scries of gentle kicks, in order to pilot it jrast oi>ponents to-

wards the desired goal.

'Polo.

OLO can be best described as shinny on horse-

back. It is played in a field 250 yards long and

150 wide. The space should be marked out by

a post and rail fence, to protect spectators

W'atching the game. The selection and purchase of the

ponies is one of the most importajit points. The best come

from Texas. The pony should be 14 to 14J hands high,

quick, with a good temper, and above all not ball-shy.

A pony who fears the ball and swerves from it, rarely, if

ever, gets over the trick
;
blinkers have been tried and given

up. The clubs are about four feet long in the handle, with

a strong head about three inches square and eight long.

The number of players engaged is about five on a side. Of
these one guards the home

; another is told off as the

charger, and the rest constitute the field
;
each side has its

captain. At the commencement of the game the umpire,

standing opposite the flag in the center of the field, calls,

“Are you ready ?” If the sides are ready they raise their

sticks, whereupon the umpire throws down the ball. At
this the two chargers gallop towards it, followed by their

field in due order
; number two follows a few paces behind

his charger on his right
; number three a few paces behind

the other on his left; and three and four in the same order.

If the charger takes the ball, they follow on, but if the

other side gets it they all wheel and make for it. If the

ball is hit behind the goal line, but not through the goal,

that side is entitled to a hit-off from the shot, but if the ball

is knocked out at the side, the two lines are drawn up facing

one another, and the umpire throws the ball between the

two. In the play there are three strokes. The ordinary fore-

stroke to the right of the pony. Formerly there was

a restriction that the arm could not be lifted above the

shoulder
;
this is now abolished, and the striker may swing

his weapon as he pleases. The next stroke is called over-

hand
;

it is made to the left of the pony
;
this may be made

either backwards or forwards. The third is the hack-stroke

to the right of the pony, knocking the ball in the opposite

direction. Hooking and checking are both permitted. Hook-

ing is where a player lifts his stick to strike, and an oppo-

nent in his rear hooks his stick in so as to bar the strike.

Checking is to insert your stick between the ball and the

blow, and so turn it aside.

All that applies to good riding applies to polo. The seat

should be firm and yet easy, with the grip from the knees.

The rider should be able to lean well over, and, as it

were, hang from the saddle on either side. He should

not drag at the pony’s mouth, and if he wears spurs they

should be without rowels. The pony’s forelegs should be

swathed in bandages so as to save them from chance blows.

N. B.—Good temper is an essential qualification of a polo

player, and no one should shout except the captain, whose

duty it is to direct. Yelling, excitement, or severity to the

pony are very bad form.
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NTO the various modes of boat-building now in

vogue it is not proposed to enter, nor into the

arguments used in favor of this or that partic-

ular build.

The body of an ordinary sculling-boat is built of cedar, in

lengths, with ribs of ash, chestnut, or beech, fixed to the

inwale, which is a long strip of deal running along the in-

side of the upper edge of the boat. Upon the inner keel is

fastened a long piece of wood, generally of deal, which,

rising in the center under the seats supports them, and

ta[)ers off between. The inner keel, kelson, and inwale, are

first laid down, bottom upwards. To these the skin is laid

on. being adapted to the molds by hot water or steam, and

fastened to the keel and inwale. The boat is then turned

over, the timbers are put in, the thwarts or seats added, and

the molds removed.

Ihe stem and stern are of solid pieces, either mahogany,

cedar, fir, or other hard wood, and the skin worked up to

them. Then the outriggers are added, which are of iron,

and support the thowls, of which the fore is called the

thowl and the aft the stopper ;
within these the oar is some-

times checked from unshipping by a twisted string. The

boat is fitted in its interior with three divisions or bulk-

heads, upon which the deck rests. The fore part is pro-

tected by a washboard, and in front of that and behind the

coxswain the whole is covered with canvas.

The skulls and oars are made of white deal and their

three divisions are known as the handle, loom, and blade.

The loom and handle are the part inside the row-locks. Iho

rest is called the blade. The handles of the oars are rounded

and smoothed. From the handle to the row-lock the oar is

square, with abutton nailed on to the back of the oar, so as to

catch the thowls, and keep the oar from sliding out. Outboard

the oar is rounded at the back, so that it can turn easily in

the thowls ;
where it begins to slope into the blade it is

thinned off, and the blade as it approaches the end is

slightly curved.

HOW TO SIT.

In rowing, you should sit about two-thirds of the .seat

away from the row-lock. The mat and pad should bo firmly

tied on to the seat. The feet should be straight in front,

heels together. If they are nearer the side the rower swings

towards the middle, or, as it is called, “rows into the boat,”

but if they are too near the middle, he “rows out of it.”

Both are bad faults and de.stroy the equilibrium, making

the boat roll. The stretcher should be adjusted so that the

oar just clears the knees as it is thrust forward, !ind the

strap buckled tight over the left foot. The thwart on which

the rower sits should bo so tight that he can easily com-

mand his oar, and low enough to enable him to get the oar

well over his knees. The lower the oarsman sits, the more

he has a tendency to pull the boat under water
;
and higher,

the more he lifts the boat with his stroke.
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now TO ROW.
In rowing, throw the hands well forward with the back

straight, and eyes fixed on the back of the man in front.

The chest should be well out, with the arms forward, and

the knees separated about tw’elve inches, until the hands are

over the toes. In making the stroke, immerse the oar so

that the blade is just covered, no deeper. Then pull the oar

well back, straightening the back and drawing in the arms,

till the oar is well home at the chest. The forward move-

ment for the next stroke involves feathering. Bend the

wrists well down which will bring the plane of tlie oar par-

allel with the water, and again thrust out the arms, until

the hands reach a point over the toes, and so {nd! again.

The movement of tlie body has been much facilitated by

the sliding Ameri-

can seat. It enables

the crew to .slide all

together into posi-

tion with less mus-

cular effect.

The three great

points in rowing are

:

1st, perfect time; 2d,

to get the oar in

square
;

3d, to row

the stroke right out

and use the legs well.

If the oarsman keeps

his eyes firmly fixed

on the man in front,

corresponding mo-

tion for motion with

him, then it will not

be his fault if the

time is bad. Let

there be no hurry.

Bring the hands well

up to the chest, or

“home,” as it is

termed, but let them not rest there. A quick recovery and
the free use of the legs will lift the boat with every stroke.

Nothing is a better sign of a well coached crew than to see

the boat lift with every stroke, and for this it is the part of

the stroke in front of the rowlocks which is most important.

When the oar is brought home to the chest, the hands should

be dropped, which will lift the oar out of the water, then

by turning the wrists down the oar is feathered, and the

arms should be shot out to their full stretch, the body follow-

ing them without pause but as part of a continuous motion.

A quick recovery is produced by keeping the back straight.

The knees should not cease to be slightly bent, the contrac-

tion of the knees and the abdominal muscles must come into

play, and the body be slung evenly forward (not jerked) as

if working by machinery. It is all important to get the oar

in square. If it gets in obliquely, it will go too deep and
pull the boat down. Avoid beginning the feathering mo-
tion with the wrists before the oar is well out of the water,

or you will splash. Holding water is required in a stream

FOUR-OARED SHELL.

before starting or bringing to after a race. Reverse the

blade of the oar, and press gently against the water. Back-
ing is the opposite motion to rowing. The blade is pushed
through the water, feathered, brought back, and then pushed
again. It should be done very gently, as it has a great

tendency to strain a boat. Paddling is simply the art of

rowing at half power, about twenty or thirty strokes a min-

ute so as to enable the coach to detect faults more easily.

A spurt is a simultaneous effort of all the crew, a pull all

together at their greatest strength. Easing, stopping or

starting must be effected by the whole crew together.

With regard to the length of the stroke, it must be borne
in mind that the measure of the shortest oarsman in the boat
must govern all. “The stroke” must not overreach his

crew or any one of

them.

COACHING.

The coaching of a

crew for a race is a

long and difficult

matter. It requires

a great deal of time,

temper and tact.

The tyi’o should first

be taught thoroughly

the rudiments of the

art, how to handle

his oars, boat, etc.

Every point should

be thoroughly mas-

tered step by step.

The great point is to

enforce one distinct

type among all the

eight. They should

be exact copies of the

stroke. The cox-

swain’s duties are

many and important, and many a race is lost or won by

his skill or the want of it. He should know the currents,

and be careful not to expose the side of the boat more

than absolutely necessary to the full force of the current.

It is also his duty to give the word of command what to do,

W’hen to stop, start or ease. He should keep his yoke lines

taut, and not allow the rudder to be swayed by the current.

The pull at the lines shoidd be very gentle, and the move-

ment very slight. A hard pull seriously interferes with the

speed of the boat. In turning corners the outside oars

should be pulled harder and the inner slackened, according

to the orders “ pull bow side,” “ pull stroke side.”

ROW BOATS.

The rowing boats consist mostly of eight-oared boats, four-

oared and two-oared. The last have to be built somewhat

stiller as the strain of one oar on each side is more unequal,

and has a tendency to make the boat twist and tremble and

slightly veer from side to side. Racing pair-oar boats are
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from 34 to 36 feet long, and from 17 to 19 inches wide, but

the weight of the men they are intended to carry must be

taken into consideration. The two rowlocks are known as

the "stroke rowlock ’’and "bow rowlock.”

Four-oared outriggersare constructed on the same lines as

the pair-oar, but they are eight feet longer. The average

length is forty-two feet, and the average width twenty to

twenty-two inches. The depth midships is one foot, seven

inches at the bow, and six inches at the stern. The mid-

ship oars are twelve feet five inches long, and the buttons

are attached three feet five inches down the oar. The bow
and stroke oars are twelve feet four inches long, and have the

buttons three feet four inches down the handle. The space

from the coxswain’s seat to the stroke's sti etcher is one foot,

the width of it eighteen inches.

The eiglit-oarcd outriggers are made on the same model

fifty-six feet long, two feet two inches wide over all, and one

foot one inch deep amidships.

ASE-BALL is the national game of America. It

is played in a field at least 500 feet long by 450

wide. The in-field is laid out in a diamond
shape. The space between the positions of the

pitcher and catcher should be laid in hard ground, as should

also the paths from base to base. The field can be measured

out as follows :—First, mark the home base. Then measure

down the field 127 feet 4 inches, which will give the second

base. Then take a cord 180 feet long, fasten one end at the

home base, the other at the second base ; mark the center of

this cord, and carry it out right and left till it is fully

stretched. This will give the position of the first and third

bases. On a line from the home base to the second base, and

distant 45 feet, is the pitcher’s position. The space is six

feet long and four wide. The foul-ball posts are on a line

with the home and first, and home and third bases, and are

at least 100 feet distant. Flags should be placed on the

posts so as to make them conspicuous. The home base should

be a block of stone sunk in the ground, with its sides parallel

to the lines between the bases. The other bases may be

marked by canvas bags attached to posts sunk in the ground.

The batsman’s position is marked by a space three feet by

six, at the side of the home base.

THE NINE PLAYERS,

The catcher and pitcher—these players are called the bat-

tery of the team. They are selected for their skill. These

two should understand one another thoroughly, and, by a

preconcerted code of signals, play into one another’s hands.

The catcher should be a good thrower. He should also be a

good stopper and fielder. When the striker has made his

first base, the catcher must come up close behind him so as

to be ready to take the ball and throw it to the second base,

in case the runner tries to steal a base on the pitcher.

If no men are running, he can stand further back.

The pitcher, as his name implies, throws up the ball to

the striker. He must be within his ground with both feet

when he delivers the ball. He must not deliver the ball

overhand or round hand, it must be underhand. His great

art is to deliver the ball so that it misleads the striker, being
in fact difficult to take. He must bo a good catch and not
afraid of a “ hot” ball.

The three positions occupied by the first, second, and third

basemen require different qualifications. The first base-

man has to look out for swift balls thrown up. The second

baseman has to touch players running to his base. The
third baseman has to catch difficult foul balls with great

twist in them.

The first baseman should be a good ball catcher. He
ought to be able to catch and hold a ball that comes any-

where within six or eight feet of the base. He must remem-
ber that the ball must be held by him with some part of his

person touching the base, before the striker reaches it, other-

wise he is not out.

The second baseman should also be an active player.

When a hard batter goes in and swift balls are delivered by
the pitcher, he should fall back

; but as his duty is to touch

jdayers, as soon as the batsman has made his first base, he

should always have this duty in his min<I.

The third baseman has most of the heavy fielding to do,

and on his dexterity and quickness the score of the oppo-
nents will depend. All the players should be prepared

at any moment to support each other.

The short-stoj)—his duty is to back u{) any other player,

or fake his place while on the run after a ball. He also

fields for the pitcher any balls not stopjied by him, if thrown
up from the catcher.

The three out fielders occupy respectively the left, center,

and right fields
; they .should be able to throw a bull at Ica.st

eighty yards, good runners, and excellent judges of fly-balls.
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THE EULES OF BASE-BALL.

Sec. 1. The ball must weifth not less than five and one-half, nor more
than five and three-fonrihs ounces, avoirdupois. It must measure not

less than nine and one-half, nor more than nine and three-fourths inches

in circumference. It mu.st he composed of India-rubber and yarn, and
covered with leather, and, in all match games, shall be furnished by the

challenging club, aud become the property of the winning club as a

trophy of victory.

Sec. 2. Tlie bat must bo round, and must not exceed two and one-half

inches in diameter in the thickest part. It must be made of wood, aud
may be made of any length to suit the striker.

Sec. 3. The bases must be four in number, placed at equal distances

from each other, and securely fastened upon the four corners of a square,

whose sides are respectively thirty yards. They must be so constructed

as to be distinctly seen by the umpire, and must cover a space equal to

one square foot of surface. The first, second, and third bases shall be

canvas bags, painted white, and filled with sand or saw dust
;
the home

base and pitcher's point to be each marked by a fiat, circular iron plate,

painted or enameled white.

Sec 4. The base from which the ball is stnickshall be designated the

home base, and must be directly opposite to the second base
;
the first

base must always be that upon the right hand, and the third base that

upon the loft hand side of the striker, when occupying his position at the

home base. And in all match games, a line connec/ing the home and first,

base and the hotne and third base, shall be marked by the vse of chalk, or

other suitable matenal, so as to be distinctly seen by the im^pire.

Sec. 5. The pitcher's position shall be designated by two lines, four

yards in length, drawn at right angles to a line from home to second

base, having their centers upon that line at two fixed iron plates, placed

at points fifteen and sixteen yards distant from the home base. The
pitcher must stand within the lines, and must deliver the ball as near as

possible over the center of the home base, and for the striker.

Sec. 6. Should the pitcher repeatedly fail to deliver to the striker fair

balls, for the apparent purpose of delaying the game, or for any other

cause, the umpire, after warning him, shall call one ball, and if the

pitcher persists in such action, two and three balls
;
when seven balls

have been called, the striker shall be entitled to the first base ;
and

should any base he occupied at that time, each player occupying them
shall be entitled to one base without being ])ut out.

Sec. 7. The ball must be pitched, not jerked or thrown to the bat, and
whenever the pitcher draws back his hand, or moves with the apparent
purpo.se or pretension to deliver the ball, he shall so deliver it, and must
have neither foot in advance of the front line or off the ground at the

time of delivering the ball ; and if he fails in either of these particulars,

then it shall be declared a balk.

Sec. 8. When a balk is made by the pitcher, every player running the
bases is entitled to one base, without being put out.

Sec. 9. If the ball, from a stroke of I he bat, first touches the ground,
the person of a player, or any other object, behind the range of home and
the first base, or home and the third base, it shall he termed foul, and
must be so declared by the umpire, unasked. If the ball first touches
the ground, cither upon or in front of the range of those bases, it shall

be considered fair.

Sec. 10. A player making the home base, shall be entitled to score one
run.

Sec. 11. If three balls are stnick at, and missed, and the last one is not

caught, either flying or upon the first bound, it shall be considered fair,

and the striker must attempt to make his run.

Sec. 12. The striker is out if afoul is caught, either before touching the

ground, or upon the first bound
;

Sec. 13. Or, if three balls are struck at and missed, and the last is

caught, either before touching the ground, or upon the first bound ;

Sec. 14. Or, if a fair ball is strnck, and the hall is caught cither with-

out having touched the ground, or upon the fly.

Sec. 15. Or, if a fair ball is strnck, and the ball is held by an adversary

on first base, before the striker touches that base.

Sec. 16. Any player running the bases is out, if at any time he is

touched by the ball while in play in the hands of an adversary, without
some part of his person being on the base.

Sec. 17. No ace or base can be made upon a foul ball
;
such a ball

shall be considered dead, and not in play until it shall first have been
settled in the hands of the pitcher. In such cases players running bases

shall return to them, and may be put out in so returning in the same
manner as the striker when running to the first base.

Sec. 18. No ace or base can be made when a fair ball has been caught

without having touched the ground
;
such a ball shall be considered

alive and in play. In such case players running bases shall return to

them, and may be put out in so rcturuing, in the same manner as the

striker when running to first base
;
but players, when balls arc so

caught, may run their bases immediately after the ball has been settled

in the hands of the player catching it.

Sec. 19. The striker must stand on a line drawn through the center of

the home base, not exceeding in length three feet from either side there-

of, aud parallel with the line occupied by the pitcher. He shall bo con-

sidered the striker until he has made the first base. Players must strike

in regular rotation, and. after the first innings is played, the turn com-

mences with the player who Stands on the list next to the one who lost

the third hand.

Sec. 20. Players must make their bases in the order of striking
;
and

when a fair ball is struck, and not caught flying (or on the first bound),

the first base must be vacated, as also the second and third bases, if they

are occupied at the same time. Players may be put out on any base, un-

der these circumstances, in the same manner as the striker when running

to the first base.

Sec. 21. Players running bases must touch them
;
and, so far as pos-

sible, keep upon the direct line between them
;
and must touch them

in the following order ; first, second, third, and home ; and if returning

nmst reverse this order ; and should any ])layer run three feet out of

this line, for the purpose of avoiding the ball in the hands of an adver-

sary, he shall be declared out.

Sec. 22. Any player who shall intentionally prevent an adversary from

catching or fielding a ball, shall be declared out.

Sec. 23. If the player is prevented from making a base, by the inten-

tional obstruction of an adversary, he shall be entitled to that base, and

not be put out.

Sec. 24. If an adversary stops tbe ball with his hat or cap, or takes it

from the hands of a party not engaged in the game, no player can be put

out, unless the ball shall first have been settled in the hands of the

pitcher.

Sec. 25. If a ball, from the stroke of a bat, is held under any other cir-

cumstances than as enumerated in .Section 24, and without having

touched the ground more than once, the striker is out.

Sec. 26. If two hands are already out, no player running home at the

time a ball is struck, can make an ace if the striker is put out.

Sec. 27. An innings must be concluded at the time the third hand is

put out.

Sec. 28. The game shall consist of nine innings to each side, when.
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should the iiiimbrr of runs bo o()ii.'»l, the pl:iy shall be contimiod until a

majority of runs upon an oipial nunibor of innings, shall bo doolarod,

which shall conohido the game.

.''EO. 21). In playing all matches, nine players fiom each elnb shall

constitute a full field, and they must have been regular members of the

club which they represent, and of no other club, for thirty days prior to

the match. No change or substitution shall be made after the game has

been commenced, unless for reason of illness or injury. Position of

players and choice of innings shall be determined by captains previously

aiipointed for that purpose by the resix-ctive clubs.

Sec. 30. The umpire shall take care that the regulations respecting

balls, bats, bases, and the pitcher's and striker's positions are strictly ob-

served. He shall keep a record of the game in a book prepared for the

l>urpose; he shall be the judge of fair and unfair play, and shall deter-

mine all disputes and differences which may occur during the game
; he

shall take especial care to declare all foul balls and balks, immediately

upon their occurrence, unasked, and in a distinct and audible manner.

7/e fhaU, i/i fitry instance, Ixfore leaving the ground, declare the winning

club, and shall record his decision in the score books of the two clubs.

Sec. 31. In all matches the umpire shall be selected by the captains

of the respective sides, and shall perform all the duties enumerated in

Section 30. except recording the game, which shall be done by two scorers,

one of whom shall be appointed by each of the contending clubs.

Sec. 32. No person engaged in a match, either as umpire, scor'r, or

I
player, shall be, either directly or indirectly, interested in any bet upon

the game. Neither umpire, seorer, nor player shall be changed during a

match, unless with the consent of both parties (except for a violation of

this law), except as provided in Scctiou2D, and then the umpire may dis-

miss any transgressors.

Sec. 3.3. The umpire in any match shttll determine when jilay shall be

suspended
;
and if the game cannot be concluded, it shall be decided by

the last even innings, provided live innings have been played, and the

parly having the greatest number of runs shall be declared the winner.

Sec. 33. Clubs may adopt such rules respecting balls knocked 'oeyond

or outside of the hounds of the field, us thecircuinstanees of the ground

may demand
;
and these rules shall govern all matches, played upon the

ground, provided that they are distinctly made known to every player

and umiiirc, previous to the commencement of the game.

Sec. 35. No person shall be permitted to approach or to .sj)eak with

the umpire, scorers or ])layers, or in any manner to interrupt or inter-

fere during the progress of the game, uniess by special request of the

umi)ire.

Sec. 36. Should a striker stand at the bat without striking at good

balls repeatedly pitched to him, for the apparent purpose of delaying

the game, or of giving advantage to a player, the umpire, after warning

him, shall call one strike, and if he persists in such action, two and three

strikes. When three strikes are culled, he shall be subject to the same

rules as if he had struck at three fair balls.

Baekek

Front Wall.

NE of the noblest of pastimes is the game of

Rackets, which is played in a court eighty feet

long by forty feet wide. The front wall is

thirty feet high, and the back twelve. It is

lighted by skylights from the roof. The walls are of brick

covered with jilaster, hard and perfectly smooth. They are

jtainted either red or

black. The entrance

is thi'ough the twelve

foot wall, and the

door is flush with it.

One or two galleries

for the spectators are

placed over this wall,

protected by a wire

blind, about half

way down, soas to re-

ceive any balls com-’

ing from above. The

front wall to the

height of twenty-six

inches is covered

with wood jjainted

black. Above this,

seven feet nine inch-

es from tlie floor, is

the cut line. The
RACKKT COURT. floor is divided by a

line running from side to side about half, and by another

running at right angles from the center of this to the back

of the court, which is thus divided into two spaces, C and D.

Where the cross line meets the wall two spaces six by eight

are enclosed, called service spaces, A and B.

The implements used in the game are rackets, not un-

c D

Back Wall.

like a small tennis bat, with a longer handle, strung with

catgut. The ball is :ibout one-third the size of a tennis ball,

and covered with white leather. Two persons can play the

game atone time, or three or four, but not more. The first

j)layer-in stands on the right-hand service space, and serves

on the front wall above the cut line, so that the ball re-

bounds into the other court. If he makes two faults, it puts

him out. If the service is good, the other player must return

the ball and need not strike above the cut line, but may re-

turn anywhere on to the end wall above the wood, which, if

struck, gives a loud reverberating sound, telling that his o[)-

ponent has won the ace. The player is not bound to strike

the end wall first. He may angle off either of the side

walls, and indeed in this consists the great skill of the game.

The ball, if played on to the side wall at anything like an

angle of forty-five degrees, will take the two other walls at

the same angle and never return to the back of the court at

all. If, therefore, the player is far back he will not reach

it in time to save the ace. The ball may be volleyed as in

lawn tennis. By this play it strikes tire end wall at a de-

scending angle, and takes the ground at once before it can

be played by the adversary. Another very skillful play is

to return into the corner, so that the b;dl in its return keeps

close to the side wall, and thus renders the return very dif-

ficult. The striker-out must take the ball not later than on

its second bound. Sometimes it strikes the back of fhe court

before its first bound, and ho then takes it in its rebound

before the second bound. The skill in jjlay consists to a

great extent in the back strokes. Much of the play cle-

scribed under our chapter on lawn tennis a[)j)lies erpially

to rackets. The only difference is thiit hiwn tennis is

played more gently. The racket player has nothing to fear

from hard hitting, and con.seipiently there is more activity

and exercise in the game.

-
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-^1^ BICYCLING. w ;

C j )

I

ANY of our readers may not be within reach of

a bicycling school, and for such we give the fol-

lowing advice :

—

The learner should first be assisted by a tutor

or friend, who will hold the machine while he mounts. The

machine should be held close to the saddle, so as not to strain

it. On a level road the non-rider should push it along, walking

beside it, and keeping the equilibrium, so that the rider has

nothing to do but to follow the pedals with his feet. He

holds the handle with the knuckles uppermost. The handle-

bars must be sufficiently high to

clear the knee as the pedal reaches

the uppermost point. If, in riding,

the machine veers over, the rider

can always recover himself by

turning the handle-bars in that

direction. This swerves the wheel

in the line towards which the

machine leans, and at once re-

covers the balance. In commencing

to work the pedals let the pressure

at first be very slight and even.

A strong push will make the

machine swerve with each stroke

of the pedals, giving an unsteady

and ungraceful gait. It is un-

necessary to say that the rider

should sit perfectly straight, and

when riding slowly, the center of gravity should as nearly

as possible run down the column of the spine; as the

pace increases, the body may lean forward, until, at high

speed, it rests against the pedals. The be.st riders, however,

maintain the erect posture. Keen, at his gi-eatest speed, sits

perfectly erect, and it is to be noticed that the riders who
adopt this position run the “ cleanest line.” Stanton adopts

the leaning position, and his machine sways from side to

side like a locomotive loosely coupled.

Dismounting—There are several ways of dismounting,
first by the step. Take your feet off the pedals, and looking

under the left arm, put the left foot on the step. Then rise

on it, stretching out the arms, which will throw the body
back, until you can drop to the ground with one leg on each

side of the hind wheel. Having done this several times, try

to remount without removing the left foot, touch the ground

and spring back. Then hop twice on the right foot then three

times and remount after each. You may then learn to

mount, which is only the same motion, without the previous

dismount. The next method of dismounting is by the back-

bone. Put the toe of the left foot round the backbone, raise

the body, and drop off behind.

Dismounting by the Pedals.—As the right pedal

approaches the lowest jioint, drop, throw the weight on the

handles, and lift the seat from the saddle by pressure of

the foot on the pedal, and spring

off behind. Be carefid that the

machine does not kick and send

you flying over its head.

Dismounting over the Handles.

—Sit well back and throw either

leg over the handles, catching the

handle as the leg passes over; lean

the machine the way you are going

to dismount. It is a pretty and

graceful feat.

Dismounting by a Vault.—Lift

the body from the cross-bar and

spring to the ground, bring the

left foot over and round the back-

bone, and drop to the ground, still

holding the handle. There are several positions more or

less fanciful. For instance, on going down hill, throw

both legs over the cross-bar and let the bicycle go of

itself. Dismounting by a vault, when properly learned, is the

best of all dismounts, as it is of service in any emergency.

The Parts of a Bicycle.—The bicycle consists of the

framework and the wheels. The framework is composed of

the head, handles, handle-bars, forks, break, backbone,

springs, saddle, hind forks, and step. The large wheel

consists of axles, cranks, hubs, pedals, spokes, bearings,

and rims. At first these machines were made with wheels

of the same size ; but no satisfactory speed was obtained until

Parisian builders hit upon the device of a small hind wheel.

There are two general styles : the “ Racer,” built very light

for sjieed, and the “Roadster,” heavier, for steady ser-

vice.



LL nations, especially the more hardy

ones, have from the very earliest days

of their history, been fond of some kind

of athletic sports, and our own country

certainly forms no exception to the general rule.

hurdles 3 feet G inches high, and ten yards apart. This

arrangement enables experienced runners to take each hur-

dle without stopping in the stride. Instead of jumping the

hurdle fairly, they “buck” jumping off one foot and alight-

ing on the other, generally off the right and on to the left.

This requires less effort than a hona fide jump.

A programme of sports generally includes the following

contests : short distance race ; long distance race ; hurdle

races ; high jump and broad jump
;
putting the shot

;

throwing the hammer, and a walking race.

SPRINTING

includes all races under 440 yards. To prepare for a short

race, say 100 yards, the first thing is to walk steadily every

day from five to seven miles at a good swinging pace, say

four miles an hour. At the expiration of a week spurts of

running two or three hundred yards should be added, but

not too fast at first. As the muscles harden and the wind

improves, 100 yards at full speed may be tried. Trainers

recommend that the full strength should not be tried every

day, but say every four days, to see if the powers are increas-

ing. Every day for half an hour starting should be prac-

ticed. In starting, posture has a good deal to do with get-

ting away well. Whichever foot is the strongest should be

kept back ; stretch out the arms with the hands clenched,

and a cork or piece of paper in each, with the weight well

on the back foot. This will enable the whole body to be in-

stantaneously thrown forward. This should be well prac-

ticed. as a good start makes a great difference.

.QUARTER MILE RACE.

To train for this begin by walking as in the preceding
|

case. Do not attempt to run the whole distance at once ;

not more than 250 yards, and that only as the muscles harden.

Do not press your powers at first. Spins of 50 to 120 yards

are enough, doing the whole distance not more than once in

four days, and not for four days before the race. Stamina

is wanted in this race, and so long as the muscles are lithe

and the wind in good order, the last few days before the race

should be a time of comparative rest.

The same remarks apply to one mile races, only the dis-
:

tances in training must be increased.

HURDLE RACING.

These races are generally 120 yards with ten flights of

THE HIGH JUMP.

Jumping has much increased in favor in late years. Four
feet six used to be considered a marvelous feat. It is so no
longer. The great art is to throw all the force into the up-

ward-bound, and to do this the take off should be one-half

the height of the jump—thus if the jump is five feet,

take off at two and a half feet. Throw the body forward,

tucking the legs well under it. Some jumpers still prefer

the “ buck approaching the bar sideways they spring, get-

ting one leg over and throwing the other up so as to draw it

after them. It is an ungraceful effort, but it saves several

inches ; in “bucking” the legs, the jumper, as it were, sits

in the air describing two semi-circles with his legs.

THE LONG JUMP.
The run should not be too long, twenty paces are enough.

There is great art in so commencing the run that the last

stride is not shortened or lengthened to suit the take off.

POLE JUMPING.

Gra.spthe pole with bothhands, the palms facing each of her

about three feet apart. The lower hand should grasp the

pole at about the height of the object to be cleared. Take
a short run, and in the high jump plant the pole six inches

from the bar in front of the body, but a little to the left
; as

he body rises stiffen the arms and back, throwing the legs

well out so as to fly over the bar, then let go the pole with a

slight push, sufficient to let it fall back. In the long jump
the body should be in front of the pole.

PUTTING THE WEIGHT.
The shot nsed is 10 pounds. The putter takes it in his right

hand, .steadying with the left. He then raises and lets fall

his hand, raising himself on his toes so as to get the swing.

He then steps off with his right, takes two hojjs with the left

leg ; on landing off the second hop, he strides with his right

and delivers the shot, but he must not cross the line, other-

wise it is no put.
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HARE AND HOUNDS.

This favorite sport is almost too well known to require a

descript ion. The hares (there are generally two) are supplied

with small sacks full of colored paper torn up very small.

As they run they throw out handfuls, and so show the

“scent.” The hares get ten minutes to a quarter of an

hour’s law. They generally try to baffle the field by adopt-

ing a course of con-

siderable difficulty,

but they are “ on

honor ” to fairly
scatter the paper.

At every gap, at

every turn, and at

every few yards in

fact, out goes a

handful. The
hounds wait the re-

quired time, and

then start off in full

cry. There are

huntsmen and whip-

pers-in duly pro-

vided with horns.

The runs are from

eight to fifteen miles,

and generally wind

up with a good din-

ner. This pastime

is a favorite during

the winter and early

spring. The party

generally r e n d e z-

vous at some hotel,

from which they start, and to which they return to change

clothes and dine.

WALKING.
Walking races are coming very much into vogue. It is as

well to have some slight, light substance such as a cork or a

piece of paper in the hands. One should wear walking slip-

pers with no heels and spikes in the ball of the foot, a light

jersey and knee pants not too tight. At the word go, the

walker swings himself by working each arm and shoulder-

blade with the corresponding step, so as to help the body by

the action of these muscles. The foot must come down on the

heel, the knee must be straight when the heel touches the

ground and when it leaves it, but it may be bent in the middle

of the pace. The great art is to twist the hips. By this means

each stride is lengthened, and the leg carried more forward

than in an ordinary pace.

THROWING THE HAMMER.
The regulation hammer is 16 pounds, with a handle of

three feet and six inches. Stand firm, the feet well ajiart
;

bring the hammer back, then swing forward, then back, not

higher than the shoulder, then forward and let go.

SKITTLES
May be termed nine pins on a large scale. The ground is

laid out with planks of hard wood, and well fitted. The
pins are set up as marked, and must be pushed down
by the ball. There are several ways of scoring. One is to

make Ihirty-one in the fewest throws, each jan scoring one.

On the final throw, if more than the required number are

knocked down it

ICE YACHTING.

Ice yachting, of which we give a good illustration, requires

an ice yacht which should be cutter rigged. The pace at

which these yachts fly over smooth ice with a strong wind

must be seen to be appreciated. The skill consists in hand-

ling the rudder and main-sheet. In approaching the wind

the main-sheet must be hauled in. Before turning, ease her

off the wind and then come up, not too quickly. There are

a number of ice yachts on the Hudson, which affords one of

the finest opportunities for the sport during frost in the

world.

does not count, and

the player throws

again.

Another plan is

for the players to

throw alternately,

getting as many as

they can. The best

game is where two

players are allowed

not more than three

throws to clear Ihe

board. “ A floorer,”

where the board is

cleared in one throw,

counts three
; if in

two throws, two ;

and in three, one. If

a single pin remains

after the third throw,

it counts nothing.

FIVES
Is probably the oldest game of ball. It is played

with the jialm of the hand against a wall. Along

the base of the wall a wooden j)lanking is nailed,

about three feet up from the ground. The aim of

each player is to strike the wall above the wooden plank-

ing, called the “baulk.” The ground in front is marked

out in counts by lines running from the wall and a line

running parallel with it ten feet from the base. The

sti'iker-in plays the ball on to the wall, so that it bounds

back beyond the ten-foot line. His opponent then returns

itj and so on, till one lets it drop. If the striker-in di'ops

it, it puts him out. If his adversary fails, he scores one

])oint. The game is generally fifteen, but sometimes twenty-

e
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LAWN BILLIARDS.

This is a pretty game for ladies. A revolving ring is

set up. Each player has a ball and a cue, consisting of a

long stick with a ring at the end.

The players start from a point, playing one after another

at the ring, so as to pass through it. A player may either

go at the ring or strike an opponent and then go through.

The firet counts one, “ a carom ” two. There is considerable

skill in the game as it proceeds. A good player will so

leave his opponent that the edge of the ring is towards him;

in which case it is impossible to play through except by

giving the ball a kind of twist which strikes the ring aside

as it touches, and so enables the ball to pass through.

The game is 31 up.

TEN PINS

Are played in an alley, at the end of which is a triangular

space on which the pins are set up, thus : . . . .

Each player has three balls. If he clears the

board with one shot it counts 10. If not, as

many pins as he knocks down are scored to

him.

THE GAME OF SHINNY.

This game maybe played either in a field or on the ice. If

in the latter case every player must be a good skater, and the

art of turning short, stopping, backing, etc., must be well

known ; a beginner on skates has no chance. Two goals are

marked out either with poles or snow, and the ball has to be

QUOITS

Are iron rings (the cistus of the Romans), which are thrown

so as to fall over a

peg. The nearest
only count, but if two

or more of one side

are nearer than the

opponents, then each

counts one.

CANOEING
Is a sport of recent

invention. Canoes
are made of various

builds. The naviga-

tor sits with his face

to the prow and urges

h i m s e 1 f on with a

paddle, worked alter-

nately o n each side.

It is an excellent

method of navigating

shallow rivers, and affords an opportunity for very pleasant

excursions.

TOBOGANNING

knocked through them. Sides bcingchosen, the players toss

for first hit, which is made from the opposite goal. Sticks

with a bend in the end

are used. In Eng-

1 a n d the game is

called “ Hockey.”

TUG-OF-WAR.

This is a good exer-

cise. All that is re-

quired is a good rope.

A knot is made in

the middle, and on

the ground a line is

drawn. The sides

then take hold, and

those who first pull

their adversaries over

the line win. In pull-

ing get your heel well

into the ground. The

more the body ap-

proaches the horizontal position the better tug can you give.

The great thing is for each side to imll with their leader

well together, and by a series of jerks haul the adversaries

over the line.

Is a capital pastime in winter, much enjoyed in Canada. A
course is cleared on the side of a hill, with a long reach of

level ground at the base. The tobogan is a slip of birch

bark, turned up at one end. The fun is to sit on it and go

down hill at a tremendous pace. Serious accidents often

occur, and a sea-son rarely passes without some broken bones.

Nevertheless, the excitement of the sport makes it very

popular.

BADMINTON.

This game is little more than lawn-tennis played with abat-

tledore and shuttlecock instead of a ball. A net five leet

high, at least, in the center of the court which is marked out

in lines as in tennis. The player must serve so that the

shuttlecock would fall into the further court. When one

side fails to return, it scores one for the adversary. The

game requires little skill.
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EVELOPMENT of

the body tlirough

physical culture
should undoubtedly be re-

cognized as one of the

most important branches

of education.

The moral and mental education of

the masses is fast attracting the atten-

tion of those most fit to guide in the

national councils. In Germany, Aus-

tria. France, and in many of theUnited

States, mental education is compul-

sory.

But the education of the body, who
' attends to that ? Who spends time,

money, rears buildings, trains teachers for that ?

Who points out to hoy or girl what will bring

vigor, size and shape to the body and limbs,

however weak they may now be, bloom to tlie

cheeks, buoyancy to the spirits, and health to the

bones ? Surely in any intelligent community this

branch, of vital importance, cannot be over-

looked.

Oh, but we do not want our children athletes !

Well, is every hale, manly, well-knit man an ath-

lete? Or every blooming, shajiely, gracefully-step-

ping woman? No more than a fair conversatinnalist

is an orator, or a house-painter an artist. An athlete

first gets ready, and then contends in some sharp

test of speed, strength or stay, or two or all of

these. In doing so he goes on after heart and

lungs are tired, and had better stop. Go wuth him
only till he begins to tire, till the risk begins, and

you avoid that risk, at the same time getting most

of the benefit. Temporary fame and some trifling

memento, or, if he is a professional, a portion

—

often but a small portion—of money, are the re-

wards of the athlete’s efforts and for the risk he

takes. Yours, if you have stopped in time, health,

no risk, and, in the muscles and parts used, size and

strength. But only in those used. Rowell, the

great go-as-you-please traveler, has colossal legs,

but his arms are not developed. The machinists,

stone-masons and other swingers of heavy ham-

mers have a strong hammering arm, another

arm not so strong, and legs worth little on a race-

course. And so down the wliole range of men who

use their muscles either for sport or for bread

—

or both.

Now if we learn how to get strength in one part

from one class of men, in another from another,

why may not the whole man, and the boy, and girl

and woman be built well, not only here and there,

but throughout ? And so gain not only strength,

hut health
;

for, while not identical, who has not

observed how intimately related are these two, and

how apt to go together ?

Every intelligent man must have often been struck

with the fact that the well-built man or woman,

boy or girl, to-day is, esj^ecially in cities and towns,

the exccjition and not the rule, and this town pop-

ulation, both in England and America, is rapidly

on the increase.

The country-bred boy gets years of pure air, ample

out-door exercise for some of his principal mus-

cles, though seldom for all, and is vigorous and

hearty, though often slow of movement and lack-

ing spring. But these years of out-door active life

lay him up an annuity-fund of vigor and health.
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on whidi he may draw all his after life, if he one he has to fear in that contest, where “all

spends that life in the city. But what annuity- that makes a man” is sure to tell. The exercise

fund does the city boy roll up ? Will the top, kite, and pastimes of the girl are usually not even as

or marbles bring deep lungs and sturdy limbs ? vigorous as the boy's, nor as likely to fit her to

1

Can one city-boy in ten run three miles, or even safely face the exacting demands, the anxieties,

1

one ? Or avoid being left out of sight in a race the })rivations, and bereavements of her later life,

with his country cousin with hoe or spade, with If the boy’s body needs careful, sensible building,

fork, sickle, or scythe ? And, as soon as he is out lier body needs it even more,

of school, at thirteen, fourteen, or fifteen, do eight. And what is being done to meet this so general

i ten, and, when business is driving, twelve hours a need ? The athletes and those who take exercise

I

day of confinement in dusty factory, or behind more than they need are, in many communities,

counters, or over a set of books, bringing him scarcely one per cent, of the population. A ma-
home at night Jaded and exhausted, tend to build jority of the rest grope about in their physical

up that fund, and make him reasonably certain to education without definite aim, and not knowing
live out even half his days ? what parts they are using, what they are ignoring.

Growing faster at sixteen than in any other year. If their daily work uses the muscles, it uses only

his body needing much of his strength to meet the some and leaves the rest as idle as the unexercised

unusual call, the Greeks and Komans spent hours muscles of the athlete.

daily at this period in building and toughening the If the education of the body were made a branch

youth, and fitting him for the exacting demands in every day-school and every class-room, if the

1

of after-life, sure to come to all. We, too often, teacher of the mind knew how to train the body

1

bring him uji to sixteen with nothing worth calling also, and devoted even twenty minutes daily to the

strength
;
and then put him, immature and half- forty or more pupils under his or her charge, the

built, where he stands excellent chance of never effect would be beneficial and gratifying in the ex-

getting any more, and of losing what he has. treme. Without going, in the brief space allotted

And again, would not a vigorous body aid him here, into definite and specific suggestions as to

greatly in his life’s work, though that work be of what course such teacher should follow, it may yet

a sort calling for every hour of severe and often be well enough to point out what muscles and
anxious brain tension he can possibly stand? If j)artsare called into play by the use of most of the

that brain is fed with blood, will it not work bet- well-known appliances for exercise, whether in-

ter fed with rich blood, than with a poor article— doors or out, and so to indicate in what field or

with—figuratively— cream than with skimmed fields of development they had better labor,

milk. But, if the blood-making machinery gets The facilities and contrivances for directly en-

sluggish, clogged, and run down, will it supply as larging and strengthening any muscles one wishes

good food to the brain as that important organ are many, easy to construct, and inexpensive. For
demands ? If one member suffers, do not all the those desiring gi-eat progi’ess and proficiency in any
members suffer with it ? athletic, gymnastic, or acrobatic line, books have

Is the course of him who brings his body up to been written, and may be readily obtained, guiding

manhood a poor, often spindling affair, when half them in the work, and pointing out its peculiar

developed in muscular or vital power, likely to advantages, and the chief performances thus far ac-

make him win in the very struggle his every en- complished in it. The aim here will be rather to

ergy is bent on ? Dash away he may at the start, name Just what sort of development one may look

and hold the lead for a while
;
but who in a five- for in ])racticing assiduously any of the better

mile race can rush the first mile up into one pro- known and popular exercises, and so enable him

1

longed, mad spurt, and hope to be anywhere at the or her, or the teacher, to at once pick out work
end of the fifth mile or even of the second, how'- for any muscles which have been neglected, and,

ever trained and tough he may be ? The stead- by daily practice, though only for a few min-
ier man beside him, a little less forward per- utes, soon bring them a good degree of size and

1

haps mentally, though not necessarily so, is the strength.

^ ' ^
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iJET us first look at those exercises

which may be taken in-doors,

most of them without cum-

brous apparatus, indeed many

of them in an ordinary sized

room. One of the most graceful

ones practiced widely to-day

in some countries—notably

in Germany, is fencing.

FENCING.

This is capital work for the calves, the front

, of the thighs, the abdominal muscles, one

shoulder, the extensor muscles of one arm, and

the muscles of one wrist and hand, while it

also keeps the lungs fully occupied. Of course

it leaves the other shoulder, arm, and hand

practically idle, and gives most of the muscles

of the trunk only light work, nothing like as

hard as it does those of the parts just named.

It would be hard to find any exercise better fitted to bring

grac e, nerve, swiftness of eyes and of judgment, dash, and

agility, or more useful in war times, especially for any one

liable to fill any position where he will wear a sword. But

it is a pity that every fencer was not required to fence as

much with one hand as with the other; then he would have

two good hands, two good arms, and two good shoulders, in-

stead of only one of each, hence would come far nearer to

becoming a well-built man. Should he ever lose his fencing-

arm, he could also thus save himself the need of beginning

all over again.

BOXING.

Here is better work in many ways than fencing. You al-

ways have your tools with you. You use about every muscle

you do in fencing, and while the wrists have less to do, you

use two arms instead of one, and of course also two shoul-

ders. It does little for the biceps or flexor muscles of the up-

per arms, but it is grand for the back-arms, which do so

much of the pushing when you press with the hands against

anything, indeed it is one of the best-known exercises for

them from the marvelous rapidity and strength combined,

which are essential in order to ck'serve the name of boxer

It would be well if every boy or man were at least a fair

boxer, and for all males whose occupation is sedentary, if

they practiced this famous exercise a few minutes daily.

SINGLE-STICK

is in many respects very similar to fencing in its effects

on the muscles, slower, because the weapon is heavier, tak-

ing the biceps and the inner part of the back-arm more, be-

cause, instead of lunging out the point of the weapon, you

bring it down with a sharp blow or swipe. It keeps the en-

tire shoulder ceaselessly active, the wrist and fore-arm also,

and the abdominal muscles, fronts of the thighs, and the

calves always going. But, as in fencing, two hands should

learn it—not one,—else, a one-sided man.

WRESTLING

is now much practiced in-doors on a large soft mat, though

of course the turf is always a good place for it. No other

exercise has yet been discovered which so swiftly and surely

brings power to the sides of the waist. No weak-waisted

boy or man is much of a wrestler. It is one endless tugging

at the side muscles, in a hundred directions almost, but at

these muscles all the time. It also uses every part of the

legs and hips vigorously, and gives both arms, both shoul-

ders,and the entire trunk constant exercise, though the waist

and legs get the giant’s share. Strength in every muscle will

aid the wrestler, but a sturdy waist and tough, well-knit

legs are simply indispensable to his success at his chosen

sport. Probably no other exercise comes nearer calling all

the muscles into play, but to bring the arms, especially the

extensor muscles of the arms, up to great size and powei,

harder work directly for them will be needed.

DANCING.

This most popular of in-door exercises gives spring, elas-

ticity, and as ordinarily practiced, considerable strength to

the muscles of the foot, the ankles, calves, and front or up-

per muscles of the thighs, while the abdominal muscles and

those of the sides of the waist are not idle. Professional

dancers, those who for years practice this work for hours

daily, come by-and-by to marvelous strength and grace in

these muscles thus used. The arms, shoulders, and upper

end of the trunk have practically nothing to do, save that

the breast and lungs are rather more active in their duties

than ordinarily.
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IN-POOR EXERCISES. 34
'

Exercises in the Gymnasium*

X the five precedinj^ exercises the development of

particular muscles was a secondary matter, often

indeed not thought of, the chief purpose in all

but one of them being to out-do one’s antagonist.
!

But the machinery of the gymnasium looks directly, among

other things, to the education of the various parts of the

bixly, and its tools are the body’s school-books, by the

judicious use of which it gradually comes to facility and

fitness for its demands, as surely as the mind, by its train-

ing, does to those of our intellectual life. Let us consider

first :

—

THE VAULTING HORSE.

This sturdy, headless monster is still seen in the gymna-

sium, though the room he takes is grudged far more than

formerly, because you can get, on otlier apparatus, almost

any exercise he can offer. Largely, work on this animal

calls out the legs, especially the muscles of the calf and front

thigh. The trunk is more of the time idle, though occa-

sionally rushed into vigorous use, and the same is true of

about all parts of the arms and shoulders. But so suddeidy

do these demands come that they are liable to strain and

overdo the parts thus called on ; and it would be better, with

persons not already fully developed above the waist, to first

become so by exercises on other appliances before becoming

intimate with this anchored steed.

THE SPRING-BOARD

is a glorious friend of the legs, indeed would be a valuable

adjunct to every home in any land, certainly every home

whose people were confined most hours of the twenty-four

in-doors. For bringing grace, size and power to the lower

limbs, it stands almost unrivaled. As most exercises on it

are practiced, that is, with the knees more or less bent, the

upper thighs, the calves, the abdominal and sides, get the

bulk of the work. But now keep the body erect, the legs

rigidly stiff, and the knees spning hard back all the time

you are springing and alighting, and you suddenly find that

a new set of muscles—those on the under side of the thiglis

—not large, but very important ones in bringing symmetry

and graceful shape to the legs—arc brought into \dgorous

action. The higher you jump on the spring-board, and es-

pecially the higher you raise your knees, the more vigor-

ously you set the muscles across the abdomen at work, mus-

cles which, if kept tough and in good condition by a little

steady, daily exercise, arc almost sure to prove great friends

to good digestion and a.ssimilation, and to sound health as

The standing astride of a heavy weight and lifting it, has

Ijecome popular of late years, until the “ health lift ” is a

well-known term, especially in American cities. The tend-

ency of this exercise, is to give certain muscles violent

work to do, their very utmost, and to partly or wholly ig-

nore the others. Of course, one result is to make the mus-

cles used strong, and to do nothing for the others. The

pushing muscles of the arms for instance, those which take

so prominent a part in the make-up of a well-shaped arm,

are idle here. A natural tendency of trying to lift as many

hundred pounds as you can every day—or nearly as many

—

is to stiffen the lifter, and make him slow and imwieldy,

like a draft-horse, unle.ss ho bikes special pains to counter-

act it by exercises calling for spring, agility, and pacu.

The late Dr. Winship, of Boston, who introduced this exer-

cise in America, said also that it tended to depress the in-

step, and make a man flat-footed, and it would seem as if

supporting from half a ton to a ton for a while every day,

so that practically the whole weight came directly on the

feet, could not fail to have this tendency.

These are the more prominent leg-exerciscs of the gymna-

sium, especially now when athletic clubs and lield-sporls in-

vite both boy and man out-doors to take his foot woik in

pure air, and under the clear sky. Large and well nuulc

mattresses, many inches thick, laid on the floor, also invito

the hand-springs, cart-wheels, and single and double, forward

and back somersaults, the building of pyramids of men, the

hard jumping, the alighting from a height, and in general

the high and lofty tumbling of the acrobat, in which, of

course, the two chief sets of the muscles of the legs already

mentioned play a conspicuous part.

THE PARALLEL BARS,

are an excellent contrivance for developing principally the

back-arms, the muscles on the front of the shoulders, and

those across the chest. The whole weight rests, not on tho

feet but on tho hands, and the more the elbows arc bent in

]>racticing on these bars, the harder the work, and especially

on the muscles named. Any of the exercise jiractieed wilh

tho elbows much bent, and fallowed up daily, until one

begins to feel tired, will soon tell noticeably and satis-

factorily on the. size and strength of the b.ack-arms, and,of

the breast muscles. They also serve to exiiand tho chest

and throw the shoulders well back, which effect will be in-

creased if the chin is held u]) high throughout each exercise.

But, before using these bars, the muscles called into .act ion

ought, in most persons, to be prepared for this severe work by

lighter exercises, as where part only of the weight rests on

the hands, and the other j>art on the feet.

HIGH PARALLEL BARS.

These two bars, about as high as one can comfortably

reach, take hold of the arms in a way almost exact ly the op-

posite of that just described, 'riicy do little or nothing for

the back-arms, as the exercises do not call for pushing or

lifting tho body’s weight by pushing against any substance,

but by pulling. Hanging wilh one hand on each bar,

and lifting yourself along by steps or sjirings, the fore-

arms, the. bicejis muscles, and those of llie upper back just

behinil the upper arm, get the bulk of the work, holding

as they do pretty much the whole weight of the body, to
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which is often added the force of a vigorous swing. And
the more you raise your knees in exercising on these bars,

the more you call on your abdominals to help hold up much
of the weight of your legs. Almost any sort of high-bar

work is also capital for widening and deepening the chest,

and hence enlarging the lung-room.

THE HORIZONTAL BAR.

A round bar of ash or other hard wood, about two inches

thick, and seven to eight feet long, placed horizontally

across between two upright posts, and capable of being

raised or lowered at pleasure, is one of the tools of the acro-

bat, rather than of him who merely seeks moderate and har-

monious muscular development. While it uniformly does

little for the legs, there is scarcely a muscle of the arms or

trunk which is not brought into vigorous play by some or

other of the numerous exercises practiced on this simple

bar, the abdominals especially, and the muscles used most

in the high parallels getting the hardest of the work. Hang-

ing by the knee, heel, or toes, of course also gives the leg so

used something to do. If by the toes, a small muscle along

the shin bone—one which in most exercises is idle—is hur-

ried into active service.

THE VAULTING BAR
is a little thicker and stiffer than the horizontal bar, and. fit-

ting into the same frame, may of course be raised or lowered

at will. Standing with your side to it, and taking hold

with the hand nearest it, you give a sharp spring jump over

the bar, and land on the other side, never letting go your

grip until your body is well over. After thus jumping and

raising the bar steadily, until you can no longer clear it with

one hand, you now face the bar, grasp it with both hands,

and go on thus vaulting over it till you get it up as high

as you can clear, or with the bar as high as your

waist, grasping it with both hands, you spring and

bring your feet over the bar, this time not outside of but be-

tween your hands, not letting go till your feet are past it.

These, and the other exercises of the vaulting bar are grand

for bringing spring and strength to the muscles of the foot,

calf, and front-thigh, and to those of the abdomen, but the

arms have no hard work here.

THE TRAPEZE
is practically a swinging horizontal bar, or often two such

bars, one hung a little above the other. You repeat on the

trapeze the very exercises you first learn to do on tlie horizon-

tal bar, and bring the same muscles into play. But it is hard-

er for them, and the side and abdominal muscles are sharply

at work much of the time, because of your effort to keep the

bar still, and yourself from swaying. Often too the gjun-

nast will purposely swing off from the trapeze, and spring

to another trapeze or to the floor below, in the latter ease,

if the height is great, severely testing the strength of his

feet and knees, and of the muscles of the fronts of his thighs,

his calves, and of his feet. Where two persons work to-

gether on the trapeze, they generally merely give the mus-

cles used a much harder task, but seldom use different mus-

cles from those either person would were he up there alone.

The trapeze is one of the best devices in the gymnasium for

teaching one to keep cool in exciting and hazardous situa-

tions, and if the performer is well-made, and also skilled at

his work, it offers a wide fleld for the exhibition of agility

and grace.

THE STRIKING BAG
Made of sheep or calf-skin, round, a foot in diameter, and

full of sawdust, and hung by a single rope, the center of

the bag being about as high as your chin, is a simple and

valuable contrivance for setting nearly all the muscles of

the arms, shoulders, body, and legs at work. Of course the

exercise is substantially that of boxing, lacking, however,

the advantage the latter has in keeping before you a shad-

owy, evasive, and often dangerous object, ever on the alert

to bring that object’s fist and some point of your head or

body in close, and at times painful, contact. But the bag

is inviting and handy, ready when, as is often the case, you

cannot get any one to spar with, just when it is convenient

to you, and would do much for many an indoor man’s di-

gestion and wind, if he would only punch it faithfully a

hundred good times each day.

THE RINGS.

Two iron rings, eight or ten inches in diameter, the iron

being about an inch thick and covered tightly with leather,

or better yet, with rubber, hung from the ceiling, or a frame

overhead, by two ropes long enough to bring the bottom of

the rings as high as you can comfortably reach, and about

twenty inches apart
;
these are among the best tools in the

gymnast’s outfit for developing strength and daring. While

the legs have little to do, the abdominal muscles are se-

verely at work during all the forward swing, and through

the latter half of the swing backward as well. In fact, the

abdominal muscles are kept longer under tension, and given

more to do, while one is swinging on the rings, than in

almost any other exercise in the gymnasium. The chest

also is stretched to its utmost capacity, the upper back, just

behind the arms, is on fatigue duty, the bicep muscles like-

wise, and the grip of the hands must be simply perfect, or

their owner’s usefulness is liable to be temporarily impaired.

—for all depends on that grip.

Sometimes, instead of only two rings, a row of six or

eight, hung not twenty inches apart, but seven or more feet,

are stretched along a room, so that, in swinging, you pass

rapidly from one to the next, and so on to the end, the feet

of course never touching the floor, and the weight being

sustained, now wholly by one hand, then by the other. This

is harder on the arms and shoulders— easier on the abdomi-

nals.

EXERCISING-WEIGHTS

Are placed in spouts, or long narrow upright boxes, which

are about as high as one’s head. Prom each weight a rope

runs up over a pulley at the top of the box, then out to a

handle of which you take hold. Instead of the upright
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boxes, Dr. Sargent, of the Hemenway Gymnasium, at Har-

vard University, has introduced two upright rods of iron,

just far enough apart to let a loaded weight-box travel up

and down between the rods, thus avoiding the bumping and

noise of the old plan, and allowing you to put what weight

in the boxes you like. Standing, facing these weights, and

pulling, the hands, wrists, fore-arms, biceps muscles, inner

side of the upper-arms, and whole upper half of llie back,

are vigorously at work, and also the back of the neck, while,

if you sit down to it, you also call on the lower half of the

back as well, and. if you raise your feet at all, you give the

fronts of your thighs, and your calves, active service. But

while this pulling alone tends to enlarge the back, and

rather flatten the chest, by turning with your back to the

weights, and now pushing the handles out in front, you get

the opposite effect, opening and expanding your chest,

drawing the shoulders backward, and taking now the mus-

cles on the front of the shoulders and chest, instead of those

on the back of them. Hence an equal share of each sort of

work will tend to bring equal development to both front

and back.

INDIAN CLUBS
Give the hands, fore-arms, and shoulders much to do, the

upper arms not much, except the outer side of the back-arms,

or that farthest from the body. They expand the chest and

stretch the abdominal muscles, so counteracting the tendency

of sedentary life to make one cramp both the chest and ab-

domen, and they take the large muscles just under and back

of each arm. But there is a strong tendency in club-swing-

ing to hold the shoulders so far back that it pitches the

head forward, so both making one inerect, and expanding

tlie lower part of the chest more than the upper. About all

that can be done with clubs can also be done with dumb-

bells, and a good deal more besides, while, from taking much

less space, they often prove more profitable. The legs and

lower-back, of course, do not get much hard work from

clubs, scarcely, in fact, have anything to do.

THE WRIST WEIGHT
Has a rope running from it up over a thick horizontal bar,

hung about breast-high. By grasping this bar with both

hands, on top instead of under it, and then turning your

knuckles outward and away from you, or by turning them

strongly towards you, your wrists soon get all the exercise

they want, and the effect on their size and strength will ere

long be noticeable. Exercise of this sort will greatly aid the

fencer for the arduous wrist-work his favorite accomplish-

ment demands.

EXERCISING LADDERS,
Broad, strong, and unmovable, are set either horizontally a

little higher than you can reach, or sloping upward to the

ceiling. They keep the hands, forearms, biceps muscles, and

the muscles of the back, just behind the upper-arms cea.se-

lessly at work, while the moment you raise foot or knee the

abdominals, which before were somewhat stretched by the

weight of your legs hanging down, are now promptly con-

tracted and given plenty to do. As it is practically impos-

sible to put your hands up over your head without, for the

time opening and expanding your chest, of course all kinds

of ladder-work are excellent at affecting this desirable end.

THE CLIMBING POLE.

A smooth, round ash pole, about two and a quarter inches

thick, and hung from the ceiling—or a rope not quite so

thick and hung in the same way—encourage a vice-like

grip, as much as any known apparatus. For, as you mount

either hand over hand, letting your legs hang straight down-

ward, the entire weight of the body and limbs is held up,

now by one hand, now by the other. No one can do much

on this valuable, though simple apparatus, who has not good

forearms, and its steady use soon brings up those very use-

ful members of the body corporate. Besides using the same

muscles which are called into action by work on the ladders,

rings, and high bars, the pole or rope teach one to use his

feet strongly in gripping with them, and with the inner and

under muscles of the thighs, as these parts are often re-

quired to sustain much or all of one’s weight.

DUMB-BELLS.

There is scarcely any exercise of the countless ones which

may be taken on the various gymnastic appliances already

named that cannot be had, at least in part, if not wholly,

without any of them, and by using dumb-bells only. If

you want to push, pull, grip, or twist, if you want to use

almost any muscle of your body, or of any limb, the dumb-

bells are always at your service, patient friends, within the

reach of all, so little do they cost, and never wearing out.

Hold them out horizontally and twist them, now one way,

now the other, and your hands, wrists, forearms, and

shoulders are all busy—lift them from your knees to your

shoulders, and the biceps muscles are at once the busy ones.

Hold them up high behind you, and the backs of your

shoulders and inner muscles of your upper-arms are doing

the lion’s share ; keep putting them up and down above

your head, and your chest is stretched and opened ;

and, if you then slowly lower them from as high as you can

reach till your arms are out straight at your sides, as they

would be on a cross, and at the same time hold your chin up

high, and breathe a deep, full breath, your chest will be

stretched to its utmost. Stoop down low, forty or fifty

times, with dumb-bells in your hands, and the fronts of your

thighs will be the busiest parts of you ;
stand erect, with

bells in hand, and now simply raise your heels as high as

you can without taking your feet off the floor, then lower;

then so raise and lower a hundred times, and, if you are not

used to it, your calves will ache so that you can scarcely

stand up.

We have thus taken a look at the chief and best-known

appliances of the gymnasium, the indoor school for body-

building, and at their simpler and principal u.scs. But there

is a range of exercise almost more extensive, which com-

bines far more of the element of play and sport, and has the

commanding advantage of being practiced in perfectly pure

air, and in the cheering sunlight. Let us glance at each,

and at its part in muscle-making.



RIDING.

IDING may be very easy exercise,

or very severe, so much dei)ends

both on the gait of tlie liorse, and

on the skill of the man in avoid-

ing effort. While the calves and

fronts of the thighs are both

always busy, unless the horse is

standing or walking, it makes a

great difference in the result on the muscles in

these j)arts whether one places only the ball of

>each foot in the stirrup or pushes each so far in

that the hollow of the foot rests on the stirrup.

In the latter case the calves are almost idle, but in

the former, they do an important—often the most

important—share of the task of sustaining the

whole body, and that not at rest, but ever rising

and falling. One unused to riding, and to any

other exercise calling much on his calves, will be

sure, if he will only insert his feet but a little

way in the stirrups, to have aching calves on the

morning after a two or three hours’ brisk ride, .and proba-

bly stiff knees as well. And another kind of annoyance is

liable to come, which may not leave so promptly as does the

ordinary ache from suddenly giving unu.sed muscles too

much to do, and that is not only sore abdominal muscles,

for these bands are ceaselessly active in helping to keep the

body erect, but, in many cases, actual rupture. Indeed, it

is a very common thing, at the breaking out of a war, to

see cavalrymen, who have not been accustomed to riding

and are suddeidy required to do much of it, get ruptured

.and unfit for service. Strong abdominal muscles, kept iti

good order by even two minutes brisk daily exercise, would

have saved them the discomfort and chagrin of having to go

through much or all of the rest of their lives unsound men.

WALKING
Slowly, or at a moder.ate pace, will not bring much size

or strength to any muscles, unless long distances are sys-

tematically covered in this w<ay. But quicken the pace till

it averages four or more miles an hour, and the work gets

vigorous enough to bring the fronts of the thighs plenty to

do. If one does not raise his heels much, as is very fre-

quently the fact, but walks almost flat-footed, he gives his

toes, soles, insteps, and calves little to do, and his whole step

lacks spring. But, if he will push hard with toes and soles,

as they leave the ground, will step short, rather than over-

step, and will spring his knees well back, at the same time

holding his chin well up, he will find his calves full of work,

going in fact all they know how, while not only the fronts

of his thighs are as busy as ever, but the back or under

muscles as well. Walking up hill takes his calves and the

backs of his thighs in the same way, also his hips. A strong

walker wants good lungs and loins, sides and abdominals,

while light shoulders .and arms give him less to carry, hence

render his task easier.

RUNNING
Is shtirper leg work, and, followed up sensibly, is apt to

bring strong and good-sized legs in much shorter time than

walking will. You may walk so as to use neither calf, under-

thigh, nor hip to any appreciable extent; but it is hard

work to run in any way so as not to develop all three, while

the faster you run the more they have to do, for you then

lift the heels much higher, and, in good running, go on the

toes and soles only, never touching the heels to the ground.

The breathing power, or “wind,” gets good and enduring

from steady practice, hence the lungs are enlarged and

strengthened. Power of arm and shoulder a runner does

not need, but strong abdominal muscles, especially at sharp,

short-distance work, he must have. But the great shaft-

horse muscles of the runner, especially over long distances

—many miles—are those of the front thigh. Downright

power he must have here, or he will not stay far at a fast

pace. He may ease his abdominals, his under-thighs, and

calves by flat-footed work, but upper-thigh he cannot do

without, and scarcely a day passes but power here avails any

man, even at his ordinary round of work or play, as it makes

each step an easy one.

JUMPING

Is the sharpest sort of work for front-thigh, calf, and abdom-

inals, likewise about the quickest known work for bringing

spring, size, and power to each of these parts. Put your

hand on your calf as you spring, and you will feel it suddenly

harden and knot up like whipcord. Five minutes of jumping

daily, either flat or high, forward, backward, or sideways.
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upward or downward, will, in even one month, bring very
]

gratifjing results to him desiring good legs and a light,

active step. The arms help a little, but nothing to speak of,

the exercise being j)reeininently leg-work. Some physicians

recommend this exercise as having an admirable effect on :

the nervous system, making one less sensitive to sudden

noises, jars, and excitement, and tending to bring calm and

(piict nerves.

PUTTING THE SHOT
Is glorious work for the arm and shoulder which do the i

putting, goo<l for both legs, and capital for one side of the

waist. One puts into a supreme effort every atom of power

he can muster, hoping, by throwing the heavy weight even

one-eighth of an inch further than his adversaries, to win
j

the prize. The whole pushing side of his body is stretched

upward to its uttermost, while the opposite side of his waist i

is compacted and hardened, and given all it can stand. The

lungs also are swollen to their fullest, and then all the air
i

held in till the effort is over. Change the game to the best

score from both one’s hands, instead of from one only, and

the small and unused back-arm and shoulder would catch up

with its fellow, bringing even, instead of, as now, only par-

tial development.

THROWING THE HAMMER
Takes a firm grip in both hands, strong and reliable fore-

arms, able biceps muscles, and great power of both shoulders.

It lifts and expands the whole chest, stretches the abdominals

instead of contracting them, needs a sturdy grip on the

ground with the feet, and sides and waist, in general, which

will not let the thrower sway at the moment he most wants

to stand rigidly firm. It is as if a hardy axeman gathered

all the strength of the ten thousand blows he strikes in a

day into one mighty effort. Hence to prepare for this kind

of work, one should build up the parts used, by lighter exer-

cises, before doing much of it.

SWIMMING,
One of the best-known exercises to bring capacious and

jKiwerful lungs, gives also to the whole calf, thigh, liip, loin,

side, and abdominal muscles quick and active work, leaves

the biceps idle, toughens the fore-arm, and calls steailily

and even severely on the back-arm, the entire shoulder, and

the muscles of the back just behind the shoulder. The

breast muscles also have fair, though not very hard work

to do.

SKATING

Takes hold of the sides and abdominal muscles far more

than walking, owing to the constant and often vigorous

effort to keep from falling over. Needing good ankles, it is

fine work for the lungs, calves, fronts of the thighs, and hips.

Of course the arms have an easy time of it.

ROWING,
Especially if you sit on a sliding-seat, and push your l)cst

with toes and soles against the stretcher, sets the calves and

fronts of the thighs at very sharp work, takes hold of the

loins almost more than anywhere else, and cannot be done at

all rapidly, and for any length of time,without good develop-

ment of the abdominal muscles. The ujiper-back does much

and so do the forearms, the inner muscles of the upper arms

next the body, and the backs of the shoulders, while the

biceps and breast muscles and most of the back-arm have so

little to do that rowing alone never brings them to much size

or power. A good oar also needs a strong neck, aTul plenty

of lung room, but foot-work, and exercises which will raise

and expand his chest, are far more likely than rowing to give

him the latter,

BICYCLING

Incites a man to add to the size and power of the fronts of

his thighs, his calves, his abdominal muscles, and the sides

of his waist, and the firm grip on the handle brings strong

hands, fore-arms, and inner muscles of his upper arms, while,

if the hands are held nails upwards, the biceps muscles and

fronts of the shoulders suddenly have a deal to do. The

muscles of the back, just behind and above the elbows, are

also not idle, while, if one will determinedly carry his head

well back, he will also build u}) a good back-neck.

THE TUG-OF-WAR

Is often extremely severe work, and he who attempts it,

unless in at least fair muscular condition, and accustomed to

considerable active exercise, stands a good chance of injuring

his heart—possibly of stopping its action. The front of each

thigh, the whole of each calf, back and forearm, the inner

side of the upper-arm, and the back ol the neck, as well as

the lungs and heart, are worked as violently as their owner’s

will can drive them, the effort often being kept up till he can

stand it no longer, and becomes absolutely exhausted. His

breast-muscles, and those of all of the back-arm, save its

inner side, are practically left unused, likewise those of the

fronts and sides of his shoulders.

We have thus looked at the chief parts called into action

by about all of the well-known out-door and in-door exer-

cises which are indulged in for the purpose ol recreation,

health, or strength. Baseball, cricket, and numerous other

games that have been described in the article “Out-door

Sports and Pastimes,” tend to promote a healthy action of

the body, as well as develop certain muscles which are

brought into play. The various trades and callings which

bring a man bread by manual lalior, of course, also each

develop the muscles used, and leave the rest as tliey were, the

aim being to get through the work, and the effect on tlie

workman usually quite a secondary matter. Hence, men so

occupied, if they care for symmetry of make and strength

throughout, instead of only in jiart.s, must single out and

jiractice such exercises as will give the unused mu.scles also

due attention, and, from the extensive field above, there

should be no difficulty in readily .selecting the sort of work

needed, and then a little steady persevering effort at it each

day will do the rest.
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I^e Care

N the care of health there are certain essentials

which, in a work of this kind, it is only pos-

sible to glance at ; we shall, however, give a

few directions concerning those which are

most important :

—

1. Diet. This should be plain and wholesome, and of a

mixed character. It should also be moderate as to quan-

tity, and regular, allowing neither too long nor too short

intervals between meals.

2. Exercise. Daily exercise is necessary to the enjoy-

ment of good health, and if possible should be taken wdien

the air is good and free from smoke and other impurities.

The best forms of exercise are walking, riding, rowing, etc.

When outdoor exercise is impracticable, the dumb-bells,

single-stick, and billiards may be advantageously substi-

tuted. (See “Physical Culture” and “ Out-Door Sports

and Pastimes.”)

3. Pure Air. The thorough ventilation of the house or

rooms we live in is another essential to health, and must
on no account be neglected. Nothing is so conducive to

sickness as hot and stuffy rooms ; and this remark is espe-

cially applicable to the bed-room, which should be of suf-

ficient size, permitting a free current of pure air to pass

through it during the hours when it is not occupied. And
here it may not be out of place to observe that it is not suf-

ficient to open doors leading into passages or staircases,

which may contain all the bad air of the house; neither

does it do to open windows looking into confined and im-

pure spaces. Ventilation, to be of any service, must permit
i

of the exit of the bad air in such a way that it cannot re-

enter, and of the admission of the pure air from the best

source without.

4. Clothing. This should be comfortable only, too much
wrapping up being quite as prejudicial to health as too

little. It should be adapted to the season of the year, and

j

should always in this country include thick under-clothing

I

for the winter and light for the summer. The feet also

I

should be well protected by warm stockings and strong

boots. The custom of placing thick layers of flannel on the

I

chest in the form of a chest-protector is very much to be

deprecated, except in the case of really delicate people.

5. The Bath. This is a valuable adjunct to health, and
should be taken cold during the summer months, and with

the chill taken off for the remainder of the year. A warm
soap and water bath should be taken at bed-time once a

! week, or once a fortnight, or the Turkish bath may be en-

i
joyed by those who can indulge in the luxury, care being

taken not to drive but to walk briskly home afterward, if

the distance is not too great.

6. A Calm Temperament. Those who are so constituted,

or who have sufficient command over themselves as to pre-

serve this condition, have a most valuable adjunct to health.

©I
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as there is perhaps nothing so prejudicial in this age of

overwork both of brain and body as the worries and anxie-

ties of every-day life. As a general rule the easy-going

even-tempered man must digest his food better, and is less

affected by the daily wear and tear of life, than the passion-

ate, impetuous, and impatient man, and will live longer.

7.

Rest and Amusement. These are essentials to health,

hence the proverbs, “You cannot b>irn the candle at both

ends,” and “All work and no play make Jack a dull boy.”

The want of rest may endanger life ;
Jack’s dullness will

end in sickness.

HEALTH MAXIMS.

Early to bed and early to rise make a man healthy and

wealthy and wise.

When you are well, let yourself alone
;
you can never

be better than well.

The almost universal cause of dyspepsia is eating too fast,

too often, and too much.

Never take a cold bath while tired, nor less than two

hours after a regular meal.

Sameness of food is a great drawback to health, for na-

ture craves a variety of elements.

That man lives longest who wisely divides the occupations

of life between brain and muscle.

Never eat when you are not hungry, nor drink when you

are not thirsty ; it imposes on nature.

Marriage is the natural condition of man, and without it

no man or woman ever feels settled in life.

To be always well is an attainable blessing—the uniform

result of self-denial, temperance, and an industrious life.

Either cold feet or constipated bowels attend a large

majority of human ailments, the cure of which would be

effected by their removal.

The three great elementary principles of every healthy

community, as well as of individuals, are pure air, perfect

cleanliness, and well-cooked food.

Go to bed at a regular hour, leave it as soon as you wake

up, and do not sleep a moment in the daytime. This will

give you all the sleep your system requires.

Eat regularly. Keep the feet warm. Get the utmost

amount of sleep. Have one daily action of the bowels.

Spend one or two hours in cheery out-door activities.

By using water in abundance to keep clean, taking exer-

cise in moderation to keep the blood pure, and having a

regular diet to sustain and strengthen, a man may maintain

good health to the utmost limit of fourscore.

In recovering from any sickness : 1st, keep abundantly

and comfortably warm
;
2d, studiously avoid taking cold ;

3d. watch against over-exercise
;
4th, eat moderately and

at regular intervals, of plain, nourishing food.







|OME, Home ! Sweet Home ! There’s

no ]hace like home !
” sang John

Howard Payne, in liis lonely exile,

many years ago, and who tliat has

ever been blessed with a happy home
would be willing to dispute the poet’s

assertion. ‘T>e it ever so humble,
there’s no place like home !

” It is

the one spot on earth that we cherish in

our hearts forever, ^\e may travel in

foreign lands, and enjoy all the luxuries

that mortal man could desire. We may
dine with kings and potentates, and have
honors show'ered upon us, out there is

nothing in this world that stirs the heart

to its very depth,like the thought of home,
and of the loved ones awaiting us on our return.

Mothers, who have conferred the great boon ixpon

their families of creating a happy home, have ac-

complished more than if they had written a dozen
learned books, while leaving their children xxncared

for. Children should grow up with the idea that
they can have a better time at home than any-
where else. This can only be brought about by
making it bright and cheerful, and providing them
with better opportunities for amusement and rec-

reation than is afforded them in other places. It

is certainly not strange that Frank should i)refcr to

go to Tom’s home after school hours, if his own
home is kept in a slovenly manner, and his parents
have forbidden him to invite any jxlaymates to the
house. There is always some rollicking fun going
on at Tom’s house, and he has a big play-room to

himself, in which he can make just as much noise
as he pleases. Nor is it singular that Frank’s sis-

ter, Nellie, is generally to be found visiting some
intimate friend, whose mother is very kind to her
and shows her how to sew and embroider, xvliile at

home no one ever offers to do anything for her.

Parents cannot take too great pains to make the
domestic circle dear to their children. If boys and
girls have a congenial home they arc seldom anxious
to j)art w'itli it. Tom is not likely to wish to run
away to sea, nor Nellie anxious to marry the first

young man who makes her a i)roi)osal. Tom is

proud of his family, and works to distinguish him-
self in the career he has chosen wdth his father’s

a])})roval. Nellie becomes an accomplished young
I

lady, and dreads the time when she will have to

I part with the pleasant associations of her child-

[

hood.

Indeed, too much cannot be said on the import-
ance of cultivating the domestic circle. How great a
contrast exists between the household that only as-

sembles at meals, with glum faces and silent lips.
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and the family with smiling faces, where every

member contributes his share towards enlivening

the time when they are together. Father reads a

humorous extract from the paper after supper, and

mother tells of a funny incident that happened in

her native town when she was a young girl. Tom
helps his younger brother, Frank, with his lessons

for the following day
;
sister Nellie is assisted by

her father to solve a difficult problem in arith-

metic
;
while mother, who is doing needlework in

a comfortable chair, watches over the baby play-

ing with the kitten. Nellie has a party on her

birthday, to which all the cousins from far and near

are invited
;
while Tom and Frank both get a

bicycle when their birthdays come around.

We will commence, however, with the wedding

of a young couple, that may well be called the foun-

dation stone of the domestic circle, and present to

the reader a series of pictures drawn from every-day

life, which, we trust, will afford entertainment as

well as instruction.

THE WEDDING.

A quiet, old-fashioned family wedding, in a brown old

farm house, fifty years ago. The bride, a pretty girl in

white muslin. The bridesmaid’s friend, who has braided

her hair for her, another pretty girl in more white muslin.

Grandpa and grandma from over the hill. Cousins from

everywhere within thirty miles. The bridegroom very red

in the face. The groomsman in a jocular mood. The

bridegroom’s mother, a widow lady in black silk and a cap,

is greatly disposed to tears. The bride’s mother, ready to add

her tears. The bride’s father serious and silent. All the

little sisters of the bride in muslin and blue ribbons, wonder-

ing when their turn will come. The bride’s brother wonder-

ing why people make such a fuss about everything. Friends

and neighbors. The bland, smooth-faced minister and his

young wife. Then a hush falls and all rise :
“ Wilt thou,

William, take this woman, to be thy wedded wife ?”

“ I take, thee, Esther, to be my wedded wife, for better

for worse, for richer for poorer, to love and to cherish, till

death us do part
;
and thereto I plight thee my troth.”

“ Wilt thou, Esther, take this man to be thy wedded hus-

band ?
”

“ I take thee, William, to be my wedded husband, for

better for worse, for richer for poorer, in sickness and in

health, to love, cherish, and obey, till death us do part ;
and

thereto I plight thee my troth !” Then follows all the rest

of the beautiful old service.

They are man and wife, and the bride is kissed by every-

body, while the bridegroom’s hand is shaken until it aches.

They all go out to supper ; the bride cuts the cake, and the

bridesmaid gets the ring that has been baked in it. She

blushes very much, and later on the young couple go away

to spend a week in New York before they settle down in

their new home amongst the hills, where everything, from

the parlor carpet to the saucepan, is bran new, and .seems to

the new housekeeper too nice to use.

Fifty years ago ! and why do we speak of it ? Because on

that day, in that old homestead, were forged the first links

of the chain that should bind together a new family circle

in the holiest relations of human love, those of husband and

wife—father and mother, son and daughter, brother and

sister. Because that was the object of that wedding as of

all others since that day. Because, for this, love becomes

a passion, and draws young hearts together, so that forsak-
j

ing all others, they cling only to each other.
1

THE NEW HOME.

Last Christmastide I watched a pretty bride as she wove

bright evergreens into a motto over the mantel of a certain !

home I know. When she had finished and descended the

step-ladder, standing with her cheeks all pink and her hair

all moire and curling over her white forehead, we read

these words :

—

®otl ©lit ^ome.

Surely no motto more fitting for any fireside than this

prayer. One to which all nations, all religions, all people

who know the signification of that sweet word Home, must

say “ Amen,” and if that prayer be answered all is well with

us.

But God helps those who help themselves, and we must

do our share to make the blessing fall. Yes, even in these

first days of married life, when the two lovers have become

husband and wife, and expect nothing but honey-moon bliss

and rapture amidst the commonplace surroundings of or-

dinary life ;
when for the first time they begin really to

know each other, to discover failings never suspected, opin-
j

ions that are averse to each other, habits and manners that

never could display themselves in “ courting times.”

It is acknowledged that the first year of married life is

frequently very uncomfortable, even for those couples who

afterwards find themselves extremely happy. This, then, is

the period at which to begin to consider not only the pleas-

ures but the duties of marrfed life, to begin those cares for

others which are jiart of home life, to refrain from finding

fault unnecessarily or from being touchy about little things.

To those young couples who really and truly love, this will

not be a hard task if both aj)preciate its importance.

HUSBANDS.

T is a certain and serious fact that no woman

can ever tell what sort of husband she has chosen

until she has actually married him. Now and

then one who marries quite as confidently as all

others finds that she has made a mistake. Miserabie, in-

deed, is she who discovers too late that she has;
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A HEARTLESS HUSBAND.

How bitter must be her recollections, when after that

fleeting passion, that assumed the guise of love, is over, she

discovers that she is not treasured in her husband's heait.

Ah ! how all has changed since the days of his wooing, when

flattering speeches, admiring glances, and gallant attentions

were bestowed upon her. How cold his manner now, how

carelessly he blames her, how heedless of her pain and

shame when he flirts with other women, and snubs her

before their very eyes; when he even makes love to those

who are bad enough to enjoy a neglected wife’s jealousy.

It is usually an honest, well-meaning woman with little

power of self-assertion who is used in this way, and she

often ends the little

tragedy by dying

early, anxious per-

haps tp gain as

much appreciation

of her virtues as

shall be written on

her tombstone in

the words, “Miran-

da, beloved wife of

Samuel Simpkins,”

since she knows it

is all she will ever

have in this world.

THE BUSY
HUSBAND.

There are other

women whose hus-

bands are perfectly

true to them, who

never dream of flirt-

ing, who provide

them with plenty of

housekeeping mon-

ey or even blank

checks ;
but who

have no time to give

to them.

They gobble their breakfast behind a newspaper and sel-

dom come home to dinner, which they take very often at the

club or some restaurant. They never accept any of those

invitations addressed on glos.sy cards to Mr. and INIrs. ,

and it never occurs to them to bring home tickets for any

place of amusement, or to ask their wives to take a walk.

This man s wife may have a Parisian hat if she likes, he

will pay the bill without question, but he would not know

it if he met her on the street. The children are in bed when

he returns at night, and not up yet in the morning when he

goes out. He is making money somewhere, that is all they

know of him.

He is always civil to his wife, and says “ oh, certainly
”

when she proposes anything, and he dutifully kisses the

family when they go to the country in the summer and

when they return. He -considers himself an exceedingly

good husband and father ;
his wife declares that he is, but

she is not happy. All her solitary life she longs for some-

thing, she hardly knows what. A “might have been ” of

some sort, and she loses her beauty very fast, and although

her heart does not break, the moss grows over it as over an

old ruin, while she frets about little things and seems to bo

needlessly discontented. The husband means well but “ he

does not understand.’'

THE FUSSY HUSBAND.

There is the fussy husband ;
he is not delightful, nothing

ever suits him. The coffee can never be clear or the tea

strong enough. His mother always made belter cake or

better p u d ding
than his wife ;

he

cannot tell why she

can never have beef-

steak broiled proj)-

erly, or how it is

that things never

look neat about the

house; he re ar-

ranges rugs, cur-

tains and tidies, and

has a knack of dis-

covering cobwebs
and dust; he putters

about the kitchen

so much that the

cook is inclined to

pin a dish cloth to

Ills dressing-gown.

Until he is con-

vinced of his mis-

take by experience,

he is sure that he

can iron a collar

better than any

woman living.

When his wife is

ill he nurses her

himself, tears up the

doctor’s prescriptions, and buys all sorts of patent medi-

cines. He cooks strange messes for her, flavors her gruel

with peppermint by mistake, and makes her some jelly in

the onion saucepan. It takes all the combined etiorts of

nurse and the two mothers-in-law to keep him from toning

up the constitution of his first baby, a week after its arrival,

with a shower bath and an electric battery.

When he sees a flame in the kitchen, he rushes baieheadcd

down the street to summon the firemen, who discover that

cook has burned her ironing holder.

When betakes his wife anywhere, as he is fond of doing,

he stands dancing in the hall. From the moment she be-

gins to dress herself he keeps calling uj> the stairs. My

dear. I’m afraid we’ll be late !” until .she is ready to scream

from nervousness.

On a journey he is always on the lookout for an accident.

THE BUSY HUSBAND,
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But after all he is not a bad fellow, and she soon gets used

to him.
THE KECKLESS HUSBAND.

He is always good-humored, and seldom comes home with-

out a present. He buys his wife more clothes than she can

wear, and gets tickets for anything and everything, how-

ever great the cost. He entertains his friends with cham-

pagne. He has hot-house peaches, and boned turkey, and

all sorts of costly things sent in from the restaurant, but

fails to pay his baker’s bill.

He surprises his wife on her birthday with a set of pearls,

but leaves her to meet the landlord, who “would like to

have his rent,” which is

very natural, and as he

never receives it, the land-

lord finally turns the fam-

ily out.

He spends four times

his income, and when his

wife softly remonstrates,

chucks her under the chin,

and calls her a “little

goose.” She is always

afraid of duns, and spends

her life flying about from

place to place. She loves

him dearly, and if he

would only let her manage

a little, they wguld be per-

fectly happy. But he does

not, and the time comes

when “ the business ” goes

to pieces, and the house-

hold goods are seized, he is

arrested, and in despair

shoots himself, leaving her

to support the children by

taking in fine shirts.

THE STINGY HUS-
BAND.

The stingy liusband is

always poi-ing over bills,

inquiring into the price of

butter, watching the ser-

vants to see that they do

not giveaway bread, measuring the coal in the bins, and de-

claring that every one is cheating him.

He draws the price of every calico wrapper or pair of shoes,

for which his wife asks him, from the depths of his pocket

with a groan. He cannot see why a woman w.ants a new
bonnet every year. He wears the same hat a long while, and

if she were not foolish, she would do the same.

He asks her often if she really knows how much the chil-

dren cost, and how they wear out their clothing. He has

“ Waste not, want not,” and “ A penny saved is a p)enny

got,” pasted up over the dining room mantel-piece. He
turns off the gas and uses oil if lie lives in the city, and if

in the country, he uses tallow candles. He is always read-

ing aloud to his family terrible stories of rich jieople, who,

by recklessness and thriftlcssness, have come to beggary,

and wakes his wife up in the night to tell her that he shall

probably die in the poor-house himself. But if she seems

troubled he declares that it is not for himself he minds, but

for her and the children.

When he has worried her to death, and perhaps starved

himself into the grave, the children will probably find that

he has left behind him a large fortune, which they frequently

quarrel over, and generally waste.

A GOOD HUSBAND.

Happy is the wife whose

husband makes her his

confidant, who helps her

with her share of the bur-

den, and is neither miserly

nor a spendthrift, who al-

ways loves her, and who is

wise enough to be her

counselor in all things.

Fortunate, indeed, is

the woman who possesses

as husband a man who
knows more of the world

and of all things than she

can know, and keeps a

pure and tender heart
through all vicissitudes ;

who is neither a bear nor a

flirt in society; who enjoys

her company, and is hap-

piest at home; whose chil-

dren think father perfec-

tion.

The good husband un-

derstands that, having sons

and daughters, he is re-

sponsible for more than

their food and clothing,

and must take his share in

their moral and intellec-

tual education. He in-

tends to have them grow

up healthy men and wo-

men, if care and thought can make them so. His wife can

truly say have a good husband,” and from her heart

she should thank heaven for being wed to him.

The woman who possesses a good husband is certainly to

be envied, while the woman who is married to a man of an

ill-natured disposition is great ly to be pitied, for, though she

may, in time, grow hardened and even resigned to her fate,

she never ceases to regret the happiness that might have

fallen to her lot it she had not chosen so unwisely in the folly

of her youth. If young people who contemplate matrimony

would “look before they leap” they would seldom find that

they had “ married in haste, to repent at leisure.”
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WIVES.

F course wives arc oil the average better than hus-

l,,,„,ls—we all know that, but now ami then a

jKX)r voung man iliseovei’s that he has:

—

A SLOVENLY WIFE.

She has never been used to keeping house, perhaps, and

does not try to learn. The things lie about anywhere. Her

curtains are pulled half down, and stay so. There is a rip in

her carpet, which increases until some day it trips some one

down. If she is living

with her mother-in-law,

she never hears the last of

it, so that she pays dearly

for that bit of negligence.

She always forgets to

wind the clock, and

sometimes to order the

dinner. The handles

are off the cups in no

time, and the edges of

the plates are all chip-

ped. Spoons disappear ;

they get thrown out with

the slops.

She neglects her hus-

band’s buttons; and

goes about with a yard

of braid dragging behind

her skirt. In fact, the

stitch in time that saves

nine never occurs to her.

She used to be tidy

and neat when he called

to see her, and so she is

now, when she has com-

pany or goes out ;
but at

home, when he only sees

her, she contents herself

with crimping pins and

old wrajjpei's. ^Vho can

blame him if he does

not feel flattered ?

TUE OVEK-TIUY WIFE.

THE OVER-TIDY WIFE.

There are wives who are over-tidy; who set the house be-

fore its dwellers, and forget that the “body is more than

raiment.” In the home over which the over-tidy wife pre-

sides, it is perpetually cleaning day. She re.sembles the old

woman who was so neat that she scrubbed the floor through

and fell into the cellar.

There is never a place where her husband can be at peace

in all his house. He is not allowed to drink out of the pol-

i.shed goblets, or come into the newly swept house by the

front door, nor lean his head against the wall, nor put his

feet Uf)on the sofa, nor smoke anywhere. She does not

like a litter of newspapers about, nor to have the books

taken down from the case. She hates to see the parlor

blinds drawn up, and likes a religious gloom all over the

house.

Above all things she detests whittling, and hammering,

and chipping. She makes him put his shaving papers in a

tin box, and fold his clothes away in a bureau drawer when

he goes to bed.

As long as he is in the house, she follows him about with

a broom ^nd duster, feeling (juite confident that he at least

is made of dust, and to dust he will return.

It never surprises me to hear that the husband of this

sort of woman is “out

a great deal,” for men

will have freedom some-

where.

THE MAGGING
WIPE.

There is the nagging

wife, who is always ut-

tering her warnings and

complaints, and is never

contented. She is sure

her husband is doing

wrong, and when ho

makes a mistake she has

always “told him so.”

She delivers “Caudle”

lectures at night, and

long homilies at break-

fast. She cannot see

why he doesn’t make

his fortune, or why they

can never dress and live

like other people.

She tells him of hci'

old beaux, and how well

off they have become,

and sighs drearily. She

is sure that he is getting

the liver complaint, and

that the children have

symptoms of spine dis-

ease and consumption.

When he invites her to go out with him, she assures

him she has nothing to wear, and declines for that reason.

She is always telling him how her “Pa” succeeded, be-

cause he was a man of sense. Iler father had always told

his daughters never to marry a husband without a for-

tune.

If one hears at last that this man has “taken to drink,”

who can wonder? The tavern offered him jolly comi)anion-

shijiand peace, if only he would drink enougli. 11c wanted

his pipe and easy chair, by his own fireside, a nice little

woman to laugh at his jokes, and sympathize with his

worries. lie coidd not have it, and, therefore, took what

he could get instead. In this case the woman is certainly

to blame.
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THE WASTEFUL WIPE. I

There is the woman who never considers liow hard her

husband works for the money she squanders. She orders
[

home a new cloak, that costs a month’s salary, and a set of i

parlor curtains, which necessitates his going without an over-

coat in order to pay for them.

She spends the market money in lunching at restaurants

and going to matinees, and then asks him for more with a

babyish giggle. She may be jiretty and caressing, but is too

selfish to consider any one but herself. She thinks the

world was made for her, and she means to enjoy it. She .

does not consider that a wife should be her husband’s help-

meet in all things.

A TOUCHY WIFE.

A husband has a hard time with a touchy wife. She is

forever suspecting him of not considering her sufficiently, or

of not loving her enough. A tone or look will send her into

hysterics or weeping. She feels sure he “ meant something

dreadful,” when he is quite unconscious of any meaning

whatever. He is constantly obliged to apologize, and spends

half his evenings in coaxing her into good humor, kissing

away the tears she has been shedding all day over something

lie had no idea that he said that morning.

Visitors usually find her with red eyes and a swollen up-

per lip, and he is aware they suspect him of being a brute

and of making her unhappy.

As a general thing, however, the wife of this sort, who is

only too sensitive, grows more sensible with years, and ends

by being a jileasant and contented woman. She only needs

the proper management, for her heart is all right.

A GOOD WIFE.

Ah ! long ago, happy husband of a good wife, did Solomon

describe your treasure, and never since have better words been

found, never will they be found in this world. “ Her price

is far above rubies. The heart of her husband doth safely

trust in her, so that he shall have no need of spoil. She will

do him good, and not evil, all the days of her life. She

seeketh wool and flax, and worketh willingly with her hands.

She is not afraid of the snow for her household : for all her

household are clothed with scarlet. Her children arise up,

and call her blessed; her husband also, and he praiseth her.

Give her of the fruit of her hands
;
and let her own works

praise her in the gates.”

After all the centuries that have come and gone, nothing

better has been written of a good wife and mother. She is

the greatest blessing that can possibly come to a man, and

he should, therefore, in selecting a wife, care more for a

noble character and amiable disposition than wealth and

good looks.

THE CHILDREN.
THE BABIES NEW AND OLD.

In Prance they have a saying that children govern the

nation. Since they govern their mothers, who in turn gov-

ern the fathers, who are the rulers ?

In all happy homes everywhere, much more is thought of

the children than cross old bachelors, who have always

boarded at hotels where they are only allowed at second

table, and arc turned out of the jtarlors, could possibly

imagine.

There is the first baby, and what a commotion he causes !

The family doctor, nurse, grandmas, and aunts, all arrive for

the great event. On the word of the doctor this is the larg-

est, handsomest, and healthiest baby ever born in the county.

Mamma is proud—papa prouder. All the female relatives

rise in their own estimation, and grandpa positively takes all

the credit to himself. Is it not to be named after him, and

did he not get the scales and discover that it turned them at

twelve pounds, while the new baby over the way only weighs

eleven ?

Uncle Jack looks doubtful, hopes that it will turn out all

right, and not remain so bald and wrinkly. He sends it iqi a

velocipede that very night. Lady friends call, and go oil

into ecstacies over its beauty, with ohs! and ahs! like the

children over skyrockets. The fact that its eyes are open,

and the notice it takes of everything, is another source of

infinite delight to them.

For weeks the existence of that house turns on the health

and happiness of that child. The grandmas stay, and are

constantly jumping up in the night, and bumping against

each other in dark entries on the way to see why the baby

cried. Advice is given by the yard, and consultations held

as to its flannel jackets. When it is really certain that it

has said “a-goo,” bulletins are sent to absent relatives.

When it cuts its teeth, they think of writing to the papers.

Alas ! is it possible. King Baby the First, that you are ever

to be deposed, that you can ever become the old baby ?

POOR OLD BABY.

A word for you. Y’ou may be very young in years when

the title is thrust upon you, and I think it is very hard on

you to tell you so often that “your nose is out of joint.”

That soft, dreadful little bundle of white in mamma’s arms

gives you no pleasure. It squeaks like your toy lamb when

you squeeze the bellows, and you hate it.

They call you cross, and no one has time to mend your

horsey’s leg, or pity you because your red balloon has col-

lapsed. You have had a terrible downfall from the throne

of babyhood to common life, when you are told you are “ a

little boy now,” and must be “good.” You are to go to

school soon, and you find refuge at last in grandma’s bed.

You tell her you think you must be sick, and she had better

give you a powder, or tie a rag round your finger. You do

not understand your heart-ache, and find it worse than the

measles.

Ah ! care-hardened “grown-ups,” be very gentle to that

ancient infant at this time. Be “ to his faults a little kind,

and to his failings very blind.” Take time to cuddle him,

and play with him a little; he is commencing a new life, he

is no longer the principal object of interest in the family

circle, and he feels it sorely.

SORROWS OF CHILDHOOD.

As one new baby follows another, the children become

factors in the domestic circle. There they stand, one a little
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taller than Uio other, like so many steps. There arc httle

mouths to fee.1, little tigures to clothe, httle minds am

hearts to develop, and oh, how sensitive they are ! hat

deep impressions little things make upon them ! t hey en-

iov compliments, and are pained by neglect. 1 liey long for

appreciation, and understand glances and hints better than

vou do Thev see everything with their long-lashed eyes,

and hear everything with their little pitcher ears.

If vou remember your own childhood, you know that chil-

dren are not the perfectly happy, untroubled little creatures

that some people are apt to think them. Can j on no le

member when vou were a little girl at school, how your

heart used to beat and your face flush over the lessons you

did not know? How miserable you were when ^I‘ss ^rch

called out to you. - Talking again, hey?-a demerit ! How

could vou contrive to be as silent as a mute when there vas

so much to sav ? Miss Birch talked as much as she wanted

to herself, and there was that awful “ dement ” to show the

familv What anxietv you suffered, when you could not

remember General Wolfe’s dying words, or the year in which

Columbus discovered America. Your heart was very sore

when Cornelia received, with a triumphant look, the medal

you so desired to win. At least she need not have let you

see how pleased she was.

What a little sinner people sometimes thought you, when

vou really meant to do no harm, and how often they fon

got their promises, when you had been calculating on their

performance for days. In your little world you saw the

shadow of the great one, when your sworn friend, Celestina,

abandoned your society for that of Ann Hopkins, who was

voiir foe and rival, because your pocket money was all gone

while Ann was provided with a pound of French mixed candy

and two big green pickles. How it grieved you when you

heard Belle Brown declare to Fannie Flip that she thought

vou were “real mean.” Then it was dreadful to have to

wear that apron cut after an old-fashioned pattern you de-

tested, because it kept your dress clean.

Don’t you remember when you were oiihj « hoy, how

frankly you “ hated school.” How you longed to play truant,

and could not tell what good “ knowing the English kings

would do you. How the band of street boys used to descend

uijon vou,’ and steal your marbles. How old Jones at the

comer raved and reported you at home, if you climbed his

cherrv trees, full of tempting fruit. How the boys despised

vou if vou refused to fight your enemies, and your father

’threatened to flog you if you did. How all the resolutions

in the world could not keep you from “ snooping preserves

and cake, and how you were locked up all one Saturday

holiday for it. How you followed the band all over the city,

and went away with the organ man and monkey. How you

drewcarieatur.-s of Deacon Hopkins on the barn door, and

was reproached for it by your mother. How you made a

ghost with two broomsticks and a sheet to frighten llie

old washerwoman. How you flew wildly up the road, with

your shrieking little sister’s doll in your wagon.

You did not reallv mean to be bad. You loved everybody,

you only wanted fun. Perhaps these memories will make

you more lenient to your Tom, who takes after you.

CONFIDENCE BETWEEN PARENTS AND CHIL-

DREN.

Of all things be sure that you establish confidence between

vour little ones and yourselves. Encourage them to te 1 you

evervthin- The grim, old-fashioned stateliness that keeps

thein at Inns’ length will never do with this independent

generation. Neitherdocs theold adageof “ spoiling the child

bv sparing the rod” prove itself useful at the present time.

When it was the regular thing to trounce boys, it may have

been less degrading, but now it is a pretty well spoiled boy

who needs the rod, or who is not made worse by it. Above

all things let no mother whip a boy. It is the most ridiculous

and undignified spectacle possible. Make your boys love

you, and mother’s word will be weightier than a cowhide in

a giant’s hand.
^ i

Be intimate with your little ones, teach them their tasks,

and play with them. Help them in their fancy work and

mechanics, read their books with them, go into the woods

with them, and take them to such entertainments as you ap-

prove of It is not beneath mamma’s dignity to turn the

rope while her girls jump, and it elevates papa in his son’s

estimation, if his father proves the best skater on the pond

and the best ball player in the field.

Having once become parents your first duty is to your

children, their happiness should be your greatest care. But

for vou they would never have had this hard life to live,

and the future beyond this world for which you are prepar-

ing them. Your precepts and practice cannot fail to have a

gilat influence in forming their characters.

BOYS.

The mother has a very extraordinary influenco over her

bovs, and they have a peculiar love for her. It is a fact

wliich must interest every woman—to know that tliere

has scarcely ever been a great man who had not a wise

and good mother. Over and over again in the zenith of

their fame have such men said: “ My mother made me all I

have become. She taught me my duty, she encouraged me

in every worthy effort. She believed in my success from the

first.” u-ii”
The Hebrew women rejoiced when a “man-child was

born to them, and mothers are generally very proud to say

“ mv son,” as they look into the baby’s cradle. Of course

boys’ are troublesome. Even in their cradles they tear their

frills, and scream, and kick the covers off as girls never do.

They come in from play with dirty hanils and faces and

torn clothes, when their sisters have learned to mince along

at your side with due respect to their best flounces and sash

ribbons. At night you empty their pockets of a terrible

mixture of gingerbread, marbles, fish hooks, earth worms,

and apple cores.
. , i i

They tear their huttons off when their sisters have learned

to sew them on. They wade in the gutters, ride away be-

hind ice carts, dissect kittens, climb trees, and fight with

other boys, but remember they arc “ mere children.” You

cannot expect vour future explorer, who will one day make

his wav to the North Pole or the interior of Africa, to ab-

stain f’rom excursions into the city or the woods, even if he
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loses himself. It is not presumable that the soldier in em-

bryo will refrain from fighting the butcher’s boy, at the

risk of black eyes and bleeding forehead; or that the sailor,

of twenty years to come, will not paddle in your wash-tub

over the pond ;
that the naturalist born will not take an

interest in snails and beetles; or the surgeon of the future

feel it his duty to investigate the interior arrangements of

the family kitten. Bear with them and look forward, for in

the future lies the great liappiness for the mother of boys.

SENDING GIRLS TO BOARDING-SCHOOL.

Ah ! those sweet little girls. How meekly they play at

motherhood beside their dolls’ cradles. How they set up

their little households on closet shelves, cook nothing in

shiny sauce-pans over toy stoves, hoard their little posses-

sions of inch-long

furniture, brush
and dust, and wash

and iron in imita-

tion of their ciders.

How cap mothers

send their little girls

away from them,

and yet this is fre-

quently done by

fashionable women,

who are afraid of

seeming old. or who

have no time for the

nursery, on account

of what they call

their .social duties.

It is only for mother-

less little girls that

boarding-schools of-

fer any advantages,

and even then only

the best and most

wisely managed of

such institutions.

Sent from home, the little victims suffer terribly at first,

for children crave the love and care that never yet were

])aid for ; but finally they forget and grow hardened. They

mature with miserable rapidity, and learn besides their

lessons a thousand things they should not.

I suppose it is on the principle that you might crush

plucked rosebuds together until they were withered and

decayed, that little girls, who under home influence would

grow up sweet and fresh and innocent, come from a board-

ing-school, where they have been crowded together, worldly,

affected, with thoughts beyond their years, and knowl-

edge they should only have gained with experience and

age.

Madame sends her pupils home “finished” ;
they play,

sing, dance, courtesy properly, introduce with grace, and

bear themselves without awkwardness; but most parents

would rather have for a dcmglder the simple young thing

who is not “ finished.”

THE MOTHER AND HER GIRLS.

Fortunately, it is unnecessary to give advice on this

subject to most mothers, for they would not send their little

girls away on any conditiqn, as their home would be desolate

without them. But there are mothers, who send their

daughters to boarding-schools to gratify their selfish vanity.

We allude to the woman who is given over to fashion, who

is ambitious that men shall admire her face and figure, and

that women shall envy her gowns. She spends her days

and evenings in enjoying herself, without a thought that

she has duties towards her children. Her husband is simply

the money spinner who draws the checks. She preserves

sufficient reputation to insure her being “invited every-

where.” To such women a poodle is dearer than a baby,

and a growing daughter only a reminder that she is no

longer a girl herself. But to the true wife and mother

children are price-

less jewels and the

very sunshine of

her existence.

OCCUPATIONS
FOR GIRLS,

A wise mother

never allows her

girls to be idle as

they grow older. In

households where
servants are kept
there is no need of

ordinary household

toil, and girls are

very apt to fall into

a habit of lounging

about doing noth-

ing, gaping out of

the windows or nap-

ping on the sofas.

Encourage exercise,

long walks in the

fresh air, proper

gymnastics, riding and rowing where the opportunity ex-

ists, but give them also plenty of indoor work.

Among their occupations should be good reading, of

course, elocution if they have a taste for it, and music if they

liave talent enough to become creditable performers. Let

them learn to draw and paint, if possible. But even if they

are not talented for accomplishments of that sort, there are

many other things that any bright girl can do to pass the

time and decorate the dwelling.

I like to see a home full of pretty things made by the

ladies’ own fingers. I like to see the girls sitting together

busy at their pleasant tasks while some one reads aloud.

Here is a professor’s home. The professor is not rich;

and with a dowdy family, who did not know how to

manage things, might look shabby ;
but what a home it is,

with that wife of his and those girls !

Come into his study now and look at it carefully. Who

do you suppose painted that floor ? Why, the girls 1 You

e
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would think it rosewood, and it shines like a mirror. Look

at that rug before the desk, and the other one before the

grate. No, they are not Turkisli; the girls made them of

woolen rags hooked through a bit of burlaps. Then, that

chair! Why it was the shabbiest old thing you ever saw,

until they stuffed it with cotton and covered it with

chintz. You see they have heightened the pattern of wild

roses and butterflies with silk, so that it looks like lich

embroidery. That stand was a little pine table; they stained

the legs, covered it with plush, and put a fringe around it.

The plush was from an old sack, and they wove the fringe

themselves.

That looking-glass between the windows ? Well, it was

the most old-fashioned thing in the house, but Jack made a

pine frame for it, and the girls painted it with grasses. You

can sec some of them run over on the mirror. Feast your

eyes on the mantel lambrequin matching the chairs and two

little ottomans, on which the girls love to sit. They are

soap boxes with casters put on, stuffed and covered with

black cloth from an old cloak, and embroidered in crewels.

The brackets were carved by Jack, and that seeming China

jar on one of them is only a big glass pickle jar. One of the

girls pasted gay figures on the inside and then filled it with

salt. Those two Japanese-looking things are ginger jars

decorated.

The curtains are only cheese clotli and antique lace.

That window, designed by mamma, is only blotting-paper

of bright colors, cut into geometrical figures, divided by

black lines. With the light shining through, it looks ex-

actly like painted glass; it is varnished as you see. 1 cannot

enumerate eveiything in the room, but it is beautiful, and

so is all the house. The ladies are always busy and happy,

not only with these things, but with more serious occupa-

tions, and have always plenty of good work for the poor on

hand.

Making scrap-books is a pleasant occupation. If good

selections are made, valuable volumes may be created. There

are a great many fugitive pieces of poetry, essays, and

tales in papers, that are not preserved to bind, that are well

worth collecting.

Knitting is nice for odd moments, and beautiful sofa

quilts mav be made of strips of silk, cut and sevred as for

carpet-rags, and knit on big wooden needles; nice quilts of

the legs of worn stockings of all colors, cut round and

round, knit in the same manner in breadths and crotcheted

together. The prettiness of this work is only to be known

by those who have seen it, and it saves material frequently

thrown into a rag-bag, and actually costs nothing.

You can make funny little book-racks by threading empty

spools on wire, painting and varnishing them ;
and we all

know the hoop-skirt paper holders are useful when done,

though hard to make.

If you are not rich let some good dressmaker give your

girls lessons on making dresses, so that they can make their

own. Bonnet-making comes naturally to most women. And

let no girl grow up without knowing how to cook a good

dinner, however rich she may be. Servants respect a mistress

who knows how their work should be done.

SOCIAL INTERCOURSE.

To entertain one’s friends is a duty as well as a pleasure.

Inhospitable people are very disagreeable, but there is no

hospitality in simply making a display. There is no happi-

ness in making the acquaintance of persons you only meet

at large parties or grand dinners. A few warm friends,

that you can welcome into the interior of your home, are

worth far more than a list of five hundred chance acejuaint-

ances, who would forget you in a week if you were to die to-

morrow.

Make sure that people suit you, so that you do not enter

into great intimacies which you must break. Let your

friendships be life-long. Do not give invitations that you

do not mean, and say, “ Come at any time,” when response

to the general welcome would be very inconvenient. Say,

“ 1 should like you to come to see me on such a day or

evening, at such an hour,” and ask only those you really

hope will come.

A gay scene, a crowd now and then is good for every one.

It cures young people of embarrassment, and brightens \ip

old ones, but it is not society in the best sense. Above all

watch your young people. Let their associates always bo

those who have been well brought up, and when you see a

girl anxious to tell your daughter something .she must not

repeat to mother, check the intimacy at once. A girl should

never have a secret from her mother, or even wish to have

one.

Let the boys and girls enjoy themselves together as much

as possible, but let the boys never forget to show respect

to their sister’s presence in language and conduct, or the girls

fail in proj)riety of demeanor in their presence. There should

never be too much freedom of manner, for it coarsens both

sexes. When they meet in the parlor, let it be with neat

dresses and pleasant manners. A boy should never be al-

lowed to “snub” his sister, or a girl to “snap” at her

brother, at any age.

THE GIRLS’ BEAUX.

As your girls grow up, young men will call on them. I

think that American mothers manage this part of their lives

very badly. English mothers do better. It is a i)leasant

thing that young people should meet freely, and I do not

believe the French system of espionage necessary for Ameri-

can girls, but I consider the utter want of supervision and

decorum, which has obtained a footing in our rural districts,

utterly unpardonable.

The mother too often forgets her dignity as hostess and

parent, and retires bashfully from the parior not to appear

again, when a young man calls on her daughter. She spends

her evening in some remote room, and both father and

mother retire early, leaving their daughter to sit up into the

“weesma”’ hours with a young man they scarcely know,

and who is, at all events, simply a young man. In the cities

some “gentleman,” who has been introduced to the young

lady of the family, invites her to a concert, the opera, or the

theater, and she accepts without asking permission of her

parents. She has her latch-key, and the family go quietly to

bed. Nobody knows just when the girl comes home. She
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tells them the next day tliat she has had a “ lovely evening,”

and had champagne and oysters after the play. She has half

a dozen beaux, perhaps, who offer her their attentions, and

it should be said to her credit, that she generally retains her

own self-respect and that of her cavalier, but not always.

One hears bad stories now and then, and there is much
one never hears. Though custom may sanction it, young

people are very apt in the present condition of things to

brush the bloom from their love affairs too early. A little

tender mystery should linger about a girl until she is

“courted and married and all,” if she wishes to be a happy

wife; and no matter how much she may trust her daughter,

a mother should not relinquish her guardianshiji until a

husband claims it.

A good many women acknowledge this fora truth of late,

and the sooner they all recognize this fact the better. Any
sensible mother can draw the line between suspicious tyranny

and the utter recklessness with which we now astonish well-

bred foreigners.

YOUTHS AND MAIDENS.

HOW MOTHER GRIEVES WHEN THE FLOCK SCATTERS.

When the children are grown up, how often does the

mother look back with regret to those years when they were

her little boys and girls. Oh! to have them again sitting in

their little pinafores about the table. Oh ! to see the little flock

climbing the stairs before her on their way to bed. Could

she but once more put on their little night-gowns, hear them

say their prayers, and then go down stairs to talk their per-

fections over to papa; telling him how Katy hemmed his

handkerchief, Bessie beat the eggs for the cake, and Jany

played the “ White Cockade ” all through correctly. How
Charlie brought home the prize for arithmetic, and Ben dug

all the garden-beds for you.

There were cares and troubles then, sleepless nights if

they were ill, and many little stockings to darn; but she

thinks she would be happier even to have them with the

measles and mumps together, than to sit, as she does now,

and fret about them.

Charlie is in town at present with his uncle, who has

been very good about getting him into business, but she

hears he is always going to see Miss Spruce, and she doesn’t

like to have him calling on a girl she does not know. What
sort of a disposition may she not have, and she thinks he

should ask her advice.

To be sure, Ben, who is to farm the place with his father,

will not listen to her about Bett)' Martin. She knew things

about Betty Martin’s mother, and the girl looks like her.

How can she endure it to have her brought home, with that

way she has of throwing up her chin and pursing up her

mouth ?

And here is Dr. Black, always driving up to see Bessie.

She can’t endure the thought of that match. And Lizzie is

almost certain to marry her cousin, Robin. Now, Robin is

well enough, but what nonsense. She would like to kiss

them all and put them to bed in their little night-gowns

again, and tell them never, never to think about Sally

Spruces, Betty Martins, Dr. Blacks, and Cousin Robins any
more. But alas! they are beyond her reach, and all are

taller than she is, even Jany. Can Jany be ready to follow

her sister’s footsteps, too ? She is very unhappy. Ah! poor

mother, the nest is about to be robbed, and you see the

shadow of the thieves’ wings with your sharp eyes. That

abominable nest-robber, Cupid, is hovering about your

home. You want to keep your girls and boys forever, but

you cannot do it.

Y'ou feel sorest about Ben. He is your eldest boy. What
can he want of Betty Martin, when he has you ? And you

have always mended his socks and made his shirts. When
he has told you everything, you think it would be better if

it were some other girl, but no loving mother ever yet had

the right daughter-in-law.

You suffer from a form of jealousy people have no

sympathy for, yet it is a very painful one. All the emotion

does not die out of us witli our own love affairs. It is so hard,

so hard, while Ben is only angry with you, and Pa surprised;

and they comfort you with platitudes, when there is no

comfort for you. This is the last great trial of your maternal

nature. Endure it bravely, conceal it if you can, be a Spartan

for once, and let the fox gnaw your heart out without a

word. Only thus will you save yourself from quarrels that

may forever break t he once hajipy family circle. Say nothing,

lest the words you utter bring on you life-long resentment.

The girl who is about to be opposed to you, comes armed

with the usual ojiinion of mothers-in law. She knows she

has stolen your son, and that you secretly hate her for it.

She is ready for battle. Be prudent, and the danger will

pass by. Time will heal your heart wound, and for the

little ones you have lost others will come. You will be

grandma one day, and will wonder why you were so sorry

that Ben married, if only you can live through these months

of courting and wedding, and billing and cooing that are

before you now.
COURTING.

I have always felt that it was very hard on Eve that

Adam had no chance to court her. Perhaps if he had, she

might not have been so fond of forbidden fruit, or taken

counsel from the serpent. How she felt we are not told, but

we know that Adam awoke and found a wife without hav-

ing the least trouble about it.

It is a good thing for a man to have plenty of courting to

do, to have hard work to get his wife, and to be in whole-

some dread of the mitten for some time. It takes some of

the vanity out of him, and is better for his wife, for no man
cares much for what he can get too easily.

The girl who places herself in the position of trying to

catch a beau, or a husband, does a very foolish thing. It is

the man’s place to do the “catching”—even savages recog-

nize that.

Properly managed, courting days are the happiest a

woman ever lives through. At this period she is a queen,

and the less she grants the more sure she is of crown and

scepter. To be sure, a real queen is not particularly

happy on such occasions. Her Most Gracious Majesty,

Queen Victoria, tells us in her autobiography that she was
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obliged to offer herself to Prince Albert, and informs ns of

her confusion in doing so . No subject dared offer himself

to the Queen of England, and it was, therefore, no more

unwomanly for her to help him than it would be for a gill,

whose lover was blind, to put out her hand to lead him

through a gate into her garden, even though she knew he

was intending to propose when he got there. The Prince

Consort had done all he could in the way of sighs and

glances, we are led to understand, and Queen Victoria knew

he loved her.

There are many stories told of women who have offered

themselves in marriage, but I doubt if half of them aretiue.

I knew an old lady who always said of her daughter-in-law:

“She ran arter Peter and would hev him, but I consider

this somewhat of a spiteful exaggeration. I do, however,

believe in the story of the Yankee girl who had been courted

for many days by a speechless lover. As he never did any-

thing blit stare at her, she at last gave a jump and a scream,

and said: “Stop that, now!” “I ain’t touchin’ you,”

declared the youth. “ Well, why don’t you, then ?” asked

the lady. Whereupon he gained courage and grew bold.

Men no longer go upon their knees to pop the question,

but thev did so once. Cases have been known where stout

and elderly lovers, getting upon their knees, v/ere unable to

rise, and cruel fair ones were sometimes so unkind as to

leave them there for the servants to help up. To-day all

sorts of off-hand speeches, and even no speeches at all, serve

a man. All he has to do is to ask a girl to have him some-

how. This reminds me of the case of the bashful lover who

did not wish to run the risk of getting the mitten. He,

therefore, resorted to the ruse of putting the question in the

following ingenious manner: “Pussy,” he said, seizing the

young lady’s favorite kitten, “Ask your mistress if she will

have me for a husband ?” “Say yes, Pussy,’ was the fa\-

orable reply of his blushing sweetheart.

The wise lover wins the affections of the parents first. He

does not tread on the mother’s corns as he flies past her to

shake hands with his divinity. He never shows that he is

not interested in the silver question or the comet, if papa

is talking of either. He never alludes to them as the “old

folks,” or makes unpleasant remarks about mothers-in-

law, in their hearing. He is modest in his manners, and

pretends to have come to the home simply to be instructed

by its master whom he reveres. Having won his way in this

ijuarter, he does not lose his lady’s esteem by being over

bold. A girl of spirit is very apt to dislike a man who

bounces at her and tries to kiss her before he has revealed

his matrimonial intentions. Yet he is not too tardj, as

though his mind was not made up.

“ I was so glad when Harry offered himself, said a girl

to me one day. “ I have longed for a chance to refuse him

;

he always seemed so sure that I would have him whenever

he chose to offer himself. That ‘no’ was the most delightful

syllable I ever uttered.” Yet she was not a spiteful creature,

only an aggrieved young lady.

Be careful in your choice, and be sure that you are suited

before you court at all. If you can say, “ I have no

mercenary motive, I feel pure affection, real esteem, you

may look forward to a very happy comfortable life, 1 suppose

;

but between you and me, 1 do not really believe in anything

but mutual love at first sight. There is such a thing. It

comes like a flash of lightning, and people are safe to mari-y

when it comes. That sort of love never changes, never

grows humdrum, if it be the genuine article.

I am not sure that it is really best to marry unless you are

what is called “madly in love,” but I admit that in that

case half the world would live single lives.

To these happy young folks you can give no advice about

courting; they know all about it, and their wooing is some-

thing to remember as a little breath of Paradise. Oh, the

happy lives such people lead! Oh, the beautiful homes they

have; the brave children they leave behind tjiem to love as

they loved ! Pray that this love may come to your sons and

daughters, and if it does, have no fear, for such matches

w’ere made in Heaven.

THE SINGLE DAUGHTER.

But there is one member of the home circle we have foi-

gotten, and she deserves to be remembered. The single

daughter. She is no disappointed “ old maid,” no matter

what her years are. She has chosen to live single, and has

not regretted it. She is her father’s joy, and her mother’s

comfort. She takes up the work the old people have grown

weary of, and is always busy. She has refused offers, and

men have lost a good wife. In some cases she finds she has

happily missed a bad husband.

She is the most useful of the whole family, and geneially

the most popular. The married people are wrapped up in

their own interests, but Aunt Jany has time and sympathy

for every one. She advises all the boys and helps all the

girls. She is sent for when children are sick, and can

always make them take their medicine.

The single daughter has a remedy for every ill, and a

pattern for every garment known. She enjoys life gicatly,

and sometimes ends, after all, by marrying at fifty or sixty

somebody who has waited for her all her life, understanding

that she could not leave her parents. Noliody laughs, for

she is sensible in everything, and docs even this with

dignity.

THE OLD FOLKS AT HOME.

Oh, you young people who have married and gone away

from home, and have your new family about you, don’t forget

the old folks. Down in the country they live a very quiet

life, and think a great deal about you . Do not put off writing

to them, for you do not know how drearily they turn away

from the post-office without their letters, and ask each other

if there “can be anything the matter.” Go and see them as

often as you can. Have them visit you often. Do you

never think of all their sacrifices for you, of all their toil,

of all their love? Do you never feel that you neglect them

cruelly ?

The time will come when you will be “old folks your-

selves, and fate gives us tit for tat very often. If you have

forgotten, remember now. S(iare the lime, and run down.

Ask them on a visit to town; remember no family circle is
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complete without grand-pareiits and a baby; and remember,

too, that to honor your father and your mother is a divine

command.
A GOLDEN WEDDING.

I began with a wedding. I will end with one. A golden

wedding. Grand-

pa and grandma
have been married

fifty years, and the

young folks feel

that the occasion

should be cele-

brated. It is not

given to all to live

together as m a n

and wife for fifty

haj)py years. It is

a long, long time as

this short life goes,

and worthy of cele-

bration.

.lany, the single

sister, has been at

work a week, and

there will be a sup-

per which a French

cook might envy

and an epicure de-

vour.

There they all

are, Ben’s family,

and Cliarlie’s fam- THE GOUJEN

ily, Bessie’s family, and Katie’s also, and here is Bessie’s

eldest girl and her husband and baby, making the old people

great grand-parents.

There are some of the friends who came to the first

wedding, and most of those who were the little sisters and

brothers then. Here is the bland minister,who married them,

nearly ninety now, but as bland as cvei'. Ills little wife

is not here; she has slept in the grave-yard many a long

year.

“To think of the children surprising us so, and what
beautiful presents,” says grandma. “The love is what
makes them valuable to us, though. And have we been

married fifty years, William; it is like a dream.”
“ It has been too real and good for that. AVe don’t get

such wives in

dreams, Esther,”

says the old man,

and kisses her blue-

veined hand.

“And what good

children we have,”

says grandma,
‘ ‘ and how well they

have married, ex-

actly to suit us.

What a happy life

ours has been.”

They are growing

old, and do not

mind making a

little love to each

other before folks

now. She |) a t s

him on the arm,

and he chucks her

under the chin.

Jany says “sup-

per is ready,” and

they all go to the

long table to-

^ctlicr

“Fifty years ago,” says grandma again, “ fifty years ago !”

“Fifty years ago,” repeats the dear old man, fondling the

golden locks of his little grandson, while gazing into his

bright blue eye. And then Bessie’s married daughter brings

her little baby around to where grandpa and grandma stand,

puts its little hands each in one of theirs, and so joins the

last link of the yet unbroken family circle to the first; while

Ben lifts his glass high and gives the toast, “ God bless our

dear old home.”
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EMA^DS upon our time for

business and other juirposes are

so numerous in the hurrying

life of the present century, tliat

we are very apt to neglect the

duty of amusing ourselves. One

of the best signs of the times is

the ])i-esent tendency to multiply lioli-

days, and yet the average individual

goes hack to his counting-room with an

air of relief M’hen his holiday is over,

and the farmer, on his part, feels very

much easier in his Marking clothes.

We really need, as a people, to study

the art of recreation, and learn how to

take our pleasures with a light heart

and a graceful manner. In our variable cli-

mate the greater part of our family and social

life must be carried on in-doors. hat to do, and

how to do it within our homes, are questions of

importance to all who M'ish to rise above the mere

humdrum monotony of existence.

It is all very well to talk about “ Home, Sweet

Home,” to sing its sweet familiar strains, and to

chide the young if they look elsewhere for happi-

ness. But, in plain sober fact, many homes arc

dreadfully dull and tedious places to live in. They

have no flavor, no .spice
;
nothing ever goes on to

make them intere.sting. Human nature craves a

certain degree of excitement ;
but what po.«sible

stimulus to the better part of a boy or girl is

found in a gloomy, chill, quiet, simply well regu-

lated home, if it be only that and nothing more.

The old require amusements of some sort to cheer

them in the loneliness which creeps over their de-

clining years. The middle-aged need something to

win their thoughts away from anxiety and help

them to forget care. As for the young, their blood

Hows with swift and vital force, and they cannot keep

in stagnation. Somehow they must be occupied.

“ Satan finds sonic mischief still

For idle liands to do.”

No bright lad or merry lass should be expected

to work or stuily forever. They must luive play,

and wholesome ]ilay at home is both their safe-

guard and their privilege.

So great a man as Sir Walter Scott used to find

rcla.xation from his almost incessant briiin-work hy

playing with a dctir little girl named iMarjoric

Fleming. These two charming people. Sir "Walter,

with his honors clustering on his hrow, anil Pet

iMarjorie, with her dimjiled checks and her merry

eyes, would spend hours in amusing each other.

Sometimes she recited to him ballads, itoeins, or

passages of Shakespeare, ivliich her wonderful mem-

ory had retained. Sometimes he gave her stirring

border romances, or told her splendid ftiiry-tales

from his inexhaustilile resources
;
:ind sometimes

—

listen, my grave reader in buckram, ivho may fear

—

to step from your pedestal to be merry with a child,

Sir Walter wouhl staml before her, as if to recite

a ta.sk, and say :

“ Ziccotty, diccotty, dock, the

mouse rtin up the clock, the clock struck one, down

the mouse ran, ziccotty, diccotty, dock.”
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This done repeatedly till she was pleased, she

gave him his new lesson, gravely and slowly, tim-

ing it on her small fingers, he saying it after her :

“ Woiiciy, twocry, ticki-iy ecvon,

Alibi, crackaby, ten and eleven,

Pin pan, innsky-dan
;

Twcedle um twoddle um Twenty-wan

Eerie, ourie, you~aro—out.”

Nonsense! Well, yes, but “a little nonsense

now and then, is relished by the best of men,” and

very likely there would be less dyspepsia, less ill-

temper, and fewer domestic jars, very likely fewer

sudden deaths, if we would be more tolerant of

harmless nonsense, and take more time to indulge

in it.

All parlor games are not merely amusing. There

are not a few which require memory and atten-

tion, and combine not a little instruction with their

drollery.'

The object of this article is to indicate and de-

scribe, in a plain, practical way, some of the many
Indoor Amusements, which may be relied upon

to furnish innocent fun and pastime in the group

at the fireside, or in the social party.

Some of these mirthful games and laughable

tricks are best adapted for rainy evenings at home,

when only father, mother, aunt Mary, and the

children are there. Others are intended for occa-

sions when friends have gathered. Everybody

knows how terrible to host and hostess is the solemn

atmosjdiere that sometimes invests a company of

people met for an evening’s entertainment. They

sit about like ghosts, or stand here and there like

figures carved out of wood.

A frantic desire deepens in the mind of the host-

ess who has invited them and who wants their

evening to be pleasant, to stir the mup somehow,

break up the stilted talk, and set the ball of fun

rolling. By trying the following game the hostess

would probably accomplish her purpose.

CONSEQUENCES.

One of the oldest games is Consequences, but it has never

yet worn out. Seat the company at a table, and give every

one a long piece of paper and a pencil. Each person at the

top of the paper must write the qualily of a gentleman, the

fascinating, the awkward, or what not. Nobody may see

what his neighbor writes. Fold down the top of the paj)er,

and pass it to the person on the rigrht who now writes the

name of a gentleman. The papers are again folded and
passed to the right. Now write in succession, always fold-

|

ing and passing, the quality of a lady, a lady’s name, where
they met, what he said to her, what she said to him, the

consequence, and what the world said. Read the papers
aloud. There will be no more stiffness in that party.

PROVERBS.

In Proverbs, a familiar adage, like “ A bird in the hand
is worth two in the bush,” is selected. A word is assigned

from this in rotation to each player, and he is told to bring

it into his answer to the question which will be asked him
by the leader. The leader guesses the proverb from the

evasive or peculiar words which he hears in his answers.

“1 love my love with an A,” because he is amiable, or.

“ I hate him with an A,” because he is arrogant, is a good
alphabetical exercise, going from A through all the letters ex-

cept X, which is unmanageable.

THUS SAYS THE GRAND MUFTI,

One of the company must sit in a chair, and may make
what motion ho pleases, winking, sneezing, coughing, etc.

At each movemement he .says, “ Thus says the Grand Muf-
ti,” and every body imitates him; but if he says, “ So says

the Grand Mufti,” whoever imitates has a forfeit to pay.

YES AND NO.

A quiet game. One of the players thinks of something,

and the rest ask him questions about it, to which he replies

only yes or no. From the knowledge thus gained, each

guesses what it was that he thought about, and after a while

they find out.

RHYMES.

Rhymes is an easy game. The performer thinks of a word

which rhymes with another which he meiitions.

We will suppose the word in his mind to be “cat.” The
first person in the circle will ask him, “ Is it an abode for a

cultivated family ?
”

The answer will be :

—

“ No, it is not flat.”

“ Is it a covering for the head

” No, it is not hat.”

“ Is it a useful article in muddy weather 1
”

“ No, it is not mat.”

“ Did it come over in the ship with Columbus and his men ?”

“ No, it is not rat.”

“ Is it part of a bedstead ?
”

“ No, it is not slat.”

“ Is it a foe to rats and mice? ”

“ Yes, it is a cat.”

The fortunate guesser now takes his turn in thinking of a

word. The pleasant peculiarity of this game is that while

grown people may enjoy it for half an evening, it does not

exclude even little children, who enter into it with great

spirit.
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HOW DO YOU LIKE IT.

How Do You Like It, When Do You Like It, And

Where Do You Like It?” is a game of guessing. One goes

out The others think of a word, suppose it to be money

*• How do vou like it ?” The answer might be “In abund-

ance
” “ When do vou like it?” “ When I need il.” It is as

well to choose words which have two meanings, and can be

sjielled in two ways for this game, as cord, chord, key, quay,

SCHOOLMASTER.

This is a game which is very successful when played with

animation. The one who is chosen to be master phices him-

self in front of his class, who are all seated in a row. He

examines the pupils in geography, history, or natural science.

Deciding to begin with zoology, he asks the person at the

head of the class to name a bird beginning with C. Should

the pupil fail to name a bird beginning with this letter, while

the master rapidlv counts ten, it is passed to the next, the

next, until some one calls out Cuckoo or Crow, and of course

goes up to the head.
, ,

This game can be varied indefinitely if the schoolmaster

is a capable leader. The questions must be asked without

a pause, and the game must not lag. Authors, sinprs,

heroes, and cities, states, rivers, etc., may be selected for

topics of examination.

SHADOW BUFF.

This is a pretty game for a family reunion on Christmas

eve, or on a wedding anniversary. A large white sheet is

first hung securely on one side of the room, and on a table

some distance behind a very bright lamp must be placed.

All other lights being extinguished, one of the party takes a

seat on a low stool between the lamp and the sheet, but

nearer the latter than the former. One after another the

company pass behind him, their shadows of course falling

upon the sheet as they pass. It is more difficult than most

would imagine to distinguish the original from the shadow,

esiiecially as it is allowable in this game for the players to

disguise themselves to some extent, by wearing false faces,

wi^, whiskers, or mob-caps, and grotesque articles of dress,

arninging their hair differently, etc. Any such liberty may

be taken, in order to add to the general fun.

SHOUTING PROVERBS.

This is a rather boisterous game, and one not to be played

in a house where there are invalids.

A proverb is selected, such as “ Too many cooks spoil the

broth,” or, “A bird in the hand is worth two in the bush.”

One word of this is given to each person in the company,

and he is directed at the signal to shout this clearly and dis-

tinctly. One person has of course l«en left out. He is to

guess'the proverb from the shouting. Standing as near the

rest as they will jiennit, this person says “ Charge ! Present

!

Fire!” ’

, ^

As soon as he utters the word “ Fire !
” the whole party

shout their words vociferously, and from the confusion of

sounds he is to guess the proverb. This is often a difficult

ta.sk.

HERE arc several methods of playing Bund

Man’s Buff. It is sometimes a very boisterous

game, and if the players are careless or rough it

is dangerous, but nobody ought ever to be so

carried awav by excess of spirits, that young ladies or little

girls may get hurt. With this caution to the boys and beg-

ging their pardon if it bo superfluous, wo will tell you all

how to play Bund Man’s Buff vS^TED.

The blind man maybe chosen Hy lot, unless somebod) \ol-

unteers to take the part. If the person be a gentleman a

handkerchief must be bound over his eyes by a lady, and if

a ladv, a gentleman must do the binding. Before this, the

company may be seated close together on chairs in a circle.

After the blindfolding they must change their places very

^
The^ blind man is forbidden to grope or to extend his

hands, but he must approach the circle and seat himself in

the lap of the first person he comes across, and without touch-

ing the person, but by simply listening to the smothered

laughter around him, or to the rustling of cloUies, must

guess who it is, tell the name or describe the individual, so

that he or she may be identified.

If the blind man guesses correctly, the person discovered

takes his place, puts on the bandage, and performs the same

part. If, on the contrary, he is mistaken, the company clap

their hands to inform him of his error, and he tries again

and again until he succeeds.

It is allowable for the company to resort to little strata-

gems to prevent the blind man from guessing correctly.

Ladies may place shawls over Iheir dresses, or gentlemen

spread the skirts of a neighbor’s dress over their laps.

In Bund Man’s Buff by the Profile the player does not

have his eyes bandaged, but the task is none the easier on

that account. A piece of white and fine linen is stretched

upon a frame like a screen, in the same way as when exhib-

iting a magic lantern. The blind man is seated on a stool,

so low that his shadow is not represented on the linen,

which is spread over the screen. Some distance behind

him a single lighted taper is placed upon a stand, and all

the other lights in the room are extinguished. The com-

pany now form a line of procession, and pass in single

file before the blind man (who is expressly forbidden

to turn his head) and the table on which the light is

placed.

This {iroduces the expected effect. The light of the can-

dle, intercepted by each' of the company in turn, as ho

passes before it, casts upon the piece of white linen a suc-

cession of shadows, quite accurately defined.

As these shadows move before him the blind man names

aloud the person whom he supposes to be passing, and the

errors he is sure to make cause shouts of laughtei.

Each one passing before the light tries to disguise his

height, makes up a funny face, or assumes a limp, in order

that he may baffle the blind man.

Forfeits are not usually demanded in this game, but it
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would add to its interest were they insisted upon from those

who were too readily discovered.

Blind Man’s Buff with the Wand is played in a very

lively way. The company join hands, form a circle, and

wheel round the blind man, whose eyes are securely band-

aged, and in whose hands is a long wand. As they go

round him at a quick pace, they sing some popular air;

when the song is finished they stop, and the blind man,

extending his wand, points it at some one in the company,

who is obliged to take hold of it by the end presented.

Then the blind man utters three cries, which the other imi-

tates. He must try to disguise his voice. If he cannot do

so, he will be readily found out. The person first discovered

takes the blind man’s place. The circle wheels round him
singing, and the game proceeds.

PoRco, OR Italian Blind Man’s Buff, is still another droll

variation. Several persons of both sexes form a circle by

joining hands. One person, who is blindfolded, is placed in

the center, with a small stick in his or her hand. The
players dance around the blind man, who tries to touch one

with the \vand. If he succeeds, they all stop. The player

then grunts like a pig, brays like a donkey, neighs like a

horse, or crows like a rooster, and the person touched endea-

vors to imitate the noise as closely as he can, without dis-

covering himself. If the person touched is discovered the

bandage is speedily transferred to him, the former blind

man takes the vacant place in the ring, the dance begins

again and the game goes merrily on.

A French Blind Man is not a blind man at all, but a

pinioned man. One of the players has his hands tied

tightly behind his back, and in this condition he is set to

catching a companion if he can. Whoever is cajitured takes

his place.

None of these are a bit more satisfactory, though each

has its good iioints, than the common, old-fashioned blind

man’s buff, in which we have all engaged on Christmas Eve

and at Thanksgiving, in which the blind man gropes here

and there, reaches out his arms wildly, and tries to catch

the eager throng who brush against him, elude his grasp,

and stifle their laughter in a resolute determination not to

betray themselves. Put all traps like footstools and little

tables aside, see that no sharp-cornered furniture is in the

w'ay, and then ho ! for the blind man, and give him a fair

field and no favor.

THE COTTON FLIES.

Form a circle close together. One player easts a flake

of cotton into the air and puffs with his breath to keep it

afloat. The person toward whom it floats must puff in the

same way, to keep it from falling into his lap, as then he

would have to pay a forfeit.

Nothing is more ludicrous than to see a dozen people puff-

ing with all their might to keep this bit of cotton afloat,

and send it from one to the other. Somebody is sure to

laugh, and it is very hard work to laugh and puff at the

same moment. Down falls the tuft into some widely

opened mouth, and the unfortunate vainly trying to blow it

away, is sentenced to pay a forfeit.

’THE RIBBONS.

Everybody takes a ribbon, and holds it by one end. The
other ends are all held by one person, who is in the middle
of the circle, and leads the game.

When he says Pull, they must let go. When he says Lei

go, they must pull their end of the ribbon. As many forget

the rule, and do what they are told, instead of the exact

opposite, a great number of forfeits are won.

BRAVO FOR COPENHAGEN.
Who has not pleasant recollections of this frolicsome

game on winter evenings of auld lang syne? What young
person has not played it when he was younger than now ?

Do not count the children out of Copenhagen, friends.

First, you must be provided with a long piece of tape

from mother’s basket. It must be quite long enough to go

all round the whole company, who must stand in a circle,

holding in their hands each a part of the string ; the last

person holds both ends. One player remains in the center

of the circle, and is called “ The Dane.” He must endeavor

to slap the hands of one of those who are holding the string

before they can be withdrawn. Whoever allows his hands

to be slapped must take the place of the Dane.

THE CAT AND THE MOUSE.

Join hands in a circle, letting one person stay inside to

be the mouse, and leaving one outside to be the cat. The
circle run around uplifting their arms. The cat springs in

and the mouse slips out. Then down with everybody’s

arms, and keep the cat a prisoner. She goes around mew-
ing, trying to get out. The circle keep dancing, and pre-

sently puss finds a weak place, and breaks through. The
instant she is out she chases the mouse, who tries to get in,

for which purpose the circle raise their arms. If the mouse

gets in without being followed by the cat, the cat pays a

forfeit, and then tries again. If the mouse is caught, she

must pay a forfeit. They then name their successors, and

the game, which is a splendid one, proceeds.

THE HUNTSMAN.
One player is styled the Huntsman. The others are

named after the accoutrements of a sportsman, thus: one is

the coat, another the hat, another powder-flask, shot, shot-
'

belt, dog, gun, etc. Arrange as many chairs as there are

players in two rows, back to back, and bid all the players

seat themselves. The Huntsman then walks around and

calls out the names, for instance, “ Gun! ” when that player

gets up, takes hold of the coat-skirts of the Huntsman, who

continues his walk, calling for “Dog,” “Coat,” “Hat,”

and the others. As each is summoned, he jumps up and

takes hold of the skirts of the player before him, and when

all have been called, the huntsman begins to run, with the

whole train after him, running as fast as they can. When
he has run round the chairs three times, he suddenly shouts

“bang!” and immediately sits down on one of the chairs,

leaving his followers to scramble into places the best way

they can.
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Of course, one player is left standing, iis no chair was set

for the Huntsman. The player so left must pay a forfeit.

The giuue is continued until all have paid tliree forfeits,

when the penalties are declared. The huntsman is not

changed throughout the game, unless he becomes tired and

asks for relief.

HUNT THE HARE.

This is something like the Cat and the Mouse. The

players form a circle, joining hands. One is left out. This

is the hare, who inins several times around the circle, and

at last stops and taps a plaj’cr on the shoulder. This pcr-

j

son leaves the ring and chases the hare. The circle join

I

hands, and the hare runs in and out in every direction,

until caught by the pursuer, who in his turn becomes the

hare. The circle must always be friendly to the hare,

assisting his escape as well as they can.

HUNT THE SLIPPER.

This is a great favorite. The company sit on the floor,

a slipper is given them, and somebody standing in the cen-

ter guesses who has it by its tap on the ground. The persons

seated close together, pass it along, and prevent its being

seen. When discovered, the one with whom it is found

takes the hunter’s place.

THE GAME OF THE KEY.

In this case the players are seated on chairs in a ring, one

standing in the middle. Each sitter with his left hand

takes hold of the right wrist of the neighbor on his left.

When all have joined hands, they begin moving them from

left to right, making a circular motion, and touching each

other’s hiinds, as if for the purj)ose of taking something

from them. The player in the center then presents a key

to one of the sitters, and turns his back, so as to allow it to

be passed on. It is quickly passed from hand to hand.

Presently the player in the center turns, and tries to find

out who has the key, and to seize it in its passage from one

to another. The person in whose hand it is found must i>ay

a forfeit, take his place in the center, and in his turn give

and hunt the key. A player having paid three forfeits, is

out.

CATCH THE RING.

Place the chairs just so far apart that each sitter can

easily reach the hand of another on either side of him. Let
one person stand in the middle. A piece of string with a

plain gold or bra.ss ring upon it, is then tied, of a suflicient

length to reach all around the circle, so that each may take

hold of it. The jdayers slide the ring along the string,

pas-sing it from one to another, and the person in the center

must try to catch it. The one on whom he finds it is out,

i

and must leave the circle.

j

TWIRL THE TRENCHER.

j

For this game a wooden, earthen, or silver plate is needed,

I

china lx?ing too fragile. The leader, who assumes either a
name or a number himself, gives a name or a number to

each of the company. The names may be those of flowers

or of animals, but whatever they are, the players must bo

on the alert, and not forget their designations. A circle is

formed, the leader gives the plate a twirl, and sets it spin-

ning, calling out the name of the person who is to catch it,

and running to his own place. If the person called fails to

catch it before it stops spinning, he must pay a forfeit.

THE FIELD OF THE CLOTH OF DAMASK.
Clear the table of everything upon it. and arrange your-

selves around it, choosing partners. You need a small,

round plate, or a circidar piece of wood.

Select two of the liveliest and most genial of the party to

be leaders. Call them Sir Loin, and General Kettle. They
must alternately choose their soldiers, performing the cere-

mony of conferring titles, by giving each gentleman a tap

with a stick across the shoulders, and each lady a kiss on
the cheek, as the name is announced.

The officers and privates will be as follows :

—

Sir Loin.

General Goose.

Lieutenant-General Duck.
Ma.ior-General Muffin.
Colonel Crumpet.
Colonel Carrot.

Major O'Mutton.
Private Partridge.

“ Pine.
“ Potato.
“ Plum.
“ Peach.
“ Pigeon.
“ Pear.

General Kettle.
General Tongs.

Lieutenant-General Carver.
Major-General Fork.

Colonel Coffee Pot.

Colonel Corkscrew.
Major Cracker.
Major Spit.

Corporal Steel.
“ Toastrack.

Private Plate.
“ Pail.
“ POTLID.
“ Poker.

And as many more as may be convenient.

The Game.

General Kettle begins: He takes the plate, which is called

the Plum-Pudding, between his fingers and thumb, ready

for spinning on the table, and tells a story which may be

like this : “As I was sitting on the fire this morning, splut-

tering with rage at having no enemy to boil, who should

come along in his bag and string but old Plum-Pudding.

The moment he saw me, off he ran, and 1 after him, when
turning a corner, 1 ran up against Major O’Mutton.”

At this word General Kettle spins round the “Plum-

Pudding,” which Major O’Mutton has to keep up, the Major

now going on with the story, until he has mentioned Plum-

Pudding and introduced the name of some one on the other

side, who, in his turn, continues the game.

The only troublesome thing about this, is to remember

who you are. You are no longer yourself, but a Private

Plate, or a Private Poker, a Carrot, a Corkscrew, or a Crum-

pet. If you do not .succeed in keeping the Plum-Pudding

spinning, or if )’ou do not bring in the name of an ojipo-

nent you will have to give a forfeit.

Forfeits in this game are expected for letting the Pudding

fall, for alluding to yourself as a human being, since you

must always speak in character, for hesitation in continuing

the story, and for omitting the name Plum-Pudding, as

well as for calling an enemy by a wrong title.
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If the party is a large one, as many as a hundred forfeits

may be won, but the fun is often fast and furious when the

number is small.

At the end of the game, the army which has given the

fewest forfeits is declared victorious. A Court Martial is

then called, and the forfeits are redeemed. Perhaps there

may be such penalties as these: If you belong to Sir Loin’s

Army, you may be Basted—which means, pursued with

handkerchiefs around the room
;

which obliges

you to kiss every lady in the room, and perhaps to receive a

slap in return ;
Trussed, or skewered with two walking

sticks into a corner, until some lady releases you with a kiss,

or, Roasted, when you must walk up to every lady in the

room, and entreat her for a salute. If she refuses it, you

are said to be done.

As a member of General Kettle’s army, you are liable to

be Scrubbed ; you must entreat each lady to kiss you. She

will probably refuse and scrub your face with her handker-

chief. Sharpened, when two gentlemen will obstruct your

progress toward the lady of your choice. Blackleaded, you

must go around the company, and inquire of each his or her

opinion of you, which they will make, not in the least flat-

tering. Washed, you ask the opinion of the company, and

receive the most exaggerated praise.

These penalties are intended for gentlemen, but they may
be varied for ladies. Indeed they may he dispensed with

entirely, and other and quite different punishments given.

The above forfeits apply also to other games.

THE ELEMENTS.

The party sit in a circle. One throws a handkerchief at

another and calls out Air. The person hit must call the

names of Dove, Eagle, Owl, Sparrow, and other creatures

which belong to the air, in a loud voice, and as rapidly as

possible, before the caller can count ten.

If a creature that does not belong to the air is named, or

if a name is repeated, a forfeit must be paid.

Throw the handkerchief in the same way for the other

elements. At Fire keep perfect silence.

WIGGLES.

A few pieces of writing-paper, or small sheets of card-

board, and a pencil for each player, are the only outfit re-

quired for the very amusing game of Wiggles.

A sort of humorous outline drawing-lesson, which leads

to a good deal of merry laughter, is managed in the fol-

lowing way:

—

Upon each paper, its possessor draws rather heavily either

a straight or crooked line, and then passes it on to his

neighbor on the right. He takes the line given him as his

founilation, and proceeds to draw a pictui'e of some kind.

The results are often absurd, and often too they are very

pretty.

Sometimes one person who is the artist of the evening,

draws a picture which he does not show. Giving merely his

first line or wiggle, he lets (he rest of the group try how
nearly they can approach his idea. When at last the

pictures are compared with his, there is a perfect explosion

of fun.

THE SPANISH NOBLEMAN.
This, as its title implies, is a rather gallant and chivalrous

game.

The company arrange themselves in a straight line at one

end of the room, excepting one person who is to be the

nobleman, and he must take his place at the other end of

the room. Advancing to his friends, the nobleman must

sing the following lines:

—

“ I am a nobleman from Spain,

Coming to court your daughter Jane.

The rest reply to this in concert,

“ Our daughter Jane is yet too young.

She has not learned her mother-tongue.”

The nobleman replies,

“ Be she young, or be she old,

For her beauty she must be sold

;

So, fare you well, my ladies gay.

I’ll call again another day.”

The company now advance, singing,

“Turn back, turn back, you noble knight.

And brush your boots and spurs so bright.”

Whereupon the Spanish nobleman assumes an air of dis-

dain, and sings,

“My boots and spurs gave you no thought.

For in this land they were not bought.

Neither for silver nor for gold.

So fare you well, my ladies gay.

I’ll call again another day.

All then advance, saying,

“Turn back, turn back, you noble knight.

And choose the fairest in your sight.”

The nobleman, fixing upon, we will suppose, Kitty, says,

“ The fairest one that I can see

Is pretty Kitty—Come to me.”

The couple go back hand in hand. The whole perform-

ance is now recommenced, only this time two noblemen

advance instead of one. With graceful steps and gay dresses,

this little bit of play may be quite effective in giving variety

to a dull evening.

THRO'WING LIGHT.

In this clever game, a word,is chosen to be the subject of

conversation, by two of the party, and it must be known only

to themselves. It should be a word to which several mean-

ings are attached, so that the remarks made in reference to

it, may be puzzling to the rest of the company. The two

persons who are in the secret, refer to the word in aU its

meanings, the others joining in the conversation as soon as

they have guessed what the word is.
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Suppose the word fixed upon to be Hare, which is also

Hair, the colloquy could begin in this style :
—

1st player.—" 1 saw one the other day, when I was out driving in the

country."

•Jd player.—" I had one sent in a Christmas box.”

1st player.-" My own is nearly black.”

ed player.—" .\nd mine is dark brown.”

1st player.—“ Do you prefer it hot or cold ?
”

ad player.-" Between the two, I think.”

Here some one on whom light is dawning, may inquire :

" Don't we read of some one in the Bible, who might have

lived longer if he had not had .so much of it ?
”

Thus the chat runs on, until the players, one by one, as

they guess the word, are entitled to take part in the conver-

sation.
,
The penalty for making a mistake, and joining in

the talk without discovering the right word, is to have a

handkerchief thrown over the blundering person’s head.

This must be worn until the word is really found out.

Ball (bawl), dear (deer), key (quay), pen (Penn), boy (buoy),

handel (handle), whale (wail), and similar words are legiti-

mate.

TOILET.

This beautiful old game was brought to England in the

train of William the Conqueror. But in the rude days of

the old Norman barons, it must have been played with more

simplicity than in ours, when the articles of necessity and

luxury which pertain to a lady’s toilet are almost endless.

The idea is to fix upon some article indispensable to a

Imly’s dress. Her fan, handkerchief, slipper, scent-bottle,

hair-brush, dressing-glass, etc., are chosen, and one article

is assigned to each player. The leader, who holds a

wooden trencher, generally begins by announcing the

fact, that my lady is invited to a ball, consequently her

wants during the time of dressing will be numerous.

Perhaps the brush and comb will first be called for to

dress the lady’s hair, when the owner of these articles must

respond to the call, by taking up the trencher, before it has

ceased spinning ; it being the rule that every one who
makes a call, shall spin the trencher. Instead of articles of

dress, flowers have frequently been called for, each young

lady choosing her favorite, and boys may alter it to their

principal tools and toys, as knife, saw, balls, skates, etc.

There would be little fun in playing this or any other

round game, were it confined to boys only, or to girls only.

I

It is a game for both sexes, and they enjoy it the more, if

i
they play it together. Nor is it beneath the dignity of

I grown up men and women, to unbend, and at times play
' merrily like children.

I

Stage-Coach, Kitchen Furniture, and The Trades, all

belong to the same cla.ss of games as Toilet.

THE AVIARY.

The keeper of the Aviary must be fluent and glib of

tongue, and able to make a speech, resembling those which
we have all heard from the lips of itinerant showmen. The
more bombastic it is, the better.

Before making his speech, the keeper sets down the names

of the players, and also the name of the bird, which each

player decides to represent. This latter fact he keeps to

himself.

He steps to the front, makes a bow, waves his hand, and

begins, with a flourish :

—

"I have the honor of presenting to this assembly of the brave, the

beantiful, and the distinguished, my world-renowned Aviary, with

which I have made the tour of the globe, and which has beer, admired

by all the crowned beads of Europe. My birds are unrivaled for their

magnificent plumage, their splendid colors, their sweet voices, and their

wonderful intelligence.”

Then he repeats the names of his birds, tint! expresses a

wish to know which of them are liked or hated by the com-

pany.

Turning to the nearest lady, he saj’s ;

—

" To which of my birds w ill you give your heart ?
”

“To which will you reveal your secret?”
“ From which would you pluck a feather ?

”

The lady may reply :

—

“I will give my heart to the eagle.”

“ I will tell my secret to the nightingale.”

“ I will pluck a feather from the owl.”

The keeper makes a note of these dispositions, and then

turns to a gentleman, who may answer to the questions :

—

“ I will give my heart to the dove.”

“I will tell my secret to the lark.”

“I v^'lll pluck a feather from the bird of Paradise.”

When any player says he will give his heart to a bird

already chosen by another, he must pay a forfeit. He must
pay a forfeit if he happens to mention a bird that is not in

the aviary. He must make a new choice, and should he a

second time blunder, he must again pay a forfeit.

When all have answered, the keeper announces the names
of the persons represented by the birds, and commands each

to salute the one to whom his heart was given, to whisper a

secret in the ear of the one deemed worthy of confidence,

and to receive a forfeit from the one whose feather was to

be plucked.

CANDY PULL.

None of the games under review will so enchant the

children of the house asa genuine candy-pull. For this the

merry party must invade Bridget’s domains, and deprive

that functionary, for an interval, of the control of the range.

But, she, good soul, is generally willing to bear a hand, and

.she presides like a benevolent genius over the giddy band,

who watch the molas.ses bubbling in the pan, stirring it with

many a quip and querc. Bridget herself advises that a little

soda (bi-carbonate) be sifted into the boiling mass, in the

proportion of a half-teaspoonful to a quart. This helps to

whiten it. She tells the girls that their hands must be

floured or buttered before they begin to pull the strands of

candy, which grow pliant and toothsome, and under skillful

treatment, may be braided, twisted or flattened. A candy-

pidl or a cooking parly, is, in these days, very popular, and

few rainy-day frolics are half so sensible.
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S^oi^feit^ hi\d Pei^ciltie^.

ENALTIES should be as mirth-jn-ovoking as

possible. During the progress of games of for-

feits, gloves, handkerchiefs, fans, bracelets,

pocket knives, pencil cases, etc., may be given

up as forfeits for mistakes. When the time comes to redeem

them, this is the common method:—

A lady who undertakes to cry the forfeits, sits on a chair,

and another, whose office it is to decide what the punish-

ment shall be to reclaim the article, kneels down before her.

She holds the article above his head, so that he cannot

see it, and says;

—

“ Here's a pretty thing, and a very pretty thing.

And what shall the owner of this thing do ?
”

“Is it fine or superfine,’’ asks the sentence-giver. Fine

stands for a gentleman’s property, and sui)erfine for a lady’s,

and very ‘dififorent tasks must be set, according to the sex.

The doomster should be well up in his part beforehand,

and the parties who have to redeem their forfeits, should do

so with good nature, no matter how ridiculous they may be,

or else the pleasure of all will be marred.

Prison Diet is sometimes given. A glass of water and a

teaspoon are brought into the room. The prisoner is blind-

folded, and is then fed with water by the teaspoonfu! by every

one in the room, unless he succeeds in guessing who is feed-

ing him.

To hop on one foot three times around the room, to laugh,

cry, cough, and sneeze in every corner
;
to count fifty back-

wards ;
to kiss your shadow; to play the judge sitting sol-

emnly while funny stories arc related to shake your gravity;

to pay six compliments to six persons, leaving out the letter

I or s in them, or mounted on a chair to be put in whatever

absurd attitude any of the company may jiroposc, you per-

sonating, meanwhile, a Grecian statue, are among ordinary

forfeit penalties.

To Brush off a Di.me is a trick which, well played, is very

funny. A dime in a wet cloth is pressed against the vic-

tim’s forehead, but he is forbidden to put his hands up.

The cloth is removed, but the forehead feels as if the dime

were there, and the poor fellow vainly tries to take it off by

shaking his head, etc.

A favorite redemption is that of The Knight of the Rue-
ful Countenance. He must take a lighted candle in his

hand, select a friend to be his squire, and then the two must
together make the circuit of the room. The squire must
touch the hand of each lady very respectfully with his lips,

after the fashion of a subject doing homage to a queen.

After each kiss he must wipe the Knight’s mouth with a

handkerchief. The Knight must carry the candle through-

out the ceremony, and on no account venture to smile.

Hush-a-i!ye-Baby. This obliges you to yawn till your

sleepiness sets everybody in the room to yawning also.

The Medley. Sing without pause or rest, lines from a

half dozen old and new songs, each as different as possible

from the other.

Poetic Numbers. The unfortunate being who is con-
demned to pay this penalty, must recite a verse of poetry in

this way:

—

Tell (one) me (two) not (three) in (four) mournful (five) numbers (six)

Life (seven) is (eight) but (nine) an (ten) empty (eleven) dream (twelve).

This must be repeated without hesitation, and is to some
jicople a jiroblem.

In cases where some ladies of the party have objections to

promiscuous kissing, and decline to assist in games which
may require forfeits of that character, it is best to choose pen-

ances in which the kiss is not imperative. There are plenty

of jolly and absurd forfeits—penances which require no
kisses. For instance, there is The Florist’s Choice. Three
llowers. Tulip, Rose, and Geranium, are selected. Two of

the party may assist the forfeitcr in choosing persons whom
the flowers are to typify. Then he is asked, “ What will

you do with the Tulip ?
” “Dip it in water.” “ What with

the Rose ?” “ Wear it next my heart.” “ What with the

Geranium?’ “ Pi'ess it between old newspapers.” Q'he

names with which the flowers are identified are now men-

tioned, and their fate excites laughter or commiseration.

The Fool’s Leap is provocative of mirth, because the silly

dupe, being ordered to set two chairs back to back, to take

off his shoes and jump over them, is almost sure to jump,

if he can, over the chairs, when the shoes only are meant
for such gymnastics.

Going to Service. The person who is bidden go to ser-

vice, must demonstrate her ability to be a maid of all work,

by going through the motions of various domestic processes,

in answer to questions like

“ How do you iron ? How do you wash dishes ? How do you sweep ?

How do you scrul) ?

To kneel to the wittiest, bow to the prettiest, and kiss the

one you love best, is of time-honored celebrity, but a less

enviable duty is his who, being asked to name his favorite

musical instruments, is obliged to imitate them, or his who
is at the mercy of the company, and compelled to fulfill

whatever difficult task they may impose.

TWENTY QUESTIONS.
The play of “twenty questions” has been the cause of

uproarious laughter in drawing-rooms where among the

j)layers have been learned professors, eminent legal authori-

ties, and grave divines. It is a very intellectual game, yet

has a mathematical precision which leads straight to the

bottom facts of the topic under discussion.

“ Is your subject animal, vegetable, or mineral ?
’’

“ Wliat is its size ?
”

“ To what age docs it belong? ”

“ Is it historical or natural ?
”

“ Is it ancient or modern ?
”

* Is it a manufactured article ? ” etc.

Many puzzling subjects may be found to baffle the most

astute in playing Twenty Questions. The topmost stone in

Milan Cathedral, the dew-drop in a Morning Glory, the

Queen’s slipjiers, and the wedding-ring of Princess Louise,

have been guessed in companies where this sport has been

indulged in.
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CRAMBO.

Two pieces of paper, unlike both in size and color, are

given to each person. On one of them a noun must be writ-

ten, and on the other a cpiestion. Two gentlemen’s hats

must now be called for, into one of which the nouns must

be dropped, and into the other the (piestions, and all well

shuffled. The hats must then be handed round, until each

jx'rson is supplied With a (piestion and a noun.

The thing now to be done is for each jilayer to write an

answer in rhyme to the question he linds written on the one

paper, bringing in the noun he sees written on the other

paper.

The questions and nouns are usually so very inappropriate

that it is not easy to write decent poetry. The player need

not be disturbed, for the less sensible the poetry, the greater

t!ie fun. The thing to be done is to write an answer to your

(picstian with the noun you have received. Perhaps your

question is “ Do you like ices? ” and your noun is “ Coquette.”

A person might write a stanza like this:

—

“ Over ices we met

On a nislit of July,

If there was a coquette

It was she and not I,

But ices I like, for ray Bessie and I

First broke ice together one eve of July.”

DUMB CRAMBO.

This is quite different from the other. After dividing the

company into two equal parts, one half leave the room. In

their absence, the remaining player.j fix upon a verb, to be

guessed by those who have gone out on their return. As

soon as the word is chosen, those outside the room are told

with what word it rhymes. A consultation ensues when the

absent ones come in, and silently act the word they think

may be the right one. Suppose the word chosen to have

rhymed with sell, the others might come in and begin felling

imaginary trees with imaginary hatchets, but on no account

uttering a single .syllable. If fell were the verb the spec-

tators, on recognizing the action, would clap their hands, as

a signal that the word had been discovered. But if tell, or

any other word has been thought of, the spectators would

begin to hiss loudly, which the actors would understand as a

notice that they were wrong, and must try again.

The rule in this game is absolute silence. If only an ex-

clamation is uttered, a forfeit must be paid.

I^ortui\e ¥elliii^.

ORTUNE TELUjfo is an ancient amusement, in

which no wise person believes, and to which

only the superstitious pin their confidence.

Without being in the least credulous, and only

indulging that delight in mystery, which most of the human

race feel, we may derive a great deal of entertainment, if

we have a gifted friend among us, who will now and then

use her talent for palmistry, by acting as a Sybil, or [>rophet-

css.

Which of us, however superior, does not own to a quick

throb of pleasure on finding a four-leaved clover? Who has

not counted the petals of the daisy, and been glad that the

stray eat who persisted in adopting our domicile was black

as Erebus? Where is the man who enjoys sitting down to a

table where the guests number thirteen, or the woman who

does not feel an involuntary shiver when her looking-glass

falls from her hand? Most of us prefer to seethe moon over

the right shoulder, and do not prefer to begin an important

piece of work, or to set out on a journey on Friday.

Our superstitions are akin to that vein of poetry which lies

under the surface of the finest civilization, and is found at

the root of what is best and simplest among the peoples who

are still primitive and rude.

If you can coax your fortuneteller, ])rovidcd she is to

exercise her skill at a party, a church fair, or any assem-
j

blage of fiiends, to adopt the dress of a gypscy, to wear a

striped shawl, muffle her voice, and sit in the shadow of an

improvised tent, you will add to the mystery, and, of course,

to the attractiveness of the occasion.

There are several ways of telling fortunes. Mademoiselle

Le Normand, the shrewd and keen-eyed French woman, who

discerned the star of Napoleon from afar, and predicted that

the little Corsican would rise to fame, left a pack of thirty-

six symbolic cards, which may be purchased anywhere at

the book-stores. Among these, the ship is the symbol of

commerce ;
the clover leaf foretells good news ;

the house

means prosperity ;
trees stand for good health ;

the rod !

indicates quarrels in the family, and impending misfor-
j

tunes ;
the scythe is the shadow of danger ;

a serpent be-

tokens false friends and treachery, and a coffin is the herald
^

of death. ...
\

All these cards are modified as to their signification by

the manner in which they are held, and their relations to

other cards. A pack of them will certainly do no harm in

any house, and, if cleverly manii)ulated, they may be the

source of much pleasurable occupation.

Ordinary playing-cards are of course used by the fortune-

teller. The Queen of Hearts brings good luck ; the King

of Hearts increases it, and the Ace of Spades is to be deeply

dreaded. Far, far away to the cloud-land of the earliest my-

thologies, where the three weird sisters, Atropos, Clotho, and

Lachesis sit and spin the web of mortal destinies these mys-

tic interpretations point.

The old Greeks and Romans went reverently to the ora-

cles, before they entered on new adventures, or set forth to

fierce wars, and the oracles, muttering in ambiguous phrases,

sent them on their way rejoicing. The Pharaohs, at a

younger, blither period of the earth’s history, had their

soothsiiyers, astrologers, and magicians, whose office it was

to interpret the royal dreams, and pave the unseen future

for the kingly feet with untold gifts and shining splendor.

Palmi.stry, or telling fortunes by the lines of the hand is

easily learned. The lines running through the hand show

delicacy or the reverse, will or vacillation ;
artistic deftness,

or stui)id clumsiness. Common sense and habit of ob.senui-

tion will enable most peojjle to tell fortunes by hands.

As for the prettiest way of all, the telling fortunes by
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tea-leaves, that requires daintiness of wrist and eye, and a

happy turn for hitting oil the salient points in character.

The reader, however, will please take notice that it is only

as a graceful indoor pastime, that fortune-telling is recom-

mended. Do not sulfer yourselves to think that the mo-

mentous issues of fate are ever decided by the fantasy of a

floating tea-leaf, or the chance of a pretty picture on a card.

Do not go to the vulgar and ignorant persons, who prey on

the weakness of their neighbors, and earn their livings by

telling fortunes for money.

. Our fortunes, good or ill, are very much in our own con-

trol. The honest, the true, the brotherly, the persevering,

usually arrive at final good fortune, even though they meet

with sorrow and disappointment. The thriftless, the mean,

the selfish, and the indolent most frequently reap the whirl-

wind, because they sow the wind. As a general rule riches

and honor come to the diligent and faithful, while poverty

and reproach are inherited by the idle and the reckless.

TOY-MAKING.

The exercise of a little mechanical skill by young folks

who have brains in their finger-tips, helps to swell the tide

of home enjoyment.

Plenty of pretty toys may be bought by those who have

Portunatus’s purse to go to for funds, but it is doubtful

whether those who can buy whatever they wish, have half

the fun which belongs to those who with a knife, a few

tacks, screws, and strings, a little paper, and some other

simple materials, construct ingenious toys of their own, for

the diversion of their friends.

One can hear the shouts of laughter with which the as-

sembled family greet Jack and Nellie, as by their combined

efforts they produce, what is after all not a toy, but a trick.

THE APPLE WOMAN.
For this nothing is wanted except a baby’s or an old lady’s

cap, a pocket-handkerchief, and a live human hand.

Clench the fist, and then hold it with the knuckles up-

ward, covering the top joint of the thumb with the top

joints of the fingers. Draw on these portions of the fore-

finger and thumb, forming the front of the clenched fist,

a face, using a few bold dots and lines to represent the eyes,

eyebrows, nose, etc. Make a cap to fit the hand, and drape

a pocket-handkerchief over all, fastening it like a shawl in

front. The old woman so made may be made to seem to

speak, by slightly moving the knuckle of the thumb up and

down, and to smoke by sticking a pipe between the fore-

finger and the thumb, the space between which joints will

represent the mouth.

THE DANCING HIGHLANDER.

This is another curious hand performance. Get an old

glove, and cut off the tops of the first fingers down to about

the second joint
;
next will be required a very small pair of

baby’s socks, which are to be painted some plaid pattern,

and fitted to the first and second fingers. Draw on the

glove, then pull the socks on the first two fingers, padding

out that for the first finger, so as to be equal in length to

that for the second. The figure of a Highlander in his

national costume, which should have been first prepared out

of cardboard, and appropriately coloi-ed, is then to be

pasted on to the back of the glove; the tops of the first two
fingers of the gloves should do duty for shoes, and the un-

covered portions of the performer’s fingers will show as the

bare knees of the kilted Scot, who may then be made to

dance or perform any of those wild antics usually attrib-

uted to the Highlander when his foot is on his native heath.

¥l)e

ANS have a long and eventful history. They
figure in the annals of courts, and are treasured

by withered old ladies among the relics, scented

and ribbon-bound, of their days of belle-hood

and youthful bloom. Brought from the distant East, they

are wielded with most grace by the lovely ladies of Spain,

who can do what they please with the pretty weapon which

they use with such aerial sprightliness.

To make a fan of paper tied with a bit of satin or lute-

string is an easy accomplishment to most school girls. But

whoever, in want of amusement, shall venture on the manu-

facture of The Magic Pan, will find that much dexterity is

required to insure success.

In its manufacture a piece of good stout paper will be re-

quired, in size twenty-four inches by nineteen, or propor-

tionately larger or smaller. The paper is to be measured

into six equal parts, the divisions being marked on the mar-

gin, as shown in Pig. 1. Double the paper in half, as

shown in Fig. 2. Fold tlie uppermost half outwards, mak-

ing the fold as shown in the same figure by the letters AA.

Vitf. 1. Fig. 4.

Turn the paper over and fold the other half in precisely

the same way, thus making the paper as shown in Figure 3.

Upon examining the edge A a a, two openings between the

folds will be seen, whereas at the edge b b b, three openings
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wUl bo foiuul. The liand has next to be inserted into the

middle of these latter openings, and the paper fokled out-

wartl to the right and left, and turned over, when it will

show as in Fig. 4. Then pinch the paper from end to end,

in plaits like a ruff, three-eighths of an inch in depth, so

that when it is all pinched it will be in small compass, as in

Fig. 5.

The magic fan is now complete, and all that remains is to

learn how to produce its variety of shapes. It is said that

as many as from si.xty to seventy varieties have been pro-

duced ; a few only will, however, be here indicated, as by

attention to the directions now given, it will be a com-

paratively easy matter to ring the changes on the kinds

specified.

Wff. w.

Magic Fax.

It raust always be remembered that every time the form

of the fan is changed, the paper must be again well pinched

together, in order that the folds of the plaits may remain

plainly and strongly marked. Unless the folds are kept in

order, the fan cannot be properly worked.

To produce the first form, the common-shaped fan (Fig.

6), catch the folded paper (Fig. 5) at the bottom with both

hands, pinch it in, and spread out the top. For Fig. 7 in-

sert the fingers at a, and jiass them round to b, raising the

pafier. To turn Fig. 7 into Fig. 8, insert the fingers at c,

and pass them round to u.

For the ne.xt change catch the paper by the part now

uppermost, pinch that part well together, and the paper

takes the form of a scoop (Fig. 9), the upper part of the fan

(Fig 8) becoming the handle of the scooj).

Pinch the paper again into the form of Fig. 5, lift up the

ujtpcr part a, bring the lower plaits b well together, and

and with one han<l arrange the upper part, so as to form the

head of a mushroom (Fig. 10). A new form may be got by

raising part of the double head of the mushroom. For Fig.

11 reverse the paper and spread out the lower part, so that

it may represent the Unly of a wine-gla.ss; that which in

Fig. 10 was the head of the mushroom will soon appear as

the foot of the gla.ss.

To make the Chinese lantern (Fig. 12), o{)cn out all the

paper and twist it around ;
catch it now by the central part,

and by compressing the central folds well together, some-

thing like two of the enormous wheels of the steam stone-

crusher will be lu-oduced (Fig. 13). The butter-cooler (Fig.

14) is obtained by opening tlie jiapcr out again and catching

it at the two ends.

The original form Fig. 5 must then be again reverted to,

and a fresh start may be made by catching the paper at both

ends, and folding it up so as to represent Fig. 15. By draw-

ing it out the table mat, Fig. 16 will next be shown.

Raise up the paper at the letters A and b of Fig. 16, and

there will appear a dish in the form of Fig. 1/, and hig. 18

is obtained by then pressing the jiapcr inwards. The sentry-

box, Fig. 19, comes by diawing the paper out, and letting

it loose at the foot and so on. Many other shapes may be

obtained.

Experiment as freely as you jilease on the Magic Fan. If

siioiled, it costs only a little patience and a few minutes of

time to remake, and a dexterous lad will produce chairs,

sofas, flower-pots, staircases, windows and window-blinds,

night-caps, boxes, etc.

Paper lends itself obligingly to many other cpicer devices,

as boats, pusses, hats, and parachutes.

From pasteboard and jiaper united, Aunt Mary and Uncle

Dick, putting their heads together, might evolve for the

mystification and tlelight of a bevy of young visitors.

THE PROPHET.

The Prophet, as his office is, predicts the future. To

make his figure, jirocure apiece of cork, and cut out a stately

man, dress him in flowing robes, give him a venerable beard,

and in his hand put a small wand, pointing downwards.

Cut a piece of pasteboard in a circular shape, let it be a

few inches in diameter, and ornament the edges with pieces

of fancy paper. Then mark on the white surface of the

jiasteboard twenty equal divisions, by means of lines radiat-

ing from the center, and within each division place a num-

ber ranging in order from one to twenty.

Mount the card on a small wooden stand, through the

center of which a steel wire is placed, and fix the figure of

the Prophet in such a manner on the wire that it will re-

volve freely.

The next thing to be done is to draw up a table of prog-

nostications, and, indeed, it is as well to have several of these

and if they are .somewhat indefinite all the better. The per-

son who wishes his fortune told then signifies it, and the
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showman sets the Prophet spinning. As he comes to a stand-

still, his wand points to the number nearest to it, and that

indicates the person’s fortune.

TELLING STORIES.

The gift of telling a story well is one that entitles its pos-

sessor to deserved popularity. There are days when every

amusement wearies, and we pine for something new, and the

new thing, being proposed, fails to please. Then how happy

the fireside which has a story-teller of its own. Some dear

grandparent or favorite cousin, or, it maybe, some charming

girl or accomplished collegian, fills up the tedious hour and

gives it wings of enchantment by relating the legends of the

past, or evoking memories of stories read in the pages of

great authors.

So, in the days of our ancestoi-s, the troubadour and the

palmer, wending their way from one castle to another, and

from baron’s hall to earl’s abode, or else to the hospitable

convent or monastery, which never refused shelter to the

wandering and wayfaring, gained their welcome and seats

above the salt. The teller of a good story is a benefactor,

and should not be undervalued.

PLAYING AND SINGING.

Music, too, is one of the home resources which, universal

as the art is, is far too little prized. Everybody cannot sing

like Gerster, or play like Joseffy. Home artists should not

refuse to play for the home circle and for friends, because

they are not ambitious and cannot produce dazzling effects

on the piano or violin.

On the contrary, every performer should take pains to

learn by heart, so as to be entirely independent of “ notes ”

a half-dozen favorite arrangements, and, when asked, he or

she should not wait to be coaxed and persuaded, before

gratifying the company. She pleases twice who does her best

when first invited. It is of all things most annoying to have
a lady, known to be a good player, excuse herself from play-

ing because her music is not at hand. Always to require

music is like building a house and leaving the scaffolding

visible.

Young people should learn to play in perfect time and
touch, that is staccato or legato as may be needed, for danc-
ing. No exercise is more graceful and beautiful than this,

in which the body moves in rhythm to the sound of music,
and a dance at hotne in the parlor, with the young folks fiy-

ing light as birds to the inspiring tune, and the old folks

looking on till their blood begins to glow, and father sud-
denly rising, whirls mother, laughing and protesting, into

the center of the room, is a sight to behold and remember
as a glimpse of Arcadia.

Learn to play for dancing, girls and boys, too. There is

no reason why only girls should study music. It affords a
very delightful indoor amusement for young gentlemen.
Song should be cultivated around the hearth, and where

there are a number of voices, the different parts should be
taken, and the evening should be turned at times into an
amateur philharmonic rehearsal.

OCIETY might be broadly divided into two parts.

One part might consist of the people who can-

not make out a puzzle to save their lives, and the

other, of the people to whom a puzzle is a chal-

lenge to the most congenial of intellectual tournaments.

The puzzle columns in the weekly papers are one of their

most popular features, and in more houses than we can

count, the nuts which the puzzle-editor provides for cracking,

arc sturdily tried by bright youngsters and shrewd adults,

who never know when they are beaten, but if at first they

don’t succeed, try, try again. All America went wild over

the little solitaire amusement, known as the fifteen-puzzle
;

and if you wish to dispel a cloud, prevent a quarrel, or

make peace in a discontented household, just present them

with a perfectly irresistible puzzle, and the work is done.

The Anagram is a clever play upon a sentence, or phrase,

and is at its best when it conceals the name of some cele-

brated character in history. Thus ;

—

“Tear it, men ;
I atone,” spells the name of the ill-fated

and beautiful “Marie Antoinette.” “So droll, pert man,”
transposed, reveals “Lord Palmerston.” “Cling on, feeling

heart,” is, of course, “Florence Nightingale and “Able
man to get,” ‘‘ Leon Gambetta.”

J and I are interchangeable for purposes of convenience

in the anagram, but no letters may be taken, which are not

in the name on which it is made.

The word square demands patience and some familiarity

with the spelling-book. We give an example of a square

composed of words of four letters :

—

ISIS
SIDEIDEASEAT

The reader will observe that the letters across the top, and
down the left side, spell the same word. The second column
and the second row the same, and so on.

To set any one guessing this square, you would, having

composed it, write as follows :

—

1. A river in Oxfordshire.

2. A portion of our bodies.

3. A thoiight.

4. A cliair.

The difficulty is very greatly increased when sqtiares are

formed of words containing five or six letters. Thus the

square now given is harder than its predecessor :

—

1. A poetical name of old England.

2. A Portuguese province in Africa.

3. A town in East Prussia.

4. Something aimed at or designed.

5. A town in Denmark.
6. A town in France,

A L B I ON
L 0 A N D A
B A R T E N
I N T E N TODENSENANTES
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ENIGMAS ai"e of various forms. We will suppose

birds to be the subject of enigmas around tlie wintry lire :

1. What, a severe attack of quinsy prevents your doing ? Swallow.

2. An architect well known to fame. Wren.

3. A portion of a whole, and a range of hills, rart ruige.

4. What a coward does in the hour of danger. Quail.

()r fruits are cunningly hidden in the enigma, or it may
be flowers. Then,

1. A vowel and a cooking apparatus are Orange.

5. To give way to anxiety and sorrow, is Pine.

3. The greatest crime in a school-boy’s calendar, is Peach.

4. What a good conscience gives to its possessor, is Heartsease.

5. An Irish vehicle and a people who live under one king. Car-nation.

6. A noted Quaker, and a handy article of dress. Fox-glove.

DIAMONDS are made by selecting letters or words that

may be set forth in the form of a diamond. For instance

in the example, the central letters downward and horizon-

tally spell the name of a great novelist.

1. A letter that is both vowel and consonant.

A Jewish tribe.

3. A woman who set two ancient peoples at; war.

4. A character in Guy Mannnering.

5. A Grecian hero.

6. A novelist and poet.

7. A character in The Tempest.
8. A character in Love's Labor Lost.

9. Effervescence.

10. A letter of the Greek alphabet.

11. A consonant.

WDANDELE N
B E R T R A M

A G A M E M N 0 N
W A L T E R S C 0 T

S E BAST I A N
M E R C A D E

F R 0 T n
ETA

T.

CHARADES.
Thongh weak to a proverb my first has been reckoned.
The game is so constantly made of my second.

Yet to hosts without number my whole bade defiance.

And the world stoo<l amazed at the beauteous alliance.

This it is obvious is Waterloo.

I sent my second to my first, but many a whole pa,«sed before I saw
him. Season.

My first I hope yon are, my second I see you arc, and my whole I

know you are, is Wtl-c(/me.

A verbal charade is sometimes composed by precocious
seven and eight year olds, and twenty-seven or eight needs
not blush at making a good numerical charade. In the
latter, a word or proverb is selected, and the way to begin
is to announce “lam composed of so many letters. My
1, 5, 6, 7 is such a thing. My 8, 9, 10 such another, etc,”

spelling as many words as may be, by combining various
j

letters. Finally a clue is given, not too distinctly, jjleasc, 1

when it is admitted that, “My whole is a great discoverer

or a marvelous invention.”

The verbal charade, often called Enigma, is after this

pattern :

—

My first is in lamb, but not in sheep,

My second in shallow, but not in deep.

My third is in rat, but not in mouse.

My fourth is in villa, but not in house.

My fifth is in love, but not in hate,

My sixth is in door, but not in gate.

My seventh 's in i)lant, but not in a tree.

My whole is a Christian name you 'll see—Matilda.

Acrostics, Logograms, Chronograms, Metagrams, and
Paragrams, all invite the study of the curious. And, ex-

cept that the young people are apt to survey them with sus-

picion, regarding the whole host of mathematical puzzles as

veiled ambassadors, in league with schoolmasters and pro-

fessors to cheat them into severer studies than play-time

cares for, the various number puzzles are warranted to con-

fuse the average head in the very pleasantest way.

For instance :

—

“A room with eight corners, had a cat in each corner, seven cats before

each cat, and a cat on every cat’s tail. What was the total number of

cats ? ” Eight, and no more.

A countryman having a fox, a goose, and a peck of com, came to a

river, where he could carry over but one at a time. Now, as no two
were to be left together that might destroy each other, he was at his

wit’s end, for, says he, “Though the corn can’t eat the goose, nor the

goose eat the fox, yet the fox can cat the goose, and the goose cat the

corn.’’ How shall he carry them over that they may not dustroy each

other.

Answer.—Let him first take over the goose, leaving the fox and corn
;

then let him take over the fox, and bring the goose back
; then take

over the corn, and lastly bring back the goose again.

Place three sixes together so as to make seven.

Will the little man who took the medal last week for his

proficiency in fractions, think at once of the answer 0^ ?

The three Graces, carrying each an equal number of oranges, were met
by the nine Muses, who asked for some of them

;
and each Grace having

given to each Muse the same number, it was then found that they had

all equal shares. How many had the Graces at first ?

Answer.—h.ny multiple of 12 will answer the conditions of this

question.

Desire a person to think of a number, say 0. Let him
multiply it by 3. Add 1. Multiply by 3. Add to this the

number thought of. Let him inform you what is the num-
ber produced. It will always end with 3. Strike this olf,

and you have the original number, (13—G.

Desire a person to think of a number, say G.

Let him multiply it by itself = .%.

Take one from the number thought of, .^.

Multiply this by itself = 2T>.

Tell you the difference between this and the former product, 11.

Add one to it, 12.

Halve this number, 6.

The result will invariably be the number thought of.

There are several methods in which this particular puzzle

may be varied, but we pass on to something less abstniso

and yet more curious.
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of

ERE you ever taken as a child to view some
wonderful wizard, who wore a fantastic Oriental

gown and a Persiaii-looking cap, all embroidered

with queer signs and hieroglyphics ? Mystery

seemed shaking from his very robes, and his stage para-

phernalia, innocent as it looked on the surface, concealed

you knew not what of strange, bizarre, and incompre-

hensible things.

Since you have grown older, you have learned to your sur-

prise that most of the tricks practiced by jugglers and nec-

romancers are quite simple, and within the range of any

quick and deft person who will take the trouble to learn

them. Ventriloquism adds to their effect, and something

must be set down to the natural credulity, which makes

most of us quite willing to be now and then imposed

upon.

The only unsurpassed jugglers in the world, whose de-

vices are performed with very little machinery, and who do

the most amazing things, with a celerity that captivates the

senses, and defies them to penetrate the magical secrets, are

the jugglers of India.

Let us see what legerdemain performances we may safely

try in a parlor exhibition at home.

TO GUESS THE TWO ENDS OF A LINE OF
DOMINOS.

Cause a set of dominos to be shuffled together as much
as any of the company may desire. You propose to leave

the room in which the audience are assembled, and you as-

sert, that from your retreat, be it where it may, you can

see, andwill .be able to tell, the two numbers forming the

extremes of a line composed of the entire set, according to

the rules established for laying one domino after another

in the draw game.

All the magic consists in taking up and carrying away, i

unknown to every one, one domino (not a double), taken at

hazard ;
for the two numbers on it must be the same as

those on the ends of the two outer dominos. You may re-

new the experiment as often as you choose, by taking each

time a different domino, which changes the numbers to be

guessed.

Another pretty little bit of mystery with dominos, is that

of seeing and counting them through all obstacles. Lay a

set of dominos on their faces, one beside the other, in one

black line. Then tell the company that you will go into

another room and submit to having your eyes bandaged,

and they in the meantime may take from the line any num-

ber of dominos they please, provided they he taken from
the end now at your right hand, and they may place them

at the opposite end, and the line, except for the change of

pieces, will remain in appearance precisely the same.

If you have mastered this feat of conjuring, you will be

able to enter and, still with bandaged eyes, tell your friends

the exact number transported from one end to the other.

And you may assure them you have seen everything, not-

withstanding that there was a wall to look through, and

that you were blindfolded. You may even boast that you

will do more. You may promise to take from the midst of

these dominos, of which they have changed the position,

one, which by the addition of its spots, will tell the very

number they took from right to left.

The key to this trick is in the arrangement of the first

thirteen dominos, heginning at the left, so that the spots

on the first form the number twelve
;
of the second, eleven ;

of the third, ten ; and so on up to a double blank tor the

thirteenth and last. You place the dominos afterwards in

the order in which they happen to present themselves.

THE MAGIC HANDKERCHIEF.
Take any handkerchief and put a quarter or a dime into

it. You fold it up, laying the four corners over it, so that

it is entirely hidden by the hast one. You ask the audience

to touch and feel the coin inside. You then unfold it, and
the coin has disappeared.

The method is as follows : Take a dime and privately put

a piece of wax on one side of it, place it in the middle of

the handkerchief with the waxed .side up
;
at the same time

bring the corner of the handkerchief marked a (in Fig 1),

and completely hide the coin
;
this must be carefully done.

Now press the coin very hard, so that by means of the

r«. I.

c

A
Fic- 2.

wax it will stick to the handkerchief
;
then fold the corners

B, c, D, and it will resemble Fig. 2.

Then fold the corners B, c, and D, leaving a open (see

Fig. 2). Having done this, take hold of the handkerchief

with both hands, as represented in Fig. 3 at the opening a,

and sliding along your fingers at the edge of the same, the

handkerchief becomes unfolded, and the coin adheres to it,

coming into your right hand. Detach it, shake the hand-

kerchief out, and the coin will have disappeared.

ng.a.
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To convince the spectators that the coin is in the hand-

kerchief at fli-st, drop it on the table and it will sound

against the wood.

'THE MAGNETIZED CANE.

Take a piece of horsehair or black silk thread, about two

feet long, and fasten to each end of it bent hooks of a black

color. Fasten the hooks in the back part of your panta-

loons, about two inches below the bend of the knees. Then

jdace the cane, which should be a dark one, and not too

heavy, within the inner part of the thread, and by a sim-

ple movement of the legs you may make it dance about,

and perform a great many funny antics. At night tlie

black thread is invisible, and you should tell the on-

looker that you are magnetizing the cane, and by moving

and making passes with your hands, you will hide the

motion of the legs.

THE ERRATIC EGG.

To transfer an egg from one wine-glass

to another, and back again, without touch-

ing either egg or glasses, or letting any one

else do so, is not impossible nor very diffi-

cult. Blow smartly on one side of the

egg, and it will hop into the neighboring

glass. Blow a second time, and it will

obligingly hop back.

THE MAGIC CANISTER.

Get a tinman to make a double canister, with an opening

on each end, which must so slide within a tin tube that

either end can be concealed within it alternately, as seen in

the illustration, where the end of A is shown and B con-

1

cealed.

In this position it resembles an ordinary canister. The

interior is divided into two parts. Into B put

a bit of cambric, to look like a handkerchief.

Borrow a handkerchief, and say :
“ Now,

kdies and gentlemen, I shall burn this hand-

kerchief to ashes, place them in this canister

(so saying, you put it into A) and when I

have uttered a spell it will be restored perfectly

I

whole. Will the owner please mention what

j

mark it has ?
”

This diverts the attention of the audience to the owner,

and while they arc looking at him or her you turn the can-

ister over, and push it up till the shoulder of is on a level

1
with the the top of the tube. When the mark has been

declared, you open B, take out the square of cambric, and

I

pretend to examine the mark with anxious care. Having

scrutinized it, put it into a candle flame, and when it has

;

entirely burned up slip the ashes into B, and rapidly reverse

it as you turn round to your audience with A now upper-

most.

Say any nonsense you please, and take the handkerchief

triumphantly out to returned to its owner.

In tricks performed by sleight of hand it is important to

preserve composure of manner. Nervousness is apt to

betray the conjurer, and keep him from remembering

details, and on the perfection of small details depends suc-

cessful results.

The amateur inagician should care more for the pleasure

of his friends than for any glory or o-edit he may gain. In

amusements, as in most other things, unselfishness wins the

most laurels and gets the most solid returns. It is well to

practice a new trick by yourself a number of times before

venturing to display it to an audience. Failure is as morti-

fying in the jtarlor as on the battle-ground, and in most

cases, thoroughness of preparation,

united to a cool head and a steady

hand, will make failure improbable.

TIT-TAT-TO.

Draw a figure on the slate {see cuf).

The object is to draw three crosses

in a row before your antagonist can

draw three noughts in the same way.

Each to mark but one at a time, and

the two to mark by turns.

LOTO.

There are twenty-four cards in this game, and they are to

be found at all toy shops.

Each card is divided into three rows, and each row con-

tains nine squares, five numbered and four blank. These

numbers are arranged in columns down the card, the first

column containing the units, the second the tens, the third

the twenties, and so on up to ninety, which is the highest

number. Each card contains fifteen numbers, and each

number is four times contained in the set. There .are

also two bags, one containing numbers from one to ninety

on little wooden discs, the other about two hundred count-

ers of glass. The counters are used for covering the num-

bered squares. One of the players shuffles Ihe loto cards,

mixing them well, and then distributes them equally,

reserving a share for himself. Any number of persons up

to twelve may play loto. The dealer then i)uts his hand in

the bag of numbers, calling them aloud, and the players

cover their numbers on the cards with the glass counters

as they hear their names. Prizes of nuts or candy may go

with this game. The player who first covers five numbers

in a row is entitled to the first share, etc.

That nobody should be left out is a cardinal rule in happy

homes. We have felt pained in some houses at the loneli-

ness of the old people. They have grown too feeble fo min-

gle in gaieities which tax their strength, theycannnot see to

read, and even conversation tires them.

It is very hard for them, i)articularly if they have been

of an active turn, and used to doing their share, to sit still

with folded hands, passed over in the plans for amuse-

ment. It would not be a great sacrifice for some younger

person to play loto, or bagatelle, or go-bang, or bring the

j

never-failing backgammon board, and win the aged face to

I
smiles, and the heart to forget its troubles. The rules for
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all these games are simple, and they are not so clitBcult but
|

tliat a novice can learn to take part with very little effort.

Do not leave grandpa and grandma out of your calculations

when you are making your plans for household fun.

CHEMICAL EXPERIMENTS.
In these days when every inquisitive person is poking his

fingers into science, and trying to discover her secrets, there

are not a few chemical experiments which are astonishing to
;

the uninitiated.

Of these, the student will constantly find out new and

marvelous combinations for himself, but some of the easier

ones, within reach of every one, are safe even for the un-

scientific. Unless mamma declares that she will have no

such silly display of contrasts, Eugene and Clifford may some

day surprise their friends by showing them a blaze of vivid

flame on a block of ice.

Press a piece of potassium with a penknife upon a cake of

ice. Instantly there will be a burst of reddish-purple fire.

Or, make a hole in your cake of ice with a poker red-hot.

Pour oiit the water and fill the cavity with spirits of cam-

phor, to which a lighted match may be applied.

Fill a glass bottle with alkali in which you have dissolved

copper filings. The liquid is blue, while uncorked. Cork

it, and the color disappears. Uncork it, and it returns.

THE MAN IN THE MOON.

This gentleman is supposed to be stationary in his lunar

abode, but he can be brought to earth on occasion.

Suspend a large sheet across the folding doors of an ohl-

fashioned parlor. In the front room place the company, in

darkness. In the back room, on the floor, set a lighted lamp

with a reflector of looking-glass or highly polished tin.

A person standing between the light and the sheet will be

seen magnified to immense proportions, in the other room,

and if he jumps over the light, it will appear as though he

jumped to the ceiling. He may perform a variety of humor-

ous feats, to the amusement of the spectators, and the graver

countenance he can preserve while cutting up his capers, the

louder will be the laughing to reward his good acting.

There is no danger of our growing too frivolous or too

fond of play, from our learning how to indulge that part of

our nature which protests against being fastened in a strait

jacket. The best of books says that a merry heart hath a

continual feast. Laughter is medicinal.

It is economy to lay in a stock of apples and nuts for long

winter evenings, because to homes where there is an intelli-

gent preparation for household pleasure, the doctor’s visits

are few. With the fire on the hearth, the cheerful parlor, the

shining lamp on the center table, encourage the flow of good

spirits. Invite the neighbors in, and with song or dance, gay

conversation, and sprightly games, let the evening wear on
till it is time to say good-night.

JACK-STONES’.

Jack-stones are very amusing. Five smooth little pebbles

are used. Little silk bags, filled with rice, are substituted

for pebbles by some players.

The first player takes up a stone and tosses it in the air.

While it is rising he takes up another and tosses it, catching

the first as it descends. There are many pretty ways of

playing jack-stones, and at the end the players say :
—

“ F for figs and J for jigs.

And N for kniicklcbones.

And J. S. for jack-stones.

Battledore and Shuttlecock, the Graces, Cup and Ball,

ScHiMMEL, Bandilor, and Bagatelle are all among those

games which develop physical gracefulness, and are good

for the health, as well as for recreation. Full directions for

playing all these accompany them, and their cost is very

trifling.

BILLIARDS.

There is a variety of games played on the billiard table

but the most common at present is the carom game. It

is played with three balls. The colored is spotted, i. e.,

placed on the spot at the further end of the table. The

players first string for first stroke, that is, they play up the

table so that the ball returns to the lower cushion, and the

one who rests nearest plays off. The two jilayers’ balls are

white; one marked with a small speck is termed “ spot

white,” the other “ plain.” The non-striker spots his ball

on the spot in baulk, and the striker plays up the table, en-

deavoring to bring his ball back so as to strike the other

on the baulk line also. If he succeeds he scores one, and

then continues until he misses striking both balls, when the

other player comes in. This game is rarely played by more

than two, although sometimes four play, in which case two

are partners and strike alternately.

POOL.

Another favorite game of billiards is POOL. This is

played with pockets. The balls are of different colors, and

the strikers follow one another in order. The object of each

is to hole the ball he plays on, in which case he plays on the

nearest. Each player has three lines marked on the board

by little stars. As he loses each life he pays so much to

the player who holed him. The player left in last wins

the pool, which is generally three times the value of a life

paid in by each player.
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Amateur l|ealrieak
MONG indoor amusements, few offer more at-

tractions than theatrical performances ; and in

almost any considerable number of associates,

or group of guests, there will be found several

who have real dramatic talent, and enough others who
can act passably, to make up a company. The first thing

to do when this amusement has been decided upon is to

select a stage manager, to whose decree all shall submit

graciously, and who shall select the players and the pieces,

cast the latter, and direct at rehearsals and at the perform-

ances. Of course, this selection does not prevent the offer-

ing suggestions and giving advice on the part of the general

company, but much time will be saved and trouble spared if

the directing power be finally placed in the charge of one

jx'rson. For this position the one chosen should possess

qualifications gained by experience, and should be competent

to decide all disputed questions. In default of a manager

thus qualified, the nearest to such an one should be preferred.

And as almost every one knows something about “behind

the scenes,” it will not usually be a matter of much diflSculty.

THE PLAY.

In selecting a play for amateur performances the frequent

mistake of choosing the most difficult in the whole range of

the drama should be avoided. It should be remembered that

it requires trained actors to play “ School ” or “ Rosedale,”

as much as “ Macbeth,” or “East Lynne,” or “ Camille.”

Amateurs are usually venturesome, but they will do well to

Ixj advised iu this and select pieces that are short, with few

characters, and with the parts evenly distributed and not too

long. When a different choice is made the amusement

ceases to be such and becomes a task. Any theatrical pub-

lisher will supply collections of plays desirable for amateur

performances, but among those which are suitable may be

mentioned the following: “ A Kiss in the Dark,” “ Jack of

all Trades,” “A Terrible Secret,” “A Si)anking Legacy,”

Money Makes the Man,” “ High Life,” “ Marry in Haste

and Repent at Leisure,” “ Love.”

THE STAGE AND AUDITORIUM,

It is very easy to arrange in any ordinary city or country

house for the performance of a simple play requiring only

“ interior” stage-fitting and appointment. The front and
back j)arlor, or double drawing-room, can be divided by cur-

tains prettily draped, or even by an impromptu “pro-

scenium,” made of muslin, stretched on a fine framework

and ornamented according to taste. If scenery be desired,

and there be present any one qualified to {>aint it, arrange-
I

ments can ea.sily be made for its aecommo<lation by running

two poles the length of the room chosen for the stage, one on

cither side, from the folding or sliding-doors to the extreme

rear. From these poles the side-scenes can be hung on

hooks or rings, like maps, the “flat” or back scene lajing

stretched from standards and stationary. It is desirable to

have a raised platform for the floor of the stage, and the

front should have the foot-lights (candles or lamps) carefully

and strongly fitted, and securely jirotected by wire gauze.

The “ green curtain ” may be made of baize, but should have

a heavy roller secured at the bottom. Strong ropes should

be firmly fastened at the top where there should be a pully-

bloc-k at each end, and should be managed by a careful per-

son attentive to his duty. If the room employed for the

stage be very deep, the rear of it can be separated for dress-

ing-rooms; otherwise arrangements must be made in ac-

cordance with the accommodations of the house.

REHEARSALS.

The only pleasure to be derived from the performance of a

play is furnished by the familiarity of the actor with his

part, and the skill with which he delineates it. No one

should undertake a part who is not willing to give the neces-

sary time and study to commit it perfectly. It is a rudeness

to players and audience to appear with a part half remem-

bered, and therefore imperfectly played. Rehearsals are es-

sential to accommodate the j)layers to each other, and to

familiarize them with the entrances and exits, cues, etc.

Every person cast in a play should be made to attend re-

hearsals under penalty of having his or her part taken away

if absent, imperfect, or negligent. Inattention at rehearsals

is the secret of half the failures of amateur performances,

and this evil is one easily remedied. Rehearsals should be

frequent, and not too many of them, as this becomes weari-

some.

COSTUMES.

As a rule, for amateur performances, it is best to choose

plays requiring only modern costumes—reliance being had

on the wit of the dialogue or its pathos, or the interest of

the situation for amusement or sentimental gratification.

But it will be found very easy to manufacture out of the or-

dinary wardrobe, with a few ribbons and ornaments added,

by the aid of taste ajid ingenuity, almost any ordinary style

of dress. Such are, for instance, peasant dresses, sailor cos-

tumes, army and navy uniforms, and the dress of a gypsy,

policeman, bandit, Neapolitan fisherman, miner, etc.

THE PERFORMANCE.
It is the stage manager’s business to .see that everything

to be used is in readiness on the night of jierforinance. Each
player should be responsible forhis or her own costume; but

the “properties,” i. e., the various articles to be used in the

course of the play, should be in charge of the stage manager
and be at hand when wanted. Careful rehearsal having

familiarized the actors with their parts, and with the stage

and movements of the play, there need be no hitches, and

but very little “ prompting.” The prompter should have be-

come perfectly familiar with the play, and should sj)cak

clearly and in a low voice, as little audible as possible “ in
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front.” He should be placed on one side ortlie other of the

stage, concealed behind the jamb, or by the proscenium, if

one be built.

It will be found desirable to have an orchestra of a few

instruments, or at least a piano, to play interludes between

the acts, or chords as entrances, exits, or “situations.”

Musical pieces—operettas, burlettas, and extravaganzas

—

will be found very amusing and interesting, and not difficult

to learn or to i^roduce.

CHARADES AND TABLEAUX VIVANTS.

Charades and Tableaux Vivants are delightful home
amusements, but belong more properly to dramatic repre-

sentation. Clever young people can generally manage them.

Living statuary is always effective ;
there are no end of

pretty groups in painting, scenes in literature, and striking

situations in history, which may be represented in tableaux,

and there is great fun in getting them up, in rifling old

trunks and garrets for appropriate costumes, in begging and

borrowing jewelry and ornaments from their chary owners,

and in practicing over and over for the final triumph and

splendor of the evening selected.

The following, among other words, are suitable for cha-

I'ade acting:

—

Adulation, Andrew, Arrowroot, Artichoke, Articulate
;

Bayonet, Bellman, Bondmaid, Bonfire, Bookworm, Bracelet,

Bridewell, Brimstone, Brushwood; Cabin, Carpet, Castaway,

Catacomb, Champagne, Chaplain, Checkmate, Childhood,

Cowslip, Cupboard, Cutlet; Daybreak, Dovetail, Downfall,

Dustman; Earrings, Earshot, Exciseman; Farewell,

Footman; Grandchild; Harebell, Handiwork, Handsome,
Hardship, Helpless, Highgatc, Highwayman, Homesick,

Horn-book ; Illwill, Indigent, Indulgent, Inmate, Insight,

Intent, Intimate
; Jewell, Jonquil, Joyful

;
Kindred,

Knee-deep
;
Label, Lawful, Leap-year, Life-like, Loophole,

Love-knot; Madcap, Matchless, Milkmaid, Mistake, Misun-

derstand, Mohair, Moment, Moon-struck
;

Namesake,

Necklace, Nightmare, Nightshade, Ninepin, Nutmeg

;

Orphanage, Outside, Oxeye; Padlock, Painful, Parsonage,

Penmanship, Pilgrim, Pilot, Pinchbeck, Purchase; Quarto,

Quicklime, Quicksand, Quickest, Quicksilver
;
Ragamuffin,

Ringleader, Roundhead, Ruthful; Scarlet, Season, Sentinel,

Sightless, Skipjack, Sluggard, Sofa, Solo, Somebody,

Sonnet, Spare-rib, Sparkling, Spectacle, Speculate, Speedwell,

Spinster, Starling, Statement, Stucco, Supplicate, Sweet-

meat, Sweetheart; Tactic, Tartar, Tenant, Tendon, Tenor,

Threshold, Ticktack, Tiresome, Toadstool, Token, Torment,

Tractable, Triplet, Tunnel; Upright, Uproar; Vampire,Van-

guard; Waistcoat, Watchful,Watchman, Waterfall,Wayward,
Wedding, Wedlock, Welcome, Welfare, Willful, Willow,

Workmanship; Yokemate, Youthful,

WHIST.

HIST is played by four persons who sit round

a table, the opposite players being partners. The
I cards are dealt out by the one who cuts the low-

j

est card
;
beginning with the player on his left

hand. He turns up the last card, and that suit is trumps

for that round. Each player takes up and arranges his

hand without his opponents or partner seeing what beholds.

The ])layer on the dealer’s left then leads, the dealer’s part-

ner follows, then the next player, and lastly the dealer.

Whoever takes the trick leads next, and so on through the

game.

The ace is the, highest card, then the king, queen, knave, ten,

and so on. If a player has a card of the suit led he must
play it, but if not, he may trump, that is, play one of the

same suit turned up as the last card. As the fifty-two cards

in the pack are divided between the four players, each com-

mences with thirteen
;

there are consequently thirteen

tricks. Every trick above six counts one.

The game is seven
;
whoever scores that number first wins.

The best out of three games is called a rubber. It is impos-

sible to do more than hint at the science and finesse of the

game.

The partners try and help one another, and play up to each

other’s strong suits. These are indicated by the leads. If a

player leads a suit it is noticed that he has strong cards in

it. The second player as a rule plays a low card, the third

plays his highest, and the fourth takes the trick if he can.

If the third player takes the trick he generally leads the

same suit back to his partner, on the supposition that the

partner can take it.

Discarding is playing another suit than that led. It can

only be done where the player has no cards of the suit led in

his hand, and it enables him sometimes to trump the suit in

a succeeding round. A player who trumps, having one of

the suit played in his hand, revokes, and forfeits three tricks

as a penalty.

The following general principles will be found valuable.

FIRST HAND.

1 Lead from your strongest suit.

2.

—Lead tlie highest of a head sequence.

3.

—Lead the highest of a numericaliy weak suit.

4

.

—Try to avoid changing suits.

5.

—In the second round of a suit return the lowest of a four suit, the

highest of a three suit.

SECOND HAND.

6.

_Xhe second liand player in the first round of a suit should gener-

ally play the lowest card, and also win with the lowest of a sequence.

7.

—If you do not liead a trick you should throw away with your lowest

card.

8.

—Young players often make the mistake of imagining that it does

not signify which card they play when they hold only small cards or

cards in sequence.

9.

—They have still to learn that a reason ought to exist for the play-
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inc of every card on the table, and that the ninning of a single trick is

not all that ought to be taken into consideration ;
the information

afforded to one's partner must aiso be thought of.

THIRD HAND.

10 -riav vonr highest card third hand. Presuming that yoiir partner

who mav'lo’ad a small card, plays from his strong suit, meaning to get

the winning cards of it out of his way, you therefore play your highest,

remembeiing that you play the lowest of a sequence.

ll.-When your partner leads a high card, however, the case is differ-

ent. You must not put ace on your partner’s king, thus parting with

acc and king in one trick.

JO _if YOU think that your partner has led from a weak suit, you may

then finesse king, knave, etc., or pass his card altogether, so as not to

give up the entire command of the suit : but if you are not sure whether

his card is intended to signify strength or weakness, do not finesse.

rOURTa HAND.

13.—Less skill is required by the fourth player than any of the others,

all be has to do is to try to beat the three cards on the table before him,

and thus win the trick, unless, of course, it has already been taken by

ills partner, who has either played the highest card or trumped. In that

case the player should play a low one of the same suit, or if he cannot

do that he should discard.

LA'WS OF "WHIST.

1 _Xhe rubber is the best of three games. If the first two games are

won by the same players the third game is not played.

•
2,—X game consists of ten points (five in Short Whist). Each trick

aliove si.v counts one point.

3.—Honors, i. €., acc, king, queen, and knave of trumps, are thus reck-

oned :

—

If a player and his partner, either separately or conjointly, hold—

1st. The four honors, they score four points.

2d. Three of the honors, they score two points.

3d. Two honors only, they do not score. (In Short Whist

honors do not count.)

4.—Those players who at the commencement of a deal are at the score

of nine cannot score honors.

5 If an erroneous score be proved, such mistake can be corrected

prior to the conclnsion of the game in which it ocettrred, and such game

is not concluded until the trump card of the following deal has been

turned lip.

6.—If an erroneous score, affecting the amount of the rubber, he

proved, such mistake can be rectified any time during the rubber.

T.—In cutting, the acc is the lowest card,

g __Xhree players cutting cards of equal value cut again.

9 _Xhe pack must be shnlTled above the table, but not so that the

cards can be seen.

10.-The pack mu.st not be shnffled during the play of the hand.

11.—The dealer's partner must collect the cards for the ensuing deal,

and has the first right to shnme that pack.

12 . -E.Tch player, after shuffling, must place the cards, properly col-

lect'ed and face downwards, to the left of the player about to deal.

13 _Xhe dealer has always the right to shuffle last, but shoula a card

or cards be seen during his shuffling, or any other time, he must re-

shuffle.

11.—Each player dealsin his turn ;
thcrightof deaiing goes to the left.

1 .5.-The player on the dealer's right cuts the pack, and, in dividing it,

must not leave fewer than four cards in cither packet ;
if, in cutting, a

single card be exposed, or if there be any confusion of the cards, there

must be a fresh cut.

16 .—After the pack is cut, shouid the dealer shuffle the cards he loses

his deal.

17.—A misdeal loses the deal.

fg Xhe trump card must be left on the table until the first trick has

been won.

19.—A revoker must give three tricks to his opponent.

20.-A revoke cannot be claimed after the cards have been cut for the

next deal.

CRIBBAGE.

This is a favorite game for two persons. A cribbage

board has a double line of holes on each side, and two pegs

to mark with for each player. Tlie players cut for the deal,

the lowest deals 5 or 6 cards to each. Each player then dis-

cards two cards which form the crib. Then the non-dealer

cuts and the card is turned up. If it is a knave the dealer

counts two for his heels. They then play, first the non-

dealer, then the dealer. The object of each player is to score,

which he may do in one of three ways, either by a sequence,

or by pairs, or by fifteen or thirty-one. Thus: supposing

the non-dealer plays a seven of any suit, the dealer if ho

plays eight makes up fifteen and scores two; supposing the

non-dealer then plays nine, he makes a sequence of three-

seven, eight, nine. A sequence may be reckoned either way,

backwards, forwards, or by playing a middle card, as a

seven between six and eight. When the other player can-

not play so as to make up thirty-one or under, the other

player scores one for a go. Court cards count as tens. 1 he

players then show their hands, counting two for as many

fifteens as they can show in different combinations, se-

quences, pairs, or triplets. The dealer first reckons his own

hand, and then takes up the crib. The players alternate the

deal.

The hand is counted up thus :

—

3 or

2 points.

4
“

3 “

For knave turned up (heels)

For sequence of three or four cards

For a flush, that is, three cards of same suit

For a full flush, when cards in hand and turn-up are of same

suit
^

For every fifteen, as 6 and 9 ; 10, 3, and 2 ; 7 and 8, court card

and 5, etc ~

For a pair (two of a sort, as 2 threes, 2 fours, &c.) 2

For a pair royal (three of same sort) ®

For a double pair royal, or four of same sort 1-

For knave of trumps in hand (nob) ^

6cart6.

f.carte is a French game. First throw out all the cards

between ace and seven (not inclusive), leaving thirty-two

cards in the pack.

The game consists of five points. The king is the highest

card, the ace counting after the knave. The dealer shuf-

fles and puts the pack on the table. Ilis opponent cuts.

Then three cards arc dealt to each, then two, and the

eleventh turned up. If the turn-up is a king the dealer

scores one, and says “I mark king.” If either player

hold the king in his hand, he is bound to declare it before

the first trick is played, otherwise he forfeits the point. If

the non-dealer is not satisfied with his hand, he says, I

propose; ” if dealer is also not satisfied, he accepts and says,

“ how many? ” The non-dealer states how many he wishes.

The dealer then deals these to his opponent, who throws out

the same number first. Then the dealer throws out likewise

and deals to himself; when both or either are satisfied t hey

play. The non-dealer plays first. The dealer must follow

suit. Whoever takes three tricks counts one, five tricks,

two.
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CASSINO.

To play this game deal four cards to each player, and

then four on the table, face upwards.

Each player (non-dealer first) alternately tries to take as

many as he can. To do this he covers a card on the table

with one of his own, thus, a six with a six, or two threes with

a six, or he may “ build,” that is, jdaco a card from his hand

on one on the table, thus, put a three on a six and make

nine, then, if his opponent does not take it, he takes the two

with a nine. Cards so built up cannot be separated. Royal

cards can only be taken by their own kind. When a player

can do nothing, he throws down a card. If a player clears

the board by taking all the cards down, he scores one. The

taker of the last cards clears the board at the end of the

game

.

The game is generally 11 points, sometimes twenty-one.

The score is counted thus :

—

Great cassino, 2 points.

Little cassino, 1 point.

Each ace, 1 point.

Majority of spades, 1 point.

“ “ cards, three points.

Clear board, 1 point.

The terms used in the game are as follows :

—

Great Cassino.—The ten of diamonds reckons for two points.

Little Cassino.—TiK two of spades for one point.

The Cards.—When you have a greater number than your adversary,

three points.

2’he /Spw/es.—When you liave tlie majority of the suit, one point.

The Aces.—Eacli of wliich reckons for one point.

The Matching all tlie cards on the board.

Building up.—Suppose tlie dealer’s four cards in hand to be a seven,

ten, and two aces ;
ids adversary plays a six—the dealer puts an ace

upon it, and says, “ Seven,” with a view of taking them with his seven
;

the non-dealer throws a two upon them, and says, “Nine,” hoping to

take them witli a nine tlien in ids hand
;
the dealer again puts upon the

lieap his otlier ace, and cries “ Ten,” when, if ids adversary has ten, he

jilays some otlier card, and the dealer takes tliciii all with his ten. It

will be observed that a jilayer in .announcing the denomination of a
build always employs the singular number. Thus—" Nine ” or “ Ten,”
not “Nines” or “Tens.” This is called “ Building up.”

Build from the TaSA.-Employing cards on the table to continue a

build.

Cuff.-Suppose a player to have in his hand two or more cards of the

same denomination, and one or more cards of the same denomination

remain uiion the board, he may play otie of them oti the table, at the

same time calling the denomination, and his opponent is thereby de-

barred from taking it with a card of any other denomination. In calling

the denomination, the plural is always used. Thus—“ Fours,” not
“ Four.” This is termed calling.

Build.—

A

card alretidy built up.

False Build.—

A

build made without any card in hand to redeem it.

Combine.—To play a card which w ill take two or more cards of a dif-

ferent denomination whose aggregate number of pips or spots exactly

equals those of the card played. Thtts : a ten will take a seven, two,

and ace, the combined spots on those cards being precisely ten.

Last Cartf,s’.—Those cards remaining on the board after the last trick

is taken, all of which go to the winner of the last trick.

Eldest //anrf.—The player sitting at the left hand of the dealer, so

called because be is the first to play.

JTtsdeal.—An error in giving out the cards, the peuaity for which is

the forfeiture of the game and all depending upon it.

LAWS OF CASSINO.

1. The pitek must consist of fifty-two cards.

2. The dealer deals four cards, one after another, to each player, be-

ginning at the elder hand, after which he deals four cards into the center

of the table, face upwards. He then gives each jrlayer four more cards

putting no more, however, into the center of the table.

3. In case of a misdeal, the dealer forfeits his deal.

4. Any number up to twelve may play, though four is the preferable

number.

DRAW POKER.

Any number of persons may play, but generally seven is

the outside. Each player has counters orchips. The dealer

puts up a stake called ante. Five cards are then dealt to

each person. A player can either throw up his hand, or play,

or exchange cards while any are left in the pack.

When the dealer’s turn comes to make his choice, if he

determine to play, he is bound to add an equal amount to

what he had previously staked. This is called making good

the ante ; by so doing the dealer places himself on an equal

footing with the other players.

Should he rather than raise his stake prefer to go out, the

next player is requested to raise; but should he, like the

dealer, also prefer to go out rather than raise, the next player

is asked, and so on, until some player expresses himself

willing to raise. This being the case, the next player has

three alternatives : he must either go hetter, which means

stake some larger amount; see the raise, which signifies

staking an equal amount
;
or he must go out. The choice of

these three alternatives is given to each player, until after

full opportunity has been afforded to all of deciding, no one

has gone hetter, but each of those remaining in has elected

to see the raise, the stakes consequently remaining equal.

The person who is now requested to show his hand is the

player seated next to him who last saw the raise, though if

such player should not have a good hand to show, he may,

if he likes, go out without showing his cards.

Perhaps to a greater extent in Poker than in any other

card game, the great aim of a good player is to conceal his

system of playing
;

therefore, although a player going out

relinquishes all hold upon his stakes, he would rather do that

than show an inferior hand.

Many of the technical terms used in Poker being peculiar

to the game, a knowledge of them will be found necessary to

the learner.

A??.—Same as eldest hand.

Ante.-T'ac stake deposited in the pool by the dealer at the beginning

of the game. At Straight Poker each player puts up an ante.

Blind .—This name is given to the bet made by the eldest hand before

the cards are cut to be dealt.

The eldest hand alone has the privilege of starting the blind, though

the player to the left of him may, if he likes, double it, and again,

the next player, still to the left, may straddle it, which means double it

again.

Any player refusing to sfraofrffe thus prevents tiny one else doing so

aftenvards.

Bluffing Q/f.—'SV’hen a player with a weak hand bets so high that he

makes his opponents believe he has a very strong hand, and they are

deterred from seeing him or going better.

Brag.—To bet for the pool.

Call.—To call a show of hands is for the player whose say is last to

deposit in the pool the same amount bet by any preceding player, and
demand that the hands be shown.
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CAi/»s.- AuotluT I1!U1U> for counters.

Vraw.-To discard one or inoio cards, and receive a corresponding

number from the dealer.

FI'ish—Vive cards of the same suit, not necessarily in order.
i

Fb'/rs.—Four cards of the same denomination, as four tlirees or four

fives.
. ,

.

Three cards of the same denomination and a single pair.

Going Ri f/er.—When any player makes a bet, the next player to the

left mav raise him or run over his bet, which means that he may deposit »

more in tlie ikk> 1 than his adverstiry has done. i

Pair- Two cartls of the same denomination, as two queens.
]

A Straight.— Vive cards in numerical sequence, though not of the same

suit.

Three cards of the same denomination, as three aces

Although the ace is the highest ctird in this game for sequence

purposes, it may be counted as next to the two or next to the king, as

may best suit the player. The player, however, is not on this account

entitled to use the ace as a connecting link between the king and the

two, so as to form a sequence between them.

EUCHRE

Is played with a pack of thirt)--two cards, that is, with all

below seven thrown out, except the ace. The knave of

trumps is the right-bower. The knave of the other suit of

the Siiiiie color is the left-bower. The cards lank as follows

:

Kight-bower, left-bower, ace, king, queen, etc. The other

suits rank from the ace downward.

RULES FOR TWO PLAYERS.

The cards arc dealt as follows First deal two to each, then three to

each.

The eleventh card is then turned up, and to whatever suit it belongs

that suit is trumps.

Five points constitute the game. If a player win three tricks, they

count for one point ; if he win four tricks, they also count for one

point ; but if he win all five tricks, they count two points.

The eleventh card being tiinied up. the first jilaycr begins the game

by looking at his hand to ascertain if, in his own estimation, it is suf-

ficiently strong to score—that is, to make tim e, four, or five tricks.

Should he bo able to do so, he will say. “ I order it up that is, that

4he dealer is to take ttp the turn-up card in his hand, and imt out any

card he likes. If, on the contrary, he thinks he cannot score, he says,

I piss."

If the first player orders the turn-up card up, the game begins at once

by his playing a card and the dealer following suit. Should the dealer

not t)C able to follow suit, he must either throw away or Irumi), as in

Whist.

The winner of the trick then leads, and so the game goes on unlil the

ton cards arc played.

If cither the dealer or the other player order the card up and fail to

got three or more tricks, he is eucAretZ—that is, his adversary scores

two.

.Suppose the first player passes, not, in his own estimation, being

strong enough to make three tricks, the dealer can, if he likes, lake the

c ird and put one of his own out, but if he fails to score he is euchred.

If they both pass, the first player may change the trump, and the

dealer is compelled to play. If, however, the former does not score he

is euchred.

If he passes for the second time the dealer can alter it, the same pen-

alty being enforced should he not score.

If they both pass for the second time, the round is over, and the first

player begins to deal.

If trumps are led, and you only have Ufl bower, you must play it, as

it is considered a trump.

THREE HANDED EUCHRE.

Fifteen cards arc dealt in this game, but the rules arc exactly the

same as in two-handed euchre.

There arc, however, a few differences in the tactics. If one player

has scored four points, and the other two players two each, it is allow-

able for the two latter to help each other to prevent the itlayer with the

four tricks from winning.

FOUR-11 ANDEI) EUCIIUE.

In this game the players go two and two, being |)artners, the same as

in Whist.

The game is won when the combined tricks taken by a player and his

piirlner amount to five.

If all pass in the first round, the first player is allowed to alter trumps
;

if he does not care to do so, the second, then the third, and lastly the

fourth.

If one should fail to score, having ordered up the card, he and his

partner are euchred, and their opponents connt two.

.Shoidd one player be exceedingly strong, he dm say, “ I play a lone

hand," whereupon his partner tlirows up his hand, and the lone hand

plays against the other two.

If the single player gets all five trick.s he counts three, if tlucc oi font

tricks, he counts only one, and if two. or less, he is euchred.

There is yet another varitition to this game, and one that generally

meets with approval.

A blank card is taken and on it is written “Joker.” This card

always counts highest in the pack whatever suit may happen to be

trumps.

If “ Joker ” should be the turn-up card, the dealer has the privilege of

naming any suit he likes for trumps.

COMMERCE.

This game is well named, for it is carried on throughout

simply by a series of exchanges and business transactions.

A full pack of cards is used, which are all dealt one by

one to the players.

The ace counts as eleven, tens and court cards for ten

each, and the rest of the cards according to the number of

their pips.

Before dealing, a pool is formed, by each player contrili-

uting to it an equal stake. The eldest hand then begins by

exchanging a card with his left hand neighbor, who again

changes with his left-hand neighbor, and so on until some

one, finding that he has a hand consisting entirely of one

suit, cries out “ My ship sails,” and thereupon takes to him-

self the contents of the jiool.

The object aimed at by all the players is one of three

things : to make what is called a iricon (three cards alike',

or a sequence (three cards following each other of the same

suit), or a jMint (which is the smallest number of pips on

three cards of the same suit).

The winner of the pool is the player who has the highest

tricon ; but should no trieon be displayed, the highest

sequence has it; or in case of a failure also in sequence-

making, then the player who has the best point takes the

I pool.

! In case of ties, the banker or dealer is regarded as the

eldest hand, but should he hold a lower tricon or sequence

than either of the others, he loses the game, and forfeits a

i counter to each player higher than himself.

I

BEZIQUE.

Before describing the game of Beziejue, it will perhaps be

advisable to give a list of the technical terms employed in

I

it.

Single Hezi?M«.-Thc queen of spades and knave of diamonds, which

connt 40.
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Dmtble Beziqvc .—Two queens of spades and two knaves of diamonds,

wliich count 500.

Brisques .—Tlio aces and tens in the tricks taken count 10 each.

Common Marriaqe .—The kinq and (pieen of any suit but trumps,

wliich count 20.

Beziqne Pact.—The same as tlic Encliro, Piquet, or Ecarte pack,

composed of thirty-two cards, all under tire sevens, except the aces, be-

ing discarded.

Quint Major.—Same as sequence.

Royal Marriaqe .—The king and queen of trumps, which count 10.

Sequence.—Ace, king, queen, knave, and ten of trumps, wliich count

250.

Slock .—The number of packs of cards correspotiding witli tlic

number of players, shutlled together, and ready to be dealt.

Talon .—The cards remaining after the dealer lias distributed eight to

each player.

Dccfat'a/ion.—Showing and scoring any combinations, such as those

mentioned above.

Four aces count 100.

Four kings count 80.

Four queens count 00.

Four knaves count 40.

Seven of trumps, when turned or jilayed, counts 10.

Exchanging or playing the seven of trumps counts 10.

The last trick counts 10.

Tins game is most commonly played by two persons with
j

two packs of cards; but there must be a pack for every

person playing, so that if four play four packs must be !

used, from which, as has been said, all cards under seven
j

have been taken out excepting aces. After shuffling and

cutting, the dealer gives three cards to his adversary and

three to himself, then he gives two, then three again, until I

both players are supplied with eight cards each. The re-

mainder of the pack, which is called the talon, are left on

the table, and the top card of it is turned up for the trump.

Should the turn-up happen to be a seven, the dealer is there-

by entitled to score ten to himself. After a trick has been

made, the holder of a seven of trumps can, if so inclined,

exchange it for the trump card, and for the exchange he

scores ten.

The value of the cards in making the tricks is as

follows:

—

Ace (which takes all other cards), ten, king, queen,

knave, nine, eight, and seven. Trumps are of no special

value until the last eight tricks are in the hands of both

players.

The player who wins the first trick takes the top card from

the talon, thus completing his original number of eight.

The person also who has lost the trick does the same; and

so on, until all the cards in the talon are exhausted. As in

other card games, the winner of a trick is entitled to the

next lead.

When cards of the same value are played at the same

round, the first that was turned up wins the trick, unless,

of course, it should be trumped or beaten l)y a card higher

in value.

When a player wishes to declare, he must do so imme-
diately after taking a trick, and before supplying himself

with a new card from the talon; and such cards as form a

combination, after being declared, should be placed on the

table, face upwards; being of the same value as if in the

hand, they may be played away as they are needed. When

the talon is exhausted, the combinations that have been made
are taken into the owner’s hand, and the last eight cards

belonging to both players are disposed of the same way as

in whist, the second player following suit, and heading the

trick, if he can possibly do so, either by trumping or playing

a higher card.

After beziqne has been declared, the cards forming the

combination cannot be employed to form any other. It is

wise, therefore, to keep back the queen and knave to help to

form other combinations before declaring bezique, especially

when diamonds or spades hai)pen to be trumps. In that ease

the queen may assist in making a royal marriage, a sequence,

or one of four queens, while the knave may help to form a

sequence or one of four knaves, both being also used after-

wards in the declaration of bezique. All kings and queens

are better kept in hand until they can be married; conse-

quently, should the player be uncertain whether to throw

away an ace or a king, if practicable, let it be the former.

Although four aces count more than four kings, the declara-

tion of four aces is notan easy matter to accomplish, while it is

very probable that an opportunity may arise for marrying a

king, when the pair may be thrown into the adversary’s

tricks. The aces and tens of trumps are better reserved for

the last eight tricks, and a player should try to get the lead

by taking the trick previous to exhausting the talon. The

adversary will thus be obliged to part with his aces and tens

by playing them on the cards that are led. The leader, if

strong in trumps, may thus secure all the tricks, and may
also earn the privilege of making the last declaration.

BEZIQUE WITHOUT A TRUMP.

This is very much like the ordinary game, the difference

being that the trump card is decided, not by the last

turned up after the deal, but by the first marriage that is

declared. The seven of trumps also does not count ten

points.

The beziques, four kings, four queens, etc., are counted

the same as in bezique when the trump is turned, and can

be declared before the trump is determined. It is the same

with the other cards which constitute combinations; their

value is the same as in the proper game of bezique.

OLD MAID

Is a very simple game. One queen is thrown out. The

cards are dealt round. The dealer then offers his cards to

the next player who draws one; if he can match two cards

he throws them out. He then offers his cards, face down-

wards, to the next player, and so on, until one player is left

in with the queen, and is called old maid.

Sometimes instead of Whist Cards real Old Maids’ Cards

are used. Each card is made of white cardboard, with a

jiointed end on which a number is written. A couple of

cards are marked 1, another couple 2, another couple 3, and

so on until as many couples as are required have been fig-

I
ured. On the last single card the words The Old Maid are

I
written, and the pack must then be well shuffled.
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SHESS AUSi GHsae®:

CHESS.

I HESS is the most profound iind intcllectiuil

amusement over invented. It is a severe strain

on the mental faculties, anti requires a power

of pursuing dillerent moves through many

combinations which only a very far-seeing mind can ac-

complish. It is played on a board with sixty-four squares

alternately colored. The board is placed between the players

so that each has a white sipiare to his right hand. The men

are placed on the board in two rows, the most important in

the rear row and the pawns in front. Phe players move

alternately. When a piece is on the line of attack of one of

the opposite side it can be “ taken,” that is, removed from

Black.

the l)oard, the 0]>poncnt’s piece being placed on the square

instead. The only piece that cannot be taken is the king,

which can only be “cheeked,” that is, threatened by an

opponent’s piece. In that case the king must be protected

by covering it with another piece, or moved. The game is

won by checkmate; that is, the king is so hemmed in by the

adversary’s attack that he is cheeked on the square where he

is, cannot be covered, and cannot be moved. If he is so

situated that he cannot move without going into check, and

is not in check at the time, it is termed stalemate, which

counts as a drawn game.

THE LAWS OF CHESS
1. PtvVinn of Iht Brxird.—M (Inrim; the progress of a game either party

discover that the chess.l)oard lia.s been improperly placed, he may insist

npon its being adjusted; the game to proceed from the point where the

arljnstment took place, as if no mistake had been made.

2. OmixMon or }tixpUirrmr-id of —If at any time in course of a

game it be found that the men were improperly placed, or that one or

more of them were omitted, the game mnst be annulled. (N. B.—An

annulled game is to be considered in all respects as if it had never been

played.)

3 Find Mint and Chnin of Color .—The right to the first move in the

first game of a sitting is determined by lot. The choice of color must

be determined in the same way. if either party require it. Unless

another arrangement be made, each player has the first move alternately

thronghout any one sitting or matcli, whether the games be won or

drawn. But in the case of an annulled game, the player who had

the first move in that game shall also have the first move in ihe

nc.\t.

1. Commencing Out of Turn.—

U

a player make the lir.st move w hen

it is not his turn to do so, the game must be annulled if Ihe discovery he

made before the completion of the fourth move. If the error bo not

discovered until afterwards, the game must proceed in due course. In

a match an e.vtra first move must be allotted to the player thus deprived

of his move.

5. Playing Two Moven.—U a player in the course of a game make a

move when it is not his turn to play he must retract the last move, and,

if his adversary chooses, after he himself has moved, must play the man

wrongly moved, if it can be played legally. But the adversary can

enforce this penalty only before touching a man in reiily. If the error

be discovered later, it must be. rectified simply by the giuoco a monte

^

i. f., the moves must be retraced to the point where the error took

place.

6. Touch and Move.—

A

player who touches with his hand one of his

own men, when it is his turn to play, must move it, if it can be legally

moved, unless before touching it he say j'adouhe (I adjust), or words to

that effect. And a player who touches one of his adversary’s men

(under the same conditions), must take it. If in either case the move

cannot legally be made the offender must move his king, and in the

event of the king having no legal move, he must play any other man

legally movable that his adversary pleases. If a player, however,

touches a man in consequence of a false cry of “ check,” or being

checked and not apprised of it by his adversary, touches a man, he is

not obliged to play it, or, having i>layed it, may retract the move without

penalty.

T. Definition of a Move.—

A

move is complete and irrevocable the

moment the piece or pawn has quitted the play'er's hand
;
hut as long

as the hand remains on the man touched, it may be played to any square

it commands. This stipulation does not, of course, apply to illegal

moves.

8. False Moves.—

U

a jilayer move a piece or pawn of his own to a

square to which it cannot be legally moved, or capture an adverse man

by a move which cannot legally be made, he must, at the choice of his

adversary, either

—

p’jrstly—Move his own or take the adverse man legally;

Secondly— Forfeit his turn to move ; or

Thirdly— I’lay any other man legally movable which his adversary

may select. Castling wrongfully is to be considered a false move.

9. Touching more than one Man.—\X a player, when it is his turn to

move, touch with his hand more than one of his own men (unless in

castling), he must play any one of them legally movable that his opponent

selects. If he touch more than one of his adver-sary’s men, he must

capture whichever of them his .adversary chooses, provided it can be

legally taken. If in such case it happens that none of the men

so touched can be moved or cai)t\tred, then Ihe offender must

move his king, or, if the king cannot legally be moved, ho must

l>lay any other piece or i>awn legally movable that his opponent may

name.

10. Enforcing Poiatties.—A penalty can only he enforced before the

party who has not committed the error has touched a man in re))ly. If

the illegality be discovered at a later period the moves must be retraced,

the error rectified, and the game renewed from that point. But if the

source of an illegality cannot be di.scovcred, Ihe game must be annulled.

When the king is moved as a penalty, the party paying the penally

cannot castle on that move.

11. anck.—A player mn#*t audibly nay “check,” when he niakcH a

move wliich puts the hontilc kinj? in check. A player in not compelled

to ^ve check because hentterflit. Hut if it is uttered and not Jpvenj

the move on which it is uttered must be retracted and another made,

if the adversary require it. If a plaver move Ids kin" into check; if he

remove a j>iece which roverr’d ids king, and thereby i>lace him in check,

if, while his king is in check, he touch or move a. man whicii does not
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cover the check—in each of these cases lie sul)jects himself to the

penalties laid down in Section li,

12.

A King Remaining in Check .—It the king of citlier player is

placed in check, and tlie clicck lias not been announced or discovered

until one or more moves have been made, all moves subsequently made
must be retracted, and the player who ought to have announced the check

must make some other move. If the check lias been duly announced,

hut still not provided against, the moves must only bo retracted as far

as that of the king, which must he placed out of check in any manner
its player chooses. If the moves cannot be remembered, the game must
be annulled.

1.3. ./"arfoiiSf.—When a person touches a man for the purpose of

adjii.sting it, and not with the intention of moving it, he must before

touching it say j'adonbe, or words to that effect. Hut it is of no avail to

say j'adoube after the man has been touched. In that case the piece or

jiawn must bo moved.

14 ComUing Fifty Moves.—

M

at any period of a game one player

should persist in repeating a particular check or series of checks, or

the same line of play, his adversary can demand that the game
shall he limited to fifty more moves on each side

; and if within

that limit neither party win, the game must terminate as a drawn one.

Secondly, when a player has only the king on the board, he may insist

upon his adversary winning in fifty moves, or upon the game being

drawn.

Thirdly, when one player has only a king and queen, king and rook,

king and bishop, or king and knight, against an equal or superior force,

he may insist equally upon the fifty-move limit.

Fourthly, whenever one player considers that the game ought to be
drawn, or that one side can force a win, the umpire or bystanders shall

decide whether the fifty-move limit ought to be applied
;

it being
understood that the limit is not applicable in cases where several pieces

remain on the board at the same time.

None of the foregoing clauses apply to games wherein one
party undertakes to mate, with a particular man or on a particular

square.

1.5. Upsetting the Board or Men.—If the board or any of the men be
upset or disjilaced, the pieces must be rearranged as they were when the

accident took place, and the game proceed in due course. The opinion

of the player who did not upset the board shall always prevail over that

of the player who did. Willfully upsetting the board is equivalent to

resigning the game.
16. Dropped Man.—\f at any time it is discovered that a man has

been dropped off the hoard, and moves have been made during its

absence, such moves shall be retracted and the man restored. If

the players cannot agree as to its restoration, the game must be an-

nulled.

IT. UOTpifc.—The umpire shall have authority to decide any question
whatever that may ari.se in the course of a game, but must never interfere,

except when appealed to by one of the players, unless a violation of
the fundamental principles of the game has taken place. When a ques-
tion is submitted to the umpire or to bystanders, their decision shall be
final.

CHEQUERS.

HEQUERS or dranghts is played on the same
board as chess. The pieces are of similar value,

and are placed on the alternate white squares in

the three rows nearest the side, placing the

board so that the black square is to the right hand. The
movement is diagonal, one s<iuare at a time. When two
men of opposite color are so placed that one can leap over

another to a square beyond in a diagonal line, he “ takes”
it, and the piece taken is removed from the board. When
the pieces are moved so far forward as to have reached the

opposite extremity of the board, tliey are crowned, that is a
second piece is laid on top. A king can move backwards or

forwards. The game is won by taking all the opponent’s
men.

BtACK.

THE LAWS OF CHEQUERS.
1. The board is to be so placed that a white square is at the upper right-

hand corner.

2. The choice of color is to be determined by lot.

3. The black men to have the first move, and after the first game the

men to be changed. (By this means each player alternately takes the

black men and first move.)

4. The player who touches a man, excepting for the purpose of adjust-

ing it, must move it, if a legal move can be made with that man.
5. A man moved over the angie of a square must be moved to that

square.

6. A man en prise must be taken.

7. If tile man en prise be left untaken by accident, the adversary

has the option of bnfling ; or of compelling the capture of the offered

piece ; or of allowing the offending piece to remain on its square.

8. I’he huff is not a move, and after the piece is huffed, the player

makes his move as usual. (Hence the saying “ Huff and move.")

fl. Five minutes is the limit of time for considering a move. (In match

games an umpire i.s appointed to call the time).

10. When a piece is en prise, and there is only one way of taking it, one

minute is the maximum time allowed for the move.

11. The penalty for exceeding the time stated is the loss of the game.

(In friendly contests time is not necessarily insisted on).

12. A jilayer making a false move, must either replace the men and

make a legal move, or resign the game, at the option of his adversary.

13. When, in the act of taking, the jilayer removes one of his own
men from the board, he cannot reiilace it without the consent of his

opponent, who can cither play or insist on the move standing, or of the

piece being replaced.

14. When only two kings remain on cither side, if neither player can

force a win within twenty moves, the game is drawn.

15. When three or more kings are opposed to two, the piayer with the

weaker force may claim a draw if his opponent fail to win within forty

moves. (The forty moves are counted for each side.)

16. Notice must be formaily given of the intention to count the

moves

.

17. Wlien several pieces are taken by one move, no man must be

lifted from the board till the move is compieted; and if the player

fail to take all the men he can, his opponent may huff him.

18. When a man arrives at the last row of squares on his opponent’s

side of the board, it must immediately be crowned ; and such king

cannot be moved until a move has been made by the other player.

11). All disputes to be decided by an umpire, or by the majority of the

company present.

20. During the progress of a game neither player is allowed to leave

the room without the consent of the other.

21. A breach of any of the above laws to be considered a loss of the

game.
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ii' AXCING is one of the most ])opn-

lar forms of social amusement.

It is also to be recommended as a

f
, healthful exercise, ^vhen the rooms

for this purpose are not over-heated

and ill-ventilated.

Round Dances are performed by

separate couples, who make circular

movements round the room while jierforming

them. They are preferred by many to those which

are termed Square Dances (the Lancers, the

Quadrille, etc.); the Round Dances, therefore, oc-

cupy most of the numbers set down in ball pro-

The best known Round Dances are the Polka,

Galop, and Waltz, which arc danced in the follow-

ing manner :

—

THE POLKA.

The step of the Polka is simple enough when once

learned. It consists merely of three steps and one rest. The

gentleman commences with a slight spring on his right foot,

at the same time sliding the left forward. This is the first

movement (the toe of the left foot being pointed outward,

and the heel pointed toward the right foot). The right

foot is then brought up to the left with a slight spring, the

left foot being at the same time raLsed. This is the second

movement. Then fall on the left foot, raising the right

foot behind, which is the third movement. After a rest of

one quaver, spring with the left foot, and slide the right

foot forward, thus reversing the movement.

The lady dances the Polka the same as the gentleman,

except the feet are reversed, she starting with the right foot

instead of the left.

THE GALOP.

This dance is simply a slide with one foot, and a chasscz

with the other, as long as the dancers continue in the .same

direction ; then a half turn, repeating the same in the op-

jiosite direction, reversing the feet.

The gentleman slides the left foot sideways
;
count one.

Bring the right foot up behind the heel of the left ; count

two. This is repeated until a change of direction is de-

sired.

To reverse the direction, repeat the same movement, slid-

ing with the right foot first in the opposite direction.

The lady executes the same steps as the gentleman, ex-

cept the feet are reversed.

THE WALTZ.

Assume the correct position, placing the right foot in front.

Glide the left foot directly backward about twelve inches
;

count one. Pass the right foot two or three inches behind

the left heel, at the same time turning on the ball of each

foot
;
count two.

Complete the turn by bringing the right foot front in the

third position ; count three. Glide the right foot directly

forward, about twelve inches
;
count four. Advance the left

foot about six inches in front of the right, at the same time

turning on the ball of each foot
;
coimt Jive. Coiiifilete the

tuni by bringing the right foot in front ; count six.

The lady follows the same order, with the exception that

she begins with the reverse foot, each time.

THE REVERSE

1. In reversing the gentleman glides th(> left foot directly

forward and counts one. 2. Advance the right foot six inches

in front of the left, at the same time turning on the ball of

each foot toward the left hand
;
fount two. .‘1. (’omplete

the turn to the left, by bringing the left foot in front;

and you then count three. 4. Glide the right foot

backward ; count four. 5. Pass the left behind the right,

at the same time turning toward the left hand, on the ball

of the feet ; count five. C. Complete the turn to the left, by

bringing the left foot in front ; count six.

THE GERMAN, OR COTILLION.

Eight dancers take their places as for an ordinary qtiadrille.

The first coujile commence by waltzing once round, inside

the group. Then the first and second ladies advance twice,
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and cross over; their j)artners do tlie same, and afterward

the third and fourth couples repeat the same performance.

The first and second couples waltz to their places, and the

third and fourth do so also.

All now waltz to partners, turn half round with both hands

and meet the next lady
;
this last action is repeated until all

have arrived at their places. Two side lines are then formed,

which advance twice, cross over, and turn twice; again the

lines advance twice, and then cross to their places, turning

twice. All the couples then waltz round, and then the

dance is commenced again, and the whole is danced through

as described—in all four times.

The Germans are very partial to this dance, and they often

introduce variations. One form is this: Beforehand a bas-

ket of small bouquets and a cushion, whereon are a number
of small rosettes, are prepared. When the dancers (the

number is not limited) are arranged, the first lady takes her

seat on a chair placed in the middle; the master of the cere-

monies brings to her two gentlemen. If she wishes to dance

with either of them, she takes a rosette from the cushion and

pins it on the coat of the one she chooses. I f she declines

both, two other partners are brought. When she has made
her choice she rises, pins on the rosette, and the couple then

waltz round the room. The next lady then takes her place.

When all the ladies have observed this ceremony, the first

gentleman takes a bouquet, goes to the lady with whom
he wishes to dance, and offers it. If she refuses it, he ten-

ders it to another; when he is accepted he waltzes once round

with the lady. Then the next gentleman offere a bouquet,

and so on. The dance is finished by all the couples waltzing

at the same time.

DICTIONARY OF DANCING TERMS.

Allemand —Four steps are taken by eacli gentleman toward the

lady of the right hand couple, who advances in order to meet him
;
after

swinging lier lialf way round, he advances four steps toward ins jrart-

ner (the latter advancing to meet him), and they swing (with left hands

joined) to places.

Balance to Corners.—The gentleman, after turning toward the

lady of the couple on his left, makes three glides to the right, and stop.s
;

then he makes three glides to the left, and stops ; turns the lady with

both hands, and all return to places.

Balance in Place consists in sliding the right foot to the right,

bringing tire left foot in front of the right
;
then sliding the left foot to

the left, bringing the right foot in front of the left, after which the wliole

movement is repeated.

Balance to Partners.—The partners face each other, take three

steps to the rigid, and stop; take tliree steps b.ack to tlie left, and stop
;

then, joining liands, turn around once in their places.

Chassez Across. —The gentleman slides tlie right foot sideways to

the right three times, bringing the left foot in front each time; tlien

slides three times to the left willi the left foot, bringing the right foot in

front.

The lady at the same time takes similar steps to the left, passing

across in front of her partner, and tlicn takes tlirec steps sideways back

to place.

Chassez All —Ladies take four steiis sideways to the left, bringing

the rigid, foot close up to the left, and then take four similar steps b.ack

again ; the gentlemen chassez four steps to the right, behind tlieir part-

ners, and return
;
iiartners then turn with both hands to places.

Chassez in Promenade.—The gentleman takes seven steps witli

his left foot, while the lady takes seven steps with her right foot. Dur-

ing the eighth count of the music they turn, and then take the same
number of steps back to places.

Cross Over.—The partners dance in a straigid line across, and face

round in the opposite position to tliat which they occupied at the start.

Cross Right Hands.—In this movement two iiersons opposite to

each other join their right hands, and the two otlier opposites also join

right liands at riglit angles across tlie liands of tlie first two
;
then all

take four steps to the left, stop, drop their right hands, and cross their

left hands
;
then all take four steps to the rigid and resume their former

positions.

Dos a Dos.—Tlie gentleman and lady opposite advance, pass on

each other's right side, step across to the right, with back to back, and

without turning round
;
and then pass each other’s left hands to places.

Forward and Stop consists in taking three steps forward, com-

mencing with the right foot, and bringing the left foot up behind the

right.

Forward and Back consists in taking three steps forward, begin-

ning with the right foot, and bringing the left foot u]> behind the rigid
;

then three steps are taken backward, beginning with the left foot,

bringing the rigid foot in front of tlie left.

Forward and Ladies to the Center.—The partners join their

right hands, and advance four steps ; then return four steps to their

places. Advance again four steps toward the center. The gentleman

then swings his partner half way round, so as to face him ; the lady re-

mains in the center, and he returns to his place.

Gentlemen to the Rig-ht.—See Ladies to the Kight.

Grand Chain —All eight chassez all the way round, giving alter-

nately right and left hands to partners, beginning with the right. When
the gentleman meets his partner half way round the quadrille, he salutes

her. This movement is frequently called liight ami Left all Rovml.

Half Grand Chain is the same as the above, except that the gen-

tleman, instead of saluting his partner, joins right hands with her, and

after both have swung half way round, so as to face in the opposite

direction, they return left and right to places.

Hands All Round —All the couples form a ring by joining hands,

and then swing entirely round in a circle b.ack to places. Another way
is to swing eight steps to the left, then stop, and return with eight steps

to places.

Ladies to the Right.—In this movement each lady t.akes four steps

to the right, in front of her right hand couple, dances four steps in front

of the gentleman on her right, turns him round by joining hands,

and remains standing on his right side, taking the place of his former

j)artner.

Ladies’ Chain.—The ladies of the two opposite couples cross over

and give the right hand to each other in passing ; they return in the

same manner, and are swung hy partners with left hand to places.

Ladies’ Grand Chain.—All four ladies cro?s right hands in the

center, make a half turn, drop right hands, and join hands with opposite

gentleman, being swung half round to his side. The movement is then

repeated back to places.

Promenade.—The partners cross hands and cross over, passing on

the right of the opposite advancing couple to the place directly opposite

from which they started. They then return in the same manner to places.

Promenade All —The |)artners cross hands, and all couples chassez

to the right to opposite places. They then stop, and repeat the same

movement to i>laccs.

Right and Left.—Two opposite couples cross over, the gentleman

touching right hands with the opposite lady in passing
;
then the part-

ners join left hands, and turn half way round in the places of the oppo-

site couple. They return to their original places by repeating the same

movement.

Right Hand Across and Left Hand Back Again.—The
opposite couples cross over, the ladies on the inside and touching right

hands with the opposite gentleman in passintr. All four face round to

return, each lady joining left hands with opposite gentleman,whose hand

she retains ;
she then, after crossing her right hand over her left, joins

right hands with her partner.

Turn Partners consists in the gentleman tjiking his p.artner with

both hands, and turning her round once to the left.

Vis a Vis (face toface) is the French term for the partner (facing

you) of the opposite couple.
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THE LANCERS.
FIRST FIGURE.

Head Couples : Forward and Back 4 bars.

Forward and Turn Opposite Partnei’s 4 “

Cross Over 4 “

Back to Places 4 “

Balance to Corners 8 “

» SECOND FIGURE.
Head Couples : Forward and Back 4 bars.

Forward and Ladies to the Center. . . 4 “

Chassez to Bight and Left 4 “

Turn Partners to Places 4 “

Side Couples : Divide, all Forward in two Lines. . . 4 “

Forward again and Turn Partners to

Places 4 “

THIRD FIGURE.
Head Couples : Forward and Back 4 bars.

Forward and Salute 4 “

Ladies All : Cross Right Hands Half Round. ... 4 “

Left Hands Back Again 4 “

Instead of cross Right Hands Half Round, the Ladies’

Chain is sometimes substituted.

I

» THIRD FIGURE.

Riglit Hand Across, and Left Hand Back 8 bars.

Balance (four in center) 4 “

Half Promenade (cross to opposite side) 4 “

Two Ladies Forward and Back 4 “

Two Gentlemen Forward and Back 4 “

Forward Four and Back 4 “

Half Right and Left, to Places 4 “

FOURTH FIGURE.

Forward Four and Back 4 bars.

j

Forward again, and leave the first lady on the left

of the opposite gentleman 4 “

Forward Three—twice; tlie second time, both ladies

cross over to opposite gentleman, and the first

* gentleman advances to receive them and retires

with the two ladies 8 “

Forward Three—twice; the second time stop in the

center and turn the two ladies round 8 “

Four Hands Half Round—The four join hands,

turning to the left, and cross over to ojipositc

places 4 “

Half Right and Left, to Places 4 “

FOURTH FIGURE.

Head Couples : To the Right, and Salute 4 bars.

To the Left, and Salute 4 “

Turn Partneis to Places 4 “

Right and Left 8
“

FIFTH FIGURE.

All : Right and Left All Round 1C bars.

t First Couple : Face Outward 8
“

All : Chassez Across 8 “

First Couple : Down the Center and Back 8 “

A1 : Forward and Back 4 “

Forward again and Turn Partners

to Places 4 “

f Each couple faces outward in turn, and the entire figure

closes with Right and Left All Round.

THE PLAIN QUADRILLE.
* FIRST FIGURE.

Right and Left 8 bars.

Balance 8 “

Ijatlies’ Chain 8 “

Half Promenade 4 “

Half Right and Left, to Places 4 “

SECOND FIGURE.
Forwanl Two:

Forwartl and Back 4 bars.

Cross Over (Ladies inside) 4 “

Chas-sez to Partners 4 “

Cross Over to Places (Ladies inside) 4 “

Balance 8 “

* FIFTH FIGURE.

All Promenade Round (or Ijadics’ Chain) 8 bars.

' Forward Two, 1 Same as in secoiul figure Ifi
“

;

Balance. ) 8 “

I

All Chassez, saluting partners with a bow andcour-

I

tesy 8 “

THE VIRGINIA REEL
OE

SIR ROGER DE COVERLY.

First gentleman and last lady, forward and back. . . 4 bars.

,

First lady and last gentleman, “ “ “ 4 “

First gentleman and last lady, swing right hands. 4 “

First lady and last gentleman, “ “ “ 4 “

First gentleman and last lady, swing left hands. . 4 “

First lady and last gentleman, “ “ “ 4 “

First gentleman and last lady, swing both hands.. 4 “

First lady and last gentleman, “ “ “ 4 “

First gentleman and last lady, dos il dos 4 “

First lady and last gentleman, “ “ “ 4 “

First couple turn right hands 2 “

Sejiarate and turn second couple, left hands 2 “

Turn right hands 2 “

Separate and turn third couiile, left hands 2 “

Continue in the same manner to bottom.

I
All join hands and back to jilaces at to[>.

Gentlemen to left, ladies to right march down out-

side, and uj) the middle.

Head coujile ; Down the middle to bottom.

• Till?* IS danced four times: twice in snreoHsion by fiie head
I collides, and afterwards twice in buccession by tlie side comiiIoh.



OR whftt purpose do j'oung ladies look at the

moon ?

To see the man in it.

Why ought Shakespeare’s dramatic works
to be considered unpoi)ular ?

Because they contain Mach Ado About

Nothing.

Wily are suicides invariably successfui

people in the world ?

Because they always manage to accom-

plish their own ends.

Why was Pharaoh's daughter like a broker ?

Because she got a little prophet (profit) from the rushes on the

bank ?

Why are potatoes and corn like certain sinners of old ?

Because, having eyes, they see not, and having cars they hear not

!

If a woman were to change her sex, what reiigion would she be of ?

She would be a he’thcn (heathen).

What is the difference between a donkey and a postage stamp ?

One you lick with a stick, the other you stick with a lick 1

Wiiat sort of ttme do we all enjoy most ?

For tune, made up of bank notes 1

Why are birds melanchoiy in the morning 1

Because their little bills arc all over dew 1

Why is a pretty young lady like a wagon wheel ?

Because she is surrounded by felloes (fellows).

Why is a newspaper like an army ?

Because it has leaders, columns, and reviews.

What is the difference between killed soldiers and repaired garments?

The former arc dead men, and the latter arc men ded (dead).

Why was the whale that swallowed Jonah like a milkman who has re-

tired on an independence?

Because he took a great profit (prophet) out of the water.

Why is a short man struggling to kiss a tall woman like an Irishman

going up to Vesuvius ?

Because, sure, he’s trying to get at the mouth of the crater 1

When is a schoolboy like a jiostage-stamp ?

When he is licked and put in the corner, to make him stick to his

letters !

Why is opening a letter like taking a very queer method of getting

into a room ?

Because it is breaking through the scaling (ceiling).

When is a newspaper like a delicate child ?

When it appears w'eekly.

What is the difference between a light boot and an oak tree ?

One makes acorns, the other—makes corns ache.

Why are sugar-plums like race-horses ?

Because the more you lick them the faster they go 1

How many yonng ladies does it take to reach from New York to Phila-

delphia ?

About one hundred, because a Miss is as good as a mile.

Why is a spendthrift, with regard to his fortune, like the water in the

filter ?

Because he soon runs through it, and ieaves many matters behind to

settle 1

What animals are admitted at the opera ?

Puppies and white kids.

What is Majesty deprived of its externals ?

A jest (M-ajest-y) I

W’hy are your nose and chin constantly at variance ?

Because words are continually passing between them 1

Where did Noah strike the first nail in the ark ?

On the head I

What fur did Adam and Eve wear ?

Bear (bare) skin.

Why are fixed stars like wicked old men ?

Because they sin till late (scintillate).

Why are laundresses good navigators ?

Because they arc always crossing the line, and going from pole to

pole 1

What sort of sympathy would you rather be without ?

Y'ou don’t want to be pitted by the small pox I

Why is a kiss like a rumor ?

Because it goes from mouth to mouth 1

Why are bald-headed men in danger of dying?

Because death loves a shining mark!

Why should a man troubled with the gout make his will ?

Because he will then have his leg at ease (legatees).

Why is a dog’s tail a great novelty ?

Because no one ever saw it before.

Why was Herodias’s daughter the fastest girl mentioned in the New
Testament ?

Because she got a-head of John the Baptist on a charger.

How do young ladies show their dislike to mustaches ?

By setting their faces against them I

Why would Sampson have made an excellent actor ?

Because he could so easily bring down the house I

When is a young lady not a young lady ?

When she’s a sweet tart (sweetheart).

Why is a ship like a woman ?

Because she is often tender to a man-of-w'ar ; often running after a

smack ;
often attached to a great buoy

;
and frequently making
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Why is a son who objects to his mother’s second marriage like an ex-

hausted pedestrian ?

Because he can't go a step farther.

Why is lip-salve like a duenna f

Because it’s meant to keep the chaps off 1

When is a door not a door ?

When it is a jar ta-jar).

Why are good resolutions like fainting ladies f

Because they want carrying out.

What is the “ sweetest thing in bonnets ?”

A lady’s two-lips.

What sort of music should a girl sing whose voice is cracked and

broken ?

Pieces !

W’’hat animai took most luggage into the Ark, and which the least ?

The elephant who had his trunk
; while the fox and the cock had

only a brush and a comb between them !

In what place did the cock crow so loud that all the world heard him ?

In the Ark.

Why is the root of the tongue like a dejected man ?

Because it’s down in the mouth.

Why is a dog biting his own tail like a good manager ?

Because he makes both ends meet

!

When does the House of Representatives present one of the most
ludicrous spectacles ?

When its ayes (eyes) are on one side, and its noes (nose) on the

other !

What is the difference between an accepted and a rejected lover ?

One kisses his miss, the other misses his kiss !

When is a schoolmaster like a man with one eye?

When he has a vacancy for a pupii !

Which are the lightest men—Scotchmen, Irishmen, or Englishmen ?

In Ireland there are men of Cork
;
in Scotland men of Ayr

;
but in

England, on the Thames, they have lighter men !

Wliich wouid you rather, look a greater fool than yon are, or be a

greater fool than you look ?

After somebody has chosen you will create a laugh by saying, “ that

is impossible !
”

Why is a young man engaged to a young lady like a person sailing for

France 1

Because he’s going to Havre (have her).

Why is a man who never iays a wager as bad as a regular gambler ?

Because he’s no better.

What should be a soldier’s definition of a kiss f

A report at head-quarters !

Why are two young ladies kissing each other an emblem of Christi-

anity ?

Because they arc doing unto each other as they would men should

do unto them !

When is a baby most like a cherub ?

When it continually doth cry !

What is the difference between an old maid and a girl fond of a red-

haired Irishman ?

One loves a cat and parrots, the other— a Pat and carrots !

Why is an author the most wonderful man in the world ?

Because his tail (tale) comes out of his head !

What is the difference Ixitwcen the manner of the deal h of a barber
and a seniptor ?

One curls up and dies, and the other makes faces and busts 1

When did Moses sleep five in a bed ?

When he slept with his forefathers.

What part of speech is kissing ?

A conjunction !

Why arc married men like steamboats ?

Because they are subject to get blown up occasionally.

Why is a very demure young lady like a steampaeket ?

Becan.se she pays no atteniion to tiie swells that follow her.

When are kisses sweetest ?

When sirup-titionsly obtained.

Why is a kiss like a sermon ?

Because it requires two heads and an aiqilication I

How do you spell " blind pig" in two ietters?

P G—[lig witiiout an I I

Why is I the luckiest of ali the vowels ?

Because it is in the center of bliss, while e is in hell, and all the

others in pi/rg«tory I

What one letter in the aliihabet will spell the word potato?

The letter O ;
put them down one at a tune until you liave;i«f eigfil

o's.

What do lawyers do when they die f

Lie stiii I

W’hy do girls kiss each other while men do not 1

Because girls liave nothing better to kiss and men have.

Why are hogs more intelligent than human beings f

Because they nose (knows) everything I

What is the difference between a mother with a large family and a

barber t

One shaves with his razors, and the other raises her shavers.

What shape is a kiss ?

A-lip-tickle (elliptical).

In what key should a declaration of love be made ?

Be mine ah 1 (B minor)

Why are there more marriages in winter than in summer ?

Because then men seek comforters, and ladies seek muffs I

Why arc country girls’ cheeks like well iirinted cottons ?

Because they are warranted to wash and—kee|> color 1

What game do the waves play at ?

At pitch and toss 1

W’hat is a button ?

A small event that is always coming off!

When is a girl like a mirror ?

When she’s a good-looking (g)lass I

Wiiy is love like a potato?

Becau.se it shoots from the eyes, and gets le.ss by ])airing (paring).

W’hy is a youth encouraging a innstache like a cow’s tail f

Because he grows down.

Why is a judge’s nose like the middle of the earth ?

Because it’s the center of gravity.

Why is it almost certain that Shakespeare was a broker f

Because no man has furnished so many stock (|Uotatioiis.

W'liy is a dirty man like llanncl ?

Because he shrinks from washing ?

Why is twice ten like twice eleven ?

Because twice ten are twenty, and twice eleven arc twenty-two (too).

What is the most dangerous time of the year to go into the country ?

When the trees are shooting and the Imli-rnshes out 1

Why was “ Uncle Tom’s Cabin ’’ not written by a female hand ?

Because it was written by .Mrs. Ika-cher’s toe (Stowe).

Which one of the Seven Wonders of the Worid are locomotive en-

gines like ?

The coal-horses of roads (Colo.ssnsof Rhodes).

What did (Jiieen Elizabeth take her pills in ?

In cider (inside her).

Why was Blackstone fike an Irish vegetable ?

Because he was a common tatur.

Why was Eve made ?

For Adam’s Express Company.

Why Is a dead doctor like a dead duck f

Because the both have done quacking I
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i^ILLING TIME” is not a Ycry

^| wortliy ol^joct to have in view, but

Q'Jj+CYcn the busiest of grown-nii mor-

tals liiul it necessary on some occa-

sions to resort to home occupations

)YYhen “ time hangs heaYily on

'their liands.” Young jieople, how-

CYcr, who luiYc not liYcdlong cnougli

apjireciate the Yaluc of time, are too

t to spend their leisure hours in friuo-

lous pastimes. It is true that “all work

and no jilay make Jack a dull boy,” but

Jack's play might just as well i)artake of

the utile cum dutce (the useful along with

the sweet), instead of consisting alto-

gether of base-ball, cards, billiards, and

CYCn harmful amusements. Your sixteen-

year-old daughter might certainly indulge in more

profitable occu}iations than gossiping, reading

noYcls, and flirting at her window with the young

gentleman oYcr the way. There are many useful

and beautiful arts which may l)C practiced at

home, greatly increasing the sum of home enjoy-

ment, and adding also to the elegance of the

familiar rooms irhere the better part of our liYCS is

spent.

It is a one-sided and incomplete education which

neglects the training of the eye and hand.

Every girl should acquire some technical skill,

which she might apply to the decoration of her

own ])arlor, and if need were, to the earning of

money for herself and her private uses. Every

hoy, however deeply he may jJungc into the clas-

sics, should know how to use tools, to drive a nail,

to wield a hammer, to mend a hinge, or to make

some ])retty article for his mother and sisters.

Head and hands should hel}) each other.

There has been a revival of taste in common

things, and we care much more than our grand-

parents did about surrounding ourselves with

beauty. The struggle of life was harder for them,

and they had not time, as we have, for adorning

tables and chairs, arranging corners so that they

are artistic and not hideous, and making windows

and walls rich with color and fair with softly fall-

ing drapery.

EMBROIDERY.

Ajiong the most popular liome occupations for ladies at

the present day, we may name embroidery. The loom and

the spinning-wheel, in one simple form or another, areas old

as history, and our devotion to the embroidery frame is only

a return to the work which mediaeval ladies found delight-

ful. True, few of them could read and write, and so the

needle was their only form of expression, while all doors are

open to u.s. But, though not shut up to embroidery, it is

i
pleasant work for a group of merry girls or thoughtful

' women.

I

To speak of materials, the most expensive are silk,

velvet, tissue, gold and silver cloth, velveteen, and plush.

Among cheaper materials which are available in household

art, are linens of various degrees of fineness, crash, sateen,

Bolton, sheeting, scrym, serge, and canton flannel.

Imagine the old funereal parlor with ghostly windows,

hung with white shades, a marble mantel deathly white, a

marble-topped table with a few ambrotypes and animals in

red and gilt on its chilly surface, and then think how

even such a room may bloom in brightness when a fair

magician has touched it with her needle. Behold !

Creamy curtains drape the windows, a lambrequin covers

j

the frozen mantel, the tables are hidden under cloths which

1
make each a warm and glowing spot to attract the eye, and
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a screen cuts off the angles, while the room seems to invite

you in to rest and be i-efieshcd.

Every lady who gives her mind to it, whether greatly

skilled or not, can improve a dull and dingy room by a few

judicious alterations, and every young girl may, if she

choose, learn to embroider at o<ld moments, and little by lit-

tle may transform her abode from ugliness to beauty.

Crewels are usetl for working on linen, serge and flannel.

Tapestry wool is much thicker than crewel and is useful on

coarse fabrics. Embroidery silk is preferred for silk, satin,

or fine materials. In working with crewels, cut your threads

into short lengths. It is difiBcult to use too long a thread

without puckering up the work.

Plush, which is the most elegant and effective material for

banners, draperies, and covers, is very costly. A good qual-

ity is worth $4.50 a yard. Woolen plush is a little less than

silk, but is also expensive. Canton flannel which comes in

double width, and finished alike on both sides, in all the

rich and desirable colors, can be bought for ninety cents a

yard.

Felting, which is thick and stubborn, though usetul for

some purix)ses, costs fl.50 a yard, and is two yards wide.

Velveteen can be had from sJil.OO a yard and upward. Vel-

vets and satins cost anywhere from $3.00 to |G.00, and satin

brocatelle is $10.00 a yard.

Stitches. Stem-stitch is veiy simple. It is just a single

long stitch forward, and a short one backward, and then

another long stitch a little in advance of the first. In work-

ing outlines, great care must l)e taken to keep precisely the

line of the pattern, and to keep the thread to the left of the

needle. Some knowledge of drawing is necessary to a good

embroiderer. Leaves and flowers or conventional designs,

should be nicely drawn or stamped before beginning to work,

though sometimes a lady is so deft with her needle that she

can compose her pattern as she goes on. The stcm-stitch

may be longer or shorter according to fancy, but it must be

even.

Split-stitch is a variety of stem-stitch, but in bringing the

needle up through the material, it is passed through the em-

broidery silk or crewel.

Satin-stitc-h is the same on both sides. The needle must

1)6 taken back each time to the point from which it started.
,

lt^)pe-stitch is a twisted chain-stitch
;
blanket-stitch is the

onlinary buttonhole stitch less closely worked, and feather-

stitch is a broken stitch, worked in a light airy way, to suit

the convenience of the seamstress.

Drawn-Work consists in drawing out the threads of linen,

and working designs, or filling in the sort of lace foundation

thus made with whatever stitch the lady pleas<‘s. This is

very lovely for tidies, and for the borrlering of {)illow-shams, '

spreads, and curtains.

The embroiderer needs a smooth thimble, as a sharp one

catches in her .silk, a very sharp and pointed pair of scissors,

and a set of needles of different .sizes.

The beat crewels will not be injured by a careful laun-

dress. Covers of linen or sheeting, should be dipjied in

water in which bran has been boiled. Never use soda, soap,

or washing-i>owders for your j)retty things. Do not wring
|

them, but rinse with care, hang up to dry, and when almo.st

dry stretch carefully on a flat surface and fasten with pins;

you may thus safely clean all cheap embroidered work. Very

costly articles, when soiled, which need not be the case in

years of use, should be taken to a cleaner.

Applique Work is simply transferred work. Cut. out

pretty figures from damask or cretonne, or the best jiarts of

old and worn embroideries, and fasten them securely on a

foundation of lace, linen, or silk.

PRETTY THINGS WHICH MAY BE EMBROIDERED.

To leave curtains, lambrequins, screens, and panels,

which are larger undertakings than some busy women have

time for, cushions and chair-backs may be made in gieat

variety. Sofa cushions are always desirable as gifts. A
long narrow cushion for the back of an invalid’s chair, or a

neck-rest for a rocker, covers of cool gray linen to be slipped

over a chair that has lost its freshness, covers of all kinds,

little round mats for the table, scarf-shaped pieces to bright-

en the center of a dinner-table, portfolios and letter-ca.ses,

slijipers, neck ribbons, and dainty sewing and knitting-

aprons, with pockets to hold a bit of work find a thimble,

and the needles in their sheath, are among the articles

clever girls can have on hand.

TATTING,

This cannot be learned from printed directions, but is

easily acquired in a lesson or two from one who does it well.

It is graceful looking work, and forms a very m-atand strong

trimming for underclothing. Collars and edging, closely re-

sembling the finest lace, are made of tatting.

TAPE WORK.
At present old-fashioned, it may at anytime come into

favor. It is made of tape in different widths, as a trim-

ming for children’s aprons, and it almost never wears out.

TISSUE PAPER.

Lulu and Jennie must not think we have forgotten them.

It rains and Jennie has a cold. Mamma forliids going out

doors. “What shall we do ?’’ is the perplexing question.

Dolls are tiresome and games have been tried. Well, little

girls, get your scissors and a.sk mamma for several sheets of

bright-tinted tissue paper. Tell her you will make her a

beautiful lamp mat. And this is the way to do it.

Cut a piece of paper the size you wish your mat to be,

including the fringe. The mat is prettiest made of twocon-

tra.sting colors, and you need two whole sheets cut into eight,

square pieces.

Take the sixteen pieces and fold each one over about three-

quarters of an inch wide. After all are folded, braid or

weave them together, half one way and half another, to form

a square.

Sew the outside pieces as far ns the center of your mat,

then cut the fringe as deep as you wish it, and dampen it by
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pressing on it a wet cloth. Shake it very gently till it is

dry. The fringe will curl iij) and be very pretty.

Tissue paper flowers are made by cutting the petals as

much like real flowers as possible, and fastening them by

stems of flexible wire. This is nice work for little fingers.

CHENILLE WORK.
A glove or handkerchief box of plush or satin, worked in

chenille, would be a beautiful birthday present. Line the

box with quilted silk.

CROCHET.

The little crochet hook is very old. Its charm is that with

so small a tool so many beautiful things may be produced.

From a counterpane to a collar, almost anything may be

made with the crochet needle. Babies’ afghans and sofa

quilts for convalescents are often crocheted. There are few

occupations more fascinating than this.

KNITTING.

The delight of knitting is its sociability. One must give

her close' attention to her embroidery, but the lady who
knits may talk at the same time, and be witty or wise as

she pleases. What pictures rise in our mind’s eye of dear

old ladies knitting by the fire, their silvery needles flashing

and their thoughts busy with the past. Shawls for break-

fast or evening wear are both knitted and crocheted. Among
our most dearly-prized treasures is a sofa-quilt, knitted . in

broad stripes, each like a gay Roman ribbon, and crotcheted

together in black and gold, with deep fringe knotted in the

edge, the work of a lady who has counted her seventy-six

years, and reached life’s evening leisure.

PATCH WORK.
Let no one despise this homely art. It is an accomplish-

ment worth boasting of to make a really elegant patch-work

quilt. If you have pretty patterns or can procure them,

save them carefully, for sooner or later you will meet some

elderly woman who keeps a quilt on hand, and fills iqj her

“ botweenities ” by combining tints and matching jjieces

with poetic harmony.

DECALCOMANIE.
Beautiful jars, vases, umbrella holders, and boxes may be

made in this favorite work, for which scrap pictures are

necessary. It requires taste to arrange these tastefully, and
when well-gummed, they should be varnished to preserve

them, and to impart a finish. Potichomanie requires glass

for its foundation. Choose boxes, vases, or bowls of clear,

flawless glass. Cut and gum your picture very carefully on

the vase, which must then be varnished. Imitate Chinese,

Assyrian, or Etruscan vases, if you wish, but do not under-

take this work in a hurry. Pass a coating of gum over the

inside of the vase, then, if the outside is quite dry, paint it

in oil, in any color you please. Tall vases to fill with cat-

tails, grasses, and clematis, or to stand with a pot-pourri in-

side, shedding, whenever stirred, its faint, spicy odor over

the drawing room, are very important decorations. They

have an air about them as who should say, “ We are of very

long descent. Our lineage dates back to the cradle of civili-

zation. Egypt knew us in her palmy days, and so did Greece

and Rome.”

W^x 3?]owei^^.

Though three-fourths of the wax-flowers made are

but clumsy imitations of the lovely blossoms

which adorn the garden, or smile at us from

their hiding-places in woods and wayside fields,

we need not sneer at the artist in wax, nor laugh at

her handiwork. For there are artists in wax flowers

and fruits who are so successful as almost to cheat

the bees and the birds.

In order to make a violet, a pond lily, or a pansy, well, or

to combine a dish of plums and grapes with the sun-kissed

peach, and the yellow pear, you must study your original

and work from it. Take a real flower, or a real plum or

peach as your model, and imitate it as closely as you can.

If at first you don’t succeed, try, try again, and keep on try-

ing till you see as the result of your efforts, not a clumsy

wooden affair, but something that is worth having and
worth giving away.

You do not need a great many tools, but those you have

should be of the best, and should be kept clean and neat,

and by themselves. Nobody should think it too much
trouble to take good care of her brushes, paints, and wax.

Wax should be kej)t in a box, closely covered from dust,

and in a cool place. You require a brush for every color

you use, strictly kept for that one tint. It is well to have a

separate brush for every shade. Your sable pencils may be

cleansed after using for one color, and employed in another.

Always use a pair of scissors to cut out your petals, and

take as your pattern the flower you wish to copy.

In purchasing it is economy to go to the most trustworthy

dealers and buy the very best wax. You will need white,

cream-tinted, very pale green, smilax, tea-rose leaf, pale

spring, and deep spring-green tints for wax, but you need

not buy these all at once. It is necessary to purchase at

first only a very few materials. In paints, both in powder and

cake, the wax-worker should have carmine, chrome-yellow,

burnt sienna, burnt umber, Prussian blue, indigo, crimson-

lake, violet, carmine, rose-madder, French ultramarine, ma-

genta, flake-white, and Indian yellow
; fifteen tinting-

brushes, and four sable pencils ; some modeling pins. No.

1 and No. 3, wires covered with silk for fine, and with cotton

for coarse stems ; a palette and a palette knife ; some best

Bermuda arrow-root
;
green and white down for leaves ; two

sizes of wooden molds for the lily of the valley, and a cut-

ter for heliotrope, and a bar of India ink. That is a much
larger outfit than the novice requires. If you succeed with

your work, you will probably obtain it gradually.

To take the pattern of a petal, place it on white paper,

and brush it over with a tinting-brush. The form of the

petal will be left white on the paper, and may be cut out.

If you like, however, you may lay your petal on a piece of

paper, and cut its pattern in that way. Always cut the

0
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j)etals with the grain of the wax. The fingers arc excellent

motleling tools. A few drops of glycerine used on the

liands an liour or two before working makes them soft and

pliant. Do not work with brittle wax. To remove its brit-

tleness, set it awhile in a warm room, if it has been in the

cold.

To take a mold for flower or fruit, mix some very fine

plaster of Paris in a bowl witli water, to tlie thickness of

cream. Pour it lightly over leaf, or fruit, or bud, which it

is well to place for the purpose on a glass slab. In about

ten minutes the plaster will have hardened suflicicntly to

lift it from the slab. Pare away with a penknife any plas-

ter that may have run over. Let the mold stay in the sun,

having removed the leaf or bud, until it has hardened. In

twenty-four hours it will be ready for a coat of varnish,

which must be very thin indeed.

“ To take the mold of such a flower as a fuchsia or an

unopened bud ;
oil it, pour your thick i)laster into a paper

form, and allow the bud to sink on its side in the plaster.

Let it sink only to the center line, leaving one-half ex-

|)osed.” This direction is given by a teacher of experience.

“ Lift the mold out of the plaster before it is set too hard,

scrape the rim smooth, and with the point of a pen-knife

make two little cavities, one at the stem end, the other at

the point where the four sepals of the calyx fold, and care-

fully brush away any little particles of plaster
;
place this

half of the mold back in the paper form, and j)aint the

rim, the hollow, and the little cavities with sweet oil
;
place

the bud again in the cast, and pour enough plaster over the

exposed part to fill the paper form.”

In order to take a wax mold from this, dip it into cold

water, and pour melted wax into one half
; fit the other

half to it, turn it upside down, slowly, and hold it in your

liand till it has hardened. On removing the mold you will

have the perfect bud. If you were able before the jdaster

became too firm, to bore a little hole in the mold at the

stem end, you can slip the wire stem through before the

wax hardens.

Proceed in the same manner to make molds for fruit,

using your Judgment, according to shape and size.

A panel covered with black velvet, on which is fastened a

dainty tea-rose and bud with a cluster of leaves,* and this
i

set ujKin a silvcrctl or gilted easel is an ornament on any I

table. A cross of white pine, covered with wax roughly

coaterl to resemble coral, the whole wreathed with a pa.s.sion

vine and flower, is a beautiful symbol at Easter ;
or a cross

of dark wood garlanded with autumn leaves is very lovely.

Exquisite bouquets of apple-blossoms, lilacs, and crocuses

may be set in slender vases. Pond lilies look best mounted

on dark green velvet, and covered with a glass case.

Wax-flowers and fniit are very salable at fairs and bazaars,

and the lady who knows how to make them well, is always

sure of presenting her favorite table with .something which

will make a fine di.splay, and bring in a good profit when
disposed of.

PHANTOM LEAVES.
Phantom or skeleton leaves arc the ghosts of the leaves

that wave on the trees in summer. They are troublesome

to prepare, but arc very j>retty when finished. Gather the

leaves when they are perfect, and lay them in a large Jar,

filled with water. Leave them there until they decay, and

(he fleshly part of the leaves is easily detached from the

frame-work, or what we may call the bones. The ethcrial,

thread-like form of this delicate veined work is very beau-

tiful. Having loosened the green part, bleach the remain-

der by infusion in a strong solution of .soda. When quite

white, make boiupiets or wreaths of different leaves in com-

bination, and arrange them on a dark back-ground, or set

under glass.

I

A FE'W WORDS ABOUT GATHERING FERNS.

Many a happy hour is passed by the dear folks at home in

gathering and pressing ferns and autumn leaves, with which

to brighten the house when winter winds arc wild.

Never have too many of these in one apartment, for orna-

ment should ahvays be subordinate, and never ought to

appear overloaded or too profuse. A parlor ought not to be

smothered with either growing vines or plants, nor should

ferns and branches be so multiplied as to give a spotty ctfect

to walls.

All the young people may help in decorating the home

with leaves, the girls pressing and jjreparing them, dipping

the brilliant maple and the somber oak foliage into thinnest

wax, or varnishing it, or perhaps merely pressing it with a

half-warm flat-iron, and the boys climbing the step-ladder,

and j)lacing the bright bunches and vivid festoons where

their sisters direct.

The fern-gatherer should go the woods with a long basket,

the sides and bottom of which are lined with fresh leaves.

Lay the ferns in this, and as they wilt very quickly, cover

them with leaves.

Press them immediately on arriving at home, between old

newspaper.s, or, if you have it handy, large sheets of blot-

ting-paper. Large old books will answer if you have such.

Place a layer of ferns, face down
;
cover with several thick-

nesses of paper, on which lay a thin, smooth piece of board.

Cover this with a weight evenly. Three or four weeks will

press them perfectly.

Ferns and autumn leaves make a pretty picture framed

against a black ground. They are a substitute for a bou-

quet in winter, when no jjlants arc in bloom.

BASKETS AND WALL-POCKETS.

Loosely plaited straw' baskets, lined w’ith satin, silk, soft

worsted, or even silesia, tied with an immense bow, and or-

namented with artificial flowers, or pressed ferns, a bunch of

wheat, oats, grass, or corn cars, make charming w'all pockets.

These pockets are not only pretty in relieving the monotony

of a widl, but they are very useful, enabling the neat house-

keeper to put aside the baker’s dozen of odds and ends that

accumulate in sj>itc of her, and assisting her to live u{) to

that golden maxim, “A place for everything, and every-

thing in its place.”

LACE.
Macramc lace is made of cord and is too intricate to be

learned without personal instruction. It is by no means
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dilTic'ult wlicii one has the knack of it, and is utilized for the

making of pretty bags for sliopping, and of drapery, to fin-

ish off brackets, or lambrequines, and add variety to table-

covers. Finer laces, made of thread, and a pretty lacc-Iike

trimming of which feather-edge braid is tlie foundation,

are strong, lasting almost forever, and are veiy useful where

one has many garments to adorn, but they are, one and all,

exceedingly trying to the eyesight.

WHITE EMBROIDERY.
Except for the marking of initials on handkerchiefs or

table linen, no lady ought to practice white embroidery in

these days of cheap Hamburg edging. Machinery executes

such work, with a precision and elegance to wliich few

hands can attain, and life is too short to be spent in the

slow setting of white wreaths and eyelets and button-holes

and hem-stitching, when daintily perfect work of the same
kind can be bought fora song.

TRIFLES.
Among pretty articles to give one’s brother or young gen-

tleman friend, a shaving case may be mentioned. Take a

small Japanese paper fan, cover it with silk or silesia, cut a

jiiece of pasteboard the size of the fan, and cover with silk

or satin. Trim the edge with plaited ribbon, paint a spray

of flowers on it, or paste a graceful picture. Fasten paper

leaves nicely pinked to the fan part, and then join the two

sides together finishing with a bow, and a loop to liang it by.

An embroidered hat band, or band to hold a dinner nap-

kin are pretty gifts for a gentleman.

A foot-rest, worked on canvas in the old fashioned cross-

stitch, filled in, and made up by an upholsterer over a box

to. contain blacking brushes and shoe polish is sure to be ac-

ceptable to papa.

Pretty little work-baskets may be made of the paper boxes

in wliich one carries home ice-cream from the confectioners.

Scrap-pictures are easily procured to ornament them. They
may be cozily lined, and finished with a bow.

Exquisite little hair-receivers are made of Japanese um-
brellas, bought for three cents, inverted and hung by a loop

of ribbon.

These and many other little things are the merest trifles,

but mother and the girls have good times togetlier while

they are tossing them off: the foam of merry hours, when
good-natured talk, gossip without a spice of malice, and

lively jests make liome the blithest place in the world.

ki)cl

RTISTS of groat reputation are few. The mas-

ters of their art, whose work in tlie world’s great

1 1 markets is paid in agolden shower, may be counted

^ on a short muster roll. But never was there a time

when so many people took an interest in, and under-

iiaA stood something about art, when so many could paint

I® in a manner to give pleasure to their friends and

themselves, and when homes were so adorned by

simple and uncostly works of beauty.

We were very much touched the other day on beingshown,

ill the parlor of a friend, some lovely panels painted by her

husband, who had for some time been ill. Accustomed to

an active business life, the enforced routine of the household

wearied him, yet lie was not strong enough to go out, except

when the weather was neither very hot nor very cold, the

rare days, when “ lieaven tries the earth if it be in tune, and

softly above it lier warm ear lays. ” So the good wife, be-

thinking herself what new thing to suggest to make the

tedium less, advised that he should learn to paint in water-

colors.

Boys as well as girls may jiractice drawing and painting.

Every young person should learn to sketch from natui-e. An
artist-friend who spends days out of doors with pencil and

note-book, says it is wonderful how much more one sees,

who draws what he sees, than others do. Then, too, the

curious groups of spectators one gathers about him, afford

food for speculation. Barefooted children, philosophic

tramps, and curious cows sometimes look at my friend’s pic-

tures as they grow. A faithful dog is found to be a quite

pleasant companion on long expeditions.

Seriously, it is well worth while to acquire so accurate a

knowledge of drawing that one may jot down with a few

facile strokes, enough of a situation or a landscape, to fill

out the picture in after hours. Drawing is at the bottom.

LTnless you draw well, you will not succeed in any style of

painting, either in oils, water-colors, or mineral painting.

It is well to learn drawing from the object as well as from

copies. A professor of the art whose pupils take high rank,

makes beginners draw the furniture of tlie room, and after

a while tells them to draw their ideaof “Tired!” “Happy!”
“ Sorrowful! ” etc. But a great deal of pleasure may be

had, by those who paint only from copies. They can pre-

serve for themselves some beautiful pictures which they

could not possess otherwise, and they may ornament with

lovely devices, fans, ribbons, scent-bottles, and mouchoir-

cases.

Very exquisite dresses for parties have been jiainted by

clever girls, at a trifling expense, except of time and taste.

At a commencement this summer, one graduate wore a dress

of corded silk painted in the most delicately perfect way,

and another had on a dress thick sown with embroidery of

pearls, fit only for a royal princess, or a little Republican

belle.

M. Taine, the great French painter and critic, says that

success depends on learning to endure drudgery, and not

getting angry at failure. Do not fret dear young friends, if

your first attempts are not received with rapture, and please

only the partial eyes of mother. You will improve in time,

and not only panels, but lovely hand-painted covers for

books, Easter and Christmas cards, invitations, and dinner-

menus, will prove your skill.

CHINA PAINTING.

This is very captivating. Procure your colors in tubes,

and you will acquire a greater variety than you would for

either oil or water-color painting. Though it is permitted

to use water-color brushes, it is advisable to have a different
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set, anil, if you try both, keep your tools separate. The

colors most in use aix; black, wliite, gray, live shades of red,

two of brown, thivo of green, four of yellow, and two of

purple. These may be obtained at any art-store. The tube

colors are diluted with turpentine. You will require a porce-

lain palette, a glass slab eight inches square, several camel’s

liair brushes of different sizes, several blendei's, a quart

bottle of spirits of turix-ntine, a quart bottle of !»8 per cent,

alcohol, a small bottle of oil of turpentine, one of oil of lav-

ender, and one of balsam of copaiva. A steel palette knife,

and one of horn or ivory
;
a rest for the hand while painting,

made of a strip of wood alwutaninch long and twelve inches

wide, supported at each end by a foot, an inch and a half

in height; a small glass rauller
;
and a fine needle set in a

handle for removing tiny particles of dust.

Such an outfit will cost from ten to twelve dollars (about

£2 to £2 10s.).

A plate, a flat plaque, or a tile is best to begin with.

Let your first design be very simple. Y'ou will learn by

degi-ees how to use the colors which will best stand the

firing, which is the cnicial test. There are places in the

cities to which cups and saucers, vases, plates, and all china

articles may be sent to be fired, few people having the facil-

ities for doing this in their homes.

Painting can be applied to china, to velvet, to satin, to

cloth, and to almost every fabric and material in use among
civilized peoples.

By study, careful watching of processes, attention to de-

tails, and obedience to the directions of the best manuals,

one may learn to paint creditably without a master. But

all arts are rendered less difficult by a painstaking teacher,

and therefore it is well, if one can, to join a class.

A circle of young people at home, and a few friends with

them, might club together and engage the services of a good

teacher, who would come to them twice a week. They would

find that their rapid progress would well repay them for

time given and money spent.

THE CARE OF PETS.

A very engrossing home occupation is found in the care

of pets. Sometimes, indeed, the pets take more of the fam-

ily attention than outside friends approve. Ovei’-indulged

jicts behave a good deal like spoiled children. When the

parrot has his napkin on the dinner table, and poising there,

utterly n-fuses to cat anything except a dainty morsel on a

guest’s plate, when Puss occujaes the easiest chair and

Ponto the sofa, the pets are too daintily lodged and too

much considered.

But every boy should have some dear dumb animals to

love anil care for. Pigeon.s, rabbits, a feathered owl with

his wise phiz, a frolicksome monkey, a darling chijimunk,

a chattering parrot, a faithful dog, a pony, a gentle Alder-

ney cow—how long is the list of our four-footed and two-

footed friends in fur or in feathers, who serve us, amuse us,

bear with us, love us, mind u.s, and no doubt wonder at our

queer vagaries and odd dispositions.

Pets should l>c regularly tended, kept clean and comforta-

ble, given pleasant and riKjrny houses of their own, fed

plentifully, and, by gentle means, trained to obey their

mastei's and mistresses. Well-cared for, they will reward

by the pleasure they give, and sometimes they will manifest

I

a kind and degree of intelligence, which might shame some

I

stupid bipeds who belong to our human race.

PHOTOGRAPHY.

To have one’s picture taken used to be talked of as a family

event, in the early days before we had found out what a swift

and obliging miniature painter was our friend, the Sun. In

these days photography is put to medical and scientific uses,

and helps nearly all the other arts.

An amateur photographer’s outfit is not very ex[)ensive,

and a young man possessed of any skill in carpentering, can

easily build himself a little cabin outdoors, where he can

keep his apparatus and chemicals, and obtain great popular-

ity among the girls by taking their charming faces on tin-

types, if not on paper.

COLLECTIONS.

A geological or mineralogical cabinet, or a fine collection

of moths and butterflies, is a never-ending source of pleasure

and jn-ofit to the young student of natural history. No
matron, however neat, should object if her sons, bent on

botany and geology, bring weeds and stones into the house

for classification. A boy must have elbow-room. lie will

be the better man, the larger every way, and very likely the

more affectionate son, brother, and, after a time, husband, it

he is allowed to feel that his tastes are of some account, and
that he may have sufficient space in the house to indulge

them.

A hobby sometimes grows tiresome to others, if ridden too

constantly. But if Emily has her painting, Louise her

music, Ailee her books, Nanette her pretty dresses, and Lu-
cille her housekeeping, why shall not Ned go poking among
the rocks with his bag and little mallet, always making
wonderful di.scovcries, and Rex prepare lures for the moths,

and sally out with box and net for beetles and buttoi-fiies,

and Tom take photographs, and Hugh collect stamps and
])ostmarks. In the ideal home there is liberty to indulge

the individual, so that each person m.ay bo developed sym-

metrioally, and the happiness of all be insured.

CHISEL AND PLANE.

Change of work is often the best way of resting. A young
man, occupied in the store or the counting-room, and using

one set of faculties exclusively, has a great ailvantage over

his companion who doesn’t know what to do with himself

out of bu.siness hours, if he has a turn for carpentering.

Such a youth can do wonders, if the ladies help him, with

old furniture. 'I’liere is a discarded sofa in the attic
; it be-

gan life in the drawing-room, in great pride and honor;

went from there to the dining-room, in the course of time

was taken to the privacy of a bedroom, and at last, being

.si;omed as a miracle of ugliness, was j)acked off to the ob-

scurity of old lumber. But Arthur ami Susie, with new
8i)rings and stuffing, gay covering, varnish, and brass-
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headed nails, renew the despised article, and it is restored

to its former glory, and becomes the family boast.

Bookcases, only tolerable where people use and love

their books, may be made by the handy young man,

who thinks nothing of undertaking a set of portable shelves,

tlieir edges finished with a band of bright morocco, deep

enough to shield the precious volumes from dust.

Every pleasant thing that boys and girls can do together

should be welcomed in home life. So, if Mary wants a mir-

ror in her room, and the only one she can have is set in a

mahogany frame with half the veneering off, and a crack

down the northwest corner of the glass, is she to give up in

despair ? Not at all.

Fred looks at the glass with a jirofessional eye, and

straight away makes a new frame of white wood, which his

sister paints in a lovely running wrcatli of eglantine and

blackberry vines. As if by accident, a long spray drops

over the unlucky corner, and the very defect is turned into

an ornament.

It takes a great deal of tinkering to keep house, grounds,

fences, and gates in that state of jicrfect repair which indi-

cates the highest thrift. If Charlie has tools and knows

how to use them, then, when a shutter is awry, or a sash-

corel breaks, or a door creaks, or a gate hangs badly, he

attends to it at once, and the neighbors admire the manner

in which the folks at Charlie’s keep things up.

^^^^^^OOD-CARVING and fret-sawing is often left as

" a home occupation for the boys, but it is not ex-

clusively theirs. Panels, easels, brackets, boxes,

frames, and the various pretty carved articles

for the table in which ladies delight, may be made

by both brothers and sisters.

The more accurate and perfect work is done

by the machine, a Rogers or Holly saw turning

out the loveliest things you can think of; but woodcarving

by hand is the more artistic, and leaves room for the finest

play of individual taste.

The amateur wood-carver must be provided with a strong

deal table, which should stand in a good light. He must

have three chisels of different sizes, one an eighth of an

inch wide, the others a quarter and a half inch wide. These

should be ground rather slantingly. An oil-stone to set the

edges, a number of gouges, which are chisels of a different

pattern, and a supply of wood—a bit of smooth pine or an

old cigar-box will do—arc all that are indispensable at

first.

Try some simple leaf, with very few indentations at

first. Draw it on paper, the back of which is rubbed with

red chalk
;
pin this on the board, and press over it a bodkin

or crotchet- needle, and when lifted the outline will be found

on file wood. Next stab out your outline, either with a chisel

or with a little wheel, a notched instrument which is very

easy to manage.

In cutting away the wood, the chisel should be held in

the right hand, the wrist of the left hand being held firmly

on the panel, and the tool guided by the forefinger of the

left hand. Begin to cut out the wood at some distance

from the outline, shaving gradually to it.

Do everything very neatly, and without haste. Leave no

litter about when you are done. Bo sure to cut thoroughly,

not digging or tearing away the wood.

The fret saw consists of a frame with a cross-bar and two

side pieces. There are hand saws, and there are foot-power

saws worked by treadles. The pattern must always be

outlined first, and the operator must not hurry. The cost of

a good fret-saw is from $1 to $5, according to size. Full

directions accompany the machines.

A lad who is ambitious may make a good deal of pocket-

money by selling the pretty articles he turns out from his

fret saw. Wood-carving is much used in house-building, and

railings, shelves, and cornices may be made for the new home,

if the family are to have one, by the cunning hands of the

sons and daughters.

AMATEUR PRINTING.

There is still another fascinating pastime for young gen-

tlemen, and one which effectually keeps them removed

from outside temptation, and that is the printing-press.

Many a little fellow’s highest ambition is gratified when ho

is able to print visiting cai'ds for his friends among the

ladies, and circulars for his business acquaintances. The

number of amateur newsjjapers edited, composed, set uj),

and passed through the press by boys on their small presses

is very much larger than the uninitiated suppose.

“Art is long and time is fleeting.” Change and vicissi-

tude come to us all. The fledglings find their wings and

fly from the home nest. While they are still there, it is

good economy to make the nest so cozy, and to so fill the air

with song and sweetness, that every memory of the dear

place in all coming days shall vibrate to the air of “ Dome,

Sweet home.”
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OUNG GIRLS seldom realize

the fact that a knowledge of

housekeeping is of greater prac-

tical value after marriage than

the preservation of bright eyes

and rosy cheeks, if they M ish

to retain the affection and

admiration of their husbands.

It was once said by an ob-

serving member of the gentler sex that “the
only way to reach a man’s heart is through his

stomach,” but this malicious piece of cynicism

was probably offered by her as a witty retalia-

tion for the many cruel things that have been

said by man, from time immemorial, about her

own sex. There is no doubt, however, that a

good dinner does put the lord of creation in an

amiable frame of mind, and married ladies who
have ol)served this potent charm by practical

experience, frecjuently resort to this method of

obtaining the promise of a st3’lish bonnet or new
dress.

No matter how .«lovenly a man may be himself,

he generally desires to see his house kept in good

order. He seldom invites his friends to visit him,

if he is not sure that the parlor will be in proper

condition to receive them. On the other hand,

where he has good cause to be proud of the general

air of comfort and refinement that his wife has

managed to give his home, he will invite peojde to

dine with him on the slightest provocation, llis

vanity is gratified by his ivife’s superior liousekeei)-

ing, because he attributes it to his own personal

influence. To a certain extent a husband is the

motive power that prompts women to take })ride in

their domestic duties, for the desire to please and

the love of admiration is only human nature, and

especially characteristic of the female sex. Man is

a creature of habit, and after he is married and set--

tled in life, there is nothing that so attaches him

to his loving heli)mate as a i)leasant, comfortable,

and refined home.

In former centuries housekeeping was considered

the whole of “ Woman’s Sphere,” but in those days

there were no “ AV^omen’s Rights each wife and

mother held undisputed sway in her own realm,

and generally ruled with order and econon)y. Her

maids of honor were daughters of the household,

while her cabinet and aides-dc-camji were her hus-

band and sons.

The many discoveries and inventions, the added

conveniences to the house, make the drudgery of the

l>ast century unnecessary, so that the “daughters

of Eve ” can alwaj's combine sui)crvision of their

households with the pursuit of art studies, scien-

tific research, or some money-yielding branch of

industry’. Homes must be built and furnished,

and how to commence is the knotty (piestion for

the young housekeeper—a cpiestion that each one

must practically decide alone. Although no fixed

rules can be laid down upon ])apcr, germ-liko

suggestions can be given
;

but the develop-

ment of them must de^iend greatly upon circum-

stances.
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HOW TO SECURE A HOME.
Primarily it would be well for no young couple to start

out in life till the means for building the nest were assured.

Every one can form some estimate as to the probable yearly

income that may be set apart for household and personal ex-

penses. In the country, the proportion for rent is less than

in a city, where, generally, one-tliird of the annual income

is taken by the landlord. But this is too much
;
one-fourth

or one-fifth is as much as ought to be taken for this purpose.

This paying of rent is a great bugbear, both to the very poor

and to the well-to-do. Owning one’s house or farm is the

only wise starting point. Even if a mortgage remain, it is

better than a hired home. The interest and taxes will not

equal the annual rent ; the repairs will be an item, but they

are for the benefit of the property, and can be made at

convenience, not at the caprice of the landlord. Many a

dollar that would be wasted in luxuries or pleasure seek-

ing will be laid aside to pay off the debt on the homestead.

Were it not for tlie modern boarding-house, to which impe-

cunious couples can flee, there would be a greater incentive

for young men and maidens to save up toward buying a

piece of ground, at least, upon which a modest structure

might be erected till the means warranted a better one.

THE KITCHEN.
“We are getting nicely settled in our new home

;
the

parlor carpet is down, and all the ornaments and pretty

things are set about, making it look so cozy like,” said a

young woman to an elderly matron. That bride of a few

weeks has never, in a score of years, forgotten the expression

in the face of the more experienced friend, as she simply

remarked, “You have thought of the parlor before the

kitchen.”

Begin, therefore, with the workshop of home, for out of

this, when well ordered, proceed peace and joy unspeakable.

Let the kitchen contain every thing needful, but no sujDer-

fiuous utensils. The modern architect provides for comfort

in the improved range, the never-failing supply of hot water,

the ash-slide and laundry conveniences. The pantries and

cupboards are numerous and roomy, but do not allow that

to be a temptation to extravagance in order to see them well

filled.

Start the kitchen machinery with the least possible com-

plications ;
with no labor-saving inventions such as apple-

corers, patent egg-beaters, chocolate foamers, pie crimpers,

etc.
,
etc. These cost much money, need careful handling,

and, after all, accomplish nothing that cannot be done with

knife, fork, and spoon. Though economy is recommended,

let there be vessels in number to equal the different viands

to be prepared
;
fruit should never be cooked in a saucepan

that has served for meat or vegetables, and the milk pot

should be dedicated solely to milk. Copper, tin, and iron

ought not to be used, now that the porcelain and agate

wares are brought to such perfection. They are more easily

cleaned and safer for the health.

The ordinary pottery pipkins are very inexpensive, though

not very durable, but, with careful usage till they are well

tempered, they will do good service. Before bringing them

to the fire they must be well greased upon the under side,

then allowed to stand some twenty-four hours, after which

fill with cold water and set them upon the back of the range,

to be slowly heated to the boiling point
;
they must never

be placed upon the open fire, as the intense heat melts the

glazing, giving a bad flavor to the contents. Used in the

way described, they will last a number of years.

All kitchen utensils must be kept very clean, and a simple

method, after the meal is served, is to fill the pots and sauce-

pans with water and leave them on the fire ;
when they are

very greasy, a small bit of soda should be added. By the

time the meal is cleared away, any food adhering to the

cooking vessels will be well softened, and they can then be

washed without the terrible din of “scraping pots and pans ”

so offensive to sensitive ears. The iron dish cloth is a capi-

tal thing for this purpose. It is a bit of chain cloth, and

costs from ten to twenty-five cents.

If every cook were a chemist, it would not be so impera-

tive to give this fixed rule : never to use iron spoons or steel

knives in tlie preparation of acid vegetables or fruit.

Wooden spoons and a silver-plated knife will give a delicate

flavor to food that otherwise woidd be spoiled. An earthen

colander is also often very desirable for draining currants or

other fruit intended for jelly or syrup. Cranberry sauce is

much nicer if the skins are removed by pressing the cooked

fruit through a colander, then add the sugar and return to

the fire just long enough to bring to a boil.

The ideal kitchen is very roomy, with a scullery attached.

It is in a pleasant country place
;
shady trees, creeping

vines, and green fields delight the eye and soften the breeze

on hot summer days. The fresh fruits and vegetables grow

at the very door. Life in such a kitchen is a poem read

only in the rich man’s domain, or in a New England

farmhouse. But the actual kitchen is only a cookshop

that must be attached to a house. It is a small, wee

corner of a flat, or a dark, damp, half under-ground room.

Tlie burden of daily toil presses heavily upon those who

serve in such a workshop. The only rules for mitigating

the discomfort inevitable are ; to systematize the work in

every way possible, and to keep perfect order, not on one

day in the week, when there has been a “ setting to rights,”

but there must be a place for everything, and these places

must be occupied by their rightful owners. Some persons

will cook a meal or perform other labors, and as the work

is finished there wdll be no disorder, nothing to clear

away, while others in preparing a simple meal will have the

kitchen table heaped full of dirty dishes, the sink choked up

and unapproachable.

A tidy plan is to set the dish-pan, filled with cold water

(warm if accessible), upon the dresser, and gather up the

cups, spoons, plates, or whatever one uses ;
it takes but a

moment to rinse them out, dry, and put them away. If there

is time it is best to wash the pots and pans while the family

are at table’; this leaves room for the dishes, as they are

brought from the dining-room. The quicker the dishes are

washed, before the dirt has hardened, the easier it is and

then it keeps away the horde of flies that delight in an un-

tidy kitchen.
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MEALS.
Xtithing helps so essentially in the maintenance of order

as early rising and an early breakfast, for neither mistress

nor maid can work well fasting. The foreign custom of a

light breakfiist has much in its favor, as the cup of tea or

coffee and roll without butter is quickly served, and then

each one is ready for work ; children clatter off to school,

in summer at seven, in winter at eight, and a long morning

is si>read out before the busy housewife.

This light breakfast involves an early dinner, which does

not suit .\merican business horn’s in large cities. But those

who can adopt it will find the weariness and lassitude of

the early morning disappearing with the warm draught of

tea, coffee, or milk, and they bring a far lighter heart to the

daily tasks. After the long rest of the night, the stomach

is unable to receive heavy food, but needs to be toned up

gradually. Midway between coffee and dinner many take

a light luncheon of fruit and bread.

If, however, an American breakfast must be served, let

the cook l)e up betimes, make a bright fire, brush aro-and

the range, sweep out the area, the yard, and the sidewalk,

if that be her duty also, though it is the work for the up-

stairs girl if there are two servants. In filling the tea-kettle

be sure to rinse it thoroughly, and never fill with the first

running of the water near the faucet, which has been stand-

ing all night, and is likely to have absorbed lead from the

pipe. With a gooil smart fire, a breakfast of hominy, rolls,

toast, eggs Ixiiled, meat, etc., can be prepared in an hour’s

time, and it will relish so much better if eaten immediately.

Moreover, food that stands simmering and stewing, keeping

wann for a laggard, is far from wholesome.

SERVING MEALS.

While the cooking is going on get every thing ready for

dishing up. The jdatters, plates, and vegetable dishes must

be wiped with a dr}' cloth to free them from dust, and placed

where they will get warm, not hot—a mistake often made. It

ruins chinaware to continually over-heat it, and it is very

disagreeable to have the platter so hot that the meat

simmers upon it, and the plates in such a white heat that a

napkin is essential to hold them-as passed around the t.able.

Unless there isa closet under or near the range expressly for

this purpose, let them be dipped into boiling water and dried

—they will be the right temperature then.

The foo<l should be dished as quickly as possible, and taken

to the table at once. If there are several courses, each course

should be dished in the order of serving. Some incline to a

great variety upon the table at once, others prefer one or

two dishes at a time, which is the better way. It prolongs

the meal, thereby aiding digestion. Salads, asparagus,

cauliflower, and many of these delicate vegetables relish far

better eaten alone than served with meat.

FOOD.

The quantity and variety of food mu.st be regulated by the

taste and needs of each family; indeed, of each individual.

I It is not always daintiness that gives to one a craving for

I something better than what another finds good enough.

Habits of life, constitutional weakness, and the kind of daily

occupation regulate these apparent whims. The old Puri-

[
tanic rules, “ Eat what is set before you, and leave nothing

nj)on the plate to be wasted,” is a physical impossibility to a

nineteenth-century mortal.

The wiser and cheaper way is to study the tastes of those

I

one caters for. It pays in the long run; for in the usual

i
variety of the markets, taking things in their i)roper season,

one article is as cheap as another. Then why not cat that

for which there is a preference?

I There are many valuable rcceii)ts for the disposition of

' cold meats, etc., but the most sensible of all economies is to

cook about what is needed for each meal. Of course roast

and boiled meat cannot be measured so accurately, and a

larger piece makes a better roast; but vegetables and pud-

dings are best fresh cooked, and a little observation and
' management will soon enable one to gauge the appetites of

the consumers, so that nothing need be wasted, and yet all

have enough,
i

^
It is very unwise to advance upon the natural order of the

j

seasons. The facilities for transportation arc so perfected

I

that one needs a calendar to know winter from summer in

passing through the city markets. Every clime and every

season is represented. But of what use to cat strawberries at

j
$8 per quart, with the snow a foot deep without ? Those

strawberries grew where there was warmth and sunshine,

1 the proper condition for enjoying acid fruit. As the warm

j

weather approaches in the northern regions, the earth bears

there also the fruits that the system cr.aves. Grown near

at hand and in abundance, they are cheap. Moreover, only

fresh ripe fruits and vegetables are wholesome. There is no
extravagance so utterly foolish as the buying of unseasonable

importations.

THE STORE-ROOM.

The old-fashioned one, with its barrels of sugar and flour,

chestsof tea, bags of colTee to be roasted al home, mils, raisin.s,

spices, etc., in profusion, is almost an imjiossibility in the

modern “ flats” and small houses—and perhaps by no means
desirable. There is economy in buying by whole.salc, but

there are many disadvantages also.

Instead of the morning hour in the store-room, weighing

and measuring the daily supiilies, the modern housekeeper

dons a market hat and delegates the task to the retail grocer.

Ordering in small quantities is a cheek niion waste, and
relieves the mistress from much care in guarding the sup-

plies. Of course the retailer’s profit must be reckoned, but

time, nowaday.s, is such a priceless commodity that in a city

home there is more gain than loss through this method.

In very large establishments, in country places, on farms,

and wherever there are ample store-rooms suitably con-

•structed for the [irotection of stores against heat, cold, and
the ravages of vermin, by at all means buy at wholesale.

But rich or fioor, in a large or small homseholds, the mistress

should never omit the daily in.spection of the ice-box, meat-
safe, pantries, and cellar. There are few servants unwilling
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to submit to this supervision
,
provided they see the mistress

thoroughly intent upon making the work of housekeeping

an honor, and not a task.

SERVANTS.

It is said that a finished education is essential to the right

teaching of the i-udiments in any branch
;
and certain it is

that a lady, gifted and cultured, will conduct the ordinary

details of housework with method and dispatch impossible

to a servant trained to drudgery. Therefore a well-inten-

tioned servant soon appreciates the oversight of the intelli-

gent mistress, teaching many deft ways that had never-

entered into her philosophy.

In many families the domestics are retained for years
;
in

others there is a “long procession passing to and fro.”

We need stricter laws in this respect ;
laws to govern those

who hire and those who serve alike.

The tyrannical mistress has too much latitude, and the

servant too much independence. But unless there is really

criminal conduct on the servant’s part, a big share of the

blame justly belongs to the master or mistress. They look

for virtues in a servant that they themselves, with the ad-

vantages of superior education, do not possess. In making

an engagement, both parties ought to clearly state their

wishes, and then the lady or gentleman must never forget

that they, being the superiors, are bound to guide their in-

feriors to a conscientious discharge of the duties of t he posi-

tion they have assumed.

It is a pity when the mistress of a house, although able to

keep many servants, does not choose to abridge the number

and perform light tasks herself, instead of devising plans to

occupy her whole time with fancy work, light reading,

amusements, etc. Any one who will devote one or two

hours a day to the house, will soon be able to dispense with

much extra work, perhaps with one servant altogether.

Then there is a certain individuality about the house that

hirelings can never give.

WEEKLY WASHING.
The horrors of “blue Monday” might be lessened if part

of the clothes were washed on Saturday
;

if not hung out,

they can be left in the suds and are soon ready for the line,

and will dry while another lot is being washed on Monday.

It takes but an hour or two to wash out all the bedding and

pieces from the Saturday’s changing. Still, domestics have

a strong objection to this plan, although dividing the work,

and giving Sunday for rest between, is greatly to their own

advantage. If one cannot convince, however, the best way

is to give up and get the wash started as early as possible on

Monday.

There are now so many preparations for lightening the

labors of the laundry, that the ordinary wash ought to be

all out of the way shortly after noon.

There jvas formerly a tacit agreement to accept a poor

dinner upon wash-day ;
the custom is now rightfully obsolete.

There is no reason why an exception should be made for

wash-day more than sweeping-day, and men returning from

business need food one day just as much as another.

It is well to order a dinner that requires but little jire-

paration
;
instead of a roast, a nice steak with some of the

cold meat left over from Sunday, some freshly cooked vege-

tables, and frait for dessert, can be just as easily prepared

as the programme of hash-ups and stews, thought good

enough for wash-day.

THE DINING-ROOM.

Sometimes the dining and breakfast rooms are separate

apartments, the one large and suggestive of hospitality

unbounded, the other a cheerful room looking to the east,

that the morning sun may brighten and gladden all

who enter. But usually the breakfast, dining, and sitting

room are combined, and it ought to be the most home-like

one of all in the house.

The carpet can cover the entire floor, or if the boards are

stained and polished, it suffices to put a square under

the table, and rugs elsewhere. There should be some soft

carpet to moderate the noise, especially when there are

children. In no j-oom is harmony of color more desirable,

and quiet tone is in good taste.

A large extension table, with round corners and sub-

stantial center pedestal is the handsomest and most useful.

Economy must not rule in the choice of this one piece

of furniture. A strong, well-made table will last for a life-

time, and a cheap one is soon rickety and unserviceable.

If finely polished, luncheon and tea can be served without a

cloth, and in this way quite an item is saved in the way of

linen. Happy those who can have mahogany, but an

endless variety of woods are used for dining-rooms now,

which should be stained, oiled, or polished, in preference to

varnish.

It is best to have straight-back chairs for the table, but

a comfortable sofa and two arm-chairs suggest that an

after-dinner nap winds up the bill of fare. Landscapes and

portraits have no place here—fruit and game pieces belong

upon these walls—but many prefer only flowers and fruit,

leaving the game out entirely. It is not relishing to eat a

delicate fish and look at a dead one hung upon the opposite

panel ;
or, while enjoying a tit-bit of some rare bird, to see

I

a whole string of them upon the walls.

Decorations are minor points compared with the table

appointments. Here artistic taste can have full sway, and

it were better to pause in furnishing till this room and the

adjoining pantries are fully arranged.

The true housewife can show her skill in serving, to

make a simple repast appear like a banquet—nice table

linen, pretty dishes, plenty of knives and forks, flowers and

fruit—who has not felt a thrill of delight upon entering

such a feast chamber ?

There is another style of dining-room, which, if not ele-

gant, is thoroughly cheerful and inspiring—the farmer’s

kitchen. In winter the cooking stove is in there, but in

summer it is usually carried out to a shed, or some structure

adjoining, to avoid the discomfort of the heat. In no

banquet hall is there the same enjoyment of food as in these

I

places, where, at five o’clock of a summer morning, the
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fanner’s wife has a table loaded with pies, doughnuts, fried

jiork. [lotatoes, and good steaming colTee. After a liearty

bre-akfast, the men go fortli to tlie toilsome work upon the

farm, and the women to the household cares, the principal

one being to cook fresh supplies of food for the noon-day

meal aiul for the supper.

There must be plenty of fcx>d in such a dining-room, and

there is never fault-finding—the appetites of the heavy

toilers are too keenly whetted for that.

THE PARLOR OR DRAWING-ROOM.

This is generally the room set apart for receiving visitors.

It is often kept more exclusively than any other for ornament

riither than for use. But a drawing-room {assesses its

greatest charm when it impresses those who enter it with a

sense of being constantly occupied by a lady. Unless the

room be in daily use, the atmosphere of home and enjov-

raent will be wanting. The parlor may be said to be the

most difficult room to furnish so that elegance and comfort

should appear together. Stiffness and uniformity should be

banished from it, and refined comfort should reign supreme.

There is a certain house upon which thousands have been

expamded, and yet there is neither a parlor nor a drawing-

room in it. The visitor is ushered from a curtained vesti-

bule into a room which seems to cry out a welcome from

every nook and corner. In a large bay window, filled with

flowers and plants, stands a writing table, note paper and '

pen lying ready for use. Chairs and tables are placed as if

some one had just occupied them. Papers and periodicals i

are at hand ;
low book-cases are stocked with books that

have not been misused, but certainly have been well read.

A map or two of some portion of the globe, to which, for

the moment, all thoughts are directed, suggest an interest

in current events.

There are many choice oil paintings, a few rare engrav-

ings, and lovely children’s portraits. On a table near the

sofa are some finely-illustrated works, near-by a low chair

and a pretty basket, with some half-finished work. There

is bric-^-brac also, but not too much, and very curious of

its kind. There is an enchanting home-look about the whole

place. The parlor leads into the piano-room, thence into the

dining-room.

This is the reception floor in a very rich man’s house, the

idea of which could be carried into a f>oorer home, where

often the largest and pleasantest room is extravagantly

furnished and kept for the use of company. Guests in such

there is an unused look to everything, that belies words of

eordial welcome.

BEDROOMS.
Let them be as light and airy as possible. The foreign

fashion of no carpets is becoming very popular, and deserved-
ly so. The bare floor can be washed or wiped with a damp
cloth, the movable rugs carried to the yard or roof and
thoroughly beaten, and that terrible dust and lint arising from
bedroom floors is avoided. The gain to health for the strong
can hardly be estimated, and what must it be for the sick ?

Wire springs are now universally adopted, some are

covered with ticking, but the open spring is the best; it is

nice and clean and cajiitally ventilated.

One would think the airing of the sleeping a{wrtinents

I

would be ail axiom comprehended by the feeblest intellect,

and yet there is hardly one servant in a hundred who will

I attend to this properly. Indeed, the care of this ought not

to be left to the domestics. Any lady or gentleman, worthy

of bearing the name, ought to have learned in youth to

throw back the bedding immediately upon rising, and to

open the windows before quitting the room. Closets must

not only be well aired every day, but at least once a month

they need a completerouting out, the dust to be wiped up

with a damj) cloth, the garments shaken and refolded, the

boxes and budgets set to rights. This insures against the

ravages of insects.

CLEANLINESS.

Insects of all kinds delight in dust and dirt ; deprive them

of this and they will generally seek a home elsewhere. Better

than all moth powders is a good airing and brushing of

garments, washing such as are soiled, or sponging the spots

at least. If a housewife complains of the moths in her

woolens and furs, or of creatures nameless to polite ears, be

sure there is carelessness in the storing of the former and a

criminal negligence in the inspect ion of the servants’ quarters.

Two t hings should be strenuously enforced : absolute purity in

the attic, and the same in the cellar. And this work must

be intelligently overlooked. The former insures comfort for

the entire household, the latter may serve to ward off a

pestilence.

If the thousands who suffer from malaria would descend

to the caverns under their mansions, they would often find

germs of disease that might well have inoculated ten times

ten thousand. Cobwebs and dust of ages every-wherc, old

rubbish piled about, harboring vermin, and very likely the

whole place is reeking with damimess from badly constructed

or neglected drains.

MODERN HOUSEKEEPING.

Keeping house is a science and an art. It must be con-

ducted on business principle.s, too, and the mistress of a good

home has earned a right to be ranked with the successful

merchant or broker, or a great general, even. In fact, none

of these could have done what one woman may have accom-

plished in a single day. Wo hear of the “new profession,” a

favorite theme with one of our great orators. May the time

be not far distant when we shall hear of the “ new sphere
”

for woman’s energies, viz. : to regulate her home in accord-

ance with the polished training her mental faculties have

attained, through co-education perhaps, and not to feel her

life is being wasted, or her education for naught. Then wo
shall have reached the harmonious blending of old and new
ideas

;
the old idea of rcsponsibilitie.s and duties beyond

jairely selfish interests, and the graceful discharge of those

I
duties as the result of “ higher culture.”
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ECEIPTS of any kind, but

esjiecially household receipts, are

not easily given in a lucid manner.

It is, therefore, somewhat difficult

for novices to cook or do house-

work, following the usual printed

directions.

Those who attempt to give infor-

mation generally so thoroughly under-

stand the matter that they forget to be

instructors, and omit the minor details

that must be known to insure success.

What to an experienced matron, from

long practice, has become a second

nature, is a profound mystery to a

young creature, making vain essays to

show off her skill in a branch that has

been wholly overlooked in her studies at the

college where she graduated with high honors.

Mamma, too, was so proud of her daughter’s j)ro-

ficiency tliat she never thought of allowing her to

waste time “ pothering about the house.”

If there is a cook, make her observe carefully how
everything is done, that she can do it, by herself,

another time. Train servants to be self-reliant

—

do not jierform their tasks for them. Give careful

instructions, and insist upon having them followed.

But, by all means, in the first weeks of house-

keeping superintend everything. See to the

serving of each meal. The experience will be in-

valuable for future guidance, and in those emer-

gencies, which come at times, there will be a

delightful feeling of independence worth all the

trouble taken to acquire it. For it must be remem-
bered that, whether a woman’s future life obliges

her to do these things or not, and even if hei’

position in the world allows her to keeji as many
servants as she chooses, she will always command
more respect if she knows how to do all the work
she requires of them. We know of a home where,

though living in affluence, the mother requires

the daughters, each in her turn, to put on a

woolen wrapjjer, to guaixl against fire, and go

into the kitchen to oversee the dishing of the

meals.

Not every young woman is so unsophisticated as

to make the comical mistakes of the heroine in

“ Mrs. Jerningham’s Journal,” who orders a “leg

of lamb ” one day, and a “ leg of beef, for variety,”

the next. Terrilile blunders, however, will be made,

and often sad mishaps occur, till, after a while

each housekeeper settles down to a code of her own,

desjiite cook-books and theories. Before study-

ing the Cooking and other Household Eeceipts,

given in the following pages, it will be of benefit to

the reader to carefully peruse a quotation from

Kuskin on the subject of the culinary art. “What
does cookery mean ? It means the knowledge of

all fruits and herbs and balms and spices, and

of all that is healing and sweet in fields and groves,

and savory in meats. It means carefulness, and

inventiveness, and watchfulness, and willingness,

and readiness of appliance. It means the economy

of your great grandmother, and the science of

modern chemists. It means much tasting and no

wasting; it means English thoroughness and French

art and Arabian hospitality; and it means, in fine,

that you are to be perfectly and always ladies

—

loaf-givers
;
and as you are to see imperatively that
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everybody lias something pretty to put on, so you

are to see even yet more imperatively that every-

body has something nice to eat.”

BREAKFAST.

Hurry down stairs before the master of the house is up, or

if he is also an early riser, be sure the newspaper is at hand

to occupy him while you give the breakfast room a glance,

and then help with the breakfast.

The beefsteak, or a chop or two, will be all the meat

needed, a few of the cold jwtatoes fried brown, some hot rolls,

and boiled eggs, with tea or coffee, give a very nice breakfast.

A DINNER FOR TWO PERSONS.

HEX the wedding journey is over the husband

reports at his ofiiee, and the wife is, for the first

U time, alone, with the weight of her new dignity

and the burden of ordering dinner.

Get a nice steak—jiorterhouse is the most econo-

mical for a ttde-a-tete
;
sirloin where five or sis

t I dine. Have it cut an inch thick, and be sure it is

not fresh killed. Do not try to look experienced

till you really are. Throw trades-folk upon their honor and

they will seldom impose upon you— if they do so once, return

the article; if the second time, go elsewhere for supplies.

Altercations with trades-people arc not profitable. Order a

few apples, some potatoes, and one seasonable vegetable ; a

nice dish of fruit, with a cup of coffee, and cigar after-

wards, will be a dinner fit for a prince, in the opinion of the

young Benedict.

GOING INTO THE KITCHEN.

Throw off the dusty traveling dress, slip on a wrapper,

and give a look to affairs in the kitchen. Have the potatoes

peeled, cut lengthwise into four parts, so that the pieces are

shaped like the quarters of an orange; then throw them into

cold water.
mCE.

Cull and wash the rice, and then pour boiling water over it, in

proportion ; three pints of water to one cup of rice, but half a cup will

suffice for a dinner, if there be but a small party to dine. Salt to taste.

By putting on the full quantity of water at once, the ebullition of boiling

keeps the rice from sticking to the saucepan. Stir it at first, and be sure

that not one kernel adheres
;

but after the rice has swelled so as to

absorb most of the water, do not stir at all, if the kernels are to remain
whole, but drain off the rest of the water and set the saucepan away
from the hot fire, cover closely and let It finish cooking in its own steam.
It ought to boil rniwUtj for ten minutes, and then steam for three-quarters

of an hour. Ju.«t before serving, drop a little piece of butter into the

saucepan, but do not stir at all
; dish it a.s lightly as possible. Every

kernel ought to be dry, yet perfectly soft. Sometimes while the rice is

steaming a little milk can be added ; but be very careful then not to let

it bum; the milk is easily scorched. If water enough is put on at first,

and the rice carefully stirred, not one particle will adhere to the sauce-
pan. Cooked in this way rice is an excellent vegetable, and no dinner
ought to be served without it, even if there arc potatoes, which many
use instead.

APPLE SAtrCE.
While the rice is steaming the apples can be pared, cored, and stewed,

to eat hot with the beefsteak. This is au old-fashioned New England
relish, and delicious, too-

Put just enough water on the apples to keep them from buming—not
a drop more. Too much water makes them flat and insipid. Never

stir apple sauce. Stirring lets the steam escape, and then the sauce is

lumpy, and must be sifted through a colander. Let the apples cook

briskly. Shake the saucepan once or twice, keep them on the boil till

done; never let them simmer or cook over a very slow lire, it makes the

sauce dark. Add the sugar, loss to eat with meat than for tarts, or to

eat with bread and butter. Cook the sugar one minute, watch it all the

time, lest it burn; then to bring out the flavor put in a pinch of salt. Do
not forget this. Never peel apples with a steel knife; stir with a clean

wooden spoon. Keep one spoon for apple sauce. Of course it has been

cooked in a porcelain or agate saucepan
;

but, as soon as done, take it

tip at once, so it will be light-colored and transparent. If the apples arc

peeled longbeforecooking, they will turn dark unless laid in cold water,

but they certainly lose some of their flavor by being in the cold water

any length of time.

The quicker food is prepared and the sooner served, the better it is.

The apple sauce can stand on one side in the sauce dish, as it need not

be piping hot,

POTATOES.

The potatoes will be better for lying a while in cold water; if old they

should lie an hour at least. Throw the pieces into some water that is

boiling sharp—enough to cover them. Salt it well. Keep them boiling

till soft to the touch, but not broken. Strain off every drop of water,

put them in a vegetable dish that will bear heat, and place in the oven
;

then quickly put into the hot spider that is ready upon the range or

stove, a piece of butter, and, as on the first day there are no drippings,

take a small bit of the fat from the beefsteak, and cut it into

little pieces to simmer with the butter, throw into the hot butter and

fat a handful of fine breadcrumbs; or, if there is time, cut the bread into

small dice ;
brown, but do not bum, and turn them over the potatoes.

The hot fat can be seasoned with about a quarter of a small onion,

chojiped very, very fine, but it is not best to venture that always, for

every one does not like onion, though it is a great aid to digestion. One
secret of French cooking being healthful is that onion and garlic are

largely used, but disguised. Chopped onion, gently browned, imparts

a delicate flavor to sauces and ragouts that nothing else gives.

BEEFSTEAK.
Get the gridiron ready, lay the steak in good shape upon it, put it over

the brisk coals, but not loo near; it is a great mistake to scorch meat in

broiling. In less than a minute one side will be slightly browned, turn

and .sprinkle evenly with salt and perhaps a little pepper
;
turn again,

sprinkle the second browned side with salt. Keep turning every min-

ute, till done, to prevent juice escaping upon the fire. If the fat blazes

up, hold the steak away a moment so that it does not catch the smoke.

Five minutes is long enough to cook the steak
;
put it upon allot plat-

ter with a small bit of butter—not too much, it spoils the flavor of the

meat to have it swimming in butter.

DRESSING FOR DINNER.

Now that everything is ready, there will be time enough
to nm up stairs, cool the flushed face with a dash of rice

powder— never use water to the face when over-heated

—

smootli the hair, and change the wrapper for that pretty

dress lying ready upon the bed; the ruffles are basted at

neck and wrist, so it takes but a minute to slip in on. There

is a ring at the door. Be ready to receive your sole guest, for

the first home dinner.

NEVER WASTE COLD VICTUALS.

There was quite a large piece of steak left over. It was put

aside in the meat safe with the other remnants from dinner

—never waste one morsel of food
; there are too many suf-

fering for the want of it. There is no need of throwing

away any thing.
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USING UP THE COLD STEAK.
The cold steak should be cut into very thin, long strips. Take the

cold gravy, pour a table-spoonful of boiling water over the platter, in

order to get it all, rub a spoonful of butter and flour together, add to

the gravy a very little more water, not too much—you do not wish to

deluge the meat—sprinkle a little pepper into the pipkin, and let the
gravy just come to a boil ; as it boils, put in the meat and turn it out at

once into a dish in which you have laid a half slice of buttered toast.

If you do not cMk the meal, just warming it in the gravy, it will be
tender and juicy as the day before. Any cold roast or boiled meat can
be warmed up in this way. But most cooks insist upon cooking the
meat, which makes it tough as shoe-leather. The gravy can be seasoned
with onion, parsley, Worcestershire sauce, or whatever one fancies.

SEASON LIGHTLY.

It is best when young to avoid the excessive use of spices

and condiments of all kinds. A little spice and seasoning

is not injurious; indeed, it not only makes food more palat-

able, but aids the digestion. But the use of too highly sea-

soned food leads to the development of very serious organic

diseases, and, as the appetite grows by what it feeds upon,

the taste of those who habitually use these things becomes
cloyed, and finally relishes nothing. Study so to cook that

the natural flavor of every dish shall be preserved.

FRESH EGGS.

It is a mistake to eat an egg before it is one day old—it

requires ten hours for the white to set properly, and not

before that do they acquire their delicate flavor.

In using eggs be sure to break each one separately into a

cup, for sometimes a dish full of fresh eggs will be spoiled

by a careless cook breaking a suspicious one into the mass,

just at the last. Try each egg by itself, even if the product

of your own poultry-yard; an unworthy one may chance

amongst them.

BOILING EGGS SOFT.

Of the many receipts for boiling eggs there is really but one sure.

Some put them in cold w'ater and let it come to a boil, but they are apt

to let tile water boil a while, and then the eggs are too hard. Others take

boiling water at first, and stand, watch in hand, counting three minutes.

Still another counts just one hundred, and yet the eggs come to grief.

There is an egg-boiler made of block-tin, double sides, to retain the

heat
;
the eggs are put into a rack, the tin is filled with boiling water,

closed, and set upon the table at once.

Eggs cooked in this manner cannot get too hard, aud the white is like

a jelly, never tough and leathery. One needs to eat the white as well as

the yolk of an egg to get the full amount of nourishment contained
in it.

If you have no egg-boiler take a small tin pail—a pint pail is big enough
for two eggs—put in the eggs, till with boiling water

;
but as the sides

are not double, to prevent tlie heat radiating too quickly, before the eggs
are done, wrap the pail in a thick napkin as it is placed up»n the

table.

HARD BOILED EGGS.

Let the eggs boil six minutes, dip them for a moment in cold water,
which contracts the inner membrane so that tlie shell can be easily re-

moved witliout breaking the egg. Cut each egg in halves, lengthwise,

put a bit of butter and a little salt upon each half. They must be eaten
wliile very hot.

Eggs done in this manner are delicate and digestible, .and if nicely

prepared it is a very pretty dish. The bright yellow yolk in the clear

white frame lias a very appetizing look.

Never boil eggs for salads, sauces, or any other purjrose, more than
ten minutes. Place them for,fire minutes to cool before removing their

shells. Nothing is more indigestible than an egg too hard boiled.

MAKING COFFEE,
It is simple enough to make, but few can do it. In hotels

and restaurants the tea and cofl'ee are made by steam, and
to those who come first it is good, but as the coffee must re-

main some hours before all are served, the last running is

sure to have a dead insipid taste. There are various coffee

machines adapted to private use, and many by experience

are known to be good, but they are expensive and compli-

cated, needing intelligent handling
;
and coffee is never

better than when made as it was in New England a century
ago.

Then it was fresh roasted, under a careful supervision,

that not one kernel should burn
;

it was ground while the

kettle was boiling. The coffee-grounds were just wet with
cold water and a little white of egg, or a bit of the shell, or

even a piece of fish skin the size of a shilling, the boiling

water added; it cooked briskly for five minutes, then a table-

spoonful of cold water was put into the pot, a little of the

coffee poured into a cup, then poured back into the pot

—

this was to clear the nose from the grounds that gathered in

boiling—then the coffee-pot was put to the back of the hearth

or stove to settle, while the breakfast was dished. Good rich

cream was served with that coffee, which had as delicious

aroma as any cup made from the most expensive coffee

machine. The whole secret lies in the boiling hot water,

the freshly ground coffee, the quick boiling and quick serv-

ing before all the true flavor has steamed away. Boiled

coffee is said to be more nutritious and less exciting to the

nerves than French or leached coffee. Here the grand-

mother’s quaint invention served every purpose. A flannel

bag, to hold the coffee, hung inside of a fine muslin one,

allowed the coffee to slowly distill into the closed pitcher

below. But this mode never became popular in old New
England. It took more coffee, and they thought the liquid

had a raw taste compared with the old method. The grounds

can be boiled and the water used to wet the fresh coffee, but

it detracts somewhat from its fine flavor, so the old grounds

are best used as an extra beverage for persons working hard

and needing some stimulant more than plain water.

TEA.
The Russians boil the water for tea one hour. Certainly no

tea tastes like theirs. The best Russian tea is brought in cara-

vans over-land and has not suffered from seasickness. They

drink it from glasses, held in silver frames, like our soda-

water glasses. No milk is used, and generally a little arrack

brings out the true flavor. It is certain the water must not

only boil, but it must boil thoroughly to make good tea, and

that is all the boiling to be done. The tea must never boil.

Rinse the tea-pot with hot water; while it is still steaming,

put in the tea; add a few spoonsful of water, take off the

lid of the tea-kettle, set the tea-pot in the place of it. After

about two minutes fill up tlie tea-pot and take it away from

the fire. It is sure to get to simmering if left standing near

the stove.

The English have a tea-cosy, a thick hood, more or less

ornamental, to put over the tea-pot while it is brewing; but

if you have no cosy take a square of flannel and wrap it close
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around the teapot, and let it brew for five or six minutes. If

the tea is made upon the table by a spirit lamp, do not draw

off all the good tea and then fill up tlie teapot, but keep adding

a little water after every two or three cups. In this way the

tea is good to the last. But the water must boil. Tlie New
England rule was to put the sugar and cream into each cup

before pouring in the tea. It was thought that it changed

the flavor to add them afterwards. Then again they say

milk should never be used with tea (cream juirhaps), as tlie

tannin, in the tea, forms with the milk a very indigestible

curd.

ICED TEA

Is now ottered at Slipper and at lunch. If yon wish to have it perfect,

and without the least trace of bitterness, put the tea in cold water hours

before it is to be used ; the delicate flavor of the tea and abundant

strength will be extracted, and there will not be a trace—if one’s taste is

the judge—of the tannic acid which renders tea so often disagreeable

and undrinkable. You need not use more than the usual quantity of

tea. If it is to be served at a 1 o’clock meal, put it in water soon after

breakfast, and ice a few minutes iiefore serving. Tlie best way is to

have ice broken in a pitcher and put one lump in each glass.

CHOCOLATE AND COCOA.

Chocolate is rather a heavy article for breakfast. It is more a dainty

for lunch or to offer a visitor out of meal hours. There are various

preparations of ciKoa that are excellent, and each package is marked
with directions that must be followed accurately. Many boil the

chocolate and milk together, which is a mistake. The chocolate should

be cooked in water and allowed to boil thoroughly, wliich is impossible

when there is milk mixed with it. It is very indigestible cooked with

milk.

The boiled milk or cream should be served separately. Sometimes

the white of egg is added to chocolate, and the whole brought to a light

foam with a wheel for that purpose like an egg-beater. It is very delicate

this way.

SOUPS.

'OUP is the standard for the first course at din-

ner. Eminent physicians have written against

diluting the gastric juice with fluids before com-

mencing a hearty meal, but the latest authority

states that a few spoonfuls of light bouillon is quickly

absorbed by the digestive organs, and serves to tone

up the system for the harder work upon the solids

of the meal.

Therefore, a soup to precede a dinner should be a clear

soup with little Ixxly, but for lunch a vegetable, or .some

of the great variety of heavier soups, for which the French

and Germans arc so famous, could be taken with advan-
tage.

These soups are made with or without meat stock for the

foundation. There arc always a great many scraps of meat
bon"« of roast meat, trimmings of chops, the bones of

fowls, etc., that ought to be put into the stock-pot, boiled

for several hours, skimmeil and strained. This serves for

the basis of gravies, ragouts, and, with the addition of vege-

tables and thickening, makes an excellent soup.

He sure to crack all the bones, as they contain a great

deal of gelatine.

Mock Turtle Soup.—Ingredients : Half a calf’s head with the.skiii

on, 2 lbs. lean veal, 2 lb.«. beef, X lb. mild, lean bacon, three onions,

three carrots, a head of celery, a small bunch of mixed sweet herbs, a

little parsley, some seasoning, a pinch of curry powder, a table-spoonful

of anchovy sauce, 4 ozs. butter, some roux, a little soy, a little allspice,

a blade of mace, a handful of basil, four lemons, a pinch of sugar, and

half a jiiut of sherry.

How to use them : Well wash and trim the half head, place it in a

stew-pan, cover with water, and boil until tender (time, about two hours

or less) ; when cooked take it out of the liquor and let it get cold
;
add

to the liquor the veal and beef, some seasoning, the sweet herbs (includ-

ing the handful of herb basil), some allspice, a blade of mace, and the

celery
;

let boil, take off the scum, and let simmer three hours
;
peel,

scrape, and wash the carrots and onions, cut them in thin slices, and

fry them in 4 ozs. butter a light brown
;
add the curry jiowder, bacon

cut up finely, let fry together a few minutes
;
then stir in two table-

spoonfuls of flour, mix well together, fry one minute
;
then stir in with

the meat, boii up quickly ;
skim it, add a little roux, some soy, a pinch

of sugar, and the anchovy sauce
;
strain through a fine hair sieve, add

the sherry and the juice of two lemons, simmer, and take off the scum
as it rises

; cut the meat off the head into square pieces (about an inch

in size), add it to the soup. Let boil, and serve immediately. Cut

lemons and cayenne pepper to be seived with the soup.

Consomme.—This is a rich nourishing broth, made with lean beef

and chicken. Old fowl make stronger broth than young ones. A hen

gives a more delicate flavor, and the meat is tender and good for fri-

cass(ie or salad, if not boiled too long. Sometimes the chicken is jiartly

roasted, and then thrown into the pot with the beef. Boil the chicken

two, the beef four, hours. For two quarts of good consomme two or

three chickens and four lbs. of beef is not too much.

Season lightly with pepper and salt, and with vegetables and herbs

also, unless one object to their flavor in the meat. In that case the broth

can be strained, cooled, and set aside, the vegetables cooked separately

and added as required.

For an invalid this broth is often more palatable without vegetables

or seasoning of any kind but salt.

Highly seasoned, a small cup of it is placed by each guest at supper

parties, or is offered at afternoon teas to gentlemen, and those persons

who object to spoiling their six o’clock dinner with the sweets served

at receptions. It acts in these cases as a tonic and appetizer.

Mutton Broth with barley, or "Veal Broth with rice, arc very

palatable, and less heating to the system, particularly in the spring of

the year.

Tomato Soup.—Two quarts ripe tomatoes, remove the skins, stew

half an hour, put in an even tea-spoonful of soda. 1 pint sweet milk, 1

pint water, 1 table-spoonful flour, mixed with the milk, 1 table-spoonful

butter; pepper and salt to taste
;
cook one-half hour longer.

Spring Soup.—When the young vegetables begin to appear in

market, a spring soup relishes, when everything else fails.

Take a delicate soup stock—chicken or veal broth is better than beef

stock. Take a handful of each kind of vegetable in the marki t, a few'

green peas, a bunch of young carrots, a few beans, one small turnip, a

few button onions, a sprig of parsley, a leaf or two of young celery, and
a head of lettuce. Cook the peas, carrots, onions, turnips, aiid beans

till soft, add to the soup, just before dishing or putting into the tureen,

the parsley and celery cut fine, and the inner leaves of the lettuce : do
not put in the thick part of the lettuce leaves which are bitter, ti ar out

the center rib of the larger leaves. This is delightfully refreshing on a

hot spring day, when nothing tastes good. It must be made with great

care, not to cook it too long to wither the fresh young greens, and to be
sure that the flavor of one vegetable does not ])redominate over another.

Beef Tea.—Broil beef slightly, cut into small pieces, and press out

the juice with a lemon squeezer. This gives the ])urc juice of the meat
alone, and if there be great exhaustion Is quickly made.
Another way ; Cut the meat into small pieces, put them in a bottle,

cork, and let it boil for one or two hours in a i>ot of water.

The late Dr. Peaslec maintained that the Liebig receipt was preferable,

as it extracted all the substance by the double action of heat and water.

Take fresh, lean meat, cut into small dice, or chop fine, just cover the

meat with cold water, let it stand where it is wann, but not hot enough
to bring it to a boil, for one hour. When on the ixnnl of boiling remove
at once from the fire.
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FRUIT.

^HE talile oiiglit never to be without it—fresh or

I
cooked—oranges, melons, apples, pears, berries,

I grapes, or whatever is in season, set olT the
^ breakfast table, and the best time to eat them is

before commencing the meal.

For dessert, for luncheon and dinner, fruit ought

to supplement pies and puddings to a great extent.

Many jicrsons cannot digest the raw fruits, who
are able to eat them cooked.

dry, measure the .inice ;
for each pint weigh out a pound of granulated

sugar, or order it wciglied by the grocer to be very accurate. Put tlie

juice on the fire to boil, the sugar into a large pan, and set it into the

oven to become perfectly hot. Do not melt or scorch the sugar. Keep
tlie juice boiling constantly for about twenty minutes, skimming it, or

till the watery part is evaporated ; then add the sugar, which, being

perfectly hot, does not cool the syrup, which ought to continue to boil,

but for not more titan ten minutes, when it will be ready to put into tlie

glasses. Set where the light and sun will strike them for twenty -four

hours, then cut a piece of paper the size of the jelly glass, dip in brandy
and lay it upon the tops, afterwards put on the covers of the jars, or, if

there are no covers, tie paper tightly round each one, or paste the

edges to the glass.

Fruit should

be c o o k e d

quickly
;

add

just water
enough to

keep it from
b u r n i n g

—

some fruits re-

quire none at

all—use very

little sugar,
which must be

added just as

it is done, and

allowed to

cook in but a

moment. If

the sugar and

fruit simmer

together it de-

stroys the na-

t u r a 1 flavor,

giving sweet-

meats instead

of sauce. Stew-

ed fruit must

be eaten when
quite fresh, as

there being so

little sugar it

soon spoils if

kept more
than a day or

two.

Sweetmeats

are made by

specialists, and sold almost cheaper than one can make them,

but it seems nicer to have a few things of one’s own prepar-

ing-
,

Follow thc.se

directions care-

fully, and the
jelly -will be a

success. On or

about the 20th of

July is the best

season for pre-

serving. The cur-

rants are then
fully ripe, and in

a better state

than later. Some
object to the ex-

ceeding acid of

thecurrant alone,

and take one-

third raspberry

juice to t w o-

thirds currant,

but as a relish for

meat it is belter

pure. With the

raspberry it is

nicer for tarts
and cakes.

HASPBEERY
JELLY

Is made in the

same manner,

but it is not ne-

cessary to take

quite as m u c h

sugar. The se-

cret of getting

the jelly is to

thoroughly ex-

tract the water

by boiling the

juice before add-

ing the sugar

;

for when the

sugar and juice

are cooked too

long together, the syrup becomes of a ropy consistency, and will seldom

make a sliff jelly, and this is why inexperienced persons think it

necessary to add gelatine, whicli spoils the delicate color and taste, and

renders the jelly much more likely to mold and spoil.

CURRANT JELLY

Is a relish for roast mutton and game that nothing else supplies. Heat

the currants in an earthen jar or porcelain kettle. Throw the

heated mass on a hair sieve to drain, part at a time, to let it cool so as to
^

be able to handle it in the bag, through which the remainder of the juice
j

must be pressed. Extract all the juice and as much of the pulp as
j

possible, as this makes the jelly stiffer. If properly made there is no

necessity of using gelatine to stiffen the jelly. Our grandmothers did

without it, and we can, too. After the mass has been squeezed perfectly I

RASPBERRY JAM.

Got nice fresh fruit, pick it carefully and break with a wooden spoon.

Do not rub it into a pulp, breaking the seeds. Boil the fruit fir.«t about

fifteen minutes, then put sugar and fruit together, a little less than

pound for pound
;

six pounds of fruit and five of sugar. Cook,

simmering gently but steadily, for twenty minutes. Never stew sweet-

meats over a slow lire. They must be watched constantly. If visitors

cause interruptions they are apt to be spoiled.
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THE MYSTERY OF MAKING BREAD.

LADY who has kept house for many years is of

the opinion that, “Loaf bread interferes with

the salvation of more housekeepers than any
^ other one thing in the world.”

To make two quarts of bread or rolls, take four or

five nice, large Irish potatoes, peel and cut them iqi,

and put to boil in just water enough to cover them_

When done mash smooth in the same water, and

when cool (hot cold), add a half tea-cupful of yeast, or if

you use compressed yeast, the sixth part of a cake dis-

solved in tepid water; a dessert-spoonful of sugar, a little

salt, a table-spoonful of lard, and a pint of flour. Mix
together lightly. This batter should be very soft and

quite sticky. Set it (covered) in a warm place to rise.

In two or three hours it will be risen; it will be full of bub-

bles and look like yeast. Xow work in the rest of the

flour, and, if necessary, add a little cold water. The dough

should be rather soft, and must not be kneaded more than

half an hour. Set it to rest in a moderately warm place for

about four hours. If wanted, it can now be baked at once

;

but, if not, take a spoon and push the dough down from the

top and sides of the vessel containing it, and let it rise again.

It can rise thus three times. Now knead until smooth,

fierhaps add a little more flour. Some of it can be taken,

rolled out thin, and baked for rolls. Let the rolls rise a while

after they are in the pan. The baking pan must be greased,

and the rolls must not touch each other.

The bread must rise a few minutes after it is jmt in the

Ijaking tins.

It has long been known in Vienna, that if an oven be

cleaned with a wisp of moist straw, the crust of the bread

baked in it assumes a beautiful yellow tint. In Paris they

have acted upon this idea, and constructed ovens in which a

bunch of moist straw can be placed near the opening, so that

the current of air drives in the moisture from the straw.

PARKER HOUSE ROLLS (Boston Receipt).—Two quarts

flour. 1 tca-spooiifiil Jard, 1 tabic-spoonful butter, 2 table-spoonfuls

sugar, 1 tea-spoonful salt, 1 pint scalded milk (cooled), half cup of yeast.

Make a hole in the center of the flour, pour in the milk and yeast, and

stir in part of the flour The next morning knead in the rest of the flour,

the sugar, lard, and butter. Roll out half an inch thick, cut in squares,

spread each square with a little butter, fold the sides together, let them
ri-e again until light, and bake in a very quick oven.

SARATOGA ROLLS.—Two quarts of flour, 1 tea-spoonful salt,

large table-spoonful yeast, butter (size of an egg), 1 pint wann milk.

Make over night.

GERMAN PUFFS.— Half pound butter, half pint milk, boil

;

beat in very smoothly a cup of sifted flour, cook
; set to cool. 'When

cold stir in six eggs, leaving out whites of two ; sugar to taste, flavor

also. Bakein well-buttered cups. Sauce: one cup white wine, two cups
of sugar and one egg. and the extra white well-beaten; stir gradually into

the boiling wine, and sen-e at once.

SALLY LUNN.—One quart flour, 3 spoonfuls Royal Baking
Powder, Ipint milk or cream, heaping table-spoonful butter, 2 spoonfuls

white sugar: melt the butter
; add the milk : salt slightly. Sift the

flour, sugar, and baking powder together. Stir the flour quickly into

the milk. The mixture should be ju»t stiff enough to drop from a spoon
into the baking pan. One spoonful for each bun. Do not drop too near

together. Bake in very hot oven. Break them apart and lay upon a

napkin to serve. Instead of baking powder use yeast, and set to rise

over night.

JOHNNY CAKE.—One quart meal, 1 pint (lour, 2 eggs, 2 spoon-

fuls baking powder ; water or milk to make a stiff batter. If water is

used a small piece of butter must be added. Some like a little sugar

also.

PANCAKES (French style).—Make a thin paste with 1 pound

of flour, 4 eggs, 2 table-spoonfuls of sweet-oil, 1 of French brandy, a

little salt, the necessary quantity of lukewarm milk and water. Let it

stand two or three hours, then put an ounce of butter, lard, or oil in the

frying-pan, and set it over a brisk fire: w hen hot, put some of the batter

in it with a ladle, spreading it so as to cover the bottom of the pan
;

brown and dust white sugar over both sides. Serve warm. Buckwheat

and other pancakes can be made the same way.

WAFFLES.—Make a thin batter with 8 ounces of flour, G ounces of

pulverized sugar, 2 eggs, a few drops of essence to flavor, half a liquor-

glass of brandy or rum, and milk suflicient for baiter. Warm the

mold ;
butter both sides

;
put in some of the paste, close gently ; turn

to heat both sides equally ; dust with sugar. Eat either warm or cold.

With a good fire a minute suffices to bake them.

MUHLENBERG GINGER BREAD.—One ))int of molasses,

half pound brown sugar, 3 eggs, quarter of a pound of butter, quarter of

a pound of lard, X pint of sour milk, 4 tea-spoonfuls baking soda,

pounds of flour ;
ginger, cloves, and cinnamon to taste. Bake in large

loaf; or add raisins and currants, and bake in small, shallow tins.

HOMINY or SPIDER BREAD.—Mash cold boiled hominy

(to free from lumps), into milk, 2 eggs to a quart, a little salt, while meal

and flour to form a batter ; beat thoroughly. Bake in (juick oven.

Spread the mixture about one-half inch thick over the pan. Use but

little flour, the hominy must predominate.

BREAD CAKES —Take bread crumbs, well dried, soak over

night in just enough milk to soften them. In the morning add a little

salt; beat the crumbs till smooth, add two eggs well beaten separately,

and drop one spoonful at a time upon a hot griddle.

MUFFINS.— One quart of milk, 2 eggs, well beaten separately, a

piece of butter the size of an egg, and flour enough to make a stiff

batter. Stir in half a pint of yeast, and let stand till perfectly light.

Bake in quick oven, in well-greased muffin rings.

BUCKWHEAT CAKES —One quart of buckwheat flour, half a

cupful of yeast, half a pint of corn meal, 2 eggs, a little salt, 1 table-

spoonful of molasses. Mix with warm water into a thin batter, and let it

rise over night. The eggs can well be omitted in winter when expen-

sive and scarce.

The remains of the batter must be left in the dish in which it is

mixed. A pitcher is the best for this purpose. This batter will serve

to raise the cakes for the next morning without additional yeast, and

the cakes will be better than the first.

MEATS.

^^i^^lOASTS require tlint, as far as possible, the nutri-

juices should be well preserved, without

I

‘
which a joint is rendered comparatively worth-

less.

Let the meat be kept in the ice-box or a cool

place till ready to cook. Scrape clean, rather than

quickly, allowing the water to run over the meat,

not plunging it into the pan. Rub well with pepper and

salt, and tie in a compact shape instead of using skewcr.s,

which are so difficult to remove when the meat is cooked.

The larger the piece the juicier and better the roast. Have

a quick oven to start with, letting it be cooler after a while.

Rut if meat is put info a slow oven it will be tough, (he

pores will not close quickly and much of the juice is wasted.
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If impossible to attain lieat enough, as is often the case with

poor ovens, then take a small bit of butter and some clean

drippings, or a piece of the fat from the meat itself; put it

into the baking pan, set it over the fire, when hot place the

meat in it, turning it upon all sides till browned crisp, but

not burned. Then add a table-spoonful or two of water, and
set in the oven; it must be kept basted, and it is well to dredge

once or twice with flour.

Some cooks will declare that not one drop of water should

go into the pan; there should never be enough to steam the

meat, merely enough to keep the gravy from burning. It is

properly baking meat to cook it in an oven
;
roasting meat

requires an open fire, and the cold, fresh air, coming in

contact with it while cooking imparts a peculiar flavor that

cannot be attained in a close oven. Baked meat has a dead

taste compared with roast. An English cook acknowledges

no other method
; but the American arrangements rarely

allow the luxury of the big, clear fire and ample space re-

quired for the roasting jack. Some hou.sekeepers, who insist

upon it, manage to get their meat roasted by the usual small

fire-grate of the range.

Meat requires about one-quarter of an hour for each

pound, but every cook needs to exercise her judgment, in

this, as well as in all other household matters; there is no

rule without its exception.

Meat should be so well basted that it does not dry up, and,

when cut, the juice ought to stream out in the track of the

knife. There should be enough of this gra\y for every one,

and it is much more healthful than made gravy. However,

some prefer the latter. This is made, after the meat is placed

upon the platter, by draining off nearly all the fat from the

dripping-pan, then set it upon the open fire
;
dredge in flour,

stirring till it is brown
;
add a little water and strain into

gravy boat. There is usually salt and pepper enough that

has come from the meat
;
otherwise some can be added, or

any other seasoning according to taste.

Boiling is one of the most ordinary modes of cooking

meat, and yet it is very seldom done properly.

The water must boil when the meat is first placed in it,

and be kept boiling for about two or three minutes till the

pores of the meat are well closed, then the pot must be placed

where it will not boil any more, but it must simmer con-

stantly, and be kept well skimmed and tightly covered. Have
as little water as possible.

Let the cooking be done mostly by the steam. If the

water boil away add more, which must be at the boiling

point.

Do not salt the meat till partly done. Salt toughens, and

the long cooking destroys the flavor of the salt itself. When
the meat is done there ought to be barely W'ater enough to

make the amount of gravy needed. Capers are used for mut-

ton, oysters for boiled turkey.

Boiled meat should be served at least once a week. In

France and Germany it is used every day. But this is the

meat that has furnished the stock for the soup, and would

scarcely contain nourishment enough for the exhausting

effects of the American climate and greater activity in busi-

ness habits. I

POT ROAST.—Prepare meat as for roasting, lay in an iron oi

porcelain-lined pot a piece of butter, onion, herbs, bay leaf, or what-
ever seasoning one likes. Let the meat brown in the butter, turning
upon all sides

;
then cover very closely, and steam lor two or three

hours, shaking and turning from time to time.

YORKSHIRE PUDDING.—Six table-spoonfuls of flour, six

eggs, beaten, a little salt, and a gill of milk
;
mix well together with a

wooden spoon, that there are no lumps, then add three gills more of

milk. Set in a shallow pan under a piece of meat roasting before the

fire, or if the fire is not large enough, bake in the oven, adding a few
tea-.spoonfuls of the gravy as it drips from the roast. It can be made
with less eggs by using prepared flour, and is quite as good.

TIME REQUIRED TO COOK MEATS.
Mutton.—A leg of 8 lbs., will require two hours and a half. A

chine or saddle of 10 or 11 lbs., two hours and a half. A shoulder of

7 lbs., one hour and a half . A loin of 7 lbs., one hour and three quarters
;

and about the same time (IJ hd is required for a neck and breast.

Beef.—The sirloin of 15 lbs., from three hours and three quarters to

four hours. Ribs of beef, from 15 to 20 lbs., take three hours to three

hours and a half.

Veal.—A fillet from 12 to 16 lbs., takes from four to five hours, with

a good fire. A loin generally takes three hours. A shoulder from three

hours to three hours and a half. A neck two hours. A breast from an

hour and a half to two hours.

Lame.—Hind quarter of 8 lbs., takes from an hour and three-quar-

ters to two hours. Fore-quarter of 10 lbs., about two hours. Leg of 5

lbs., from an hour and a quarter to an hour and a half. Shoulder or

breast, an hour, with a good fire.

Pork.—A leg of 8 lbs., requires about three hours. Griskin, an hour

and a half. A spare-rib of 8 or 9 lbs. requires about two hours and a half

to three hours to roast it thoroughly. A bald spare-rib of 8 lbs., an hour

and a quarter. A loin of 5 lbs., from two hours to two hours and a half,

when very fat. A sucking pig (3 weeks old), about an hour and a half.

Poultry.—A large turkey requires about three hours. A turkey

weighing 10 pounds, two hours, and a small one an hour and a half. A
full-grown fowl, about an hour and a half ; a pullet, from half an hour

to forty minutes. A large goose, two hours. A green goose, forty min-

utes. A large, duck, from an hour and a quarter to an hour and three

quarters.

DANIEL WEBSTER’S CHOWDER.—Four table-spoonfuls

of onion fried in salt pork, one quart of boiled potatoes well mashed,

one and one half pounds of sea biscuit, one tea-spoonful of thyme and

summer savory, half bottle of mushroom catsup, one bottle of claret

or port wine, half nutmeg grated, some cloves, a little mace and allspice,

six pounds of sea-bass or cod, cut in slices; 25 large oysters, a little black

pepper, a few slices of lemons
;
the whole put in a pot and covered with

an inch of water, let it boll one hour, stir it gently. Chowders are made

in a dozen different ways, but the result is about the same. It is gener-

ally admitted that boatmen prepare it better than others.

OYSTERS.—Stew in their own liquor, butter, salt, and pepper, and

many think them improved with the addition of milk or cream, mace,

parsley, or nutmeg. Cracker is preferable to flour for thickening. Lay

the grated cracker in the tureen and pour in the oysters.

A nice way for a sick person is to lay a few good sized oysters in a

little pan with their liquor. Set in the oven or upon the fire for two or

three minutes, or just long enough to scald, without cooking. They are

as delicate as raw oysters, without the chilling effect to which many

object.

PUFF OMELET.—Take half a table-spoonful of flour and make it

into a smooth paste, with a little cream. Break five or six eggs, beat all

together. Then add a cup of cream, and a little salt. Put a piece of

butter the size of an egg into the omelet pan, when it bubbles, pour in

the eggs, when it is half cooked over the fire, set it in a hot oven to

finish cooking, and serve as soon as done, or it will fall and be soggy.

Have it ready, but it is best cooked after the family have assembled.

APPLE OR PEACH FRITTERS.—Chop the apples or cut

in thin slices, make a light batter of two eggs, a little milk and flour,

one tea-spoonful baking powder, stir in fruit, drop from ladle into hot

fat. They will assume fantastic shapes. Drain well, sprinkle with
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sugar. Must be eaten with wine, lemon juice, or cider. Pineapple can

be used, or any kind of fruit.

NEW ENGLAND SHORT CAKE.—Take cream (if no cream

is to be had, lake milk), and melt a largo piece of butter, one quart

flour, three tea-spoonfuls baking powder, one pint milk, one quarter

pound butter, half tea-spoonful salt. Sift flour, baking j)owder, and salt

together
;
stir into milk and butter quickly as possible. Do not knead

or work over at all. Keep it soft as can be shaped. Bake in thin cakes

(size of pie-plate), prick the cakes with a fork, te prevent air bubbles

luiffing one part more than another. Split, butter evenly, and grate a lit-

tle nutmeg upon the crust, fill with strawberries, raspberries, stewed

apples, or any kind of fruit. These are far more wholesome than pies

made of rich pastry.

OLD FASHIONED COMPOSITION CAKE.—One and

three quarter pounds of sugar, one and three quarter pounds of flour,

three quarters pound of butter, one nutmeg, four eggs, one pint of milk,

one tea-spoonful saleratus, one glass of brandy. Raisins and other fruit

can be added.

WEDDING CAKE.—Take 1 lb. of flour, 1 lb. of sugar, 1 lb. of

butter, 10 eggs, half pint of brandy, one-half ounce eaeh of mace, nut-

meg, cinnamon, and cloves; half pint of rose water, 2 lbs. of almonds,

4 lbs. of currants, 2 lbs. of raisins, 1 lb. of citron, 1 wine-glass of lemon

peel chips, 1 wine-glass of orange peel chips, the juice of the lemon and

orange, and 1 tea-spoonful saleratu.s. This makes one loaf, bake in a

six-quart pan, the sides and bottom lined with a paste made of flour

and water without salt or butter, rolled out very thin. If it commences

to burn, lay an oiled paper over the top. It is best baked in a brick oven,

and needs two liours.

COTTAGE PUDDING.—One cup sugar, two eggs, butter size of

one egg, one cup sweet milk, about three cups of flour, or enough to

thicken, three tea-spoonfuls baking powder. Bake.

SAUCE FOR COTTAGE PUDDING.—Rub butter and sugar

together, add a little cream and beat into it cut, ripe peaches.

RICE PUDDING.—Four table-spoonfuls of rice to one quart of

milk, salt, sugar, and vanilla or other flavor. Wash the rice in cold

water, add the milk, set in moderate oven, must bake very slowly, stir-

ring it very often, add a little cold milk each time it is stirred, this gives

it a creamy consistency.

PLUM PUDDING.—One pound of raisins, one pound of cur-

rants, one iiound of suet, quarter of a pound of flour or grated bread,

three ounces of sugar, one ounce and a half of grated lemon peel, one

blade of mace, a little nutmeg and ginger grated, six eggs
; work it well

together, put in a cloth, tie firmly, allowing room to swell, and never let

it stop boiling till done. Time to boil five or six hours.

^edeipt^.

Airing.—A sheet of finely perforated zinc, substituted for a pane of

glass, in one of the upper squares of a chamber window, is the cheapest

and best form of veniilation. No bedroom should be without it.

Ants, To Destroy.—1. Perfect cleanliuess. 2. Pulverized borax

si)rinklcd in places they frequent. 3. A few leaves of green wormwood,
sciittered among their haunts. 4. The u.se of camphor. 5. A sjionge

can be sprinkled with sugar and laid upon .shelves where ants are nu-

merous
; the next morning plunge quickly into boiling water, and most

of the intruders will be destroyed. 6. Carbolic acid wiped around the

edges of the shelves and wherever they seem to come from. Little red

ants cannot travel over wool or rag carpet. Set the meat-safe on coarse

baize, cover the closet or pantry shelves with flannel, and the ants will

disappear.

Blankets, To Wash.—The great secret of washing blankets pro-

perly is to give them plenty of water, and to change the water. The
soap must be dissolved in the water

;
the water must not be too hot.

Of course, blankets should not be boiled.

Brass, To Polish.— It is a mistake to clean brass with Bath brick,

as is often done
;
the metal cleaned with it tarnishes quickly, besides

having a pale yellow color, instead of the true golden hue. Rotten

stone and oil are, thus far. the best things known for the purpose.

Black Lace. To Clean.— Dip a sponge into beer or coid tea, and

damp the lace, taking care not to make it wet ; place brown paper over

it, and press with a warm iron. The lace will look glazed if the paper

is not put between it and the iron. The lace must be brushed free from

dust before it is made damp.

Black Silk, To Clean.— Ox-gall dissolved in hot water. Lay the

silk out on a table—a marble one is the best
;
sponge both sides with

the liquor; rinse in elcan water. Or use beer and water, or gin and

water. Again, an old black kid glove can be boiled in a qnart of water

till it is reduced to one pint
;
sponge the silk with this

;
it restores the

color and stiffens the silk. A weak solution of gum arabic will stiffen

silk, or a spoonful of honey placed in the last sponging water will

give it the quality of new. Never iron with hot irons. I^pread the silk

over any smooth surface, or, better still, lay papers between the folds,

and press under boards or two mattresses.

Boards, To Take Ink Out of —Strong muriatic acid, or spirits of

salts, applied with a piece of cloth, afterwards well washed with water.

Bed-Bugs, To Exterminate.—1. Perfect cleanliness. No bed-bugs

or other vermin will infest a house, when the mistress is of orderly

and cleanly habits and fine tastes. 2 Two ounces of red arsenic, one-

fourth of a pound of white soap, one-half an ounce of camphor dissolved

in a tea-spoonful of spirits, rectified, made into a paste of the consist-

ency of cream. Place this mixture in the openings and cracks of the

bedstead. 3. Where bed-bugs are present, the best, quickest, and

handiest exterminator is kerosene or crude petroleum oil, drenching all

parts of the article of furniture thoroughly and effectively. March ai d

September are the best months for making an attack on bugs. Putting

spirits of turpentine in the water for scrubbing floors destroys vennin.

Burns.—Should you ever burn your fingers while getting iq) a din-

ner, wet them with cold water, and hold as near the fire as you can with-

out burning the other fingers. It will smart, but grin and bear it : the

pain will leave as quick as it came, before you can count fifty. It will

leave no blister, and you'll need no bandage
;

in fact, you will hardiy

know which finger was burned. This receipt was given by a black-

smith, a poor, old, life-time convict, and it has never been found to fail.

Clinkers -Oyster shells on top of a coal fire will cause the clinkers

adhering to the sides of the grate, or to the fire-brick, to drop off.

Candles.—To make a candle burn all night, when, as in case of sick-

ness, a dull light is wished, put finely powdered salt on the candle till it

reaches the black part of the wick. In this way a mild and steady light

may be kept through the night by a small piece of candle.

Crickets.- Cucumber rinds thrown around will destroy crickets.

Cockroaches.—Can also be destroyed by laying freshly cut cucum-

ber rinds near their haunts.

Complexions, Suitable Colors for.—Complexions vary consid-

erably, and, therefore, every one should not wear any particular color

which may be in fashion. Bine and violet suit most comjilexions;

orange and its companion lints of amber, yellow, primrose, etc., look

well with a dark complexion, provided that it has some color, and is

not sallow; scarlet and crimson arealso becoming to brunettes
;
blondes

can wear green, peach, brown, and pale blue ; black also -suits a fair

complexion. Brown is the most becoming color to people who have

reddish hair or freckled complexion. Drabs, grays, and neutral tints do

not suit people who have jiale or sallow complexions.

Cold Cream is best made of olive oil and white wax. It is often

made of lard, but it is not so soothing and healing.

Carpets, To Sweep —Sprinkle tea leaves, .squeezed quite dry, over

the carpet before sweeping. If tea leaves are scarce, tear iq) moist

newspapers, or take small bits of cotton and linen rags, wet, and use

like the leaves. The rags can be rinsed, dried, and used several times.

Wheat bran moistened is good for almost any kind of carpets but Brus-

sels. When carpets are well cleaned, sprinkle with salt, and fold
;
when

laid, strew with slightly moistened bran before sweeping. This, with

salt, will freshen them up wonderfully.

Doors, To Prevent'Creaking’.—Apply a little soap to the hinges,

or take lard, soap, and blaeklead, equal parts, mix and apply. Swing

the door to and fro a few times to bring the entire hinge in contact with

the mixture.

Drink for Hot Weather. - Two table-spoonfuls of Scotch oatmeal

put into a large tumbler or small jug, and filled up with clear, cold water,

well stirred up, and allowed to settle only until the large jiarticles of meal

fall to the bottom, forms a most refreshing drink in hot weather, and
quenches thirst more than any other liquid.

Deodorizers — One pound of gixen copperas, dissolved in one
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quart of boiling water, will destroy foul smells. Platt’s chlorides,
sprinkled over and under the bed, and diffused ihronghthe room with an
atomizer, will instantly remove oflenslve odors, A few drops in water,
used as a gargle, vill sweeten a bad breath. A saucerful set in the
kitchen, will counteract the fumes from frying or boiling. Chloride of
lime, carbolic acid, and several other things are deservedly coming into
general use. Many highly perfumed articles are often used for the pur-

l)0.se of deodorizing sick rooms
; they are of no value whatever. They

merely hide the offensive odor by adding something which for the time
overpowers it without removing the cause, and actually do more harm
than good.

Flies, To Drive Away.—Buy an ounce of oil of lavender, pour
half of it in a pint bottleof cold water, and shake it up: the mixture is a
mechanical one only ; if dissolved in alcohol it is a perfect solution;
but this becomes more expensive; scatter your water and oil of lavender
on the table-cloth, and the flies will go away.

Freckles.—Take of corrosive .sublimate 5 grains ; muriatic acid, 30
drops; lump sugar, 1 ounce

; alcohol, 2 ounces
; rose water, 7 ounces.

Agitate together till all is dissolved. Apply night and morning. Another
remedy is to take of sal ammoniac, 2 drams; cologne water, 1 ounce; soft
water, 1 pint. Mix.

Glass Chimneys, To Prevent Cracking.—If the chimney glass
of a lamp be cut with a diamond on the convex side (outside), it will

never crack, as the incision affords room for the expansion produced by
the heat, and the glass, after it is cool, returns to its original shape,
with only a scratch visible where the cut is made.

Marble, To Clean.—Mix together with water three parts of com-
mon soda, one ))art of finely-powdered chalk, and one part of pumice-
stone

; rub this well over the [marble, and afterwards wash off with
soap and water.

Moths.—These insects make very quick work when they attack
woolens or furs—and great care must be taken to anticipate them. The
moth millers begin to fly about with the first warm spring daj's, and then
the housewife must look to her closets; remove everything from the
shelves and hooks, brush the walls and celling carefully, lift the shelves
and wipe out the corners with a damp cloth, wipe up the floor with a
damp cloth or have it scrubbed, but do not sweep'ont the closet, as that
disperses the eggs into the room to hatch and do more mischief.
Sprinkle a little moth powder, pepper, or powdered camphor behind the
shelves and along the surface. Hang all the woolens and furs, in the
yard, or where they can get the snn and air. Choose a warm day, other-
wise the moths will hide away from the cold in the seams and folds.

Brush and beat the garments. Those that can be spared should be folded,
wrapped in a newspaper—the ink is a good moth preventive. Pin them
in linen cloths also, but be sure to close the bundles tight

;
moth powder,

lumps of camphor, or carbolic paper, can be placed in each bundle, but
careful airing and cleaning is the most effectual remedy against these
destructive insects.

When the moths have once attacked a garment, do not, upon the first

impulse, give it a good shaking, but take it to the yard at once, pick off

the larvae, then lay the article in a tightly-covered wash-boiler, place this
in hot water, and leave till the garment is heated through and through,
and all life destroyed. Then it can be beaten and brushed, but ought
never to be put away with other things lest there might be a stray moth
left in spite of all these precautions.

Spirits of turpentine sprinkled in boxes and drawers will destroy and
drive av\-ay moths. Almost any oue of the essential oils is more or less

efticacious.

Mosquitoes and Fleas can be driven out of a room by sprinkling
oil of pennyroyal upon a cloth, and waiving it to and fro in every corner
of the room will drive them towards the window or door. Hang up the
cloth near the place where they are likely to enter. Insects dislike all

strongly aromatic herbs. Cologne or camphor sprinkled upon the pil-

low will drive them away for a time.

Picture Frames, To Prevent Flies from Injuring.—Boil
three or four onions in a pint of water ; then with a gilding brush do
over your glasses and frames, and the flicswill notalighton thearticle so
washed. This may be used without apprehension, as it will not do the
least injury to the frames.

Paste.—To two large spoonfuls of fine fiour put as much pounded
resin as will lie on a shilling

;
mix with strong beer and boil half an hour.

Let it cool before using. Rye flour and a little alum added while boil-
ing, makes an adhesive paste as strong as glue.

Rats, To Extirpate.—The extirpation of rats m.ay be accom-
plished either by means of trapping or poisoning. The rat-trap must
be rendered attractive by some dainty morsel of food, and may also be
sprinkled with rat scent. Rats are said to be very fond of powdered can-
tharides steeped in French brandy. Pastes and powders made from
arsenic, tartar emetic, mix vomica, and other poisons, are very effective.

Silver, To Clean.—The best way to clean silver articles is to wash
them first with warm water and soap, and afterwards jiolish them with
pure London whiting and a piece of leather. As pure whiting, free of
grits, cannot always be had, except in London, yon may substitute harts-
horn powder for it.

Soot.— If through careless handling of stove-pipes, or draughts from
the chimney, soot fall upon the carpet, cover the spot thickly with salt,

and the soot can be brushed up without injury to the carpet.

The fine soot that collects in the chimney and in the joints of the pipe
is excellent for scouring tins, etc.

Use kerosene, or bath-brick, or powdered lime, to scour iron, tin, or
copper

; wash in hot suds, and polish with dry whiting.

Stairs, To Wash.—The sides of stairs and carpeted passages should
be washed with a sponge, instead of linen or flannel, and then the edges
will not be soiled.

Tooth Powder.—Pound together in a mortar, cream of tartar and
chalk, of each half an ounce

;
myrrh, powdered, one drachm

; orris

root, powdered, half a drachm ; and powdered bark, two drachms.

To Remove Ink Stains from Linen.—With a clear rag rub the
spot with lemon juice in which is dissolved a small quantity of salt.

To Remove Ink Stains from Dress Goods.—Dissolve ten cents
worth of oxalic acid in a pint of .soft water ; dip the stained spots in it

quickly, and then into clear water, and rub well. If the goods remain in

the acid the texture will be destroyed. If the color is affected, wet with
a solution of ammonia and water

;
this will restore the original color.

To Remove Nitrate of Silver Stains (Indelible Ink.)—
Cyanide of potassium is the most effective, but being highly poisonous,
is extremely dangerous to use.

The cloth must be stretched over a bowl or cup of hot water, a little of

the powder laid upon the stain or writing, then hot water dropped upon
it—gently stirring the powder over the spot—then rinse. Be very careful
not to inhale the steam arising from the cyanide.

Chloride of copper completely removes nitrate of silver stains from
colored cotton cloth. It should be rinsed with hyposulphite of soda, and
well washed afterward with clean water.

From white cloth they are best removed with a dilution of perman-
ganate of potash and hydrochloric acid, washing with hyposulphite of

soda and plain water.

If the writing is not very black it can be removed with salt, wet with

lemon juice
;

lay the article in a very hot snn and rinse in boiling

water. It wilt fade the ink at any rate, if it does not entirely remove it.

Water that has stood in an open dish over night should not be used

for cooking or drinking, as it will have absorbed many foul gases. If

obliged to occupy a freshly-painted room set pails and pans of water
about

;
the water absorbs the unwholesome odors.

Window Glass— To Prevent the Sun from Passing
Through.—Dissolve gum tragacanth in the white of eggs well beaten,

twenty-four hours. Then paint the inner side of the glass.

To Wash Colored Woolens.—Buy quarter of a pound of soap-

bark, at the druggists
;
boil in earthenware, for half an hour or more,

in two quarts of water ; strain, and unless the color is very delicate, use

it quite warm, especially it the garment is much soiled. Let every part

be thoroughly saturated with the bark-suds; shake it about, leave to soak

awhile, rub and squeeze it out (do not wring); rinse in tepid water, hang

to drain, fold in cloth, iron while very damp. There will be none of the

disagreeable odor that woolens have when washed with soap. Woolen
coats and pantaloons can be cleaned as follows : Brush and beat them
well, spread them out upon a large table, scrub hard with a brush dipped

in strong suds of soap-bark; as fast as one side is cleaned, mb it dry with

a clean, coarse towel
; get off every drop of the snds, so the clothes do

not get wet through and shrink
;
clean conscientiously, and the result

is surprising.
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Good and seasonable food is the material bj' wliicli the body

is built up, sustained, and rendered capable of performing its

I)roper functions. It is, tlierefore, most essential that every house-

keeper should be acquainted with the periods that the various articles

of food are in season. We have, accordingly, compiled the follow-

ing list, which will serve to show for every month in the year the

time when fish, meat, poultry, game, vegetables, and fruit are in

season.

JANUARY. MAY. SEPTEMBER.
Fish.—Barbel, brill, carp, cod, crabs, cray-

fish, dace, eels, flounders, haddocks, herrings,

lampreys, lobsters, mussels, oysters, perch,

pike, porgy, prawns, shrimps, skate, smelts,

soles, sprats, sturgeon, tench, thornback, tur-

bot, whitings.

Meat.—Beef, house lamb, mutton, pork,

veal, venison.

Poultry.—Capons, fowls, tame pigeons, pul-

lets, rabbits, turkeys.

Game.—Grouse, hares, partridges, pheas-

ants, snipe, wild-fow 1, woodcock.

Vegetables.—Beetroot, broccoli, cabbages,
carrots, celery, chervil, cresses, cucumbers
(forced), endive, lettuces, parsnips, potatoes,
savoys, spinach, turnips,—various herbs.

Fruit.—Apples, grapes, medlars, nuts,
oranges, pears, walnuts, almonds, raisins,

plums, prunes, figs, dates.

FEBRUARY.
Fish.—The same fish that are seasonable in

January.
Meat.—Beef, house lamb, mutton, pork,

veal.

Poultry.—Capons, chickens, ducklings,
tame and wild pigeons, pullets with eggs, tur-

keys, wild fowl, though notnowinfull season.
Game.—Grouse, hares, partridges, pheas-

ants, snipes, woodcock.
Vegetables.—Beetroot, broccoli (purple and

white), Brussels sprouts, cabbages, carrot.^,

celery, chervil, cresses, cucumbers (forced),

endive, kidney-beans, lettuces, parsnips, pota-
toes, savoys, spinach, turnips,—various herbs.

Fruit.—Apples (golden and Dutch pippins),
grapes, medlars, nuts, oranges, pears, walnuts,
almontls, raisins, plums, prunes, figs, dates.

MARCH.
Fish.—The same fi.sh that are seasonable in

Januarj", with the exception of cod.
Meat.—Beef, house lamb, mutton, pork,

veal.

Poultry.—Capons, chickens, ducklings,
tame and wild pigeons, pullets with eggs, tur-
keys, wild-fowl, though not now in full season.
Game.—Grouse, hares, partridges, pheas-

ants, snipes, woodcock.
Vegetables.—Beetroot, broccoli (puri)le and

white). Bnissels sprouts, cabbages, carrots, cel-
ery, chervil, cresses, cucumbers (forced), en-
dive. kidney-beans, lettuces, parsnips, potatoes,
.savoys, sea-kale, spinach, turnips,—various
herbs.
Fruit.—Apples, grapes, medlars, nuts,

oranges, pears, walnuts, almonds, raisins,
plums, pnines, figs, dates.

APRIL.
Fish.—Brill, carp, cockles, crabs, dorv,

flounders, ling, lobsters, mullet, mussels, ovs-
ters perch prawns, salmon, shad, shrimps,
skate, smelts, soles, tench, turbot, whitin-rsi
Meat.—Beef, lamb, mutton, veal.
Poultry.—Chickens, ducklings, fowls, love-

rets, pigeons, pullets, rabbits.
Game.—Hares.
Vegetables.- Broccoli, celery, lettuces,

young onions, parsnips, radishes, small salad
sea-kale, spinach, sprouts,—various herbs.

Fruit.—App.es, nuts, pears, forced cherries,
etc., for tarts, rhubarb, dried fruits.

Fish.—Carp, clams, crabs, dory, eels, hali-

but, herrings, lobsters, mackerel, mullet.

pr,awns, salmon, shad, smelts, soles, trout, tur-

bot.

Meat.—Beef, lamb, mutton, veal.

Poultry.—Chickens, ducklings, fowls, green

geese, leverets, pullets, rabbits.

Vegetables.—Asparagus, beans, early cab-

bages, carrots, cauliflowers, cresses, cucumbers,

lettuces, peas, early potatoes, salads, sea-kale,

—various herbs.

Fruit.—Apples, green apricots, cherries,
currants for tarts, gooseberries, melons, pears,
rhubarb, strawberries.

JUNE.
Fish.—Clams, crayfish, herrings, lobsters,

mackerel, mullet, [like, prawns, salmon, soles,
tench, trout, turbot.
Meat.—Beef, lamb, mutton, veal, buck ven-

ison.
Poultry.—Chickens, duchlings, fowls, green
eese, leverets, plovers, pullets, rabbits, tur-
ey poults, wheatears.
Vegetables.—Artichokes, asp.aragus, beans,

cabbages, carrots, cucumbers, lettuces, onions,
parsnips, peas, potatoes, radishes, small
salads, sea-kale, spinach,—various herbs.

Fruit.—Apricots, cherries, currants, goose-
berries, melons, nectarines, peaches, pears,
pineapples, raspberries, rhubarb, strawberries.

JULY.
Fish.—Bluefish, blackfish, bass, catfish,

clams, crabs, dory, flounders, haddocks, her-
rings, lobsters, mackerel, mullet, pike, plaice,
prawns, salmon, shrimps, soles, sturgeon,
tench, thornback.
Meat.—Beef, lamb, mutton, veal, buck ven-

ison.
Poultry.—Chickens, ducklings, fowls, green

geese, leverets, plovers, pullets, rabbits, turkey
poults, wheatears. wild clucks (called flaiipers).
Vegetables.—Artichokes, asparagus, beans,

cabbages, carrots, cauliflowers, celery, cresses,
endive, lettuces, mushrooms, onions, peas,
radishes, small salading, sea-kale, .sprouts, tur-
nips, vegetable marrow,—various herbs.
Fruit.—Apricots, cherrie.s, currants, figs,

gooseberries, melons, nectarines, pear.s, pine-
apples, plums, raspberries, strawberries, wal-
nuts in high season, and pickled.

AUGUST.
Fish.—Bluefish, blackfi.sh, clams, crabs,

dory, eels, flounders, grigs, herrings, lobsters,
mullet, pike, porgy, salmon, shrimps, skate,
soies, sturgeon, thornback, trout, turbot, weak-
fish.

Meat.—Beef, lamb, mutton, veal, buck ven-
ison . <

Poultry.—Chickens, ducklings, fowls, green
geese, pigeons, plovers, pullets, rabbits, turkey
poults, wheatears, wild ducks.
Game,—Leverets, grouse, blackcock
Vegetables,-Artichokes, asparagus, beans,

carrots, cabbages, cauliflowers, celery, cres.ses,
endive, lettuces, mushrooms, onions, peas,
potatoes, radishes, sea-kale, small salading,
sprouts, turnips, various kitchen herbs, vegeta-
ble marrows.
Fruit.—Currants, figs, filberts, gooseberries,

grapes, melons, mulberries, nectarines, pears,
peaches, pineapples, plums, raspberries.

Fish.—Brill, carp, cod, eels, flounders, lob-

sters, mullet, oysters, plaice, prawns, skate,

soles, turbot, whiting, whitebait.

Meat.—Beef, lamb, mutton, pork, veal.

Poultry.—Chickens, ducks, fowls, geese,

larks, pigeons, pullets, rabbits, teal turkey.

Game.—Blackcock, buck veni.sou, grouse,

hares, jiartridges, pheasants.

Vegetables.—Artichokes, asparagus, cab-

bage sprouts, beans, carrots, celery, lettuces,

mushrooms, onions, peas, potatoes, salading,

sea-kale, sprouts, tomatoes, turnips, vegetable

marrows,—various herbs

.

Fruit.—Bullaces, damsons, figs, filberts,

grapes, melons, morella cherries, mulberries,

nectarines, peaches, pears, plums, quinces, wal-

nuts.

OCTOBER.
Fish.—Barbel, brill, cod, crabs, eels, floun-

ders, gudgeons, haddocks, lobsters, mullet,
oysters, plaice, prawns, shrimps, smelts, skate,
soles, tench, turbot, whiting.
Meat.—Beef, mutton, pork, veal, vertison.
Poultry.—Chickens, fowls, geese, larks,

pigeons, pullets, rabbits, teal, turkeys, wid-
geons, wild ducks.
Game.—Blackcock, grouse, hares, par-

tridges, pheasants, snipes, woodcocks, doe ven-
ison.

Vegetables.—Artichokes, beets, cabbages,
cauliflowers, carrots, celery, lettuces, mush-
rooms, onions, potatoes, sprouts, tomatoes, tur-
nips, vegetable marrows,—various herbs.
Fruit.—Apples, black and white bullaces,

damsons, figs, filberts, grapes, pears, quinces,
walnuts.

NOVEMBER.
Fish.—Brill, carp, cod, crabs, eels, gudgeons,

haddocks, oyster-s, pike, soles, tench, turbot,
whiting.
Meat.—Beef, mutton, veal, doe venison.
Poultry.—Chickens, fowls, gce.se, larks,

pigeons, imllcts, rabbits, teal, turkeys, wid-
geons, wild duck.
Game.— Hares, partridges, pheasants, snipes,

woodcocks.
Vegetables.—Beetroot, cabbages, carrots,ce'-

ery, lettuces, late cucumbers, onions, potatoes,
salading, .spinach, sprouts,—various herbs.
Fruit.—Apples, bullaces, chestnuts, filberts,

grapes, pears, walnuts.

DECEMBER.
Fish.—Barbel, brill, carp, cod, crabs, eels,

dace, gudgeons, haddocks, herrings, lobsters,
oysters, perch, jiike, shrimps, skate, sprats,
soles, tench, thornback, tuibot, whiting.
Meat.—Beef, house lamb, mutton, pork,

venison.
Poultry.—Papons, chickens, fowls, geese,

pigeons, pullets, rabbits, teal, turkeys, wid-
geons, wild ducks.
Game.—Hares, partridges, pheasants, snipes,

woodcocks.
Vegetables.—Broccoli, cabbages, carrots,

celery, leeks, onions, potatoes, parsnips,
Scotch kale, turnips, winter spinach.
Fruit.—Apples, chestnuts, filberts, grapes,

medlars, oranges, pears, walnuts, dried fruits,
such as almonds and raisins, figs, dates, etc.,—
crystallized iireserves.
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KILLFUL CARVING is one of the

most useful accomplishments which

the master or mistress of a household

can possess. To carve well and ele-

gantly requires considerable practice,

but the importance of acquiring this

art is not likely to be underrated by

tliose who have experienced the di.scom-

fort and the delay wliich arise from an

unskilled carver being seated at the

pejjj of the table.

The dish should be sufficiently near the carver to enable

him to reach it without idsing, while at the same time his

seat should bo high enough for him to have perfect com-

mand over the joint. As in work of this kind a great deal

more depends upon knowledge and skill than upon physical

strength, all exhibitions of violent exertion are out of place.

They only give rise to suspicion, either that the carver is un-

accustomed to his post, or that he is working with bad tools

iq)on inferior materials. A good carver always performs his

task quietly, and dispenses without partiality to each guest

a portion of such parts of the joint as are considered the best.

The carving-knife should not be too heavy
; it should be

of sufficient size ;
but above all, it should have a sharp edge.

A carver should be careful never to cut across the grain

of the meat. Beef, veal, ham, tongue, and breasts of poul-

try, should be cut very thin
;
mutton, pork, and lamb a

little thicker.

Beef.—The under part of a sirloin of beef should be cut

first when hot, and the upper part should be cut straight

from the backbone to the outside of the ribs. The ribs of

beef should be carved in the same way. The round of beef

and the aitchbone of beef shoidd have a slice half an inch

thick taken from the outside ;
then thin slices taken off,

and one of these with a little fat given together.

Veal.—A shoulder of veal should be commenced at the

knuckle, and thin slices taken off in a slanting direction.

Neck and loins should have the bones divided with a small

saw before being sent to the table. The bone should then

be cut quite through in a slanting direction by the carver.

A loin of veal should be carved like the sirloin of beef, a

little of the kidney and a little of the fat being apportioned

to each person.

Mutton.—The usual ])lan of carving a saddle of mutton

is to cut long slices the whole length of the bone. Instead

of this, Alexis Soyer recommends that the knife should be

put under the meat to cut it away from the bone, and that

afterwards it should be divided into thin chops, fat and loan

together. A leg of mutton should be carved into cutlets. A
quarter of lamb should have the ribs sawed through before

it is cooked. The shoulder should then be raised, the ribs

divided, and a rib and a piece of the brisket served to each

person.

Fish requires very little carving, but care must be taken

not to break the flakes. Part of the roe, melt, or liver

should be served to each person, and the heads of salmon

and cod are also considered delicacies.

Fowl.—The fork should never be put through tlie back

of a fowl, but the knife should run gently down each side

of the breast, and the leg and the wing be taken off at the

same time. A little practice is required for the smaller

bones, and it is advisable to observe the manner in which it

is done by an expert carver. The merry-thought is taken

out by slipping the knife through at the point of the breast.

After the neck bones have been drawn out, the trunk should

be turned over, and the knife thrust through the backbone.

Turkey.—In carving a turkey, first cut slices each side

of the breast down to the ribs
;

the legs should then be re-

moved, and the thighs divided from the drum sticks. The
pinions of the wing and the white part of the wing are pre-

ferred by many to the breast. The stuffing is usually placed

in the breast, but frequently truffles, mushrooms, or oysters

are put in the body, which compels the carver to make an

ooening by cutting through the apron.

Goose.— After the apron has been cut off in a circular

direction, a glass of port wine mixed with a tea-spoonful of

mustard is sometimes poured into the body. The neck of

the goose should then be turned towards the carver, and the

flesh of the breast sliced on either side of the bone. The
wings are cut off next, and then the legs. The rest is carved

in the same manner as fowl.

Duck.— Large ducks are carved like goose, and small ones

like fowl.

Ham.—Carve in thin slices from the knuckle to the blade.

Pork.—The spare-rib of pork should be carved by sepa-

rating the chops. After cutting as far as the joint, return

the knife to the point of the bones. A loin of pork is carved

in the same manner as a loin of mutton. A leg of pork is

carved like ham, only in thicker slices.

Tongue.—Carve across in thin slices.

Pheasant.— The breast is carved in slices. The legs and

wings in the same way as fowl.

Partridges are carved by cutting off the breast and after-

wards dividing it.

Woodcocks are cut through the center, from head to tail.

Pigeons are carved like partridges or woodcocks.
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BORN DIED.

Aaron. First Jewish high priest ;
associate of Moses. b.c. 15'4— 14.51

Abbott, J. S. C. American historian. Life of Napoleon

Bonaparte; History of Russia 1805—1877

Abbott, Charles (Lord Tenterden). Lord Chief Justice of

England. Treatise on the Law of Merchant Ships and

Skipping 176i2—1833

Abelard, Peter. French schoolman, and lover of Hcloise.

Letters to Ueloise 1079—1143

Abercrombie, John. Scotch metaphysician. The Intel-

lectual Po/wers 1781—1844

Abing:er,Lord James Scarlett. GreatEnglish jury advocate. 1769—1844

About, Edmond F. V. French author. The Notary's

Nose 1828

Abraham. The Jewish patriarch
;
led his people from Ur

of the Chaldees n.c. 1996—1821

Abraham-a-Sancta-Clara. (His real name was Ulric

Mcgerle). Eloquent German preacher
;
chaplain to the

Imperial Court at Vienna 1642—1709

Abrantes, Duchess d’. French authoress. MemxArs in re-

gard to Napoleon Bonaparte 1784—1838

Accorso, Francis. Italian jurist. Great Glossary 1180—1260

Achilles Tatius. Bishop of Alexandria, and rhetorician,

flourished in the 6th century. The Sphere

Adalbert, Saint. Archbishop of Prague, “ Apostle of the

Prussians,” whom he converted to Christianity 9.39— 997

Adams, Charles Francis. Statesman and diplomatist, son of

J. Q ,
Minister to England (1861-8), -American negotiator

of the Treaty of Geneva 1807

Adams, John. American statesman and diplomatist, gradu-

ated at Harvard j
school teacher and lawyer

;
defended

British soldiers implicated in Boston Massacre, 1770 ;

delegate to Continental Congress, 1774 ;
commissioner

to France, 1778 ;
minister to Holland, 1781 ;

one of the

negotiators of treaty of peace witli Great Britain, 1783 ;

minister to Great Britain, 1785-88
;
Vice-President, 1789-

97. President, 1797-1801 1735-1836

Adams, John Quincy (son of ,Iohn). .American statesman

and diplomati.st, graduated at Harvard ;
minister to Hol-

land, 1794 ;
to Prussia, 1797

;
elected to U. S. Senate

by Federalists, 1803; resigned, 1808 ;
minister to Russia,

1809 ;
one of the negotiators of the treaty of peace with

Great Britain, 1814 ;
minister to England, 1816-17

;
Sec-

retary of State, 1817-1825
;

President, 1825-29 ; M.

C., 1830 till his death 1767—1848

Adams, Samuel. American Revolutionary patriot and

statesman. Glovemor of Massachusetts, one of the

foremost popular leaders of the Revolution 1722—1803

N. B. The names of the principal works

BORN. DIED

Addington, Henry, English statesman. Chancellor of the

Exchequer. Afterwards created Lord Sidmouth. 1755—1844

Addison, Joseph. English man of letters, poet, humorist,

moralist, dramatist. TTie Spectator anACatn. Under secre-

tary of State, 1705 ; M. P. 1708. His first English com-

position was some complimentary verses to Dryden in

1704. His poem The Campaign,on the battle of Blen-

heim, had a great success. Much of the Tatler (edited

by Steele) and three-fourths of the Spectator is his 1672—1719

Adelaide, Queen. Wife of William IV. of England; daugh-

ter of the Duke of Saxe Meiningen 1792—1849

Adelung, John C., German philologist. Mithridates 1732—1806

TRHaT,, Claudius. Roman historian of the 3d century.

Various History

.^lius Spartianus. Historian of the Roman Emperors ;

flourished in the 4th century. History in single Biogra-

phies of the Roman Emperors

^milius Paulus. Roman general and statesman
;
Con

queror of Macedonia b.c. 220— 160

TR-noa s Sylvius, scholar aud patron of letters. Pope

Pius II. Supposed to practice the black art 1405—1464

JEschines. Athenian orator
;

rival of Demosthenes,

aud supporter of Philip of Macedou. Orations b.c. 389— 314

-ffiscbylus. Sublime Athenian tragic writer. Agamemnon
the Persian b.c. 525— 456

.^sop. Greek fabulist of the 6th century b.c. Fables

Afranius, Lucius. Roman comic writer. Only fragments

of his works ; flourished 100

Agassiz, Louis. Swiss naturalist and man of science. Pro-

fessor at Harvard ;
founder of the Museum of Compar-

ative Zoology at Cambridge, Mass. Researches on Fossil

Fishes 1807—1873

Agricola, Cnneus Julius. Roman general
;

built line of

fortresses across Scotland
;

father-in-law of the historian

Tacitus 37— 93

Agrippa, Henry Cornelius. German scientist and author.

On the Vanity of the Sciences 1486—1.5.35

Agrippina. Mother of the Emperor Nero, infamously

cruel and sensual
;
put to death by Nero 15— 60

Aguilar, Grace. English novelist. Home Influence 1816—1847

Aikin, Lucy. English author. Life of Joseph Add'ison. ... 1747—1822

Ainsworth, William Harrison. British novelist. Jack

Sheppard ; The Tower of London 1805—1882

Akenside, Mark. British poet. The Pleasures of the Im-

agination 1721—1770

Alain de Lille. “The Universal Doctor.” French scholar

and theologian 1114—1203

authors and artists are printed in Italics.
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573

1367

600

404

1833 —

735— 804

1836 —

BORN. DIED.

Alaric I. Kins of the Visigoths, captured Rome 350— 410

Albert, Archduke of Austria. Ruler of tlie Netherlands

;

captured Ostend (1609), after a memorable siege 1559—1631

Albert, Prince Consort of England ;
husband of Queen

Victoria ;
man of noble character .

1819—1801

Alberti, Leon Baptiste. Italian painter, architect,and sculp-

tor, Designed the ChurLh of St. Francis, at Rome .... 1404—1473

Albertus Magnus. German scholar and theologian,

one of the greatest. of the schoolmen. He left many

works on logic, metaphysics and theology 1190—1380

Alboin. King of the Lombards. Conqueror of Northern

Italy

Albornoz, Gil A. C. Spanish ecclesiastic ;
Cardinal ;

legate of Innocent VI

Alcaeus. Lesbian lyric poet. Fragments only of his works.

Flourished

Alcibiades. Athenian statesman and commander. Led

Athenian fleet ;
conquered at Cyziciis and Cynossema ;

annexed Chalcedon and Byzantium. Handsome,talented,

fickle, vain

Aleman. Sardian lyric poet. Fragments only of his

works. Flourished ® ti. 600

Alcott, Louisa M. American author. Lillie ^yomen ; An

Old Fashioned Girl ; Ilosjnlal Skelches

Alcuin. Anglo-Saxon theologian ;
most learned man of

his age ;
lived at court of Charlemagne

;
founded schools

in France •

Aldrich, Thomas Bailey. American novelist and poet.

Prudence Palfrey ;
The Slory of a Bad Boy

Alexander the Great, King of Macedonia, conqueror.

Aristotle was his tutor. He came to the throne in 336,

razed Thebes, and was chosen by the Greeks com-

mander of the forces against Persia; invaded Asia

Minor (334), beat Darius at the Graniciis, and cut the

Gordian knot ;
defeated Darius at Issiis (33.3); cap-

tured Tyre (.333), invaded Egypt and founded Alexan-

dria ; routed Darius at Arbclii (.331); took Babylon,

Pcrsepolis, Susa, and invaded India till his army refused

to proceed farther; died at Babylon b. c.

Alexander VI. (Borgia). Pope 1493-1503. Infamous for

his crimes

Alexander I. Czar of Russia (1801-35) ;
one of the chief

opponents of Napoleon, reorganized Russian army.

Alexander II. Czar of Russia, liberator of the serfs.

Assassinated 1818—1881

Alexander of Hales. English schoolman. System of

Theology ~~
Alfieri. Vittore. Italian poet. Virginia- Saul 1749-

Alfonso VII. King of Spain; son of e.x-Qiicen Isabella

11 1857

Alfred the Great. King of Wessex. Came to throne 871;

lived m concealment to escape Danes : routed Danes,

878 ;
allowed them to settle in his kingdom ;

repelled

invasion of the Northmen, 896 ;
founded a navy ;

estab-

lished schools andapolice system; encouraged literature 849— 901

Alfric, Archbishop of Canterbury
;
Anglo-Saxon ecclesias-

tic. Hrmiilies. Flourished in the 10th century

Alison, Sir Archibald, British historian. Hisloryof Europe,

from Ihe commencement of the French Bevolution to the

Bestoration of the Bourbons 1793—1867

Allegri, Gregorio. Italian composer. Miserere 1580—1653

Allen, Ethan. American Revolutionary soldier ; cap-

tured Ticonderoga “ in the name of the great Jehovah

and the Continental Congress ” 1137—1.89

Allston, Washington. American painter and poet. Elijah

in the Desert. The Sylphs of the Seasons 1179—1843

Alphonso X., King of Castile and Leon. “The Wise.”

Lawgiver and astronomer 1203—1384

Alva, Ferdinand Alvarez, Duke of. Spanish general. Re-

gent of the Netherlands; conspicuous in the war with

tire Netherlands
;
annexed Portugal to Spain 1508 1583

356- 333

1430-1.503

1777-1835

1345

-1S03
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Ambrose, Saint. Italian ecclesiastic ; Bishop of Milan.

The Ambrosian Chant 340— 397

Ames, Fisher. American oiator and statesman
;
Federalist

member of Congress. Speeclus 1758—1808

Amherst, William Pitt, Earl. English statesman ;
am

bassador to China ;
governor-general of India 1773—1857

Ammirato, Scipio. Italian historian. History of Flor-

ence 1531-1601

Ampere, Jean Jacques Antoine. French author. Hlsloiy

of French Literature before the 12th Century 1800—1864

Amurathl. Sultan of Turkey ; first of the Sultans to

make European conquests .
1319—1389

Amyot, Jacques. French scholar and translator of Plu-

tarch's Lives 1513—1593

Anacharsis. Scythian philosopher. Contemporary of

Solon. Only barbarian admitted to Athenian citizen-

ship

Aiaaxagroras. Greek philosopher ;
held etcinity of mat-

ter ;
excluded chance ;

father of modern science. . B. c. 500— 483

Anaximander. Greek philosopher; invented the sun

dial ;
discovered obliquity of the ecliptic b. c. 610 544

Ancus Marcins, 4th king of Rome. Organizer and law-

giver of the Plebeian class b. c. 614

Andersen, Hans Christian. Danish author. Fairy TaLs

for Children; The linprovisatoie ; The Poets' Bazaar .

.

1805—1875

Anderson, Sir Edmund. Lord Chief Justice of England.

Bt-porls
lo31—16.30

Andre, Major John. English soldier in the American

Revolution, hanged as a spy 1731—1780

Andrea da Pisa, Italian sculptor. Bronze Gate of Bap-

tistry of S. Giovanni at Florence 1270—1345

Andrew, John A. American lawyer and statesman ;

“ War Governor ” of Massachusetts 1818—1867

Andrews, Lancelot, Bishop of V inchestcr. English

theologian ;
one of the translators of the Pentateuch.

Tortura Torti 1555-1636

Andros, Sir Edmund. Colonial governor of New York,

and of New England
;
an arbitrary, tyrannical ruler ;

deposed by people .
1637—1714

An^ouleme, Charles de \alois, Duke of. Son of Charles

IX. of France ;
General ;

opened siege of Rochelle. . . 1573—1650

Anna. Comnena. Byzantine chronicler. Alexiad.. a his-

tory of the reign of her father Alexis 1083—1148

Anne, of Austria. Queen of Louis XIII. of France;

Regent during the minority of Louis XIV 1602 1666

Anne. Daughter of James II. Queen of England. Litera-

ture flourished in her leign 1664—1714

Anselm. Archbishop of Canterbury ;
reviver of metaphys-

ics ; defender of the church against English king. Cur

Btus Homo 1033—110!)

Anson, George. Lord. English admiral and navigator ;

defeated French fleet 1747 1697—L 63

Anspach, Elizabeth. Margravine of. English dramatist,

artist and musician ;
immoral. Memoirs 1750—1828

Anthony, Saint. Egyptian ascetic; founder of the Mon-

astic system •
201— 356

Antiochus, King of Syria. “The Great” invaded *

Greece ; defeated by the Romans B. f. 237— 187

Antoinette, Mario. Queen of Louis XVI. of France.

guillotined L93

Antonelli, Giacomo. Cardinal. Italian ecclesiastic and

statesman. Secretary of Foreign Affairs for Pius IX. . . 1806—1876

Antoninus, Marcus Aurelius. Emperor of Rome ;
phil-

osopher. Meditations _ 121— 180

Antoninus Pius. Emperor of Romo ;
“ Father of his

Country.” A most humane and just ruler. ... 86 161

Antonius, Marcus. Roman orator and statesman; triumvir

with Octavianus and Lepidus. Lover of Cleopatra

;

defeated at Actium. .

36

Apelles. Greek painter. Venus Anadyomene. Flour-

ished in B’C- 330
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Apollinaris, Sidoniiis. Roman poet. Carmina. Epis/olce. 431— 481

Appollonius Khodius. Greek poet. A7'goiiaii(ica. .b. c. 235

AppoUonius of Tyana. Greek philosopher and tliaii-

maturgist. Flourished in 1st cent

Appian. Roman historian. Romun History- nourished. 150

Appius Claudius. Roman patrician. Decemvir
;

at-

tempted to dishonor Virginia, daughter of Vir-

ginius B. c. 449

Appuleius. Roman philosopher and writer. The Golden

Ass. Flourished 150

Aquinas, Thomas, Saint. “ The Angelic doctor.” Italian

theologian. Sutnma Tkeologiee. Greatest of the school

men ; born at Aquino, near Naples, of a noble family,

his father being a nephew of Frederick Barbarossa.

At the age of 16 he joined the order of St. Dominic ;

studied with Albertns Magnus; refusing any higher

ecclesiastical preferment taught theology and preached

at Paris and Rome ; was one of the greatest thinkers

of the middle ages 1224—1274

Arago, Frau 9ois J. D. French astronomer; director of

the Paris Observatory ; popularized astronomy 1780—1853

Aratus. Greek poet. Phieno/mena b. c. 271— 213

ArcRilochus. Greek lyric poet ; inventor of lambic verse.

Flourished B. c. 750

Archimedes. Syracusan mathematician and engineer

:

made many discoveries in hydrostatics and mechanics.

On the Sphere and Cylinder b. c. 287— 212

Aretino, Pietro. Italian poet. Dialogues ; Comedies 1491—1557

Argyle, Archibald Campbell, 8th Earl of. Scotch Cov-

enanter leader. Defeated by Montro.se ; executed for

treason 1598—1661

Argyll, George Douglas Campbell, 7th Duke of. Scotch

Liberal, statesman and author. Secretary of State for In-

dia. The Deign of Law 1823

Ariosto Ludovico. Italian poet. Orlando Furioso. In

the service of the Cardinal Ippolito d’ Este, and of his

brother Alphonso, Duke of Ferrara ; began (1505) to

compose the Orlando Furioso, which he completed in

1516. He made sonnets, elegies, canzones, 7 satires,

and 5 comedies in verse, of which The Magician (II

Negromanlt) is the best known 1474—1533

Aristarchus. Greek grammarian and critic. Severe

commentator on Homer. Flourished b. c. 150

Aristides. “The Just.” Athenian statesman. Rival of

^7

Thcmistocles ; famous for integrity b c.

Aristophaues. Greatest Greek comedy writer. The
Knights. The Clouds. The Birds b.c.

Aristotle. Greek philosopher. Ethics. Father of scien-

tific natural history, and of logic. Tutor of Alex-

ander the Great ;
taught at Athens in the Lyceum

;
left

works on physics, metaphysics, ethics, dialectics, logic,

mathematics, politics, economics b c

Arius. Founder of Arianism
;
denied that the Son is co

existent and co-etemal with the Father

Arkwright, Sir Richard. English inventor. The Siiin

ning Jenny

Arlington, Henry Bcnnet, 1st Earl of, English statesman

Secretary of State
; member of the “ Cabal ” Ministry.

Arminius, James. Dutch theologian ; founder of Armin
ianism; denied Cal vinistic doctrines of grace and pre

destination

Amauld, Antoine. French theologian and Port Royalist

On Frequeni Communion
Amim, Louis A., von. German romantic writer. Angel

ica the Genoese, and Cosmos the rope dancer

Amobius. Christian apologist. Contra Getdes. 3d cen

tnry

Arnold, Benedict. American traitor. Tried to surrender
West Point to the British

Arnold, Edwin. English journalist and poet, editor of the

Loa&on Telegraph. The Light of Asia 1832

468

380

384— 322

336

1732-1792

1618-1633

1.560—1609

1612—1694

1781-1831

1740—1801
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Arnold, Matthew. English poet and critic. God and the

BiUe\ Poems; Essays in Criticism 1822

Arnold, Thomas. English educator and historian. Mas-

ter of Rugby School. History of Rome 1795—1842

Arnold of Brescia. Italian reformer
;
maintained clergy

should have no temporal property or power. Executed

for heresy 1155

Arnoldus de Villa Nova. French theologian, alche-

mist, physicist and astrologist 123.5—1311

Arrian. Greek liistorian. Expedition of Alexander 90— 170

Artaxerxes I. (“ Lougimanus ”). King of Persia. Sub-

jected most of Egypt B.c. 425

Artaxerxes II- (“ -Mnemon.”) King of Persia. De-

feated his brother Cyrus at Cunaxa b.c. 46.3— 362

Artaxerxes HI. (“ Ochus.’’) King of Persia. Notori-

ous for cruelty and sensuality. Poisoned b.c. 339

Artemisia. Queen of Caria. Built Mausoleum, .b.c. 300

Artevelde, James von. Brewer and demagogue of Ghent
;

led revolt of Ghent ;
ally of Edward HI. of England

;

slain by populace 1.345

Artevelde, Philip von. Son of the above. Popular

leader ;
slain at Rosebcc 1382

Arthur, Chester A. American statesman; bornin Vermont
and educated at Union College

;
admitted to the bar ;

Quartermaster-General of New York during the Civil

War ;
Collector of the Port of New York, 1871-78 ; Vice-

President, 1881 ;
succeeded to Presidency on death of

President Garfield, Sept. 1881 1830—

Ascham, Roger. Tutor of Queen Elizabeth. The School-

master ; Toxophilus or the School of Shooting 1515—1568

Asser, John. English (Saxon) writer. Reputed author of

a biography of Alfred the Great 909

Astor, John Jacob. American millionaire 1763-1.S48

Athanasius, Saint. Bishop of Alexandria. Discourse on

the Incarnation 296— 373

Athenaeus. Roman grammarian. Banquet of the

Learned. Flourished 200

Atterbury, Francis. English Bishop of Rochester, De-

prived of his see for correspondence with the Jacobites.

His style is praised by Dr. Johnson 1062—1732

Atticus, Titus Pomponins. Roman Knight. Friend and

correspondent of Cicero b.c. 109— 32

Attila. “The Scourge of God.” King of the Huns. In-

vaded the Roman Empire 453

Auber, Daniel F. E. French composer. Masaniello ; Fra
Diavolo 1782—1871

Audubon, John James. American naturalist. Birds of
America 1782—18-31

Auerbach, Berthold. German novelist. Country House on
the Rhine 1812—1882

Auersperg, Anton A., Count. (“Anastasius Griin.”)

Austrian poet. The Last Knight 1806—1870

Augier, Guillaume V. E. French dramatist. La
Cign'e.... 1820

Augustine, Saint. Bishop of Hippo in Africa. Theologian.

De Civitate Dei Professor of rhetoric and philosophy at

Milan, 384 ;
was for a time immoral, but was converted

about 386. Ordained priest 391 ;
made bishop of Hippo

396. He wrote against the Pelagians, the treatises On
the Grace of Christ, and On Original Sin 354— 430

Augustus (Octavianus). First Roman Emperor. Conqueror

at Actium, Patron of literature b.c. 65—a.d.14

Aulus Gellius. Roman grammarian. Nodes Attica: 117—180
Aurelian. Roman Emperor. Conquered Zenobia and an-

nexed her kingdom of Palmyra 212— 275

Aurungzebe. Emperor of Hindostan
;
annexed Gol-

conda
; increased the imperial revenue $'200,000,0(X) 1618—1707

Ausonius, Decimns Magnus. Roman poet. Idyllia

Epigrammata 310— 389

Austen, Jane, English novelist. Sense and Sensibility ;

Pride and Prejudice ; Emma . 1775—1817
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Averroes. Arabian philosopher and expounder of Ar-

istotle. The Great Commentary — 11I9— 1198

Avicenna. Arabian pliilosopher. Jiide 980—1037

Ayrer, Jacob. Early German dramatist. Author of sixty-

six dramas 1605

Aytoun, William E. Scotcli poet, and professor. Lays

of the Scottish Cavaliers ; Bolhwell a Poem.. 1813—1865

Bach, John Sebastian. German composer. The Nativity.

He was court organist at Weimar, where he produced

many of his first performances for tlie organ
; was

musical director of the St. Thomas school, Leipsic,

from 1723 till his death ;
produced both secular and

sacred music in great variety 1685—1750

Bacon, Francis, Viscount St. Albans, Lord Verulam.

English statesman and philosopher. Novum Organum.
Advancement of Learning. Counsel to Queen Elizabeth

at 28 : M. P. 1585-1614 ;
Knighted, 1603 ;

Solicitor Gen-

eral, 1603 ;
Attorney General, 1606 ;

Keeper of the Great

Seal
;
Lord High Chancellor, 1618 ; Viscount St. Albans,

1619 ;
found guilty of corruption, 1621. Among his

works 0.XC Essays ; and On the Wisdom of the Ancients.

His Eovum Organum applies inductive method to study

of science 1561—1626

Bacon, Roger. English friar, philosopher, and scientist.

Opus Majus. Anticipated discovery of gunpowder; wrote

works on Greek, Hebrew', philosophy, metaphysics,

theology, the sciences .... 1214—1292

Bailey, Philip J. English poet. Etstus ; The Mystic 1816

Baillie, Joanna, Miss. English dramatist. De Montfort

;

Plays of the Passions . .. 1762—1831

Bajazet, I Sultan of Turkey. Conqueror of Afia Minor 1347—1403

Balboa, Vasco Nunez de. Spanish adventurer. Discov-

erer of the I’acific 1475—1517

Baldwin, I. (IV. of Flanders). Emperor of the East

In the 4th Crusade. Brother of Godfrey ; captured Acre

and Sidou 1171—1206

Balfe, Michael William. Irish composer and violinist.

The Bohemian Girl 1808—1870

Baliol, John. King of Scotland. Rival of Brace 1257—1314

Baltimore, George Calvert, 1st Lord. Founder of Mary-

land 1580—1632

Balzac, Honorc de. French novelist. Cemiidie Iluniaine. 1799—1850

Bancroft, George. American diplomati-^t and historian.

Minister to England, and to Germany
;
secretary of

the navy History of United States 1800

Bandello, Mattco. It.ilian monk
; novelist and poet.

Novetle 1480—1561

Barbauld, Anna Loetitia, Mrs. English authoress.

Hymns in Prose 1743—1825

Barclay, Alexander. British poet. Translator of R/rttirfr*

Ship of Fools 1552

Bareith, Fiu dcrica, S. N. Margravine of. Sister of Fred-

erick the Great. Memoirs .. ., 1709—1758

Barham, Rev. Richard II. English poet and humorist.

Ingoldsby Legends .... 1788—1845

Barlow, Joel. American poet Columbiad 1755—1812

Barnave, Antoine R. J. French statesman. Best debater

in National Assembly
; Constitutionalist

;
guillotined 1761—1793

Barneveldt, Jan van Olden. Dutch statesman. Grand
Pensionary of Holland : chief of the Republican party

;

beheaded 1547—1619

Barnum, Phineas T. American show'man 1810

Barrow, Isaac. English theologian and mathematician. Lec-

tiones Opticee ; Sermons 1630—1677

Basil, Saint. Bishop of Cmsarea. Chri.stian Father.

Homilies 329— .379

Bassompierre, Francois de. French general. Mtmoirs. 1579—1646

Bastiat, Frederic. Fiench political economist. Har-
monies Economiques 1801—1850

Baur, Ferdinand C. German theologian. Doctrine of the

Atonement 1750—1806

Baxter, Richard. English Dissenting minister, and

writer. The Saints' Best 1615— 1691

Bayard, Peter du Terrail, Chevalier de. French soldier.

“Without fear and without reproach.” 1476-1524

Bayle, Peter. French philosopher and critic. Dictionary.

.

1647—1706

Beattie, James. Scotch poet. The Minstrel 1735—1803

Beaufort, Henry, Cardinal. English prelate. Bishop of

Winchester
;
Lord Chancellor. Guardian of the infant

Henry VI . . 1370—1440

Beauharnais, Alexander, Vicomte de. First husband of

the Empress Josephine . 1760—1794

Beaubamais, Eugene de. Son of the above. Viceroy

of Italy ; made masterly retreat from Moscow 1781—1824

Beaubamais, Hortense Eugenie. Sister of Eugene,
Queen of Holland 1783—1837

Beaumarchais, Pierre A. C de. French dramatist. Le
Mariage de Figaro 1732—1799

Beaumont, Francis. English dramatist. Associate of

Fletcher. The Two Noble Kinsmen. Among their nu-

merous works in collaboration are The Maid's Tragedy;

Philaster; The Coxcomb, and Cupid's Bevenge. He was a

friend of Jonson and Shakespeare 1586—1616

Beccaria, Ctesar B. Marquis of. Italian pirhlicist.

Crimes and Punishments 1738—1793

Becket, Thomas a. Archbishop of Canterbury. Murdered;

had controversy in defence of rights of the Church

with Henry II. of England, whom he excommuni-

cated 1117—1170

Beckford, William. English author, and plutocrat.

Yathek 1760-1844

Bede, “ The Venerable.” Anglo-Saxon historian. Ec-

clesiastical History of the English Nation 672— 735

Bedford, John, Duke of. Regent of France during the

minority of Ileirry VI 1389—1453

Beecher, Lyman. American Congregational preacher, and

theologian. Views on Theology 1775—18.36

Beecher, Henry Ward. Americatr preacher, lecturer, and

orator, at Brooklyn, N. Y. Star Papers 1813

Beethoven, Louis von. German composer. Ninth Symph-

ony. For a time organist to the Elector of Cologne ; set-

tled in Vienna where he produced (1802) his Sinfonia

Eroica. In 1805 appeared his opera of ic/tore. Ho com-

posed many symphonies, cantatas, and overtures 1770—1827

Belisarius. Byzantine general under Justinian. De-

feated Vandals, Ostrogoths, and Persians 505— 565

Bellamy, George Anne, Mrs. English actress. Apology.

.

1733—1786

Bellarmine, Robert. Italian Cardinal. Ablest defender

of the Church. Treatise on the Duty of Bishops. Con-

troversies 1542—1621

Bellini, Giovanni. Venetian painter. Coronation of the

Virgin 1426-1512

Bellini, Vincente. Italian composer. La Not'ma 1802—1835

Bembo, Pietro, Cardinal. Italian poet and historian.

TTistory of Venice ,
1470—1547

Benedict, Saint. Italian ecclesiastic. Founder of the

Benedictines 480— 543

Bennett, James Gordon. American journalist. Propri-

etor of the N. r. Herald 1795-1872

Bentham, Jeremy. English utilitarian philosopher and

ecotiomtst. Principles of Morals and Le gislation 1748—1832

Bentivoglio, Guido. Italian Cardinal and historian.

Civil Wars of Flanders 1579—1644

Bentley, Richard. English classical scholar and critic.

TTie. Epistles of Phalat is 1662—1742

Benton, Thomas II. American statesman. Senator from

Missouri. Thirty Years' View 1782—1858

Beranger, Jean P. de. French lyric and patriotic poet. . . 1780—1857

Bergerac, Cyrano de. French dramatist and duelist.

Pedant Joue ; Agrippina 1620—1655
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Berkeley, George, Bishop. English metaphysician. The

Principles of Human Knowledge 1C84— iraj

Berlicliingea, Goetz von (“ The Iron-Handed ’’). German
licro. Immortalized by Goethe. Slain in war of peas-

ants against nobies 15t)3

Berlioz, Louis Hector. French compo.scr. Jiomeo and

Juliel 1803—1809

Bernadotte. French gcncrai. King of Sweden (diaries

XIV.) 1704— 18.1B

Bernard, Saint. Abbot of Clairvaux. French ccciesiastic.

Born at Dijon in Burgundy
;
when very young entered

the Cistercian monastery at Clairvaux with five of his

brothers, and, 1115, was chosen abbot. He refused to

her ecclesiastical preferment, exerting in that position a

great power over Europe. He induced the French and

English to recognize Innocent II. as Pope, procured in

1140 the condemnation of Abeiard's works, and was ac-

tive in bringing about the crusade of 1140
;
canonized in

1174 1091-11.53

Bemi. Francis. Italian buriesque poet Uime 1490—1530

Beroald de Verville, FranijOis. French author. Moyen
de Parvenir 1558—1613

Berryer, Pierre Antoine. French statesman. Chief of the

legitimists 1790—1808

Berthier, Aiexandre. Prince of Wagram. One of Napo-

leon’s marshals, and his Chief of Staff 1753—1815

Berwick, James Filzjames, Duke of. Natural son of

James II. French marshal. Defeated Spaniards at

Almanza, and established Pliilip V. on the Spanish

throne 1070—1734

Beza, Theodore. French reformer. Translation of the

Testament 1519-1005

Biddle, Nicholas. American financier. President U. S.

Bank 1780-1844

Bigelow, George T. Chief Justice of Massachusetts 1810—1878

Bion. Greek pastoral poet. Idylls b.c. 4lh cent.

Bismarck, Otto von. German statesman
; 1817, member

United Diet and leader of Conservatives
;
ambassador to

Russia 1809 ;
Prime Minister of Prussia 1803 ;

Chancellor

of the German Empire 1813

Black, William. Scotch novelist
;

originally a journalist.

A Daughter of IMh; Strange Adventures of a Phae-

ton; A Princess of Thule; Madcap Violet 1841

Black Hawk. Indian chief. Hero of the Black Hawk War. 1768—18.38

Blackstone, Sir William. English judge, and law writer.

Conunentaries 1733—1780

Blaine, -lames Gillespie. American Republican politician.

U. S. Senator from Maine
; Speaker House of Repre-

sentatives
;
Secretary of State 18.30

Blake. Robert. English Admiral. Defeated Von Tromp
and De Witt in war with Holland, 16.53 1599—16.57

Blake, William. English artist. The Rook of Job 1757—1837
Blanche of Castile. Queen of Louis VIII. of France.

Mother of St. Louis. Regent of France during his

minority 1197 1353

Bloomfield, Robert. English bucolic poet. The Farmer's

1766—1833
Blucher, Gebhard L. von. Prussian field marshal

; decided
the battle of Waterloo by coming up with his force in

the evening 1742-1819
Boccaccio, .John. Italian poet. The Decameron 1313—1.375
Boehm, Jacob. German mystic. Aurora 1575—1624
Boerhaave, Herman. Dutch botanist, physician, and

Iihilosopher. Elements of Chemistry 1668—1732
Boethius. Ancius M. T. Severinus. Roman senator and

author. De Consolatione Philosophiae 475— .525

Boiardo, Matteo M^. Italian poet. Orlando Innamoralo. 14.34—1494
Boileau, Despreaux, Nicholas. Bishop of Meaux.

French poet and critic. Art of Poetry 1630—1711
Boleyn, Anne. 3d Queen of Henry VIII. Beheaded. ... 1.507-1.5J56

Bolingbroke, Henry St. John, Vi.scount. English states-

BORN. DIED.

man and autlior. Dissertation on Parties. Principal ne-

gotiator of the Treaty of Utrecht. Entered into trea-

sonable correspondence with the Pretender
;

fled to

France 1078—1751

Bolivar, Simon. Freer of the Spanish South American

colonies 178.3—1830

“Bolognese” (J. F. Grimaldi). Italian painter. His

specialties were landscapes and architectural pieces 1006—1080

Bonaparte, Caroline M. A. Sister of Napoleon I. Wife

of Murat 1782-1839

Bonaparte, "Terome, i brothers of Napoleon. \ 1784—1S60

“ Joseiili, J-Kingsrespectively of West- M766— 1844

“ Louis Napoleon, ) plialia, Spain, Holland 1778—1846

Bonaparte, Maria Letitia. Mother of Napoleon 1 1750—1836

Bonaparte, Napoleon. Napoleon I. Emperor of Fi ance,

Captain of artillery, 1793 ;
crushed insurrection in Paris,

1795 ;
married Josephine Beauharnais, and took com-

mand of the army of Italy, 1796 ; conquered Austria and

the Pope, 1797 ;
made an expedition to Egypt, 1798 ;

made First Consul, 1799 ; conquered at Marengo, 1800

;

made peace with England, 1803, and about this time

produced his Civil Code. Became Emperor, 1804 ;
en-

gaged in war with England, Russia, Sweden, Prussia
;

married Marie Louise, 1810 ;
made a disastrous cam-

paign in Russia, 1812 ;
was beaten at Leipzig, 1813 ; re-

tired to Elba, 1814 ;
returned to France, and was con-

quered at Waterloo, and sent to St. Helena, 1815 1769—1831

Bonaparte, Napoleon E. L. J. J. French Prince Im-

perial
;
killed by the Zulus. . 1850—1879

Bonheur, Rosalie (usually called ” Rosa ”). French animal

painter. The Horse Fair 1810

Boniface, Saint. “Apostle of Germany,” whicli he con-

verted to Cliristianity
;
Arclibishop of Mentz 680— 755

Boniface VIII. Pope
;
1-394-1.303. Exconiniunicated Col-

onna family and destroyed Praeneste. Excommunicated

Pliilip the Fair of France
;
the latter accused him of

heresy, and imiirisoned liim
;
but he was soon rescued. . 1228—1303

Bonnivard, Francois de. “ The Prisoner of Chillon.” . . . 1496—1570

Boone, Daniel. American explorer and hunter. Father

of the present State of Kentucky 17.35—1820

Booth, Edwin. American actor. Among his best parts are

Richelieu, logo, Hamlet, and Rtrbuccio in the Fool's

Revenge m3
Booth, John Wilkes. American actor. Assassin of Presi-

dent Lincoln 1839—1865

Booth, Junius Brutu.s. English Tragedian. Great in

Shakespearean parts, especially Richard III.

;

came to

America. Father of Edwin and John Wilkes 1796—1852

Borgia, Caesar. Natural son of Pope Alexander VI.

Due de Valentinois
;
attempted conquest of the cities

in the Romagna 1457—1507

Borgia, Liicretia. Duclicss of Ferrara, sister of the

above
;
married Giovanni Sforza

;
for her second hus-

band Alfonso, natural son of the King of Naples
; for

her third, Alfonso of Este 1503

Borromeo, Charles, Saint. Cardinal, and Archbishop

of Milan. Famous for benevolence and care of the sick. 1538-1584

Bossuet, Jacques, B. C. Bishop of Meaux. French ec-

clesiastic and author. Discourse on Universal History. 1627—1704

Boswell, James. Scotch biograidier of Dr. Johnson.

Roswell's Life of .Johnson 1740— 1795

Bothwell, James Hepburn, Earl of. Husband of Mary
1 (^ueen of Scots. Probable murderer of her husband

I

Darnley 1526—1.570

Botticelli, Alessandro. Italian painter. Frescoes in the

\

Vatican 1437—1515

Bouillon, Godfrey de, Duke of Lorraine. Hero of the

I

first Crusade; King of Jerusalem 10.58—1100

Bourbon, Charles, Duke of Constable of France. Leader
of Imperial forces at the battle of Pavia. Slain while

I storming Rome 1489-1597
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Bourdaloue, Louis. Eloquent French Jesuit preacher 1G32—1704

Bouterwek, Frederic. German scholar and author. His-

tory of Spanish LUerature 1766—1828

Bowditch, Nathaniel. American mathematician. Nav-

igation 1773—1S38

Bowdoin, James. American statesman. Governor of

Mass.achusetts. Founder of Bowdoin College 1727—1700

Boyle, Richard, Earl of Cork. British statesman. Promi-

nent in suppressing Irish rebellion in 1641 1566—1643

Boyle, Robert. Irish chemist and physicist. Discovered

law of the air’s elasticity. Disqimltion on Final CanStS 1627—1691

Bozzaris, Marco. Greek patriotic leader in the Greek war
of Independence. Slain near Missoloiighi 1789—1823

Bracciolini, Poggio. Italian scholar. Leader in the

Renaissance
;
accomplished Latinist 1380—1459

Braddock, Edward. British general in America. De-

feated by Indians 1715—1755

Brahe, Tycho. Danish astronomer. Erected an observa-

tory. and made many discoveries 1546— 1601

Bramante d’Urbino. (Donato Lazzari.) Italian archi-

tect of St. Peter’s 1444—1514

Brandon, Charles, Duke of Suffolk. Favorite of Henry
VUI. Married widow of I,orris XII. of France 1545

Brandt, Sebastian. German poet. Ship of Fools 1458—1520

Brantome, Pierre de Bordeilles. French historian.

Vies des Dames Illuslres 1540—1614

Breckenridgte, John C. American politician. Vice-Presi-

dent (1857-1861). Confederate general. A Democratic

candidate for President, 1860 1821—1875

Brentano, Clemens. German novelist and poet of the

romantic school. Futindalion of Prague 1777—1842

Brewster, Sir David. English man of science. Made
many discoveries in optics. Inventor ol kaleidoscope. . 1781—1868

Bright, John. English Radical, statesman and orator. Op-
ponent of Corn Laws; member of Gladstone’s cabinet.. 1811 —

-

Brillat-Savarin, A. French author. Physiology of the

Taste 1755-1826

Brinvilliers, Marguerite d’Aubrai, Marchioness. French

poisoner 1676

Brissot, Jean P. French Revolutionist. Head of the
“ Brissotiiis ” 1754—1793

Brodie, Sir Benjamin C. English surgeon. On Local Ner-

vous Affections

Brontif, Charlotte. “ Currer Bell.” English novelist.

Jane Eyre. Daughter of the curate of Haworth, York-

shire ; teacher and governess
;

in 1846, with her sisters,

published Poem- ; 4 1848, Jane Eyre; 1849, Shirley;^

1852, Villette ; 1854, married Rev. Arthur B. Nichols

Brougham, Henry Lord. English lawyer, statesman and
author. Lord Chancellor

Browne, Charles F. “Artemus VV’ard.” American hu-

morous writer

Browne, Sir Thomas. English author, physician and
philosopher

; practiced medicine for many years at

Norwich
;
published Peligio Medici, 1642 ; Engnines

into Vulgar and Common. Errors (Pseudodoxia Epidtm-
ica), 1646 ; was knighted by Charles II

Browning, Mrs. Elizabeth Barrett. English poetess. Casa

Guidi iVindows

;

daughter of a London merchant

;

finely educated
;
knew Greek and Latin

;
wrote verses

at ten ; in 1826, published Essay on Mind ; 1838, The
Seraphim

;

1839, The Romaunt of the Page

;

1840, The
Drama of Exile; 1844, Poems; 1856, Aurora Leigh;
married Robert Browning in 1846

Browning, Robert, English poet. The Ring and the

Book ; born at Camberwell, near London
;
educated at

University of London
;

in 1835 appeared Paracelsus ;

1837, Strafford; 1846, two volumes of shorter poems;

1855, Men and Women. Among his other works are

Pippa Passes
; The Blood on the Scutcheon ; The Red-

Cotton Night-Cap CouiUiy, and Idylls

1783—1862

1816—1855

1778-1868

1835—1867

1605—1682

1809-1861

1812

BORN. DIED.

Bruce, Robert. King of Scotland. Defeated Edward II.

at Bannockburn. 1314 1274—1329

Brummell, George B. “ Beau Brummell.” Englishman
of fashion 1778—1810

Brunellesclii, Pliilip. Florentine architect
;
designed

Santa Maria del Fiore, at Florence 1377—1444

Brunette Hatini. Florentine grammarian and poet.

Dante’s master. 11 Tesoro 1230—1294

Bruno, Giordano. Italian pantheist. Della Causa, Prin-

cipio, e Uno. Burned 1600

Bruno. Saint. German ecclesiastic. Founder of the

Carthusian order of Monks 1030—111

Brutus, Lucius Junius. Roman patriot
; overthrew Tar-

quin and established Rcjiublican government at Rome.
Flourished 6th century, B.c

Brutus, Marcus Junius. One of Caesar’s assassins. De-

feated at Philippi. Committed suicide b.c. 85— 42

Bryant, William Cullen. American poet. Thanalopsis

.

Born in Massachusetts ; at 13 wrote The Embargo and
The Spanish Revolution ; entered Williams College

;

studied law
;

wrote Thanatopsis in 1816 ;
published

The Ages, 1821 ; became an editor of the New York
Evening Post in 1826 ; more than forty years later ap-

peared his translation of Homer 1794—1878

Buchanan, George. Scotch poet and historian. Histoty

of Scotland 1506—1582

Buchanan. James. American statesman ; born Pa. ; ad-

mitted to bar, 1812 ;
M.C., 1821-31

;
minister to Russia,

1832-4 ; U. S. Senator, 1834-45 ; Sec’y of State, 1845-9 ;

minister to England, 1853-6 ; signed Ostend Manifesto,

1854; President, 1857-61 1791—1868

Buckle, Henry Thomas. English historian. History of
Civilization 1822—1862

Buffon, George L. L. Comte de. French naturalist
;
made

intendaut of the royal garden at Paris in 1739. His great

works are Natural Histomj and Epochs of Nature ; he

discovered the law of the geographical distribution of

animals according to climate, and attempted to show
the unity of the human species 1707—1788

Bunsen, Christian C. J., Baron. German philologist and
diplomatist. Prussian Minister at Rome and London.
Egypt's Place in. Universal History 1791-1860

Bunsen, Robert W. E. German physicist
;
one of the

founders of stellar chemistry 1824

Bunyan, John. English author. Pilgrim's Progress,

The Holy City, The Holy War. Born at Elston, near

Bedford
;
son of a tinker, and followed that occupation

;

for several years led a dissipated, wandering life ; served

in the Parliamentary army
;
joined Anabaptists in 1654 ;

became Baptist minister, 1655
;
was sentenced to trans-

portation for life for promoting seditious assemblies

;

in prison, I660-’72 ; there wrote part of Pilgrim's Pro-

gress (1678) ;
after his reiease, was minister at Bedford. 1628—1688

Burgoyne, John. British general. Surrendered at

Saratoga — 1792

Burke, Edmund. English (Irish) orator, statesman and
writer. Before entering public life, published his Phil-

osophical Inquiry into the Origin of our Ideas of the

Subl'ime and Beautiful; became M.P. in 1766, and sat

for many years
;
was paymaster of the forces, 1782

;

made a noble speech for the prosecution at the impeach-

ment of Warren Hastings in 1788. His last great work
was Reflections on. the Revolution in France 1730—1797

Burlingame, Anson. American diplomatist; Chinese

Ambassador
; negotiator of treaty with United States.. . 1822—1870

Burnet. Gilbert. English bishop and historian. Histoty

of My Own Times 1643—1715

Burns, Robert. Scotch lyric poet. The Cotter's Saturday
Night. Born at Ayr; the son of a poor farmer; had
little opportunity for education ; worked liard on his

father’s farm, but heard “ many tales and songs ”

;

e
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studied mensuration and surveying, but was always

falling in love ; fell into dissipated habits
;
1785, formed

& liaison with Jean Armour, whom he married in 1788;

conceived project of emigrating, but the great applause

which his poems, first gathered in full in 1787, received

determined him to remain in Scotland
;
afterwards an

officer of the excise. Tam O'Shaiiler, To the Unco Guid,

Halloween, The Jolly Beggars, Holy Willie's Prayer 1759—1796

Burr, Aaron. American lawyer and statesman
;

Vice-

President. Tried for (and acquitted) of treason. Killed

Alexander Hamilton in a duel 1756—1836

Burton, Robert. English author, philosopher and humor-

ist. Anatomy of Melancholy.. . 1576—1640

Bussy, Roger Rabutin, Count of. French writer. His-

loire Amoureuse des Galles 1618—1693

Butler, Benjamin F. American lawyer, politician and

general ; member of Congress
;

military governor of

New Orleans 1818

Butler, Joseph. English theologian. Bishop of Bristol

and of Durham. Analogy of Natured and Revealed Re-

ligion to the Constitution and Course of Nature 1692—1752

Butler, Samuel. English poet. Hudibras. Born in

Strensham, Worcestershire ;
when young, clerk to one

Jeffreys, a justice of the peace; afterwards in the

service of Sir S. Luke, one of Cromwell's officers
; after

the Restoration, steward of Ludlow Castle
;
married Mrs.

Herbert, whose fortune he lost by bad investments

;

died poor
;

published first part of Hudibras, 1663 ;

second part, 1664 ;
third part, 1678 1612—1680

Byng. John. English admiral. Shot for cowardice 1704—1757

Byron, George Gordon, Lord. English poet. Childe

Harold, Bon Juan ;
travelled 1809-11, and on his return

produced first cantos of Childe Harold; 1813, Giaour

and Bride of Abydos

;

1814. Corsair; married Anne
Isabel Millbankc, 1815 ; separated from her and left

England 1816 ;
lived in Italy

;
espoused cause of Greek

independence, and died at Missolonghi. Cain; Man-

fred; MaHno Faliero ; The Two Foscari ; Beppo ; The

Vision of Judgment; The Pnsoner of Chillon ; The
Siege of Corinth ; Mazeppa ; English Bards, and Scotch

Reviewers; Purisina; The Deformed Transfomned 1788—1824

Cabanis. Pierre J. G. French physician and philosopher.

Relation between the Physical System and the Mental

Faculties of Man 1757—1808

Cade. John. Hero of “ Jack Cade’s Rebellion.” Irish rebel. 1450

Cadoudal, George. French Bourbon general and conspir-

ator. Executed for plotting dethronement of Napoleon I. 1769—1804

Caedmon, Anglo-Saxon poet. The Creation 680

Caesar. Cains Julius. Roman general and statesman. Dic-

tator. Quaistor, 58 B c
;
Aedile, 65 ; ponti fex maximus

64 ;
consul, 59 (alliance with Pompey and Crassus

called first triumvirate); was granted both the Gauls for

5 years ; conquered many tribes, and invaded England
;

crossed Rubicon and entered Rome
; conquered Pompey

at Pharsalia (48) ; subdued Spain and Africa
; made im-

perator
; a.ssassinatcd by Brutus, Cassius, and others. B.c. 99— 44

Cagliostro, Alexander (Joseph Balsamo). Italian, adven-
turer and impostor. Physician, alchemist. Free Mason. 1743—1795

Cajetan, Theodore dc Vios, Cardinal. Italian theologian.
One of the first propounders of the doctrine of papal
infallibility 1469—1534

Calderon de la Barca. Spanish dramatist and poet.
Served as a soldier, bnt afterwards entered the church,
after which he wrote only sacred dramas ; he left

some 500 plays, of which the most famous are The Con-
stant Prince, Life is a Dream, and The Physician of his

own Honor.

.

Calhoun. John Caldwell. American statesman. Viec-Presi-
dent. Bom S. C; elected to Congress, 1810 ;

Secretary
of War, 1817; Vice-President, 1829-32

; resigned in latter

1601-1681

I year and entered Senate
;
Sec'y of State, 1844 ; re-en-

I

tored Senate, 1845; ‘‘ State’s Rights ” leader; left, among
other writings, a Treatise on the Nature of Government 1783—1850

' Caligula. Emperor of Rome (37-41). Insanely cruel, sen-

sual, impious. Built temple to himself 12— 41

Callimachus. Alexandrian poet and grammarian. His

1 only extant works are Hymns and Epigrams b.c. — 246

Calonne, Charles A. de. French statesman and financier.

Controller-general of finance ; proposed Assembly of

Notables.. .. . .. 1734—1802

Calvin, John. Fiench theologian. Withdrew to Geneva,

where his religion and political principles made him
extremely unpopular; went to Germany, but was
ultimately recalled to Geneva. His Institutes of Chris-

tian Religion was intended to vindicate the Reformed

Church. The fundamental doctrines of his theology

were unconditional reprobation and election. He pub-

lished Commentaries on the Harmony of the Gospel 1509- -1564

Cambaceres. Jean J. R. de. French statesman. Second

Consul
;
took a leading part in compiling the Civil Code. 1753—1824

Cambyses. King of Persia. Conqueror of Egypt. B.c. — 521

Cameron, Richard. Scotch Covenanter. Founder of the

Caiueronian sect 1680

Cameron, Simon. American politician ; Secretary of

War; Senator from Pennsylvania 1799

Camillus. Marcus Furius. Roman general. Dictator ; Con-

queror of the Gauls B c. - 365

Camoens, Louis de. Portuguese poet. The Lusiad. A
soldier in Morocco, and in 1533 went to India

;
was

exiled from Goa to Macao (15.59) for his political satires.

Follies in India. Returning to Lisbon, he lived in ex-

treme poverty, and finally died in a hospital. His great

poem Os Lusiadas, The Lusiad, celebrates the exploits

of Vasco de Gama and the other Portuguese navigators.

He also wrote many songs, odes, and sonnets 1524—1579

Campbell, Thomas. Scotch poet. The Pleasures of Hope.

Son of a Glasgow merchant ; educated at University of

Glasgow; 1799, published Pleasuies of Hope

;

1800, vis-

ited Continent, and soon after his return published

Exile of Erin, Ye Manners of England, Lochiel's

Warning; 1803, married his cousin, Miss Sinclair;

1806, was pensioned; 1809. published Gertrude of Wy-
oming; was author of biographies of Petrarch, Fred-

erick the Great, and Mrs. Siddons 1777—1844

Canning, George. English statesman and orator. Prime
Minister ; entered Parliament 1793

;
with Frcre and

others, wrote Anti -Jacobin ; 1807, Secretary for foreign

affairs
;
fought duel with Castlereagh

;
again secretary

of foreign affairs, 1822 ;
premier. 1827 1770—1827

Canova, Antonio. Italian sculptor. Venus Viclonous.

His Daedalus and Icarus (1778), and Theseus and the

Minotaur were the beginning of a new era in modem
sculpture. Among his works are Venus and Adonis

;

The Graces ; awA a statue of Washington. 1757—1822

Cantu, Cesare. Italian historian. Histoi-y of Italian Lit-

erature 1805

Canute. King of Denmark and England. Conqueror of

England 990- 1035

Caracalla. Emperor of Rome (211-217). Cruel and

vicious. Assassinated 188— 217

Caracci, Annibal. Italian painter. One of the masters of

the Bolognese school ; his best pieces are in the Farnese

Gallery 1560-1009

Caracci, Ludovico. Italian painter, founder of the Bo-

lognese school. The Premhing of St. John the Baptist 1555—1619

Caravaggio, Michael Angelo. Italian painter. Supper at

Emmaus 1569—1609

Cardan, Jerome. Italian physician and scientist. On
the Subtlety of Things 1501—1576

Carey, Henry C. American political cconomi.st. Political

Economy 1793—1879
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Carlisle, George W. F. Howard, 7th Earl of. English

writer and statesman. Lord Lieutenant of Ireland 1803—18(54

Carlyle, Thomas. Scotch historian and essayist ; educated

at University of Edinburgh; became thoroughly familiar

with German literature ; married Jane Welch (1835), and
settled on a farm

;
published Sartor Resartus, 1834 ;

French Revolution, 1837 ; Chartism, 1839
;
Heroes and

Hero Worship, 1840 ; Past and Present, 1843 ; Latter Day
Pamphlets; Oliver Cromwell's Letters and Sjxeches, 1845 ;

Life of John Sterling, 1851 ; Life of Frederick the Great,

1858-64 1795—1881

Carnarvon, Henry H. M. Herbert, 3d Earl. English states-

man. Secretary for the Colonies, 1874-78 1831

Carroll, Charles (of Carrollton). American Revolutionary

statesman. Signer of the Declaration of Independence.

Very wealthy 1737—1833

Casas, Bartholomew de las. Spanish missionary and his-

torian. Friend and inculcator of humanity to the In-

dians. History of the Indians llfl—1566

Casaubon, Isaac. Swiss scholar and critic. Affte/asra.. 1559—1614

Cass, Lewis. American statesman and diplomatist. U. S.

Senator from llicliigan. Democratic candidate for Presi-

dent. 1840 ;
Secretary of State 1783—1866

Cassiodorus, Magnus Aurelius. Roman statesman and

author. History of the Goths . . 470— 560

Castelar y Rissollo, Emilio. Spanish Repubiican oratoi'

and statesman ; President of the Cortes, 1873. Old

Rome and New Italy 1833

Castiglione, Balthasar. Italian statesman and author.

The Courtier 1478—1539

Castlereagh, Robert Stewart, Viscount. Marquis of Lon-

donderry. English statesman. Prominent in suppress-

ing Irish Rebellion of 1798, in bringing about the Union

with Ireland; in opposing Bonaparte. Committed suicide 1769—1833

Catherine, Saint Italian Dominic.'m nun at Siena.

Mediator between the rival Popes in the great schism . 1347—1380

Catherine of Aragon. Queen of Henry VIII. of Eng-

land. Divorced 1486—15.36

Catherine de Medici. (Jueen of Henry II. of France.

Strenuous oppoueut of Protestantism and the Hugue-
nots 1510-1589

Catherine I. Wife of Peter the Great. Empress of

Russia; succeeded to government on his death 1683—1737

Catherine II. Empress of Rnssia. Married, 1745, the

nephew of the Empress Elizabeth, who became Em-
peror as Peter III. in 1763. Catherine deposed him in

July of that j ear. She took part in the partition of

Poland (1773) ;
beat the Turks, and annexed land along

the Black Sea
;
and in 1793 got additional territory by

the second partition of Poland. Notoriously immoral . . 1739—1790

Catiline, Lucius Sergius. Roman conspirator; slain b.c. 108— 63

Cato, Dions'sius. Latin didactic poet. Disticha de Moribns. 3d cent.

Cato, Marcus Portiiis (The Elder). Roman statesman

and author. Censor. De Re Rustica b.c. 335— 149

Cato, Marcus Portius (The Younger). “ Uticensis.” Op-

ponent of C.Tesar
;

famed for probity. Committed
suicide b.c. 9.5— 46

Catullus, Caius Valerius. Roman lyric poet. Caimina.B.c. 87— 47

Cavaignac, Louis E. French general and statesman. Put
down the insurrection of 1848 ; for a time Dictator 1803-1857

Cavour, Camillo B. Count. Italian statesman. First

Prime Minister of the Kingdom of Italy, whose unity he
did more than any other man to bring about 1810—1861

Caxton, William. English printer. Introducer of print-

ing into England. 1413—1493

Cecil,William, Lord Burleigh. Lord Treasurer of England,

under Elizabeth 1530—1598

Cellini, Benvenuto. Italian arti.'^t, sculptor, and engineer.

Life of B. Cdlini. Statue of Perseus 1500—1570

Celsus. Aurelius Cornelius. Latin medical writer. De
Medieina 3d cent.

BORN. DIED.

Cenci, Beatrice. A Roman girl, called “the beautiful

parricide.” Executed for her crime 1599

Cervantes Saavedra, Miguel. Spanish novelist. Don
Quixote. Was wounded at the battle of Lepanto. 1571 ;

imprisoned in Algiers, where he suffered cruelly
;
lived

in poverty; produced dramas, pastorals,and other works. 1547—1616

Chalmers, Thomas. Scotch preacher and theologian.

Founder of the “Free Church ” in Scotland. Astron-

omy in its Connection with Religion 1780—1847

Chamberlain, Joseph. English Radical statesman; Pres-

ident of the Board of Trade 18.36

Chamisso, Adelbert von. German poet, traveler, and
novelist. Peter Schlemihl 1781—1838

Champollion, Jean F. French Egyptologist and anti-

quary. Hieroglyphic Dictionary 1790-1833

Channing, William Ellery. American Unitarian theolo-

gian and reformer; opponent of slavery. Rema/ks on the

Life and Character of Najwleon Bonaparte; Self Culture;

The Elevation of the Laboring Classes ; Evidences of

Christianity 1780—1841

Chantrey, Sir Francis. English sculptor. The Sleeping

Children 1783-1841

Charlemagne. King of France. Emperor of the West.

Son of Pepin the Short ; became master of tiie whole

territory of the Franks in 771 ; began a war against the

Saxons, 773, which lasted thirty years
;
conquered Desi-

derius. King of the Lombards
;
received the crown of

Lombardy, 774 ; he was defeated by the Saracens at

Ronccsvalles, 778 ; was ciowned Emperor of the West,

with the title of Caesar Augustus, by Pope Leo. III.,

800 Ills empire extended from the Elbe to the Ebro,

and from Calabria to Hungary. He was tiie founder of

the Carlovingian line of kings 743— 814

Charles II (I. of France). “The Bald.” Emperor of Ger-

many. Invaded Italy, and was crowned Emperor .. .. 83;3— 877

Charles V. (I. of Spain). Emperor of Germany; son of

Philip, archduke of Austria, and Joanna, daughter and

heiress of Ferdinand and Isabella
;
inherited the Low

Countries from his father
;
succeeded to the Spanish

throne in 1516, and became Emperor of Germany in

1519 ;
.summoned the Diet of Worms to put down

Luther in 1531. Warring against Francis I. of France,

and Pope Clement VII. in 1537, his army captured and

sacked Rome
;
opposed the Protestants, but made con-

cession to them by the treaty of Passau 1553 ;
abdicated

1553, and withdrew to the monastery of St. Yuste, Spain. 1500—1538

Charles VI. (“The Well-Beloved”). King of France. Be-

came deranged, 1393 ;
his reign memorable for troubles

between Armagnacs and Burgundians 1368—1433

Charles VII. (“ The Victorious”). King of France.

Expellerof the English 1403—1461

Charles XII. King of Sweden, 1697-1718. Soldier and

conqueror. Came to the throne in 1697. Peter the Great

of Russia, Frederick IV. of Denmark, and Augustus of

Poland made a league against him in 1700. He besieged

Copenhagen, and forced Denmark to make peace ; beat

the Russians, and in the next campaign invaded Poland,

where he compelled Augustus to resign
;

invaded Rus-

sia, and was defeated (1709i at Pultowa, losing 9,000

killed, and 6,000 prisoners; found refuge in Turkey, from

which he soon returned
;

invading Norway, he was
killed at the siege of Fredcrickshalle 1683—1718

Charles I. King of England. Beheaded after vainly at-

tempting to subdue his rebellious subjects 1600—1649

Charles II. King of England. (1660-1685.) Careless,

witty, and licentious 1630—1685

Charles the Bold. Duke of Burgundy. Warred with

Louis XL of France, and Rend of Lorraine
;

killed

fighting the Swiss allies of the latter 1433—1477

Charron, Pierre. French moralist. De la Sagesse 1531—1603

Chartier, Alain. French poet. Book of thefour Ladies.. 1385—1455
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Chase, Salmon P. American Ptatesman and jurist. Sec’y

of the Treasury. Chief Justice of the U. S 1808—187.3

Chateaubriand, Francis A., Viscount of. French poet

and prose writer. Genie da Chrislianisme. Alula 17(>8—1848

Chatham, William Pitt, First Ear’, of. English statesman

and orator. “The Great Commoner
;

’’ entered Parlia-

ment, 1735; opposed Walpole’s ministry; Premier,

1757 ;
formed coalition ministry witli Newcastle ; re-

signed, 1761 ;
opposed taxation of the American Col-

onies 1708—1778

Chatterton, Thomas. English poet and literary impostor;

fabricated works which he attributed to Rowley, a monk
of the 15th century. The Battle of Hastings. The Tour-

natnent ; Ode to Ella 1752—1770

Chaucer, Geoffrey. English poet. The Canterbury Tales

;

in the household of Edward III.
;
ambassador to Genoa,

1373; comptroller of customs at Loudon ;
knight of the

shire for Kent, 1386 ;
among his works are The Court of

Love; Legend of Good Women; Troilus and Cresseide.. 1328—1400

Chenier, Andre M. de. French lyric poet. The Young

Captive 1764—1794

Cherbuliez, Victor. French novelist. Prosper Bandore

;

L'Idee de Jean Teterol 18.32

Cherubini, Maria L. C. Z. S. Italian musical composer.

Produced at London in 1784 his operas The Pretended

Pnneess, and Giulio Sabino

;

after 1786 he lived in Paris,

where his opera Lodoiska appeared in 1791. Among his

other works .are Medie, Elisa, Ali Baba, and, in sacred

music, the Requiem 1760—1842

Chesterfield, Philip D. Stanhope, Earl of. English wit

and man of fashion. Letters 1694—1773

Chevalier, Michael. French political economist. On the

Material Interests of France 1806—1879

Chillingworth. William. English theologian. The Re-

ligion of Protestants ; a Safe Way to Salvation 1602—1644

Choate, Rufus. American lawyer, orator, and statesman.

Most eloquent advocate of his time ; U. S. Senator from

Mass 1799—1859

Chopin, Frederick. Polish composer and pianist. Went
to Paris in 1832, where he was most admired

; was him-

self an accomplished and successful performer. Among
his works arc many mazurkas, waltzes and concertos.

His works are perhaps the best of ]>iano music. His

life has been written by Liszt 1810—1849

Christina, Queen of Sweden. Eccentric and learned

;

daughter of Gustavus Adolphus; abdicated in 1654 1626—1689

Chrysostom, John. “The Golden-mouthed.” Greek
preacher and theologian; Archbishop of Constantinople. 347— 407

Churchill, Charles, English poet
;
schoolmate of Cow-

per; entered Church against his will; became dissi-

]>ated
;
assisted Wilkes on North Briton; The Rosciad

;

The Bard ; The Propheery of Famine ; The Conference.. 1731—1764

Cibber, Colley. English actor and dramatist. Poet
Laureate. Richard III. altered 1671—1757

Cicero, Marcus Tullius. Roman orator, statesman, and
author. Received a thorough education, becoming
familiar with Greek literature. After travelling, he be-

gan (at 25) his successful career as an advocate ; was
quaestor 76 b.c.; aedile 70 B.c.; and consul 63 B.c.

lu his consulship suppressed the conspiracy of Cati-

line
;
went in exile in 58 b.c. but was recalled

;
was a

Pompeian, but enjoyed the favor of Ctesar
;
was slain by

the soldiers of Antony. Among his orations are his great

speeches against Catiline, and against Verres, in de-

fence of Milo, and of Archas. Among his philo-

sophical works are Be Nalura Deorum and Tusculan
Disputations. His work On Old Age is perhaps the best

know'n of his writings b.c. 103— 46

Cimabue, John. Early Italian painter. Re?torer of

painting in Italy 1240—1300
Cixxcinuatus, Lucius Quintus. Roman general and states-
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man. Taken from the plow and made Dictator; con-

quered the yEquians b.c. 516— 438

Cinna, Lucius Cornelius. Roman demagogue. Partisan of

Marius, with whom he captured Rome and massacred

the adherents of Sulla b.c. 84

Cinq Mars, Henri C. de Ruze, Marquis of. Favorite of

Louis XIII. of France ;
Grand-equerry ; executed on a

charge of treason 1620—1612

Clarendon, Edward Hyde, 1st Earl of. Lord Chancellor of

England ;
chief adviser of Charles II. in his exile, and

his Prime Minister, 1660-7. Historian. History of the

Rebellion. 1608-1674

Clarke, Adam. Irish Methodist Biblical commentator.

Commentary on the Holy Bible 1762— 18-32

Claude Lorraine (Claude Gelee). French painter. Esther

and Ahasuerus 1600—1682

Cimarosa, Domenico. Italian composer. The Secret

Marriage 1755—1801

Claudian, Claudius. Latin poet. The Rape of Proserpine 365— 410

Claudius. Fourth Roman Emperor. (41-54.) Made a suc-

cessful invasion of Britain b.c. 10—a. d. 54

Clay, Henry. American orator and statesman ; born in

Virginia; removed to Kentucky in 1797, and practiced

law; Speaker of U. S. Congress, 1811; signed treaty of

Ghent, 1815 ;
elected Speaker, 1815, and thrice re-

elected
;
advocated U. S. Bank and Missouri Compro-

mise ; Sec’y of State, 1825 ; U. S. Senator, 1832-42; Whig
candidate for President, 1844; re-elected to Senate. 1848, 1777—1852

Clemens, Samuel L. American humorist. “Mark Twain.”

The Innocemts Abroad 1835 -—

•

Cleon. Athenian demagogue ;
for a time a successful

general
;
defeated and slain at Amphipolis b.c. 422

Cleopatra. Queen of Egypt. Mistress of Caesar and An-

tony. Daughter of ' Ptolemy Aiiletes, upon whose

death, 51 b.c., she became joint sovereign of Egypt with

her brother Ptolemy
;
was beautiful and accomplished,

but voluptuous
;
was expelled from the throne by Ptol-

emy but reinstated by Julius Caesar (48) ;
lived with

Caesar at Rome (46-44) ; in 41, became the favorite of

Mark Antony ; at the battle of Actium she fled ; she es-

caped Augustus by killing herself with an asp b.c. 69— ,30

Clinton, De Witt. American statesman. Governor of New
York ; U. S. Senator; Federal candidate for President;

promoter of the Erie Canal 1769—1828

Clive, Robert, 1st Lord. British general, founder of the

British empire in India 1725—1774

Clodius, Publius. Roman tribune and demagogue. Oppo-

nent of Milo, who finally killed him b.c. .52

Clootz, John Baptist, Baron. German traveller and

French Revolutionist. Guillotined 1753—1794

Cloug'h, .Arthur Hugh. English poet. Dypsychus ; Amours
de Voyage ; Long-Vacation Pastoral ; Ambarvalia 1819—1861

Clovis I. King of the Franks. Conquerer of the Gauls. . . 465— 511

Cobbett, William. English radical, reformer, and writer.

Cottage Economy 1762—1835

Cobden, Richard. English statesman and economist,

leader of the Anti-Corn Law League 1804—1865

Coke, Sir Edward. English Lord Chief Justice. Reports.. 1552—1633

Colbert, Jean Baptiste. French statesman and financier.

Controller-general of the finances; principal minister

of Louis XIV 1619-1683

Colenso, John W. English theologian. Bishop of Natal.

The Pentateuch and Book of Joshua critically considered. 1314

Coleridge, Samuel Taylor. English poet and philosopher.

The Ancient Mariner; educated at Cambridge; with

Southey, came near emigrating to America to found

democratic community in 1794 ; with Wordsworth wrote

Lyncal Ballads; studied German literature in Gottin-

gen; 1816-25, published Christabel; A Lay Sermon;
Zapoyla; Biographia Literaria; Aids to Reflection;

was a slave to opium 1772—1834
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Coligny, Gaspard de. French admiral. Huguenot leader

;

killed in the massacre of St. Bartholomew 1517—1.572

CoUingwood, Cuthbert. Lord High Admiral of England
;

second in command at the battle of Trafalgar 1750—1810

Collins, William. English poet
;

educated at Oxford

;

friend of Dr. Johnson
;
published Odes 1747

;
insane

latter part of his life. T/te Passions 1720—1756

Colman, George (The Younger). English dramatist. Mm
Bull 1762-1836

Colt, Samuel. American inventor : Colt's revolver 1814—1862

Columbus, Christopher. Discoverer of America
;
born in

Genoa
;
studied at University of Padua

;
a sailor at 14 ;

removed to Lisbon 1470 ; went with Portuguese navi-

gators to Western Africa ; expected by sailing westward

to find India; left Palos (Aug. 3, 1492) with 3 vessels;

discovered San Salvador Oct. 12; visited Cuba and
Hayti

; 1493 discovered Porto Rico and Jamaica : 1498

continent at mouth of Orinoco ; 1502 Honduras
;
died

in poverty and neglect 14,36—1506

Combe, George. English phrenologist and educator. Con-

stitulion of Man 1788—1858

Comines, Philippe de. French statesman and historian.

Memoirs 1445—1509

Commodus. Emperor of Rome (180-192). Cruel and

vicious. Poisoned 161— 192

Comte, Auguste. French philosopher. Founder of pos-

itivism. 'Course of Positive Philosophy 1798—1857

Conde. Louis II, Prince de. “The Great Conde.” French

general ;
defeated Spaniards at Rocroi, 1643 ;

and the Ger.

mans at Nordlingen, 1645 ;
returned to France, 1659 ; en-

tered the Spanish service, 1653; defeated William of

Orange, 1674 1621-1686

Condillac, Stephen B. de. French piiilosopiier. Treatise

on Sensations 1715—1780

Condcrcet, Marie J. A. N., Caritat, Marquis of. French

metapiiysiciau. Historical Sketch of the Progress of the

Human Mind 1743—1794

Confucius, (Kung-fntse). Chinese philosopher and theo-

logian. Came forward as a religious teacher at 22 ; was

for a time minister of crime
;
subsequently he traveled

extensively. His influence in the East has been enor-

mous. Ills philosophy related to the present life only

;

had nothing to do with physics or metaphysics ; his

sole object was to promote human iiappiness b. c. 551— 479

Congreve. William. English dramatist, man of fashion

and wit. The Old Bachelor, 1693 ;
The Double Dealer,

1694 ; Lovefor Love, 1695 ;
The Mourning Bride, 1697 ;

The Way of the World, 1700. Was appointed Secretary

of Jamaica, 1714. Pope dedicated his translation of the

//iarf to him 1670—1729

Conkling, Roscoe. American Republicah, lawyer and

statesman. U. S. Senator from N. Y 18‘28 —
Constantine I., (“ The Great”). Roman Emperor (300-

337). Removed the Capital of the Empire to By-

zantium 272— 337

Cook, Captain James. English circumnavigator of the

globe, and discoverer. Killed by Hawaians. Journal.. 1728—1779

Cooke, George Frederick. English actor. Great as Rich-

ard III. and lago 17.55—1812

Cooper, Sir Astley P. English surgeon. Anatomy and Dis-

eases of the Breast 1768—1841

Cooper, Peter. American plrilanthropist
;

founder of

Cooper Union 1791 —
Cooper, James Fennimore. American novelist. Studied

for a time at Yale College, and was a midshipman for a

few years ;
published his first novel. Precaution, in 1809.

The sea stories are his best. Among his works are The

Spy, The Pioneers, The Pilot, Lionel Lincoln, The

Prairie, The Bravo, The Red Rover, The Pathfinder,

The Deerslayer, Wing and iVing, Afloat and Ashore, Oak

Openings 1789—1851
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Copernicus, Nicholas. German astronomer. Demolished

the Ptolemaic theory of the universe and demonstrated

that the sun is the center of the universe in his great

work The Revolution of the Cetestial Orbs. Its publica-

tion was delayed (for fear of persecution, it is said) so

that a copy of it did not reach him till the day of his

death 1473—1543

Copley, John Singleton. English (American born) painter.

The Death of Lord Chatham 1737—1815

Corday, Charlotte de. Slayer of Marat .. 1768—1793

Coriolanus- Roman patrician and general. Conqueror

of the Volscians, to whom he afterwards deserted. ..e. c.5thCent’y.

Corneille, Pierre. French dramatist. The C'irf ;
founder

of the classical French drama
;
produced the Cid in

1636 ;
among his other works are Les Horaces, Cinna, and

Polyeucte . . 1606—1684

CornelR Ezra. American philanthropist. Founder of

Cornell University 1807—1874

Correggio, Antonio Allegri da. Italian painter. The As-

sumption of the Virgin. Was extremely skillful in the

use of chiaroscuro, and foreshortening. Among his

works are a Penitent Magdalen (at Dresden) ; St. Jer-

crnie ; Notte (a picture of the Nativity) ; Ecce Homo; and a

Holy Family called La Vierge au Panier 1474—1534

Cortez, Hernando. Spanish Conqueror of Mexico 1485—1547

Corvinus, Matthias. King of Hungary; couqueror of

Austria 1443—1490

Cousin, Victor. French eclectic philosopher and writer.

Course of Moral Philosophy 1792—1867

Couture,Thomas. French painter. Romansof the Decadence 1815—1867

Cowley, Abraham. English poet. Pndaric Odes 1618—1667

Cowper, William. English poet ; came of good family;

studied at Westminster school ; was called to the bar but

never practiced; suffered mental derangement for sever-

al years. Published his great work. The Task, in 1785.

His letters are among the best in the language. His

translation of Homer is a most faithful rendering 1731—1800

Crabbe, George. English poet ; at first a surgeon
; went

to London where he was befriended by Fdmund Burke;

published The Libraiy in 1781 ;
soon after he was or-

dained a priest in the Church of England
;
published

The Village, his best work, in 1783 ; The Parish

Register, 1807 ; The Borough, 1810 ; Tedes in Verse, 1812. 1754—1832

Cranach, Lucius. German painter. Crucifixion 1472—1553

Cranmer, Thomas. Archbishop of Canterbury. Reform-

er. Burnt 1489—1556

Crassus, Marcus Licinius. Roman plutocrat. Triumvir

with Caesar and Pompey. Defeated and slain by the

Parthians B.c. 115— 53

Croesus. King of Lydia. Famous for his wealth b.c. 590— 546

Cromwell, Oliver. Lord Protector of England. M.P. in

1628 and 1640; entered army as Captain of Cavalry, 1642;

led left wing at Marston Moor, 1644; as Fairfax’s lieut.-

gen. led right wing at Naseby, 1645; won at Preston, 1648;

signed death warrant of Charles I., 1649 ;
made Cora-

mander in-Chief, 1650; routed the Scotch at Dunbar,

beat Charles at Worcester, 1651 ;
dissolved Parliament,

16.53 ;
was created Protector, 1654 1599—1658

Cromwell, Thomas. Earl of Essex. English statesman.

Minister of Henry VIII. Prominent in the suppression

of monasteries 1490—1540

Cruikshank, George. English caricaturist. Comic

Almanack 1792—1878

Cudworth, Ralph. English metaphysician. The True

Intellectual System 1617—1688

Cumberland, William Augustus, Duke of. Son of

George II. Conqueror at Culloden 1721—1765

Curran, John Philpot. Irish barrister and orator. Speech

in Defence of Rowan 1750—1817

Curtis, Benjamin Robbins. American Jurist. Justice of

the United States Supreme Court 1809—1874
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Curtis, George William. American orator, author and

journalist. Nile Notes ; Potiphur Papers 1834

Curtius Ernest. German scholar and author. History of

Greece 1814

Curtius, Rufus Quintus. Roman Historian. Alexander

the Great 1st Cent’}--

Cushing, Caleb. American lawyer, diplomatist and states-

man. Attorney-General of the United States
;

Jlinister

to China. The Treaty of Geneva 1800—18~9

Cushman, Charlotte S. American actress. Great as Meg
Merr-ilies 1816—18:6

Cuvier, George C. L. D., Baron dc. French naturalist.

Animal Kingdom. Assistant professor of comparative

anatomy at Paris Museum of Natural History, 1T95;

published, 1817, his Animal Kingdom, in which he

divided animals into four classes; began in 1833 his

Natural History of Fishes

;

was founder of the science

of comparative anatomy 1769—1S32
Cyprian, Saint. Bishoj) of Carthage. Martyr. On the

Unity of God 200— 258

Cyrus (The Elder). King of Persia. Conqueror of Baby-
lon B. c. 529

Cyrus (The Younger). Hero of Xenophon’s Anabasis.

Defeated and slain at Cunaxa b. c. 461

Dacier, Andre. French scholar and critic. Commentary
on Horace 1651—1722

Dacier, Anno Lefevre. Wife of the above. Classical

scholar and translator of Homer 1654—1720
Daguerre, Louis J. M. French photographer. Daguerreo-

types 1789—1851

Daguesseau, Henri F. French chancellor, orator and
lawyer; defended Galilean Church; instituted legislative

reforms 1668—1751

D’Albret, Jeanne. Queen of Navarro. Supporter of

French Protestantism. Mother of Henry 1\’ 1528—1572

D’Alembert, Jean le Rond. French mathematician and
philosopher. Elements of Philosophy 1717—1783

Dallas, George M. American Democratic politician. V’ice-

President, 1845-49 1792—1864

Dalton, John. English natural philosopher. Propounder
of the atomic theory. Neio System of Chemical Philos-

ophy 1766-1844

D’Amboise, George. Ctirdinal. Minister of Louis XH.
of France 1460-1510

Damiani, Peter. Italian ecclesiastic and author. Car-

dinal Bishop of Ostia. Attempted to check simony 990—1072

Damiens, Robert P. French fanatic. Attempted to mur-
der Louis XV. of France 1714—1757

Dampier, William. English explorer and ntivigator.

Voyage Round the. World 1652—1712

Dana, Charles A. American journalist. Editor of the

New York Sun 1819

Dana, Richard Henry. American poet and man of letters.

The Buccaneer ; The Dying Rover ; The Idle Man 1787—1879
Dana, Richard Henry. Son of the above. American

lawyer and author. Two Years Before the Mast. Editor
ot Wheatem's International Law 181.5—1882

Dancer, Daniel. English miser 1716—1794
Dandolo, Enrico. The Blind Doge of Venice. Took

Byzantium by storm 1108—1205
Dane, Nathan. American lawyer and statesman. Author

of the Ordinance 0/ 1787. Digest 1752—1835
Daniel, .Jewish prophet of the 6th Cent. B. c. Reputed

author of the book bearing his name
Daniel, Amaiid. Greatest of the Provincial troubadours. 1198

Daniel, Samuel. English poet and antiquarian. Muso-
philus ; The Tragedy of Cleopatra ; The Civil Wars of
York and Lancaster ; History of England 1.562—1619

Dante degli Alighieri. Greatest Italian Poet. The
Divine Comedy. Passed much of his time in exile from

BORN. DIED.

Florence for political causes. Wrote The New Life

{Vila Nueyva),\\\<i Convilo, treatise on the Italian lan-

guage De Vulguri Eloquio, and De Monarckia 1265—1:321

Danton, ueorge J. French Revolutionist. Head of the

“ Dantonists.” Minister of Jinstice 1759—1794

D’Arblay, Mme. Frances (Miss Burney). English novel-

ist. Evdina ; Cecilia, Camilla 1752—1840

Dare, Virginia. First American-born child of English

parents 1587

D’Argensola, Lupercio L. Spanisli poet and dramatist.

Eilis 1565—1613

Darius I. (Hytaspes). King of Persia b. c. 521-485.

Began the wars with the Greeks. His Satraps Datis and
Artaphernes were defeated at Marathon b. c. 485

Darius III. (Codomannus). King of Persia b. c. 336-330.

Defeated and dethroned by Alexander the Great. . . b. c. 380— .330

Darling, Grace. English heroine and lighthouse keeper. 1815—1842

Darnley, Henry, Earl of. Married Mary Queen of Scots.

Murdered (it is supposed) by the Earl of Bothwell 1541—1567

Darwin, Charles. English naturalist. Originator of the

theory of evolution
;
heid that all the various forms of

animal and vegetable life have been produced by a

series of gradual changes in natural descent. Origin of

Species; The Descent of Man; The Ferlilizalion of
Orchids 1809—1882

Darwin, Erasmus. English poet. The Lerves of the

Plants 1731—1802

D’Aubigne, Theodore. French soldier, historian and
poet. Les Tragiques 1550—1630

Daudet, Alphonse. French novelist. Jack 1840

Daunou, Pierre C. F. French author and statesman.

Course of Hisloncal Studies 1761-1840

Davenant, Sir William. English dramatist and poet.

(The unfinished) epic poem, Gorborduc 1605—1668

David. King of Israel. Author of many of the psalms.. B. c. 1090—1015

David, Jacques Louis. French historical painter. Rape

of the Sabines 1748-1825

David, Pierre J. French sculptor. Bust of Washington .

.

1789—1856

Da Vinci, Leonardo. Italian painter, sculptor, engineer

and universal genius. The Lord's Supper. Among his

works are Madonna, Lisa del Giocondo and The Vi/gin on

the Knees of St. Anne. In the last part of his life he was
in the sendee of Francis 1. of France 1452—1519

Davis, Jefferson. American statesman. Graduated at

West Point
;

served in Black Hawk war; colonel in

Mexican war; elected to U. S. Senate, 1847; Secretary of

War, 1853-57; re-elected to Senate, 1857; President

Southern Confederacy, 1861-65 1808

Davoust, Louis N. Duke of Auerstadt. One of Napo-
leon’s marshals. Defeated the Prussians at Auerstadt. 1770—182:3

Davy, Sir Humphrey. English physicist. Discovered

that the fixed alkalies are metallic oxides. Published

Researches, Chemical and Philosophical 1778—1829

Decatur, Stephen. American naval commander. Cap-

tured the British frigate Macedonian; defeated Alger-

ines 1779—1820

De Foe, Daniel. English novelist
;
son of a Dissenting

London butcher
;
took part in Monmouth’s rebellion.

1701, published The True-Born, Englishman ; 1702, The
Shortest Way with Dissenters, for which he was impris-

oned and iiilloried
;
was subsequently committed to

Newgate; produced his great work, Robinson Crusoe, in

1719; Moll Flanders, 1721
;

Colonel .lack, 1721 1661-1731

Dekker, Thomas. English dramatist
;
wrote plays in con-

junction with Rowley and Ford. The Gulls Hornbook ;

Eortunatus, or the Wishing Cap ‘
1641

Delacroix, Ferdinand V. E. French painter. The Wof/ien

of Algiers 1799-1863

Delane, W. F. A. Chief editor of the London Times 1793—18.57

Delarocbe, Paul. French painter. The Girondist in

Prison 1797—1856
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Delavigne, Jean F. C. French poet and dramatist. The
Sicilian Vespe/s 179.3— 184:5

Delorme, Slarion. French prostitute and beauty. Friend

of Richelieu and St. Evremond iei2— 1«,50

Del Sarto, Andrea Vannuchi. Italian painter. Madonna
di S. Francesco 1488—hlSO

Demetrius Poliorcetes. King of Macedonia. One of

Alexander the Great's generals
;
famed for the number

of cities he had captured B.c. 37— 283

Democritus (of Abdera). “ The Laughing Philoso-

pher.” B.c. 460— 3,57

Demosthenes. Greatest Greek orator
;
had an impedi-

ment in his speech whicli he conquered with persistent

effort
;
was an opponent of Philip of Macedon, against

whom, between 352 and 340 b.c., he delivered his 11

Philippics. It being proposed to give him a crown,

..Eschines opposed ;
this was the cause of the noblest

speecli of Demosthenes, that On Ike Cimon

;

finally

committed suicide
;

left 60 speeches b.c. 385— 322

Denham, Sir John. English poet. Cooper's ITdl 1615—1668

Denman, Thomas, Lord. Chief Justice of England 1779—1854

Denys, Saint. Apostle of France. First Bishop of Paris.

Martyr 272

De ftuincey, Thomas. Euglisli autlior
;
son of wealthy

Manchester merchant
;
educated at Oxford, where he

contracted opium habit
;

was a brilliant magazine

writer'. Confessions of an Opinni Eater 1785—1859

Derby, Geoflrey Smith Stanley, Earl of. English Tory

statesman. Translator of Homer. Prime Minister 1799—1868

Desaugiers, Marc A. M. French lyric poet. Famous
writer of drinking songs 1772—1827

Descartes, Rene. Fretich philosopher and metaphysi-

cian. Discourse on the Method of Beasoning Well;

published, 1641, Meditationes de Prirna Philosophia

;

in 1644, Principles of Philosophy ; made many discov-

eries in algebra and geometry. “ I tliiuk, therefore

I am.” 1596—1650

Desmoulins, B. Camille. French Revolutionist. Editor

of the Tieux Cordelier ; guillotined 1762—1794

De Soto, Ferdinand. Spanish adventurer. Discoverer of

the Mississippi 15(X)—1542

Desportes, Philippe. French lyric poet
;
author of many

erotic and anacreontic songs 1545—1606

D’Estrees, Gabrielle. Mistress of Henry IV. of France. 1570—1599

De Vigny, Alfred, Count. French poet and novelist.

Cinq Mars 1799—1863

Devonshire, Georgiana Cavendish, Duchess of. English

beauty and woman of fashion 1757—1806

De Witt, John. Grand Pensionary of Holland. Leader

of the Anti-Orange party 162.5—1672

Dibdin, Charles. English song writer. Tom Bowling ..

.

1745—1814

Dickens, Charles. English novelist
;

parliamentary re-

porter and journalist
;
published Sketches by Boz, 1836

;

next appeared Pickwick Papers, Oliver Twist, Nicholas

Nickltby, The Old Curiosity Shop, Barnaby Budge,
American Notes. Martin Chuzzlewit. Donibey and Son,

David Copperjidd, Bleak House, Hard Times, Little

Dorrit, The Tale of Two Cities, Great Expectations, Our
Mutual Friend. Edwin Drood 1812—1870

Diderot, Denis. French philosopher and novelist. En-
cyclopedic 1713—1784

Digby, Sir Kenelm. English author. Chemical Secrets. . 1603—1663

Diocletian. Roman Emperor, 284—305. Divided the

Empire for administrative purposes. Persecuted the

Christians 245— 313

Diodorus Siculus. Greek historian. Historical Li-

brary B.c. 1st Cent’y'

Diogenes. Greek cynic philosopher. Surly and inde-

pendent inhabitant of a tub B.c. 323

Diogenes Laertius. Greek historian. Lives of the Phi-

losophers 2d Cent’y

BORN. DIED.

Dion Cassius. Greek historian. History of Borne 155— 230

Dion Chrysoston. Greek rhetorician. 80 of his ora-

tions are extant 2d Cent’y

Dionysius (the Elder) of Syracuse. Greek general who
made himself tyrant b.c. 430— 367

Dionysius of Syracuse (the Younger). Tyrant. Deposed

by Conuth. Afterward taught school b.c. 398— 340

Dionysius of Halicarnassus. Greek historian. Bo-

man Antiquities 1st Cent’y

Disraeli, Benjamin, Earl of Beaconsflcld. English states-

man and novelist. Premier (1874-1880). English rep-

sentative at the Congress of Berlin. Coningsby, Vivian

Grey, The Young Duke, Contarini Fleming, Henrietta

Temple, Endymion, Lothair 1805—1881

Disraeli, Isaac. English author. Curiosities of Litera-

ture 1767—1848

Dix, John A. American statesman and general
;
senator.

Minister to France 1798—1879

Doddridge, Philip. English dissenting minister. The

Bise and Progress of Bdigion in the Soul 1702—1751

Dodington, George Buhb, Lord Melconibe. English poli-

tian and writer. Diai'y. Ambassador to Spain. Pa-

tron of Thomson and Young 1691—1762

Dolce, Carlo. Italian painter. Christ on Mount Olivet ..

.

1616—1686

Domeniebino (Dominic Zampieri). Italian painter.

The Martyrdom of St. Agnes. 1581—1641

Dominic de Guzman, Saint. Spanish inquisitor

;

founder of the Dominican monks 1170—1221

Domitian. Roman Emperor. Rapacious and cruel
;
as-

sassinated 52— 96

Donatello (Donato di Belto di Bardi). Italian sculptor.

Judith holding the head of Holofernes 1.383—1486

Donizetti, Gaetano. Italian composer. Lucia di Lam-
mermoor ; Luenzia Borgia; Anna Bolena ; Linda di

Charnouni 1798—1848

Donne, John. English poet and divine
;
Works consist of

elegies, satires, epigrams, religious poems
;
first of the

“metaphysical poets.” Pseudo-Martyrs 1573—1631

Doria, Andrew. Genoese naval commander. Defeated the

Turks 1468—1560

D’Orsay, Alfred G. G., Count. French artist, and man of

fashion in England 1798—1852

Dorset, Charles Sackville, Earl of. English poet and pa-

tron of letters. Rescued Dryden from poverty 1637-1706

Douglas, Gawayn. Scotch poet. Pedace of Honor ; King

Hart; and a translation of the rEneid into Scottish verse 1475—1522

Douglas, Stephen A. American democratic politician.

Senator from Illinois. The Kansas-Nebraska Bill 1813—1861

Draco. Athenian legislator ; noted for the severity of his

laws b.c. 7th Cent’y

Drake, Sir Francis. English navigator and admiral

;

preyed upon Spanish commerce ;
burned 100 Spanish

vessels in Cadiz 1545—1596

Drake, Joseph Rodman. American poet. The Culprit

Fay; The American Flag 1795—1820

Drayton, Michael. English poet. Polyolbion ; The Shep-

herd's Garland ; The Baron's B'a;« 1563—1631

Drummond, William (of Hawthomden.) Scotch poet.

Praise of a Solitary Life ; Tears on the Death of Mcdi-

ades ; Poems ; Forth Feasting ; Pdtemo ; Middinia ;

friend of Drayton and Ben Jonson 1585-1649

Dryden, John. English poet and dramatist
;
educated at

Cambridge
;

appointed poet-laureate, 1670 ;
produced

Absalom and Achitophet, 1681
;
also, The Medal

;

1682

the second part of Absalom and Achitophel and Mac
Flecknoe

;

became Roman Catholic and produced The

Hind and the Panther

;

1694-6, translated Virgil; 1696

appeared Ode on Alexander's Feast

;

1698-1700, EuWw.
Of his dramatic works. All for Love is the best 1631—1700

Dubarry, Marie Jeanne, Countess. Mistress of Louis

XV. of France 1746-1793

?

j

I

\

\
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Dubellay, Joachim. French poet; one of the “ Pleiad.” 1523—1560

Dubois, William, Cardinal. French Prime Minister.

Teacher of the Regent Duke of Orleans ; Archbishop

ofCamhray 1656—1723

Duguesclin, Bertrand. Constable of France. Expelled

the English from France 1315—1380

Dumas, Alexandre. French novelist. The Three Mus-

keteers.. 180.3—1870

Dumas, Alexandre (Jr.). French novelist and dramatist.

La Danve aux Camelias 1824—

Dundas, Henry, Viscount Melville. English statesman.

Secretary of War, friend and supporter of Pitt 1740—1811

Duns Scotus, John. Scoteh schoolman. Founder of the

Scotists who opposed the Thomists, i.e., followers of

Thomas Aquinas 1265—1308

Dunstan, Saint. Saxon Archbishop of Canterbury, and

statesman. Increased the power of the monks as against

the secular clergy 925— 988

Dupanloup, Felix, A. P., Bishop of Orleans. Treatise on

Education 1802—1878

Dupin, Andre 51. J. J. Eloquent French advocate and

statesman. Prineipia Juris Civilis 1783—1865

Dtirer, .Albert. German painter and engraver. The Cruci-

fixion. Born at Nurenberg, where he painted Orpheus; at

Venice (1505), painted The Martyrdom of St. Bartholo-

mew^ and became the friend of Raphael ; was court

painter to 5Iaximilian and Charles V. Among his works

are Adam and Eve, Adoration of the Magi, and por-

traits of Erasmus and Raphael ;
among his best engrav-

ings are The Revelation of St. John, and Adam and Eve. 1471—1528

Duroc, Gerard C. W., Duke of Friuli. French Marshal.

Aide-de-camp and confidential friend of Napoleon I... 1772—1813

Duval, Claude. French highwayman 1670

Dwight, Timothy. American clergyman and author.

President of Yale College. Travels in New England

and New York 1752—1817

Edgeworth, Maria, Miss. English novelist. Belinda;

Castle Rackrent ; Popular Tales ; Senoi ia ; The Ab-

sentee; Ennui ; Essay on Irish Bulls 1767—1849

Edgeworth, Richard Lovell. Father of the above. En-

glish writer. Professional Education 1744—1817

Edmund, Saint. Saxon king of East Anglia
;
defeated

and put to death by Danes 841— 870

Edward I. King of England
;
conqueror of Wales and

Scotland 1239—1.307

Edward III. King of England ; carried on war (Hundred

Years’ War) with Prance ; won battle of Crecy 1312—1377

Edward the Black Prince. Son of Edward III.; hero

of the French-English wars (Hundred Years' War); won
battle of Poitiers 1.330—1376

Edward the Confessor. King of England ; under Nor-

man infiuence
;
virtuous and weak 1004—1066

Edwards, Jonathan. American metaphysician
;

ablest

Defender of Calvinism. On the Freedom of the Will ..

.

1703—1758

Eginhard. Secretary to Charlemagne
; snpposed author

of a life of Charlemagne 775— 840

Egmont, Lamoral, Count of. Dutch statesman and gen-
eral

;
hero of Goethe's Egmont; won battle of Grave-

lines. Executed 1522-1568
Eldon, John Scott, Earl of. English jurist ; Lord Chan-

cellor of England 1751—1838
Elijah. Jewish prophet

; translated to heaven b.c. 910—896
Eliot, .John. Apostle of the Indians. The Indian Bible ..

EUot, Sir .John. English Parliamentary leader
; head of

the popular party 1590-1632
Elisha. Prophet of the Jews succeeding Elijah. Flour-

'Shed B.c. 9th Cent’y.

Elizabeth. The great queen of England
; daughter of

Henry VIII. Educated by Roger Ascham. Among the
great events of her reign were the repulse of the Span-

ish Armada, and the execution of Mary Queen of Scots.

Among her favorites were Essex, Leicester, and Raleigh 1533—1603

Elizabeth Petrovna. Empress of Russia; daughter of

Peter the Great ; opponent of Frederick the Great in

Seven Years’ War
;
licentious 1709— 1761

Elizabeth Woodville. Queen of Edward IV. of England 1488

Elizabeth of York. Queen of Henry VII. of England
;

daughter of Edward IV. ; mother of Henry VIII 1466—1502

Ellenborough, Edward Law, Earl of. English jurist

;

Lord Chief Justice of England 1748—1818

Elliott, Ebenezer. English poet. “ The Corn Law Rhymer.”
Corn Law Rhymes; The Ranter; The Village Patri-

arch; painted social condition of the poor 1781—1849

EUsworth, Oliver. American jurist
;
Chief Justice of the

United States 1745—1807

Elyot, Sir Thomas. English author. The Governor 1495—1546

Elzevirs. A eelebrated family of printers at Leyden in

the 16th and 17th Cent

Emerson, Ralph Waldo. American transcendental phi-

losopher and poet
;
graduated at Harvard

;
was for a

time a Unitarian minister in Boston
;
settled in Concord

in 1835
;
published Essays on Representative Men, 1850 ;

English Trails, 1856 ;
The Conduct of Life, 1860 ;

Poems,

1840 and 1867
;

Society and Solitude, 1870, and several

volumes of Assays 1803—1882

Emmett, Robert. Irish patriot
;
executed for treason 1780—1803

Emmett, Thomas Addis. Brother of the above Irish pa-

triot, and leading member of the American Bar 1763—1827

Empedocles. Greek (Sicilian) natural philosopher
; held

that Nature is composed of four elements; flourished B.c. 5th Cent’y.

Endicott, John. Governor of the colony of Massachusetts

Bay
;
emigrated to Salem from England in 1628 1589—1665

Enghien, Louis A. H. de Bourbon, Duke of. Executed
by Napoleon 1 1772—1804

Ennius, Quintus. Early Roman poet. Annals b.c. 239— 169

Enzio. Bastard son of Frederick II. of Germany; nominal
king of Sardinia

;
won naval victory over Genoese 1225—1272

Epaminondas. Theban general
; defeated Spartans at

Leuctra; slain at Mantinea b.c. 362

Epictetus. Greek Stoic philosopher and moralist. En-
chiiidion. Flourished in 2d Cent’y.

Epicurus. Greek philosopher. Founder of the Epi-

cureans B.c. 342— 270

Epimenides. (Legendary) Hero and sage of Crete ; famed
for his long sleep. Flourished B.c. 6th Cent’y.

Erasmus, Desiderius. Dutch scholar, restorer of learn-

ing, and author. Enconium Moriae, Colloquia ; Adagia 1467—15.36

Eratosthenes. Greek geographer and scientist
;
meas-

ured the obliquity of the ecliptic b.c. 275— 196

Erigena, John Scotus. Irish schoolman and theologian.

On the Division of Nature. Flourished in 9th Cent’y.

Ernesti, John A. German philologist and classical

scholar; edited Cicero, Homer, Tacitus 1707—1781

Erostratus. Greek incendiary
;

burner of the temple of

Diana at Ephesus b.c. 4th Cent’y.

Erskine, Henry. Scotch advocate and orator 1746—1817

Erskine, Thomas, Lord. Scotch advocate and orator.

Entered the Bar 1778 ;
was instantaneously succes.sful,

and was soon recognized as the first advocate of his

time
; made a noble defense of Lord G. Gordon in 1781 ;

defended the liberty of the press in the Stoekdale trial,

in 1789, and in the state trials of 1794 secured the acquit-

tal of Hardy and Home Tooke
; was made Lord Chan-

cellor and raised to the peerage in 1806 1750—1823

Eschenbach, Wolfram von. German minnesinger. Ti-

turel. Flourished in 13th Cent.

Escobar y Mendoza, Antonio. Spanish Jesuit theolo-

j

gian and casuist. Cases of Conscience 1589—1669

! Espartero, Joaquin B. Spanish general and politician.

Regent during the minority of Isabella
;
defeated the

I Carlists 1792-1879
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Esquirol, Jean S. D. French physician and alienist. Di'S

Maladies Men tales 1773—1840

Essex, Robert Deveren.x, 2d Earl of. Favorite of Eliza-

betli, and by her beheaded 15B7— KiOl

Essex, Robert Devereu.v, 3d Earl of. English parliamen-

tary general in the early part of the English Rebellion. 1592—1647

Ethelred the Unready. King of Wessex during the

Danish invasion
;
ordered general massacre of all Danes

in England in 1002 968—1016

Etherega, Sir George. English comedy writer and wit.

Sir Fapling Flutter; She Would If She Could 16.35—11)89

Euclid. Alexandrian mathematician. Elementsof Geonatry.'a.c.HhCQni.

Eudoxia. Wife of the Roman Emperor Arcadnis (395-

408); secnri'd the exile of Chrysostom 404

Eudoxus, of Cnidus. Greek astronomer; determined

the length of the year n.c. 4th Cent’y.

Eugene, Francis, Prince of Savoy. One of the greatest

generals of his time
;
cooperated with Marlhorongh at

Blenheim, Ondenarde, and Malplacpiet 1663—1736

Eupolis. Greek comedy writer ; next to Aristophanes in

merit ; only fragments of his work b.c. 446— 410

Euripides. Third in merit of the great Greek tragedy

writers. Alc.estis li-c. 480— 406

Eusebius. Bishop of Ciesarea, and historian. Ecclesi-

astical IFistory 265— 337

Eutropius, Flavins. Roman historian. Epitome of

Roman History 4thC'ent'y.

Evans, -Marian (George Eliot). English novelist; daugh-

ter of a clergyman
;
was educated by Herbert Spencer

;

lived with G. II. Lewes, and afterwards married J. W.
Cross ; published Scenes of Clerical Life, 1857

;
Adam

Bede, 1858 ;
The Mill on. the Floss, 1859 ; Romola, 1863 ;

Felix Holt, 1866
;
Middlemarch, 1871

;
Daniel Devonda,

1876 ;
Theophrastus Such, 1879 ;

The Spanish Gypsy (a

poem), 1868 '- 1820—1880

Evarts, W'illiam M. American lawyerand statesman
; At-

torney-General of the United States ;
Secretary of State 1816

Evelyn, John. English author. Diary ; Sylva 1620—1706

Everett, Edward. American orator, statesman and diplo-

matist ; U. S. Senator
;
Minister to Great Britain. Ora-

tions and Speeches 1794—1865

Ewald, George H. A. von. Gorman Orientalist and Biblical

critic. History of the People of Israel 1803—1875

Ewing. Thomas, .\merican statesman. Sec'y of Treas-

ury under Taylor 1789—1871

Eyck, John van. Flemish painter. Adoration of the Magi. 1-370—1441

Ezekiel- Hebrew prophet; Book of Ezekiel b.c. 7th Cent’y.

Ezra. Hebrew lawmaker
;
led Jews back to Jerusalem b.c. 5th Cent’y.

Fabius Maximus, Quintus. Roman consul and general;

opponent of Hannibal; famous for his cautions “Fa-

bian ” policy B.c. 203

Fahrenheit, Gabriel D. German natural philosopher.

Fahrenheit’s thermometer 1686—1736

Fairfax, Thomas, Lord. Roundhead general in the En-

glish Rebellion ;
commander in chief before Cromwell

;

won battle of Naseby 1611—1671

Falconer, William. Scottish poet. The Shipwreck 1735-1769

Faliero, Marino. Doge of Venice. Immortalized by By-

ron
;
attempted to overthrow nobles by conspiracy of

plebeians 1278—1.350

Faneuil, Peter. American merchant. Founder of Fan-

euil Hall, Boston 1700—1743

Fanshawe, Sir Richard. English poet and politician.

Translator of Guarini’s Pastor Fido 1608—1666

Faraday, Michael. English man of science. Founder of

the science of magneto-electricity. Expenmental Re-

searches in Electricity 1791—1867

Farquhar, George. English dramatist. The Beaux' Strata-

gem ; The Constant Couple 1678—1707

Farragut, David Glascoe. American Admiral. Entered

BORN. DIED.

navy, 1812 ; commander, 1841 ; pa.sscd New Orleans forts

and took New Orleans, 1862 ;
made Rear Admiral same

year ; attaeked defenses at .Mobile, 1864 ;
Admiral, 1866. 1801—1870

Fauriel, Claude. French author. History of Provencal

Literature 1772—1844

Faustina, Annia. Daughter of Antoninus Pius; wife of

M. Aurelius
; of infamous character 175

Fawkes, Guy. Chief conspirator in “ Gunpowder Plot.’’. . 1606

Fearne, Charles. English lawyer. Contingent Remainders. 1749—1794

Fecbter, Charles Albert. English actor ; famous in En-
gland and .\mcrica. Best iu Hamlet 1824—1879

Felton, Complins Conway. American scholar
;
president

Harvard University ; editor of Greek classics 1807-1862

Fenelon, Francis de Salignac de la Mothe. Archbishop of

Cambray. French prelate and author. Tilamciue... . 1765—1818

Ferdinand Maximilian Joseph (Maximilian L). Em-
peror of Mexico. Executed. Brother of Francis Joseph. 1832—1867

Ferdusi (Firdousee). Persian poet. The Shah-Xameh
(Book of Kings) 940—1020

Fesch, .Joseph, Cardinal. French prelate. Half-brother of

Napoleon's mother 1763—1839

Fessenden, William Pitt. American Reimblican Senator,

and Secretary of the Treasury
;
ablest debater of his

time in the Senate 1806—1869

Feuillet, Octave. French novelist and dramatist
;
The

Sphinx 1812

Fichte, John Gottlieb. German metaphysician. Princi-

ples of Science 1762—1814

Ficinus, Marselius. Italian scholar and Platonist. Life

ofPlato 143,3—1499

Field, Cyrus W. American capitalist. Laid the first At-

lantic cable 1819

Fielding, Henry. English novelist
;
educated at Eton and

University of Leyden
;
wrote much for stage

;
was called

to the bar
;

published Tom Jones ; Joseph Andrews ;

Jonathan. Wild; Amelia 1707—1754

Filelfo, Francis. Italian scholar and philologi.st. Epistles. 1398—1481

Fillmore, Millard. American statesman. President of

the United States, 1850-51; born in N. Y.; learned full-

er’s trade
;
studied law

; M.C., 1832-42
;

elected Vice-

Pre.sidcnt, 1848 ; became President on death of Taylor. 1800—1874

Finlay, George. British historian. Greece Under the

Romans ISOO—1875

Firenzuola, Angelo. Italian author. Kovelle 149.3—1545

Fitzherbert, Maria Anna, Mrs. Wife of George IV... 1756—1837

Flaccus, Cains Valerius. Roman poet. Argonaulica 90

Flaminius, Titus Quinctius. Roman consul and general.

Conqueror at Cynoscephaloe (197 B.c.) b.c. 2.30— 174

Flaxman, John. English sculptor and artist. Illustra-

tions of Homer 1755—1826

Fleetwood, Charles. English Puritan and general in the

Civil War. Lord Deputy of Ireland
;

licut.-gen. at

Dunbar and Worcester 1692

Fletcher, John. English dramatist. A.«sociatc of Beau-

mont. The Maid's Tragedy ; The Faithful Shepherdess. 1576—1620

Fleury, Andrew Hercules de. Cardinal. French statesman

and historian. Ecclesiastical History 1040—1723

Flodoard. French chronicler and priest. Events in,

France, 919-966 894— 966

Flood, Henry. Irish orator and statesman
;
leader of op-

position in Irish Parliament ; rival of Grattan 1732—1791

Florence of 'Worcester. English chronicler (in Latin).

Events in England 1118

Floras, Lucius Annaeus. Roman historian. Epitome de

Gestis Romanorum 2d Cent’y.

Foix, Gaston de. French General and hero. Conqueror

at Ravenna 1489—1512

Fontanelle, Bernard Le Bovier de. French author. Dis-

course on the Plurality of Worlds . 1657—1757

Foote, Samuel. Comedian and wit. The Englishman in

Paris 1720-1777
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Ford, John. English dramatist. The Broken Heart ; The

Lover's Melancholy ; Love's Sacrifice ; Pei-kin Warbeck.. 1586—1639

Forrest, Edwin. American tragedian
;
eminent as Meta-

1110) a; the Gladiator; \l.rgirdus 1806—1873

Forster, John, English biographer. Life of Charles

Dickens; Life and Times of Oliver Goldsmith 1812—1876

Forster, William E. English Liberal statesman
;

Chief

Secretary for Ireland (1880-2) 1818

Fortescue, Sir John. English Lord Chief Justice. De
Laiidibus Legam Anglice 1395—1485

Foscari, Francesco. Doge of Venice. Fought the Mi-

lanese 1373—1457

Foscolo, Nicolo Ugo. Italian scholar, poet, and patriot.

The Monuments 1777—1827

Foster, John. English essayist. On Decision of Character;

Essay on the Evils of Popular Ignorance 1770—1843

Fouche, Joseph. Duke of Otranto. French Minister of

Police 1763—1820

Fourier, Francis C. M. French socialist and reformer.

Theory of Universal Unity 1772—1837

Fox, Charles James. English orator and statesman
;
en-

tered Parliament, 1768, as a Tory
;
joined opposition,

1773; became leader of the Whigs; Foreign Secretary,

1783 and 1806 ; opposed policy of Pitt ... 1749—1806

Fox, George. English religionist. Founder of the

Quakers 1624—1690

Fox, John. English author. Book of Martyrs 1317—1587

Foy, Maximilian Sehastian. French general
; led a divi-

sion at Waterloo 1775—1825

Fra Bartolomeo di S. Marco (Baccio della Porta).

Italian painter. The Last Judgment 1469—1517

Fra Diavolo (Michael Rozzo). Neapolitan brigand 1769—1806

Francia, Joseph G. R. Dictator of Paraguay
;
adopted

policy of non-intercourse with foreign nations 1757—1840

Francis I. King of France. Patron of literature and
art. Opponent of Charles V.; defeated at Pavia 1494—1547

Francis, Sir Philip. English statesman. Prominent op-

ponent of Warren Hastings. Alleged author of the

Letters of Junius 1740—1818

Francis, Saint (of Assisi). Founder of the Franciscans 1182—1226

Francis, Saint (de Sales). French missionary and
author. Treatise on the Love of God 1567—1622

Franklin, Benjamin. American statesman and philoso-

pher. Born in Boston; learned printer's trade; re-

moved to Pennsylvania
; published Poor Richard's Al-

manac; discovered identity of lightning and electric

fluid, 1752 ;
deputy postmaster-general of the colony

;

agent of Penn in England
; delegate to Continental

Congress
;

Minister to France, 1776-85
; President of

Pennsylvania, 1785-87; member Convention of 1787. . 1706—1790
Franklin, Sir John. English Arctic explorer

; lost in

Arctic regions 1786—1847
Fredegonde. Queen of Chilperic of France. Famous

for her crimes 515—596
Frederick I. (“ Barbarossa ”). Holy Roman Emperor

;
at

war with Pope and Lombard cities
; died in Holy Land. 1121—1190

Frederick II. (grandson of the above). Emperor, 1210-50.

Excommunicated by Gregory IX. ; warred with Guelphs;
led expedition to Palestine. Poet, and patron of iitera-

tureandart 1194—1250
Frederick II. (“ The Great ”). King of Prussia ; came to

the throne in 1740, and invaded Silesia, which Maria
Theresa ceded to him in 1742. Russia, France, and
Austria began Seven Years’ War against him and Eng-
land (1756). He won a great victory at Prague (1757),
but was defeated by Daun soon afterw'ard

; the same
year defeated the French at Ro.ssbach, and the Aus-
trians at Leuthen. Peace was made in 1763. At the
partition of Poland (1772) he got Prussian Poland 1712—1786

Freeman, Edward A. English historian. The Ncrrman
Conquest : ITistory of Federal Government 1823

BORN. DIED.

Freiligrath, Ferdinand. German lyric poet and patriot. 1810-1876

Fremont, John Charles. American explorer, politician,

and general. Republican candidate for President in

1856 1813

Frere, John Hookham. English diplomatist, poet, and

wit. Prospectus and Specimen of an Intended National

iVork 1769-1846

Freytag, Gustav. German novelist. Debt and Credit 1816

Froebel, Frederick. German educator. Introducer of

the “ Kindergarten” system 1782—1852

Froissart, Jean. French chronicler. Les Chroniquts 13.37—1410

Frontinus, Sextus Julius. Roman architect and general.

Stratagematica 106

Froude, James A. English historian. History of Henry
VIII ; Short Studies on Great Subjects 1818

Fuller, Thomas. English divine and author. Worthies of
England; Holy and Profane States 1608-1661

Fulton, Robert. American inventor of the steamboat. In

1793 tried to improve inland navigation, and- in 1796

published a treatise on Canal Navigation. Lived in

Paris for several years, and while there invented the

submarine torpedo. Returning to New York in 1806,

with Robert Livingston, he discovered steam navi-

gation
;
built (1807) the steamer Clermont, which made

regular trips between New York and Albany 1765—1815

Fuseli, John H. Swiss historical painter. Shakespeare

Gallery 1742—1825

Fust, John. A German inventor of printing 1160

Gaddi, Taddeo. Italian painter. Virgin and Christ Be-

tween Four Prophets 1300—1350

Gainesborough, Thomas. English landscape painter.

The Sheplurd Boy 1727—1788

Galen, Claudius. Greek physician. De Lexis Affectis 130— 200

Galilei, Galileo. Italian astronomer. Professor of math-
ematics at Padua and Pisa. Discovered isochronism

of the vibrations of the pcndulnm, and law by which
the velocity of falling bodies is accelerated. Con-

structed a telescope in 1619. Discovered satellites of

Jupiter, and adopted the Copernican system. Mean-
w'hile he had removed to Florence, where he was com-
pelled to recant his views on the Copernican system ;

published Dialogues on the Plolema'ic and Copernican

Systems 1564—1642

Gallatin, Albert. American statesman. Secretary of the

Treasury 1761—1849

Gallaudet, Thomas II. American clergyman. Instructor

of the deaf and dumb 1787—1851

Galt, John. Scottish novelist. Lawrie Todd 1779—1839

Galvani, Louis. Italian physicist. Discoverer of gal-

vanism 1737—1798
Gambetta, Leon. French radical orator and statesman.

President of the Chamber of Deputies 1838

Garfield, James. American statesman
; born in Ohio

;

educated at tVilliams College
; teacher and lawyer

;

brigadier-gen., 1S62 ; chief of staff to Rosecrans, 1862;

m.ajor-gen. for services at Chickamauga
;

M.C., 1862-

1881 ; elected to Senate, 1880 ;
elected President, laSl

;

shot by Charles J. Giiiteau, July 2, 18S1 ; died Sept. 19. 1831—1881
Garibaldi, Giuseppe. Italian patriot and general

; liber-

ator of Italy 1807—1882
Garrick, David. English actor. Made his debut as

Richard III. in 1741. Among his great parts were
Lear

^
Macbeth, Romeo, Hamlet, Abtl Drugger

;

made
his last appearance in 1776 ;

buried in Westminster
Abbey 1716-1779

Garrison, William Lloyd. American Abolitionist 1804—1879
Gascoigne, George. English i>oet. The Comedy of Sup-

poses ; Posie ; The Princely Pleasures 15.30-1,577

Gaskell, Mrs. Mary E. C. English novelist. Maty Bar-

1820-18651820-1865
I
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Gassendi, Peter. French mathematician and philosopher.

System of Epicurean IVnla'^ophy

Gates, Horatio. American Revolutionary general
; cap-

tured Burgoyne’s army at Saratoga

Gauss, Charles Friedrich. German mathematician.

Theory of the Motion of the Celestial Bodies

Gautier, Thcophile French poet and novelist. Mile, ele

Maupan
Gaveston, Piers. Favorite and chief minister of Edward

of England. Executed by the nobles
.

Gay John. English poet. The Beggar's Opera ; Trivia;

The Fan; Fables; The Captives

Gay Lussac, Joseph L. French physicist. Discoverer

of cyanogen

Gaza, Theodore Greek scholar and humanist

Gellert, Christian F. German theologian and poet.

Tales; Sacred Songs

Gellius, Aulus. Latin author. Modes Atticee

Genghis, Khan. Mogul warrior and conqueror; subju-

gated China and Persia

Geofifrey of Monmouth. English Latin historian. His-

tory of the Britons

Geoffroy, Julian S. French critic and scholar
;
dramatic

critic of the Journal des Debats

George I. King of England. Favored tlie Whigs
George If. King of England. The Jacobites were beaten

at Culloden, the French in Canada and India, during

his reign

George III. King of England. Arbitrary ruler
; lost

American colonies
;
insane latter part of his life

George IV. King of England ' The First Gentleman ”

in Europe
; took no interest in public affairs

George, Prince of Denmark. Husband of (Jiicen .ynne.

.

Gtrard, Balthazar. French fanatic. Assassin of William

of Orange

Gerry, Elbridge. American Revolutionary ' statesman.

Vice President
;
Governor of Massachusetts

Gerson, John Charles de. French theologian. “The
Most Christian Doctor.” Prominent at Council of Con-

stance. Consolation

Gesenius, Frederick H. N. German Orientalist. Hebrew

Lexicon

Gesner, Conrad von. Swiss botanist and naturalist.

History of Animals

Ghiberti, Lorenzo. Florentine sculptor. Gate of the

Baptistery of S. Gioraimi at Florence

Ghirlandajo, II. (Dominic Currodo). Italian painter.

Massacre of the Innocents

Gibbon, Edward. English historian
;
educated at Oxford

and on the Continent
;

])assed most of his life at Laus-

anne
;
Memoil S. Decline and Fall of the Botnan Em-

pire

Gibson, John. English sculptor. Venus

Giddings, Joshua R. American Abolitionist

Gifford, William. English satirist. The Baviad

Gilray, James. English caricaturist. House of Hanover.

Ginguene', Pierre L French historian Literary History

of Italy

Giorgione, Giorgio Barbarelli. Venetian paititer. Christ

Allaying the Stonn

Giotto. Florentine sculptor and architect. Navicello. ..

Giovanni da Fiesole (Fra Angelico). Italian painter.

Coronation of Mary
Giovio. Paolo. Italian scholar and historian. Lives of II-

lustrious Men
Giraldus Cambrensis. English Latin historian De-

scriptio Cambrics

Girardin, Mmc. Emile de. French atithor. Letlres Pari-

siennes

Giulio, Romano. Italian painter. Giants Struck by the

Thunderbolts of Jupiter

159’—165.5

1728—1806
1777-

1855

1811—1872

1312

1688-1732

1778—

1850

1398— 1-178

1715—1769

11.5— IKO

1163-1227

1112-1151

1743—

1814

1660-1727

1683—1760

1738-1820

1762-1830

1653-1708

15.58—1584

1744-

1811

1363—1429

1786-1842

1516-1.565

1378-1455

1449-1498

1737—1794

1790-1865

1795-1864

1757—1826

1785-1815

1748-1816

1477-1511

1276—1336

1387—1455

1483—1552

1147—1220

1804—1855

1492-1546

1728-1771

1793-1860

BORN. DIED.

Gleim, Johann W. L. German poet. HVo' 1719—1803

Glendower, Owen. Welsh warrior
; fought Henry IV. . 1350—1415

Gliick, Christopher W. von. German composer Iphi-

genia in Tauris.. 1714—1787

Godfrey of Bouillon. King of Jerusalem. Hero of the

first Crusade 1058-1100

Godolphin, Sidney, Earl of. English statesman. Lord
High Treasurer under Anne 1630—1712

Godoy, Manuel de. Spanish statesman. “The Prince of

the Peace,” from his unpopular peace with France in

1795 ;
favorite of Charles IV 1767—1851

Godwin, Mary Wollstonecraft. English writer. Vimlica-

lion of the Bights of Woman 1759—1797

Godwin, William. English philosopher and novelist.

Caleb Willicmis ; St. Leon; Fleetwood 1756—1836

Goethe, John Wolfgang von. German poet, dramatist,

critic, novelist, man of .science, statesman. Faust;
Iphigeniain Tauris; Wilhelm Meister ; Egmont

;

Hesf-

Eastern Divan ; The Sorrows ef Werther, and many
noble lyrical poems. In almost every department of

literature, first among the Germans 1749—1832

Goldoni, Charles. Venetian dramatist. La Dcmna di

Garbo 1707—1793

Goldsmith, Oliver. Irish poet, novelist and historian.

Vicar of Wake.lield ; The Traveller; The Deserted Vil

lage

;

studied at Trinity College. Dublin, and at Edin-

burgh
;

led wandering life on Continent
;

published

The Good-Natured Man, 1767 ; She Sloops to Conquer,

1773; Bitaliation, 1777 ;
was a gambler, and always in

debt. .

Goodrich, Samuel G,, “ Peter Parley.” American writer.

Peter Parley's Own Story

Gordon, Lord George. English anti Catholic agitator
;

fomenter of the Gordon riots in 1780 1750—1793

Gortschakoff, Alexander M , Prince. Russian statesman
;

Chancellor and Minister of Foreign Affairs 1798

Gottsched. John C. German poet and author. Geiman
Theatre Accord'mg to the Bales and Examples of the An-
cients . . 1700-1766

Gough, John B. American temperance orator . . 1817

Gower, John. Eugli.sh poet. Confessio Amantis 1320—140if

Gozzi, Charles, Count. Italian dramatist. The LoveS of

the Three Oranges . .. 1772—1806

Gracchus, Caius. Roman tribune and demagogue. Pro-

jtosed extension of franchise to the Latins
;
murdered

by patricians. . . . b c. 154— 121

Gracchus, Tiberius. Roman tribune and demagogue.

Passed agrarian law ; murdered by patricians . . B c. 163— 133

Grammont, Antoine, Duke de. French marshal. Memoirs. 1604—1678

Grant, Ulysses S. American general Bom in Ohio;

graduated at West Point, 1839 ; served in Mexican War ;

afterwards engaged in the leather business
;
brigadier-

general, 1861 ; took Fort Donelson, 1862 ; Vicksburg, ,

1863; lieutenant-general, 1864; President, 1869-77 1822

Granvelle, Anthony Perrenot, Cardinal. French states-

man ; chief counselor of Margaret of Austria in the

Netherlands 1516-1586

Granville, Gr.anville G. S, Gower, Earl of. English Lib-

eral statesman
;
Secretary for Foreign Affairs 1815

Grattan, Henry. Irish orator and statesman, .\dvocate

of Catholic emancipation
;
member of Irish and Im-

perial Parliament 1750—1820

Gray, Thomas. English poet. Son of a London money-

scrivener; educated at Eton and Oxford
;
friend of Hor-

ace Walpole, with whom he traveled on the Continent

;

jirofessor of modern history at Cambridge. Pindaric

Odes ; Elegy Written in a Connti-y Churchyard 1716—1771

Greeley, Horace. American journalist. Founder of the

N. Y. Tiibune 1811-18P2

Greene, Nathaniel. General in the American Revolution
;

commander in the South 1742—1786
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BORN. DIED.

Greene, Robert. English poet and pamphleteer. Comical

llislory of Alphonsus, King ofAragon 1560—1592

Greenough, Horatio. American sculptor. The Angel

and Child 1805—1852

Gregory, Saint. Bishop of Tours. French Latin historian.

Ulxloiria Prancormn 544— 595

Gregox'y I., “The Great.” Pope. Converter of Britain. 545— 604

Gregory VII. (Hildebrand.) Greatest of the Popes. Elected

Pope in 1073, and at once began to reform the Church

and correct the abuses of simony
; determined to take

from secular rulers the power of disposition of sees

;

convened a council in 1074 which anathematized per-

sons guilty of simony, and debased from holy orders

persons not vowed to celibacy. His council of 1075

forbade kings, under penalty of excommunication,

to invest with benefices. The Emperor, Henry IV., of

Germany, deposed him, and was excommunicated.

After a humiliating penance at Canossa, Henry was

pardoned, but the reconciliation was only temporary. . . 1015—1085

Grenville, George. English statesman. Prime Minister ;

Chancellor of the Exchequer (1762-5) 1712—1770

Gresset, Jean B. L. French poet. Vert Vert 1709—1777

Gretry, Andre E. M. French composer. Richard Cceur de

Lion 1741-1813

Greuzs, Jean Baptiste. French painter. St. Mary in

Egypt 1726—1805

Grey, Lady Jane. Beheaded. Protendant to English throne 1537—1554

Grimm, Jacob L. C. German philologist and mythologist.

Discoverer of Grimm’s Law 1785—1863

Grimm, Wilhelm C. German philologist and mythologist.

Dentsch Mythologie 1786—1859

Grote. George. English historian. ITistory of Greece 1794—1871

Grotius, Hugo. Dutch publicist and theologian. De Jure

Belli et Pads 1583—1645

Grouchy, Emanuel, Marquis of. French marshal. Con-

spicuous at Eylau
;

failed to move at Waterloo 1766—1847

Guarini, Giovanni B. Italian poet. Pastor Fido 1537—1612

Guericke, Otto von. German natural philosopher. In-

ventor of the air-pump 1602—1686

Guicciardini, Francis. Florentine historian. Uisloiy of

Flofrtnce 1482—1,540

Guillotine, Joseph G. French inventor of the guillotine. 1738—1814

Guise, Charles de, Cardinal of Lorraine. French states-

man
;
Minister of Finance ;

opponent of the Protes-

tants 1525—1574

Guise, Francis of Lorraine, Due de. French general
; won

battle of Guinea
;
captured Calais from the English 1519—1563

Guizot, Fran9ois P. G. French statesman and historian.

Minister of Foreign Affairs. Histoiy of France 1787—1874

Gustavus I. (Vasa.) King of Sweden. Won back crown

of Sweden from the King of Denmark 1490—1560

Gustavus II. (Adolphus.) King of Sweden. General.

Began to reign in his 17th year ; soon afterward de-

feated the Czar and the King of Poland
;
invited to be-

come the head of the Protestant party in Germany, he

entered Pomerania with 8,000 men, and took town after

town
;
defeated (1631) Marshal Tilly at Leipzig, and the

next year on the banks of the Lech, where Tilly was
slain. The Emperor now called in the great Wallen-

stein to oppose Gustavus
;

the two generals met at

Lutzen; Gustavus was mortally wounded, but the im-

perial army under Wallenstein was repulsed 1594—1632

Gutenberg, John. German inventor of printing 1400—1468

Guyon, Mme. Jeanne M. B. de la Mothe. French mystic.

Th£ Song of Songs of Solonum 1648—1717

Gwynn, Eleanor (Nell). Actress. Mistress of Charles II. 1687

Habakkuk. One of the minor Jewish prophets. Flour-

ished 600 B.c.

Hacklander, Friedrich M. German novelist. Nameless

IPistones 1816—1877

BORN. DIED.

Hadrian. Emperor of Rome (117-138); built wall across

Britain
;
patron of art and letters 76— 138

Hafiz, Mohammed. Persian poet. Dimn.. 1300—1389

Hahnemann, Samuel C. F. German founder of homoe-

opathy
;
proposed homoeopathy, 1796 ; every affection

to be cured by medicine having power to produce simi-

lar affection in healthy patients; published Organmn of
Rational Medicine, 1810 1765-1843

Hakluyt, Richard. English writer. Collector of Voyages. 1554—1616

Hale, Sir Matthew. English judge and law writer. Pleas

of the Crown 1609—1676

Hale, Nathan. American Revolutionary soldier. Shot as

a spy 1755—1776

Haliburton, Thomas C. (“ Sam Slick.” ) Nova Scotian

judge and humorist. Cloclcmaker ; or, the Sayings and
Doings ofSam Slick, of Slickville 1796—1865

Halifax, Charles Montague, Earl of. English statesman

and scholar
;
leader of the Whigs

;
Chancellor of the Ex-

chequer
;
patron of art and letters 1661—1715

Hall, Joseph, Bishop of Norwich. English writer and sat-

irist. Poetical Satires 1574—1656

HaU, Robert. English Baptist divine and eloquent preach-

er. Apologyfor the Freedom of the Press 1764—1831

Hallam, Arthur Henry. Hero of Tennyson’s In Me-

moriam 1811—1833

Hallam, Henry. English historian. Constitutional His-

tory of England ; Middle Ages 1778—1859

HaUeck, Fitz-Greene. American poet. Marco Bozzaris. 1790—1867

Haller, Albert von. German philosopher and physician.

Elements of the Physiology of the Human Body 1708—1777

Halley, Edmund. English astronomer
;

first to calculate

return of a comet 1656—1742

Hamilcar. Carthaginian general. F'ather of Hannibal.

Made conquests in Spain
;
leader of popular party. .B.c. 229

Hamilton, Alexander. American statesman and finan-

cier; born in Island of Nevis, West Indies. Aide-de-

camp and secretary to Washington in Revolutionary

War ; began practice of law in New York, 1783 ;
lead-

ing member of the Convention of 1787
;

principal

author of the Federalist

;

Secretary of the Treasury,

1789-95
;
killed in a duel by Aaron Burr 1757—1804

Hamilton, Anthony, Count. Irish courtier and writer.

MemoU'S of Grammont 1646—1726

Hamilton, James, Duke of. Scotch Royalist general
;

defeated by Cromwell at Preston ; executed for treason 1606—1649

Hamilton, Sir William. Scotch metaphysician 1788—1856

Hamilton, Sir William R. Irish mathematician. Ele-

ments of Quaternions 180.5—1865

Hampden, John. English statesman and patriot. Re-

fused to pay ship money, 1636 ; one of the leaders of

the opposition in the Long Parliament ; slain in a skir-

mish with Prince Rupert’s forces 1594—1643

Hancock, John. American Revolutionary statesman
;

President of the Continental Congress 1737—1793

Hancock, Winfield S. American general ;
commanded

corps at Gettysburg ;
Democratic candidate for Presi-

dent in 1880 1824

Handel, George F. German composer ; composed sonatas

at 10 ;
produced Almeiic, 1706 ; Roderigo, 1708 ; Ri-

naldo, 1710; became chapel-master to George L, 1714,

and spent the rest of his life in England. His oratorio

of Saul was produced, 1740 ;
his masterpiece, the Mes-

siah, 1741. Among his other works are Moses in

Egypt, Samson, and .lephthah 1684—1759

Hannibal. Carthaginian general against Rome. Son of

Hamilcar, who swore him to eternal enmity with the

Romans. He became commander of the Carthaginian

army, 221 b.c. ; captured Saguntum, 219; crossed the

Alps, 218 ;
defeated the Romans at the Ticino and the

Trebia
; routed Flaminius at Lake Thrasybulus, 217

;

destroyed Roman army at Cannee ; took Tarentum, 213 ;
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was called back to Carthage, 203 ;
defeated by Scipio at

Zama, 202; finally poisoned himself to escape falling

into the hands of the Romans b.c. 247— 1S3

Hardenberg, Frederick von. “Novalis.” German author.

Heinrich von. Oflerdingtn 1772—1801

Hardinge, Henry, Viscount. British statesman and gen-

eral in India ;
conquered the Sikhs

;
commander-in-

chief of Engiish army 1785—1856

Hardwicke, Philip York, fir-st Ear! of. English jurist.

Lord Chancellor of England 1690—1764

Hardy, Thomas. English novelist. Fur from the Mud-
ding Crowd 1840

Hardy, Sir Thomas M. English admiral
;

one of the

officers of Nelson’s flag-ship at Trafalgar 1769—1839

Hare, Augustus W. English divine and author. Guesses

at Truth 1792—1834

Hare, Julius C. English divine and author. Guesses at

Truth 1795—18.50

Harley, Robert. First Earl of Oxford. English states-

man
;
Chancellor of the Exchequer ; secured Treaty of

Utrecht 1661—1724

Harrington, James. English speculative writer. Oceana 1611—1677

Harrison, William Henry. American general and states-

man
; signer of Declaration of Independence ; Gov-

ernor of Virginia
;
born in Va. ; entered army in 1791 ;

aide-de-camp to Gen. Wayne
;
Gov. of Indiana, 1801-13

;

defeated Indians at Tippecanoe; made major-gen.,

1813 ; elected to Congress, 1817 ; to the Senate, 1824 ;

Minister to Columbia, 1828 ; Whig candidate for Presi-

dent, 1836 ;
elected President, 1840 1773—1841

Harte, Francis Bret. American novelist and poet. The.

Heathen. Chinee ; Gabriel Conroy ; Luck of Roanng
Camp; Flip 1839

Hartington, Spencer C. Cavendish, Marquis of. English

Liberal statesman
;
leader of the Liberals 1833

Hartley, David. English philosophical writer. Observa-

tions on Man 1705—1777

Harvard, John. Colonial divine. Benefactor of Harvard
College 1608-1688

Harvey, William, English ])hysician. Discoverer of the

circulation of the blood 1578—1057

Hasdrubal. Punic general. Brother of Hannibal
; de-

feated the Scipios in Spain
;
defeated and slain at the

river Metaurus b.c. 207

Hastings, Warren. British statesman and general ;

President of the Council of Bengal
; conqueror of

Hyder Aly
;
impeached, but acquitted 1733—1818

Havelock, Sir Henry. British general in Sepoy rebellion
;

defeated Sepoys at Cawnpore ; relieved Lucknow 1795—1857

Hawkins, Sir John. British naval commander; served

against Armada. First Englishman to engage in slave

trade 1521-1595

Hawthorne, Nathaniel. American romance writer.

Marble Fawn ; The Scarlet Letter ; The House of Seren

Gables ; The Blithedule Rmnance ; Mosses frmn an. Old
Manse; Septimius ; Twice-UM Tedes ; English Note-

Books 1804—1864

Haydn, Francis Joseph. German composer. When a boy
he became a chorister at Vienna ; learned Italian from
Metastasio

;
between the ages of 19 and 26, com])osed

many sonatas, concertos, and symphonies
; from 1760

to 1790 was chapel-master to Prince Esterhazy at Ei.sen-

stadt; produced (1791) six noble symphonies at Lon-

don
; 1798, his masterpiece. The Creation 1732—1809

Haves, Rutherford B. American politician
;

born in

Ohio
;
admitted to bar, 1845

;
brigadier-gen. in Civil

War; entered Congress at its close; re-elected, 1866;

Gov. of Ohio, 1868-76 ; President, 1877-81 1822 —
Hayne, Robert II. American lawyer and senator. Nulli-

fier; Governor of S. C.; opponent of Webster in discuss-

ing Constitution 1791—1839

BORN. DIED.

Hazlitt, W’illiam. English critic and author. Characters

of Shakespeare's Tluys. 1778—1830

Heathfield, George Augustus Eliot, Lord. English gov-

ernor of Gibraltar, which he successfully defended

against France and Spain for tliree years 1718—1790

Heber, Reginald. Bishop of Calcutta. English author.

Hymns Adapted to the Weekly Church Service 1783—1826

Hegel, George W. F. German philosopher ;
professor of

philosophy at Heidelberg and Berlin. He develops his

system of philosophy (claimed by his disciples to be the

most logical of systems) in the Encyclopaedia of the

Philosophical Sciences. Logics and metaphysics are

identical in his system. He continues and completes

Kant, Fichte, Schelling 1770—1831

Heine, Heinrich. German lyric poet and satirist. Reise-

bilde ; Lieder 1799—1856

Heliogabalus. Roman emperor and gourmand. Infa-

mous, cruel, exiravagant
;
slain by his soldiers 205— 222

Heloise. French nun, beloved by Abelard 1101—1164

Helps, Sir Arthur. English author. History of the Span-

ish Conquest of America 1817—1875

Helvetius, Claude A. French philosopher and writer.

On the Mind 1715-1771

Hemans, Felicia D., Mrs. English poetess. Restoration

of the Works of Art to Rcdy 1794-1835

Hennepin, Louis. French explorer of the Mississippi . . . 1640—1699

Henrietta Maria. French qneen of Charles I. of Eng-

land ; daughter of Henry IV. and Marie de Medici ... . 1609—1669

Henry I. “ The Fowler.” Emperor of Germany. De-

feated the Hungarians at Merseburg 876— 9-36

Henry IV. Emperor of Germany. Opponent of Hilde-

brand 1050—1106

Henry IV. “The Great.” (Henry of Navarre.) King of

France. Won battle of Ivry ; issued Edict of Nantes. . 1553—1610

Henry I. King of England. “Beauclerc.” Defeated his

brother Robert, from whom he usurped the throne 1068—1135

Henry II. King of England ;
conqueror of Ireland. Is-

sued Constitutions of Clarendon 11.33—1189

Henry V. King of England. Conqueror at Agincourt. . . 1388—1422

Henry VIII. King of England. “Defender of the

Faith.” Suppressed the monasteries ; much married. . 1491—1547

Henry, Patrick. American orator and Revolutionary

patriot. “ Give me Liberty, or give me Death.” 1736—1799

Herbert, Rev. George. English Christian lyric poet.

Poems ; Our Country Parson 1593— 16133

Herder, Johann E. von. German scholar and author.

Ideas on the Philosophy of the History of Mankind 1744—1803

Herod. “ The Great.” King of the Jews. Ordered as.«as-

sination of infants at birth of Christ b.c. 73— 4

Herodotus. Greek historian. History b.c. 484— 408

Herrick, Robert. English clergyman and poet. Hesperi-

des ; or. Poems Human ami Divine 1591—1674

Herschel, Sir Frederick N. English astronomer
;
discov-

erer of Uranus 1738—1822

Herschel, Sir John F. N. English astronomer. Prelimi-

nary Discourse on the Study of Natural Philosophy 1792—1871

Hesiod. Greek poet. IForlx and Days. Flourished

800 B.c.

Heyne, Christian G. German clas.sical .scholar. Editor

of Tirgil 1729-1812

Hezekiah. Kingof Jndtih. Defeated the Assyrian king,

Sennacherib B.c. 750— 698

Hildreth, Richard. American historian. History of the

United States 1807—1803

Hill, Rowland. English Calvinistic Jlcthodist preacher.

Milage Dialogues 1744—18.33

Hill, Sir Rowland. English originator of cheap postage.. 1795—1870

Hillard, George S. American lawyer and scholar. Six

Months in Italy 1808—187''

Hippocrates. Greek physician and writer. On Air,

Water, and Locality B.c. 460— 357
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BOKN. DIED.

Hobbes, Tlumias. English pliilosopher. Himum Xaliire

;

Lwialhaii 15HH- hit!)

Hoffman, Ernest T. W. German romantic novcii.'t.

Str’(ij>ion's Bn'idcr 17T6- 1K22

Hogarth, William. English painter. The Jliiki 's Prog-

ress. 1697— 1761

Hogg, 'James. Scottish poet. “The Etlrick Shepheid.”

The Queen's Wake 177a—18t«

Holbein, Ilans. German painter. The Dance, of Death.

Pensioned hy Henry VIII., and during liis residence

in England iiainled portraits of the principal persons in

Henry’s court. Among liis most admired \vork.s are a

Last Supper, an .ii/oralion. of the. Shepherds and Kings,

and portraits of Erasmus and Sir Thomas More 1198— 1.V1.3

Holmes, Oliver Wendell. American poet, physician, and

novelist. Elsie'. Vainer; The Autocrat of the Breakfast

Table ; The Guardian Angel ; Poems ; The D on Gale ;

The Poet at the Breakfast Table. Piofeesor at Harvard

Medical School 1809

Holt, Sir John. English jurist. Lord Chief Justice of

England 1048-1709

Homer. Greek epic poet. Iliael and Odyssey. Seven

cities claimed the honor of his birth, but his actual

birthplace is unknown ;
probably it was in Asia Minor.

According to tradition, he was blind and poor—

a

sort of wandering minstrel. The times of his birth

and death are likewise uncertain, and his existence

is doubted by some, who maintain that the Iliad

and Odyssey are collections of songs by different au-

thors B.c. lOthcent'y.

Hood, Thomas. English poet and humorist. Song of

the Shirt; Whims and Oddities; Eugene Aram's

Dream 1798—1845

Hook, Theodore E. English novelist and wit. Sayings

and Doings 1788— 1841

Hooker, Ricliaid. English theologian. Ecclesiastical

Polity 1553—1600

Hooker, Joseph. American general ; commander of the

Army of the Potomac, 1863
;
defeated at Chanccllors-

ville 1815-1879

Horace (Q. Horatius Flaccus). Latin poet and satirist.

Odes, Epistles, Satires b.c. 65— 8

Hortensius, Quintus. Roman lawyer and orator ; con-

sul : rival of Cicero in eloquence b.c. 114— 50

Houston, Samuel. American general and statesman ;

commander in-chief of the Texan army
;

captured

Santa Anna ; Governor of Tcxa.s 1793- 186;i

Howard, John. English philanthropist and prison re-

former. The Slate of the Prisons in England 1726—1790

Howe, Samuel G. American philanthropist. Teacher of

the blind 1801-1876

Hugo, Victor. French poet, dramatist, and novelist. Es
Miserables ; Notre Dame 1809

Humboldt, C. Wilhelm von. German philologist. Mf-

moir On Comparative Linguistics 1767—1SI5

Humboldt, F. H. Alexander von. German naturalist.

Traveled in South America, Mexico, and the United

States, 1799-1804 ; lived in Paris for next twenty years,

and jmblishcd scionliftc results of his travels
;
traveled

in Asiatic Russia iu 1829
;
published Cosmos, an Essay

of a Physical Description of the Universe, 1845-58 1769—1859

Hume, David. Scottish phiiosopher and historian. Ilis-

Urry of England ; Enquiry into the Principles of Human
Nature 1711—1776

Hunt, J. H. Leigh. English author. The Seer 1784—1859

Hunt, William II. English painter. The Light of the

World 1827

Hunter, John. British surgeon and anatomist 1728—1793

Huss, John. Bohemian reformer. On the Church. At
Council of Constance, given up by Emperor Sigis-

mund, and burned 1376—1415
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Hutten, Ulrich von. German soldier and author. Epis-

iolae Obscurorum Virorujn 1488—1.523

Huxley, Thomas 11. English physicist. Physiology 1825

Ingres, Jean D. A. French painter. The Apotfuosis of

Homer 1781 — 1.S67

Innocent III. One of the greatest of the popes. Elected

Pope in 1198; put France under the ban, 1199, because

Philip Augustus repudiated his queen
;
Innocent com-

pelled him to take her back. He organized the fourth

Crusade,which resulted in the capture of Constantinople;

excommunicated and deposed Otho, Emperor of Ger-

many, 1212, and crowned Frederick II. in his place. In

a dispute with King John, he put England under the

ban, till John (1213) agreed to hold England and Ireland

as fiefs of the Holy Sec, and to pay an annual tribute

of 1,000 marks. In 1214 he crushed the Albigensians.. . 1161-1216

Irving, Edw.ard. Scotch Presbyterian clergyman
;

cele-

brated preacher; claimed “gift of tongues.” For the

Oracles of God 17!(2— 1834

Irving, J. Henry B. English actor. Great in Shakc-

.spearian parts 1838

Irving, Washington. American author. Bracebridge Hall

;

The Sketch Book. Born iu New York
;

studied law
;

lived much abroad
;
was Minister to Spain, 1842 ; His-

tory of New York; The Conquest of Gianada ; Life of

Washington ; Columbus ; Tales of a Traveller ; Wol-

fert’s Boost 1783— 18.59

IsabeUa. “ The Catholic ” Queen of Castile. Patroness

of Christopher Columbus 1451—1504

Isaiah. Hebrew prophet. Flourished b c. 740

Isocrates- Athenian orator
;
said to have died of grief at

hearing of battle of Chaeronea. Twenty-one of his

Orations UK extant b.c. 4.36— 338

Ivan II. “ The Terrible.” Czar of Russia. Fought Swe-

den and Poland. Established first printing-press iu

Russia, 1582 1529—1.584

Jackson, Andrew. American general and statesman ;

born in N. C. ;
began to practice law at Nashville, Tenn.,

1788 ;
M.C., 1796 ;

Senator, 1797; re-signed, 1798 ;
Judge

Tenn. Supreme Court, 1798-1804; defeated Creek Indians,

1814 ;
won battle of New Orleans, 1815 ;

in Seminole

War, 1817-18 ;
Senator, 1823

;
President, 1829-37 1767—1845

Jackson, Thomas J. (“Stonewall.”) American Confeder-

ate general. Captured Harper’s Ferry with 11,000 pris-

oners
;
defeated Banks 1826—1863

James I. King of Scotland (1406-.37). Assassinated by

his nobles. The King's Quhair 1394—1431

I

James IV. King of Scotland. Defeated and killed at

Flodden 1473—1513

James I. King of England. Pedantic and narrow-

minded
;
truckled to Spain; failed to siipjiort Elector

Palatine
;

executed Raleigh. A Counterblast to To-

bacco 1566—1625

James II- King of England. Lost his throne by revolu-

tion 163:1—1701

James, George P. R. English novelist. Adra; or. The
Peruvian 1801—1860

James, Henry, Jr. Ameiican novelist. Portrait of a
Lady 1843

Jameson, Mrs. Anna. English art writer. Legends of the

Madonna 1797—1869

Jansenius, Cornelius. Bishop of Ypres. Flcmi.sh theolo-

gian
;
founder of the Jansenists 1585—1638

Jasmin. Jacques. French (Provem.al) poet. “ The Barber

Poet” The Blind Girl of Castel Cuille 1798— 1864

Jay, John. American jurist, diplomatist and statesman
;

negotiated treaty with England
;
one of the authors of

Federalist 17.54—1829

I
Jeanne D’Arc (The Maid of Orleans). A peasant girl in
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Lorraine ;
believing herself inspired by Heaven to raise

the siege of Orleans and crown Charles at Rheims, she

set out to the king in 1429, was given a command, raised

the siege of Orleans in one week, won the battles of

Jargean and Patay, and Charles was crowned at Rheims.

Taken in a skirmisii by the Burgundians, she was de-

livered to the English and burned as a sorceress 1411—1431

Jefferson, Joseph. American actor. Great as Bi}) Van

lU/ikle 1829

Jefferson, Thomas. American statesman. Born in Va.,

studied law ;
member Va. House of Burgesses; in Con-

tinental Congress, 1775 ; drew up Declaration of Inde-

pendence, 1776; Governor of Va., 1779-81; Resident'Min-

ister at Paris, 1785-89 ;
Secretary of State, 1789-93; Vice-

President, 1797-1801 ;
President, 1801-9 1743—1826

Jeffrey, Francis, Lord. Scotch judge and critic. Editor

of the Editiburgh Review 1773—1850

Jeffreys, George. Infamous English Judge ;
Lord Chief

Justice and Lord Chanceilor 1640—1689

Jenner, Edward. English physician. Discoverer of vac-

cination 1749—1823

Jeremiah. Hebrew proplict. Author of most of the

Book of Jeremiah, and of all of tlie Book of Lamenta-

tions. Flourished .b.c. 580

Jerome, Saint. Church father, Latin writer. Lives and

Writings of the Early Christian Fathers 346- 420

Jerrold, Douglas N. English humorist and dramatist.

Black-Eyed Susan ; Caudle Lectures 1803—1857

Jewel, John. Bishop of Salisbury. English theologian.

AlX)logy for the Church of England 1512—1571

Joel. One of the twelve minor Hebrew prophets. Flour-

ished ...B.c. 775

John VI., ‘‘ Palaeologus.” Emperor of the East. Made
disgraceful treaty with the Turks 1315 —1371

John XXIII. (Balthasar Cossa.) Italian Pope (1410-15).

Deposed by Council of Constance 1419

John. King of England. Granter of Magna Charta 1166-1216

John II. King of Franco. “ The Good.” Defeated and

made prisoner at battle of Poitiers 1320—1364

John II. King of Portugal. “The Great.” Captured

Tangier; defeated the Castilians 1455—1495

John III. (John Sobieski.) King of Poland. Expelled

the Turks from Austria and Poland 1629—1696

John of Austria, Don. Ruler of the Netherlands ; beat the

Turks in the great naval battle at Lepanto 1545—1578

John of Gaunt (Ghent). Son of Edward III. Duke of Lan-

caster. “Time-honored Lancaster." 1340—1399

Johnson, Andrew. American statesman. Born in N. C.;

learned tailor's trade in Teun.; M.C., 1843-53; Gov. of

Tenn., 1853-7 ; Senator, 1857 ;
Military Gov. of Tenn.,

1862 ;
elected Vice-President, 1864

;
President on death

of Lincoln, April 15, 1865 ;
impeached, but acquitted,

1868 ;
subsequently reelected to the Senate 1808—1875

Johnson, Samuel. English poet, critic, and scholar

;

born in Lichfield
;
educated at Oxford

;
did hack work

for booksellers
;
went to London with Garrick, 1737

;

published London, 1738 ; lAfe of Richard Savage, 1744 ;

Vanity of Human Wishes, 1749 ; Dictionary, 1756 ; Ras-

selas, 1759 ;
Lives of the Poets, 1781 1709—1784

Johnson, Sir Wiiiiara. Commander-in-Chief in America

;

superintendent of Indian affairs 1715—1774

Johnston, Albert Sydney. American Confederate general.

Attacked Grant at Shiloh, and was killed 1803—1862

Joinville, Jean, Sieur de. French statesman and his-

torian. History of Louis IX 1223—1319

Jomini, Henri, Baron. Swiss military writer and critic.

Cntical and Military History of the Campaign of the

Revolution 1779—1869

Jonah. Hebrew prophet. Book of Jonah. Flourished e c. 800

Jones, Inigo. English architect. Designed the palace at

Whitehali 1573—1652
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I

Jones, John Panl. American Revolutionary naval officer
;

^

naval victories over British 1747—1792

j

Jones, Sir William. English scholar and Orientalist. Ftr-

I

Sian Grammar 1746—1794

' Jonson, Ben. English poet and dramatist, bricklayer and
soldier. Every Man in his Humor; Volpone ; The Al-

chemist; The Silent Woman; Sijanus; Masques 1574—1637

Joseph II. Emperor of Germany. Abolished feudal serf-

dom : mitigated condition of the Jews 1741—1790

Josephine. Wife of Napoleon I.; Empress of France;

divorced
; widow of Alexander de Beauhamais 1763—1814

Josephus, Flavius. Jewish historian. History of the Jews. 35— 100

Joshua. Hebrew general and statesman. Commander of

the Israelites after Moses b.c. 1423

Judas Maccabeus. Hebrew patriot and general. Con-

quered several Syrian armies
;

finally defeated and
slain B.c. 160

!
Judson, Adoniram. American missionary to Burmah 1788—1850

Julian. “The Apostate.” Roman emperor. Restored

Pagan worship 331— 363

Jung: StiUing- (John H. Jung). German mystic and au-

thor. Scenesfrom the Spirit Land 1740—1817

Junot, Andoche, Due d’Abrantes. French marshal. Com-
manded army which took Lisbon 1771—1813

Justin Martyr. Greek Christian author. Apology for

the Christian Religion 103— 165

Justinian I. “ The Great.” Emperor of the East. Had
revised and published the Code, Pandects Institutes 483— 565

Juvenal (Decimus Junius Juvenalis). Latin satirist.

Satires 40— 125

Xames, Henry Home, Lord. Scotch judge and philoso-

pher. Eleiiu'uts of Criticism 1696—1782

Kane, Elisha K. American Arctic explorer. Arctic Ex-

plorations 1820—1857

Kant. Immanuel . German philosopher. Critique of Pure

Reason. In his Universal Natural History and Theory

of the Universe he anticipated the discovery of Uranus.

Another of his important works is the Critique of Prac-

tical Reason. It was his aim to determine the laws and

limits of human reason and of the human intellect in

relation to the objects of human knowledge 1724—1804

Kean, Edward. English actor. Among his greatest parts

were Shylock, Richard III., Othello, logo. King Lear,

and Sir Giles Overreach in Massinger’s A New Way to

\ Pay Old Debts 1787—1833

Keats, John. English poet
;
born in London

;
apprenticed

to a surgeon; died at Rome. Endymion; Hyperion;

1 The. Eve of St. xignes 1795—1821

I
Kemhle, John. English divine and poet. The Chnstian

\

Year 1792-1866

! Kemble, John Philip. English actor. Great in Shakes-

perian parts
; Coriolanus was his most famous role 1757—1823

Kempis, Thomas a. German Ascetic writer. Imitatio

Christi 1380—1471

Kent, James. American lawyer and judge. Chief Justice

I
of New York. Commentaries 1763—1847

I

Kenyon, Lloyd, Lord. English jurist. I,ord Cliief Justice. 1733—1802

Kepler, John. German astronomer. Published, in 1609,

Astronornia Nova, Seu Physica celestis tradita de Moti-

bus Stellae Martis. His celebrated Laws are : 1. The

orbits of the planets are elliptical. 2. The radius vector,

or line passing from a planet to the sun, passes over equal

spaces in equal times. 3. The squares of the periodic

times of the planets are proportional to the cubes of

their mean distances from the sun. He was mathema-

tician to the Emperor Rudolph 1571—1630

Key, Francis Scott. American song writer. Star Spangled

Banner 1779—1843

Kidd. William. American pirate in the East Indies. Exe-

cuted 1701
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King’, Rufus. American Federalist statesman. U. S. Sen-

ator ;
Minister to Great Britain 1755—1827

King, Thoma.s Starr. American Unitarian clergyman.

The White ITiUs 1824-1864

King, William I{. American Democratic statesman. Vice-

President
; U. S. Senator

;
Minister to France 1786—1853

Kingsley, Charles. English divine and novelist. Hypatia. 1819—1875

Kirkland, John T. American divine. President of Har-

vard College 1770—1840

Kitto, John. English Biblical scholar and divine. History

of the Bible 1804—1854

Kleber, Jean B. French general. Drove the Turks from

Cairo in Egyptian campaign
;
assassinated 1755—1800

Klopstock, Friedrich T. German poet. Messiah 1724—1803

Kneller, Sir Godfrey. English painter of portraits. Court

painter from the time of Charles I. to that of George II. 1650—1723

Knowles, James Sheridan. English dramatist. \^rgin-

iiis ; The Hunchback 1784—1862

Knox, Henry. American general. Directed artillery at

Brandywine ; Secretary of War 1750—1806

Knox, John. Scotch reformer. Fierce anti-Catholic. The

First Blast of the Trumpet 1505—1572

Kock, C. Paul de. French novelist. Many immoral novels. 1794—1871

Komer, Charles T. German soldier and lyric poet. Au-

thor of many stirring war songs 1791—1813

Kosciuszko, Thaddeus. Polish patriot and general. Com-
mander of the Polish insurgent army

;
defeated at War-

saw, which he bravely defended 1745 —1817

Kotzebue, Augustus F. F. von. German author. The

Stranger; Pizarro 1761—1819

Krummacher, Frederick A. German theologian and au-

thor. Parables 1768—1845

Kyd, Thomas. English dramatist. The Spanish Tragedy.

Flourished about 1580.

Lablache, Louis. Italian vocalist. His voice embraced

two full octaves 1794—1858

Dacordaire, Jean B. H. French preacher and author.

Life of St. Dominic 1802—1861

Lactantius, Lucius C. F. Christian Latin writer. Insti-

tutiones Divinee 325

La Fayette, Louise Motier, Mile. de. French beauty.

Exerted great influence over Louis XIII. and his

policy 1615—1665

La Fayette, Marie J. P. R. P. Gilbert Motier, Marquis de.

French patriot general in the American Revolution.

Joined American army major-general, 1775 ; commanded
advance guard of Washington at Yorktown; commander
of French national guard, 1789 ; revisited America, 1824;

took part in revolution of 1830 1757—1834

Lafontaine, Jean. French poet and fabulist. FuSIts... 1621—1695
Lagrange, Joseph L. French mathematician. Discovered

equalities of the planets. Mecanique Analytique 1736—1813

Lamartine, Alphonse M. L. de. French poet and states-

man. Jocelyn 1790—1869

Lamb, Charles. English essayist. “Elia.” Essays of Elia. 1775—1834

Lamballe, Marie T. L, de Savoie Carignon, Princess de.

Friend of Marie Antoinette. Guillotined 1747—1792
Lambert, Daniel. English fat man 1767—1809
Lambert, John. English parliamentary general. Led the

van at Dunbar 1621—1694

La Mothe le Vayer, Francis de. French skeptic and
writer. On the Virtue of the Pagans 1588—1672

La Motte Fouque, Frederick. Baron. German novelist

TJndine 1777—1843
Landon, Letitia E. English authoress. “ L. E. L.” Ro-

mance and Reality 1802—1838

Landor, Walter Savage. English poet and prosist. Im-
aginary Conversations 1775—1864

Landseer, Sir Edwin. English painter. The Old Shep-

herd's Chief Mourner 1802—1873

-f
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Langland, or Longland, Robert. English poet. Piers

Plowman (1369).

Langton, Stephen, Cardinal. English ecclesiastic. Arch-

bishop of Canterbury ;
statesman. Cooperated with the

barons against King John 1228

Lannes, Jean, Duke of Montebello. French marshal.

Commander-in-chief at Saragossa 1769—1809

Lansdowne, William Petty, 1st Marquis of. English

statesman. Secretary of State ; opposed coercion of

American colonies 1737—1805

Laplace, Pierre Simon, Marquis of. French mathema-

tician. Discovered the theory of Jupiter’s satellites

and the causes of the acceleration of the moon’s mean
motion, and of the inequality of Jupiter and Saturn. His

Exposition of the System of the Universe is a popular

form of his great work La Mecanique Celeste. He was

one of the greatest mathematicians and astronomers . . . 1749—1827

La Rochefoucauld, Francois, Duke de. French states-

man and author. Maxims 1613—1680

Latimer, Hugh, Bishop of Worcester. English reformer.

Burned 1480—1555

Latiui. Brunetto. Florentine scholar and poet. Dante’s

master. II Tescro 1230—1294

Lauderdale, John Maitland, Duke of. English states-

man. Favorite of Charles II.; member of “Cabal”
ministry 1616—1682

Laura (de Sade) of Vaucluse. Beloved by Petrarch, who
celebrates her in his sonnets 1310—1348

Laurens, Henry. American Revolutionary patriot. Presi-

dent of Congress
;
ambassador to The Hague 1724—1792

Lauzun, Antoine N. de Caumont, Duke de. Favorite of

Louis XIV.; coi»imander of the French troops at the

battle of the Boyne 1633—1723

La Valliere, Fran^oise Louise, Duchess de. Mistress of

Louis XIV 1644—1710

Lavater, John G. C. Swiss scientist and physiognomist. 1741—1801

Lavoisier, Antoine L. French chemist. Inventor of the

gasometer. Physical and Clumical Essays 1743—1794

Law, John. Scottish financier in France. Promoter of

the “ South Sea Bubble.” [See Dictionwry of Allusions.'] 1671—1729

Lawrence, Amos. American merchant. Philanthropist. 1786—1852

Lawrence, James American naval commander. Com-
mander of the Chesapeake

;
killed fighting the British

Shannon. “Don’t give up the ship.” 1781—1813

Lawrence, Sir Thomas. English painter. Portrait of
Mrs. Siddons 1769—1830

Lebrun, Charles. French painter. The Family of Darius. 1619—1690

Lebrun, Charles Fran9ois. Duke of Placentia. French
politician. Third consul

;
Governor General of Holland. 1739—1824

Lee, Arthur. American statesman and diplomatist. Mem-
ber of Congress

;
Minister to France 1740—1792

Lee, Charles. American Revolutionary general. Dismissed

for disobedience of orders at Monmouth 1730—1782

Lee, Francis Lightfoot. American Revolutionary patriot.

Member Congress ; signed Declaration of Independence 1734— 1797

Lee, Henry. American Revolutionary soldier. “Light

Horse Harry.” Served under Greene ; Governorof Vir-

ginia 1756—1818

Lee, Nathaniel. English dramatist. “The Mad Poet.”... 1655—1692

Lee, Richard Henry. American Revolutionary statesman.

Signed Declaration of Independence ; President of Con-

gress
; U. S. Senator 1732—1794

Lee, Robert Edward. American Confederate general. Com-
mander-in-chief of Confederate army 1807—1876

Leech, John. English humorous artist and caricaturist.

Drawings \a Punch 1817—1864

Lefebvre, Francois J., Duke of Dantzic. French marshal.

Conspicuous at battle of Wagram 1755—1820

Legar4, Hugh S. American lawyer and statesman. At-

torney-General of the United States. Essay on Roman
Literature 1797—1843
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Leibnitz, Godfrey William, Baron. German mathema-

tician and philosopher. In 16116 he published his trea-

tise Combinatoria; 1676, discovered the infinites-

imal calculus, about which he had a bitter dispute with

Newton. In his treatise Protogxa (1693) ho anticipated

many of the discoveries of modern geology. In 1710

appeared his Essay of Theodicea on the Goodness of God,

the Liberty of Han, and the Origin of Evil. In this he

takes optimistic ground. In his Netv Essay on the Hu-

man Understanding he opposes Locke 1646—1716

Leicester, Robert Dudley, Earl of. Favorite of Queen

Elizabeth ;
commander of tlie English contingent in

the Netherlands 1532—1588

Lely, Sir Peter. German portrait painter in England.

Painter to Charles II 1617—1680

L’Lnclos, Ninon de. French beauty and woman of gal-

lantry. Friend of some of the most illustrious French-

men 1616—1706

Leo I. Emperor of the East. “The Thracian.” Defeated

the Saracens ;
prohibited use of images in churches 400— 474

Leo III. Emperor of the East. “ The Isaurian.” Won
victory over the Huns 675— 741

Leo I. “ The Great.” Pope, 440-461. Persuaded Attila

to spare Rome 391— 461

Leo X. (Giovanni de Medici). Pope. Patron of art and

letters 1475—1521

Leonidas. King of Sparta. Leader of the Three Hundred

at ThermopyUe b.c. —— 480

Lepidus, M. Hamilius. Roman statesman. Triumvir with

Octavius and Antony; surrendered to Octavius, and was

banished b.c. 13

Le Sagre, Alain Rene. French novelist. Gil Bias 1608—1747

Lesdig-uieres, Franyois de Bonne, Due de. French gen-

eral. Commander of Protestant army in France ;
helped

Henry IV. to throne 1543—1020

Lessing, Gotthold Ephraim. German critic and poet.

Laocoon ; Xathan the^ Hlse 1729—1781

L’Estrange, Sir Roger. English translator and pamphle-

teer. Translator of Seneca’s 1616—1704

Lever, Charles. Irish novelist. Hurry Lorrequer 1806—1872

Lewes, George II. English philosopher and author. Bio-

graphicai History of Philosophy 1817—1878

Lewis, Matthew Gregory. “ Monk.” English novelist.

The Monk 1775—1818

Leyden, Lucas van. Dutch painter. Ecce Homo 1494—15.33

L’Hopital, Michael de. French lawyer and chancellor.

Prevented introduction of Inquisition into France 1505—1.573

Lichtenstein, Joseph W., Prince of. Austrian com-

mander. Commanded army in Italy ; won victory at

Piacenza 1696—1772

Lilly, John. Engiish dramatist and author. Euphnes.. . 1553—1600

Lincoln, Abraham. President of the Hnited States, 1861-

1805. Born in Ky. ;
afterwards removed to III ; captain

in Black Hawk Wai ; admitted to Illinois bar, 1836 ;

Whig M.C., 1840 ; unsuccessful candidate for Senator

against Douglas, 1856 ;
elected President, 1860; reelect-

ed, 1864 ; assassinated by J. Wilkes Booth, April 14,

1865 ;
died April 15 1809—1865

Lingard, John. English Roman Catholic divine and his-

torian. History of England 1711—18.51

Linnaeus, diaries von. German botanist. Studied medi-

cine and natural history; published o/" Wati/t'c,

1735 ; Genera of Plants, 17.37 ; Philosnphia Botanica,

1751; Species Plantarnm, 1753; designated each species

of plants by adding single epithet to name of genus 1707—1778

Lipsius, ,lustus. Flemish classical scholar, and critic.

Variae Lectiones
; Commentary on Tacitns 1547—1606

Liszt, Franz. Hungarian pianist. He made a great sensa-

tion in Paris and in London. Having heard Paganini

jilay on the violin, he was seized with a desire to learn

that instrument, on which he soon became a skilled per-
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former ; is hardly less noted for his love affairs than for

his musical proficiency
;
now (1882) lives in Italy 1811

Liverpool, Charles Jenkinson, 1st Earl of. English states-

man. Secretary of War under Lord North 1727—1808

Liverpool, Robert B. Jenkinson, 2d Earl of. English

Whig statesman. Prime Minister, 1812-27 1770—1828

Livingston, David. African explorer. Narrative of an

Expedition to the Zambesi. 1817—1873

Livingston, Edward. American lawyer and statesman.

Secretary of State ;
Minister to France. System of Penal

Laio 1764—1836

Livingston, Phiiip. American Revolutionary statesman.

Signer of Declaration of Independence 1716—1778

Livingston, Robert R. American statesman and diplo-

matist. Member of Congress ;
Minister to Franco 1746—1813

Lobeira, Vasco de. Portuguese author. Amadis de Gunl. 1360—1403

Locke, John. English philosopher. Unman Understand-

ing. In Essay on the Human Understanding (1690)

maintains human mind has no innate ideas, but latter

are result of sensation and reflection. Letters on Tolera-

tion ; Treatise on Education ; The Peasonableness of

Christianity 1632—1704

Lockhart, Joiin Gibson. Scottish scholar and author.

Life of Scott 1794-1854

Longfellow, Henry Wadsworth. American poet; born

in Portland, Maine; educated at Bowdoin College, where

he was professor of modern languages ;
held a similar

chair at Harvard, 18.35-54
;

imblished Hyperion, 1839

;

Ballads and other Poems, 1841
;
Poems on Slavery, 1842 ;

The Spanish Student, 1843
;
Poets and Poetry <f Enrerpe,

1845
;
The Belfry of Bruges, 1846

;
Evangeline, 1847

;

The Golden Legend, 1851
;
Hiawatha, 1855

;
iRles Stan-

dish. Tales of a iVayside Inn, Translation of Dante, Af-

termath, Keramos, Ultima Thule 1807—1882

Longinus, Dionysius C. Greek philosopher and critic.

The Sublime 212— 27.3

Lorris, William de. French poet. Roman de la Pose 1240

Louis I. Emperor of the West. “ Le Debonnaire.” Di-

vided the empire among his sons 778— 840

Louis IX. “Saint.” King of France. Crusader. Cap-

tured by the Saracens ; famous for his virtue 1215—1270

Louis XI. King of France. Builder up of the monarchy;

opponent of Charles of Burgundy 1423—1483

Louis XIV. King of France. Son of Louis XIII. and
Anne of Austria

;
ascended throne under regency of

his mother, 1643 ;
after the death of Muzarin, acted as

his own minister, Colbert being his Minister of Finance;

annexed large part of Flanders and Franche Comte

(1667); revoked Edict of N.intes, 1685 ;
fought England,

Austria, Spain, and Prince of Orange, and engaged in

the war of the Spanish Succession, his grandson having

been appointed heir to the Spanish throne
;
was a patron

of literature and the arts , . 1638—1715

Louis XV. King of France. Defeated the English at

Fontenoy
;
sensual and careless 1710—1774

Louis XVI. King of France. Guillotined by his people. 1754—1793

Louis Philippe. King of France. “ The citizen king.”

Abdicated in 1848 1773—18.50

Louvois, Fran^'ois M. Le Tellier, Marquis of. Fiench

statesman. Minister of Louis XIV ;
caused revocation

of Edict of Nantes 1641—1691

Lovejoy, Elijah P. American Abolitionist. Murdered by

a mob at Alton, Illinois 1802—1837

Lover, Samuel. Irish novelist Handy Andy 1797—1868

Lowell, James Russell. American poet, critic and diplo-

matist. The Bigelenv Papers; The Vision of Sir Lannful;

The Commemoration Ode ; Fable for Critics ; The

Cftlhedrnl ; Among my Bonks; My Study Windoivs.

Minister to S])ain and England 1819

Lowell, .John. .American statesman and lawyer. Pro-

moted abolition of slavery in Massachusetts 1743—1802
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Loyola, Ignatius. Spanish founder of the Jesuits. Was

at first a soldier, then became a monk and preacher

;

(1523) made a pilgrimage to Jerusalem
; 1534, in associa-

tion with St. Francis Xavier and Laiuez, he founded the

Society of Jesus, with the object of renovating the

Church and converting the infidels ; became its superior

in 1540; left a devotional work called Spirilual Exercise 14'.)1— 1.53G

Lubbock, Sir John. English banker and naturalist. M.P.

T/ie Origin, of Civilization 1834

Lucan (Liicanus), M. Anuams. Roman poet. Pharsalia. .39— (15

Lucian. Greek satirist. Dialogues of the Dead 125— 2(X)

Lucretius. Roman philosophical poet. De Rernm Na-

tura. Committed suicide ; his work On the Nature of

Things expounds the physical and ethical doctrines of

Epicurus . .. .. . B.c. 95— 55

LucuUus, L. Licinius. Roman general. Conqueror of

Mithridates; celebrated for wealth andgood dinners. b.c. 110— 57

Lully, Raymond. French philosopher. Ars Magna 1234—1315

Luther, Martin. German reformer. Became a priest in 1507;

published (1517) 95 propositions against indulgences,

which Tetzel was then selling in Germany. A great con-

troversy arose, and Luther's works were condemned
by Leo X. Luther burnt the Pope’s Bull at Witten-

burg
;
attended the Diet of Worms, and was protected ;

left mouasticism (1524), and married Catherine de Bora,

an ex-nun (1525). Justification by faith was the central

point of his theology 1483—1540

Lycurgus. Spartan legislator. Instituted community of

property and double executive at Sparta in the 9th.

Cent.. B.c.

Lyell, Sir Charles. English geologist. Geological Evi-

dence of the Antiquity of Man 1797—1875

Lyndhurst, John S. Copley, Lord. English Lord Chan-

cellor 1772-1803

Lyon, Nathaniel. American general. Commander of the

Department of Missouri ; killed at battle of Wilson’s

Creek 1819—1801

Lysias. Athenian orator. Thirty-five orations b.c. 458— .378

Lyttelton, Sir Thomas. English lawyer and judge. Tenures 1420— 1481

Lytton, Sir Edward G. E. Lytton Bulwer, Baron. English

novelist and dramatist. The Caxtons ; Jiic/ulieii 1805—1873

Lytton, Lord Edward Robert Bulwer. (“ Owen Meredith.”)

English statesman and novelist. Lucille 1831

Macaulay, Thomas Babington, Lord. English historian

and essayist. Ilistory of England. Essays; Lays of

Ancient Rome 1809—1859

Maccabaeus, Judas. [See Judas Maccabaeus.]

Macchiavelli, Nicolo. Italian statesman (Secretary of

the Republic) and author. Tire Prince ; History of Flor-

ence 1419—1.527

McClellan, George B. American general. Won battle

of Antietam in the late civil war 1826

McClosky, John, Cardinal. American Catholic divine. .. 1810

Mackenzie, Henry. English novelist. Man of Feeling .

.

1745—1851

Mackintosh, Sir James. Scotch historian. IPislory of
the Revolution in England 1765—1852

Maepherson, James. Scotch scholar and poet. Ossian . 1738—1790

MaePherson, James P. American general. Commanded
army of Tennessee; made Jackson retreat to Atlanta. 1828—1864

Macready, William C. English actor. Great in Shake-

spearian purt.s Made hisde6i/t(1816)as Orestes ; played

Richard III., and other Shakespearian parts
;
visited U.

S., 1848-9
;
retired from the stage in 1861 179.3—1873

Madison, James. American statesman. Member of the

Virginia Legislature, of the convention of 1787, and a

strenuous advocate of the Constitution
;

joint author

with Hamilton and Jay of the F< deralist

;

M. C., 1789-

97 ; Secretary of State, 1801-9 ; President, 1809-17 17.51—1836

Magellan, Ferdinand dc. Portuguese navigator. Magel-

lan’s Straits is named after him 1470—1521

BORN. DIED.

Mahomet. Arabian prophet. Founder of Mohammedan-
ism. Lived in the practice of the regular religion till

he was 40 years of age. Receiving a pretended revela-

tion from Allah, he devoted himself henceforth to the

propagation of his new religion, llis faith was rejected

at Mecca, but taken up at Medina. He fled from Mecca

622 (The Hegira) ; was originally a monogamist, and at

first asserted liberty of conscience 570— 632

Mahomet II. “The Great.” Sultan of Turkey. Captor

of Constantinople 1430—1481

Mai, Angelo, Cardinal. Italian antiquarian and scholar.

Discovered and published six books of Cicero’s lost

Republic 178*2-1854

Maintenon, Framboise d’Aubigne, Mme. de. Mistress of

Louis XIV.; married the comic poet Scarron, 1652
;
(he

died, 1660); made governess of the Due du Maine, 1070 ;

given estate of Maintenon, 1674 ;
secretly married Louis

XIV., 1685 ;
exerted great religious influence over him. 1635—1719

Maistre, Joseph de. French author. Soirees de SI. Peters-

burg 1753—1821

Maistre, Xavier de. French author. Walk Around My
Room 1763—1852

Malthus, Thomas Robert, Rev. English political econo-

mist. Essay on the Principle of Population 1766—1854

Mandeville, Sir John. English traveler in the East. Often

called the first English prose writer 1.300—1372

Manfred. Son of the Emperor Frederick II. King of

Naples and Sicily. Defeated by Charles of Aragon 1233—1266

Manning*, Henry Edward, Cardinal. English Catholic

prelate and author 1808

Mansfield, William Murray, Earl of. English Lord Chief

Justice. Boru in Scotland, educated at Oxford, and

called to the bar in 1731 ; became Solicitor-General in

1743, having previously acquired a large practice. In

Parliament he distinguished himself by his oratory; was

made Attorney-General in 17.54, and Chief Justice of

the King’s Bench in 1756, being at the same time created

Baron Mansfield 1705—1793

Mantegna, Andrea. Italian painter. The Triumph of

\

Julius Ceesar 1431—1506

Manutius, Aldus. Venetian printer and scholar. In-

ventor of Italic type. The Aldine Editions 1449—1515

Manutius, Aldus. Venetian printer and author. On the

Roman Senate 1547—1597

Manzoni, Alessandro, Count. Italian author. 1 Prot/ussi

Sjmsi 1784-187.3

1 Marat, Jean P. French Revolutionist. Assassinated. .. . 1744—1793

I

Marcellus, Marcus Claudius. Roman general and states-

man. Conqueror of Syracuse b.c. 270— 208

Margaret, “ Semiramis of the North.” Queen of Norway,

Sweden and Denmark i;553—1412

I

Margaret of Austria. Regent of the Netherlands. Took
part in the league of Cambray 1480—15.30

Margaret of Parma. Regent of the Netherlands. Mother

of Alexander Farncse 152‘2— 1.586

Margaret of Valois. Sister of Francis I. of Fiance. Au-
thoress. Heplameron. Queen of Navarre 1492—1.549

Maria Louisa. Empress of Napoleon I.; daughter of

Francis I. of Austria 1791—1847

Maria Theresa. Empress of Austria and Queen of Hun-
gary. Daughter of Charles VI., Emperor of Germany,
and wife of Francis, Duke of Lorraine. Prussia, Spain,

Sardinia, Bavaria and Saxony disputed her title to her

father’s estate. She drove out the French and Bava-

rians, and made peace with Pnissia. Francis was chosen

Emperor in 1745, but she was the real power ; took part

in the Seven Years’ War
;
abolished feudal service 1717—1780

Marius, Cains. Roman general and stalesman. Consul.

Defeated Cimbri and Teutones
;
leader of the popular

faction
;

rival of Snila n.c. 1.57— 86

Marlborough, John Clmrchill, Duke of. English com-
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mander. Married Sarah Jennings, 1678 ;
favorite of the

Duke of York
;
made Earl of Marlborough, 1689

;
com-

manded English forces in Low Countries, 1689 ;
deposed

for his Jacobite intrigue, 1692 ;
restored, 1696 ; com-

mander of allied armies in Holland, 1702 ; won battle of

Blenheim, 1704
;
Ramillies, 1706 ;

Malplaquet, 1709. His

wife was the confidante of Queen Anne. In disgrace

from 1711 till accession of George 1 1650—1722

Marlborough., Sarah Jennings, Duchess of. Wife of the

above
;
had great influence with Queen Anne 1660—1744

Marlowe, Christopher. English poet and dramatist.

Doclor Fmstus ; Hero and Leander ; The Jew of Malta

;

Dido, Queen of Carthage 1564—1593

Marmont, Augustus F. L. V. de, Duke of Ragusa. French
general. Fought Austrian, Prussian and Russian troops

near Paris, 1814 1774—1852

Marmontel, Jean F. French author and philosopher.

Moral Tales 1723—1799

Marryat, Frederick. English naval officer and novelist.

Peter Simple; Midshipman Easy; Jacob Faithful;

Japhet ill Search of a Father 1792—1848

Mars, Anne F. H. B. French actress. Famous in genteel

comedy 1778—1847

Marsh, George P. American philologist. History of the

English Language 1801—1882

Marshal, John. Chief Justice of the United States. Cap-

tain in the Revolutionary War, at the close of which lie

began to practice law in Virginia ; a member of the Vir-

ginia Convention (1788); in 1797, with Pinckney and
Gerry, he went on a diplomatic mission to France

;

elected to congress in 1799 ; appointed Secretary of State

1800, and resigned that office to become Chief Justice.

Was the greatest judge that ever held the latter office. . . 1755—1835

Martel, [i. e., “The Hammer’’] Charles, Mayor of the

Palace. Austrasian Duke and general. Conquered Sara-

cens in a great battle at Poitiers 694— 741

Martial (M. Valerius Martialis). Roman epigrammatic

poet. Epigrams 43— 105

Martin, Bon Henri. French historian. History of France. 1810

Martineau, Harriet. English writer. Society in America. 1804—1876

Martyn, Justin. Christian writer. Apologyfor the Chris-

tian Religion 103— 165

Mary. Queen of England. Married Philip II. of Spain.

Persecutor of the Protestants 1516—1558

Mary de’ Medici. Queen of Henry IV. of France. Re-

gent after his death
;
deposed 1573—1642

Mary Stuart. Queen of Scots. Daughter of James V.

and Mary of Guise
;
married (1558) the French Dauphin,

(who came to the throne in 1559 as Francis II., and died

childless, 1560); was invited to the throne of Scotland

(1560); married her cousin, Lord Darnley (1565). Her sec-

retary and favorite, Rizzio, was murdered (1566); her

husband was blown up (1567), and she married the Earl

of Bothwell the same year. Compelled to take refuge in

England, she was finally beheaded by Elizabeth on a

charge of conspiracy 1542—1587

Masaniello (Tommasso Anniello). Neapolitan patriot.

Led popular revolt against Viceroy of Naples 1623—1043

Mason, James M. American statesman. Author of Fu-

gitive Slave Law of 1850 1797—1871

Massinger, Philip. English dramatist. New Way to Pay
Old Debts; The Virgin Martyr ; The City Madam 1584—1640

Mather, Cotton. American theologian and writer. Mag-
nolia Christi 1663—1728

Mather, Increase. American theologian and author. Essay

on Remarkable Providences 1639—1723

Mathew, Theobald. “Father Mathew.’’ Irish temper-

ance reformer 1790—1856

Mathews, Charles. English comedian. ‘ A Trip to Amer-
ica 1776—1833

Maurice. Protestant Elector of Saxony. German genera!

BORN. DIED.

and statesman. Secured Treaty of Passau, guaranteeing

religious liberty to Protestants 1521—1553

Ma’orice of Nassau. Prince of Orange. Son of William

the Silent. Stadtholder. Defeated Spaniards at Tiirn-

hout, Austrians at Nieuwport 1567—1625

Maximilian I. Emperor of Germany. With Henry VIH.
defeated the French at battle of the Spurs

;
created

standing army 1459—1519

Mazariu, Julius, Cardinal. French statesman. Negoti-

ated treaty of Westphalia
;
adviser of Anne of Austria

and Louis XIV 1602—1661

Mazziui, Guiseppe. Italian patriot. Cooperated with

Garibaldi ;
founder of Young Itaiy 1808-1872

Meade, George G. American general. Won battle of

Gettysburg 1815—1872

Medici, Catherine de’. Queen of Henry II. of France. In-

stigated massacre of St. Bartholomew 1519—1589

Medici, Cosmo de’. Florentine statesman. “ Father of his

country.” Patron of art and learning ; collected MSS. . 1389—1404

Medici, Cosmo de’. Grand Duke of Tuscany. “The
Great.” Defeated Florentines and French. First Grand

Duke 1519-1574

Medici, Lorenzo de’. Grand Duke of Florence. “The
Magnificent.” Patron of art and literature

;
adorned

Florence 1448—1492

Mehemet Ali. Pasha of Egyi>t. General. Destroyed the

monuments ; conquered Syria ; conquests stopped by

European powers 1769—1849

Melanchthon, Philip (Scliwarzerdt). German Reformer

and scholar. Succeeded Luther ns leader of the Reform-

ers. The Augsburg Confession 1497—1500

Melbourne, William Lamb, Viscount. English states-

man. Moderate Whig Minister, 18.35-41 1779—1848

Melchthal, Arnold von. Swiss patriot. One of the found-

ers of Swiss independence 1317

Melville, Andrew. Scotch reformer and scholar. Abol-

ished Episcopacy in Scotland 1545—1622

Mendelssohn-Bartholdy, Felix. German composer.

In 1827 he produced The Midsummer Night's Dream and

the opera The Wedding of Camache. In 1836 appeared

his St. Paul, and in 1846 the oratorio of Elijah. Among
his most famous works are his Songs Without Woids.

He produced many instrumental pieces and sonatas 1809—1847

Mengs, Anthony Raphael. German painter. Apollo and

the Muses 1728—1779

Merimee, Prosper. French novelist and dramatist. Co-

Imnba 180.3-1870

Mesmer, Frederick B. Suabian physician. Founder of

Mesmerism 1734—1815

Metellus, Quintus Coecilius. Roman commander. Vic-

tor over Jugurtha. Flourished 100 B.c.

Metternicb, Clement W. N. L., Prince de. Austrian

statesm,an and diplomatist. Chancellor ; Minister of

Foreign Affairs
;
represented Austria at Congress of

Vienna 1773—1859

Meyerbeer, James. Germ,an composer. Robert Le Diable.

Romilda e Costama, 1818; Semirarnide Riconosciuta,

1819 ;
Crociato in Egypto, 1824 ; Robert le Diable, 1831 ;

Huguenots, 1836 ;
L'Etoile da Nord, 1854 1791—1864

Mezzofanti, Guiseppe G., Cardinal. Italian linguist 1774—1849

Michael Angelo (Buonarotti). Italian painter, sculptor,

and architect. Painted the fresco of the Last Judgment,

and prophets, sibyls, etc., at the Sistine Chapel. Among
his great sculptures are the gigantic marble David at

Florence, a Pietd and Moses; was appointed architect of

St. Peter’s, and formed a modei for the dome
;
rvrote

sonnets and poems 1474—1564

Mickiewicz, Adam. Polish patriot and poet. The An-
cesterrs 1798—1855

Middleton, Thomas. English dramatist. The Roaring

Girl ; A Mad World, My Masters 1625

7 e
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Mifflin, Thomas. American statesman. President of tlie

. Continental Congress 1744—1800

Mill, James. English metaphysician and historian, llis-

loiy of British India .• 1773—1S3B

Mill, John Stuart. English political economist and philoso-

pher. Examination of Sir IP. Hamilton's Philosophy. .

.

1800—1873

Millais, John E. English painter. Beturn of the Dove to

the Ark 1829

Miller, Hugh. Scotch geologist. Old Bed Sandstone 1802— 18.')C

Milman, Henry II. English divine and historian. History

of Latin Christianity 1791—1868

MHtiades. Athenian general. Commander at Marathon.

Flourished 500 b.c.

Milton, John. English poet. Paradise Lost. Educated at

Cambridge, and passed some years in study and travel

;

was a Republican, and Latin Secretary of the English

Commonwealth
;
wrote many prose political and contro-

versial works. His sonnets are among the best in the

language. His other works are Comus, L'Allegro, U Poi-

seroso, Samson Agonistes, Paradise Begained, Lycidas.. 1608—1671

Minto, Sir Gilbert Elliott, 1st Earl of. English Adminis-

trator in India; Governor General 17.51—1814

Mirabeau, Gahriel H. de Riquetti, Count of. French ora-

tor and revolutionist. Entered army, 1767 ;
imprisoned

by his father at various times for intrigues and debts
;

wandered in England, France, and Germany, 1783-8

;

represented Aix in States General, 1789 ;
president of

National Convention, 1791 1749—1791

Mirandola, John Picus, Count della. Italian scholar and
reviver of learning 146.3—1494

Mitchell, Donald G. (“ Ik. Marvel.”) American author.

My Farm at Edgewood ; Beveries of a Bachelor 1822

Mitchell, Ormsby M. American astronomer and general.

Director of Dudley Observatory at Albany
;

surpri.sed

Huntsville 1810—1862

Mitford, Mary Russell. English author. Our Village 1786—1855

Mithridates. “The Great.” King of Pontiis. With
Tigranes of Armenia fought the Romans for many
years b. c. 130— 63

Moliere, Jean Bajitis^e Poquelin de. French dramatist.

Became valet da chambre to Louis XIII. in 1640 ;
four

years later he took the name of Moliere, and became a

- comic actor. After playing in the provinces for some
time he opened a theatre at Paris, in 1658. His Pricieu-

ses Bidicules appeared in 1659 ;
Ecole des Paris in

1661 ;
Misanthrope in 1666 ; and Tartuffe, his master-

piece, in 1667. Among his other w'orks are Le Malade
Imaginaire and Les Femmes Savantes 1622—1073

Moltke, Hillmuth, Count von. German general. Con-
queror in the Franco-Prussian war . 1800

Mommsen, Theodore. German historian. History of
Borne 1817

Monk, George, Duke of Albemarle. Restorer of the Eng-
lish monarchy 1608- 1670

Monmouth, James Scett, Duke of. Natural son of Charles
II. Rebelled and was executed 1649—1085

Monroe, James. American statesnmn. Captain in Revo-
lutionary War

;
studied law with Jefferson

; delegate to

Congress, 1183 ; opponent of Constitution
; Senator,

1790
;
Minister to France, 1794-6; Governor of Virginia,

1799-1802; Envoy-Extraordinary to France, 1802; Min-
ister to England, 1803; Governor of Virginia, 1811;
Secretary of State, 1811-17

; President, 1817-25 17,58-1831
Montagn, Lady Mary Wortley. English author. Letters. 1690—1702
Montaigne, Michael de. French author. Essais. Studied

law; judge at Bordeaux, 1.5.54; Mayor of Bordeaux,
1581-5

;
published the Essays, 1580 153.3—1592

Montalembert, Charles Forbes, Comte de. French pub-
licist. Leader of Liberai Catholic party. The Free
Church in the Free. Stede 18Jq J870

Montcalm, Louis J. de St. Veran, Marquis of. French com-

BORN. DIED.

mander in Canada. Killed on Abraham’s Heights, in the

battle with Wolfe 1712—17.59

Montemayor, George de. Spanish poet. Diana 1520—1562

Montespan, Fran^oisc A. de R. de Montemart, Marchion-

ese de. Mistress of Louis XIV 1641—1707

Montesquieu, Charles de Secondat, Baron de. French

author. Spirit of the Laws 1689—17.55

Montez, Lola, Countess of Landsfcld. Spanish adventuress.

Mistress of King Louis of Bavaria. The Art of Beauty

.

1824—1861

Montezuma II. Last Emperor of Mexico. Mortally

wounded while attempting to quell insurrection of his

subjects against Cortez 1470—1520

Montfort, Simon de. Norman soldier and Crusader. Con-

spicuous in the war against the Albigenses 1150—1218

Montfort, Simon de, Eari of Leicester. English soldier

and statesman. Called first House of Commons
;

led

barons against Henry III.; killed at battle of Leicester.. 120.5—1265

Montgolfier, Jacques S. French inventor of balloons 1745—1799

Montgomery, James. English poet. The iVorld Before

the Ftoud ; The Wanderer of Sivitzerland 1771—1854

Montgomery, Richard. American Revolutionary soldier.

Killed at Quebec 1736—1775

Montmorency, Anne de. Constable of France. Chief

Minister of Francis I.; beat Huguenots at Greux- 1493—1.567

Montmorency, Henri do. Constable of France. Took
up arms against Louis XIII.; beheaded 1534—1014

Montmorency, Matthew de. Constable of France. “The
Great.” General at the victory of Bouvines 1175—12:30

Montpensier, Anne M. L. d’Orleans, Duchess of. French
writer. Adherent of Conde in the Wars of the Fronde.

Memoirs 1027—1093

Montrose, James Graham, Marquis of. Scotch Royalist

general. Executed for treason 1612—1050

Moore, Sir John. British commander. Killed at Corunna 1701—1809

Moore, Thomas. Irish poet. Lalla Bookh ; Irish Melo-

dies ; The Twopenny Postbag ; The Fudge Family

;

The Lfjves of the Angels ; The Epicurean ; Life of
Snetidan ; Life of Lord Byron 1779—1852

Morales, Luis. Spanish painter. “ The Divine.” Via
Dolorosa 1,509—1,586

More, Hannah. English authoress. Calebs in Search of a
B'i/e 174,5-1833

More, Sir Thomas. English statesman and author. Lord
Chancellor. Educated at Oxford, where he knew’ Eras-

mus
;
entered Parliament, 1504 ;

published History of

Bichard III., 1513
;
became favorite of Henry VIII.

;
pub-

lished Utopia, 1516 ;
speaker of House of Commons, 1523

;

Lord Chancellor, 1532
;
refused to acknowledge the va-

lidity of Henry's marriage to Anne Boleyn 1480—1.530

Moreau, .lean Victor. Freitch commander. Won battles

of Hochstadtand Hohenlinden
;
killed at Dresden 176,3—1818

Morgan, Sir Henry J. Welsh buccaneer. Captured Pana-

ma and Porto Bello 16.36—1690

Mornay, Philippe de, Sieur du Plessis-Morlay. French

Protestant statesman. Treatise on the Institution of the

Eucharist 1.549—102.3

Morny, Charles A. L. J. de, Count of. French statesman.

Reputed son of Hortense de Beauhamais
;
prominent in

coup d' etat 1811—1805

Morris, George P. American journalist and poet. Wood-

man, Spare that Tree 1802—1804

Morris, Gouvemeur. American Revolutionary statesman

and orator. Minister to France
; U. S. Senator

;
pro-

moter of Erie Canal 1754—1810

Morris, Robert. American financier and statesman. Su-

perintendent of Finances, 1781-4 17.34—1800

Morris, William. English poet. The Earthly Paradise.. 1834

Morse, Samuel Finley Breese. American inventor of tele-

graph. Studied painting at first
; suggested electric

teiegraph in 18,32, while returning from Europe
; con-

structed smali recording electric telegi’aph in 1835 ;
a))-
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plied vainly for Congressional aid in IS'iT ; got it in

18)3
;
constructed telegrapli line from Washington to

Baltimore, and brought telegraph into successful ojicra-

ion in 18Iti 1794—187i

Morton, James Douglas, Earl of. Regent of Scotland
;

Lord Chancellor. Beheaded as accessory to murder of

Darnley 15:10— 1,581

Morton (or Moreton), John, Cardinal. Archbishop of

Canterbury. English statesman. Lord Chancellor
;
pro-

posed marriage of Henry VII. to daughter of Edward

IV 1410—1500

Moses. Hebrew legislator and statesman. Led the Israel-

ites out of Egypt. Mosaic Code of Laws b.c. 1.570—1450

Motley, John Lothrop. American historian and diplo-

matist. Minister to England and Austria. The liise of

(he Dutch litpuhtic 1814—1877

Mott, Valentine. American surgeon. First to e.xsert en-

tire right clavicle 1785—1803

Moultrie, William. American Revolutionary soldier. De-

fended fort on Sullivan's Island (1776), afterward called

Fort Moiiltrie 17:31-1805

Mozart, Johann C. N. A. German composer. Composed
short pieces when G years old

;
gave concerts in Paris

and London, 17G3-4
;
in 1781, composed Idmntneo ; 1783,

The Abduction from the Seraglio; Davidde Pon-

tente 178G, the comic opera of The Maniage of Figaro;

1787, his masteri)iece of Don Giovanni ; 1791, The Magic

Flute ; his latest work, the Kequiejn, is his most sublime 1756—1791

Muller, F. Max. German philologist in England. Chips

from a German iVorkshop 1823

Muller, Wilhelm. German lyric poet. Lyrical Promen-

ades 1794—1827

Munchausen, Jerome C. F. von. German traveller and

liar
’ 1720-1797

Munzer, Thomas. German Anabaptist and insurgent.

Led 40,000 fanatics
;
committed great excesses; executed 1523

Murat, Joachim. French Marshal and King of Najrles.

Dashing cavalry leader 1770—1815

Murger, Henri. French author. Yie de Bohtme 1822— ISGO

Murillo, Bartholomew Stc|)hen. Spanish painter. En-

joyed the advice and friendship of Velascpicz at Madrid.

Many of his works were jiainted for churches there, .and

at Cadiz and Seville. His virgin saints and his beggar

boys are famous. Among his great works are St. Eliza-

beth of Hungary, The Prodigal Son, The Young Beggar,

Moses Striking the Bock, St. Anthony of Padua, and the

Marriage, of St. Catherine 1618—1682

Murner, Thomas. German satirist and poet. The World

of Fools 1475—1535

Murray, James Stuart, Earl of. Regent of Scotland.

Leader of Protestant faction
;
opponent of Mary Stuart. 1531—1570

Murray, Lindley. American grammarian. Grammar of

the English Language 1745—1826

Musset, Louis C. Alfred dc. French jroet and novelist.

Les Macrons du Feu ; Numouna 1810—1857

Nadir Shah. King of Persia. Expelled Afghans
;

de-

throned Shah and usurped crown
;
conquered part of

India 1687—1747

Napier, Sir Charles J. English general in India. Con-

queror of the Scinde 1782—1853

Napier, John, Lord. Scotch mathematician. Inventor of

logarithms 1550—1617

Napier, Sir William F. P. English general and historian.

IRstory of the War in the Peninsula 1785—1810

Nash, Thomas. English satirist and dramatist. The Sup-

plication of Pierre Penniless to the Devil 1567—1600

Neander, Johann A. N. German historian. Universal

History of the Christian Religion 1789—1850

Nebuchadnezzar. King of Babylon. Conqueror of Je-

rusalem, Tyre, Egypt B.c. 562
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Necker, James. French fimancicr and statesman. Con-

troller-General of the Finances. On the Administration.

of the Finances. Father of Mine, de Stael 1732—1804

Nelson, Horatio, Viscount. English naval commander.

Went to sea at 13 ;
post captain, 1779

;
rear admiral, 1797;

distinguished himself at battle of Mount Vincent ; won
battle of the Nile, 1798 ;

second in command at Copen-

hagen, 1801 (but really won the fight); in 180.5, with 27

sail of the line and four frigates, defeated combined

French and Spanish fieets at Trafalgar, where he was
mortally wounded 1758—1805

Nepos, Cornelius. Roman biographer. Lives of the Em-
perors. Flourished 5 B.c.

Nero. Roman Emperor (54-68). Put his mother to death ;

persecuted Christians
;
said to have burned Rome 37— 68.

Nerva. Roman Emperor (76-98). Humane ruler; recalled

exiles banished by his predecessors 32— 98

Nesselrode, Charles R., Count of. Russian diplomatist.

Minister of Foreign Affairs under three Emperors 1780—1862

Newman, John Henry, Cardinal. English Catholic theo-

logian. A Gimnmar of Assent 1801

Newton, Sir Isaac. English mathematician aud philoso-

pher. Principia. In 1665 discovered the method of

lluxions
;

in 1668, that light is not homogeneous, but

consists of rays of difi'erent refrangibility
;

in 1675, pub-

lished his Theoi-y of Light and Color. His great work,

the Principia, appeared in 1687. (He had really discov-

ered the extent of the force of gravity in 1666.) In this

he shows that every particle of matter is attracted by

every other particle w ith a force inversely proportional

to the squares of the distances 1642—1727

Ney, Mi(;hael. “The Bravest of the Brave.” One of Na-

])oleon's marshals. Led Guard at Waterloo ; shot 1769—1815

Nicholas I. Czar of Russia. Warred with Turkey and

Persia
;

put down Polish insurrection
;
engaged in

Crimean War 1796—1855

Nicias. Athenian commander. Leader of the disastrous

expedition into Sicily B.c. 413

Nicole, Pierre. French Jansenist. Essais de Morale 1625—1695

Niebuhr, Barthold G. German historian.
.

Histeny of

Rowe 1776—1831

Nightingale, Florence. English philanthropist. A'oteson

Nursing 1820

Noailles, Adrian M., Duke of. French general and states-

man
;
commanded in war with Germany, 17:34 1678—1766

Nillson, Christine. Swedish singer 1843

Nodier, Charles. French novelist. Theiese Aubei'l 1783—1844

Nollekens, Joseph. Dutch sculptor. Timoleon and Alex-

ander 1737—1823

Norfolk, Thomas Howard, 3d Duke of. English general;

defeated the Scotch ,at Flodden Field 1473—1.554

Normanby, Constantine A. Phipps, Marquis of. English

statesman
;

home Secretary
;

advocate of Catholic

Emancipation 1797—1863

North, Frederick, Lord. English statesman ; leader of

Commons
;

Prime Minister during the American

War 1732—1792

North, Sir Thomas. English translator. Pltdarch's Lives. 1535—1.580

Northcote, Sir Sbiflord II. English Conservative states-

man ; Chancellor of the Exchequer (1874-'80) 1818

Nostradamus, Michael de. French astrologer. Cen-

turies (a collection of prophesies) 1.50.3—1.566

Nottingham, Daniel Finch, Earl of. English statesman;

Secretary of State ;
one of the Counsellors of William

III 1647—17:30

Nottingham, Ileneage Finch, Earl of. English jurist;

Attorney General, and Lord Chancellor 1621—1682
“ Novalis,” (Friedrich von Ilardenberg). German author.

Heinrich von Ofterdingen 1772—1801

Noyes, George R. American theologian and biblical

scholar. Translation of the Psalms 1798—1860

I
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Oates, Titus. English informer
;
inventor of the ‘-Popisli

Plot.” 1620-ir0.">

Oberlin, Jem F. French philanthropist 1740—1826

O’Brien, William Smith. Irish politician
; leader of

” Young Ireland banished for “ treason " 1803—1864

Occam, William, English theologian. On the Power of

the Sovereign Pontiff 1.347

Occleve, Thomas. English poet. The Story of Jonathan. 1370—D.'iO

O’Connell, Daniel. Irish orator and agitator; advocate

of Catholic Emancipation, and the repeal of the union. . 1775—1847

O’Connor, Charles. American lawyer 1804

Odoacer. Gothic King of Italy. Executed by Theodoric,

who besieged him in Ravenna i 493

Oecolampadius, John. German reformer
; adherent of

Zwingle. On the Passover 1482— 1531

Oehlenscblager, Adam G. Danish dramatist. Axel and

Valborg 1779—18.50

Oersted, Hans C. Danish scientist
;
founder of the science

of electro-magnetism 1775—1851

Oglethorpe, James. British general ; colonizer of Geor-

gia 1688—1785

Olaus, Magnus. Danish historian. On the Peoples of the

North 1500—1568

Oldcastle, Sir John, Lord Cobham. English reformer.

Head of the insurgent Lollards. Executed 1360—1407

Oldfield, Anne. English actress
;

equally famous in

tragedy and comedy 1683—1730

Oldham, John. English poet. Pindaric Odes 1653—1083

Oldmixon, John. English historian and antiquarian.

History of the Stuarts 1673—1742

Olivarez, Gasiiard Engman, Duke of. Spanish statesman

and general. First Minister of State; opponent of

Richelieu ;
fought France and the Netherlands. 1587—1645

Omari. Arabian Caliph. Conqueror of Jerusalem 581— 644

Opie, Mrs. Amelia. English novelist. The Orphan 1761—1807

Opitz, Martin. German poet. Poem of Consolation 1597—1639

Orcagna, Andrea di Cioni. Italian painter and sculptor.

The Triumph of Death., at Pisa 1.329—1389

Orelli, John G. German philologist and classical scholar.

Inscriptions 1787—1849

Origen. Greek Father of the Church. Ilexapta. Held

universal restoration of the dead 185— 2.53

Orleans, Charles d’. French poet
;
captured at Agincourt 1391—1465

Orleans, Louis Phillipe Joseph, Duke of. “Egalite”

(Equality). French revolutionist 1747—179.3

Orleans, Phillippe, Duke of. Regent of France. Prodi-

gal c in morals and politics 1674—1723

Orloff, Gregory Gregorievitch, Count. Favorite of Cathe-

rine of Russia, whom he helped to the throne 1734—1783

Ormond, James Butler, Duke of. Irish statesman
;
put

down Irish Rebellion 1610—1688

Orosius, Paulus. Spanish ecclesiastic and historian. ITis-

toriarum. Libri VIII. Adversus Paganos. Flourished. . . 5th Cent’y.

Orsini, Felix. Italian conspirator and revolutionist
;

at-

tempted to assassinate Napoleon III.; executed 1819—18.58

Osceola. Seminole Indian chief ;
fought whites 2 years. . 1803—1838

Osman I. Turkish Sultan. (1299-1.326.) Founder of the

Ottoman Empire 12.59—1.326

Ostade, Adrian von. Dutch painter. A Smoker Lighting

his Pipe 1610—1685

Otho I. (“ The Great.”) Emperor of Germany. Defeated

and Christianized Danes; deposed Pope John XI 912— 973

Otis, Harrison Gray. American statesman and orator; a

Federalist leader in Congress 1765—1818

Otis, Jamoc. American Revolutionary statesman and

orator
;
argued against writs of assistance

;
led popular

party 1726—1783

Otway, Thomas. English dramatist. Venice Presei'Ved . .

.

1651—1680

Outram, Sir James. English general in India
;
led expedi-

tion against Persia, IRtlO 1802—1863

Overbury, Sir Thomas, English poet. The Wife 1581—161.3

BORN. DIED.

Ovid, (Publius Ovidius Naso). Roman poet. Metamor-

phoses B.c. 43 18 A, D.

Owen, Richard. English anatomist and paUeontologist.

History of British Fossil Mammals 1804

Owen, Robert. English Socialist in America; founded

colony of New Harmony. New View of Society 1771—1858

Oxenstiern, A.\el, Count. Swedish statesman 1583—1634

Paganini, Niccolo. Italian violinist; celebrated for his

performances on a single string 1784—1840

Paine, Robert Treat. American lawyer and statesman;

signed Declaration of Independence 1731—1814

Paine, I’liomas. American (English born) deist and poli-

tical writer. The Age of Reason ; Common Sense 1737—1809

Paley, William. English divine and theologian. Evi-

dences 1743—1805

Palgrave, Sir Francis. English historian. History of Nw-
mandy 1788—1861

Palissy, Bernard. French potter and enameller. Treatise

on the Origin of Fountains 1510—1596

Palladio, Jacopo. Italian architect. Church of S. Riden-

tore, at Venice. Founder of “ Palladian ” arehitecture. 1518—1580

Palmerston, Henry John 3’emple, 3d Viscount. English

statesman; Minister of Foreign Aflairs; long Prime

Minister 1784-1865

Paoli, Pascal dc. Corsican patriot and General-in-Chief in

Corsican revolt against the Genoese 1726—1807

Papin, Denys. French natural philosopher ; inventor of

Papin's Dige.ster
; one of the inventors of the steam

engine 1647—1716

Pappenheim, Godfrey II., Count von German General

;

won Imperialist victory at Magdeburg 1594—16.32

Paracelsus, Philippus A. T. von Ilohenheini. Swiss phy-

sician and philosopher
;
introduced mercury and opium

into medical use 149.3—1541

Pardoe, Julia. English writer. Louis XIV 1806—1862

Park, Mungo. Scotch traveler in Africa. Travels in the

Interior of Africa 1771—1805

Parker, Isaac, American jurist
;
Chief Justice of Massa-

chusetts 1768-1830

Parker, Matthew. Archbishop of Canterbury. Published

l\\c Bishops' Bible 1504—1575

Parker, Theodore. American theologian and reformer.

Transient and Permanent in Christianity 1810—1860

Parkman, Francis. American historian. Conspiracy of

Pontiac 1823

Parma, Alexander Farnesc, Duke of. Italian General
;

Regent of the Nctheilands
;
commanded the Spanish

Armtida
;
fought Maurice and William of Orange 1541—1.592

Parmigiano, II. (F. Mazzuoli). Italian iminter. Madonna
della Rosa 1.503—1.540

Parnell, Charles Stewart. Irish politician and agitator;

M. P.
;
head of the Land League movement 1847

Parnell, Thomas. English poet. The Ilemiit 1679—1717

Parny, Evariste D.E. French lyric poet. Author of

many amatory poems 17.53—1814

Parr, Catherine, (^ucen of Henry VIII. of England, whom
she succeeded in surviving 1509—1548

Parr, Samuel. English divine, scholar and author. Char-

acter of Charles .Tames Fox 1747—1825

Parr, Thomas (‘-Old Parr”). English centenarian 1483—1635

Parry, Sir William E. Engli.sh arctic explorer
;
sought

for northwest passage
; discovered Barrow’s Strait 1790—1855

Parsons, Thcophilus. American jurist and Chief Justice

of Massachusetts 17,50—181.3

Parsons, Thomas William. American poet. Translator

of DsmiCs Divina Commedia 1819

Pascal, Blaise. French philosopher and writer. (Pensees).

Ho wrote a treatise on conic sections at 16 ;
invented a

calculating machine at 18
;
established the theory of at-

mospheric pressure 1648; entered the cloister of Port
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Royal, where, in 1656, he produced the famous Provin-

cial Letters against the Jesuits. His Pensees is really the

frat'ments of a great work on the fundamental truths of

religiou. He was one of the greatest of French thinkers 16i23—1662

Patrick, Saint. Apostle of Ireland. Born in Scotland. One

of the first to preach Christianity in Ireland 372— 463

Paul, Saint, of Tarsus. Apostle of the Gentiles 65

Paul III. (Alexander Farnese). Pope of Rome. Called

Council of Trent
;
excommunicated Henry VIII 1468—1549

Paulding, James K. American author. Bulls and Jorv-

athans 1 ‘ 79—1860

Payne, John Howard. American dramatist and poet.

Home, Sweet Home H92—1852

Peabody, George. American banker in London, philan-

thropist. Founder of homes for workingmen m Lon-

don, of museums, etc 1795—1869

Peel, Sir Robert. English statesman and Prime Minister.

Repealed the Corn Laws 1788—1850

Peirce, Benjamin. American mathematician, author of

many w'orks on mathematics and mechanics 1809—1880

Pellico, Silvio. Italian patriot and author. My Prisons.. 1789—1854

Pendleton, Edmund. American lawyer and statesman

;

an able debater
;
Member of Congress ;

President of

Virginia Convention of 1789 1721—1803

Penn, Sir William. English admiral. Commander-in-

chief 6f fleet which defeated Dutch, 1665, father of Wil-

liam below 1621—1770

Penn, William. English Quaker. Proprietor of Pennsyl-

vania, courtier, statesman, philanthropist, author 1644—1718

Pepin, (“The Short”). Mayor of the Palace. King of

France. Usnrped throne
;
defeated Saxons and Lom-

bards 714— 768

Ptepperell, Sir William. American colonial general, com-

manded at siege of Louisville, 1755 1697—1759

Pepys. Samuel. English author. Diary— 1632—1703

Perceval, Spencer. English Prime Minister. Opposed

reform ;
assassinated 1762—1812

Pereira, Nunez Alvarez. “The Portuguese Cid.”

Portuguese commander
;
won many victories over the

Spaniards 1360—1431

Pergolesi, John Baptist. Italian composer. Stabut Mater. 1710—1736

Periander. Tyrant of Corinth. One of the Seven Sages

of Greece c. 665— 585

Pericles. Athenian orator and statesman ;
came forward

as a leader of the democracy 470 B. c. He secured the

ostracism of Cimon, and after that event, and the ostra-

cism of Thucydides, was the first man in Athens. He

was commander in the Samian war, and conquered

Samos
;
founded many colonies, made new alliances, and

greatly increased the influence of Athens, which he

adorned with noble public works
;

his funeral oration

on the victims of the first Peloponnesian war was

sublimely eloquent C- 429

Perrault, Charles. French scholar and author. Parallel be-

tween the Ancients and the Moderns 1628—1703

Perry, Matthew C. American commodore. Chief of expe-

dition to Japan 1795—1858

Perry, Oliver H. American naval commander. Won hat-

tie of Lake Erie 1785—1820

Persius, (AulusPersiusFlaccus). Roman satirist. Satires 34— 62

Pestalozzi, Giovanni H. Swiss educator. Leinhard und

Gertrude 1746—1827

Peter, Saint. Apostle 66

Peter the Hermit. Preacher of the First Crusade 1050—1115

Peter. (The Cruel). King of Castile. Put his wife to

death; driven out; restored by Edward the Black Prince 1319—1369

Peter I. (“ The Great.”) Czar of Russia. Visited West-

ern Europe in 1697 ;
was for a time a shipcarpenter in

Holland, and spent 8 months in England ; on his return

to Russia, he reorganized the army and navy, founded

schools, and took measures to increase Russian com-
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merce
;
he made an alliance with Poland and Den-

mark, (1701) against Charles XII., whom he defeated

at Pnltowa (1709); founded St. Petersburg (1703); his

son Alexis was poisoned by him 1672—1725

Peterborough, Charles Mordauut. Third Earl of. Eng-

lish general. Captured Barcelona and Valencia. Of

splendid talents but eccentric 1658—1735

Petrarch, Francis. (Francesco Petrarca). Italian poet

and scholar. Sonnets 1304—1374

Phalaris. Tyrant of Agrigentum. Famed for cruelty b.c. 554

Phidias. Greatest of Greek sculptors. Pericles made

him superintendent of public buildings at Athens, and

he made the sculptured ornaments of the Parthenon ; his

masterpieces were the colossal ivory-and-gold statues

(40 feet high) of Minerva at the Parthenon, and of Zeus

at Olympia in Elis
;
the latter being counted one of the

wonders of the world b. c. 490— 432

Philip II. King of Macedonia. Father of Alexander

the Great. Came to throne 359 B. c. ;
married Olympia,

daughter of the King of Epirus
;
he was an ally of

Thebes against Athens
;
took Olynthos 347 ; defeated

Athenians and Thebans at Chaeronsea; assassinated B.c. 382— 336

Philip II. (“Augustus.”) King of France. Annexed

Normandy, Anjou, Lorraine
;
won battle of Bouvines 1165—1223

Philip IV. (“ The Fair.”) King of France. Suppressed

the Templars
;
imprisoned Pope Boniface III 1268—1314

Philip II. King of Spain. Son of Charles V. Caused

revolt in Netherlands ;
despatched Armada against Eng-

land 1527 1598

Philips, Ambrose. English poet. The Distressed Mother 1671—1749

Phillips, Charles. Irish lawyer and orator. Becollections

of Curran 1789 1859

Phillips, Wendell. American orator, abolitionist. Speech

in Panenil Hall, 1836 18H

Phips, Sir William. Colonial governor of Massachusetts.

Captured Port Royal, 1690

Phocion. Athenian statesman and general. Leader of

aristocratic party
;
opponent of Demosthenes B.c.

Piccolomini, Octavius. Austrian general. Conspirator

against Wallenstein ;
led Spanish army in Flanders—

Pickering, Timothy. American statesman. Postmaster-

General, Secretary of War and State under Washington 1746—1829

Pierce, Franklin. American statesman ;
born in N. II. ;

studied law
;
Democratic M.C., 1832-7

;
U. S. Senator,

1837^ ; brigadier general in Mexican war
;
President,

1853-57 ;
opposed coercion of seceding States

Pilate, Pontius. Roman governor of Palestine. Acqui-

esced in condemnation of Christ

Pinckney, Charles C. American soldier and statesman.

Leader of Federalists ;
Minister to France 1740—1825

Pindar. Lyric poet of Thebes. Odes b.c. 518— 442

Piranese, Giovanni B. Italian architect and engraver.

The Magnificence of the Romans

Piron, Alexander. French dramatic poet. The Maniafor

Writing Verse

Pisano, Andrea. Italian architect and sculptor. His

greatest work is the bronze gate of the Baptistry at

Florence 1270—1345

Pisano, H. (Nicolo di Pisa). Italian sculptor and architect.

Architect of the Campo Santo, at Pisa 1200—1273

Pisistratus. Tyrant of Athens. Patron of learning.

Had Mad and Odyssey reduced to writing for the first

time 612— 527

Pitt, William. English statesman and orator. He was the

second son of Lord Chatham
;
received a careful educa-

tion, and entered parliament in 1781 ;
he was made

Chancellor of the Exchequer (1782) ;
became First

Lord of the Treasury, and Prime Minister 1783 ;
resigned

in 1801, but took office again in 1804 ; was the head

and front of the great coalition against Bonaparte ;
an

eloquent orator and a quick debater 1759—1806

1651-1695

402— 317

1599—1656

1804—1869

38

1720—1728

1689-1773
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Pius IX. (Giovanni Maria Mastai Ferretti.) Pope. Dog-

mas of Immaculate Conception and Papal Infalibility

promulgated during his incumbency
;
temporai power

lost 1870 1793—1878

Pizarro, Francis. Spanish conqueror of Peru 1475—1541

Plato. Greek philosopher and writer
;
held that the human

soul has ahvays existed
;
an idea is an eternal thought

of the divine mind ;
among his works are The Republic,

Phaedo, Gorgias, C/jto, and Apologyfor Socrates ..b.c. 438— 347

Pliny, The Elder. Roman savant and writer Natural His-

tory 23— 79

Pliny, The Younger. Roman writer and statesman. Pane-

gyric on Trajan Cl— 106

Plotinus. Greek Neo-Platonic philosopher. Author of

many metaphysical works 205— 270

Plutarch, Greek biographer. Lives 45— 130

Poe, Edgar Allen. American poet. The Raven 1811—1849

Poitiers, Diana de. Duchess de Valentinois. Mistress

of Henry II. of France 1500—1556

Pole, Reginald. Cardinal. English catholic prelate. Papal

legate to England in the reign of Queen Mary. For the

Unity of the Church 1500—1556

Polk, James K. American statesman. Born North Caro-

lina ;
removed to Tennessee, 1806 ; studied law ; mem-

ber of Congress, 1825 ; elected speaker, 1835 and 1837 ;

governor of Tennessee, 1839--41
;
Democratic President,

1845-49 ;
prosecuted Mexican war 1795—1849

Polk, Leonidas, Bishop. American Confederate general

and Episcopal prelate. Conspicuous at Shiloh and Stone

River 1806—1864

Pollok, Robert. Scotch poet. Course of Time 1798—1827

Polo, Marco. Venetian traveler in the East. The Book of

Marco Polo 1256—1333

Polybius. Greek historian of Rome. Universal His-

tory B.c. 204— 122

Polycarp. Bishop of SmjTna ; Christian martyr 80— 160

Pompadour, Jeanne A. P., Marchioness of. Mistress

of Louis XIV. ; married, 1741, M. de Etioles ; attracted

notice of Louis XV., 1744 i made Marquise de Pom-
padour, 1745 ;

controlled him and the policy of Franco ;

caused the coalition of France and Austria against

Frederick the Great 1722—1764

Pompey (Cmeus Pompeius). Roman general and states-

man; conquerer of Suetonius and Mithridates
;
leader of

aristocracy
;

rival of Caesar ; defeated at Pharsalia

B.c. 106— 48

Ponce de Leon, Juan. Spanish discoverer of Florida 1460—1521

Poniatowski, John. Polish commander; led Poles against

Prussia and Russia in service of France 1762—1813

Pontiac. American Indian chief
;

fonned coalition of

Western tribes against the whites 1742—1769

Pope, Alexander. Engli-h poet ; son of a London linen

draper ;
educated by a priest named Tavernier . Pasto-

rals ; Essay on Criticism; Essay on Man; Windsor For-

est ; The Dunciad ; Pape of the Lock Translation of

The Iliad and The Odyssey ; Satires ; Epistles 1688—1744

Porter, David. American navai officer
;
commander of the

Essex 1780—1843

Porter, David D. American naval officer
;
admiral

;
bom-

barded Fort Fisher... 1813

Portsmouth, Louisa de Queronaille, Duchess of. French

Cattle 1652—1734

Poussin, Nicholas. French painter. 77ie Last Supper. .

.

1594—1665

Praed, Winthrop M. English poet and wit. Writer of

vers de societe. Athens 1802—1839

Prentiss, Seargent S. American orator and lawyer; mem-
ber of Congress

;
leading lawyer of the Sonthwe.“t 1808—1850

Prescott, William. American Revolutionary officer
;
com-

manded (probably at Bunker Hill 1725—1795
|

Prescott, William Hickling. American historian. Ferdin-

and and Isabella 1796—1859
I

BORN. DIED.

Priestley, Joseph. English natural philosopher. Histomy

of the Corruptions of Christianity 1733—1804

Prior, Matthew. English poet and diplomatist. Cairnen

Seculars 1664—1721

Probus, M. Aurelius. Roman Emperor. Defeated the

Germans in Gaul 2.32— 282

Procter, Bryan W. English poet. The ^ea 1787—1874

Proudhon, Pierre J. French Socialist. ]Vhat is Property 1809—1860

Ptolemy I. (“ Soter.”) King of Egypt. Founder of the

dynasty of Greek sovereigns in Egypt
;
patron of litera-

ture
'

B.c. 367- 282

Ptolemy II. (Philadclphus.) King of Egypt. Founder
of Alexandrian Library

; Theocritus, Euclid, Aratus
lived at his court b.c. 309— 247

Ptolemy, Claudius. Greek mathematician and geographer.

Almagest. Flourished loo

Pugin, Augustus W. N. English architect
; designed

many churches. True Principles of Pointed Architec-

ture 1811—1852

Pulaski, Count. Polish general in the American Revolu-

tion
;
leader of “ Pulaski’s Legion ;” killed at siege of

Savannah I747_i779
Pushkin, Alexander S. Russian poet and author. Baris

Godoonof 1799—1837

Putnam, Israel. General in the American Revolution
;

conspicuous at Bunker Hill 17]§ 1790

Pym, John. English Republican statesman
;
leader of the

popular party in Parliament 1584—1643

Pyrrho. Greek skeptic and philosopher
; founder of

“Pyrrhonism;” recommended suspension of judgment
in religions matters b.c. 375 290

Pyrrhus. King of Epirus. Defeated the Romans
; con-

quered Macedonia
; one of greatest generals of an-

tiquity B.c. 318— 272
Pythagoras. Greek philosopher and writer

; taught doc-

trine of transmigration of souls b.c. 570 510

Quarles, Francis. English poet. Emblems 1592—1644
Quatremere de Quincy, Antonio C. French antiquar-

ian. Dictionary of Architecture 1755 jgqg

Queensberry, William Douglas, 4th Duke of. Scotch
profligate 1724-1810

Quin, James. English actor
; famous as Falstaff 1693—1766

Quincy, Josiah. American statesman and author
;
Fed-

eralist member of Congress. History of Harvard Uni-

1772-1864
Quincy, Josiah, Jr. American Revolutionary patriot and

orator. Obsenations on the Boston Port Bill 1744 1775

Quintilian. (M. Fabius Quintilianus.) Roman author.

Rhetoric 42_ jjg

Rabelais, Francois. French satirist and scholar. Gar-
gantua. Joined Franciscans, but left the order; was
absolved of his neglect of his vows by the Pope in 1.5.36

;

studied medicine ; gained an extensive erudition. The
full title of his great work is The Pleasant Story of the

Giant Gargantua and his Son Pantagruel 1495—1553

Rachel, (Eliza Rachel Felix). French actress at the

Comedie Fran^ais ; was famous in classic and modern
plays; as Marie Stuart ; Joan of Arc 1820—1858

Racine, Louis. French dramatist. Among his best works
the comedy Les Plaideurs (The Litigants); and the

tragedies Rn(a;mic(/s ; Iphigenie ; Ph'edre ; awA Athalie. 1639—1699

Radcliffe, Ann M. English novelist. Mysteries of
Udolpho 1764—1823

Raglan, Fitzroy Somerset, Lord. English general
; com-

mander of British army in the Crimean War 1788—1855

Raleigh, Sir Walter. English courtier, statesman, and
author. IPistory of the World. A favorite of Queen
Elizabeth

; executed by James I 1.552-1618

Ramsay, Allan. Scotch poet. Gentle Shepherd 1685—1758
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Randolph, .John, of Roanoke. American politician
;
mem-

ber of Congress
;
Minister to Russia ;

opposed Missouri

compromise; caustic wit 1T73—1833

Raphael, (Raffaele Sanzio) of Urbino. Italian painter.

Sisiine Madonna. Among his other works are the

frescoes called The School of Athens; The Tiansfiqura-

Hon; The Marriage of the Virgin ; Galatea

;

and the

cartoons (designs for tapestry of the Pope’s Chapel)— 14R3—1520

Ravaillac, Fran^'ois. Assassin of Henry IV. of France.. 1579—1610

Read, Tlioinas Buchanan. American poet and artist. The

Wagoner of the Alleghanies 1822—1872

Reaumur, Rene A. F. de. French physicist ;
inventor of

Reaumur thermometer. Memoirs Illustrating the His-

tory of Insects 1683—1757

Recamier, Jeanne F. J. A. French woman of fashion

and letters. Friend of Chateaubriand, Lamartine, etc. . 1777—1849

Fed Jacket. American Seneca Indian chief. Famous

for his eloquence 1760—1830

Regnier, Matluirin. French satirical poet. Satires 1573—1613

Regulus, Marcus Aurelius. Roman statesman and general.

Cajitured by Carthaginians sent to Rome to secure

peace ;
advised Romans against it

;
tortured by Cartha-

ginians B.c. 250

Reid, Thomas. Scotch metaphysician. Essay on the In-

tellectual Powers of Man 1710—1796

Rembrandt van Ryn, Paul Gerritz. Dutch painter.

The Woman Taken, in Adultery 1606—1669

Renan, J. Ernest. French Orientalist and author. Life

of Jesus 1823 —

—

Remusat, Francois M. C., Count de. French statesman

.and writer. Essays on Philosophy 1797—1875

Retz, Jean F. P. de Gondi, Cardinal. French statesman

and writer. Memoirs. Head of the Frondcurs 1614— 1,679

Reuchlin, Johann. German scholar and reviver of learn-

ing
;
defender of Hebrew studies. Speculum Oculare... 1455—1522

Itevere, Paul. American Revolutionary patriot. Carried

to Concord news of impending attack of Gage 17.35—1818

Reynolds, Sir Joshua. English painter. Mrs. Siddons

as the Tragic Muse 1723—1792

Ricardo, David. English political economist. Principles

of Political Eronmny 1772—1823

Richard I. (Coeur de Lion.) King of England. Con-

quered Acre; defeated Saladin 1157—1199

Richard II. King of England. Put down Wat Tyler's

Rebellion
;
deposed 1.366- - 14(Xt

Richard III. King of England. Put Edward V. to death

and usurped his crown ;
killed at Bosworth 1452—1485

Richardson, Samuel. English novelist. Clarissa liar-

lowe ; Sir Charles Grandison ; Pamela 1689—1761

Richelieu, Armand Jean Duplcssis, Cardinal. French

statesman. Made Cardinal, 1622 ;
Prime Minister, 1624;

secun d exile of his foe, Marie de Medicis, 1630 ; re-

duced the Huguenots and captured Rochelle; supported

German Protestants against Austria ;
founded French

Academy (1635); added Alsace, Lorraine, and Roussillon

to France 1585—1642

Richter, John Paul Friedcrich (Jean Paul). German

novelist. Thorn, Fruit, and Flower Pieces 176.3—1825

Rienzi, Nicolo Gabrini. Italian patriot and enthusiast.

Tribune
;
for a short time ruler of Rome :

“ the friend

of Petrarch, hope of Italy ” 1313—1354

Ripley, George. American divine, journalist, and critic.

Pounder of the Brook Farm Community ;
editor of

Appleton's Cyclopcedia 1802—1881

Ristori, Adelaide. Italian actress 1822

Ritter, Charles. German geographer. Geography in Re-

lation to the Nature ami History ofMan 1779—1859

Rizzio, David. Italian favorite and secretary of Mary

Queen of Scots. Murdered 1540—1566

Rob.srt (“ The Devil”). Duke of Normandy. Famed for

“ devilish ” courage. Father of William the Conqueror. 1035

BORN. DIED.

Robert I. (Bruce.) King of Scotland. See Bruce, R. . . 1276—1329

Robertson, Frederick W. English divine. Sennom 1816—1853

Robespierre, Frain;ois J. M. French Revolutionist.

Guillotined
;

loader of the extreme radicals
;

ruler

during the Reign of Terror 1759—1794

Rochefoucauld, Francis, Duke de la. French wit and

author. Maxmis 1613—1680

Rochester, John Wilmot, 2d Earl of. English courtier,

wit, and poet. Author of many songs and satires 1647-1680

Rocking-ham, Charles N.Wentworth, Marquis of. English

statesman. Prime Minister
;
repealed the Stamp Act.. 17.30—1782

Rodgers, John. American naval officer
;

captured 7

British merchantmen in War of 1812 1771—1838

Rodolph, of Hapsbiirg. Emperor of Germany. Reduced

power of the feudal barons 1218—1291

Rogers, John. English Protestant. (Apostate Catholic.)

Burned ... . . • 1500—1555

Rohan, Henry, Prince of. French Huguenot comman-

der. Defeated Imperialists in Italy. The Perfect Cap-

tain 1579-16:38

Roland, Madame Manon J. P. French Republican and

writer. Memoirs. Guillotined 1754—1793

Rollin, Charles. French historian. Ancie/d History 1661—1741

Rollo, or Ron, Northman. Pirate who made Frank King

grant him Normandy. First Duke of Normandy 931

Romilly, Sir Samuel. English lavryer. Opposed slave

trade; reformed Penal Code
;
great Chancery lawyer. . 1757—1818

Romney, George. English painter. Milton and his

Daughter 17.34—1802

Ronsard, Pierre de. French poet. Head and founder of

the “Pleiad.” Many odes, etc 1524- 1585

Rosamond. (“Fair Rosamond.”) Daughter of Lord

Clifford. Mistress of Henry II. of England. Poisoned

by Queen Eleanor 1177

Roscius, Quintus. Greatest of Roman actors e.c. 62

Roscoe, William. English banker and author. Life of

Leo

Roscommon, Wentworth Dillon, Earl of. English poet.

Poems (odes, prologues, etc.)

Rossetti, Gabriel. Italian commentator on Dante

Rossetti, Dante Gabriel. English poet and painter. House

of Life

Rossini, Gioacchno Antonio. Italian composer. Wil-

liam Tell

Rothschild, Meyer A. German banker

Rousseau, Jean Baptiste. French lyric iioet. Odes

Rousseau, Jean Jacques. French philosoplier and author.

Confessions. Born at Geneva
;
apprenticed to an en-

graver, but wandered about in a wretched manner, and

w'as successively a servant, a clerk, and a music teacher ;

went to Paris (1745), -where he met Diderot and Grimme,

1753-1831

163.3-1684

1783-1854

1828—1882

1792—1868

1743-1812

1670—1741

and formed a connection with Therese le \asseiir, an

ignorant woman, whom he afterward married. In 1,60

appeared h\:s Julie; or. The New HelcAse; and in 1,62

The Social Contract. His Emile, or Education, was

burned at Geneva, and he would have been arrested had

he not taken refuge in England with Hume 1,12 17,3

Rotvley, William. English dramatist. Wedeh at Midnight. 17th Cent.

Rubens. Peter Paul. Dutch painter. Descent from the

Cross; Last Judgment ; Battle of the Amazons; Judg-

ment of Paris ; Rape of the Sabines 1577—1046

Rumford, Benjamin Thompson, Count. American natural

philosopher in France 1,53—1314

Rupert, Prince, of Bavaria. Nephew and general of Charles

II. of England. Brilliant cavalry leader 1619—1682

Ruskin, John. English art critic. Modern Painters 1819

Russel, John, Earl. English statesman. Principal author

of the Reform Bill 1,92—1878

Russell, Lord William. English statesman. Beheaded on

a charge of complicity in Rye House Plot 1639—1683

Ruysdaal, Jacob. Dutch painter. The Stag Hunt 1636—1681

i!
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Sacheverell, Henry. Tory English divine. Convicted of

lihelliug Parliament and Ministry 1072—1734

Sachs, Hans. Niirnbcrg shoemaker and poet. A Meister

Singer 1404— 1.578

Sadi, or Saadi. Per.sian poet. Gulistan 1175—1301

Sage, Alain Kene le. French novelist. Gil Bias 1008—1747

Saint Clair, Arthur. American Revolutionary general.

Brigadier-General at Trenton and Princeton
;
defeated

hy Miami Indians 1701 1735—1818

Saint-Evremond, Charles de M. de St. Denis. French

wit and courtier 1613—1703

Saint-Pierre, Jacques H. Bernadin de. French author.

Paul el Virginia 1737—1814

Saint-Simon, Claudius H., Comte do. French philoso-

pher. The New Chrislianity 1760—1835

Saint-Simon, Louis Rouvroy, Due de. French author.

Memoirs 1675—1755

Sainte-Beuve, Charles A. French poet and critic. Cau-

series cle Lundi 1804-1860

Saladin ISalah-ed-Decn]. Sultan of Egypt. Opponent of

the Crusaders
;
defeated the Christians at Tiberias

;
a

chivalrous prince 1137—1103

Salisbury, Robert A. T. G. Cavendish, Marquis of. En-

glish Tory statesman 1830

Sallust (C. Sallustius Crispus). Roman historian. Cati-

line B.c. 86— 34

Salvini, Tommaso. Italian actor. Great as Othello 1833

Samuel. Last of the Israelite judges. Anointed Saul

and David b.c. 1170—1060

Sand, George. (Amoutine L. A. Dupin-Dudevant.) French

novelist. Consnelo ; Indiana ; Valentine; Andre 1804—1876

Sandwich, Edward Montague, 1st Earl of. English naval

commander. Led squadron against De Ruyter ; lost in

the wreck of the Royed Janies 1625—1672

Santillana, Ifiigo L. de Slendoza, Marquis of. Spanish

poet and politician. Elegy on the Marquis of Villena .

.

1308—1458

Sappho. Greek lyric poetess. Wrote elegies, hymns, and

erotic poems. Only a fragment of her works is pre-

served. Flourished 600 b.c.

Sardanapalus. King of Nineveh. Famed for luxury.B.c. 875

Saul. First King of Israel (1095-1055 B.c,). Fought the

Ammonites and Philistines b.c. 1055

Savage, Richard. English poet. Famed for his misfor-

tunes. The Wanderer 1608—1743

Savonarola, Girolamo. Italian reformer. A Dominican

monk and preacher
;
denounced the corruptions of the

Church ; prior of the convent of St. Mark, at Florence,

1491 ;
became a leader of the liberals

;
was excommuni-

cated by Pope Alexander VI., in 1497 ; deserted by his

foilowers; strangled 14.52—1498

Saxe. Hermann Maurice, Count of. French marshal.

Born in Saxony ;
.son of Augustus II. of Poland

;
lover

of Anna Ivanovna, afterwards Empress of Russia ;

fought the Austrians, 1742 ;
took Prague, 1744

;
was

made Marshal of France
;
won battles of Fontenoy,

Rancon, ,and Ltiufeldt 1696—1750

Scanderbeg. George Castriota, Prince of. Albanian

general. Defeated the Turks 1401 -1407

Scarron, Paul. French humorist. Le Roman Cotnique. .

.

1610—1000

Scheffer, Ary. French historical painter. Christ the Com-
forter 1795—1858

Schelling, Frederick W. J. German metaph5'sician. First

Sketch of System of Philosophy of Nature 1775—1854

SchiUer. John C. F.'von. German dramatist and poet.

Studied law and medicine, but finally followed his own
inclination to literature. In 1777 appeared his drama of

The Robbers; in 1791, his Thirty Years' Wetr ; and in

1799, his Wallenstein, upon which he had been long en-

gaged. The same year he removed to Weimar, where
he enjoyed the friendship and advice of Goethe. Among
his other works are The Maid ef Orleans, Mary Stuart,

BORN. DIED.

and William Tell. Of his minor poems. The Song of the

I

Bell is perhaps the best 1759— 1805

Schlegel, Augustus W. von. German scholar and critic.

Lectures on. Dramatic Lileraluie 1767—1845

Schlegel, Friedrich W. von. German scholar and philoso-

pher. Lectures on the Philosophy of Uistmy 1772-1829

Schleiermacher, Fricderich D. E. German divine and

author. Critical Essay on the Writings of Luke 1768—1834

Schoeffer, Peter. One of the German inventors of print-

I

ing 1430-1.500

Schomberg, Henry. Count of. French general ; Marshal

of France. One of the greatest generals of his time ... 1583—1632

Schopenhauer, Arthur. German pessimistic philosopher.

The Worldas Will 1788—1860

Schubsrt, Francis. German composer. Lieder. While

still very young was made one of the singers in the court

chapel at Vienna
;
received an excellent musical educa-

tion
;
his Songs (Lieder) and Ballads are his best work ;

musical, tender, and expressive in the rarest degree 1797— 1828

Schumann, Robert. German composer. Paradise and the

Perl 1815—1856

Schuyler, Philip. American revolutionary generai ; after-

I

wards member of Congress and Senator 1733-1804

Schurz, Carl. American journalist and politician. Secre-

tary of the Interior, 1877-1881 1829

Schwarz, Berthold. German monk. Alleged inventor of

gunpowder 14th cent'y.

Scipio, Africanus (The Elder). Roman General and
statesman. Defeated Hannibal at Zama b.c. 234— 183

Scipio, Africanus (The Younger). Roman general. Con-

queror of Carthage b.c. 185— 120

Scott, Sir Walter. Scotch novelist, poet and historian.

Waverley novels ; Marmion ; Lay of the Last Minstrel

;

The Lady of the Lake ; Rokeby ; The \ision of Don Rod-

erick. Son of an Edinburgh writer to the signet
; edu-

cated at University of Edinburgh ; sheriff depute of

Selkirkshire ; lived at Abbotsford ; ruined by commer-
cial speculation 1771—1852

Scribe, Augustine E. French dramatist. The Glass ef

Water 1791-1801

Scroggs, Sir William. Infamous Lord Chief Justice of

England. Removed 102.3—1683

Scudery, Mile., Magdalen de. French romancist. Le

Grand Cyrus 1607—1701

Sebastian. King of Portugal. General. Invaded Moroc-

co and was defeated and killed 1554—1578

Secundus, Johannes. (Everard.) Dutch statesman. Latin

poet. Basia. Latin Secretary to Charles II 1511—1536

Sedgwick, Theodore. American lawyer and statesman.

U.S. Senator; Speaker House of Reiucsentatives
;
op-

posed slavery 1746—1813

Sedley, Sir Charles. Engli.sh poet, profligate and wit 10.39—1701

Selden, John. English statesman and jurist. Mare Claus-

um ; Table Talk 1584—1654

Selkirk, Alexander. Scotch sailor. His adventures sug-

gested Robinson Crusoe. Lived alone on Juan Feniau-

dez, 1704-09 167.5-1723

Selwyn, George Augustus. English wit and man of fashion 1719—1791

Semiramis. (iucen of Assyria. Wife of Omnes, an As-
syrian general, but attracted the notice of Ninus, King
of Assyria, who married her

; she came to the throne at

his death, built Babylon and other cities, and annexed
to her dominion large portions of Persia and Ethiopia;
invaded India but was defeated ; is said to have been
murdered by her son. Ninyas. Flourished 1250 B.c.

Seneca, Lucius Annaeus. Roman philosopher. Morals. 5— 65
Servetus, Michael. Spanish scientist and theologian. Op-

posed the doctrine of the Trinity. On the Errors of the

Trinity. Burned at Geneva 1.500—1.5.53

Severus, Alexander. Roman Emperor. Defeated the Per-
sians

; a mild and humane ruler 205 235
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Sevigne, Marie de Rabutin-Chantal, Marchioness of.

French authoress. Educated hy her uncle, the Ahl)e de

Coulanges ;
familiar with Latin, Italian, and Spanish

;

married tl644) the Marquis de Sevigne, a profligate

nol)leman who was killed in a duel in 1651, leaving a

son and a daughter ; Turenne, the Prince of Conti, and

others, in vain, solicited her to a second marriage
;
she

was one of the most distinguished ornaments of the

Hotel de Ramhouillet ;
her ieWew are models 1626—1696

Seward, William II. American rcpuhlican statesman,

Secretary of State, 1861-69 1801 1872

Seymour, Horatio. American statesman. Democratic

candidate for President in 1868 1811—^4^

Sforza, Francis A. Duke of. Milan general and states-

man. Built canal hetween Milan and the Adda 1401—1466

Sforza, Ludovico (II Moro). Italian general and statesman.

Drove French from Italy 1453—1510

Shadwell, Thomas. English dramatist, poet laureate.

The Sullen LoviTS 1640—1692

Shaftesbury, Anthony Ashley Cooper, first Earl of.

English statesman. Lord Chancellor. “ Achitophel.”

Author of Habeas Corpus Act 1621—1683

Shaftesbury, Anthony Ashley Cooper, third Earl of.

English author. Characteristics 1671—1713

Shakespeare, William. Greatest English poet and dram-

atist. Lear ; Hamlet ; Macbeth ;
Othello; The Tempest

;

Midsummer NighVs Dream

;

bom at Stratford-on-

Avon
;
went to London about 1586 and became an actor

and playwright ;
after amassing a competence returned

to his native town, where he spent the rest of his life.

Was son of a glover, and farmer ;
educated at Stratford

grammar school ;
married Anne Hathaway 1582 ;

became

dramatist and shareholder at Blackfriars theater, and

subsequently' part proprietor of the Globe ; left London

about 1608 ;
produced Vensis and Adonis, and the Rape

of Lucrece, 1593-94, the only works published under his

own hand. The first collected edition of his works ap-

peared in 1623

Sheil, Richard Lalor. Irish orator and politician
;
mem-

ber of Parliament . Sketches of the IHsh Bar 1794—1851

Shelley, Percy Bysshe. English poet. Cenci, Adonais,

Prometheus ; Remolt of Mam ;
Alastor ; The mtch of

Atlas. Came of an old Sussex family; was expelled

from Oxford for circulating a Defence of Atheism ;
mar-

ried against his father’s will the daughter of an inn-

keeper; separated from her in 1813; afterwards mar-

ried Mary Godwin ;
was drowmed off coast of Italy 1792—1822

Sheppard, Jack. English burglar. Hanged 17’24

Sheridan, Philip II. American general. Won battle of

Winchester, Cedar Creek, Five Forks 1831

Sheridan, Richard Brinsley. Irish orator, wit, and dram-

atist. The Schoolfor Scandal; The Rivals; The Critic;

friend of Fox
;
member of Parliament ; made great

speech at impeachment of Warren Hastings 1751—1816

Sherman, John. American politician and financier. Sec-

retary o’f the Treasury, 1877-81; resumed specie payments 1823

Sherman, Roger. American Revolutionary patriot and

statesman. Signed Declaration of Independence ; U. S.

Senator

Sherman, William Tecumseh. American general. Made

the “ March to the Sea”; commander American army.. 1820

Shrewsbury, Charles Talbot, Duke of. English states-

man. Secretary of State and Lord Treasurer. “ The

King of Hearts ” 1660—1 1 1 1

Shrewsbury, John Talbot, 1st Earl of. English warrior

in France. Conquered French ;
repulsed by Joan of Arc 1373—1453

Siddons, Mrs. Sarah Kemble. English tragic actress,

sister of J. P. Kemble, married Henry Siddons in 1773 ;

made her London d<4mt in 1775. Among her great

parts were Belvidere, Isabella, Lady Macbeth. She re-

tired from the stage in 1812 1755—1831

BORN. DIED.

Sidney, Algernon. English patriot. Executed on false

charge of complicity in Rye House Plot ;
wanted to

establish republic in England 1622—1683

Sidney, Sir Philip. English soldier and poet. Arcadia ;

Defence of Poesle ; mortally wounded at Zutpben 1554—1586

Sigismund. Emperor of Germany. Defeated by Turks

;

gave up John Huss 1366—1437

SignorelU, Luke. Italian painter. The Last Judgmenl

.

1439—1521

Sigourney, Mrs. Lydia II. American poetess. Merral

Pieces in Prose and Verse 1791—1865

Sismondi, Jean C. L., Simonde de. French historian.

Italian. Republics. (Francesco A. della Revere) 1773—1842

Sixtus IV. Pope of Rome (1471-84). Excommunicated

Lorenzo de Medici 1414—1484

Skelton, John. English poet. Poet laureate. Ills works

are mainly satires and elegies 1460—1529

Skobeleff, Michael. Russian general. Conqueror of

Turcomans 1843—1882

Smith, Adam. Scotch political economist. Wealth of

Nations 1723—1790

Smith, Horace. English poet and humorist. Rejected

Addresses 17 19—1849

Smith, James. English poet and humorist. Rejected Ad-

dresses 1775—1839

Smith, John, Captain. English adventurer. IPisiory of

Virginia 1579—1631

Smith, Sydney, Rev, English divine and wit
;
projector

of the Edinburgh Review ; Peter Plymley's Letters 1771—1845

Smollett, Tobias. Scotch novelist. Roderick Random;

Peregrine Pickle ;
The Expedition ofHumphrey Clinker

;

Ferdinand, Count Fathom ;
History of England ; The

Adventures of Sir Lanncelot Greaves 1721 1771

Sobieski, John III. King of Poland. Defeated the Turks;

raised siege of Vienna

Socrates. Athenian philosopher. Teacher of Plato, .b.c. 468— 399

Soliman. (“ The Magnificent.”) Sultan of Turkey.

Conqueror of Persia and part of Hungary 1494—1566

Solomon. King of Israel. “The Wise.” Son of David.

Builder of the Temple ;
founder of Palmyra

;
compiler

oi t\\e Ph'overbs 1033— Ol®

Solon. Athenian legislator and statesman. Reduced in-

terest ;
divided people into classes, according to in-

come 038— 558

Somers, John, Lord. English Whig statesman. Lord

Chancellor 1000 1716

Somerset, Edmund de Beaufort, Duke of. English Regent

of Prance ^'^0

Somerville, Mrs. Mary F. English authoress and scientist.

Physical Geography 1780—1872

Sophocles. Greatest of the attic tragedy writers. Anti-

gone; (Edipus Tyrann.us b-C- 495— 405

Sorbonne, Robert de. French ecclesiastic. Founder of

the Sorbonne; confessor to Saint Louis 1201—1274

Sorel, Agnes. Mistress of Charles VII. of France 1409—1450

Soulti Nicholas J. de D. One of Napoleon's marshals.

Commander-in-chief in Spain against Wellington 1769—1852

Southev Mrs. Caroline Bowles. English poetess. The

mdow's Tale 1787-1854

Southey, Robert. English poet laureate ;
Son of a Bristol

linen draper; educated at Oxford ;
did immense amount

of taskwork
;
lost his mind. Curse of Kehama; Madoc;

Thalaba ;
Don Roderick 1774—1843

Spartacus. Gladiator. Chief of the Servile Nara (73-71

B.c.)

Speke, John II. English explorer of Africa. Discoverer

of the source of the Nile 13^7 1864

Spencer, Herbert. English philosopher. Socidtagy 1820

Spencer, John C., Earl. English statesman and reformer.

Wliig Chancellor of Exchequer, 1830-34 1782—1845

Spenser, Edmund. English poet
;
born in London of good

family ;
educated at Cambridge ;

Secretary to Lord
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Grey
;
the Queen’s deputy in Ireland ; Sheriff of Cork

in 1598, there his house was sacked and burned, and his

youngest cliild perished in the flames. Faerie Queene ;

The Slwpherds' Calendar; View of Ireland 1553—1599

Spinoza, Benedict. Dutch philosopher. His parents were

Spanish Jews at Amsterdam
;
he supported him.sclf by

making lenses for telescopes and microscopes
;
his great

work is his Ethics Demonslruted by a Gtmnelric Method ;

a pantheist, who conceived that the infinity of God re-

quires the exclusion of all other substances. lie was

abused as an atheist in his own time 1632— 11)77

Spontini, Caspar. Italian composer. La Vestak 1778—18.51

Spurzheim, John G. German phrenologist 1776—1832

Stael, Anna M. L. G., Baroness de. French authoress.

Corinne 1766—1817

Standish, Miles. Captain. Plymouth colonist and soldier. 1584—1656

Stanhope, Philip Henry, Earl of. English historian.

Ilisterry of England 1805—1875

Stanley, Arthur Penryhn. English divine and historian.

Lectures on the History of the Jewish Church 1813—1881

Stedman, Edmund Clarence. American poet and critic.

Victorian Poets 1833

Steele, Sir Richard. English essayist. Essays in The Tat-

tler, The Spectator, and The Guardian 1671—1729

Steen, Jan. Dutch painter. His specialty was tavern

scenes 1636— 1689

Stein, Heinrich F. C., Baron von. Russian statesman. Op-

ponent of Napoleon 1757—1831

Stephen. King of England. Carried on w ar against parti-

sans of Matilda, daughter of Henry 1 1105—1154

Stephens, Alexander H. American statesman. Vice-

President of the Southern Confederacy 1812

Stephenson, George. English Inventor of the railroad

and locomotive. In 1814 constructed a locomotive which

drew 8 cars ; made great improvements on this the next

year ;
invented the steam blast pipe, and greatly im-

proved the construction of the railroad
;
finally built an

engine running30 miles an hour; did for the locomotive

what Watt did for the condensing steam engine 1781—1848

Stephenson, Robert. English inventor of the tubular

bridge 180.3—1859

Sterling, John. Scotch essayist. Arthur Coningsby 1806—1844

Sterne, Lawrence, Rev. Irish novelist. Tristram Shandy ;

The Sentimental Journey 1713—1768

Steuben, Friedrich N. A., Baron von. German officer in

the -American Revolution 1730—1794

Stewart, Alexander T. American millionaire merchant . . 1S03—1876

Stewart, Dugald. Scotch metaphysician. Elements of the

Philosophy of the Human Mind 1753—1828

Stilicho, Flavius. Roman general. Drove Alaric out of

Italy and the Goths out of Thrace 408

Story, Joseph. American jurist. Justice of the Supreme

Court. Commentaries on the Constitution 1779—1845

Story, William W. American sculptor and poet. Cleopa-

tra ; Poba di Roma • . 1819

Stowe, Harriet E. Beecher. American novelist. Uncle

Tom's Cabin 1&12

Strabo. Greek geographer. Geography b.c. 54a.d.24

Strafford, Thomas Wentworth. Earl of. “ Thorough.”

Minister of Charles I. Beheaded 1593—1641

Strauss, Johann. German composer of waltzes 1804—1849

Strongbow, Richard de Clare. Conqueror of Ireland 1176

Strozzi, Philippo. Florentine Republican. Led an army
of French and Italian mercenaries against the Medici... 1488—1538

Stuart, Charles Edward. “ The Young Pretender.” 1720—1788

Stuart, Gilbert C. American portrait painter. Portrait

of George Washington 1756—1828

Stuart, James F. E. Son of James II. “ The Elder Pre-

tender.” 1688—1765

Stuyvesant, Peter. Dutch Governor of the colony of

New Netherlands (New York) 1602—1682

BORN. DIED.

Suckling, Sir John. English jioet. Poems (amatory or

witty) 1609—1642

Sue, Eugene. Freucli novelist. LeJuif Errant 1804—1857

Suetonius, Cains (Tranquilliis). Biographer of the

Roman Emperors. Lives of the 'I’welve Caesars 70

Suffolk, Michael de la Pole, 1st Earl of. English states-

man. Lord Chancellor of England 1389

Sulla, Lucius Cornelius. Roman general and statesman.

Prominent in Social War; led aristocratic party; op-

ponent of Marius
; introduced proscription

;
dictator

;

abdicated voluntarily b.c. 138— 78

Sully, Maximilian de Bethune, Duke of. French general

and statesman. Superintendent-General of Finances
;

Minister of Henry IV. Memoirs 1539—1641

Sumner, Charles. American Republican statesman, orator,

and Senator. True Grandeur of Nations 1811—1874

Sunderland, Charles Spencer, 3d Earl of. English states-

man. Minister of James II., and (after several changes

of religion) Counsellor of William III 1674—1722

Surrey, Henry Howard, Earl of. English poet. First to

use English blank verse 1515—1547

Suwarrof, Alexander T., Count. Russian general. De-
feated Turks

; revolted Poles and French 1729—1800

Swedenborg, Emanuel. Swedish religionist and natura-

list. Up to 57 he devoted himself to mathematics and
the natural sciences. Among his works on those sub-

jects are Principia ; The Animal Kingdom

;

and Miscel-

laneous Observations Connected with the Physical Sciences.

After 57 he engaged in religious speculations. Among
his religious works are The True Christian Rdigion;

and The Mysteries of Heaven. The central iioint of his

theosophy is the correspondence of the natural and the

supernatural 1689—1722

Swift, Jonathan. Irish divine and satirist
; educated at

Trinity College, Dublin ; admitted into the hou.se of Sir

W

.

Temple
; entered church

;
became Dean of St. Pat-

trick’s
;

at first a Whig, afterwards a strenuous Tory.

Tale of a Tub ; Gulliver's Travels 1667—1745

Swinburne, Algernon C. English poet. Alalanta in

Calydon 1837

Tacitus, Caius Cornelius. Roman historian. Germania. 50—118
Talfourd, Sir Thomas Noon. English author. Ion 1795—18.54

TalleyrandPerigord, Charles Maurice, Prince of.

French diplomatist and wit. Minister of Foreign Affairs 1754—1836

Tallien, Jean Lambert. French Revolutionist. Leader of

the party whicli overthrew the Robespierres 1769—1820

Talma, Francois J. French actor. Son of a dentist, and
practiced dentistry for some time

;
lived several years

in London when young
;
made his debut at the Fran-

^aise, in 1787, as Seide in Mahomet. Among his great

roles were Orestes, Hamlet, Sulla, Othello, and Leonidas. 1763—1826

Tamerlane (Tamour-leng, i. e., “Tamonr the Lame”).
Tartar general and conqueror. Subjugated Armenia,

Georgia, Persia, India 1335—1405

Tancred. Last Norman King of Sicily (1189-1194) 1194

Taney, Roger B. American jurist and Democratic states-

man. Chief Justice of the United States 1777—1864

Tarquinius Superbus. Last King of Rome. Expelled

by the Romans under the elder Brutus b.c. 495

Tasso, Bernardo. Italian poet. Amadis. Father of Tor-

quato 1493—1569

Tasso, Torquato. Italian poet. Jerusalem Delivered.

Lived at the Court, and under the patronage of Alphon-

so, Duke of Este
;
produced (1593) Aminta, a pastoral

drama ; completed his great work, the Gerusalemme Li-

berata, in 1575. For falling in love with Leonora, sister

of the Duke of Este, he was shut up seven years as a

madman. Among his works is the romantic poem Ri-

naldo 1544—1595

Taylor, Bayard. American traveler, novelist, poet
;
printer
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and journalist
;

Minister to Germany. Translator of

Goethe’s Faust ; Prince Deucalion ; Masque of the

Gods; John Godfrey's Fortunes 1825—1878

Taylor, Jeremy, Bishop. English author. Holy Lii ing .

.

161.3—1667

Taylor, Zacliary. American general ; 12th President of

the U. S. Born in Va. ; entered army in 1808 ;
served in

Black Hawk and Seminole wars, and was commander in

Florida
;
major-gen. in Mexican War ; won battles of

Resaca de la Palma and Buena Vista
;
elected President

liy the Whigs in 1848 1784—1850

Tecumseh. American Indian chief. Formed alliance of

the Western Indians
;
defeated by Harrison at Tippe-

canoe 1770—1813

Tell, William. Swiss patriot and legendary liero 1354

Temple, Sir William. English statesman and author. Ne-

gotiated the Triple Alliance of 1668. Account cf the

United Provinces 1628—1699

Teniers, David. (The Elder.) Flemish irainter. His special-

ty r\ as tavern scenes 1582—l(i49

Teniers, David. (The Younger.) Flemisli marine and

landscape painter 1610—1694

Tennyson, Alfred. English poet
;

educated at Cam-
bridge : made poet-laureate in 1850. In hleinwiam;

Enoch Arden ; The Princess ; Maud ; The Idylls of the

King ; Lochsley Hall ; The Lotus Eaters ; Ulysses; Ode

on the Death of the Duke of Wellington ; The Holy Grail;

Queen Mary; Harold 1809

Terence (P. Terentins Afer). Roman comedy writer, .b.c. 195— 159

Tertullian, (Quintus Septimins Florens. Church father.

On the Resurrection of the Body 160— 240

Tetzel, .John. German seller of indulgences 1450—1519

Thackeray, William Makepeace. English novelist ; born

in Calcutta ; educated at Cambridge
;
tried to be an ar-

tist. Henry Esmond ; Vanity Fair ; The Newcomes ; Pen-

dennis ; The Adventures of Philip ; The Virginians ; The

Book of Snobs ; The Four Georges; English Humorists. 1811—1863

Thais. Celebrated courtesan of Athens. Mistress of Alex-

ander the Great; afterward married Ptolemy of Egypt.B.c. 4th Cent.

Thales of Miletus. Greek natural philosopher. Fixed

lengtli of year at 365 days; believed water the origin of

things B.c. 6.35— 530

Themistocles. Athenian statesman and general. Com-

mander-in-chief against Xerxes; won battle of Salaniis
;

rebuilt walls to Peraeus n.c. 515— 449

Theocritus. Greek bucolic poet. He has left 30 Idyls.

Flourished 270 b. c.

Theodora- Wife of Justinian I. Empress of the East.

A reformed courtesan 548

Theodoric (“ The Great ”). King of Ostro-Goths. Con-

quered Odoacer
;
a wise, humaue prince 445— 526

Theodosius (“ The Great ” ). Roman Emperor. Defeat-

ed the Goths
;
persecuted Christians 345— 395

Theophrastus. Greek philosopher and moralist. Cha>’-

acters b.c. 360— 285

Thierry, Jacques U. Augustin. French historian. Nor-

man Conquests 1795—1836

Thiers, Louis Adolphe. French statesman and historian.

History of the Consulate and Empire 1797—1877

Thomas, George II. American Federal general. Won
battles Cliickamaugua and Nashville 1816—1870

Thomson. James. Scotch poet ;
son of a minister

; edu-

cated at Cambridge
;
lived at London

;
secretary of the

briefs. The Seasons ; The Castle of Indolence ; Tancred
and Sigismunda 1700—1748

Thoreau, Henry D. American author. The Concord and
Merrimac Rivers ; The Maine Woods 1817—1862

Thorwaldsen, Albert D. Danish sculptor. Triumphal
March of Alexander 1770—1844

Thucydides. Greek historian. Sicilian Expeditinn. .n.c. 470— 400

Tiberius. Roman Emperor (14-37). Gave control of af-

fairs to infamous Sejanni
;
retired to Capri, 26 b.c. 42a.u.37

BORN. DIED.
Ticknor, George. American scholar. History of Spanish

Literature 1791—1871
Tieck, Louis. German writer. Puss in Boots 1773-185:3
Tilden, Samuel J. American Democratic statesman. Can-

didate for President in 1876 isir-

Timoleon. Corinthian general. Liberator of Syracuse. b.c. .395—

.

3.37

Tintoretto, II. (Jacopo Robusti.) Italian painter. The
Worship of the Golden Calf. 1512—1594

Titian. (Tiziano Vecelli.) Italian painter. Greatest of
the Venetian colonists

; a fellow pupil with Giorgione.

Among his masterpieces are the Assumption of the Flr-

gin. Presentation of the Virgin, Peter Martyr, The Last
Supper, Sleeping Venus, Bacchus and Ariadne, Pharisee

Showing the Tribute Money to Christ, Homage of Frede-
rick Barbarossa to the Pope 1477—1566

Tocqueville, Alexis C. H. C. de. French author. Aineri-

can Democracy 1805—1859

Tone, Theobald Wolfe. Irish patriot. Founder of the
“ United Irishmen

;
” condemned to de.ith for treason. . 1763—1798

Tooke, John Horne. English philologist and radical. The
Diversions of Parley 1736—1812

Tbpfer, Rudolph. Swiss novelist. Nouvelles Generoises.. 1779—1846
Torquemada, Thomas de. Spanish grand inquisitor.

Said to have burned 8,000 people in 16 years 1420—1498
Torricelli, Evangelista. Italian pliysicist. Inventor of the

barometer 1608—1647
Toussaint I’Ouverture, Francois. Negro chief of the

Haytien Rebellion 1743—1803

Trajan. (Marcus Idpius Nerva Trajanus.) Roman Em-
peror, 98-117. Defeated Dacians and Parthians 52— 117

Trollope, Anthony. Englisli novelist. Barchester Towers. 1815

Tromp, Marten II. van. Dutch admiral. Defeated Span-
ish and Portuguese, 1639 ; English under Blake, 1652. . . 1597—1653

Trumbull, Jonathan. American Revolutionary states-

man. Governor of Connecticut
; friend of Washington. 1710—1783

Trumbull, Jonathan. American revolutionary patriot

;

Sjreaker House of Representatives
;
U. S. Senator, and

Governor of Connecticut 1740—1809

Turenne, Henri de la Tour d’Auvergne, Vicomte de.

French commander. Defeated Conde and the Spanish

at Dunes
;
invaded Holland 1611—1675

Turgeneff, Ivan S. Russian novelist. Virgin Soil ; Fa-

thers and Sons 1818

Turner, Joseph M. W. English painter. The Slave Ship

.

1775—1851

Turpin, (Dick) Richard. English highwayman 1711—1739

Tyler, John. American statesman. President of the U.

S. ;
born in Va.

;
practiced law

; M. C. 1816-21
;
Gov-

ernor of Virginia 1825 ;
elected U. S. Senator 1827 ;

sym-

p.athised with the nulli6ers and opposed Jackson
;
re-

signed 1836 ; elected Vice-President on Whig ticket

1840; succeeded Harrison on his death in 1841 1790—1862

Tyler, Wat. English rebel. Led revolt in southeast Eng-

land against capitation tax 13S1

Tyndall, John. Irisli pliysicist. Heat considered as a

mode of motion 1820

XJberti. Fazio. Italian poet. 11 Dittamondo 1370

Udal. Nicliolas. English author. Ralph Roister Doister,

the earliest English comedy 1506—1574

TJbland, John L. German lyric poet and scholar. Ballads 1787—1862

Ulfilas. Gothic bishop. Translator of the Scriptures into

Gothic 311— 381

Illpian, Domitius. Roman jurist. Ad Edictum 170—228

Unger, John F. F. German engraver. Inventor of “ Un-

gerian”type U50—1804

Urban II. Pope. 1088-1099. Organizer of the first cru-

sade 1099

Usher, James. Archbishop. Chronologist and theologian.

Annals of the Old and New Testaments 1580—1656

Valens, Flavius. Emperor of the East (364-378). An
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Arian. Persecuted the Orthodox; defeated and killed

by Goths 327— 378

Valentinian I. Emperor of Rome (36-1-.375). Fought

the Piets, Scots and Germans 321— 375

Valerian. Emperor of Rome (253-260) . Captured by the

Persians at Edessa 260

ValUfere, Fran^oise L. Duchesse de la. Mistress of

Louis XIV. of France 1644—1710

Van Buren, Martin. American politician. Entered bar

1803 ;
served in X. Y. Senate

; Attorney-General of X.

Y. 1815 ;
leading man of the “ Albany Regency elect-

ed U. S. Senator by the Democrats 1821 ; Governor of

X. Y. 1828 ;
Secretary of State 1829-31

;
Vice-President

1833-37
;
President iaS7^1 1782 -1862

Vanbrugh, Sir John. English architect and dramatist.

The Relapse ; The Provoked Wife 1666—1726

Vandyke, Sir Anthony. Flemish painter in England. Pupil

of Rubens ;
traveled and studied in Italy

;
settled in

England in 16.32, and painted several portraits of Charles

I.
;
among his best works are The Erection of the Cross

;

Portrait of the Earl of Strafford ; and a Crucifixion ;
is

considered the greatest of modern portrait painters 1599—1641

Van Ostade, Adrian. Dutch painter. A Smoker Light-

ing his Pipe 1610—1685

Van Renselaer, Stephen. American landholder. “The
Patroon 1764—1839

Van der Weyde, Roger (Roger of Bruges). Flemish

painter. The Descentfr07n the Cross. 1455—1529

Vancouver, George. English navigator. Discoverer of

Vancouver's Island 1758—1798

Vanderbilt, Cornelius. American capitalist 1794—1877

Vandervelde, Adrian. Flemish painter. His specialty

was landscapes with cattle 1639—1672

Vane, Sir Henry. English statesman. Ambassador to

Denmark and Sweden
;
Secretary of State

;
convicted

of treason 1589—1034

Vane, Sir Henry. English painter. Statesman
;

be-

headed ; leader of independents
;
head of navy 1612—1662

Vanloo, Charles A. French historical painter. Apotheosis

ofS. Isidore 1705—1765

Varnhagen von Ense, Charles A. S. P. German writ-

er. Biographic Mernonals 1785—1808

Varro, Marcus Terentius. Roman scholar. De Re
Rustica B.c. 116— 28

Vasari, George. Italian painter and biographer. Lives of
the Painters 1512—1574

Vattel, Emmerich de. Swiss jurist. Intertiatio)ial Law

.

Vauban, Sebastian Leprestre Seigneur de. French military

engineer. Captured fortress of Xorma. Practice on

the Attack of Places 16.33—1707

Vega, Garcilasso de la. Spanish historian. JTistory of
Peru 1530-1568

Vega, Lope de. Spanish dramatist and poet. Educated at

the University of Alcala ; enjoyed the patronage of the

Duke of Alva ; was in the Invincible Armada, but left

the army in 1590 ;
became a priest in 1609 ;

wrote some
2,0(X) dramas, besides several epics ; among his best

works are Eslella de Sevilla; The Prude; and The
Beautiful Deformed 1562—1635

Velasquez, JamesR.de Silva Y. Spanish painter. Court

painter to Philip II.
;
greatest Spanish painter in his-

tory, landscape and portraits
;
among his works are The

Crucifixion; The Spinners ; and a portrait of Innocent

1599-1660

Vendome, Louis Joseph, Duke de. French commander.
Captured Barcelona

; defeated at Oudenarde 1634—1712

Vergennes, Charles Gravier. Comte de. French states-

man. Louis XVI. 's Minister of Foreign Affairs
;
nego-

tiated treaty of alliance with the United States 1778 1717—1787

Vernet, Antoine C. H. French painter. The Battle of
Wagram 1758—1836

BORN. DIED.

Vernon, Edward. English admiral. Captured Porto

Bello, 1739 1684—1757

Veronese, Paul (Cagliari). Worked in Rome and Venice
;

among his greatest works are The Marriage at Cana ;

The Pilgrims of Emmaus ; and The Rape of Europa 1530—1588

Vespasian, Titus Flavius. Emperor of Rome (70-79).

Captured Jerusalem 9— 79

Vespucius, Americus. Italian navigator. America was
named after him 1451—1516

Vestris, Gaetano A. B. Italian dancer. Master of the ballet

at Grand Opera, Paris. “ The God of Dancers.” 1729—1808

Vicente, Gil. Portuguese. Dramatist and poet. The

Judge ofBeyra 1485—1557

Victor, Emmanuel. King of Sardinia
;

first King of Italy
;

restorer of Italian unity 1820—1878

Vidocq, Eugene F. French thief, gambler, soldier, and

detective. Memenrs 1775—1850

Vigny, Alfred Victor. Comte de. French poet and novelist.

Poems; Cing-Mars 1799—1863

Villars, Charles L. II., Due de. French general. Sub-

dued the Camisards 1653—17.34

Villele, Joseph de. Count. French politician. Prime

Minister (1822-28) 177.3—1854

Villena, Enrique d’Aragon, Marquis de. Spanish poet.

Gaya Sciencia 1384—14.34

Villiers, George. First Duke of Buckingham. Favorite

of Charles I. Assassinated 1592—1628

Villiers, George. Second Duke of Buckingham. Profli-

gate. The Rehearsal 1627—1688

Vincent de Paul, Saint. Founderof the Sisters ofCharity 1576—1660

Virgil or Vergil (Publius Virgilius Maro) Roman poet.

AEneid. Enjoyed the friendship and patronage of Au-

gustus and Maecaenas ; previous to the production of

the .£neid, wrote the Eclogues and the Georgies b. c. 70— 19

Visconti, Matteo. “ I'he Great.” Duke of Milan. A
leader of the Ghibellines 1250—1322

Voiture, Vincent. French poet, wit, and courtier. His

letters to ladies were imitated by Pope 1598—1648

Volney, Constantine F. C. Comte de. French traveler and

skeptic. Ruins 1757—1820

Voltaire, Francois M. Arouet de. French philosopher,

poet, historian, wit, skeptic. Voltaire is an anagram of

Arouet; the son of a notary; produced CEdipe

;

and

wrote part of the Henriade while quite young : w'as in

England 1726-29, passing much time in the society of

Bolingbroke ;
his drama of Zaire appeared in 1730, and

about the same time he finished his History of Charles

XII.

;

produced Alzire in 1736 ; Mahomet in 1741 ;
and

Meropeiw 1743 ;
passed the years 1750-53 with Frederick

the Great
;
took up his residence (1755) at Ferney

;

among his abler works are The Age of Louis XIV ; Es-

say on the Manners of Nations

;

and Candide 1694— 1778

Vossius, Gerard J. German. Scholar and critic. Aris-

tarchus ;
or. Seven Books on the Dramatic Art 1577—1649

Vulpius, Christian A. German author. Rinaldo Rinal-

dini 1762—1827

Wace, Robert. Anglo-Xorman poet. Roman deRou 1112—1184

"Wade, Benjamin F. American politician. Republican

Senator from Ohio. Abolitionist 1800—1878

Wagner, Richard. German composer. Lohengrin; Gol-

terdSmmerung ; Tannhaiiser ; Rheingold ; Nibelun-

genlied: held great musical festival at Bayreuth 1876 ;

produced Parsifal at Bayreuth, 1882 1813

Waldemar I. “The Great.” King of Denmark. Sub-

jugated the Wends and Southern Xorway 1131—1181

Waldis, Bnrchard. German fabulist. “The German
A?sop Fables.” 1554

Walker, John. English lexicographer. Dictionary 1732—1807

Wallace, Sir William. Scotch patriot and general. Fought
Edward I. of England

; executed 1270—1305
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Wallack, Janie? W. English actor in America. Pounder

of Wallack's Tlieater, Flew York 1T95—1864

Wallack, John Lester. American actor. A finished come-

dian; manager of Wallack's Theater, New \ ork 1819

Wallenstein, Albert N. E. von. Count. German gene-

ral. Opponent of Gustavus Adolphus. Quartermaster-

General of the Imperial army 1619 ;
raised a mercenary

army of his own in 162.5 ;
defeated Count Mansfield and

invaded Denmark 1626 ;
was defeated by Gustavus

Adolphus at Liltzen, 1632 ;
the Emperor was turned

against him, and in 1634 he was deprived of his com-

mand and assassinated 1583—1634

Walpole, Horace. Fourth Earl of Oxford. English wit

and writer. Catalogue of Ndbl€ Authors 171, 1,97

Walpole, Sir Robert. English M'hig statesman. Prime

Minister (1721-4.’) 1676—1745

Walsingham, Sir Francis. English statesman. Eliza-

beth’s Minister of Foreign Affairs 1536—1590

Walter .John. English printer. Founder of the London

Times 1739-1812

Walther von der Vogelweide. German minnessinger.

Tristram 1170—1228

Walton, Izaak. English writer. The Complete Angler. .

.

1593—1683

Warbeck, Perkin. Pretender to the English crown. Pre-

tended to be younger son of Edward IV. ;
raised revolt 1499

Warner, Charles Dudley. American humorist. My Sum-

mer in a Garden

Warren, Joseph. American Revolutionary patriot and

orator. Killed at Bunker Hill 1741—1775

Warren, Samuel. English barrister and novelist. Ten

Thousand a Year 1807 1877

Warwick, Richard Neville. Earl of, “ The King Maker.”

English statesman. Set up and deposed Henry IV 142&—1471

Washington, George. Commander-in-chief in the Ameri-

can revolution. First President of the United States

;

aide-de-camp to Braddock in the Indian campaign of

1755 ;
married Martha Custis, 17.59 ;

chosen to Congress,

1774 appointed Commander-in-chief, 1775 ;
President,

1789-97 17.32—1799

Watt, James. Scotch inventor. Improver of the steam

engine; discovered (1764) that water converted into

steam expands to 1,800 times its bulk ;
learned (1765) to

condense steam ;
a cool separate vessel exhausted of

air
;
used the expansive force of steam to depress a pis-

ton ;
discovered the composition of water (though the

honor of this discovery is disputed) ;
and improved en-

gines for pumping water 17.36—1819

Watteau, Antoine. French painter. His favorite sub-

jects are small landscapes, festivals, etc 1684— 1721

Watts, Isaac. English divine and hymn writer. Divine

Songs Attempted in Easy Language 1674—1748

Wayne, Anthony, ‘‘Mad Anthony.” American revolution-

ary general. Captured Stony Point 1745—1796

Weber, Charles M. F. E. Baron von. German composer.

Eieischtitz; produced Das Waldmddchen, 1800; was

director of opera at Prague, 1813 ;
manager of German

opera at Dresden, 1817 ;
produced Der Freischiitz, 1822 ;

Oberoii, 1826 1786—1826

Webster, Daniel. American lawyer, orator, and statesman.

Member of Congress, 1812-16, and 1822-28
;
entered the

Senate (1828), where he remained till 1841, when he be-

came Secretary of State ;
reentered the Senate in 1844 ;

again became Secretary of State in 1850 ; his greatest

legal effort was in the Dartmouth College case
;
his

greatest Congressional speech was his reply to Ilayne . . 1782—1852

Webster, Noah. American lexicographer. Dictionary of

the English Language 1758—1843

Wedgewood, .Tosiah. English potter. ‘‘ Wedgewood ”

ware 17.30—

1
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WelUngton, Arthur Wellesley. Duke of. British gencr-

’al and statesman. Conqueror at Waterloo; beat the

BORN. DIED.

Mahrattas at Assaye, India, 1803 ;
was made commander-

in-chief in Spain and Portugal
;
fought against Soult,

whom he defeated at Oporto
;
crossed the Douro ;

fought

the battles of Talavera, Sabagal, and Albuera
;
captured

Badajos, 1812 ;
won at Waterloo, 1815

;
was afterwards

Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign Affairs 1769—1852

Wenceslaus, King of Bohemia. Emperor of Germany.

Supported Anti-Pope against Boniface IX.; deposed... 1361—1419

Wesley, Charles, Rev. English poet and divine. Hymns. 1708—1788

Wesley, John, Rev. Founder of the Methodist Weslcyans 1703—1791

West, Benjamin. American painter in England. The

Death of Wolfe 1738—1820

Weyde, Roger van der (Roger of Bruges). Flemish paint-

er. Descent from the Ct OSS 1455—1529

Whately, Richard. Archbishop of Dublin. British divine

and logician. Logic 1787—1863

Wharton, Henry. American diplomatist and law writer.

International Law 1785—1848

Wheelock, Eleazar. American clergyman. Founder of

Dartmouth College 1711—1779

Whewell, William. English philosopher and educator.

Philosophy of the Inductive Sciences 1794—1866

White, Henry Kirke. English poet. Poems (largely re-

ligious and devotional) 1785—1806

White, Joseph Blanco. Spanish ex-priest. English poet.

His sonnet. Night, is thought by some the finest in the

English language 1775—1841

Whitefield, George, Rev. English Methodist preacher

and revivalist 1714—1770

Whitney, Eli. American inventor. Thecotton-gin 1765—1825

Whittier, John Greenleaf. American poet ;
born at Haver-

hill, Mass.; farmer, shoemaker, journalist, anti-slavery

agitator. Snoiv Bound ; Voices of Ereedmn ; Songs of

Labor ; Home Ballads ; In War Time ; National Lyrics

;

The Tent on the Beach ; Ballads ofNew England ; Hazel

Blossoms. 1808 —
Wieland, Christopher M. German poet. Oberon 1733—1813

Whitman, Walt. American poet ; born at West Hills,

Long Island ; educated in public schools ;
editor, car-

penter, nurse, government clerk. Leaves of Grass; The

Two liivulets ; Drum Taps; Democratic Fi«fas 1819

Wilberforce, William. English philanthropist, states-

man, and reformer. Secured abolition of slave trade. .. 1759—183.3

Wilkie, Sir David. Scotch painter. The Yillage Festival 1785—1841

William I. (“ The Conqueror.") Duke of Normandy.

Conqueror and King of England (1066-87) 1027—1087

William I. (‘‘ The Silent.”) Prince of Orange. Stadt-

holder of Holland ;
son of William, Count of Nassau ;

when young, page to Charles ’V. ;
head of the insurrec-

tion which broke out, in 1566, on the attempt to intro-

duce the Inquisition in the Netherlands ;
led army

against Duke of Alva
;
made Republic of 7 Protestant

provinces; assassinated by Balthasar Gerard 1533—1.584

William II. (Rufus.) Son of William the Conqueror.

King of England (1087-1100). Put dowm Anglo-Norman

Barons 1056-—1100

William III. Stadtholder of Holland. King of England

(1688-1702). Won battle of the Boyne 1650—1702

Williams, Roger. Founder of Rhode Island Colony. The

Hireling Ministry None of Christ's 1606—1683

Willis, Nathaniel P. American author. Pencillingshythe

Way 1807—1867

Wilson, Henry. American Republican politician. Sena-

tor ;
Vice-President 1812—1875

Wilson, John. (“ Christopher North.”) Scotch poet and

essayist. Noctes Ambrosiana: 1785—1854

Winckelmann, John J. German archatologist. History

of Greek Art 1717—1768

Winkelried, -Arnold S. von. Swiss patriot and hero.

Broke Austrian ]ffialanx at Sempach by grasping numbers

of their spears into his body 1386
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Winthrop, John. Governor and founder of the Massa-

chusetts Bay Colony 1588—1649

Winthrop, Robert C. American orator and statesman.

Speaker of the U. S. House of Representatives 1808

Winthrop, Theodore. American novelist and soldier.

Cecil Dreeme 1828—1861

Wirt, William. American lawyer and statesman, Attor-

ney-General of the U. S. Life of PaU'ick Htnyy 1772—1834

Wiseman, Nicholas P. S., Cardinal. English Catholic

prelate 1802—1865

Wofifing-ton, Margaret. (“Peg.”) Irish actress. Famous
as Sir Harry \nidair in the Constant Couple 1719—1766

Wolcott, John. (“Peter Pindar.”) English satirist,

Peter Pindar's Odes 1738—1819

Wolf, Frederick A. German classical scholar. Prolego-

mena. Advancer of the theory that the Iliad and the

Odyssey are collections of ballads and not the work of a

single author 1759—1824

Wolfe, Charles. Irish poet. The Burial of Sir John Moore. 1791—1823

Wolseley, Sir Garnet Joseph. English General. Reduced
Ashantees to submission, 1873 ; Administrator of

Cyprus, 1878 ; ended Zulu w ar, 1879
;
commanded

English army in Egypt against Arabi Bey, 1882 1833

Wolsey, Thomas, Cardinal. English statesman. Chan-
cellor of Henry VIH.; secured Henry’s divorce from
Catherine 1471—1530

Woodworth, Samuel. American journalist and author.

The Old Oaken Bucket 1785—1842

Worcester, Edward Somerset, Marquis of. English in-

ventor. (Steam engine, etc.) 1601—1667

Worcester, J. E. American lexicographer. Dictionary.. 1734—1866

Wordsworth, William. English poet
;
educati d at Cam-

bridge
;
with Coleridge produced Lyrical Ballads., 1798 ;

settled at Rydal Mount, 1803 ;
published Poems, 1807;

The Excursion, 1814 ; The iVhite Doe of Rylstone, 1815 ;

Peter Bell, 1816. Among his other works are Ecclesiasti-

cal Sonnets ; The Wagoner ; Yarrow Revisited ; The Pre-

lude 1770—1850

Wotton, Sir Henry, English diplomatist and poet. The
State of Christendom 1568—1639

Wrangel, Charles G. von. Count. Swedish general.

Prominent at Liitzen
; defeated Danes and Dutch 1613—1675

Wren, Sir Christopher. English architect. St. Paul's

Cathedral 1632—1723

Wright, Silas. American Democratic statesman. United

States Senator; opposed U. S. Bank 1795—1847

Wycherly, William. English comedy writer. Counti-y

Wife; Love in a Wood; The Plain Dealer 1640—1715

Wycliffe, John de. English reformer. Translator of the

Scriptures 1.324—1384

Wyckham, William of. English statesman and architect.

Lord Chancellor
;
founder of New College, Oxford, . . . 1324—1404

Wythe, George. American lawyer and statesman. Chancel-
lor of Virginia

; signer of Declaration of Independence . 1726—1806

Xavier, Saint, Francis. “ Apostle of the Indies.” Jesuit

missionary to India and Japan 1500—1552

Xenocrates. Greek philosopher. Held that unity and
duality arc 2 deities B.c. 396— 314

Xenophanes. Greek philosopher. Greek originator of

the doctrine of the unity of God B.c. 546— 500

Xenophon. Greek historian. Anabasis ; Cyropcxdia.rs.c. 444— 350

Xerxes I. King of Persia. Invader of Greece
;
beaten

at Salamis b.c. 465

Ximenes de Cisneros, Cardinal. Spanish ecclesiastic

and statesman. Published Polyglot Bible; founded
University of Alcala; regent 1436—1.517

Yakooto Ihn Lais. (“Suffar.”) First of the Persian

dynasty of the Suffaride. Conquered Seistan and Faris-

tan 80

Yale, Elihu. Founder of Yale College 1648—1721

Yancey, William L. American politician. Member of

Congress; extreme “ State Sovereignty ” advocate 1815—1863

Yates, Mrs. Anne JI. English actress. Great in tragic

parts 1787

York and Albany, Frederick, Duke of. Sou of George

III. of England. Defeated at Bergen, 1799 1763—1827

Yorke, Charles. English lawyer. Lord Chancellor (as

LordMorden) 1722—1770

Young, Arthur. English agricultural writer. Annuls of

Agriculture 1741—1820

Young, Brigham. American religionist. Head of the

Mormons 1801—1877

Young, Charles. English actor. Eminent in Shakespear-

ean parts 1777—1856

Young, Edward. English poet ;
educated at Oxford ; a

persistent toady
;
rector of Welwyn in Hertfordshire.

Night Thoughts; The Revenge ; The Love of Fame 1684—1756

Yriarte, Thomas de. Spanish poet. Literary Fables 1750—1791

Zacharia, Justus F. N. German humorist. The Brawler 172.3—1777

Zaleucus. Legislator and reformer at Locris. First of

the Greeks to make a written code of laws B.c. 700

Zamoyski, John S. Polish statesman. Grand Chancel-

lor
;
defeated Maximilian of Austria 1541—1605

Zechariah. One of the 12 Minor Hebrew prophets. B.c.

6th Century

Zeno, of Elea. Greek philosopher. Inventor of dia-

lectic. B.c. 5th Century

Zeno. Greek philosopher. Founder of the Stoics. “ Pain is

no Evil." B.c. 362— 264

Zenobia, Septimia. Queen of Palmyra (266-731. Daughter

of an Arab chief
;
beautiful ; familiar with Latin, Greek,

Syriac, and Egyptian
;
and of a warlike and masculine

temper. Her husband, Odenathus, died in 266, leaving

two minor sons. She then took the title of Queen of

the East. Her dominions extended fiom the Mediterra-

nean to the Euphrates, and included a large part of Asia

Minor. She refused allegiance to Aurelian, who de-

feated her and captured Palmyra
;
passed the rest of her

life at Tibur, in Italy 275

Zepbaniah. One of 12 minor Hebrew prophets. Foretold

destruction of Jerusalem. Flourished in the reign of

Josiah.

Zeuxis. Greek painter. The Infant Hercules Strangling

a Serpent. Flourished b.c. 5th Century

Zimmermarm, Johann G. v. Swiss philosopher. On
Solitude 1728—1795

Zinzendorf, Nicholas Louis, Count of. Founder of the

Moravians. The Journey of Atticus Through the

World 1700—1760

Ziska, John. Hussite chief. Beat Imperial armies 13

times 1.360—1424

Zoilus. Greek critic. Severe on Homer. Fiourished b.c.

4th Century

Zollicoffer, Felix K. American Confederate general. De-

feated and killed at Mill Spring 1812—1862

Zosimus. Greek historian. History of the Ro?nan Em-
pire. 5th Century

Zumpt, Charles G. German classical scholar. Latin

Grammar 1792—18.58

Zurbaran, Francis. Spanish painter. Virgin and St.

John returningfrom the Sepulcher 1598—1662

Zurlauben, Beat F. A. J. D. Swiss general. Military

History of the Swiss 1720—1795

Zwingli, Ulric. Swiss reformer. Exposition of the Chris-

tian Faith. Killed in battle 1484—1531
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HEADS OF THE PRINCIPAL NATIONS OF THE WORLD.

Governments. Ruler. Title. Year op
Birth.

Date op
Accession.

Argentine Republic Julio A. Roca Opt 19 1

Austria-Hungary Franz Joseph I 1830 Hpp 9. 1

Belgium Leopold II Kin.o* 1 Doc 10 ISO';

Bolivia Nicolas Campero
Brazil Pedro 11. Alcantara 1 Anvil 7 1SQ1
Chili Domingo Santa Maria Prpsidonf, .^pnt 1 «
China Kwong Shu 1^71
Colombia R. Nunez iPrpsidpnt
Costa Rica Tomas Guardia Prosidpnf
Denmark Christian IX ntpv 1 n 1

Ecuador Jose de Vintimilla .C^pnt ft 1 ft7ft

Prance Pran5ois P. Jules Grevy .Tan 1ft7Q

Germany Wilhelm I
'

17Q7 .Tan 1ft 1ft71

Alsace-Lorraine P. M. Baron Manteuffel Obprprasidpnh 1880
Anhalt Friedrich Diikp. 1831
Baden Friedrich I Anril 9,zt 1ft.^9

Bavaria Ludwia- II 1845 March 10, 1864
Bremen
Brunswick Wilhelm I 1806 April 20, 1831
Hamburg
Hesse Ludwig IV 18.^7 .Tune 13 1S77
Lippe G. P. Waldemar 1824 Dec. 8 , 1875
Lubeck
Meeklenburg-Schwerin Friedrich Franz II Grand Duke. . .

.

. .1823
Mecklenburg-Strelitz Friedrich Wilhelm Gra,nd Hnkp 1819 Sept 6 1860
Oldenburg Peter 1827 Eeh 9,7 1 8.1.9

Prussia . Wilhelm I 1707
Reuss-Greiz Henrich XXII , 1S46
Reuss-Schleiz Heinrich XIV 1832 Jnlv 10 1807
Saxe-Altenburg Ernst Diikp 1826
Saxe Coburg and Gotha Ernst II Duke .1818
Saxe-Meiningen . Georg II Hnkp. 1826 Sept 20* 1866
Saxe-Weimar Eisenach Karl Alexander Grand Duke 1818 July 8 1853
Saxony Albert 1808 Opt 9.q' 187.8

Schaumburg-Lippe Adolf Prince. . . 1817 Noy 21 1860
Schwarzburg-Rudolstadt Georg Prinop 1838 Noy 26 1869
Schwarzburg-Sondershausen Gunther III Prince 1830 July 17* 1880
Waldeck Georg Victor 1831 May 14 1 845
Wiirtemberg Karl I 18PS

Great Britain and Ireland Victoria I 1819 .Tunc 90 1 S.97
Greece Georgios I 1845
Guatemala J. Rufino Barrios May 7 1873
Hayti Gen. Salomon President Noy 25 1879
Hawaiian Islands Kalakaua I 1836 Feb 12 1874
Honduras M. A. Soto Mnv 9fl 1S77
Italv Humbert I IS44 Jan 9 1878
Japan Mutsu Hito 1852 Hpb 18 1807
Mexico Manuel Gonzalez Dec 1 1 880
Morocco Muley-Hassan 1831 SenT 9.1 1 879
Netherlands Willem III ~1817
Nicaragua Joaquin Zayala F^rpsidpnt
Paraguay Gen. B. Caballero Oct ’ 1880
Persia Nassr-ed-deen 1«9.Q Sent 10 1848
Peru Montero Dec 1881
Portugal Luis I 1838 Noy ll' 1861
Roumania Karl I 1839
Russia Alexander III

.

1845
Salvador Rafael Zaldiv'ar April 30 1876
Santo Domingo P. A. de Moreno Prpsidpnt. . . July 23*

1 880
Servia Milan TV Obrpnovin .Tiilv 9 1808
Spain A Ifonso XTl 1ft57 TApp .80 1 874
Sweden and Norway Oscar II T\inp* . 1829 Sept 18 1872
Switzerland Numa Droz Jan 1 1881
Turkey Ahdiil -Hamid -T\ ban 1^49. Ancr 81 187ft

Egypt Tewfik Pasha Kh pdi VP 1852 Aug 8 1879
United States Chester A. Arthur 1830 ^sPTAt 9.0 1 881
Uruguay F. A. Vidal Prpsidpnt. March 17 1880
Venezuela Guzman Blanco Prpsidpnt Feb. 26,’ 1879
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EGYPT.—CHALD.EA, ASSYRIA, AND BABYLONIA, 455

OUTLINES OF HISTORY.-s-

A Chronological Summary of the Principal Events in

the History of the "World from the Earliest

Times to the Present Day.

? ? ? ? f

[For convenience of arrangement the following arbitrary division

as to periods has been adopted:—!. Ancient History, from tlic

earliest times to the fall of the Western Roman Empire, 476 a.d.—

2. Mediaeval History, from Ihe fall of the Western Roman Empire

to the close of the fifteenth century. 3. The History of Modern
Nations.]

E. c.

9717 Reign of Menes, founder of the Thinite

dynasty.

9199 Hieroglyphics invented.

9190 Pyramids built, north of Memphis.

1899 Memnon invents Egyptiak Alphabet.

1706 Jacob and his family settle in Egypt.

1618 Accession of Sesostris.

149 1 Exodus of the Hebrews, after the

ten plagues.

130 8 Reign of Sethos, who builds Temple of

Vulcan at Memphis and other works.

781 Saite dynasty begins.

711 Assyrian invasion of Sennacherib.

6 86 Egypt divided between 19 kings.

610 Attempt to cut a canal across the

Isthmus op Suez. Failure after the

loss of 190,000 men.

581 Babylon invaded by Nebuchadnezzar.

535 Egyiit becomes subject to Cyrus the
Great.

EGYPT.
B. C.

I

41 8 Visit of Herodotus to Thebes.

339 Egypt conquered by Alexander the
Great. Alexandria founded.

399 Ptolemy 1. makes Egypt independent.

390 Revolt of Phoenicia. Immigration of

100,000 Jews.

301 Battle of Ipsus, between Ptolemy Soter

and Antigontis.

917 Battle of Raphia. Ptolemy IV. de-

feats Antiochiis III. of Syria.
!

19 8 Syria becomes independent.
'

145 Reign of Ptolemy VII., who marries

Cleopatra.

130 Ptolemy VII. flees to Cyprus
;
returns

1

in B. c. 128 ; dies, b. c. 117.
i

117 Reign of Ptolemy VIII. and Cleo- 1

patra, his mother.

89 Thebes destroyed.
'

47 Alexandrian library burned in

siege by C.esar.

B. c.

43 Cleopatra poisons her brother and

reigns alone.

41 Marc Antony' follows Cleopatra to

Egypt-

31 Battle of Actium. Antony and

Cleopatra defeated by Octavius.

30 Suicide of Antony and Cleopatra.

Egypt becomes a Roman province.

A. D.

199 Hadrian visits Egypt.

171 Revolt against Rome.

973 Aurelian regains possession.

988 Rebellion of Achilletts in upper Egypt.

99 7 Diocletian captures Alexandria and

puls down rebellion.

379 Pagan w'orship prohibited by Theo-

dosius. Many famous temples de-

stroyed.

CHALDiEA. ASSYRIA. AND BABYLONIA.

945 8 Chaldaea said to have been conquered
i

by Medes or Armenians.
;

9934 First authentic date. Beginning of !

Chaldsean astronomical tablets.

9093 Reign of Uruch, the architect.

1850 Reign of Ismi-dagon, who conquers

Assyria.

1500 Arabians subdue Chaldsea and estab-

lish a new dynasty.

1950 Assyria ahsorhs Chald.ea or Early

Babylonia about this time.

1150 Nebuchadnezzar I. of Babylon invades

Assyria.

1130 Tiglath-Pileser I. invades Babylonia.

B. c.

1110 Tiglath-Pileser I. seizes Babylon, but

is soon driven out.

8 80 The Assyrians again invade Baby-

lonia.

890 Babylon becomes subject to Assyria.

750 Independence regained by Babylon.

747 Reign of Nabonassur.

709 Sargon of Assyria conquers Babylon.

695 Naborpolassar establishes independ-

ence of Babylon. Sardanapalus
burns himself in his palace.

59 8 Nebuchadnezzar conquers the
Jews, and carries away King Jc-

hoiakim.

5 8 8 Siege of Jerit-salera.

587 Jerusalem surrenders.

581 Nebuchadnezzar invades Egj’pt, and

makes Amasis king.

.5 70 Second invasion of Egj’pt.

561 Nebuchadnezzar dies.

539 Cyrus the Great, of Persia, drives

ont Nabonaditis, wiiose son Bel-

shazzar becomes king of Baby-

lon.

53 8 Cyrus turns the Euphrates from its

course and enters Baby'i.on, which
becomes subject to Persia.
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B. C.

SI 60 First Persian dynasty founded.

0-4S Kaianite dynasty founded by Cyaxares.

640 Invasion of Scythians, who subjugate

the country.

559 Cyrus becomes king, and defeats As-

syrians.

543 Cyrus annexes Asia Minor.

538 Cyrus conquers Babylon.
539 Death of Cyrus the Great.
535 Cambyses conquers Egypt.

6 31 Reign of Darius I. begins, after assas-

sination of Smerdis the Magician.

50 8 Macedon and Thrace subdued by

Darius.

495 Revolt of the Ionians, aided by Athens,

suppressed.

B. C.

3800 Pheenicia said to have been peopled by

the “ sons of Aiiak.”

149 7 Reign of Agenor, the first historical

king of Pheenicia.

1050 Tyre becomes the leading city.

870 The Assyrians conquer the coun-

try.

850 A colony led by Elissa, or Dido, founds

Carthage.

B. c.

1930 AerahAM arrives in Syria.

1047 Reign of lliRAM, King of Tyre, who
assists David.

1040 Kino David of Israel subdues the

Syrians.

975 Independence recovered after the

death of Solomon.

901 War with the Israelites
;

Syrian.s de-

feated.

893 Samaria besieged by the Syrians.

740 Alliance with Israel against Judah.
Syria subject to Assy'RIA.

604 Nebuchadnezzar subdues the land.

B. C.

1996 Birth of Abraham.
1883 Death of Abraham.

1739 Joseph sold into Egypt.

1571 Birth of Moses. Male infants de-

stroyed.

1491 Exodus from Egypt. Passover in-

stituted. Crossing of the Red
Sea. Giving of the law from Mount
Sinai.

1490 Tabernacle established in the wilder-

ness.

1451 Joshua leads the nation into Canaan.

1413 From this date to e. c. 113Cthe Hebrews

are subject to six periods of bondage ;

to Mesopotamia, Moab, Canaan, the

Midianites, the Ammonites, and the

Philistines.

PERSIAN EMPIRE.
b. c.

493 Invasion of Greece by Mardonius. He
is defeated.

490 Artaphernes and Datis invade Greece

without success.

48 5 Reign of Xerxes I., the Ahasucrus of

the Bible.

480 Xerxes invades Greece. Battle of

THERMOPYL.E.

479 Persians, defeated at Myxale and

PLAT.EA, retreat from Greece.

465 Xerxes I. assassinated. Reign of Ar-
TAXERXES.

449 Greeks defeat Persians at Salamis.

425 Reign of Xerxes II., followed by Sog-

dianus.

PHOENICIA.
B. C.

733 Shalmaneser IV. of Assyria, invades

Phoenicia.

587 Invasion by Nebuchadnezzar of Baby
Ion.

5 36 Cyrus the Great subdues the country.

466 Battle of Eurymedon
;
Phoenicians,

aiding Persia, are defeated by the

Greeks under Cimon.

353 Revolt from the Persian monarchy.

SYRIA.
B. C.

596 Invasion of Persians; Syria sub-

ject to Persia for three centuries.

333 Battle of Issus. Alexander the

Great conquers Syria.

333 Seleucus I. founds a dynasty.

300 Antioch becomes the capital of the

country.

346 The Egyptians conquer Syria.

19 8 Independence regained.

170 Antiochus Ei’II’Iianes besieges and

captures Jerusalem.

6 5 Syria subject to Rome. Pompey
defeats Antiochus XII.

THE HEBREWS.
B. C.

1136 Samson defeats Philistines.

1133 Samuel becomes Judge of Israel.

1095 Saul is made king.

1093 Saul defeats Philistines.

10 81 Birth of David.
1055 Death of Saul and accession of David,

1040 David defeats Philistines and recovers

the ark.

1033 Death of Absalom after his rebellion.

1015 Death of David. Solomon becomes

king.

1011 Solomon begins to build the Temple.

1004 Temple Completed.
990 Visit of Queen op Sheba to Solomon.

975 Death of Solomon ;
revolt of the ten

tribes ;
division into kingdoms of

Judah and Israel.

B. c.

401 Cyrus rebels ; is defeated and slain at

battle of Ciinaxa, where the “ Retreat

of the Ten Thousand Greeks, under

Xenophon, begins.

394 Persians assist Athenians and defeat

Spartans at naval battle of the

Cm DUS.

351 Sidoiiians revolt, and burn their city.

3 34 Alexander the Great invades

Persia.

331 Persians defeated by Alexander at

Arbela.
330 Darius III. assassinated. Persia be-

comes part of the Macedonian Em
pire.

b. c.

331 Alexander the Great subdues the

land.

333 Pheenicia annexed to Egypt by Ptol-

emy Soter I.

315 Conquest of Antigonns of Phrygia.

8 3 Tigranes I. of Armenia, annexes

Phrygia.

63 Absorbed in the province of Syria.

E. c.

57 The pro-consul, Gabinitis, restores

many devastated cities.

47 Julius C,esar confirms the liberties of

the cities.

A. D.

6 Judah and Samaria added to the

province.

120 Eastern boundary fixed at the Eu-

phrates, by Hadrian.

35 8 War with Persia; Syria successful

after six years.

Kingdom of Israel.
b. c.

975 Reign of Jeroboam.

906 Great famine, predicted by Elijah.

901 Syrians besiege Samaria.

771 Assyrian invasion under Phnl.

731 The Assyrians invest Samaria; ten

tribes carried into captivity
;

the

kingdom is destroyed.

Kingdom of Judah.
971 Jerusalem pillaged by Egyptians.

896 Jehoshai'iiat defeats Ammonites.

741 Pekah, King of Israel, besieges Jeru-

salem.

736 Hezekiah abolishes idolatry.

710 Sennacherib the Assyrian invades

JUD.EA. The destroying angel slays

185,000 Assyrians in the night.
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B. C.

605 Nebuchadnezzar invades Jud®a.

5 8 8 Jerusalem captured, after a long siege.

587 Jerusalem razed to the ground.

Temple burnt.

Babylonish Captivity-

603 Daniel prophesies at Babylon.

5 87 Golden image set up; Shadrach, Me-

shach and Abednego thrown into a

furnace. Prophecies of Obadiah.

B. c.

538 Daniel interprets handwriting on the

wall. Belshazzar slain.

536 CvRUs allows the Jews to return to

Jerusalem.

515 Temple rebuilt.

4r58 Ezra reforms abuses.

44:5 Walls of Jerusalem rebuilt.

415 Malachi prophesies.

33a Alexander the Great visits Jerusa-

lem and worships at the temple.

320 Ptolemy Soter takes Jerusalem.

B. c.

2042 Uranus arrives in Greece, according to

legend.

1856 Kingdom of Argos founded by Inachus.

1710 Arcadians emigrate to Italy, and

found a colony.

1503 Mythical deluge of Deucalion.

1493 Cadmus founds Thebes.

1459 Reign of Hellen.

1453 First Olympic games founded.

13 84 Corinth built.

1326 Eleusinian mysteries instituted.

1313 Kingdom of Mycenae created.

1283 Pelops settles in South Greece.

1263 Argonautic expedition.

1198 Helen carried off by Paris.

1193 Trojan war begins.

1184 Troy Destroyed by Greeks.

1103 Return of the Ileraclidie. .^Eolians

settle in Asia Minor.

1044 lonians settle in Asia Minor.

916 Rhodians found navigation laws.

846 Lycurgus flourishes. Olympiangamcs
revived at Elis.

776 First Olympiad.
752 Athens establishes decennial instead

of perpetual archons.

743 Messenian wars; Sparta victorious.

683 Creon becomes first annual archon of

Athens.

657 Byzantiu-’U built by Bysas, from Ar-

gos.

621 Draconian laws published.

594 Code of Solon published.

590 The Seven Wise Men of Greece flourish;

Solon, Periander, Pittacus, Chilon,

Thales, Cleobulus and Bias.

560 Pisistratus becomes tyrant of Athens.

522 Greeks colonize the Thracian Cher-

sonese. Sestos founded.

510 Banishment of Ilippias and the Pisis-

tratidre.

504 Sardis burnt by the Greeks.

499 Ionian war; the rebellion put down.
492 Mardonius with a Persian fleet is

wrecked near Mount Athos.

490 Second Persian invasion under Datis

and Artaphernes. Battle of Mara-
thon, in which the Persians are de-

GREECE.

B. C.

feated by the Greeks under Mil-

tiades.

483 Aristides banished from Greece.

480 Third and greatest invasion of Persians,

under Xerxes. Battles of Artemi-
sium, Thermopyl® and Sala-

mis.
479 Battles of Mycale and Platma

;

Greeks victorious in both ; Persians

retreat home.

477 Athens becomes the chief Greek state.

471 Themistocles banished from Athens.

469 Cimon overruns all Thrace. Pericles

begins to take part in public affairs.

464 Third Messenian war; Sparta defeats

Messenia.

445 Thirty years’ truce between Athens

and Lacediemonia.

443 Herodotus flourishes.

440 Samian war. Pericles defeats the

Samians.

433 Treaty between Athens and Corcyra.

4 31 Beginning of Peloponnesian war,

between Athens and a confederacy

with Sparta at the head. This war

lasted 27 years, and ended in the de-

feat of Athens.

418 Battle of Mantinea; Spartans defeated.

415 Invasion of Sicily by the Athenians.

413 Athenian fleet destroyed by Gelippus.

400 Death of Socrates. Retreat of the

Ten Thousand.

395 Corinthian war begins; Corinth, Athens,

Argos, Thebes and Thessaly unite

against Sparta.

388 Plato founds Athenian academy.

38 7 Peace of Antalcidas closes Corinthian

war, and establishes independence of

all Greek cities except Lemnos,

Imbros and Scyros, which become

subject to Athens.

382 Olyntiiian w.ir begins
;

after three

years Sparta subdues the Olynthians.

378 Thebes and Athens unite against

Sparta.

376 Laced,emonian fleet defeated at Naxos.

371 Treaty op Callias, between Athens,

Spartaaud the allies ; all Greek cities

B. C.

170 Antiochds takes the city; temple pil-

laged, 40,000 Jews slain.

161 Treaty with Rome, the first on record.

40 Herod becomes king.

37 Jerusalem taken by Herod and the

Romans.

1 8 Temple rebuilt by Herod.

A. D.

4 Birth of Jesus Christ.

33 Crucifixion and Resurrection of

Christ.

B. c.

made independent, but acknowledge

Sparta as supreme on laud, and
Athens as queen of the sea.

368 Eraminondas leads Thebans into the

Peloponnesus.

362 Death of Epaminondas at battle of

Mantinea.

357 Social war. Chios, Rhodes and Byzan-

tium revolt from Athens.

356 Third Sacred war, the Phocians having

seized the temple of Delphi.

346 Athens makes peace with Maccdon.

339 Fourth Sacred ivar, between Philip of

Macedon and the Athenians.

338 Battle of Ch.eronea; Philip defeats

Athenians and Bu'otians.

336 Accession of Alexander the Great.
335 Athens submits to Alexander.

323 Samian w,ar. Antipater, a Macedonian
general, defeats Athens and allies.

300 Athenian Democracy restored.

280 ACH.EAN League, between twelve

cities of Acha;a.

277 League between Athens, Sparta, and
Egypt.

268 Antigonus of Maccdon takes Athens.

229 Athens joins Achiean league.

211 Treaty concluded with the Romans
against Philip V. of Macedon.

200 The allies attack Macedon and defeat

Philip.

196 Greece declared free from Macedon.

167 Romans ravage Epirus and Ach,ea.

146 Greece becomes a Roman province.

88 Mithridates of Pontus seizes Athens.

86 Sylla besieges and reduces Athens.

21 Augustus C*sar founds Confederacy

of Laconian cities.

A. D.

52 The apostle Paul visits Athens.

54 Nero visits Greece and takes part in

the games.

122 Hadrian visits Greece.

262 Greece invaded by the Goths.

395 Alaric I. invades Greece.

442 Attila ravages Thrace and Maccdon.

476 Tiieodoric, the Ostrogoth, devastates

Thessaly and Thrace.

0



458 OUTLINES OF HISTORY.

ROME.
B. C.

753 Rome founded by Romulus on the

Palatine hill (legendary).

750 Sabine war follows the abduction of

the Sabine women.
747 League between Romans and Sabines.

716 Assassination of Romulus.
715 Numa Pompilius becomes king.

6 70 Alban invasion and battle of the Ho-
nATii and Cpuiatii.

665 King Tullus Hostihus defeats the

Albans and destroys Alba Longa.

610 Reign of Aliens Marcius.

6 16 Tarquinius Priscus begins to reign.

615 The Capitol is begun, in honor of

Jupiter, Juno and Minerva.

605 The Circus Maximus is erected.

600 The Cloacae Maximse (great sewer.s) are

built
;

still in use.

578 Accession of Servihs Tullius. First

coinage.

566 The first census makes the number of

inhabitants 84,700.

534 Servius assassinated by Tullia, his

daughter. Her husband, Tarquinius
SUPEKBUS, reigns.

530 Sibylline books brought from Cumae.

510 Rape of Lucretia. The Tarquins
are banished. Foundation of the

Republic ; L. Junius Brutus and L.

Tarquinius Collatinus consuls.

509 Commercial treaty with Carthage.

507 Capitol completed and dedicated.

501 Titus Lartiiis made Dictator.
498 or 496 Battle of Lake Regillus. Tar-

quin and his Latin allies defeated by

Romans.
494 Patricians secede. Tribunes of the

people appointed.

493 Independence of the Latins recognized.

Corioli taken by Caius Martins (Coiii-

OLANUS.)

491 Coriolanns banished; he is received by
the Volscians.

489 The. Voksciaus and Coriolanns besiege

Rome.
488 Coriolanns withdraws at his mother’s

entreaty
;

is slain by the Volsci-

ans.

4 84 First Agrarian Law proposed.
477 The Fabii perish in a battle with the

Veientes.

471 Election of plebeian magistrates given
to the Comitia Trihuta.

45 8 CiNCiNNATUs made Dictator; defeats
the ^qui.

451 Decemviri, or coun.sel of ten, govern.
They institute the ten tables or code
of laws.

449 ViRGiNius kills his daughter Virginia
to save her from Appius Claudius;

decemvirate abolished.

440 Terrible famine in Rome.
434 War with the EtriLscans declared.

431 Battle of Mount Algidus; the .lEqui

and Volsci defeated.

433 The Samnites capture Vulternium.

409 Three plebeian quiestors elected.

407 The Volscians defeat the Romans.
405 Siege of Veii.

396 The dictator Camil I us captures Veii.

391 Camilhis impeached and exiled.

390 Battle of Allia. The Romans defeated
by Breiiniis and the Gauls. Rome
burnt. Siege of the Capitol.

389 Gauls expelled and city rebuilt.

38 7 Capitoline games are established.

3 84 Manlius hurled from Tarpeian rock for

having aimed at sovereignty.

376 Civil war between patricians and ple-

beians. Law passed that one consul

shall be a plebeian.

363 CuRTius leaps into a gulf to save
i

Rome.
350 The Gauls are defeated by Popilius.

343 War with Samnites; this war lastsmore

than fifty years.

340 War with Latins; after two years the

Romans are victorious.

333 Treaty made with Alexander the

Great.

331 Battle of the Caudine Forks.
Romans terribly defeated by Pontius.

313 The Via Appia, a great military road,
i

completed.
j

295 Quintus Fabius defeats the Samnites,
j

Etruscans, and Gauls.

390 The third Samnite war ends in subjec-

tion to Rome.
381 War with Ptrrhus, Kino OP Epirus.

3 80 Battle of Pandosia; Romans defeated.

379 Second Victory of Pyrrhus at Ascu-

lum.

375 Battle of Beneventum
;
Pyrrhus de-

feated. I

366 All Italy now subject to Rome. i

364 First Punic War; Carthage dis-

putes Rome’s empire.

356 Naval victory over the Carthaginians

by Regulus.
j

330 Regulus slain at Carthage.

341 End of First Punic War Sicily made
|

a Roman province.

335 No war existing, the Temple op Janus
is closed for the first time in nearly

500 years.

335 Invasion of Gauls; Battle op Clu-

siu.M, defeat of Gauls.

318 Second Punic War. Hannibal
defeats Scirio.

317 Battle of Lake Thrasymene. Flamin-

ins defeated by Hannibal.

316 Battle of Cann®. Romans defeated

with loss of 80,000 men.

303 SciPio Africanus defeats Hannibal at

Zama in Africa.
;

301 End of Second Punic War.

197 War with Philip of Macedon ended by
his defeat.

193 War with Antiochus of Syria; peace

concluded in b. c. 188.

B. c.

173 Second war with Macedon begun.

168 Battle of Pydna; Perseus killed and
Macedon subject to Rome.

149 Third Punic War. Scipio invades
Africa.

146 Carthage destroyed by order of the

Senate.

134 Servile War; Sicilian slaves rebel; in

B. c. 132 are conquered and slain.

131 Civil war arising from agrarian troub-

les; Caius Gracchus killed.

Ill JuGURTHiNE War; peace concluded,

but war renewed two years later; in

E. c. 106 Jugurtha defeated and Nu-
midia subjected.

103 Another Servile War breaks out in

Sicily.

101 Battle of Campus Raudius. Marius

and Catullus defeat the Cimbrl.

91 Social War. The Marsians, at first

successful, are, e. c. 89, defeated.

8 8 Mithridatic War. The King of

Pontus sues for peace in e. c. 83.

8 7 Civil war between Sylla and Marius;
Marius is slain.

83 Proscriptions pf Sylla, who becomes
dictator.

79 Abdication of Sylla.

74 Spartacus leads revolt of the slaves;

is defeated and killed In b. c. 71.

65 Pompey subdues Syria.

63 Conspiracy of Catiline suppressed
by Cicero.

60 First Triumvirate ; Julius Ctesar,

Pompey, and Crassus.

5 8 Banishment of Cicero. Ctesar invades

Gaul.

55 Ctesar invades Britain.

5 1 Gaul made a Roman province.

48 Battle of Pharsalia; Ctesar defeats

Pompey.

46 Cmsar becomes dictator. Suicide of

Cato.

44 Assassination of Julius C®sar
by Brutus, Cassius, and others.

43 Second Triumvirate
; Octavius, An-

tony and Lepidus. Cicero put to

death.

43 Battle of Philippi; defeat and death

of Brutus and Cassius.

41 War between Antony and Octavius,

ended by the marriage of Antony and
Octavia.

33 Civil war of Antony and Octavius.

31 Battle ofActium; defeat and death

of Antony.

30 Temple of Janus closed; first time in

200 years.

37 Octavius becomes emperor under the

title of Augustus C,esar.

35 The Pantheon is erected.
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A.D.

476 Odoacer captures and sacks Rome.
Fall of the Western Empire.

47 7 Second Saxon invasion of Britain.
481 Clovis I. reigns in Belgic Gaul.

A.D.

501 Laws of Burgundy published.

502 Charbades the Persian ravages the

Greek Empire.

503 Fergus lands in Scotland from Ireland.

507 Clovis founds the Kingdom of the

Franks
;
total overthrow of the Visi-

goths.

510 Paris becomes the capital of the

Franks.

511 Salic Law established in France.

514 Vitalianus, the Goth, besieges Constan-
tinople.

519 Cerdic founds the Kingdom of Wessex
in Britain.

476 A.D. TO 500 A.D.

A.D.

486 Battle op Soissons. Clovis I. de-

feats the Romans.
489 Ostrogoths invade Italy.

491 Ella founds the kingdom of Sussex.

THE SIXTH CENTURY.
A.D.

527 Fourth Saxon invasion of Britain. Es-

sex founded.

529 Justinian Code published.

534 Belisarius conquers Africa.

538 The Franks appear in Italy.

539 Italy made subject to Belisarius.

Goths ravage Milan.

545 The Turks enter Asia.

54 7 Northumbria founded in Britain.

552 Totila, the Ostiogoth, defeated in

Italy.

554 Narses overthrows Gothic power in

Italy.

562 St. Colombo lands in Scotland.

563 Constantinople destroyed by fire.

A.D.

493 Theodoric establishes the Ostrogothic

Kingdom of Italy, South Germany,
and Hungary.

495 Third Saxon invasion of Britain.

496 Clovis of France becomes a Christian.

A.D.

565 Aithelbert becomes King of Kent.

568 Italy invaded by the Longobardi, who
found the Kingdom of Lombardy.

569 Birth of Mohammed.
577 Battle of Durham

;
West-Saxons de-

feat the Britons.

581 Paris mostly destroyed by fire. Slavo-

nians ravage Tlirace.

584 Franks invade Italy and are repelled.

5 86 Kingdom of Mercia founded in Britain.

587 Franks expelled from Spain.

590 Gregrory the Great becomes
Pope.

595 The Lombards besiege Rome.
597 St. Augustine lauds in England.

THE SEVENTH CENTURY.
A.D.

600 Italy ravaged by Sclavonians.

603 Scots invade Bernicia
;

are driven
back.

611 The Persians make conquests in Syria,

Egypt, and Asia Minor, and besiege
Rome.

612 Jews persecuted in Spain.
6 14 Jerusalem captured by Persians.
622 Mohammed enters Medina. The He-

gira-
630 Mohammed reenters Mecca; installed

as prince and prophet.

A.D.

632 Death ofMohammed. Hisreligion

spreads through Persia.

638 Syria occupied by Saracens.

640 Alexandrian Library burnt.

642 In Britain the Mercians defeat the Ber-

nicians.

653 Rhodes taken by the Saracens.

656 Clovis II. becomes King of France.
662 In Italy, Constans II., Emperor of the

East, is defeated by the Lombards.
668 Constantinople besieged by Saracens.

672 Saracens driven from Spain.

A.D.

678 Bulgarians occupy Bulgaria, in North-
ern Greece.

6 81 Mebrouin, last of the Merovingians, as-

sassinated.

6 85 Saxons drive Britons into Wales and
Cornwall.

68 7 SiLssex united to Wessex. In France,
Pepin defeats Thierry.

694 Kent devastated by West Saxons.
697 Anafesto becomes the first Doge of

Venice.

THE EIGHTH CENTURY.
A.D.

711 The Arabs cross from Africa to Spain.
The Bulgarians ravage the Eastern
Empire.

712 The Gothic kingdom of Spain over-
thrown by tbe Arabs.

'J'14 Charles Martel becomes Duke of
Prance.

716 Independent Gothic monarchy founded
in the Asturias.

720 The Saracens are defeated at Constan-
tinople.

730 Pope Gregory excommunicates the Em-
peror Leo.

732 Battle of Tours, or Poitiers
;
Sara-

cens defeated by the Franks.

A.D.

739 Charles Martel conquers Provence.
746 Slavic settlements in Grecian Pelopon-

nesus.

747 Carloman of France abdicates.

752 Pepin le Brep becomes King of

France.

755 Insurrection in Mercia, Britain. Ab-
derahman I. becomes King of Cor-
dova.

756 Pepin annexes Ravenna to the See of

Rome.
760 Insurrection of Toledo.

76 8 Charlemagne and Carloman rule in

France and Germany.

A.D.

771 Charlemagne rules alone.

774 Charlemagne annexes Italy, after con-
quering the Lombards.

778 Battle OP Roncesvalles. Beginning
of the age of chivalry. Charlemagne
invades Spain.

785 Saxons, subdued by Charlemagne, be-

come Christians.

78 7 The Danes land in Eng'land.
791 Reign of Alphonso the Chasle in Spain;

independence of Christians estab-

lished.

799 The Avars subdued by Charlemagne.
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THE NINTH CENTURY.
A.D.

800 Charlemagne crowned at Rome;
becomes Emperor of the West.

807 War between Slaves and Peloponnesian

Greeks.

8

30 Michael II. of the Byzantine Empire

founds the Amorian dynasty.

833 In England, Essex (and, two years later,

Kent and Northumbria) arc annexed

to Wessex.

835 The Servians occupy Dalmatia.

827 Egbert becomes king of all England.

830 Louis the Debonair imprisoned in

France.

A.D.

9.01 Death of Alfred the Great.

907 The Russians receive tribute from Con-

stantinople.

911 Death of Louis the Child, last of the

German Cakolingians.

913 Rollo the Northman becomes Robert,

Duke of Normandy.

931 Italy invaded by Burgundians.

938 Five emperors rule the Byzantine Em-

pire.

A.D.

843 Treaty op Verdun; the sons of Louis

divide the empire. Spain ravaged by

the Northmen.

846 The Saracens sack Rome.

848 Brittany becomes independent.

850 Russian monarchy established by

Rusic.

851 Northmen pillage France.
85 8 Kingdom of Navarre founded.

865 Russians attack Constantinople.

867 Basilian Dynasty founded at Constanti-

nople.

869 (Ecumenical Council of Constantinople.

(Latin Church.)

A.D.

871 The Danes defeat Alfred at Battle of

Merton.
8 75 Charles the Bald becomes Emperor.

878 Alfred the Great driven from Eng-

land.

879 (Ecumenical Council of Constantinople.

(Greek Church.)

8 81 Danes ravage Scotland.

88 8 Paris attacked by Northmen.

890 Italy subjected to the Eastern Empire.

Alfred of England founds Oxford,

and establishes a code of laws.

896 The Germans under Arnold seize Rome.

A.D.

979 Assassination of Edward the Martyr
of England.

9 83 Battle op Basientello; Otho III. of

Germany defeated by Greeks and

Saracens.

987 Hugh Capet made King of

France.
9 8 8 Vladimir I. of Russia embraces Christi-

anity.

996 Otho III. makes the German Emperor

elective.

THE TENTH CENTURY.
A.D.

933 Athelstan ravages Scotland.

9

34 Henry I. of Germany defeats the Danes.

937 Athelstan becomes first king of Eng-

land.

939 Louis IV. of France subdues Hugh
Capet, Count of Paris.

951 Otho invades Italy.

963 Onto THE Great becomes Emperor of

the West; Italy and Germany united.

978 Otho II. invades France.

THE ELEVENTH CENTURY.
A.D.

1003 Massacre of Danes in England.
Reign of Robert II. in Burgundy.

1013 Sveyn conquers England.

1014 Battle of Zetiininm
,
Basil II. of Con-

stantinople defeats the Bulgarians.

1015 Vladimir I. dies ;
Russia is divided.

1016 Ethelred dies
;
Edmuiid Ironsides and

Canute divide England. Italy in-

vaded by Northmen.

1017 Canute becomes king of all Eng
land.

1019 The Moors enter Spain.

1036 Sancho founds kingdom of Castile.

10

35 Aragon becomes a kingdom.

1037 Union of Leon and Castile.

A.D.

1039 Duncan I. of Scotland murdered by

Macbeth.

1040 Sicily restored and Servia lost to the

Eastern Empire.

1041 Danes drivcii from Scotland.

1 043 Reigii of Edward the Confessor in Eng-

land.

1043 Russians defeated before Constanti-

nople.

1051 Rebellion of Godfrey in Kent.

1053 Warof Rodtrigo the Cid with the Moors.

105 8 Moors expelled from Italy.

106 5 Jerusalem captured by the Turks.

1066 Battle of Hastings. William op

Normandy conquers England.

A.D.

1073 Hildebrand made Pope ;
Henry IV. of

Germany di.sputes his title.

1077 Henry IV. submits and does penance.

1081 Italy invaded by the Germans.

10 84 Henry IV. takes Rome and makes

Clement III. Pope.

10 86 Domesday Book completed in Eng
land.

1090 Mantua taken by Henry IV.

109 5 Portugal becomes a separate princi-

pality.

1096 First Crusade.
1098 War betvvecii France and England.

1099 Death of The Cid. Jerusalem captured

by Godfrey de Bouillon.

THE TWELFTH CENTURY.
A.D.

1100

Henry I. crowned in England.

1104 Crnsadcts capture Acre.

1106 Milan becomes a free republic.

1110 Henry V. of Germany invades Italy.

1114 Henry V. marries Matilda of Eng-

land.

1 133 Treaty of Worms, between the Em-
peror and Pope.

1135 Stephen becomes King of England.

1

1

39 Portugal becomes a kingdom. Maud
crowned in England.

1143 Moors rebel in Spain.

1146 Second Crusade ;
Louis VII. of

France and Conrad of Germany arc

defeated, a.d. 1148. Greece plun-

dered by Roger of Sicily.

A.D.

1153 Frederick Barearossa made Empe-

ror of Germany.

1154 Frederick Barbarossa invades Italy.

Henry II., King of England, the first

Plantagenet.

1159 War of Gnclphsand Ghibellines.

1163 Barbarossa destroys Milan.
1167 Frederick Barbarossa takes Rome.

Italian Leagiic formed.

1170 Thomas a Bccket murdered in Eng-

land.

1173 The Sultan Saladin makes great con-

quests in Asia. Conquest of Ire-

land.

1176 Battle op Legnano. Barbarossa de-

feated by the Lombard League.

A.D.

1183 Peace of Constance establishes the free

cities of Italy.

1185 Provinces of Amiens and Valois an-

nexed to France.

118 7 Saladin seizes Jerusalem.

1189 Third Crusade, by England, France

and Germany. Siege op Acre be-

gun. Richard I. crowned in England.

1190 Barbarossa drowned. Henry V. in-

vades Italy.

1191 Acre captured. Jerusalem opened to

pilgrims. Kingdom of Cyprus found-

ed. Artois annexed to France.

1193 Richard Ccenr de Lion imprisoned in

Germany; ransomed (1194) for £300,000.

1 199 John becomes King of England.



THIRTEENTH, FOURTEENTH, AND FIFTEENTH CENTURIES. 4G1

THE THIRTEENTH CENTURY.
A.D.

ia03 Fourth Crusade ;
capture of Zora.

1303 Constantinople besieged and captured

by the Crusaders.

1304 Normandy lost to England. Latins

possess and divide Greece.

130 8 Otho crowned Emperor of Germany at

Rome.

130 9 French crusade against the Albegeoise.

Inquisition established.

1310 War between Venice and Genoa.

1313 Battle of Miiret
;
defeat of Albigenses.

1314 French defeat Germans at Bouvines.

1315 Magna Charta signed at Runny-
mede.

1316 Henry III. becomes King of England.

1317 Fifth Crusade, by Germans and

Hungarians.

1330 Frederick II. becomes Emperor of

Italy.

1338 Sixth Crusade; Frederick II. at

Acre.

A.D.

1339

1335
1336

1338

1339

1344
1348

1350

1351
1353
1359
1363
1368

Ten years’ truce with the Sultan. Je-

rusalem restored to the Christians.

Albigenses defeated in France.

The Mongolians invade Russia.

War between the Emperor and the

Lombard League.

Moorish kingdom of Grenada founded

by Mohammed I.

Seventh Crusade, by Thibaud,

Count of Champagne.

Jerusalem seized by the Carismians.

Eighth Crusade, under Louis IX.

of France.

Louis captured by the Saracens; truce

for ten years. Mamelukes rule Egypt.

Rise of Medici family in Italy.

Reign of Alexander I. of Russia.

Kubla Khan builds Pekin.

Barons’ War in England.

Ninth Crusade, by Louis IX. and

Edward, Prince of Wales.

A.D.

1370
1371
1373
1373

1275

1376
1383

1383
1387
1389
1391

1397

1399

Louis IX. dies at Carthage.

The English quit Palestine.

Reign of Edward I . of England.

Rudolph of Hapsburg, Emperor of

Germany.

Wars of Robert Bruce and John Ballot

for the crown of Scotland.

House of Hapsburg of Austria founded.

Sicilian Vespers; massacre of Sic-

ilians by the French. Crusade against

Aragon.

Wales subjected to England.

Jews banished from England.

Second invasion of the Mongols.

Mamelukes take Acre. Christian

power in Syria destroyed.

Sir William Wallace fights for the in-

dependence of Scotland.

Battle of Falkirk ;
Bruce and Doug-

las defeated by Edward I. Osman I.

establishes the Turkish Empire.

THE FOURTEENTH CENTURY.

1300 Moscow becomes capital of Russia.

1303 First convocation of Statbs-General

in France.

1303 Edward I. invades Scotland.

1305 William Wallace executed.

1306 Robert Bruce crowned as King of

Scotland

130 7 Edward II. King of England.

130 8 Revolt of Swiss in Austria; William

Tell.(?)

1310 Henry VII. subdues the Lombards.

1313 Louis V. and Frederick of Austria con-

tend for the German Empire.

1314 Battle of Bannockburn ;
the Scots

defeat the English.

1315 Insurrection of English Barons. The

Swiss defeat the Austrians at Mor-

GARTEN.

1331 Death of Dante.

1333 Battle of Miihldorf
;
Louis V. defeats

Frederick.

1336 Germany invaded by Turks.

1337 Reign of Edward III.; independence

or Scotland.

1338 Charles the Fair of France dies; House

of Valois reigns. Ivan I. rules

Russia.

1334 First Doge of Genoa.

1337 War between France and Flanders.

1339 The Colonna rise to power in Italy.

A.D.

1340

Battle of Tarifa in Spain; the Moors

defeated.

1346 Battle of Crecy ;
French routed by

the English under Edward III. and

the Black Prince. In Scotland, battle

of Durban.

1347 The English take Calais. Rienzi, last

of the Tribunes, establishes a de-

mocracy in Rome.

1349 Order of the Garter instituted.

13 53 Turks enter Greece.

1 354 Rienzi slain at Rome.

1356 Battle of Poitiers; 8,000 English

defeat 60,000 French
;

the Black

Prince takes John II. captive. Charles

IV. of Germany signs the Golden

Bull, the basis of the German Con-

stitution until 1806.

135 8 Insurrection of the Jacquerie in

France.

1360 Peace of Bretigny, between Eng-

lish and French.

1361 Italy overrun by the Free Lances.

Turks enter Greece.

1363 Austria acquires the Tyrol.

1364 Charles V. King of France ;
Philip the

Bold Duke of Burgundy. Treaty be-

tween Austria and Bohemia.

1367 The Mamelukes conquer Armenia.

1369 Empire of Tamerlane founded.

A.D.

1370
1371

1374

1375
1377

1380

1381

1383
1387
1388

1390

1393

1395
1396

1397

1399

Pope Gregory XI. goes to Avigncn.

Stuart line begins with Robert II. of

Scotland.

Death of Petrarch. Rebellion against

the Pope.

Death of Boccaccio.

Reign of Richard II. of England. Pa-

pacy restored to Rome.

Battle op the Don; Dimitri II. of

Russia defeats the Tartars. WiCK-

lippe's translation of the Bible pub-

lished.

Wat Tyler’s insurrection in Lon-

don suppressed.

Tartars burn Moscow.

German Empire divided.

Battle of Chevy Chase, or Otterburn,

between Scots and English.

The Eastern Empire loses power in

Asia.

Portuguese discover the Capo of Good

Hope.

Timour the Tartar invades Russia.

Battle op Nicopolis ; the Turks un-

der Bajazet I. defeat the Hungarian

Christians.

Persecution of the Wycklifites or Lol-

lards.

Reign of Henry IV. in England
;
Order

of the Bath founded.

THE FIFTEENTH CENTURY.

1400 Death of Chaucer and Froissart.

1401 Rebellion in Wales; Glendower and
the Percies defeated.

1403 Battle OP Angora; Timour the Tar-

tar defeats the Turks and captures

Bajazet I

.

1409 Alexander V. made Pope by Council of

Pisa.

1410 Sigismnnd of Hungary becomes Empe-
ror of Germany

.

1411

Battle of Harlaw; the Lowland defeat

the Highland Scots.

1413 Henry V. King of England.

1414 Council op Constance ;
Pope John

XXIII. deposed.

1415 Battle of Agincourt ; 10,000 Eng-

lish defeat 50,000 French. John

H uss burned at the stake.

1430 Paris captured by the English
;
Treaty

of Troyes.

1433 Henry VI. proclaimed King of France

and England. Ottoman Empire re-

united by Amurath II.

1435 War between Milan and Venice.

1439 Joan op Arc raises siege of Orleans
;

Charles VII. King of France.

1430 Henry VI. crowned at Paris. Amurath

II. conquers Macedonia.

1431 Joan of Arc burned at Rouen.

1433 Lisbon the capital of Portugal.
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1435 Treaty of Arras, between France
and Burgundy. Sicily and Naples
united. End of Hussite wars. War
of Turks with Venice.

1436 Invention of Printing- byGutten-
berg.

1437 James I. of Scotland murdered.
1438 The Pragmatic Sanction

;
Albert V.

of Austria becomes Emperor of Ger-
many.

1439 Title of Emperor limited to the Aus-
trian Hapsburgs.

1443 Battle of Vasag
; Turks routed by

Hungarians.

1443 Battle of Nissa
;

Turks again de-

feated.

1445 Birth of Leonardo da Vinci.
1453 Earl Douglas murdered by James II.

1453 Constantinople captured by Mo-
hammed II.; end of the Eastern
Empire. End of the French and
English wars.

1455 War of the Koses
;
between Henry

A.D.

VI. and the Duke of York, after-

wards Edward IV.

1456 Battle of Belgrade
; Turks repulsed by

Hungarians.

1460 The Turks conquer Greece.

1461 Edward IV. deposes Henry VI.
1463 Ivan the Great of Eussia founds the

modern Eussian Empire.
1463 Turkish war with Venice.

1471 League of Italian cities against the

Turks. William Caxton establishes

first English printing-press.

1473 Birth of Copernicus.

1474 Ferdinand and Isabella rule in

Castile. Birth of Michael Angelo.
1475 Edward IV. invade.s France.

1477 Eussian war with Tartars. Artois and
Burgundy united to France.

1479 Union of Aragon and Castile under
Ferdinand and Isabella.

1480 Mongolian power in Eussia destroyed.
Mohammed II. takes Otranto.

A.D.

1483

1484

1485

1487

1488
1493

1493

1494

1499

1500 A.D. TO THE PRESENT TIME

Edward V. of England murdered in the

Tower
; Richard III. usurps the

throne.

Spain invaded by Turks
; first auto da

fe at Seville.

Bos-worth Field ; death of Richard
III.; Henry VII. crowned.

Star Chamber instituted in Eng-
land.

War between Russia and Sweden.

COLUMBUS DISCOVERS
AMERICA. Conquest of Gre-

nada. C.ESAR Borgia poisons Pope
Alexander VH.

Treaty of Barcelona, between France
and Spain. League between Russia
and Denmark.

Charles VIII. invades Italy. Lollards

persecuted in England.

The French seize Milan. Battle op
Lepanto

; victory of the Turks.
Moors expelled from Spain.

ns <>

CHINA.
A.D.

1517 Europeans first obtain a footing in

China.

1536 Macao granted to Portuguese.
1616 Mantchou Tartars establish the Tsing

dynasty (still reigning).

1663 Terrible earthquake; 300,000 killed at

Pekin.

1680 Trading with India Company begins.
1734 .Jesuits expelled.

1793 English embassy received at Pekin.
1813 Edict against Christianity. i

1816 Lord Amherst’s embas.sy fails.
|

1834 Opium trade prohibited.
1839 Opium seized; trouble with British;

outrages in Canton
; Hong Kong f

captured
; naval battles.

;

1840 Trade with England forbidden by the
!

emperor
; Canton and coast block-

aded; war ends in a truce, but—
|

1841 Chinese break faith; war renewed;
Chinese defeated

;
treaty giving Eng-

j

land Hong Kong and $6,000,000 re-
|

pudiated by emperor
; Canton ran- I

somed
;
English victorious. I

A.D.

1517 Selim I. defeats Mamelukes and adds
Egypt to the Ottoman Empire.

17 70 Rebellion of Ali Bey suppressed.

179 8 Napoleon invades Egypt.
1799 Battle of Aboukir ; Turks defeated

by the French.

A.D.

1843 Treaty of peace ;
Ilong Kong ceded

to England
;

Canton, Amoy, Foo-
choofoo, Ningpo and Shang-hae
opened to British

;
China pays 1-21,

-

000,000.

1843 Treaty ratified by Queen Victoria and
the Emperor Taou-Kw-ang.

1850 Rebellion in Quang-Si gains head.
185 3 Rebels take Nankin and Shang-hae.
18 56 Outrages on Europeans

;
war renewed

;

Commodore Elliott, U.S.N., destroys

Chinese fleet.

18 57 Canton blockaded.

1858 Canton cai)tured by English and
French; treaty of Lord Elgin; pirates

destroyed.

18 59 Commercial treaty with United
States

; English envoy attacked.

1860 War -with Eng-land and France:
Europeans victorious

;
Pekin sur-

renders, Oct. 12 ; treaty signed, Oct.

24 ; Chinese apologize, pay indem-
nity, and ratify former treaty. Treaty
with Russia.

EGYPT.
A.D.

1801 The English aid Turks; Napoleon
forced to leave the country.

1806 Mehemet Ali becomes Pasha.

1811 Massacre of the Mamelukes

;

Mehemet becomes supreme.
1815 Discoveries of Beizoni.

1 A.D.

1861 Canton restored to Chinese. Rebels

i'

defeated by French and English

aid.

1864 Tien-wang, the rebel Emperor, com-
mits suicide.

1865 Prince Kung becomes regent.

1868 Burling-ame Embassy visit Uni-

ted States and sign treaty.

1869 Chinese Embassy visits Paris.

18 70 Tien tsin massacres ;
French con-

sul and many priests killed.

1871 Chinese Government apologizes and
gives indemnities. Marriage of em-
peror.

1873 Ki-Tsiang of age; becomes Emperor
as Toung-Chi.

18 75 Emperor dies
;
accession of Tsai-Tien.

First Chinese railway, from Shang-
hae to Woosung.

18 77 Terrible famine
;
opium smoking for-

bidden.

18 80 Troubles with Russia.
18 81 Peace concluded with Russia.

A.D.

1831 Revolt of Mehemet Ali; Syria in-

vaded.

18 33 Defeat of Turks at Konieh.

18 33 Treaty of Kutayah
;

rebellion sup-

pressed.

1839 Second revolt of Mehemet; battle of
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Nezib
;
Ibkahim, All’s son, defeats

the Turks.

18 40 England, Russia, Austria, and Prussia

aid Turkey ;
Battle of Betrout

;

Egyptians defeated.

1811 Treaty with Turkey; Mehemet made
Viceroy, but deprived of Syria.

1858 Suez Canal begun.
186 5 Death of Said Pasha; Ismail Pasha

becomes Viceroy.

1864: Arabian rebellion suppressed.

1865 Suez Canal opened in part.

1867 The Khedive (Viceroy) visits France

and England.

1869 Suez Canal inaugurated-
18 70 Sir Samuel Baker sent to suppress slave

trade.

18 73 Baker returns after considerable suc-

cess.

18 73 By the Sultan’s firman the Khedive

becomes independent in most
!

points.

18 75 Abyssinian expedition; unsuccessful.
|

A.D.

1503 Reign of Montezuma.
1519 Landing of Cortez.
1533 Charles V. makes Cortez Governor of

Mexico or New Spain.

1653 Negro insurrection suppressed.

1659 Auto da fe of the Inquisition.

1693 Insurrection in City of Mexico.

176 7 Jesuits expelled.

1815 Insurrection of Morelos.

1831 Mexico becomes independent.
1833 Iturbide declared Emperor.

1833 Iturbide abdicates; federal constitu-

tion.

1839 Spaniards expelled; Spanish expedition

surrenders to Santa Anna. Slavery '

abolished. I

1833 Revolt of the Texans.

1833 Santa Anna elected President; Mexi-
i

cans defeated by Texans under
Houston.

I

183-^ War with France; concluded next
|

year.

1844 Treaty of annexation between
Texans and the United States. I

1845 War declared with the United States. *

A.D.

1501 Basle and Schaffhausen join the Swiss

Confederacy.

1.530 Reformation makes progress.

1544 Orison League joins the Confederacy.

1 599 Appenzel joins the cantons.

1603 Siege of Geneva ;
Charles of Savoy

defeated

.

1648 Treaty of Westphalia; indepen-

dence of Switzerland acknowledged.
1713 Peace of Aaroau

;
end of religions

war.

1 777 Allianee with Franco.
17 81 Civil strife

;
France interferes.

Suez Canal stock sold to British

Government.

18 76 War with Abyssinia. Debtconsolidated.

18 77 Treaty of peace with Abyssinia made
by Col. Gordon.

I

1879 Nnbar Pasha resigns. The Khedive

I

deposed by the Sultan, June 26. His

son Tewfik succeeds him.

18 81 Decree of abolition of slavery.
18 83 Arabi Pasha, Minister of War, heads

opposition to the Khedive. Alleged

conspiracy against Arabi Pasha,

minister of war, leads to international

complications. English and French

fleets appear at Alexandria (Ma)-).

On June 11, a riot breaks out in Alex-

andria, the natives killing 340 Euro-

peans. The powers called upon to

aid the Khedive. Arabi erects forti-

fications, and threatens to blow up
the Suez Canal. Admiral Seymour
takes command of English forces,

and orders Arabi to cease fortifying ;

MEXICO.
A.D.

1846 Mexicans defeated at Palo Alto and
Matamoras (May 8), Santa Fe (Aug.

18), and Monterey (Sept. 24).

1847 Battlesof Buena Vista, Cerro Gorda,
and Contreras

;
victories of Tay-

lor and Scott. City of Mexico
taken (Sept. 15).

184 8 Peace ratified with the United States.

18 53 Santa Anna becomes Dictator.

185 5 Abdication of Santa Anna and Alvarez.

1858 Juarez declared President; civil war

with Miramon.

1 860 Battle of Siloa
;
defeat of Miramon.

1861 Juarez President and Dictator. Eng-

land, France, and Spain intervene.

1863 Truce with the Allies; England and

Spain withdraw
;

France declares

war against Juarez.

1863 War with Prance; Gen. Forey enters

the capital
;
provisional government

established; the Assembly adopts im-

perial form of government. Arch-
duke Maximilian of Austria
invited to become Pmperor.
Contest with Republicans; French oc-

cupy Tampico.Morelia and Queretaro.

SWITZERLAND.
A.D.

179 8 Helvetian Confederation dissolved;

Republic founded.

1800 Internal dissensions
;
19 cantons.

1811 Switzerland aids France.

1814 Allies enter Switzerland.

1815 .Treaty of Vienna secures Swiss

independence; 22 cantons.

18 43 Dissensions between Protestants and

Catholics.

1 847 Jesuits expelled
;
civil war.

1857 Neufchatel dispute; the Swiss re-

tain the canton.

1 859 Neutrality in Italian war declared.

A.D.

he refuses. Bombardment of

Alexandrian Forts (July 12) ;

they are destroyed by the English

fleets. Arabi Pasha retreats into the

country under cover of a flag of truce.

The Khedive declares him a rebel.

Gen. Sir Garnet Wolseley ar-

rives at Alexandria (Aug. 15). Ramleh

fortified ; skirmish between Egyp-

tians and the Englisli. Arrival of

more English troops. The fleet

sails to Aboukir under sealed orders;

jiroceeds to Port Said ; reaches Is-

mailia ; the English occupy the Suez

Canal. Arabs attack the British at

Kassassin, and are repulsed with

heavy loss. Battle of Tel-el-Kebir
in which the. whole Egyptian army is

routed (Sept. 13). Zagazig occupied.

Kafr-el-Dwar surrenders. Cairo
opens its gates ; Arabi Pasha
and 10,000 troops surrender uncondi-

tionally
;
end of the war (Sept. 15).

A.D.

1864 War continues; Juarez occupies Mon-
terey. Maximilian accepts the crown

and arrives at the capital. Successes

of the Imperiali.sts and French.

186.5 The Imperialists generally successful,

but defeated at Tacambuso.
1866 Jiiarists seize Toluca, Alarmos, Chihua-

bna, and Matamoras.

1867 Surrender and execution of
Maximilian, the French having

left Mexico. Juarez re-elected Presi-

dent.

1873 Death of- Juarez ;
Lerda de Te.iada

made President.

1873 Insurrection of Lozada suppressed.

18 7 5 Religious riots
;
Protestants murdered.

18 76 Revolt of Gen. Diaz, who occupies

Matamoras
;

flight of Lerda de

Tejada.

1877 Geu. Diaz installed as President of the

republic.

18 80 Manuel Gonzales elected President.

18 81 San Morelos railway accident
;
200 lives

lost.

18 83 Extensive grants of land to American

railroad construction companies.

A.D.

1861 French violate Swiss territory; treaty

of mutual cession.

1 864 Election riots at Geneva.
1865 International Social Science Congress

at Berne.

1868 Neutrality in Franco-Prussian war de-

clared.

18 73 St. Gothard Tunnel commenced.

18 74 International Postal Congress at Bcmc.

18 77 J. Philippin elected President of Na-

tional Congress.

18 80 Suicide of Herr Anderwert, President-

elect.
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1477 Holland annexed to Austria.

1506 Kule of Charles V. of Spain, Emperor
of Germany.

1555 Reign of Philip II.

1565 Philip establishes the Inquisition.

1566 CONFEDEKACY op“GuEux” (beggars)

against Philip's cruelty.

15 73 Rebellion ofWilliam of Orange.
1575 Sovereignty offered to Elizabeth of

England
;
she refuses.

157 6 Pacification of Ghent ; provinces in

North and South unite against

Spain.

15 79 League of Utrecht ;
northern prov-

inces declare their independence.

15 84 Assassination of William of

Orange.
15 8 5 Southern provinces subdued by tlie

Prince of Parma. Treaty with Eng-

land.

15 86 Battle of Zutpiien
;
Sir Philip Syd-

ney killed.

158 7 Prince Maurice becomes Stadtholder.

159 8 Death of Philip II. Netherlands ceded

to Austria.

1600 Prince Maurice invades Flanders.

1609 Truce of Antwerp; independence

of United Provinces.

1619 Execution of Barneveldt.

1621 War with Spain. Dutch West India

Company formed.

1625 Rule of Prince Frederick Henry.

1636 The “tulip mania’’ prevails.

A.D.

1540 GreecesuhjectedtotheOTTOMANpower.

1684 Invasion by Venetians.

16 87 Athens captured by the Venetians.

1699 Peace of Carlowitz; the Morea

ceded to Venice.

1718 Turkish supremacy re-estab-

lished.

1770 Russia assists insurgent Greeks; de-

feated by the Turks.

17 8 8 SuLiOT rebellion supiiressed.

1803 Turks put down second Snliot rebell-

ion (incited by the French.)

1821 Revolt of Ipsylanti; the Greeks

gain the Peloponnesus.

1822 Independence of Greece; massacre at

Scio.

1823 National Congress at Argos. Deathof

Marco Bozzaris.

18 24 Death of Lord Byron at Missolonghi.

Turks destroy Ipsara.

1826 Siege of Missolonghi; taken by

Turks.

A.D.

1512 Selim I. made king by Janissaries;

murders his male relatives.

1516 Turks gain Egypt.

15 26 Selim defeats Hungarians.

1571 Battle ofLepanto; Turkish power

crippled.

1606 Great fire in Constantinople.

HOLLAND.
A.D.

1639 Van Tromp captures two Spanish

fleets.

1648 Peace or Westphalia; republic

recognized by Europe.

1652 War with England; Van Tromp
“sweeps the channel;” De Ruyter

defeated by Blake.

1653 Peace with England; death of Van
Tromp.

1665 Second war with England; Monk de-

feats De Ruyter (161)6).

1667 Perpetual edict abolishes office of

Sladtholder.

1668 Triple Alliance; England, Holland

and Sweden against France.

1670 Prance and Sweden break.alliance, and

declare war against Holland.

1672 Conde and Turenne overrun Holland;

Perpetual Edict revoked ;
William

of Orange Stadtholder; the De Witts

assassinated. The dikes opened
and French driven out.

1677 William of Orange marries Mary.
1689 William and Mary ascend the English

throne. War with France.

1697 Treaty of Ryswick, between Eng-

land, France, Spain and Holland.

1707 Holland, Germany and England war
against France.

1713 Treaty of Utrecht, between the

great powers.

1747 French invade Flanders; Stadtholder-

ship revived.

GREECE.
A.D.

1827 Turks take Athens. Interference of

foreign powers rejected by Turkey.

Battle of Navarino ;
British,

French, and Russian fleets defeat

Turks and Egyptians. Independence

of Greece established.

1828 The Turks quit the Morea.

1829 Turks surrender Missolonghi; treaty

of Hadrianople.

1831 President D'Istria assassinated.

1833 Accession of Otho I.

1843 Insurrection in Athens; National As-

sembly; new constitution.

1850 British fleet blockades the Pirscus; in-

demnity for injury to British subjects

demanded; French intervention;

Greece yields.

1854 Revolt of Albanians; English and

French occupy Greece. Neutrality

in Rtisso-Tiirkish war declared.

1857 French and English evacuate Greece.

TURKEY.
A.D.

1638 Turks defeat Persians and take Bag-

dad.

16 83 Mahomet I. besieges Vienna, but

fails.

1715 Occupation of the Morea.

1717 Turks abandon Belgrade.
17 84 Crimea ceded to Russia.

A.D.

1748

1780

1793

1806

1810

1813

1814

18 I 5

1830

1840

1849
1856
1861
1863
1871

1873
1875
1876

1877

1881

A.D.

1862

1863

1867

1870

1875

I 876
1878

1880

1881

D.A.

1787

1798

1803
1807

Peace of Aix-la Chapelle France
takes part of Flanders.

Another war with England
;
lasts three

years.

French army invades the Nether,
lands.

Napoleon I. makes his brother Louis
King of Holland.

Louis abdicates in favor of his son

;

Holland annexed to France.

Revolt from France
; Prince of Orange

proclaimed sovereign.

Free constitution adopted. Belgium
annexed to the Netherlands.

Mo.-)t of Belgium ceded to Austria.

Revolt of Belgium, which becomes in-

dependent.

William I. abdicates; reign of William

II.

Accession of William HI.

Treaty with Japan.

Terrible inundations.

Slavery abolished in the colonies.

Dutch Guinea colonies ceded to Great

Britain.

War with the Sultan of Atschin.

Rupture w'ith Venezuela.

Victories over Sultan of Atschin.

North Sea Canal opened.

General Vander Heyden ends the war
in Atschin.

New tumults break out in At-

schin.

Many insurrections
; Otho I. leaves

Greece. Prince Alfred declared

King. Austria declares for Otho I.

National Assembly declares Alfred

elected King; England prevents his

accession
; Prince William of Den-

mark becomes King as George I.

;

new constitution.

King George marries Princess Olga of

Russia.

Trouble with brigands, who kill seve-

ral English prisoners.

Greece observes neutrality in Herze-
govinian insurrection.

Neutrality in Servian war.

Greeks aid Thessalians against the

Turks.

Berlin Conference considers question

of Greek and Turkish frontiers.

Convention with Turkey (July 2);

Thessaly ceded to Greece.

War with Russia and Austria
;
defeat

of the Turks.

War with the French, who invade

Egypt.

Insurrection of Mamelukes at Cairo.

War with England and Russia; British

fleet passes the Dardanelles.
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1813 Treaty of Bucharest; Pnithmade

frontier of Turkey ami Russia.

1831 Insurrection in Moldavia and Wal-

lachia. Independence of Greece

(q V.).

18 3* Turks defeated at Mityicne.

1837 Battle of Navarino; Turkish licet

destroyed.

1838 War with Russia; surrender of Anapa

(.June 33); Bajazet taken (Sept. 9);

Varna yields to Russians (Oct. 11).

1839 Battle OP SuuMLA ;
Russians victori-

ous; they take Erzeroum and enicr

Adrianople
;

treaty of peace (Sei)t.

14).

1831 Battle of Konieh; Egyptians defeat

Turks.

1833 Russians enter Constantinople
;
offen-

sive and defensive treaty with

Russia.

1849 Turkey refuses to surrender Polish re-

fugees ; sustained by England.

1851 Rebellion in Cp.oatia.

1853 Treaty with France regarding the

Holt Places.

18 53 Russian army crosses the Pruth. War
declared by Turkey; approved by

the “ four powers,” England, France,

Austria and Prussia.

1854 Crimean War. Allied fleets enter

Black Sea (Jan. 4); Russia refuses

intervention (March 19). Treaty with

England and France. Four powers

guarantee Turkish integrity. Aliied

fleets bombard Odessa and blockade

the Danube ; siege of Silistria
; allies

defeat Russians at Giurgero
;
Turks

worsted at Bayazid
;
Russians evacu-

ate principalities ; Battle of the
Alma, great victory of allies (Sept.

20i; siege of Sebastopol begins.

18 55 Russians evacuate Anapa (June 5); at-

tack on the Malakhoff tower (June

18); destruction of Kcrtch
; death of

Lord Raglan; Malakhoff taken by
assault (Sept. 8); Sebastopol
evacuated

;
Russian fleet sunk

;

A.D.

1500 Moorish rebellion suppressed.

1503 Spanish Moors compelled to adopt

Christianity.

1 .50 3 Louis XII. of France invades Spain.

1 504 Death of Isabella.

1506 Death of COHJ.MEUS.

1.513 Navarre annexed to Spain.

1516 Death of Ferdinand. Rule of Cardinal

Xiraenes.

1537 Insurrection of Moriscoes suppressed.

1554 Philip of Spain marries Queen Mart
of England.

1556 Charles V. abdicates in favor of

Philip.

1557 War with France; Battle of St.

Quentin
;
Alva takes Rome.

1563 The Escorial Palace founded.
1567 Alva enters the Netherlands.

{See Holland.)
1570 Rebellion of Moriscoes put down.

A.D.

battle at Kars, Rus.sian defeat ; Turks

under Omar Pasha win victory at the

Ingour (Nov. 6); allies take Kars

(Nov. 26).

18.56 Negotiations for peace. Suspension of

hostilities (Feb. 29). Treaty of

Peace signed at Paris (April 29).

Cri.iiea evacuated (July 9). Inde-

pendence of Turkey guaranteed.

1858 Conflict with Montenegrins. Massacre

of Christians at Jedda. Montene-

grin lioundaries determined.

1859 Great fire at Constantinople. Con-

siiiracy against the Sultan.

1860 Druse and Maronite war. Christians

massacred at Damascus. Convention

of Great Powers.

1861 Insurrection in Herzegovina and
Montenegro.

1863 Omar Pasha invades Montenegro.

Trouble with Servia.

1866 Revolt in Candia. Cretan Greeks rise

against Turks.

1874 Circular letter to the Powers protest-

ing against treaties with Turkish

tributaries.

18 75 Insurrection in Herzegovina
and Bosnia. Battle of Gatschko

;

Bosnians victorious.

18 76 Battle of Treeinge, indecisive.

Germany, Austria and Russia de-

mand reforms. Bulgaria revolts.

Death of Sultan Abdul-Aziz (suicide

or murder?). Montenegro and
Servia declare war against Tur-

key. Deposition of Murad V.;

accession of Abdul Hamid II.; de-

feat of Servians at Alexinatz. Con-
ference of Great Powers about Turk-
ish affairs.

1877 Turkey rejects proposals of the Powers.

Midhat Pasha banished. War
with Russia declared. Hostilities

with Montenegro. Russians cross

the Danube (J line 213); Nicopolis lost

;

Turkish success in Armenia; Plevna
abandoned (July 6); recaptured (July

A.D.

1878

1879

1880

1881

1883

A.D.

1571

1580
I

1588

1598
1609

1616

1631
1634
1640

1648

1655
1665

SPAIN.

Alliance with Venice and the Pope
against the Turks. Battle op Le-
FANTO

;
Turks routed.

Alva conquers Portugal. United Prov-

inces renounce their allegiance.

Destruction of Spanish Armada
off the English coast.

Death of Philip II.

Moriscoes expelled by Philip III. Peace
with the Dutch.

Death of Cervantes, author of “ Don
Quixote.”

War renewed with Holland (q. v.).

War with France, which is invaded.

John of Braganfa drives Spaniards

from Portugal.

Peace of Westphalia
;
Spain gives

up Holland.

War with England, lasting five years.

Death of Philip II.; regency of Anne.

A.D.

1668

1690

1691

1697

1698

1700

1701

1703

28); terrible battles in the Shipka
Pass (Aug. 21-28); Russians repulsed

at Plevna (Sept. 7-11), great loss on

both sides
;
relief of Plevna (Sept.

22) by Cliefket Pasha
;

retreat of

Turks (Sept. 24); dismissal of Me-

hemet Ali as commander-in-chief;

appointment of Suleiman Pasha

;

Mukhtar Pasha gains victories in

Armenia. Total defeat of Mukhtar

Pasha at Battle of Aladja-Dagh (Oct.

15); Kars taken by storm (Nov.

18). Surrender of Plevna (Dec.

10). Continued Russian successes.

Erzeroum evacuated (Sept. 17). End
of Russo-l’iirkish war

;
complete de-

feat of Turkey; treaty of peace signed

(March 3). Conference of the

Powers at Berlin to settle Turkish

question. Treatt of Berlin ratified

(Aug. 3). Cyprus ceded to Great

Britain (July 3).

Final treaty with Russia signed (Feb.

8); Russians leave the country. Eng-

land demands reforms.

Protest of the Powers regarding delay

in executing provisions of Berlin

Treaty. Naval demonstration. Ces-

sion of Dulcigno (Nov. 26).

Conference of the Powers at Constanti-

nople. Trial of Midhat Pasha and
others for murder of Abdul-Aziz;

Midhat and alleged accomplices con-

demned to death
;

sentence com-

muted to exile.

The Porte declines to enter conference

of Powers regarding Egypt, but sub-

sequently yields. Remonstrates with

England for intended bombardment
of Alexandria. Dervisli Pasha sent

as envoy to Egypt. Turkey declines

to send troops to Egypt, but after

the bombardment consents. The
Sultan refuses to proclaim Araei
Pasha a rebel until Turkish troops

shall have landed.

Treaty of Lisbon
;
independence

of Portugal recognized.

Spain joins the “Grand Alliance”

against France.

Invasion of the French
;
Aragon and

Catalonia ravaged.

Treaty of Ryswick
;
peace with

France.

First Partition Treaty
;

regulates

Spanish succession and cedes terri-

tory to France.

Second Partition Treaty
;
declares

the Archduke Charles next in suc-

cession. Charles II. succeeded by

Philip V.

Alliance with France and Mantua con-

cluded.

War of the Spanish Succession
;
Hol-

land, Austria and England declare

war with France and Spain.
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1703 Poi'tngal joins alliance against Spain.

1704 Gibraltah taken by the British.

1705 Charles acknowledged king at Barce-

lona. I

1710 Battle of Aljienara
;
Spaniards un-

der Philip V. routed.

1713 Treaty of Utrecht; Naples ceded

to .Austria.

17 15 Ride of Cardinal Alberoni.
j

1 7544 Philip V. abdicates, lint rcsnincs power I

at death of Louis, his son.

1739 Seville Alliance with England and
j

France.

1735 Don Carlos crowned King of the Two
Sicilies.

1730 War breaks out with Portugal.

17 39 England again declares war with

.Spain.
j

1748 TreatyofAix-Ia-Chapclle restores peace. 1

17 50 Treaty of Madrid with England.

1753 Charles III. mounts the Spanish

throne.

1703 Spain again declares war with Portugal

and England
;
Portugal invaded.

1763 Treaty of Madrid restores peace.

1767 Expulsion of the Jesuits.

1771 Falkland Islands ceded to England.

1775 War resumed with Portugal.

17 79 War renewed with England; siege of

Gibraltar by French and Spanish.

1783 Treaty op Versailles; England

cedes Balearic Isles to Spain.

1794 Spain invaded by the French.

1796 War again begins with England.

1797 Battle of St. Vincent; Spanish

fleet defeated.

1800 Parma ceded to the French.

1801 Peace of Badajos ends war with Portu-

gal. Treaty of Madrid, with France.

1803 Peace of Ajiiens ends English war.

1 804 War again declared with England.

1805 Battle of Trafalgar; the English

fleet under Nelson defeats French

and Spanish fleets.

1807 France signs treaty with Spain for par-

tition of Portugal.

1808 French demand territory and seize

fortresses ;
diaries IV. abdicates

;

Murat enters Madrid
;
massacre of

200 French at Madrid ; French re-

taliate ;
Ferdinand VII. abdicates.

Nai’Oleon I. gives crown to liis

brother Josepli, who is driven from

Madrid; Battle of Vi mcira ;
English

defeat French ; Battle of Logrono;

patriots defeated
;
French victory at

Durange; Napoleon takes com-

mand (Nov. 3); enters Madrid (Dec.4).

1809 Battle of Corunna (Jan. 16), death

of Moore ;
Joseph returns to Madrid

;

surrender of Saragossa
;
Sir Arthur

W'ellesley enters Spain by crossing

the Douro; Battle op Talavera
(July 28); defeat of Frencli

;
Spanish

defeated at Ocana (Nov. 12); Battle

of Molinos dl Rev (Dec. 21).

1810 French seize Granada (Jan. 27), Seville

(Jan. 31), Astorga (April 21); Ciudad-

Roderigo surrenders to Massena

(July 10).

1811 Battle of Fuentes de Onoro; English

A.D.

victory; Suchet takes Tarragova

;

Joseph returns to Madrid ;
Sonlt de-

feats Spanish army at Lorca.

1813 Ciudad-Roderigo taken by Wel-
lesley (Jan. 19); Storjiino op Bada-

jos (April 6); Battle op Salamanca
(July 22); defeat of the B'rench; Eng-

lish enter Madrid.
|

1813 Battle of Castella (April 1.3), Vittoria

(June 21); tlie Pyrenees (July 28);

Wellesley takes St. Sebastian, crosses

tile Bidasoa and enters France

1814 Ferdinand VII. restored.

1830 Revolution of Raphael y Nunez del

Riego. Ferdinand accepts constitu-

tion of the Cortes.

1 833 French enter Spain and invest Cadiz;

Battle of the Trocadero; rebels de-

feated; Riego executed.

183 8 French evacuate Cadiz, which is pro-

claimed a free port.

1839 Saliqne Law abolished in Spain.

1833 Death of Ferdinand VII.; Don Carlos

claims the throne; (Jneen Christina

acts as regent for Isabella II.

18 34 Tile quadruple alliance of France, Eng-

land, Spain, and Portugal, guarantee

tlie throne to Isabella; Don Carlos

expelled.

1836 Battle-of Billiao; defeat of Carlists.

18 37 Dis.solntion of the monasteries.

1 8 39 Don Carlos retreats to France.

1 840 Espartero subdues Carlists and heads

the ministry; the Qiieeii Regent ab-

dicates.

1841 Espartero declared Regent by the

Cortes. Insurrection in favor of

Christina quelled.

1843 Insurrection at Barcelona; the city

bombarded (Dec. 3); surrenders to
|

Espartero (Dec. 4).

184 3 Continued revolutionary movements in

Barcelona, Corunna, Seville, Burgos

and Santiago
;

Seville bombarded

(July 21); siege raised (July 27).

Espartero defeated and de-

prived of power. Isabella II. (13

years olci) declared to be of age by

the Cortes.

1845 Carlos assigns ids claims to his son.

1846 Marri.age of Isabella to Francisco,

Duke of Cadiz, and of the Infanta

to the Due de Montpensier. England

protests against these marriages.

1847 Espartero restored. Attempt on the

Queen’s life.

1 848 British envoy ordered to leave Spain.

1851 Lopez expedition against Cuba de-

feated. Birth of a princess.

18 53 Narv'aez exiled to Vienna.

1854 Disturbances at Saragossa ;
Espartero

heads the insurrection, which is suc-

cessful : Espartero forms a ministry.

18 55 Death of Don Carlos.

1856 Insurrection of Valencia; Espartero

resigns; O’Donnel becomes Dictator,

but is forced to resign
;
Narvaez

becomes Minister.

185 7 Birth of a prince royal.

18.59 War with Morocco.

1860 Moors defeated at Tetuan and Guad-

A.D.

cl-ras. Ortega proclaims the Comte

deMontemolin king as Charles VI.

;

Ortega shot (.April 19).

1861 Ratification of annexation of St. Do-

mingo to Spain.

1863 Juan de Bourbon renounces his right to

the throne. Insurrection in St. Do-

mingo.

1864 General Prim exiled ;
Christina returns

to Spain.

1865 Pern pays indemnity to Spain. Student

riots at Madrid. Insiirrection and

riots in Barcelona, Aragon and New
Castile.

1866 General Prim lays down his arms. Re-

volt in favor of Prim quelled at Mad-

rid ; O’Donncl resigns and Narvaez

succeeds as Minister. The Queen

dismisses the Cortes.

1867 Insurrection in Catalonia and Aragon

suppressed.

1868 General amnesty; death of Narvaez;

ministry of Murillo. Marshal Ser-

rano exiled. Insurrection begins at

Cadiz, headed by Prim ; spreads

ra|)idly; the ministers resign ; Isa-

bella flees to France and is de-

posed (Sept. 29); Prim, Serrano and

Olozaga form provisional goiern-

ment ( Oct. 5); universal suffrage,

free press and education declared for

(Oct. 20); various reactionary re-

volts suppressed.

1 869 Insurrection in Cuba
;
Serrano elected

regent (June 15); Prim forms a

ministry; Carlist risings suppressed;

Republicans defeated at Taragona,

Rcuss and Saragossa.

18 70 Espartero declines the crown; Isa-

bella abdicates in favor of her son

Alfonso; Prince Leopold accepted

as king, but resigns ;
Amadeus

elected king liy the Cortes (Nov. 16 ;

Prim assassinated.

18 71 Serrano forms ministry (Jan. 5); Cortes

dissolved (Nov. 25 )

1873

Sagasta’s ministry resigns; Carlist

War; Serrano enters Navarre with

000,0(X) men ;
Battle of Oroquita :

Carlists routed
;
attempted assassi-

nation of king and queen ; Republi-

can and Carlist risings suppressed.

1873 King Amadeus abdicates; Re-

public proclaimed ; Carlists defeated

at various points
;

Don Carlos enters

Spain (July 13); Cadiz yields to him

(July 31); Castelar President of the

Cortes
;
Carlist War continues.

1874 Serrano forms new ministry
;
Carlists

besiege Bilbao
;
Serrano takes com

mand of army. Battle of Irun

;

Carlists routed. Prince Alfonso de-

clared king by troops as Alfonso XII.

1875 Alfonso enters Madrid; takes com-

mand of the army; Vittoria taken

from Carlists (July 9).

1876 Bilbao taken (Feb. 5); Battle of Du-

rango
;
Carlists defeated

;
surrender

of Carlists at Pamplona (Feb. 26);

flight of Don Carlos into France;

Alfonso enters Madrid in triumph.
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1877 General amnesty to Caiiists. Isabella

visits Spain.

18 78 Marriage of Alfonso to Mercedes,

daughter of the Due de Montpensicr

(Jan. 23); death of Mercedes (Jane

2K). AttemiJt to kill the King (Oct. 25.)

187l> Great innndations in Granada, Seville

A.D.

1508 League op Cambray against Venice.

1315 Francis I. invades Italy; Battle op

Marignano — Italians, Swiss and"

Germans defeated.

1523 Tl.alian league against Francis I,

1525 Battle of Pavia; Francis I. de-

feated.

1 527 Death of MACiiiAVELi.r.

1.530 Charles V. conquers Italy.

1627 War of the Mantuan Succession.

1031 Treaty of Clierasco, between Louis

XIII. of France and Victor Amadeus
I. of Savoy.

1 0 12 De.ath of Galileo.

1701 War with France about the Spanish

succession.

1700 The French raise the siege of Turin

and surrender Naples and Lombardy.

1713 Treaty between Spain and Savoy.

1720 Sardinia is made a kingdom.

174:8 Italian States assent to Treaty of Aix-

la-Chapelle.

179 3 Naples declares war against France.

1796 Napoleon I. invades Italy.

1797 Treaty op Campo Formio divides

Venetian States between Prance and

Austria. Cis-alpine Republic formed.

179 8 Second invasion by the French; Na-
poleon depo.ses Pius VI.

1799 French in Italy defeated by Russians

under Snwarrow.

1800 Napoleon crosses the Alps; Battle
of Marengo (June 24); Anstrians

totally defeated.

1802 Cis-alpine Republic remodeled as the

Italian Republic (Napoleon presi-

dent).

1805 Napoleon crowned King of Italy (May

20); Eugene Beanharnois made vice-

roy.

1800 Treaty of Presburg
;
Austria loses

Italian possessions.

1814 Dissolution of the Kingdom of Italy;

Lombardo-Venctian Kingdom estab-

lished for Austria.

1831 Mazeini forms the “Young Italy

Parly;” insurrections inCentral Italy.

1848 Lombardy and Venice revolt against

the Austrians. The Pope and the

King of Sardinia support the revo-

lution
; Lombardy annexed to Sar-

dinia (June 29).

1849 Battle op Novara; Austria defeats

the Sardinians and regains Lom-
bardy.

1 853 Revolt in Milan subdued.
1856 Unsuccessful insurrection in Sicily.

A.D.

and elsewhere. Alfonso XII. m.arries

tlie Archduchess Maria Christina of

Austria (Nov. 29); attemiited assassi-

nation of King and Queen (Dec. 30).

18 80 Law for gradual abolition of slavery in

Cuba (Feb. 18). Execution of the

assassin Otero (April 14).

ITALY.

A.D.

1859 Sardinia refuses to disarm
;
Aiistri.ans

cross the Ticino ; Victor Emanuel
declares war against Austria ;

revo-

lutions at Florence and Parma. Na-

poleon III. assists Sardinia; Battles

ofMontebello (May 20), Palestro

(May 30), Magenta (June 4). Ma-
legnano (June 8:, and Solferiuo
(.June 24); total defeat of Austria.

Victor Emanuel proclaims annexa-

tion of Lombardy to Sardinia ; Treaty

of Villafranca (July 11); Tuscany

protests, and declares for a united

kingdom
;

Gariraldi incites the

people to arms ;
Tuscany, Modena,

Parma and the Romagna enter into

alliance (Oct. 10); Treaty of Zurich,

by wliich the Pope was made head of

an Italian confederation.

1860 Cavour forms a ministry (Jan. 16);

Parma, Modena, the Romagna and

Tuscany vote for annexation to Sar-

dinia : Savoy and Nice ceded to

France ; Garibaldi lands in Sic-

ily (May 11); declares himself Dic-

tator and defeats Neapolitans at

Calatifimi and Mclazzo (July 20);

Sicily evacuated by Neapolitans;

Garibaldi enters Naples (Sep. 7); in-

surrection in P.ipal States ; Sardin-

ians defeat Papal troops (Sept. 18);

capture Ancano (Sept. 29); Garibaldi

defeats Neapolitans at the Vol-

TURNO (Oct. 1); Sicily and Naples I

vote for annexation to Sardinia (Oct. I

21); Victor Emanuel enters Naples as

king (Nov. 7); Garibaldi resigns

dictatorship and retires to Caprera.
^

1861 Victor Emanuel declared king of

Italy by the first Italian parliament

(March 14) ; Cavour forms a minis-

try
;
death of Cavour (June 6). Ris-

ing of Jose Borges for Francis II. in

' Calabria
; he is shot.

1862 Ratazzi forms a ministry, Naples de-

!
dared in a slate of siege. Ratazzi

resigns and Farina forms a ministry,

j

1 864 Elections favorable to “Moderates.”

j

Treaty with France for the evacua-

tion of Rome
;

capital transferred

from Turin to Florence.

1865 Insurrection at Turin suppressed.

Much trouble with brigands. New
parliament meets at Florence.

1866 Alliance with Prussia (May 12). War
declared against Austria (June

I 18). Italians cross the Mincio (June

A.D.

1881 Calderon Centenary (.M.ay 2.3). Don
Carlos expelled from France (July

17).

18 82 The Chamber of Deimtics iqiprovcs

the Frauco-Siianish Commercial

Treaty (April 23). Bill inti-odiiced

to abolish slavery in Cuba (June 10).

A.D.

23)

; Battle op Custozza (June

24)

;
Italians defeated; Austria cedes

Venetia to France (July 3) ;
Italians

defeated at Versa (July 26) ; Treaty

of Vienna cedes Venetia to the Ital-

ian kingdom (Nov. 3); Victor Eman-
uel enters Venice (Nov. 7).

1867

Ministry of Ratazzi. Insurrection in

Papal States
;

Garibaldi arrested ;

French enter Rome
; Garibaldi de-

feated at Mentana
;
French ieave

Rome (Dec. 3).

186 8 Marriage of Crown Prince Humbert to

Princess Margherita.

1869 (Ecumenical Council at Rome.
Eartiiquake at Florence.

1870 Dogma of Papal infallibility decreed

by the Council. Mazzini arrested at

Palermo. Italian army enters the

Papal States and occupies Rome
(Sept. 20) ;

Papal States proclaimed

part of the kingdom of Italy (Oct. 9);

Pius IX. excommunicates the gov-

ernment (Nov. 1).

1871 Capital transferred from Florence to

Rome. Mont Cenis tunnel opened.

1872 Dc.ath of Mazzini. Great innndations.

Eruption of Vesuvius.

18 73 Death of Manzoni and Ratazzi. Jesu-

its expelled by law.

18 74 Trouble with brigands and Camona
(secret societies for extortion).

18 75 Garibaldi takes oath of allegiance to

the king and enters chamber of dep-

uties. Treaty of commerce with

England. Six new' cardinals created.

1876 Launch of the iron-clad Duilio ; elec-

tions give great majority for the

Depretis ministry.

1877 The celebrated “Antonelli case,”

brought by the Co'untess Lamber-

tini, dismissed. Ministry resigns

and is re-formed by Depretis.

1878 Death of Victor Emanuel (Jan.

8). Pope Pius IX. dies (Feb. 7)

;

Leo XIII. elected Pope (Feb. 20).

Attempted assassination of King

Humbert (Nov. 17).

18 80 Ministry of Cairoli. Elections give

majority for Cairoli ministry.

Launch of I/alia, monster iron-clad.

Garibaldi resigns his seat as deputy

and goes to Genoa.

1881 Cairoli ministry again resigns and De-

pretis forms a new ministry. Senate

passes Reform Bill (Dec. 21).

1882 Death of Garibaldi (June 2).
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RUSSIA.

A.D.

15

10 Tartars invade Russia.

isai Battle of Kazan ;
Poland defeated.

1530 Peace concluded with the Tartars.

1541 Great invasion of Tartars repelled.

1543 Ivan IV. (the Terrihle) assumes the

government at the age of fourteen.

1 5 45 Ivan IV. crowned by the patriarch.

15 52 Massacre of Cazan.

15 03 Russia and Sweden unite against Po-

land.

1570 Ivan the Terrible massacres 25,000 peo-

ple at Novgorod.

1571 Moscow burned by the Tartars.

1606 Matins op Moscow; Demetrius, a

pretended son of Ivan, and many

Poles are massacred.

1613 Accession of Romanoff Dynas-

ty.

1618 Ladisi-aus of Poland marches on

Moscow.

1656 .Truce of Niemetz, or Wilma, with Po-

land.

166 8 Russian ambassadors sent to France

and Spain.

1678 War begins with the Turks.

1686 Alliance between Russia and Poland

against the Turks.

16 89 Accession of Peter the Great.

1097 Peter I. visits Holland and England.

169 8 Revolt of the Strelitzes; they are slain

by Peter.

1700 Sweden defeats Russia. Peter builds

the first Russian frigate.

1703 Foundation of St. Petersburg.

1706 Kamtschatka is subdued by Russia.

1708 Revolt of Mazeppa and the Cossacks.

17 09 Battle of Poltava ;
Peter defeats

Charles XII. of Sweden.

1710 War again begins with Turkey.

1731 Peace of Nystadt with Sweden.

1735 Death of Peter the Great.

17 30 Death of Peter II.; extinction of the

Romanoff dynasty. Anne becomes

empress.

1733 The Russians invade Poland.

17 39 Treaty of Belgrade between Rus-

sia, Austria and Turkey. Russia

renounces her rights on the Black

Sea.

1741 War with Sweden. Ivan VI. deposed.

1743 Elizabeth, daughter of Peter I., be-

comes empress.

1757 Russia takes part in the Seven Years’

War; invasion of Prussia.

1760 Russians and Austrians take Berlin.

1763 Treaty with Russia. Revolution at

St. Petersburg ; Peter III. deposed.

Reign of Catherine the Great.

1764 Ivan VI. put to death in prison.

1768 War declared against Russia by Tur-

key.

1773 First partition of Poland.

17 7 8 Prince Potemkin becomes prime min-

ister.

1780 Armed Neutrality. Russia, Swe-

den and Denmark declare that “ free

ships make free goods.”

17 87 War witli Turkey renewed.

17 88 War with Sweden. Treaty of Werelow.

179 3 Second Partition of Poland. Al-

liance with England.

1795 Final Partition of Poland be-

tween Russia, Prussia and Austria.

179 8 Russia, England and Austria coalesce

against France.

1799 SuwARROw assists Austrians in Italy.

Russia forms an alliance with

France.

1801 Assassination of Paul I. Con-

vention with England. Accession

of Alexander I.

1805 Russia joins the coalition against

France. Battle of Austerlitz ;

allies defeated.

1809 Battle of Silistria
;

victory of the

Turks.

1813 Invasion of Napoleon I.; Battles op

Smolensko and Borodino lAiig. 17);

Russians defeated ; Moscow
burned by the Russians
(Sept. 14) ;

retreat of the French.

1814 Alexander enters Paris with the Allies.

1815 Holy Alliance between Russia, Aus-

tria and Prussia. Alexander pro-

claimed king of Poland.

1833 Succession renounced by the Grand

Duke Constantine.

18

35 Death of Alexander; accession of

Nicholas I.; insurrection of troops

at Moscow.

18 38 W’ar with Persia and Turkey.

1 839 Peace of Adrianople with Turkey.

18 30 Insurrection in Poland suppressed.

1840 Expedition against Khiva fails. Treaty

of London signed by Russia.

1 841 War with Circassians.

1848 Russia aids Austria against the Hun-

garians.

1849 Russia demands that Polish and Hun-

garian exiles be expelled from Tur-

key.

18 50 Exiles sent to Konish, Asia Minor.

1853 Army sent to Turkish frontier; dis-

pute about the Holy Places ; origin

of Crimean War (see also Turkey);

conference of the Powers. War de-

clared by Turkey (Oct. 5); English

and French fleets enter the Bospho-

rus (Nov. 2).

18 54 Allies enter the Black Sea. Battle of

Citate (Jan. 6). Russians defeated;

ultimatum of England and France

unanswered; treaty between France,

England and Turkey (Mar. 12)

;

bombardment of Odessa (Apr. 22);

siege of Silistria (May 17) ;
siege

raised (June 26); Russia evacuates

the principalities (Sept.); Battle of

the Alma (Sept. 20); victory of

the allies ; Siege of Sebastopol

begins (Oct. 17) ;
Battle of Bala-

klava (Oct. 25); attack at Inker-

man (Nov. 5).

1855

Death of Nicholas ;
accession of Al-

exander II. Sortie of Malakhoff

tower (Mar. 22); Kars invested (July

15) ;
Malakhoff taken by French ;

Evacuation of Sebastopol ;

A.D.

Russian assanlt on Kars fails ;
Rus-

sians defeated by Turks at the In-

gour (Nov. 6); Kars surrendered to

Russians (Nov. 26).

1856 Council of war at Paris (Jan. 11); ar-

mistice agreed upon (Feb. 2.5);

Treaty of Peace (Mar. 30) ; Cri-

mea evacuated (July 9). Amnesty

to Poles.

1857 Meeting of the emperors at Stutgardt

and Weimar.

185 8 Partial emancipation of royal serfs.

1859 Treaty with Great Britain.

1 860 Commercial treaty with China.

1861 Emancipation Decree; 23,000,000

serfs to be freed within two years.

Revolts in Poland. Student riots.

1863 Insurrection in Poland suppressed.

Serfdom ended.

1864 War with Asiatic nations.

1865 Death of the Czarowitch Nicholas.

Province of Turkestan created.

1866 Attempt to assassinate the Czar (Sept.

15) ;
marriage of Prince Alexander.

1867 Sale of Alaska to United States for

17,000,000 ;
attempt to assassinate

the Czar in Paris by a Pole.

1868 Amnesty for political offenses.

1869 Socialist conspiracy among students.

18 70 Neutrality in Franco-Prussian war

declared. Gortschakoff repudiates

treaty of 1856 as regards the Black

Sea.

1871 Conference of the powers at London

abrogates the Black Sea clauses.

Many socialists imprisoned.

1873 Expedition against Khiva, which sur-

renders (June 10).

1875 War with Khokand. Baltic provinces

incorporated into the empire.

1876 Sympathy and aid given to Servia and

Bulgaria in their struggles with Tur-

key.

18 77 Second Eusso-Turkish War (see

also Turkey). War declared (Apr.

21); Melikoff enters Armenia and

seizes Bayazid (Apr. 30); Russians

defeated at Batoiim (May 4) ; Meli-

koff storms Ardahan (May 17) ;

Kars invested (June 3) ; Grand
Duke Nicbolas crosses the

Danube (Jline 27) ;
Plevna occu-

pied (July 6); Plevna retaken

by Turks (July 30) ;
great defeat

of Russians by Miikhtar Pasha

;

terrible fighting at Schipka Pass

(Aug. 20-27); assaults on Plevna,

partly successful (Sept. 7-11) ;
Bat-

tle OF Alad.ia Dagh, great victory

of Russians ; Kars taken by
storm (Nov. 18); with great .slaugh-

ter; Surrender of Plevna (Dec.

10) ;
Erzeroum invested (Dec. 24) ;

Gourko crosses the Balkans (Dec. 31).

187 8 Servians defeated (Jan. 7); Skobeleff

and Radetzky capture Turkish anny

in Asia Minor ;
Russians attack Ba-

toum without success ;
advance of

Russians on Constantinople ;
Erze-
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ROHM evacuated by Turks (Feb. 21)

;

Treaty of Peace signed at San
Stefano (Mar. 3). Conference of

powers at Berlin (June 13) ;
Berlin

Treaty signed (July 13).

1879 Filial treaty with Turkey signed (Feb.

8). Attempt to assassinate the

Czar by Solovieff (Apr. 14) ;
convic-

tion of many Nihilists at Kieff and

Odessa. Another attempt on the

Czar’s life by mining railway (Dec.

1) ;
plot to blow np the Winter Pal-

ace discovered (Dec. 12).

1880 Explosion under dining-room of Win-

A.D.

ter Palace, 11 soldiers killed, 47

wounded (Feb. 17) ; arrest of Hart-

mann at Paris (Feb. 20) ;
MelikofE

made virtual dictator (Feb. 24) ; ex-

tradition of Hartmann refused by

France ;
many Nihilists convicted at

St. Petersburg and Kieff.

18 81 Assassination of Alexander II.

by bombs thrown at his carriage

(Mar. 13) ;
one assassin killed by ex-

plosion, another seized. Accession
of Alexander III. (who has not

been crowned np to present time

(August, 1882), on account of fear of

A.D.

assassination). Trial of Nihilists

(Apr. 8) ;
Russakoff, Sophie Pieoff-

sky, Jelaboff and others condemned
to death. Treaty of peace with

China. Resignation of Mclikoff (May

13); manifesto of Ignatieff (May 23);

counter - manifesto of Nihilists.

New plots discovered (Nov.).

18 83 Retirement of Prince Gortschakoff

;

anti-Jewish riots; Pan-SlavLst

speech of Gen. Skobeleff at Paris ;

postponement of coronation of the

Czar. Death of Gen. Skobeleff

(July 6).

AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN EMPIRE.

A.D.

1453 Archduchy of Austria created by Em-
peror Frederick III.

1515 Maximilian I. secures the Hungarian

succession.

1536 Ferdinand I. unites Bohemia and Hun-

gary to Austria.

1539 Austria overrun for many years by

Turks.

1556 Charles V. rules Austria, Bohemia and

Hungary.

15 70 Hungary definitely annexed to Austria.

1600 Treaty of Vienna gives liberty of wor-

ship to Protestants.

1018 Thirty Years’ "War begins in Bo-

hemia; Matthias II. of Hungary ab-

dicates ;
accession of Ferdinand II.

1630 Battle of Prague
;
Hungarian Prot-

estants defeated.

1635 Accession of Ferdinand III, of Hun-
gary.

164 8 End of the Thirty Years’ War between

Catholics and Protestants.

165 8 Leopold I. is made king of Hungary.

16 8 3 SoEiESKi defeats the Turks before

Vienna.

1687 Hungarian crown declared to be in the

Austrian male line. Accession of

JosEPn I.

1695 Turks again invade Hungary.

1699 Treaty op Carlowitz, between Tur-

key and the Allies.

1701 Austria enters war of Spanish Suc-

cession, which lasts thirteen years.

1708 Mantua ceded to Joseph I.

1713 Accession of Charles, as emperor.

1713 Treaty op Utrecht gives the em-
peror Milan

; the Netherlands and
Naples added in 1714, 1715.

1718 Peace op Passarowitz increases Aus-

trian dominions.

1 735 Naples and Sicily ceded to Spain.

1737 Hungary again wars with the Turks.

1740 Death of Charles VI. and accession

of Maria Theresa as empre.ss of

Germany and queen of Hungary.
1741 Silesian Wars; Austria attacked by

Prussia, France, Bavaria and Sax-

ony, aided by England.

1745 Francis I., consort of Maria Theresa,

elected emperor.

1748 Peace of Aix-la-Chapellb ; Austria

cedes Parma and Milan to Spain.

A.D.

1756 Seven Years’ War begins. Freder-

ick the Great invades Saxony and

captures Saxon army.

1757 Austria concludes treaty with France

for division of Prussia. Battle of
Breslau (Nov. 22); defeat of Prus-

sians.

175 8 Battle op Hochkirren
;
Frederick

defeated.

17

59 Battles of Minden, Cnnersdorf and
Maxen

;
Prussians defeated.

1760 The Austrians and allies enter Ber-

lin. Battle of Torgau
;
Austrians

defeated.

1763 Battles of Freiberg and Bnrkersdorf
;

Frederick defeats the Austrians in

Silesia.

17 63 End of Seven Years’ War. Trea-

ty of Hubertsburg. Silesia ceded

to Prussia.

1773 Galicia and other provinces acquired

from Poland.

17 85 Vassalage abolished in Hungary.

1793 War with France begins.

1793 Battles of Neerwindcu and (jnesnoy;

Austrians victorious.

1794 French war continues with varying

result.

1795 Battle of Loano ; Austrians defeated.

1796 Severe defeats by Napoleon at Mon-
tenotte, Lodi, Radstadt, Roreredo

and elsewhere.

1797 Treaty op Campo Formio. Napo-

leon gives up Lombardy and receives

Venice.

1799 Austria renews the war with some suc-

cess, but is defeated at Zurich and
Bergen.

1800 Battles op Engen (May 3), Monte-
bello (June 9), Marengo (June 14),

IIocHSTADT (June 19), Hohenlin-
DEN (Dec. 3), and Mincio

;
Napo-

leon defeats the Austrians in all.

1801 Treaty op Lunevillb
;
Austria loses

more territory.

1804 Franeis II. of Germany becomes
Francis I. of Austria.

1805 War .against France declared by Fran-

cis. Ney defeats Austrians at

Elchingen and Ulm. Battle of
Austerlitz : complete defeat of

Russians and Austrians.

A.D.

1806 Treaty of Presburg: ;
Venice and

the Tyrol ceded by Austria. Disso-

lution of the Germanic confedera-

tion ; Francis abdicates.

1809 Battle of Abensberg; French enter

Vienna
;
Vienna restored (Oct. 24).

1810 Marriage of Maria Louisa, daughter

of Francis II. to Napoleon I.

1814 Congress of sovereigns at Vienna.

1815 Treaty of Vienna ; Austria regains

her Italian territory
;

Lombanlo-

Venctian empire established.

1835 Hungarian Diet assembles.

1835 Death of Francis I.
;
accession of Fer-

dinand I.

1848 Insurrections at Vienna and in Italy;

the emperor flees to Inspriick.

Revolution in Hungary ; im-

peri.al troops capture Raab and defeat

Hungarians at Szikiszo and Mohr.
Ferdinand abdicates in favor of

Francis Joseph.

1849 War between Austria and Hungary;
Hungarian independence declared

(Apr. 14); Kossuth proclaimed gov-

ernor
; Hungarians defeated at

SzEGEDiN
;

the revolution is sup-

pressed. Execution of Count Ba-

thyany.

1853 Attempted assassination of the em-
peror.

18

54 Austria enters Danubian provinces.

1856 Amnesty to Hungarian revolutionists.

185 7 The Danubian provinces are evacu-

ated; trouble with Sardinia.

18 59 Diplomatic differences with France re-

garding Sardinia. Austrians cro.ss

the Ticino and enter Piedmont

;

Napoleon III. declares war
with Austria (May 31) ; Battles
OP Montebello (May 20); Palestro
(May 30) ; Magenta (June 4) ;

and

Marignano (June 8); Austrians de-

feated in all. Battle of Solferi-

no (June 24) ;
French victory.

Treaty op Zurich (Nov. 10) gives

Lombardy to Sardinia. (See also

France and Italy.)

1860 Reichsrath (imperial council) meets at

Vienna; unsettled state of Hungary.

1861 New constitution of the empire pub-

lished
;
civil rights granted to Prot-
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estants, except in Hungary and Ve- i

nice; Hungary protests and sends no
|

deputies to Reichsrath.
j

18G3 Great inundations. Amnesty to Hun-
^

garian revolutionists.

18G3 Meeting of German sovereigns at

Frankfort ;
federal constitution re-

formed.

1864: Austria assists Prussia against Den-

mark. Maximilian becomes empe-

ror of Mexico.

1865 Union of Hungary and Transylvania

affirmed; the emperor visits Pesth ;

autonomy of Hungary asserted.

1866 War with Prussia, on the Holstein

question ;
Austrians enter Silesia,

and Prussians enter Bohemia: Bat-

tle of Sadowa or Koniggratz

;

total defeat of Austrians under

Count Benedek (July 3); Venetia

ceded to France (July 4) and inter-

: ventiou asked for. Treaty op

A. D.

1517 Era of the Reformation.
1519 Charles V. of Spain elected emperor.

1531 Martin Luther excommunicated at

the Diet of Worms.

1537 Germans storm Rome ;
Papal war.

1530 Confession of Augsburg published.

15 36 John of Leyden slain at Munster.

1546 Death of Martin Luther.

1553 “ Peace of Religion ” at Passau.

1556 Charles V. abdicates and is succeeded

by Ferdinand, his brother.

1564 Accession of Maximilian II.

1576 Accession of Rudolph II.

1613 Matthias becomes emperor.

1618 Thirty Years’ War, between the

Protestants under the elector pala-

tine and the Catholic Bavarian

league. The elector of Branden-

burg assumes the title of Duke of

Prussia.

1619 Accession of Ferdinand II., king of

Hungary.

1630 Battle op Prague (sec Austro-Hun-

garian Empire).

1630 Gustavus-Adolpiius of Sweden in-

vades Germany.

16 33 Death of Gustavus at the batttle of

Lutzen, which he won.

1 634 Assassination of Wallenstein.

1648 Treaty of Westphalia, establish-

ing religions tolerance. Pomera-

nia and other territory annexed to

Prussia.

1637 Accession of Frederick III.

1656 Prussia declared independent of Po-

land.

16 5 8 Accession of Leopold I.

1683 SoBiESKi of Poland raises the siege of

Vienna.

1697 Peace op Ryswick ends war with

France.

1 699 Peace of Carlowitz, between Turks and

the emperor.

Prague (Aug. 23) ;
Austria cedes

Hanover, Hesse Cassel, Nassau and

Frankfort to Prussia.

1867 Hungarian autonomy established; con-

stitution of 1848 restored ;
Andras-

SY president of Hungarian Diet ; i

emperor and empress of Austria
j

crowned king and queen of Hungary

at Buda. 1

1869 Insurrection in Dalmatia against con-

scription.

1870 Neutrality declared in Franco-Prussian

war. Contest between national and

federal parties.

1871 New German empire recognized by

Austria. “Old Catholic” move-

ment at Vienna. Struggle between

German constitutionalists and Sla-

vonian conservatives; resignation of

Count Beust; Count Andrassy be-

comes minister of foreign affairs.

1873 New law in regard to elections passed.

GERMANY.

A.D.

1700 Leopold recognizes the Elector Freder-

ick as King of Prussia.

1 703 War with France.

1704 Battle of Blenheim; victory of

Marlborough and his allies.

1705 Joseph I. becomes Emperor.

1711 Accession of Charles VI.

1713 Peace or Utrecht signed by foreign

powers.

1715 War between Prussia and Sweden.

1733 The Pragmatic Sanction settles the

succession.

1 1736 Prussia concludes a league with the

empire.

1740 Accession of Frederick William II.

I

(the Great) of Prussia. Death of

Charles VI. ;
accession of Maria

I
Theresa of Austria ;

Prussians eu-

! ter Silesia.

1741 Battle op Molwitz; Prussian vic-

tory.

j

1743 France supports the claim of the Elec-

tor of Bavariaas Charles VII. Glatz

and Silesia ceded to Prussia.

1
1744 Friesland annexed to Prussia.

1745 Francis 1. elected Emperor.

1756 Seven Years War begins (s«e Aus-

tria fm' details).

1765 Joseph II. becomes Emperor.

1766 Lorraine ceded to France.

1769 Convention between Frederick of Prus-

sia and Austria.

1773 Germany shares in the partition of Po-

land.

178 8 War with Turkey.

1790 Accession of Leopold II.

]

1791 CoNPERENCE OP Pelniz betwceu the

Emperor and Frederick.

1793 Accession of Francis II. of Austria.

1793 Rhenish provinces revolt. Prussians

seize Dantzic and acquire Posen.

1795 Prussia obtains Warsaw in the par-

tition of Poland.

A.D.

Meeting of the emperors at Ber-

lin.

1873 International Exhibition open-

ed at Vienna (May 1). Constitu-

tionalists defeat the federalists in

elections.

1874 Emperor visits Russia. The Pope con-

demns Austrian ecclesiastical laws.

Death of Ferdinand, ex-emperor.

1876 Neutrality declared in Servian war.

1877 Neutrality declared in Russo-Turkish

war.

1878 Austrian ministry resigns and with-

draws resignation twice. Andrassy

takes part in the Berlin conference,

which permits Austria to occupy

Bosnia and Herzegovina. War with

Bosnia ensues.

1879 Count Andrassy resigns; success of

liberals in elections.

1881 Marriage of Archduke Rudolph and

Princess Stephanie of Belgium.

A.l».

1795-1 803 War with France; Ger-

many loses the Netherlands, the

Italian States, and territory west of

the Rhine. Treaty of Luneville

(1801).

1797 Accession of FREDERtCK William III.

of Prussia.

1801 Prussians seize Hanover.

1805 Treaty OP Vienna ;
Napoleon estab-

lishes the kingdoms of Westphalia.

Bavaria and Wurtemeurg; Down-
fall of the German Empire.

1 806 Confederation of the Rhine
formed. The Prussians seize Han-

over ;
declare war with Napoleon

(Sept. 24); Battles of Auerstadt

and Jena (Oct. 14); Fiench enter

Berlin (Oct. 21).

1807 Treaty of Tilsit between France and

Prussia.

1808 Serfdom abolished in Prussia.

1810 North Germany annexed to France.

1813 Prussia concludes an alliance with

France and Austria.

1813 The French evacuate Berlin (March 4).

War declared against France (March

IH); Napoleon invades Silesia (May

31); Battle op Katzbaph (.^ug. 16);

Bliicher defeats Ney; Battle of

Leipsic (Oct. 16); the allies com-

pletely defeat Napoleon.

1814 The allies invade France; Battles of

Brienne, Creon, anilLaon.

1815 Congress op Vienna. Germanic

Confederation formed, including

Prussia, Austria, Bavaria, Saxony,

Hanover, Wiirtemberg, Baden, Hesse,

Holstein, Luxemburg, and smaller

powers. Prussia enters the Holy

Alliance with Russia and Austria.

1817 Insurrection in Breslau suppressed.

1818 Formation of the Prussian Zollverein

(commercial union).
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1819 Congress of Carlsbad (anti-revolution-
j

ary).
j

18 30 Revolution at Brunswick ;
flight of the

Duke. Abdication of the King of

Saxony.

18 33 Death of the poet Goethe.

183 3 Other states join the Zollvcrein.

1834 Thuringia and Saxony join the Zollvc- i

rein.
‘

1840 Accession of Fuederick William IV.

of Prussia.

1844 Disputes about the “Holy Coat” of

Treves. Attempt to assassinate the

King of Prussia.

1848 Insurrection in Berlin; revolts in

Schleswig, Holstein, and throughout

Germany. German National Assem-

bly meets at Frankfort.

1849 King of Prussia elected Emperor by

the Assembly (March 28); he declines

(April 3); Frankfort Assembly moves

to Stuttgart ;
Austria protests against

alliance of Prussia and smaller states

.

1850 Treaty of Munich, between Bavaria,

Saxony and Wilrtembcrg (Feb. 27);

Parliament at Erfui't ;
the German

Confederation assembles at Frank-
j

fort (So|)t. 2). Forces of Austria,
|

Bavaria and Prussia enter Hesse- •

Cassel (Nov. 12); attempt to assassi-
|

nate the King of Prussia (May 22).
i

1851 Diet of Germanic Confederation at
|

Frankfort.
]

1853 Revolutionary plot discovered in Berlin.

1854 Prussia enters into treaty with Austria

1856 Prussia takes part in Paris Conference

{see Russia). Crown-Prince becomes

Regent in Prussia.

1858 Marriage of Prince Frederick William

(sou of Crown-Prince) to the Prin-

cess Royal of England.

1859 Prussia invited to take the initiative in

a national movement ;
declines.

1860 Federal Diet maintains HesseCassel

Constitution against Prussia. Hol-

stein-Schleswig dispute with Den-

mark.
j

1861 Death of Frederick William IV.; ac-
j

cession of Crown-Prince as William
|

I.; National Association meets at
1

Heidelherg
;
attempt to assassinate

I

the King of Prussia.

1863 The National Assembly at Berlin de-
i

dares in favor of unification. Bis-

marck becomes Minister.

1863 William I. closes the Lower Hou.se for

the second time. German States

(outside of Prussia) meet at Frank-

fort, and approve a plan of federal

reform. Prussian decree against the

freedom of the press. The Crown
Pnnee protests; decree recalled;

A.D.

1508 LEAGttE OP Camerat, between Louis

XII. and Maximilian against Ven-

ice.

1511 Pope.IuliusII forms the Holy League
with Venice and Ferdinand.

A.D.

The Schleswig-Holstein rights main-

tained by Germany.

1864 Prussia invades Holstein: Prussian

jmrts blockaded by Denmark; peace

restored (Oct. 30).

186 5 The Diet calls on Prussia and Austria

to give up Holstein
;

they refuse.

Prussian treaty with Belgium. Bis-

marck visits Napoleon III. at Paris.

1866 The Diet calls on Prussia and Austria

to disarm ;
they refuse. Attempt on

Bismarck's life (May 7); Prussians

invade Holstein (June 7) and Saxony

(June 15); War with Austria,

supported by the Diet. (For particu-

lars see Austria.) Peace with Wiir-

temberg (Aug. 13), with Bavaria

(Aug. 22), with Austria (Aug. 23);

treaty of Prussia and Hesse-Darm-

stadt (Sept. 13); Frankfort, Hanover,

Ilesse-Cassel, and Nassau annexed to

Prussia (Sei>t. 20). North German
Confederation formed (Aug. 18).

Schleswig-Holstein incorporated with

Prussia (Dec. 24).

1867 North German Constitution settled

Feb. 9). Extraordinary session of

Prussian Diet (April 29). Deputies

from Bavaria, Wiirtemberg, Baden,

and Ilesse-Darmstadt declare union

with North Germany necessary.

First meeting of new North German

Parliament.

1868 South German Military Commission

appointed. Prussia passes the Rhine

Navigation Treaty.

1870 France declares war against

Prussia (July 15). (For details of

Franco- Prussian WAitiiee France).

Bavaria. Wiirtemberg, Hosse Darm-

stadt. and Baden siijiport Prussia in

the war. Munich, Stuttgart, and

other cities declare for union with

North Germany. Baden and Hesse-

Darmstadt join the North German
Confederation (Nov. 15),Wiirtemberg

(Nov. 25), Bavaria (Nov. 23). North

German Parliament opens at Berlin

(Nov. 24). By a vote of 188 to 6 the

Parliament asks the King of Prussia

to become Emperor of Germany (Dec.

10 ).

1871 German Empire reestablished
(Jan. 1); William I. of Prussia de-

clared Emperor at Versailles (Jan.

18). Preliminaries of peace with

France signed at Versailles (Feb. 26).

First Reichstag opened (March 21).

Prince Bismarck becomes Chancel-

lor (May 12). Treaty of Peace
ratified (May 16). Triumphal entry

of victorious troops into Berlin (June

FRANCE.
A.D.

1513 English invasion ; battle of Guinegate

or Spurs.

1530 “ Field of the Cloth of Gold :
” meeting

of Francis I. with Henry VIII of

England.

A.D.

16). German Parliament opened by

the Emperor (Oct. 16).

1873 Bill for eximlsion of Jesuits passed

(July 5). Meeting of the Emperors

of Germany, Russia, and Austria at

Berlin (Sept. 6). Bismarck resigns

the premiership of Prussia.

1873 Treaty WITH France for payment of

indemnity and evacuation of terri

tory (March 15). La.st payment of

indemnity (Sept. 5). Monetary Re-

form Law iiassed (June 23).

18 74 National Liberals SHCce.s.“fiil in elec-

tions (Jan. 10). Atlempt to assa.“si-

nale Bismarck (July 13). Arrest of

Count Arnim (Oct. 4); released (Oct.

28). Bismarck resigns chancellorship

(Dec. 16); withdraws resignation on

receiving vote of confidence. Coiuit

Arnim convicted of tampering with

official papers.

18 75 Civil Marriage Bill passed (Jan. 25).

Religious agitation in Prus.sia ; Gov-

ernment aid withdrawn from Catho-

lic clergy.

1 876 Inundations in Prussia. The Cz.ar

visits Berlin.

1877 Code of laws enacted (March 21). Bis-

marck resigns as Chancellor (April 3);

withdraws resignation (Aiiril 8).

1878 Attempted assassination of the Empe-

ror by Hiidcl, a Socialist (May 11).

Bill to repress Socialism rejected

(May 24). Attempt to assassinate the

Emperor by Dr. Karl Nobiling (June

2); the Emperor evounded; the

Crown Prince takes chaige of the

empire. Death of King George of

Hanover (June 12). Berlin Confe-

rence (June-Jiily)
;

(see Russia and

Turkey). Hode! executed (Aug. 16).

Nobiling commits suicide (Sei>t. 10).

Conservatives gain in the elections;

Liberal majority. Many newspapers

and club.s suppressed.

1879 Bismarck’s Piotcctionist Bill adopted

(May 9). Falk and other ministers

resign (June 30). Meeting of Bis-

marck and Andrassy at Vienna

(Sept.). Code of 1877 goes into opera-

tion (Nov.).

18 80 Small states outvote Prussia, Saxony,

and Bavaria ou stamp duties ; Bis-

marck resigns and the states yield.

“ New Liberal ” Party formed (.Aug.).

18 81 German Reichstag opened (Feb. 16).

October elections for Reichstag favor-

<able to the Liberals.

18 83 Imperial rescript of Jan. 4 asserts ex-

treme rights of the Emperor, and

slight constitutional restraints. Re-

script modified by explanation.

A.D.

1535 Battle cf Pavia ;
defeat and capture

of Francis I.

1539 Peace of Cambria, between Francis I.

and Charles V.

1533 France annexes Brittany.
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1 544 Invasion of English under Henry VIII.

1546 Peace concluded with England.

155 8 Calais taken by the Duke of Guise.

1560 Accession of Charles IX.; regency of

Catherine de Medici.

1563 Vassy massacre of Protestants
;
defeat

of Huguenots at Dreux by Guise.

1563 Siege of Orleans
;
Guise killed

;
tempo-

rary iieace.

1567 Battle of St. Deuis
;
Hugueuots de-

feated.

1573 Massacre of St. Bartholomew.
1574 Accession of Henry III., last of the

Valois.

1585 Henry III. killed by the friar Jacques

Clement ;
accession of Henry IV.,

of Navarre, first of Bourbon line.

158 8 Assassination of the Duke of Guise and

his brother.

1590 Battle of Ivry; Henry IV. defeats

the League.

1593 Henry adopts the Catholic religion.

1598 Edict op Nantes in favor of Protes-

tants.

1610 Henry IV. assassinated by Ravaillac
;

accession of Louis XIII.; regency of

Marie de Medici.

16 30 France annexes Navarre.

1634 Administration of Richelieu.
1638 SiEUE op Rochelle; Richelieu re-

duces the place.

1643 Death of Richelieu.

1 643 Accession of Louis XIV., the Great;

regency of Anne of Austria
;
ascend-

ancy of Mazarin.

164 8 Civil wars of the Fronde.

1661 Death of Mazarin
;
Colbert Minister of

Finance.

1664 War begins with Holland (tvhich see).

1678 Peace of Nimeguen.

1685 Revocation of Edict of Nantes
1697 Peace of Ryswick, with England aud

Holland.

1701 War of the Spanish Succession (see

Spain and Austria).

17 04 Battle op Blenheim; French dc

feated by Mariborough.

1706 Battle of Ramil lies ; defeat of French.

1713 Treaty op Utrecht, between France.

England, and the other powers.

1715 Death of Louis the Great
;
accession

of Louis XVL, his grandson.

] 730 Law’s Mississippi scheme collapses.

1743 Battle OP Dettingen ; English drive

back French.

1748 Peace of Aix la-Chapelle, between the

^reat powers.

1756 Beginning of Seven Years War (see

Austria).

1757 Damiens attempts to kill Louis IV.

1763 Peace of Paris cedes Canada to Eng-

land.

1 7 69 Power of Madame du Barry begins.

1770 Marriage of the Dauphine to Marie
Antoinette of Austria.

17 74 Death of Louis XV.; accession of

Louis XVI.
1776 Turgot dismissed from ofiice.

1777 Neckeu becomes Minister of Finance.

1778 France declares war against England

in aid of the American coionies.

A.D.

17 81 Resignation of Necker.

1783 Treaty op Versailles; peace with

England and Spain.

1785 “Diamond necklace affair” creates

great excitement.

17 87 Assembly of Notables. Dispute about

taxes.

178

8 Second Assembly; Necker recalled.

17 89 The French Revolution. States-

General meet and declare themselves

the National Assembly. Overthrow
of the Bastile (July 14); mob at

Versailles compel King and Queen to

go to Paris (Oct. 6); Assembly meets

at Paris (Oct. 9); confiscation of cleri-

cal property (Nov. 2); France divided

into 83 departments (Dec. 22).

1790 Louis accepts the revolution (Feb. 4);

lettres de cachet, titles of honor, and

hereditary nobility abolished
; file

in the Champ de Mars (July 14);

flight of Necker.

1791 Death of Mirabeau (April 2). Escape

of the royal family from Paris (June

20)

;
arrest at Varrennes (June 21).

Imprisonment of Louis and the

Queen in the Tuileries. Louis assents

to the National Constitution (Sept.

15). National Assembly dissolves

(Sept. 29), and Legislative Assembly

meets (Oct. 1).

1793

War with Austria declared (April 20);

Tuileries mobbed (June 20); Tuile-

ries captured hy mob. Swiss

guards murdered ;
royal family im-

prisoned in the Temple (Aug. 10);

massacre of prisoners (Sept. 2-5); roy-

alty abolished by National Conven-

tion (Sept. 21) and French Republic

declared. Debate on trial of the

King (Nov. 12—Dec. 3).

1793 Execution of Louis XVI. (Jan.

21)

. War declared with Spain, Hol-

land, and England (Feb. 1). Insur-

rection in the Vendee. Robespierre

becomes Dictator (Mai ch 25). Reign
of Terror begins (May). Marat
assassinated by Charlotte Corday
(July 13). Siege of Toulon; first

victory of Napoleon Bonaparte.

Execution of Marie Antoi-

nette (Oct. 16). Execution of the

Duke op Orleans (Philip Egalite);

of Madame Roland (Nov. 8). Ven-

dee revolt suppressed (Dec. 12).

1794 Danton guillotined (April 5); Madame
Elizabeth, sister of Louis, executed.

Robespierre becomes President

(June); festival of “ God of Nature ”

(June 7). Fall of Robespierre
(July 27); execution of Robespierre,

St. Just, and 70 others ;
end of Reign

of Terror.

1795 Death of Louis XVII. in prison ;
Bona-

parte siqipresses royalist rebellion

(Oct. 5); establishment of the Di-

rectory (Oct. 28).

1796 Campaign of Napoleon in Italy. Bat-

tles of Montenotte (.4pril 12), Mon-

dovi (Ainil 22), Lodi (May 10), Atten-

kirchen (June 1), Radstadt (July 5),

A.D.

Roveredo (Sept. 4), Arcola (Nov.

14-17) and others
;
French victorious

everywhere.

1797

Babceuf’s conspiracy fails. Napoleon

returns to Paris.

179

8 Napoleon embarks in the Egyptian ex-

pedition (see Egypt). Battleof the

Pyramids (July 13-21); defeat at the

Nile by Nelson (Aug. 1).

1799 Coalition between England, Germany,

Russia, Turkey, Portugal, and Najiles

against Napoleon (June 22); Direc-

tory dissolved (Nov. 10); Napoleon

elected First Consul (Dec. 13).

1800 Battle of Marengo (June 14); total

defeat of Austrians. Attempt to as-

sassinate Napoleon by infernal ma-

chine (Dec. 24).

1801 Treaty of Luncvillo, with Germany;

the Rhine made French boundary.

Peace with Russia (Oct. 8), with Tur-

key (Oct. 9). Defeat at Aboukir

(March 8).

1803 Treaty op Amiens, with England,

Spain and Holland (May 27). Napo-

leon made Consul for life (Aug. 2).

1803 War with England declared (May 22).

1804 George's conspiracy against Napoleon

fails. Execution of the Due d’Eng-

uiEN March 21). Napoleon pro

claimed Emperor (May 18);

crowned by the Pope (Dec. 2).

1805 Napoleon crowned King of Italy (May

26). Annexation of Genoa (June 4).

Coalition of Russia, England, Prussia

and Saxony against Napoleon. Ger-

many invaded (Sept. 26). Battle op

Trafalgar ;
great victory of Nel-

son (Oct. 21). Battle of Auster-

litz (Dec. 2); total defeat of Austrians

and Russians. Treaty op Pres-

EURG (Dec. 26.)

1806 Confederation of the Rhine ratified at

Paris (July 12). Fourth coalition

against France (same powers as be-

fore); Prussia declares war (Oct. 8);

Battle of Jena; defeat of the

Prussian army (Oct. 14); capture of

Erfurt (Oct. 15).

1807 Battle of Eylau ;
Russians defeated

(Feb. 8); Napoleon meets Alexander

at Tilsit (June 26); peace signed (July

7); publication of Milan Decree

(Dec. 17).

180

8 Abdication of Charles IV. of Spain
;

Peninsular War begins (see Spain).

1809 Coalition of England and Austria

against France. Napoleon enters

Vienna (May). Treaty op Vienna

(Oct. 14). Divorce of Josephine

(Dec. 15).

1810 Napoleon marries Maria Louise of

Austria (April 1). Holland annexed

to France.

1811 Birth of the King of Rome, afterwards

Napoleon II.

1813 War declared with Russia (see

also Russia); battle of Borodino

(Sept. 7); retreat from Moscow

(Oct.).

1813 The Concordat (treaty with the Pope).
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Alliance of Austria, Russia and Prus-

sia against France (March 16); Wel-

lington enters France ;Oct. 7).

1814 Surrender of Paris to the Allies (March

30)

. Abdication ofNapoleon I.

in favor of his son. Bourbon dynasty

re,stored ;
Louis XVIII. arrives in

Paris. Napoleon I. at Elba (May

4). Constitutional Charter decreed

(June).

1815 Return of Napoleon from Elba ;

he lands at Cannes (March 1); alli-

ance of England, Austria, Prussia

and Russia (March 15); Louis XVIII.

leaves Paris
;
restoration of the Em-

pire. Napoleon invades Belgium

(June 15); Battle of Waterloo
(June 18); final defeat of Napoleon

by English under Wellington and

Prussians under Blucher ;
Louis

XVIII. returns (July 6); Napoleon

sent to St. Helena (Aug. 8); execu-

tion of Marshal Ney (Dec. 7)

.

18 IG Decree of Amnesty excludes the Bona-

partes from the throne forever.

1830 Assassination of the Due de Berri.

1831 Death of Napoleon at St. Helena.

1834 Death of Louis XVIII.; accession of

Charles X.

1830 Chamber of Deputies dissolved (May

16). Algiers taken (July 5). Ordi-

nances passed regarding the election

of deputies and the press (July 26);

very unpopular. Revolution of 1830

begins with street barricades (July

27); Charles X. abdicates (July

31)

;
the Duke op Orleans becomes

Louis Phillipe I.

1831 Riots in Paris (Feb. 14 and 15).

18 33 Death of Napoleon’s son, the Duke of

Reichstadt (July 22). Attempt on

the King’s life (Dec. 27).

1835 Fieschi’s infernal machine plot.

1836 Failure of Louis Napoleon’s Stras-

burg insurrection.

18 3 8 Death of Talleyrand. War with

Mexico (q. v.).

1839 Insurrections in Paris.

1840 Louis Napoleon makes another attempt

at Boulogne (Aug. 6); fails and is im-

pri.soned. Attempt on the King’s

life by Darmes. Reinterment of Na-

poleon I. in the Hotel des Invalides

(Dec. 1,5).

1843 Death of the Duke of Orleans.

1846 Lecompte’s attempt on the King’s life

(April 16). Liouis apoleon es-

capes from Ham (May 25). Henri

attempts to kill the King (July 29).

1847 Surrender of Abd-el-Kader to the

French.

1848 “Reform banquet’’ prohibited; dis-

.satisfaction culminates in revolution;

binicades thrown up (Feb. 22);

abdication of Louis XVIII.
(Feb. 21); Republic proclaimed (Feb.

26,; Louis Napoleon elected to Na-
tional Assembly (June 13); insur-

rection of extreme Republicans in

Paris (June 23); Paris in a state of

siege (June 25); surrender of insur-

A.D.

gents(June26). Napoleon proclaimed

President-elect of the French Re-

public (Dec. 20).

18 50 Death of Louis Phillippe at Claremont.

18 51 (The) Coup d’etat (Dec. 2); Napoleon

dissolves the Assembly, proclaims

universal suffrage, calls for election

of president for ten years, and de-

clares Paris in a state of siege

;

Thiers and others arrested ; 180

members of Assembly arrested
;

re-

sistance in streets put down with

great loss of life (Dec. 3-4); elections

for president (Dec. 21-22); affirma-

tive votes, 7,473,431 ;
negative, 644,.35I.

18 53 Napoleon installed as Prince-President

(Jan. 1); banishment of 83 members
of Assembly and transportation of

575 persons for resisting coup d'etat
;

the Senate asks Napoleon to assume

the title of Emperor (Nov. 7); vote on

the subject (Nov. 21-22); ayes, 7,864,-

189 ;
noes, 253,145. Louis pro-

claimed as Napoleon III. (Dec.

2).

18 53 Marriage of Louis Napoleon to Eu-

genie DE Montigo
;
pardon of 8,000

political offenders
;

plot to assassi-

nate the Emperor.

1854 Treaty of Constantinople (March

12). War declared with Russia
(March 27). {For details of Crimean
War see Russia, Turkey, and
Great Britain).

1855 Openingof Paris Exposition. Two at-

tempts on the Emperor’s life.

18 56 Birth of the Prince Imperial (March

16). Peace with Russia (March 30).

1857 Archbishop of Paris assassinated (Jan.

3). Conference on Neuchatel diffi-

culty (March 15).

18 5 8 Orsini’s attempt to assassinate the

Emperor (Jan. 4); trial of the Count

de Montalembert.

18 59 France declares war with Aus-
tria {see Austria and Italy); Ma-
genta (June 4); Solferino (June

24); treaty of Zurich (Nov. 10).

1860 France demands the cession of Savoy

and Nice.

1861 Sardinian boundary treaty (March 7).

Intervention in Mexico {xuhieh see).

1863 Election of Thiers, Favre, Ollivier, and

others in opposition to the Govern-

ment.

1864 Death of Marshal Pelissier, Duke of

Malakoff. Prance agrees to evacuate

Rome (Sept. 15).

1865 Death of Proudhon, Morny, and Mag-

nan.

1866 Congress at Paris on Roumanian affairs.

1 867 I n t er n ati o nal Exhibition
opened (April 1); visit of many
crowned heads

;
attempt to assassi-

nate the Emperor of Russia (June 6).

186 8 Treaties with Italy, Prussia, and Meck-

lenburg.

1869 Death of Lamartine (Feb. 28). Election

riols at Paris (June 11); new consti-

tution promulgated (Sept. 10); resig-

nation of ministers (Dec. 27).

1870 Prince Pierre Bonaparte shoots Victor

Noir (Jan. 10); tried and acquitted

(March 26); riots in Paris (Feb. 8-9);

plots against the Emperor’s life dis-

covered
;

plebiscite on change of con-

stitution (May 8); vote affirmative
;

nomination of Leopold for the Span-

ish throne creates warlike feeling
;

Leopold withdraws. France requires

guarantees from Prussia; refused;

war declared byFrance agtainst

Prussia (July 15); English media-

tion refused (July 20); Prussians blow

up bridge of Kehl
;
engagements at

Saarbruck (Aug. 2-4); alternate suc-

cess ; Battle of Woerth (Aug. 6);

defeat of the French
;
Forbach taken

by Germans (Ang. 6): Strasburo
invested (Aug. 10); battle of Cour-

cedes (Aug. 14); Prussians take

Nancy; Battle of Gravelotte
(Aug. 18); defeat of French

;
Metz

invested (Aug. 24); Battle of Verdun,
Germans repulsed (Aug. 25); Battle

of Sedan, great victory of the Prus-

sians (Sept. 1); surrender of Napo-

leon and the army (Sept. 2); Paris in-

vested (Sept. 19); Strasburg surren-

ders (Sept. 27); Metz capitulates (Oct.

27); general success of the Germans
;

defeat of the Army of the North (Dec.

23).

1871 Rocroy taken (Jan. 6); Alen^on (Jan.

17)

;
King of Prussia proclaimed Em-

peror of Germany at Versailles (Jan.

18)

;
last sortie from Paris (Jan, 19);

peace signed (Feb. 27); France

agrees to give up Alsace (excej)t Bel-

fort), a fifth of Lorraine, with Metz
and Thionville, and to pay five mil-

liards of francs. Prussians enter

Paris (March 1). National Assembly

depo.ses the Bonapartes
;

Versailles

evacuated (March 12). Outbreak of
the Commune (March 18); Paris

taken by storm (May 28). Thiers
elected President of the French
Republic (Aug. 31).

18 73 Death of the Duke de Persigny (Jan.

12). Commercial treaty with Belgium

and England abrogated (Feb. 2).

1873 Death of Napoleon III. at Chisel-

hurst (Jan. 9). New treaty of evacu-

ation signed u itli Germany (March

15). Thiers resigns (May 24); Mc-

Mahon becomes President (May 25);

war indemnity paid in full (Sept. 5);

Germans leave Verdun (Sept. 13);

presidential term fixed at seven years

(Nov. 19); Bazaine condemned to

death for having surrendered Metz»

(Dec. 10); sentence commuted to

twenty years imprisonment (Doc. 12).

18 74 Execution of Communists. Escape of

Bazaine (Aug. 11).

18 75 Ministry resigns (Jan. 6). New consti-

tution adopted (Jan. 29). M. Buffet

forms a ministry (March 1‘2). Pil-

grimage of Paray-le-Monial. Great

inundations. Amended constitution

adopted (July 16).
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187G Elections for Senate and Deputies;

Bullet rcidaced by Dufmire
;
Amnesty

for Communists (June S38)
;
Diifaure

resigns ;
Jules Simon forms a min-

istry.

1877 Resignation of the Jules Simon min-

istry (May 17); the Due do Broglie

forms new ministry ;
President Mc-

Mahon dissolves the Chamber of

Deputies (June 2.>)
;

prosecution of

Gambetta (Aug. 25) ;
Death op

Thiers (Sept. 8) ;
General elections

(Oct. II)
;
great Republican majorities;

Dufaure forms a ministry (Dec. l;I).

18 J 8 International Exhibition opened at

Paris (May 1) ;
The Comte de Cham-

BORD (Henry V.) writes a letter as-

serting his “ divine right.”

1879 McMahon resig-ns (Jan. 28); Jules

Grevy elected President by the Sen-

ate (Jan. 30); Gambetta becomes

President of the Chamber ;
new min-

istry formed by Waddington (Feb. 1);

Communist amnesty bill passed ;l*'eb.

21); M. Ferry introduces education

hills to abolish Jesuit colleges

;

Prince Louis Napoleon killed

in Zululand (June 1); Waddington

ministry resigns (Dec. 21); M. De
Freycinet forms new ministry,

1880 Death of Due de Gramont and Jules

Favre ;
Ferry's education bills re-

jected (March 9) ;
decree dissolves

Jesuit and other orders in France;

many protest ; expulsion carried out

(June 30) ;
general amnesty bill

passed (July 3); Jules Ferry forms

new ministry (Sept. 20).

1881 Municipal elections favor the Govern-

ment ;
loan of 40,000,000(. taken up

three times over ; discussion on

scrutinile liste (March 21); inva-

sion of Tunis (April); treaty signed

with the Bey (May 12) gives France

virtual suzerainty; excitement in

Italy; treaty ratified by the Senate

(May 23); reception of Gambetta at

Cahors (May 25); scn/lin tie lisle re-

jected (May 9); elections give large

Republican gains (Sept.); French

troops enter Tunis (Oct. 10); Ferry

cabinet resigns (Nov. 10); Gambetta

becomes Premier.

18 83 In Senate the Republicans gain 22 seats

(Jan. 8); scrutin de lisle rejected (Jan.

26); Gambetta's ministry resign (Jan.

30) ;
Freycinet forms a ministry; re-

signs (July 29), on rejection of vote

of credit to protect Suez Canal ;

Duclcrc forms a ministry (Aug. 7).

GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND.

A.D.

1509 Accession of Henry VIII.; be marries

Catherine of Aragon.

1510 Execution of Dudley and Enrpson.

1513 James IV. of Scotland invades Eng-

land ; Battle of Flodden Field

;

Scots defeated.

1530 “Field of the Cloth of Gold” (see

France).

1 539 Fall of Cardinal Wolsey.

1533 Henry VIII. marrie.s Anne Boleyn ;

Ctaumer declares former marriage

void.

1534 Rebellion of Fitzgerald in Ireland.

Papal supremacy denied in England.

1535 E.xecution of Sir Thomas More.

1 530 Anne Boleyn executed (May 19); Henry

marries Lady Jane Seymour (May

20).

1537 Death of Lady Jane Seymour.

15 3 8 Henry .suppresses the monasteries.

1540 Henry marries Anne of Cleves (Jan.

6); divorced (July 9); marries Cathe-

rine Howard (Aug. 8) ; Execution

of Cromwell ;
James V. of Scotland

dies; Mary proclaimed Queen of

Scots; regency of Cardinal Beaton.

1 543 Catherine Howard executed; Henry

VIII. takes the title of King of Ire-

land.

1543 Henry marries Catherine Parr.

1540 Assassination of Cardinal Beaton, Re-

gent of Scotland.

1547 Execution of the Earl of Surrey Man.

19) ;
Death of Henry VIII.; accession

of Edward VI., under protectorship

of the Duke of Somerset.

1 549 Execution of Lord Seymour
;
arrest of

his brother, the Duke of Somerset.

1 .553 Execution of the Duke of Somerset.

1553 Death of Edward VI.; Lady Jane
Grey proclaimed Queen (July 10);

she relinquishes the title ; Mary
(daughter of Catherine of Aragon)

proclaimed.

1554 Wyatt’s insurrection suppressed ; Exe-

cution of Lady Jane Grey and Lord

Guilford Dudley (Feb. 12); Queen

Mary marries Philip II. of S|iain.

1555 John Rodgers burnt at the stake (Feb.

4); Ridley and Latimer burnt (Oct.

16).

1550 Continued persecution of Protestants;

burning »f Cranmer (Oct. 16).

155 8 Calais lost to England; Mary of Scot-

land marries the Danphine ; acces-

sion of Elizabeth (Nov. 17).

Knox’s Scotch reformation (15.50-

1560).

1559 Act of Uniformity restores Protestant

religion.

1505 Mary, Queen of Scots, marries Lord

Darnley.

1500 Murder op Rizzio by Darnley (March

9).

1567 Assassination of Darnley (Feb. 10);

Mary accused of counivance ; Mary

marrie.s Bothwell (May 15); abdicates

ill favor of her son, ,Iames VI.; Earl

of Murray regent.

1508 Mary escapes from prison; defeated

by Murray at Langside (May 1.3);

seeks shelter in England.

1570 Regent Murray murdered
;
Lennox be-

comes regent.

157 1 Lennox murdered; Mar becomes re-

gent.

15 79 Fitzgerald’s Irish rebellion suppressed.

15 80 Lord Grey and Admiral Winter take

fortress of Smerwick in Ireland from

Italians, and butcher 700 prisoners.

1581 Campian’s Jesuit consiiiracy sup-

pressed.

158 7 Execution of Mary, Queen of

Scots, at Fotheriugay Castle.

158 8 Spanish Armada repulsed (see

Spain).

1598 Irish rebellion of O’Neil or Tyrone;

English defeated at Blackwat.er.

1001 Execution of the End of Essex (Feb.

25).

1603 Death of Queen Elizabeth ; accession

of James VI. of Scotland as James

1005

1009

1011
1010
1018
1031
1035

1038

1037

1038

1039

1041

1043

1043

1044

1045

1046

1649

I. of Great Britain ; union of Scot-

land and England.
Discovery of the Gunpowder Plot

(Nov. (i) of Guy Fawkes, Catesliy,

Digliy, and others to lilow up king,

lords, and commons.
James drives Irish from Ulster and

divides tlie land among English and

Scotch.

Title of baronet created by James I.

Death of William Shakespeare.
Sir Walter Raleigh executed.

Impeacliincnt of Lord Bacon.

Accession of Charles I.; he marries

Princess Henrietta Maria of France.

Duke of Buckingham assassinated by

John Felton.

Trial of John Hampden for resisting

shiji money levy.

SoLE.MN League and Covenant sub-

scribed in Scotland.

Pacification of Duiise
;
Charles I. with-

draws army from Scotland.

Earl of Stafford beheaded ;
Judg-

ment against Hampden annulled ;

Ulster rebellion in Ireland.

Charles attempts to seize members in

the House ; outbreak of the

Civil War ;
Battle of Edgeliill

(Oct. 2:3).

Battles of Chiilgrove (June 18) and

Newbury (Sept. 20) ;
covenant ap-

proved by Parliament.

Battle of Marston Moor ; victory

of Cromwell ;
second battle of

Newbury (Oct. 27).

Archbishop Laud beheaded (Jan. 10);

Battle of Naseby (June 14); de-

cisive defeat of Royalists
;
Battle of

Philiphaugh ;
Montrose defeated by

the Covenanters.

Charles I. seeks refuge in Scotland : is

given up to the Parliament.

Trial of the king ;
sentenced (Jan. 27) ;

execution of Charles I. (Jan.

30) ;
massacre and capture of Drog-
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HEDA (Ireland) by Cromwell (Sept.

11 ).

1 6 .1 0 Marquis of Montrose beheaded in Scot-

land.

1651 Charles II. crowned at Scone, Scot-

land (Jan. 1); Battle of Worces-

ter (Sept. 3); defeat of Royalists ,

Charles escapes to France.

1653 Lono Parliament dissolved by Crom-

well (April 20); be becomes Lord

Protector (Dec. 16).

1657 Convention gives Cromwell power to

appoint his successor ;
Death of Ad-

miral Blake.

1658 Death of Oliver Cromwell (Sept.

13); Richard Cromwell succeeds him.

1659 Richard resigns title of Lord Protector.

1660 The Restoration; Charles II. re-

turns to England.

1661 Execution of Marquis of Argyle in

Scotland.

166a Act of Uniformity (May 19); Charles

marries Catherine of Braganya (May

20).

1665 The Great Plague in London.

1666 The Great London Fire.

1674 Dgath of the poet John Milton.

1678 Titus Oates alarms the country by sto-

ries of a false “popish plot.” Sir

Edmond Berry Godfrey found mur-

dered.

1679 Habeas Corpus Act passed (31 Charles

II., C. 2); Archbishop Sharpe mur-

dered by Covenanters, who defeat

Claverhouse at London Hill, but are

routed at Bothwell Bridge.

1680 Execution of Lord Stafford (Dec. 29).

16 83 Discovery of Rye-house Plot (to secure

succession for Duke of Monmouth);

execution of Lord Russell (July 21);

of Algernon Sydney (Dec. 7).

1685 Accession of James II. (Feb. 6); Ar-

gyle’s rebellion suppressed
;
he is

executed (June 30); Duke of Mon-

mouth (natural son of Charles II.)

lands at Lyme (June 11); proclaimed

king at Taunton (June 20); Battle

of Sedgemoor (July C); defeat of

the rebels
;

Monmouth executed

(July 15).

168 8 Acquittal of the seven bishops (June

30); Abdication of James II.

(Dec. 2:3).

1689 William and Mary proclaimed King

and (^ueen (Feb. 13); James II. lands

in Ireland : Claverhouse's rebellion

in Scotland suppressed.

1690 William HI. lands in Ireland (June 14);

Battle of the Boyne (July 1);

James defeated.

1691 Treaty OP Limerick deprives James

of power in Ireland, and grants am-

nesty to rebels.

1693 Mas.sacre of Glencoe.

1694 Death of Queen Mary.

170 1 Death of James II. at St. Germain

(Sept 16).

1703 Death of William III.; accession of

Queen Anne.

1 704 Iri.«h “ Popery Act” pa.«.sed ;
Battle of

Donauwerth.

I

A.D.

1706 Battle OF Ramilies ;
Marlborough

victorious.

1707 Union of England and Scotland as

Great Britain.

170 8 French squadron routed by Admiral

Byng.

1709 Battle of Malplaquet ;
defeat of

French by Marlborough.

1710 Sacheverell’s riots; dissenting meeting-

houses destroyed.

1713 Treaty op Utrecht terminates the

wars of Queen Anne.

1714 Death of Queen Anne (Aug. 1); acces-

sion of George I.; Hanoverian suc-

cession begins.

1715 Insurrection of the Earl of Mar in

Scotland in favor of the Pretender.

Battles of Preston and Sheriff-

muir ;
defeat of the rebels

;

Land-

ing of the Chevalier at Peterhead

(Dec. 22).

1719 Battle of Glensheil.

1730 “ South Sea Bubble ” collapses.

1733 Death of the Duke of Marlborough.

1734 “Wood’s half-pence” excitement in

Ireland.

1737 Death of George I.; accession of

George II.

1737 Death of Queen Caroline.

1743 Battle op Dettingen (June 16); Eng-

lish and Hessians defeat the French.

1745 The Young Pretender lands at Moidart,

Scotland ; Battle of Preston

Pans (Jan. 17); defeat of Royalists;

the rebels enter England.

1746 Battle op Falkirk (Jan. 17); Royal-

ists defeated ; Battle of Culloden
(April 16); total route of the Pre-

tender.

1747 Execution of Lord Lovat.

1753 “New Style” chronology adopted;

Sept. 3 counted as Sept. 14.

1756 Commencement of Seven Years War.

1757 Conquest of India begun (««« India);

Admiral Byng executed (March 14).

1760 Death of George II.; accession of

George III ;
conquest of Canada

{which see) ;
Thiirot’s invasion of

Ireland.

1761 George III. marries Charlotte Sophia

of Mecklenbiirg-Strelitz.

1763 War declared with Spain (see Spain).

1763 Peace op Paris ends Seven Years

War; arrest of John Wilkes for

sedition.

1765 American Stamp Act passed
(March 22) ;

death of the Pretender,

at Riime.

1773 Royal Marriage Act passed.

1773 Revolt in American Colonies (see

United States).

1778 Death of Lord Chatham
;

Relief Bill

for Irish Catholics passed.

1780 Lord George Gordon’s anti-popery riots

in London.

1781 Trial and acquittal of Gordon.

17 83 Independence of United States

acknowledged by provisional treaty

at Paris (Nov. 30).

1786 Attempt on the king’s life by Margaret

Nicholson (insane).

A.D.

17 88 Impeachment of Warren Hast-

ing-s opened by Edmund Burke (Feb.

1:3) ;
death of Young Pretender at

Rome (March 3) ;
insanity of the

king made known (Nov. 19).

1789 Regency Bill withdrawn on account of

the king’s recovery; public thanks-

giving (April 23).

1793

First Coalition against France.

1793 War declared against France.

1794 //aheas Corpus suspended; Battle of

Brest (June 1); Lord IIowe defeats

the French fleet.

1795 The Prince of Wales marries Caroline

of Brunswick (April 8) ;
Warren

Hastings acquitted (April 23); Orange

clubs formed in Ireland.

1796 Birth of Princess Charlotte ;
death

of Robert Burns.

179 7 Bank of England stops payment (Feb.

27) ;
death of Edmund Burke (July

29).

OS Habeas Corpus Act suspended; re-

bellion in Ireland ; Battle of Kilciil-

len(May 23); rebels successful; Battle

of Antrim (June 7); rebels defeated;

Battle of the Nile (Aug. 1); great

victory of Nelson over the French.

1799 Irish rebellion completely suppressed.

1800 Attempt on the king’s life by Hatfield.

1801 Legislative Union of Great Brit-

ain and Ireland; Battle op

Copenhagen (April 2); Nelson vic-

torious ;
Habeas Cwpus suspended

(April 19) ;
Peace of Amiens (Oct. 1).

180 3 War again declared against France

(which see) ;
Emmett’s rebellion in

Ireland suppressed ;
he is executed

(Sept. 20).

1805 Battle of Trafalgar (Oct. 21); vic-

tory and death of Horatio Nelson.

1806 Death of William Pitt; “Delicate

Investigation ” into conduct of Prin-

cess Caroline ( May) ; death of

Charles James Fox (Sept. 1:3).

1807 “Orders in Council ” (Jan. 7); slave

trade abolished (March 25) ;
death of

Cardinal Henry Stuart, claimant of

the English throne.

180 8 Peninsular War begins (see

Spain).

1809 Battle op Corunna (Jan. 16); death

of Sir John Moore ;
impeachment

of the Duke of York ;
Walcheren

Expedition (Aug.).

1810 Irish agitation for repeal of the Union
;

the king’s insanity returns (Nov. 2)

;

commercial depression

.

1811 The Prince op Wales becomes Re-

gent (Feb. 5) ;
Luddite riots (Nov.);

Daniel O’Connell forms the Roman

Catholic Board (Dec. 26).

1813 Mr. Perceval, the Premier, assassinated

by Bellingham in the House; the

United States declare war against

Great Britain (June 18) (see United

States).

18 14 Peace with France (which see); Treaty

OP Ghent closes war with the United

States (Dec. 24).

1815 Battle of Waterloo (June 18); final
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defeat of Napoleon I. by the Duke
OP Wellington and Blucher in

Belgium
;
insurrection in Tipperary,

Ireland ;
marriage of Princess Char-

lotte to Prince Leopold of Saxe-

Cobnrg.

1817 Habeas Corpus Act suspended
;
death

of Princess Charlotte (Nov. 6).

1819 Birth of Queen Victoria (May 24).

1830 Death of George III.; accession of

George IV. (Jan. 29) ;
Cato Street

conspiracy discovered (Feb. 23)

;

trial of Queen Caroliue (/lUg.-Nov.).

1831 Coronation of George IV. (July 19);

death of Queen Caroline (Aug. 7) ;

outrages in Ireland.

1833 George IV. visits Scotland; “White-

boy ” outrages in Ireland.

1 834 Death of Lord Byron.

1836 Commercial panic.

1837 Battle op Navarino ; the allies de-

feat Turkish and Egyptian fleets.

1839 Roman Catholic Relief Bill passed

(.^pril 13) ;
riots in London.

1830 Death of George IV.; accession of

William IV. (June 26)
;
ministry of

the Duke of Wellington.

1831 Reporm Bill rejected by the Lords

(Oct. 7) ;
riots in Bristol (Oct. 29).

183.3 English. Reform Bill passed
(June 7) ;

death of Sir Walter
Scott (Sept. 21) ;

Irish Reform Bill

passed (Aug. 7).

1834 Slavery ceases in the colonies.

18 35 Corporation Reform Bill passed (Sept.

9) ;
Peel ministry.

1837 Deatli of William IV.; accession of

Queen Victoria (June 20); Hano-

ver separated from Great Britain.

18 3 8 Coronation of Victoria (June 28) ;
Irish

Poor Law Bill passed (July 31); min-

istry of Viscount Melbourne.

18 39 W'ar with China {which see); murder

of Lord Norbury in Ireland.

1840 Marriage op Victoria with Prince

Albert of Saxe Coburg (Feb. 10);

assault of Oxford on the Queen

(June 10).

1841 Birth of Albert Edward, Prince of

Wales
;
Peel ministry formed.

1843 Attacks on the Queen by Francis (May

30), by Bean (June 3) ;
Income Tax

passed (Aug) ;
peace with China

(Dec.).

1 844 Trial of Daniel O’Connell at Dublin

for sedition (Feb. 12); convicted,

fined, and imprisoned ; released from

prison (Sept. 5).

1845 Great famine in Ireland; Puseyite or

Tractarian controversy
;

railway

mania ; anti-corn-law agitation.

1846 Commercial panic ; repeal of the
Corn Laws (June 26) ; food riots

in Tipperary
;

Russell ministry

formed.

184

7 Death of O'Connell (May 15) ;
Govern-

ment expends £10,000,000 for relief

of Irish sufferers.

1848 Chartist demonstration in London;

Irish rebellion, headed by Smith

O’Brien, Meagher, and others, sup-

A.D.

pressed
;

the leaders condemned to

death (Oct. 9).

1849 Sentence of Irish insurgents commuted

to transportation
;
Encumbered Es-

tates Act (Irish) passed
;

cholera re-

appears in England.

1850 Death of the poet Wordsworth, Sir

Robert Peel, and the Duke of Cam-

bridge
;
Pate assaults the Queen.

1851 The Great Exhibition Opened
(May 1).

1853

Death of the poet Thomas Moore;

riots in Belfast ;
death of the Duke

of Wellington (Sept. 14) ;
Aberdeen

ministry.

1853 English and French fleets enter the

Bosphorus (Oct. 22); protocol be-

tween England, France, Austria, and

Prussia signed (Dec. 5).

1854 Alliance between England, France, and

Turkey (March 12) ; war declared

against Russia (March 28). {For

events of JRusso- Turkish or Crimean

War see Russia Turkey.) Crys-

tal Palace opened June 10) ; Wash-
ington Treaty with United States, re-

garding fishery claims.

1855 Aberdeen Ministry resigns (Jan. 29).

Palmerston forms a ministry (Feb.).

18 56 Peace with Russia proclaimed (April

19) ;
war with China (which see)

;

war with Persia (Nov.); Persians

take Herat (Oct. 25); Bushire taken

by English (Dec. 10).

1857 Indian Mutiny begins {see India);

Persian War concluded by Peace of

Teheran ; Herat restored
;

com-

mercial panic (Nov.).

185

8 Marriage of the Princess-Royal to

Prince Frederick William of Prussia

(Jan. 25) ; Derby-Disraeli Ministry

formed (Feb. 26) ;
Jewish Disabilities

Bill passed (July 23); India Bill

passed (Aug. 2).

1 859 Neutrality in Italian w’ar declared;

Derby Ministry defeated on the Re-

form Bill; resigns (June 11); Pal-

merston-Russell Ministry formed

(June 18); death of Lord Macau-
lay (Dec. 28).

1860 Commercial treaty with France(March);

peace with China (Oct. 24).

1861 Complications with United States in

regard to the Trent Affair ; Slidell

and Mason taken from a British mail

steamer (Nov. 8) ; Death of Al-

bert, the Prince-Consort (Dec.

14) ;
Slidell and Mason released (Dec.

28).

1863

Second International Exhibition (May

1 ) ;
Princess Alice marries Louis of

Hesse (July 1) ;
Prince Alfred de-

clines the throne of Greece (Oct. 23);

distress in cotton manufacturing dis-

tricts ; riots in Ireland.

1863 Marriage of the Prince of Wales to

Princess Alexandra of Denmark
(March 10) ;

death of the novelist

Thackeray (Dec. 24).

1864 Birth of a son to the Prince of Wales

(Jan. 8) ; Ionian Islands given to

A.D.

Greece
;
powers as to Confederate

privateers discussed
;

Schleswig-

Holstein conference.

1865 Death of Richard Cobden (April 2);

of Lord Palmerston (Oct. 18)
;

cattle

plague in England and Ireland
;
Fe-

nian movement in Ireland
; James

Stephens, “ Head-Center,’’ arrested

(Nov. 11); escapes (Nov. 24) ; Earl

Russell, Premier; commercialtreaty

with Austria (Dec. 16).

1866 Gladstone introduces Reform Bill

(March 12); defeated (June 18); min-

isters resign (June 26); third Derby
cabinet formed (July 6) ; marriage

of Princess Helena to Prince Chris-

tian of Schleswig-Holstein (July 5);

Atlantic cable a success
; Habeas

Corpus suspended in Ireland
; Fe-

nians in Canada {which see).

1867 New Reform Act passed (Aug. 15);

Fenian outbreaks
; war with

Abyssinia, on account of imprison-

ment of British subjects ; Sir Robert

Napier made chief of expedition.

186

8 Earl of Derby resigns (Feb. 25); Dis-

raeli Ministry formed (Feb. 29);

Theodore of Abyssinia defeated

(April 10); commits suicide (April 13);

Gladstone’s resolution for Disestab-

lishment of Irish Church passes Com-
mons (April 30) ;

death of Lord

Brougham (May 7) ;
Scotch and Irish

reform acts passed (July 13); Parlia-

ment dissolved (Nov. 11); new Parlia-

ment meets (Dec. 10); Disraeli re-

signs; Gladstone forms a ministry

(Dec. 9).

1869 Convention on “Alabama Claims’’

signed ; rejected by the United

States. Earl Spencer made Lord-

Lieutenant of Ireland; Irish Church
Bill receives the royal assent (July

26) ;
death of the Earl of Derby

(Oct. 23).

1870 Death of Charles Dickens (June 9);

Irish Land Bill brought in (Feb.

15); receives royal assent (July 8);

neutrality in Franco-Prussian war
proclaimed (July 19) ;

Treaty with

Prussia and France for neutrality of

Belgium (Aug. 11) ; Mr. John Bright

resigns (Dec. 20).

1871 Princess Louise marries the Marquis of

Lome (March 20) ;
death of Sir John

F. Herschel (May 11); of Grote the

historian (June 18) ;
Black Sea Con-

ference (March 13) {see Russia)
;

serious illness of Prince of Wales

(Dec.) ; Scott Centenary at Edin-

burgh ; riots in Dublin ; Washing-

ton Treaty with United States, re-

garding Alaba7iia Claims (May 8).

1873 National thanksgiving for recovery of

the Prince of Wales (Feb. 27); O’Con-

nor threatens the Queen (Feb. 29)

;

supplemental treaty about Alabama

Claims (Feb. 3',
;
award of Alabama

arbitrators (Sept. 14) ;
commercial

treaty with France (Nov. 5) ;
riots in

Belfast.
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18 73 Death of Lord Lytton (Edward Bulwer)

(Jan. 18) ;
Mr. Gladstone resigns

after defeat on Dublin University

Bill (March 13); resumes office (March

17) ; visit of the Shah of Persia

;

Judicature Bill passed (Aug. 5). War
with Ashantee ;

Sir Garnet VVol-

seley in command.

18 74 Marriage of the Duke of Edinburgh to

the Grand Duchess Marie Aiexan-

drovna of Russia (Jan. 23) ;
general

elections; Conservative gains ;
Glad-

stone resigns (Feb. 17); Mr. Disraeli

forms a ministry. End of “ Tich-

borne ” trial (Feb. 28) ;
Ashantees

defeated (Jan. 31); treaty signed (Feb.

131.

18 75 Moody and Sankey “ revival ;
” Prince

of Wales visits England
;
Suez Canal

stock bought by England (Nov. 1).

O'Connell Centenary in Ireland.

1876 The Queen proclaimed “Empress of

India” (May 1); Excitement about

Bulgarian atrocities ;
“ Home Rule ”

for Ireland defeated, 291 against 61

votes; Disraeli raised to the peerage

as the Earl op Beacosspield.

18 77 Neutrality in Russo-Turkish war pro-

claimed (April 30); Duke of Marl-
]

borough made Lord- Lieutenant of

Ireland ;
Gladstone's resolutions in

regard to Turkey defeated.

187 8 Excitement in regard to Russian ad-

vance on Constantinople; resignation

of Lord Carnavon (Jan, 24); of the

Earl of Derby (March 28) ;
Karl of

Salisbury's circular (April 2) ; death

of Earl Russell (May 28) ;
Earl of

Leitrim shot in Ireland
;
Beaconsfield

and Salisbury attend the Berlin Con-

ference in behalf of England ;

Treaty op Berlin signed (July 13);

War in Afghanistan ;
Gen.

Roberts victorious at Peiwar Pass

(Dec. 2); British occupy Jellalabad

(Dec. 20).

A.D.

1879 Yakoob Khan recognized as Ameer

(May 9); British troops retire ; treaty

of peace (May 30); massacre of Brit-

ish residents of Cabul (Sept. 3); Gen.

Roberts reaches Cabul (Sept. 28); ab-

dication of Yakoob Khan (Oct. 19);

Afghans defeated at Sherptir (Dec.

23). Zulu War; British troops

enter Zululand i,Jan. 12); massacre

of IsANDULA, 8.37 killed (Jan. 22);

victory at Kambula (March 29);

Prince Louis Napoleon killed by

Zulus (June 1); Sir Garnet Wolseley

takes command (June 23); Battle

of Ulundi ; total defeat of Cete-

WAYO(July4); he is captured (Aug.

28)

. Marriage of the Duke of Con-

naught to Princess Louise Margaret

of Prussia (Mar. 13). Great distress

and famine in Ireland
;
Mr. Parnell

visits the United States in behalf of

the Land League; anti-rent agitation.

18 80 Fighting continues in Afghanistan;

Shere Ali m.ade Governor of Canda-

har ;
Ayoob Khan attacks Candahar

and repuises Gen. Burrows (Juiy 27);

sortie from Candahar fails (Aug. 16);

Gen. Roberts relieves Candahar (Aug.

31); defeats Ayoob (Sept. 1). General

election, great Liberal gains
;
Bea-

consfield Ministry resigns (April 22);

Gladstone forms a ministry (April

29) ;
Bradlaugh refuses to take the

oath. In Ireland, resistance to evic-

tions
;
great contributions to relieve

distress from United States, Canada,

and elsewhere ;
Compen!=ation for

Disturbance Bill rejected
;
speech of

Dillon at Kildare (Aug. 15); Lord

Mountmorris shot (Sept. 25); “Boy-

cotting” practiced; arrest of Parnell,

Ilealy, and others on charge of con-

spiracy to prevent payment of rent

;

trial of Parnell begins (Dec. 28).

j

18 81 Duke of Argyle resigns from cabinet

I

(April 8). Death of Lord Bea-

consfield ;
Lord Salisbury becomes

the Conservative leader. Jury in

Parnell case disagree ;
Bradlaugh ex-

cluded from House of Commons

;

Coercion Act for Ireland passed

(March 21) ;
many arrests ;

Irisli

Land Bill passed by vote of 220 to

14 ;
Lords agree to it (Aug. 16).

Ayoob Khan routs the Ameer and

enters Candahar. Parnell arrested

under Coercion Act (Oct. 13); Land

League declared illegal (Oct. 20).

Ayoob defeated by the Ameer (Sept.

22). Agrarian outrages in Ireland.

18 83 Parliament opens (Feb. 7); Bradlaugh

prevented ,
from taking the oath.

Attempt on the Queen’s life by

McLean (March 2). House again re-

fuses to allow P.radlaiigh to take the

oath(March 6). State trial of McLean;

he is adjudged insane. Prince Leo-

pold married to Princess Helena of

Waldeck (April 27). Earl Cowper

resigns (April 28) ;
Earl Spencer ap-

pointed Lord Lieutenant of Ireland.

W. G. Foster resigns (May 2) ;
Lord

Frederick Cavendish appointed Chief

Secretary of Ireland ;
Lord Caven-

dish and Mr. Burke (Under Secre-

tary) assassinated in Dublin (May

6) ; Otto Trevelyan succeeds Lord

Cavendish ; the Repression of Crime

Bill passed (July 11). John Bright

resigns (July 15) as a member of

Gladstone’s Cabinet, owing to Egyp-

tian policy. The “ Cloture ” bill

passed, permitting closing of debate

by majority vote. Irish constabu-

lary demand increased pay; 234 of

the Dublin police force dismissed ;

208 reinstated. Arrest of E. Dwyer

Grey. Arrears of Rent Bill passed.

Anglo-Turkish Military Convention

informally signed (Sejit. 6). See

Egypt for particulars of the war
in Egypt to coerce Arabi Bey.

AUSTRALIA.

A.D.

1601
1606
1618
1643

1665

1686
1763
1770

1773
1774

1777
1788

1789

Alleged discovery by Portuguese.

The Dutch observe Australia.

Coast surveyed by Zcachen and others.

Tas.man coasts S. Australia and Van

Diemen’s Land.

Western Australia named New Holland

by Dutch.

William Dampier lands in Australia.

Explorations of Willis and Carteret.

Capt. Cook and others land at Botany

Bay, and name the country New
South Wales.

Explorations of Fiimeaux.

Capt. Cook explores Australia and New
Zealand.

Third voyage of Capt. Cook.

First landing of English convicts at

Port .Jackson ; Phillips, first gov-

ernor, founds Sydney.

Voyages of Bligh.

A.D.

179 8 Bass and Flinders discover Bass’s

Straits.

1800-1805 Explorations and surveys of

Grant and Flinders.

1803 Van Diemen’s Land (now Tasmania)

discovered
;

settlement at Port

Phillip.

1804 Insurrection of convicts repressed.

180 8 Gov. Bligh deposed for tyranny; suc-

ceeded by McQuarrie.

1839 West Australia made a province.

18 30 Stuart’s explorations in South Austra-

lia.

1835 Port Phillip (now Victoria) colonized.

1836 South Australia made a province.

1837 Founding of Melbourne.
1838 Explorations of Grey in North-West

Australia.

1839 New South Wales and Tasmania ex-

plored by Stizelecki; alleged dis-

A.D.

covery of gold in Bathurst kept secret

by Gov. Gipps.

1840

Eyre explores West Australia.

1843 Sydney incorporated.

184 4-4 8 Explorations of Leichhardt. Stuart,

Mitchell, Gregory, and Kennedy.

1846 Fi'zroy made Governor-General.

1848 Leichhardt starts on second explora-

tion ; party never heard of again ;

Kennedy killed by natives.

18 50 Province of Victoria established.

1851 Gold discovered near Bathurst
by Edward Hargreaves ;

intense ex-

citement in Victoria, New South

Wales, and elsewhere ;
rush to

the mines. Between May, 1S51,

and May, 1861, gold to the value

of £96,000,000 w'as sent to England

from Victoria and New South

Wales.
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1854 Sir William Dennison becomes Gover-

nor-General.

1 855 GBEGony’s expeditions into interior

begin.

1858-63 Stuart's expeditions.

1859 Province of Queensland established.

1 860 Burke and Willis cross the continent,

but perish on the return next year

;

Sir John Young, governor of New
South Wales.

1861 Stuart and M’Kiiilay cross from shore

to shore.

1865 Death of Jlorgan, desperate Bushranger

A.D. I

1497 Canada discovered by John and Se-
j

' BASTiAN Cabot.

15 34 Settlement of New France.
|

1535 Jacques Cartier ascends tlie St.

Lawrence to the site of Montreal.
j

159 8 Henry IV. of France commissions the
]

Maripiis de la Roclie to conquer

Canada ; lie fails.

160 8 Quebec founded by Champlain.

1639 English seize French posesssions in

Canada.

16 33 Canada restored to French by Treaty

of St. Germain.

1643 Montreal founded.

1663 Canada becomes a royal government

under Louis XIV.

1665 Canaria granted to French West India

Company.

1690 Fruitless expedition of Sir William

Phipps.

17 11 Wreck of fleet from American colonies

in the St. Lawrence.

1746 Invasion of Shirley in Nova Scotia.

17 59 Battle of Quebec, on the Heights

of Abraham ;
” great English victory

(Sept. 13); death of Gen. Wolfe and

theMARtjuis DE Montcalm; Quebec

surrenders.

17 63 Treaty of Paris cedes Canada to Great

Britain.

176 5 Canada accepts the Stamp Act.

17 7 5 Invasion of Canada by American

forces under Montgomery and Ar-

nold ; Montgomery takes Fort St.

John (Nov. 3); Montreal (Nov. 12);

Arnold’s attack on Quebec repulsed

(Nov. 14); joint attack on Quebec

(Dec. 31); Americans defeated;

Montgomery killed.

17 76 Canada evacuated by the Americans.

1791 The “Quebec Bill’’ divides Canada

into Upper and Lower Provinces.

1813 United States troops under Gen. Hull

surrender (Aug. 15); Gen. Words-

worth surrenders (Oct. 14); Gen.

Van Rensselear surrenders (Nov.27).

18 13 Capture of York by United States

troops (April 27); Fort George (May

27); they defeat British at Sackett’s

A.D.

chief; boundary disputes lietwecn

New South Wales and Victoria set-

tled.

1 866 Population of Australia (natives ex-

cluded), 1,298,067.

1867 Capt. Cadell explores South Australia.

187 3 Telegraphic communication with Eng-

land.

1876 Willshire explores Daly and Victoria

rivers.

1879 Internatiomil Exhibition at Sydney

opened (Sept. 17.)

CANADA.

A.D.

Harbor (May 29); defeated at Stony

Creek (June 0); Battle of Williams-

burg (Nov. 11), indecisive; Battle

of Lake Erie (Sept. 10); Com.mo-

DORE Perry (U. S.) captures English

squadron.

1814 Battle of Longwood ;
success of United

States troops (March 4); they take

Fort Erie (July 3); win Battle of

Chippewa (July 2.5); of Bridgewater

(Dec. 24) ;
Treaty of Ghent puts an

end to hostilities.

1838 Petition against misuse of revenues.

1836 Supplies refused by the House of As-

sembly.

1837 Papineau’s rebellion ; “Sons of Lib-

erty’’ rise in Montreal; attempt to

take Toronto (Dec. 4); defeated at

St. Eustace (Dec. 14).

1838 Resignation of Sir Francis Head ; Lord

Durham succeeds him.

1841 Consolidation of Upper and Lower

Canada.

1844 Seat of government transferred from

Kingston to Montreal.

1846 Earl Cathcart, Governor ;
Earl of Elgin

becomes Governor-General (Oct.).

18 50 Riots in Montreal; Parliament House

burned (April 26).

1853 Clergy “ reserves ’’ abolished by British

Parliament.

1 854 Treaty with the United States.

[

1856 Quebec made the seat of government.

1858 Ottawa made the capital by Queen

Victoria.

1860 Visit of the Prince op Wales.

1861 LordMonck made Governor-General;

troops sent to Canada on account of

Trent affair.

1863 Ministry resigns; McDonald forms a

cabinet.

1864 Meeting of delegates at Quebec to dis-

cuss confederation of American

colonies
;
raid of Confederates iiiion

St. Albans, Vt., from Canada ;
they

return and are arrested ;
discharged

(Dec. 14) ;
Gen. Dix proclaims re-

prisals ;
iiroclamation rescinded by

Pres. Lincoln.

A.D.

18 80 Melbourne Exhibition opened (Oct.

1); Tahiti annexed to France; the

Queensland Government authorize

construction of the Trans-coiiti-

ncntal Railway, to tiring the colonies

within thirty days of England.

1881 Raihoad completed from Sydney to

Murray River, connecting with Mel-

bourne ;
inter-colonial conference

at Sydney to consider federal action;

majority vote in favor of a tariff

commission and tlic establishment

of an Australian Court of Appeai.

A.D.

1865

Canadian Parliament agrees to Con-

federation .

1 866 First Dominion Parliament meets at Ot-

tawa. Fenian invasion threat-

ened ; Habeas Cot-pus suspended ;

Fenians under O’Neill cross Niagara

river ; are driven back and dispersed

by volunteers.

1867 Union of Canada, Nova Scotia,

and New Brunswick as Domin-

ion of Canada ; act passed (March

29)
;
Lord Monck becomes Viceroy

(July 2).

1868 Sir John Young becomes Governor-

General (Nov. 27).

1869 Hudson's Bay territories bought for

£300,000.

1870 Fenian raid repelled by militia; O’Neill

captured by United States troops.

Province of M anitoba formed.

1871 Discussion on the fishery question;

British Columbia united to the Do-

minion.

1873 Earl of Diifferin becomes Governor-

General.

1873 Prince Edward's Isle added to Domin-

ion
;

charges of corruption against

the McDonald Ministry
;
he resigns;

McKensie forms a ministry.

187 5 Reciprocity Treaty rejected by the

United States.

1 877 Canadian and United States Fishery

Commission at Halifax ;
award of

$5,500,0(X) to Canada.

1878 Fortune Bay outrages; Marquis op

Lorne appointed Governor-General

(Oct. 14) ;
Halifax award paid (Nov.

21) ;
arrival of Princess Louise and

Marquis or Lorne (Nov. 25).

18 79 Industrial Exhibition at Ottawa (Sept.).

18 80 Compensation for Fortune Bay affair

refused by the Earl of Salisbury ;

granted by Lord Granville.

18 81 Award of £15,000 for Fortune Bay out-

rages. Bill to construct a railroad

from Halifax to Buzzard inlet passed

(Jan. 31); and letters patent issued

to the Canadian Pacific Raihvay

Company (Feb. 16).
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I

1497 Vasco da Gama discovers the passage

to India.

1 503 Portuguese in Cochin.

1536 Mongol dynasty founded in India.

1579 Sir Francis Drake lands in the Mo-
;

luccas.

1600 First charter of East India Company.

1613 English faetorics established.

1614 English defeat Portuguese in Bombay.

1641 Fort St. George built at Madras.

1673 The French acquire Pondicherry.

1719 Ostend East India Company founded.
j

1739 Persian invasion; Nadir Siiaii
|

sacks Delhi. '

1746 War between French and Eng-

lish : French take Madras.

1751 Clive takes Arcot.

1754 Peace between French and English.

1756 Dowlah, Viceroy of Bengal, captures

Calcutta, after heroic defense by

Ilolwell
;
“ Black Hole ” tragedy

(June 20).

1757 Clive retakes Calcutta (Jan. 2); Chan- .

dernagore (March 33); Battle of

Plassey (J'une 33) establishes Eng-

lish power in India.

175 8 The French seize Fort St. David and

Arcot.

1759 French driven back; much territory

ceded to the British by the Subadhar

of Deccan.

1760 Arcot retaken by Coote.

1761 Pondicherry surrendered by the

French.

176 3 Treaty of Paris restores Pondicherry to

France. Battle of Buxar (Oct. 33);

great defeat of native princes.

17 65 Nabob of Oudh becomes tributary to

British ;
Company made receiver of

Bengal, Bahar, and Orissa.

17 06 Treaty with Nizam of the Deccan.

17 67 Alliance of the Nizam and Ilyder Ali

;

they attack the English and are de-

feated at Vellore.

1769 Ilyder Ali marches on Madras and com-

pels English to form alliance.

1770 Terrible famine in Bengal.

177 1 The Mahratta.s enter Delhi.

17 73 Warren Hastings becomes Governor

of Bengal.

17 7 4 Rohilla army defeated.

1775 Benares ceded to the company; cliarges

of bribery against Hastings.

17 7 8 Pondicherry sunenders to the Eng-

lish.

17 80 Ilyder Ali takes Arcot.

178 1 Battle op Novo Porto (July 1);

Treaty of Chiinar, between Hastings

and the Subadhar of Oudh.

17 83 French assist Tippoo Saib against the

English
;

they take Trincomlee

;

Tippoo Saib succeeds Ilyder Ali.

17 83 Arrival of Bussy with French troops;

Tippoo takes Bedmore.

1784 Treaty concluded with Tippoo Saib.

A.D.

17 8 5 Warren Hastings returns to England

;

Sir John Maepherson succeeds him.

17 86 Cornwallis becomes Governor-General

of India.
[

178 8 Trial of Warren Hastings begins

in Westminster Hall
;
Burke opens

(Feb. 15-19); Sheridan presents

charges in relation to the Begums

(June 3-13).

17 89 Tippoo attaeks Travancore (Doc. 24);

defeated.

1790 Tippoo plunders Travancore ;
coneludes

treaty with Mahrattas.

1791 Lord Cornwallis takes Bengalore

;

Battle of Arikera (May 14); Tip-

poo routed ;
Hastings begins his de-

fense.

1793 Peace concluded with Tippoo Saib.

1793 Pondicherry taken by the English.

1795 Acquittal of Warren Hastings.

1798 Marquis of Wellesley becomes Gover-

nor-General.

1799 Seringapatam taken by English ;
Tip-

poo killed (May 4); partition of

Mysore ;
Rajah of Tanjore surren-

ders his power to English.

1 800 Surrender of Surat; Nizam cedes

Mysore to English.

1803 Treaty of Amiens gives Pondicherry to

France; further cessions to English;

Treaty of Bassein, between the Com-

pany and the Pcishwa.

1803 Mahratta War; Battle op Delhi;

Geii. Lake defeats French and Mah-

rattas (Sept. 11); Battle of As-

saye ;
Wellesley with 4,500 men de-

feats 50,000 natives (Sept. 33); Lake

takes Agra (Oct. 17); peace with

Scindia (Dec. .30).

1804 Siege of Delhi by Holkar ;
Battle op

Deeo ; Gen. Frazer defeats Holkar

(Nov. 13).

18 05 Peace with Holkar, who cedes Bundcl-

cund, etc.

1806 Mutiny among Sepoys.

180 8 War with Travancore.

1809 Travancore subdued ;
mutiny at Serin-

gapatam.

1813 India trade thrown open to any British

subject.

1817 Mahratta confederacy dissolved ;
.Mi-

mcdnnggur ceded to English
;

de-

feat of Holkar at Mchudpore ; Pin-

darrie War.

18 18 End of Pindarrie War ;
peace with

Holkar ; the Peishwa surrenders and

cedes the Deccan.

1819 Oudh becomes independent.

1834 Burmese War begins; Rangoon

taken (May 11).

1835 Capture of Assam (Feb. 1); Battle of

Prome
;
Burmese defeated.

1830 Battle of Pagbam Mew ends Burmese

War ;
English take Bhurtpore.

1838 Slavery abolished in the East. Af-

a.d.

ghan War ; Cabul captured (Aug.

7).

1 843 Sir Charles Napier defeats Ameers

of Scinde (Feb. 17).

1845 England purchases Danish possessions

in India
;

war with Sikhs
;

Battle

of Moodkee (Sept. 6).

1846 Defeat of Sikhs at Sobraon (Feb.);

Treaty of Lasore.

1848 Gen. Gough takes Ramnuggur ;
Sikhs

defeated at Vyseerabad ;
second

Sikh War continues.

1849 Battle op Goo.ierat (Feb. 21) ends

Sikh War ;
Napier becomes Com-

mander-in-chief ;
Annexation of

the Punjaub.
1850 Mutiny in Bengal native Infantry.

18 51 Second Burmese War begins.

1853 End of the Burmese War.

18 56 Annexation of Oudh.

1857 Great Indian Mutiny; native

regiments mutiny at Barraekpore,

Biirhampore, and Lucknow' (May R);

they seize Delhi and proclaim the

king emperor ;
mutinies at Cawn-

pore and Allahabad; British at Cawn-

pore surrender to Nana Sahib (J line

25); Siege of Lucknow begins

(July 1); Havelock enters Cawniiore

(July 17); defeats Nana Sahib at

Bithoor (July 19) ; Capture of

Delhi (Sept. 20); Havelock relieve.s

Lucknow (Sept. 25); Battle of

Cawnpore (Dec. 6); rebels routed.

1858 Battle of Futtegbiir (Jan. 2); Sir Colin

Campbell captures Lucknow (March

21); rebels defeated at Kotara (July

14); other defeats subdue the coun-

try. Government takes control of

India from the East India Comiiany;

Lord Canning made first Viceroy.

18 59 The Punjaub is made a presidency.

Pacification of Oudh announced

(Jan. 25).

1863 Lord Elgin becomes Viceroy of India.

1863 Death of Elgin; Sir John Lawrence

made Viceroy.

1866 Severe famine in Bengal.

1868 Earl of Mayo becomes Viceroy.

18 70 Railway between Calcutta and Bombay.

1873 Lord Northbrook appointed Viceroy.

18 74 Terrible famine throughout Bengal.

1875 Tour of the Prince op Wales through

India.

18 76 Appointment of Lord Lytton as

Governor-General ;
cye.lone causes

loss of 220,000 lives.

1877 Queen Victoria proclaimed Empress of

India at Delhi (.Tan. 1).

1879 Massacres at Cabul (.see Great Brit-

ain) ;
attempt on Lord Lytton’slife.

18 80 Marquis of Ripon made Governor-

General.

18 83 Riot between Hindoos and Mohamme-

dans in the presidency of Madras.
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1493 America discovered by Christo-

pher Columbus.
149 7 Coast of Newfoundland discovered by

John Caeot.

149 8 The Cabots discover the Atlantic coast.

1499 Voyage of Amerigo Vespucii to

America.

1513 Coast of Florida discovered by Ponce

DE Leon.

15 17 Mexico discovered by Cordova.

1531 Cortez conquers Mexico.

1534 Verazzani’s discoveries in North

America.

1536 PizARRO discovers Quito.

1538 Narvaez’s expedition to Florida coast.

1533 Conquest of Peru begins.

1534 Cartier discovers the St. Lawrence.

1541 De Soto discovers the Mississippi

River.

1563 Port Royal founded by Huguenots.

1564 iFlorida colonized by Huguenots.

1565 St. Augustine founded by Melendez.

1576 Frobisher enters San Francisco Bay.

15 83 Santa Fe founded by Espego.

15 84 Expedition of Amidas and Barlow.

1585 Raleigh’s Roanoke settlements fail.

1604 Settlements in Novia Scotia.

1607 First English settlement, at

Jamestown, Va.

160 8 Quebec settled by Champlain.

1609 Henry Hudson discovers the Hudson

River. Champlain’s discoveries.

Virginia obtains a new charter.

1613 Virginia receives a third charter.

1614 New Amsterdam (now New York) built

by the Dutch. Smith explores New

England coast.

1630 Puritans arrive at Plymouth.

“Great Patent” to Virginia Com-

pany.

1633 New Hampshire first settled.

1637 Delaware settled by Swedes and

Dutch.

1639 Charter granted to Massachusetts Bay

Colony.

1630 City of Boston founded.

1633 Lord Baltimore receives grant of

Maryland.
1635 Connecticut settlements at Hartford,

Windsor, and Wethersfield under

grant to Lords Say and Brooke.

Roger Williams, driven from Mas-

sachusetts, settles in Rhode Island.

1637 Pequod Indian War in Connecticut.

1638 New Haven Colony founded.

1644 Charter granted to Rhode Island. In-

dian massacre in Virginia.

1664 New Jersey sold to Lord Berkeley;

settled at Elizabethtown. The Eng-

lish take New Amsterdam. North

Carolina settled.

1670 South Carolina settled by the Eng-

lish.

1673 Virginia granted to Arlington and Cul-

pepper. Discoveries of Marquette

and Joliet.

1675 King Philip’s War in New England.

1680 Mississippi River explored by Henne-

pin. Charleston founded.

1

A.D.

1683 William Penn settles in Pennsylva-

nia. Delaware granted to Penn.

La Salle sails down the Mississippi

and names Louisiana.

1685 Texas colonized.

1689 King William’s War. French and In-

dians ravage New England frontier.

Canadian expedition fails.

1693 Salem witchcraft delusion.

1697 End of King William’s War.

1 699 Further exploration of the Mississippi.

1701 The French found Detroit.

1703 Queen Anne’s War begins; treaty of

French with the Five Nations
;
Mas-

sachusetts frontier ravaged,

i

1707 First expedition against Port Royal

fails.

1710 Port Royal taken and named Annapo-

lis.

1711 Expedition against Quebec wrecked in

I

the St. Lawrence.

1713 Treaty of Utrecht ends Queen Anne’s

War.

1717 New Orleans settled.

1733 Birth of George Washington (Feb.

j

22).

1733 Georgia settled at Savannah by Ogle-

thorpe.

I

1744 King George’s War begun (third inter-

colonial war).

1745 Capture of Louisburg by Pepperell.

I
174 8 War ended by Treaty of Aix-la-

Chapelle.

1753 French seize Hudson Bay Company’s

trading posts. Washington sent to

St. Pierre.

1754 French and Indian War begins;

Fort Necessity built at Great Mead-

ows
;
Washington surrenders it to

De Villiers with honors of war.

Kentucky settled by Daniel Boone.

1755 Gen. Braddock takes command of Eng-

lish forces. French Acadians taken

from homes. Expedition against

Fort Du Qiiesne; defeat of Brad-

dock
;
Niagara expedition fails

;
Bat-

tle of Crown Point
;

Dieskau de-

feated.

1756 Failure of expeditions against Fort

Du Quesne, Niagara, and Crown

Point; Montcalm takes Oswego forts.

1757 Expedition against Louisburg fails;

Montcalm captures and destroys

Fort William Henry.

1758 Abercrombie takes command; English

take Louisburg, Cape Breton Island,

and Prince Edward’s Island
;
repulse

at Ticonderoga
;
Fort George built

;

Fort Du Quesne taken by Washing-

ton.

1759 Fort Niagara surrenders (July 23); Ti-

conderoga and Crown Point aban-

doned ;
'Wolfe’s expedition against

Quebec ; Battle of the Heights

of Abraham (Sep. 13); English

victory
;
death of Wolfe and Mont-

calm ;
Quebec surrenders (Sept.

18).

1760 French fail to retake Quebec; Mon-

A.D.

treal surrenders (Sept. 8); end of

French and Indian War.

1763 Treaty of peace with France. Pon-

tiac’s War; Indians capture Eng-

lish forts and massacre garrisons.

1764 Indians sue for peace. End of Pon-

tiac’s War. Heavy duties on im-

ports decreed by British Parliament.

1765 The Stamp Act passed in Eng-

land (March 22). Colonial Congress

at New York (Oct. 7). Massachu-

setts, Rhode Island, Pennsylvania,

Delaware, and Maryland unite.

Stamp Act resisted (Nov.).

1766 Repeal of the Stamp Act (March 18).

1767 Tax imposed on tea, paper, glass, etc.

17 68 Petition against tax from Massachu-

setts. Gen. Gates sent to Boston.

1 770 Affray between soldiers and citizens in

Boston (March 5).

1771 Gov. Tyrone defeats insurgents in

North Carolina.

17 73 The “ Boston Tea Party ” (Dec. 16).

1774 Boston Port Bill deprives Boston of its

port rights. “ Continental ” or sec-

ond Colonial Congress at Phila-

delphia (Sept. 5); Declaration of

Eights (Nov. 4).

1775 Battle of Lexington (April 18);

British retreat. Ethan Allen seizes

Ticonderoga (May 10); union of the

States (May 20); Howe, Burgoyne,

and Clinton arrive from England
;

George Washington appointed

Commander-in-Chief (June 15). Bat-

tle of Bunker Hill (Juno 17);

Americans retreat after stubborn re-

sistance, only when ammunition is

exhausted. Gens. Montgomery and

Arnold invade Canada ;
capture of

St. John (Nov. 3); of Montreal

(Nov. 12); repulse of Arnold at Que-

bec (Nov. 14); second and joint as-

sault ; Montgomery killed (Dec.

31); Americans defeated.

1776 Evacuation of Boston by British (March

17). Declaration of Independ-

ence adopted by the thirteen States

(July 4) (New Hampshire, Massa-

chusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut,

Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, North

Carolina, South Carolina, New York,

Pennsylvania, and Georgia). Bat-

tle OP Long Island (Aug. 27); de-

feat of Americans by Gen. Howe

;

he occupies New York (Sept. 15);

Battle op White Plains (Oct. 28);

Gen. Howe defeats American forces;

Battle of Lake Champlain (Oct. 11-

13); American fleet captured ;
Fort

Washington taken by English (Nov.

16); they occupy Rhode Island;

Battle of Trenton (Dec. 26); sur-

render of Hessians to Washington.

1777 Battle of Princeton (Jan. 3) ;
British

forces defeated by Washington. Ar-

rival of La Fay'ette
;
he is made a

major-general. Battle op Brandy-

wine (Sept. 11); Lord Cornwallis de-
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feats Americans; he takes Phila-

delphia (Sept. 26); Battle of Ger-

mantown (Oct. 3^); Bm-goyue de-

feats Americans ;
his army is sur-

rounded liy Washington ; Bur-

goyne surrenders at Saratoga

(Oct. 17); Articles of Confedera-

tion adopted by Congress (Nov. 15).

France recognizes American inde-

pendence (Dec. 16).

177 8 Alliance with France concluded at

Paris (Feb. 6). English evacuate

Philadelphia (June 18). Battle of

Monmouth (Juno 28); Massacre of

Wyoming (July 3). Savannah seized

by British forces (Dec. 29).

1779 Battle of Briar Creek (March 3); Ameri-

cans repulsed.

1780 Surrender of Charlestown to the Eng-

lish. Battle op Camden (Aug. 16);

Cornwallis defeats Gates. Benedict

Arnold betrays his country ;
cap-

ture of Major Andre (Sept. 23); he is

hung as a spy (Oct. 2).

1781 Congress assembles (March 2), Articles

of Confederation having been ac-

cepted by all the States. Battle op

Cowfens ;
British defeated by

Americans. Cornwallis defeats

Green at Guildford ;
Battle of Eutaw;

Americans defeated. Surrender

of Cornwallis at Yorktown
(Oct. 19).

1783 Holland acknowledges the independ-

ence of the United Stales.

178 3 Armistice with Great Britain (Jan. 20).

Peace with England con-

cluded by Treaty of Paris (Sept. 3).

New York evacuated (Nov. 25).

Washington resigns (Dec. 23).

17 84 Treaty of Paris ratified by Congress

(Jan. 4).

1785 John Adams of Massachusetts received

as Minister to England.

1786 Shay’s Rebellion in Massachusetts and

New Hampshire. Delegates meet at

Annapolis and recommend a con-

vention to revise Articles of Con-

federation (Sept.).

1787 Convention meets at Philadelphia

(May); George Washington presides;

United States Constitution

agreed upon (Sept. 17).

178 8 Constitution ratified by eleven States.

17 89 First Congress meets at New York;

Washington becomes first Presi-

dent. North Carolina ratifies Con-

stitution.

1790 Alexander Hamilton’s financial scheme

proposed. Rhode Island ratifies the

Constitution.

1791 Vermont admitted as a State. St.

Clair defeated by Indians. United

States Bank at Philadelphia.

1793

Kentucky admitted into the Union.

Capt. Grey discovers the Columbia

River.

1793 Trouble with Genet, French Ambassa-

dor. Washington’s second term be-

gins.

1794 “ Whisky Rebellion ” in Pennsylvania.

Genet recalled. Jay’s Treaty with

Great Britain.

1795 Jay’s Treaty ratified by Congress.

1796 Tennessee admitted into the Union.

Washington resigns.

1797 John Adams inaugurated. Treaty with

France annulled.

179 8 War with Prance imminent. Naval

conflicts.

1799 Death of Wasliington at Mount
Vernon.

1800 Capital removed from Philadelphia to

Washington. Treaty signed with

France.

1801 Thomas Jefferson inaugurated. War
with Tripoli.

1803 Ohio admitted into the Union.

180 3 Louisiana purchased from the French.

1804 Alexander Hamilton killed inadiiei

with Aaron Burr.

1805 Treaty of peace with Tripoli.

1806 Biockadeof Frenchand English coasts

paper blockades ”) afiects Ameri-

can commerce.

1807 Aaron Burr tried for conspiracy ;
ac-

quitted. Chesapeake fired upon by

the Leopard; British “Orders in

Council ’’ prohibit trade with Franco.

Embargo on American ships de-

clared (Dec. 22).

1809 Embargo repealed (March 1); Congress

prohibits trade with Great Britain

and France. James Madison in-

augurated.

1810 Napoleon prohibits trade with United

States.

1811 United States frigate Presidenl defeats

English cruiser LilUe Belt. Battle

OF Tippecanoe ; Harrison defeats

Indians under Tecumseh.

1813 Louisiana admitted as a State. War
declared with Great Britain
(June 18); Gen. Hull invades Canada;

surrender of Mackinaw (June 17);

Conslilution, captures the Guerriere

(Aug. 19); Battle of Queenstown

(Oct. 13); British victory; United

States frigate Wasp takes the Frolic

(Oct. 181; (frigate) takes

Macedonia (Oct. 25); Constitution

takes the Java.

1813 Battle of Frenchtown (Jan. 24); Ameri-

can defeat
;
Hornet takes tlio Pea-

cock (Feb. 25); capture of York (To-

ronto) by Americans (April 27);

Chesapeake (United States frigate)

captured by the Shannon (June 1);

Battles of Stony Creek and Burling-

ton Heights (June 6); American de-

feat
; Battle of Lake Erie (Sept.

10); Commodore Perry captures

English fleet ;
Battle of the Thames

(Oct. 5); English burn Buffalo (Dec.

1.3). Madison’s second term begins.

1814 English defeated at Longwood (March

4); Creek Indians subdued ;
English

seize Oswego (May 6); Americans

take Fort Erie (July 3): Battle of

Chippewa (July 5); Battle of Lun-
dy’s Lane (July 25); American vic-

tory; British victory at Bladensburg;

Public Buildings of Washing-
ton bui'nt (Aug. 24); Battle of Lake

Champlain ;
English fleet taken

;

United States army defe.ated at Balti-

more (Sept. 12); Hartford Conven-

tion (Dec. 14). Treaty of peace

signed at Ghent (Dec. 24).

1815 Battle of New Orleans (Jan. 8);

Jackson repels British under Fao-

kenham. Treaty of Ghent ratified

(Feb. 17). War with Algiers.

1816 Indiana admitted into the Union.

1817 James Monroe inaugurated; Missis-

sippi admitted.

1818 Florida War; Jackson takes Pensa-

cola. Illinois admitted.

1819 Alabama admitted; Arkansas made

separate territory.

1830 Florida ceded by Spain; “Missouri

Compromise ’’ Act passed
;
Maine

admitted.

1831 Missouri accepts Compromise Act and

is admitted. Monroe’s second term

begins.

1833 “Monroe Doctrine” declared; inde-

pendence of South American repub-

lics acknowledged.

1834 La Fayette visits the United States.

1835 John Quincy Adams inaugurated.

1838 A “ protective” tariff is adopted.

1 839 Andrew Jackson inaugurated.

1833 New tariff law. Commercial crisis.

Black Hawk War. Excitement about

United States Bank and South Caro-

lina “nullification.”

18 33 Jackson’s second term.

18 35 Seminole War in Florida. Great fire

in New York.

1836 Arkansas made a State.

1837 Martin Van Buren inaugurated;

Michigan admitted.

1839 United States Bank suspends pay-

ment.

1841 William H. Harrison inaugurated;

(lies (April 4); John Tyler inaugu-

rated (April 6). M’Leod difficulty.

1843 Ashburton or first Washington Treaty

signed with England.

1843 Dorr Rebellion in Rhode Island.

1844 Texas asks for annexation. First

telegraph line. Joseph Smith, Mor-

mon prophet, shot by the mob.

1845 Texas annexed by Act of Congress;

Florida and Iowa admitted. James

K. Polk inaugurated. War de-

clared by Mexico (June 4).

1846 Northwestern boundary fixed at 49°.

Hostilities begin in Mexico; Bat-

tle OF Palo Alto (May 8); victory

of Gen. Taylor ;
Matamoras taken

(May 18); Monterey taken (Sept. 24).

Iowa admitted as a State.

1847 Battle of Buena Vista (Feb. 23);

Taylor defeats Santa Anna ;
Battle

OF Cerro Gordo (April 18); Scott

defeats Mexicans ;
also at Contreras

(Ang. 20); Molino del Rey taken

(Sept. 8); Gen. Scott enters the city

of Mexico (Sept. 15).

1848 Treaty signed with Mexico (Feb. 2);

Upper California ceded to United

I
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States
;
gold discovered there. Wis-

consin admitted.

1849 Zachary Taylor inaugurated. Cali-

fornia “gold fever.” Territory of

Minnesota established. Astor Place

riot in New York.

1850 Death of Pres. Taylor (July 9); Mil-

lard Fillmore inaugurated (July

10). Calieornia admitted
;
New

Mexico and Utah made Territories.

Fugitive Slave Bill passed.

1851 Lopez’s expedition to Cuba. Visit of

Louis Kossuth. Fire in Capitol at

Washington.

1853 Franklin Pierce inaugurated. Mar-

tin Kossta complications ; he is sur-

rendered. New York International

Exhibition. Washington made a

Territory.

1854 Commodore Perry’s treaty with Japan.

Anti-Slavery riots at Boston. Ne-

braska and Kansas made Territories.

Free-Soil and Pro-Slavery struggle in

Kansas.

18 55 Treaty with Denmark annulled.

1856 Slavery question much agitated. Attack

on Sumner by Preston Brooks in the

Senate. Walker's Nicaragua Expedi-

tion. Freemont, candidate of new
Republican Party, defeated by James

Buchanan in Presidential election.

1857 James Buchanan inaugurated. Riots

in New York. Commercial panic.-

185 8 Trouble with Mormons. Minnesota

admitted as a State. Atlantic tele-

graph completed (Aug. 5).

1859 Oregon made a State. San Juan oc-

cupied. Death of the historian Pres-

cott. Treaty with China. Walker’s

filibusters seized by United States

troops. Harper’s Ferry Insurrection;

John Brown hanged (Dec. 2).

Death of Washington Irving.

1860 Stephen Douglass nominated by

Charleston Convention (April 23);

John Bell by Baltimore Convention;

Abraham Lincoln by Chicago (Re-

publican) Convention; second Demo-

cratic convention at Baltimore splits,

Southern delegates nominating John

Breckenridge. Walker shot at Hon-

duras (Sept. 12). Prince of Wales

visits the country. Presidential elec-

tion in favor of Abraham Lincoln.

South Carolina secedes from
the Union (Dec. 20); Floyd, Cobb,

and Cass resign from Cabinet. Star

of the WeU fired on at Charleston.

1861 Kansas admitted into the Union (Jan.

29). Pres. Buchanan refuses to with-

draw forces from Port Sumter. Mis-

sissippi secedes (Jan. 9): Florida

(Jan. 10); Alabama (Jan. 11); Geor-

gia (Jan. 19); Louisiana (Jan. 26);

Texas (Feb. 1). Confederated

States of America formed (Feb.

4); Jefferson Davis declared Presi-

dent (Feb. 8); inaugurated (Feb. 18).

Abraham Lincoln inaugura-

ted (March 4). Attack on Fort

Sumter (April 12-13). Morrill Tar-

iff Bill goes into operation (April

11). Pres. Lincoln calls for 75,000

volunteers; Northern States respond.

Virginia secedes (April 17). Mob
attacks Massachusetts’ troops in Bal-

timore (April 19); Norfolk Navy-yard

abandoned (April 21); Lincoln calls

for three years’ volunteers (May 4).

Arkansas secedes (May 6); North

Carolina (May 20); Tennessee (June

8). Skirmish at Philippi (June 3).

Battle of Big Bethel (June 10);

Federal defeat. Missouri:— Gen.

Lyon defeats Confederates
;

Fre-

mont takes command in the State
;

Battle of Wilson’s Creek, Lyon
killed (Aug. 10); Fremont proclaims

martial law and freedom to slaves

(Aug. 31); Lexington surrenders

(Sept. 20); Fremont blamed and re-

tired (Nov. 2). Virginia :—Federals

take Harper’s Ferry (June 16); Rich

Mountain (July 11); Battle of Bull
Run or Maiiasses, Federals routed

(July 21); McClellan takes command
of Army of the Potomac (Aug.). Fort

Hatteras taken by Gen. Butler (Aug.

29). Battle or Ball’s Bluff (Oct.

21); Federals defeated. Port Royal

(S. C ) taken (Nov. 8); Trent af-

fair : Capt. Wilkes of United States

steamer San Jacinto takes Mason and

Slidell (Confederate commissioners)

from British mail packet Trent (Nov.

8). Missouri and Kentucky secede

(Nov.).

1863 Mason and Slidell surrendered (Jan. 1).

Battle of Big Sandy River (Jan. 9);

Mill Spring (Jan. 19); Federal vic-

tory
;
capture of Fort Henry (Feb.

6); of Fort Donelson (Feb. 16); of

' Roanoke Island, N. C. (Feb. 8); of

Nashville (Feb. 2.3); Battle of Pea
Ridge, Confederate defeat (March 7).

The Merrimac sinks Cumberland

and Congress at Hampton Roads

(March 8); defeated by Monitor

(March 9). Newbern, N. C., taken

by Federals
;
Battle of Winchester,

Confederate defeat (March 23).

Charleston blockaded
;

Shiloh

(April 6); Island No. 10 (April 7);

Fort Pulaski (April 11); Yorktown
evacuated by Confederates (May 3);

Battle of Williamsburg (May 5).

Farragut passes forts at mouth of

Mississippi (April 24); New Orleans

taken (April 25). Federals take Cor-

inth (May 30). Battle of Fair Oaks

(May 31-June 1); Memphis taken

(June 6). Fort Pillow taken. Pope

placed over Fremont, Banks, and

McDowell (June 27); Lee drives Mc-

Clellan back
;

seven days battles

from the Chickahominy to the

James (June 25-tIuly 1). Pres. Lin-

coln calls for 300,000 volunteers.

Battle of Cedar Mountain ;

Banks defeated by “ Stonewall ”

Jackson (Aug. 9); second Battle of

Bull Bun (Sept. 1); Pope defeated

by Jackson; Pope sent to the North-

west ; McDowell superseded
;
Mc-

Clellan made Commander-in-Chief

(Sept. 5); Confederates defeated at

South Mountain (Sept. 15); at An-

tietam (Sept. 17); Harper's Ferry

taken by Jackson (Sept. 15); he joins

Lee
;
Federals lose Lexington and

Mumfordsvillc ; Pres. Lincoln de

Clares slaves free after Jan. 1, if

States do not return
;
Battle of Cor-

inth (Oct. 4); indecisive; Gen. Stuart

(Confederate) enters Pennsylvania

;

Morgan’s raid in Kentucky
;

Ala-

bama, Confederate cruiser, does

much damage to commerce. Battle
of Fredericksburg (Dec. 13);

Burnside repelled
;
Battle of Mur-

freesboro’ (Dec. 31-Jau. 1); Gen.

Bragg (Confederate) defeated.

1863 Emancipation Proclamation by
Pres. Lincoln (Jan. 1). Gen.

Hooker given command of Army of

the Potomac. Federal attack on

Charleston repelled (April 7). Bat-

tles of Grand Gulf and Port Gibson

in Mississippi. Battle of Chau-
cellorsville (May 2-3); Hooker de-

feated
;
Jackson mortally wounded;

dies (May 10). Defeat of Confede

rates at Jackson, Miss. (May 14);

Grant invests Vicksburg (May 18);

assault repelled (May 22); Gen. Lee

invades Maryland and Pennsylvania

(June). West Virginia admitted

as a State (June 20). Hooker super-

seded by Mead (June 27); Battle of

Gettysburg (July 1-3); Confede-

rates retreat. Surrender ofVicks-

burgh (July 4); of Port Hudson

(July 8). Draft riots in New York

(July 13-16). Siege of Charleston

(Aug. 21); Fort Sumter destroyed.

Qiiantrell burns Lawrence, Kan.

(Aug. 21). Battle OF Chickamauga
(Sept. 19-20); Bragg defeats Rosen-

crans, who is superseded by Grant,

Thomas, and Sherman. Battle op

Lookout Mountain ;
Thomas de-

feats Bragg (Nov. 25); Missionary

Ridge (Nov. 26); Longstreet driven

back (Nov. 29).

1864 Attack on Richmond fails(Feb.-March).

Grant succeeds Halleck as Com-
mander-in-Chief. Sherman driven

back by Kirby Smith (April 5). Fort

Pillow Massacre (April 12). Army

of the Potomac crosses the Rapidan

(May 4). Forrest’s raids. Battles

of the 'Wilderness (May 5-7);

Spottsylvania Court House (May 7-

12); Federal success. Gen. Sherman

marches on Atlanta (May 7). Lee

driven back on Richmond ; Grant

invests Petersburg (June 15); a.s-

sault repulsed (June 18). Alabama

sunk by Kearsage off Cherbourg.

Early invades Maryland (July 5).

Battles before Atlanta (July 20, 22,

28). Explosion of Petersburg mine ;

assault repulsed (July 30). Farra-
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gut’s fleet enters Mobile Bay (Aug.

5); Fort Gaines taken (Aug. 8). Mc-
Clellan nominated for President by

Democrats. Capture of Atlanta

(Sept. 1). Gen. Sheridan defeats

Early at Winchester
;

Battle of

Cedar Creek (Oct. 19); St. Alban’s

raid (see Canada). Nevada admitted

as a State. Re-election of Lincoln

(Nov. 8). Sherman begins his

“march to the sea” (Nov. If).

Thomas defeats Hood (Confederate)

in Tennessee (Dec. 14-16). Sherman
takes Savannah (Dec. 21). First as-

sault on Fort Fisher (Dec. 24).

1865 Fort Fisher taken (Jan. 15). Colum-

bia, S. C., captured (Feb. 17).

Charleston evacuated (Feb. 17). Wil-

mington taken (Feb. 22). Sheridan

in Shenandoah Valley; defeats Early

(March 2). Lincoln's second terra

begins
;

Andrew Johnson, Vice-

President (March 4). Battle of Golds-

borough, N. C. (March 21); Battle

of Five Forks (Mar. 31); Sheridan

defeats Lee,who retreats; Petersburg

and Richmond caplured (April 2-3).

Surrender of Gen. Lee to

Grant (April 9). Sherman enters

Raleigh, N. C. (April 13). Abra-
ham Lincoln assassinated by
Wilkes Booth at Ford’s Theater

(April 14); Mr. Seward and his son

wounded. Andrew Johnson takes

oath as President (April 15). Sur-

render of Gen. Johnston (April 26).

Jefferson Davis captured (May 10).

Surrender of Kirby Smith (May 26);

end of the Civil War. Pres.

Johnson issues an amnesty (May 30).

Execution of Mrs. Suratt and others

for complicity in Lincoln’s assassina-

tion (July 7). NA«ua«(foaA surrenders

to England. Habeas Corpus restored.

1866 Johnson vetoes Freedmen’s Bureau Bill

(Feb. 19); also Civil Rights Bill;

veto overruled ; bill to admit Colo-

rado vetoed (May); overruled. Fe-

nian raids on Canada (May-June) (see

Canada). Fourteenth Amendment
passes the Senate. State elections I

sustain Congress as against the Presi-

dent. Pres. Johnson makes a speech-

making tour.

1867 Further vetoes overruled by two-thirds

vote. Nebraska admitted as a State.

Reconstruction Bill passed (March
20). Alaska purchased from Russia
for $7,000,000. General amnesty
proclaimed (Sept. 9). Republicans
gain supremacy in the South through
negro votes.

1868 Articles ofImpeachment against
Pres. Johnson agreed upon by
House, 127-47 (March 22); trial

begins (March 2.3): acquittal (May 26).

Wyoming Territory organized.

Southern States re-admitted over
Johnson’s veto. Presidential elec-

tion ; Grant defeats Seymour; Indian
troubles (Nov.).

A.D.

1869 Convention on Alabama Claims signed

with Great Britain (Jan. 14).

Fifteenth Amendment pa.ssed.

Prosecution of Jefferson Davis

dropped. Ulysses S. Grant
inaugurated (March 4).

1870 Virginia and Mississippi re-admitted to

Congress (Feb. 3); also Texas and

Georgia (April 20). Grant recalls

Motley, Minister to Great Britain.

New tariff bill passed. Death of

Gen. Robert E. Lee (Oct. 12). St.

Domingo project fails.

1871 “ Kii KIiix Klaii ” outrages in North

and South Carolina. Treaty of

Washington (on Alaba?na Claims)

signed, agreeing to Geneva arbitra-

tion (May). Corean forts destroyed

(June). Great Fire in Chicago
(Oct. 8-11). Visit of Grand Duke
Alexis. Geneva Commission meets.

1873 General Amnesty Bill passed. Horace
Greeley nominated for President by
“Liberal Republicans” (May 4);

by Democrats (July 10). “Straight-

out” Democrats nominate O’Connor.

Award of Geneva Arbitration, over

£3,000,000. Death of W. II. Seward.
San Juan difficulty settled. Grant
defeats Greeley in elections (Nov. 5)

;

death of Horace Greeley (Nov. 29).

18 73 Defeat of troops by Modoc Indians in

Oregon. Grant’s second term be-

gins. Credit Mobilier scandal. Death
of Chief-Justice Chase. Murder
of Gen. Canby and others by Modocs
(June 1). \'i?-gi?nu$ troubles with

Spain (Nov.).

1874 Death of Charles Sumner (March 11).

Grant vetoes Currency Bill (April 22).

Beecher-Tilton scandal in Brooklyn.

Race conflicts in the South. Demo-
cratic gains in Congressional elec-

tions. Resumption Bill passed

(Dec.). Troops eject members of

Legislature at New Orleans.

18 75 Colorado made a State (Feb.). Civil

Rights Bill pas.sed. Death of Andrew
Johnson (July 31). Centenary celebra-

tions of Lexington and Bunker’s Hill.

18 76 Whisky frauds exposed. Belknap,

Secretary of War, accused of cor-

ruption
; resigns (March). Emma

Mine frauds in England; Minister

Schenck resigns
;
John W’alsh suc-

ceeds him. Hayes and Wheeler

nominated by Cincinnati (Republi-

can) Convention (June 16). Massacre

of Custer and his army by the Sioux.

Tilden nominated by St. Louis

(Democratic) Convention. Centenary

of the founding of the Republic (July

4). International Exhibition
at Philadelphia (May- Nov.).

Presidential election (Nov. 7); doubt-

ful result
; South Carolina, Florida,

and Louisiana claimed by both par-

ties ; Louisiana “ Returning Board ’’

throw out many votes on chaiges of

intimidation. Electoral Collegecasts

185 votes for Ilaycs, 184 for Tilden.

A.D.

1877 Electoral Commission (to settle presi-

dential disinite) agreed upon in Con-

gress (Jan. 30). It confirms the

election of Hayes and Wheeler; in-

auguration of Rutherford B.

Hayes (March 4). Great railway

strikes and riots in Pennsylvania

and West Virginia (July). Much
property destroyed at Pittsburg (July

22); loss of life
;
Chicago mob sup-

pressed (July 26). Death of Brigham
Young (Aug. 7).

1878 Bland’s Silver Bill passed; vetoed by

Pres. Hayes. Kearney agitation in

California. Y'ellow fever spreads

through the South. Congressional

elections leave Congress 149 Demo-
crats, 130 Republicans, 10 Green-

backers. Gold reaches par.

1879 Specie resumption. Caleb Cush-

ing dies at Madrid. “Exodus” of

negroes from South to West. Lowell
made Minister to England. Fall

elections favor Republicans.

18 80 Garfield and Arthur nominated by

Chicago (Republican) Convention

(June 9); Hancock and English by

Cincinnati (Democratic) Convention.
“ Morey letter ” forgery. Presiden-

tial election
;

Republicans receive

213 out of 369 electoral votes.

1881 James A. Garfield inaugurated

(March!). Contest between Garfield

and Senator Conkling (N. Y.) about

New York Collectorship. Commer-
cial treaty with China signed (May 5).

Senators Conkling and Platt resign

(May 16). Great Britain pays $15,000

award for Fortune Bay affair. As-
sassination of Pres. Garfield

by Charles J. Guiteau at railway

depot in Washington (July 2).

“ Dead lock ” in New York broken

by election of Miller and Lapham to

the United States Senate. Death
of Pres. Garfield at Elberon, N.

J. (Sept. 19); burial at Cleveland

(Sept. 26). Special .session of tbe

Senate (Oct. 10). Trial of Guiteau
begins (Nov. 14). News of destruc-

tion of Jeannette, Arctic exploring

vessel (Dec. 30).

18 83 Guiteau convicted (Jan. 25); sentenced

(Feb. 4) ;
hanged (June 30). Great

overflow of Mississippi River

(March). Anti Chinese bill (twenty

years) passed (March 23) ; vetoed

(April 4). Second Anti-Chinese bill

(ten years) passed ; signed by the

President. River and Harbor bill

passed over the President’s veto.

Return of survivors of North Pole

expedition. Star Route ti ial

ended by verdict of jury (Sept. 11)

acquitting Turner, convicting Miner

and Rerdell, and disagreeing as to

Brady, the Dorsey brothers, and

Vail. Democrats carry elections

in Arkansas (Se])t. 4) ; Republicans

successful in Vermont (Sept. 4), and

Maine (Sept. 11).
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HILE Sydney Smitli was of

the oihnion that “ every man
should be occupied in tlie

highest emjdoynient of whicli his

nature is capable, and die with

the consciousness that he has done

his best,” Longfellow maintained

that “ the talent of success is nothing

more than doing what you can do

well without a thought of fame.”

It would he a comparatively easy

task to cpiote suitable proverbs, max-

ims, and epigrams on this subject

;

but no one hut a charlatan would

deem himself cpialified to lay down

infallible rules, or pretend to furnish

the multitude ivith an “open ses-

ame ” to the secrets of success. There is no royal

road to learning, and the path to fortune leads

generally up-hill. It cannot he ignored that Luck

and Opportunity often win the race, while Merit

and Ah Hit

y

flag behind, but those who have

“ greatness thrust upon them ” are few and far be-

tween. The great prizes of life are seldom won l)y

those who do not possess the necessary c|ualiflca-

tions for the attainment of permanent success.

Health.—A vigorous constitution is invaluable for those

who desire to succeed in a mercantile career, for health

is essentially the requirement of our time. Machinery has

been carried to such perfection, that a large proportion of

mankind, who formerly gained ascendency by superiority of

bodily strength, arc now comj)elh‘d to submit to long hours

of intense brainwork. This strain upon the mental powers

of the modern business man can only be endured for any

length of time by those who resort to the antidote of propor-

tional pliysical action and outdoor exercise. Firmness of

purpose and ability to perform great deeds are rarely found

in a puny and effeminate body. It has been truly said that

health is a large ingredient in what the world calls talent,

and that the first requisite of success is to be a good animal.

Education is almost indispensable at the present time, al-

though there are numerous instances of ignorant men rising

to wealth and position by native ability and unusual force

of character. The average man, however, will not be able

to make up his deficiency in rudimentary knowledge by in-

herent talent and common-sense qualities. The reason why

so many self-made men of inferior education have attained

success in business is owing to the fact that it is not so

much what a man knows, as the use he is able to make of his

knowledge for practical purposes that tells in mercantile pur-

suits. It stands to reason that the great merchant,who gathers

and distributes the products of every clime, would be an im-

possibility without the aids of educational knowledge. Books

of instruction are so numerous, that there is no excuse for

ignorance of the elementary branches of education, and the

lack of early training can be overcome by continuous appli-

cation in leisure hours.

Industry.—Rely above all on Industry in your fight

to win in the battle of life. Do not take things easily, with

no thought of the future, nor trust to favorable turns of the

tide. “What men want,” says Bulwer, “is, not talent, it

is purpose; in other words, not the power to achieve, but the

will to labor.” “ Know what thou canst work at,” says Car-

lyle, “and work at it like a Hercules;” and the same author

has defined genius as merely “a great capacity for taking

pains.” It matters not what branch of trade you are en-

gaged in, it is impossible for you to succeed without the

habit of industry. “It is the philosopher’s stone,” says

Clarendon, “that turns all metals, and even stones, into
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gold; it conquers all enemies, and makes fortune itself pay

contributions.” You must give your whole mind, heart,

and soul to your work. To do this, you must love your

work, for it is not talents nor acquirements, but enthusiasm

and energy that win the great prizes of life. Whatever your

business, master all its bearings and details, all its principles,

instruments, and applications. Let nothing about it escape

your notice; sound it “from the lowest note to the top of

the compass.”

Method.—There is no business which does not demand

system. The meanest trade exacts it, and will go to ruin

without it, but in a complicated business it is indispensable.

It is method that bmds all its parts together, and gives

unity to all its details. Commissioners of insolvency say

that the books of nine bankrupts out of ten are found to be

in a muddle, kept without plan or method. Arrangement

digests the matter that industry collects. It apportions

time to duties, and keeps an exact register of its transac-

tions ;
it has a post for every man, a place for every tool, a

pigeon-hole for every paper, and a time for every settlement.

A perfectly methodical man leaves his books, accounts, etc.,

in so complete a shape on going to bed, that if he were to be

taken sick for a year, everything could be perfectly under-

stood. On the first of every month a tradesman should

know what he owed, what he bought and sold, and what his

expenses were for the same month the preceding year; and

you cannot be too methodical in knowing what you have to

pay as soon as possible each month, and calculating and ar-

ranging how to pay it. “Successful men,” says Carlyle,

“ possess the great gift of a methodical, well-balanced, ar-

ranging mind
;
they are men who cannot work in disorder,

but will have things straight, and know all the details,

which enables them so to arrange the machinery of their

affairs, that they are fully cognizant alike of its strength,

weakness, and capability, and they judiciously and discreetly

exercise all its power to the uttermost.”

Accuracy.—The necessity of accuracy to success in

any calling is so obvious, as to hardly call for comment.

“ Whatever is worth doing is worth doing well,” has, no

doubt, become a hackneyed truism, but how many reputa-

tions have been ruined owing to the non-observance of this

fact. It is better do a few things carefully than to do ten

times as many in a loose and slovenly manner. Careful ob-

servation of facts, exactness in stating them, and accuracy

in whatever work you undertake to perform, rank among

the highest qualifications for a successful career.

Punctuality is a virtue that all men reverence in

theory, but comparatively few carry into practice. Nothing

inspires confidence in a business man sooner than this qual-

ity, nor is there any habit which is more disadvantageous

than that of always being behind time. If that which is

first at hand be not despatched at the proper time, other

things accumulate, and the opportunity to attend to it may

not arrive again. Punctuality has reference to time, money,

and engagements for work. A want of system, defective

calculation, and imprudence in making promises, when the

probabilities of fulfilling are very uncertain, are among the
|

most frequent causes of persons lacking punctuality. The i

successful men in every calling have had a keen sense of the

value of time.

Dispatch is the knack of doing one’s work quickly, which,

of course, should always be secondary to accuracy. It is the

result of skill, system, and experience, and can be employed

to advantage by those only who are thoroughly familiar

with the work they are about to undertake.

Readiness is the ability to use all one’s resources in-

stantly, and at the right moment ;
it is a gift of great value

in commercial transactions.

Decision is of vital importance to those who have to

deal with the practical affairs of life. A vacillating man, no

matter what his abilities, is invariably pushed aside by the

man of determined will. It has been wisely remarked, that

it is probable every man possesses a germ of this quality,

which can be cultivated by favorable circumstances; and by

method and order in the prosecution of his duties and tasks,

he may by habit greatly augment his will-power, or beget a

frame of mind so nearly resembling decision, that it would

be difficidt to decide between the two. “ In order to do any-

thing in this world that is worth doing,” says Sydney Smith,

“ we must not stand shivering on the bank, and thinking of

the cold and the danger, but jump in and scramble through

as well as we can.”

Perseverance means the steady pursuit of a plan that

has been determined upon. There is hardly an employ-

ment in life so trifling that it will not afford a subsist-

ence, if constantly and faithfully followed ;
and it is by in-

defatigable diligence alone that a fortune can be acquired in

any business whatever.

Calculation, as a business habit, means more than

arithmetical computation. It is synonymous with prudence,

and implies the ability to weigh probabilities, measure

risks, and distinguish between the true and the false. In its

comprehensive sense, it also demonstrates to a man that hon-

' esty is the best policy, and that to be a rogue is to be a fpoh
^

To sum up, it should not be overlooked that practical

talent, common sense, and a thorough knowledge of human

nature, are at tlie foundation of all prosperity in commer-

cial pursuits. How to act in an emergency, how to say the

right thing in the right place, and Iiow to deal with custom-

ers cannot be taught in books. The Rothschilds, Astors,

and Stewarts of the mercantile world are generally shrewd

men, of great enterprise and wonderful executive ability,

but it will be found, on close examination of their charac-

ters, that they also possess, in greater or less degree, all

the business qualities mentioned above. In order to become

a successful merchant, it is necessary to acquire tlie habit of

watcliing the markets, and studying the laws of demand

and supply. He must be able to devise shrewd and inge-

nious methods of attracting trade; should know how to cal-

culate to a nicety at what price he can sell his goods with a

fair and reasonable profit
;
and never drive customers away

by affixing a high price to an inferior quality of goods. He

should regard the interests of the buyer, and sell him goods

that are adapted to his market, or such as he can resell

quickly and advantageously. He should use good judgment

in extending credit, and not allow himself to be swindled by
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false representations. He should use discretion in selecting

a location for his business, and use all proper means for ad-

vertising his trade. The man of business must think for

himself, for the days when a man could get rich by plodding

on without enterprise have passed. Industry and economy

will not suffice ;
the modern business man requires intelli-

gence and original thought, whether he be a shipping, im-

porting, or commission merchant—a wholesale or a retail

dealer. Every calling is filled with bold, keen, subtle-witted

men, fertile in devices and expedients, who are perpetually

inventing new ways of buying cheaply, in order to attract

customers by selling at lower prices than their competitors

in the same branch of trade. The man, therefore, who runs

in a perpetual groove will fall behind, instead of advancing

his interests. “ Commerce,” says Dr. Mathews, “ is no

longer a mere dollar-and-cent traffic, requiring no appren-

ticeship, but a matter tasking the mind to the utmost, to be

mastered by the highest sagacity, and after the profoundest

study of facts, circumstances and prospects. The times de-

mand men of large and energetic soul, and the man who in-

sists on doing business in the old-fashioned, jog-trot, hum-

drum way is as much out of place as he who insists on

traveling with an ox-team instead of by railway, or upon

getting news by the old stage-coach instead of by the light-

ning telegraph.
”

In conclusion, it should be remembered that circumstances

alter cases, and that every individual must find out by prac-

tical experience the proper methods of conducting his busi-

ness. Natural ability and enthusiasm are more likely to

lead a man to the goal of his ambition than all the rules and

wise sayings that have been written on the subject of suc-

cess since the world began. Find out what you are best

fitted for, choose a congenial occupation, acquire as much

information as possible relating to the profession or business

you propose to follow, work with all your heart and soul to

get on in the world, and the chances are that sooner or later

—you will succeed.

HABITS OF A BUSINESS MAN.

He is strict in keeping his engagements.

Does nothing carelessly or in a hurry.

Employs nobody to do what he can easily do himself.

Keeps everything in its proper place.

Leaves nothing undone that ought to be done, and which

eii'cumstances permit him to do.

Keeps his designs and business from the view of others.

Is prompt and decisive with his customers, and does not

overtrade hi.'! capital.

Prefers short credits to long ones ;
and cash to credit at

all times, either in buying or selling
;
and small profits, in

credit cases, with little risk, to the chance of better gains

with more hazard.

He is clear and explicit in all his bargains.

Leaves nothing of consequence to memory which he can

and ought to commit to writing.

Keeps copies of all his important letters which he sends

away, and has every letter, invoice, &c., relating to his busi-

ness, titled, classed, and put away.

Never suffers his desk to be confused by many papers

lying upon it.

Is always at the head of his business, well knowing that

if he leaves it, it will leave him.

Holds it as a maxim that he whose credit is suspected is

not one to be trusted.

Is constantly examining his books, and sees through all

his affairs as far as care and attention will enable him.

Balances regularly at stated times, and then makes out

and transmits all his accounts current to his customers both

at home and abroad.

Avoids as much as possible all sorts of accommodation in

money matters and lawsuits where there is the least hazard.

He is economical in his expenditure, always living

within his income.

Keeps a memorandum book in his pocket in which he

notes every particular relative to appointments, addresses,

and petty cash matters.

Is cautious how he becomes security for any person, and

is generous when urged by motives of humanity.

BUSINESS MAXIMS.

God helps them that help themselves. Diligence is the

mother of good luck.

Time is money. What we call time enough, always

proves little enough.

God gives all things to industry
;
then plough deep while

sluggards sleep, and you will have corn to sell and to keep.

The sleeping fox catches no poultry, and there will be

sleeping enough in the grave.

He that rises late must trot all day, and shall scarce over-

take his business at night.

Drive thy business, let not that drive thee.

Early to bed, and early to rise, makes a man healthy,

wealthy and wise.

He that hath a trade hath an estate.

One to-day is worth two to-morrows. Have you some-

what to do to-morrow, do it to-day.

Handle your tools without mittens. A cat in gloves

catches no mice.

Three removes are as bad as a fire. A rolling stone

gathers no moss.

If you would have your business done, go
;

if not, send.

If you would be wealthy, think of saving as well as get-

ting. A fat kitchen makes a lean will.

Beware of little expenses. A small leak wUl sink a

great ship

.

Buy what thou hast need of, and ere long thou shalt seU

thy necessaries. Silks and satins, scarlet and velvet, put

out the kitchen fire.

If you would know the value of money, go and try to

borrow some. A child and a fool imagine twenty shillings

and twenty years can never be spent.

Pride is as loud a beggar as want,and a great deal more saucy.

Rather go to bed supperless than rise in debt. The bor-

rower is a slave to the lender, and the debtor to the creditor.

They that will not be counseled cannot be helped. If

you will not hear reason, she will surely rap your knuckles.
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1

HEEE is probably no
attainment more desirable

than the art of LETTER
WRITING, and no lady or

gentleman should neglect the

opportunity of becoming jiro-

ficient in this accomplishment.

An elegant and well written letter

is generally considered a mark of

refinement and education, while a

letter bearing the stamp of sloven-

liness and ignorance gives the

person to whom it is sent a very

poor opinion of the writer’s char-

acter and ability.

In this progressive age, the

increased facilities for writing and

transmitting letters are fully proportionate to the

advance in other matters, the opportunities and

necessities for correspondence are equally in-

creased
;
and the individual is sadly behind the

times who does not appreciate the value of a

knowledge that enables us to properly communi-

cate ideas through the medium of “ written

language.”

There is no condition of life, humble or elevated,

in which the “ art of letter writing ” will not at

times be found of much importance. It is a com-

fort and blessing to the poor
;
with the middle and

upper classes an indispensable acquirement—

a

boundless means of pleasure and gratification.

The way to prosperity has been opened for

many persons by means of well-written letters
;

and happy marriages, lasting friendships, and im-

portant services have been promoted in the same

manner
;

for letters, in a certain sense, are

the reflections or jfliotographs of the writers,

and their perusal may inspire affection or hatred,

esteem or aversion, just as a portrait often creates

our opinion of the person it represents. It may,

therefore, be conceded that proficiency in the

epistolary art is one of the paths to success in all

the affairs of life.

METHOD AND STYLE.

A proper study of the rules of penmanship,

orthography, punctuation, grammar, and com-

position, as treated under their respective head-

ings, is of primary importance to the accomplish-

ment of the art of letter writing. After these

subjects have been thoroughly mastered, it

should be remembered that letter writing is

simply “speaking with the pen.” The per-

vading idea of the writer should, therefore, be

to express his ideas as easily and naturally as in

conversation, but with more brevity and method.

Carefully consider the purport of any letter you are
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about to write
;
think of the circumstances you

wish to state before beginning it. You will find

this practice of great assistance in obtaining clear-

ness of expression, which is the essential feature to

be acquired. You will also be enabled to bring

out the principal points of your subject more

effectively, while the less important ones may be

more lightly touched upon.

A certain amount of tact, however, is necessary

to avoid a formal or studied effect, frequently

caused by this pre-arrangement of ideas. The use

of short sentences by the inexperienced will greatly

aid in promoting the lucidity of their letters.

Long sentences, even when their composition is

perfect, often obscure the meaning of the writer,

and are less forcible than short ones. The paren-

thesis tends to a similar effect, and should be used

as seldom as possible. Care should be taken to

avoid an unnecessary repetition of the same words.

Avoid also tautology, which is always a fault, be-

ing a repetition of the same meaning in different

words, and adding nothing either to the sense or

sound
;

consult our dictionary of synonyms fre-

quently, as it will cause a familiarity with the exact

meaning of words, and in what cases they should

be applied.

The Style of a letter should

be governed, in a measure, by

the nature of the subject, but

the comparative social position,

age, sex, and the degree of in-

timacy between the writer and

the person addressed, should in-

fluence it to a greater degree.

In writing to superiors or seniors,

a certain deference of expression

should be exercised
;
to inferiors

be courteous, without familiar-

ity, and say nothing to remind

them of the difference in sta-

tion
;
to relatives and intimate

friends be as affectionate and

familiar as your own judgment

may dictate. There can be no

better general rule to follow,

with regard to style, than to

adopt the same tone and manner

of expression in your correspon-

dence that you would use in

speaking personally to the person

addressed.

ahbangeme:s^t of
THE FAETS OF A
LETTER.
Every complete letter has six

distinct parts :

—

1. The Hate or Heading,
which embraces the place of

writing as well as the day of

the month and year.

2. The Address^ which con-

A PROPERLY ARRANGED LETTER.

(Seading.)

Tl' Barclay S(y SVew

May Z6th^ 7882.

{AddrcBB.)

Mr. S. S€. ^hastenay

Paris, S'rance-.

{^Saluiaiion.')

dear Sir^
{Body of the Letter.)

S4s you will percei ve from the heading

ofmy letter, c/ have safely arrived home, and settled

down to business once more. S'he ocean trip was a

pleasant one, the weather being favorable and the

passengers congenial.

Permit me to renew my thanlcs for the many

courtesies extended to me while visvting your city,

and to assure you that it will give me great pleasure

to reciprocate whenever the opportunity may occur.

Present my regards to your estimable wife,

and believe me,

{Complimentary Closing.)

^ery sincerely yours,

{Subscription.)

ffeorye <S^. ^&rris.

!
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1

sists of the name and residence of the person to

whom it is written.

3. The Salutation, or complimentary open-

ing, such as Dear Sir, or Dear Madam.

4. The Body of the Letter, which contains

the subjects or circumstances you wish to state.

5. The Cofnplimeutary Closing, as, I

remain. Yours truly, or, ielieve me. Yours sin-

cerely, etc.

6. The Subscri2^tion, which is simply the

signature of the writer.

THE HEADING.

If the letter be written from a country town or

small city, the name of the place, county, and state

should occupy the first line, commencing about the

middle, and the date the next line below, beginning

a little to the right, viz .
:

—

Eureka, Woodford Co., III.,

June 15th, 1882.

If you are writing from a large city, and it is

necessary to specify the street and number of your

address, it should be written thus :

—

22 Park Place, New York,

August 5th, 1882

or,

22 Park Place,

New York, August 5th, 1882.

In writing from large, well-known cities like

New York, Philadelphia, Chicago, etc., it is unne-

cessary to indicate the State. In the case of smaller

cities it is better to include the State, as.

Providence, R. I., May 15th, 1882.

When writing from a Hotel or Institution, its

name should be included, thus :

—

St. Nicholas Hotel,
New York, August 5th, 1882.

Yale College,

New Haven, Conn.,

May 5th, 1882.

The heading should invariably indicate with

accuracy the place from which the letter is written

and to which a reply may be sent, unless otherwise

specified in the body of the letter.

COMPLIMENTARY ADDRESS AND SALUTATION.

The Name and Address are often written at

the conclusion of the letter on the left hand side.

but as frequently, especially in business letters, they

occu]iy one or two lines immediately below the

date, on the left side of the page, and may include

the name and address, or the name alone, viz.
:

—

17 Barclay Street, New York,
July 15th, 1882.

Mr. John Masters,

New Haven, Conn.

The Salutation is written on the line below

the address, commencing a little to the right of

the left hand margin. The wording depends en-

tirely on the mutual relations of the parties con-

cerned. In business letters the words Sir, Dear

Sir, or Gentlemen are all correct. In very formal

letters to ladies, married or single, the word Madam
should be used

;
a more friendly form would be

Dear Madam, or My dear Madam. A lady should

never be addressed by her Christian name in a

letter, unless you would use it in her presence.

BODY OF THE LETTER.

The Body of the Letter should commence

about the middle of the page on the line below the

salutation. Each topic or subject should form a

new paragraph commencing on the next line, a lit-

tle to the right of the left hand margin
;
uniform-

ity in this respect tending greatly to improve the

general appearance of the letter.

complimentary closing.

The terms used in closing a letter precede the

signature of the writer, and admit of great variety
;

as a rule, the formality or friendliness of the clos-

ing should correspond with the mode of salutation.

A very formal letter beginning with Sir or Madam
may be closed as follows :

—

I have the honor to he. Sir (or Madam),

Your obedient Servant,

Edward Chesterfield.

A more friendly form, commencing with My
dear Sir, or My dear Madam, would be :

—

I beg to remain.

Yours very respectfully,

Henry B. Sanderson.

In letters between friends and intimate acquaint-

ances, there is more latitude of expression allow-

able. Yours very truly, Sincerely yotir friend.

Affectionately yours, or any other forms of respect

or endearment compatible with the state of in-

timacy or relationship.
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SUBSCRIPTION OR SIGNATURE.

Tlie name of tlie writer should be plainly written

immediately below the closing phrase, so that it

will end near the right margin of the page
;
and to

important communications the full signature is

requisite.

In writing to strangers a lady should make her

signature indicate her sex and condition
;
the latter

designation being inclosed in parenthesis, as {Mrs.)

Edith Hastings, or (J/iss) Ellen Johnson,
otherwise her correspondent, in answering, might

be unable to jiroperly address her.

THE SUPERSCRIPTION.
Last but not least in importance is the super-

scRiPTfON or ADDRESS to be written on the en-

velope. Legibility is of primary consequence, and

every item necessary to insure safe delivery should

be included in proper arrangement : first, the name
of the person to whom the letter is sent, written a

trifle below the middle of the envelope
;
next, the

name of the post-office
;
then tlie county, and

lastly the state.

If the address requires a street number, it

should follow the name, then the city and state as

before.

If necessary to direct the letter in care of another

person the additional name occujiies the second

line.

In writing to a person in a large city, where there

is no street or special address, it is well to add the

words “ General Delivery in the lower left-hand

corner. The post-office clerk will then understand

that it is to be called for.

HONORARY TITLES.
In the United States the use of titles is deter-

mined Ijy the social, professional, or official position

of the person addressed, and their proper a]:)plica-

tion is an additional evidence of the courtesy and

refinement of the writer. Every person, whether

of high or low degree is entitled respectively to the

appelation of Mr. (mister). Master, Mrs. (contrac-

tion of mistress), or Miss.

In addressing gentlemen of high social standing

or members of the legal profession the prefix Mr.

may be omitted and the complimentary title of

Esq. (esquire) added. This latter term is, how-

ever, a distinction more strictly English, and

should seldom be used unless really appropriate.

One title or the other should always be used, but
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never both together. Members of any profession

should be addressed by their professional title,

which takes the place of other forms. Neither

Mr. nor Esq. can be used for Professor, Doctor, etc.

PROFESSIONAL TITLES USED IN THE
UNITED STATES.

Rt. Rev. Charles Smith—A Bishop.

Rev. Charles Smith, D. D .

—

Doctor of Divinity.

Rev. Charles Smith—Minister or Priest of any persuasion.

*Rev. (or Prof.) Charles Smith, L.L. D .

—

Doctor of Laws.

Dr. Charles Smith, 1

or [•—Doctor of Medicine.

Charles Smith, M. D.
)

Prof. Charles Smith—Professor of Art or Science.

Hon. Charles Smith—Judge of Law Courts.

Charles Smith, Esq.—Attorney at Law

.

In addition to the above, the following titles are

used in addressing the Roman Catholic clergy :

—

His Holiness— Pope.

His Eminence—A Cardinal.

His Grace—An Archbishop.

Persons occupying prominent public positions

acquire the right to be addressed by the titles pre-

scribed by custom and courtesy as distinctive of

their offices.

OFFICIAL TITLES USED IN THE UNITED
STATES.

(
The President of the United States,

His Excellency.f
< Governors of States, and Ministers

( to foreign countries.

' The Vice-President of the United States,

Heads of the Executive Department

El
United States Government,

onora e.
Members of Congress, Lieutenant-

Governors of States, State Senators

. and Representatives, Judges, Mayors.

* A person may be a Doctor of Laws and also a Professor of some
Art or Science instead of a Minister of the Gospel. See the list of

abbreviations in another part of this book.

t The nse of this title is considered objectionable by some critics. In

Massachusetts and South Carolina the titie is conferred upon the Gov-

ernor l)y the State Constitution.

All officers of the army or navy should be ad-

dressed according to their rank.

We give a few examples of superscriptions where

professional and official titles are required :

oooooc-
if if
o o
O stamp.
o o
o o
oooooo

^on. qM:

(0’ajtAeme (govilij

If
c> o
o o
OSianip.C*
O O
o c*
c-ooooo

Maj-Qm. y^infiefd p5. Mamndi,

J{vatlquatier4, the i/lUanik,

§owmcrid4 z}iland,

J^ew I/ork,

J^. Jj.

One title only may be prefixed to any name,

such as Hon., Prof., Dr.; but it is correct to afiHx

several if they exist, and in the order in which

they were conferred
;
for instance, A.M., M.D.,

LL.D ; or D.D., LL.D., etc.

In addressing men in the plural, or a firm of

several members, the proper title to use is Messrs.,

a contraction of the French word Messieurs, sig-

nifying gentlemen
;
to unmarried ladies it would

be Misses, and to married ladies Mesdames.

ENGLISH TITLES.
Appended are the forms for addressing persons

of different ranks in England, and the proper

superscriptions :

The Qween—Madam—To the Queen’s Most Excellent

Majesty.

Members of the Royal jrarnff.//—Sir—Madam—To
His or Her Royal Highness.
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Archbisliojts—My Lord Archbishop—His Grace the

Archbishop of

Duke—My Lord Duke—Ilis Grace the Duke of

3Iarqii is—My Lord Marquis—the Most Hon. the Mar
quis of

Earl—My Lord—The Right Hon. the Earl of

Viscoiiuf—My Lord—The Right Hon. the Viscount

Baroti—My Lord—the Right Hon. the Lord F
Bishops—My Lord Bishop—The Right Rev. the Bishop

of

Honorary titles, as

etc., may be added to the name. All members of

the Privy Council are addressed as “ Eight Hon.,”

and the title of “Esq.” is dropped, as “The
Eight Hon. AV. E. Gladstone, M.P.”

Peeresses of all the five orders are addressed as ;

IJiichess—My Lady—Her Grace the Duchess of

JHat’chioness—My Lady—The Most Hon. the Marchion-

ess of

Countess—My Lady—The Right Hon. the Countess

of

I'iscountess—My Lady—The Right Hon. the Vis-

countess of

Baroness—My Lady—the Right Hon. the Lady P

AVidows of peers, if the successors to the title

are married :

—

Her Grace the Duchess Dowager of

The Most Noble the Marchioness Dowager of

The younger sons and daughters of dukes and

marquises, and the daughters of dukes, marquises,

and earls, are styled lords and ladies.

Younger sons of earls and younger sons and

daughters of viscounts and barons are styled “The
Hon.” Baronets, in order to distinguish them

from Knights, are addressed thus, “ Sir H. Grey,

Bart.”

GENERAL ADVICE.

Always answer a letter as soon after its receipt

as possible. If it contains commissions that require

time to execute, acknowledge its recei]it at once,

and state the cause of delay in complying with its

requests.

Write invariably with ink. Pencil writing de-

notes carelessness. If compelled to use a pencil,

apologize for it.

Black ink is preferable to all others. A violet

ink for ladies’ use is fashionable at present. Eed

ink should never be used in correspondence.

When writing about your own affairs, necessi-

tating a reply, inclose a stamp for return postage,

unless a relationshiii or intimacy exists between

yourself and correspondent.

Never cross your letters (a practice prevalent

among some young ladies)
;
use an extra half sheet

if necessary.

If you are in doubt about the spelling of a word,

always consult the dictionary
;
the search will im-

press the orthography on the mind.

No respectable person will write an anonymous

letter
;

it is cowardly.

Avoid the use of slang words or phrases, even

harmless ones.

If you are in a state of dejection or ill temper,

do not manifest it in your letters.

A half sheet of paper is not j)ermissible, except

for business puiqioses.

Mourning paper should not be used in a letter

of congratulation.

In order to make our letters pleasant to our

friends, we should write as we speak, just what we

have to say, and exactly in the words we should

use if our correspondent were sitting by us
;
and

then all that stiff formality, those long strings of

questions, those meaningless sentences with which

the mass of letters are burdened, would die a

natural death.

The handwriting should be clear, and yet not

too large and bold
;

it should possess some char-

acter and style, but not be adorned or ornamented

with fine flourishes and dashes. The minute

Italian handwriting—in which the words and let-

ters appeared to possess no individuality of their

own—has now passed out of date, and a freer,

nobler style has taken its place. There is a fashion

in letter paper and envelopes which is ever-varying

as to size and shape—sometimes small, at other

times large
;
now oblong, now square

;
but one

thing never alters, and that is the desirability of
j

using good thick paper and envelopes, whatever

the shape may be. Nothing looks more mean and

untidy than thin sheets and envelopes of the

same quality, through which the writing exhibits

itself.

The latest styles and devices, as well as their

special application, can always be ascertained by

consulting the stationer who provides your writing

materials.
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U S I N E S S LETTEES,
in this great trading and

money-making century, are

necessarily of great impor-

tance, and since the time of

both sender and receiver is

valuable, brevity becomes

an essential c^iaracteristic.

As Ben Jonson has so well written,

“ Brevity is attained in matter by

avoiding idle compliments, prefaces,

protestations, parentheses, superfluous

circuits of figures, and digressions
;
in

the composition, by omitting conjunc-

tions, and such like idle particles that

have no great business in a serious letter

except the breaking of sentences, as often-

times a journey is made long by unneces-

sary halts.”

The letter must not, however, he so curt that its

clearness is interfered with
;
every statement should

be perfectly free from obscurity, so that the dullest

person may not be liable to mistake its mean-

ing, nor be compelled to read it twice in order

to understand it. This necessary clearness implies

correctness without excluding elegance of style.

In business letters an elegant simplicity combined

with the usual terms of politeness and good breed-

ing are essential features. Misunderstanding

arising out of a carelessly worded letter has often

created much mischief and been the cause of costly

proceedings in the law courts. Brevity and

perspicuity must, then, go hand in hand in a good

business letter, and with them should be linked

vigor of style and tact. By tact is meant that

knowledge of men and manners, which enables the

writer to compose his letter in a style befitting the

person addressed.

The handwriting itself should be free, neat, and

legible, but it is well to avoid pretensions to exces-

sive elegance. A free hand, which is neither

crabbed nor formal, nor abounding in flourishes, is

the most desirable. Legibility cannot be too strong-

ly advocated
;

it is exceedingly selfish in a writer

to occupy the time of his correspondent by pro-

viding him with a mass of liieroglyphics to decipher.

The inexperienced will find it of gi’eat assistance,

before commencing a letter of any extent, to note

down the different subjects they desire to embrace,

so that they may be taken up in proper order. This

practice is especially valuable when instructions

concerning the to]iics of the letter are commu-

nicated verbally to a clerk.

In reading business correspondence it is a good

plan to underline the important points that require

consideration in the answer, with a colored lead

pencil
;
this will save time by enabling the corre-

spondent to avoid reading the second time matter

that is not pertinent, and also promote the method

of replying to the various subjects in the same order

in which they occur.

I
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FORMS OF BUSINESS LETTERS.

NOTICE OF COPARTNERSHIP.

M,
New York, June 1st, 1882.

We beg to inform you that we have this day formed a copartner-

ship under the firm name of Rice d- Farrington, for the purpose of car-

rying on the importing and jobbing of photograph albums and leather

fancy goods, at No. 22 Park Place, New York.

The possession of ample capital, combined with a long and varied ex-

perience in this line, enables us to assure our friends and the trade gen-

erally that they will consult their best interests by favoring us with their

patronage.

Very respectfully,

Edward M. Rice.

Charles Farrington.

SI

DISSOLUTION OF COPARTNERSHIP.
Sidney, Sept. 15, 1882.

You are hereby respectfully advised that the copartnership hitherto

existing under the firm name of Gregg, Brown & Co., is this day dis-

solved by mutual consent. Mr. Henry Brown will sign in liquidation,

and is empowered to receive and pay all debts of the late copartnership.

Very respectfully,

Jonathan Gregg,
Henry Brown,
Robert W. Sanders.

REaUEST FOR CATALOGUE AND TERMS.

Cincinnati, Aug. 25, 1882.

American Publishing Co.,

New York.
Gentleman

:

—
Please favor me with your catalogue, and quote your best prices

and terms on your iniblications generally. I beg to refer you, concerning

my standing, to Mr. Thomas Kelly, 17 Barclay St., New York, with

whom I have had considerable dealing ;
and, awaiting the pleasure of

an early reply, I remain.
Very respectfully,

Lucien H. Barkdull.

ORDER TO A PUBLISHER.

New Orleans, Sept. 5, 1882.

Mr. Thomas Kelly,

New York.

Dear Sir

:

—
Please ship us by first Mallory line steamer, the following goods :

100 copies History of U. S., half mor.

250 “ Universal Self-Instructor, cloth.

25 “ Brown’s Bible, No. 65.

Please effect insurance for full amount of invoice, and send certificate

of same together with B/L., and oblige.

Yours truly,

N. D. McDonald & Co.

NOTICE OF DRAFT.

Messrs. W. Chambers & Co.,
Boston, Oct. 10. 1882.

Philadelphia.
Oenllejnen

:

—
We have this day drawn on you at five days’ sight for three hun-

dred dollars ($300), which please honor and oblige.

Yours respectfully,

Brown, Smith & Co.

REQUESTING AN EXTENSION OF NOTE.
Buffalo, N. Y„ Oct. 9, 1882.

Messrs. J. J. Little & Co.,

New York.
Gentlemen

We are reluctantly compelled to advise you that we shall be unable

to meet our note for seven hundred dollars, maturing 14th Inst., without

your assistance to the extent of three hundred dollars ($300). If you

will kindly forward us draft for that amount, we will return you our note

for same at thirty days, interest added
;
and assure you that there is

scarcely a doubt of our being able to pay it when due. Our lack of funds

in the present instance is entirely owing to the depression of trade,

caused by the lateness of the season, and the consequent dullness of

collections. Hoping you may find it convenient to bbiige us. we re-

main.
Very truly yours,

Jones, Robinson & Co.

ASKING A SETTLEMENT OF ACCOUNT.
New Haven, Conn., Aug. 15, 1883.

Messrs. Wade & Clark,
Worcester, Mass.

Gentlemen ; —
We are under the necessity of reminding you that your account for

May is considerably past due, and as we have especial need of all our

available funds this month, we trust you will make us a remittance with-

out further delay.
Respectfully,

Carter & Phillips.

REPLY TO FOREGOING.
Worcester, Mass., Aug. 17, 1882.

Messrs Carter & Phillips,

New Haven, Conn.
Gentlemen; —

Yours of the 15th inst. is duly received. Wo inclose you herewith

a draft on New York payable to your order, for $112.46, the amount due

you upon our books. We greatly regret having put you to any incon-

venience by delay in payment, but have been temporarily embarrassed

by the tardiness of our own debtors. Henceforth, as in the past, vve

hope to remit promptly at the close of each month.

Yours respectfully,

Wade & Clark,

per W.
UNFAVORABLE ANSWER.

Worcester, Mass., Aug. 17, 1882.

Messrs. Carter & Phillips,

New Haven, Conn.
Gentlemen ;

—
Yours of the 15th inst. received and contents noted. We find our-

selves obliged to defer payment ofyouracconnt for afewdays longer, but

will surely send it before the end of next week. We hope that this will

put you to no serious inconvenience, and assure you that our delay arises

from circumstances beyond our power to control, and is not likely to

occur again.
Yours truly,

Wade & Clark,

per IP.

OFFERING PROMISSORY NOTE.
Cleveland, 0., Nov. 8, 1881.

Messrs. Wilcox, Field & Black,

Chicago, 111.

Gentlemen ;
—

Yours of the 6th inst. is received, requesting immediate payment.

I am sorry to say that the failure of the Tradesmen’s Bank of this city,

with which I had an account, has thrown me into great embarrassment.

I am confident that ultimately I shall be able to meet all my liabilities

in full. At present the best I can do is to offer you my noth at three

months for the amount due, $285.50, w’ith legal interest, payable at the

First National Bank of Chicago. I have little doubt but that by the time

it is due, I shall be able to take it up. Hoping that this proposal will

meet with acceptance on your part and that you will recognize the fact

that I am not personally to blame in the matter, I remain.

Yours respectfully,

William Hatch.
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THREATENING LAW PROCEEDINGS.
412 Seventh Ave., New York,

May 17, 1882.

James Bollman, Esq.,

322 W. 16th St.

Sir :

—

I have waited patiently for three months to receive payment of

your bill for groceries and provisions purchased of me. The last item

was bought Feb. 10, and it is now the middle of May. The bill has been

sent to yon several times, but has met with no response. I am obliged

to inform you that if payment is not made before the first of next month,

I shall put the account into the hands of an attorney for collection.

Stephen Ddnscombb.

ATTORNEY’S DEMAND EOR PAYMENT.
Room 12, No. 523 Sixth Ave.

June 3, 1882.

James Boelman,

322 W. 18th St.

Sir:—
A bill against you to the amount of $196.85 for groceries and pro-

visions has been put in ray hands for collection by Mr. Stephen Duns-

combe. I inclose a copy of the bill. You will find it to your advantage

to call at my office at once and settle the account, as otherwise legal pro-

ceedings will be instituted and the amount considerably increased by the

charges.

Y’^ours truly,

Simon Strauss, Attorney at Law.

OFFER TO OPEN AN ACCOUNT.
Peoria, III., Dec. 18, 1879.

Messrs. Hart & Sylvester,
Chicago, 111.

Gentlemen :

—

I have lately opened a millinery and fancy goods store in this place,

and as I am not yet fully stocked, I propose opening an account with

your house, if agreeable to you. I can refer you to Disbrow & Sellers,

of your city, with whom I have had dealings in the past, and also to

Edward Wilcox & Co., of this city, who are well acquainted with my

financial standing, and with whom I believe you correspond. Should

tlie information you may receive from them prove satisfactory, please in-

form me to that effect, and I will at once forward an order for what goods

I require at present.
Very respectfully,

Mary J. Rawlings.

LETTER OF CREDIT.
New Orleans, Sept. 25, 1881.

Messrs. Vermilyea & Co.,

New Y'ork City.

GerdUmen
Please give the bearer, George Ashdown, a cash credit to the ex-

tent of $12,fX)0, taking his receipt for the amount required and drawing

on us at short sight for your advances. We inclose Mr. Ashdown’s sig-

nature.

OIr. Ashdown's signalvre.)

George Ashbown.

Yours truly,

Cox & Lathrop.

i ANNOUNCING INSOLVENCY.
i

Indianapolis, Ind., May 12, 1883.

J. C. Watson & Co.,

Chicago, 111.

Gentlemen: -
It becomes our painful duty to announce to you, in common with

our other creditors, that upon a careful examination of our books and

I assets, we find that we are no loiuier able to meet our outstanding en-

gagements, and have therefore this day suspended payment.

! Our Insolvency arises from two causes, the general depression of trade

[

which has been so extensively felt in this section of the country, and

I

our losses by the fire of last November, from which, though partly in-

sured, we have never fully recovered. We propose to call a meeting of

our creditors, at the earliest possible date, to lay before them a full and

unreserved statement of our assets and liabilities. Of this meeting we

will give you due notice, and hope your firm will be there represented.

It is impossilile at tliis time to state what percentage of our indebted-

ness w'o may be able to pay, but we have hopes it will be a large one

and that the matterwill be arranged in a friendly manner. Weearnestly

hope that you will believe us when we say that we have done all in our

power to avert this misfortune, and propose to deal with our creditors

in the most frank and open manner.

Yours with regret,

Stephen Bishop & Son.

RECOMMENDATION OF SUCCESSORS.
New York City, Aug. 12, 1880.

Jared Hopemeibr, Esq.

Atlanta, Ga.
Sir

As an old and esteemed customer of this firm, we desire to inform you

that on and after the first of next month, we shall retire entirely from

the business we have hitherto conducted. On that date our lease of

premises and stock on hand will be transferred to Maurice Gordon and

Joseph Heller, who will carry on the business under the firm name of

Gordon & Co. We beg leave to recommend the new firm to your no-

tice. We are w'ell acquainted with the business integrity and capacity

of both members, and feel sure that if you honor them with your cus-

tom the result will be in every way to your satisfaction. Thanking you

for the favors of the past, w'e remain,

Y'our obliged servants,

Hollis & Jenningham.

ASKING FOR PRICE LIST.

Pittsburg, Pa., April 4, 1882.

Messrs. Goelet & Kirschner,

New York City.

Gentlemen :

—

I am assured by Mr. William Allen, an old customer of yours, that

by dealing with you I can obtain an excellent assortment of wines and

liquors, and at a moderate price. I should be glad to obtain your price

list. If your rates are satisfactory I may give you a very considerable

order upon my next visit to your city. I under.stand from Mr. Allen

that your usual terms of .sale are three months’ notes or a discount of

two per cent, for cash. If I desire credit I will, of course, furnish you

with satisfactory references before ordering.

Yours truly,

Elmer G. Howd.

INTRODUCTION AND CREDIT.
St. Louis, Mo., Jan. 8, 1876.

Messrs. Lord & Taylor,

Gentlemen :

—

We beg leave to introduce to you the bearer, Frederick S. Bush,

of this city, of the firm of Colt, Sanders & Bush, dry goods merchants.

Mr. Bush is visiting New York to purchase an extensive line of goods,

and we have recommended him to your house as a favorable one to deal

with. We will become responsible to you for the payment of the price

of goods and merchandise purchased, to the value of six thousand dol-

lars <s6,000). holding ourselves accountable in case Mr. Bush should

make default, of which default you are to give ns reasonable notice.

Yours very truly,

J. T. & L. F. Williams.

INQUIRY ABOUT OVERDUE SHIPMENT.
Philadelphia, July 8, 1883.

S. S. Holton & Co.,

San Francisco, Cal.

Sir :

—

We are informed by yours of the 12th nit that upon that day you

shipped to us fifty cases California wine per Union Pacific Railroad,

marked with our firm name as above, and chargee prepaid. The goods

should have arrived before this, but have not ;
and inquiry at this end

of the line fails to elicit any information as to their whereabouts. Will

you do us the favor to make inquiry at the office where you shipped the

goods and, if possible, expedite their transportation ?

Yours to command,
Betts & Howland.
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RELATING- TO PAYMENT OF MORTGAGE.

12 Scranton St., Albany, N. Y.

Oct. 19, 1882.

James WiNTiiRor, Esq.

Dear Sir ;
—

The note for.S2,.*)00, for the security of which you hold a mortgage

deed on my house and lot. No. 12 Scranton St., is payable on the first of

next month. After that date I understand that you can, if you choose,

at once bring suit for foreclosure. It is not in my power to raise the

sum necessary to discharge the debt, and I should he greatly obliged

for information as to your intentions on the subject. As you know, I

have always paid the interest regularly, and 1 inclose herewith a check

for the last quarter ($37.50) payable to your order. You are probably

aware that I have a small but regular income and am certain to keep up

the interest. Under these circumstances I have great hopes that you

will allow matters to stand as they are at the present.

Yours respectfully,

. Janet C. Sutton.

ANSWER TO FOREGOING

56 Grafton St., Albany’,

Oct. 21, 1882.

Mrs. 'Janet C. Sutton.

Dear Madam :
—

Your letter of the 19th inst., inclosing check for $37.50 in pay-

ment of a quarter's interest on mortgage note, has just been received.

Inclosed find receipt for the amount. As to foreclosure, feel assured

that I have no intention of taking such a step. Y'ou have been most

prompt in the payment of interest, and I regard- the mortgage as a very

satisfactory investment. In case it should be necessary at -any fur-

ture time for me to realize the cash, I will give you ample notice, so that

you may, if you desire, obtain the transfer of the mortgage to some other

party, which no doubt could easily be done. I am, madam.
Your obedient servant,

James Winthrop.

APPLICATION FOR PERSONAL LOAN.

Buckingham Hotel, Boston,

March 15, 1882,

Dear Frural

I find myself obliged to do what I never before attempted, viz., to

borrow money, I was foolish enough last month to indorse a note for

a college friend, “just as a mere matter of form, you know,” and it

seems to be included in the “matter of form” that I must cash up or

be sued. As you know, my income is payable quarterly, and I shall be

in funds about the first of next month. If you can lend me $150 until

that time, you will confer a great favor. I should hesitate to ask for

the accommodation, if it were not that I feel assured you know me w-ell

enough to believe that I am both honest and good for the amount. If

the loan would inconvenience you at all, do not hesitate to say so, and

I shall still be

Yours with sincere regard,

Mr. Daniel S. Fuller. Alexander McPherson.

Cambridge, Mass.

FAVORABLE REPLY.

Cambridge, March 16, 1882.

Dear Alee

I am very glad to be able to do you the little favor you mention.

Inclosed please find my check for the amount ($150). I also inclose a

blank note form, which please return after filling it out. 1 do not ask

this because. I have the least doubt of your word being as good as your

bond, but “business is business,” as you will probably remember the

next time some one asks for the “loan of your name.” Pay me

whenever convenient, and do not consider yourself at all under obliga-

tions to Your old friend,

Mr. Alex. McPherson. Dan Fuller.

Boston.

COMMISSION SALES.
Rutland, Vt., June 12, 1878.

Messrs. Sprague & Co.,

Boston, Mass.
Gentlemen :

—

I have to-day consigned to you eight hundred bushels of jirime

Early Rose potatoes in good condition, and jiacked in barrels, via the

Rutland and Burlington Railroad, time freight, due iu Boston on the

14th inst.

Please take charge of the goods upon their arrival, dispose of them at

the best market prices, and hold proceeds subject to my order.

Make the sale within a week after receipt.

Yours, etc.,

Selah Thornton.

REPORT OF SALES.
148 Parker Street, Boston,

June 15, 1878.

Mr. Selah Thornton,
Rutland, Vt.

Dear Sir :

—

Your shliiment of potatoes came safely to hand yesterday, by

railroad. As we think we see signs of a falling in the market, we sold

at once, and herewith forward our Account Sales. The proceeds are

subject to your draft or order. We hope you will be satisfied with the

price obtained, and shall be glad to do further business for you.

Respectfully,

Sprague <fc Co.

per K.

INCLOSED ACCOUNT SALES.
Boston, June 15, 18"8.

Sold by SPRAGUE & Co., Commission Merchants,

for Account Selah Thornton, Rutland, Vt.

$712 00
Paid.

$7.3 25
13 00

Commission (5 per cent.) 35 fiO

121 85

Net Proceeds to your Credit $590 15

OFFER TO SELL GOODS ON COMMISSION.

Portsmouth, Ohio, Oct. 14, 1882.

Messrs. Bacon & Holt,

Chicago.
Gentlemen :

—

The orders which I have hitherto sent you from this place have

probably made you aware that I have been doing a good business in

your line for some time. I now see an opportunity for a large increase

of sales, and, as my capital is not large, would be glad to sell for you on

commission. The business relations already existing between us will,

I presume, be sufficient guarantee of my dealing fairly with you, but if

necessary, I can give you full security against loss.

If my proposition meets with your approval, please let me know your

most favorable terms at once.

Respectfully,

Edyvard Norris.

COMPLAINING OF AN ERROR IN BILL.

Raleigh, N. C., Feb. 12, 1881.

Messrs. Ripley & Co.,

Richmond, Va.
Gentlemen :—

I find, on examining the bill sent by you with the last consignment

of goods, that I am charged with 100 yards of merino cloth, which I

neither ordered nor received. I inclose bill and copy of invoice that the

error may be corrected

.

Yours respectfully,

Charles P. Turner.

r
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MOST important step in

procuring employment of

any kind is to furnish assur-

ance that the past character

and services of the applicant

^.2^ have been satisfactory and

s: valuable. Such a guar-

antee may be presented in

the form of letters of recommendation

from previous employers, or persons

well acquainted with one’s character

and capacity. No hesitation or false

modesty should be felt in asking for

such testimonial. To assist a faithful

employee or acquaintance in this man-

ner is to all well-disposed persons not

only a duty but a pleasure. On the other hand,

it must be remembered that to ask such a favor of

a slight acquaintance, or one who has no means of

judging of your fitness, is a gratuitous imperti-

nence. The value and force of the recommendation

depend on the position and influence of the person

giving it, and the relation he has held to the ap-

plicant.

The more precise and explicit the testimonial,

the greater will be its effect. A general statement

of trust and confidence in the bearer may seem to

have been given out of mere compliment. Much
better is a detailed statement of the opportunities

the writer has had to judge of the applicant and

the results of his observation. In speaking of an

employee, it is well to give the reasons for the sever-

ance of the relation, or to state in general terms

that it was through no fault of the applicant.

Silence upon points Avhich it would seem natural

to speak of is very apt to be construed in an un-

favorable manner.

To refuse a letter of recommendation is a most

unpleasant duty, but it sometimes is a duty, and

should not be shirked. Eemember that in vouch-

ing for another your own credit is to some extent

involved
;
and that to ^dace an unworthy person

in another’s service is an act of dishonesty toward

the new employer and the public at large.

A general form of recommendation addressed to

all concerned is not likely to be as advantageous

as one to a special person from one whom he knows

and trusts. Yet, when the writer is well known or

occupies a prominent position, a testimonial not

restricted as to person or time may be of value.

FORM OF GENERAL RECOMMENDATION.
Chester, Pa., Aug. 12, 1880.

To WHOM IT MAT CONCERN

I take gi'eat pleasure in certifying to the worth and character of tlic

hearer, Mr. Edwin Ralston of Wilkesbarre. Mr. Ralston has for two

years been a member of the Collegiate Institute of which I am Principal.

His attention to his studies and rapid progress in them have been

marked. To the branches of bookkeeping and accounts he has paid

special attention, and is, I believe, well fitted to enter upon mercantile

pursuits. From constant observation w'hile under my care 1 feel justi-

fied in asserting that his character and haliits arc in all respects steady,

and his deportment gentlemanly. I feel s>;re that in whatever employ-

ment he may engage, he will be found a valuable and reliable assistant.

James K. Sharpe, Frincrpal.

RECOMMENDING A COACHMAN.
New York.

The bearer, Terence O’Brien, has served me as coacliman for five

years. He thoroughly understands driving and the care of horses,

and is a steady, sober, honest man. I jiart with him only through

necessity, as I am closing my establishment previous to a European trip.

4G2 Fifth Ave. V. P. Gilmore.
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RECOMMENDING A HOUSEMAID.
82 Beacon St., Boston.

Mary Sullivan has been in my employ as housemaid for six months,

and has proved a faithful and competent servant. I have no hesitation

in recommending her to any lady looking for a servant. She leaves me
of her own accord and through no fault of hers.

Respectfully,
Mbs. Margaret Grey.

RECOMMENDING A SALESMAN.
Garveston, Texas, May 13, 1883.

Edward L. Hurd, Esq.,

Austin, Texas.
Dear Sir

We beg to recommend to your notice the bearer, Orville Dixon,

for the past two years a salesman in our house. Mr. Dixon, for

personal reasons, is desirous of settling in Austin, and, to our great

regret, has decided to leave us. If you have a vacancy in your store,

you cannot do better than to employ him. He is a clever and expert

salesman, and is well acquainted with the dry goods business. He has

given our house satisfaction in every respect.

Wade & Grinnell.

REFUSAL TO RECOMMEND SALESMAN.
' Worcester, Mass., Dec. 28, 1882.

Edward G. Lawrence, Esq.

Dear Sir :

—

Yours of the 24th inst. is duly received. I am sorry to say that I

cannot honestly speak in very laudatory terms of Mr. John Saunders,

in regard to whose qualiflcations you ask my opinion.

Mr. Saunders was for some months in my employment as a salesman,

hut did not seem suited for that situation. His manner was brusque

and at times rude, and I have learned that he displeased some of my
best customers . It was for this reason that I parted with him . He is a

good penman, and, I am told, well qualified to act as bookkeeper, but

of that I cannot speak from personal knowledge. In the counting

house he might prove a very useful man, but as a salesman I cannot

recommend him.
Very respectfully,

James T. Howland.

RECOMMENDING FARM LABORER.

Mr. Jonas Sterbins.

Dear Sir

In reply to your inquiries, I would state that the bearer, Simon

Wilson, is fully competent to discharge any and all the duties of a farm

laborer. He has been in my employ for two years, and has a thorough

know’ledge of farm work in all its branches. He is accustomed to the

care of cattle and horses, and is a good and careful driver. I should

not hesitate to give him entire charge of a farm.

Yours truly,

R. E. Clarke.

RECOMMENDING A MUSIC TEACHER,
Annapolis, Md., July 14.

It gives me much pleasure to testify to the ability of Miss Delia

Ellesly as a teacher of instrumental music. Miss Ellesly has taught

my four daughters for the past five years. Her system of instruction

is admirable and thorough, and the proficiency of my daughters has

greatly increased under her tuition.
Wyatt Sinclair.

RECOMMENDATION OF A BOOK-KEEPER.
Toledo, O., July 12, 1871.

We take pleasure in certifying that Mr. Willis Lowell has filled the

position of chief book-keeper for many years, having, in fact, been in

our employ in various capacities since he was a boy. Mr. Lowell is a

thorough accountant, a neat penman, and implicit confidence may

be placed both in his capacity and personal integrity. His personal

character and practical knowledge of business are such that he would

prove a valuable acquisition to any establishment. In whatever sphere

he may hereafter be placed, we wish him every success, and feel sure

that he will attain it. ^ ^Elmore & Roxden.

SCHOOL TEACHER’S TESTIMONIAL.
Knoxville, Tenn., July 15, 1882.

Miss Prudence Thorpe,

Oakland School,

Columbus, S. C.

I have received your letter requesting information as to the character

and capacity of Miss Gertrude Miller, lately employed as a teacher in

the Young Ladies’ Institute of this place, of which I am one of the

trustees. Miss Miller, during the year in which she was connected with

our school, gave great satisfaction, and we esteem her highly. She leaves

us only because we are unable to offer her the remuneration which she

undoubtedly deserves. She has taught French, music, and some English

branches, and her pupils have made notable progress in all classes. We
have no hesitation in recommending her to you or any others desiring

to find a competent and successful instructress.

Yours respectfully,

Gideon Wylie, Trustee.

REFUSAL TO RECOMMEND.
Bay City, Mich., Oct. 28, 1871.

Henry Statmeyer, Esq.

Sir

I have received your letter requesting me to recommend you to

Howard, Gager & Smith as book-keeper. This, I regret to say, I

am unable to do, and must confess that I am surprised at your request.

You are well aware that it was only after repeated offenses on your part

that the position you held with me was forfeited. Those offenses were

so serious in their nature, and the repetition of the fault such con-

vincing proof of a hardened character, that however earnestly I may

hope that your reform is, as you now assure me, sincere and lasting, yet

I cannot conscientiously aid you to obtain a position where you would

be exposed to the same temptation.

1 would not willingly stand in the way of your advancement, but

cannot honestly assist in it.

Yours,

Henry G. Blackman.

RECOMMENDING A WAITER.

Elliot House, Brooklyn, May 21, 1883.

The bearer, Geoige Somers, who is now leaving my employ, has

been a waiter in this hotel for the last six months, and has given full

satisfaction to myself and the guests of the house. He know's the

duties of a dining-room waiter thoroughly, and is neat, honest, obliging,

and sober. I cheerfully recommend him to any one wishing to obtain a

first-class and thoroughly competent waiter.

Henry Keator,
Proprietor Elliot House.
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N answering newspaper

advertisements for “ Help

Wanted,” be prompt, ex-

plicit and frank. Other

things being equal, the

answers first received will

be most likely to obtain

careful notice. An advertisement in

any of our large city papers is almost

sure to meet with scores of answers,

and only the best written and worded

will stand a chance of being con-

sidered. Elegant penmanship is the

gift of a few only, but all can attain

neatness in writing, accuracy in spell-

ing, and clearness in stating what is

needful. Much may be inferred in

regard to an applicant’s character from the out-

ward appearance of his application. Use in pref-

erence square letter paper or commercial note,

with plain business envelope.

Observe with care the directions already given

in regard to method of address, signature and
date. It is well to inclose the advertisement

referred to, or to paste it neatly at the head of the

letter, but this is by no means essential. State in

what paper the notice was seen. Use no unneces-

sary words in stating your case. Be brief and
business-like. Avoid, on the one hand, discursive

talk about yourself, and, on the other, mock-
modesty in describing your qualifications. To
apply for a position, the duties of which you are

entirely unfamiliar with, is a sheer waste of time.

Letters of recommendation and testimonials of

character should be inclosed either in the original

or by copies. Do not state, in a general way, that

you can refer to past employers, but give name
and address in full. State age, condition of life

(married or single), employment in the past, and

any special experience which may seem to fit you

for the ])eculiar requirements of the position

sought. Say nothing in regard to your integrity

and good character. Let your testimonials speak

for themselves. To plead for emiiloyment as a

favor, and represent oneself as greatly in need of

it, destitute, or in great trouble, is not advisable.

Take rather a business tone—the style of a capable

man who respects himself, and is ready to render

service for equivalent.

APPLICATION FOE SITUATION AS LADY’S MAID.
212 Bleecker St., N. Y. City.

Mrs. M. T. Shaw,
220 Irving Place.

Madam :

—

I am informed that you wish to employ a lady’s maid and light

seamstress, and should be glad to obtain the situation. I have held

positions of the kind with three ladies, and have a testimonial of char-

acter from each. I inclose that from the lady with whom I last lived,

Mrs. Lambert, who now lives at No. 49 Park Avenue. Before engaging

as lady’s maid, I was for some time employed in a hair-dressing estab-

lishment, and am considered proficient in that direction. I am able to

do plain and fancy sewing, and would be willing, when neces.sary, to

assist in dressmaking. If you will honor me with a line to the above

address, I will call upon you at any hour you may indicate.

Yours very respectfully,

Elise Maderot.

APPLICATION FOE POSITION AS POETEE.

Wanted.—In bonded warehouse, .strictly temperate, extra strong,
experienced porter ; steady employment if found capable. Address
Box 1426, Brooklyn.

114 Greene St., Hoboken, N. J., Oct. 14, 1883.
Box 1426, Brooklyn.
In answer to the above advertisement, I respectfully offer my services.

I am thirty-two years of age, unmarried, six feet in height, and am con-
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sidered unnsually strong. I have been porterfor four yearsm the house

of Armstrong & Wilson, and by their failure have recently been thrown

out of employment. I believe that I thoroughly understand the ship-

ping and unloading of goods, and am competent to act as tally man

if desired I inclose a letter of recommendation from Mr. Wm. S.

Armstrong, late of Armstrong & Wilson. I should be glad to go at

once to Brooklyn for a personal interview, if you think it likely I would

suit you, and will drop me a card to that effect.

Your obedient servant,

Frbdekick Bauer.

application for office BOY’S POSITION.

Burlington, Ia., Feb. 19, 1877.

T. J. C.

Box 241, P. O.

.

I respectfully apply for the position advertised in the Hawlc^e

of this morning. I am thirteen years old, and reside with my parents

at No. 46 William Street. Until this time I have attended the public

school, and I send you a certificate of character from my late teacher.

I am very willing to accept small wages if there is good opportunity

to acquire business knowledge and a chance of gradual advancement.

Very respectfully,

’ Gideon S. Hall.

FOR SCHOOLTEACHER’S SITUATION.
Greenville, May 16, 1880.

To THE School Cosimitteb op the

Fourth District, Hudson Co.

Gentlemen:— . „ q

Having been informed that a vacancy exists in School No. 3

of your district, 1 beg leave to offer myself as a candidate for toe

position I inclose testimonials and my certificate of examination

from the State Board of Education. Among others will be found

one from the school committee of this district, where I taught last

winter and a commendatory set of resolutions passed at a meeting of

the parents of my pupils. Should you see fit to choose me I assure you

that I will endeavor to discharge the duties of the position to the best of

my abUity, and, I hope, to your entire satisfaction.

Yours with respect,

Marion C. Tat.

application for position of hotel clerk.

-XT/- A f'j'T’Tf'n An GXDerieiiccd. botel clerk for a seaside resort. State™ pr°;ioifs positions salary required, and inclose testimonials.

Address J. C., Glen Cove, L. I.

New London, Conn., May 20.

“ J. C.,” Glen Cove, L. I.

.

In answer to your advertisement in to-day’s Herald I would state

that I am thirty-six years of age, unmarried, and have had considerable

experience in the hotel business. 1 am now engaged at the Pequot

House near thistown, and inclose a testimonial from the proprietor,

wish to leave because, oiving to the dullness of the season, the proprietor

cannot pay me what I think I should receive. As you ask that the

salary desired should be stated, I will say that my terms are S75 per

month, with board, of course. I send you recommendations from other

places where I have been engaged, and would specially refer you to Mr

Wilkins Smith, of Glen Cove, who is well acquainted with me, and

can give you any further information you may desire.

Yours very truly,

Daniel M. Calhoun.

BOOKKEEPER’S APPLICATION.

212 Walnut St., Philadelphia, I

November 21, 1883. (

Messrs. Golding & Welch,
571 Market Street,

Gentlemen

In reply to your advertisement in the Ledger of this date for a

competent bookkeeper, I beg to offer my services for the position.

I am 24 years of age, single, and until last spring was assistant book-

keeper in the large establishment of Griggs, Potter & Dunscombe. This

position I was obliged to relinquish on account of a severe attack of

typhoid fever, from which I have now entirely recovered. I am

thoroughly conversant with the system of double entry, and familiar

with general mercantile correspondence.

I refer by permission, to my last employers, Messrs. Griggs, Potter &

Dunscombe, and to George Atkins,Esq., President of the Fourth National

Bank of this city.
.. „

I shall be happy to furnish you with any further information you may

desire, or to wait upon you for a personal interview.

Your obedient servant,
Wallace D. Holt.

APPLICATION IN BEHALF OF ANOTHER.

Howard Grove, Jan. 30.

Dear Friend ;— . ,, ^

You mentioned in conversation last night that you were

looking for a gardener. To-day I met Alexander McClure, who

formerly served me in that capacity, and find that he is looking for a

place I have advised him to call upon you, and believe you could not

do better than to engage him. He thoroughly understands his business,

which he learned, he tells me, on the estate of the Duke of Cumberland,

in Shropshire, England. He is inclined to be a little arbitrary in his

gardening plans, but that seems to be a fault common to all of his trade.

Otherwise I can heartUy recommend him. He does not drink, and is

very quiet and steady. In the management of green-houses and hot-

houses he is greatly skilled. Yours sincerely,

Wm. P. Grafton.

application by apprentice.

(Advertisement pasted in.)

Meriden, Conn., October 12, 1880.

George S. Gordon, Esq.

:

I beg to apply for the situation mentioned in the above adver-

tisement, clipped from to-day’s Mornino Post. 1 have been employed

for the last four months in the foundry of Wheeler & Co., where I was

bound apprentice. The recent failure of that concern and closing of

the foundry has caused the canceling of my articles, and I am now

anxious to obtain work elsewhere. I am permitted to refer to Mr.

Charles Wheeler and Mr. Edwin Hoyt.

Hoping that you will be willing to take me on trial, I remain.

Very respectfully,

Samuel Henderson,

220 Main Street.

ANSWERING ADVERTISEMENT FOR GOVERNESS.

218 Elm Street, Boston,

November 6, 1883.

Mrs. Ellen Cooper :

Dear Madam j ,

In answer to your advertisement for a governess m to-day a

Post I would state that I wish to obtain such a position as you

mention. I liave been engaged as governess for the last tvvm years

in the family of Mr. Clarence Seward, residing at 115 Marks Place m

this city and would refer to him and Mrs. Seward as to my capacity

Sewart I. an th, po.at o, la.vlag J™"
his family and for that reason will not desire my services longer. 1

n taacMaS dr.-.m- a.d F.e.al, » «•« •• »>« '“"”™

“ppy .0 Cl. .P«~ yc .. y “I ‘

p„™.l incm™. 'cpecrnllp,
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HEN it is desired to bring

one friend into acquaint-

ance with another at a

distance, a note or card

will answer the purpose

as well as a personal intro-

duction. Though the card is

often used, it is not, in our opinion, in as

good taste as a letter. The former may

seem to indicate a lack of interest and a

desire to avoid the trifling labor of pre-

paring a note.

Letters of introduction may be of a

social or business character. Those of

the first class should be brief, free from

general compliments, and to the point.

In social introductions grace in style and polite

compliments are to be aimed at. In both the note

should be left unsealed, but inclosed in an open

envelope. Wlien formality is desired, the letter

may be written in the third person.

Business letters of introduction may very prop-

erly be delivered in person, but in the case of social

introductions, etiquette requires that the note

should be left at the door with the card of the person

introduced, and the recipient should acknowledge

the formation of acquaintance by calling within a

short time upon the person introduced. When the

card is used, the introducing lady or gentleman

should write distinctly the name of the person to

be introduced in the upper left-hand corner of his

or her o^vn visiting card. This card with that of

the person desiring the presentation should be

inclosed in an envelope and sent by post or mes-

senger. The recipient of the two cards should call

in person or send a polite message or invitation

within three days.

Introducing

James A. Hoye, Esq.,

of Boston.

If a letter is used, then the person desiring the

introduction must inclose his or her own card and

send both by post or messenger. The messenger

is always to be preferred. The envelope inclosing

both cards (or letter and card) should be addressed

as if to be sent by mail with the word “Introduc-

ing,” and the name of the person to be introduced

written in the lower left-hand comer. When
delivered by post the whole should be inclosed in a

second envelope. The card formula will be found

in the chapter on card etiquette.

Introductions are often far too freely given, and

especially is this true of social introductions. When

one business man brings a casual acquaintance to

the notice of another business man he does not

necessarily vouch for the personal character or

standing of the bearer. His letter can be construed

to mean no more than it explicitly expresses. But
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in social introduction it is implied that the person

introduced is one who can safely and with pro-

priety be admitted to friendship and hospitality. If

he fail to answer this description a reflection is

thrown back upon the character or standing in

society of his introducer. If he prove to be a boor

or an ignoramus the inference is natural that the

writer of the letter must be accustomed to such

society. Too great care cannot be taken, therefore,

in offering such favors, and, when granting them,

in abstaining from extravagant praise.

SVew ^orlcj J'anuary 70^ 7883.

§)&ar §ir

:

J have, the pleasure of introducing

to your acquaintance
j
my friend, Jtr. frames

S4. Koye, whom J commend to your hind

attention.

'Very truly yours,

Sdfuin StioUif.-

Jir. Koivard Syler,

Savannah, Sa.

BUSINESS INTRODUCTION.

Topeka, Kan., July 30, 1883.

Messrs. Holden & Cutler,

Chicago.

Gentleinen :

—

I beg to introduce to you the bearer of this letter, Mr. Charles E.

Goldthwaite, of this place. Mr. Goldthwaite is about to take up

his residence in yoiir city, and I have mentioned the name of your

firm to him as one which he will find valuable and prompt in all dealings

in grain. I think you will find that Mr. Goldthwaite can give you much
valuable information in regard to the state of the crops in this section.

Any services you may render him will be regarded as a favor to myself.

Respectfully,

Wm. G. Hoffman.

jhlelhourne, May 74, 7883.

My dear Mrs. Morton:

J' tahe the liberty of introducing to

you an old and valued friend, Miss Sarah

Kart, who is visiting your city for a. short

time, and ivhose acquaintance J am sure

you will value.

Most sincerely yours,

jHadeLiae p^t'-ciham..

INTRODUCING A YOUNG GENTLEMAN.

Fifth Avenue Hotel, New York, Feb. 11, 1880.

Dear Madam :

—

Allow me to present to you my friend, Mr. Hamilton Fronde, a

gentleman whose pleasant manners and irreproachable character have

emboldened me to request for him your particular favor. Will you kindly

do me the honor to giv'e my best wishes to Miss Halls, and accept for

yourself my most respectful compliments.

Most sincerely,

Clayton Abbot.

Mrs. H. P. Halls,

Charleston, S. C.

INTRODUCING AN OFFICE-SEEKER.

Indianapolis, Dec. 14, 1880.

Hon. Bardwell Slocumb,

Metiiber of Congress for the Ath Disty-ict, Indiana.

Washington, D. C.

Dear Sir

I take pleasure in introducing to you Mr. Wilson McGuire

of this city, with whose name you are doubtless acquainted through

the public press. The friends of Mr. McGuire are desirous that he

should obtain a public appointment. He would accept an important

consulship or a first-class bureau appointment in one of the depart-

ments. I have no hesitation in sa3ting that he possesses ample capacity

FORM IN THE THIRD PERSON.

Mr. Bolton presents his compliments to Mrs.Lancaster, and begs to be

allowed to introduce to her acquaintance Mr. Arthur Vere, of Boston.

Mr. Vere is a stranger in tliis city, but has the pleasure of being

acquainted with many of Mrs. Lancaster’s Boston friends. Any social

attention shown to him will be regarded as a personal favor by Mr.

Bolton.

148 Madison Avenue,

New York.

to fill any such position, and his knowledge of French and German

would make a foreign consulship specially suitable. As a supporter of

our party during the last election, Mr. McGuire rendered most valuable

service. He took the stump throughout the southern part of the State,

and was also most useful in organizing the local committees. You will

find that Senator Balston is well acquainted with his claims to recogni-

tion. Hoping that your influence may bring about the success of Mr.

McGuire’s wishes, I remain.
Yours with respect,

Robert K. Billup.
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LETTERS ^0 APOLOGY

’ever delay the writing of a let-

ter of apology or excuse. The
sincerity of the writer is very

likely to be judged of by his

promptness in offering his ex-

planation. If delay is unavoid-

able, then a very thorough

explanation of circumstances

should be made, and the reason for de-

lay stated.

In all cases the paper, iDenmanship,

construction, and the delivery of the

letter must be carefully attended to. A
gentleman who receives a note of apol-

ogy from a lady, if it consist only of a

dozen words beautifully written, on

thick creamy or tinted paper, and deli-

cately perfumed, will prize it far more
than a whole page of excuses badly written and

penned upon coarse paper. In the latter case he

will be very careful not to give the lady another op-

portunity to apologize. The same rule holds good

with a lady, for if she receives a note of apolog}^

from a gentleman, written in a clear distinct hand
upon his private (not business) paper, and it is ac-

companied with a bunch of cut flowers, she can-

not easily refuse to accept it
;
but if delayed, and

then written upon office paper and sent through

the post, the lady will not soon forget the slight.

Do not treat the matter in question as a trifle.

If it is worth while to give an excuse at all, it is

worth while to do it seriously. When the offense

or neglect for which excuse is made is slight, waste

few words on the topic, and introduce at once some

other subject. When there is reason to fear that the

person to whom the excuse is offered has been

seriously offended or wounded in feeling, earnestly

disclaim any intention to offend, and eximcss your

desire to replace yourself in his or her good opin-

ion. There is no occasion to invent ingenious ex-

cuses for such faults as neglect of correspondence.

The best way is simply to admit your fault, ask in-

dulgence, and promise greater attention in the

foture.

If the excuse is in relation to a business matter,

explain the circumstances briefly but very clearly,

and state exactly what steps you propose to take

to remedy the delay or failure to act.

AN APOLOGY FOR A BROKEN ENGAGEMENT.
3i33 Bat Street, Aug. 1, 1883.

My Dear Bella;

—

I feel sure you will accept an apology for my failure to be

present at your birthday party last evening. Very unexpected cir-

cumstances prevented me from enjoying that pleasure. If I am thor-

oughly forgiven, you will call and take tea with me to morrow evening,

when I will explain the reasons of my absence more fully.

Wishing you all the joys that you so well deserve in the coming

years, I am.
Affectionately yours,

Ella Clarke.
Mtss Bella Adams.

EXCUSE ON ACCOUNT OF BEREAVEMENT.
Glen Cove, L. I., Aug. 12, 1882.

My Dear Friend:

—

Your kind invitation to spend a w'eek with you at your beautiful

country' house has just arrived. Y'ou will, I doubt not, sympathize

with me, when you learn that my dear sister Julia calmly and hopefully

passed away from this world of suffering (as for many years it had

been to her) on Wednesday morning last. Under these circumstances,

it is, of course, impossible that I should accept your invitation, but I

sincerely thank you for it. and remain now and ever.

Yours faithfully,

Maude Seymour.
Mrs. W'illard Shaw.

e
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PUPIL’S EXCUSE.
Thursday Morning,

April 6, 1881.

Mrs. Morton :

—

Will you please excuse John for absence from school yesterday after-

noon. I was compelled to keep him at home on account of the severe

illness of his father. Respectfully.

Mrs. Sarah Moore.

FAILURE TO KEEP APPOINTMENT.
Westport, N. Y., Jan. 12, 1881.

Wm. Patterson, Esq.,

19 Wall St., N. Y. City.

Dear Sir

I owe you an apology for not meeting you according to agree-

ment at the Astor House yesterday noon. My failure to do so was

owing to a telegram which reached me from this town calling for my

immediate presence. As the matter in question was of considerable im-

portance, I felt it to be necessary to start at once. I shall again be in

the city in the early part of next week, and will at once call upon you,

and hope we can settle our business in a manner satisfactory to both of

us. Yours, etc.,

Almbt F. Jenkinson.

EXCUSE FOR NON-PAYMENT OF MONEY.
Union Club, Feb. 12, 1876.

Dear Salters :— ]

I find, to my great annoyance and regret, that I am unable

to repay the sum which you loaned me yesterday, and which I prom-
j

ised to refund before the end of the week. Pray excuse me for my fail-

ure. Next week you shall surely have the money. If this delay really

causes you inconvenience, my dear fellow, tell me so, and I will borrow

the money, while waiting for remittances.

Your obliged friend,

Wilkins Micawber.

John P. Salters.

APOLOGY TO YOUNG LADY FRIEND.
Terre Haute, Ind., June 18.

Dear Miss Talcolt

In parting from you at the party last night, 1 was greatly

pained to feel that your manner towards myself was much cooler

than I have hitherto found it. It may be very presumptuous in

me to allude to this, and even more so to speak of what I think was the

cause, but I cannot bear that the pleasant terms of intimacy with which

you have honored me in the past should be broken by an unfortunate

misunderstanding. It is true that I paid considerable attention to Miss

Mamie Woodhouselast evening, but it was because she was compara-

tively a stranger and had been specially recommended to my politeness

by my old schoolfellow, Ned Collins, to whom she is to be marned next

month. If I seemed to neglect you, be sure it was not for “ greater at-

tractions,” for such there cannot be to me.

I hope to see you to-morrow at the Jardines" ball, and trust to find that

you have forgiven.

Yours most sincerely,

Joseph E. Dart.

Miss Jessie Talcott.

NEGLECT IN EXECUTING A COMMISSION.
Hartford, Sept. 11, 1882.

Mrs. Wm. S. Grant.

Dear Madam ;

—

I am really ashamed of myself for having so long neglected to I

fulfill the promise I gave you to buy the books you wanted. To be sure, i

1 have been unusually busy since my return, but that is not sufiicient

excuse for leaving your little commission unattended to. So I can

only ask your pardon, and promise to do better next time. I have at

last bought the books you want, and forward them by express. Please

let me know when they reach you.

Yours truly,

Roscoe Hudson.

DELAY IN RETURNING BOOKS.
Seaview, June 10, 1883.

My dear Maud ;

—

I send you by the messenger the books which you so kindly loaned

me, and which I found very interesting. I hope you will excuse me

for having kept them so long. I have had so many visitors that I

have found little time for reading. One, “ The Last of the Mohicans,”

was unfortunately lost from the yacht by my boy Freddie, but upon

returning to town I will not fail to send you another copy.

Yours affectionately,
Emma Gleason.

RUDENESS OF A SERVANT.
46 George St., October 14, 1882.

My dear Mrs. Stapler ;

—

I cannot tell you how mortified and annoyed I was to-day, upon

returning to the house, to learn from my sister of the rudeness with

which you were treated by the servant. I knew very well that she

was stupid and sullen, but did not think her capable of such insolence.

I at once discharged her and hope you will accept my apologies for

her rude behavior.

Hoping that you will soon call again, I am, with sincere regret.

Your friend,

Ella Martin.

DELAY IN ACKNOWLEDGING RECEIPT OF
PRESENT.

Baltimore, August 4, 1883.

Dear Mr. Sturgis

You must think me both ungrateful and ill-mannered in neglecting

so long to thank you for your most beautiful present. You will, I am

sure, accept my excuses when I tell you that I have but this morning

returned from the seashore, whither your parcel should have been,

but, through some stupidity of the servants, was not forwarded.

Though tardy, my thanks are none the less hearty, and I hope you

will not delay calling to receive them in person.

Your sincere friend,

Mamie Lambert.

DELAY IN ANSWERING LETTERS.

Bath, 1797.

If I do write, quoth I to myself, in the humor I am in, I shall convince

my most honored friend that 1 have no wit ;
and if I do not write I shall

prove to a demonstration that I have no gratitude. Thus the matter stood

i
for a long time in exact equipoise ;

but at last recollecting that wit was

only a talent, and gratitude a virtue, I was resolved to secure to myself

the reputation and comfort of the one, though at the risk, nay the cer-

tainty, of forfeiting all pretensions to the other. * * *

Alas I my dear Madam, your letter has just arrived which announces

the affecting tidings of Lord Oxford's death-affecting in no small

dcoree
;
though I have been in daily expectation of such an event taking

; place, my feelings are quite overcome when I call to remembrance that

kindness which knew no interruption during twenty years.

I am, dear Madam,
Affectionately yours,

H. More.
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^ELIOATE as is the

task of offering advice

to others, it some-

times becomes a most im-

portant duty. Unless jus-

tified by relationship or

intimacy, advice should

rarely be volunteered. Letters of this

kind are often thoughtlessly written,

but not thoughtlessly read, and, there-

fore, the writers should thoroughly

understand the responsibilities they

incur. Letters of advice should be

kind, strong, and always written by

those who really take an interest in

the person addressed. Rules and

forms are of little service to the writer of such a

letter, for if he cannot trust his own judgment,

he had better leave the matter to some one better

qualified to undertake it. A safe rule to follow is

rarely to proffer advice unasked, but never to

refuse it when asked.

To offer advice when assistance is desired is not

only disappointing, but often positively offensive.

What can be more dispiriting than to receive in

answer to a request for pecuniary aid a homily on

the virtues of prudence and foresight, and the evil

results of borrowing? If you can give, give gener-

ously
;

if you must refuse, refuse politely.

Even in replying to a request for advice it is

desirable to use the greatest caution not to offend

the self-esteem of the applicant. Men are often

more willing to censure themselves than to allow

others that privilege
;
and a request for advice as to

a line of conduct to be pursued is not infrequently

intended only to elicit approval for that deter-

mined upon.

ADVICE AS TO SPECULATION.
N. Y. CiTT, Nov. 24, 1883.

Mn. Solomon Herchpeldt,

Dear Sir :

—

I have received your note asking if, in my judgment, there is a

good prospect of a rise in “Union Pacific,” and if I would advise

you to “go long” on that stock. In reply I will say that though

many years a broker, I make it a rule never to express an opinion as to

future movements of the market, so uncertain and irregular are its

fluctuations. Experience seems to show that one man’s opinion is

about as good as another’s.

I hope you will excuse the liberty of an old friend of your father, if I

go further and earnestly advise you to leave speculation alone altogether.

This may seem strange as coming from a broker, but I have seen so

many small fortunes engulfed in “the street,” and so many young men

rendered miserable by trying a short cut to wealth, that I cannot refrain

from letting you know my opinion. Yon have a good business, and by

close attention to it will in all likelihood become a successful merchant.

That is the true road to fortune. Pray excuse my freedom, and

believe me, Most truly yours,

Bertrand Kopstein.

CONCERNING A SON’S DISSIPATION.
New York, June 11, 1880.

3fy Dear Fnend :

—

I have learned with much pain your distress concerning your son’s

dissipation ;
but knowing what a good father he possesses, and the

excellent bringing up he has had, I cannot despair. My advice

is to continue his allowance as usual. Nor would I for a moment

allow him to suppose that you intend to disinherit him, for he

will in that case be very apt to “not care” what he does. It is my

belief that should his mother continue her loving letters, and you your

kind, firm advice, treating him as a friend, he will return to you a peni-

tent prodigal. Patience and kindness are great helps in such cases.

Doping to hear more favorable news soon,

I remain your friend,

Mr. J. C. Samuels, Richmond, Va. John W. Tims.

ADVICE AS TO LETTER-WRITING.

Here is a genuine letter of advice as to style and tone to

be observed in correspondence, written to his son by the

noted Lord Chesterfield, whose name has become proverbial

for grace and elegance of manners :

—

Dear Benj :

—

Your letters, except when upon a given subject, are exceedingly

laconic, and neither answer my desires nor the purpose of letters.
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which should be familiar conversation between absent friends. As I

desire to live with yon upon the footing of an intimate friend, and

not of a parent, I could wish that your letters gave me more particular

accounts of yourself and of your lesser transactions. When you write to

me, suppose yourself conversing freely with me by the fireside. In that

case, you would naturally mention the incidents of the day, as where

you had been, whom you had seen, what you thought of them, etc. Do

this in your letters
;
acquaint me sometimes witli your studies, some-

times with your diversions
;

tell me of any new persons and characters

that you meet with in company, and add your own observations upon

them
;
in short, let me see more of you in your letters. How do you

get on with Lord Piilteuey, and how does he go on at Leipzig ? Has he

learning, has he parts, has he application ? Is he good or ill-natured ?

In short, what is he ? You may tell me without reserve, for I promise

secrecy. You are now of an age that I am desirous of beginning a con-

fidential correspondence with you
;
and, as I shall on my part write you

very freely my opinions upon men and things, which I should often be

very unwilling that anybody but you and Mr. Harte should see, so, on

your part, if you write to me without reserve, you may depend upon my

inviolable secrecy.

If you have ever looked into the correspondence of Madame Sevigne

to her daughter, Madame de Grignan, you must have observed the ease,

freedom, and friendship of that correspondence ;
and yet I hope and

believe that they did not love one another better than we do. * *

ADVICE CONCERNING A SUITOR.

Worcester, Mass., April 3, 1882.

My Dear Niece ;
—

You ask my opinion and advice concerning Mr. Hopkins, a young

gentleman of whom I know very little. I have made inquiries about

him, and find that he is held in high esteem among all who know

him. He ha.s the highest possible reputation for honesty and truth-

fulness, and does not owe a penny to any one. I am assured that

by industry and economy he has acquired some property, and, although

he is at present only a clerk in Iloyte & Co.’s employ, it is not at all

impossible that the firm may one day be Iloyte, Hopkins & Co.

Besides all this, my dear, he is a good son to his mother, and “a

good son makes a good husband.” If it is possibie, I shall be very

proud and happy to call him my nephew.

Affectionately,

Miss Mary Smith. Aunt Ann.

CHOICE OF EMPLOYMENT.
Boston, Sept. 11, 1882.

Dear Madam
The request you make for my advice concerning your son’s future

empioyment is a very flattering one, and I wish I were more capable

of answering it.

As no man can do a business well that he does not do with all his heart,

let me ask, has your son business or professional tastes ? If he wishes

to be a clergyman, lawyer, or physician, do not try to make a merchant

of him. From your letter I take it that he has a taste for trade
;

if so,

give him the opportunity he desires, and he wili be, I trust, a credit

to you.

If not too old, he should begin as office boy, no matter what business

he chooses. In this way he will learn all the details of business life,

and by close observation and attention discover many things that will

be of great advantage to him later in his career. If too old for this, let

him take a clerkship for a year or more, even if you have money to start

him in business, as it is well for a man to serve a good house until he

has made himself thoroughly acquainted with all the details of the

business
;
he makes many friends in this way, and becomes acquainted

with the best systems and the most advantageous localities, and learns

in his own clerkship the qualities necessary to a successful merchant.

In selecting a business in which to place your son, you must be guided

by the opportunities at hand. In general, a wholesale house is to be

preferred to a retail establishment, and one dealing in stajile commodi-

ties to one dependent on the whims or fashions of the day'. Locaiity,

capital, and prospect of advancement must also be carefully considered.

To you immediate salary should be a matter of indifference.

When started in business for himself, let your son observe these

principles :

—

Politeness to customers.

Prompt delivery of goods.

Goods sold for what they are.

Fixed prices.

Cash dealings when practicable.

Short credit, both in buying and seliing.

Politeness, but firmness, in collecting accounts.

Following these rules of action, and bearing in mind that truthfulness,

promptness, and politeness are three of the most necessary qualities

required for any business, your son may in time attain the highest mer-

cantile success.

Hoping most heartiiy that such will prove the case,

I remain.

Respectfully yours,

Mrs. C. E. Brown, Hartford, Conn. David D. Bonner.

advice to young man entering college.

Farmington, Conn., June 10, 1876.

My Dear Leslie

You are about to pass from my care as your tutor, and to

enter one of our best and largest colleges. Will you allow me to say

a few words to you about your prospects and conduct there ? 1 well

know that advice is not particularly palatable to young men, flushed as

they are with new-gained independence and seif-confidence, but I will

try to be neither verbose nor puritanical.

I need say little about your studies. You have always proved an apt

and intelligent scholar, and no doubt will continue to be so. Do not fall

into the mistake of thinking that your only object should be to obtain

high marks in the class-room. I have seen more than one high-rank

scholar, who, in general company, has exhibited the most lamentable

ignorance about everything not inciuded in the ciirriculxm. Keep

abreast with the times. Read the best papers and reviews, and have an

ojiinion of your own on the topics discussed. Remember that you will

probably never again have the same opportunities of gleaning in the

golden fields of history, literature, and science. “ Reading,” says Lord

Bacon, “ maketh the full man.”

Do not be in haste to form intimacies. Distrust those who at the out-

set pose as “ popular men.” If your experience is like mine, you will

see great changes before the close of a single year in this matter of

popularity. On the other hand, sedulously avoid making a recluse

of ycwirself. If you do so, you will miss a great part, not only of

the pleasure, but of the profit, of college life. It is the constant inter-

course and study of character which give a foretaste of actual business

and social life.

It is a mistake to allow motives of economy to have extreme influence

in such matters as dress, furnishing of rooms, and general manner

of living. Of course, a man may be shabby and yet be a gentleman ;

but we unconsciously judge, in great measure, by outward appearances.

Bodily exercise is a most excellent and needful thing for a student.

Excess is of course to be avoided, but, with the exception of the

few who train for intercollegiate contests, I think the danger lies in the

other direction. You will find it of advantage to have some means

of exercising in your own room, as with clubs or dumb bells, to break

the monotony and tedium of long continued study.

In regard to your moral conduct, be governed by your own self-

respect. Do not ask whether a given thing is sanctioned by practice or

general opinion, but whether it meets with your own honest approval ;

whether it is an act which you are at all times willing to acknowledge

and uphold. That is the true test, and if you observe it you cannot go

very far out of the path of virtue.

I shall always be pleased to hear from my old friend and pupil,

and hope to have an opportunity of greeting you personally in your new

surroundings.

Mr. Leslie Holbrook.

Yours with regard,

Jonathan Sturgis.
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ONGRATULATORY mes-

sages are always pleasant to

receive, both as proving that

any honor or distinction ob-

tained. is known and

appreciated, and as evi-

dence of the writer’s kindly feel-

ing and regard. When good for-

tune or prosperity falls to our lot the

pleasure is doubled by learning that

our friends join in our elation. Bet-

ter, however, say nothing, than send a

cold, formal, and curt letter of con-

gratulation. The expression of feeling

must be cordial, hearty and full of

life and spirit. If written to an inti-

mate friend, a tone of playfulness may often be

taken with pleasing results.

It is not often desirable to express one’s con-

gratulations at length or in labored phrase.

A brief note is to be preferred, provided the

wording is such as to preserve it from the ap-

pearance of curtness or carelessness. Remem-
ber that the sooner your congratulation is sent

after the event the more welcome it will be.

Delay indicates indifference, and renders absurd

the air of eager interest which should be ex-

hibited.

Write as though you were clasping the hand of

the friend you congratulate.

Cards are seldom used except on occasions

of great ceremony, and then should be of plain

white with envelopes to match. The post is

the most convenient and fashionable way of de-

livery.

0ct. rr, rssr.

Please' accept my most hearty con =

yratulations for the goodfortune that has

fallen to you.

Sincerely Shours^

John ^kwidmi.

J-. 7C. King,

dH. y. ^ity.

Jlay 74j T882.

.Mr. and affrs. ^Velton offer their

sincere congratulations upon your recent

success.

S. d£. ^larJce^

‘^Va.shington
^

03.
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CONVALESCENCE OF AN INVALID.

Mr and Mrs. Burns beg leave to offer Mr. and Mrs. Brown their most

sincere con<^ratulations on the convalescence of Miss Rebecca Brown,

and to express the hope that she will soon regain her usual good health.

100 Madison Ave

.

UPON THE BIRTH OF A CHILD.

Mr and Mrs Kay desire to offer to Mr. and Mrs. Munroe their hearty

con-ratulations upon the fullillmeut of their wish for a son and heir.

1 o* Nov. 12, 1874.
Clark Street.

BIRTHDAY CONGRATULATIONS.

Bay City, Mich., Dec. 14, 1883.

Mij Dear Niece
^

1 am reminded as I look at my morning paper that the

birthday of my little relative Madeline has again arrived. But I sup-

pose I must no longer call you my “little” friend, as this is actually

your seventeenth anniversary, and you now stand, blushing, yet confi-

dent on the threshold of womanhood. How short a time it seems since

you were playing, a wee thing by my side, and now you are already look-

in<» forward, I suppose, to social triumphs, and counting the future vic-

tims of your beauty. Well, my dear, accept an old man’s congratu-

lations for the present and best wishes for the future. I send a little

memento of iny regard in the shape of a bracelet, and hoped will please

you Among the faces you will see at your reception to-night, will be

many younger and more attractive, but none more aboundtng in affec-

tion and regard than that of

Benjamin Elliott.

Miss Madeline Grey.

UPON BUSINESS ADVANCEMENT.
Marietta, Ohio, Feb. 26, 1883.

Mr. Carlos Talcott,

Springfield, 111.

My Dear Carlos

I have just learned through our mutual friend, Booth, that

you have recently been appointed to a -lucrative and responsible

position as Assistant Superintendent of the West Illinois and Chi-

cago Railroad, and hasten to offer you my sincere and earnest congratu-

lations To those who do not know you, it may seem remarkable that

so important a post should be Intrusted to one so young as yourself,

but for those who, like myself, have had opportunities of appreciating

your business capacity, clear-headed style of action, and steady habits,

it is easy to see that a better man could not have been selected for the

place. I hope some day to see you at the head of your line.

Believe me, my dear Talcott, to be,

Truly your friend.

Jacobus T. Walradt.

TO A LADY UPON HER MARRIAGE.
New Orleans, Sept. 6, 1876.

My Dear Marion .—

I have just received your letter from San Francisco announc-

ing your intended marriage to Mr. Jtilien De Lamar, on the

first of this month, and hasten to offer my warmest congratulations.

You are before this, doubtless, the happy bride of your chosen husband,

and I have doubts as to when or how this note will reach you. But

wherever you may be, you have my sincerest wishes for your happiness ;

and if my congratulation is late in reaching you, be assured it is none

the less heartfelt and earnest.

As I have not the pleasure of a personal acquaintance with Mr Dc

Lamar, I cannot say so many pleasant things about him as I am certain

he deserves, but I know you well enough to unhesitating^ assert that

Hie man of your choice must be a gentleman of honor, refinement and

courage. Your old friend,

Cecilia Pastead.

Mrs. Julien De Lamar,

San Francisco, Cal.

MARRIAGE OF A FRIEND.
Springfield, Mass., July 12, 1877.

My Dear Cook

The invitation to your wedding on the 20th has just reached me, and

as 1 shall be unavoidably absent from the city on that day, and tlierel

fore, to my great regret, unable to witness the ceremony, I send yon my

congratulations by letter.

You are surely to be envied ! What could one desire which fortune has

not given you, or your own merit and industry attained ? Successful in

business, infiuential in politics, popular in society, you now crown your

happiness by taking as a helpmeet one of the loveliest, brightest, most

intellectual young ladies in the city. That you have a brilliant future

and a delightful home life before you seems beyond question. Such at

all events is my ardent wish. So, as Rip Van Winkle says, “ Here’s to

you and your family, may you live long and prosper! ”

Yours very trul^,

S. WooLSEY Barnett.

Peter D. Cook, Esq.

ELECTION OF A CANDIDATE.
Dover, N. H., Oct. 12, 1882.

IIoN. James T. Watkins.

Dear Sir

I hope to be among the first to offer my congratulations upon your

glorious triumph at the polls yesterday. The first thing I looked

at in the newspaper this morning was the vote for State Senator

of this district, and while I have been confident of success throughout,

I must admit that I was not a little surprised at the large majority you

obtained. It can be ascribed only to your wide personal popularity and

undoubted superiority over your opponent in the qualities of states-

Though I always take a great interest in the success of the party

vou may be sure that the presence of the name of an old and valued

friend on the ticket redoubled my efforts. I say this the more freely as

I want office and political advancement neither for myself nor my

friends. Hoping some day to have the pleasure of voting for you for

some still higher office, I am.

Your obedient seiwant,

Ephraim D. Sperry.

UPON LITERARY SUCCESS.
Wheeling, W. Va., Aug. 16, 1880.

Miss Edith Wylie,
Richmond, Va.

DedT Miss Wylie :— , , .

I have received the copy of your beautiful book of poems which

you were good enough to send me. The greater part of the verses

I have already perused with interest and pleasure, and I wish to

express to you my appreciation of your literary ability, and congratulate

you on the success which “The Southern Wreath has obtained. I

hear it spoken of with enthusiasm on all sides. The favorable criticism

of our local press, and even of the great metropolitan reviews, mus.

have assured you that you have touched the popular heart and gamed a

worthy place among the sons and daughters of song ^he pathos

of many of the poems is genuine, honest, and deep. It is the hope o

all vour friends that before long we shall have the pleasure of reading

some new product of your pen. Yours smcerely,^
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ESPECT for the sorrow of

others and sympathy in their

grief may often be more effect-

ively evinced by correspon-

dence than by personal inter-

views. Perhaps there is

no class of letters more

difficult to write with taste and judg-

ment. To really console a friend for

loss by death is not within the power of

pian. But to give proof of our own

affection and sympathy, to let our be-

reaved friends know that we feel and

suffer with them, is prompted by all the

instincts of love. The expression of such

sympathy is always grateful to those

addressed, and will knit the bond of

friendship closer in the future. Letters

of condolence should be written from the heart,

and the simplest language is always the best. Never

strive after effect nor indulge in fine writing, but

think carefully of the trouble your friend. is in,

and try to write what you would say if you were

speaking to him. Never make light of any trouble.

Such a course tends only to vex the sufferer, and

leaves a bad impression of the reality of the writer’s

sympathy and appreciation. In most cases brevity

is desirable. Intimate friendship or relationship

only can justify prolonged attempts at consolation.

If strict etiquette is to be followed, letters of condo-

lence for a death should be written upon black-edged

paper, and sealed with black wax, if wax is used.

ON THE DEATH OF A WIFE.

Buffalo, N. Y., Sept. 12, 1883.

My Bear Friend Edward ;

—

I cannot tell you how deeply I feel for you in the loss of your lovely

wife, whose sudden death I heard of this morning. If sympathy could

comfort you, then the many expressions of regret and sorrow for your

terrible affliction would heal your heart; but we all feel how impossible

that can be; only time can soften your grief aud diminish the bitterness

of your sorrow. Please accept my sincere sympathy and kindest regards.

Yours sincerely,

Frank Low.
Mr. E. J. Benson,

Ridgefield, Conn.

TO A FRIEND ON THE DEATH OF A SISTER.

New York, Aug. 20, 1883.

My Dear Friend ;

—

It is impossible for me to tell you how troubled I am for you, in this,

your great trial. Words cannot comfort, but there is a comforter—he

who bears all our burdens—and unto him we may carry all our troubles

without fear. Your sweet sister, and my friend, was a lovely Christian,

and it is a comfort to us to know that death had no terror for her, and

that never again will she be weary or troubled.

“ Now by the bright water her lot is cast.”

Yet, dear friend, we have still her sweet memory and many tokens of

her love to continue with us. With kind love.

Lulu Moore.

Miss K. Otis,

Brooklyn, L. I.

ANNOHNCING THE DEATH OF A RELATIVE.

Denver, Col., Dec. 18, 1883.

Mr. William Montrose,
Princeton, N. J.

Dear Sir

It becomes my painful duty to announce to you the death of your

brother James, at this place, last evening. You have doubtless long been

aware that there was but slight probability of permanent improvement,

but I fear the news of his death will come upon you as a sudden

shock. Up to last week he had seemed to hold his own, but then began

to fail rapidly, and at ten last evening breathed his last

It will be a comfort to you to know that he suffered but little, if any^

bodily pain. lie had borne his weakness and confinement with true

fortitude and retained his faculties to the last moment. Ills devoted

wife was with him to the end, and received his dying words of love. She

is in such a state of prostration that she finds hcr.sclf unequal to the task
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of writing, and has desired me, as the most intimate friend of her late

husband, to communicate to you these sad tidings.

It would be impertinent for a comparative stranger to attempt to offer

words of consolation. I can only say that even in your sorrow it must

be pleasant to remember how beloved your brother was by all who knew

him. Upright, earnest, charitable, and sweet-tempered, I believe he

never made an enemy or lost a friend. Truly lie was a man “ without

fear and without reproach.” Accept, dear sir, my sincere sympathy in

your loss, and believe me to be. Sincerely yours,

Willard Barton.

ON THE DEATH OF A CHILD.

Riverside, June 2, 1883.

3/1/ Dear Eliza

IIow can I attempt to comfort you in the bitter affliction

which has befallen you 1 Words are but empty things at best, and I

can feel far more than I can say. Your boy was to you the highest treasure

and greatest joy of life. He has left you
;
but you may yet hope to see

him again where sorrow and parting are no more. Trust in God, dear

Lizzie, and, hard though it may seem, remember that “ He doeth all

things well.”

Your darling Frankie has gone to Him who said, “ Suffer little children

to come unto me, for of such is the kingdom of heaven.” Your memory

of hiip will he as of an innocent, unspotted soul. He has escaped the

weariness, the toils, the struggles, and temptations of this chequered

life, and who shall say, sorrow-laden though we be, that it is not better

so ? That a higher than human power may console and support you

under this heavy stroke is the earnest prayer of,

Your loving friend,
Louisa Strobal.

Mrs. Eliza Stanton,

Jersey City, N. J.

DEATH OF AN AGED MAN.
Cleveland, O., Oct. 14, 1883.

Mr. Hermann Lbnhart,
Chicago.

Dear Sir :

—

Your letter announcing the death of your father, and my old

friend, has just reached me. Truly it may be said that he was ‘‘full

of years and honors.” Though ten years his junior, I was for a long

time honored with his confidence and friendship, and few, I think,

better knew the sterling integrity of his character and the keen but liberal

sweep of bis thought. His circle of friends was large and yet select.

Though neither a politician nor a writer on public topics, his influence

on public questions was by no means inconsiderable. In short, he was

one of those men who make a distinct impression on the history of the

day. Could his personal experiences and letters be collected they would

make a most interesting volume.

I am pleased to hear that his old age was spent in quiet retirement,

free from the cares and anxieties of life ;
that a useful career w'as crowned

by a happy and contented end. At the extreme age which he had

attained, his death could not have been unexpected. I sympathize

sincerely with you in your loss. Would there were more like him.

Yours very truly,
Hiram P. Langdon.

DOSS BY FIRE.

518 Market Street,

Albany, N. Y., March 14, 1883.

Julius Calter, Esq.,

City.

Dear Sir:—
I am sincerely sorry to hear of your loss by fire. I understand

that you were only partially insured, but hope your loss is not

great enough to seriously embarass you. It is by the way in which

misfortunes like yours are met and overcome that we judge of the spirit,

courage, and endurance possessed by the sufferer. With your active

mind Md business shrewdness I have no doubt you will soon be in even

a better position than before. In the meantime, if I can be of assist-

ance to you in any way, pray let me know at once, and rely upon my

sympathy and aid. Yours respectfully,
Rufus G. Hall.

BUSINESS LOSS.
112 Broadway,

New York, Oct. 1, 1883.

Mr. Theodore Moore.

Dear Sir :—
I am inexpressibly sorry to hear of your embarrassments and

despondency over your misfortune, and write to offer my services in any

way you may require them. Hoping to hear better news of you soon, I

remain.
Sincerely yours,

John H. Brown.

Mr. Theodore Moore,
Boston, Mass.

COMMERCIAL FAILURE.
Pittsburg, Pa., May 3, 1882.

Wm. S. Griggs, Esq.,

Reading, Pa.
Dear Sir :

—
I was deeply pained when I learned by yonr letter that you

had been compelled to suspend payment. The trifle due me is of

little consequence, and you need not fear that its non-payment will

interrupt our old friendship. I sympathize with you deeply, knowing

by personal experience how hard it is to meet with disappointment and

adverse fortune after straining every nerve in the effort to meet one’s

obligations. But do not be despondent. You are young, the world is

still before you, and many of our merchant princes can look back to

failures more disastrous than this of yours. Courage, my friend ;
all is

not lost while health and hope remain. I know that your embarrass-

ment is due to causes which only most extraordinary foresight could

have provided for, and in the business world your integrity and capacity

still remain beyond doubt.

If my services can in any way assist you, do not hesitate to ask for

them.
Yours as ever,

Bertram Holden.

TO AN INVALID LADY.
12 Williams St., Chester, Pa.,

August 22, 1880.

Dear Emma :

—

I cannot tell you how sad I was to hear of your continued

indisposition, but hope that before long you may return to your

wonted health and energy. I was not surprised to learn from your

cousin of your patience and quiet endurance of pain, for I know your

sweet, uncomplaining spirit. I should rejoice if I could be with you to

nurse and comfort you, but I can only send you my sympathy and best

wishes for your speedy and complete recovery.

Your loving friend.

Miss Emma Lambert. Kate Cowles.

FROM HON. WILLIAM WIRT TO HIS WIFE.
“ Baltimore, December 27, 1822.»*»*****_

“The image of your pensive face is on my heart, and continually

before my eyes. May the Father of Mercies support you, and pour into

your bosom the rich consolations of his grace, and preserve and

strengthen you for your family 1 What can we do, if you suffer your-

self to sink under the sorrow that afflicts you ? Let us bear up, and

endeavor to fulfill our duty to our surviving children. Let us not over-

cast the morning of their lives with unavailing gloom by exhibiting to

them continually the picture of despair. Trouble comes soon enough,

whatever we do to avert it ; and the sombre side of life will early enough

show itself to them without any haste on our part to draw aside the

curtain. Let them be unusually gay and happy as long as they can ;

and let us rather promote than dissipate the pleasing illusions of hope

and fancy. Let us endeavor to show religion to them in a cheering

light ; the hopes and promises it sets before us
;
the patience and resig-

nation which it inspires under affliction ;
the peace and serenity which

^

it spreads around us ; the joyfui assurance with which it gUds even the

night of death.

“May God bless you, and breathe into your bosom peace and

cheerful resignation. „„ „ „
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'ETTERS of frioTidship and

affection are valuable in pro-

portion to the naturalness

of the writer. The day has

long gone by when elaborate

and polished compli-

jnents were indispens-

able
;
when a son was expected to ad-

dress his father as “ Honored Sir,” and

his mother as “Respected Madam.”

IVrite to your friends as you talk to

them, in easy, familiar, unstudied lan-

guage. Give the details of your life,

excursions made, books read, amusing

incidents met with. Relate the news in

regard to friends known to your corre-

spondent, and ask about others. If you

have been blessed with wit, do not fear to display it.

A light and plaj-ful tone is the very best to take in a

friendly letter. The subjects spoken of should be

such as your correspondent is known to be inter-

ested in.

A long, pleasant letter to or from home is always

a work of love, but how few ever take the pains

to -ttTite such a letter. Me are too apt in the hurry

of life to say: “ I am well and doing well
;
hope

all are the same at home; will not be back till next

week. Love to all,” or something similar, for-

getting that the home folk would be glad to know
where we have been, where we are going, who we

have seen, and even little trifles that when together

pass by unnoticed. Such trifles, says Madame de

Sevigne, “ are as dear to us from those we love,

as they are tedious and disagreeable from others.”

Never jmt off writing till you have more time.

It is better to send only a message of love than to

disappoint those who will be expecting a letter.

!Many men and women have a delightful way of

dropping little notes of love and cheerfulness at

all times. It is one of those pleasant little courte-

sies of life that bind us very close, and that make

the old young, and the sorrowful happy. Lovers

have indulged in the custom from the time that

lovers have existed, and were separated
;
and why

should not the rest of mankind ?

It is a common saying with young friends, as

an excuse for remissness in correspondence, that

they have nothing to write about
;
but surely be-

tween friends there must be a similarity of taste

on some subjects, and a discussion of their senti-

ments and opinions on any one of them, in a

course of correspondence, would be acceptable and

also valuable, as tending to mutual improvement.

It would not be an easy task to give models for

the class of letters under discussion, as they should

be prompted by the indiHdual taste, thought and

feelings of the writer, and adapted to the circum-

stances of each particular case. Me have thought

it better, therefore, to give selections from the let-

ters of some of the most noted authors and letter

writers in the English tongue. These may be pe-

rused vuth much profit, both as models of style and

for the subject matter they contain. Me may
mention the following as among the most delight-

ful letter-writers: —-Milliam Cowper, Thomas
Gray, Lady !Mary Mortley Montague, Madame
Sevigne, Charles Lamb, l\Iadame Reeamier, Hor-

ace Malpole, Thomas Moore, Mashington Irving,

Charles Dickens, Henry Crabb Robinson, Mary
Russell Mitford, Mendelssohn, Beethoven, Goethe,

Sir Matter Scott, John Adams, John Quincy
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Adams, Thomas Jefferson, John Eandolph, and

William Wirt.

LETTER OF FAREWELL FROM WILLIAM
PENN TO HIS FAMILY.

Jly dear Wif& and 'Children :

^ly love^ which neither sea^ nor

landj nor death itselj" can extinguish or

lessin toward you^ most endearedly visits

you with eternal embraces
^
and will abide

with you forever. ******
<^<7farewell to my thrice dearly beloved wife

and children.

^ourSj as Sod pleaseth^ in that which

no waters can quench^ no time forget
^
nor

distance wear away
^
but remainsforever.

< 0̂7171 .

Worminghurst, 4th of 6th mo., 1688.

FROM WILLIAM WIRT TO HIS DAUGHTER.

Baltimore, April 18, 1822.

My Deal- Child
^ i i

You wrote me a dutiful letter, equally honorable to your head and

heart for which I thauk you
;
and when I grow to bo a light-hearted,

light-headed, happy, thoughtless young girl, I will give you a quid

pro QUO As it is, you must take such a letter as a man of sense can

write although it has been remarked, that the more sensible the man, the

more’ dull his letter. Don’t ask me by whom remarked, or I shall

refer you, with Jenkinson, in the Vicar of Wakefield, to Sanconiathon,

Manetho, and Berosus.

This puts me in mind of the card of impressions from the pencil seals,

which I intended to inclose last mail, for you, to your mother, but forgot.

Lo ' here they are : these are the best I can find in Baltimore. I have

marked them according to my taste ;
but exercise your own exclusively,

and choose for yourself, if either of them please you.

Shall I bring you a Spanish guitar of Giles’ choosing ? Can you be

certain that you will stick to it ? And some music for the Spanish

guitar? What say you?

There are three necklaces that tempt me-a beautiful mock emerald,

a still more beautiful mock ruby with pearl, and a still piost beautiful

real topaz—what say you ?

Will you have either of the scarfs described to your mother, and

which-the blue or black ? They are very fashionable and beautiful.

Any of those wreaths and flowers ? Consult your dear mother ;
always

consult her, always respect her. This is the only way to make yourself

respectable and lovely. God bless you, and make you happy.

Your affectionate father.

FROM EMILY CHUBBUCK (FANNY FORRESTER)
TO MRS. DR. NOTT.

Utica Female Seminary, October, 1842.

My Dear M
There it is again 1 I cannot write “ Miss Sheldon,” and I am sure

such a bashful body as I could not be expected to address so dignified

a personage as Mrs. Nott. So what shall I do ? I am very lonely just

now, and feel inclined to be somewhat sentimental ;
for I have been

up the hall and found a certain corner room, looking not desolate—

oh, no ;
it is wondrous cozy and comfortable—but as though it ought to

be desolate. Y"et I will spare you all the things 1 could say, and turn

to some other subject.
******

T. sits studying close by
;
somebody is thumping Miss F.’s piano over

our head tremendously ; M. B. is passing the door. There 1 the bell

rings—study-hour is over
;
there is a general increase of sound in the

house, and I know by the voices in the hall that many a door has been

flung open within the last half minute. How I wish—but no, there is

no use in wishing ! I will go to bed, and dream (I have few day-dreams

now) of pleasant things, and wake in the morning and see everything

pleasant ;
for this is a happy world, in spite of its perplexities. Fine

dreams to you, too, both waking and sleeping
;
yet now and then inter-

mingling may there come a little (though it were the least in the world)

thought of _ . .

Your truly affectionate

Emily.

The following, selected from Jefferson’s letters to his

children, is an excellent example of the clear and serious

style of the great statesman, and combines the noblest pre-

cepts with the most touching affection.

THOMAS JEFFERSON TO HIS DAUGHTER
MARTHA.

Toulon, April 7, 1787.

My Dear Patsy

I received yesterday, at Marseilles, your letter of March 25th, and I

received it with pleasure, because itannounced to me that you were well.

Experience teaches us to be always anxious about the health of those

whom we love. * * * * * *
.

*

I have received letters which inform me that our dear Polly will cer-

tainly come to us this summer. When she arrives she will become a

precious charge on your hands. The difference of your age and your

common loss of a mother, will put that office upon you. Teach her

above all things to be good ;
because without that we can neither be

valued by others, nor set any value on ourselves. Teach her to be always

true
;
no vice is so mean as the want of truth, and at the same time so

useless. Teach her never to be angry
;
anger only serves to torment

ourselves, to divert others, and to alienate their esteem. And teach her

industry and application to useful pursuits. I will venture to assure

you that, if you inculcate this in her mind, you will make her a happy

being in herself, a most estimable friend to you and precious to all the

world. In teaching her these dispositions of mind, you will be more

fixed in them yourself, and render yourself dear to all your acquaint-

ances. Practice them, my dear, without ceasing. If ever you find

yourself in difficulty and doubt how to extricate yourself, do what is

right, and you will find it the easiest way of getting out of the difficulty.

Do it’for the additional incitement of increasing the happiness of him

who loves you infinitely, and who is, my dear Patsy,

Yours affectionately,

Thomas JErrsKsoN.

The quaint humor of Lamb is nowhere better seen than

in the following letter, where he treats a friend’s desire for

travel and adventure as a disease demanding speedy treat-

CHARLES LAMB TO A FRIEND.

My Dear Manning
_

The general scope of your letter afforded no indications of insanity

,

but some particular points raised a scruple. For God’s sake, don’t

think any more of Independent Tartary. What are you to do among

u 171*1.

9

To nA Unfinl dpftc.fvdant of Prester John? Is
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the chair empty ? Is the sword unswayed V Depend upon it, they’ll

never make you their king as long as any branch of that great stock is

remaining. I tremble for your Christianity. Read Sir John Mandeville’s

travels to cure you, or come over to England. There is a Tartar man

now exhibiting at Exeter Change. Como and talk with him, and hear

what he says first. Indeed, he is no very favorable specimen of his

countrymen ! But perhaps the best thing yon can do is to try to get

the idea out of your head. For this purpose, repeat to yourself every

night, after you have said your prayers, the words “ Independent Tar-

tary, Independent Tartary,” two or three times, and associate with them

the idea of oblivion (’tis Hartley’s method with obstinate memories)

;

or say. Independent, independent—have I not already got an inde-

P'-ndence? That was a clever way of the old Puritans, pun-divinily.

My dear friend, think what a sad pity it would be to bury such part's in

heathen countries, among nasty, unconversible, Tartar people. Some

say they are cannibals ;
and then conceive a I’artar fellow eating my

friend and adding the cool malignity of mustard and vinegar ! I am
afraid ’tis the reading of Chaucer has misled you

;
his foolish stories

about Cambuscan, and the ring, and the horse of brass. Believe me,

there are no such things, ’tis all the poet’s invention; but if there were

such darling things as old Chaucer sings, I would up behind you on

the horse of brass and frisk off to Prester John’s country. But these

are all tales
;
a horse of brass never flew, and a king’s daughter never

talked with birds ! The Tartars really are a cold, insipid, smouchey

set. You’ll be sadly moped (if you are not eaten) among them. Pray

try and cure yourself. Take hellebore (the counsel is Horace’s, ’twas

none of my thought originally). Shave yourself oftener. Eat no saffron,

for saffron-eaters contract a terrible Tartar-like yellow. Pray to avoid

the fiend. Eat nothing that gives the heart-burn. Shave the t(pper lip.

Go about like a European. Read no books of voyages (they are nothing

but lies), only now and then a romance to keep the fancy under. Above
all, don’t go to any sights of wild beasts. Thai has been your ruin.

Accustom yourself to write familiar letters on common subjects to your

friends in England, such as are of a moderate understanding. And
think about common things more. I supped last night with Rickman,
and met a merry, natural captain, who pleases himself vastly with having

once made a pun at Otaheite in the O. language. ’Tis the same man
who said Shakespeare he liked because he was so much of the gentleman.

Rickman is a man “absolute in all numbers.” I think I may one day

bring you acquainted, if you do not go to Tartary first
;
for you’ll never

come back. Have a care, my dear friend, of Anthropophagi I their

stomachs are always craving. ’Tis terrible to be weighed out at five-

pence a pound. To sit at a table (the reverse of fishes in Holland), not

as a guest, but as a meat.

God bless you
;
do come to England. Air and exercise may do great

things. Talk with some minister. ’(Vhy not your father ? God dispose

all for the best. I have discharged my duty.

Your sincere friend,

19th February, 1803, London. Charles Lamb.

Wm. Cowper, the poet, was a thorough master of the art

of letter writing. II is “ Life and Works” by Southey will

well repay the reader. His unaffected, easy, playful letters

have been called “the finest specimens of epistolary style in

the language.” We give two examples :

—

WILLIAM COWPER TO MR. UNWIN.
My Dear Friend :

—

You like to hear from me
;
this is a verj' good reason why I should

write. But I have nothing to say; this seems equally a good reason why
I should not. Yet if you had alighted from your horse at our door this

morning, and at this present writing, being a o’clock in the afternoon,

had found occasion to say tome: “ Mr. Cowper, you have not spoke
since I came in; have you resolved never to speak again ? ” it would bo
but a poor reply if, in answer to the summons, I should plead inability

a.s my best and only excuse. And this, by the way, suggests to me a
seasonable piece of instruction, and reminds me of what I am very ajtt

to forget when 1 have any epistolary business in hand, that a letter may I

be written upon anything or nothing, just as that anything or nothing

happens to occur. A man that has a journey before him twenty miles in

length, which he is to perform on foot, will not hesitate and doubt

whether he shall set out or not, because he does not readily conceive

how he shall ever reach the end of it ; for he knows that by the simple

operation of moving one foot forward first and then the other, he shall

be sure to accomplish it. So it is in the present case, and so it is in

every similar case. A letter is written as a conversation is maintained,

or a journey performed, not by preconcerted or premeditated means, a

new contrivance, or an invention never heard of before, but merely by

maintaining a progress and resolving, as a postilion does, having once set

out, never to stop till we reach the appointed end. If a man may talk

without thinking, why may ho not write upon the same terras ? A
grave gentleman of the last century, a tie-wig, square-toe, Steinkirk

figure, would say, “ My good sir, a man has no right to do either.” But

it is to be hoped that the present eentury has nothing to do with the

mouldy opinions of the last, and so good Sir Launcelot, or Sir Paul, or

whatever be your name, step into your picture-frame again and look as

if you thought for another century, and leave us moderns in the mean-

time to think when we can and to write whether we can or not, else we
might as well be as dead as you are.

'When we look at our forefathers we seem to look back upon the

people of another nation, almost upon creatures of another species.

Their vast rambling mansions, spacious halls and painted casements,

the gothic porch smothered with honeysuckles, their little gardens and
high walls, the box-edgings, balls of holly and yew-tree statues, are

become so entirely unfashionable now that we can hardly believe it

possible that a people who resemble us so little in their taste should

resemble us in anything else. But in everything else I suppose they

were our counterparts exactly ; and time, that has sewed uj) the slashed

sleeve and reduced the large trunk hose to a neat pair of silk stockings,

has left human nature just where he found it. The inside of the manat
least has undergone no change. His passions, appetites, and aims are

just what they ever were. They wear perhaps a handsomer disguise

than they did in days of yore, for philoso])hy and literature will have

their effect upon the exterior, but in every other respect a modem is

only an ancient in a different dress.

Yours,

William Cowper.

COWPER’S RHYMING LETTER.

My \ery Dear Friend :

—

I am going to send, what when you have read, you will scratch your

head, and say, I suppose, there’s nobody know's whether what I have

got be verse or not—by the tune and the time, it ought to be rhyme
;
but

if it be, did you ever see, of late or yore, such a ditty before ?

I have writ Charity, not for popularity, but as well as I could, in hopes

to do good
;
and if the reviewer should say :

“ To be sure, the gentle-

man’s muse wears Methodist shoes
;
you may know by her face, and

talk about grace, that she and her bard have but little regard for

the taste and fashions, and ruling passions, and hoydening play, of the

modem day; and though she assume a borrowed plume, and nowand
then wear a tittering air, ’tis only her plan to catch, if she can, the giddy

and gay, as they go that way, by a production on a strict construction
;

she has baited her trap in hopes to sna|) all that may come, with a

sugar plum.” His opinion in this will not be amiss
;

’tis what I intend,

my principal end ; and if I succeed, and folks should read, till a few are

brought to a serious thought, I shall think I am ]>aid for all I have said

and all I have done, though I have run many a time after a rhyme, as

far as from hence to the end of my sense, and by hook or crook, write

another book, if I live and am here, another year.

I have heard before, of a room with a floor laid upon springs and such

like things, with so much art, in every part, that when you went in you
were forced to begin In a minuet jiace, with an air and a grace, swimming
about, now in and now out, with a deal of state, in a figure of eight,

without pipe or string or any such thing; and now I have writ, in a

rhyming fit, what will make you dance, and as you advance, will keep
.you still, against your will, dancing away alert and gay. till you come to

an end of what I have penned
;
which that you may do ere madam and

you are quite worn out with jigging about, I take my leave, and here

you receive, a bow profound, down to the ground, from your humble
me,

W. C.
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LORD TO LADY COLLINGWOOD.
Ocean, June 16, 1806.

This day, my love, is the anniversary of our marriage, and I wish you

many happy returns of it. If ever we have peace, I hope to spend my
latter days amid my family, which is the only sort of happiness 1 can

enjoy. After this life of labor to retire to peace and quietness is all I

look for in the world. Should we decide to change the place of our

dwelling, our route would, of course, be to the southward of Morpeth ;

but then I should be forever regretting those beautiful view's which are’

nowhere to be exceeded ;
and even the rattling of that old wagon

that used to pass our door at six o'clock on a winter’s morning had its

charm's. The fact is, whenever I think how I am to be happy again, my
thoughts carry me back to Morpeth, where, out of the fuss and parade

of the w’hole W’orld, surrounded by those I loved most dearly, I enjoyed

as much happiness as my nature is capable of. Many things that I see

in the world give me a distaste to the finery of it. The great knaves

are not like those poor unfortunates who, driven perhaps to distress

from accidents which they could not prevent, or at least not educated

in principles of honor and honesty, are hanged for some little thievery,

while a knave of education and high-breeding, who brandishes his

honor in the eyes of the world, would rob a state to its ruin. For the

first I feel pity and compassion ; for the latter, abhorrence and con-

tempt
;
they are the ten-fold vicious.

Rave you re.ad—but what I am more interested about, is your sister

W'ith you, and is she well and happy ? Tell her—God bless her !—I wish

I were with you, that we might have a good laugh. God bless me ! I have

scarcely laughed these three years.

* + ****
How do the dear girls go on ? I would have them taught geometrj',

which is, of all sciences in the W'orld, the most entertaining; it expands

the mind more to- the knowledge of all things in nature, and better

teaches to distinguish between truths and such things as have the

appearance of being truths, yet are not; than any other. Their educa-

tion, and the proper cultivation of the sense which God has given them,

are the objects on which my happiness most depends. To inspire them

with a love of everything that is honorable and virtuous though in rags,

and with contempt for vanity in embroidery, is the way to make them

the darlings of my heart. They should not only read, but it requires a

careful selection of books
;
nor should they ever have access to tw-o at

the same time
;
but when a subject is begun, it should be finished

before anything else is undertaken. How it would enlarge their minds

if they could acquire a sufficient knowledge of mathematics and

astronomy to give them an idea of the beauty and wonders of the

creation. I am persuaded that the generality of people, and particularly

fine ladies, only adore God because they are told it is proper, and the

fashion to go to church ;
but Iwould havemygirls gain such knowledge

of the works of the creation that they may have a fixed idea of the

nature of that Being who could be the author of such a world. When-
ever they have that, nothing on this side the moon will give them much
uneasiness of mind. I do not mean that they should be stoics, or want

the common feelings for the suffering that flesh is heir to, but they

would then have a source of consolation- for the worst that could

happen. * * *

Here is a delightfully witty letter from the grand-

daughter of Sheridan, the dramatist. It is an excellent

illustration of the amusement which may be excited by

treating a common-place topic in a vivacious, sprightly

manner.

LADY DTJFFERIN TO MISS BERRY.

Hampton Hall, Dorchester, 1846.

Tour kind little note followed me here, dear Miss Berry, which must

account for my not having answ'ered it sooner. As you guessed, I was

obliged to follow my “things ’’ (as the maids always call their raiment)

into the very jaws of the law. I think the Old Bailey is a charming

place. We were introduced to a live lord mayor, and I sat between two

sherififs. The common sergeant talked to me familiarly, and I am not

sure that the governor of Newgate did not call me “ Nelly.” As for the

Rev. Mr. Carver (the ordinary), if the inherent vanity of my sex does not

mislead me, I ihitik I have made a deep impression there. Altogether,

my Old Bailey recollections are of the most pleasing and gratify-

ing nature. It is true that I have only got back three pairs and a

half of stockings, one gown, and two shawls
;
but that is but a trifling

consideration in studying the glorious institutions of our country. We
were treated with the greatest respect and—ham sandwiches

;
and two

magistrates handed us down to the carriage. For my part I do not think

we were in a criminal court, as the law was so uncommonly civil.**:(!**** *

I find that the idea of personal pivperly is a fascinating illusion, for

our goods belong, in fact, to our country, and not to us
;
and that the

petticoats and stockings I have fondly imagined mine, are really

the petticoats of Great Britain and Ireland. I am now and then

indulged with a distant glimpse of my most necessary garments in

the hands of different policemen; but “in this stage of the pro-

ceedings ” may do no more than wistfully recognize them. Even on

such occasions the words of Justice are : “Policeman B, 25, produce

yovr gowns.” “Letter A, 36, identify yovr laces.” “Letter C, tie

up your stockings.” All this is harrowing to the feelings, but one

cannot have everything in this life. We have obtained justice, and can

easily wait for a change of linen.

Hopes are held out to us that at some vague period in the lapse of time

we may be allowed to wear our raiment—at least, so much of it as may

have resisted the wear and tear of justice ; and my poor mother looks

confidently forward to being restored to the bosom of her silver teapot.

But I don’t know I etc., etc. ******
SIR WALTER SCOTT TO HIS SON.

Abbotsford, 22d October, 1824.

My Dear Charles:—

I am glad to hear you are safely settled at college, I trust, with the

intention of making your residence there subservient to the purposes

of steady study, without which it will l)e only a waste of expense and of

leisure. I believe the matter depends very much on a youth himself,

and, therefore, hope to hear that you are strenuously exerting yourself to

hold an honorable situation among the students of your celebrated

university. Your course will not be unmarked, as something is expected

from the son of any literary person ; and in this case I sincerely hope

those expectations w-ill be amply gratified.

I am obliged to Mr. Hughes for his kind intentions in your favor, as I

dare say that any one to whom he introduces you will be acquaintance

worth cultivating. 1 shall be glad to hear that you have taken up your

ground at college, and who are like to compose your set. I hope you

will make your way to the clever fellows and not put up with Doldrums.

Every man soon falls behind that does not aspire to keep with the fore-

most in the race.

I have little domestic news to tell you. Old Maida died quietly in his

straw last w-eek after a good supper, which, considering his weak state,

was rather a deliverance. He is buried below his monument, on which

the following epitaph is engraved—though it is great audacity to send

'i'eviotdale Latin to Brazenose :

—

“ Maidse marmoreae dormis sub imagine Maida,

Ad januam domini
;

sit tibi terra levis.”

Thus Englished by an eminent hand ;

—

“ Beneath the sculptured form which late you wore.

Sleep soundly, Maida, at your master’s door.”

Yesterday w-e had our solemn hunt, and killed fourteen hares, but a

dog of Sir Adam’s broke her leg, and was obliged to be put to death in

the field. Little Johnnie talks the strangest gibberish I ever heard, by

way of repeating his little poems. I wish the child may ever speak

plain. Mamma, Sophia, Anne, and I send love.

Always your affectionate father,
Walter Scott.
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LETTERS OF NARRATIVE AND
DESCRIPTION.

E add a few letters of a descriptive and narrative

kind. Nothing is pleasanter to the friends of a

traveler or distant relative than to receive a

well-written account of the places he has visited,

the scenery which has pleased him, and the adven-

I'' tures he has encountered. The great sights of

foreign lands, familiar as they may be in reading,

are brought more closely before us when pictured in

the well-known language of a friend.

LADY MARY WORTLEY MONTAGUE TO HER
SISTER.

Rotterdam, Ang. 3 (O. S.), 1T16.

I flatter myself, dear sister, that I shall give you some pleasure in

letting you know that I have safely passed the sea, though we had the

ill-fortune of a storm. We were persuaded by the captain of the yacht

to set out in a calm, and he pretended there was nothing so easy as to

tide it over; but after two days slowly moving, the wind blew so hard

that none of the sailors could keep their feet, and we were all Snnday
night tossed very handsomely. I never saw a man more frightened than

the captain. For my part, I have been so lucky, neither to suffer from

fear or seasickness, though, I confess, I was so impatient to sec myself

once more upon dry land that I would not slay till the yacht could get

to Rotterdam, but went in the long-boat to Helvoetsluys, where we had

voilures to carry us to the Briel. I was charmed with the neatness of

that little town ;
but my arrival at Rotterdam presented me with a new

scene of pleasure. All the streets are paved with broad stones, and

before many of the meanest artificers' doors are placed seats of various

colored marbles, so neatly kept that I assure you I walked almost all

over the town yesterday, incognito^ in my slippers without receiving one

spot of dirt ; and you may see the Dutch maids washing the pavement

of the street with more application than ours do our bed-chambers. The
town seems so full of people, with such busy faces, all in motion, that I

can hardly fancy it is not some celebrated fair, but I see it is every

day the same. ’Tis certain no town can be more advantageously situated

for commerce. Here arc seven large canals, on which the merchant
ships come up to the very doors of their houses. The shops and ware-

houses are of a surprising neatness and magnificence, filled with an
incredible quantity of merchandise, and so much cheaper than what
we see in England, that I have much ado to persuade myself that I am
so near it. Here is neither dirt nor beggary to be seen. One is not

shocked with those loathsome cripples so common in London, nor
teased with the importunity of idle fellows and wenches that choose to

be nasty and lazy. The common servants and little shop-women here

are more nicely clean than most of our ladies ; and the great variety of

neat dresses (every woman dressing her head after her own fashion) is

an additional pleasure in seeing the town. You see, hitherto, I make no
complaint, dear sister, and if I continue to like traveling as well as I do at

present, 1 shall not repent my project. It will go a great way in making
me satisfied with it, if it affords me an opportunity of entertaining you.

But it is not from Holland that you must expect a disinterested offer. I

can write enough in the style of Rotterdam to tell you plainly in one
word that I expect returns of all the London news. You see I have
already learnt to make a good bargain, and that it is not for nothing I

will so much as tell you I am your affectionate sister.

THOMAS GRAY TO HIS MOTHER.
Lyons, Oct. 13 (N. S.), 1739.

It is now almost five weeks since I left Dijon, one of the gayest and
most agreeable little cities of France, for Lyons, its reverse in all these

particulars. It is the second in the kingdom in bigness and rank
;
the

streets are excessively narrow and nasty
; the houses immensely high

and large (that, for instance, where we are lodged has twenty-five rooms
on afloor,and thatforfive stories); it swarms with inhabitants like Paris

itself, but chiefly a mercantile people, too much given up to commerce

to think of their own, much less of a stranger’s diversions. 'We have

no acquaintance in the town, but such English as happen to be passing

through here on their way to Italy and the South, which at present

happen to be nearly thirty in number. It is a fortnight since we set

ont from hence upon a little excursion to Geneva. We took the longest

road, which lies through Savoy, on purpose to see a famous monastery-

called the Grand Chartereuse, and had no reason to think our time lost.

After having traveled seven days very slow (for we did not change

horses, it being impossible for a chaise to go post in these roads) we
arrived at a little village, among the mountains of Savoy, called Echclles,

from thence we proceeded on horses, who are used to the way, to the

mountainof the Chartereuse. It is six miles to the top
; the road nins

winding up it, commonly not six feet broad ; on one hand is the rock

with woods of pine trees hanging overhead, on the other, a monstrous

precipice, almost perpendicular, at the bottom of which rolls a torrent,

that sometimes tumbling among the fragments of stone that have fallen

from on high, and sometimes precipitating itself down vast descents with

a noise like thunder, which is still made greater by the echo from the

mountains on each side, concurs to form one of the most solemn, most

romantic, and the most astonishing scenes I have ever beheld. Add to

this the strange view's made by the crags and cliffs on the other hand
;

the cascades that in many places throw themselves from the very summit

down into the vale and the river below’, and many other particulars im-

possible to describe
;
you will conclude we had no occasion to repent

our pains.

CHARLES LAMB TO WORDS'WORTH
{Description of London Life.)

I ought before this to have replied to your very kind invitation into

Cumberland. With you and your sister I could gaiig anywhere, but I

am afraid whether I shall ever be able to afford so desperate a journey.

Separate from the pleasures of your company I don't now care if I never

see a mountain in my life. I have passed all my life in London, until I

have formed as many and intense local attachments as any of your

mountaineers can have done with dead nature. The lighted shops of

the Strand and Fleet street, the innumerable trades, tradesmen and

customers, coaches, wagons, playhouses
;

all the bustle and wickedness

about Covent Garden, the watchmen, drunken scenes, rattles
; life

awake, if you awake, at all hours of the night
;
the impossibility of being

dull in Fleet street ;
the crowds, the very dirt and mud, the sun shining

upon houses and pavements, the printshops, the old bookstalls, parsons

cheapening books, coffee houses, steam of soups from kitchens, the pan-

tomime—London itself a pantomime and masquerade—all the.se things

work themselves into my mind and feed me without a power of satiating

me. The wonder of these sights impels me into night-walks about her

crowded streets, and I often shed tears in the motley Strand from fullness

of joy at so much life. All these emotions must be strange to you ; as

are your rural emotions to me. But consider, what must I have been

doing all my life not to have lent great portions of my heart with usury

to such scenes ?

My attachments are all local, purely local
; I have no passions (or have

had none since I was in love, and then it was the spurious engendering

of poetry and books) to groves and valleys. The room where I was born,

the furniture which has been before my eyes all my life, a bookcase

which has followed me about like a faithful dog, only exceeding him in

knowledge, wherever I have moved ; old chairs, old tables, streets,

squares, where I have sunned myself, my old school—these are my
mistresses—have I not enough without your mountains ? I do not envy

you. I should pity j'oit, did I not know that the mind will make friends of

anything. Your sun and moon and skies and hills and lakes affect me no

more, or scarcely come to me in more venerable characters, than as a

gilded room with tapestry and tapers, where I might live with hand-

some visible objects. I consider the clouds above me but as a roof

beautifully painted, but unable to satify the mind; and at last, like the

pictures of the apartment of a connoisseur, unable to afford him any

longer a pleasure. So lading upon me, from disuse, have been the beauties

of Nature, as they have been confinedly called; so ever fresh, and green,

and warm are all the inventions of men and assemblies of men in this

great city. *»**»**
CnAREEs Lamb.
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’OVE LETTERS form part

of the choicest machinery

of the poet and the novelist,

and one of. our most popu-

lar lady novelists discusses

with much force the

great value of these let-

’ ters, showing how men

who are unable hy word of mouth to

do themselves justice can thoroughly

reveal their whole nature in their love

letters.

Yet we regard as correct the popular

sentiment which considers the lover

who would propose marriage by let-

ter as a moral coward. Instances

there may be where such a course is

necessary, and others ivhere it is not open to

serious objection
;

hut, with feiv exceptions, an

offer couched in the language suggested hy the in-

spiration of passion, hurried and almost incoherent

though it be, will find more ready acceptance than

pages of elocpieutly turned sentences composed in

the study and sent hy post. It is after the pro-

posal and acceptance that the love letter becomes

the sweet messenger of absent lovers, to he written

with confidence and passion, read with tears and

smiles, and preserved till death as the relic of the

brightest, most joyous period of man and woman’s

life.

Some of the most beautiful examples have come

from the heart and pen of the greatest men and

women representing Literature, Science, and Art.

The old poet, Thomson, the author of The Four

Seasons, in his advice to a sister about to be mar-

ried, is worth reading
;
he says :

—

“I must chiefiy recommend to you to cultivate

by every method that union of hearts, that agree-

ment and sympathy of tempers, in which consists

the true happiness of the marriage state. The

economy and gentle management of a family is a

woman’s natural province, and from that arises hei

best praise.” The famous Rousseau says: ‘'To

write a good love letter you ought to begin with-

out knowing what you mean to say, and finish

without knowing what you have written,”

Love letters are in the strictest sense confidential ; and,

therefore, one is apt to unfold the heart and lay hare the

feelings on many subjects in a way that would not be thought

of under other circumstances. It often happens that a man

of genius with a gift of utterance causes decided wonder-

ment to his in an intellectual effusion that relieves

his mind of some burden, but only mystifies his corre-

spondent. Then there are those who in a few short sentences

give worlds of love, and make life inexpressibly glorious.

A famous reviewer was once detected in writing a love letter.

“ ni not detain you long,” he observed, “ I never give the

young woman more than a short notice.” Women are for

the most part the writers of love letters, because they gener-

erally have more time and are less afraid to express theii

feelings.
i • i .

Letter-writing is a very convenient way of making love,

for an answer may be thought of that could not be spoken

right on the spot ;
and it is most subtle and entangling for

the heart, for spoken words may be forgotten or misunder-

stood, but when written, words are apt to inspire belief.

If, as Pope declares, “ love letters lie at the foundation of all

literature, and are the language of souls that without them

would be speechless,” we can believe as he does that^
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“ Heaven first taught letters for some wretch’s aid,

Some banished lover, or some captive maid
;

They live, they speak, they breathe what love inspires.

Warm from the soul and faithful to its fires.

The virgin’s wish, without her fears, impart.

Excuse the blush, and pour out all the heart.”

Pew of us have not read Tennyson’s poem called “ The
Letters,” and have not felt all the delicious associations of

the young lover who refuses to receive or give back the letters

that had passed between them.

“ She told me all her friends had said,

I raged against the public liar :

She spoke as if her love were dead.

But in my words were seeds of fire.

I spoke with heat and strength and force,

I shook her breast with vague alarms.

Like torrents from a mountain source

We rushed into each other’s arms.”

Prom time imTnemorial love has found its richest expression
in poetry. If one has the slightest spark of the divine
afflatus, it will surely manifest itself in the days of love.

Those who dare not soar on the wings of original poesy will

find many choice citations relating to the tender passion in

the select extracts and quotations given elsewhere in this

book. Por the benefit of young ladies whose sweethearts
are absent, we quote the following Pinland love song, which,
with very little alteration, makes a beautiful love letter :

—

“Oh that my beloved were now here 1 Alas ! why have
not the winds understanding ? and why is the breeze bereft
of speech ? The winds might exchange thoughts between
my beloved and me

; the breezes might every instant carry
my words to him, and bring back his to me.

“ Then how would the delicacies of my table be neglected,
how inattentive should 1 be to my dress. I should leave
everything to attend to my beloved, who is the dear object
of my summer thought and winter cares.”

A clever girl who had not heard from her lover for two days,
sent the following: “ ?,” and received this answer, “

! ! !

”

This is probably the briefest love correspondence on record.
It is not seldom that lovers’ quarrels can be traced to a neg-
lected letter, and on the principle of like cures like, a letter

carefully worded will smooth all uneven places. Seldom,
very seldom, can a woman resist the delight of opening a
letter, no matter how angry she may be

; and, having done
so, she is sure to read. Of all letters, love letters are the
hardest and the easiest to write, and our advice to those who
read this chapter is to write even more freely than they
would speak, and to follow as far as possible the promptings
of the heart.

Among published love letters those of Cowper and Lady
Scott are elegant specimens. We give one of each. Cowper
begins and ends in a stately way, characteristic of the manners
of the times. He addresses his sweetheart as :

—

Dearest Madam :

—

I vish my thoughts that are so often with you, when I am not, were
not invisible

; then yon might save yourself the trouble of reading such
notes, and see in one view how discontented and vexed they are when I

cannot wait on you. You would see how forward and impatient they
are, under any other business, and I’m .sure without ftirther apology,
would excuse me and forgive my absence for their very looks.

Your very Humble and

Affectionate Servant.

LETTER TO WALTER SCOTT.
If I could but really believe that my letter gave you only half the

pleasure you express I should almost think, my dearest Scott, that I

should get very fond of writing, merely for the pleasure to indulge you
—that is saying a great deal. I hope you are sensible of the compliment
I pay you; I don't expect I shall always be so pretty behaved. You may
depend on me, my dearest friend, for fixing as early a day as I possibly
can; and if it happens to be not quite so soon as you wish, yoti must not
heangry with me. It is very unlucky you are such a bad housekeeper,
as I am no better. I shall try. I hope to have very soon the pleasure of
seeing you, and to tell you how much I love you

;
but I wish the first

fortnight was over.

With all my love and those sort of pretty things, adieu!

Charlotte.

LOVE LETTER OF RICHARD STEELE.
(Published in ike Spectator. ”)

Madam :

—

September 1, 1807.

It is the hardest thing in the world to be in love, and yet attend busi-
ness. As for me, all that speak to me find me out, and I must lock
myself up, or other people will do it for me. A gentleman asked me
this morning, “ What news from Holland ?” and I answered: “ She is

exquisitely handsome !
” Another desired to know when I had been at

Windsor. I replied: “ She designs to go with me.” Prithee allow me
at least to kiss your hand before the appointed day, that my mind may
be in some composure. Methinks I could write a volume to you, but
all the language on earth would fail in saying how much and with what
disinterested passion

I am ever yours.
Rich. Steele.

The following is taken from “Tlie H Family,” a

novel by Miss Fredrika Bremer :

—

Tromsoe, May 28, 184-.

If you were but here, my Alette! I miss you every moment, while I

am preparing my dwelling to receive you. I am continually wishing to ask
you :

“ How will you have this. Alette? ” Ah, my ever beloved, that you
were here at this moment ! You would be enraptured with this
“ land of ice and bears,” at the thought of which I know you inwardly
shudder.

“But the winter!” I hear you say, “the summer may pass well

enough, but the long, dark winter !
” Well, the winter, too, my Alette,

passes happily away with people who love each other, when it is warm
at home. Do you remember, last summer, how we read together at

Christiansand, in the morning paper, this extiact from the Tromsoe
Gazette :

—

“We have had snow-storms for several days together, and at this

moment the snow-plow is at work opening a path to the churches. The
death-like stillnessof nightand winter extends over meadow and valley,

only a few cows wander about, like ghosts, over the snowy tracts, to

pluck a scanty meal from the twigs of the trees that are not yet buried
in the snow.”

This little winter sketch pleased me, but you shuddered involuntarily

at that expression, “The death-like stillness of the night and
winter,” and bowed your sweet dear face, with closed eyes, upon my
breast.

Oh! my Alette, thus it will be when, in future, the terror of the cold

and darkne.SH seizes thee, and, upon my breast, listening to the beatings
of my heart, the words of my love, wilt thou forget these dark images of
storm and gloom ?******
Close thine eyes, slumber, my beloved one, while I watch over thee.

Thou shalt one day look upon night and winter and own that their power
is not so fearful. Love, that geyser of the soul, can melt the ice and
snow of the most frozen regions; wherever its warm springs well up
there glows a southern climate.
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LORD BYRON TO THE MARCHESA GtTICCIOLI.

Bologna, August 25, 1819.

My dearest Teresa :

—

I have read this book in your garden my love, you were absent,

or else I could not have read it. It is a favorite book of yours, and the

writer was a friend of mine. You will not understand these English

M'ords, and others will not understand them—which is the reason I have

not scrawled them in Italian. But you will recognize the handwriting

of him who passionately loved you, and you will divine that, over a

book which was yours, he could only think of love. In that word,

beautiful in all languages, but most so in yours—Amor mio.

* * * * .

But all this is too late. I love you, and you love me,—at least, you

say so, and act as if you did so, which last is a great consolation in all

events. But I more than love you, and cannot cease to love you.

Think of me sometimes, when the Alps and the ocean divide us,—but

they never will, unless you wish it.

Byron

WELLINGTON TO MADAME DE STAEL.
Paris, June 13.

I confess, madame, that I am not very sorry that business matters will

prevent my calling upon you after dinner : since every time I see you,

I l^ave you more deeply impressed with your charms, and less disposed

to give my attention to politics ! I shall call upon you to-morrow, pro-

vided you are at home, upon my return from the Abbe Sicard’s, and in

spite of the effect such dangerous visits have upon me.

Your very faithful servant,
Wellington.

THOMAS OTWAY TO MADAM BARRY.
[1682.1

Could I see you without passion, or be absent from you without pain,

I need not beg your pardon for thus renewing my vows that I love you

more than health, or any happiness here or hereafter. Everything you

do is a new charm to me, and though I have langttished for seven long

tedious years of desire, jealously despairing, yet every minute I see yott,

I still discover something new and more bewitching. Consider how I

love you ;
what would I not renounce, or enterprise for you ?

*

* # * * This minute my heart aches for

yoti
;
and, if I cannot have a right in yours, I wish it would ache till I

could complain to you no longer.
' Ke.member Poor Otway.

CHARLES I. TO QUEEN HENRIETTA MARIA.
Oxford, 1646.

Bear Heai't

Whatsoever may make thee mistake my actions, yet nothing can make

me doubt of thy love, nor alter my way of kindness and freedom to

thee. * * * * * * *
.

Whereas, now, men have more reason to trttst to my promises, find [ing]

me constant to my grounds, and thou that I am eternally thine,

Charles R.

THOMAS HOOD TO MARY ELLIOT.
Monday, April, 1844.

My dear May :

—

I promised you a letter, and here it is. I was sure to remember it

;

for you are as hard to forget, as you are soft to roll down a hill with.

What fun it was ! only so prickly, I thought I had a porcupine in one

jiocket, and a hedgehog in the other. The nexttime, before we kiss the

earth we will have its face well shaved.

« * * * * *

However, I hope we shall all have a merry Christmas ;
I mean to come

in my ticklesome waistcoat, and to laugh till I grow fat, or at least

streaky. Fanny is to be allowed a glass of wine, Tom’s mouth is to

have a hole holiday, and Mrs. Hood is to sit up to supper ! There will

be doings 1 And then such good things to eat ;
but pray, pray, pray,

mind they don’t boil the baby by mistake for the plump pudding, in-

stead of a plum one.

Give my love to everybody, from yourself down to Willy, with which

and a kiss, I remain, up hill and down dale.

Your affectionate lover,

Thomas Hood.

ROBERT BURNS TO MISS ELLISON BEGBIE.
Lochlba, 1783.

I verily believe, my dear E., that the pure genuine feelings of love are

as rare in the world as the pure genuine principles of virtue and piety.

This I hope will account for the uncommon style of all my letters to

nk * 4:

you. * ^

I don’t know how it is, my dear, for though, except your company,

there is nothing on earth gives me so much pleasure as writing to you,

yet it never gives me those giddy raptures so much talked of among

lovers. *

The sordid earth-worm may profess love to a woman’s person, whilst

in reality his affection is centered in her pocket
;
and the slavish drudge

may go a-wooing as he goes to the horse-market to choose one who is

stout and firm, and as we may say of an old horse, one who will be a

good drudge and draw kindly. I disdain their dirty puny ideas. I

would be heartily‘out of humor with myself, if I thought I were capable

of having so poor a notion of the sex, which were designed to crown

the pleasures of society.

JAMES HOWELL TO THE RIGHT HON. LADY E. D—

.

April 8, 1649.

Madam:—
^ «

There is a French saying that courtesies and favors are like flowers,

which are sweet only while they are fresh, but afterward they quickly

fade and wither. * * * *

But, Madam, I honor you not so much for favors, as for that precious

brood’of virtues which shine in you with that brightness, but specially

for those high motions whereby your soul soars up so often toward hea-

ven ;
insomuch. Madam, that if it were safe to call any mortal a saint,

you should have that title from me, and I would be one of your chiefest

votaries ;
howsoever, I may without any superstition subscribe myself

Your truly devoted servant,

J. H,

BONAPARTE TO JOSEPHINE.
Marmirolo, July, 17, 1796.

I have received your letter, my adorable friend. It has filled my

heart with joy. * * Ah ! I entreat you to permit me to see some

of your faults. Be less beautilul, less gracious, less affectionate, less

good. Especially be not over anxious, and never weep. Your tears rob

me of reason, and inflame my blood. Believe me it is not in my power

to have a single thought which is not of thee, or a wish which I could

not reveal to thee .

* * * *

A thousand kisses,

Bonaparte.

JOSEPHINE TO BONAPARTE.
April, 1810.

A thousand, thousand, tender thanks that you have not forgotten me.

My son has just brought me your letter. With what eagerness have I

read it, and yet it required much time, for there was not one word in

it which did not make me weep. But these tears were very sweet. I

have recovered my heart all entire, and such it will ever remain. There

are sentiments which are even life, and which can only pass away with

]jfg * * * Adieu, my love, I thank you as tenderly as I always

love you.
^ T yvi7iTIl't»TTTVrC«
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LL persons, at some time.

Lave occasion to ask for

favors, and to be able to do

so with tact and self-respect

is a very delicate matter.

Such a letter should be

worded as simply and

plainly as possible. A re-

quest should not be urged too strongly,

although it should be so stated as to be

plainly understood, and should show

that the writer would fully appreciate

compliance with his request. In con-

ferring a favor one should be very

careful to. avoid any expression that

may tend to wound the feelings.

To give grudgingly is as bad as to refuse out-

right.

Letters declining to grant favors require tact

and kindness
;
the reasons for refusing should be

expressed in as sincere and kind a manner as possi-

ble. Answers to requests of any kind should be

sent with the least possible delay, whether favorable

or otherwise.

REQtTBSTING THE LOAN OF A BOOK.

Ill W. 59th St.,

New York City, April 13, 1879.

Dear Mattie:—

Will you kindly loan me your copy of Rossetti’s “ Ballads and
Sonnets ? ” I will take great care of it, and return by Friday evening.

Lovingly,

Alice.
Miss Mattie Day.

A REaXJEST FOE, MONEY.
Boston, Sept. 2, 1874.

Mr. John Brown,
Worcester, Mass.

Dear Sir :

—

Through unforeseen circumstances I find myself in a temporary

embarrassment. If you can accommodate me with a loan of $150 until

the 15th of this month, I will esteem it as a great favor.

Respectfully,
S. S. Telford.

FAVOEABLE ANSWEE TO FOEEGOING.

Worcester, Mass., Sept. 3, 1874.

Mr. S. S. Telford,
Boston.

Dear Sir

Your note requesting a loan of $150 has just been received, and I take

great pleasure iu complying with your request. Inclosed find my check

for the amount mentioned, and a note of hand for $1.50, which please

sign and return.

Yours truly,

John Brown.

HNFAVOEABLE ANSTVEE.

Worcester, Mass., Sept. 3, 1874.

Mr. S. S. Telford,
Boston.

Dear Sir:

—

I have just received your note asking the loan of $150 until the 15th

inst. I regret to say that my funds are so placed in permanent invest

ments that I cannot spare the sum from my business. I am truly sorry

not to be able to oblige you, and trust you will have no difficulty in

obtaining the amount elsewhere.

Yours sincerely,

John Brown.

ASKING A FEIEND TO EXECUTE A COMMISSION.
WiLKESBARRE, Pa., May 8, 1876.

My Dear Marion :

—

Will you be so very good as to do a little shopping for me at Wanne-
maker’s. I wish to obtain the following articles (here give list of purchases

tobemade). If you will give my address to the salesman he will see that

the goods are properly packed and sent to me “ C. O. D.”
I hope you will soon find time to make me a little visit. Pray write

and tell me when you can come, and thus give me an opportunity to

thank you personally for your kindness.

Yours faithfully,

Grace Howard.
To Mrs. Marion Bhrr,
No. 14 Elm street, Philadelphia.
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1
EIEF messages of ceremony or

compliment, expressed in a

formal manner, are called notes,

though the term note may prop-

erly he used of any short letter.

Notes differ from ordinary let-

‘ ters in being more formal, in being ex-

pressed in the third person, and, usually,

in being without signature. A very

awkward blunder frecpiently made is the

expression of a note partly in the thii’d

person and partly in the first. This

should be most carefully avoided.

Both in the style of writing and in the

materials, notes of ceremony should be

at the same time simple and elegant.

Paper and envelope should be plain, but of the

finest and heaviest quality. As to color, it should

be either Avhite or a very delicate tint. For wed-

dings white only is allowable. A very delicate

cream-white is the fashionable color at present.

The size of paper and envelope dejiends upon in-

dividual taste. For most purposes a long sheet

folding once into a square envelope, or a .square

sheet folding into an oblong envelope, are to be

chosen.

Cards may be substituted for notes in most

cases
;
in the present' style of printing and engrav-

ing it would be hard to distinguish the note from

the card. The finest Fnglish cardboard, unglazed,

should be used. A delicate tint is allowable for

other occasions than weddings, but white is to be

preferred. Visiting cards for ladies should be a

trifle larger than for gentlemen, and the address, if

given at all, should be in the lower left hand cor-

ner. Cards of ceremony are usually 3 by 5, or

4 by G inches in size. Both cards and notes should

be inclosed in envelopes bearing only the name and

title of the person addressed. If it is necessary to

mail the note or card, the whole should be inclosed

in a second envelope. It is no longer considered

necessary to add the word Present in the right

hand corner of the envelope. Delivery by private

messenger is preferable to the use of the post, if

practicable. The etiquette to be observed with

visiting and other ceremonial cards is explained

under the head of “Social Ftiquette.”

The French words and phrases given below are

often used in notes and cards :

—

R. S. V.P. Repondez, s'il vous plait, answer, if you please.

E. V., or en ville, in the town or city.

P.P.C. Pour prendre conge, to take leave.

Costume de rigueur, full dress ;
in character.

Soiree dansante, a dancing party.

Bal masque, masquerade ball.

FMe champetre, a rural or out-doors party.

INVITATIONS.

The note form is generally used for invitations,

but they may be printed or engraved, as well as

written. In all cases they should be concise,

polite, and definite.

An invitation to dine “ to-morrow ” would be a

violation of this rule. Formality should be ad-

hered to, except in cases of great intimacy. Great
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taste may be exercised in selecting the size of

paper, style of engraving, etc. The envelope only

should have the monogram or coat of arms of the

sender. We give first examples of invitations to

vai’ious social entertainments :

—

DINNER INVITATION.

MASQUERADE BALL.

request the pleasure of yotir company, in

fancy dress, on Monday Evg., February Fifth,

at nine o' clock.

P2 Lafayette Avenue.

R. S. V. P.

INVITATION TO “THE GERMAN.”

r. anti ^^liarUs ||. ^Crtnatrong

request the pleasure of

'd.

company on Monday Svemng^

We.cemher hventy=thvrd,

at eight oflocTc.

72 S'ingerhoard 7iow.

‘^Lfhe SermanJ^





S'he

favor

of

an

answer

is

requested.
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WEDDING ANNIVERSARIES.

iHE celebration of the recurrence of the marriage

day is a most pleasing custom which has rapidly

grown into favor. We give a list of the names

usually given to these anniversaries. Sometimes

the first is called the paper instead of the cotton

wedding. The first three are rarely celebrated

under the names given :

—

The first anniversary is called the cotton wedding.

The second, the paper wedding.

The third, the leather wedding.

The fifth, the wooden wedding.

The seventh, the w’oolen wedding.

The tenth, the tin wedding.

The twelfth, the silk and fine linen wedding.

The fifteenth, the crystal (glass) wedding.

The twentieth, the china wedding.

The twenty-fifth, the silver wedding.

The fiftieth, the golden wedding.

The seventy-fifth, the diamond wedding.

The twentieth is sometimes celebrated as the Floral

Wedding, the thirtieth as the Pearl Wedding, the thirty-fifth

as the China Wedding, the fortieth as the Coral Wedding,

and the forty-fifth as the Bronze Wedding. The list given

above is that adopted by most fashionable people. The

notice “ No Gifts Received ” is sometimes added to these

forms, when many persons are invited with whom the parties

issuing the invitations are not on intimate terms.

WOODEN WEDDING.

(The invitations may be engraved on wood or imitation.)

1813. 1818.

^t. and ^lejimdcr ^^amilton,

git

10 Bowling Greefi.

CRYSTAL WEDDING.

(The invitations can be engraved on crystallized cards.)

1813. 1828.

f[ ih It; 1. 3LJU)

\ \ t

J|riflct:nth ^jedding ^nnimsarg,

<AAji\b A xiIaicLi

%

TIN WEDDING.

(Can be engraved on paper in imitation of tin.)

1813. 1823.

jIW und JiW i/lUxundw S. jfamUio/i,

f

L

Beekman Street.

DIAMOND WEDDING.

(Engraved on cream-white paper of fine quality.)

7873. 7888.

^lexande’v ^tamildon^

ifaiah §(j(lenj

AParried June eleventh, iSij,

Saturday Evening, June Eleventh, 1888,

at eight o'clock.

The pleasure oj your company is requested,

J14 Madison Avenue.

NO GIFTS RECEIVED.
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iiNNER invitations should always be promptly

PI accepted or declined.

Wedding and reception invitations do not

require an answer, unless they hear the letters

R. S. V. P., when a prompt acceptance or note of

regret should be sent.

It is always well to state the reason why an

invitation is not accepted. Three days is the limit that

courtesy allows for an answer. An acceptance or regret

should always he written on handsome paper, and should

correspond in style to the invitation.

INVITATION TO THE OPERA.
Mr. RajTnond's compliments, and requests the pleasure of Miss Law-

ton's company at the opera, La Favorita, Wednesday evening.

No. — W. 59th street. January 4th.

FORM OF ACCEPTANCE.

jl'W xmd J{. §nffm

accept with pleasure

and Jrii-hn 'h'.

invitationfor Jionday Svening,

S'ehruary ninth.

INVITATION TO DRIVE.
Mr. Carlton’s compliments, and may he have the honor of Miss

Bnrgoyne’s company for a drive in Central Park to-morrow afternoon
;

if so, will Miss Burgoyne kindly slate what time will be convenient to

have him call ?

Hotel St. Nicholas. March 28th.

ACCEPTANCE.
Miss Burgoyno’s compliments, and will be delighted to accept Mr.

Carlton’s kind invitation to drive, at half-past four.

No. — Lexington avenue. March 28th.

INVITATION DECLINED.
Miss Burgoyne’s compliments to Mr. Carlton, and regrets that a pre-

vious engagement prevents her from accepting Mr. Carlton’s kind invi-

tation to drive to morrow afternoon.

No. — Lexington avenue. March 28th.

REVOKING ACCEPTANCE.
Mr. and Mrs. Williams regret that on account of the sudden illness

of Mrs. Williams they are obliged to revoke their acceptance of Mrs.

Wetmore’s kind invitation for to-morrow evening.

413 Broad street. Friday, Jan. 20th.

FORM OF DECLINING.

j\if» und JlW yiTm. Ji. Stiffen

regret that a previous engagement

prevents the acceptance of

mid John Jinnpatd’l>

invitationfor Jionday Svening^

djehruary ninth.
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fS^lHEN a gift is sent to a friend it may be

0 accompanied by either note or card. For

ordinary occasions a card is to be pre-

ferred. When some message is to be

added the note may be adopted. It should

be brief and rather more formal in style

CARD FORMS.

than general letters of friendship. If it is desired

to be ceremonious, the third person may be used

;

between relations and intimate friends it is better

to avoid this formality.

ACCOMPANYING A BOUatTET.

Bellevue, May 13, 1881.

Will Miss Bella Haines accept this little tokenof regard from a .sincere

admirer ?

Frank Bishop.

TICKETS TO A MATINEE.
Boston, May 30, 1883.

My Dear Mrs. Sayres ;

—

May I request your acceptance of the inclosed tickets for the afternoon

performance at the Athenaeum to-day ? I am sure you and the young

ladies would enjoy the play (Hazel Kirke). I am just leaving town, or

would call in person. Yours most truly,

Julius Felton.

Mks. E. P. Satres,

618 Beacon street.

ACCOMPANYING A PHOTOGRAPH.
Oak Hill, May 10, 1882.

Mr. Edward Lansing,

Washington, Conn.

Dear Friend ;

—

I send you what you have so often asked for—a photograph of myself.

I think it a good one, and hope it will please you, and that when you see

it you may be reminded of the many pleasant hours we have spent

together. Write and tell me what you think of it.

Yours sincerely,

Ella Wheeler.

REPLY TO THE ABOVE.
Washington, June 1, 1882.

Dear Wise Wheeler :

—

Thanks for the capital likeness of your well-remembered face, which

has just reached me. The expression is perfect. Hamlet tells Horatio

that he can see his father with his “ mind’s eye,” but though the memory

is tenacious of the images of those who are dear to us, a good portrait

of a friend seems to bring the face more palpably before us than any

exercise of the mental vision. I shall keep the picture where I can pay

my respects to it daily, and hope soon to see the fascinating original of

which it is the shadow. Yours faithfully,
Edward Lansing.
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,
ROM the beginniug of the world, ami

even among the most savage races,

there has generally been found exist-

ing some conception of a deity, and

certain ideas, which might be termed

religion. Beginning with Fetishism—the

worship of animals, trees, insects, etc.—these

ideas ran into personification and symbolism, and

produced idolatry, which was the next form. The

savage tribes of Africa and America were, and, to

some extent, are still, fetish-worshippers. Idolatry,

or Paganism, marked an advance step of intelli-

gence, and was an element of early civilization.

From these points diverged, in different lands, and

among different races of men, notions of religion

and theology, which eventually became systems,

nearly all of which were based upon a personality,

or individual god-head, or mediator. The existing

great systems of religion are those held by the

following named sects ; Jews, Christians, Moham-
medans, Hindus (Brahmanism), Buddhists, Guebers

(Fire-worshippers). The relative proportions in

numbers of these sects are as follows

:

Jews 7,931,080

(
Roman Catholics 186,860,076

Christians ) Greek Cliurch 82,926,049

( Protestants 101,091,941 370,878,066

Mohammedans 103,453,594

Hindus 139,248,568

Magian Religion (Guebers) and Parsees 1,007,190

Buddhism and Religions of China and Japan. 483,015,475

1,105,533,973

To this total must be added the number of

aborigines in Africa, America, etc., still practicing

Fetishism, say 189,000,000, and the grand total of

inhabitants of the world (as given by accepted

authorities), divided here according to religious

belief, is 1,294,533,973.

Jews .—This remarkable people emigrated from Meso-
potamia about 2000 B. C. , and sojourned in P.alestinc.

They were the descendants of the patriarch, Abraham.

who accompanied them, and differed from other nations,

and particularly from the Eg}"ptians, in their religious

belief, as well as in peculiarities of dress, customs, etc.

This belief "^vas, and is. Monotheism, the recognition of

one God; they practiced circumcision, and they confi

dently expected to one day possess the land in which they

then sojourned. They were afterwards enslaved by the

Egyptians, and were delivered by Moses, who eonducted
the exodus out of Egypt 1600 B, C. From that period,

for more than thirty centuries, the Jews have led a wan
dering life, being found in all countries, but in nearly all,

at one time or another, proscribed, rejected, and perse-

cuted. Meanwhile, they have held closely to the tenets of

their faith, and have generally prospered in affairs

wherever they have been permitted to remain

Jimidhistn .—This religion i\'as founded about 2500
years ago, in Hindostan, where now, however, it has but

little hold. It is the religion of China, Japan, the Malay
Peninsula, and the Polynesian Islands, and governs the

largest number of souls of any existing faith. Buddhism
originated in northern Hindostan, in the sixth century

B. C., and was founded by a Prince Siddhartha, Gautama,
or Sakya (see Arnold's “Light of Asia”). To this prince,

after the period of his ascetic and mendicant life, xvas

given the name “ Buddha,” meaning, “ he to whom truth

is known,” and from which is derived the name of the

sect. The Buddhist faith is based upon belief in the doc-

trine of the transmigration of souls, by which every indi

vidual changes the nature of his existence at death, for

better or for worse, in accordance with his behaviour

during that existence, being thus exalted or degraded,

through all imaginable forms, from a clod to a divinitj^

This faith accepts no ultimate creator, and only finds final

rest and happiness in “ nirvana,” annihilation.

Brahmanism
,
or Ilinduisrn.—This, religion ante

dated Buddhism by an unknown period. It recognizes a

trinity of deities, to each of which is ascribed all power,
in such wise that no one of the three is complete without
the other two. Briefly, the gods, Brahma, Visclnin, and
Siva, would seem to indicate the powers of Creation,

Existence, and Destruction Transmigration of souls

exists in this belief, as in Buddhism, with the qualification

that those who arrive at a perfect conception of Brahma,
as the iiotential creator and infusing spirit of the universe,

are enabled to avoid the varied curse of perpetual and
multiform existence, and to gain eternal rest, and the

knowledge of the Truth m the bosom of the triune Deity,
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Christianity.— Christian religion, predicted l)y

the prophets, and anticipated in the teachings of John the

Baptist, is based on the preaching of Jesus Christ and of

Ilis disciples, and the epistles of certain of the hitter. Like

Brahmanism, it assumes the existence of a triune Deitj’

—

“God the Father, God the Son, and God the Holy Ghost.”

As is the case with all previous religions, that of Christ is

subdivided into sects, each of which is different from the

others, in minor forms of doctrine or ritual. Following is

a list of these sects among Protestant races, with the num-

ber of those accepting the peculiar doctrines or forms of

each of them

:

Roman Catholics

Greek Church •

Protestants ;

Lutherans 33,767,924

Anglican Church...... 14,459,000

Calvinists 13,716,958

Presbyterians 3,866,000

Baptists 2,439,436

Methodists 4,406,422

Congregationalists . ... 1,445,683

Universalists 656,000

Quakers 203,091

Unitarians 183,000

Moravians. 157,925

Brethren 108,422

Mormons 100,902

Swedenborgians 12,000

Evangelical Union 10,319

Irvingites 6,000

Shakers 3,000

Christian Disciples 2,471

Sandemanians 1,700

Campbellites 710

Free Christian Brethren 340

Christian Chartists. . . . 220

186,860,076

82,926,049

75,547,523

Add in Asia, Africa, etc 25,544,418 101,091,941

Total Christians 370,878,066

Mohammedanism.—

T

\\q Mohammedan doctrine

was founded by Mohammed, of the tribe of Koreish, who

was born in Mecca, in 570 A. D., though it was not until

he had reached his fortieth year that he first discovered

the gift of prophecy, and began to see visions. He there-

after preached the doctrines which he claimed to have

received by direct inspiration, and which are contained in

the Koran, of which, translations in French, English, and

German can be found in the public libraries. Mohamme-

danism is made up of parts of Judaism and Christianity,

the theory of its founder being that he was one (but the

greatest) of a series of prophets, including both Abraham

and Christ. It comprises belief in one God— “ there is no

God but God, and Mohammed is God’s apostle ” It also

peoples the unknown universe with angels—good and evil,

and accepts the resurrection and the final judgment. It

establishes a Paradise and seven Hells, the lowest and

deepest of which is for the “ Hypocrites: those, who, out-

wardly professing a religion, in reality had none.” The

Mohammedan belief further recognizes the inutility of

“ works ” in influencing the final condition of man, assum-

ing that it is not by these, but by God’s mercy, that he is

saved, and not damned. Predestination is a part of the

creed, man’s whole life and destiny being prefigured by

Fate (Kismet). The efficacy of prayer is, however, estab-

lished, and this form of worship enjoined upon “the

Faithful
;

” this, with the sensual nature and characteris-

tics of the Mohammedan Paradise, completes a superficial

view of the peculiarities of this religion, as presented in

the Koran.

Fire- Worshippers .—The Parsees are at present the

only devotees of Zoroaster, who is supposed to have

founded the religion of the Fire-Worshippers about one

thousand years before Christ. Its doctrines are set forth

in the Zend Avesta, the sacred books of the Parsees, who

are supposed to have been the “Magi ’ of the scriptures.

Like the Koran of Mohammed, the Zend Avesta is made

up of the so-called inspired visions of the prophet Zoroas-

ter, who preached Monotheism (one God), added to which

were the principles of Good and Evil, having power over

Men, the Good being recognized in the blazing flame, the

Evil in the burned-out wood or charcoal; Night and Day,

Sleeping and Waking, Death and Life. The Fire-Wor-

shippers believed in the resurrection of the body, and held

the idea of a Messiah, who was to be the awakener and

mediator; they also recognized the doctrine of future

rewards and punishments, and the efficacy of the prayers

of the Good, who would become immortal, while for the

wicked, the end was annihilation.

Aforjwon/sm.—Although the Mormons are counted

as a sect among Protestants, their faith is sufficiently indi-

vidual to deserve special mention. This faith is mainly

contained in the volume known as the “Book of Mor-

mon,” which is claimed to have been the inspired revela-

tions made to Joseph Smith, the founder and first prophet

of this sect. Smith was born in Vermont in 1805, and

received the revelations of the Book of Mormon in 1827,

after which date the church was founded, and grew to its

present significance. Twenty years later the “Latter-day

Saints,” as they called themselves, settled about Salt Lake,

in Utah, establishing the city of that name as the centre of

their church. The Mormons enjoin and practice polyg-

amy, and their doctrine is a modification of Buddhism.

They, however, believe that any man may, by devotion

and the practice of good works, achieve the spirit of

prophecy and the right to rule; in this, following some-

wliat after the doctrine of Mohammed. They recognize a

rather materialized conception of the trinity, believe that

men will be punished only for their own sins, that inspir-

ation and miraculous gifts are still possible, and in the

resurrection of the body.
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The following Abbreviations of Languages are used in this list to designate the Derivation of Names: A.-S., for Anglo

Saxon
;
Brit., for British

;
Celt., for Celtic

;
Fr., for French

;
O. Cer.

,
for Old German

; Gr., for Greek
;
Heb., for Hebrew

;

It., for Italian
;
Lat., for Latin.

NAMES OF MEN.
A.

Aaron. [Heb.] A mountain.
A'bel. [Heb.] Breath; vanity.

Ab'ner. [Heb.] Father of light.

A'bra-ham. [Heb.] Father of a muititude.

A'bratn, [Hob.] Father of loftiness.

Ab'sa-lom. [Heh.] Father of peace.

Ad'am. [Heb.] Man ; red earth.

A-dolph'. [O. Ger.] Noble warrior.

Al'bert. [O. Ger.] Nobie
; bright; distin-

guished. •

At'ex-un’der. [Gr.] A defender of men.
Al'frcd. [O. Ger. ] Wise counselor.

.11'man. [Ileb.] Hidden.
A-lnn'zo. [O. Ger.] See Alphonso.
Al-pUo)i'so. [O. Ger.] All-ready

;
wiiling.

.Ini'bro.-ifi. [Gr.] Immortal
;
godlike.

.In'dreir. [Gr.] Strong; maniy.

.In'tlio-ni/, [Lat.] Priceless
;
praiseworthy.

Af'lhnr, [Ceit.] High
;
noble.

An-(/u.s'tu.s. [Lat.] Majestic; imperial.

B.
Jlalfl'win. [O. Ger.] Bold; brave friend.

Jlar'na-ba.i. [Heb.] Son of consoiation.

Jiar-tliol'o-mea\ [Heb.] A warlike son.

Jia.s'il. [Gr] Kingly; royal.

Ilen'e-dirt. [Lat.] Blessed.

Itrn'Ja-min. [Heb.] Son of the right hand.
Jfrr'nard. [O. Ger.] Bold as a bear.

Jlt’f'lrani. [O. Ger.] Bright raven.

JSon'i-face [Lat.] A benefactor.
liri'an. [Celt.] Strong.

Jiru'no. [O. Ger.] Brown.

Ctr'sar, [Lat.] Hairy; blue-eyed.

Ca'leb. [Heb.] A dog.

Cal'vin. [Lat.] Bald.

Cf-ril. [Lat.] Dim-sighted.
Charles, [0. Ger.] Strong

;
maniy.

Christ’ian. [Lat.] Belonging to Christ.
Chris'to-pher. [Gr.] Bearing Christ.

Clar’ence. [Lat.] Illustrious.

Clau'di-us, I -t . i t
Claude. \

Clem'ent. [Lat.] Merciful.

Con'rad. [0. Ger.] Bold in council.
Con'stant. [Lat.] Firm

;
faithful.

Con'stan-tine. [Lat ] Resolute
;
firm.

Cuth'bert. [A.-S.] Splendid.

Cyr'il. [Gr.] Lordly.

Cy'rus. [Persian.] The sun.

D.
l>an. [Heb.] A judge.

Dan'i-el. [Heb.] A divine judge.

Da-rVus. [Persian.] Preserver.

Oa'vid. [Heb.] Beloved.

ne-me'tvi-us. [Gr.] Belonging to Demeter.
lieti'is,

( [Gr.] Belonging to Dionysos or

Den'nis. f Bacchus, the god of wine.
Don'ald. [Celt.] Proud chief.

Dun'can. [Celt.] Brown chief.

E.
El>'en. [Heb.] A stone.

Eb'eti-e'zer. [Heb.] The stone of help.

Ed'yar, [A.-S.] A javelin or protector of

property.

Ed'inund, [A.-S.] Defender of property.

Ed'ward. [A.-S.] Guardian of property.

Ed'win. [A.-S.] Gainer of property.

Ey'bert. [O. Ger.] The sword’s brightness.

E'li. [Heb.] A foster son.

E-li/Jah. [Heb.] Jehovah is my God.
El'tner. [A.-S.] Noble; excellent.

Etn-man'u-el. [Heb.] God with us.

JC’no-eh. [Heb.] Consecrated.

E'phra-irn. [Heb.] Very fruitful.

Er'nest, [Gr.] Earnest.

E'than. [Heb.] Firmness
;
strength.

Eu'yene, or Eu-yene'

.

[Gr.] Well-born.
Ev'er-ard

.

[O. Ger.] Strong as a wild boar.

Jl-ze'ki-el. [Heb ] Strength of God.
Ez'ra. [Heb.] Help.

F.
E'e'lix. [Lat.] Happy; prosperous.
Eer'di-nand

.

[O. Ger.] Brave.
I'es'tus. [Lat.] Joyful.

J'ran'cis. [Fr.] Free.

Ered'er-ic, I [ O. Ger. ] Abounding in

Ered'er-ick. f peace
;
or peaceful ruler.

Gr.

(la'bri-el

.

[Heb.] Man of God.
Oa-ma'U-el. [Ileb.] Reward of God.

Qeof'frey. [O. Ger.] See Godfrey.
Georye. [Gr.] A landholder

;
husbandman.

Ger'aid, [O. Ger. ] Strong with the spear.

Gid'e-on, [Heb.] A destroyer.

Gil'bert. [O. Ger.] Bright as gold.

Giles, [Gr.] A kid.

God'frey. [O. Ger.] At peace with God.
God'win, [A.-S.] Good in war.
Grey'o-ry. [Gr.] Watchful.

Griffith. [Brit.] With faith.

Gv.s-ta'rus. [Swedish.] A warrior ; hero.

Guy. [Fr.] A leader.

H.
Han'ni-bal. [Punic.] A gracious lord.

Tlar'old. [A.-S.] A champion
;
general.

Jle'man, [Heb.] Faithful.

Ilen'ry. [O. Ger.] The head of a house.
ller'bert. [A.-S.] Glory of the army.
Her'eu-les, [Gr.] Lordly fame.
Uer'man. [O. Ger.] A warrior.

Ilez'e-ki'ah. [Heb.] Strength of God.
lli'ram. [Ileb.] Most noble.

ITo-sc'a. [Heb.] Salvation.

Ilu'bert. [O. Ger.] Bright in spirit.

hXo. f
High; lofty.

JTumph'rey, [A.-S.] Protector of the
home.

I.

Ty-na'ti-us [Gr.] Fiery.

I'ra, [Heb.] Watchful.
I saac. [Heb.] Laughter.
t-sa'iah. [Ileb.] Salvation of God.
Is'ra-el. [Heb.] A soldier of God.

J.

Aa/cob. [Heb.] A supplanter.

James. [Heb.] See Jacob.
Jes'se. [Heb.] Wealth.
John. [Heb.] The gift of God.
•Jo'nah. [Heb.] A dove.

Jon'a-than. [Heb.] Gift of Jehovah.
.Jo'seph. [Heb.J He shall add.

Josh'u-a. [Heb.] A Saviour.

Ju'li-Hs. [Gr] Soft-haired.

Jus'tin. [Lat.] Just.
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K.
Ken'elm. [A.-S.] A defender of his kindred.

L.
J^au'rence, I

[x,at.] Crowned with laurel.
Law'rence. )

Lem'n-el. [Ileb.] Created by God.

LcoH'ard. [Ger.] Lion-hearted.

J,e'o-pold. [O. Ger.J Defending the people.

Le'vl. [Ileb.] Adhesion.

Lew'is. [O. Ger.] Bold warrior.

lA'o-neh [Lat.] Young lion.

Llew-eVhjn. [Celt.] Lightning.

J^o-retdzo. [Lat.] See Laurence.

Xof
.

[Heb.] A veil.

Lou'is. French form of Lewis.

Zii'ci-iis. [Lat.] Shining.

Ziike. [Lat.] A wood or grave.

Zu'ther. [Ger.] Illustrious warrior.

Lij-cur'(jns. [Gr.] Wolf-driver.

M.
Mal'a-ch i. [Ileb.] Messenger of the Lord.

Mark. [Lat.] A hammer.

Mar'tin. [Lat.] Of Mars; warlike; martial.

Mat'thew. [Heb. A gift.

Mau'rice. [Lat.] Moorish
;
dark-colored.

Mi'cha-el. [Heb.] Who is like God.

MUfx. [Lat.] A soldier.

Mor'gnn. [Brit.] A mariner.

Mo'ses. [Egyptian.] Drawn out of the water.

N.
Na-iio'le-on. [Gr.] Lion of the forest-dell.

Nn'than. [Heb.] A gift.

Ka-than'i-el. [Heb.] The gift of God.

Neal. [Celt.] Chief.

Nich'o-las. [Gr.] Victorious over the people.

No'nh. [Heb.] Rest ;
comfort.

No'el. [Lat.] Christmas.

Nor'tnan. [Ger.] A Northman; bom in

Normandy.

o.

O-ba-di'ah. [Heb.] Servant of God.

Oe-ta'vi-iis. [Lat.] The eighth-bom.

Ol'i-ver. [Lat.] An olive.

O- res'tes. [Gr.] A mountaineer.

Or-lan'do. [It.] Counsel for the land.

Os'ear. [Celt.] Leaping warrior.

Os'tnuiid. [O. Ger.] House peace.

Ou'wald. [O. Ger.] Euler of a house.

Oiv'eu. [Celt.] Lamb, or, young warrior.

P.

Pat'rick. [Lat.] A nobleman.

Paul. [Lat.] Little.

J'er'e-orine. [Lat.] A traveler.

Pc'ter. [Gr.] A rock or stone.

PU i-lan'der. [Gr.] A lover of men.

Phil'ip. [Gr.] A lover of horses.

Ph i n'e-as. [Heb.] Of bold countenance.

Pi'us. [Lat.] Pious.

Quin'tin. [Lat.] The fifth.

R.
Palph. [0. Ger.] Contraction of Rodolph.

Jtai/'mond,
| j-Q Qgr ] Wise protection.

Pay'tmind. )

lieg'i-nald. [0. Ger.] Strong ruler.

Pea'ben. [Heb.] Behold, a son.

Itich'ard. [O. Ger.] Rich-hearted; powerful.

Pob'ert. [O. Ger.] Bright in fame.

Pod'er-ic,
[ |-q_ (jej. t Rjeij jn glory.

Po'dolph, I [O. Ger.] Famous wolf, or

l{o-(1oVphns. > hero.

Pofj'er. [O. Ger.] Strong counsel.

Po'land, Iro. Ger. ] Counsel of the land.
Pote'land. )

^

Pu'dolpli. See Rodolph.

Ru'fn.s. [Lat.] Red; reddish.

Pu'pert. [0. Ger.] See Robert.

S.

Snm'son. [Heb.] Sun-like.

I Sam'u-el. [Heb.] Heard of God.

NAMES OF WOMEN
A.

Ab'i-yail. [Heb.] Father’s joy.

A'dn. [O. Ger.] See Edith.

Ad'e-la. I j-Q. Ger.] See Adeline.
Ad'e-laide. 1

A-de'li-a. [O. Ger.] See Adela.

Ad'eli'na,[ [O. Ger.] Of noble birth; a

Ad'e-line. ( princess.

Af/'a-tha. [Gr.] Good.

Af/'nes. [Gr.] Chaste.

Al-ber'ta. [O. Ger.] Feminine of Albert.

Al'e-the'a. [Gr.] Truth.

AVex-an'dra. [Gr.] Feminine of Alexan-

der.
Al'ice. [O. Ger.] See Adeline.

Al-tni'ra. [Arabic.] Lofty ;
a princess.

A-iitan'da. [Lat.] Worthy of love.

A-me’U-a. [O. Ger.] Energetic
;
beloved.

An-f/el'i.ca, I

^ Angelic.
An-ge-li'ita. i

An' II a. [Heb.] Gracious.

Aii-t(i'iil-a. [Lat.] Feminine of Anthony.

Ar'n liel'la. [Lat.] A fair altar.

Ati-f/ii.^'ta. [Lat.] Feminine of Augustus.

Aii-re'li-a. [Lat.] Golden.

Ait-ro'ra. [Lat.] Morning redness
;
dawn.

B.

Par'ba-ra. [Gr.] Foreign.

Pe'a-frice. [Lat.] Making happy.

Per'tha. [O. Ger.] Bright.

Planelie, [Fr.] White.

Jtridfi'et. [Celt.] Strength
;
bright.

C.

Car'o-line. [O. Ger.] Feminine of CHARLES.

Cath'a-ri'na,
j

CatU'a-rine, V [Gr.] Pure.

Cnth'er-ine. )

Ce-ril'i-a. [Lat.] Feminine of Cecil.

re-le.s'fine. [Lat.] Heavenly.

Char'lotte. [O. Ger.] Feminine of Charles.

Chris'ti-na. [Gr.] Feminine of Christian.

Clar'a. [Lat.] Bright.

rieni'eii-tViia, I Mild.
Clein'eii-Hne. I

Saul. [Heb.] Desired.

Se-bas'tian. [Gr.] Venerable.

Seth. [Heb.] Appointed.

Siy'is-tnund. [O. Ger.] Victorious protec-

tion.

Si'las. [Lat.] A contraction of Selvanus.

Sil-vn'nu.’i. [Lat.] Dweliing in the woods.

Sil-ves'ter. [Lat.] Rustic.

Snn'e-on,l T Hearing graciously.
Si'iiioii. 1

Sol'o-inoii. [Heb.] Peaceable.

Ste'phen. [Gr.] A crown or garland.

T.
The'o-bald. [O. Ger.] Bold over the people.

The'o-dore. [Gr.] The gift of God
The-oph'iAus. [Gr.] A lover of God.

The'von. [Gr.] A hunter.

Thoni'as. [Heb.] A twin.

Tlm'o.thy. [Gr.] Fearing God.

Tris'tam. [Lat.] Grave.

U.
TJ-Xys'ses. [Gr.] A hater.

JJr'ban. [Lat.] Of the town ;
polite.

IT-ri'ah. [Heb.] Light of the Lord.

V.
ral'eii-tiiie. [Lat.] Strong; powerful.

Vie'tor. [Lat.] A conqueror.

Vin'cent. [Lat.] Triumphant.

Viv'i-an. [Lat.] Lively.

W.
Tf'al'ter. [O. Ger.] Ruling the army.

WilViam. [O. Ger.] Resolute helmet; pro-

tector.

Win'fred. [A.-S.] Winning peace.

Z.

Zach'a-ri'ah. [Heb.] Remembered of God.

Za'dok. [Heb.] Just.

Zed'e-ki'ah. [Hob.] Justice of God.

i Ze'iiag. [Gr.] Gift of Zeus.

Con'staiice. [Lat.] Constant.

Co'ra. [Gr.] Maiden.

Cor-de'li-a. [Lat.] Warmhearted.

Co-rin'iia. [Gr.] Maiden.

Cor-ne'li-a. [Lat.] Feminine of Cornelius.

D.

Deh'o-rah. [Heb.] A bee.

De'li-a. [Gr.] Belonging to Delos.

TXi-aii'a. [Lat.] Goddess of Hunting.

Pi'itah. [Heb.] Judged.

Do'ra. [Gr.] Contraction of Dorothea.

Dor'eas. [Gr.] A gazelle.

Po-riii'da. [Gr.] See Dorothea.

Dor'o-the'a, [ j-qj,
^

gift of God.
Por'o-thy. >

E.

E'dith. [O. Ger.] Happiness.

Ed'iin. [Heb.] Pleasure.

EVe-a-nor. [Gr.] Light.

E-li.i'a-beth, \

E-Hz'a-beth,V [Heb.] Worshiper of God.

E-U'za. I



El'la. [Gr.] Contraction of Eleanor.

ICl-vVra. [Lat.] White.

Em'e-linc,
/ Qer.J Industrious.

Eni’me-liiie. )

Em'i-ltj, I TQ Ger.l See Emeltne.
Etn'ma. '

Es’thcr. [Persian.] A star
;
good luck.

Eth'el. [O. Ger.] Of noble birth.

Eth'e-lind, I tq Qg|. i Noble snake.
Eth'e-lin'da. I

Eit-ge'ii i-a. [Gr.] Feminine of Eugene.
Ell'nice. [Gr ] Happy victory.

E'l'tr. [Heb.] Life.

E-van'f/e-Une. [Gr.] Bringing glad news.

Ere. [Heb.] See Eva.
Er'e-U’na, I

^
Ev'e-line. )

Diminutive of Eva.

F.
Fan'll!/. [Gr.] Diminutive of Frances.
Fe-lic'ia. [Lat.] Happy.
Fi-de'l-ia, [Lat.] Faithful.

J'In'ra. [Lat.] Flowers.

Flor'enee. [Lat.] Flourishing.

Friin'ces. [Ger.] Feminine of Francis.
Fred-er-i'en. [O. Ger.] Feminine of Fred-
erick.

G.
Geoj -gi-an a,

[ [Gr.] Feminine of George.
Geor-gi'tia. 1

iler'itl-dine. [0. Ger.] Feminine of Gerald.
Ger'triide. [O Ger.] Spear-maiden.

^
Grace. [Lat.] Grace.

H
Han'nah. [Heb.] See Anna.
Ilar'ri-et. [O. Ger ] Feminine of Henrt.
Ilel'eii, [ [Gr.] Light. Diminutive: Nell,

Jlel'e-nn . f Nelly.

llen'ri-et'ta. [O. Ger.] Feminine of Henry.
Diminutive : Etta, Hetty.

lles'ter. [Per.] See Esther.
//on oia,

[
j Honorable.

Hon-o'ri-a. I

Hor-ten'si-a. [Lat.] A female gardener.
Hul'dah. [Heb.] A weasel.

I.

Fda. [0. Ger.] Godlike.
I-re'ne. [Gr.] Peace.
Is'a-bel,

I rTT T. 1

Is-a-heJ'In. 1

See Elizabeth.

Jane, [Heb.] Feminine of John.
Ja-net', [Heb.] Diminutive of Jane.

Jean, \

Jeanne,
[- French forms of Jane.

Jean-nette'.

)

Je-mi'nia. [Heb.] A dove.

Je-ru'slia. [Heb.] Married.

Joan .
/ jteminine of John.

Joan'na. 1

Jo'sepJiine. [Heb.] Feminine of Joseph.
Ju'lia. [Lat.] Feminine of Julius.
Ju'liet. [Lat.] Diminutive of Julia.

K.
Kaffi'ar-ine. [Gr.] See Catharinb.
Ke-zi'ali. [Heb.] Cassia.

T.an'ra. [Lat.] Laurel.

Fa-vin'i-a, [Lat.] Belonging to Lavinlum.
Leti't-ia. [Lat.] Joy.

TAl'i-an. [Lat.] A lily.

I.ou-i sa I
|.Q^ Ger.] Feminine of Louis.

Lou-i.se'. )

Fn-cin'da. [Lat.] See Lucy.
Fn-ere'tia. [Lat.] Light.

Fu'cg. [Lat.] Feminine of Lucius.
Fgd'i-a. [Gr.] A Lydian.

M.
Ma'beJ. [Lat.] Lovable.

! [Heb.] OfMAGDALA.
Mag'da-lene. 1

Mar'ga-ret. [Gr.] A pearl.

J/rt-rPn,
1 Mary.

]tlar't-on, I

Mar'tha. [Heb.] Sorrowful.

Ma'ri/. [Heb ] Star of the sea.

Ma-til'da. [0. Ger.] A woman warrior.

Maud. See Magdalene.
Me-lis'sa. [Gr.] A bee.

Mi-ran'da. [Lat.] Wonderful
;
admirable.

Mir'i-am. [Heb ] See Mary.

N.
Nan'cy. See Anne.
Ifo'ra

.

See Honora.

O.

\
The olive.

O-lir'i-a. I

0-j)Iie'li-a. [Gr.] Belonging to a serpent.

J au-ti na,
[ j^Lat.] Feminine of Paul.

J’au-line'. 1

Fe-nel'o-pe. [Gr.] A weaver.
/'ej-'sis, [Gr.] A Persian woman.
Fhce'be. [Gr.] Shining.

J'ol'lg. [Eng.] See Mary.
Fris-cil'la. [Lat.] A little old.

R.
Ea'chel. [Heb.] An ear.

Ee-bec'ca. [Heb.] Beautiful.

lUio'da. [Gr.] A rose.

Ito'sa. [Lat.] Arose.
Jios'a-lind. [Lat.] Fair as roses.

Ito'sa-mond. [Lat.] The rose of the world.

Ruth. [Heb.] Beauty.

s.

Sa'ra, I

[-jjgij j ^ princess.
Sa'rah. )

Sib'yl,
i

Si-byl'la. !

So-ph i'a. [Gr.] Wisdom.
Sn-jdiro'iii-a. [Gr.] Wise minded.

Stel'la. [Lat.] A star.

Sii'san, \

Sn-san'na, V [Heb.] A lily.

Sit-san'naJi. '

[Gr.] Prophetess.

Tab'i-fha. [Syrian.] A gazelle.

The-o-do'ra. [Gr.] Feminine of Theodore.
The-re'sa. [Gr.] Bearing corn-ears.

U.
F-ra'nl-a. [Gr.] Heavenly.

Ur'su-la. [Lat.] She-bear.

V.
Vic-to'ri-a. [Lat.] Feminine of Victor.
Vi'o-la. [Lat.] A violet.

Tir-gin'i-a. [Lat.] Virginal.

Viv'i-an. [Lat.] Vivacious.

W.
Wil-liel-mi'na. [O. Ger.] Feminine of

William.
Win'i-fred. [A.-S.] Feminine of W^inpred.

Z.

Ze-no'bi-a. [Gr.] Deriving life from Zeus.

r
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TYPOGRAPHICAL MARKS EXEMPLIFIED.

/ Though several differing opinions exist as to

/the individual by \^^om the art of printing was ^
‘ first discovered; yet all authorities concur in

admitting Peter Schoeffer to be the person ^

who invented cast metal types, having learned

^ the art -ef of cutthig the letters from the Gu-

5;/ tenbergy he is also supposed to have been

the first whoengraved on copper^plates. The^/-/

following testimony is preseved in the family, * ^
l^by* Jo.l^Fred.^^Faustus, of 4^Ascheffenburg;

'°Q A
‘ Peter Schoeffer, of Gernsheim, perceiving

»i\y his master Faus^ design, and being himself

(desirous
|
ardently) to improve the art, found

out (by the good providence of God) the

method of cutting {
ineidendP) the characters

in a matrix, that the letters might easily be

singly castj instead of bieng cut. He pri-

Though several differing opinions exist as to

the individual by whom the art of printing was

first discovered
;

yet all authorities concur in ad-

mitting PETER SCHOEFFER to be the person

who invented cast metal types, having learned the

art of cutting the letters from the Gutenbergs ; he

is also supposed to have been the first who en-

graved on copper-plates. The following testimony

is preserved in the family, by Jo. Fred. Faustus

of Ascheffenburg :

“ Peter Schoeffer, of Gernsheim, perceiv-

ing his master Faust’s design, and being him-

self ardently desirous to improve the art, found

out (by the good providence of God) the method

of cutting {incidendi) the characters in a matrix,

that the letters might easily be singly cast, instead

of being cut. He privately cut matrices for the

whole alphabet
;
and when he showed his master

the letters cast from these matrices, Faust was so

pleased with the contrivance, that he promised

Peter to give him his only daughter Christina in

marriage, a promise which he soon after performed.

But there were as many difficulties at first with

these letters, as there had been before with wooden

ones, the metal being too soft to support the force

of the impression : but this defect was soon reme-

died, by mixing the metal with a substance which

sufficiently hardened it.”
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HOW TO CORRECT PROOF.

The following rules for correcting proof are

given in MacKellar's American Printer. Pro-

fessional proof-readers and all persons who may
have occasion to revise proofs of their articles

will find these rules very convenient for reference.

A wrong letter in a word is noted by drawing
a short perpendicular line through it, and mak-
ing another short line in the margin, behind
which the right letter is placed. (See No. 1.) In

this manner whole words are corrected, by draw-

ing a line across the wrong word and making
the right one in the margin opposite.

A turned letter is noted by drawing a line

through it, and writing the mark No. 2 in the

margin.

If letters or words require to be altered from
one character to another, a parallel line or lines

must be made underneath the word or letter,

—

viz., for capitals, three lines
;
small capitals, two

lines
;

Italics, one line
; and, in the margin

opposite the line where the alteration occurs.

Caps, Small Caps, or Ital. must be written.

(See No. 3.)

When letters or words are set double, or are

required to be taken out, a line is drawn through
the superfluous word or letter, and the mark
No. 4 placed opposite in the margin.

Where the punctuation requires to be altered,

the correct point, marked in the margin, should
be encircled.

When a space is omitted between two words

or letters which should be separated, a caret

must be made where the separation ought to be,

and the sign No. 6 placed opposite in the margin.

No. 1 describes the manner in which the hy-

phen and ellipsis line are marked.

W’hen a letter has been omitted, a caret is put

at the place of omission, and the letter marked
as No. 8.

Where letters that should be joined are sepa-

rated, or where a line is too widely spaced, the

mark No. 9 must be placed under them, and the

correction denoted by the marks in the margin.

W''here a new paragraph is required, a quad-

rangle is drawn in the margin, and a caret placed

at the beginning of the sentence. (See No. 10.)

No. 11 shows the way in which the apos-

trophe, inverted commas, the star and other ref-

erences, and superior letters and figures, are

marked.
Where two words are transposed, a line is

drawn over one word and below the other, and
the mark No. 12 placed in the margin ;

btit

where several words require to be transposed,

their right order is signified by a figure placed

over each word, and the mark No. 12 in the

margin.

Where words have been struck out, that have

afterward been approved of, dots should be

marked tinder them, and Stet. written in the

margin. (See No. 13.)

Wliere a space sticks up between two words.

a horizontal line is drawn under it, and the mark
No. 14 placed opposite, in the margin.

Where several words have been left out, they

are transcribed at the bottom of the page, and a

line draw’n from the place of omission to the

written words (see No. 15) ;
but if the omitted

matter is too extensive to be copied at the foot

of the page. Out. see copy, is written in the mar-
gin, and the missing lines are enclosed between
brackets, and the word Ovt. is inserted in the

margin of the copy.

Where letters stand crooked, they are noted

by a line (see No. IG)
;
but, where a page hangs,

lines are drawn across the entire part affected.

When a smaller or larger letter, of a different

font, is improperly introduced into the page, it

is noted by the mark No. 17, which signifies

wrong font.

If a paragraph is improperly made, a line is

drawn from the broken-off matter to the next

paragraph, and Ab 1 written in the margin.

(See No. 18.)

Where a word has been left out or is to be

added, a caret must be made in the place where

it should come in, and the word written in the

margin. (See No. 19.)

W^here a faulty letter appears, it is marked by
making a cross under it, and placing a similar

one in the margin (see No. 20) ; though some
prefer to draw a perpendicular line through it,

as in the case of a wrong letter.

MARKS USED IN CORRECTING PROOF-SHEETS.

^ Turn reversed letter.

Q Indent line one em quadrat.

{dele.) Take out ; expunge.

A The caret shows that something omit-
^ ted in the line is interlined above, or

written in the margin, and should

be inserted in that place.

u Insert space between words, letters,

^ or lines.

^ Less space.

(3 Close up.

9^ Take out type, and insert a space, in

place of what is taken out.

5^ ^ Take out type, and close up.

X Calls attention to bad type.

L Push down space.

Plane down a letter.

No paragraph.

Placed under erased words in order to

have them remain.

j W ritten in the margin to restore words
®

' (with dots placed under them) that

have been struck out by mistake.

^ New paragraph.

1 I

Carry down.

Three lines, beneath writing, call for

capitals.

Two lines, beneath writing, call for

small capitals.

One line, beneath writing, calls for

italics.

Wrong font type.

Transpose letters, words, or sentences.

/ Letters stand crooked.

/-/ Hyphen omitted.

|_ Carry further to the left.

_| Carry further to the right.

I I
Carry higher up on page.

c. Lower case, or small letters.

<f. c. Small capitals.

O Period.

(p
Query as to some doubtful word, sen-

• tence, or statement.
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^UR English term “ Calendar ” means a

method of reckoning time. The name is

from Calendce, the first division of the

Roman month, when the pontiffs called

the people together and informed them

what days were to be observed during

the month.

Man’s first conception of time *or duration would

naturally have come from observing the regular

recurrence of light and darkness. He would next

notice the changing apjiearance and position of the

moon. Hence, whatever he might have called them,

he would have a tolerable idea of the day and the

month. In the temperate zone he would observe

the changes of heat and cold and the recurrence of

what we call seasons, and so get a notion of the year.

These only are natural divisions of time. Weeks,

hours, minutes and seconds are purely artificial

and arbitrary. Before the ajipearance of clocks or

watches, men would measure time by the movements

of the sun, moon, and stars
;

the first artificial

measures were made by sun-dials, water-clocks or

clepsydra, (on the principle of the modern hour-

glass,) by sand-glasses, or by the burning of candles.

THE DAY.

This would naturally have been at first only the time of

the duration of light, or from sunrise to sunset. Modern

observation makes the solar or common day the period

between the passage of the sun over a given meridian and

its return to that meridian. This period is so nearly

uniform that its variations are of no account in ordinarj^

reckoning. This solar day is the unit of time.

The ancient Egyptians, and most early people of Europe,

began the day as we do now, at midnight, and divided it

into two periods of twelve hours each. Astronomers,

however, count the hours from one to twenty-four, and

begin their day at noon. Thus where we would write

Jan. 1, 1882, A. M., they say Dec. 81, 1881, 22h. 30m.

The Chaldeans and Greeks began the day at sunrise; the

Italians and Bohemians at sunset. [Not many years ago

there was a custom in the New England States of ‘
‘ keeping

Saturday night,” as if Sunday began at sunset. This

especial night was devoted by the young people to love-

making, and was sometimes called “courting night.”]

In early Rome, down to about the j^ear 200 B. C., the

only divisions of the day were morning or sunrise, mid-day,

and sunset. Mid-day was known when the sun shone

straight along between the Forum and the Graciostasis, a

place where foreign ambassadors came to deliver their

messages. This must have been the original noon-mark,

traces of which may still be seen on the floor under a

southward-looking window in many a farm house in New
York and other States.

The division of the day into hours must have been of

extreme antiquity. Evening and morning, days and weeks,

seasons and j^ears are spoken of in the Hebrew scriptures;

but the first mention of the hour is in the book of Daniel,

who lived about 550 B. C. It reads :

‘
‘ Then Daniel, whose

name was Belteshazzar, was astonished for one hour, and

his thoughts troubled him.” The division into hours,

minutes and seconds may have been made before the

invention of the decimal system; at any rate it is on the

duodecimal system, increasing and diminishing by twelves

;

12 X 5 = 60 seconds make a minute; 12 X 5 = 60 minutes
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make an hour; 2 X 12 = 24 hours make a da3'. The Chinese,

who are nothing if not contrary, divide the day into t-welve

parts of two hours each.

If one desires to know the length of day and night, add

12 hours to the time of sunset and from the sum subtract

the time of sunrise—the remainder gives the length of the

day. To find the length of the night, subtract 12 hours

from the time of sunset, and to the remainder add the time

of sunrise for the next morning; the product shows the

length of the night.

THE WEEK.

The week is a purely arbitrary division of time and of

very great antiquity. It is peculiar in being uniform and

unbroken. Whatever has been done in rectifying the length

of years or months, the days of the week have gone on in

regular succession, entirely undisturbed. In England and

her Colonies the change from old to new style was made in

1752, by ordering the day following the 2d of September

to be numbered the 14th. Here were eleven daj^s stifled

before their birth—all between the 2d and 14th; but the

2d was Wednesday and the 14th was Thursday, the days

of the week going on without interruption.

Most Eastern nations used the week, though the Greeks

did not, nor did the Romans until about 400 A. D. Pro-

bably the week was suggested by the changes of the moon,

as the return of these changes in regular order suggested

the month. There are seven days in a week, and the fourth

part of a lunar month is seven days and three eights of a

day—seven days and nine hours, nearly.

The names of the days are variously accounted for.

Assuming that the week was of Egyption origin, and the

days named after the heavenly bodies, the theory is that

the seven planets (or what were called planets) presided

over the hours. Beginning with the most remote, Saturn

presided over the first hour of the day, Jupiter the second.

Mars the third, the Sun the fourth, Venus fifth. Mercury

sixth, and the Moon seventh; then Saturn eighth, and so on.

By this rule, the planet presiding over the first hour gave

its name to the day; and so came Saturn’s, Sun’s, Moon’s,

Mars’s, Mercury’s, Jupiter’s, and Venus’s days. The Egyp-

tian week began with Saturday; but the Jews, in taking the

weeks along with them, out of hatred to their oppressors,

made Saturday the last day of the week in their calendar.

The English names of the days are a mixture of astro-

nomical and Old Norse or Scandinavian mythological

names. Sunday and Monday are clear enough; Tuesday

is variously derived; but it comes from the Norse divinity

Tjt, the god of valor, or bravery, who put his hand in the

mouth of the Fenris wolf while the other gods chained the

monster, and had the hand bitten off when the wolf found

himself a captive. Tuesday was Tyr’s day. Wednesday
is named from Odin, the principal deity of the Norsemen.

The Saxons called him Woden, and the day Woden’s day.

Thursday is called after Thor, the god of thunder, the

Norse Mars. Friday is Freya’s day. She was the wife of

Ottar, and goddess of love and fruitfulness, and nearly

answers to the Roman Venus, whose name was given to

the same day. Saturday is undoubtedly from Saturn. The
Northmen called it “ Thvatt-dag,” washing or bathing day.

THE MONTH.
This division must have been made with reference to

the moon. The Egyptians had twelve months of thirty

days each, and put five extra days to the last month to

make up the year. The Greeks divided the month into

three decades of ten daj^s each. This was imitated in the

short-lived calendar of the French Revolution. The
Romans had a remarkable division, not easy to under-

stand. Instead of naming the days, first, second, third,

and so on, they counted backward from three fixed points

in each month—the calends, the nones, and the ides.

What we call the 14th of January, they would call the

19th day before the calends of February.

The names of months used by most nations are those

given by the Romans. January from Janus, who had two

faces, could look out before and behind, and presided over

doors and entrances (hence o\ir janitor). February, from

februare, to purify or offer expiation. March, from Mars

(this was originally the beginning of the Roman year,

when it had but ten months). April, from Aphrilis (prob-

ably) a name of Venus. May, probably from the Majores,

the first senators of Rome. June, probably from Junores,

or next class of law-givers—some think from Juno. Juljq

after Julius Cresar; August, after Augustus Casar, and

the others by numerals—Septem, Octo, Novem, Decern,

or, seventh, eighth, ninth and tenth. Among the north-

ern nations some of the names indicated the character of

the season or things to be done. The Norsemen had a

gore month, when cattle were slaughtered for winter food

,

a freezing month, breeding month, sacrifice month, reap-

ing month, the sun’s month, and Thor’s month. Tlie

Saxons called January wolf month, because of the roam-

ing of wolves for prey; February was sprout month, or

sun month; March, the lengthening month, the days grow-

ing longer; April, the last wind month; May, the milking

month; July, the ha}' month; September, barley month;

October, wine month; November, wind month; Decem-

ber, winter month. In Holland the months are still desig-

nated in a similar way, such as snowy, rainy, and chilly,

grass, hay, harvest, etc.

THE SEASONS.

In the extreme north of Europe there were but two sea-

sons—winter and summer, and it is so now in Iceland.

Summer had six months of 30 days each, with four ekke,

or eke-out, nights interpolated near the close of July.

Winter began Oct. 26, and had six months of 30 days

each. In Iceland it is still the custom to reckon one’s

age by winters, and not by years.

In southern Europe spring and autumn were clearly

defined, and were the most delightful portions of the year.

The seasons are natural divisions; Spring begins when the
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sun is over the equator; Summer when the sun reaches its

highest northern declination; Autumn when it is again

over the equator, and Winter when at the remotest south-

ern declination. Our months ought to conform to these

natural divisions, and the year should begin at the vernal

equino.x, about March 21 or 22. Then should come, for

common years, seven months of 30 and five of 31 days,

and for leap years, six months of each number, which

would be as nearly as possible equalized mouths. Julius

Caesar tried to equalize the months by so arranging that no

two of 31 days should come together, but his nephew,

Augustus, was vain enough to disturb the arrangement,

not only ordering Sextilis (sixth) month to be named

August, after himself, but insisting that his month should

be as long as his uncle’s; so a day was stolen from Febru-

ary to give August as many days as there were in July.

THE YEAR.

The most important division of time is the year, and no

effort has been spared to determine its exact length. The

civil year, employed in chronology, consists of 3G5 days

5 hours 48 minutes and 49 and 7-10 seconds, or 3G,55G,930

seconds, nearly, or a trifle over 11 minutes less than 3G5}4

days. The year, as we now reckon it, consists of 3G5.2425

days. The ancient astronomers made pretty near guesses

at the length of the year, but the nations had various

methods of computation, and no approach to correct time

was made until Julius Caesar took the business in hand.

With the help of Sosigenes, the astronomer, he concocted

the Julian Calender, which we call Old Style, making three

years of 8G5 days, and giving the fourth year 3GG days,

which was pretty near the truth. But the year at that

time was so confused that, to get a fair start, Caesar added

G7 days to the year 47 B. C., making it 445 days long.

This is known as “the last year of confusion.” He began

his calendar Jan. 1, 4G B. C. Carrying back the old style

reckoning, it appears that the Julian era would have

begun on Thursday, if any such day of the week had been

known. He also made a common-sense division into

months, giving 30 and 31 days alternately as nearly as

possible. This was disarranged by Augustus Cissar, as

we have said, and when he tried to separate months of 30

and 31 days he failed, as the almanac still shows by July

and September, and December and January, each having

31 days, falling together. Augustus gave the leap-year

day to February, not, as we do, by putting it last, but as

the Roman Calendar called the 25th of February the sixth

before the calends of March, he put it in there as a second

sixth, or Us-sextilis. Hence the name bis-sextile for leap

year. Some church calendars still follow this method.

Ciesar’s calendar was carelessly kept. For a consider-

able period the pontiffs gave a leap day to every third

instead of fourth year. This was rectified by omitting

all leap days from 48 to 37 B. C. Thence downward the

Julian Calendar went on correctly. But its year was ‘.oo

long, and in about three-and-a-half centuries (at the Coun-

cil of Nice, A. D. 325), it was found that the vernal equi-

nox, fixed by Ciesar on the 25th of March, had gone back

to the 21st. If this were to go on the seasons would in

time be reversed, and summer come when the calendar

called for mid-winter. Furthermore, it was reckoning

days that never existed.

In 1582 the Julian Calendar, as compared with the actual

time, was ten days too far ahead. Then Pope Gregory

XIIL, aided by the best-learned men of the age, promul-

gated the Reformed Calendar, for a long period known as

the Gregorian or New Stjde—the Julian Calendar heing

called Old Style. He directed that the 5th of October of

1582 should be reckoned as the 15th, and, to avoid errors

of the kind in the future, that three of the one hundred

leap days coming in 400 years by the Julian Calendar

should be dropped. It was ordered that if the first two

figures of the year ending a century were divisible by 4

without remainder, it should be a leap year; those not so

divisible were to be common years. Thus, the year IGOO,

then near at hand, was a leap year; 1700 and 1800 are

not, nor 1900; but 2000 will be. This regulation makes

cycles of 400 years, and, though not exact, is so near to

precise time that it will take 3,323 years to accumulate a

superfluous day. Even this may be provided for by call-

ing the year 4000 a common, instead of a leap, year, as it

would be under the Calendar. A still nearer approach to

exactness might be made by omitting one leap day in 128

years, or allowing 31 only instead of 32 leap days in such

a period. This would come so near that it would take

100,000 years to accumulate a superfluous day.

Gregory's Calendar was immediately adopted in most of

the Catholic countries of Europe; in Scotland in IGOO; by

Protestant Germany in 1700; and, finally, in England in

1752. An Act of Parliament, adopted in 1751, directed

that the year 1752 should be reckoned from the 1st of

January, and not from the 25th of March; and that the

day following the 2d of September should be reckoned the

14th of September. So the year 1751 lost 83 days, and

1752 lost 11—the two years having only 637, instead of

731, days.

The beginning of the year varied with various nations.

The Norsemen began at the winter solstice, rejoicing at

the return of the sun; Eastern nations generally with the

autumnal equinox, and so did the early Germans; the

Jewish civil year began at the same time, but their eccle-

siastical year six months earlier; Greeks at the summer,

and then at the winter solstice; the early Romans at the

winter solstice; in France, March 1, Dec, 25, and Easter;

in England, March 25; Russia, until Peter the Great,

Sept. 1 ;
ancient Mexicans at the vernal equinox [they had

18 months of 20 days each, and a leap year] ;
in the East

Indies, with the first quarter of the moon harvest, the

beginning of December. But all these have been super-

seded by a purely arbitrary point that has not the slightest

reference to seasons or planetary motions. Why was Jan.

1 fixed upon? Thus it was: In the year 353 B. C. there

was a revolt against Roman rule in Spain. It was deemed
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necessary to send a consul there, and, to hasten his depart-

ure, it was ordered tliat the consuls just selected should

take otfice two-and-a-half months before the regular time.

The regular time was at the beginning of the }'ear in

March, but on this occasion they took their seats at the

time now known as the 1st of January. That began the

consular year for them, and, it seems, the common year

for all mankind. With all his overhauling of the calendar,

Caesar did not disturb this point for commencing the year.

LEGAL HOLIDAYS.

The law of most states provides that the 1st of January,

Washington’s Birthday (Feb. 23), Decoration Day (Jlay

30), the 4th of July, Christmas, any day of a general elec-

tion, Thanksgiving Day, and any days of fasting and

prayer, or other religious observance, appointed by the

Governor of the State, or the President, shall, for all pur-

poses whatsoever, as regards the presenting for payment

or acceptance, and of the protesting and giving notice of

the dishonor of bills of exchange, bank checks, and pro-

missory notes, be treated and considered as the first day of

the week, commonly called Sunday, and as public holi-

days. And the days aforesaid shall be considered the

same as Sunday and public holidays for the transaction of

business in public offices. When such days fall on a Sun-

day, the Monday next following is deemed a public holiday

for all purposes.

ALMANACS.
Fifty years ago no family was well served that did not

have a nail somewhere in the wall on which to hang the

almanac. The oldest almanac known is in the British

Museum, found in Egypt, and dating back almost 3,000

years The days are written in red ink, and certain char-

acters follow each day, prophesying the probable nature

of the morning, the day, and the evening. Then come

various directions and predictions relating to religious

ceremonies, events that happened on the day, cautions

against doing certain things on the day, fates of children

born on the day, and so on, much like almanacs made in

Europe a few centuries ago, and still made by Zadkiel and

other so-called astrologists.

The oldest Roman church almanac is one composed in

the fourth century by Pope Julius, giving both Pagan and

Christian festivals. Another was made in 448 A. D., and

one at Carthage in 483, still preserved in Paris. There is

also one in existence made in 82G. Nearly all these were

devoted to feast and fast days, saints’ days, and otlier

church matters. There are Saxon almanacs of the ninth

and tenth centuries; one of 940 A. D. giving an obituary

of Alfred the Great.

The earliest almanacs of the northern nations of Europe

were made by cutting notches in a wooden stick, on an

axe helve, or some domestic article of furniture. Weeks,

months, and notable days were known by their large or

small or duplicate notches. Many of these are preserved

in England, and are known as Clog Almanacs. There

were symbols for certain points of time, such as, an axe

for St. Paul’s Day, a harp for St. David’s, a gridiron for

St. Lawrence’s, and a true-lover’s knot for St. Valentine’s.

When almanacs came to be written, and long before

printing was known, weather predictions appeared.

There is one which is yet remembered and often repeated

in England, the United States, and other countries, viz :

The evening red, the morning gray,

Are certain signs of a fair day;

The evening gray, the morning red.

Makes the shepherd hang his head.

But this is precisely what the Saviour said in rebuking

the Pharisees :

‘
‘ When it is evening ye say, ‘ it will be fair,

for the sky is red,’” etc. These weather prophecies are

almost innumerable.

One of the earliest almanacs coming from a seat of

learning was made at Oxford in 1386, and its contents

embraced: “1—The Houses of the Planets and their

Properties. 2—The Exposition of the Signs. 3—Chronicle

of Events from the Birth of Cain. 4—How to find the

Prime Numbers. 6—Short Notes on Medicine. 6—On
Blood-letting. 7—A Description of the Table of Signs

and Movable Feasts. 8—Artificial Quantities.” The style

of our language at that period is shown in this extract;

“Aquarius is a syne in the whitk, the son es in Jan’y,

and in that moneth are seven pylos days, the 1, 2, 4, 5, 6,

15, 19, and if thonar is heard in that moneth it betokens

great wynde, mykel fruite, and batel.” [Pylos= perilous.]

The first printed almanac was the “Kalendarium Novum ” (or New
Calendar), by Regiomontanus, calculated for lfT5, 1494, and 1573. It

was the first to give eclipses to come, and the places of the planets, and

sold for ten crowns in gold. The first almanac printed in England was

the “Sheapherd’s Kalendar,” a translation from the French, brought

out in 1497. Thenceforward almanacs multiplied rapidly, and were

common enough at the end of the fifteenth century. Here are the pecu-

liar titles of two of them;
“ Prognossiacion and an Almanac fastened together, declaring the

dyspocissiou of the People and also of the Weather, with certain Elec-

tyons and Tymes chosen both for Physicke and Surgerye, and for the

Husbandman.”
“ANewe Almanache and Prognostication collected for the yere of

our Lord MDLVIII, wherein is expressed the Change and Full of the

Mooue with the Quarters. The varieties of the Ayre and also of the

Windes throughout the yere, with unfortunate times to by and sell, and

take Medicine, Sovve, Plant, and Journey.”

One of the most popular in England was “ Poor Robin’s Almanack,”

issued in 1CC4, under the title:

“ An Almanack after a new fashion, wherein the reader may find

remarkable things if he be not blinde. Written by Poor Robin, Knight

of the Burnt Island, a well-wisher of mathematics. Calculated for the

Meridian of Saffron Walden, where the pole is 5? and 6' above the

Horizon.”

It was full of wit and sarcasm of a low order, and was published

annually until 1828. Almanac publishing in England was, from about

ICOO to about 1750, monopolized by the Stationers’ Company. There

were almanacs in great variety, and nearly all were crowded with i)ie-

dictions, astrological and meteorological. Among the compilers were,

Lily, Dr. Dee, and Partridge the Shoemaker. Finally, true science came

up, and the Nautical and British Almanacs began to do credit to the

nation.

In America, the first almanac worth notice was made by
Benjamin Franklin, under the name of Richard Saunders,

and was known as “Poor Richard’s Almanac.” It was
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issued in 1733, and for twenty-five years supervised by

Franklin. The next widely popular American almanac

was that of Isaiah Thomas, the editor of the Massa-

chusetts Spy. Other notable works were the “American

Nautical Almanac,” begun in 1849; the “American

Almanac and Repository of Useful Knowledge,” 1828 to

1861. In these days calendar tables and almanacs are

wdthout number, and millions of them are given away for

the sake of advertising a warehouse, a patent medicine, an

invention, a railroad, or almost any imaginable enter-

prise. The most important statistical publications are,

“The Tribune Almanac,” begun in 1838; and the “Ameri-

can Almanac,” edited by A. R. Spoflord, Librarian of

Congress. Many newspapers also publish, or have pub-

lished, almanacs, such as the New York Herald, the Albany

Etening Journal, the New York World, the Philadelphia

Ledger, and many more almanacs are also published by

bible societies, tract societies, and by every eonsiderable

denomination in the country. Comic almanacs are issued,

but have little popularity.

The familiar features of the almanac of the fathers have

disappeared. The well-knowm figure of a partially-disem-

boweled man, with head, hands, and feet pointing to the

signs of the zodiac, is rarely seen. The dominical letter,

to point out Sundays, is also gone. The once invaluable

weather predictions have been cast aside, and in most

publications the record of events, births, deaths, etc., has

fallen into disuse. Aside from its statistics of elections,

laws passed, names of Congressmen, Legislators, Govern-

ors, and days of election, a political almanac is of little

account. All that remains of the almanac of old times is,

eclipses, positions of planets, church days and cycles,

mean time, rising and setting of sun and moon, changes

of the moon, and time of high water. The reports of

weather bureaus have superseded the guess-work of other

days, and even the rising and setting of the sun and moon,

and high water, are printed in all important newspapers.

Almanacs and card calendars, given away by millions,

cease to have any practical value, and so the traditional

nail in the farmhouse is no longer driven, or, if remaining,

is unoccupied.

PAST AND FUTURE TIME.

If one were to ask, “ On what day of the week was

grandfather born?” or, “On what day will come the

American Millennial—the 4th of July, 2776? ” how should

we set about answering? There are many ways, and it is

not difficult to find calendars for the century, or, per-

petual calendars. Some use the dominical letters; some

have more or less intricate tables of common and leap

years, and centuries; some have numbers for the various

months, and work out answers by addition and division.

Putting these aside, I will give here a calendar of my own

construction, by which any person may find any day of

the week, from the first day of the year one, of the

Christian era (according to the Gregorian, or New Style,

now in use), to the 28th day of February of the year 4000.

There is small gain every year over the present reckoning,

so that it will be necessary to omit the 29th of February,

in the year 4000, to regulate the computation, and then the

whole calendar will go back one day; that is, if 4000 were

a leap year, 4001 w'ould begin on Monday; but, as it will

not be a leap year, 4001 will begin on Sunday. By the

present reckoning, every 400 years make a cyele, and

then the days of the week, month, and year, return in

precisely the same order. Therefore, if you find the

order for the first 400 years, you have it for the second

400, and so on to the change m the year 4000.

All we need to learn is the day of the week on which

the first century began. This we learn by calculation,

and find that, under the reckoning of New Style, the first

day of January, of the Christian era, was Monday. We
then give the day on which each successive year began,

up to 400. Then the order returns at periods of 400 years

Along with the beginning of the years, we give two calen

—one for common years, and one for leap years. The

leap years in the first table are marked with a star (*), and

the blank following shows that the next year begins two

days later, instead of one day later, as in common years.

GREGORIAN, OR NEW STYLE.

Calendar of Days of the Week, from the Year 1 to the 2%thof

February, of the Year 4000.

YEARS BEGINNING ON
SUN. MON. TUBS. WED. THURS. FRI. SAT

.. 1.. 2.. 3.. . . *4. . . . . . 5

6.. .. 7.. . . *8.

.

. . . . 9.. .. 10.. .. 11

*12.

.

.. 13.. .. 14.. .. 15.. .. *16.. . .

17.

.

.. 18.. .. 19.. .. *20.. — . . .. 21.. .. 22

23.. .. *24.. , . . . 25.

.

.. 26.. . . 27.

.

.. *28

.. 29.. . . 30.

.

.. 31. .. *32.. . . . . .. 33

34. .. 35.. . . . . . . 37.

.

. . 38.

.

.. 39

*40.

.

.. 41. .. 42.. . . 43.

.

. .
*44.

.

—
45.

.

. . 46.

.

. . 47.

.

.. *48. . . . . . . 49.

.

50

51. .. *.52.. . . .. 53. . , 54.

.

. . 55.

.

.. *56

.. 57.. .. 58.. . . 59. .. *60 . . . . 61

62.

.

. . 63. . *64. . . . 65. . . . 66.

.

67

*68.

.

. . 69.

.

. . 70. .. 71.. .. *72.. —
73. .. 74.. . . 75.

.

.. *76. . . .. 77.. .. 78

79. .. *80.. • • •• 81. .. 82.. . . 83.

.

.. *84

. . 85.

.

. . 86.

.

.. 87. .. *88.. . . . . .. 89

90.. .. 91.. .. *92.. . .. 93.. . . 94.

.

.. 95

*96 ... 97.. .. 98. . . 99.

.

.. 100.. .. 101

102.

.

.; 103 , . *104.

.

, , .. 105.. .. 106.. .. 107

*108. .. 109.. .. 110. .. 111.. ..*112.. . .
*

113. . . 114 .. 115.. ..*116. . . . . .. 117.. .. 118

119. . .*120. . . .. 121. .. 122.. .. 123.. . . *124

.. 125.. .. 126.. .. 127. . . *128.

.

. . . . .. 129

130. .. 131. . . *132. . .. 133.. .. 134.. .. 1,35

*136. .. 137. .. 138. .. 139.. . . *140. . .

141. .. 142. .. 143.. . . *144. . , . .. 145.. .. 146

147. . .*148. . . .. 149. .. 150.. .. 151.. . . *152

.. 153. .. 154.. . 155. . . *156.

.

. . .. 157

158. .. 159. . . *160. . .. 161.. .. 162.. .. 163

*164. .. 165. .. 166. .. 167.. ..*168.. —
169. .. 170. .. 171. . . *172. . . .. 173.. .. 174

175. . *176. — .. 177. .. 178.. .. 179.. . *180

.. 181. .. 182.. .. 183. . *184.. . .
. . . 185

186. .. 187. . . *188. . .. 189.. .. 190 . .. 191

*192 .. 193.. .. 194 .. 195.. . . *196.

.

—
197. .. 198. .. 199.. .. 200. .. 201.. .. 202.. .. 203
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SUN. MON. TUBS. WED. THURS. FRI. SAT.

*204. — ... 205... . 206.. .. 207.... *208.

.

—
209.. .. 210. .. 211.. . *212.. . . . . . . 213.

.

.. 214

215.. . .*216. . . . . . . 217.. . . 218.... 219.. *220

.. 221. . .. 222.. . 223.. *224. . . 225

226.. .. 227. . . *228.

.

. . . . 229.... 230.

.

.. 231

*232.. . . * . .. 233.. . 234.. . . 235 *230. —
237.. .. 238. ... 239.. . *240.

.

. . . . 241.. .. 242

243. ..*244. . . . 245.. . . 246 247.. . . *248

^ ^ .. 249. .. 250.. . 251.. . . *252. . .

.

. . .. 253

254. . . 255. ... *2.56.. . . .. 257.... 258.. .. 259

*200.

.

. .. 261... . 262.. . . 263.... *264.

.

. .
“

265.. . . 266. . 267.

.

. *268.

.

. , 269.. .. 270

271.. *272. . . . . 273.. .. 274.... 275.. . . *276

.. 277. ... 278.. . 279.. *280 . . .. 281

282.. .. 283. . . *284.

.

. . .. 285.... 286.. .. 287

*288.

.

— .. 289... . 290.. . 291.... *292.

.

. .

293.. . . 294. .. 295... . *296.

.

. . — . . . 297.. .. 298

299.

.

. . 300. .. 301.. . 302.. . . 303.... *304.

.

—
305.

.

.. 307... . *308.

.

. . . . 309.. .. 310

311.. . .*312. . . . . . 313.. . . 314.... 315.

.

. . *316

^ , .. 317. .. 318... . 319.. . . *320 . . .. 321

322.. .. 323. . . *324.

.

, . . . . 325.... 326.

.

.. 327
*328.

.

— .. 329... . 330.. . . 331.... *332.

.

—
333.. .. 334. .. 335... 337.. .. 338

339.. . .*340. . . . . 341.. . . 342 343.. . . *344

^ .. 345. .. 346... . 347. . . . *348. . .

.

. , .. 349

350.

.

.. 351. . . *352.

.

. . . 353 354.

.

.. 355
*356.

.

. .. 357.. . 358.. . . 359.... *360. —
361.. .. 362. .. 363.. .*364 . 365.

.

.. 366

307.

.

. .*368. . . . . 369.. . . 370.... 371.

.

. . *372

.. 373. .. 374... . 375.. ..*376.... . . .. 377

378.

.

.. 379. . . *380.

.

. . .. 381.... 382.. .. 383
*384. . . . .. 385.. . 386.. . . 387.... *388.. . .

389.

.

.. 390. .. 391.. .*392.. . . . . 393.. .. 394

395.

.

. .*396. . . — . .

.

. 397.. . . 398.... 399.

.

. . *400

COMMON YEAR ALMANAC.
JANUARY. FEBRUARY. MARCH.

1 8 15 22 29 . . 5 12 19 26..— 5 12 19 26

2 9 16 23 30 . . 6 13 20 27..— 6 13 20 27

3 10 17 24 31 .
. 7 14 21 28..— 7 14 21 28

4 11 18 25 — .. 1 8 15 22 --.. 1 8 15 22 29

5 12 19 26 — .. 2 9 16 23 - 2 9 16 23 30

6 13 20 27 — .. 3 10 17 24 --. . 3 10 17 24 31

7 14 21 28 — .. 4 11 18 25 --. . 4 11 18 25 —
APRIL. MAY. JUNE.

_ 2 9 16 23 30.. 7 14 21 28..— 4 11 18 25

3 10 17 24 — .

.

1 8 15 22 29..— 5 12 19 26

4 11 18 25 — .

.

2 9 16 23 30..— 6 13 20 27

5 12 19 26 — .

.

3 10 17 24 31..— 7 14 21 28
— 6 13 20 27 — .

.

4 11 18 25 — .. 1 8 15 22 29
— 7 14 21 28 .

.

5 12 19 26 — ..2 9 16 23 30

1 8 15 22 29 — .

.

6 13 20 27 — . . 3 10 17 24 —
JULY. AUGUST. SEPTEMBER.

— 2 9 16 23 30. — 6 13 20 27..— 3 10 17 24— 3 10 17 24 31. — 7 14 21 28..— 4 11 18 25— 4 11 18 25 — . 1 8 15 22 29..— 5 12 19 26— 5 12 19 26 — .

.

2 9 16 23 30..— 6 13 20 27— 6 13 20 27 —

.

3 10 17 24 31..— 7 14 21 28— 7 14 21 28 —

.

4 11 18 25 — .. 1 8 15 22 29
1 8 15 22 29 5 12 19 26 —..2 9 16 23 30

OCTOBER. NOVEMBER. DECEMBER.
1 8 15 22 29 .

—

5 12 19 26 — 3 10 17 24 31

2 9 16 23 30 .

—

6 13 20 27 .— 4 11 18 25 —
3 10 17 24 31 .

—

7 14 21 28 .— 5 12 19 26 —
4 11 18 25 — . 1 8 15 22 29 .— 6 13 20 27 —
5 12 19 26 — . 2 9 16 23 30 .— 7 14 21 28 —
6 13 20 27 — . 3 10 17 24 —

. 1 8 15 22 29 —
7 14 21 28 — . 4 11 18 25 — . 2 9 16 23 30 —

LEAP YEAR ALMANAC.

JANUARY. FEBRUARY. MARCH.

1 8 15 22 29. .— 5 12 19 26. — 4 11 18 25

2 9 16 23 30..— 6 13 20 27. — 5 12 19 26

3 10 17 24 31..— 7 14 21 28. — 6 13 20 27

4 11 18 25 — .. 1 8 15 22 29. — 7 14 21 28

5 12 19 26 — .. 2 9 16 23 —

.

1 8 15 22 29

6 13 20 27 — .. 3 10 17 24 —

.

2 9 16 23 30

7 14 21 28 — .. 4 11 18 25 —

.

3 10 17 24 31

APRIL. MAY. JUNE.

1 8 15 22 29..— 6 13 20 27. — 3 10 17 21

2 9 16 23 30..— 7 14 21 28. — 4 11 18 25

3 10 17 24 — .. 1 8 15 22 29. — 5 12 19 23

4 11 18 25 — .. 2 9 16 23 30. — 6 13 20 27

5 12 19 26 — .. 3 10 17 24 31. — 7 14 21 28

6 13 20 27 — .. 4 11 18 25 —

.

1 8 15 22 29

7 14 21 28 — .. 5 12 19 26 —

.

2 9 16 23 30

JULY. AUGUST. SEPTEMBER.

1 8 15 22 29. .— 5 12 19 26..-- 2 9 16 23 30

2 9 16 23 30. .— 6 13 20 27..-- 3 10 17 24 —
3 10 17 24 31. .— 7 It 21 28..-- 4 11 18 25 —
4 11 18 25 — .. 1 8 15 22 29..-- 5 12 19 26 —
5 12 19 26 -.. 2 9 16 23 30..-- 6 13 20 27 —
6 13 20 27 — .. 3 10 17 24 31..-- 7 14 21 28 —
7 14 21 23 — .. 4 11 18 25 — .. 1 8 15 22 29 —

OCTOBER. NOVEMBER. DECEMBER.

7 14 21 28. .— 4 11 18 25..-- 2 9 16 23 30

1 8 15 22 29. .— 5 12 19 26..-- 3 10 17 24 31

2 9 16 23 30..— 6 13 20 27..-- 4 11 18 25 —
3 10 17 24 31. .— 7 14 21 28..-- 5 12 19 26 —
4 11 18 25 — .. 1 8 15 22 29..-- 6 13 20 27 —
5 12 19 26 — .. 2 9 16 23 30..-- 7 14 21 28

6 13 20 27 — .. 3 10 17 24 — .. 1 8 15 22 29 —

Rule for Finding any Day of the Week.

Set off tlie two right-hand figures, and divide tlie left-

hand figures by 4. Put the remainder at the left of the

figures set off, and the sum will be found in the table

under the day that begins the year. .Eic.—1882; divide 18

hy 4; remainder, 2, which, before the figures set off, makes

282, which, in the table, is under Sunday. Take 1907; set

off, as before, and divide; the answer will be 307, which

year, as also 1907, begins on Tuesday. Take the Millen-

nial of American Independence, or the year 2776; set off

the 76, divide the 27 by 4, and 3 remains, which shows

376—a leap year, under Thursday.

For any day in any year, you find in the Calendar table

the first day of the year to be, say Sunday. Then all the

dates in the first line of the almanac table, from left to

right, are Sundays
;

the next, Mondays, and the last,

Saturdays. For leap years, which appear only under a

star (*), consult the leap year almanac. Ex .—On what day

of the week was the Declaration of Independence made?

The date was July 4, 1770; 17 divided by 4 leaves 1, which,

prefixed to the right-hand figures, makes 176, which, in

the table, is under Monday, and a leap year. The first day

of July, in the leap year almanac, is ^Monday, and the

fourth is Thursday. In the same way, we find that the

one thousandth anniversary, July 4, 2776, will come on a

Sunday.
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4^
|̂U^IAN nature is the highest subject of

human study. Man looks at his fellow

uian who is a stranger to him, and

wonders who and what he is. For

many ages men have been seeking for

a rule by which to judge strangers,

and learn, without the necessity of a

long experience, the disj^osition, ca])a-

city and tendency of men. The face has been studied,

the hand has been

studied, the stars

have been invoked
to tell us what men
may expect in the

way of fate and for-

tune.

In 1796, an eminent

])hysician of Vienna

commenced giving lec-

tures on human char-

acter as exhibited

through peculiar de-

velopments of the

brain. Frora that day

to this. Phrenology, as

Dr. Gall’s system of

character - reading is

called, has been wide-

ly disseminated and

much discussed. A
brief description of

this subject, in connec-

SYMBOLICAL

tion with some illustration, may be interesting to

our readers.

The symbolical head here presented shows the

location of the Phrenological organs, and in the field

of each organ a picture is made designed to illus-

trate the character of the organ in question. Firm-
ness, on the top of the head, is indicated hy the

stability of the pyramid, and the obstinacy of the

mule, or the man who is contending with him.

Veneration is shown

by the attitude of

prayer and the cour-

tesy which the boy

extends to the venera-

ble man. Benevo-

lence is shown by the

picture of the Good

Samaritan
;

Con-

structiveness by the

cog-wheel, as a part of

machinery
;
Cau-

tiousness, by the

frightened hen, who

fears detriment to her

chicks; Secretive-

ness, hy the fox

;

Acquisitiveness, by

the miser counting his

gain. These illustra-

tions, of course, are

simply to help the

memoiy and make

vivid the impression.

HEAD.—Illustrating the Nature op each Organ op the Brain.
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THE PRINCIPLES OF PHRENOLOGY.
The term Phrenology signifies discourse on the

mind, and advocates of this science claim that it is

based on certain definite principles, which are as

easily understood as the science of chemistry or the

laws ofnatural philosophy.

Phrenology claims to explain the powers and

faculties of the mind by studying the organization

of the brain during life. Its doctrines, briefly

stated, are

:

Brain in the Skull.

1.

—The brain is the organ or instrument of the mind.

2.

—The mind has many faculties, some of which may
be stronger or weaker than the rest in the same person.

3.

—Each faculty, or propensity of the mind, has its

special organ.

4.

—Size of brain, if the quality be good, is the true

measure of its power. The brain, when deficient in size,

or low in quality, is always connected with a low degree

of mental power. Among the lower animals, the brain is

found to be large and complicated in proportion to the

variety and strength of the faculties.

5.—Organs related to

i( each other in function are

grouped together in the

brain. For example, the

THE OBSERVER.

organs of intellect are lo-

cated in the forehead

those of the social nature

in the back-head ; those

of passion, appetite, and self-preservation the philosopher.

in the side-head ; those of aspiration, pride, and ambition,

in the crown
;
and those of sentiment, morality, sympathy,

and religion, in the top-head.

C.—As each function of the body has its specific organ,

so each faculty of the mind, each sentiment and propen-

sity has its own organ. If this were not so, each person

would exhibit the same amount of talent or power on all

subjects, such as arithmetic, language, music, mechanism,

memory, reasoning, love of property, courage, prudence,

pride, ete. Everybody knows that persons rarely show

equal talent on all topics. A man may be a genius at one

thing, and find it impossible, by long training, to become

even respectable in other things. This would not be the

case if the mind were a single power and the brain a single

organ. As the senses of seeing, hearing, tasting, smelling,

etc., are not always possessed by each person in an equal

degree of perfection, these several powers being dependent

on different organs, so the mental faculties and disposi-

tions are sometimes very unequal in a given person, owing

to the greater strength or weakness of their respective

organs in the brain. Partial genius, partial idiocy, and

partial insanity sustain the phrenological theory of the

mind.

7.—The quality or temperament of the organization de-

termines the degree of vigor, activity, and endurance of

the mental powers. These temperaments are indicated by

external signs, including the build, complexion, and tex-

ture.

There are three Temperaments, known as the Motive,

Vital, and Mental.

The MOTIVE temperament, corresponding to the bil-

ious, has a strong, bony system, an abundance of muscle,

dark, wiry hair, dark eyes, rough, prominent features, dark

complexion, and a great disposition to locomotive effort.

MOTIVE TEMPERAMEKT. Tlic motive temperament, in its in-

fluence on mental manifestation, is

favorable to dignity, sternness, deter-

mination, power of will, and desire to

govern and control others. It gives

slowness of passion, desire for heavy

labor or large business, and a liability

to miasmatic diseases.

The VITAL
. VITAL TEMPERAMENT.

temperament is

evinced by large

lungs, a powerful circulatory sys-

tem, and large digestive and assim-

ilating organs, abundance of blood,

and animal spirits. The form is

plump, the limbs rounded and

tapering, the complexion light or

florid, with an inclination to take

on flesh as age advances. This

temperament is a combination of whitepield.

the sanguine and the lymphatic as set forth by Mr. Combe
and other writers

; but as the digestive and assimilating-

organs, which constitute the lymphatic temperament, to-

gether with the respiratory and circulatory systems, which
constitute the sanguine temperament, are really vital

organs, we regard their combination into one, under the

name of vital temperament, as both convenient and philo-

sophical.

VERAZZANO.
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MENTAL TEMPERAMENT. The MENTAL temperament (form-

erly called nei'vous) depends on the de-

velopment of the brain and nervous

system, and is indicated by mental

activit}^ light frame, thin skin, fine

hair, delicate features, and large brain

as compared with the body. It im-

parts sensitiveness and vivacity to the

mind, a disposition to think, study, or

follow some light and delicate business.

The structures which, in excess of great predominance,

determine these temperaments, exist in each individual.

In one person one temperament may predominate—in the

next, another. They can be modified by proper training.

When combined, they give harmony of character and ex-

cellent health.

The strong, black hair, rough, prominent features, and hony devel-

opment of Verazzano indicate toughness and endurance ;
the power

MELANCTHON.

TEMPERAMENTS COMBINED.
,

and hardihood of the Motive temperament. The deep chest, rounded

face, and glowing countenance of Whitefield indicate the Vital temper-

ament
;
and he was known for ardor, strong affection, and impassioned

eloquence.

The large top-head of Melancthon indicates a predominance of the

mental temperament, which gives a tendency to thought, philosophy,

moral sentiment, and an appreciation of the heautiful and lesthetical.

In Sir John Franklin we find the strength of

the Motive temperament, the plumpness

and ardor of the Vital temperament, and
sufficient amplitude of the brain to indicate

a full degree of the Mental temperament;

thus, all being combined, he was har-

monious ; strong without being rough

;

ardent without impulsiveness
; thoughtful

and studious, without being too abstract or

excitable. Persons so organized are for-

tunate. Genius often comes from unbal-

anced development, some faculties being

greatly in excess
;

but more often, vice,

crime, or misfortune are the result.
SIR JOHN FRANKLIN.

^ COMPOSITION OF THE BRAIN. ^

The brain is a large, organized mass which, with its

enveloping membranes, completely fills the cavity of the

skull. It is a soft, jelly-like substance, very much like the

marrow in our bones. The interior portion, which is of

a whitish color, is composed of exceedingly small tubes,

which are the beginnings of the nerves. There are two

sets of nerves—those of feeling, and those of motion;

both are, as far as can be discovered, the same in struc-

ture and composition, but as the offices which they per-

form are entirely different, there is something about them

that the keenest physiologist cannot understand. Nor can

we understand how the brain receives impressions through

one set, and sends out messages and causes motion through

another set, for this would be to understand how mind

acts upon matter, and how the spiritual is connected with

the material. The nerves are telegraph wires; and, to

illustrate their uses, suppose you place your finger upon

a pin point, which piercing the nerves of feeling, they

instantly convey the intelligence to the brain, and, quick

as a lightning flash, a command is sent down over the

nerves of motion to remove the finger. The nerves of

feeling and motion spread all over and throughout the

body, but in the head are found the still more wonderful

nerves of hearing, seeing, smelling, and tasting, each dif-

ferent in its functions from all the others, and capable of

performing no other.

PROPORTION OP SUBSTANCES IN BRAIN.

Water about 75

J

Fat “ ^
Albumen “ 7

Phosphorous “

Salts, Acids, etc “ 5^

100

Out of 256 skulls carefully measured by himself, the late

Dr Morton constructed the following interesting table,

showing the relative capacity of the human skull, and,

indirectly, the hrain-power, in the different races;

NO. OF CAPACITY IN CUBIC INCHES.
RACE. SKULLS.

MEAN. LARGEST. SMALLEST.

Caucasian 52 87 109 75
Mongolian 10 83 93 69

Malay 18 81 89 64
American 147 82 109 60
Ethiopian 29 78 94 65

WEIGHT OP SKULLS
( Of very nearly the same size).

A Greek 27J ounces.

“ Mulatto 26 “

“ Negro 32 “

Another Negro 281
' “

“ “

A Congo “ 27|
“

“ New Zealander 26f
“

“ Chinese 23J
“

“ Gipsy 32

AVERAGE WEIGHT OF THE BRAIN.

Anglo-Saxons (English and American). . 45.70 ounces.

French 44.58
“

Germans 44.10 “

Italians 44.00 “

Americans (aboriginal race) 44.37 “

I

Hindoos 42.11
“

I

Kaffirs (Africans) 45.00
“

Negroes “ 40.50
“

Bushmen “ 38.00 “

Malays and Oceanic race, from 39.56 to 43.70
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THE TELEGRAPH.

*0 application of electricity has

contributed more towards ad-

vancing the convenience and

comfort of man than the inven-

tion of the Electric Telegraph.

The telephone enables us to

converse by word of mouth with

persons within circumscribed

distances
;
the electric signal calls the

engine to subdue the flames that threaten

to destroy our homes
;
but tlie telegraph

alone has power to convey our thoughts

with immeasurable rapidity over land and

under sea, enabling us to communicate

with friends and places in distant lands.

The merchant, sitting at his desk, quotes

to his customer the prices of the hour

in cities thousand of miles away
;
the

statesman, pondering over some knotty question

of political economy, turns for reference and assist-

ance to speeches and opinions delivered perhaps

but a few hours previous by diplomats in another

part of the globe. To circumscribe the power of

electricity and the value of the telegraph were to

attempt the impossible
;

it vanquishes thought in

speed, annihilates distance, and almost outspeeds

time itself. Millions of dollars are invested in

lines of telegraph, and thousands of persons are

employed in their construction and operation.

Lawyer and client, doctor and patient, manufac-

turer and merchant consult together, and tlie busi-

<1^

ness men of the world eifect transactions for mill-

ions every day.

ANCIENT METHODS OP COMMUNICATION.
Before the application of electricity to methods of con-

veying news from place to place there were many crude

inventions for that purpose, which, while they answered the

requirements demanded of them, performed their work so

imperfectly that they were constantly liable to error.

Important news, in Prance, a century or two ago, was
shouted from the top of a high hill

;
a person at a distance

hearing it answered the sender, and shouted it to a third

party, who in turn cried the message, and news traveled in

this manner long distances quickly. This method was
employed in the time of Caesar in calling the people to

arms. Pires lighted upon elevations gave signs in their

arrangement which could be readily understood. A signal

fire upon Hero’s tower lighted Lcander across the Helles-

pont. In the Middle Ages a fiery cross shone along the

British coast, announcing the approach of the Normans.
Signal posts were organized systematically in Prance by
Louis XI., and for a long time this method was sufficient

for all purposes of transmission.

The aerial telegraph came next, consisting of great towers

erected on rising ground in the country. These towers

were surmounted by movable turrets which could be turned

to any point to which it was desired to send a message.

Above the tower were two long black arms connected by

an immovable bar. The arms, moving in various ways,

made signs which represented words and even complete

phrases. This worked well enough in clear weather, but in

rainy or foggy atmospheres its operation was ineffectual.

INVENTION OP THE ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH.
Por a time the electric telegraph was considered a mere

curiosity. The system invented by Professor Morse in 1831

was looked upon as chimerical, and he was obliged to wait

eight years before he succeeded in getting his invention

before the public, although its machinery was almost as

perfect as it is at the present day. Many savants in ancient

times astonished the world with experiments, the chief

I
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motor of which was electricity. Among these may be men-

tioned the Abbe Noblet, Dafay, Mesmer, and Cagliostro,

In 1790, Galvani discovered a singular fact which has

been followed by the most splendid results, and later Volta

brought to light the voltaic pile. Many persons claim that

the true inventor of the electric telegraph was Wheatstone,

who set up the first telegraph line in England and after-

wards one in Prance
;
but the Morse system is the simplest,

and has been generally adopted in nearly all coxmtries.

There are now in all about fifty systems.

THE DIGNEY SYSTEM.
The Diqnet prepares the dispatch by means of a special machine

called a perforator. A band of paper passes under two keys, one of

which being depressed the paper passes under without indentation
;

when the otlier is depressed a steel punch cuts into the paper, making a

single point. Two consecutive pressures upon the second key give

two points run together, or a dash. The dot and dash used by Morse

as an alphabet are employed in this method. The band of paper

unrolls from the perforator with a message written upon it in these

characters, and it can be revised, if it is desired, before sending. The
band of paper is placed in a manipulator.

This instrument is composed of an elbowed lever easily movable,

one arm of which rests constantly upon the perforated paper. The

battery communicates with the lever and the line instrument with the

metallic plate over which the paper rolls
; when the lever drops on the

paper no current passes
;
when it falls on a perforation it touches the

metallic plate, and the current passes into the line, thus repeating the

message as it is cut into the band. In this manner the receiver will

register a dispatch exactly similar to the one placed in the manipulator.

A skillful operator will send by this system 175 letters a minute; the

ordinary, or Morse method, wiil send about one hundred and fifty.

OTHER SYSTEMS.

The Hughes Telegraph is beginning to be employed on great lines ;

it is very ingenious, but very complicated. Casselli's Pantelegrapu
transmits even the autograph of the operator, and works perfectly

during a thunder-shower.

THE MORSE SYSTEM.
The Morse System operates entirely by sound, and it is said that

sound reading was discovered by the operators noticing the action of

the anwafere in writing the message on the paper band made peculiar

sounds. In time they became so familiar with these sounds that they

read without recourse to the written message. The operators became

80 proficient that the register or receiver was entirely done away with,

which proved to be a great saving to the companies. In this system the

armature is furnished with a steel point or style, which makes marks in

the form of dots and dashes on a strip of paper where the receiver is

used; these arranged in combinations form an alphabet. Without the

receiver the letters are formed in the same manner, and are read by the

duration of the sound of the armature striking on the upper and lower

binding screws. Shadow-reading by means of a point of iight reflected

upon a scale from a mirror inclosed in a magnetized frame su.spended

by a human hair, is used in long distances, where it is impossible to

locate intermediate stations, as in submarine cables.

TELEGRAPH LINES.
Construction of telegraph lines is a work of no ordinary undertaking.

The country through which it is to pass has to be explored, and the

services of experienced engineers must be engaged. The shortest route

is generally chosen, running along a highway or railway if possible
;

forests must be avoided ; sudden turns should not occur
; where curves

are necessary, they should be designed as long as possible, so that the

solidity of the supports are not endangered. The posts should be 150 to

200 feet apart ; new supports may be added if the weight of the wires is

too great. Posts are sometimes charred to avoid decay. Across them
arms are placed, on which porcelain or glass cups are fixed in a reversed

position, to avoid accumulation of moisture. The wire passes around
these cups, and is thus insulated from the earth. The wire is galvan-

ized, size from 9 to 12, a mile of wire weighing about 375 pounds. When

wire is being run, the ends are twisted firmly together by means of a
tackle and vise. When wire runs through damp piaces like tunnels, it

should be covered with gutta percha.

HOW TO TELEGRAPH.
Those who desire to instruct themselves in telegraphy will

find below the Morse Alphabet, Figures, Punctuation

Points, and a correct form of a telegram. Diagrams show-

ing a constructed line, illustrations of a way station, and

cuts of the INSTRUMENTS used in transmitting messages, will

also be found in the following pages.

TELEGRAPH ALPHABET.

A B C D E P G II I

J K LMNOP Q

RSTUV WXYZ
&

FIGURES.

3 4

8 9

Period Comma

Semicolon Italics

Interrogation

Quotation

Exclamation

Paragraph

Fraction |

CORRECT FORM OF TELEGRAM.
6 Pd 25. Trenton, N. J., May 24th, 1882.

To Thompson's Telegraph Institute,

New York.

Send me circular of your institution.

J. Ij. Davis.

The foregoing message should be thus written on the line

:

The cheek (CK) 6 Pd 25 signifies that there are six words

in the message, and that the price of transmission is 25
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cents; the abbreviation “Pd.” shows that the dispatch is

prepaid. When “ Col.” accompanies the cheek, it indicates

that the charges are to be collected. The month and year
of the date are never sent over the line. The abbreviations

“Fr.”(from) “Sig.” (signature) are never copied by the

receiver.

The above diagram illustrales the manner of connecting wires, instru-

ments, and batteries on such a line, batteries being placed at each end
of the wire. Buttery A has its zinc pole connected to the earth and its

copper to the line
;
and the other battery at B presents its zinc pole to

the line and its copper to the earth. If both batteries were connected
with the same pole to the line, they would neutralize each other, and
no current whatever would be produced. The line is connected, as
shown, from the battery to the first instrument, and on to the next, in

such a way that the current is made to pass through each and every
instrument on the route.

Each office has a call or signal for itself. Any one or two
letters of the alphabet will sttit, and serves in working over

the line as the name of whatever office it is applied to. One
office desiring to communicate
with another writes on the line

the call of that office three or four

times, followed by his own call,

and repeats this operation inde-

finitely, or until he is answered
by the office called. The office

answering the call makes the let-

ter “ I ” three or four times, and
signs his own call. The receipt

of a communication is answered

by the signal “0. K.” followed

by the signal or call of the office

receiving it. If the receiver,

from any cause, fails to read or

understand any portion of the

communication, he calls for a re-

petition by “ breaking in ” and
saying “G. A.” (go. ahead), and

giving the last word understood by him. If he' wishes it

repeated entirely he says “ K. R ” (Repeat).

With wires of many miles in length, main batteries, con-
taining a large number of cells are placed at the end sta-
tions. The return circuit is made through the entire dis-
tance of the earth, and each office connected with the line

in th e manner here described . The means
employed to “tap” a telegraph line

(which is sometimes done in case of rail-

way accidents and for other purposes) are

very simple. The wire is cut, and its

two ends connected to a portable instru-

ment in the hands of a “sound” ope-

rator, who may then easily read all that

passes over the wire.

As lightning is frequently attracted to out-door
lines, and thereby enters the offices, sometimes
damaging the instruments or even setting fire to

curtains or other inflammable material about llio

instrument table, a simple instrument called

“Lightning Arrester and Cut-out” is used for

the purpose of intercepting and carrying to the

earth such discharges of lightning as would be
liable to cause damage. This apparatus is entirely

effective, and is a complete safeguard again.“t

lightning.

RELAY.
The Relay is used only on main linos, and is

made with greater or less resistance, according
to the length of the wire. It is connected in the main line, and is

operated by the key. The Armature of the relay closes the local cir-

cuit by striking the screw above the magnet, and is simply the key to

work the local sounder.

In the previous description it is assumed that the instrument is worked
directly by the current sent along the line In long circuits, however,
direct working could only be accomplished by great battery power, as,

owing to inevitable loss by leakage, a current loses greatly before it

reaches its destination. It is found to be a much better arrangement to

have the instrument worked by a “ local current ’’ derived from a local

battery at the receiving station.

When two stations far apart are to be connected by telegraph, it is

usual to transmit the signal to a half-way station, and thence to rc-trans-

mit it. This is done by making the intermediate instrument act as a

THE RELAY.
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relay. The jnecliauical contrivance for this purpose is too complicated

to be described here.

ARRANGEMENT OF A WAY STATION.

The annexed plan shows the instruments and connections of a way

station. The line enters at L, passes through the iightning arrester,

X, and thence through the relay, M, key, K, and back to the

lightning arrester, and thence to the next station by the line L'.

The button C, arranged as shown in the figure, is called a “ Cut-out.”

When turned so as to connect the two wires leading into the office,

it allows the line current to pass across from one to the other without

going through the instruments. The instruments should alw'ays be

cut out, by means of this apparatus, when leaving the office tem-

porarily or for the night, and also during a thunder-storm, to avoid

damage to the apparatus. The local circuit commences at the X pole

of the local battery, E', and through the platinum points of the relay

by the binding screw’s 3, 4, thence through the sounder coils, S, and

back to the other pole of the battery.

Other essential parts are the Pont Sounder (used in offices

to receive from), the Key, with circuit-breaker, and the Battery, by

means of which action is produced. If the battery is a gravity bat-

tery, it has the copper in the bottom of a glass jar, and the zinc sus-

pended in the top. The circuit is formed by connecting with wire the

copper (or positive pole) to the binding screw of the key, and the zinc

(or negative pole) to the binding screw of the sounder. A small quan-

tity of blue vitriol is placed in the bottom of the jar, and the jar filled

with water to cover the zinc
;
the instrument is then in condition for

operation.

THE TELEGRAPHS OF THE WORLD.

Date.

Length
of

Lines,
Miles.

Num-
ber of
offices.

Number
of Mes-

sages sent

1876 3,470
4,819

106

1877 485 214,000

1879
1879

26,842
30,403 3,444 8,371,000

1879 3,361 708 3,242,000

475 15

1879 4,313 123 232,000

642

1879 1,278 65,000

10,994 830 52,000

812
2.712

1878 4,4.50 73 138,666

24
1878 1,249 32,000

1879 1,839 36 124,000

389 16

1880 2,796 187

1878 2,097 127 939,000

210 10

1878 4,872 168

1879 36,970 4,965 14,414,000

1879 41,431 6,467 15,711,000

1879 2.3,156 5,331 26,547,037

1878 1,908 82 315,000

1879 1,160 52 185,000

39
649

iS78 18,209 219 1,431,666

Length
of Num- Number.

Date. Lines,
Miles.

ber of of Mes-
oftices. sages sent

Indies, Dutch
Italy
.Japan
Luxemburg
Mexico
Montenegro
Netherlands
Norway
New Zealand
Orange Free State.

Paraguay
Persia
Peru
Philippines
Porto Rico
Portugal
Roumania
Russia
Servia
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland

1878
1879
1879
1877
1879

1879
1879
1879

1878
1878

1880

1878
1879
1879
1874
1877
1879
1879

3,513 82 3.34,008

15,864 1,462 5,502,000

5,000 125 410,000

192 21 58,000

10,140 237
275 11

2,336 185 2,705.000

4,663 127 677,000

4,538 206 1,448,943

1,274
44

3,375 71 500,000
608 25

713 37
466

2,305 191 662,000

3,254 98 879,000

56,170 2,561 4,710,120

907 37 165,000

9,624 324 2,023,000

5,145 177 859,000

4,071 995 2,614,000

Tasmania.
Tunis
Turkey
United States,

Uruguay
Venezuela

1878
1880
1878

754
599

17,085
107,103

654
3:14

10
417

11,317
20

1,344,000
33,155,991

38,000

Total, miles 492,573
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'HE art of writing by signs, other

than those in ordinary use as the

Avritten signs of speech, and so

brief and simple of formation

that the AiT’iter may record the

utterances of a speaker as fast, or

nearly as fast, as they proceed from

his lips, is commonly known as

“Short-hand Writing.” The best

known of the modern systems of

writing in this style is called phono-

graphy, or more generally, perhaps,

stenography—the former word sig-

nifying writing hy sound, and the

^ latter short, or brief writing. There

7 1 V are numerous other methods or sys-

tems of writing in short-hand, such as brachy-

graphy and tachygraphy, but none of these are in

such popular repute or use as stenography.

Short-hand writing in some form has been in

use to a greater or less extent for nearly two thou-

sand years, and it is said that the first short-hand

writer who has left us any remnants of his work
was Marcus Tullius Tiro, a freedman of Cicero,

whose records of the oratory of his time are pre-

served and known in the form of the “ Tironian

Notes.” The system by which he wrote the ora-

tions of the great Homan orators must have been

something of the most arbitrary and complex char-

acter, for Seneca, the philosopher, who lived about

the beginning of the Christian era, is said to have
added about five thousand characters or signs.

And, as if the system were still incomplete, Cyprian,

a Carthaginian bishop, added to it many notes.

The “Tironian Notes” flourished and were
popular with the learned for about five hundred
years, and then the Emperor Justinian practically

suppressed them by forbidding the chroniclers to

write the text of his codex by the “catches and
short-cut riddles of signs.” This would seem to

indicate that the characters were used not merely
for the purpose of catching the extemporaneous

language of orators and speakers, but also as the

means of recording matters of history, the inscrip-

tion of laws, decrees, and statutes in the empire.

It is the opinion of scholars, who have made close

research into the antiquity of short-hand writing,

that the Tironian system required the labors, at

one time, of several writers to take the words of a

single orator, each one taking all the words he

could, and that then the notes of all the Avriters

Avere united and matched or dove-tailed together,

so as to furnish the complete transcription. It is

claimed also that Xenophon used a system of

short-hand in writing the record of his “ Memo-
rabilia ” of Socrates, but there is no existing evi-

dence of it, and many scholars are at variance on
the point.

The origin of any thing approaching a system,

or alphabetical method of Avriting English by
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sliort-hand, dates back to the early part of the

seventeenth century,when one John Willis, an Eng-

lishman, devised a stenographic alphabet. His

system, however, though a creditable beginning,

was nevertheless incomplete, and though many
others ‘‘improved” on it, no very important

practical advance was made until William Mason

published his works on short-hand between 1673

and 1707. Mason’s system was the basis of what

in later years became known as Gurney’s system.,

which is still in use by the members of that family

in reporting the proceedings of the British Parlia-

ment.

Mason was followed by many others, some of

whom developed great improvements in the art up

to the close of the eighteenth century, among the

best known being Byron, Taylor, Odell, and Mavor.

It was in the years 1837-40, however, that

short-hand writing was reduced to philosophical

exactitude, and was made comparatively easy of

acquirement by Isaac Pitman. His manual has

run through thirteen or fourteen editions, and in

each there are “ improvements ” of real practical

value. Besides this it has been improved on by

his relative Benn Pitman, of Cincinnati, James

E. Munson and Andrew J. Graham, of New York,

and other practical phonographers, until it is now
equal, in the hands of an accomplished writer, to

the task of recording verbatim the most fluent and

scholarly orators and lecturers of our time.

Next to the English and American authors, the

Germans have been most industrious in the im-

provement of short-hand, and the French are

third. There are, however, systems for writing

in short-hand the Kussian, Swedish, Danish,

Spanish, Italian, and other languages. Types

have been invented for the printing of books in

short-hand, and the literature of the art, printed

both in the ordinary alphabets and the short-hand

characters of these languages, would make a library

of many hundred volumes.

THE PRINCIPLE OF MODERN SHORTHAND.

The principle of the modern system of phonetic short-hand

writing is exceedingly simple, while singularly complete

;

and the credit for the invention or discovery of a plan of

systematizing the signs in short-hand writing so as to philo-

sophically represent the sounds in our language is due to

Isaac Pitman. In every one of the methods of writing by

short-hand which preceded his there was a lack of system.

Many of the signs were purely arbitrary, and the same writ-

ten character, in comparatively slight changes of position or

relation to other written characters, frequently represented

entirely different sounds.

As the basis of his system, Pitman hit upon the idea of

using the sectional lines and curves of a subdivided circle as

the signs to represent all of the consonant and some of the

occasional vowel sounds. To illustrate the simplicity of the

plan, and at the same time give some idea of the mode of

representing the sounds by the signs, a few

examples will suffice for the purposes of this

article.

The signs referred to are all included in

the annexed formation and division of the

parts of a circle.

THE CONSONANT SOUNDS.

The primary or elementary consonant sound signs obtained

from this configuration, are the following:

—

I F V Th.TH.S, 2 Sh. 2h,
P B T D Ch .

Wll//

Yrr
THE VOWEL SOUNDS.

The vowel sounds are represented by minute signs, in the

form of dots and dashes, placed before and after, and in

certain relations to these consonant signs. To briefly illus-

ti’ate this idea, it is only necessary to give a single example.

A dot, a trifle larger than the usual sign for a period (thus .)

in one position is used as the sign of the vowel E; in

another as the sign of A. Place that dot before the stroke

representing T, and we have the signs of the two sounds

which belong to and form the spoken word, “Eat” while

the superfluous center letter a, with its unuttered sound,

is omitted, and it gives the full sound thus, ’l
of the word

ET. Take the same dot vowel sign, and place it after the “ t
”

sign, thus
I’,
and it gives the sign for the sounds in the word

“tea,” but again omitting the superfluous letter A, as

though the word were spelled TE. Put the same dot in this

position -1 and it gives us the sound of the word “ ate,” as

though it were spelled AT. Place the vowel dot behind or

after the “ t ” stroke and it produces the sound of the word

“ Tay,” thus, |-

.

All of these consonant signs are capable of being united

to each other at their initial or terminal points, forming

words, thus, N.

—

take—as if it was spelled TAK, the final e

being in any case a superfluity.

Examples of other junctions of the consonants are these:

VI Wvl.
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In this way words are formed, and the simplicity of the

method of forming them, as compared with the ordinary

forms required in English spelling and waiting, cannot be

better or more forcibly illustrated than in the word “ take,”

given above, a vertical and a horizontal sign joined, with a

dot between them. It is this easy form of expressing the

sounds of spoken words that makes it practicable by the use

of short-hand writers to record the extemporaneous words

and speeches of orators, actors, and preachers.

TIME REQUIRED TO MASTER THE ART.

The art of writing short-hand is altogether a relative art

—

one of degree. For example, it is quite possible to learn the

art, so as to be able to write a letter in phonographic char-

acters, in two or three weeks of vigorous study. But

between that degree of the mastery of the art and the expert

accomplishment of reporting a sermon or address as the

words issue from the lips of a fluent speaker, there is a gulf

as wide as that which separates a sign-painter from a Bier-

stadt, or a brewer’s truck-horse from a racer or trotter. Bui

to learn short hand so as to write 160 words a minute,

generally requires two years of study and practice.

The acquirement of the art so as to be truly expert, re-

quires a vast amount of practice and persistence added to

natural capacity and aptitude for the work. Out of every

one hundred young persons who undertake to learn short-

hand writing, not over five per cent, become first-class,

expert writers
; ten per cent, become fairly good

;
twenty

per cent, will be good dabblers merely, and the other sixty-

five per cent., after losing months of time in study and prac-

tice, will give it up in disgust.

THE BEST AGE TO BEGIN THE STUDY.

To become a good short-hand writer one needs to begin

the study and practice of the art between the ages of 14 and

18 years. Of course much depends, in short hand as in

every-thing else, upon the natural aptitude and tact of the

individual, and there may be some expert phonographers who
began to study the art as early as 12 years or as late as 24

years. But the chances of success between these extreme

ranges are largely in favor of the 12 year-old. Being more
or less intimately acquainted with nearly all of the most
rapid and accomplished stenographic writers in the United

States—and American short-hand writers are the equals,

perhaps the superiors, of any in the world—the writer has

taken pains to inquire as to this question of age, and the

result of such inquiries is that 14 years to 17 years may be

considered the best time at which a lad or girl should begin

their studies.

WHAT IS REQUIRED OF SHORT-HAND
WRITERS.

To become successful as a short-hand writer, the beginner
must set out with an abundant stock of energy and con-

siderable patience. Behind these qualities there must be

:

first, a good liberal education, a quick, clear intelligence,

rapid faculties of perception and distinction, excellent hear-

ing, and a quick, nimble hand and wrist for the use of pen

or pencil. The necessity of all these qualities will be under-

stood and apj)reciated when it is remembered how rapidly

the syllables, the words, the sentences of speech flow from

the mouths of speakers, and that the phonographer must

keep pace with them, and not only hear them correctly, but

record them legibly in the short-hand characters.

The logic, or reason, or coherence of the ideas conveyed by

the speaker is not necessarily a matter for w'hich the reporter

is accountable, nor is the style, or felicity, or elegance of

the form of expression an affair which need concern him

—

but the phonographer should be able to correct all errors or

misconceptions in grammatical rule or style of construction,

if required to do so.

The process of transferring instantly to a written record

the extemporaneous, perhaps unstudied, utterances of a

speaker calls for a most singular, prompt, and clear exercise

of both mental and physical powers. The ear must be alert

to carry to the brain the chain of word-sounds
;
the brain is

required to interpret the meaning of these sounds, and at tlie

same instant mentally call up the phonetic sign which in writ-

ing records the words. Next it telegraphs through the nerves

to the hand the recollection or original suggestion of the

forms of the characters or signs which will express the words,

and finally, it is required to guide the muscular action of

the fingers, hand, and arm, in making these signs.

To think merely of the lightning-like rapidity with which

these mental and physical operations, acting in concert, must

be carried out, and that every syllable calls for their exer-

cise, while these minnte syllabic operations follow each other

at the rate of five hundred to one thousand per minute,

and are sometimes required to be maintained for hours

without any intermission, save the almost unappreciable rest

of the ordinary rhetorical pauses, one may be led to suspect

that the art is at once delicate and its practice straining t,o

the last degree. It is no idle remark to say that a day’s

sharp work at short-hand writing involves a greater amount

of fatigue and exhaustion than does an equal number of

hours spent at brick-making or at lumbering in the back-

woods. The writer of this article has had actual experience

in all three of the occupations, and submits the statement

as one of actual fact.

SPEED IN WRITING.
The speed attained in short-hand writing is a matter about

which there is no little diversity of opinion among short-

hand w’riters themselves, and there is probably about as

much imagination indulged in respecting it as there is

among turfmen concerning the “time” made by their own
private trotters.

The New York Stenographers’ Association adopted a rule

providing for a test examination of candidates as a condition

upon which their election depended, and the rate required to

be reached was an average of one hundred and fifty words

per minute, in a trial of six minutes’ duration. But such a

test of itself proves very little as to the actual merit or

ability of the writer. He may be put to great disadvantage,

or he may be favored by the examining committee.
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It does not necessarily follow that the most rapid speaker

is the most difficult to report verbatim. Henry Ward
Beecher, for example, rates as a speaker who utters about

two hundred words per minute, but most short-hand writers

will admit that they prefer to report him instead of many
other clergymen who do not exceed one hundred and sixty

or one hundred and seventy words per minute. This is due

to the fact that Mr. Beecher’s style and method is so clear,

even, fluent, and distinct. He has bursts of rapid and

fervid eloquence, but even these are even and well-balanced,

not jerky, confused, or indistinct, as is the case with many
speakers.

Many years ago the writer sat beside an accomplished short-

hand writer, and saw him write, while “the watch was held

on him,” as the horse jockeys say, for two minutes and a half

at the rate of three hundred and two words a minute. But

he was not writing from dictation. He wrote, from memory,

a selection from the tragedy of Julius Cffsar, and it is

doubtful whether any man, or woman even, could have

clearly and distinctly uttered the words at that rate of speed.

The aspirant for phonographic honors, however, need not

suiTender because he fails to attain such speed as that. If

he gets to the point where he can write one hundred and

fifty words per minute, and read or transcribe the notes read-

ily either an hour or a month afterward, he may consider

himself an efficient writer. Of course a higher rate of speed

without any diminution in legibility makes him still more

proficient.

The beginner should carefully avoid sacrificing legibility

to rapidity. Charles Dickens, himself an expert stenogra-

pher, gives an amusing account in “ David Copperfield, ” of a

learner who has attained the power of writing, but who can-

not decipher his own notes.

It is almost superfluous to state that persons taking down

a speech in short-hand should have about half a dozen pen-

cils sharpened, so that no time need be lost, if the point of

one of them shoiild happen to break.

REMUNERATION OF STENOGRAPHERS.

A stenographer who can write from one hundred and

sixty to two hundred words a minute can earn anywhere

from $2,000 to $10,000 a year, according to the patronage he

can command, and if it could be “picked up” in three or

six months, there would soon be thousands of stenographers,

instead of the few score, perhaps fifty, really accomplished

writers to be found in the whole State of New York to-day.

There are five hundred phonographers in New York City

who are fairly fast and legible writers, but as they are only

of mediocre ability, they are employed mainly as amanuenses

and stenographic secretaries, and earn from $600 to $2,000

a year.

SYSTEMS OF STENOGRAPHY.

According to the claims of stenographic authors there are

some five or six “ systems ” of phonetic short-hand, lor each

of which text-books and manuals have been published, but

coming to the consideration of phonographic short-hand only,

we may say that there is only one system in fact, and that is

the original Isaac Pitman system.

The systems of Benn Pitman, Andrew J. Graham, James

E. Munson, and D. L. Scott-Browne, are nothing more than

modifications and elaborations of Isaac Pitman’s system or

principle of writing. They are, however, very careful and

conscientious efforts, and there is not one of them that is

not an improvement on the original work. But the Isaac

Pitman manual of to-day, the thirteenth edition, is a long

way in advance of his manual of thirty years ago. Isaac

Pitman holds the same relation to these other authors that

Watt, the inventor of the steam engine, does to modern en-

gine builders; granting, of course, that if Watt were alive to-

day and building engines, he would not be still building

the old style engines, but would be putting them together

with “improvements” and “modifications,” as the other

builders are doing.
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Chesterfield defined

Politeness as the art of

pleasing. It denotes that

ease and gracefulness of

manners which first sprung

up in cities, connected with

a desire to please others by

anticipating their wants and

wishes, and studiously avoiding what-

ever might give them pain.

Courtesy displays itself in the address

and manners
;

it is shown more espe-

cially in receiving and entertaining

others, and is a union of dignified com-

plaisance and kindness. The word Eti-

quette is of Anglo-Norman origin, and

formerly conveyed to those who used

it a far different signification from what it does

to-day. Etiquette originally specified the ticket

tied to the neck of bags, or affixed to bundles to

denote their contents, and a bag or bundle thus

ticketed passed unchallenged. The present mean-
ing of the word was developed from the fact that

our ancestors had their codes of manners written or

printed upon cards or tickets, and hence the mod-
ern slang phrase “ the ticket ” is not so meaning-

less as one might suppose.

Etiquette is the code of politeness enforced in

well-bred society. It relates entirely to the observ-

ance of certain exterior forms in the social inter-

course of men and women
;
so that a person may be

polite with that innate and unstudied courtesy,

which the French call the politeness of the heart,

and yet be entirely ignorant of etiquette.

But there is no reason why one who is naturally

polite slioidd not master that acquired and artificial

politeness which is called etiquette, for etiquette

can be taught
;
politeness must be born in a man.

He may understand the minutest details of formal

etiquette, he may pass with ease and distinction

all the tests of social life, and yet remain a boor at

heart. On the other hand, a man may be rude in

his manners, may transgress etiquette continually,

and yet be a gentleman at heart, because deference

to women, and kindness to and consideration for all

are natural to him.

A man or woman possessing already this genuine

substance of politeness can easily master the estab-

lished rules of etiquette, that pass-word by which

polished society defends itself from vulgar intru-

sion.

When a man is fully conversant with etiquette,

he may still fear to move in society for some time

before he ol)tains that self-unconscious ease which

is the highest distinction of the well-bred man.

“ True politeness,” says Pope, “consists in being

easy one’s self, and in making everybody about one

as easy as one can.” But when one has practice
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enough in social forms not to be afraid of making
social blunders, he will soon acquire that presence

of mind and self-confidence Avhich will sustain him
easily on all occasions.

True politeness is always the same, while the

rules of etiquette vary with time and place. A
sincere regard for tlie rights of others in the small-

est matters, genuine kindness of heart, good taste,

and self-command are at the foundation of all good

manners, and can nevergrow out of fashion. A per-

son who possesses these qualities can hardly be rude

or discourteous, no matter how far he may transgress

conventional usages. In cultivating politeness, as

in every-thing else connected with the formation of

charactei’, we are too apt to take a superficial view

of the subject. Many persons endeavor to acquire

those manners Avhich are merely stereotyjied for-

malities and do not call for self-sacrifice or any ac-

tion prompted by a good heart. They forget that

the golden rule, do unto others as you would they

should do unto you, contains the very soul and life

of genuine politeness. Unless children and young
people are taught by preceiit and exami)le to abhor

Avhat is selfish and to prefer another’s pleasure and

comfort to their OAvn, tlieir politeness will be en-

tirely artificial, and exercised only when dictated

by self-interest and policy. The essence of the

Avorldly code of ethics is selfishness
;
that of tlie

Christian is disinterestedness.

Some persons have the “instinct of courtesy”

so largely developed that they hardly need to culti-

vate jioliteness, but the great majority of us must be

content to acquire the rules of good breeding by
study and practice. Lord Chesterfield, who was

naturally deficient in that grace wliich afterward

distinguished him as tlie most polished gentleman

in England, said, “ Iliad a strong desire to please,

and was sensible that I had nothing but the desire.

I therefore resolved, if possible, to acquire the

means too. I studied attentively and minutely the

dress, the air, the manner, the address, and the

turn of conversation of all those whom I found to

be the people in position, and most generally al-

lowed to please. I imitated them as well as I could
;

if I heard that one man was reckoned remarkably

genteel, I carefully watched his dress, motions, and

attitudes, and formed my own upon them. ’W^hen

I heard of another whose conversation ivas agree-

able and engaging, I listened and attended to the

turn of it. I addressed myself, though de tres

mauvaise grace (with a very bad grace), to all the

most fashionable fine ladies
;
confessed and laughed

with them at my own awkwardness and rawness,

recommending myself as an object for them to try

their skill in forming.” In this way Lord Chester-

field became the most polite man in England.

There are many forms now in vogue, in what is

called fashionable society, that, under the circum-

stances which called them into existence, are ap-

propriate and beautiful, but which, under changed

circumstances, are simply absurd
;
and there are

other forms or observances over which time and

place have no influence, and which are binding in

every instance. A due regard should always be

})aid to all little courtesies and elegances, and care

should be taken that the first impressions are fa-

vorable
;
but the grand secret of never-failing pro-

priety of deportment, says Madame Celnart, “ is to

have an intention of always doing right.”
“ Manners makyth man ” has the same force as

ever. Goodness of heart, however boundless

;

learning, however profound
;
and accomplishments,

the most brilliant and varied, are not in them-

selves sufficient to make us pleasant and agreeable

members of society—a knowledge and practice of

the laws of good-breeding must be added, to make
a perfect whole. Your character may be inesti-

mable
;
but if you speak loudly, or with a vulgar

tAvang, if you are boisterous in your behavior and

eseheAV the requirements of society, your best

friends will—behind your back—lament that you

are so little endowed Avith manners, although “an
excellent creature.” “Manners recommend, pre-

pare, and draw people together
;
manners make the

fortune of the ambitious youth—for the most part,

his manners marry him, and he marries manners.”

The principle and groundwork of these laws is, that

they tend to add materially to the happiness and

comfort of those around us, smooth and soften the

contact of the individual atoms which are inces-

santly coming against each other in the restless in-

tercourse of the busy world, and add a charm to

the quiet monotony of every-day life. Acts of at-

tention and thoughtfulness shown to those around

not only make their days pass more easily and

happily, but at the same time ennoble the doer,

and provoke a sweet return of kindly feeling and

good-will.

0



SALUTATIONS.

LTHOUGH there are many
every-day forms of salutation,

good sense will teach that they

should vary in style with persons,

time, place, and circumstances.

Never present a passive hand,

or one or two fingers, but grasp

the right hand of a friend for a

moment only.

Gentlemen introduced to an unmarried lady

do not extend their hands, unless she offers

hers.

A gentleman takes off or touches the hat

on meeting an acquaintance. He rises when
visitors enter or leave the room, bows to stran-

gers, and extends his right hand to friends. On
entering a drawing-room where there is a party,

he salutes the lady of the house before spieak-

ing to any one else.

Gentlemen when saluted by gentlemen need not uncover

the head. When saluting a lady a gentleman raises his hat.

Unless the right hand is disabled, a gentleman does not

use the left
;
he should apologize if compelled to extend his

left hand.

In meeting in the street, the lady generally first bows to

the gentleman, in America, unless the gentleman be much
older or a very intimate acquaintance. If he wishes to

address the lady, he will turn round and accompany her

for a little, or even a long distance.

Many persons maintain, however, that a gentleman should

always bow first to a lady, no matter whether she returns it

or not. If he sees by her face that she does not wish to re-

turn it, he can refrain from bowing the next time.

A gentleman takes off his hat to a lady who is with a

gentleman whom he knows, the latter being the first to salute.

If a gentleman meets a lady on a stairway, he lifts his

hat respectfully. If both are about to ascend the stairs,

the lady stands aside fora moment and allows the gentleman,

who will bow, to go first; should they be descending the

stairs, the gentleman bows and allows the lady to go down
first.

A gentleman carries his hat, cane, and gloves in his left

hand on entering a room, as the right hand must be free to

salute his friends. He need not, and at present does not,

remove the glove from his right hand. The hands should

not be gloved while receiving friends.

Should a gentleman on the street see a lady at a window,
he may salute her, if she has recognized him first; but a

lady cannot, while on the street, recognize a gentleman at a

window.

In bowing to a lady a gentleman lifts his hat with the

hand farthest from the lady.

If a lady with whom a gentleman is walking is saluted by
another gentleman, the former acknowledges the salutation

by removing his hat.

In meeting a friend with whom he is likely to shake hands,

a gentleman removes his hat with the left hand, in order to

leave the right hand free; and he does not put out his hand
until he is quite near the person whom he is about to

salute.

He always returns a salutation, no matter how humble the

person who gives it may be.

“A bow,” La Fontaine says, “is a note drawn at sight.

If you acknowledge it, you must pay full amount.”
As grace should attend all the movements, whether of

man or woman, the manner of bowing, shaking the hand,

walking, and speaking should be at once refined and ele-

gant.

The bow should be a graceful bend, or inclination of the

head
; not a hasty movement, nor a stiff jerk. A gentleman

should raise his hat, indeed take it off his head, but not

with a fiourish, nor seize it with a sudden dash, as is now so

often seen. There is great art in making a bow, dignified

and stately, but at the same time neither stiff nor awkward
;
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and how much more difficult is it than people suppose to

shake hands well !

In what a variety of ways are our hands shaken in the

coxirse of the year, and how few of those ways are pleasant

ones ! Sometimes our hands are seized and violently agi-

tated to and fro
;
at others, a limp, nerveless something is

dropped into our outstretched palm, which shows no sign of

life while in our possession. There are people, who from no

feeling of affection, but simply from a vicious habit intended

to express heartiness and cordiality, squeeze your fingers

until the rings upon

them enter into

your flesh. Others

—and I think this

the most trying or-

deal—retain your

hand in theirs for a

length of time, and

ever and anon give

it a' little shake by

way of adding em-

pressement to their

inquiries about your

welfare. This latter

custom is a very old-

fashioned one, but

now and then one

is rendered uncom-

fortable by encoun-

tering it. Each one

of these forms of

hand-shaking is

most irritating and

objectionable. Take

the hand offered you

firmly
;

be careful

to grasp the hand,

not the fingers mere-

ly, which has a

ridiculous effect;

give it a gentle pres-

sure, and then re-

linquish it
;
do not

lift it up to shake,

neither let it drop

—heartiness and cordiality should be expressed.

INTRODUCTIONS.

T is neither necessary nor desirable to introduce

everybody to everybody. Before introducing

persons to each other, endeavor to discover if

such is the wish of both. When people are

thrown together accidentally or unavoidably, it is much
better not to hesitate, but to make them known to one

another. The rules of introductions are substantially the

same for both sexes.

GENTLEMEN.
In making introductions be careful to present the inferior

to the superior, as Mr. B. to the Eev. Dr. C

.

When neither difference of rank or sex exists, the younger

person is introduced to the elder.

Friends may present friends at the house of a mutual ac-

quaintance.

When two gentlemen call upon a stranger on business, each

should present the other.

If a gentleman requests you to present him to another

gentleman, who is

his superior in social

position, you should

first obtain permis-

sion of the latter,

and a lady’s permis-

sion should always

be asked before one

gentleman presents

another to her.

Gentlemen are al-

ways introduced to

ladies, not ladies to

gentlemen.

The form required

for introductions is

very simple, viz.

:

“Mr. Ross, permit

me to introduce to

you my friend. Cap-

tain Lockwood,”
then (turning to the

Captain), “Captain

Lockwood, Mr.

Ross.” The two gen-

tlemen may then

shake hands and ex-

change courteous re-

marks, or merely
bow.

The members of

your own family are

always introduced

by mentioning theiv

relations, in this

way: “My father, Mr. Ross,” “My daughter. Miss Ross,”

or “ Miss Mary, Mr. Ross.” A gentleman’s wife is simply

“ Mrs. Ross,” and if there be another Mrs. Ross in the fam-

ily she is spoken of as “ My sister-in-law, etc.” It is not con-

sidered good form for a gentleman to speak of his wife as

his “lady,” nor to enter his name on a hotel register as

“Mr. Ross and lady.”

When introducing persons, be very careful to speak their

names plainly, and on being introduced to another, if yoxi

do not catch his name, say without hesitation or embarrass-

ment, “ I beg your pardon, I did not hear the name.”

If a gentleman meets an agreeable person at the house of

a friend, he may converse with him without the ceremony of

THE SALUTATION.
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an introduction. Their presence in a friend’s house is a

sutficicnt guaranty of their respectability.

When many persons are to be presented to one person, as

at a reception, it is nece.ssary only to name the honored guest

once, as “Allow me to present Mr. Johnson, Mr. Gray, Mr.

Morton,” and so on, a bow emphasizing each name.

When introducing persons of rank, never forget their

titles.

Persons that are known to have achieved fame in any way

are always given the credit due them. If a foreigner, who

is not otherwise noteworthy, is to be introduced, it is as

“Monsieur Vincent, from Paris,” or “ Lord Killoway, from

Dublin,” and so on. If a painter or author is presented, the

introduction should be “Mr. Lossing, the author,” or “the

well-known painter, Mr. Brown,” &c.

If a gentleman should meet in a friend’s house a person

with whom he is not on friendly terms, etiquette requires

that he should be courteous towards him for the time.

A gentleman should never let the lack of an introduction

prevent him from promptly offering his services to any

unattended lady who may require them
;
he should lift his

hat and politely ask permission to assist her, and, when the

service has been accomplished, bow and retire.

The act of “cutting ” can only be justified by some strong

instance of bad conduct in the person to be cut, but a cold

bow, which discourages familiarity without offering insult,

is the best mode to adopt towards those with whom an

acquaintance is not deemed desirable.

Introductions, given at a party to a stranger visiting in

a city, must be followed by recognition as long as the visit

continues.

To introduce to a friend a person who is in any way ob-

jectionable, is an insult which fully justifies a withdrawal of

friendship.

RULES FOR LADIES.

Unmarried ladies are presented to married ladies, the

younger to the elder.

When two ladies are introduced they shake hands.

Young ladies simply bow when introduced to unmarried

men.

A lady may present another lady at the house of a friend,

but it is always better to allow the hostess to perform the

ceremony.

Ladies should not dance with gentlemen to whom they

have not been formally introduced, although an introduction

by the master of ceremonies is jjerfectly in order
;

even

then the lady’s permission should be asked, if the enter-

tainment be a jjublic one. At a j)rivate ball, the lady of the

house may introduce a gentleman to a lady without the

permission of the latter, in order that he may ask her guest

to dance; but the lady is not obliged to consider her partner

as an acquaintance afterwards unless she please.

The manner in which an introduction is made is very

simple

:

“Miss Morton, permit me to introduce you to my friend,

Mrs. Howard,” or “My sister, Mrs. Howard,” or “My
mother, Mrs. Howard,” or “My sister-in-law, Mrs. Howard,”

as the case may be, and then (turning to Mrs. Howard),
“ Mrs. Howard, Miss Morton.”

It is often better to have one’s relatives introduced to

friends by other friends instead of directly. Of course there

are many exceptions to this rule.

The relatives of one’s friends, when introduced by the

latter, become acquaintances, but may be dropped if they

seem objectionable.

Ladies may pass or “ cut ” a gentleman on the street, but

it should be very carefully done, and never without good
cause

;
it is better to bow coldly.
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FOB LADIES.

VADIES’ visiting cards should bo of

fine material, and a little larger

than those of gentlemen. They

should be engraved in plain

script with letters of a medium

size. “ Mrs.” or “ Miss” should

be prefixed, unless there is

a title of some kind. No
Indy will allude to her hus-

band’s political, religious, military, naval, or

professional position or titles on her card. Her

husband’s rank or honoring designation may
be alluded to by others, but she should never

herself parade them.

Old English characters are often used, but

are not “good form.” Cards should be en-

graved in simple Italian characters and with-

out flourish, embossed surface, or even osten-

tatiously large letters. When the address is

given, it should be engraved in the lower left-

hand corner.

Persons in mourning use a card with a black border with

the inscription in heavy shaded script.

In England, if a person thinks a stranger who has left a

card a desirable acquaintance, he sends him an invitation to

call. In America, however, it is the prevailing custom to

require an introduction, which may take place by card
;

indeed, the card has, to a certain extent, taken the place of'

formal letters of introduction, unless there is some special

reason for the latter. The introducing lady writes upon the

upper left-hand corner of her visiting card.

This card is put in a fine envelope with that of the lady

wishing to be introduced. The envelope may be sent by

either post or messenger. The lady to whom the two cards are

forwarded, or some of her family, must call in person, or

send special message by private messenger to explain. If

the call is made, the introduction should take place within

three days. This visit must be promptly returned unless

an “At Home” day is noted upon the visiting card, or

mentioned during the conversation. If the lady introduced

lives at a distance, and there have been no special courtesies,

she must leave a card with P. P. C. {pour prendre conge, to

take leave) written upon it, to show that she has left town.

If only one visit has taken place on each side she need not

call again, and her P. P. C. card is the final courtesy re-

quired. If she lives in town she may put her acquaintance

in her visiting-list, but the first hospitalities are the privi-

lege of the person whose acquaintance was sought.

After a personal introduction, the lady residing in town

may leave a card, which must be responded to by a return

card within a week. But if a reception day is mentioned

upon the card, that particular time cannot be passed over

without a card or an apology. No further visits need be

paid.

When a lady changes her residence she must leave her

card, with her new address, with those who have paid her

visits. She may send the card by post to those who owe her

a call. On leaving town tor the summer, or to go on a

journey, a lady must send her friends by post her own and

her family’s card marked P. P. C., with her temporary ad-

dress. When she returns she sends out her cards, which

may have an “At Home ” day upon them.

Three weeks before a young lady’s marriage she leaves her

card in person, but she does not visit
;
her mother’s or chap-

eron's card is left with her own ;
and, although the young

lady’s name may have been engraved together with theirs

before, at this time she has her own card and address.

On the death, birth, private wedding, the entering of a

new house, etc., of a friend, a card with some appropriate

recognition of the event may be sent. A bouquet of cut

flowers and a card are sent directly in case of a death

among one’s friends. Written expressions of sympathy are
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confined to friends. The card must be left in person, or

sent by special messenger. On such occasion no acknowl-

edgment is necessary or expected.

On entering a reception, cards are left in the hall. If an

invitation has to be declined after it has been accepted,

cards are left (by messenger) in the evening, and an expla-

nation sent the next day. Invitations, cards, and replies

may be sent by mail, but a card of sympathy or of congrat-

ulation must be left in person or by special messenger.

Upon all formal occasions the husband’s card goes with

his wife’s, but their names are not usually engraved upon

the same card except immediately after marriage. The

mother’s and the eldest daughter’s names are engraved upon

the same card, during the first season of the latter.

U . c?/i Xa-a-f-e.

idd.

a.
If there is more than one daughter, the form is, “ Misses

Moore.”

If a chaperon introduces the young lady or ladies, then

her visiting card is left with theirs, so that their connection

is understood.

When a son enters society his mother leaves his card with

his father’s and her own. Within a week the cards of all

pei'sons invited to an entertainment must be left by a mem-
ber of the family upon the host and hostess, and also upon
the person, if any, in whose honor it was given. This is

stiict etiquette, whether the invitation was accepted or de-

clined. This duty must be performed by the ladies of the

family, or some one of them, and cannot be shared by gen-

tlemen. In the ease of death at a friend’s house, however,

a gentleman may leave a lady’s card.

FOR GENTLEMEN.
A gentleman’s card is smaller than a lady’s, engraved in

plain facsimile or script, and has his address in the lower

right hand corner. If it be engraved, Mr. should be pre-

fixed to the name, otherwise not. Visiting cards must never

bear a business address.

AU merely honorary or official designations must be

omitted, except in cards intended for official visits only. Offi-

cers of the army or navy may use their title if they choose.

It is also customary for judges and physicians to use their

titles, but it should be omitted by other professional men.

A gentleman who has been introduced to a lady, and
wishes to be put on her list of acquaintances, leaves his card

at her house. If her mother or chaperon does not desire to

enlarge her acquaintance, she pays no attention to his card.

If she wishes his acquaintance, she invites him to visit, or to

an entertainment, and he must then call.

* If introduced by card or letter, he calls, asks after the

!
ladies, and sends his own card and that of his introducer.

An indefinite invitation given to a new acquaintance,

without mentioning any particular time for calling, amounts

to nothing, and he should not call upon the strength of such

a vague courtesy.

When a gentleman makes a call and acts for all the ladies

of the family, he sends in a card for each person. If he

calls upon a young lady who is staying with friends with

whom he is not acquainted, he sends in his card to the lady

of the house, and asks to see her also
;

it is customary for
' her to come into the room before he goes away, and tell him

that the friends of her guest are always welcome.

If he calls upon a young lady, she may (if she has been
“ in society ” for one season) receive him without her mother

or chaperon, or they may be present during the call. The

absence and not the presence of the mother or chaperon is

more common in America, less common in England.

A purely formal call should not exceed a quarter of an

hour. On leaving, “good bye ” should be said, in preference

to “good morning,” or “good evening.”

A gentleman who has asked an introduction to a married

I

or elderly lady has no right to expect that she will care to

continue the acquaintance, or will invite him to call, though

she may do so. At their next meeting he should wait for her

to recognize him.

A gentleman who is at leisure in the day-time should call

between two and five p. m. If engaged during the day, he

should call between half past eight and nine in the evening,

and not earlier.

Within a week after a gentleman has received an invitation

to an entertainment, whether he accepted or not, he should

call or leave a card upon the senders of the invitation.

Every invitation, no matter what its nature, should be

answered at once, and either accepted or declined.

If a gentleman receives a card introducing another gentle-

man, whose card he incloses, he must call within three days,

or if unable to do so, send a messenger with explanations

and courteous offers.

e



MORNING AND AFTERNOON CALLS.

T is not the practice of good so-

ciety to make calls before noon.

From two until five in the after-

noon is the proper time. Such

calls are, however, often called

morning calls. All ladies who
are in society have their recep-

tion days, and if these are

known, it is very impolite, ex-

cept in a case of necessity, to intrude at other

times. Often ladies choose the evening for

their reception time, but, whether it is the

morning or evening, their hours should be

regarded. The only exception to this rule

is when visitors to the city or town, who
could not otherwise pay their respects, are per-

mitted to make calls when they can. Formal
calls are always made in the morning, and
should not exceed twenty minutes. A gentle-

man making a morning call should go alone,

unless he has gained permission to bring a

friend with him.

Gentlemen retain their hats in their hands, and do not re-

move their gloves.

Ladies do not remove their gloves, and retain their parasol

in their hands.

The hostess will ring the bell for a servant to open the

door for her callers when they take their leave.

Callers should always send up their cards first, and ladies

who call in carriages do this by the footman before they

alight from their equipage.

EVENING CALLS

Are less formal, and more pleasant than those made in the

morning, and intimate friends may prolong an evening call

beyond the usual hour.

Calls made by strangers should be returned within one week.

New comers to any neighborhood are called on by the

former residents first.

On ceremonial occasions married ladies leave their hus-

band’s cards with their own.

Never keep a visitor waiting
;

it is better to receive him

just as you are than to delay.

Visitors from a distance may call earlier or later, and

stay longer than neighbors.

When your friends are entertaining visitors from a dis-

tance, you should call upon both, and they should return

your call within a week.

It is not customary to offer refreshments to callers unless

they come from a long distance.

Cards should be left within a week after any social festival.

When one has been prevented from accepting an invitation,

it is polite to call as soon as possible, and express regrets.

When a lady receives a gentleman, she rises from her seat

to meet him, but resumes it at once.

The hostess advances to meet a lady guest.

A gentleman calling on a gentleman is received at the

door, and relieved by him of hat, overcoat, and cane.

Never, while waiting the appearance of the hostess, be

guilty of handling anything, or walking about the room, or

interfering with the furniture in any way. Be careful not

to turn your back on visitors, or to take out your watch,

or in any way to manifest tedious anxiety to be going.

When one has said “good bye,” or “good day,” it is

awkward to linger.

If your friend is dressed ready to go out, do not make any

remark about it, but take your departure at the earliest mo-
ment without remark
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R. JOHNSON says that

in order to converse well,

“ there must, in the first

place, bo knowledge

—

there must be materials
;
in the

second place, there must be a

command of words
;
in the third

place, there must be imagination to place

things in such views as they are not com-
monly seen in

; and in the fourth place,

there must be a presence of mind, and a reso-

lution that is not to be overcome by failure

—

this last is an essential requisite
; for want of

it many people do not excel in conversa-

tion.”

The art of expressing one’s thoughts in

clear, simple English, is one of the ut-

most importance to those who mix in

good society. A half-opened mouth, a perpetual smile, a
vacant stare, and a wandering eye are all evidences of ill-

breeding. One should try to suppress all excessive emo-
tion of whatever kind. As conversation is the principal busi-

ness in company, we cannot pay too much attention to it.

Wit in conversation consists more in finding it in others

than in showing a great deal one’s self
;
for if a man goes from

our company pleased with himself and his own wit, he is

perfectly well pleased with us.

A gentleman will never permit himself to lose his temper
in society, and he will never talk at people, or “ show off

”

in strange company.

Women, clergymen, and men of learning or years should
always be addressed with respect and attention.

It is bad taste to talk of fevers to a physician, or stocks to

a broker, or in fact to talk “ shop ” of any kind.

Conversation ought not to relate to domestic matters. Yet,
as people take more interest in their own affairs than in any

thing else, it is a mark of tact to lead a mother to speak of

her children, a young lady to talk of her summer at a water-
ing place, or, in winter, of her last ball. Ask the aulhor
about his forthcoming book,or the artist about his exhibition

picture, and after having furnished the topic, you need only
listen.

Some persons spoil every party they join by making it

their only object to prove that every one present is in the
wrong but themselves

; such ill-bred and ill-timed argu-
mentativeness should be strictly avoided.

Advice is never to be given unasked, and information
should be asked for and given with caution.

A gentleman will not make a statement, unless he is ab-
solutely convinced of its truth.

He is attentive to any person who may bo speaking to him,
and is equally ready to speak or to listen as the case may
require.

He never descends to flattery, although he will not with-
hold a deserved compliment.

If he has traveled he does not introduce that information
into his conversation at every opportunity.

He does not help out, or forestall, the slow speaker, but in

conversing with foreigners, who do not not understand our
language perfectly, and at times are unable to find the right

word, politely assists them by suggesting it.

He converses with a foreigner in his own language
; if not

competent to do so, he apologizes and begs permission to

speak English.

He does not try to use fine language, long words, or high-
sounding phrases.

He does not boast of birth, money, or friends.

The initial of a person’s name as, “ Mr. II.,” should never
be used to designate him.

Long stories should be avoided.

One’s country or customs should be defended without hes-

itation, but also without anger or undue warmth.
Scandal is the least excusable of all conversational vul-

garities.

When a grammatical or verbal error is committed by
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persons with whom one is conversing, it is not to be cor-

rected.

Words and phrases that have a double meaning are to be

avoided.

Politics, religion, and all topics specially interesting to gen-

tlemen, such as the turf, the exchange, or tlie farm, should be

excluded from general conversation when ladies are present.

Gentlemen should not make use of classical quotations in

the presence of ladies,

without apologizing for,

or translating them, al-

though there are many
women now, whose edu-

cation has made them

quite able to understand

and appreciate almost

any subject, and a gen-

tleman who is a good

conversationist, will al-

ways adapt his conver-

sation as skillfully as

may be to his company.

Polite vulgarisms, or

slang, should be scrupu-

lously guarded against.

e. g., “awfully nice,”

“ just so.”

Long arguments in

general company, no

matter how entertaining

to the disputants, are to

the last degree tiresome.

Anecdotes should be

very sparsely introduc-

ed, unless they are short,

witty, and appropriate.

Proverbs should be as

carefully used as puns
;

and a pun should never

be perpetrated unless it

rises to the rank of wit-

ticism. There is no

greater nuisance in society than a duU and perseveiing

punstei’.

It is always silly to try to be witty.

It is bad breeding to interrupt a person when conversing.

Refrain from the use of satire, even if you are master of

the art. It is permissible only as a guard against impcrti-

THE TETE-A-TETE

nence, or for the purpose of checking personalities, or trou-

blesome intrusions. Under no circumstances whatever

should it be used merely for amusement’s sake, to produce

an effect, or in order to show off one’s own wit. It must

never be employed by a gentleman against a lady, though

ladies are prone to indulge in the use of this wordy weapon.

Their acknowledged position should, in the eyes of a true

gentleman, shield them from all shafts of satire. If they,

on the other hand,
choose to indulge in sa-

tire, it is the part of a

gentleman to remon-

strate gently, and if the

invective be continued,

to withdraw.

It is extremely ill-bred

to whisper in company,

but a “gentle and low

voice ” is always an “ ex-

cellent thing” in men

as well as in women.

A gentleman looks,

but never stares at

those with whom he

converses.

Loud laughter is ob-

jectionable, although
often it is excusable.

The name of any per-

son, present or absent,

to whom reference is

made, should be given if

possible.

Place should always

be given to one’s elders.

Death is not a proper

subject for conversation

with a delicate person,

or shipwreck with a

sea-captain’s wife, or de-

formities before a de-

formed person, or fail-

ures in the presence of a bankrupt. For, as Heine says,

‘
‘ God has given us speech in order that we may say pleasant

things to our friends.” Wo should let it be the object of

our conversation to please, and in order to do this, we

should not converse on subjects that might prove distaste-

ful to any person present.



SHOPPING.

|T should be remembered that a shop is a public

^ place, where one is seen and heard by strangers.

A genuine lady marks her goodness and wis-

dom by using polite forms of speech. She will

not say “I want such a thing,” but “show me, if you please,

that article.” A woman of good sense ought to have a very

clear idea of what

parisons with goods of another store. When you leave

the counter a slight bow is never out of place. On the

other hand, familiarity on the part of the clerk should

not be allowed, and if he is asked for advice it should be

done in such a way that he will give it re.spectfully.

STREET ETIQUETTE.
Nowhere has a man or awoman greater occasion to exercise

the virtue of cour-

tesy than on the

street, and in no

place is the dis-

tinction between
the polite and the

vulgar more clearly

marked.

In England and

America it is not

customary, as a gen-

eral rule, for a gen-

tleman to salute a

lady with whom he

is not intimate, un-

less he has received a

slight bow of recog-

nition, in order to

give her an oppor-

tunity of discontin-

uing his acquaint-

ance. Eut many
gentlemen adopt
the mle of the (Eu-

ropean) continent,

where the gentle-

man always bows

first, leaving it op-

tional with the lady

she requires before

g o i n g shopping,

and she will do well

to fix in her own
mind just what she

wants to buy, and

how much she is

able to pay for it.

Clerks have been

heard to say: “It

is a pleasure to wait

upon that lady, for

she always knows
what she wants,

and she is so polite.
”

A lady will always

find that those lit-

tle phrases “if you
please,” and “thank
you ” will assist her

very much in her

shopping. If some
other lady should

be examining goods
that you wish to

look at, wait until

she is through.
Never draw eom-

snoppiNO.
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to return liis bow or not. The hat is raised with the hand

farthest from the person saluted.

When gentlemen are escorting ladies it is their duty to

insist on carrying any article the latter may have in their

hands, except the parasol.

Ladies and persons of rank or age are always entitled to
I

the inner path, and a gentleman walking with any person
j

should accommodate his speed to that of his companion.

Never leave a friend suddenly on the street without a brief

apology.

If a gentleman wishes to speak to a lady whom he meets

on the street, he must turn and walk with her.

Never, except in a case of necessity, stop a business man

;

if you must speak with him, walk in his direction, or if

compelled to detain

him, state your er-

rand briefly, and

apologize for the de-

tention.

A gentleman al-

ways throws away

his cigar when he

turns to walk with

ladies.

In stopping to

speak to an acquain-

tance on the street,

always step aside.

If you are com-

pelled to detain a

friend when he is

walking with a

stL'anger, apologize

to the stranger, who
will then withdraw

a step or two in or-

der not to hear the

conversation.

It is rude to stare

at ladies in the U t]

street. fancy

Information asked

1)V a lady or stranger should always be promptly and cour-

teously given.

A gentleman should offer his arm to a lady or elderly

person on long walks at night, or in ascending the stairs of

a public building.

A gentleman cannot under any circumstances “cut” a

lady who has bowed to him.

A gentleman who renders any service to a lady whom he

does not know will take his leave as soon as his good deed

has been accomplished. She may recognize him the next

time they meet or not, as she pleases ; it is not considered

amiss to do so.

Do not look back after persons, or eat in the street, or

walk too rapidly, or talk or laugh so as to attract attention.

To talk of domestic affairs in a public vehicle or on the

street, is very rude.

Never nod to a lady in the street, but take off your hat

;

it is a courtesy her sex demands.

A lady should never leave a friend on the street suddenly

without an apology.

If a lady with whom you are walking recognizes the salute

of a person who is a stranger to you, you should return it.

Wlien a lady whom you accompany wishes to enter a store,

you should hold the door open and allow her to enter first,

if practicable
;
and you must never pass before a lady any-

where without apology.

Ladies should avoid walking too rapidly. Loud talking on

the street or in public conveyances is a sure sign of bad

training.

No gentleman wall stand in the doors of hotels to stare at

ladies as they pass.

Do not eat in the

street, or attempt

to force your
way through a

crowd.

Ladies should

never bow to

gentlemen unless
they are sure of

their identity.

When a lady is

crossing a mud-

dy street, she

should gather her

dress in her right

hand, and draw it

to the right side.

It is very vulgar to

use both hands for

that purpose.

Ladies do not
often take a gentle-

man’s arm during

the day, unless he

is a near relative or

fiance, and in as-

cending the steps of

a public building, or on long walks, and in the country.

FANCY FAIRS.

A gentleman should wear an opera or dress hat to these

entertainments. He should not “chaff” about the price

appended to any article, nor demand change; should he

overpay for any thing, the lady should hand the change

without delay, leaving liim the opportunity of offering the

excess as a contribution.

It is ahvays well for gentlemen to provide themselves with

such sums as they are walling to spend on such occasions, and

ladies should remember that even the smallest purchase

deserves a “ thank you.”

LIBRARY ETIQUETTE.

Liln-aries are generally visited by persons who know the
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I

1

ETIQUETTE AT PLACES OF AMUSEMENT.
When a gentleman takes a lady to the theater, he should •

endeavor to secure seats in advance.

ETIQUETTE OF TRAVELING.

Whether one travels for pleasure or business, it is always

well to know the times for the departui-e and arrival of trains,

and the hotel accommodations along the way, and to secure

the tickets the day before. In this way a crowd and much
discomfoit may be avoided.

The lower berth both of steamers and cars is always de-

sirable. It should be as near the middle of a train as possi-

ble, as the middle car is less likely to meet with an accident.

It is always easy to obtain guide-books, and it is well

to do so.

When a gentleman is escorting a lady, he will, of course.

value of books and quiet too well to disturb others. Visitors

to a library should remember to be careful not to turn the

leaves of a volume noisily, or to laugh or converse with

acquaintances so as to annoy other readers. It is but mis-

erable vandalism to make pencil marks, turn down a leaf,

or bend back a book. Readers should be careful not to tear

or soil a volume
;
and visitors who go through the library

building merely as sight-seers should move quietly, and if

asked to write their names in the visitors’ book, do so at

once.
AT CHURCH.

Church goers should always be in season, so as not to

interrupt the congregation. A gentleman removes his hat

on entering a church. If he is accompanied by ladies, he

opens' the door of

the pew and allows

them to enter first.

It should be re-

membered that a

pew is generally

private property,

and it is well for a

stranger not to enter

one uninvited, but

to wait quietly for

the usher to show

him to a seat.

Laughing or loud

talking is inexcus-

able in church, and

if children are pres-

ent, they should be

taught to keep still.

Social greetings

should be exchang-

ed before or after

the service, but

never in the body

of the church dur-

ing the hours of

worship. What-
ever act of civility

is offered or received should be acknowledged quietly, and

every-thing arranged to prevent a noise. Hat, cane, and

umbrella must be carried into the pew, and care taken that

they do not fall.

Due respect should always be paid to the observances of

the church which one attends.

It is not a mark of good breeding to crowd about the

church door when the congregation is entering or leaving.

On ceremonial occasions, the guests should always remain

in the pew until the persons immediately interested have

passed
; they may then fall into position, and move with

them to the exit.

No gentleman will leave his lady companion unattended

between acts, unless requested to do so by her, or to obtain

something for her.

Never whisper during the performance of a jjlay, nor hum
the melody that is being sung on the stage.

If a gentleman is in full dress he can visit any part of the

house to speak with a friend, and it is permissible at the

present time for gentlemen to appear without gloves.

The rule of English theaters forbids ladies wearing bon-

nets to occupy boxes. In the United States bonnets are

often worn in the boxes of a theater, and even at the

opera.

When an invitation is given to the opera or theater it is

proper to inquire if a box is preferred
;

if it is accepted, a

carriage should al-

ways be ordered, if

the ladies propose

to wear full dress or

to go unbonneted.

Light opera cloaks

may be worn. A
light evening bon-

net and gloves are

sufficient evening

dress for a concert

or theater, unless

one occupies a box.

Gentlemen of course

need not wear full

dress unless ladies

do, and a gentle-

man may escort a

lady in such a cos-

tume to the opera

in any of the public

conveyances. The
fashion of wearing

large hats has made
it quite permissible

for young ladies to

AT THE THEATEK. remove their hats

after taking their

seats. Both at matinees and evening performances if she

be in demi-toilet she may visit with her escort the foyer

to chat with promenaders between acts.
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secure before starting all that can be obtained for her com-

fort. He should attend to tickets and cheeks for baggage,

study the railway time-table, and secure a carriage to take

her to the train or steamer. If they are going by train, he

should learn where they are to stop for refreshments or

rest, and what hotel accommodations he can secure.

No gentleman will address a lady while traveling, unless

he can be of some service to her.

If a gentleman

is requested by a

lady to close a win-

dow that he may
have thoughtlessly

opened, he will do

so at once, for he

can go to the plat-

form for fresh air,

while the lady must

necessarily keep
her' seat.

Friendships
made while travel-

ing usually end

with a courteous

bow at the termina-

tion of the journey.

Ladies can travel

without an escort,

and may accept

the aid of any gen-

tleman whose ser-

vices are c o u r-

teously offered ; but

the officers and em-

ployes of railroads

or steamers are al-

ways willing to as-

sist a lady when
asked, and she will

do well to accept

their aid rather
than that of a

stranger.

Ladies should
carry as few par-

cels as possible, and

be careful not to in-

convenience other

people with them.

If a lady is traveling by train and without escort, she

should not leave the train for exercise unless accompanied

by another lady, and then they should not leave the walk

beside which the train stands. The porter will always bring

refreshments to the cars for ladies who do not wish to go out

for them.
STUDIO ETIQUETTE.

It is not right to enter a studio without being asked by

the artist ; nor, if invited, to go late.

Children should never be taken to a studio merely to see

things. It is contrary to etiquette to touch the artist’s port-

folio, or disturb any article that may be of interest, without

first asking permission.

If a person is to have a sitting, he should attend at the

exact time. If the artist be at work, any notice of his opera-

tions may annoy and disturb him, and the sitter has no right

to look about the studio unasked.

All artists have

reception days, and

ladies who count

artists among their

social friends, will

pay their respects

to them on such

days. “Studio
days ” have become

very fashionable in

all large cities the

last few years, and

many ladies go in

parties of four and

six
;

but etiquette

allows a lady to

go alone, if she

chooses. Loud
talking, laughing,

or pushing before

others who are ex-

amining a picture

is very rude. Gen-

tlemen always re-

move their hats in

studios and pic-

ture galleries, and

ladies should be

very careful not

to pass remarks

or exchange opin-

ions about pic-

tures with their

friends in a loud or

offensive manner.

It is not proper to ask the artist whether a pic-

ture has been executed upon an order, nor even

to ask whether it is for sale, unless entertaining

seriously the thought of purchase.

In art galleries the rules given for studio eti-

quette should be observed. Canes, umbrellas,

and parasols should be left with the custodian. Con-

versation should be carried on in a low tone. Do not

stand too long before one picture, as others may wish

to view it from your position. Disparaging comments

should not be too freely or too loudly made, as they may

reach the ear of the artist or of his friends. To decline

buying a catalogue, and afterward seek for information

from those who have, is a confession of either poverty or

meanness.

STUDIO ETIQUETTE.



EMEMBER that politeness is an
article for every-tlay wear. If we
only use it on special and rare oc-

casions it will be sure to set awk-

wardly upon us
; and if we are not

well-behaved in our own family

circle we are not likely to be so

elsewhere. A man who acts

rudely to the members of his own family and
forgets to exercise the common courtesies of life

at the table or around the fireside of his own
home, will be a boor in the houses of others.

For the same rights exist in a man’s own house
as on the street or in public life, and the natural

respect and affectionate courtesy that should be

shown by each member of the family to other

members add infinitely to the saeredness of the

home.

Parents who desire that their children should

grow up beloved and respected must teach them
good manners in their childhood, and brothers

and sisters should be taught to be as respectful to each other

as they woidd be to strangers. To say “thank you,” “if
you please,” “yes, sir,” or “no, madam,” to open the door
or hand a chair to one’s elders, are but trifling words and
acts of politeness; but it is the constant practice of cour-

tesy in even the smallest matters that distinguishes the well-

bred and perfectly-trained gentleman and gentlewoman.

HUSBAND AND WIFE.
A husband should never cease to be a lover, or fail in any

of those delicate attentions which are due a wife, and which
are doubly due her as wife and as woman.
An unkind word should never be said to the wife, or of

her.

It is wrong to jest with one’s wife upon subjects in which
there is danger of wounding her feelings.

It is foolish to praise some virtue in another man’s wife
before one’s own.

A husband ought not to reproach his wife with personal

defects, physical or mental, or upbraid her in the presence

of servants or strangers, or treat her with inattention in

company. He should always speak of her to strangers

as Mrs.
,
and to servants as “your mistress,” or Mrs.

(giving her surname).

A lady will always speak of her husband as Mr. (with sur-

name), except to very intimate friends.

To wait for her husband at meals, to ask his advice upon
subjects about which she is not certain, to dress for him,

and to pay him all the respect that she did during their

engagement, are among the many courtesies that a lady

practices toward her husband.

When once a man has established a home, his most im-

portant duties have fairly begun. The errors of youth may
be overlooked

;
want of purpose, and even of honor, in his

earlier days, may be forgotten. But from the moment of

his marriage lie begins to write his indelible history
; not by

pen and ink, but by actions—by which he must ever after-

ward be reported and judged. His conduct at home ; his

solicitude for his family
; the training of his children

;
his

devotion to his wife—these are the tests by which his worth
will ever afterward be estimated by all who think or care

about him.

COURTESY TO THE AGED.
Never allow yourself to retain a seat while old persons,

no matter who they are, are standing. The door should

always be opened for them, and every possible assistance

rendered them.

It should not be forgotten in making inquiries at a friend’s

house to ask after the older members of the family. They
should always be remembered in invitations.

In conversation, no matter how tiresome people may be,

those to whom they are talking should show good breeding
by listening politely and attentively.

One’s elders should never be contradicted. They are to

be given the preference in everything. If they have pecu-

liarities, we have them too; nor are the peculiarities of old

folks a proper subject for criticism or mirth. Only an ill-

natured and heartless boor will under any circumstances

make fun of the old in any way. An old person should bo

always spoken of, or to, by his or her full name.
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N no way do genuine ladies and

gentlemen show their superior-

ity over vulgar pretenders to

those honorable distinctions

than in their dress, which is

always neat and suitable to tlie

particular occasion where it is

woim. Vulgar people may order

the most costly garments in the

latest fashion, but there will always be some-

thing “loud” and inappropriate in their

dress, something tawdry in their finery.

“Dress makes the man, the want of it the

fellow.” For the “fellow” is often over-

dressed, but never MvZZ-dressed.

A person may be well-dressed without being

fashionably dressed, and nothing is more com-

mon than to see persons fashionably dressed

who are not well-dressed.

The only test is suitability. A costume

may be perfectly becoming at one time and

place, and perfectly ridiculous at another. A costume

which is charming when worn by a young girl, may move

to inextinguishable laughter when decorating the ruins of

a would-be juvenile of seventy.

In this place it is, of course, impossible to say anything in

regard to the ever-changing/i'/s/itow-s of dress, but it may not

be amiss to give a few practical hints as to what is appropriate

to the various social occasions

.

A mother at the christening of her child should wear a

plain but handsome silk dress
;
muslin would be out of

ifiaee.

When paying calls on foot the costume should be plainer

than when calling in a carriage. It may be light or dark,

as the season demands, but it should not be gay enough to

attract attention.

Carriage dress is much more elaborate. The fine silks, the

heavily-trimmed skirts, the gay bonnets, and the lace

parasols, which would be in bad taste when walking, are

quite in place when driving. At present long, many-but-

toned, black kid gloves are fashionable with every style of

dress.

OUT-DOOR DRESSES.

For lawn parties, flower shows, fancy fairs, etc., the

dress is much gayer. Young ladies wear beautiful, soft, fine

materials in delicate tints, and make their costumes as gay

and coquettish as morning attire is allowed to be. They

wear a bonnet or hat—in cities usually the former. Older

ladies wear silk, or some rich and handsome material, ele-

gantly trimmed with lace, a lace mantle or imported shawl,

and bonnets, not hats.

For the seaside or for excursions and picnics, use is the

chief thing to be considered in choosing a costume. Some

strong material that will stand hard wear is best. A shabby

silk is out of the question, and any sort of flimsy material,

liable to tear every moment, is not to be thought of. Serge

and tweed are the usual materials for yachting dresses, as those

fabrics, besides being warm and durable, are not injured by

the sea air or by water.

Lawn-tennis dresses are made of some thick and strong

fabric, in white, cream-color, or some other pale shade. They

have a short, plain skirt, with no frills or flounces, orna-

mented with embroidery in colored crewels. The full bodice

is inserted in a band stitched to the neck. Another favorite

lawn-tennis costume consists of a dark blue or black jersey,

with a skirt of the same color. This costume fits tightly to

the figure without fastening.

IN-DOOR DRESSES.

A lady’s morning dress should be fresh, clean, simple,

and suitable to the time of day. Lace, unless it be very

thick, is not worn with morning dress. Very little jewelry

is worn, and must be plain gold or silver. Precious stones

are worn only in rings. When on a visit, the style of morn-

ing dress may be a little increased
;
thus, a silk dress may
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be worn where a woolen or cotton one would be worn at

home. Morning dress, however, should not be too smart.

Although both ball dress and dinner dress are “ full

dress,” they are not alike. For a dinner costume, brocades,

silks, satins, and velvets, trimmed with lace, are worn.

The neck and arms are usually covered
; the bodice is high,

but open in front ; the sleeves come to the elbow, or

slightly below.

Caps of soft silk lace and flowers are sometimes worn by
young ladies at dinner parties

;
and sometimes they put

natural flowers in their hair. Elderly ladies wear larger

caps, with flowers and feathers.

In the ball-room, “full dress” is indispensable. For
young ladies, dresses of some light gossamer fabric are

chosen—net, tulle, grenadine, or gauze, trimmed with ribbon

or flowers, made low and with short sleeves. The wreaths

of flowers worn in the hair are generally artificial, because

natural ones so soon fall to pieces from the heat of the room
and the movements of the dancers.

The dress of the chaperons should be similar in character

to that worn at a dinner. Jewelry is generally worn in

sets
;
ornaments never look so well if pieces of different sets

are displayed together
;

that is to say, if diamonds are

in the brooch, a necklet of pearls and ear-rings set with

emeralds would not look well if worn on the same occasion.

All the ornaments should match in character as much as

possible, but variety is allowed in the matter of bracelets.

WEDDING DRESS.

The bride’s costume now demands attention. Brides of

the present day are dressed entirely in white, unless for

a second marriage, when it is usual to choose some delicate

color for the dress, such as silver-gray, pearl-white, or dove-

color, and also to wear a bonnet instead of a virginal veil.

The dress of a young bride is made of silk or satin,

trimmed with rich white lace - Honiton or Brussels—and a

large veil of the same description of lace as that on the

dress. This is placed on the head so as to fall on to the

skirt of the dress, equally behind and in front. If the bride

has been married before, the veil is dispensed with.

Some twenty or thirty years ago it was a la mode to wear
“full dress” at a wedding: that is, the bride’s dress

was made low, with short sleeves, and the bridegroom wore

an evening suit. Now, morning attire is proper for gentle-

men, and the bride’s costume is also much more simple. A
wreath of white flowers is worn under the veil, gloves and
boots are white, and the bouquet is composed of white flow-

ers only. Any great display of jewelry is in bad taste, and
the little that may be allowed should not be florid or

elaborate. A set of pearls, or something of the same j)lain

or simple character, looks w'ell.

There is more variety in bridesmaids’ dresses than in that

of a bride. A picturesque costume is often chosen which
combines two colors, or is made entirely of one pale shade

of color. The hats or bonnets are composed of the same
material as the dress, or else of that which trims it. The
flowers worn are generally those kinds which would be

naturally blooming at that season. Sometimes veils of plain

tulle are worn, and wreaths take the place of bonnets.

When this is the case the veil does not fall over the face

like that of the bride, but entirely down the back. All the

bridesmaids are dressed alike, and their bouquets are com-

posed of colored flowers. Neither the bride nor her maids

wear any-thing over their shoulders except their dresses and

veils.

The young ladies who do not hold the office of brides-

maids should choose some dainty material.

If children are present at a wedding, girls look the best in

costumes of white or pale colors, and little boys in some

fancy costume, or black velvet suits with gold buttons.

The older guests at a wedding should choose some hand-

some, rich material—of course avoiding black—and have it

trimmed with either white or black lace. Over the shoul-

ders should be worn a lace mantle or a foreign shawl, and

their bonnets trimmed with feathers and flowers.

MOURNING DRESS.
Formerly mourning was worn both for a longer period

and of a much deeper character than is usual at the present

time. Two years was not considered too long a time for a

near relative, such as father or mother. Now, one year for

relations of that degree, and six months for uncles, aunts,

or cousins is the general time. In these days it is con-

sidei-ed better taste to wear plainer and less heavy, expen-

sive, and ostentatious habiliments than heretofore. Widows
wear their weeds, which consist of crape dress, large black

silk cloak, crape bonnet and veil, plain muslin collar, and

broad cuffs or “weepers,” as they are termed, and “widow’s

cap,” usually for a year, and then discontinue the particidar

signs which distinguish a widow, such as cap, weepers, and
veil, and wear ordinary mourning for as long a time as they

may wish. Deep mourning is considered to be stuff and
crape. What is called “second mourning” is black silk

trimmed with crape.

GENTLEMAN’S DRESS.
Of course it will be thought that there cannot be

much to say about the toilet of gentlemen, since they are

supposed never to think about dress, nor talk about it, and
rarely to change their fashions. At garden parties they

wear black or dark blue frock coats, white waistcoats, gray

trousers, and hats. At the seaside and in the country, dark

blue serge or gray tweed is common. Their evening dress

is a black “swallow-tail” coat, waistcoat, and trousers, and
white tie. It is best to wear a cloth or “ fob ” watch-chain

with a dress .suit.

A gentleman wears very little jewelry. A plain ring,

small shirt studs, cuff buttons, and an unostentatious watch

chain are sufficient.

Gentlemen were formerly supposed to wear gloves every-

where, except at dinner and in the country
;
but at present

(1882) it is the fashion to wear gloves as little as possible.

A gentleman should take care to have his dress suitable

to the occasion.

Morning and evening dress are not to bo combined.

Light and not black trousers should go with a black frock

coat.
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THE ENGAGEMENT.

^HE engagement is made known
in some pleasant manner that is

entirely left to the will of the in-

tended bride. Sometimes a small

dinner-party is given by the family

of the future bride, the host an-

ncuneing the engagement just be-

fore rising from the table
; of

course good wishes and congratulations

follow.

Notes of congratulation should be sent

the lady soon aftenvard, and flowers

very frequently accompany them.

Sometimes the engagement is an-

nounced through the daily papers, and
yet another way is for the mother of

the bride or the bride herself to send

notes to her most intimate friends. The
groom does the same.

These notes should be immediately an-

swered.

If the lady has many friends, it is a very pretty and pleas-

ant custom for them to give parties of aU kinds to the en-

gaged couple.

As soon as the engagement is known, the friends of the

bride should call upon her or leave their cards.

If the wedding is to follow soon after the engagement is

announced, the bride does not pay any ceremonious calls,

but leaves her visiting card in person at the houses of her

friends just before the wedding invitations are issued. This

call, which is the last she will make in her family name, is

of the strictest etiquette. The wedding invitations are for-

warded at least ten days before the marriage ceremony.

They are issued in the name of the parents or parent, if

she has both or one living. If the bride is a ward, niece,

cousin, granddaughter, or friend, that relationship appears
on the invitation instead of the word daughter. With the

invitation is a card to the wedding breakfast or reception.

Often tickets of admission to the church ceremony are

sent. This is sometimes necessary at large weddings in

the city. As many of the “church cards ” as the bride

chooses may be sent with the invitations.

One sheet of paper is now used for wedding invitations.

The engraving is in plain script, and the paper should be

fine and thick, made to fold once only. If the monogram
of the bride’s family is on the paper, it should be printed

without color or tint, on the middle of the top of the page.

At present (1882) it is more fashionable to place the mono-
gram upon the envelope instead of the note.

To the personal friends of the family, cards of invitation

are sent for the reception at the house of the bride’s father

and mother.

A bride can thus select her company early bn this all-

important occasion
; for invitation to the wedding may not

include the “At Home” cards, and yet the receiver will

not feel slighted if it should be omitted. The “admission
card ” is generally inclosed to friends, to be used by their

friends, and the bride thus shows a confidence which no
lady or gentleman will use thoughtlessly. Of course in

country towns the “ admission card” is generally unneces-

sary.

THE WEDDING.

The groom selects a personal friend to act as “ best man,”

and arrange the business and social formalities of the wed-

ding. Some one of the ushers is made master of ceremonies.

He should be at the church early to see that the awning and

carpet have been properly arranged. He must know how
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many guests are expected and estimate the space needed

for their accommodation. He i)uts a ribbon across the aisle

far enough from the altar to afford sufficient room. Often

an arch of flowers is used instead of a ribbon. He must see

that the organist is present, that the kneeling-stool is in the

proper place, that all the ushers are at hand and ready to

show the ladies their seats. The usher must offer the lady

his right arm, and if he does not know her must ask if she

is a friend of the bride or of the groom. If a friend of the

bride he gives her a seat upon the left, if of the groom,
upon the right of the main aisle. If the lady is accompa-
nied by a gentleman, he follows her to her seat.

IVhen the bride

with her compan-

ions has arrived,

and taken her place

in the vestibule, the

groom and “ best

man ” come from

the vestry and wait

at the altar with

their faces turned

toward the bride,

the organ mean-

while playing some
air selected by the

bride. The ushers

generally walk in

pairs before the

ladies, and take
their stand on the

right of the groom
and the “best
man.” Sometimes
the bridesmaids go before the bride, and
sometimes they follow her

; they always
stand at her left. All this is according
to the wishes of the pair. The younger
sisters and brothers are very frequently
in attendance to carry flowers, and are
usually dressed in some fancy costume.
The bride always wears white with nat-

ural flowers, unless she is married in
traveling costume. She is veiled, and
enters the church on the arm of the person who is

to give her away. The bridesmaids wear simple costumes
in delicate colors and without trains, and usually all dress
alike, their bouquets or flowers only varying.

If the wedding is by day, the gentleman wears a morning
dre.ss, i.e., dark coat and vest, and light trousers, white
necktie, and no gloves (if he chooses to take advantage of
the present extreme fashion). If the ceremony is in the cven-
ing, gentlemen wear full dress.

The ring has, of late, been the one used to bind the en-
gagement, a jeweled ring being given afterward.

It is not considered “good form,” at present, for the cler-

gyman or any friend to kis.s the bride, and, indeed, kissing in
public has passed out of fashion. Two of the ushers should

hurry from the church to the home of the bride, so as to be
ready to receive the newly-married j)air.

When receiving congratulations the bridal party stand in

the center of the room, h.alf the bridesmaids on the right of

the bride, and the other half on the left of the groom. The
parents of the bride stand at a short distance to her right,

that of the groom at his left.

At the breakfast the host sits at one end of the table with
the bride at his right side. The hostess occupies the other

end with the groom at her right side. The oldest man at

table proposes the toast. After breakfast the pair may re-

tire to their drawing-room, and only a few fi'iends may see

them leave the

house. The bride’s

favorite sister or

friend must throw

the sli]3per after the

carriage.

It is not polite to

ask them where
they are going, and

generally no one

except the “best

man ” is informed.

He must go to the

steamer or t r a i n

after breakfast,
and see that their

luggage is properly

checked, and that

everything possible

has been done, to

make their leave-

taking perfect.

The bride must

acknowledge by
note, with her own
hand, every gift she

receives, and this

should be done be-

fore she returns
from her wedding

trip. The groom
generally presents

souvenirs to the bildesmaids and ushers—they should not

be chosen for cost, but as novelties.

There is generally a reception when the young jjoojfle i-e-

turn, and the cards for this are small and very simj)le.

Weddings at home differ but little from those in the

church, and every-thing connected with them should be con-

ducted on veiy nearly the same principles.

After-calls or card leaving within ten days after the wed-
ding are .strict etiquette.

The marriage of a widow is very little different from a
young girl, except that neither veil nor orange blos.soms are
used. She may dress in wdiite if .she chooses, and she may
also have bridesmaids. On her wedding cards her maiden
Jiame is used as part of her proper name.

THE WEDDING.

e
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CARD FORMS.

Herbert R. Horton,
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OT long after the birth of a

child, friends of its parents call

and leave cards, inquiring after

the mother and child. When
the mother re-enters society, she

leaves cards with her acquaint-

ances. The child is usually

christened when it reaches the

age of one month or thereabouts

;

but if it seems likely to die, the ceremony

may take place as soon as a clergyman can

be procured. The godparents are usually

immediate relatives or friends of the par-

ents. The selection of godparents is often

a matter of considerable delicacy and diffi-

culty
;
for many people are reluctant to

accept the office, while others again, who

think they have a strong claim to the

honor, are offended if they are overlooked.

Formerly there were two godfathers and

two godmothers. Now, if the infant be a

boy, he has two godfathers and one god-

mother
; and if a girl, then the order is reversed. The god-

parents are chosen from the relatives and friends of the par-

ents. For the first-born the sponsors should be near

relatives, preference being given to the father’s family. It

is not advisable to choose elderly people for this office ;
for,

although its duties are supposed to cease with confirmation,

yet the association often lasts a lifetime, and kindly help and

counsel may be given in later days by the godj^arent to the

godchild, should the battle of life prove hard, should parents

die, or friends depart. At a baptism which took place in

1744, the sponsors must have been very aged relatives, judg-

ing from their kinship to the infant. Its godmothers were

three in number—its great-great-grandmother, great-grand-

mother, and great-great-great-aunt. Its great-great-great-

great-uncle and two of its great-great-uncles were the god-

fathers.

That it was the general custom for the baptism to take

place very soon after the birth, may be gathered from Mr.

Pepys, who writes in his voluminous Diary, “We went to

Mrs. Brown’s, where Sir W. Pen and I were godfathers, and

Mrs. Jordan and Slopman were godmothers. I did give

the nurse five shillings, and the maid two shillings. But,

inasmuch as I expected to give the name to the child,

but did not, I forebore then to give my plate which I had
in my pocket, namely, six spoons and a porringer of

silver.”

The presents at christenings are generally either a silver

basin and spoon, or a_knife, fork, and spoon, or a silver

mug and a Bible in elegant binding.

The christening ceremony in England and her colonies

takes place in a church or chapel, and varies according to the

customs of the religious denomination to which the parents

of the infant belong. After it is completed the guests are

entertained at Inncheon, or invited to a dinner in the even-

ing, in honor of the child. The officiating clergyman is

asked to these entertainments, where the infant and the

christening presents are usually exhibited.

In many parts of America the christening ceremony takes

place at the house of the parents, who send out the follow-

ing engraved or written invitation :

—

r^fcy,

,

The guests wear reception costumes. The house is often

decorated, and musicians are in attendance. In the room

selected for the ceremony a font is placed, to which, at

the appointed hour, the child is carried. The parents and

sponsors surround the font, and a clergyman performs

the rite. After music and the benediction the parents

are congratulated. Refreshments are served as at other

receptions.
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ECIQUETTE FUNERHLS. ^
L j 1

.

HEN a death occurs, some

sign of bereavement should

be shown, black crape on the

bell-handle or door-knob if the

person was advanced in years

or married, white ribbon and
white crape if young and unmar-
ried.

Printed or engraved cards or

notes, bordered with black, are sometimes used
to announce a death. These should bear the date

of birth and death, and are sent to acquaintances
after the interment.

After the funeral the friends and acquaintances
leave their cards at the door, writing beneath their

names the words: “With kind inquiries.”

Before the funeral, friends may call and leave

cards, but the ladies of the family are rarely visi-

ble, save to their most intimate relatives and
friends. It is but common decency on the part of acquaint-
ances to avoid any intrusive curiosity or loud-spoken sym-
pathy.

Notice of the death and funeral should be inserted in the
newspapers, and relatives and intimate friends should be
immediately informed by letter.

The remains should be arranged as naturally as possible,

and clad in tasteful manner. The coffin should be plain
elm or oak, lined with white, and having simple metal
handles. On the lid should be a white metal or brass plate,

engraved with the name, age, and time of death.
The funeral arrangements are in the hands of the

undertaker, who follows the directions of the head of the
family.

Six or eight persons are selected as pall-bearers if the
burial is immediately after the funeral.

The funeral may be at the house or at a church
;

if in the
latter, private services are generally held in the house before
the public ceremony. Flowers are now used only sparingly
at funerals, and frequently the family request their friends

through the newspapers to “ kindly omit flowers.” What-
ever flowers are used should bo simple and appropriate. The
family and intimate friends take their final leave of the

deceased privately.

The immediate family ought to be out of sight during
the progress of the religious rites, but not beyond the hear-

ing of the service. Those who are in deep mourning are

excused from paying visits of condolence or from attending
the funerals of friends. If the deceased was carried off

by a contagious disease, the fact should be mentioned in

the funeral notice.

Guests will not salute the mourners, but will stand witli

uncovered heads as the coffin passes them, and also as the

bereaved move on their way. The carriage next the hearse

always contains the nearest of kin. The clergyman generally
precedes the hearse.

A widow wears a perfectly plain bombazine costume
trimmed with crape and a small cap border of tarletan.
For father or mother or children mourning is worn for a
year. For sister and brother it is worn for six months, and
quiet colors are worn for grandparents, aunts, uncles, and
distant relatives for the period of three months. Widow-
ers should wear deep mourning for one year at least. This
includes black clothes, gloves, neckties, and a weed on
the hat.

Every one who goes to a funeral should dress in black or
quiet colored garments

.
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EE seats facing the horses are always

reserved for ladies, the guests, or older

persons.

When a coachman holds the reins,

the seat on the right facing the horses

is the lady’s privilege.

Do not turn after you have entered

the carriage, and be careful when ladies

are present that their wraps are out of

danger of being crushed or trodden on.

Gentlemen enter the carriage after the ladies, and leave

it first, so as to assist them in alighting. They should also

guard the ladies’ apparel from being soiled by the dust, or

from the mud on

the wheels of the

carriage.

Attendants, when

present, will open

the carriage door,

but the lady’s es-

cort should hand

her out.

The gentleman

should consult the

lady or ladies as

to the course to be

taken during the

drive. Orders to

the coachman are

given by the gen-

tleman in atten-

dance.

When a gentle-

man drives, he

should take the

right hand seat, so

that he may have

a clear view of the

road, and that his

right arm may be

untrammeled. He will drive close to the sidewalk and then

turn the horses toward the middle of the road. This will

leave room between the wheels for ladies to be handed in

conveniently. When they have taken their seats, their

dresses should be covered with a lap robe, after being care-

fully tucked in. When about to dismount where there is

no groom to hold the horses’ heads, (he horses should be tied

up to avoid a possible runaway, before assisting the ladies to

alight.

Ladies shotdd never grasp the reins, nor interfere with

the driver in any way. In driving or riding the right side

of the way is always taken. If there is no post to which the

horses may be hitched while the ladies are alighting, the

driver should grasp the reins tightly with one hand, while

with the other he helps the lady down. A gentleman driv-

ing with a lady

should never put

his arm along the

back of the seat

which she occu-

pies. A gentleman

should drive in t he

pace acceptable to

the lady. If a lady

and gentleman are

in a carriage with

a coachman, but

with no other occu-

pants than them-

selves in the body

of the vehicle, the

gentleman sits op-

posite to the lady

unless she asks him

to take a seat by

her side.

In America the

rule of the road is

to always turn to

the right. In Eng-

land, drivers turn

to the left.

.

HELPING A LADY TO ALIGHT.
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No exercise is more conducive to health and grace. A gen-

tleman who asks a lady to ride should be sure that the horse

which he offers her, if not his own, is accustomed to the side-

saddle. He should also examine carefully the curb, bridle,

girths, headstall, reins, and stirrup leathers, and all the

buckles and straps on her horse, to see that they are sound^

Both the lady and

gentleman should be

exactly punctual, for

waiting is not only

tedious but it is lia-

ble to make the

horses difficult to

manage.

A lady’s horse
should be up to her

weight, trained, and

docile.

She should never

strike the horse on

the head or neck.

Neither gentlemen

nor ladies should

wear flashy dress

;

the hat should sit

tightly to the head,

for the hands are

needed for the reins

and whip.

In mounting, a

lady should stand

close to and on the

near side of the

horse, with the right hand on the pommel of the saddle,

her skirt gathered in the left hand. The gentleman faces

her, and standing by the horse’s shoulder bends down so
that she may put her left foot on his left hand. As she
springs into the saddle, he easily but firmly guides her foot,

which, when the lady is in the saddle, he fixes in the stirrup.

He should also adjust her skirts. The lady should sit well

down, leaning rather back than forward, and holding the
reins a little above the level of the knee.

A rider never touches the horse of his companion, unless
she needs aid, when riding. The pace must be determined
by the lady.

Should a gentleman while on horseback receive an inti-

mation from a lady

that she wishes to

speak to him, he is

bound to dismount

and give the lady his

attention.

If a gentleman is

saluted when riding,

etiipiette p e r m i t.s

him to touch the rim

of his hat with his

whip, or to bow, for

his hands may be too

closely occupied to

lift his hat.

A gentleman al-

ways rides on the

lady’s right, unless

the wind or other

circumstances make
it advantageous for

the 1 a d y that he

should take the

left.

No gentleman will

riding. display any power as

a horseman, how-
ever accomplished he is, when with a lady. When the ride is

finished, the lady should prepare to dismount in a correct way,

and not tumble off her horse, nor fall into the gentleman’s
arms, as a bad rider is apt to do. She puts her left hand in

the gentleman’s or groom’s right, putting her foot in his

left hand, which he lowers easily as she rises from the sad-

dle before springing.
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DEBUT IN SOCIETY.

EFORE making her dehut in soci-

ety, a young lady should be at

least seyenteen years of age, and

if there are older unmarried sis-

ters in the family she may be

twenty.

She should not be present at a

parly of “grown-up” peojile ex-

cept at her father’s house, and

not there save on anniversary oc-

casions, such as christenings, marriages, or

birthday parties. About two weeks before her

di'hut, her mother and elder unmarried sisters

—if there be any—call or leave their cards and

those of their father and brothers, upon all

whom they expect to invite to the dehut. To

these persons engraved invitations are sent some

ten days before the dehut. They may be sent

by post or messenger.

The envelope bears the direction “ To Mr. and

Mrs. Blank.” If there is more than one daughter,

^ the direction is “Misses Blank,” or “ The Misses

Blank.” Each son receives a separate invitation.

Replies bear the names addressed on the envelope.

The ordinary form of party invitation is used, and the

card of the young debutante is inclosed in the same envelope

with the invitation. The reply should be written and sent

immediately, and should correspond in form to the invita-

tion.

Young ladies use the same form, only they begin their

note with “The Misses Hope.” Young men adopt a sim-

ilar custom.

The young lady stands at her mother’s left during the re-

ception. She is welcomed, and congratulations are offered

to her as she is jn-esented to the guests. When supper is an-

nounced, in the absence of a brother her father escorts her to

the table. The mother and the most honored gentleman pres-

ent come last. If there be a brother, the father goes first with

the eldest or most distinguished lady guest, and the brother

escorts the debutante, and seats her at her father’s left hand

at the table.

Her ])artner in the first dance is selected by the mother,

and is usually a kinsman or near friend of the family. No gen-

tleman should dance with her more than once. All visits of

ceremony paid her mother after the dehut include the de-

butante, but in her first season she has no card, and does not

pay formal visits alone. If she is the eldest unmarried

daughter, her name is engraved as Miss Blank beneath her

mother’s. If she has elder sisters, her name is engraved in

full. She cannot receive gentlemen without a chaperonunMv

any circumstances in her first season. After it she may leave

her own card either alone or with her family’s. Of course

all these customs may not be observed in the country, where

people are more familiar with each other, but in all large

cities they are rigidly carried out.

THE KETTLE-DRUM,

Or “ social matinee,” as some call it, which has become so

popular, is given between the hours of three and seven, and is

largely attended by ladies, gentlemen dropping in after four

o’clock. Bonnets and wraps maybe laid aside, but not neces-

sarily so, unless it is a full dress reception. For a “ kettle-

drum,” the invitations are issued in the name of the hostess,

with the addition beneath it, if she chooses, of a daughter or

friend.

The “ at home” should not be engraved upon a reception

card, except after a wedding. A servant in dress suit and

white thread gloves should await the arrival of guests, and

o[)en the door without waiting for the bell to be rung.

In full dress receptions a little girl prettily dressed is often

in waiting to show ladies to the dressing-room, but at “four

o’clock teas” the ladies seldom remove their wraps, and the
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gentlemen may carry their hats into the drawing room with
them.

A lady enters tlie drawing-room on the gentleman’s right

;

if she he a chaperon unattended by a gentleman, she en-

ters with her charge at her right.

Salutations should be very brief, and half an hour is long
enough to stay.

Both ladies and gentlemen may pai’take of some sliglit re-

freshment. A cere-

monious leave-tak-

ing of the hostess

is not expected or

desired.

After-calls a r e

not considered ne-

cessary if the recep-

tion was informal

or a kettledrum.

Gloves for gentle-

men are not worn
at all now, an

d

white gloves for

ladies are not seen

at kettle-drums or

small day parties.

DINNER ETI-

QUETTE.

Forms of dinner

invitations for or-

dinary and special

occasions are given

under “Letter
Writing,” where
forms for accepting

and declining will

also be found.

Every diner out

should be strictly

punctual. From
five to fifteen min-

utes before the din-

ner hour is correct.

The host tells each

gentleman the name
of the lady whom
he is to take in to

dinner; and, if they

are strangers, introduces him to the lady.

W hen dinner is announced by the butler or chief waiter,
the host offers his arm to the oldest lady, or the lady of
greatest rank, or the greatest stranger present, or to a bride
if there is one. The guests follow arm-in-arm, the hostess
bringing up the rear with the gentleman entitled to the
greatest distinction. A gentleman offers his left arm to the
lady whom he is to take in to dinner. When they come to
the table he fixes her chair with his right hand, seating her

on his right side
;
but the gentleman who escorts the hostess

is seated on her right. The host sits at the bottom of the
table, and his wife at the toj), unless (as happens wdien the
table is very long) they sit opposite to each other in the mid-
dle of each side. Each couple of guests find their places by
means of cards laid at each i)latc. At formal dinners the
menu, or bill of fare, is placed under these cards.

Soup is first served, of which every guest eats, or j)retends

to. After soup ho

can take or refuse

as he chooses. If

a silver knife is fur-

nished, the fish is

cut with that
;

if

not, with the fork

in the right hand,

a piece of bread
being held in the

left. It is best to

take out the fish-

bones before put-

ting the fish in the

mouth.

The knife is used

to cut, not to con-

vey food to the

mouth. Cheese is

taken up with a

knife, but the knife

should never be put

in the mouth.

The n a p k i

n

should be partially

unfolded, and laid

across the knees,

not tucked into

one’s collar or waist-

coat like a bib.

Soup is to be sip-

ped noiselessly
from the side of the

spoon.

Bread is to be

broken into small

pieces, not cut.

The man who
picks his teeth at

table, talks with his

mouth full, breathes
hard as he eats or drinks, smacks his lips, Tises his owm knife

instead of the butter knife, or eats too rapidly, should be
kept on bread and water till he leai ns better.

When one is through with his jdate, he should lay his

knife and fork across it w'ith the handles turned to the right.

When dinner is through, the hostess, looking at the lady
on her husband’s right, rises

;
the rest of the ladies and the

gentlemen do the same. The gentleman nearest the door
opens it, and the ladies return to the drawing-room. After

THE DINNER PARTY.
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their withdrawal the gentlemen linger over their cigars and

wine. They soon rejoin the ladies, and the tea-tray is brouglit

in. Sometimes coffee, instead of being served at table after

dessert, is served in the drawing-room a little later. By half

past ten the guests begin to take their departure. A servant

announces to its owner the arrival of each carriage.

Ladies and gentlemen wear full evening dress to a dinner

party. The ladies take off their gloves as soon as they are

seated.

Each guest should, if possible, call upon his hostess within

a week
;
and if she has a regular receiving day the call should

be made then. If for any reason it is inconvenient to call on

that day, a card, with the upper right hand corner turned

down, should be left (in person) for each adult member of the

family.

Gentlemen without female relatives to leave their cards

may, when unable to call in person, send their cards by

mail.

BREAKFASTS AND SUPPERS.

Tlie hour for a formal breakfast is twelve, but an ordinary

social breakfast begins at ten or half-past ten. Invitations

to breakfast are usually written and sent out five days

beforehand. The invitation may be an informal note, or

the lady’s visiting card with the following words below the

name :

—

Breakfast at ten o'clock^

December IWu

Ladies and gentlemen wear walking dress, including

gloves, which are taken off at the table. The meeting be-

tween the hostess and her guests does not differ from that

at a dinner.

If there are many guests, cards are put beside the plates,

to show each guest his or her seat. If there are more ladies

than gentlemen, the hostess assigns ladies to take ladies in

to breakfast.

The ho.st takes in the lady to whom the greatest respect

is due, either on account of her age, because she is a stranger,

or a bride, or from any other reason. In the absence of the

host, the hostess goes first to the breakfast room, taking

with her the gentleman or lady to whom the greatest con-

sideration is due.

The gentlemen find out what ladies they are to escort, by

cards left in the dressing-room, or brought in by a servant.

If a gentleman is a stranger to the lady whom he is to

escort, he should ask the hostess for an introduction. On

the announcement of breakfast, the gentleman offers to the

lady his left arm. He finds their seats by means of the

cards, assists the lady to her seat, and sits down himself

when all the ladies are seated.

The breakfast is served in courses on the table, or from

t he sideboard. The hostess attends to the dispensing of the

coffee, chocolate, and tea. At a signal given by the hostess

to the lady opposite, all the guests rise, and repair to the

drawing-room, where they remain for not more than half

an hour.

A call must be made after a breakfast party. The proper

time is either upon the first “at home’’ day of the hostess,

or at least within ten days after the breakfast.

SUPPERS.'

As a general rule only gentlemen are invited to “sup-

pers ”
;
the viands and the wines are, in consequence, if it be

not ungallant to say so, generally better than at feasts where

flirting usurps the place of eating and drinking.

Suppers are usually informal, and so are the invitations,

which may be made verbally or by note, or by sending out

the visiting card of the host with the following words written

upon it :

—

Sup2)er at ten o’clock,

Thursday, December Isf.
j

Suppers arc variously named, according to the nature of
j

the menu. A game supper consists mostly of game, with

dessert, coffee, and wines. A champagne or wine supper

consists of cold meats, etc., with wines and a rich dessert.

A fish supper is mostly made up of fish, oysters, lobsters,

etc., with fruit, salads, coffee, and wines.

Suppers usually end by two o’clock at the latest.

A supper at an evening party or ball is almost as elaboiate

as a wedding breakfast. Emits and flowers run along the

whole length of the table in the middle. Every-thing is cold

except the soup. Tcgetables and cheese arc conspicuous by

their absence. There is a vast amount of cieains, jellies,

bonbons, decorated cakes, and crackers. Game pie, boded

and roasted fowls and turkey, cold salmon, salads, ham,

tongues, game, etc., are the substantials. Ices ai e abN a} s

served. The beverages are sherry, claret, and sparkling

wines.

LUNCHEONS AND TEAS.

Some dyspeptic, angry because his physician would not

allow him to eat four meals a day, has called luncheon “ aii

insult to one’s breakfast, and an outrage to one’s dinner.”

However that may be, luncheon has sandwiched itself between

breakfast and dinner in many houses.

It has this great merit, that there is nothing stiff' and

formal about it. Gentlemen do not take in the ladies. The

hostess goes first, the ladies follow in her wake, and the

gentlemen bring up the rear. The hostess wears indoor

morning dress, but her lady guests invited to lunch keep

on their hats.

Every-thing is put on the table at the start, and guests

help one another and themselves. It is quite correct to push

to one side a plate on which one has had jelly or tart, and

take a fresh plate with fruit or cheese. While luncheon is

usually what was left from yesterday’s dinner, nothing

should be brought on in exactly the same shape in which it

was the day before.

TEAS.

“ Tea ” is supposed to be essentially the ladies’ meal ;
but

there are countless numbers of the opposite sex who, while

they swallow “ just an odd enp because it is made, expeii-

ence as much enjoyment as those for whose delectation it

was said to have been brewed. There are two classes of
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teas—“great teas” and “little teas;” the “high” or

“meat” teas which come under the first denomination, and

“handed tea,” or “afternoon tea,” which place themselves

under the latter. The first of these is quite a country insti-

tution, and scarcely known to dwellers in towns. But a

tea, of whatever kind, may be made one of the most agree-

able of meals, for tea always seems to produce sociability,

cheerfulness, and vivacity.

A white cloth is always laid on the table for “high tea,”

and on it, down thecenter,are placed flowers, and, in summer,
fruits. Nothing looks more tempting than bowls of old

china filled with ripe red strawberries, and jugs of rich cream
by their side. Glass dishes containing preserved fruits of dif-

ferent colors, such

as apricots, straw-

berries, marmalade,

etc.take theirstands

at short intervals.

Cakes of various

kinds—plum, rice,

and sponge
;

then within

reach of the ‘

drinkers ” are

and

easy

“ tea

hot

muffins, crumpets,

toast, tea cakes, and

so forth. At one

end of the table the

tea tray stands,

with its adjuncts
;

at the other the cof-

fee is placed, also

on a tray. The
sideboard is the re-

ceptacle of the

weightier matters,

such as cold salmon,

pigeon and veal and
ham pies, boiled

and roast fowls,

tongues, ham, veal,

cake
; and should it

be a very “hungry
tea,’ roast beef and lamb may be there for the gentlemen of

the party.

The servants should be expert and handy, as there is a

good deal of waiting to be done. One should hand the cups
of tea on a tray, together with sugar and cream

; another
should do the same with coffee, and both should take notice

of the empty cups, and take them to be refilled. Then there

should be one to carve and help at the sideboard, and
another to change the plates, hand bread and butter, etc. Very
often the gentlemen wait to a great extent upon the ladies

and themselves on these occasions. After the fruit has been
handed, the servants leave the room. It is usual for the

party to remain a short time at the table after the conclusion
of the meal.

Sometimes a dance on the lawn or on the drawing-room
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carpet, music, talk, or charades end an entertainment of

this kind
;
but if dancing is not introduced, the success of a

tea depends much upon the attractiveness of the rece[>tion

rooms.

“Little teas” take place in the afternoon. Now that

dinners are so late, and that “ teas proper ” are postponed
m consequence to such an unnatural hour as ten p.m., the

want is felt of the old-fashioned meal at five, and so it has
been reinstated, though not in quite the same form as before.

1 he modern afternoon tea takes place about five, and the

invitation is by card, intimating that Mrs. will be “At
home ” on such an afternoon. No answer is necessary. When
the day arrives, if you are disengaged, and so disposed, you

call upon your
friend, are ushered

into her drawing-

room, and there you

find her and others

who have come on

the same errand as

yourself. The tea

equipage is placed

on a table near to

the lady of the

house, who pours

out the tea herself.

Usually this equi-

page is one speci-

ally designed for

these occasions.
The cups and sau-

cers are smaller

than those in use at

other meals, and arc

of a more dainty

and refined charac-

ter. The other ac-

companiments also

are on a smaller

scale—t h e spoons,

sugar - basin, a n d

cream-jug, are dis-

tinctively small.
No plates are brought into the room except those which
hold cake or rolled bread and butter. Gentlemen, of course,

will tender their services
;
but they should not be too offi-

cious or over anxious to do their duty. There are men who
will perpetually be handing cake, and offering to do thi.s,

that, and the other about the tea-tray. People do not as-

semble at these five o’clock teas to eat and drink, but merely
to see and talk to each other, and take a cup of tea merely
as a refreshment. Small tables should be placed about the

room, so that people can group round them and use them.

ETIQUETTE OF BALLS AND EVENING
PARTIES.

Good music is indispensable, otherwise the entertainment

is very apt to be a failure.
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A ball is exclusively for dancing; a party includes dancing.

When a lady concludes to give such an entertainment

she should call first in person or by card upon all persons

wliom she intends to invite.

The hours mentioned on the invitations for a ball are

usually nine to eleven
;
for a party, eight to lialf-past ten

o’clock.

Invitations tor a ball are issued abotit three weeks in ad-

vance ;
for a party ten

days or a week. Both

the post and private

messengers can be used

to distribute them.

Unless the affair is to

be very formal, one en-

velope is sufficient.

Party invitations men-

tion in the lower left cor-

ner the hour at which

dapcing begins.

All invitations must

be promptly accepted or

declined.

That the supper-room

should be provided with

choice refreshments is

of course necessary, and

if the hostess does not

understand their ar-

rangement she should

employ an expert ca-

terer.

Iced or cool drinks

should be obtainable in

the supper-room until

the close of the ball.

The hostess should see

that each lady guest is

provided with a partner.

Seats will not be pro-

vided at the supper, un-

less at small parties,

when the gentleman in

attendance stands be-

hind the chair of his

lady partner.

At a party or private

ball a lady may accept

the attentions of any

gentleman in the supper-room if her escort is absent. The

gentlemen should see that the ladies are fully supplied before

they help themselves.

It is customary for the young lady’s chaperon to visit

the supper room with the gentleman who has been dancing

witli her charge.

Ladies shoidd not remain long in the supper-room, but

they may visit it more than once if they choose.

The ball-room should be without carpet, but if there is one

on the floor it can be covered with a crash cloth. Most of

the furniture should be removed, and the room made as

handsome as possible with plants and flowers, and small

trees should be placed where they will not limit dancing

room, as a screen lor the musicians.

The comforts of the dressing-room should be thoroughly

considered, and an abundance of water, soap, towels, several

washstands, with toilet necessaries for the ladies, and lor

large balls a hair-dresser

and modiste in the ladies’

room to assist the ladies

with their toilet, should

be provided.

In the gentlemen’s

dressing-rooms brushes,

combs, 1 0 w el s, etc.

,

should be furnished.

In another room near

the entrance door is an

attendant to receive the

cloaks, overcoats, hats,

and wraps of the guests,

giving a duplicate check

for each.

The number of guests

that can be invited is of

course to be decided by

the giver of the enter-

tainment. If the room

is large enough to ac-

commodate one hundred

guests, more than that

numb er may be in-

vited, but care should be

taken not to overcrowd.

The number of dances

must not exceed twenty-

four, and should not be

less than eighteen at a

ball.

At a party dancing

does not generally begin

until after supper, con-

versation, music, and so

on, taking up the earlier-

part of the evening.

The dancing may cease

at this entertainment as

early as one o’clock.

Balls are prolonged till two or three o’clock.

The programmes for dancing will of course be arranged so

that the card will have space for the names of pai-tners.

Great taste and skill can be displayed in these cards
;
often

they are hand painted, and when filled with jrleasant names

become pretty souvenirs.

The host and hostess stand irear the door to receive

guests, and greet each person by name, saying a few pleasant

words. Other members of the family may present guests,

THE ESCORT.
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and do their best to acquaint themselves with the wants of

all present.

Gentlemen not in attendance on ladies are at the disposal

of the hostess.

Married gentlemen will escort their wives to balls and at-

tend upon them, but it is not etiquette for them to dance to-

gether all the evening.

A lady may wish to sit down before a square dance is at

an end ; in that ease the gentleman will oiler her his arm
and conduct her to a seat without questions, merely express-

ing regret.

The lady’s waist should be but lightly touched when the

dance begins, and the gentleman’s arm should be dropped
as soon as the dance ends.

When a gentleman is not familiar with a dance he should

not invite a lady to try it with him.

Introduction by the hostess or some friend is necessary,

before a gentleman can ask a lady to dance.

The arm, not the hand, should be offered to a lady when
conducting her to or from the dance.

ESCORTS.

A gentleman who is accepted as an escort by a lady for

such an occasion, should attend the lady during the even-

ing, when she is not dancing with some one else. A bou-

quet may be sent her during the afternoon. The escort must
be in time at her residence with a carriage to convey her to

the house of the entertainer, and the carriage should be in

attendance to take her home after the ball.

Having arrived at the liouse where the ball is given, the

gentleman should first conduct the lady to the cloak-room,

where her wraps are to be left. He should then take her

to the door of the ladies’ dressing-room, go on to the gentle-

men’s dressing-room, and having arranged his toilet, return

to the door of the ladies’ dressing-room, and wait the lady’s

coming. He should then conduct her to the hostess, and con-

tinue in attendance during the rest of the evening. The first

dance belongs to him, and he should attend her to supper, as

well as escort her home alter the ball.

A lady may refuse to dance with any gentleman if she

chooses, but she should do so courteously, and he must not

take offense. She may also dance with another gentleman

immediately, but the gentleman who has been refused should

not take notice of the fact, and be very careful not to offer

to dance with another lady who may have heard the decli-

nation. If, on the other hand, the lady pleads fatigue, he
should remain by her side, unless dismissed, until the end of

the dance. When the lady has no escort the gentleman who
dances the last dance preceding supper escorts her to tlie

supper-room, and attends her until she returns to the ball-

room. When there is an escort, he should surrender the lady

to the gentleman who has the first right to her hand and
company for the time.

DRESS.

The proper dress at balls for both ladies and gentlemen
is always full evening costume. Ladies wear gloves, but

according to the latest London fashion, gentlemen do not,

even on the grandest occasions. Fashions change so fre-

quently that it is impossible to say what should or should

not be worn, but tlie modiste and tailor can always give

information about what is both correct and becoming.
Full dress is not absolutely required at parties, but every

lady and gentleman should present a neat appearance, and
endeavor to appear in evening dress.



EFORE proceeding to describe the

countries of the world separately

and in alphabetical order, it may

be useful and interesting to speak

of the Geography of the Earth in

general, and enter into an expla-

nation of the most important geograph-

ical terms. Geography deals principally

with the surface of the earth. It treats

also of the earth as a whole and of its re-

lations to the sun
;
of the atmosphere by

which it is surrounded
;
of the various

plants, minerals, and animals distributed

throughout the globe
;
and of the divi-

sions made by man with regard to its in-

dustries, institutions and government.

The whole subject is accordingly divided into

three branches—Mathematical Geography, Physi-

cal Geography, and Political Geography.

Mathematical Geography is a description

of the form, size, position, motions, circles, and

zones of the earth, and of the relative positions of

places on its surface.

Physical Geography is a description of the

natural divisions of the surface of the earth.

Political Geography is a description of the

nations and peoples of the earth, tlieir social con-

dition, and the countries they inhabit. It includes

an account of towns, cities, states, industrial pro-

ductions, and commerce.

I. MATHEMATICAL GEOGRAPHY.

The shape of the earth is nearly that of a sphere or round

ball. This fact was long ago suspected by the philosophers,

because, in watching a ship departing from the shore, they

observed that it sinks gradually below the horizon, until the

tips of the masts are all that can be seen. Early navigators

thought the earth must be round, because whenever they

came in sight of land, they first saw the tops of trees, oi

the summits of the mountains, while the land beneath lay

concealed from view. In 1519 Ferdinand Magellan, a bold

sailor of Portugal, proved these conjectures to be correct by

actually sailing round the world. The exact figure of the

earth is that of an oblafe spheroid, a globe flattened at the

poles.

The diameter ol the earth, or distance through its center

in a straight line, is 8,000 miles.

The circumference of the earth, or greatest distance

round it, is nearly 25,000 miles.

The surface of the earth containsaboutl97,000, 000 square

miles.

The daily motion of the earth is its rotation on one of its

diameters in the direction from west to east. One rotation
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is completed in a period which we call a day, and divide

into twenty-four hours.

Axis.—The earth turns on its shortest diameter, which is

called its Axis.

The Poles of the earth are the extremities of the axis.

The pole toward the north star is known as the North Pole

;

the opposite one is called the South Pole.

The Equator is a great circle equally distant from the

Poles.

Cardinal Points. To tell which way one place is from
another, certain names of directions are necessary

—

North,
South, East, and West. North is the direction along
the earth’s surface toward the North Pole : South is the op-

posite direction. East is the direction in which the earth
turns on its axis: West is the opposite direction of East.

Latitude and Longitude. Distance north and south from
the equator is called Latitude, and is measured by degrees.
The longest degree is 69 1 miles; the shortest, 68fu. Longi-
tude is distance east and west from a given meridian, meas-
ured in degrees, which at the equator include 69^ miles,
and decrease as we go toward the poles. The meridian
usually taken is that passing through Greenwich, near Lon-
don. In the United States the meridian of Washington is

sometimes taken.

Zones. As regards temperature the surface of the earth
is divided into five belts or Zones: the North Frigid, ex-
tending from the North Pole 23^° to an imaginary line

called the Arctic Circle ; the North Temperate, extending
43'’ from the Arctic Circle to an imaginary line called the
Tropic of Cancer; the Torrid, extending 47’ from the
Tropic of Cancer to an imaginary line called the Tropic of
Capricorn; the South Temperate, extending 43° from the
Tropic of Capricorn to the Antarctic Circle; and the South
Frigid, extending thence 23^° to the South Pole.

II. PHYSICAL GEOQRAPHY.
Land and AYater. The surface of the earth contains

three times as much water as land. Nearly three-fourths of
the land lies north of the equator.

Divisions of Land. The two largest divisions of land are
called the Eastern and Western Continents. By some the
island of Australia is also called a continent. Grand Divi-
sions (by some geographers called continents) are : Europe,
Asia, Africa, Australia, North America and South Ameiica.
An Island is a body of land surrounded by water. A group
of islands is an Archipelago. A Peninsula is a body of land
nearly surrounded by water. A Cape is a point of land ex-
tending into the water. An Isthmus is a neck of land con-
necting two larger bodies. As regards elevation, the land of
islands and continents consists of lowlandplains, table-lands
ox plateaus (broad extents of high land), hills, valleys, moun-
tains, mountain ranges and systems, and volcanoes.

Divisions of Water. The vast body of salt water sur-
rounding the land is called the Ocean. Its principal divi-
sions are the Atlantic, Pacific, Indian, Arctic, and Ant-
arctic Oceans. Seas, Pays, and Gulfs are arms of the
ocean partly inclosed by land. Small bays are known as
Bights, Estuaries, and Firths. Straits and Channels are

AND POLITICAL GEOGRAPHY.

passages connecting larger bodies of water. Inland waters
are either rivers, lakes, or ponds. Salt lakes have no outlet.
A river-basin is a tract drained by a river and its branches.
A delta is the space included between several mouths of a
river.

Races of Mankind. The population of the globe is about
fourteen hundred and fifty millions. It may be divided into
five races, distinguished by physical characteristics, viz. :

1. Caucasian, about six hundred millions, the main body
inhabiting Europe, South-western Asia, and North America,
but scattered over the world by emigration

; fair complexion,'
full forehead, soft hair, heavy beard. 2. Mongolian, about
five hundred and ninety millions, found throughout Asia,
Arctic America, and North-eastern Europe

; complexion yel-

lowish, black straight hair, fiat forehead, narrow oblique
eyes. 3. Malay, about fifty-five millions, found in Oceanica
and the Malay Peninsula in Asia; brown complexion, nar-
row head, low broad forehead, black and curly hair and
beard. 4. Negro, about one hundred and eighty-five mill-
ions, found throughout Africa; black or very dark com-
plexion, receding forehead, black woolly hair, flat nose,
thick lips, thin beard. 5. American (Indian) about eleven
millions, including all American aborigines, except the
Mongols of the Arctic coasts and perhaps the Aztec races;
copper-colored, broad strong face, low forehead, high cheek-
bones, straight, coarse, black hair.

III. POLITICAL GEOGRAPHY.
Government. The lowest savages, as Australian blacks,

have no form of government whatever. More intelligent
savages are ruled by a chief chosen for his physical courage.
The next highest form is that found among pastoral and
nomadic tribes, and is essentially of a family type. Among
highly advanced peoples there are two forms of government.
Republican and Monarchical. In the first, the laws are made
and executed by persons elected by the people. The chief
executive is called the President. The United States and
Prance are the two greatest Republics of the world. In a
Monarchy the ruler obtains the throne by inheritance and
holds it for life. A monarchy may be limited by a consti-
tution, as in England, or unlimited, when the sovereign has
supreme power, as in Russia. An Empire is a monarchy of
great extent. Titles of Jiionarchs are : kings, queens, empe-
rors, empresses, sultans, shahs, czars, and mikados.
The Capital of a country is its seat of government. The

Metropolis is the largest city. States, Provinces, Colonies,
Departments, Shires, Counties, and Districts, are subdivi-
sions or dependencies of a country. A Town is a collection
of houses and people. A City is an incorporated town.

Religions. The most extensive religious systems of the
world are the Christian, the Jewish, the Mohammedan,
and the Hindoo. In the first three the existence of one God
and one only is acknowledged. Christianity rests on the
belief that Jesus Christ is the Son of God, and the Bible
God’s inspired word. There are about three hundred and
seventy-five million Christians, occupying the most civilized

countries of the earth. Of these one hundred and eighty-
seven millions are Catholics, one hundred and one millions
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Protestants, and eighty-two millions members of the Greek

Church. The Jewish Religion recognizes the Old Testa-

ment as the word of God, but rejects Christ as the Messiah.

There are about eight million Jews scattered over the

globe. The Mohammedan creed recognizes Christ as a

prophet, but believes in Mohammed as the last and great-

est. Its religious book is the Koran. The faith was founded

by Mohammed in Arabia about a.d. 625, and now has one

hundred and three million followers in Asia, Africa, and

Turkey in Europe. The Hindoo religion exists in India,

and is founded on idolatry and polytheism. It has about

one hundred and forty million followers. Many other

forms of pagan worship are found, and it is estimated that

more than half of the world’s population is pagan.

Social Condition. In regard to intelligence, civilization,

and culture, four grades are sometimes recognized : the Civ-

ilized, Half-civilized, Barbarous, and Savage. It is impos-

sible, however, to classify the nations strictly under such a

division.

[In addition to the facts given below about the vaiious

countries, much interesting information will be found in the

articles on Commerce and Transportation, Agriculture,

Manufactures, Mining, and Outlines of History.]

ABYSSINIA.

This country lies in North Africa, southwest of the Rod

Sea, and has an area of one hundred and fifty-eight thou-

sand square miles. The population is about three millions.

The natives are mainly Coptic Christians, but there ai’e

many Jews and Mohammedans. The sources of the Blue

Nile lie in Abyssinia. The surface consists of a series of pla-

teaus, from which rise lofty mountain ranges. The climate

is temperate and the soil fertile. The chief exports are cof-

fee, ivoi'y, gold dust, and musk. Since the death of King

'fheodore in the war of 1868, the government has been di-

vided among petty states. The present king, Johannes II.,

was crowned in 1872.

AFGHANISTAN.

A country of Asia, northwest of Hindostan and east of

Persia. Area, two hundred and twelve thousand square

miles, mostly table land or mountainous. The Hindoo-Coosh

range forms the north boundary, and the Suliman range on the

east is penetrated by only three passes. The population is

about ten millions, a third being Afghans. The large towns

are inhabited by Persians and Hindoos. The Afghans are

a hardy and warlike race, as shown by their frequent con-

tests with the English. Cabul, Candahar, Herat, and Jel-

lalabad, are the chief towns. Principal exports are woolen

stuff, silk, carpets, shawls, chemicals, and fruits.

ALGERIA.

The chief colonial possession of Prance lies in North

Africa, bounded north by the Mediterranean, east by Tunis,

south by the Great Desert, and west by Morocco. The area

is about one hundred and sixty-five thousand five hundred

square miles, a little larger than Prance. A rugged coast

rises to inclose an extensive and fertile table-land, varied by

beautiful hills and rich valleys, producing all kinds of frait

and timber. In 1877, the population was two millions eight

hundred and sixty-seven thousand six hundred and twenty-

six. Before 1871 the government was entirely military. At

that time three civil and three military departments were

instituted. Besides Europeans there are eight distinct

races : Arabs, Moors, Turks, Kooloolis, Jews, Berbers, Ne-

groes, and Mozabites. Algiers, Constantine, and Oran, are

the capitals of the three provinces bearing the same names.

Manufactures are slight. Principal exports are cotton, su-

gar, dates, fruit, barley, rice, iron, zinc, and coal. Total

exports (1879), £7,081,000 ;
imports, £8,560,020.

Algeria embraces ancient Numidia, and has been succes-

sively conquered by Romans, Vandals, Greeks, Arabs, and

finally, in 1842, by the French, after a gallant struggle by

Abd-el-Kader.

ARGENTINE REPUBLIC.

The Argentine Republic is a confederation of South

American States, formerly known by the name of Provincias

Unidas del Rio de la Plata. It is bounded on the west by

the Andes, which separate it from Chili and the desert of

Atacama ;
on the north by Bolivia ;

by Paraguay, Brazil,

Uruguay, and the Atlantic on the east ;
and on the south

by Patagonia.

Area and' Population. This country has an area as

great .‘IS all Central and 'Western Europe combined—about

1,619,500 square miles. Its average length is about 1,200

miles, and its breadth about 650. According to the census

of 1869, the population was 1, 768,681, but is now estimated

at 2,400,000, consisting of the various types common in

South America. Among the Creoles are the Gauchos, who

claim to be descended from the best blood of Castile.

Mountains. The Andes descend on the Argentine side

by gentle slopes towards the sea-coast. The Balchitta chain

is in the soiithwest, and extends into Patagonia. The Vcl-

ean Mountains are in the south.

Rivers. The Parana River, which rises in Brazil, unites

with the Uruguay, and forms the Rio de la Plata. The

Vermego flows into the Paraguay, while the Salado, the

Colorado, and the Rio Negro flow into the Atlantic Ocean.

Chief Towns. The capital, Buenos Ayres (population

248,110), is the second city in South America, and thirteen

lines of steamers connect it with foreign ports. The other

important cities are Rosario, Mendoza, Cordova, Tucuman,

and Corientes, with from 10,000 to 28,000 inhabitants.

Products and Industry. It is eminently a pastoi’al coun-

try, with about eighteen million horned cattle, and 100 mill-

ion sheep. In proportion to the population, it contains

more of these than any other country in the world. In the

State of Buenos Ayres alone, four millions of cattle graze

upon the pampas
;
they are caught by the mounted herds-

men, c.alled Gauchos, who throw the lasso with great skill.

The commerce consists chiefly in the exportation of wool,

hides, tallow, sheep-skins, and live cattle, and the impor-

tation of woven fabrics, iron-ware, and other manufactures.

The Republic has nearly 1,500 miles of railway, and 10,000
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miles of telegraph, besides an Atlantic cable commnnieating
with London.

Government. The goverment is a Federal Republic,

modeled on the Constitution of the United States, except

that the ministry is responsible to Congi’ess, an adverse vote

in the Senate and House leading to the formation of a new
Cabinet.

AUSTRALIAN COLONIES.
Under this liead are included the five colonies of the Aus-

tralian continent—New South Wales, Victoria, Queensland,

South Australia, and West Australia, and the Islands Tas-

mania and New Zealand. All belong to Great Britain, and
each has its distinct government and legislature.

Area and Population. The mainland is washed by the

Indian Ocean on the west and the Pacific on the east ; its

nearest point to Asia is 1,600 miles southeast of Singapore.

It covers an area of

2,983,386 square
miles. Tasmania

has 26,215 square

miles. New Zea-

land, 106,260
square miles. The
population of Aus-

tralia in 1881 was

estimated at 2,850,-

000 ;
of Tasmania,

115,705 ; of New
Zealand, 534,008.

The natives on the

mainland are rap-

illy decreasing in

numbers. They
are among the

most degraded
tribes in the world.

The Maoris of New
Zealand are of a

different race,

being very war-

like
; they are admitted to a small share in the govern-

ment.

Physical Features. It is only near the coast that Aus-
tralia is favorable for settlement. The high ranges on the
east absorb the moisture of the trade winds, and render the
interior and west coast in main part a sterile desert, covered
with spinifex and salt marshes. The principal rivers are
the Murray, Murrumbidgee, and Darling in the south;
the Swan and Murchison in the west; and in the north, the

Victoria, Mitchell, and Flinders. New Zealand comprises
three large islands, North, Middle, and Stewart’s, and nu-
merous small islands. The plant and animal life of Aus-
tralia comprise many interesting and remarkable species.

Government. Each colony is ruled by a governor ap-

pointed by the crown, and a legislature of two houses, in

whole or in part elective. In New Zealand, four native

members are elected to the legislature by the Maoris.

Principal Cities. The chief cities are Sydney (i)opula-

tion, 1881, 220,427) the capital of New South Wales, and
first settlement on the continent

; Melbourne, capital of

Victoria (population, 1881, 280,836) ; Adelaide, capital of

South Australia (population, 1881, 37,892 exclusive of sub-
urbs); Brisbane, capital of Queensland (population, 33,000);
Perth, capital of Western Australia (population. 7,000)

;

Hobart, capital of Tasmania (population, 21,000) ;
and

AVellington, capital of New Zealand (population, 21,582).

Commerce and Industry. Sheep-farming is the pre-

eminent industry, and the exjiort of wool is enormous.
Full statistics as to the exports of wool and gold will be
found under the head Commerce of Various Countries (page

128). Besides gold, mercury, copper, silver, tin, zinc, and
antimony, are found in large quantities. Already 4,500
miles of railway, and 30,000 miles of telegraph wire have
been constructed. Total imports (1879), £43,378,783; ex-

ports, £41,229,957.

This is exclusive of

Tasmania an.l Now
Zealand, which
exported in 1880 to

the amount of £7,-

864,623, and im-

ported to the

amount of £7,531,-

234.

AUSTRIA-
HUNGARY.
The Empire of

Austria, or Austro-

Hungarian Monar-

chy, is a country

in the interior of

Europe, bordering

on Italy, Switzer-

land, Bavaria,
Saxony, Prassia,

Russia, Roumania,

Servia, Turkey,
and Montenegro. It has 500 miles of sea-coast on the

Adriatic, and a circumference of about 5,350 miles. The
Austrian Empire, exclusive of the Turkish provinces an-

nexed in 1878, has an area of 240,942 English square miles,

with a population, at the last census, December 31, 1880,

of 37,754,972, or 159 inhabitants to the square mile.

It was decided in 1878 by the Congress of Berlin that the

provinces of Bosnia and Herzegovina should be occupied

and administered by Austria-Hungary. In 1879, these new
jirovinees had the following area and population :

PROVINCES. AREA. POPULATION.

Bosnia 16,417 862,202
Herzegovina 4,308 207,970
Novi-Bazar 3,522 142,000

Total 24,247 1,212,172

MELBOURNE.
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The following table gives the area, and total number of

inhabitants, of the various provinces of the empire in 1880,

and after the previous census of 1869.

PROVINCES OF TUE EMPIRE.

German Monarchy.

POPULATION.

AREA.
SQ. M.

1869. 1880.

Lower Austria

Upper Austria

Salzburg
Styria

Corinthia
Carniola
Coast-land
Tyrol and Vorarlberg

Bohemia
Moravia
Silesia

Galicia

Bukowina
Dalmatia

Total, German Monarchy.

7,654
4,631

2,767
8,670
4,005

3,856

3,084
11,324
20,060

8,583

1,987

30,307
4,035
4,940

1,990,708
736,557
153,159

1,137,990
337,694
446,334
600,525
885,789

5,140,544

2,017,274
513,352
544,683
513,404
456,961

2,330,621

759,620
163,570

1,213,597
348,730
481,243
647,834
912,549

5,560,819

2,153,406
565,475

5,958,907
571,671

476,101

115,908 20,374,974 22,144,243

Kingdom of Hungary.

Hungary Proper.

Croatia and Slavonica

Transylvania
Town of Fiuine

Total, Hungary

Total, Austria-Hungary.

.

87,043 11,530,397 11,744,471

16,773 1,846,150 1,732,361

21,215 2,115,024 2,116,132
• 8 17,844 17,865

125,039 15.509,415 15,010,729

240,943 35,884,389 37,754,972

Physical Features. Three-fourths of Austria is moun-

tainous or hilly, being traversed by three great mountain

c-hains—the Alps, Carpathians, and Sudetes.

The chief lakes are the Flatten See (400 square miles),

and the Neusiedler See (100 square miles), both in Hungary.

The principal rivers are the Danube, rising in the Black

Forest, flowing 849 miles and emptying into the Black Sea,

with its branches, the Theiss, the Dravc, the Save, and oth-

ers
;

the Dneister, Po, and Adige, emptying into the

Adriatic ;
the Vistula, emptying into the Baltic, and the

Elbe, into the German ocean.

Chief Cities. There are eleven towns with over 50,000

inhabitants ; the capital, Vienna, has 726,105 ;
Prague,

162,318 ;
Trieste, 144,437 ;

Lemberg, 110,250 ;
Gratz, 97,-

727 ;
Briinn, 82,665 ;

and Cracow, 66,095.

Vienna is situated on the Danube, and is one of the

finest cities in Europe. Trieste, on the Adriatic, is the

principal seaport. Jaspruch is the chief city of the

Tyrol ;
Prague, of Bosnia ;

Briinn, of Moravia. Buda and

Pesth, situated opposite each other on the Danube, and con-

nected by a fine suspension bridge, are considered as one

city and regarded as the capital of Hungary. Tokay, on the

Theiss, is famous for its rare wines. Lintz and Salzburg

are seats of important manufactures. Carlsbad, Toplitz, and

Seidlitz, are celebrated for their baths and mineral springs.

Religion. About two-thirds of the people profess the

Roman Catholic religion, while of the remainder, 11 per

cent, are Greek Catholics, 10 per cent. Evangelical Protes-

tants, 9 per cent. Byzantine Greeks, and 3 per cent. Jews.

Education, since 1849, is under the care of a minister of

public worship and instruction. The law enforces compul-

sory attendance at the “ Volks-schulen, or national schools,

of all between the ages of 6 and 12 ;
and 76 per cent,

actually attend. The eight universities are at Vienna,

Prague, Gratz, Insbruck, Pesth, Cracow, Lemberg, and

Czernowitz.

Races. The Slavs are the most numerous race, amount-

ing to 16,500,000, or 46 per cent., including Poles, Croats,

Serbians, Czechs, Moravians, etc. The Magyars, or Hun-

garians, number 5,500,000, or 16 per cent.; the Wallach-

ians, nearly 3,000,000 ;
the Jews, 1,100,000 ; the Italians,

515,000 ;
and Gypsies, 140,000.

Trade and Industry. Austria, being an inland country,

is not favorably situated lor commerce. The majority of

the people pursue agriculture, and about 39 per cent, are

engaged in trade and manufactures. The great crop is

grain, yielding over 400,000,000 bushels annually. The total

imports average $3 3,000,000, and exports $340,000,000.

The principal seaport is Trieste.

Finances. Austria pays 70 per cent, and Hungary 30

per cent, of the expenses of the empire. The receipts are

at present $58,000,000 ;
expenditures about the same. The

public debt is $1,589,600,000.

The Army on a peace looting consists of 289,190 men

and 16,635 officers. Military service is compulsory for ten

years.

The Navy consists of 68 vessels, 11 of which are ironclads,

and 30 steam vessels, with 320 guns.

Government. Since the year 1867, the Austro-Hunga-

rian Monarchy forms a bipartite state, consisting of a Ger-

man, or Cisleithan Monarchy, and a Magyar, or Trans-

leithan Kingdom, the former officially designated as Austiia,

and the latter as Hungary. Each of the two countries has

its own parliament, ministers, and government, while the

connecting ties between them consist in the peison of the

hereditary sovereign, in a common army, navy, and diplo-

macy, and in a controlling body known as the Delegations,

forming a parliament of 120 members, one half of whom are

chosen by and represent the legislature of Austria, and the

other half that of Hungary, the Ui>iier House of each re-

turning 20, and the Lower House 40 delegates.

BELGIUM.

The Kingdom of Belgium is one of the smaller European

States, and^consists of the southern portion of the former

Kingdom of the Netherlands. It is bounded on the north

by Holland ;
on the east by Dutch Limbourg and Rhenish

Prussia ;
on the southwest by France ;

and on the north-

ivest by the North Sea.

Area and Population. Its length is about 120 miles ,

breadth about 94 miles, and the whole area 11.373 square

miles. It is the most densely peopled country in Europe,
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the population at the end of 1879 being 5,530,064, or 487

per square mile.

The inhabitants are mainly French, Walloons, Frisians,

and Germans ;
they combine the qualities of the French and

the Dutch character, and are generally well educated.

Most of the people are Koman Catholics, there being about

15,000 Protestants and 3,000 Jews.

The principal rivers are the Meuse and Sclieldt. The

celebrated watering place of Spa is near the frontier of

Rhenish Prussia.

Chief Towns. Brussels (population 399,936 with

suburbs) the capital, on the Senne, is particularly famous

for its lace. Antwerp (population 163,011) is a great com-

mercial center. Ghent (population 132,839) is largely en-

gaged in the manufacture of cotton goods. Liege (popula-

tion 121,787)

is the seat of

extensive iron

work s, and

the seaport,

Ostend, is the

headquarters

of the Belgian

cod and her-

ring fisheries.

Bruges (popu-

lation 44,833)

noted for its

linens, fire-

arms and cut-

lery, derives

its name from

the 54 bridges

in the place.

Products
andindustry.

B el g i u m ' is

rich in soil,

forests, a n d

minerals. Its

manufactures

have a world-

wide reputation, and it is one of the best cultivated countries

in Europe. The coal mines produce an average of 14,000,-

000 tons of coal per annum, and the timber and iron exist

in great quantities. There are also extensive quarries of

black marble, slate, and stones for building and paving.

Government. Belgium is a limited constitutional mon-

archy, established in its present form by the revolution of

1830. The legislative body consists of two chambers—that

of the Senate, and that of the Representatives. A responsi-

ble ministrv, with the king as president, is at the head of

public affairs, and its measures are carried into effect by

the governors of the several provinces.

Historical Events. Belgium has been for many cen-

turies one of the principal battlefields in European warfare.

The great battle of Waterloo, between the Duke of Welling-

ton and General Blucher commanding the allied troops of

England and Germany on one side, and Napoleon at the

head of a French army on the other, was fought nca)’ Brus-

sels in 1815, resulting in the downfall of Napoleon I. ^
BOLIVIA.

Bolivia, or Upper Peru, is a Republican State on the west

side of South America
;
deriving the name from its “Libe-

rator,” General Bolivar. It is bounded on the south-west by

the Pacific ; on the west and north by Peru
;
by Brazil on the

north and cast ;
and on the south by the Plate Provinces

and Chili.

Area and Population. As a result of the war with Chili,

1879-80, Bolivia has ceded to that country all her coast ter-

ritory, but the exact area ceded is not ascertained. The

whole area is about 536 000 square miles, and the total pop-

ulation, 2,-

080,000. The

aboriginal, or

Indian popu-

lation of Bo-

livia is vari-

ously e s t i-

mated at from

24,000 to 700,-

000 souls. A
small number

of them have

been convert-

ed to Chris-

tianity.

Mountains,

Lakes, and
Rivers. The

Andes Moun-

tains range
through Bo-

livia, extend-

ing eastward

a bout 300

miles. Lake

Titicaca, o n

the boundary

line of Peru, is about 180 miles long and 40 miles wide.

The principal rivers are the Madeira, the Pilcomayo, and

the Paraguay.

Chief Towns. The largest town. La Paz (pop. 76,000), is

the chief center of the home and foreign trade of Bolivia,

exporting great quantities of cinchona. The capital, Sucre,

(pop. 24,000), has a good university. Potosi (pop. 23,000',

at the foot of the famous mountain, Cerro de Potosi, was

formerly the seat of extensive mining operations.

Products and Industry. Bolivia abounds in high pla-

teaus, constituting granaries of wheat production, has much

valuable timber, and the lowlands arc the seat of tropical

forests and swamps, with every variety of climate, and two or

more zones of jiroduction. It produces coffee, cotton, sugar-

canes, garden vegetables, and fruits in surprising luxuriance

and abundance. The famous silver mines of Potosi have

CITY SQUARE, BRUSSELS.
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yielded over $1,000,000,000 since 1545. Gold, copper, lead,

tin, sulphur, nitre, and salt are also obtained in considera-

ble (piantities.

Government and History. The government is popidar

in form, three legislative chambers being elected for four

years, eight, and for life. The executive power is vested in

a President elected for four years. Bolivia, under the name

of Upper Peru, was formerly comprised in the Spanish vice-

royalty of Buenos Ayres, but on gaining its independence in

1825 it assumed its present name. In 1879 a war broke out

between Chili and Bolivia, allied with Peru, which proved

very disastrous to Bolivia.

BORNEO.

Borneo, with the exception of Australia, the largest island

in the world, is situated in the Pacific, south-east of Indo-

China, and is about 800 miles in length and 600 in breadth;

area, 290,000 square miles
;
population, about 1,750,000,

consisting of Dyaks, Malays, Kyans, Negritos, and Chinese.

About two-thirds of the island belong to the Dutch, the rest

being ruled by three native sultans. The chief exports are

sago, camphor, hides, rattans, tortoise-shell, coal, dia-

monds, and gold.

BRAZIL.
Brazil is an immense empire of South America, occupying

nearly one half of the continent. It is bordered on the east

by the Atlantic ocean ;
on the north by French, Dutch, and

English Guiana and Venezuela
;
and west and south-west

by Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia, Paraguay, the Argentine Re-

public, and Uruguay.

Area and Population. The area of the emi)ire is esti-

mated at 3,287,964 square miles. It extends from the north to

the south 2,500 miles, the breadth is about the same, and the

coast-line is above 3,700 miles in length. The last census

was taken in 1872, when the population was 10,108,291, giv-

ing on the average about three inhabitants to the square

mile. The inhabitants are of different races. Whites,

Indians, and Negroes.

Education and Religion. Free public schools supported

by the state exist throughout the empire, and in some of the

ju-ovinees instruction is compulsory. There are about 200

newspapers, of which six are dailies, published at Rio de

Janeiro. The Roman Catholic religion is established, other

forms being tolerated, though they must only be practiced

privately. The language spoken by the majority of the

people is Portuguese.

Mountains, Lakes, and Rivers. The principal moun-

tain ranges are the Brazilian Coast Range, the Organ

mountains, and the Geral mountains. In the interior

are dense forests of great extent. The Amazon flows across

the northern part, and with its numerous tributaries drains

the largest river-basin in the world. The Madeira is the

largest affluent of the Amazon, and the other principal

tributaries are t he Tapajos, Xinga, Negro, and Purus. The

other streams are the San Francisco, Parana, and Paraguay.

There are few lakes of great extent. The Lagoa dos Platos

is the largest, being 150 miles long, and 35 miles in its

broadest part.

Chief Towns. Rio Janeiro (pop. 420,000), the capital of

the empire, has an excellent harbor, and is the greatest com-

mercial metropolis of South America. It has a large diamond

trade, and is the greatest coffee market in the world.

Bahia (pop. 120,000) exports large quantities of sugar, cot-

ton, tobacco, rum, and hides. The other towns of im])or-

tanceare Pernambuco (pop. 90,000), Maranhao (pop. 40,000),

Para (pop. 35,000), Porto Alegre (pop. 24,000), and San

Paulo (pop. 20,000) distinguished by its superior educational

institutions and fine public library.

Products, Industry, and Commerce. The mines of

Brazil are among the richest in the world, abounding in

diamonds, emeralds, rubies, gold, quicksilver, copper, and

iron. Three-fourths of the world’s supply of coffee is pro-

duced in Brazil, and in the production of sugar this country

ranks next to Cuba. The forests furnish our chief supplies

of India-rubber, and yield large quantities of timber, spices,

nuts, and drugs. The soil is extremely fertile, and yields,

besides coffee and sugar, tobacco, rice, maize, etc., in great

abundance. The immense pastures are covered with cattle

and horses, and the forests abound with birds of the most

beautiful plumage. Commerce is flourishing, and there are

eighteen lines of steam vessels, receiving annual subsidies

from the State. In 1874, a submarine telegraph cable was

completed from Europe. Over twenty railway lines have

been constructed, and are being rapidly extended by the

State.

Government and History. The legislative power is

vested in a Senate of 58 members elected for life, and a

Chamber of Deputies, 122 members, chosen for four years by

indirect suffrage, involving a property qualification. The ex-

ecutive jiower is vested in the emperor, ministers, and sec-

retaries of State. Brazil, originally a Portuguese colony,

became a kingdom in 1808. In 1841 Dom Pedro II. ascended

the throne, his father having abdicated. Prom 1865 till

1870 Brazil was engaged in an exhausting war with Para-

guay, which terminated in the defeat of the Paraguayans.

BULGARIA.
The principality of Bulgaria was created by the Berlin

Treaty of 1878, and is under the suzerainty of Turkey. It

is bounded on t he east by the Black Sea, west by Servia,

separated on the north from Roumania by the Danube,

and from Eastern Roumania on the south by the Balkan

Mountains; area, 24, 659 square miles; population, 1,959,000.

It is governed by a Prince (present monarch. Prince

Alexander of Hesse), chosen by the National Assembly, and

has a popular legislature and constitutional government-

The exports are grain, timber, wool, and skins. Capital,

Sofia (popidation about 20,000). Bulgaria contains the

five famous fortresses of Varna, Schumla, Widdin, Rus-

tchuck and Silistria.

CANADA.
The Dominion of Canada includes all the British territory

in North America, except Newfoundland. It comprises a

vast territory, stretching from Atlantic to Pacific, about as

large as Europe. The following table will show the extent

and population of the several provinces.
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Ontario
Quebec.

Nova Scotia

New Brunswick.

.

Manitoba
British Columbia
Prince Edward Island

North West Territory

Total

AREA.
sq. m.

POPULATION
1881.

CAPITAL.

300,290 1,913,460 Toronto.

193,355 1,358,469 Quebec.
21,731 440,585 Halifax.

27,322 331,129 St. John.

120,000 49,509 Winnipeg.
213,000 60,000 Victoria.

2,713 107,781 Charlottetown.

1,900,000 100,000 Battleford.

2,778,411 4,360,933

Rivers and Lakes. The great chain of fresh water lakes,

far the largest in the world, includes Lakes Superior,

Michigan, Huron, Erie, and Ontario, and forms in part the

southern boundary. There are many other inland lakes, of

which the W innipeg. Great Slave, and Great Bear, are the

largest. The chief rivers are the St. Lawrence and its trib-

utaries, draining more than 560,000 square miles, the

Ottawa, 450 miles long, Saguenay, St. Maurice or Three

Rivers, Richelieu, Chaudiere, and St. Francis.

Surface and Climate. The provinces differ widely in cli-

mate and surface. Ontario is generally even, while Quebec

has three principal mountain ranges, the Green, Mealy, and

Wotchish. The greater part of the country is still covered

by forests of great variety and value.

Historical Note. Tlie first discovery was by the Cabots,

1497. First settlement was by the French at Quebec in

1608. In 1759 the French succumbed to the English forces

under General Wolfe, at the famous battle of the Heights

of Abraham, and in 1763 the whole territory was ceded to

Great Britain. The Dominion was established by an Act of

1867, uniting Upper and Lower Canada (Quebec and Ontario).

Manitoba was formed and admitted in 1870, British Colum-

bia and Vancouver’s Island in 1871, and lastly, in 1873,

Prince Edward Island.

Government. The Queen’s authority is exercised by a

Governor-General (at present the Most Hon. the Marquis of

Lome), aided by a Privy Council. The Parliament consists

of an Upper House or Senate, and a House of Commons.

In the Senate, Ontario and Quebec have twenty-four mem-
bers each ; Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and Prince Ed-

ward Island twenty-four in all
;
British Columbia, three ;

Manitoba, two. In the lower house, Ontario has eighty-

eight members
;
Quebec, sixty-five ;

Nova Scotia, twenty-

one
;
New Brunswick, sixteen

;
Manitoba, four

;
British

Columbia, six
;
Prince Edward Island, six. Each province

has also a separate legislature and administration, with a

Lieutenant-Governor appointed by the Governor-General at

the head of the administration. The Dominion capital is

Ottawa .

Chief Cities. In addition to the provincial capitals

already mentioned, other cities of note are Montreal, on

the St. Lawrence, an old town of great historic interest,

Kingston, Richmond, Hamilton, London, Three Rivers,

and Frederickston (N. B.)

Finances. The total public revenue (1881) was £6,105,-

210
;

public expenditure, £5,255,072 ;
total public debt

(1880), £32,248,408 ; value of imports (1880), £17,734,454 ;

value of exjwrts (1880), £18,063,973.

Trade and Products. The principal articles of export

are timber, fish, and bread-stuffs. An immense capital is

invested in saw-mills and log-ponds. Many minerals are

found ;
copper, lead, and iron in large quantities. Tlie

agricultural products are varied, including wheat, lye, oats,

peas, maize, buckwheat, and potatoes. Fur, lumber, and

wool are important subjects of trade. About 6,000 miles of

railways are now open to trafiic. There are seven canals,

the largest being the Rideau, from Kingston to Ottawa, 132

miles ; the Welland, from Erie to Ontario, 41 miles; and

the Grenville, from Rideau to Montreal. Over £6,500,000

has been expended on these canals, and £6,000,000 is being

laid out in canalizing the St. Lawrence from Lake Erie to

Montreal. The Dominion has 5,378 post offices. The

Canadian fisheries yielded in 1880 £2,899,996.

CAPE COLONY.
The Cape of Good Hope or Cape Colony is an extensive

possession of Great Britain in South Africa, washed by the

Atlantic and Indian Oceans on the west and south, and ex-

tending north to 28° south latitude. The area, including

Basutoland, Transkei, and Griqualand West is 240,110

square miles
;
estimated population in 1881, 1,249,824, of

which about 250,000 were Europeans, 337,000 Kafirs, and

the rest Hottentots, Malays, Fingos, and mixed races. The

territory was nominally taken possession of by the English

in 1620, and colonized by the Dutch East India Company in

1652. In 1795 the English took possession, but yielded at

the Peace of Amiens. It was again taken by the English

in 1806, and their possession confirmed by the peace of 1815.

The government is by a Governor and Commander-in-chief

named by the Crown (at present Sir Hercules G. R. Robin-

son), a Council of twenty-two, and House of Assembly of

seventy-two members, both elected. Among the chief arti-

cles of export are wool, copper, ivory, liides, fish, and os-

trich feathers. Ostrich farming is extensively carried on.

But the most interesting industry of tlie colony centers at

the great diamond mines, of which the most famous are the

Kimberley and Old de Beer’s. The gross weight of dia-

monds passing through the Kimberley post office in 1880 was

1,440 lbs. 12 oz., valued at £3,307,897. About 900 miles

of railway and 4,000 miles of telegraph are in operation.

The capital of the colony is Capetown (population, with

suburbs, 45,240); other important towns are Kimberley

(population 13,590), Port Elizabeth (population 13,049), and

Grahamstown (population 0,903).

CEYLON.
This island is a British possession in the Indian Ocean,

southeast of Ilindostan, having an area of about 24,702

square miles and a population of 2,758,166, the great part

being Siamese, descendants of colonists from the Ganges

valley who settled here b. c. 543. Settlements were made

by the Portuguese in 1505, but they were driven out by the

Dutch in the next century. The English took possession in

1795, and in 1801 Ceylon was made a separate colony. The
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Governor is aided by an Executive Council of five, and a

Legislative Council of fifteen. The capital is Colombo

(popidation 1881, 111,942). There are 137 miles of railway

and 813 miles of telegrapli in operation
;
post offices num-

ber 122. Chief articles of export are cinnamon, coir-stuff,

cinchona, coffee, cocoanut oil, plumbago, and tea.

CHILI.

Chili is a republic of South America, and the most south-

erly State on the west side of that continent. It is bounded

west and south by the Pacific Ocean
;
north by Bolivia, and

east by La Plata, or the Argentine confederation, and Pat-

agonia. The country is generally hilly, with many fertile

valleys. Owing, however, to the great quantity of nitrous

and sulphurous substances with which the country abounds,

it is subject to volcanic eruptions. The climate is consid-

ered healthy.

Area and Population. Chili is divided into sixteen

]>rovinces, of which the aggregate area is officially stated at

nearly 130,000 square miles
;
the extreme length is about

1,240 miles
;
and the average breadth fully 120 miles. In

1878 the population numbered 2,400,396 souls, and com-

prises the usual South American races. The Araueanian

Indians, a brave and warlike tribe, though often assailed,

maintain their independence in the Andes, not 400 miles

from the ca^rital
;
their number is estimated to be 50,000.

As contrasted with Spanish America in general. Chili con-

tains an unusually large proportion of Europeans. The

language spoken by the jreople is Spanish.

Education and Religion. Koman Catholicism is the

2
irevailing religion, but other religions are protected by a

law of 1875. There are about 10,000 monks and nuns in

file country. Education is largely aided by the government,

wliich supi)orts 810 schools through the country, besides

lyceums aTul the University of Chili, a well conducted gov-

ernment institution with 700 students, 37 professors, and

free instraction.

Mountains, Lakes, and Rivers. The great chain of the

Andes runs along the eastern boundary of Chili, at an average

height of from 13,000 to 14,000 feet above the level of the

sea. The loftiest jjeak is Aconcagua, 22,296 feet in height.

There are eleven mountain passes
;
only two, however, are

now passable by wagons. There are eight active volcanoes,

varying in height from 7,500 to 'Cowards of 20,000 feet.

The rivers are all short, as they have their sources in the

Andes. The largest are the Maulc, the Brobio {200 miles

long), the Copiapo, the Huasco, and the Chuapa. There

are no lakes properly so called, although collections of water,

both salt and fresh, are common.

Chief Towns. Santiago (population 129,807), the capital,

is situated on an elevated plateau, 90 miles from the sea.

Valparaiso (population 97,737) is the chief sea-port. Tal-

cahuana has a fine harbor, and the other towns are Huasco,

Carizal, Tougoy, Coquimbo, Concepcion, Valdivia, San Car-

los, Castro, and Caldera.

Products and Industry. Chili is rich in gold, silver, and

especially in copper. Agriculture flourishes, although about

82 per cent, of the entire surface is desert. Wheat is the

most important product, the crops averaging ten million

bushels, two-thirds of which is exported.

Government and History. By the constitution of 1833,

the legislative power is in a National Congress, composed of

37 members, elected for six years, and a Chamber of Depu-

ties, 109 members, for three years. Suffrage is universal to

citizens able to read and write, and paying a small annual

tax. The executive power resides in a President elected for

five years, a Council of State, and five cabinet ministers.

Chili, originally a Spanish settlement, became independent

in 1810-17. In 1859 a dangerous revolution was suppres-

sed at the battle of Coquimbo. In the recent war (1879-81)

against Peru and Bolivia, Chili came off victorious, and de-

manded a large war indemnity, in land and money.

CHINA.

With the exception of Egypt the Chinese Empire is his-

torically the oldest nation on the face of the globe. Only of

late years has it condescended to open commercial and diplo-

matic relations with other countries.

Area and Population. China occupies the south-east

part of Asia, forming the eastern slope of the great table-

land of the continent. China Proper includes eighteen pro-

vinces, is 1,860 miles in length by 1,520 miles in breadth, and

contains about 1,554,000 square miles
;
on the north lie

klongolia and Manchuria ;
on the west Mongolia, Thibet,

and Burma
;
on the south Burma, Anam, and the China Sea,

and on the east the Pacific, the Yellow Sea, and Corea. Be-

yond these limits, China possesses as tributaries Mongolia,

Manchuria, Turkestan (in part), Kouldja, Thibet, and Corea.

No census has ever been taken, but the best computations

place the population at from 350 to 400 millions.

Rivers and Mountains. There are four great mountain

ranges, whence proceed some of the greatest rivers in the

world—the Yangtze (3,200 miles long) draining 950,000

square miles; the Houng-Ho or Yellow River (3,000 miles

long); the Amur (2,400 miles long), and the Brahmaputra,

which flows 1,000 miles within the empire. In the northern

part of the empire lies the great desert of Gobi. The Chi-

nese Wall, one of the wonders of the world, divides China

Proper from Mantchooria, and is 1,250 miles in length.

Chief Cities. Peki.v, the capital, lies on a gulf of the

Yellow Sea. Its population is variously estimated at

from 500,000 to 1,500,000. Canton, on the south-east

coast, has a population of a million and a half, and is the

most important trading place. Other cities of importance

are Amoy, Poochoofoo, Ningpo, Shanghai, Siangtan, Singan-

fu, Tientsin, and Woochung.

Hong Kong, one of the Ladrone (thieves) Islands, lies

at the . louth of the Canton River, on the south-east coast of

China. P was ceded to Gi-eat Britain in 1841. The area is

29 square miles, and the population (1876) was 139,144, of

which 7,525 were whites. The harbor is one of the finest

in the world, and the port is a militaiy and naval station

for the protection of English commerce. It is a free port,

and possesses excellent docks. The main articles of trade

are opium, sugar, flour, oil, ivory, sandalwood, betel, rice.
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tea, and sdk. The governor is akled by a legislative coun-
cil of eight, and an executive council of four members.
Government. The Emjieror (at i^resent Kuang Sii or

Tsai-tien) is absolute, but is bound to observe a code of laws.
The Administration is carried on by a cabinet of Manchus
and Chinese. There are also a Board of Works, Board of
War, Board of Law or Punishment, a Colonial Office, and a
Foreign Office. The Present or Tsin dynasty dates from
217 B. c. For a history of the wars with England and the
opening of the country to commerce, see article on “Outlines
of History.”

Heligion and Education. The educated classes profess
the Confucian religion or philosophy. The mass of the peo-
ple are Buddhists, and there are many thousand Buddhist
monks or professional beggars. Mingled with these beliefs
is a superstitious compound of astrology and belief in de-
ni o n s and
spells, which

is a degener-

ated Taonism.

There are
many temples

dedicated to

Confucius and
Buddha, but
any settled
form of public

worship is un-

known. Profi-

ciency in poet-

ical and phil-

osophical liter-

ature, as

shown in the

annual exam-

inations, is the

passport to

official I’ank.

Printing from

blocks was

known long be

fore discover-

ed in Europe.

Trade and Commerce. The exports amount to about
j

1110,000,000 a year, about half of which is tea, and about
^35,000,000 silk. Great skill is shown in the manufacture
of porcelain, in carving ivory and tortoise-shell, and making
lacquered cabinets and fans. The imports are chiefly cotton,
woolens, metals, and opium, the latter to the amount of
^40,000,000 per annum. Coal exists in immense quantities,
but is little worked. The internal commerce is immense. A
railway from Shanghai to Kangwang was opened in 1876,
but excited superstitious fear, and in 1877 was purchased
and closed by the government. A telegraph line from
Shanghai to Pekin was completed in 1881.

COLOMBIA.
Colombia,, formerly New Granada, now officially known

as the United States of Colombia, is a rejmblic of South
and Central America, including the north-western part of
the continent and the Isthmus of Panama. It is bounded
on the west by the Pacific Ocean

; on the north-west by the
Caribbean Sea; on the east by Venezuela; and on the south
and south-west by Ecuador and Brazil. The soil is very
fertile. There is perpetual spring on the table lands, but on
the coast and lowlands it is very unhealthy at certain sea-
sons of the year.

Area and Population. The area of the republic is esti-
mated to embrace 504,773 square miles. The population
numbers 3,000,000, composed of Spaniards, Creoles, Mulat-
tos, Mestizoes, and other mixed races; also Indians, and a
few negroes. The educated Creoles rank first in South
America for scientific and literary culture. The Llaneros
are expert horsemen, and use the lasso in catching cattle.

The It o m a n
Catholic relig-

ion is estal>

lished by law,

and other
creeds are tol-

erated.

Mountains
and Rivers.

The Andes, ex-

tending from

the Ecuador,

branch off into

three I’anges,

the Eastern,

Central, and
Western An-
des, forming

two beautiful

valleys. The
highest point

in Colombia is

the peak of

Tolima, 18,020

feet above the

sea. The prin-

cipal rivers in

the west are the Jlagdalena and Cauea, wdiich empty into

the Caribbean Sea. The rivers in the eastern and southern

parts are tributaries of the Amazon or the Orinoco.

Chief Towns. Bogota (population 50,000), the capital,

is situated 8,700 feet above the sea-level. It is distinguished

for its fine climate and superior educational institutions.

Popayan (population 33,000) was the first city built by
European settlers in the western part of South America.
The principal seaports are Carthagena, Santa Jlartha, and
Porto Bello. In the Isthmus of Panama, Chagres and As-
pinwall are ports on the Caribbean Sea, while Buenaventura
and Panama are on the Pacific Ocean, the latter port being
the Southern terminus of the Panama railroad across the

Isthmus, and connected by a line of steamers with San
Francisco.
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Products and Industry. The chief products are coffee,

tobacco, sugar, cotton, rice, wheat, and Indian corn, and

tropical fruits abound in great variety. Immense herds of

cattle and horses are pastured upon the pampas. The na-

tive products resemble those of Brazil. Silver, gold, plati-

num, and precious stones are found, and the emeralds are

the purest in the world. Peruvian bark, dyewoods, and

hides are largely exported.

Government and History. The legislative power resides

in a Senate of 27 members, and a Representative Chamber of

01, elected by general suffrage. The executive power is

exercised by a president chosen for two years by the people

of the different States, and by four ministers. The repub-

lic of New Granada was formed in 1831. The present

constitution was promulgated in 1861. The present repub-

lic consists, in addition to six territories, of nine States ;

Antioquia, Bolivar, Boyaca, Cauca, Cundinamarca, Magda-

lena, Panama, Santander, and Tolima.

COSTA RICA.

Costa Rica is the most southern republic of Central Ameri-

ca. It is bounded on the north-east by the Gulf of Mexico;

south-west by the Pacific Ocean
;
north-west by Nicaragua

;

and south-east by Veragua. It is mountainous and volcanic,

with extensive forests. Along the Pacific coast the coun-

try is fertile, and the climate is mild and temperate.

Area and Population. The area of the republic is calcu-

lated to embrace 26,040 square miles, including some dis-

puted territories on the northern frontier. There exist only

vague estimates as regards the population, calculated to

number 180,000 to 190,000 souls, but stated at twice, the

amount in government returns. Nearly one-third of the

inhabitants are Aborigines or Indians. The population of

European descent, many of them of pure Spanish blood,

dwell mostly in a small district on the Rio Grande, around

the city of San Jose. The State religion is Roman Cath-

olic, but full religious liberty is guaranteed by the Consti-

tution.

Chief Towns. San Josp., the capital, has a population of

25,000, and the other towns are Cartago, Heredia, Estralla,

Esparza, and Ujanas.

Products and Industry. The country produces mahog-

any, ebony. Brazil-wood, and India-rubber trees.

Government and History. The government is vested in

a President elected for four years, two Vice-Presidents, and

four ministers. The legislative power is in a Congress of

Deputies chosen for four years. Costa Rica has been an

independent State, since 1821, and from 1824—39 formed

jiart of the confederation of Central America. The present

constitution dates from 1871.

CUBA.

Cuba, the largest of the West Indian islands, “the

pearl of the Antilles,” and the most important colonial pos-

session of Spain, is situated at the entrance of the Gulf

of Mexico. It is about 130 miles south of Florida, from

which it is separated by the Bahama channel ; 48 miles from

Ilayti on the east; 95 miles from Jamaica on the south; and

separated by the Yucatan channel, 130 miles wide, from the

north-eastern point of the peninsula of Yucatan, in Central

America. The healthfulness of the climate is affirmed by

some and denied by others. Yellow fever often prevails in

the towns on the coasts, but is unknown in the interior.

Area and Population. The area of Cuba is 43,220 miles,

and it is about 650 miles long and 60 miles in breadth.

The population at the census of 1877 was 1,394,516, distrib-

uted as follows: whites, 764,164; free negroes, 344,050; negro

slaves, 227,902, and Chinese, 58,400. The established re-

ligion is Roman Catholic.

Mountains and Rivers. A mountain-range, part of

which is called Sieri-a del Cobre, runs through the island

from east to west. The longest river is the Cauto, which

empties into the Bay of Buena Esperanza, and is navigable

(for schooners) for 60 miles from its mouth.

Chief Towns. Havana (population 230,000), the capi-

tal, is the principal city, and is the center of a large com-

merce. Its harbor is one of the finest in the world, and is

strongly fortified by Moro Castle. The remains of Colum-

bus are deposited in the Cathedral of Havana. The other

towns are Matanzas, Cienfuegos, Santiago de Cuba, and

Puerto Principe.

Products. Coffee is extensively cultivated, and two crops

of corn arc obtained in a year. Mahogany and ebony are

among the valuable woods. Sugar and tobacco are the

leading productions, and are largely exported. Molasses,

rum, honey, oranges, and pineapples are also exported.

Government and History. Cuba is now entitled to

representation in the Spanish Cortes, or Parliament, and is

governed by a Captain-General appointed by the Spanish

crown. The island was discovered by Columbus in 1794.

In recent years, efforts have been made by the Cubans, in

several revolutions, to release themselves from the dominion

of Spain, with great loss of life on both sides.

DENMARK.

Denmark is a kingdom of Europe, occupying an almost

insular position between the North Sea and the Baltic, and

bounded on the south by the States of the German Empire.

It comprises the peninsula of Jutland, a part of Sleswick,

and several low islands, the largest of which is Zealand.

The colonial possessions of Denmark are Iceland, Greenland,

several of the West Indies, and the Faroe Islands.

Area and Population. The whole area is about 14,784

square miles; the length from north to south is about 200

miles, and the breadth about 160 miles. The population in

1880 was 1,969,454. The majority are of Scandinavian

origin. The prevailing religion is Protestant. Education

is compulsory.

Rivers and Lakes. The most important river is the

Guden, and the smaller streams are the Holm, the Lunboi'g,

and the Stor Aa. There are also numerous small lakes,

mostly in Zealand.

Chief Towns. Copenhagen (population, with suburbs

273,727), on the island of Zealand, is the capital, and the

only large town in the kingdom. Elsinore, on the Danish

Sound, is an important naval station.
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Products and Industry- The inhabitants are chiefly de-

voted to agriculture, stock-raising, and fisheries, and the

(irincipal exports are grain, cheese, and cattle.

Government. The constitutional charter of 1849 vests

the legislative power in the Rigsdag, consisting of a Folke-

thing, 102 members, and a Landsthing, 66 members. The

Folkething is elected for three years by universal suffrage,

and the Landsthing for eight years by electoral districts,

except twelve members who are named for life by the king.

Historical Note. Until 1864 Denmark embraced the

entire peninsula of Jutland and a narrow belt of the adja-

cent coast, but a war with Austria and Prussia in that year

reduced it to its present dimensions.

ECUADOR.

Ecuador is a republic on the west side of Sout h America,

constituted in 1830 after the civil war which separated the

members of the Central American Free-state, founded by

Bolivar. It takes its name from the equator, by which it is

traversed. The area is 248,312 square miles, and the popula-

ation in 1878 was 1,146,000, besides about 200,00 ) Indians.

The country is traversed by two great ranges of the Cor-

dilleras, with the snow-clad peaks of Chimborazo and Coto-

paxi. The capital, Quito, is 9,500 feet above the sea level,

and has 80,000 inhabitants
;
Guayaquil (population 26,000),

is the chief sea-port. The government consists of a President,

chosen by 900 electors selected by popular vote, a Vice-

President, who is also Minister of the interior, three other

cabinet officers, a Senate of sixteen, and a House of thirty-

two members, elected by popular suffrage. The Roman
Catholic is the sole religion. Ecuador is deeply in debt,

and the imports exceed the exports. Cocoa is the chief

export.

EGYPT.
Egypt, the oldest historical country of the world, abounds

in interest to the archeologist and historian. (“ See Outlines

of History.”) On the north lies the Mediterranean; on the

cast, the Red Sea and Isthmus of Suez; on the south, Nubia;

and on the west, the desert. Nominally a dependency of the

Turkish Empire, Egypt has been practically independent

since 1811, when Mehemet Ali made himself master of the

country. Sovereign power was given to the Khedive by a

firman of 1873. He is assisted by a council of four military

and four civil dignitaries. A representative body, called the

Chamber of Delegates, was created in 1867.

Area and Population. Egypt Proper includes only the

valley and delta of the Nile
;
politically, Nubia and other

sterile country is included. The total area is 1,152,948

square miles, and the population in 1877 was 17,419,980, of

which about 75,000 are Europeans, and the rest Arabs,

Syrians, Copts, Abyssinians, Armenians, and negroes.

Cities. Alexandria (population 165,752), the scene of the

bombardment of July, 1882, is one of the most ancient cities

of the world. Cairo, the capital, is the largest city of Af-

rica (population in 1877, 327,462).

Trade, Commerce, and Products. The commerce of the

world has derived great advantages from the Suez Canal, con-

necting the Red Sea with the Mediterranean, opened for

navigation in 1859. In 1879, 1,477 vessels of 3,236,942

tonnage passed through. The country is irrigated by canals

cut from the Nile, there being almost no rainfall. Cotton,

grain, and sugar are the chief exports; total exports in

1880, £13,307,783, or 866,538,915.

Finances. The debt of Egypt is not far from £100,000.-

000. In 1879, a decree of the Khedive invested the Frencli

and British governments, as represented each by a “ Control-

ler-General,” with great powers in administering the finan-

ces. It is altogether probable that in consequence of the

recent war great changes will be made in the political and
financial administration. In 1879, there were 1,500 miles

of railway and 5,260 miles of telegraph.

FIJI ISLANDS.

The Fiji archipelago in the South Pacific has been a colony

of Great Britain since 1874. There are about 255 islands
;

80 being inhabited. The largest are Viti-levu (4,112 square

miles) and Vanua-levu (2,432 square miles). There are 140, -

000 inhabitants, of which 3,000 are whites and the rest na-

tives, nominally Christians, but retaining many savage

characteristics. Cannibalism prevailed until 1860. Tropical

fruits abound, and the cultivation of cotton, coffee, sugar,

and tobacco has been introduced. The group was discovered

by Tasman in 1646, and visited by Captain Cook.

FRANCE.
The Republic of Prance is the most westerly state of Cen-

tral Europe, and is bounded on the north-west by the Eng-
lish Channel, separating it from Great Britain

; nortli-east

by Belgium; east by Germany, Switzerland, and Italy; south

by the Mediterranean and Spain ; and west by the Bay of

Biscay and the Atlantic. Area, 204,030 square miles
;
poji-

ulation (1876), 36,905,788.

Constitution and Government. The present constitu-

tion dates from the fall of the Empire in 1870. The execu-

tive is vested in a President, elected for seven years by the

joint legislature. He is aided by a ministry of nine mem-
bers responsible to the Chamber of Deputies, and a Council

of State presided over by the Minister of Justice. The
Corps Lcgislatif consists of a Senate of 300 members—of

whom 75 are elected for life by the Assembly, and the others

chosen for 9 years by the dejiartments and colonies—and a

Chamber of Deputies elected by universal suffrage, one to

every 100,000 of the po))ulation. The country is divided

into 87 Departments, subdivided into 362 “ arrondissements ”

and about 36,000 communes. The government is repre-

sented in each department by an officer of administrative

duties called a prefect. The State aids three religious de-

nominations, Protestant, Jewish, and Roman Catholic, the

last by far the most numerous, receiving about 40,000,000

francs yearly. Systematic provision is made for public

instruction, though education is neither gratuitous nor com-

pulsory.

Physical Features. The coast line measures about

1,500 miles. That of the Atlantic side is irregular, Jutting

out in two peninsulas
;
the Mediterranean coast is generally

low, with lagoons, but east of Toulon becomes- bolder. The
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Pyrenees form the southern txiundary, having several peaks

over 10,000 feet in height. The Jura and Vosges ranges

form the eastern boundary, and meet the Alps, wliich extend

from Switzerland into Savoy and Nice. A little further

west, between the Khono and the Loire, extends tlie Cevennes

range. The principal rivers are the Seine, flowing into the

English Channel; the Loire and Garonne, emptying into the

Atlantic ;
the Rhone into the Mediterranean ; and the Meuse,

Sombre, and Scheldt into the Noith Sea. The surface is for

the most part level. Vast tracts in Brittany, Anjou, and

Gascony are sandy heaths unfit for culture, and a striking

feature is the extent of marsh and desert, called the Landes,

between the Adour and the Gironde. The climate in four-

fifths of the country is healthy and delightful.

Colonial Possessions. These embrace 463,827 square

miles, exclusive of Algeria, and are ; Africa—Algeria, Sen-

egal,. Islands

0 f Reunion,

St. Mari e,

Nossi Be, and

Mayotte;
Asia— C o-

chin China,

and East In-

dian Posses-

sions ;
Poly-

nesia—N e w
Caledonia,

M a r q u esas,

and Royalty

Islands ;

America

—

Guiana, Gua-

d a 1 o u ji e ,

Martinique,

St. Pierre,
and Mique-

lon.

Chief Cit-

1 e s . The
capital, Paris, is, after Tjondon, the largest and most pop-

ulous city of Europe. It lies on both banks of the Seine,

111 miles from its mouth, and near its juncture with the

Marne. In the center are two islands, He St. Louis and

He do la Cite, the latter the oldest part and original nucleus

of Paris. The census of 1881 fixes the population at 2,225,-

900. The entire city is inclosed by a belt of fortifications.

Extensive thoroughfares and broad avenues were opened

by the last emperor. Among the churches, palaces, mu-

seums, public gardens, and other jilaces of interest, we can

only mention the Louvre, the Tuileries, the Luxembourg

Palace, the Cathedral of Notre Dame, the new Hotel de Ville

(City Hall), the superb Opera house, completed in 1875,

the public offices, the Hotel des Invalides, the Bois de

Boulogne, the Champs Elysees, with the Arc de Triomphe

at its entrance, and, in the suburbs, Versailles and Vin-

cennes. Twenty-three other cities have a ])o]udation of

more than .50,000, the largest being Lyons (342,815) on the

Rhone; Marseilles (318,688) a Mediterranean port, and

Bordeaux (21.5,140) on the Garonne—all important commer-

cial cities.

Products, Manufactures, and Finances. Chief agricul-

tural products are wheat, barley, maize, rye, oats, potatoes,

hops, and beet root (for sugar). The vine flourishes, as the

wines of Bordeaux, Burgundy, Champagne, etc., testify.

The mineral resources include iron, coal, copper, lead, silver,

and antimony. The manufactures are very varied, includ-

ing woolen, linen, carpets, paper, glass, porcelain, silk, lace,

watches, jewelry, cabinet-work, chemicals, etc., etc. To-

tal exports (1880) about 3,075,200,000 francs; total imports

about 4,076,250,000 francs; public debt (1881) 23,500,000,-

000 francs; revenue 2,862,475,000 francs; expenditure

2,837,485,000 francs; standing army, 502,866 men; navy,

258 vessels; railway, 15,265 miles; telegraph, 40,954. The

revenue is

mainly raised

from excise

income and
stamp duties,

only ten per

cent, being
derived from

custom du-

ties.

THE GER-
MAN EM-
PIRE.

This great

confeder-
ation of

States of Cen-

tral Europe

is bounded
north by the

Baltic, Den-

mark and the

North Sea;

east by Russia and Austria; west by Belgium, France, and

the Netherlands; south by Switzerland, Austria, and the

Alps; lying between latitude 47°18'-.55°52' North, and long-

itude 5°20'—22°50' East. Total area, 208,744 square miles;

population (1880), 45,194,177.

G-overninent and Constitution. The Empire was founded

in 1871 by the confederation of 25 distinct States and the

newly acquired territory of Alsace-Lorraine. Each State

retains a separate legislature and king, prince, or duke. The

head of the empire is the King of Prussia, bearing the

hereditary title of the German Emperor (the present Em-

peror, William I., ascended the throne of Prussia in 1861), and

representing the empire in declaring war, making peace and

treaties, and for all purposes of international law. He is

commander-in-chief of the entire army and navy, except the

powers of Wiirtemberg and Bavaria, which in time of peace

form separate corps. His edicts must be countersigned by

the Chancellor (at present Prince Bismarck). The Bundes-

TUILERIES AND LOUVRE, FROM THE PONT NEUF, PARIS.
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rath, or federal council, has 59 members appointed by the

several States. The Reichstag, or legislative parliament, has

397 members, elected for three years by universal suffrage.

The matters properly pertaining to the control of the em-

pire, and in which the State governments are subordinate,

are: Military, naval, and telegraphic business, civil laws.

passports, emigration and colonization, political laws, coin-

age, banking, commerce, navigation, and railways. Alsace-

Lorraine belongs to the whole empire, and is governed by an

olTicer appointed by the Emperor. The following are the

names of the separate States, area, population, capitals, and

representation in the Bundesrath and Reichstag :

—

ENGLISH
SQ. MILES.

POPULATION
1880.

CAPITALS a5UNI)ESKATII. REICHSTAG

\ 134,499 27,251,067 Berlin 17 236
o 29,292 5,271,516 Munich 6 48

3 5,788 2,973,220 Dresden 4 23

4 7,531 1,970,132 Stuttgardt 4 17

5 5,821 1,570,189 Carlsruhe 3 14

6 2,965 936,944 Darmstadt 3 9

7 5,138 576,827 Schwerin 2 6

8 1,404 309,503 Weimar 1 3

9 1,131 100’269 Strelitz 1 1

10 2^470 337,454 Oldenburg 1 3

11 1,425 349A29 Brunswick 2 3

12 952 207,147 Meiningen 1 2

13 510 155062 Altenberg 1 1

14 760 194,479 Coburg and Gotha 1 2

15 907 232,747 Dessau 1 2

16 364 80,149 Rudolstadt 1 1

17 332 71.083 Sonderhansen 1 1

18 438 5G,548!Korbach ,
1 1

19 19,0 .50;782'Greiz 1 1

20 320 101,265 Schleiz 1 1

21 171 35,332 Biickeburg 1 1

00 438 120,214 Detmold 1 1

23 109 63,571 1 1

24. Rrpmfm • 97 156,229 1 1

25 157 454,041 1 S

26 5,603 1,571,971 Strasburg 1 15

Total of all Germanv 208,744 4,5,194,177 59 CO

Physical Features. Germany is naturally divided into

two parts. North and South Germany, by the great line of

mountains ending on the frontiers of Poland and Hungary

in the Carpathians, and including the Hartz, the Erzegebirge,

the Riesenbirge, the Thuringerwald, and other ranges. North

of this line the country is flat. South Germany is more

diversified, being traversed by the Schwarzwald (Black For-

est) and the Bavarian Alps. On all the elevated lands are

valuable timber forests. The coast line is about 950 miles in

extent. There are about 50 navigable rivers, draining three

great river-basins into the North, Baltic, and Black Seas.

The Rhine, famous for its castles and vineyards
;
the Dan-

ube, the Main, the Weser, the Elbe, the Ems, and the Oder,

rank among the noblest and largest rivers of Europe. The
lakes, though numerous, are small and unimportant. The
climate is remarkably uniform and is especially mild in the

valleys of the Rhine and Main.

Principal Cities. The capitals of the various States have

already been mentioned. Berlin, the capital of the empire

as well as of Prussia, had in 1880 a population of 1,122,385.

It lies on a small stream called the Spree, a tributary of

the Elbe. It is the seat of a great university and of impor-

tant industrial establishments. Among the finest public

buildings are the royal palaces, the Prussian and Imperial

houses of legislature, the Museum, Exchange, University,

National Gallery, and Opera House. Unterder Linden is a

magnificent promenade, three-quarters of a mile long and

IGO feet wide, with a double avenue of lime trees. Ham-

burg and Bremen are free cities and of great commercial

importance. The former (population, 290,055) lies on the

Elbe about 70 miles from the sea, and is the leading com-

mercial city of Europe. Bremen (jjopulation, 112,158) is

situated on the Weser. Breslau (population, 272,390) is the

greatest wool market of the continent. Munich (population,

229,343), the capital of Bavaria, is renowned for its library,

university, and art gallery. Frankfort-on-the-Main (pop-

ulation, 137,600) is a great financial and banking center.

Dresden (population, 220,216) is noted for its porcelain and

china.

Religion and Education. Of the entire population, about

27 millions are Protestants, 15 millions Roman Catholics,

and 500,000 Jews. Education is compulsory. There arc 21

universities, those at Berlin, Heidelberg, Munich, Leipsic,

Gottingen, and Freiburg being unrivaled. There are

also 16 polytechnic institutes, 500 high schools, and many
schools of agriculture, commerce, and other technical

subjects. Primary education is supported from the local

rates.
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to Rive a comprehensive view of the whole, we annex the

following table

NAME OF COUNTRY. Area in

Sq. Mis.
Populafn Revenue. Public Debt

Great Britain and Ireland...
Indian Possessions, etc....
Otlier Eastern Possessions..

121,115
1,5.58,2.54

30,000
3,173,310
3,(120,500

100,000
270,000
12,707

120
96,171

35,250,000
2.53,000,000

3,700, CKH)

2.850.000
4.350.000
200,000

2.250.000
1.250.000
160,000
200,000

£
81.04.5.000

68.500.000
2.500.000
16,000,000
6.105.1.00

400.000
3,.500,000

1.500.000

250.000
5.50.000

£

769.000.

000

152.000.

000
2,000,000

80,000,000
32.500.000

500.000
12.500.000
1,400.000

350.000
650.000

North America
(iiiiana, etc

West Indies, cic
European Possessions
Various Settlements

Totals 8,982,177 303,210,000 183,750,000 1,050,900,000

Products, Manufactures, and Flnar.cc. The principal

agricultural jiroduets are wheat, barley, buckwheat, oats,

flax, hemp, potatoes, madder, chicory, rape-seed, tobacco,

and hops. The vine is extensively eidtivated in the valleys

of the Middle Rhine, the Danube, Main, Moselle, and

Neckar. Among the chief manufactures are linen (in Sile-

sia, Saxony, and Westphalia), cotton and woolen goods (in

Prussia, Silesia, Saxony, and Brandenburg), silk (in the

Rhine provinces), hardware, glass, musical instruments,

leather, clocks, and toys. Total exports (1880), $705,375,000;

imports, $973,200,000; revenue (1881), $148,239,138, halt

derived from customs; total expenditure, $147,695,840, of

which $90,600,000 was for the army; public debt about

$88,000,000. The army on a peace tooting is 445,402 men;

navy 86 ves-

sels, 15,800

men. Military

service is com-

p u 1 s o r y on

every German
capable of

bearing arms.

Railways, 21,-

36 7 m i le s

,

about 10,000

owned by the

govern m en t

telegraph lines

33,660 miles;
numberof post

oflices, 7,540

the telegraph

and postal ser-

vice is worked

by the govern-

ment
;

emigi'a-

t i o n (1880),

106,180, the
greater part to

the U n i t e d Berlin.

States.

GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND.
Great Britain, the largest of the British isles, is bounded

north by the North Sea; east by the German Ocean; south

by the English Channel
;
and west by St. George’s Channel

and the Atlantic. It constitutes the larger portion of the

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, and includes

England, W.vles, Scotland, the Channel Islands, and the

Isle of Man. Its length from north to south is 587 miles,

and its greatest breadth from east to west about 360 ; area,

89,539 square miles; population (1881), including army,

navy, and seamen abroad, 30,086,723. To the west lies

Irel \nd, separated from Scotland on the north-east by the

North Channel, from England by th.e Irish Sea and St.

George’s Channel, and surrounded by the Al lantic
; area,

31,784 square miles; population (1881), 5,159,839. The co-

lonial possessions of the British E:npire, on which “ the sun

never sets,” are described under their respective names, but

Government
and Const tu-

tion. The Brit-

ish Empire is

under a limit-

ed or constitu-

t i o n a 1 mon-

archy. T h e

present, or

II anoverian,

family have
occupied the
throne since
the peaceful

Revolution of

1714. Queen
Victoria suc-

ceeded to the

Crown in 1837.

There is no

written consti-

tution, but by

the term Brit-

i s h Constitu-

tion is meant

the system of

fund am e n t a

1

principles and rules of government established by long

usage and ancient precedent. By this constitution the

supreme legislative function is vested in Parliament, which

has exclusive power over taxation. As the Mutiny Act and

the Supplies are granted for a year only, the Crown is

obliged to assemble Parliament at least annually. The

Upper House, or House of Lords, consisted in 1880 of 537

members; there were 5 peers of the Queen’s family, two

archbishops and 24 bishojis, 201 dukes, marquises, carls, and

viscounts, 261 barons, 16 Scottish and 18 Irish representative

peers. The Lower House, or House of Commons, had 658

members, elected by limited suffrage. Though the execu-

tive power is theoretically in the Crown, it is practically exer-

cised by a Cabinet of 13 members, headed by the First Lord

of the Treasury, knowm as the Premier (at present the Right

lion. Wm. Eivart Gladstone). The tenure of office of the

Premier and his Ministry depends upon their receiving the
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support of a majority in the House. If the Premier fails

to do this on a test measure, a custom, as strong as law,

though not a law, compels him to resign. A summary of

English history will be found elsewhere. For purposes of

administration, England is divided into 40 counties, Wales

into 1-3, Scotland into 33, and Ireland into 33. In each are

found a lord-lieutenant, sheriff, and justices of the peace.

Religion and Education. The Church of England is

established as the state religion in England and Wales,

though full freedom is granted to all sects. In Ireland the

Church has been dis-established by an act taking effect in

18T1. In Scotland the Presbyterian is the established

Church. The members of the Episcopal Church in the

kingdom are estimated at about 13 millions; of the Roman

Catholic, about 6,200,000. Education is widely extended,

about £4, 000, 000 being spent annually for elementary schools.

The great universi-

ties of Oxford and

Cambridge are

seconded by the

University of Lon-

don, King’s Col

lege, and the Vic-

toria University of

M a n c h e st e r, in

England
;
by St.

Andrews, Aber-
deen, Edinburgh

and Glasgow Uni-

versities, in S c o t -

land; and the Dub
lin University, in

Ireland.

Physical Fea-

tures. The form

of England some-

what resembles a

triangle, the base

being the south
coast. The entire

coast line, with its bold sweeps, capacious bays, and wide

estuaries, is at least 2,000 miles in length. In the north

the Cheviot Hills and Solway Frith mark the Scottish

boundary. Extending south lie the Northern, Cumbrian,

and Devonian mountain ranges, and in the smaller counties

are many chalk cliffs ;
but the greater part of the country

is level or rolling plains, presenting a beautiful variety of

scenery and fertile fields. The richest parts are in general

the midland and southern counties. The principal river

systems are those of the Thames in the south, the affluents

of the Wash, the Humber (all flowing e.astward), and the

Mersey and Severn, emptying into the Irish Sea and Bristol

Channel. The lakes of Windermere, Ulleswater, Derwent-

water, and others in Cumberland and Westmoreland, are

famous for their beauty and poetical associations. Wales

has a coast line of 360 miles, inclosing the Cardigan Bay in

a great curve. It approaches in form a peninsula. The

surface is generally mountainous, the Snowdonian, Cam-

HOUSES OF PARI.IAMENT.

brian, and Plinlimmon ranges having many projecting

spurs. Mt. Snowdon rises to a height of 7,590 feet. The

chief rivers are the Dee, Severn, Wye, and Usk. Scotland

is very irregular in shape, with a continually indented coast.

Its surface is almost covered with rugged mountain chains,

moors, and forests. The Grampian Mountains are the

highest in Great Britain, the loftiest summit being that of

Ben Nevis, 4,406 feet in height. In the south the river

Tweed and the Forth discharge into the North Sea, and the

Clyde into the Firth of Clyde. Further north are the Tay,

the Esk, th*e Dee, and the Spey. The inland lakes, or

lochs, are numerous ;
among the largest and most famous

are Lochs Lomond, Ness, Tay, and Katrine. The principal

groups of islands are the Orkneys and Shetlands to the

north-east, and the Hebrides on the west coast. Ireland

has also a deeply indented coast on the west, that on the

east being com-

paratively regular;

the total coast line

is about 2,200 miles

in length. The
mountain chains
are few and of little

importance. Chief

among the rivers

are the Shannon

(215 miles long),

the Lee, the Black-

water, the Liffey,

the Boyne, and the

Bann. Of the lakes

or loughs, Lough

Neagh is noted for

its size (150 sejuare

miles), and the

three Lakes of Kil

larney for their
wonderful beauty.

Chief Cities.
London, the capi-

tal of the kingdom, is the largest and richest city in the

world (population, 1881, with suburbs, 4,764,313). It lies

on both side of the Thames, and has an area of 118 square

miles. Among the chief public buildings and places of

interest we can merely mention the Tower, the Houses of

Parliament, St. Paul’s Cathedral, Westminster Abbey, the

Guild Hall, the Post-Office, the Royal Exchange, the

Monument, the Tunnel, London Bridge, Buckingham and

St. James Places, Hyde and Regent Parks, the Briti.sh

Museum, South Kensington Museum, the National Gal-

lery, and the Albert Memorial. London engrosses a large

share of the trade of the kingdom, and carries on a variety

of manufactures. Next in size is the city of Liverpool

(population, 1881, 553,425), situated at the mouth of the

Mersey, on the west coast. It is famous for its splendid

system of docks, and is of great commercial importance.

Here is tlie landing-place of the great steamship lines

to America and Australia. Among the great manufac-
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turing cities are Manchester (population 341,508), famous
for its cotton mills; Leeds (population 309,126), for its

woolens
;
Birmingham (population 400,757), for its hard-

ware, and SheiReld (population 284,410), for its cutlery.

There are in England eighteen cities with over 100,000

inhabitants. Edinburgh, the ancient capital of Scotland

(population, 1881, 228,190), stands near the Firth of Forth,

Leith being its sea-port. It is picturesquely situated on
high ground, guarded by the ancient castle on a precip-

itous rock to the west. It is specially noted as a literary

center, and for its excellent university. The chief com-
mercial city, Glasgow (population 571,532), owes its rapid

growth to both commerce and manufactures. The greatest

iron ship-building establishments of the world are at Glas-

gow on the Clyde. Other important towns are Dundee
(population

1 40,4 6 5),

Aberd ee n

(105,818),
Greenock,
Leith, and

Perth. In Ire-

land the chief

cities are
Dublin, the
metropolis
(population

Dublin, 1881,

249,486), sit-

uated at the

mouth of the

Liffey, and
the residence

of the lord-

lieutenant
;

Cork, the
chief s ea-

port; Belfast,

Galway, and

Queenstown.

Dublin is

built in rec-

tangular form, and surrounded by a road, 9 miles long,

called the Circular. The business part is chiefly on the

west side of the Liffey. The poorer portion is called “ the

Liberties.” The finest street is Saekville Street, half a mile

long and 120 ft. wide. At the west end of the city lies

Phcenix Park, a royal demesne. Among the finest build-

ings are the Royal Exchange, Post Office, Bank (formerly

the Parliament House), Trinity College, and St. Patrick’s

Cathedral.

Agriculture, Manufactures, and Finances. The land is

in the hands of comparatively few proprietors, and is very

closely cultivated. The usual cereals are produced in large

quantities, but breadstuffs and all kinds of provisions are

imported to an enormous extent, chiefly from the LTnited

States. There are few indigenous fruits, but most temperate

fruit is cultivated. The growing of hops constitutes a large

industry in Kent. Timber of excellent quality is abundant.

The minerals are valuable and varied. Coal abounds in the

northern counties
;

iron in Lancashire, Shropshire, and
elsewhere

;
tin in Cornwall and Devonshire

; copper in sev-

eral counties. There are also mines of freestone, marble,

rock salt, and clay. But it is to her manufactures that

England owes her commercial greatness. The six principal

articles of export and the amount of each sent out in 1880,

were : 1. Cotton manufactures, £75,564,056
;

2. Woolen
and worsted manufactures, £20,609,917 ; 3. Iron and steel,

£28,390,316 ; 4. Coal and fuel, £8,372,933 ; 5. Linen man-
ufactures, £7,047,361 ;

6. Machinery, £9,263,516. Total

imports (1880), £411,229,565 ;
total exports (including ex-

ports of colonial and foreign produce), £286,405,466 ;
net

revenue (1880-81), £84,041,288
;

gross expenditure, £83,-

107,294; total

public debt
(March 31,

1881), £709,-

708,527. The
revenue is de-

rived princi-

pally from ex-

cise, customs,

stamp, land,

and income

duties, in rel-

ative import-

ance as given.

The army cm-

bracesll3,190

men and 7,221

officers
;

the

volunteer mil-

itia system is

unexcelled;

navy, 243 ves-

sels, 58,800

officers and
men ; 68 iron-

clads carry
438 guns.

The mercantile shipping statistics show, as employed in for-

eign trade, 4,518 sailing vessels of 2,924,407 tonnage, and

2,293 steam vessels of 2,289,179 tonnage. The railway sys-

tem includes 17,696 miles of line, with receipts of nearly

£62,000,000. The telegraph is consolidated with the jmstal

system
;
miles of line, 5,735 ;

miles of wire, 117,100 ; num-
ber of post-olfices, 13,982, of which 5,269 were 02ien for tcl-

egrajfli business; number of letters carried, about 1,176

millions ; cards, 126 millions
;
newspapers, etc., 381 millions.

GREECE.

Modern Greece is a maritime country, in south-east Eu-

rope, having an area of 20,018 square miles, and a popula-

tion of 1,679,775. After the Turko-Russian war Greece

acquired from Turkey a portion of Thessaly and Epirus, an

area of about 5,000 square miles, with 388,000 inhabitants.

LONDON.
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The continental part of Greece is nearly divided by the

gulfs of Lepanto and Patras on the west, and ^Egina on the

east. Greece includes the Ionian Isles and the JEgean

archipelago. The surface is very mountainous, the coasts

elevated and irregular. The Constitution of 18C4 estab-

lished a Legislative Chamber of 187 deputies, elected for four

years by universal suffrage. King George I. was elected

in 1863. The principal exports are fruit, olive oil, and

raw products. Public debt, $86,264,800 ; exports, about

$15,000,000 per annum. Capital, Athens, population (1879),

84,992, including the Piraeus. There are only seven and a

half miles of railway, from Athens to the Piraeus
;
tele-

graph, 1,540 miles. The inhabitants mostly belong to

the Orthodox

Greek Church.

GUIANA.

Guiana lie.s

on the north-

ern coast of

South Amer
ica, east of

Venezuela,
bounded by

the Atlantic,

the Amazon,

and the Or-

inoco. The
western part

belongs to

England, the

eastern to

France, and
the center to

Holland. The
soil is very fer-

tile, and the

climate is hot

and unheal-

thy. There
are two wet

and two dry seasons, and thunder-storms are frequent

and violent. The total area is about 178,370 square miles,

being 560 miles long from east to west, and about 200

miles broad. The entire population is estimated at 286,-

000. Of these, 193,000 are in the British, 69,000 in the

Dutch, and 24,000 in the French colonies. The i)opula-

tion is of a diversified character, consisting of the aboriginal

Indians, the creole negro, the mixed race, the immigrants
from Madeira, from the East Indies, and from China, with

a sprinkling of Pluropeans, chiefly British, French, and
Dutch. The prevailing religion of these colonies is the

same as the countries they belong to. The Acaray Mount-
ains form the southera boundary, and have an average

height of 4,000 feet. The Essequibo is the j>rincipal river.

There are many picturesque cataracts. Georgetown, on the

Dcmerara River, is the capital of British Guiana
; Para-

maribo, that of Dutch Guiana
;
and Cayenne, on an island

near the coast, that of French Guiana. New Amsterdam is

a flourishing settlement in the Dutch colony. The principal

products are coffee, sugar, tobacco, timber, dye-stuffs, rum,

cloves, and nutmegs. The Victoria regia of Guiana is the

most beautiful specimen of the flora of the Western Hemi-
sphere. British Guiana has a governor, appointed by the

British Crown, while French and Dutch Guiana have no
special form of local government. The first settlement in

Guiana was formed by the Dutch in 1580
;
the greater part

since 1803, has belonged to Great Britain. The present

limits of Dutch Guiana were settled by the Congress of

Vienna. The first French settlement was made in 1604.

In 1809 the colony was captured by the English and Por-

tuguese, but
restored to

France at the

peace of 1815.

GUATE-
MALA.

Guatemala
is a republic of

Central Amer-

ica, bounded

on the north

by Y ucatan
and British
Honduras; on

the south by

the Pacific
Ocean; by
Honduras and

San Salvador

on the cast;
and by Mexico

on the west.

The country is

subject to

earthquakes,

and abounds

in active vol-

canoes. The surface presents great variety, mountains and

valleys, plains and table lands
;
and the separate levels

have different climate and temperature. Guatemala has

an area of 44,800 s(piare miles. The population in 1872

was 1,197,054, of which 360,608 were whites, and 830,146

Indians. Public itistruction is cared for by the govern-

ment. The Roman Catholic is the established religion,

but others are tolerated. The country is traversed by the

Andes near the Pacific shores, sending off ranges toward

the Atlantic with numerous peaks, some of which are

more than 13,000 feet in elevation. The Lacantum, foiin-

ing a part of the Mexican boundary, and the Montagna

and the Polochic, flowing into the Bay of Honduras, are

the chief rivers, but there are numerous short streams

which discharge into the Pacific. The most important

lakes are Dulce, Amatitlan, Atitlan, and Peten. 'I'lic

caj)ital. New Guatemala (population, 40,000;, is the chief
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town, being an inland city on a plateau 5,000 feet above the

sea. The houses are low, and the walls very thick, as a jirecau-

tion against earthquakes. Old Guatemala, the former capi-

tal, twelve miles from New Guatemala, was destroyed by an

earthquake in 1773. The soil is very fertile, but ill-cultivated.

Large flocks of sheep are reared in the northern parts of the

State. The chief products are cochineal, indigo, sugar,

hides, sarsaparilla, and mahogany. The republic was es-

tablished in 1839,

having previously,

for eighteen years,

formed a part of

the confederation of

Central America.

The President is

elected for four

yearSj and there are

two C hambers,
known as the Coun-

cil of State and the

House of Represen-

tatives.

HAYTI.

Ilayti is a repub-

lic of the West In-

dies, occupying the

west end of the isl-

and of which Santo

Domingo forms the

eastern or Spanisli

part. In climate

and products it is

similar to Cuba,
from which it is

separated on the
west by the Wind-

ward Passage (50

miles broad). ' The

soil is very fertile

and well-watered.

The area of the

whole island is 28,-

000 square miles,

being about 300

miles long from

east to west, and

about 140 broad.

The population is

about 550,000, nine-tenths of whom are negroes, the rest

chiefly mulattos. The language in use is French, and the

state religion Catholic. The island is mountainous in the

center, where Mount Cibao attains a height of 7,200 feet.

The salt lake Enriquillo is 20 miles long by 8 wide, and

abounds in caymans. The Artibonite is the principal

river, besides which the Yuma, the Yaeki, the Nisao, and

the Ozama deserve mentioii. Portau Prince is the capital

and chief sea-port of the republic of Hayti. Aux Cayes is a

sea-port in the south-western part of the island. St. Dom-
ingo (population, 15,000), on the southern coast, is the cap-

ital of the Dominican republic. It is fortified, and was

founded in 1504. The productions are coffee, logwood,

mahogany, tobacco, cotton, cocoa, wax, ginger, and sugar;

and mines of gold, silver, copper, tin, and iron, though not

worked now, are found in many places. Hayti was origin-

ally a Spanish possession, but it was afterward divided be-

tween Franco and

Sjiain. Until re-

cently the State of

Hayti was an em-

pire under a black

Emperor. Accord-

ing to the constitu-

tion of 1867, the leg-

islative power vests

in a National As-

sembly, divided

into two chambers,

respectively called

the Senate and

House of Commons.

The executive
power is in the

hands of a Presi-

dent, whose nomi-

nal term of office is

four years, but it is

generally cut short

b y insurrections.

The eastern portion

of the island, the

repuljUca Domin-

ica, formerly be-

longing to Spain, is

now a separate re-

public.

HONDURAS.

Honduras is one

of the five Central

American republics,

extending from the

Caribbean Sea to

the Pacific Ocean,

having Guatemala

on the north-west,

and Nicaragua on

the south-east. It is generally mountainous, being traversed

by the Cordilleras, and contains extensive forests. The soil

is fertile, and the climate, though very hot, is not unhealthy.

The area is about 47,068 square miles, including a portion

of the Mosquito territory. The inhabitants number 351, 700,

most of them wholly or partly of aboriginal blood. The

white inhabitants are chiefly of Spanish origin. The prin-

cipal rivers are the Chamelicon, Ulna, Aguan, and Cliolu-

teca; the last flowing into the Pacific, the others into the

DUBLIN, GRAFTON STREET.
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Caribbean Sea. Comayagua, in the interior, is the capital,

and Omoa and Truxillo are the chief sea-ports. The prod-

ucts are mahogany, maize, cotton, sugar, coffee, indigo,

tobacco, and other tropical products. Honduras also abounds

in mineral wealth. The country is governed by a i'resident,

a single Minister, and thirty-seven Representatives. The

republic was established in 1839, on the dissolution of the

Confederation of Central America.

INDIA.

India, Hindostan, or the East Indies, as the country is va-

riously called, is an extensive region, consisting of the cen-

tral of the three great peninsulas of Southern Asia. It is

bounded north-east by the Chinese empire
; east by Indo-

china and the Bay of Bengal ;
south and west by the In-

dian Ocean and Arabian Sea
;
north-west by Beloochistan

and Afghanis-

tan
;

area,

about 1,477,-

703 square
miles; popula-

tion, 253,833,-

083, including

the feudatory

or native
States. About

05,000 are of

English birth.

As to religion,

139,248,508 are

Hindoos, 40,-

8S2,537 Maho-

medans, 2,832,-

851 Buddhists

;

1,1 74,430
Sikhs, and
897,210 Chris-

tians.

Govern-
ment. The

government of

the territory formerly under the rule of the East India Com-
pany was vested in the British sovereign by an Act of 1858.

Queen Victoria assumed the title of Empress of India in

1877. The chief executive is a Viceroy or Governor-Gen

eral, appointed by the Crown, and acting under the Secre-

tary of State for India. Present Viceroy, Right Hon.

George F. S. Robinson, Earl De Grey and Ripon, aiipointed

in 1880. He is assisted by a council of five “ordinary,” and
one “ extraordinary,” members, the latter usually the com-

mander-in-chief of the forces. The Secretary for India is

aided by a Council of State of fifteen members. A suin-

inary of the Indian wars will be found under “Outlines

of History.”

Physical Features. On the north lies the great range

of the Himalaya Mountains ; immediately below is a wide

strip of lowland plain, while the rest of tiie peninsula is a

pi :toau, bordered on the coasts by the East and West

Ghauts—high hills. The Ganges flows from west to east,

and the Brahmapootra from north to south, through the

lowland plain, both emptying at the head of the Bay of

Bengal. Other important streams are the Indus and Xer-

budtla in the west
;
and in the east, the Godavery, Krishna,

and Hoogly.

Chief Cities. The three great commercial emiroriums

;
are Calcutta (population, 1881, 683,329), at the mouth of

I

the Hoogly ; Bombay (population, 753,000), on the west

coast, and Madras, on the south-east, or Coromandel coast

(population, 405,948). There are 41 other towns with a

population of over 50,000, the largest being Lucknow, Be-

nares, and Allahabad

Products, Trade, and Finances. The principal articles

of export are raw cotton, jute, rice, indigo, tea, hides, and

opium. The opium trade is a government monopoly, the

export being
almost wholly

to China, and

amounting to

nearly £7,000,

-

000 yearly.
The chief arti-

cle of import

is cotton goods.

Total exports

(1880-81), £71.-

963,240; total

imports, £50,-

278,995 (this

is exclusive of

the opium
trade)

;
public

debt (1880),

£151,503,803 ;

railroads, 9, -

325 miles ; tel-

egraph, 20,408

miles
;

army,

about 195,000

officers and
men, 125,000 being natives

;
there is also a native force of

190,000 men for police and frontier duty.

ITALY.

A kingdom of Southern Europe, consisting of a large pen-

insula, bounded north by Austria and Switzerlanil
;
west

by Prance and the Mediterranean
;
south by the IMedi-

terranean, and oast by the Ionian and Adriatic seas; and

including also the islands of Sicily, Sardinia, and Elt)a,

and many smaller
;
area, 114,408 S(]uarc miles

;
population

(1878), 28,209,630.

Constitution and Government. The present constitu-

tion is an expansion of that of 1848. The government is a

constitutional monarchy, with a senate of 270 members,

appointed for life, and a chamber of deputies of 508 mem-
bers, elected by universal suffrage. King Humbert ascended

the throne in 1878. The Roman Catholic is nominally the
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State religLon, but legislative acts have subordinated the

jiower of the church to civil aidhority, and secured perfect

religious freedom. Education is free and compulsory. The

kingdom is divided into 69 provinces. Tlie struggle which

resulted in tlie unification of Italy (in 1870) is outlined

elsewhere. San Marino alone retains an indeijendent form

of government.

Physical Features. The coast line of the mainland is

1,999 miles, of the islands 1,946 miles, having several large

bays and gulfs, as the Gulf of Genoa in the north, and of

Taranto in the “instep of the foot,” the whole peninsula

bearing a resemblance to a human leg or boot. The Alps

on the north form a natural barrier between Italy and

Prance, while the Appennines traverse the length of the

peninsula. There are three volcanic mountains, Vesu-

vius, (near

Naples), vEt-

na (Sicily),

and S t r o m-

boli (Lipari

Islands). At

the foot of

Vesuvius lie

the buried
cities of Her-

culaneum and

Pompeii. The

chief rivers

are t h e Po,

about 300
miles long,
with its nu-

merous tribu-

taries, the his-

torical Tiber,

the Adige,
and the Arno.

Nestled in

the Alps lie

the beautiful

lakes of Co-

mo ,
M a g -

giore, Iseo, and Garda.

Principal Cities. The capital, Rome (population, 303,-

383), the most famous of ancient cities, for nearly eighteen

centuries the residence of the bishops and popes of the Ro-

man Church, is situated on both sides of the Tiber, fifteen

miles from the mouth, on its seven- storied hills. It is re-

plete with objects of interest to the antiquarian, the archae-

ologist, the classicist, and the artist. St. Peter’s, the largest

cathedral in the world, is 600 feet in length, and 453 feet

from the pavement to the cross on the dome. Adjoining it

on the north, stands the great Vatican palace, the residence

of the pontiffs since the return from Avignon in 1377.

Space forbids us to enumerfite the magnificent palaces,

libraries, and museums, the glorious churches and cathe-

drals, the renowned monuments of antiquity, with which

the “eternal city” is thronged.

Naples (population, 450,804), is the largest city of Italy,

and is beautifully situated on the Bay of Naples, usually

called the finest bay of the world. Other important cities

are Florence, with its splendid cathedral
;
Venice, the city

of canals
;
Milan, Turin, Leghorn, Genoa, Parma, Padua,

Bologna, Ravenna, and Palermo, in Sicily.

Products and Finances. Agriculture is the principal

Italian interest, though the manufactures of silk, cotton,

straw, and woolen goods are important. Fruits abound,

and are of exquisite flavor. The supply of sea and fresh-

water fish is large ;
sardines and anchovies are exported

in large quantities. The chief exports are olive oil, wine,

fruit, raw and thrown silk, hemp, straw hats, cattle, mar-

ble, zinc, iron and copper ores, and sulphur. Total ex-

ports (1880), £45,291,567 ;
total imports, £49,025,776 ;

pub-

lic revenue
(1881), £54,-

107,543 ;
ex-

penditure,
£53,403,601 ;

public debt,

£508,500,000;

standing
a rm y ,

736,-

502; navy, 66

vessels, 339
guns; rail-

way, 5,191

miles
;
tele-

graph, 14,391

miles.

JAMAICA.

Jamaica is

the largest
and most
valuable of

the British
West India
Islands, hav-

ing an area of

4,256 square

miles, and a population of 560,000. It was discovered by

Columbus in 1494, and named St. Jago. In 1670 it was

formally ceded to Great Britain by the treaty of Madrid.

Excellent harbors exist, and more than seventy streams flow

from the central mountains. Sugar, rum, tobacco, and

fruit are the exports, amounting in 1879 to £1,357,571.

The capital, chief port, and largest town is Kingston (pop-

ulation about 35,000). The governor is assisted by a jirivy

council of eight, and a legislative council of sixteen mem-

bers.

JAPAN.
Japan is an extensive empire, consisting of several large

and about 3,800 small islands, situated- at the eastern ex-

tremity of Asia in the North Pacific Ocean. It is bounded

on the north by the Sea of Okhotsk, on the east and south by

the Pacific Ocean, and on the north-west by the Strait of

VESUVIUS AND THE BAY OF NAPLES.
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Corea, the Sea of Japan, and the Gulf of Tartary. The

principal of the islands are Hondo, Shikoku, and Kiushiu.

The large island of Jesso or Yesso is immediately north of

Hondo. The most important of the smaller islands are

Sado, Tsoussima, Amadsi, Yki, Yaksima, Oosima, Tane-

gasima, with the groups of Okisima, Gohissima, and Kosi-

kisima. The general aspect of these islands is rugged and

irregular. Volcanoes and earthquakes occur frequently.

The climate is intensely cold in the north, and very genial in

the south. The total area of Japan is 140,568 square miles.

The popidation in 1876 was 34,338,404. The people are a

mixed race, sprung from Chinese, Malay, and the aborigi-

nal Aino stock. They are divided into three classes—nobles,

gentry, and common people. The state religion is Buddhism,

and education is very general. The capital, Yeddo or

Tokio, is situated on the island of Hondo
;
has a popula-

tion of 594,283, and covers about 100 square miles of ground.

The buildings are chiefly

of wood in Japan, and

only one or two stories

high. Kioto and Ozaka

are important towns on

the same island. Yoko-

hama, Matsumea and

Hakodati are the chief

towns of Yesso, and Na-

gasaki that of Kiushiu.

Yeddo is the capital.

The soil is productive,

teeming with ever
variety of agricultural

produce. Gold and sil-

ver mining is prosecuted

on a small scale, and

there is a fair supply

of coal. Forest trees,

flowers, and fruits
abound. In manufac-

tures the Japanese are

very skillful, and silk, cotton, porcelain, paper, and lac-

quered ware are largely exported. The empire is ruled

by a mikado, aided by a great council, and without a leg-

islative body. The first account of Japan was given by

Marco Polo in the thirteenth century. The Portuguese

about 1542 began to trade with Japan, and in 1600 were

succeeded by the Dutch, and later by the English. In the

reign of .James I. all ports were closed against Europeans,

but in 1854 a treaty was concluded by which they were

reopened.

JAVA.
Java, an island of the Indian Archipelago, and the

chief seat of the Dutch power in the East, is separated from

Sumatra by the Straits of Sunda. Area (including Madura),

51,336 square miles
;

population in 1878, 19,067,829, of

which 27,000 are Europeans, 190,000 Chinese, 27,000 Arabs,

and the rest natives. The professed Beligion is Moham-
medanism. The island was conquered by the Dutch in

1596. In 1811 it was seized by England, but surrendered

in 1814. The soil is of wonderful richness. Chief exports

are rice, sugar, coffee, indigo, tobacco, teak timber, and

spices, and they amount to about $45,000,000 yearly. Sla-

very was abolished in 1860, by a law passed in 1856. Two
lines of railroad exist of about 240 miles, owned by the gov-

ernment. The governor-general has almost absolute power,

a council of five members acting as a coui-t of advice.

LIBERIA.

An independent negro republic of west Africa, occupying

that part of North Guinea between the San Pedro and the

Yong, 500 miles on the coast and 100 miles inland. This

tract has been purchased, improved, and colonized by the

American Colonization Society. The population is about

1,000,000, of which about 20,000 arc American immigrants or

their descendants, the rest aborigines. Capital, Monrovia
(population about 14,000). The climate is dangerous to

Europeans. Chief ex-

ports, coffee, c o tt o n

,

ivory, hides, gold dust,

and indigo. The gov-

ernment is m o d e 1 e d

after that of the United

States.

LUXEMBURG.
A Grand Duchy in the

south-ea.st of Belgium ;

area, 1,592 square miles;

p o p u 1 a t i o n, 1 98,000,

mostly Walloons. Lux-

emburg is connected

with the Netherlands, as

regards the sovereign,

but has a constitution

and administration of its

own, and is, by the treaty

of London, of May, 1867,

a neutral country, under

the protection of the great European powers. The surface

is generally level, and the chief products are corn, hemp,

flax, hops, and wine. Capital, Luxemburg.

MADAGASCAR.
This, the largest African island, is separated from the oast

coast by the Mozambique Channel. Its area is 228,570

square miles, twice that of the British Isles, and its popula-

tion is about 3, COO, COO. The natives were formerly cruel

and hostile, but some progress has been made under the

present Christian queen, Ranaralona. The government is

an absolute monarchy. Tropical products and fruits are

exported to a small extent. Capital, Antananarino (j>opu-

lation 80,000).
MAURITIUS.

An island in the Indian Ocean, 600 miles east of Mada-

gascar, and a colony of Great Britain
;
area, 700 square

miles
;
population, 320,000, two-thirds Indian coolies. The

surface is mostly rugged. The main products are coffee.

SHOPS IN YEDDO.
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cotton, indigo, sugar, and cloves. The chief towns arc St.

Louis, the capital, and Grande Porte. The island was dis-

covered by the Portuguese in 1505, colonizc<l by the Dutch

in 1598, but soon abandoned. The French formed an estab-

lishment in 1044, and the English came into jiossession in

1810.

MEXICO.
Mexico is a republic of North America on the southern

boundary of the United States, and is chiefly included be-

tween the Gulf of Mexico and the Pacific Ocean. It com-

prises 27 States, one territory, and the federal district,

making in all 29 political divisions. It includes three dif-

ferent regions ; on the coast, the hot lands; upon the upper

terraces, the temperate lands, from 4,000 to 8,000 feet above

the sea
;
and in the mountain regions, the cold lands. The

soil of Mexico is fertile, but in some portions there is great

want of water. There are two seasons—the dry, from June

to November, and the rainy, from November to June. The

greater portion of the territory is so elevated that the climate

is temperate. The south western shores are frequently vis-

ited by furious hurricanes.

Area and Population. The area is estimated to embrace

a territory of 741,598 square miles. Its extreme length

from north-west to south-east is 2,000 miles, its extreme

breadth about 800 miles. According to an enumeration

made by the Government in 1877 the population was

calculated to be 9,389,461. It is composed of Indians,

descendants of the Spaniards, and mixed races. The na-

tional language is Spanish, and the Catholic religion pre-

dominates, though all are equally protected. Education is

being rapidly extended, there being 4,000 public schools.

Mountains, Lakes, and Rivers. The principal chain is

i the Sierra Madre, which divides into three main branches.

Among the loftiest peaks are Istarchihuatl (white lady),

I 15,700 feet, the Pico del Trayle, 15,250 feet ;
and the Coffre

de Perote, 13,400 feet. Earthquakes occur on the coasts of

the Pacific and in the environs of the capital. The great

volcano of Popocatapetl (smoking mountain) is 17,880 ft.

high. Orizara, another volcano, is 17,374 ft. high. The

principal rivers are the Rio Grande, separating Mexico from

I

Texas ;
the Colorado ;

and the Rio Grande de Santiago.

Chief Towns. Mexico, the capital, has a population of

236,500 souls. It is situated in a valley 7,450 feet above

the sea, and surrounded by lofty mountains. It was founded

in 1325, and is the oldest city in America of which we have

any account. The other cities of Mexico containing from

50,000 to 100,000 inhabitants are Guadalajara, Puebla,

Guanajuato, Merida, Xacatecas, and Queretaro. Vera Cruz

lies on the gulf coast, and is a walled town.

Products and Industry. The country is rich in agricul-

ture and mineral wealth, vast table-lands producing almost

every variety of grain and vegetables, while in the warmer

regions oranges and other tropical fruits grow profusely.

ColTee and cotton are largely cultivated, and the northern

states arc full of vast herds of cattle and sheep. The for-

merly valuable silver mines of Mexico, neglected for a long

time, were partly reopened in 1864. There are about 7,000

miles of telegraph, and 1,070 miles of railway.

Government and History. By the terms of the present

constitution, dating from 1857, Mexico is a federative re-

public. A President is elected for four years, a Senate of

56 members chosen for six years, and a House of Deputies

of 331 members lor two years. The Chief Justice of the

Supreme Court, elected lor six years, is ex-officio vice-presi-

dent of the republic. Each state has its local constitution,

with elective governors and legislatures. The earliest in-

habitants were the Toltecs, superseded by the Aztecs, who in

1519 were conquered by the Spaniards. After a long struggle

with Spain, Mexico was declared independent in 1822. In

1847 it was obliged to yield a large part of valuable terri-

tory to the United States, after an unsuccessful war. Max-

imilian, an Austrian prince, became Emperor in 1864, but

was shot by Juarez in 1867.

MONTENEGRO.
The small principality of Montenegro is situated on the

west frontier of European Turkey, south of Herzegovina,

having an area of 1710 square miles, and a population of

245,380, the great majority orthodox Slavs. Independence

has been claimed from time immemorial and has recently

been admitted by Turkey. The surface is very rugged, and

agriculture is the chief occupation. Capital, Cetigne (pop-

ulation 1,400). Prince Nicholas was proclaimed King in

1860.
MOROCCO.

The largest of the Barbary States lies in north-west Africa,

and is bounded north by the Mediterranean, west by the

Atlantic, and cast and south by the Great Desert. The area

is about 260,000 square miles, and the population is estima-

ted at from five to seven millions, two thirds being Moors,

and the rest Bedouin Arabs, Jews, and Negroes. The em-

peror or sultan has absolute power. Agriculture is neglected,

though the soil is fertile. Wool, hides, almonds, carpets,

oil, and ostrich feathers are the chief exports. There are

three capitals, Fez (population 89,000), Morocco (population

50,000), and Mequinez (population 56,000).

NATAL.
The British possession of Natal lies on the south-east coast

of Africa about 800 miles from the Cape of Good Hope.

The Drankensberg Mountains separate it from the Cape

Colony and Orange Free State. It has a sea coast of

200 miles, an area of 18,750 square miles, and a popula-

tion (1879) of 301,537, about 25,000 whites included. The

name Natal was given because of its discovery by Vasco de

Gama on Christmas Day. The governor is assisted by a

legislative and executive council. Natal became a separate

colony in 1856. The fertile coast region produces all tropi-

cal vegetation, the midland is suited to European cereals,

and the uplands form a fine grazing country. Chief exports

are wool, sugar, coffee, ivory, hides, and ostrich feathers.

Capital, Pietermaritzburg (population 10,144).

NETHERLANDS.
This maritime kingdom of west central Europe, situate

on the North Sea, consists of eleven provinces, and has an
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area of 12,080 square miles, and a population (1880) of4.000.

578. Of these the majority belong to the Dutch Re-

formed Church. The king ^Villein III. succeeded in 1849

to the throne) is also sovereign of the Grand-Duchy of Lux-

emburg, with 999 square miles and 299,520 inhabitants.

The surface is flat and low, intersected by numerous canals

and streams. The Rhine, Maas, Yssel, and Scheldt arc the

principal rivers. The Hague is the political, and Amster-

dam the commercial, capital
;
the former has 117,856 and

the latter 326,190 inhabitants. Diamond cutting employs

about 1,000 hands in Amsterdam. The chief exports are

refined sugar, flax, cheese, butter, cattle, sheep, madder,

and gin; total exports (1881) £48,500,000; public debt (1881)

£83,072,418. There is an army of 65,000 men and a navy

of 122 vessels. There are 1,390 miles of railway, partly

managed by the state, and 2,190 miles of telegraph. The

present constitution was adopted in 1848 and vests the legis-

lative power in a States-General, with 39 members in the

upper and 86 in the lower house. Property qualifications

NEWFOUNDLAND.
This island is the only British possession in North Amer-

ica not included in the Dominion of Canada. It lies on

the north-east side of the Gulf of Lawrence, has an area of

49,200 square miles, and a population of about 105,000. Lab-

rador, on the mainland, is a dependency. The chief indus-

try is fishing. The government is at i^rcsent by a responsi-

ble Executive Council, a Legislative Council, named by the

Crown, and an Assembly of 31 members. Capital, St.

JoHx’s (population, 22,533), a fine sea-jDort town.

NICARAGUA.
Nicaragua, one of the five republics of Central America,

has Honduras on the north and Costa Rica on the south,

with an area of 58,000 square miles, and a population of

about 300,000, half of whom are Indians. It is in large

part covered with great forests furnishing the finest mahog-

any, rosewood, and dyewoods. The republic was founded

in 1858. There is a President, responsible Ministers, a Sen-

ate of ten, and a House of eleven members. Internal dissen-

sions are common. Besides valuable woods the principal

exports are coffee, gum, and gold and silver bullion. The
commerce is small. The capital, Managua, on the lake of

the same name, has about 8,000 inhabitants.

ORANGE FREE STATE.
A South African Republic of Dutch Boers, on the head

streams of the Orange River, surrounded by Natal and the

Transvaal. Area, 42,470 square miles
;
population, about

50.000, of whom half are white. Diamonds, garnets, and

other precious stones are found. Capital, Bloemfontein

(population, 1,250).

PARAGUAY.
A small inland country of South America, bounded north

by Bolivia and Brazil, and separated from Brazil and the

Argentine Confederation on the east, west, and south by

the forks of the Parana and Paraguay Rivers
; area, 91,980

square miles
;
population, 293,844. Paraguay is a republic
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in form, but is practically under the control of Brazil.

Sugar, rum, tobacco, indigo, “mate” or Paraguay tea, cof-

fee, etc., are raised. There is scarcely any export trade.

The country is hopelessly insolvent and subject to con.stant

political quarrels. Capital, Ascuncton (population, about

15,000). A new Constitution was adopted in 1870, mod-
eled closely after that of the Argentine Confederation.

PATAGONIA.
Patagonia is the most southern country of South America,

having the Atlantic and Pacific on the cast and west, and
lying south of the Argentine Confederation and Chili

;
area,

about 350,000 square miles
;
population, estimated at 4,000,

mostly Indians, who are steadily decreasing. The surface

has been little explored, but is mostly sterile and uninviting.

There is a station at the mouth of the Rio Negro with about

2,000 inhabitants, including many Spaniards and other

Europeans.

PERSIA.
Persia, called by the natives Iran, is the most important

country of Asia west of India. It is bounded by Asiatic

Turkey on the west, the Caspian Sea and Tuukestan on the

north, Afghanistan and Beloochistan on the east, and south-

west by the Persian Gulf. The area is about 036,000 square

miles, and tlie population is vai-iously estimated at from five

to eight millions, including nomadic tribes. In the north

and west are the great mountain chains of the Caucasus, and
further south those of Armenia and Kurdistan. The prov-

inces on the Caspian Sea are of great fertility, but the cen-

tral and eastern regions form a vast and irreclaimable salt

desert. There are many rivers, but none navigable. The
country produces most valuable vegetable productions, in-

cluding wheat and other cereals, rice, sugar, tobacco, cot-

ton, and opium. The wines are celebrated. The most im-

portant manufacture is of silk. Carpets, shawls, brocade,

and embroidery are also exported. There is no public debt,

the revenue being greater than the expenditure. The Shah
is an absolute monarch and may appoint his successor.

The vast majority of the inhabitants are Mohammedans, but

there are many Armenians, Parsees. Nestorians, and Jews.

Capital, Teheran (population, 85,000).

PERU.
Peru, one of the oldest Spanish colonies in Ameilca, whose

conquest is \'ividly described by Prescott, the American his-

torian, is a republic of South America, having on the north,

Ecuador
; on the east, Brazil

;
south, Bolivia

;
and west, the

Pacific
; area, 503,300 square miles

;
population (1870',

3,050,000,

of which 57 per cent, are aboriginal Indians, 23
per cent. “Cholos and Zambos,” and 20 per cent. Euro-
peans and descendants of Spaniards, negroes, and Chinese.

The country is traversed from north to south by the Andes,
and the table-lands of the Sierra are the highest in the

world (22,000 feet). Lake Titicaca is 115 miles long and 30

broad. The chief rivers are theMaranon, Hualga (700 miles

long), the Ucayali, the Purus, and the Rio Negro.

History and Government. Peru was invaded by Pizarro

in 1513, and he found the subjects of the Incas far advanced

G07
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beyond other American natives in architecture, government,

and general civilization. Peruvian independence was

achieved in 1831.' The present Constitution dates from

1867, and is modeled on that of the United States. The
state religion is the Roman Catholic. In 1879 broke out

the disastrous war with Chili, in which Peru sustained a

crushing defeat.

Products and Finances. The chief exports are guano,

nitrate of soda, sheep, sugar, silver, and cinchona (quinine).

Tlie ancient silver mines are still worked with profit. The
public debt in 1876 was about $315,000. To-day the amount
is enormous but unestimated. There are 1,030 miles of

railway and 1,374 miles of telegraph.

Chief Towns. Capital, Lima (population, about 100,000).

Other important places are Callao, the chief sea-port, Are-

quipa, Cuzco, and Huamanga. Lima has been wholly or

jiartly destroyed by earthquakes half a dozen times, the

most dreadful being that of 1697.

PORTUGAL.
Tliis, the most westerly kingdom of Europe, forms the

western part ^f the Spanish peninsula, bounded north and

east by Spain, south and west by the Atlantic. The coast

line is 500 miles long and the average breadth about 100

miles. The area is 34,595 square miles, and the population

(1878), 4,348,551. There are six provinces, and the king-

dom also owns the Azores Islands (area, 966 square miles ;

pojnilation, 364,353), and Madeira, and Porto Santo (area, 317

square miles
;
population, 133,333). - The government is a

constitutional monarchy, hereditary in both the male and
female lines. The Peers, 100 in number', are named for life

by tlie sovereign. The Second Chamber, of 149 members, is

elected under a property qualification. The Roman Catho-

lic is the state religion, but other creeds are tolerated.

The interior of the country is mountainous, the loftiest

chain being the Serra de Estrella. Between the many
mountain ranges lie beautiful and fertile valleys. The
largest rivers are the Minho, the Douro, part of the north

boundary, and the Tagus, all rising in Spain. Every spe-

cies of European and many semi-tropical vegetables and
fruits grow abundantly. The chief exports are wine, oil,

fruit, and salt
;
total exports (1880), $30,520,000 ;

imports,

.$34,046,000 ;
public debt, $387,659,575; railways, 750 miles;

telegraph, 2,300 miles; post-offices, 616.

The capital, Lisbon, at the mouth of the Tagus, has a pop-

ulation of 203,681 ; Oporto, famous for the shipment of

port wine, lies at the mouth of the Douro (popidation,

108,346). Other important places are Braga, Coimbra, and
Elvas.

ROUMANIA,
The kingdom of Roumania consists of the Moldo-'Walla-

chian provinces formerly belonging to Turkey, but recognized

as independent, with the Dobrudseha territory annexed, by

tlie Berlin Treaty of 1878, and recognized as a Kingdom in

1881. Area, 49,263 square miles
;

population, 5,376,000,

mostly members of the Greek Church. Wallachia, the

largest province, has a fine soil, but is subject to fearful

droughts. Stock-raising is the most important industry.

Moldavia produces large quantities of grains, fruit and wine.

The chief exports are wheat, barley, cattle and wine. Cap-

ital, Bucharest (population, 221,805).

ROUMELIA, EASTERN.
This is another creation of the Berlin Congress. It is

bounded by the Black Sea on the east, and extends south

and west from Cape Leityn to the Rhodope mountains, and
thence north to the Rilo Dagh. Area, 13,663 square miles;

population, 815,951. The general character of the country

is similar to Roumania. Capital, Philippopolis (population,

in 1880, 34,053).

RUSSIA.
The Russian empire comprises an immense territory, in-

cluding a considerable portion of the north and the whole of

the north-eastern and eastern part of Europe, and the whole

of northern and a part of central Asia, extending from the

Baltic on the west to the Pacific on the east ; area, 8,138,541

square miles
;
population, 83,330,264, of which 56,000,000

are Russians and the rest Poles, Lithuanians, Pins, Tartars,

Basehkires, Jews, Germans, and Turks.

Government. This is an absolute hereditary monarchy.

The executive power centers in the “Private Council of the

Emperor,” aided by four great boards, or councils :—the

Council of the Empire, the Directing Senate, the Holy Synod,

and the Council of Ministers. Alexander III. ascended the

throne March, 1881, but has not yet (September, 1882) been

crowned. The established religion is the Russo-Greek church,

to which 60,000,000 of the people belong. There are 98 gov-

ernments, or provinces, 81 in Europe and 17 in Asia, and

14 military general governors. Russia in Asia consists of

Central Asia and Siberia
;
Russia in Europe comprises Po-

land, Finland, Cis-Caueasia, Trans-Caucasia, and Russia

Proper, which is subdivided into Great Russia, Little Russia,

East, South, and West Russia, and the Baltic provinces.

Physical Features. Russia in Europe consists of an im-

mense plain, without a single mountain. The principal

rivers are, the Volga, Ural, Dneiper, Dniester, Don, Dwina,

Dima, and Neva. The Volga is the largest river in Europe,

empties into the Caspian, and is navigable almost to its

source. In Siberia the surface is mountainous, rising in

many places far above the level of perpetual snow. Of the

rivers, the Ob, Yenisei, Lena, and Amur, are all larger than

the Volga, and have many important branches. A great

part of Russian territory is totally unfit for cultivation, con-

sisting of frozen wastes, sandy deserts, and dense forests.

The woodland occupies about 500,000,000 acres. The Ural

Mountains divide Europe from Asia, and contain great min-

eral wealth. The Gulf of Finland, the White Sea, and the

Sea of Azof lie entirely within Russian territory, and the

coast of Russia in Europe skirts the Arctic Ocean, the Gulf

of Bothnia, and the Baltic, Black, and Caspian Seas.

Chief Cities. The capital, St. Petersburg (population,

670,000), lies on the Neva river, where it enters the Gulf of

Finland. About 150 bridges span the Neva. The Winter

Palace, built in 1837, is probably the most magnificent pal-

ace in the world. The city contains nearly 200 churches ;

the church of the Metropolitan, or cathedral, is richly
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adorned, and surmounted by a dome and cross reaching to

the height of 345 feet. Among the finest buildings are the

Academy of Sciences, the University, the Imperial Library,

and the National Museum. Moscow (population, 620,000)

is almost exactly at the center of the country, and from it

converges the whole railway system. It derives its name

from the river Moskwa, on which it lies, 400 miles south-

east of St. Petersburg. From the ruins of Moscow, burned

by the citizens, the French set out upon their disastrous

retreat of 1812. Within the walls of the Kremlin are many

fine public buildings, including the University (having

1,500 students), and the Public Museum and Library (150,000

volumes). There are 15 other cities of over 50,000 inhabit-

ants, the largest being Warsaw, Odessa, Kicheneff, Riga,

KieS, Tiflis, and KharkofE, all having over 100,000

population.

Products, Trade, and Finances. The most fertile

region is that between the Baltic and Black Seas. The

chief exports are grain, timber, hides, flax, tallow, wool,

linseed, and hempseed. W'heat, barley, oats, buckwheat,

millet, and rye, are cultivated, the last being the staple food.

Potatoes and tobacco are grown on a small scale. Silver,

gold, iron, of fine quality, {datinum, copper, salt, and marble,

are found in the Ural and Altai mountains. The principal

manufactures are in tanning, fur-dressing, weaving, etc.

Total exports (1880), £83,693,000 ;
imports, £79,090,000 ;

expenditure, £93,820,500 ; income, £87,109,000 ;
public

debt, £416,283,500; army, 974,771 men ; navy, 389 vessels,

561 guns
;
railways, 16,715 miles ;

telegraph, 42,595 miles;

post offices, 3,678. The issue of irredeemable paper money

is about £170,000,000, and it is depreciated about 30 per

cent.

SANDWICH ISLANDS.

This group of the North Pacific consists of thirteen

islands (five uninhabited), lying in latitude 19°-22° N., and

longitude 154°-160° W.
;

population about 58,000. The

largest islands are Hawaii, Papu, and Kauai. They are all

mountainous and of volcanic origin. In 1810 they were

placed under British protection, but are now independent.

The islands were discovered in 1778 by Capt. Cook, who lost

his life at Hawaii. Considerable trade is carried on with

whaling and other vessels.

SAN SALVADOR,

The smallest of the Central American republics, is

bounded north and north-east by Honduras, north-west by

Guatemala, east by Nicaragua, and south by the Pacific
;

area, 9,594 square miles
;
population 434,500, mostly abo-

rigines and of mixed race. The government consists of a

president, five ministers, and a Congress of twelve senators

and twenty-four deputies. The Roman Catholic religion is

recognized, but others protected. The surface is covered

with lofty mountains of volcanic origin. Indigo, maize,

sugar, coffee, tobacco, and cotton are successfully cultivated.

The capital, San Salvador (population about 16,000), has

twice been destroyed by earthquakes.

SANTO DOMINGO.
This West Indian republic forms the largest part of the

island of Hayti (which see), but is politically distinct from

the republic of that name. Area, 20,591 square miles
;
]iop-

ulation about 250,000. The capital, Santo Domingo, has

15, 000 inhabitants. The government consists of a president,

council of four ministers, senate of nine members, and lower

house of fifteen members. The Roman Catholic is the es-

tablished religion. Exports, chiefly tobacco and sugar,

amount to $1,500,000 a year. The physical features of the

country are described under Hayti.

SERVIA.
Servia is a kingdom of eastern Europe, separated from

Hungary by the Danube. It received large accessions of ter-

ritory after the Turko-llussian war of 1878, and now has an

area of 18,787 square miles, and a population of 1,670,000,

nearly all orthodox Greeks. It is governed by a hereditary

prince, and an elected parliament or “ Skuptschina.” In-

dependence from Turkey was solemnly declared by Prince

Milan II., in 1878. In March, 1882, Prince Milan accepted

the royal title of King Milan I.

The country is mountainous, and the inhabitants warlike

and brave. The valleys are fertile, but not thoroughly cul-

tivated. Lumber, cattle (especially hogs), and grain are the

chief exports
;
public debt (1881) about £4,000,000. The

capital, Belgrade, has a population of 27,675.

SIAM.

The kingdom of Siam lies in the heart of the peninsula,

between India and China, in south-eastern Asia. The lim-

its have varied greatly and cannot be exactly defined. The

area is between 250,000 and 300,000 square miles, and the

population has been roughly estimated at about 16,000,000

of which nearly half are Siamese, and a majority of the

rest Chinese, Malays, and Laotians. Siam is divided into

forty-one provinces, each with a chief. The monarchy is

partly hereditary, but the king may name his successor

from among his own family. There are really two kings
;

one civil, the other military. The natives are practically

serfs. The foreign commerce centers at the capital, Bang-
kok (population 255,000) ;

rice is the staple export ;
sugar,

gum, hides, dye-woods, and timber are also exported. There

are several ports of little importance on the Gulf of Siam.

SPAIN.

A kingdom of south-western Europe, bounded by the

Atlantic, the Mediterranean, Portugal, and France. Area,

193,171 square miles
;
population (1877), 333,293, the vast

majority being natives.

Government and Constitution. The present constitution

was proclaimed in 1876. The government is a constitu-

tional monarchy, the legislative power vesting in a Cortes, of

which the Senate includes members of the royal family,

grandees, and certain officials, 100 life members named by

the crown, and 132 elected members ; and the Congress is

composed of elected members, one to every 50,000 of the

population. Alfonso XII. ascended the throne in 1874.
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There are forty-nine provinces, subdivisions of the fourteen

ancient provinces : New Castile, Old Castile, La Mancha,

Leon, Asturias, Galicia, Andalusia, Estremadura, Murcia,

Valencia, Aragon, Catalonia, Basque Provinces, and the

Canary and Balearic Isles. The Roman Catholic is the state

religion.

Physical Features. The coast line is 1,370 miles in

length. No country in Europe, except Switzerland, has

such an extent of mountainous surface. On the north the

Pyrenees divide Spain from Franee, and four other ranges

traverse the peninsula from east to west : the Sierra Gau-

darama, the mountains of Toledo, the Sierra Morena, and

the Sierra Nevada. The interior consists of lofty table-

lands. In the valleys flow the Douro, the Tagus, the Gua-

dalquivir, the Guadianha, the Minho, the Ebro, and other

streams. There are altogether 230 rivers.

Chief Towns. The capital, Madrid (population 397,960),

a walled city, noted for the beauty of its architecture, stands

on a high table-land, 300 miles from the sea, lying on a

small affluent of the Tagus. Other important towns are

Seville (population 133,938) on the Guadalquivir, Cadiz

(population 72,000), a southern sea-port
;
Barcelona, Gra-

nada, Malaga, Murcia, Valencia, Valladolid, and Saragossa.

Trade and Finances. The country is generally fertile,

and, besides the cereals, produces olives, oranges, dates,

lemons, pomegranates, and other tropical fruit. The vine is

everywhere cultivated. In Xeres and the south-west fine

sherry is made ; in the south-east, Malaga and Alicante.

The chief exports are wine, silk, iron, quicksilver, fruit,

olive oil, wool, cork, and salt. Iron, copper, and lead

abound. Manufactures are neglected. Total exports (1880),

$100,980,000 ; imports, $88,660,000 ; revenue, $163,347,097 ;

expenditure, $156,529,840 ; standing army, 90,000 ;
navy,

139 ships, 552 guns
;
miles of railway, 4,023 ;

of telegraphs,

8,190 ;
post-offices, 2,358.

SUMATRA.
This large island of the Indian Archipelago lies im-

mediately under the equator, south-west of the Malay

peninsula, being 1,500 miles long and 250 miles broad;

area, 160,000 square miles; population, 3,500,000, mostly

Malay Mohammedans. There are lour Dutch colonial

establishments, the first settlement dating from 1649. The

British held the island from 1795 to 1815, restored all but

Beneoolen in 1815, and gave that up in 1824. The climate is

warm and moist, and the soil yields large crops of rice, coffee,

pepper, tobacco, and cotton. Tigers, elephants, rhinoceroses,

apes, crocodiles, and pythons abound. The chief towns are

Aeheen, Beneoolen, Padang, and Palembang.

SWEDEN AND NORWAY.
The kingdoms of Norway and Sweden, now united under

one sovereign, form an extensive peninsula, bounded by

Russia on the north-east, and surrounded on the other sides

by the Atlantic on the west, the. Skager Rack and Categat

on the south, and on the west the Baltic sea and the gulf of

Bothnia. Area of Sweden (1878), 170,297 square miles ;

population, 4,531,863. Area of Norway, 122,823 square

miles; population, 1,806,900. The union of the two took

place in 1814, each maintaining a separate code of laws,

constitution, and legislative assembly. The present king,

Oscar II., ascended the throne in 1872.

Sweden comprises the eastern half of the peninsula, and

is divided into twenty-four governments or “Vor Lan,”

The country is for the most part flat, rising in the north-

west into the Kiolen range, which forms the boundary of

Norway. Agriculture is the principal occupation, but

valuable iron, copper, and other mines exist. Timber,

cattle, iron, copper, and butter are the chief exports
;
total

exports (1880), £12,500,000; imports, £16,000,000; public

debt, £12,792,537; miles of railway, 3,528, of which 1,203

belong to the state ; miles of telegraph lines, 6,787 ; stand-

ing army, 41,280 men; navy, 42 vessels. Capital, Stock-

holm, a port on an inlet of the Baltic (population, 169,249).

The Lutheran is the established church, but all sects are

tolerated.

Norway, occupying the west side of the peninsula, is

divided into twenty provinces or amts. It has a deeply

indented coast line, and a mountainous surface, of which

one-fourth is forest land, and not more than a thirtieth

cultivated. Fishing is the chief industry ;
cod, herring,

salmon, fur, and timber being the principal exports. Agri-

culture is somewhat neglected. Total exports, about £5,-

000,000; total imports about £9,000,000; public debt (1881),

£5,8.34,000; miles of railway, 828; miles of telegraph lines,

5,315, mostly belonging to the state ;
army (including

reserves), 40,000 men; navy, thirty steamers, ninety sailing

vessels, mostly small. Capital, Christiania, on an inlet of

the Skager Rack (population, 119,407).

SWITZERLAND.
Switzerland, the oldest of existing republics, lies in cen-

tral Europe, bounded west by France, south by Italy and

France, east by Austria, and north by Germany ;
area,

15,908 square miles; population (1880), 2,831,887, of whom
2,030,792 speak German, 608,007 French, and 161,293

Italian; about three-fifths are Protestants and two-fifths

Catholics.

Government. There are twenty-two cantons, each of

wnieh sends two members to the Standerath or Upper House

;

the Nationalrath, or Lower House, has 135 members elected

by the people, one for every 20,000. The two houses elect

the “Federal Council” of seven members to serve three

years, two being designated to act as President and Vice-

President for one year. Manhood suffrage prevails. The

present constitution was approved in 1874.

Physical Features. This is the most mountainous

country of Europe. The Alps lie not only along the southern
j

and eastern frontiers, but throughout the chief part of the
|

interior. Among the highest and most famous peaks are

Mt. Blanc (15,781 feet high), Monte Rosa and the Matter-

horn, nearly as high, and the Jungfrau (13,671 feet). Prom

the Alps the most wonderful glaciers of the world roll down

to fill some of the finest rivers, among others, the Rhone,

the Rhine, the Ticino, the Aar, and the Reuss. The lakes

are numerous and beautiful. The principal are those of
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Geneva, Constance, Zurich, Lucerne, and Neufchatel.

The scenery embracing these remarkable lakes, rivers,

waterfalls, and mountains, draws yearly a throng of sight-

seers from distant lands.

Cities. Berne, the political capital, lies near the Aar,

and is a beautiful fortified town of 80,000 inhabitants.

Geneva, on the lake of that name (pop. 75,000) is even more

attractive. It is the center of a trade in watches, musical

boxes, and jewelry. Other important places are Fribourg,

Lausanne, Neufchatel (noted for its cheese), and Zurich.

Finances and Commerce. Switzerland is in the main an

agricultural country, but with highly developed manu-

factures. There is an excess of food imports over ex-

ports. The chief manufactures are of watches (5 0,000 a

year), jewelry, embroidery, silk, cotton goods, and hand

carvings.
The aggre-

gate debt of

the cantons

is about £8,-

000,000; fed-

eral revenue

(1881), £1,-

620,660 ; ex-

penditure,
£ 1, 638, 200 ;

army, on a

war footing,

215,000 men

;

miles of rail-

way, 1,478

(the great Mt.

Cenis tunnel

was opened
in 1872);
miles of tele-

graph lines,

4,924, over
nine- tenths

owned by the

state. CONSTANTINOPLE.

TRANSVAAL.

A South African republic, lying between the Vaal and
Limpopo or Crocodile rivers; area, 114,360 square miles;

population about 300,000, of whom 25,000 are white. The
colony was founded by Dutch Boers, dissatisfied with the

Cape Colony and Natal government. The Cape government
recognized the independence of the Boers, but in 1877 at-

tempted to annex it. The Boers resisted manfully, and
drove back the British troops. The English poured more
troops into the Transvaal, but before further fighting took

place acknowledged the political independence of the

Boers under a merely formal admission of the sovereignty

of Great Britain over the soil. Cattle raising is the great

occupation. Gold, copper, lead, iron, and coal are found.

The chief towns are Potchefstroom and Pretoria.

TRIPOLI.

This is the most easterly of the Barbary States in Africa,

and is a province or vilayet of the Turkish empire; area,

344,400 square miles; population about 1,200,000, including

Fezzan and Barca. There are no rivers, and rain seldom falls.

Principal articles of export are cattle, iron, oil, ostrich

feathers, wool, and esparto grass. Capital, Tripoli (pop.

25,000) ;
Bengazi, the second city, has about 22,000 inhabi-

tants.

TUNIS.

This country lies in North Africa, on the Mediterranean,

east of Algeria; area, 45,716 square miles; pojmlation about

1,500,000. Tunis is theoretically a dependency of the Otto-

man Empire, but since the action of the French in 1881 is

practically

subject to the

p ow e r of

France, em-

bodied in a

Resident.
The capital,

Tunis, is a

large, pros-

perous city

(population,

125,000), with

considera b 1 e

manufactures

of silk and

woolen stuffs,

shawls, f c z

caps, carpets,

and p e r

-

fumes. North

of Tunis is

the site of

Carthage.

TURKISH
. EMPIRE.
The Otto-

man Empire embraces, besides the dependencies of Egypt,

Tripoli and Tunis, already described, and the island of

Crete, the two great divisions of Turkey in Europe and

Turkey in Asia.

Government and Constitution. Until 1876 the Sultan

was an absolute though not an hereditary monarch, the sov-

ereignty devolving on the senior male descendant of 0th-

man, the founder of the empire. A new constitution was

granted in 1876, providing two legislative bodies, a Senate

nominated by the Sultan, and a Chamber of Deputies elected

by ballot every four years, one for every 100,000 inhabitants.

Mohammedanism is the state religion, Abdul-Hamid II.

ascended the throne in 1876.

Finances. Turkey is practically bankrupt. The debt

(1880) was $1,289,565,000; the expenditures were over $125,-

000,000, and the receipts about $63,000,000. The exports
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are about $100,000,000, and the imports $110,000,000 yearly,

thus leaving an adverse balance every way. An army of

350,000 men is maintained in time of peace; navy, 156 ves-

sels, 1600 guns; railways, 900 miles; telegraph, 17,950

miles. The whole empire is divided into vilayets or prov-

inces, for collection of taxes and government.

TURKEY IN EUROPE.

Area and Population. As limited by the concessions

consequent on the disastrous war with Russia, of 1878, Tur-

key in Europe is bounded north by Bulgaria, Servia, and

Montenegro ; east by the Black Sea ;
south by Greece and the

Archipelago ;
west by the Adriatic, and the Straits of Ot-

ranto; area (exclusive of Bulgaria, Eastern Roumelia, and

Bosnia), about 80,000 square miles; population, 5,275,000.

Physical Features. A great part of the surface is cov-

ered with mountains of

moderate elevation, the

Carpathians forming
paft of tlie northern

limits. Rivers are nu-

merous, but of little im-

portance, uidess we in-

elude the Danube,
forming the northern

boundary of Bulgaria.

The soil is for the

most part fertile, but is

not thoroughly culti-

vated.

Products. Maize,
rice, cotton, bailey, and

millet are cultivated; in

Albania are found the

orange, citron, vine,

peach, and plum
;
and in

the valley of theMaritza

roses are grown in abun-

dance, from which ottar

of roses is distilled. Cot-

ton and silk are manu-

factured. Iron in large

quantities, copper, galena, sulphur, alum, and salt are

found.

Chief Cities. Constantinople, the capital of the em-

pire, is beautifully situated on the west side of the Bospho-

rus. Its harbor, the Golden Horn, is an inlet five miles long,

on the north side of the city. Within its limits are inclu-

ded Stamboul, Galata, and on the east side of the Bosphorus,

Scutari. The population is about 1,075,000, including

suburbs and floating population. Constantinople has been

four times devastated by fire, and many times besieged,

but only twice captured—in 1204, a. n.,by the Crusaders,

and in 1453 by the Turks, who then overthrew the Eastern

Roman Empire. It occupies the site of ancient Byzantium.

Other important towns are Adrianople on the Fundja

(population, 150,000), formerly the seat of empire, and

Salonica (population, 75,000), the chief commercial town,

situated on the gulf of the same name on the JEgeaxi, 270

miles from Constantinople.

TURKEY IN ASIA.

The larger division of the Turkish Empire, is bounded

north by the Black Sea and the Sea of Marmora; east by

Persia and Trans-Caucasia ;
south by Arabia and the Gulf

I

of Aden, and west by the Archipelago, the Mediterranean,

the Isthmus of Suez, and the Red Sea. It includes Asia

Minor, Syria, Palestine, part of Armenia, Kurdistan, Meso-

potamia, and that part of Arabia bordering on the Red Sea

;

area, 729,981 square miles; population, about 15,000,000, of

which at least 13,000,000 are Mohammedans. The HUgean

islands of Rhodes, Samos, Lemnos, Mitylene, Scio, and

others are included in the kingdom. A range of mountains

skirts the entire coast, and the Taurus chain stretches from

west to east
;
the Tigris

and Euphrates are the

largest rivers. In such

an extent of territory the

productions are varied,

including nearly all tem-

perate and semi-tropical

grains and fruits. There

are few manufactures.

The most famous cities

are Smyrna (population,

170.000)

,
a great trading

port on the HUgean,

famous for its raisins

and wine, Aleppo (pop-

ulation, 12,000), another

commercial center,
Damascus (population,

150.000)

,
probably the

oldest city in the world,

iSlECCA, the birthplace of

Mahomet, and place of

pilgrimage for the faith-

ful, and Jerusalem
(population, 18,000),

with its precious his-

torical and Biblical associations.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

The great Republic of the western world comprises the

central portion of the continent of North America, l\ing

between latitude 24 ° 30 ' and 49 ° north
;
and longitude 66

50' and 124° 45' west; and also the territory of Alaska,

purchased from Russia in 1867, separated from the main

country by British Columbia. The United States are bounded

north by the Dominion of Canada ;
east by New Brunswick

and the Atlantic ;southbythe Gulf and Republic of Mexico,

and west by the Pacific. The greatest lengtli from the At-

lantic to the Pacific is 2,800 miles; the greatest breadth

from north to south about 1,200 miles; total area, 3,602,990

square miles; population, 1880, 50,155.783. The colored

population amounted to 6,577,151 ;
the Indians to 255,938 ;
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and the Chinese to 105,717, of which 75,122 were in Cali-

fornia. There are thirty-eight States and ten territories,

wliich ma}' be grouped as follows : 1. North Atlantic, or New

England States—Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massa-

chusetts, Rhode Island. 2. Middle Atlantic States—New

York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, and

District of Columbia. 3. South Atlantic States Aiiginia,

North and South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida. 4. North

Central States—Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, and

Michigan. 5. South Central States—West Virginia, Ken-

tucky, Tennessee, Alabama, and Mississippi. 6. West Central

States—Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, Arkansas, and Louisiana.

Physical Features. The coast line of the Atlantic mea-

sures 2,350 miles ;
that of the Gulf of Mexico 1,556 miles ;

of the Pacific 1,810 miles, and of the Great Lakes 3,450

miles. The surface may be divided into two nearly equal

parts the low eastern half and the high western half. The

first is fertile and well watered. The Appalachian mountain

system, of which the Alleghany, Cumberland, Blue, and

White ranges are the largest branches, stretches in a north-

east to south-west direction from Maine to Alabama. Mount

Washington in the White Mountains attains the height of

6,428 feet. Mount Guyot in North Carolina is a little higher.

East of the range many rivers flow to the indented Atlantic

NEW YORK CITY.

7. Western or Highland States and Territories, including
;

—1. States of the Plain—Dakota Territory, Nebraska, Kan-

sas, Indian Territory and Texas. 2. Rocky Mountain States

—Montana Territory, Wyoming Territory, Colorado and

New Mexico Territory. 3. Basin States—Idaho Territory,

Nevada, Utah Territory, and Arizona Territory. 5. Pacific

States—Alaska Territory, Washington Territory, Oregon,

and California.

Constitution and Government. The text of the consti-

tution and full information as to the various departments of

government will be found elsewhere. A detailed and care-

fully prepared summary of noteworthy historical events is

given in “ Outlines of Ilistoiy.”

coast, as the Penobscot, the Kennebec, the Connecticut, the

Hudson, the Delaware, the Susquehanna, the Potomac, and

the James. The southern portion of this section is drained

into the Gulf by the Chattahoochee, the Appalachicola, the

Tombigbee, and other streams. To the north lie the Great

Lakes, covering 114,000 square miles, and between Ontario

and Erie lie the Niagara Falls, one of the world’s wonders.

West of the Alleghanies stretches out the great central plain

drained by the Mississippi and its tributaries, the most ex-

tensive system of navigated rivers in the world, having a

drainage basin of 1,350,000 square miles. The IMissouri,

miscalled a branch of the Mississippi, is in reality the main

stream, and from its source to the Gulf is 4,300 miles, navig-
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able for nearly 3,000 miles
;
the chief branches on the east are

the Ohio, and its great tributaries the Tennessee, Kentucky,
Cumberland, and Wabash

;
on the west the Red, Arkansas,

Kansas, and Platte. The great wheat, cotton, and tobacco

plains of this region extend into the great prairies of the far

West.

Turning now to the western and highland half, we find

the vast, gently undulating plain of Dakota, Nebraska, In-

dian Territory, and Texas sloping slowly toward the Gulf of

Mexico, drained in the north by the Missouri and its branches,

and in the soutli by the Trinity, Brazos, Colorado, and
Rio Grande, the last forming the Mexican boundary. Ttiese

of the California Basin lies at the foot of the Nevadas,
drained by the Sacramento and Joaquin Rivers.

Chief Cities. The capitals a^nd jjrincipal cities of the sev-

eral States are given elsewhere. Twenty cities have a pop-
lation of over 100,000 and thirty-five have more than 50,000.

New York, the metropolis (population, 1880, 1,206,577) is

admirably situated for purposes of commerce, standing at

the head of a deep, safe, and beautiful bay, and having the

Hudson and East Rivers on either side. Within a radius of

twenty miles from the City Hall the population exceeds

2,500,000. Manhattan Island proper has an area of 22 square
miles. Twenty-seven steam ferries, twenty converging rail-

CUTCAGO

great plains are w'alled in on the west by the Rocky Moun-
tains, extending from north-east to south -west across the

whole country, culminating in Colorado in Mount Lincoln,

14,300 feet high. West of the Rockies is found another

great plain or table-land, varied by small ranges, and contain-

ing what is known as the Great Basin, in the center of which
is Great Salt Lake, and others having no outlets. In this

section rise the Snake, Columbia, Grand, and Colorado, the

great rivers of the far West. Between this extensive plateau,

which is in great part unfit for cultivation, and the Pacific

lie the Cascade and Sierra Nevada ranges, the highest jieak

being Mount Whitney, 14,900 feet. The small rich lowland

ways, ana numerous steam-boat lines connect the metropolis

with its suburbs. The most important of the public parks are

the Battery, commanding a fine view of the Bay ; the City

Hall Park, containing the city and county offices, and the

immense granite Post-office ;
and the Central Park, a beau-

tiful public pleasure ground, two and a half miles long and

half a mile broad. Among the principal buildings we may

note the Post-office, the City Hall, the County Court-House,

Trinity Church, the Western Union Telegraph building, the

Equity Insurance building, the 7>jJw.we^ office, Astor Li-

brary, Lennox Library, Art Gallery, and the Metropolitan

Museum in Central Park, near which stands the obelisk
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SAN FRANCISCO.

numerous church edifices, Brooklyn is sometimes called the
“ City of Churches.” Not far behind in population is Chi-
cago, the commercial center of the West (population 503,304).

The marvelous growth of this city is unparalleled in history;

and the wonderful energy witl* which the ravages of the
great fire of 1871 were repaired illustrates the vigor and bus-
iness energy of the people. Philadelphia (population, 1880,

847,170), the second city in population, is the first in manu-
factures and the greatest coal-depot in the country. Its

historic associations made it a most fitting place for the
great Centennial exhibition of 1876. Boston, the capital of

Massachusetts (population, 369,832), may be called the liter-

ary center of the country, and is the third commercial city.

St, Louis (population 350,522) stands fifth in point of pop-

Orleans (population 216,090), the metropolis of the south-

west, is second only in commercial importance to New York.

It is situated below the sea level and in a swampy soil, the

climate being very dangerous to strangers in the hot months.

New Orleans was originally a French city, and retains to

this day many of the characteristic featuies of European

towns. Among the other cities, the most important are :

Washington, the seat of general government (population

147,293), with its expensive public buildings and regular net-

work of avenues and streets converging at the capltol
;

Baltimore (population 332,330), sometimes called the

“Monumental City,” from the fine public monuments which

adorn it, the most noticeable being that of Washington, 200

feet high ;
Pittsburg (population 156,389), the center of
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brought from Egypt. Though preeminently a commercial

city. New York surpasses every other in the total value of

its manufactures.

Across the East River, and connected by the Brooklyn

bridge, lies Brooklyn, the third city of the United States

(population, 1880, 566,689). The gigantic suspension bridge,

now (1882) nearly completed, is the largest in the world^

The central span is 1595 feet in length, and the total length

is about 6,000 feet. The two massive piers by which it is

supported are 268 feet in height. The total cost of the

bridge will be nearly $15,000,000. Prospect Parkis the great

pleasure ground of the city, and near by is Greenwood Cem-
etery, noted for its natural and artificial beauties. Prom its

Illation, and is the center of the immense river traffic of the

Mississippi.

San Francisco, the only great city of the Pacific coast,

has a population of 233,959. It lies on a narrow strip of land

between the ocean and San Francisco bay. From the inlet

which unites the two it gains its name of “ The City of the

Golden Gate.” In 1848, the site was occupied by a struggl-

ing village called Serba Buena, of less than 500 inhabitants.

Among the finest buildings are the United States branch
mint, the Custom House, and the Palace Hotel, said to be

the finest in the world. The Chinese quarter is built with

narrow crooked streets and contains a Chinese theater, opium
dens, gambling houses, and joss-houses or temples. New
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the great iron and coal interests of Pennsylvania and Cin-

cinnati (population 255,809), the great pork market of the

United States.

Religion and Education. The Constitution guarantees

perfect equality to all creeds and religions. About twenty-

five different sects exist, the largest being the Methodist, the

Baptist, the Presbyterian, the Roman Catholic, the Congre-

gational, and the Protestant Episcopal. Education is

general. The proportion of illiterate persons is very small

as compared with that of other countries. Education is

compulsory and free. The largest and best universities are

not supported by the States. Harvard, at Cambridge
;
Yale,

at New Haven; Columbia, in New York City, and the Uni-

versity of Michigan may be named as among the best.

Products, Commerce, and Finances. The natural and

artificial productions of the United States have been so ex-

tensively discussed under the various articles on agriculture,

mining, manufactures, and commerce and transportation,

that further mention here is unnecessary. The total exports

in 1881 amounted to $902,377,346; imports, $642,664,628;

revenue, mainly derived from imports and internal revenue

duties (1880), $333,526,610; total expenditure, $267,642,

957; net public debt (1881), $1,778,285,340; the separate

debts of the States amount to about $600,000,000; standing

army, 25,000; navy, 113 ships (many in process of repair or

construction), 11,115 men, 900 officers; miles of railway, 86,-

497; telegraph lines, 107,103 miles; miles of wire, 309,279;

number of post-offices, 44,512; letters carried (1880), 1,053,

252,876; postal cards, 324,556,440.

URUGUAY.

A small republic of South America, bounded north and

east by Brazil, south by the mouth of the Plata, and south

and southwest by the Argentine Confederation; area, 72,151

square miles; population, 455,000, more than half foreign-

ers. Formerly a Brazilian province, Uruguay declared its

independence in 1828 and adopted a constitution modeled

on that of the United States. It is divided into East and

West Uruguay by the river of the same name, of which the

Rio Negro is the chief branch. The most striking feature

is the vast extent of pampas or grassy plains, supporting

great herds of cattle, horses, and sheep. Gold is found in

paying quantities. The capital is Monte Video (popula-

tion, 91,167).

VENEZUELA.

» A South American republic, bounded north by the Carib-

bean, east by the Atlantic and British Guiana, south by

Brazil, and west by Colombia
;
area, 439,119 square miles;

population, 1,784,197. The coast line is nearly 2,000 miles

long, and the interior is mountainous
; the coast is intensely

hot and unhealthy, while the elevated regions are temper-

ate. There are about 1,000 streams, the Orinoco (1,800 miles

long, draining 400,000 square miles, and having 50 mouths),

and the Rio Negro being the largest. All kinds of tropical

produce is abundant. Earthquakes are frequent. Capi-

tal, Caracas (population, 48,897). The Confederation con-

sists of twenty States, besides the federal district, each

having an Executive and I.,egislature and sending delegates

to a general Congress. The prevailing religion is the

Roman Catholic, but all are tolerated. Education is gratu-

itous and compulsory. From 1819 to 1830 Venezuela

formed part of Colombia. The chief exports are coffee and

cocoa; total exports about $11,500,000; total imports, $15,-

000,000; miles of railway, seventy.

ZANZIBAR.

This kingdom, off the eastern coast of Africa, includes the

islands of Zanzibar and Pemba and several small isles. The

main island contains about 400,000 acres, and the population

is about 150,000, composed of Arab proprietors, negro

slaves, free blacks, and about 6,000 Indians. Independence

was obtained in 1862. The chief ruler is called a Sultan.

The soil is wonderfully fertile, and produces rice, sugar-

cane, cocoa-nuts, oranges, and other tropical fruits. The

chief exports are ivory, gum-copal, India rubber, and cocoa-

oil ; they amount to about £500,000. The export of slaves

has never wholly ceased. Capital, Zanzibar (population,

80,000). There are other important towns on the coast, from

which caravans are sent into the interior to collect ivory.
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Distribution of Christians throughouttheWorld,
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Gomp arative Showing of Religions
IN THE

UNITED STATES.
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Protestant Methodists.

1 1 1,855 Cumberland Presbyterians,

99,607 Evangelical Association.

90,000 Dunhards.

67,643 Friends.

Reformed Church,

in America.

74.195 Metli. Epis., Colored.

1

40,000

[

Anti-Mission Baptists.

( I

Church of God, 20,224

Unitarian Congregational, 17,960

Moravian, i6,tT2

Free Methodists, r 2,t 20

Reformed Episcopal. 10,469

O Rel'd Presbyterian, 6,020

ROMAN CATHOLIC,

6,174,202
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Roumania,

Turkey, 42,600000

Great Britain and Ireland.

io5,ooo4joo

Austria -Hungary,
I o5,080,000

Italy,

107,920.000

Spain,

1 16.440.000

Germany,
1 20.700.000

Russia,

227,200,000

\l^

India,

240.000.000

France,

289,680,000

United States,

459,479,50s

Florida, - - 422

Louisiana. - 6,034

Massachusetts, 15,768

240 Rhode, Island.

_ 4,674 W yoming.

6,402 Dist. Columbiai.

Nevada. _ . 69,298 b

New Hamp.shire, - 169,316 D

Vermont, - — 337,257 0

Idaho. - _ . 540,589 Q

- 706.641

1,169,199 []

1.269,730

r.529,657 Q
1.921,322 I I

2.830,289

0 38.742 Connecticut.

D 136,427 Arizona,

B 218,890 Mississippi.

Cl 469,688 Montana.

Q 665,714 Maine.

962,358 South Carolina.

1 I 1,175,272 Delaware.

I I 1.425,014 Colorado.

t.90l,739 Hew Jersey,

2,567,760 Texas.

North Carolina. 3.397,393

West Virginia, 4,001 71

1

Virginia, 7,82 2,5o4

Maryland, 8.004.864

Nebraska. 3,847,007

3 >i 59,77I Georgia.

7.33*.353 Tennessee,

7.480,00c Oregon.

1 1.356,1 13 Kentucky.

J 1.587,766 New'York.

Kansas, 17,324.141

Pennsylvania, 19,462.405
'

Wisconsin, 24,884,689

Missouri, a4.966.627

California, 29.017.707

Iowa, 31,154.205

Minnesota, 34.601,030

Michigan, 35.532.543

Ohio, - 46.014,869

Indiana. 47.284.858

Illinois, Sl.Tlo.ooo





PIG IRON.
In tons of 2,000 lbs., produced in the United States in the year l88i. From the statistics of the

American Iron and Steel Association.

North Carolina, ,800

Washington, Tjaoo IZ]

Vermont. 2,796
| [

Texasr 3,000

Walnek 4,400

CaTITonila ,. 4,4 14 I

Oregon, 6,100

ColoTsdo,
I
6,396

Inchana.

"Minnessta.,

7.300

7442

Georgia*

37.404

Virginia,

83

-

7-17

Alabama,

98,081

hlarylanci,

48,756

West Virginia,

66,409

New Jersey,

171.672

ri <2,

c i4
. ^ “W
'*4

jnclifgani

487,043

I ^ M B'

Pennsylvania.

2.X90,7S6

World’s Production of Pig Iron in 1879.

TONS OF 2,

2

40 LBS.

Great Britain, 5,995 337,

United State's- 2.741.8.13

Germany,. 2,161,192

Oliloi

7io.Si6

France, i .344 769

Belgium. 493,544

Austrl.T-Hungary. 469:21

Russia, 409,633

Sweden, 333.496
j I

Other Countries. 118.300
jj

e
1



^The World’s Yearly Production of Cotton and Tobacco.-^*

States not named, - 26

Washington, - 8

Oregon, - ,43

Florida, - 90

South Carolina,,1169

Louisiana, 25,3

MebrasRa, -loi

Minnesota, > 1 63

California, - S4

Michigan, 170

Vermont, - 84

New HampsTifre, - 88

New Jerse/, - -i 52

Kansas, - - 333

Texas, - - -685

Georgia, • - 971

Mississippi, - - 1.471

Iowa,- - - .692

Alabama, • 2,197

Arkansas, 2,064

W'est Virginia. 4,071

Illinois, 5,612

Indiana, - 1 1,953

Wisconsin, 8,810

Tennessee, 41.532

Ohio, 34.626

Pennsylvania, - 27,866

Tiirginia, - - 140,791

344

S66

170

235

574

429

872

493

1,564

1.941

1.133

5/5

323

233

281

00?

206

470

364

701

742

1.204

707

1.340

568

9,000

6.930

7.322

21,182

45,678

52,954

57.979

69.922

73.317

83,969

131.432

170,843

172,315

191,669

221,283

228,590

414.663

420,477

482,426

970,220

2,296,146

,935.82s

8.S72..S42

10,608,423

29.3(33,022

34,732.232

36.943,272

79,988,865

Kentucky. . . 226,1^0 7S6 17 1,1Mu' S4

North Carolina* - 57,208 471

Maryland, - 3«.i/4 6 St3

26,986,213

26,082.147

Connecticut, - 8,666 1.620

Missouri. i5,52 I 774

,14.044.652

I2.oi5.6S7

New York, 4,937 1.312

Massachusetts,

6.481,431

3.3S8 1.S99 5,369.43^



>-The World’s Yearly Production of the Precious Metals.-^
(IN DOLLARS.)

United States, -

All other countries,

GOLD.

33,379.663

- 67,376,643

SILVER.

41,110,957

40,225,088

TOTAL BULLION.

74,490,620

107,601,731

Note.—The total bullion yield of United
States in ^1882 was 79,300.000. The census

report for 1880 is used for comparison, no

Total, world,. - 100,756,306 81,336,045 182,092,351
later foreign estimates being obtainable.

Alabama, -

GOLD.

1,301 -

SILVER.

Tennessee, - 1,998
-

Alaska, 5,951 - 5i

Virginia, - 9,32

1

- -

Maine, 2,999 - - - 7,200

South Carolina 13,040 56

Wyoming,- 17-321 - -

^Michigan,

New Hampshire, 10,999

New Mexico, - 49,354

Argentine Republic, 78,546

British Columbia, 910,804

Oregon, - 1,097,701

Japan, - - 460,548

Idaho, - 1,479,653

Africa. - - 1,993,800

»23,858

16,000

392.337

420,225

27.793

916,400

464,550

Nevada, 4,888,242 12,4306^

California, 17,150,941 i,i5o!s87

Colorado, - 2,699,898 16,549,274

Mexico, - - 989,161 25,167,763

Russia, - - 26,584.000 415,676

1

Australia, - 29,018,223

Other Countries 1,993,800 3,117,570

Germany, - - 205,361 6.938.073

Utah, - 291,587 - 4.743.087

Colombia, - 4.000,000 - 1 ,000,000

Montana, 1,805,767 - - 2,905,068

Dakota, 3,305,843 - 70,813

Austria, - 1,062,031 - - 2,002,727

Arizoori, 21 1,965 - - - 2,325,825

Sweden, - >,994 2,435

Georgia, U. S.. 81,029 332

I taly , 72.37S - 17.949

North Carolina, 118,953 140

Wasliington, 135,800 - - - 1,019

Norway,- - - 166,270

(

I

I

!
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POLITICAL AND STATISTICAL RECORD OF STATES AND TERRITORIES.

States and Tekritoribs. Capitals.
Area in

sq. miles.
Mean

An-

nual

Tem-

perature.

Date

of

Settlement.

Date

of

Admission

to

the

Union.

Electoral

I

Vote. Represent-
atives.

Governor’s

Miles

of

Railroad

in

1880.

^Number of
persons

10 years of
age and up-
ward who

cannot read.
Salary. Term.

Montgomery 52,2.50 06° 1711 1819 10 8 $3,000 2 years. 2,086 349,771

Little“Rock' 5.3,8.50 63 1085 1836 6 4 3,500 591 111,799

Sacramento 158,360 55 1769 1850 6 4 6,000 3
“

2,828 24,877
Denver 103,925 48 1876 3 1 3,000 2 “

684 6,297

Hartford 4,990 50 1633 1788t 6 4 2,000 2 “
906 19,680

Dover 2,050 53 1627 1787t 3 1 2,000 4 “
222 19, .356

Tallahassee 58,680 69 1565 1845 4 2 3,500 4 “
454 66,238

Atlanta 59,475 58 1733 1788t 11 9 3,000 2 “
2,616 418,.55.3

Springfield 56,050 50 1720 1818 21 19 6,000 4 “
9,.383 86,368

Indianapolis 36,350 51 1690 1816 15 13 5.000 4 “
5,069 76,634

Des Moines 56,025 49 18.3,3 1846 11 9 4,000 2
“

2,852 24,115

Topeka 82.080 51 1850 1861 5 .3 3,000 2 “
1,844 16,369

Frankfort 40,400 56 1775 1792 12 10 5,000 4 “
1,906 249,,567

Baton Rouge 48,720 69 1699 1812 8 6 4,000 4
“

1,231 257,181

Augusta 33,040 45 1625 1820 7 5 2,000 1,059 13,486

Annapolis 12,210 54 1634 1788t 8 6 4,500 4 “
1,072 114,100

Boston 8.315 48 1620 1788t 13 11 4,000 1
“

2,128 74,935
Lansing 58,915 47 1670 1837 11 9 1,000 2 “

3,607 34,61.3

St. Paul as, .365 42 1846 1858 5 3 3,800 2 “
4,025 12,747

Jackson 46,810 04 1716 1817 8 6 4,000 4 “
1,420 291,718

Jefferson City . 69,415 55 1764 1821 15 13 5,000 4
“

3,875 146,771

Lincoln 76,855 49 1854 1867 3 1 2,500 2 “
2,782 2,365

Carson City 110,700 50 1861 1864 3 1 6,000 4
“

322 727
9,305 46 1623 1788t 5 3 1,000 2 “

876 7,618

Trenton 7.815 53 1624 1787t 9 7 5,000 3
“

1,687 37,057
49,170 48 1614 1788t 35 33 10,000 3

“
5,975 163,501

52,250 59 1663 17’89t 10 8 3,000 4 “
1,469 339,789

Columbus 41,060 53 1788 1802 22 20 4,000 2 “
7,046 92,720

Salem 96,0.30 53 1811 1859 3 1 1,500 4 “
588 2,609

45.215 54 1082 1787+ 29 27 10,000 3 “
6,081 131,728

Rhode Island Providence & Newport 1,2.50 48 16,36 1790+ 4 2 1,000 1
“

153 15,416

30, .570 62 1670 1788+ 7 5 3, .500 2 “
1,221 265,892

Nashville 42,050 58 1757 1796 12 10 4,000 2
“

1,476 290„549

Austin 265,780 67 16'>0 1845 8 6 4,000 2 “
3,219 189,423

Montpelier 9,565 43 1725 1791 5 3 1,000 836 15,185

Richmond 42,4.50 57 1607 1788+ 11 9 5,000 4
“

2,028 390,913

Wheeling 24,780 52 1862 5 3 2,700 4
“

295 48,802

MadisonT 56,040 45 1669 1848 10 8 5,000 2 “
5,034 35,031

Sitka 577..390 46

Prescott 11.3,020 69 1,590 i 2,600 4
“

384 2,690

149,100 47 1859 2,600 4
“

209 1,219

70 55 22,845

Boise City 81.800 52 1842 2,600 4
“

3,293
64.690 60
146,080 43 1852 2,000 4

“
667

122,580 51 1537 2,000 4
“

064 48.836

Utah Salt Lake Cily 84,970 52 1847 2,600 4 “ 815 2,515

69,180 .
51 1845 2,600 4 “

274 1,018

Wyoming Cheyenne 97,890 41 1867 2,600 4 “
468

United States Washington, D. C 3,690,530 309 293 §93,069 4,528,084

* The thirteen oricrinal States, t Date of adoption of the Constitution. J The Territories of Arizona, Dakota, Idaho, Montana, New Mexico
Utah, Washington, and Wyoming have each one Deiegate. t Census of 1870. § Fractions of a miie are not given for each State, but are inciuded

in the total.



618 CENSUS OF THE UNITED STATES.

popUL]|TIOpI OF TpE UpIlTED gTiJTE^

^AT EACH CENSUS.^

NOTE.— The narrow column under each cetisus year shows the order of the States and Territories when arranged according

to magnitude of Population.

States and Territories. 1880. 1870. 1860. 1850. 1840. 1830. 1820. 1810. 1800. 1790.

Total 50,1.55,783 38,558,371 31,44.3,321 23,191,876 *17,069,453 712,866,020 9,633,822 7,239,881 5,308,483 3,929,214

Alabama 17 1,262,505 16 996,992 13 964,201 12 771,623 12 590,756 15 309,527 19 127,901
Arizona 44 40,440 |46 9,658
Arkansas 25 802,525 26 484,471 25 435,450 26 209,897 25 97,574 28 30,388 26 14,255
California 24 864,694 24 560,247 26 379,994 29 92,597
Colorado 35 194,327 41 39,864 38 34,277

Connecticut 28 622,700 25 537,454 24 460,147 21 370,792 20 309,978 16 297,675 14 275,148 9 261,942 8 251,002 8 237,946
Dakota 40 135,177 45 14,181 42 4,8;37

Delaware :38 146,’608 35 125,015 32 112,216 30 91,5.32 26 78,085 24 76,748 22 72,749 19 72,647 17 64,273 16 59,096
Dist. of Columbia 36 177,624 34 131,706 35 75,080 33 51,687 28 43,712 25 39,834 25 33,039 22 24,023 19 14,093
Florida 34 209,493 33 187,748 31 140,424 31 87,445 27 54,477 26 34,730

Georgia 13 1,542,180 12 1,184,109 11 1,057,286 9 .906,185 9 691,392 10 516,823 11 340,985 11 252,433 12 162,686 13 82,548
Idaho 46 32,610 44 14,999

Illinois 4 3,077,871 4 2,5.39,891 4 1,711,951 11 851,470 14 476,183 20 157,445 24 55,162 24 12,282
Indiana 6 1,978,301 6 1,680,637 6 1,350,428 988,416 10 685,866 13 343;031 18 147,178 21 24;520 21 5,641
Iowa 10 1,624,615 11 1,194,020 20 674,913 27 192,214 29 43,112

Kansas 20 996,096 29 264,399 33 107,206
Kentucky 8 1,648,690 8 1,321,011 9 1,1.55,684 8 982,405 6 779,828 6 687,9i7 6 564,135 7 406,511 9 220,955 14 73,677
Louisiana 22 939,946 726,915 17 708,002 18 517,762 19 552,411 19 215,739 17 152,923 18 76,556
Maine ... 27 648,936 23 626,915 22 628,279 16 583,169 13 .501,793 12 399A55 12 298,269 14 228,705 14 151,71!) 11 96, .540
Maryland .

.

23 934,943 20 780,894 19 687,049 17 583,034 15 470,019 11 447,040 10 407,350 8 380,546 7 341,548 6 319,728

Massachusetts 7 1,783,085 7 1,457,351 7 1,231,066 6 994,514 8 7.37,699 8 610,408 7 523,159 5 472,040 5 422,845 4 378,787
Michigan 9 1,036,937 13 1,181,0.59 16 749,113 20 097,6.54 £i 212,267 27 31.639 27 8,765 |25 4,762
Minnesota 26 780,773 28 439,706 30 172,023 36 6,077
Mississippi 18 1,131,597 18 827,922 14 791,305 15 606,526 in 37.5 6.51 OO 136 621 21 75,448 40,352 20 8,850
Missouri I 5 2,168,380 5 1,721,295, 8 1,182,012 13 682,044 16 383,702 21 iioiiss 23 66,557 23 20,845

Montana 45 39,159 4.3 20,595
Nebraska 30 452,402 36 122,993 39 28,841
Nevada 43 62,266 40 42,491 41 6.857
New Hampshire 31 346,991 31 318,300 27 326,073 22 317,9761 22 284,574 18 269,.3^ 15 244,022 16 214,460 11 183,858 10 141.885
New Jersey 19 1,131,116 17 906,096 21 672,035 19 489,555 18 373,306 14 320,823 13 277,426 12 245,562 10 211,149 9 184,139

New Mexico 41 119,565 37 91,874 34 93,516 32 61,547
New York 1 5,082,871 1 4,382,759 1 3,880,735 1 3,097,394 1 2,428,921 1 1,918,668 1 1,372,111 2 959,049 3 589,051 5 340,120
North Carolina 15 1,399,750 14 1,071,361 12 992,622 10 869,039 7 753,419 5 737,987 4 638,829 4 555,500 4 478,103 3 393,751

3 3,198,062 3 2,665,260 3 2,339,511 3 1 QHO 329 3 1,519,467 4 937,903 5 581,295 13 230,760 18 45,365
Oregon 174,768 38 90,923 36 52,465 34 13,294

Pennsylvania 2 4,282,891 2 3,521,951 2 2,906,215 2 2,311,786 2 1,724,033 2 1,348,2.33 3 1,047,507 3 810,091 2 602,365 2 434,373
Ithode' Island .33 276,531 32 217,-353 29 174,620 28 147,545 24 108,830 23 97,199 20 83.015 17 76,931 16 69,122 15 68,825
South Carolina 21 995,577 22 705,606 18 703,708 14 668,507 11 594,398 9 581,185 8 502,741 6 415,115 6 345,591 7 249,073
Tennessee 12 1,542,359 9 1,258,520 10 1,109,801 5 1,002,717 5 829,210 7 681,904 9 422,771 10 261,727 15 105,602 17 35,691
Texas 11 1,591,749 19 818,579 23 604,215 212,592

Utah 143,963 39 86,786 37 40,273 35 11,380
32 332,286 30 330,551 •*R 315 098 £>3 314 12f) ‘^1 Q4« 986 659 235 966 15 917 13 19 85,425

Virginia 14 1,512;565 10 1,225,163 5 1,596,318 4 l,42l|661 4 1,239!797 3 1,211A05 2 1,065,116 1 9741600 1 880i200 1 747;610
Washington 42 75,116 42 23,955 40 11,594
West Virginia 29 618,457 27 442,014

Wisconsin 16 1,31.5,497 15 1,054,670 15 775,881 24 305,391 30 30,945
Wyoming 47 20,789 47 9,118

* Including 6,100 persons on public ships in the service of the United States,

t Including 5,318 persons on public ships in the service of the United States.



POPULATION OF THE UNITED STATES. 619

POPULATION OF THE UNITED STATES
BY STATES AND TERRITORIES, IN 1880.

IN THE AGGREGATE, HND BY SEX, NATIVITY HND RACE,
—O^K==^

—

States and Territories.

The United States

The States

Alabama
Arkansas . .

,

California.

.

Colorado
Connecticut.

Delaware
Florida .

.

Georgia.

.

Illinois ..

Indiana.

.

Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine

Maryland
Massachusetts .

.

Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi

Missouri
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey

New York
North Carolina .

Ohio
Oregon
Pennsylvania . .

,

Phode Island . ..

South Carolina .

Tennessee
Texas
Vermont

Virginia
West Virginia
Wisconsin

The Territories

Arizona
Dakota
District of Columbia
Idaho
Montana

New Mexico
Utah
Washington
Wyoming. .

Total. Male. Female. Native. Foreign. White. Colored. Chinese. Japan-
ese.

Indians.

50,15.5,784 25,518,820 24,636,963 43,475,840 6,679,943 43,402,970 6,580,793 105,465 148 66,407

49,371,340 25,075,619 24,295,721 42,871 ,.556 6,499,784 42,714,479 6,513,372 93,782 141 44,566

1,262,.505 622,629 639,876 1,252,771 9,7.34 662,185
591,531

600,103 4 213

802,525 416,279 386,246 792,175 10,3.50 210,666 1.33 195

861,094 518,176 346,518 571,820 292,874 767,181 6,018 75,1.32 86 16,277

194 ,.327 129,1.31 65,196 154,537 39,790
129,992

191,126 2,4:35 612 1,54

622,700 305,782 316,918 492,708 610,769 11,547 123 6 2.55

146,608 74,108 72,.500 1.37,140 9,468 120,160 26,442 1 5

269,493 136,444 1.3.3,049 259,584 9,909 142,605 126,690 18 180

1,542,180 762,981 779,199 1,5.31,616 10..564 816,906 725,13:3 17 124

3,077.871 l,580,52;i 1,491 ,.348 2,494.295 583,576 3,031,151 46,368 209 3 140

1,978,301 1,010,361 967,940 1,834,123 144,178 1,9:38,798 39,228 29 246

1,624,615 818,1.36 776,479 1,362,965 261,6.50 1,614,600 9,516 33 466
996,096 536,667 4.59,429 886,010 110,080 952,155 43,107 19 815

1,648,690 832,590 816,100 1,589,17.3 59,517 1,.377,179 271,451 10 50
9.39,946 468,754 471,192 885,800 54,146 454,954 483,6.55 489 848
648,936 324,0.58 324,878 590,053 58,883 646,8.52 1,451 8 625

9.34,943 462,187 472,756 8.52,1.37 82,806 724,69.3 210,230 5 15

1,783,085 858,440 924,645 1,.339,.594 443,491 1,763,782 18,697 229 8 369
1,636,937 862,355 774,582 1,248,429 388,508 1,014,560 15,100 27 1 7,249

780,773 419,149 361,624 513,097 267,676 776,884 1,564 24 1 2,:300

1,1.31 ,.597 567,177 564,420 1,T22,.388 9,209 479,398 650,291 51 1,857

2,168..380 1,127,187 1,041,19.3 1,956.802 211,578 2,022,826 145..350 91 113
452,402 249,241 20.3,161 354,988 97,414 449,764 2,:385 18 2.35

62,206 42,019 20,247
170,465

36,613 25,6,5:3 53.5.56 488 5,416 3 2,803
346,991 170,526 300,697 46,294 346,229 685 14 63

1,131,116 559,922 571,194 909,416 221,700 1,092,017 38,853 170 2 74

5,082,871 2,505,322 2,577,549 3.871,492 1,211,,379 5,016,022 65,104 909 17 819
1,399,7.50 687,908 711,842 1,396,008 .3,742 867,242 531,277 1 1,230
3,198,002 1,61.3,9,36 1,584,126 2,803,119 394,943 3,117,920 79,900 109 3 1.30

174,768 10.3,.381 71 ,.387 144,205 30„503 163,075 487 9,510 2 1,094
4,282.891 2,136,655 2,146,236 3,695,062 587,829 4,197,016 85,535 148 8 184

276,531 1.33,0.30 143,.501 202,.538 73,993 269,9.39 6,488 27 77
995,577 490,408 505,169 987,891 7,686 391,105 604,.3.32 9 1:31

1,542,359 709,277 773,082 1,525,6.57 10,702 1,138,S31 40,3,151 25 3.52

1,.591,749
332,286

837,840
166,887

753,909
165,399

1,477,1.3.3

291,327
114,616
40,959

1,197,2.37

331,218
39.3,.384

1,057

1:36 992
11

1,512,,565 745,589 766,976 1,497,869 14,690 880,8.58 631,616 6 85
618,457 314,495 303,962 600,192 18,265 592, .5.37 25,886 5 29

1,315,497 680,069 6.35,428 910,072 405,425 1,309,618 2,702 16 3,101

784,443 443,201 341,242 604,284 180,159 688,491 62,421 11,68:3 7 21,841

40,440 28,202 12,238 24,.391 16,049 35,160 155 1,6:30 2 3,493
1.35,177 82,290 52,881 83,382 51,795 133,147 401 2:38 i,:39l

177,624 83,578 94,046 160„502 17,122 118,006 59,596 13 4 5
32,610 21,818 10,792 22,6.36 9,974 29,013 5:3 3,379 165
39,159 28,177 10,982 27,638 11,521 35,385 346 1,765 1,663

119,.565 64,496 55,069 111,514 8,051 108,721 1,015 57 9,772
143,963 74,509 69,4.54 99,969 4.3,994 142,423 2:32 501 807
75,116 45,973 29,14.3 .59,313 15,803 67,199 .325 3,186 1 4,405
20,789 14,152 6,637 14,9.39 5,8.50 19,4:37 298 914 140
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POLITICAL HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES.

PitESIDENT. Inaugurated. Vice-President. Inaugurated. Secretary op State. Appointed. Secretary op Treasury.

1
Appointed,

j
[

i

1

1789 John Adams 1789 1789 Alex. Hamilton ..... 1789

1793 John Adams 1793 1794 Oliver Wolcott 1795

1795

1797 Thomas Jefferson 1797 Tim. Pickering 1797 Oliver Wolcott 1797

John Marshair. 1800 1800

1

1801 Aaron Burr 1801 James Madison 1801 1801

1805 George Clinton 1805 Albert Gallatin 1802

1809 George Clinton 1809 Robert Smith 1809 Albert Gallatin 1809

1813 Elbridge Gerry 1813 James Monroe 1811 1814

Alex, J. Dallas 1814
1

1817 Dan. D. Tompkins 1817 John Q. Adams 1817 1817

Jjiraes Monroe 1821

1825 John C. Calhoun 1825 Henry Ciay 1825 Richard Rush 1825
i

1899 John C. Calhoun 1829 Martin Van Buren 1829 Samuel D. Ingham 1829

1833 18^33 Ed. Livingston 1831 1831

Louis McLane 1833 William J. Duane 1833

John Forsyth 1834 Roger B. Taney 1833

Levi Woodbury 1&34

1837 1837 John Forsyth 1837 Levi Woodbury 1837
'

1841 1841 Daniei Webster 1841 Thomas Ewing 1841

1811 Hugh S. Legare 1843 Walter Forward 1841

Abel P. Upshur 1843 John C. Spencer 1843 X

John Nelson 1844 George M. Bibb 1844

John C. Calhoun 1844

1845 1845 James Buchanan 1845 Robt. J. Walker 1845

1849 1849 John M. Clayton 1849 W. M. Meredith 1849 t

1850 Daniel Webster 1850 Thomas Corwin 1850
Edward Everett 1852

i

1853 1853 William L. Marcy 1853 James Guthrie 1853

1857 1837 Lewis Cass 1857 Howell Cobb 1857
Jeremiah S. Black I860 Philip F. Thomas 1860

!

John A. Dix 1861

1861 Hannibal Hamblin 1861 William H. Seward 1861 Salmon P. Chase 1861

W. P. Fessenden 1864

Hugh McCulloch 1865

18R5 1865
1865

I860 Schuvler Colfax 1869 E. B. Washburne 1869 Alex. T. Stewart 1869

1873 Henrv Wilson 1873 Hamilton Fish 1869 Geo. S Boutwell 1869

W. A. Richardson 1873

Benj. H. Bristow 1874

L. M. Morrill 1876

1877 Wm. A. Wheeler 1877 Wm. H. Evarts 1877 John Sherman 1877

1881 Cher’ter A. Arthur 1881 1881 William Windom 1881

1881 V. T- Prelinahiivsen 1881 Charles J. Folger 1881

1

0
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•

Secretary op War.
Appointed.

Secretary op Navy.
Appointed.

Sec’y op Interior.

j

Appointed.

Postmaster General.

1
Appointed.

Attorney General.

1

Appointed.

|

.. 17«Q 1789 Interior Department Samuel Osgood 1789 E. Randolph 1789

1704 1794 created 1849. T. Pickering 1791 Wm. Bradford. 1794

J. McHenry 1796 J. McHenry” 1796 Jos. Habersham 1795 Charles Lee 1795

—
1707 1798 Jos. Habersham 1797 Charles Lee 1797

1800 1798

Kog. Griswold 1801

^

1801 1801 Jos. Habersham 1801 Th. Parsons 1801

1802 Gideon Granger 1802 Levi Lincoln 1801

J. Crowinshield 1805 Robert Smith 1805

1807

r:::r—::—^
1809 Gideon Granger 1809 C. A. Rodney 1809

\\ illiuiii fiUblis
1813 R. J. Meigs 1814, W. Pinckney 1811

B W. Crowinshield 1814 Richard Rush 1814

W. H. Crawford 1815

1817 R. J. Meigs 1817 William Wirt 1817

1817 1818 John McLean 1823

1828

S. L. Southard 1823

, 1825 .John McLean 1825 William Wirt 1825

F. B. Porter 1828

1829 W. T. Barry 1829 J. M. Berrien 1829

1831 1831 Amos Kendall 1835 R. B. Taney 1831

1R34 B. F. Butler 1&34

ias7 1837 Amos Kendall 1S37 B, F. Butler 1837

1838 John M. Niles 1840 Felix Grundy 1838

H. D. Gilpin 1810

Iftil 1841 Francis Granger 1841 J. J. Crittenden 1841

John C. Spencer 1«41 C. A. Wickliffe 1811 1841

184.8 John Kelson 1844

1844 1844

John y. Mason 1844

1845 1845 Cave Johnson 184.5 J. Y. Mason 1845

1846 N. Clifford 1846
Isaac Toucey 1&18

1 fti0 1849 1849 Jacob Collamer 1849 R. Johnson 1840

1850 1850 A. H. H. Stuart 1850 Nathan K. Hail 18.50 J. J. Crittenden 1850

Chas. M. Conrad 1850 J. P. Kennedy 1852 S. D. Hubbard 18.52

Jefferson Davis 1853 James C. Dobbin 1853 R. McClelland 1853 James Campbell 1853 Caleb Cushing 1853

1Rn7 1857 1857 Aaron V. Brown 1857 J. S. Black 1857

I860 Joseph Holt 1859 E. M. Stanton 1860
Horatio King 1861

r- r- Gideon Welles 1861 1861 Mont^ Blair 1861 Edw. Bates 1861

1861 John P. Usher 1863 Wm.Tlennison 1864 James Speed 1864

James Harlan. 1865
•

1867 0 . II. Browning i866 A. W. Randall 1866 H. P. Stanberry 1866

1868 0 . II. Browning 1808

1868 W. M. Evarts .” 1868

188Q 18G9 J. D. Cox 1869 J. A. J. Cresswell 1809 E. R. Hoar 1869

1860 1869 C. Delano 1870 Jas. W. Marshall 1874 A. T. Ackerman 1870

1869 Zach. Chandler 1875 Marshall Jewell 1874 E. S. Pierrepont 1875

1876 Jas. N. Tyner 1876 G. H. Williams 1876

A. Taft 1876

1877 1877 1877 D. M. Keys 1877 II. Devens 1877

1881

1881 1881 Sam'l J. Kirkwood 1881 Thomas L. James 1881 Wayne MaeVeagh 1881
Timothy O. Howe 1881 B. H. Brewster 1881

.... —
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THE ARMIES AND NAVIES OF THE WORLD.

NA.VY.

CoUNTRtES. Population.
Regular
Army.

War
Fooling.

Annual Cost
of Army.

Cost per
Head.

*Per cent
of total eX'

penditure.

Argentine Republic 2,400,000 8,227 304,000 $3,374,518 $1.46 19.53
Austria-Hungary 37,739,407 289,190 1,12.1,833 53,886,915 1.41 87.38
Belgium 5,476,668 46,383 165,877 8,776,429

1,126,916
8,690,000

1.60 15.73
Boirvia 2,080,000

11,108,291
3,021

15,304
.54

.78

25.01

14.54Brazil 32,000
Canada
t'hili

4,.352,080

2,400,396
434,626,000

2,774,000

2,000

3,573
300,000

3,000

700,152
50,000

777,699 .17 3.11

China 1,000,000

30,740Colombia 982,432 .35 11. .37
Denmark 1,969,4.54 35,727 49,054 2,,359,027 1.19 20.96
Egypt 17,419,980 15,000 43,000 12,198,216 .12 5.31
France 36,905,788 502,764 3,753,164 114,279,761 3.09 20.88
(ierman y 45,194,172 445,402 1,492,104

577,906
98,3.30,429 2.17 66.57

Great Britain 35,246,562 131,636 74,901,500 2.12 18.02
Greece 1.679,775 12,118 35,000 2,264,716 1.34 12.06
India, British 252,541,210 189,597 380,000 84,481,195 .33 26.74
Italy 28,209,620 736,502 1,718.933 42,947,263 1.52 15.15
Japan 34,:138,404 36,777 51,721 8,151,000 .23 13.76
Luxembourg 209,673 377 90,980 .43 5.64
Mexico 9,.389,461

3,981,887
24,330
65,113

9,786,964
8.397,000

1.04

2.10
42.31
16.86Netherlands 163,198

Norway 1,806.900 18,750 241,600 1,626,750 .90 1.3.62
Persia 7,000,000

3,050,000
4,348,551

57,600
4,670

34,874

3,392,000 .48 41.71
Peru 40,000

78,024Portugal 4,373,833 1.00 12.68
lioumania. 5,376.000 19,812 200,000 5,222,227 .97 21.61
Russia 72,520,000 974,771 2,733,305 137,812,202 1.90 29.37
Servia 1,.589,6.50 50.000 265,000 1,765,021 1.11 34.42
Spain 16,.333,29S 90,000 450,000 24,802,930 1.51 15.84
Sweden 4,531,833 41,280 202,783

210,495
4,649,940 1.02 23.13

Switzerland 2,831.787 117,500 2,352,160 .83 29.32
Turkey 8,866,532 350,000 610,200 19,642,090 2.21 .34.19
I'nited States 50,155,783 25,745 43,165,000 40,466,460 .80 15.52
l^ruguay
Venezuela

447,000
1,784,197

2,.357

2,240
22,357
185,000

fl,870,686 4.18 40.53

COUNTr.IES.

No.

of

Vessels.

No. of
Men.

Cost of
Navy.

Argentine Republic 27 991 $5.50,439
Austria-Hungary 68 6,369 4,633,669
Belgium 10 172
Brazil 41 4,984 5,898,132
Canada, Dominion of..

Chili 23 1,468
China 50
Colombia 1,000,000
Denmark s:i 1,125 1,383,940
Egypt 14
Prance 258 48,283 32,267,498
Germany 86 15,815 9,722,721
Great Britain & Ireland. 238 58,800 51,607,175
Greece IS 652 1,056,536
Italy 67 16,140 9,227,132
Japan 27 5,551 3,015,000
Mexico 4
Netherlands 122 5,914 4,849,776
Norway 123 4,342 448,632
Peru 18
Portugal 44 3,569 1,607,411
Roumania 10 530
Russia 389 30,194 19,268,755
Spain 139 15,179 6,429,163
Sweden 131 5,925 1,424,2.50
Turkey 78 23,000 2,816,000
United States 139 11,115 15,686,671
Venezuela 4 200

* This column tshowe the ratio which the military expenditure bears to the total annual expenditure of each nation + Militia force plus the
regular army. $ This includes the army and navy.

RATE OF MORTALITY IN AMERICAN CITIES.

Cities.
Population. Deaths in every 1,000 of Population.

1880. 1870. 1875. 1876. 1877. 1878. 1879. 1880.

Atlanta, Ga 37,409 21,789 17 20 19 3
Baltimore 332,313 267,3.54 21.23 21.26 21.25 17.26 19..34 SM.7
Boston 369,832 250,526 25.00 23..58 21.43 21.66 19.80 23.5
Brooklyn 566,663 396,099 25.91 24.92 21.61 19.72 20.40 24.0
Charleston, S. C 49,999 48,956 34.60 30.72 24.34 27.18 28.40 31.9
Chicago 503,185 298,977 20.29 20.42 18.24 15.70 17.20 20.8
Cincinnati 255,139 216,2.39 20.39 213.10 17.81 18.33 18.89 20.9
Cleveland, Oliio 160 146
Dayton, Ohio 38,678 30;473 14.22 14.04 12.29 15.00 13.80 15.3
Erie, Pa 27,737 19,646 18.74 13.40 13.71 13.88 17.1
Jacksonville, Fla 7,650 6,912 18.10 2« 4
Louisville, Ky ; 123 758 ino 753
Lowell, itass 59 475 40 928 19.60
Memphis, Tenn 33,593 40i226 29.79 ^.78 26.06 31.0
Mobile, Ala 29,132 32,034 22.00 24.34 24.14 15.93 21.00 24.4
Milwaukee, Wis 115,712 71,440 14.64 18.78 16.84 13.37 15.85 21.5
Nasliville, Tenn 4.3,377 25,865 43.17 31.82 29.57 20.00 25.00 23.3
Newark, N. J 136,508 105,059 20.29 27.15 23.17 22.40 21.4
New Haven, Conn 62,882 50,840 20.79 17.89 19.66 17.90 15.40 18.5New Orleans .• 216,090 191,418 27.80 26.89 34.83 30.10 21.60 24.2
New York 1,206,299 942,292 29.79 27.23 2I..36 25.24 25.82 26.7
Paterson, N. J 51,031 33,579 30.94 26.72 24.28 19.29 24,85
Philadelphia 847,170 674,022 24.35 24.51 19.02 18.03 17.20 20,9
Pittsburgh, Pa 156,389 86,076 21.69 21.90 23.87 19.49 19.40 22.1
Providence, R I 104,857 68,904 18.94 18.30 18.81 19.75 19.60 20.0
Reading, Pa 43,280 33,930 19.55 22.50 18.8
Richmond, Va 64,670 51,0.38 24.97 22.18 21.93 17.37 20.10 27.6
Rochester, N. 1 89,366 62,386 24.39 21.27 18.41 15.65 16.90
Sait Lake City, Utah 20,768 12 854
San Francisco 233;959 149,473 19.28 ia89 19.86 15.86 14.40 19 3
Savannah, Ga 30,709 28 235
Selma, Ala 7,.529 6,484 22.53 16.87 19.62 30.81 28.99 26.8
St. Louis 3.50,518 310,864 23.88 19.89 17.24 21.66 18.19 19.2
Syracuse, N. Y 51,792 43,051 13.09
Toledo, Ohio 50;i37 31,584 21.90 14.80 13.54 12.,32W ashington, D, C 147,293 109,199 29.03 25 81 24.39 24.20 25.20 A") ()

\ onkers, N. Y 18,892 12,733 19.29 23.37 17.81 12.60 14.3
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Countries.

Argentine Republic
Australia 2

Austria-Hungary
Austria proper
Hungary proper

s
Brazil
Canada
Ceylou
Chill
China
Colombia
Denmark
Ecuador
Egypt
France
Germany

Prussia
Other German States

Great Britain
Greece
Hawaii
India, British
Italy
Japan
Luxembourg
Mexico
Netherlands
Norway
Paraguay
Persia
Peru
Portugal
Roumania
Russia
Servia
Siam
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
United States
Uruguay
Venezuela

Total debts

Fiscal
Year.

Public Debt. Revenue. Expenditures. Imports. 1 Exports. 1

1880
1879

$57,068,979
462,760,515

$19,594,305
79,637,.540

$17,270,516
93,225,515

$44,660,204
236,89.3,91.3

$66,497,423
206,149,785

1881 1,582,222,008 57,922,954 61,092,009 302,900,000 329,995,000
1881 204,308,213 204,827,997 231,556,152 (In Austria- Hungary.)
1881 500,665,178 132,207,358 143,590,048 (In Austria- Hungary.)

428,149,0651880 351,967,293 54,501,284 55,763,710 452,265,000
1879 30,000,000 2,929,574 4,500,504 5,000,000 5,647,000
1880 407,716,027 57,423,412 59,762,289 81,752,900 102,029,250
1880 199,125,323 23,307,406 24,850,634 86,489,747 87,911,458
1880 6,650,000 7,374,.335 7,343,915 25,197,175 24,804,690
1879 77,654,238 27,693,087 24,777,360 22,740,000 36,620,226
1878 64,500,000 121,482,000 121,475,000 70,804,027 67,172,179
1879 19,971,219 4,910,000 8,6.34,571 10,787,634 13,711,511
1880 46,798,190 12,756,571 11,251,561 53,744,310 42,576,810
1879 18,350,400 1,853,600 2,688,000 7,596,264 8,6134,331

1879 411,820,700 42,097,105 41,544,350 32,749,664 64,916,017
1881 4,700,860,700 552,496,163 647,241,755 981,509,400 680,129,800
1881 88,385,022 148,239,138 147,695,846 973,200,000 705,375,000
1881 477,210,581 125,439,802 228,267,605 (In German Empire.)
1880 792,858,492 121,396,304 116,032,115 (In German Empire.)
1881 3,843,518,460 420,207,440 415,509,620 2,056,147,825 f,432,072,.3.30

1880 58,572,730 8,759,000 18,765,000 29,101,400 17,992,000
1880 388,900 1,780,080 2,196,006 3,673,000 4,968,000
1879 754,979,810 325,998,010 315,826,780 224,286,715 324,598,705
1880 2,042,000,000 286,904,471 283,340,500 244,548,042 225,128,904
1880 363,721,776 59,933,507 59,204,609 32,631,000 28,364,000
1880 2,400,000 1,347,000 1,612,400

23,128,2181880 144,953,785 17,811,125 29,962,407 31,659,151
1881 376,908,500 42,044,240 49,786,774 338,680,000 232,680,000
1881 24,705,000 13,454,670 11,9.37,340 40,715,976 29,359,5.30
1879 12,098,417 216,599 270,031 956,000 1,046,700
1876 No debt. 8,216,000 8,131,000 7,500,000 4,500,000
1879 254,000,000 38,900,000 54,600,000 27,000,000 45,000,000
1880 .387,659,575 30,794,012 34,478,143 34,046,000 20,502,000
1881 114,210,075 24,152,940 24,164,876 51,057,200 43,782,000
1880 2,081,417,932 435,548,352 469.121,794 395,466,667 418,466,667
1880 20,248,090 5,125,216 5,127,108 5,244,100 7,002,975
1879 4,000,000 4,000,000 5,200,000 10,200,000
1880 2,504,571,684 163,347,097 186,529,840 88,660,000 100,980.000
1881 62,196,184 20,.503,260 20,098,200 62,139,340 50,264,280

Not given,
99,2,50,000

1880 6,120,780 8,502,901 8,020,764 Not given.
107,500,0001880 1,289,565,000 62,681,608 57,390,803

1881 2,018,869,698 360,782,292 260,712,887 753,240,125 921,784,193
1879 47,861,042 8,936,714 10,090,260 18,328,225 19,752,201
1880 67,309,990 4,680,000 4,448,000 14,800,000 11,300,000

$26,979,170,506

1 Including merchandise, specie, and bullion.
2 Including New South Wales, New Zealand, Queensland, South Australia, Tasmania, Victoria, and Western Australia.

AMERICAN TROTTING RECORD.
Horses that have trotted a mile in less than 2 minutes and 20-% seconds.

Name.

Maud S
St. Julien
Items
Goldsmith Maid..
Hopeful
Lula
Smuggler
Hattie Woodward
Lucille Golddust.
American Girl
Darby
Charlie Ford
Occident
Gloster
Dexter .

Red Cloud
Nettie
Judge Fullerton.

.

Great Eastern
Edwin Forrest
Protine
Dick Swiveller
Santa Claus
Laiiy Thorn
Lucy
Lady Maud

Time.

2.10W

2.1U|
2.13J4
2.14

2.14%
2.15

'2.15H
2 . 15^
2.16%
2.16%
2.16%
2.16%
2.16%
2.17

2.17%
2.18
2.18
2.18
2.18

2.18
2.18
2.18
2.18

2.18%
2.18%
2.18%

Year

1881
1880
1878
1874
1878
1875
1876
1880
1877
1874
1879
1880
1873
1874
1867
1874
1874
1875
1878
1878
1878
1879
1879
1869
1882
1875

Name.

Midnight
Slow Go
Col. Lewis
Nutwood
Patchen
Cozette
Albermarle
Edward
Alley
Bonesetter
George Palmer.
Bodine
Comee
Hannis
Croxie
Trinket
Parana
Jim Keene
T. L. Young...
Moose
Will Cody
Driver
Flora Temple .

.

Camorse
Adelaide

Time. Year, Name.

Deck Wright
Daisydale
Mambrino Gift
Fleety Golddust
May Queen
Little Fred
Prospero
Prank
Nancy Hackett
John H
Belle Brassfield
Etta Jones
Graves
Elaine
Captain Emmons. .

.

Orange Girl
Henry
Martha Washington
Mazo-Manie
Amy
Fannie Robinson. .

.

Sam Purdy
Governor Sprague .

.

Lida Bassett
Chance

Time. Year.

1880
1880
1874
1874
1875
1877
1877
1877
1878
1878
1879
1879
1879
1880
1880
1880
1871

1877
1877
1879
1879
1876
1876
1879
1879
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POPULATION OF THE CHIEF CITIES OF THE GLOBE.
AMERICA.

United States.
Albany, N. Y
Allegheny, Pa
Baltimore, Wtl
Boston, Mass
Brooklyn, N. Y
Buffalo, N. Y
Chicago, 111

Cincinnati, O
Cleveland, O
Columbus, O
Detroit, Mich
Indianapolis, lud
Jersey City, N. J
Kansas City, Mo
Louisville, Ky
Lowell, Mass
Milwaukee, Wis
Newark, N. J
New Haven, Conn. . .

.

New Orleans, La
New York, N. Y
Paterson, N. J
Philadelphia, Pa
Pittsburg, Pa
Providence, R. I

Richmond, Va
Rochester, N. Y
St. Louis, Mo
San Francisco, Cal...
Syracuse, N. Y'

Toledo, O
Tioy, N. Y
Washington, I). C. . .

.

Worcester, Mass

British North Am.
Montreal
(Juebec
Toronto

Mexico.
Guadalajara
Guanajuato
Mexico
Puebla
Xacatecas

South America.
Bahia
Buenos Ayres
Caracas
La Paz
Lima
Montevideo
Pernambuco
Quito
Rio de .Janeiro

Santa Fe de Bogota. .

.

Santiago
^alparaiso

AFRICA.
Abeokuta
Alexandria
Antananarivo
Bida
Cairo
Fez
Kumasi
Ojo
Porto Novo
Tunis
Zanzibar

ASIA.
Afghanistan.

Cabin
Chulum
Herat
Maimene

Arabia.
Sana

China.
Amoy
Canton
Fatschan

1880 87,584
“

78,682
“

332,313
“

369,812
566,689
149,500
503,185
255,809
155,946

51,337
116,340

“
75,056
120,722

“
55,785
123,758

“
59,475

“
115,587
1.36,508

62,882
216,090

1,206,577

50,887
847,170
156,.389

104,857
63,600

87,057
350.518
233,959
51,791

50,143

56,747
147,293

“
58,291

1871 107,225
59,699

1878 70,865

Est. 93,875
63,000

1879 2.36,500

Est. 70,000
62.000

1872 128,929
1869 177,787
1873 48,897
1878 76,372
1876 101,488
1878 92,260
1872 116,671
Est. 80,000
1872 274,972

50,000
1875 129,807

97,737

Est. 130,000
1878 165,752
Est. 75,000

80,000
1877 327,462
Est. 100,000

70,000
70,000
100,000
125,000

80,000

Est. 60,000
60,000

50,000
60,000

Est. 50,000

Est. 88,000
1,500,000
400,000

China.

—

Continued.
Foochow
Hangtscheu-fu
Hankow
Hutcheu
Jangtschau
Jongping
Kirin
Leinkong
Nangkin
Ningpo
Pauting-fu
Peking
Schaohing
Shanghai
Siangtan
Singan-fu
Sutschau
Taijuen-fu
Taiwan-fu
Tengtschau-fu
Tientsin
Tschangtjiakheu
Tschantschau-fu
Tschaujang
Tschingtu-fu,
Tschungking-fii
Tsinan-fu
Weihein
Wutschang

Corea.
Saoul

India.
Agra
Ahmedabad
Allahabad
Amritsur
Bangalore
Bangkok
Bareilly
Baroda ,

Benares
Bombay
Calcutta
Cawnpore
Colombo (Ceylon)
Delhi
Dhar
Gwalior
Hyderabad
Jondpore
Ke.scho
Lahore
Lucknow
Madras
Mandalah
Patna
Puna
Rangoon
Singapore
Surat

Indian Archipelago
Batavia
Manila
Surabaja

Japan.
Hakodate
Kagoshima
Kanagawa
Kioto
Nagoya
Osaka
Tokio
Yokohama

Persia.
Ispahan
Meschhed.
Rescht
Tiibris

Teheran . .

.

Russia in Asia.
Khokand
Taschkent
Tiflis

Est
1

600,000
400,000
600,000
200,000
360,000
200,000
120,000
250,000
450,900
120,000
120,000
500,000
500,000
278,000

1,000,000

1,000,000
500,000
250,000
235,000
230,000
950,000
200,000

1,000,000

200,000
800,000
600,000
200,000
250,000

tk
200,000

Est. 100,000

1871 149,008
“

116,873
143,693

1876 142,381
1871 142,513
Est. 600,000
1871 102,982

112,057

175,188
1872 644,405
1881 683,329
1871 122,770
1881 111,942
1876 160,553
Est. 100,000

200,000
200,000
150,000
150,000

1876 128,441
1871 284,779

397,5.52

Est. 100,000
1871 158,900

118,886
1881 132,004
1871 97,111
“

107,149

1875 99,109
Est. 160,000

90,000

1877 112,494
200,000
108,263

229,810
135,715
284,105

Ik
594,283

.

64,313

Est. 60,000
60,000
60,000
120,000
200,000

Est. 50,000
86,233

1876 104,024

Turkey in Asia.
Aleppo
Bagdad
Beirut
Brusa
Damascus .

.

Erzerum
Mossul
Smyrna
Turkistan.

Buchara
Jarkand
Kaschgar

Australia.
Adelaide
Auckland
Ballarat
Brisbane
Dunedin
Hobart Town
Melbourne
Sydney
Wellington

EUROPE.
Austria-H ungary.

Brunn
Budapesth
Lemberg
Prague .

Trieste
Wien (Vienna)

Belgium.
Antwerp
Brussels
Ghent
Liege

Denmark.
Copenhagen

France.
Bordeaux
Brest
Havre
Lille
Lyons
Marseilles
Nantes
Paris
Reims
Rouen
Saint-Etienne
Toulon
Toulouse
Versailles

Germany.
Aachen
Berlin. .

Bremen
Breslau
Danzig
Dresden
Diisseldorf
Frankfort
Hamburg
Hanover
Kciln (Cologne)
KOnigsberg
Leipzig
Magdebnrg
Mainz (Mayence)
Miinchen (Munich) .

.

Niirnberg (Nuremb’g)
Stettin
Strasburg
Stuttgart

Great Britain.
Aberdeen
Belfast
Birmingham.
Bolton
Bradford
Bristol
Cork ,

Derby
Dublin
Dundee

Est. 75.000
67.000
80.0110

70.000
150,000
55.000
75.000
150,000

Est. 70.000
80.000

“
70,000

1881 31,573
24,712
34,219
32,012
22.525
19,092

252,000
1879 187,381
1881 18,953

1880 82,655
347,536
110,250

162,318
144,437
726,105

1878 159,579
391,393
1.30,671

119,942

1880 273,727

1876 215,140
66,828
92,068
162,775
342,815
318,868
122,247

“
1,988,806

81,328
104,902
126,019
70,509
131,642

“
49,847

1880 85,432
1,122,385

k(

((

((

(

ki

k(

112,158

272..

390

108..

549
220,216
95,459
137,600
290,055
122,860
144,751

150,396
ik

148,760
“

97,529

ii
61,322

229,343
k(

99,889
(k

91,745
kk

kk
104,501

117,021

1881 105,818
207,671
400,757

kk

kk

kk

kk

105,422
183,032

206,503
78,361

80,410
249,486
140,466

Gt. Britain.

—

Cont.
Edinburgh
Glasgow
Halifax
Huddersfield
Kiugston-upon-Hull.
Leeds
Leicester
Liverpool
London
Manchester
Newcastle-on-Tyue .

Nottingham
Oldham
Plymouth
Portsmouth
Preston
Salforf
Sheffield
Southampton
Sunderland
West Ham
York

Italy.

Alessandria
Bari
Bologna
Catania
Ferrara
Firenze (Florence^

.

Genoa
Livorno
Messina
Milam
Naples
Palermo
Perugia
Rome
Turin
Venice

Netherlands.
Amsterdam
s’Gravenhage (Hague)
Rotterdam
Utrecht

Portugal.
Lisbon
Porto

Roumania.
Bucharest
Galacz
Jassy

Russia.
Charkow
Kijew
Kischenew
Moscow
Odessa
Riga
St. Petersburg
Warsaw

Spain.
Barcelona
Cadiz
Carthagena
Cordova
Granada
Jeres de la Frontera.

,

Madrid
Malaga
Murcia
Saragossa
Seville
Valencia

Sweden & Norway
Christiania
Giiteborg
Stockholm

Switzerland.
Geneva
Zurich

T urkey.
Adrianople
Constantinople
Saloniki

1881

187

1880
1878

1878

1878

1878

1879
1874

1871
1873

1869
18'

1880
1878
1880

1870

Est.

228,075
555,289
73,633
81,825
154.250
309,126
122.351

552,425
3,832,441

341,508
145,228
186,656
111,343
75,096
127,953
96.532

176.2.33

284,410
00,235
116,262
128,692
54,198

59,241

55,166
111.969

90,886
75,494
168,423
163.2.34

97.908
120,917

262,283
450,804
231,836
49,389

303,383
214,200
125,276

308,948
111,016

147,082
68,280

203,681

108,346

177,646
80,000
90.000

101,175
127.251

102,427
601.969
184,819
103.000
667,963
808,548

249,106
65,028
75.908
49,855
76,108
64.533

397,690
115,882

91,805
84,575
133,938

143,856

119,407
74,418
169,429

68,165
56,695

62.000
600.000
80,000

t ^^4

I
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IST-^TIOIiTS THE ‘WOHEE.
Population, Capitals, Area, Religion, and Government.

Countries.

Argentine Republic
Austria-Hungary
Belgium
Bolivia
Brazil
Canada, Dominion of

Ceylon
Chib
Chinese Empire
Colombia, United States of .

.

Denmark
Ecuador
Egypt (Turkish Dependency)
France
Germany
Great Britain and Ireland
Greece
India, British
Italy
Japan
Mexico
Alorocco
Netherlands
Norway
Paraguay
Persia
Peru
Portugal
Russian Empire
Roumania
Servia
Siam
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
Uruguay
United States
Venezuela

Capitals.
Last

Census.
Population.

Area Square
Allies.

Inhabitants
to the

Square Alile.

Prevailing
Keligiou.

Government

Buenos Ayres 1875 2,400,000 827,177 2.90 . .Catholic. . .Republic.
Vienna 1880 37,741,413 240,415 1.56.98 . .Catholic. . . Jlonarchy.
Brussels 1878 5,476,668 11,369 481.71 . .Catholic. . .Monarchy.
La Paz 1878 2,080,000 500,740 4.15 . .Catholic. . . Republic.
Rio de Janeiro 1872 10,108,291 3,218,166 3.14 . . Catholic. . .Monarchy.
Ottawa 1881 4,352,080 3,204,381 1..35 . .Protestant. . .Colony.
Colombo 1881 2,758.166 ^,702 111.65
Santiago 1878 2.400.396 12i;084 19.34 . .Catholic. . .Republic.
Pekin Est. 400.000,000 4,560,107 95.31 . .Buddhist. . . Empire.
Bogota 1870 2,951 ,.323 320,638 9.20 . . Catholic. . .Republic.
Copenhagen 1878 1,969,454 14,784 133.21 . .Protestant. .Mo’narcby.
Quito 1878 1,146,000 248,312 4.61 . .Catholic. . .Republic.
Cairo 1877 17,419,980 1,152,948 15.19 . .Mohammedan. . Province.
Paris 1876 36,905.788 204,030 180.88 . .Catholic. . .Republic.
Berlin 1880 45,194,172 208,624 216.62 . . Protestant. . .Empire.
London 1881 35,246,633 121,.571 289.92 . Protestant. . . Monarchy.
Athens 1879 1,679,775 20,018 83.91 . . Greek Church. . .Monarchy.
(ialcutta 1881 2.52,541,210 810,542 311.57 . .Hindoo. . .Monarchy.
Rome 1878 28,209,620 114,.380 246.63 ..Catholic. . .Monarchy.
TTeddo 1876 34,,338.404 146,568 234 28 . .Buddhist. . . Monarchy.
Mexico 1877 9,.389,461 741,598 12.66 . .Catholic. . .Republic.
Morocco Est. 6,.370,000 313,560 20.31 . .Mohammedan. . .Sultanate.
The Hague 1878 3,981,887 12,727 312 86 . .Protestant. . . Monarchy.
Christiania 1876 1,806,900 122,823 14.71 . . Protestant. . .Monarchy.
Asuncion 1876 293,844 91,980 3.19 . .Catholic. . .Republic.
Teheran Est. 7,000,000 636,203 11.00 . .Mohammedan. . .Mo’narchv.
Lima 1876 3,050,000 72,413 42.11 . .Catholic. . .Republic.
Lisbon 1878 4,.348,551 .34,595 125.69 . .Catholic. . .Monarch 3%
St. Petersburg 1877 82,3.30,864 8,138,541 10.11 . . Greek Church. . .Empire.
Bucharest Est. 5,376,000 50,159 107.17 . .Greek Church. . .Monarchy.
Belgrade 1876 1,589,650 18,781 84.64 . .Greek Church. . . Alonarchy.
Bangkok Est. 5,750,000 280,564 20.49 . .Buddhist. . . Monarchy.
Madrid 1877 16,.3A3,293 193,171 84..55 . .Catholic. . . Jlonarchy.
Stockholm 1878 4,531,863 170,927 26.51 . . Protestant. . .Monarchy.
Berne 1880 2,a31,787 15,908 177.10 . . Protestant. . .Republic.
Constantinople Est. 25,036,480 860,322 29.10 ..Mohammedan. . .Monarchy.
Montevideo 1877 447,000 72,151 6.19 . .Catholic. . . Republic.
Washington 1880 50455,78.3 3,602,990 13.92 . . Protestant. . .Republic.
Caracas 1873 1,784,197 439 119 4.06 . .Catholic. . .Republic.

HEIGHTS OF PRINCIPAL MOUNTAINS.

NORTH AMERICA.
Mount St. Elias
Popocatepetl (volcano). .

.

Orizaba
Mount WTiitney
Mount Rainier
Mount Shasta
Mount Tyndall
Mount Dana
Mount Hood
Long’s Peak
Pike’s Peak

Coast Mountains
Mexico

Sierra Nevada
Cascade Range.

.

Sierra Nevada

Cascade Range
Rocky Mountains

SOUTH AMERICA.
Illampu
Illimani
Aconcagua
Chimborazo (volcano)
Nevada de Sorata
Arejuipa
Antisana (volcano)
Cotopaxi “

Andes

EUROPE.
Elbruz (highest of Caucasus Mountains)
Mont Blanc
Monte Rosa
Matterhorn .

.

Finsteraar-horn
Jungfrau
Highest of Pyrenees
Mount jEtna (volcano)
Mount Olympus
Mount Vesuvius (volcano)

Alps,

Sicily.

.

Greece
Italy .

.

AFRICA.
Killima-Ndjaro
Teneriffe
Atlas Mountains (highest)
Kenia

Central Africa .

Canary Islands.

Central Africa

Feet.

17,900
1T,7»I

17..

380
14,887
14,444
14,440
14.

.

386
13,277
11,225
14,271

14,147

21,812
21,155
23,421
21,244
21,290
20..320

19,137

18,875

18,526
15,784
15,223

14,835
14,039

13,718
11,200

10,874
9,745
3,948

20,000
12,182
11,400

18,000

HEIGHTS OF PRINCIPAL MOUNTAINS.— Ctofirewecf.

ASIA. Feet.
Everest Himalaya Mountains. 29,100
Kanchinginga 28,156
Dhawalagiri 28,000
Hindoo Koosh Mountains 20,000

17,260
14,000

7,176

Fusiyama Japan

AUSTRALASIA.
Mnimt Kosciusko Australian Alps
Mount Hotham 6A14

13,200Mount Cook New Zealand Alps. .

.

THE OCEANS, SEAS, BATS, AND LAKES OF THE WORLD.
Oceans. Sq. Miles.

Bats. Length
Pacific, about . . . 80,000,000 in Miles.
Atlantic, “ ... 40,000,000 Hudson’s, about. 1,200
Indian, “

. . . 20,000,000 COO
Southern, “
Arctic, “

.. 10,000,000
. . . 5,000,000

Chesapeake, “
... 250

NoTE.-The seas, bays, gulfs, etc.,
T A

Length. Widih.
connected with each ocean, are in- Miles. Miles.
eluded in the list given abPve. Superior 120
Most geographers concede, how- Baikal . . 360 .

.

ever, that the exact superficial ex- Michigan . . .3.30 . . GO
tent of the several oceans is not Great Slave . . 300 .

.

45
known with certainty nor the exact Huron . . 250 .

.

90
proportion of land and water. Winnipeg . . 240 .

.

40
Length Erie . . 270 .

.

50
in Mfles. Athabasca . . 200 .

.

20

Mediterranean, about 2,000 Ontario . . 180 . . 40

Caribbean, about 1,800 Maracaybo
China, “ 1,700 Great Bear . . 1.50 .

.

40
Red, “

. . .

.

1,400 Ladoga . . 125 . . 75

Japan, “ 1,000 Champlain .. 123 .. 12

982 Nicaras^ua . . 120 .

.

40

640 Lake ol the Woods. 70 .

.

25
600 Geneva . . 50 .

.

10

600 Constance . . 45 . 10

450 Cayuga . . .36 .

.

4

Aral,
' “ 250 George . . 36 .

.

3
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CAPACITY OF PUBLIC BUILDINGS.

Building.

Coliseum
St. Peter’s.
Theatre of Pompey
Cathedral
St. Paul's
St. Paul’s
St. Petronia
Cathedral
Cathedral
St. John’s Lateral!
St. Sophia’s
Notre l)ame
Theatre of Marcellas
Cathedral
St. Stephen’s
St. Dominic’s
St. Peter’s
Cathedral
Gilmore’s Garden
Mormon Temple
St. Mark’s
Spurgeon’s Tabernacle
Bolshoi Theatre
Tabernacle, (Talmage’s)
Music Hall
La Scala
University Hall
Exeter Hall
Washington Hall
St. James’ Methodist Church
Plymouth Church
City Hall
Boston Theatre
Academy of Music
Covent Garden
Music Hall
Carlo Felice
Academy of Music
Cooper Union
Opera House
Mobile Theatre
Opera House
Chestnut Street Theatre
Alexander
Opera House
Fox’s American Theatre
Grand Opera House
Collingwood Opera House
San Carlos
Haverly’s Theatre
Globe Theatre
St. Charles Theatre
Imperial

City. Capacity,

Rome 87,000
Rome 54,000
Rome 40,000
Milan 37,000
Rome 32,000
London 31,000
Bologna 26,000
Florence 24,300
Antwerp 24,000
Rome 23,000
Constantinople 23,000
Paris 21,500
Rome 20,000

Pisa 13,000

Vienna 12,400

Bologna 12,000
Bologna 11,400

Vienna 11,000

New York 8,443

Salt Lake City 8,000

Venice 7,500

London 6,000

St. Petersburg 5,000
Brooklyn 5,000

Cincinnati 4,824

Milan 3,600

Ann Arbor 3,.500

London 3,,500

Paterson, N. J 3,000

Montreal 3,000

Brooklyn 3,000

Columbus, O 3,000

Boston 2,972
Philadelphia 2,865
London 2,684

Boston 2,585

Genoa . . 2,560

New York 2,526

New York 2,500

New Haven 2,500

Mobile, Ala 2,500

Birmingham, Pa 2,.500

Philadelphia 2,380

St, Petersburg 2,332

2,307
Philadelphia 2,256

Cincinnati 2,250

Poughkeepsie 2,250

Naples 2,240

Chicago 2,238

Boston 2,200

New Orleans 2,178

St, Petersburg 2,160

Building. City. Capacity.

Academy of Music
Grand Opera Hall
Lafayette Ave. Presbyterian Church

.

Opera House
Academy of Music
Burtis’ Opera House
Opera House
Academy of Music
Opera House
Opera House
Opera House
Niblo’s Garden.
Tremont Temple
Ainbigii Comiqne
Grand Opera House
Booth’s Theatre
Porte St. Martin
Academy of Music
Opera House
Opera House
M’Vicker’s Theatre
New Music Hall
Ford’s Opera House
Walnut Street Theatre
National Theatre
Theatre Italien

Theatre Lyrique
De Bar’s Opera House
Academy of Music
California Theatre
Euclid Avenue Opera House
Odeon
Opera House
Arch Street Theatre
Wallack’s Theatre
Grand Opera House
Fifth Avenue Presbyterian Church..
Front Street Theatre
Greenlaw Opera House
Academy
Opera House
Opera House
Opera House
Hill’s Opera House
Beethoven Hall
Howard Athenasum
St. John’s Methodist Church
Martin’s Opera House
St. Paul’s Methodist Church
Theatre Royal
Museum
ITniou Square Theatre
Hurley Hall

Paris
New Orleans
Brooklyn
Terre Haute
Peoria, 111

Davenport, la. . .

Columbus, O. . . .

Charleston
Canton, O
Atlanta, Ga
Battle Creek
New York
Boston
Paris
New A’ork
New York
Paris
Indianapolis
Pittshiirgh
Detroit
Chicago
Chicago
Baltimore
Philadelphia
Washington
Paris
Paris
St. Louis
New Orleans
San Francisco. .

,

Cleveland
Paris
Berlin
Philadelphia
New York
Toronto
New York
Baltimore
Memphis
Des Moines
Adrian, Mich
Allentown, Pa. .

,

Altoona, Pa
Ann Arhor, Pa .

.

Boston
Boston
Brooklyn
Albany
New York
Montreal
Boston
New York
Bloomington, 111

2,092
2,052
2,000
2,000

2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000

2,000
2,000

2,000
1,978

1,942
1.900

1,883

1,807

1,800

1,800

1,800

1,790

1,786

1,780

1,720

1,720
1,709

1,700
1,700

1,696

1,674
1,651

1,650

1,650

1,636
1,614

1,605

1,600
1,600
1,561

1,507

1,500

1,500

1,500

1,500

1,500

1,500

1,500

1,,500

1,400
1,400

1,368
1,275

1,210

1,200

THE LONGEST RIVERS OF THE WORLD.

Rivers. Locality. Rise. Discharge. Miles.

Rocky Mountains Gulf of Mexico 4,194

Lake Itaska Gulf of Mexico 3,200

Andes Atlantic Ocean 3,800

Koulkoiin Mountains Yellow Sea 3,000

Australian Alps Encounter Bay 3,000

Obi Altaian Mountains Arctic Ocean 2,800

Mediterranean 2,750

Thibet. .....
" China Sea 3,200

Heights of Irkutsk Arctic Ocean 2,500

Base of Mt. Loma Gulf of Guinea 2,300

River St. Louis Gulf of St. Lawrence 1,900

Lake in Volhonsky Caspian Sea 1,900

Thibet Chinese Gulf 1,700

Arabian Sea 1,700

Black Sea 1,630

Arctic Ocean 2,500

Bay of Bengal 1,500

Pacific Ocean 1,090

Gulf of California 1,000

Chesapeake Bay 400

Chesapeake Bay 500

Chesapeake Bay 400

Bay of New York 325

- . - - ' *

- - - --
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NICKNAMES OP NATIVES OF STATES AND TEREITOEIES. LENGTH AND COST OF AMEEICAN WAES.

States.

Alabama
Arkansas
California

Colorado
Connecticut
Dakota
Delaware
Florida

Georgia
Idaho
Illinois

Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
.Alaine

Maryland
Massachusettts

.

Michigan
Minnesota
Jlississippi

Missouri
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina.

.

Ohio
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island . .

.

South Carolina .

.

Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Wisconsin

Nicknames.

Lizards.

Toothpicks.
Gold-Hunters.
Rovers.
Wooden Nutmegs.
Squatters.

Muskrats.
Ply-up-the-creeks.

Buzzards.
Fortune Seekers.
Suckers.
iloosiers.

Hawkeyes.
Jayhawkers.
Corn Crackers.

Creoles.

Foxes.
Clam-Humpers.
Yankees.
Wolverines.
Gophers.
Tadpoles.
Pukes.
Bug-Eaters.
Sage Hens.
Granite Boys.
Blues, or Clam-Catchers.
Spanish Indians.

Knickerbockers.
Tarheels.

Buckeyes.
Hard Cases.

Pennamites, or Leather-Heads.
Gunflints.

Weazles.
Whelps.
Beefheads.
Polygamists.

Green Mountain Boys.
Beagles.

Badgers.

HEIGHT OF NOTED CATHEDEALS, PTEAMIDS, TOWEES, ETC,

W’aus. Length. Cost.

1. War of the Revolution
2. Indian War in Ohio Territory
3. War with the Barbary States
4. Tecnmseh Indian War
5. War with Great Britain
6. Algerine W’ar

7 years—1775-1782
1790

1803-1804
1811

3 years—1812-1815
1815
1817
1832
1845

2 years—1846-1848
1856

4 years—1861-1865

S135, 193,703

107,159,003

7. First Seminole War
8. Black Hawk War
9. Second Seminole War

10. Mexican War
11. Mormon War

06,000,000

13. Civil War 6,!300,000,000

QUOTA OF TEOOPS FUENISHED BY THE STATES AND TEEEI-
TOEIES DUEING THE CIVIL IVAE.

States and Terri-
tories.

Troops
furnished
1861-65.

Colored

Troojis

furn-

ished

1861-65

Number
of men
drafted.

Per

cent,

of

Troops

to

Population.

New England States
Middle States

375,131

914,164

1,098,088
19,579

301,062
54,137
3,5.30

93,441

7,916

13,932

12,711

45,184
63,571

10.3.807

362,686

20.3,924

12,0

12.2

13.6

4.3

8.3

.6

Western States and Terri-
tories

Pacific States
Border States 106,413
Southern States
Indian Nation
Colored Troops*

Grand Total
At large
Not accounted for

+2,859,1.32 143,.304

7.3.3

5,083
7,122

776,829 9.1

Officers

156,242

* This gives colored troops enlisted in the States in rebellion; besides
this, there were 93,576 colored troops, included (with the ivhite soldiers)
in the quotas of the several States; the second column gives the aggregate
of colored, butmany enlisted South were credited to theNorthern States.

t This is the aggregate of troops furnished for all periods of service—
from three mouths to three years time. Reduced to a uniform three
years standard, the whole number of troops enlisted amounted to
3,320,272.

NUMBEE OF OFFICEES AND MEN IN THE WAE OF 1812.
Pyramid of Cheops
Cologne Cathedral
Antwerp Cathedral
Strasburg Cathedral
Tower of Utrecht
Steeple of St. Stephen’s, Vienna
Pyramid of Cephenes
St. Martin’s Church
St. Peter’s, Rome . .

Notre Dame, Amiens
Salisbury Spire
St. Paul’s, London
Cathedral at Florence
Cremona Cathedral
Freiberg Cathedral
Seville Cathedral
Milan Cathedral
Notre Dame, Munich
Dome des Invalides, Paris
Magdeburg Cathedral
St. Patrick’s, New York
St. Mark’s Church, Venice
Norwich Cathedral
Chichester Cathedral
Trinity Church, New York
Canterbury Tower
Notre Dame Cathedral, Paris
St. Patrick’s, Dublin
Glasgow Cathedral
Bunker Hill, Monument
Notre Dame, Montreal
Lima Cathedral
Garden City Cathedral, Long Island .

St. Peter and St. Paul’s, Philadelphia

Egypt
Germany
Belgium
Germany
Holland
Austria
Egypt
Bavaria
Italy
France
England
England
Italy
Italy

Germany
Spain
Italy
Bavaria
France
Germany
United States.
Italy
England
England, ....

United States.
England
France
Ireland
Scotland
Massachusetts
Canada
Peru
United States.

.

United States..

543 ft.

501
“

476 “

474
“

464 “

460 “

4.56
“

Date. Officers Men. Total. Date. Officers Men. Total.

,Iuly, 1812..

Feb., 181.3..

301
1,476

6,.385

17,560

6,686
19,036

Sept., 1814.

.

Feb., 1815..

2..

395
2.

.

396
35,791

31,028
38,186
33,424

456
448
423
410
404 '

The whole militia force raised during the war was 31,210 officers, and
440,412 men

;
total, 471,622.

COMPAEATIVE EATES OF WEEKLY WAGES PAID IN EUEOPE
AND IN THE UNITED STATES.

360 “

355 “

347 “

337
“

.328
“

0)
0
c3

United States.

i V
O Italy.

1

Britain. New
York. Chicago.

Bakers
Blacksmiths 5.45

S3..50
3.,55

$3.90
3.94

S6..50- 6.60
7.04- 8.12

$5- 8
10-14

88- 12
9- 12

Bookbinders 4.85 3.82 3.90 6.50- 7.83 12-18 9- 20
6- 10K>
7- 15.300

“
Bricklayers
Cabinetmakers

4.00
6.00

3.60^
3.97

3.45
4.95

7..58- 9.63
7.70- 8.48

12-15
9-13

283
“ Carpenters & Joiners 5.42 4 00 4.18 7.3.3- 8.25 9-12 7^-12

2.35
“

232
“

Farm Laborers
Laborers, Porters, etc.

3.15 287
2.92

3.50

2.60
3.40- 4.25
4.50- 5.00 0-'<j 514- 9

226
“ Painters 4.90 3.92 4.60 7.25- 8 16 10-16 6- 12

225 “ Plasterers 3.80 4.35 7.68-10.13 10-15 9- 15
220 “ Plumbers 5,50 3.60 3.90 7.13- 8.46 12-18 12- 20
220 “ Printers 4.70 4.80 3.90 7.52- 7.75 8-18 12- 18
220 “ Shoemakers 4.75 3.12 4.32 7.35 12-18 9- 18
219 “ Tailors 5.10 3..58 4..30 5.00- 7.30 10-18 0- 18
210

“ Tinsmiths 4.40 3.65 3.60 6.00- 7..30 10-14 9- 12
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Ten hours as the basis of one day’s labor.

UJ
HOURS. DAYS.

5 Half. One. Two. Three. Four. Five. Six. Seven. Eight. Nine. One. T wo. Three. Four. Five. Six.

$1 5-6 1% 3% 5 6% 8% 10 11% 13% 15 16% 33% 50 66% 83% $1.00

$2 1% 3% 6% 10 13% 16% 20 23% 26% 30
1

33% 66% $1.00 $1.33% Sl.66% 2.00

$3 2% 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45
1

50 $1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00

$4 3% 6% 13% 20 26% 33% 40 46% 53% 60
! 66% 1.33% 2.00 2.66% 3.33% 4.00

$5 4% 8% 16% 25 33% 41% 60 58% 66% 75 83% 1.66% 2.50 3.33% 4.16% 5.00

$6 5 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 $1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 6.00

$7 5 11% 23% 35 46% 58% 70 81% 93% $1.05 1.16% 2.33% 3.50 4.66% 5.83% 7.00

$8 0% 13% 26% 40 5.3% 66% 80 93% $1.06% 1.20 1.33% 2.66% 4.00 5.33% 6.66% 8.00

$9 7% 15 30 45 60 75 90 $1.05 1.20 1.35 1.50 3.00 4.50 6.00 7.50 9.00

$10 16% 33% 50 66% 83% $1.00 1.16% 1.33% 1.50 1.66% 3.33% 5.00 6.66% 8.33% 10.00

$11 9% 18% 36% 55 7.3% 91% 1.10 1.28% 1.46% 1.65 1.83% 3.66% 5.50 7.33% 9.16% 11.00

$12 10 20 40 60 80 $1.00 1.20 1.40 1.60 1.80 2.00 4.00 6.00 8.00 10.00 12.00

$13 m 21% 43% 65 86% 1.08% 1.30 1.51% 1.73% 1.95 2.16% 4.3.3% 6.50 8.66% 10.8.3% 13.00

$14 11% 23% 46% 70 93% 1.16% 1.40 1.63% 1.86% 2.10 2.33% 4.66% 7.00 9.33% 11.6694 14.00

$15 12% 25 50 75 $1.00 1.25 1.50 1.75 2.00 2.25 2.50 5.00 7.50 10.00 12.50 15.00

$16 13% 26% 53% 80 1.06% 1.33% 1.60 1.86% 2.13% 2.40 2.66% 5.33% 8.00 10.66% 13.33% 16.00

$17 14% 28% 56% 85 1.13% 1.41% 1.70 1.98% 2.26% 2.55 2.83% 5.66% 8.50 11.33% 14.16% 17.00

$18 15 30 60 90 1.20 1.50 1.80 2.10 2.40 2.70
j

3.00 6.00 9.00 12.00 15.00 18.00

Explanation.—The fnll-face figures at the side of the columns show the rate of wages per week, the other figures the rate per hour or per

day. For instance, in order to find the rate per hour at $10 per week, trace your finger along the column headed one hour till you reach tlie

column crossing it at riglit angles and lieaded $10, where 16% cents is found—the rate of pay for one hour’s labor at $10 per week. In similar

manner the rate for several hours or days may be found.

DIFFEEENCE IN TIME BETWEEN WASHINGTON AND OTHER
CITIES OF THE WORLD.

12.00 noon. . .

.

. . . . Wa>>hington. 10.00 p. M. . . . Bombay.
12.01 P. M . . .Harrisburg. 11.01 „ .... Calcutta.

12.02 “ .... . . . .Annapolis. 12.41 A. M... . Canton.
12.06 “ .... Wilmington. 2.48 “ .... Melbourne.
12.09 “ .... Trenton. 4..51 “ .... Auckland.
12.12 “ .... .. . .New York. 8.56 “ .... Portland.

12.14 “
. . . . . .Montreal. 8.58

“ San Francisco.

12.17 “ .... .

.

. .Hartford. 9.40 “ .... Salt Lake City.

12 22 “
. . . . . .Providence. 10.04 “

. . .

.

. .. .Santa Fe.
12.23 “ .... Quebec. 10.08 “ .... Denver.
12.24 “ .... Boston. 10.44 “ .... Omaha.
12.29 “ .... Augusta. 10.49 “ .... . ...Leavenworth.
1.37 “ .... St.tTohn. 10.53 “ .... Des Moines.
9 IPv

“ 10.56 “

3.19 “ .... Angra. 10.59 “ .... Little Rock.
4.31 “ .... Lisbon. 11.07 “ .... Jackson.
4.43 “ .... Dublin. 11.07 “ .... St, Louis.

4.55 “ .... Edinburgh. 11.08 “ ....

5.07 “ .... London. 11.18 “ .... Chicago.
5.17 “ .... Paris. 11.21 “ .... Nashville.

.5.25 “ .... Brussels. 11.23 “
. . .

.

5.28 “
. .

.

. Amsterdam. 11.24 “ ....

5.,58 “
. . .

.

Rome. 11.29 “ ....

6.02 “
. .

.

. Berlin. 11.35 “
. .. Milledgeville.

6.14 “ .... Vienna. 11.36 “ ... Detroit.

6.22 “
. . .

.

Cape Town. 11.41 “ .... Key West.
0 43 “

. 11.44 “ .... Columbia.
7.04 “ .... . . .

.

Constantinople. 11.45 “ ...

7.13 “ .... 11..50 “ ... Raleigh.

7.38 “ .... Moscow. 11..58 “ ... Richmond.

VELOCITY AND PRESSURE OF WIND.
The relation between the velocity of the wind and the pre sure it

exerts upon any surface opposed to it, varies according as the opposing
surface is at right angles or inclined more or less to the wind, or as the
surface may i)e curved or flat. The rule generally followed for surfaces
at right angles fo tlie direction of the wind, is to consider the pressure
in pounds per square foot of exposed surface to be equal to the square
of the velocity m miles, divided by 200. By tliis rule the following
table has been prepared.

Velocity in Velocity in Pressure in
miles feet pounds Remarks.

per hour. per second. per square foot

1

2
1.467
2.933

.005

.020

Hardly perceptible.

3 4.400 .045 Pleasant.

4 5.867 .080
“

5 7.330 .125
“

10 14.670 .500 Cooling.

12% 18.330 .781 Fresh breeze.

15 22.000 1.125
“

20 29.330 2.000 Brisk wind.
25 36.670 3.125

“ “

.30 44.000 4.500 Strong wind.
40 58.670 8.000 High wind.
50 73.330 12-500 Storm.
60 88.000 18.000 Violent storm.

80 117.300 32.000 Hurricane.

100 146.700 *50.000 Tornado.

* This force will uproot the largest trees.
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Table showing Variations of Time, Distances from New York City, Hours by Railway, and Passenger
Fares from New York to the Principal Places In the United States.

NAMES OP CITIES.

Albany, N. Y
Atlanta, Ga
Auburn, N. Y
Baltimore, Md
Bangor, Me
Boston, Mass
Bridgeport, Conn
Brooklyn, N. Y
Buffalo, N. Y
Burlington, Iowa
Burlington, Vt
Charleston, S. C
Chicago, 111

Cincinnati, O
Cleveland, O
Columbus, O
Concord, N. II

Council Bluffs, Iowa
Davenport, Iowa
Dayton, O
Denver, Col
Des Moines, Iowa
Detroit, Mich
Dubuque, Iowa
Easton, Pa
Elmira, N. Y
Evansville, Ind
Fort Wayne, Ind
Galveston, Tex
Harrisburg, Pa
Hartford, Conn
Indianapolis, Ind
Kansas City, Mo
Keokuk, Iowa
Leavenworth, Kan
Little Rock, Ark
Louisville, Ky
Lowell, Mass
Memphis, Tenn
Milwaukee, Wis
Mobile, Ala

Time when
it is 12 noon

at N. Y.

Miles
ijy

rail

from
N. Y.

Mail
time
from
N. Y.

R. R.
fares
from
N. Y.

NAMES OP CITIES.
Time when
it is 12 noon

at N. Y.

Miles
by
rail

from
N. Y.

Mail
time
from
N. Y.

R. R.
fares
from
N. Y.

12.01 p. M. 145 4.15 $ 3.10 Montgomery. Ala 11.10 A. M. 1056 45. $.32.90
11.18 a.m. 881 52.15 25..50 Nashville, Tenn 11.09 A. M. 1053 43. 29.45
11.50 A. M. 319 9.30 6.58 Newark, N. J 11.59 A. M. 30 .30 .20
11.50 A. M. 188 6. 6.30 Newburgh, N. Y 12.00 M. 63 2.35 1.45
12.21 P. M. 478 19.40 13.00 Newburyport, Mass 12.13 P. M. 270 9.20 7.00
12.12 P. M. 233 8. 6.00 New Haven, Conn 12.04 p. M. 2.45 1.75
12.03 P. M. 59 2. 1.30 New Orleans, La 10.56 A. M. 1377 58. 42.75
12.00 M. 2 .30 .02 Newport, R. I 12.11 P. M. 185 10. 2.00
11.40 A. M. 424 14. 9.25 Norfolk, Va 11.51 A. M. 372 18. 8..50
10.51 A. M. 1120 47. 27.25 Northampton, Mass 13.05 P. M. 156 6. 3.65
12.03 P. M. 302 11. 8.00 Norwich, Conn 12.07 P. M. 140 5.15 2.00
11.36 A. M. 804 33. 24.00 Ogdensburg, N. Y 11. .54 A. M. 374 14..30 9.60
11.05 A. M. 913 35. 20.00 Oniaha, Neb 10..32 A. M. 1406 56.20 36.00
11.18 A. M. 758 28. 18.00 Philadelphia, Pa 11.55 A. M. 89 2. 2.50
11.29 A. M. 585 20. 13.00 Pittsburgh. Pa 11.36 A. M. 445 35. 12.50
11.24 a. m. 639 22. 16.25 Pittsfield, Mass 12.03 P. M. 161 6. 3.50
12.10 P. M. 274 10.30 7.15 Portland, Me 12.15 p. M. 341 14. 9.00
10.34 A. M. 1389 56. 35.50 Poughkeepsie, N. Y 12.00 M. 76 3. 1.46
10.53 A. M. 1096 41.40 36.00 Providence, R. I 12.10 p. M. 189 6.30 5.00
11.19 A. M. 709 25. 17.50 Richmond, Va 11.40 A. M. 343 13. 12.85
9.57 A. M. 1982 93. 59.75 Rochester, N. Y 11.43 A. M. 374 10. 7.70
10.42 A. M. 1370 51.10 31.20 Sacramento, Cal 8.50 A. M. 3183 146.15 136.00
11.24 A. M. 776 24. 15.00 St. Louis, Mo 10 55 A. M. 1066 38. 24.25
10.54 A. M. 1103 43. 26.60 St. Paul, Minn 10.44 A. M. 1322 54. 31. .35
11.55 A. M. 76 2.30 2.25 Salt Lake City, Utah 9.28 A. M. 3476 120. 115.50
11.49 A. M. 275 22.30 7.25 San Antonio, Tex 10.23 A. M. 19.52 104. 67.05
11.07 A. M. 995 36.25 25.00 San Francisco, Cal 8.46 A. M. 3273 1.51. 136.00
11.15 A. M. 705 29. 16.75 Savannah, Ga 11.33 a m. 919 39. 25.00
10.37 A. M. 1789 97.30 49.25 Springfield, III 10.58 A. M. 1032 42..30 24.00
11.49 A. M. 183 5.10 5.50 Springfield, Mass 13.05 p. M. 139 4..30 3.30
13.05 p. M. 113 3.45 2.65 Syracuse, N. Y 11.51 A. M. 293 8.30 6.06
11.12 A. M. 826 30. 19.00 Terre Haute, lud 11.07 A. M. 899 32. 21.25
10..37 A. M. 1343 60. 32.75 Toledo, O 11.23 A. M. 706 24. 16.25
10..50 A. M. 1128 48. 26.25 Trenton, N. J 11.54 A. M. 58 1.30 1.75
10..37 A. M. 1369 62. 32.75 Troy, N. Y 11.58 A. M. 151 4.20 3.15
10.47 A. M. 1411 54.20 4*2.85 Utica, N. Y 11..56 A. M. 240 7..30 5.00
11.14 A. M. 868 35. 22.00 Vicksburg, Miss 10..53 A. M. 1287 63.30 39.25
12.10 P. M. 215 9. 7.00 Washington, D. C 11.48 A M. 228 8. 7..50
10.55 A. M. 1245 50. .32.00 Wheeling, W. Va 11..33 A. M. 511 21. 14.25
11.05 A. M. 998 40. 23.00 Wilmington, Del 11..54 A. M. 118 3. 3.10
11.04 A. M. 12.36 52. 40.75 Worcester, Mass 12.10 P. M. 193 7.15 4.65

Note.

—

As the fares by railway are constantly varying, and time tables vary widely by different trains, the mail time and passeno'er fares
above given are to be taken as approximately correct.

ANHUAL SALAEIES OF THE PRINCIPAL CIVIL OFFICERS OF
THE UNITED STATES.

Legislative.

President |50,000
Vice-President 8,000

Secretary of State 8.000

Secretary of the Treasury . . . 8,000

Secretary of the Interior 8,000

Secretary of the Navy 8,000

Secretary of War 8,000

Postmaster-General 8,000
Attorney-General 8,000

Speaker House of Represent-
atives 8,000

United States Senators 5,000
Representatives in Congress, 5,000

Heads op Departments.

Director Geological Surveys. $6,000
A J 4 ^ Y3 .4 4 1 .4 tf-1 A n n ^4 4 4 44 A^Auditor Riiilroad Accounts. . 5,000
Superintendent of Census . . . 5,000
Superin’t Naval Observatory, 5,000
Commissioner of Patents 4,500
Director of the Mint 4,51)0

Commis’r GenT Land Office, 4,000
Superintend^ Signal Service, 4,000
Commissioner of Pensions . . .3,600

Superin’t Nautical Almanac . 3,500
Commander of Marine Corps, 3,.500

Commis'r of Agriculture 3,000
Commis’r of Indian Affairs. . 3,000
Commissioner of Education , 3,000

United States’ Minister to
England $17,500
France 17,500
Germany 17,500
Russia 17,500
Spain 13,000
China 12,000
•lapan 13,000
Mexico 12,000
Brazil 12,000
Chili 10,000
Peru 10,000
Central America 10,000
Venezuela 7,500
Turkey 7,500
Sweden and Norway 7,.5(M)

Netherlands 7,5(K)

Denmark 5,000
Greece 5,000
Uruguay 5,000
Portugal 5,000
Switzerland 5,000
Liberia 4,000

Judges.

Chief Justice of the United
States Supreme Court . .$10,.500

Associate .Judges 10,000
U. S. Circuit Judges 6,000
U. S. Distr. Judges, $3,.500 to 5,000
Judge of the U. S. Court of

Claims 4,.500

PAT TABLE OF THE ARMY AND NAVY OF THE UNITED
STATES.

• ARMY.

Grade or Rank.

>> t-
CS

iH £

General
I.ieutenant-General
Major-General
Brigadier-General
Colonel
Lieutenant-Colonel
Major
Captain, mounted
Captain, not mounted. .

.

Regimental Adjutant
RegimentalQuarterm’st’r
1st Lieutenant, mounted.
1st Lieutenant, notm’t’d.
2d Lieutenant, mounted.
2d Lieutenant, not m’t’d.
Chaplain

$13, .500

11,000
7.500
5.500

+3,500
+3,000
2.500
2,000
1,800
l.HOO

1,800

1 ,600

],.500

1..500

1,400
1.500

t The maximum pav of colonels is limited
to ^4,500, and or lieutenant-colonels to
^i4,0nn,

NAVY.

Grade or Rank. At Sea.

Admiral $13,000
Vice-Admiral 9,000
Rear-Admiral 6,000
Commodore 5,000
Captain 4,500
Commajider 3,500
ILieutenant-Commander. 2,800
Lieutenant 2,400
Master 1,800
Ensign 1,200
Midsliipman 1,000
Cadet Midshipman 500
Mate 900
Medical and Pay Director,
Medical and Pay Inspec-
tor and Chief Engineer.

Fleet Surgeon, Paymaster
4,400

and Engineer
Surgeon, Paymaster and

4,400

Chief Engineer
*Passecl Assisl'l Surgeon,

2,800

Paymasterand Enghieer
*Assistant Surgeon, Pay-

2,000

master and Engineer. .

.

1,700

The jiay of these officers is increased after the first five years service,
t Increased to $3,000 after four years from date of commission.
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AVOIRDUPOIS WEIGHT.
16 Drachms 1 Ounce (oz.)“-28.35gr’m’s

16 Ounces 1 Pound (lb.)=453.6
“

14 Pounds 1 Stone.

2 Stone 1 Quarter (qr.), 28 pounds.

4 Quarters 1 Ilundred-w’t, 112 pounds

20 Hundred-weight. . 1 Ton, 2,240 pounds.

The standard avoirdupois pound of the X^nited

States, copied from tlie British standard, is

0.00734 grain too heavy. Tlie gramme is legal

at 15.432 grains, and the kilogramme at 2.2046

pounds. In some States the ton rates at 2,240

pounds, and in others at only 2,000—the hitter

value being tha more usual.

TROY WEIGHT.
24 Grains 1 Pennyweight, (dwt.)

20 Pennyweights 1 Ounce,=4!^ grains.

12 Ounces 1 Pound,—5,760 grains.

Gold, silver, platinum, and some gems are

weighed by this scale. Pearls and diamonds
are weighed by the carat of 4 grains, 5 diamond
grains being equal to 4 grains troy.

APOTHECARIES’ WEIGHT.
20 Grjiins 1 Scruple.

3 Scruple 1 Drachm.
*8 Drachms 1 Ounce.

*12 Ounces 1 Pound.

* Same as in troy weight, as is also the grain.

LINEAR MEASURE.
3 Barleycorns 1 Inch.

12 Inches 1 Foot—0.3047 metie.

3 Feet 1 Yard=0.91438 metre.

5)4 Yards 1 Rod, Perch, or Pole.

4 Poles, or 100 Links. . .1 Chain.

10 Chains 1 Furlong.

8 Furlongs 1 Mile=1.6093 kilom'rs

1 Line tV Inch.

1 Nail (cloth measure) 2)4 Inches.

1 Palm 3

1 Hand (used for height of horses) 4
“

1 Span 9
“

1 Cubit 18
“

1 Scotch Ell 37.06
“

1 English Ell 43 “

1 Fathom 6 Feet.
1 Cable’s Length 120 Fathoms.
1 League 3 Miles.

1 Degree of the Equator 69. 1013 Miles.

1 Degree of Meridian 09.046
“

SQUARE, OR SURFACE
MEASURE.

144 Square

9
“

30!4
“

16
“

40
“

4 Roods

.

640 Acres.

.

Inches. . . 1 Sq. Foot, = 9.29 square
decimetres.

Feet 1 Sq. Yard,=0.836 square
metre.

Y'ards 1 Square Rod.
Rods 1 Chain.

“ 1 Rood.
1 Acre, or 43,560 sq. feet.

1 Sq. Mile,=259 hectares.
The acre, — 0.405 hectare.

CUBIC, OR SOLID MEASURE.
1728

27
40
50
42

40

108
128

Cubic Inches
Cubic Feet
Cubic Feet of rough, or. . . I

Cubic Feet of hewn timber f

Cubic Feet of timber

Cubic Feet

Cubic Feet
Cubic Feet

1 Cubic Foot.
1 Cubic Y’ard.

1 Ton or Load.

1 British Ship-
I)ing q’on.

1 American
Ship’g Ton.

1 Stack wood.
1 Cord wood.

APOTHECARIES’ MEASURE.
60 Minims 1 Fluid Drachm.
8 Drachms 1 “ Ounce.

20 Ounces 1 Pint.
8 Pints 1 Imperial Gallon.

LIQUID MEASURE.
4 Gills 1 Pint, (pt.)

2 Pints 1 Quart, (qt.)

4 Quarts 1 Gallon, (gal.)

42 Gallons 1 Tierce.
63 “ 1 Hogshead, (hhd.)
84 “ 1 Puncheon.
126 “ 1 Pipe.
252 “ 1 Ton.
10 “ 1 Anker.
18 “ 1 Runlet.
*31)4 “ 1 Barrel, (bbl.)

* In some of the States 32 gallons make a
barrel.

DRY MEASURE.
The Bushel is 2150.42 cubic inches, that of

England being 2218.192 cubic inches. The im-
lierial bushel is, therefore, 1.0315 United States
bushels. In dry measure the litre is legal at

0.908 quart. The following table is generally
used :

2 Pints 1 Quart.
4 Quarts 1 Gallon of 268.8 cubic inches.
2 Gallons 1 Peck, (pk.)
4 Pecks 1 Bushel, (bush.)

36 Bushels 1 Chaldron. (For coke and coal.)

FOREIGN WEIGHTS AND
MEASURES.

With their value given in the standard of the
United States.

FRANCE.
Metre 3.28 Feet.
Decimetre (1-lOth metre) 3.94 Inches.
Veit 2,00 Gallons.
Hectolitre 26.42 Gallons.
Decalitre... 2.64 Gallons.
Litre 2.11 Pints.
Kilolitre 35.,32 Feel.
Hectolitre 2.84 Bushels.
Decalitre 9.08 Quarts.
Millier 22.05 Pounds.
Quintal 220.54 Pounds.
Kilogramme 2.21 Pounds.

PRUSSIA.

100 Pounds of 2 Cologne marks
each 103.11 Pounds.

Quintal, 110 pounds 113.42 Pounds.
Sneffel of grain 1.56 Bushels.
Eimer of wine 18.14 Gallons.
Ell of cloth 2.19 Feet.
Foot 1.03 Feet.

MEASURES OF TIME.
60 Seconds 1 Minute.
60 Minutes 1 Hour.
24 Hours 1 Day.
7 Days 1 Week.

28 Days 1 Lunar Month.
28, 29, 30, or 31 Days 1 Calendar Mouth.

• 12 Calendar Months 1 Year.
365 Days 1 (Common Y'ear.

366 Days 1 Leap Year.

ANGULAR MEASURE.
60 Seconds 1 Minute.
60 Minutes 1 Degree.
30 Degrees 1 Sign.
90 Degrees 1 (Quadrant.

4 Quadrants, or 360° 1 Circumference,
or great circle.

MEASURES FOR HOUSE-
KEEPERS.

RUSSIA.

100 Pounds of 32 laths each 90.26 Pounds.
Chertwi 1 1 of grain 5.95 Bushels.
Vedro of wine 3.25 Gallons.
Petersburgh foot 1.18 Feet.
Moscow foot 1 . 10 Feet.
Pood 36.00 Pounds.

*SPAIN.

Quintal, or4arrobas 101.44 Pounds.
Arroba ^.36 Pounds.
Arroba of wine 4.43 Gallons.
Fauega of grain 1.60 Busheis.

NETHERLANDS.
Ell 3.28 Feet.
Jiudde of Zak 2.84 Bushels.
Vat hectolitre 26.42 Gallons.
Kan litre 2.11 Pints.
Pond kilogramme 2.21 Pounds.

DENMARK.
Wheat flour 1 pound — 1 quart.
Indian meal 1 pound 2 oz. = 1

“

Butter, when soft 1 pound = 1
“

Loaf sugar, broken 1 pound— 1
“

White sugar, pow’d 1 pound 1 oz. — 1
“

Brown sugar 1 pound 2 oz. = 1
“

Eggs 10 eggs— 1 pound
Flour 8 quarts = 1 peck.
Flour 4 pecks = 1 bushel

LIQUIDS.

16 Large tablespoonfuls )4 Pint.

8 Large tablespoonfuls 1 Gill.

4 Large tablespoonfuls ^ Gill.

2 Gills )4 Pint.

2 Pints 1 Quart.

4 Quarts 1 Gallon.
1 Common sized tumbler holds . . .^4 ^ Pint.

1 Common sized wineglass holds. . .)4 R Gili-

25 Drops are equal to 1 Teaspoonful.

AMERICAN MONEY.
10 Mills 1 Cent.
10 Cents 1 Dime.
10 Dimes 1 Dollar.
10 Dollars 1 Eagle.

In the West and South, 12>^ cents make a 6it;

in New Y’ork the same sum is called a shilling.

The New England States call 10% cents a
shilling, but all of these values are not legal.

ENGLISH MONEY.
4 Farthings 1 Penny.
12 Pence 1 Shilling.

20 Shillings *1 Pound or Sovereign=$4.8666.

*In United States custom houses it rates at

S4.84,

100 Pounds, 1 centner 110.28 Pounds.
Barrel or toende of corn 3.95 Bushels.
Viertel of wine 2.04 Gallons.
Copenhagen or Rhineland foot. . 1.03 Feet.

SWEDEN.
100 Pounds, or 5 lispunds 73.76 Pounds.
Kan of corn 7.42 Bushels.
Last 75.00 Bushels.
Cann of wine 69.09 Gallons.
Ell of cloth 1.95 Feet.

PORTUGAL.
100 Pounds 101.19 Pounds.
22 Pounds (1 arroba) 22.26 Pounds.
Alquiere 4.75 Bushels.
Almude of wine 4.37 Gallons.

CHINA.

Tail 1.33 Onnees.
16 Tails 1 catty 1.33 Pounds.
100 Catties 1 picul 133.25 Pounds.

In the following countries the French metric
system has been either introduced or legalized:
Argentine Confederation, Austria, Belgium,
Bolivia, Brazil, Chili, Colombia, Ecuador,
Egypt, German Empire, Greece, Italy, Mexico,
Portugal, *Spain.
In the United States the metric system was

legalized by an act of Congress, passed in 1866,

but it has not yet come into use.
The present uniform system of Switzerland

is upon a semi-metric basis.

In Turkey the weights and measures vary in

the different provinces, and with the nature of

the substances to be measured.
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THE RAILROADS OF THE WORLD IN 1880.

COUNTRIES. Miles.

1. North America.
I

United States
Canada
Mexico

93,671
6,891

678

Total 101,240

COUNTRIES.

f Switzerland.

1
Italy

4. Europe, continued Turkey
I

Roumania . .

.

Greece

f
Honduras
Costa Rica

2. Middle America. 4 Cuba (Spanish)

I
Jamaica (British)

(.Panama (Colombia)

56
74
858
24
48

Total, 1.060

3. South America.

Bolivia
Ecuador
Venezuela
Guiana (British)
Brazil
Pern
Chili
Argentine Republic
Paraguay
Uruguay

31
76
70
21

Llll
1,750
1,049

1,439
44

233

Total 6,424

4. Europe

Great Britain and Ireland.
France
Spain
Portugal
Belgium
Netherlands.
Denmark
Sweden
Norway
Russia
Germany

.
Austria-Hungary

17,696 .

15,287
4,264
795

2,324
1,199
849

3,260
658

13,571

21.037
11,471

Total

5. Asia

Turkey in Asia.
India (British)
Ceylon (British)

Java (Dutch)
Philippines (Spanish).
China
Japan

Total

r Egypt
Tunis

I

Algeria (French)
6. Africa -{ Cape Colony (British)

I

Namaoualand
1
Natal (British)

1.
Mauritius

Total

7. Australia

New South Wales.
Queensland
Victoria

- South Australia...

I

Western Australia

I
Tasmania

(New Zealand

Total

Grand Total

Miles.

1,609
4,999
1,032
862

100,920

2,50

8,615
108
499
279

67

9,818

928
115
708
662
95
5
65

2,578

736
503

1,125
.5.59

72
172

1,171

4,338

226,378

New York to Queenstown
New York to (Jueenstown . .

.

New York to Queenstown
Queenstown to New York
New York to Queenstown
Queenstown to New York
Liverpool to New York
Philadelphia to Queenstown.
New York to Havana.
Havana to New York
New York to Aspinwall
Aspinwall to New York
San Francisco to Yokohama .

Yokohama to San Francisco.

.

QUICK PASSAGES OF OCEAN STEAMERS.

Miles. Steamer. Date.
.2.9,59.

.2,950.

.2,950.

.2.9,50.

2 950
.2.9,50.

.3,050.

.3,010.

.1,225.

.1,225.

.2„300.

.2..300.

.4,764

.4,764.

Arizona
Britannic
City of Berlin
.City of Berlin
.Russia
Russia..
.Russia
.Illinois

.City of Vera Cruz.
City of New York
.Henry Chauncey.

.

.Henry Chauncey.

.

City of Peeking.

.

.Oceanic . .

June, 1879.
.Dec., 1876.
.Oct., 1875,

.Sept., 1875
•July, 1869
.June, 1869.

1869,
• Dec., 1876,
.Aug., 1876.
.May, 1875.

1875.

1875.

1876,

D. II

.

M.

7 9 23
7 12 46
7 15 48
7 18 02
8 t) 30
8 2 58

8 12

8 18 13
4 0 43

10 7
() 14
f) 5 30

9
14 13

Velocity of Various Bodies.

A man walks
A horse trots

A horse runs
Steamboat runs
Sailing vessel runs.
Slow rivers flow
Rapid rivers flow.

.

A rifle ball moves.

.

Sound “

Lignt “

Electricity “

Per Hour. Per Second.

4 feet

10
“

...20 “ 29 “

. 18 “ 26 “

. .10 “ 14 “

4 “

10 “

.1,000 “ 1466 “

1142 “

192,000 miles per second,
.288,000 “

SIZES OF TYPE.—It requires 205 lines of Diamond type to make
12 inches ; of Pcarf, 178 : of Tfwiy, 166 ; of Nonpareil, 143; of Min-
ion, 128; of Brevkr, 1121; of Bourgeois, 1021 ; of Long Primer, of

Small Pica, 83 ;
of Pica, 711 ; of English, 64.

Streng-th of Ice—Solid ice 2 inches thick will bear men on foot; 4
inches thick will bear men on horseback ; 6 inches thick will bear cattle

and teams with light loads
; 8 inches thick will bear teams with heavy

loads ; 10 inches thick will bear a pressure of 1.000 pounds per square
foot.

Counted in Groups.— 12 things make 1 dozen, 12 doz. (144) 1

gross, 12 gross, (1,728) 1 great gross, 2 things 1 pair, 6 things 1 set, 20
things 1 scoie.

In Counting Paper—24 sheets make 1 epdre, 20 quires (480 sheets),

1 ream, 2 reams (960 sheets), 1 bundle, 5 bundles (4,800 sheets), 1 bale.

Classification ofBooks—The terms folio, gnarto, octavo, etc.,

point out the number of leaves into which a sheet of paper is folded in

making a book, the number of pages in each sheet being termed a signa-
ture ; A folio book or paper is made of sheets folded in 2 leaves ; a
quarto (4tb) of sheets folded into 4 leaves ; an octavo (8vo). 8 leaves ; duo-
decimo (12mo). 12 leaves

;
18»to, in 18 leaves ;

a24t/to, in 24 leaves
;
a 32»iO,

in 32 leaves, etc.

In Copying—72 words make one folio, or sheet of common law
; 9

words one folio in chancery.
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A.A.S. {AcademiCB Aniericanm Socius.) Mem-
|

her of the American Academy.

A.B. {Artimn Baccalaurens.) Bachelor of

Arts.

A.B.C.F.M. American Board of Commis-

sioners for Foreign Missions.

A.C. (Ante Christum.) Before Christ.

(^Ftatis.) Of age
;
aged.

At. Alabama.

A.M. (Artiurn Magister.) Master of Arts.

A.M. (Ante Meridiem.) Before noon.

A.M. (Anno Mundi.) In the year of the

world.

An. (Atmo.) In the year.

Apr. April.

A.R. (Anno Regni.) In the year of the reign.

Ark. Arkansas.

A. U.C. (Anno Vrhis Conditae.) In the year

from the fonndation of the city.

Aug. August.

Avoir. Avoirdupois.

b. Born.

B. Book.

B.A. Bachelor of Arts.

B(d Balance.

Bart. Baronet.

B. C. Before Christ.

B.C.L. Bachelor of Civil Law.

B.D. Bachelor of Divinity.

Bd. Bound.

Bds. Bound in hoards.

Benj. Benjamin.

Bk. Book.

B. L. Bachelor of Law's.

Bp. Bishop.

Brig. Gen. Brigadier-General.

C. ,
or Cap. (Caput.) Chapter.

Cal. California.

Cam.., or Carnb. Cambridge.

Caps. Capitals.

Capl. Captain.

C B. Companion of the Bath.

C.C.P. Court of Common Pleas.

C.E. Civil Engineer.

C.J. Chief Justice.

Co. Company.

Col. Colonel ;
Colorado.

Com. Commodore

.

Conn., or Ct. Connecticut.

Car. Corinthians.

Cor. Sec. Corresponding Secretary.

Crim. Con. Criminal Conversation
;

Adul-

tery.

Ct. Cent ; Cts. Cents.

Cwt. Hundredw'eight.

D. , or d. Penny, or pence.

Dan. Daniel.
I

D. C. District of Columbia.

D.C.L. Doctor of Civil Law.

D.D. (Divinitatis Doctor.) Doctor of Divinity.

Dca. Deacon.

Dec. December.

Del. Delaw'are.

Dept. Department.

Deut. Deuteronomy.

Deft., or dft. Defendant.

Dist. District.

Dist. Attxj. District Attorney.

D.M. Doctor of Music.

Do. (Ditto.) The same.

Dots. ($) Dollars.

Doz. Dozen.

D)'. Doctor ;
Debtor

;
Dram.

D. V. (Deo Volente.) God willing.

Dwt. Pennyweight.

E. East.

Ed. Edition ; Editor.

Edw. Edward.

E. G., or e.g. (exempli gratia.) For example.

Eliz. Elizabeth.

E.N.E. East-north-east.

Eph. Ephesians.

Esq. Esquire

.

Et. al. (et alii.) And others.

Etc., or itc. (et ccetera.) And so forth.

Et. seq. (et sequentia.) And what follows.

Exod. Exodus.

Ez. Ezra.

Ezek. Ezekiel.

Fuhr. Fahrenheit.

Feb. February.

Ft., or Flor. Florida.

Fred. Frederic.

F. R.S. Fellow of the Royal Society.

Ft. Foot, or feet.

Fur. Furlong.

Ga. Georgia.

G. B. Great Britain.

G. C.B. Grand Cross of the Bath.

Gen. General ; Genesis.

Geo. George
;
Georgia.

Gov. Governor.

Gov. Gen. Governor-General.

77., or/t. Hour.

Hab. Ilabakkuk.

JI.B.M. His, or Her, Britannic Majesty.

II. C. House of Commons.

Heb. Hebrews.

Ekd. Hogshead.

ILL. House of Lords.

II.M. His, or Her, Majesty.

II.M.S. His, or Her, Majesty’s Ship, or Service.

Hon. Honorable.

Bos

.

Hosea

.

H. R. House of Representatives.

II. R.II. His, or Her, Royal Highness.

Bund. Hundred.

I. ,
or Isl. Island.

Ib., Ibid. [Ibidem.) In the same place.

Id. (Idem.) The same.

i.e. (id est.) That is.

I.H.S. (lesus Bonunum Salvator.) Jesus the

Saviour of Men.

III. Illinois.

ln. Inches.

Incog. (Incognito.) Unknown.

Ind. Indiana.

I.N.R.I. (lesus Nazarenus, Rex ludexorum.)

Jesus of Nazareth, King of the Jews.

Inst. Instant (the current month).

lo. Iowa.

i.q. (idem quod.) The same as.

ls. Isaiah.

lt. Italics.

J. Justice
;
Judge.

Jan. January.

Jos. James.

Jer. Jeremiah.

Jno. John.

Jotxa. Jonathan.

Jos. Joseph.

Josh. Joshua.

J.P. Justice of the Peace.

Jr. Junior.

Judg. Judges.

Jul. July.

Jun. Junior.

Kan. Kansas.

K. B. Knight of the Bath ; King’s Bench.

K. C. B. Knight Contmander of the Bath.

Ken., or Ky. Kentucky.

K. G. Knight of the Garter.

K. G. C. Knight of the Grand Cross.

Ki. Kings.

Knt., or Kt. Knight.

L. ,
or lb. Pound (weight).

L.,l.,or£. Pound Sterling.

La. Louisiana.

Lai. Latitude.

L. I. Long Island.

Lieut. Lieutenant.

LL.B. Bachelor of Laws.

LL D. Doctor of Laws.

M.
,
or m. Masculine.

M.A. Master of Arts ;
Military Academy.

Maj. Major.

Mar. March.

Mass. Massachusetts.
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Matt. Matthew.

M. C. Member of Congress.

M.D. Doctor of Medicine.

Md- Maryland.

Mdlle. Mademoiselle.

M.E. Mechanical Engineer
;
Methodist Eiris-

copal ;
Most Excellent.

Me. Maine.

jl/j-m. Memorandum.

Messrs. Gentlemen.

Meth. Methodist.

Mich. Michigan.

Min., OT min. Minute; minutes.

Minn. Minnesota.

Miss. Mississippi.

Mile. Mademoiselle.

MM. (Messieurs.) Gentlemen
;
Their Majes-

ties.

Mme. Madame.

Mo. Missouri.

Mo., or mo. Month.

Mans. Monsieur : Sir.

Mos., or rnos. Months.

M.P. Member of Parliament ;
Member of Po-

lice.

M.P.P. Member of the Provincial Parlia-

ment.

Mr. Master, or Mister.

Mrs. Mistress, or Missis.

MS. Manuscript.

MSS. Manuscripts.

Ml. Mount, or Mountain.

Mns. D., Mils. Doc., or Mus. Doct. Doctor of

Music.

V. North.

V., or n. Noun ;
Neuter.

V. A. North America.

Math. Nathaniel.

M. B. New Brunswick.

Nola Bene. Note well, err take notice.

N. C. North Carolina.

N.E. North-East ;
New England.

Neb. Nebraska.

N. F. Newfoundland.

N. U. New Hampshire.

N. J. New Jersey.

N.L. or N. Lat. North Latitude.

N.N.E. North-North-East.

V.V. B'. North-North-West.

No., or no. (Numero.) Number.

Non. seq., or non. seq. (Non sequitur.) It does

not follow.

Nos., or nos. Numbers.

Nov. November.

N. S. Nova Scotia ; New Style (since 1752).

N. T. New Testament.

N. W. North-West.

N. Y. New York.

O. Ohio.

Oh; mob. (Obiit.) Died.

Ob.,, or Obdl. Obedient.

Oct. October.

Or. Oregon.

0. S. Old Style.

O. T. Old Testament.

Orf.,m Oron. (Oxonia.) Oxford.

OZ; or oz. Ounce, or ounces.

P. ,
or p. Page.

Pa. Pennsylvania.

Pari. Parliament.

Pd. Paid.

P. E. I. Prince Edward Island.

Penn. Pennsylvania.

Percent., or per ct. (Per centum.) By the

hundred.

Ph.D. (Philosophies, Doctor.) Doctor of Phil-

osophy.

Phil. Philippians.

Pliila. Philadelphia.

Pinx., or pxt. (Pinxil.) He,w she, painted it.

Pk., or pk. Peck.

PI., or pi. Plural.

Plff. Plaintiff.

P.M. Post-Master ;
Past Master. (Post Mer-

idiem.) Afternoon.

P.M.G. Post-Master-General.

P. 0. Post-Office.

pp. Pages.

P.P.C. (Pour Prende Conge.) To take leave.

P7\, pr., or (Per.) By the.

Pres. President.

Prof. Professor.

Pro tern., or pro tern. (Pro tempore.) For the

time being.

Frov. Proverbs ;
Province.

Prox. (Proximo.) Next (the next month).

P. S. (Post Scriptum.) Postscript.

Ps. Psalm, or Psalms.

Ft. Pint.

Pub. Doc. Public Documents.

Ptvt., or pwt. Pennyweight.

Pxt., or pxt. (Pinxit.) He, or she, painted it.

Q. Question.

Q., or Qu. Query ;
Question

;
Queen.

Q.B. Queen’s Bench.

Q.O. Queen’s Council.

Q.E.D. (Quod Erat Demonstrandum.) Which

was to be demonstrated.

Q.M. Quartermaster.

Q.M. G. Quartermaster-General.

Qr., or qr. Quarter. (28 pounds) ; Farthing
;

Quire.

Ql., or gt. Quart
;
Quantity.

Q.v.,orq.v. (Quod vide.) Which see.

B. (Bex.) King. (Begina.) Queen.

B.A. Royal Academy, or Academician ; Rear

Admiral
;
Right Ascension.

Bee. Sec. Recording Secretary.

Bev. Revelation ;
Reverend.

B. I. Rhode Island.

B.N. Royal Navy.

Bom. Roman ; Romans.

Bwn. Cath. Roman Catholic.

B.B Railroad.

Bt. lion. Right Honorable.

lit. Bev. Right Reverend.

S. South ;
Signor ; Shilling.

S. A. South America
;
South Africa.

Sam. Samuel.

Sat. Saturday.

S. C. South Carolina.

Sc., or Sculp. (Sculpsit.) He, or she, en-

graved it.

Sch., or Schr. Schooner.

Scil., or Sc. (Scilicet.) To wit
;
namely.

Script. Scripture.

Sculp., or sculp. (Sculpsit.) He, or she, en-

graved it.

S.E. South-East.

Sec. Secretary
;
Section.

Sen. Senate ; Senator
;
Senior.

Sep., or Sept. September.

Serg. Sergeant

Serv., or Servt. Servant.

S.J. Society of Jesus.

S.J.C. Supreme Judicial Court.

S. Bat. South Latitude.

Sid., or sld. Sailed.

S.M.l. (Sa Majeste Dnperiale.) His, <»• Her,

Imperial Majesty.

Soc. Society.

Sq., or sq. Stpiare.

Sq.ft., or sq.ft. Square feet.

Sq. in., or sq. in. Square inches.

Sq. m., or sq. m. Square miles.

Sr. Sir, or Senior.

SS., or ss. (Scilicet.) Namely.

5.5. Sunday-school.

5.5.

E. South-South-East.

S'.S'.IF. South-South-West.

St. Saint ;
Street.

Stat. Statute.

5. T.D. (Sacra! Theologiee Doctor.) Doctor of

Divinity.

Sun., or Sund. Sunday.

Supt. Superintendent.

S. W. South-West.

Ten., or Tenn. Tennessee.

Tex. Texas.

Th. Thursday.

Theo. Theodore.

Thurs. Thursday.

Tier., or tier. Tierce.

Tr. Translation ;
Transpose ; Treasurer

;

Trustee.

Tu., or Tues. Tuesday.

Vlt., or idt. (Ultimo.) Last month.

U. S. United States.

U. S. A. United States of America ;
United

States Army.

U. S. M. United States Mail ; United State.s

Marine.

U. S. M. A. United States Military Academy.

V. S. N. United States Navy.

U. S. V. United States Volunteers.

U. T. Utah Territory.

Va. Virginia.

Vice Pres. Vice President.

Vid ,
or vid. (Vide.) See.

Vis., or Vise. Viscount.

Viz., or viz. (Videlicet.) Namely ;
To wit.

V. n., or V. n. Verb neuter.

Voc., or voc. Vocative.

Vol., or vol. Volume.

V. P. Vice President.

VB. (Victoria Begina.) Queen Victoria.

T>'., orw. (Versus.) Against.

17. Vermont.

ir. West.

B'., or w. Week.

Wed. Wednesday.

B'. I. West India
;
West Indies.

B'. Lon. West Longitude.

B/n. William.

W. M. Worshipful Master.

B'.V. B'. West-North-West.

Bp. Worship.

B’.S. B. West-South-West.

B7., or wl. Weight.

Xm., or Xmas. Christmas.

Y., or Yr. Year.

Yd., or igd. Yard.

Yr. Your.

Znch. Zachary.

Zech. Zechariah.

Zeph. Zephaniah.
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Ab ante. (L.) Before
;
previously.

A bos. (Fr.) Down.
Ab extra. (L.) From the outside.

Ab initio- (L.) From the beginning.

Aborigine. (L.) From the origin.

Ab ot’O usque ad mala. (L.) From the egg to

the apples
;
from first to Inst. Roman ban-

quets began with eggs, and ended with

apples.

Ab urbe cmdita. (L.) From the foundation of

the city.

A compte. (Fr.) On account.

Ad infinitum. (L.) To infinity.

Ad interim. (L.) In the meanwhile.

Ad libitum. (L.) At one’s pleasure.

Ad nauseam. (L.) To disgust
;

till disgust is

excited.

Ad patres. (L.) To his fathers, i. e., dead.

Ad referendum. (L.) Till furtlier considera-

tion.

Ad valorem. (L.) According to
;
upon the

value.

.ifaire d'amour. (Fr.) An intrigue ; a love

affair.

Affaire d'honneur. (Fr.) An affair of honor,

i.e., a duel.

.4 fortiori. (L.) With stronger reason.

A gusto. (Ital.) To one’s heart’s content.

.4 la bonne heure. (Fr.) In happy time
; at a

good hour.

A la nwde. (Fr.) In fashion
;
fashionable.

Al fresco. (Ital.) In the open air.

Alias. (L.) Otherwise, e.g., Jones, alicw the

Count Johannes.

Alibi. (L.) Elsewhere. A legal defense by

w’hich the defendant attempts to show that

he was absent at the time and from the

place of the commission of the crime.

A la Franqaise. (Fr.) In the French manner.

.4 V An/jlaise. (Fr.) In the English manner.

Allans. (Fr.) Come on
;
let us go.

Alma mater. (L.) A nourishing mother. A
name frequently applied by students to

their college.

A I'outrance. (Fr.) To the uttermost ; the last

extremity.

Alter ego. (L.) A second self.

Alumnus. iL.) A foster child
; a pupil. The

graduates of American colleges are often

called alumni.

Amende honorable. (Fr.) To make the amende
honorable is to make a suitable apology for

and confes.sion of one’s offense.

Amor patrix. (L.) Love of country ; patriot-

ism.

Amour propre. (Fr.) Self-esteem.

Ancien regime. (Fr.) The old government
;
the

French monarchy before the Revolution.

Anno Domini. (L.) In the year of our Lord.

Anno mundi. (L.) In the year of the world.

Annus tnirabilis. (L.) The wonderful year.

Ante bellum. (L.) Before the war.

Ante meridiem. (L.) Before noon.

A posteriori. (L.) From the latter
;
the cause

from the effect.

A priori. (L.) From the former
;
the effect

from the cause.

A propos. (Fr.) Appositely
;
seasonably

;
in re-

gard to.

Argumentum ad hominem. (L.) An argument
to the man, i.e., personal.

Audi alteram partem. (L.) Hear the other part

;

botli sides.

Aufait. (Fr.) Skilled
;
accomplished

;
compe-

tent.

All fond. (Fr.) To the bottom; thoroughly.

Au revoir. (Fr.) Good-by, till we meet again.

Auto dafe. (Sp.) An act of faith, i.e.,burning

heretics.

Aux armes. (Fr.) To arms.

A votre sante. (Fr.) To your health.

Bas bleu. (Fr.) A blue stocking
; a literary

woman.
Beau ideal. (Fr.) Ideal beauty. The absolute

beauty which exists only in the mind.

Beau monde. (Fr.) The gay world : the world

of fashion.

Bel esprit. (Fr.) A fine mind ; wit.

Ben. trovato. (Ital.) Well found
;
“ a happy

thought.”

BHe noir. (Fr.) A scarecrow
; a bugbear.

Billet doux. (Fr.) A love letter
; a “ sweet ”

note.

Bizarre. (Fr.) Strange ; eccentric ;
fanciful.

Blase. (Fr.) One wlio has seen and enjoyed

everything, and upon whom pleasure falls,

is called blase.

Bond fide. (L.) In good faith
;
genuine tactual.

Bon gre, mal gr'e. (Fr.) With a good or ill

grace ;
willy-nilly.

Bonhomie. (Fr.) Simple, unaffected good-

nature.

Bon jour. (Fr.) Good-day; good-morning.

Bon mol. (Fr.) A good word, i.e., a witty say-

ing.

Cxteris paribus. (L.) Other things being equal.

Canaille. (Fr.) The rabble
; the common mul-

titude.

Carte blanche. (Fr.) Blank sheet of paper.

To give a person carte blanche is to give

him an unconditional discretion.

Casus belli. (L.) A case of war
;
an act tvhich

justifies war.

Cedant arma togx. (L.) Let arms yield to the

gown
; i. e., military to civil power.

Cela va sans dire. (Fr.) That goes without
saying

; follows as a matter of course and
necessarily.

Chacun d son gout. (Fr.) Every man to his

taste.

Cha sard, sa?'d. What is to be, will be.

Chateaux en Espagne. (Fr.) Castles in Spain

;

air-castles.

Chef d'ceuvre. (Fr.) A masterpiece
;
an un-

equaled work.

Chevalier d'industrie. (Fr.) An adventurer
;

one who lives by his wits.

Chronique scanduleuse. (Fr.) A record of

scandals.

Cicerone. (Ital.) A person who acts as guide

to sight-seers.

Comme ilfaut. (Fr.) Neatly
;
properly

;
right-

ly; in “ good form.”

Compagnon de voyage. (Fr.) Companion of

one’s travels.

Compos mentis. (L.) Sane ; of sound mind.

Can amore. (It.) Earnestly
;
zealously.

Con spirito. (It.) In a spirited manner.

Cotqis diplomatique. (Fr.) The foreign ambas-
sadors.

Cojpus delicti. (L.) The body of the offense.

Coup d’etat. (Fr.) A bold stroke in politics.

Coup de grace, (^x.) A stroke of mercy; a final

blow.

Coup de main. (Fr.) A bold, swift nndertaking.

Coup d'ceil. (Fr.) A swift glance of the eye.

Caute qu'il coute. (Fr.) Let it cost what it may.
Cui bono. (L.) To what (for whose) good.

Cumgrano sails. (L.) With a grain of salt
;
not

unqualifiedly.

Currents calamo. (L.) Rapidly and fluently.

Da capo. (It.) From the beginning.

De bonne grace. (Fr.) Readily ; with good will.

Debut. (Fr.) One’s first appearance in society,

on the stage.

Defacto. (L.) Actual; in fact.

Dejure. (L.) Rightfully
; lawfully ; lawful.

Degustibus non est disputandum. (L.) There

is no disputing about tastes.

De mortuis nil nisi bonum. (L.) Say nothing

but good of the dead.

De novo. (L.) Anew ; over again ; afresh.

Denouement. (Fr.) The catastrophe of aplot.

Deo volente. (L.) If it please God.

Dernier ressoi't. (Fr.) The last resource.

De trop. (Fr.) In the way
;
too much.
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Dieu et mm. droit. (Fr.) God and my right.

Distingue. (Fr.) Distinguished in manner.

Distrait. (Fr.) Preoccupied
; absent-minded.

Divide et impera. (L.) Divide and govern.

Dolce far niente. (It.) Lazy
;
luxurious idle-

ness.

Double entente. (Fr.) Double meaning
; obscen-

ity in disguise. (Often erroneously writ-

ten double entendre.)

Douceur. (Fr.) Sweetness
;
compensation

;
a

gratuity.

Dramatis persotm. (L.) The characters of a

drama.

Dulcedomum. (L.) Sweet Home.
Dmn vivimus,vivamus. (L.) While we live,

let us live
;
enjoy life to the full.

Edal. (Fr.) Splendor
;
distinction

;
brilliancy.

Elan. (Fr.) A spring
;
fire

;
dash ; impetuosity.

Embarras de richesses. (Fr.) Embarrassment
of riches ; excess of any thing.

Embonpoint. (Fr.) Plumpness of figure.

Empressement. (Fr.) Enthusiasm
;
eagerness.

En famine. (Fr.) In family
;
by themselves.

Enfant gate. (Fr.) A spoiled child.

Enfant terrible. (Fr.) A terrible child ; making
ill timed remarks.

En grande toilette. (Fr.) In full dress
;

toilet.

En masse. (Fr.) In a body.

En rapport. (Fr.) In communication.

En regie. (Fr.) As it should be
;
in rule.

En 'revanche. (Fr.) To make up for it.

En route. (Fr.) On one’s way.

En suite. (Fr.) In company together.

Erdente cordials. (Fr.) A cordial understand-

ing.

Entourage. (Fr.) Surroundings ; adjuncts.

Entre nous. (Fr.) Between ourselves.

Epluribus unum. (L.) One of many. Motto

of the United States.

Ergo. (L.) Therefore.

Esprit decotps. (Fr.) The spirit of the body
;

a feeling for the honor and interest of an

organization.

Espritfort. (Fr.) A skeptic
; a free thinker.

Et ccetera. (L.). And the rest
;
etc.

Ex cathedra. (L.) From the chair
;
with au-

thority.

Excelsior. (L.) Higher.

Exeunt omnes. CL.) They all go out.

Ex nihilo nihilfit. (L.) From nothing, nothing

comes.

Ex officio. (L ) By virtue of his office.

Exparte. (L.) From a part
;
one-sided.

Ex postfacto. (L.) After the deed is done.

Ex tempore. (L.) Off-hand.

Facile princeps. (L.) Easily the chief.

Facilis est descensus Averni. CL.) The descent

into hell is easy.

Fail accompli. (Fr.) An accomplished fact.

Faux pas. (Fr.) A false step
;
a mistake.

Fecit. (L.) He (or she) made. This word is

put after an artist’s name on a picture.

Felodese. (L.) A felon of himself
; a suicide.

Femme de chamJbre. (Fr.) A chambermaid.

Femme sole. (Fr.) An unmarried woman.
Festina lent'e. (L.) Make haste slowly.

Fke champetre. (Fr.) A rural party
;
a party

in the open air.

Feuilleton. (Fr.) The bottoms of the pages in

French newspapers are so called, being

given up to light literature.

Fiat Justitia, mat coelum. (L.) Let justice be

done, though the heavens fall.

Finis coronat opus. (L.) The end crowns the

work.

Flagrante delicto. (L.) “In the act.”

Fugit irreparable teinpus. (L.) Irrevocably

time flies.

Gamin. (Fr.) A street urchin.

Gar

f

on. (Fr.) A waiter.

Garde du coips. (Fr.l A body guard.

Garde mobile. (Fr.) Troops liable for general

service.

Gasconnade. (Fr.) Boasting
;
bragging.

Gaucherie. (Fr.) Awkwardness
; clumsiness.

Gendarme. (Fr.) An armed policeman.

Genius loci. (L.) The genius of the place.

Genlilkomme. (Fr.) A gentleman
;
nobleman.

Genus homo. (L.) The human race.

Gloria in excelsis. (L.) Glory to God in the

highest.

Gloria Pain. (L.) Glory to the Father.

Grand Siecle. (Fr.) A great century.

Grvssierete. (Fr.) Grossness
;
rudeness.

Habeas coipus. (L.) You may have the body.

Hauteur. (Fr.) Haughtiness
;
loftiness.

Hie et vbique. (L.) Here and everywhere.

Hicjacel. (L.) Here lies.

Homme d'Etat. (Fr.) A statesman.

Honi soit qni rnal y perise. (Fr.) Shame to

him who evil thinks.

Horribile dictu

.

(L.) Horrible to say.

Hors de combat. (Fr.) Out of condition to

fight.

Hotel de ville. (Fr.) A town hall.

Ibiilem. (L.) In the same place.

Ich dien. (Ger.) I serve. (Motto of the Prince

of Wales.)

Id on parle Frangais. (Fr.) French spoken

here.

Idem sonans. (L.) Sounding the same.

Id est. (L.) That is
;

i. e.

Ignis fatuus. (L.) A foolish fire
; a delusion.

Igndbile vulgus. (L.) The ignoble crowd.

Ignotum per ignotius. (L.) The unknown by
something more unknown.

Imprimis. (L.) In the first place.

In articulo mortis. (L) At the point of death.

Index expurgatorius. (L.) A purging index

;

a list of works prohibited to be read.

In embryo. (L.) In the rudiments.

In esse. (L.) Actual
;
in existence.

In extremis. (L.) At the point of death.

In flagrante delicto. L.) In the very act.

Infra dignitatem. (L.) Beneath one’s dignity.

In futuro. (L.) In the future.

In hoc signo Vinces. (L.) In this sign thou

shalt conquer.

In loco. (L.) In place
;
on the spot

.

In mediae res. (L.) In the middle of a subject.

In pace. (L.) In peace.

In perpetuum. (L.) Forever.

In propria personA. (L.) In one’s own person.

In re. (L.) In the thing
; in the matter of.

Inrem. (L.) Against the thing.

In scecula saecnlonan. (L.) For ages of ages.

Instanter. (L.) Instantly.

In statu quo. (L.) In the state in which it

was.

Inter alia. (L.) Among other things.

Inter nos. (L.) Between ourselves.

Inter se. (L.) Among themselves.

In toto. (L.) Entirely; wholly.

In transitu. (L.) In the passage
;
on the way.

In vino ventas. (L.) In wine there is truth.

Ipse dixit. (L.) He said it himself.

Ipsofacto. (L.) By the fact itself.

JenesaisqueA. (Fr.) I know not what.

Jeu de mots. (Fr.) A play upon words.

Jour de fete. (Fr.) A saints’ day; a festival.

Jubilate Deo. (L.) Be joyful to God.

Jupiter tonans. (L.) Jupiter the thunderer.

Jure divino. (L.) By divine law.

Jure humano. (L.) By human law.

Jus civile. (L.) The civil law.

Jus gentium. (L.) The law of nations.

Juste milieu. (Fr.) The golden mean.

Labor omnia vincit. (L.) Labor conquers all

things.

Laissezfaire. (Fr.) Let things alone.

Lapsus linguae. (L.) A slip of the tongue.

Lares et penates. (L.) The household gods.

Laus Deo. (L.) Praise be to God.

L'avenir. (Fr.) The future.

Le beau monde. (Fr.) The world of fashion.

Lese majeste. (Fr.) High treason.

Lex loci. (L.) The law of the place.

Lex scripta. (L.) The written law.

Lex talionis. (L.) The law of retaliation.

Literatim. (L.) Letter for letter.

Litterateur. (Fr.) A literary man.

Locus Sigilli. (L.) The place of the seal.

Ma chere. (Fr.) My dear.

Ma foi. (Fr.) My faith
; upon my faith.

Magnum bonum. (L.) A great good.

Maison de ville. (Fr.) The town-house.

Mailre d'hotel. (Fr.) A house-steward.

Major domo. (It.) A chief steward.

Maladie dupays. (Fr.) Home sickness.

Materfamilias. (L.) The mother of a family.

Mauvaise honte. (Fr.) Bashfulness.

Maximum. (L.) The greatest possible.

Mejudice. (L.) In my judgment.

Memento mori. (L.) Remember death.

Memorabilia. (L.) Things deserving to be re-

membered.

Mens Sana in corpora sano. (L.) A sound

mind in a sound body.

Meam et tuum. (L.) Mine and thine.

Mirabile dicta. (L.) Wonderful to tell.

Mise en seine. (Fr.) Putting on the stage.

Modus operandi. (L.) The method of operat-

ing.

Mon ami. (Fr.) My friend.

Mot d'ordre. (Fr.) The password
;
counter-

sign.

Multum inparvo. (L.) Much in little.

Nemine contradicente. (L.) No one contradict-

ing.

Neplus ultra. (L.) Nothing more beyond
;
the

utmost.

Ml admirari. (L.) To wonder at nothing.

Nil desperandum. (L.) We must not despair.

M, Vun ni Vautre. (Fr.) Neither the one, nor

the other.

N'importe. (Fr.) It does not matter.

HisipHus. (L.) Unless before.
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I

Noblesse oblige

.

(Fr.) Nobility obliges; noble

ravist act nobly.

Nolens volens. (L.) Willy-nilly.

Noli me tangere. (L.) Don't touch me
;
hands

off.

Nolle prosequi. (L.) To abandon prosecution.

de gueire. (Fr.) A war name
; an as-

sumed name.

Nom de plume. (Fr.) Pen-name ; name as-

sumed by an author.

Non compos mentis. (L.) Not in one’s right

mind.

Non est inventus. (L.) He has not been found.

Non 7/iulta, sed multum. (L.) Not many things,

but much.

Nota bene. (L.) Mark well.

Nous avons change tout cela. (Fr.) We have

changed all that.

Nousvarons. (Fr.) We shall see.

Odium theologicum. (L.l Theological hatred.

Olla podrida. (Sp.) A mixture.

Omnia vincil amor. (L.) Love conquers all

things.

On dVt. (Fr.) They say
;
people say.

Onusprobandi. (L.) The burden of proof.

Ora ]n-o nobis. (L.) Pray for us.

0 teenpora! 0 ttwres ! (L.) Oh, the times ! Oh,

the manners.

Olium cum elignitate. (L.) Ease with dignity.

Outre. (Fr.) Extravagant : extreme.

Par excellence. ( Fr.) By w'ay of eminence
;
in

the highest degree.

Parhasard. (Fr.) By chance.

Pu7'i passu. (L.) With equal step.

Pa7'venu. (Fr.) An upstart
; a rich “snob.”

Paterf07717 lias. (L.) The father of a family.

Pate/- pat/ice. (L.) The father of his country.

Paxvobisc/7//i. (L.) Peace be with you.

Peccavi. (L.) I have sinned.

Pe/idenle lite. (L.) While the suit is pending.

Per an/ni/n. (L.) By the year.

Per capita. (L.) By the head
;
on each per-

son.

Per cont/'a. (L.) On the other hand.

Per diem. (L.) By the day
;
every day.

Per se. (L.) By itself.

Perso/i/tel. (Fr.) The staff
;
persons in any

service.

Petitio 177'incipii. (^j.) Begging the question.

Petite. (Fr.) Small ;
little.

Piece de resistar/xe. (Fr.) A joint of meat.

Pinxil. (L.) He (or she) painted it.

Pis alter. (Fr.) A last expedient.

Plebs. (L.) The common people.

Poeta nascilur, i/o/iflt. (L.) A poet is bom, not

made.

Poi/7t d'appui. (Fr.) Point of support.

Posse co/nitalus. (L.) The power of the

country
;
the force that may be summoned

by the sheriff.

Paste restante. (Fr.) To be left till called for.

Post /ne/idie/n. (L.) Afternoon.

Post mortem. (L.) After death.

Post obit/im. (L.) After death.

Pourparler. (Fr.) A consultation.

Pour p/'end/'eco/ige. (Fr.) To take leave.

Pz-ecieuse. (Fr.) A blue stocking
;
a conceited

woman.
Preux chevalier. (Fr.) A gallant gentleman.

Pri/na demna. (It.) The first lady
;
the prin-

cipal female singer in Italian opera.

P/i/nd facie. (L.) On the first face
;
at first

sight.

P/i7/ius inter pa/es. (L.) First among his

peers.

P/o bono publico. (L.) For the public good.

P/oe'es verbal. (Fr.) Verbal process
;

the

taking of testimony in writing.

P/O el con. (L.) For and against.

P/ofo/-77vu. (L.) For the sake of form.

Pro put/'id. (L.) For one’s country.

Pro te/npo/ e. (L.) For the time.

Punicafides. (L.) Punic faith, i. e., treachery.

Quantu77i s/ifficit. (L.) As much as is sufficient.

Quelque chose. (Fr.) As if.

Quidt/.u/tc. (L.) What now
;
a gossip.

Quid p/’O quo. (L.) An equivalent.

Quivive. (Fr.) Who goes there ?

Q/tod erat de/zio/islra/idum. (L.) Which tvas

to be demonstrated.

Quo/ida/n. (L.) At one time
;
once.

Pa/ a avis. (L.) A rare bird.

Rechai/ffe. (Fr.) Warmed over ;
stale.

Recherche. (Fr.) Choice ;
elegant.

Redacteur. (Fr.) An editor.

Reilivi/nt/s. (L.) Restored to life.

Redi/ctio ad abs/trdum, (L.) Reduction to an

absurdity.

Rentes. (Fr.) Public funds
;
national securi-

ties.

Requiescat in pace. (L.) May he (or she) rest

in peace.

Res gestce. (L.) Things done.

Resu/ga/n. (L.) I shall rise again.

Revtt/O/is a. //os //loutons. (Fr.) Let us return

to our sheep ;
come back to the subject.

Robe de cha/ntn-e. (Fr.) A dressing-gown.

Roue. (Fr.) A rake.

Rouge el noir. (Fr.) Red and black
;
a game.

Stet. (L.) Let it stand.

SuavUerin//iodo,fo)-titer inre. (L.) uently in

manner, bravely iii action.

Sub rosd. (L.) Under the rose
;
secretly.

Sui ge/ie/is. L.) Of its own kind.

Sum//iu/n bonum. (L.) The supreme good.

Tableau vivante. (Fr.) A living picture.

Table d'hote. (Fr.) A public ordinary
;
dinner

at a fixed price.

Tabula rasa. (L.) A smoothed tablet
;
a blank.

Tant 7/iieux. (Fr.) So much the better.

Tant pis. (Fr.) So much the worse.

Te Deu/n lauda//ius. (L.) Thee, God, we praise.

Tempora mutantur, et r/os muta/nur in illis.

(L.) Times change and we change with

them.

Temposfugit. (L.) Time flies.

Terrajirma. (L.) Solid earth.

Terra i/icog/iita. (L.) An unknown country.

TUe-d-tete. (Fr ) Head to head ; in private

conversation.

Tie/s etat. (Fr.) The third estate ; i. e., the

commons.
Totidem verbis. (L.) In just so many words.

Tour de force. (Fr.) A turn of strength
; a

feat of skill.

Tout ensemble. (Fr.) The whole taken to-

gether.

To//l lernonde. (Fr.) Everybody.

Trottchr. (Fr.) The pavement.

Tu quoque, Brule. (L.) Thou, too, Brutus.

XJIA libertas. ibipatria. (L.) Where liberty is

there is my country.

Vbisuq/ra. (L.) As mentioned above.

Ultima Th/de. (L.) Uttermost Thule
;
the end

of the earth.

Usque ad nausea/n. (L.) Till it was (oris) abso-

lutely sickening.

Ut ir/fra. (L.) As below.

Ul supra. (L.) As above.

Utile dulci. (L.) The useful with the sweet.

Sanct/mi sa//ctoru//i. (L.) The holy of holies.

Sangfroid. (Fr.) Cold blood
;
self-possession.

Sa.ns culottes. (Fr.) Without breeches
;
red

republicans.

Sartor resarlus. (L.) The tailor patched.

Sauve quij/eut. (Fr.) Save himself who can.

Savoir fai/-e. (Fr.) Knowing how to do things.

Savoi/- viv/'e. (Fr.) Knowledge of the world.

Se/npe/- ide//i. (L.) Always the same.

Semper paratus. (L ) Always prepared.

Seq//itur. (L.) It follows.

Seriatim. (L.) In order.

Sic itur ad astra. (L.) Thus men go to the

stars.

Sic se//iper i/jra/u/is. (L.) Thus always with

tyrants.

Sic l/-ansit gloria mundi. (L.) So passes the

glory of the world.

Similia si/nilibus ci/rantur. (L.) Like is cured

by like.

Si//e die. (L.) Without a day.

Si/ie g//a //on. (L.) Without which, not
; an

indispensable condition.

Soi disant. (Fr. )
Self-styled.

Spirituel. (Fr.) Witty.

Status quo. (L.) The stale in which
;
the

former state.

Vade tnecurn. (L.) Go with me ; a companion.

Vee victis. (L ) Woe to the vanquished.

Vale. (L.) Farewell.

Valet de cha/nbre. (F.) A servant.

Ve/ii, vidi, vici. (L.) I came, I saw, I con-

quered.

Te/'batim et literatim. (L.) Word for word
;

letter for letter.

Verbum sal sapienti

.

(L.) A word to the wise

is sufficient.

Via. (L.) By way of.

Vide. (L.) See.

Videlicet. (L.) Namely.

Vinculum i//atrimo/iii. (L.) The bond of

matrimony.

Vis d vis. (Fr.) Face to face.

VisU/ertuB. (L.) The force of inactivity

Viva voce. (L.) By the living voice.

Tive labagatelle. (Fr.) Success to trifles.

Vive Ve/npereur. (Fr.) Long live the emperor.

Vive la reine. (Fr.) Long live the queen.

Vive le red. (Fr.) Long live the king.

Voild. (Fr.) See there : behold.

Vox et proeterea nihil. (L.) A voice, and no-

thing more.

Vox populi, vox Dei. (L.) The voice of the

people is the voice of God.

a
JL i
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ETTERS are the elements of verse ;

from them are formed syllables, from

syllables, feet ; and from feet, verses.

Quantity is the time necessary to

pronounce a syllable. Syllables are

long or short, according as the time

is greater or less.

SHORT SYLLABLES.

1.

A short vowel, if alone or not

followed by a consonant, is a short

syllable, as a, the.

2. A short vowel, followed by a single con-

sonant, or by the same consonant doubled, is

short, as, man, manner.

3. In some instances a short vowel before two

consonants makes a short syllable, as reprove.

LONG SYLLABLES.

1. A long vowel or diphthong makes its syl-

lable long, as flee, toy.

2. A syllable consisting of short vowels before two differ-

ent consonants (other than a mute and a liquid) is long by

position, as number, into.

Accent is the force of the voice used in uttering a syl-

lable ; it may be placed either on long or short syllables.

Syllables, accordingly, are long, accented or unaccented, or

short, accented or unaccented. To scan verse is to divide it

metrically.

A certain number of syllables combined make a foot.

FEET OF TWO SYLLABLES.

These are four in number :

—

The lambic, which has one accented syllable, viz., the last as Be'gin,

declare'.

Tlie Trochaic, which has one accented syllable, viz., the first, pi'ous,

lofty.

The Spmdee, which has two accented syllables, as hdrlc, hark.

The Pytrhic, which has no accented syllable, as [vd\iiily.

FEET OF THREE SYLLABLES.
There are eight of these, but only three are found in En-

glish verse :

—

The Dactyl, which has an accent on the first syllable only. Bev'erence.

The Anapest, which has an accent on the last syllable only. Incom-

plete’.

The Amphibrachys, which has an accent on the middle syllable only.

Delight'ed.

English verse is iambic, trochaic, anapestic, or dactylic,

according to the feet of which it is composed.

IAMBIC VERSE.

lambic verse may consist of one foot only, or of any greater

number, up to six or seven.

Trust not
|

in w6iid
|
ly prin

|

c?s then.

Though they
|
abound

|

in wealth;

Nor in
|

thg sons
|
Of mor

|

tal men.

In whom
|
there is

|
no health.

lambic lines of two, three, four, and five feet, are the com-

monest. lambic verse of one foot only is rare. The follow-

ing, from Donne, is an example ;

—

As men
|
d5 when

|
the sum

|

mer sun
Grows gr'eat.

Iambic verse of six feet (called the Alexandrine) is not at

present in use.

TROCHAIC VERSE.

Throe syllables is the shortest line in the measure
;
thus

in Pope’s Ode on St. Cecilia’s Day :—
H6115w

I

grdans.

Sullen
I
moans.

Trochaic lines of seven or eight syllables are common.

The following, from Gray, is an example of the first :

—

1

Ruin
I
seize thge,

|

ruthless
|
ki'ng.

|

The following line consists of four complete feet :

I
Hence, ii

|
way, thOu

1
ei'rgn,

|

leave mg.
|

ANAPESTIC VERSE.

This may be in two feet, as in the following, from Dryden:

I
Sge thg fu

I

ries-Srise,
|

or in three, as in Shenstone’s :

—

I hSvc no
I

thing td d6
|
biit t6 we'ep,

or in four, as in Beattie’s :

—

At thg close
I
6f thg day,

|

whgn thg ham
|

Igt is still.

DACTYLIC VERSE.

This form of verse is generally used in songs and pieces.
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It is of three kinds. Dactylic verse of two feet is the meas-

ure of the English national air, God Save the King.

Send him vie
1
to'rious,

Happy ilnd
|

glo'riotis.

Long to reign—o'vSr us.

RHYMES.

Rhymes are syllables corresponding in sound, but not

identical. They are of one syllable or more. The latter are

called double rhymes.

Rhymes are good (1) which have an exact consonance

in the vowel and the consonants (if any) which follow it, as :

Dear Harley, generous youth, admit

What friendship dictates more tlian wit.—Swift.

(2) Which have a decided dissimilarity between the con-

sonants before the vowel.

(3) Which are made by long, full sounding syllables.

Terminations in a long vowel, or a liquid consonant pre-

ceded by a long vowel, are the most harmonious. Ter-

minations in a liquid consonant, preceded by a short vowel,

though inferior to the former, are still euphonious, and so

are mutes preceded by a long vowel.

DIVISIONS OF POETICAL COMPOSITIONS.

A Verse is a line in meter, its length and rhyme depending

upon certain fixed rules.

A Hemistich is a half verse.

A Cowplet, or Distich, is composed of two rhymed verses, as:

Willing to wound, and yet afraid to strike,

Just hint a fault, and hesitate dislike.'

—

Pope.

A Triplet is composed of three rhymed verses, as

Be to her faults a little blind.

Be to her virtues not unkind.

And clap the padlock on the mind.—

P

rior.

A Stanza is a uniform division of a poetical composition

into parts, composed of at least two lines. There is no fixed

rule for the nature of a stanza, except that within the same

work the stanzas should be alike in structure.

VARIETIES OF METER.
Meter, or measure, is the plan in accordance with which

verses are made, and it varies with the kind and number of

feet used. By the nature of the feet of which they are com-

posed, meters are divided into iambic, dactylic, trochaic, and

anapestic.

BLANK VERSE.

Verse devoid of rhyme is called blank verse. This is of

frequent occurrence in tragedy. Milton, in his “Paradise

Lost” and “Paradise Regained,” has employed blank verse

with wonderful success. Excellent specimens of blank verse

wiU also be found in the works of Shakespeare.

NUMBER OF RHYMES.

There is no arbitrary rule as to how manj' lines in a stanza

may rhyme ;
but there is a fixed principle that the lines

which rhyme should occur at regular intervals. Two rhymes

in a stanza constitute the most common rhyme, but three,

four, and sometimes five are found ;
four are always used in

the Spenserian stanza and the sonnet. Of course, the more

rhymes in a stanza the greater the difficulty in the construc-

tion.

SPECIES OF POETRY.

The chief divisions of poetry are into Epic, Dramatic,

Lyric, Didactic, Elegiac, Pastoral, and Satirical poems. Of

course several of these species may be found in the same

work.

Epic poetry narrates the exploits of heroes. It is ehiefiy

narrative in character. The greatest example of this form

of poetry is the “ Iliad ” of Homer. Other epics are Virgil’s

“A5neid,” Tasso’s “Jerusalem Delivered,” and Milton’s

“Paradise Lost.” The epic is written in an elevated style.

A Drama is a composition in which the action is not nar-

rated, but represented upon the stage.

LESSER DIVISIONS OF POETRY,

A Parody is a composition in which an author’s words are imitated

so as to be made ridiculous or turned to a new purpose.

A Prologue is a piece in verse recited before the representation of a

play.

An Epilogue is a piece in verse recited to the spectators at the end

of a play.

Lyric poetry was originally poetry sung to the lyre, or composed for

musical recitation, but in its broader signification it denotes poetry

which depicts only the feelings and thoughts of the author.

Among the chief divisions of lyric poetry is the Ode, which among the

ancients was a short lyric composition intended to be sung, but which

in its modern sense is a long, various-metered poem of high imagination

and sentiment. Among the well-known compositions in this species

may be mentioned Gray’s “Ode on the Progress of Poesy,” Collins’

“ Odes to the Passions,” and Lowell’s “ Commemoration Ode.”

A Ballad is a tale of love or adventure, in iambic hexameter verse.

An Epigram is a pointed stanza or a short poem ending “ with some

unexpected and some biting thought.”

A Madrigal is a short pastoral or love poem containing some inge-

nious or gallant thought.

A Hymn is a song of praise ; in the modern sense, a short poem to be

sung in religious services.

A Psalm is a sacred lyric song.

Elegiac poetry is a poetical composition of a mournful character.

Gray’s “ Elegy Written in a Country Churchyard ” is the finest English

specimen.

An Epitaph is a short composition to be placed on the tomb or monu-

ment of a deceased person.

Pastoral poetry describes rural life—the life and pursuits of a shep-

herd.

An Idyl is a short, highly-wrought poem on pastoral subjects.

An Eclogue, or Bucolic, is a pastoral poem.

Didactic poetry seeks to communicate instruction. Young’s “ Night

Thoughts” is an example.

Satirical poetry holds vice and folly up to contempt. Pope’s “ Dun-

ciad ” is the most famous English satire.

A Lampoon, or Pasquinade, is a personal attack.
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jBUMS,” said Leigh Hunt, “are records kept by

gentle dames, to sliow us that their friends can

write their names.” In writing for albums,

the contributor should be original, if possible;

the verses should be short, and the sentiment compliment-

ary, but not extravagant. Acrostics, i. e., verses in which

the initial letters of the lines, in their order, form a Christian

name, are considered very appropriate. But if one cannot

venture upon original composition, an apt quotation from

some eminent poet may be fittingly xised. We give below a

few selections, and many more will be found among “ Poet-

ical Quotations ” in another part of the book.

My heart is ever at your service.

Shakespeare.

Absence makes the heart grow fonder.

Bayley.

Love me little, love me long

Is the burden of my song.

Thou’rt fairer than the poets can express.

Or happy painters fancy when they love.

Otway.

Love reckons hours for months, and days for years

;

And every little absence is an age.

Dryden.

If grief thy steps attend.

If want, if sickness be thy lot.

And thou require a soothing friend,

Forget me not ! forget me not !

Opie.

Doubt thou the stars are fire

;

Doubt thou the sun doth move

;

Doubt Truth to be a liar

;

But never doubt I love

!

Shakespeare.

I hold it true, whate’er befall

—

I feel it when I sorrow most

—

’Tis better to have loved and lost.

Than never to have loved at all.

Tennyson.

Forget thee? Bid the forest-birds

Forget their sweetest tune

;

Forget thee ? Bid the sea forget

To swell beneath the moon.

Moultrie.

Albums are, after all, pleasant inventions.

Make friends more friendly, grace one’s good intentions.

Brighten dull names, give great ones kinder looks.

Nay, now and then produce right curious books.

And make the scoffer (now the case with me)

Blush to look round on deathless company.

Leigh Hunt.

As half in shade, and half in sun.

This world along its path advances.

Oh! may that side the sun shines on

Be all that ever meets thy glances

;

May Time, who casts his blight on all.

And daily dooms some joy to death.

On thee let years so gently fall

They shall not crush one flower beneath.

Moore.

I have seen the wild flowers springing.

In wood, and field, and glen,

Where a thousand birds were singing.

And my thoughts were of thee then;

For there’s nothing gladsome round me.

Or beautiful to see.

Since thy beauty’s spell has bound me.

But is eloquent of thee.

Kichard Howitt.

The changeful sand doth only know
The shallow tide and latest

;

The rocks have marked its highest flow.

The deepest and the greatest

:

And deeper still the flood-marks grow;

—

So. since the hour I met thee.

The more the tide of time doth flow.

The less can I forget thee

!

Samuel Lover.

As o’er the cold sepulchral stone

Some name arrests the passer-by.

Thus, when thou view’st this page alone.

May mine attract thy pensive eye !

And when by thee that name is read.

Perchance in some succeeding year.

Reflect on me as on the dead.

And think my heart is buried here.

Byron.

Here is one leaf reserved for me.

From all thy sweet memorials free;

And here my simple song might tell

The feelings thou mu.st guess so well.

But could I thus within thy mind

One little vacant corner find,

W’here no impression yet is seen.

Where no memorial yet has been;

Oh, it should be my sweetest care

To write my name forever there

!

Moore.



|EOM time immemorial senti-

ments of various kinds have

been associated with particular

flowers, and flowers have been

held to denote certain human
attributes, or expressions of

feeling.

The first principle to be ob-

served in the construction of the floral love-letter

is that the pronoun 1 or me is expressed by inclin-

ing the flower to the left, and the pronoun thou or

thee by sloping it to the right
;
but when rejire-

sented by drawings on paper, those positions should

he reversed, as the flower should lean to the heart

of the person whom it is to signify. The articles

a, an, and the may be expressed by tendrils—the

first by a single tendril, the second by a double

tendril, and the third by one with three branches.

The second rule is tliat, if a flower presented up-

right expresses a particular sentiment, when re-

versed it has a contrary meaning. Thus, for ex-

ample, a rose-bud upright, with its thorns and its

leaves, means, “I fear, but I hope.” If the same
bud is returned, held downward, it signifies,

“You must neither hope nor fear.” But, if the

thorns be stripj^ed off, it expresses, “ There is

everything to hope. ” Deprived of its leaves it sig-

nifies, there is everything to fear.” Thus the ex-

pression may be varied of almost all the flowers by

changing their position. The flower of the mari-

gold, for example, placed on the head, signifies,

“ Trouble of spirits
;

” on the heart, “ Trouble of

love;” on the bosom, “Weariness.” The pansy,

held upright, denotes “ Heart’s-ease ;” reversed,

it speaks the conti’ary
;
when presented upright it

is understood to say, “ Think of me
;

” but when
offered pendant, it means, “Forget me.” And
thus the amaryllis, which is the emblem of pride,

may be made to express, “ My pride is humbled,” or

“Your pride is checked,” by holding it downward,

either to the left or the right, as the sense requires.

In the same manner, the wallflower, which is made
the emblem of fidelity in misfortune, if presented

with the stalk upward, would insinuate that the

person was considered no friend to the unfortunate.

VodklDiilki^y of ^ei\tin\er(t^.

Acacia, Kose,
“ White or Pink,

“ Yellow,

Acanthus,

Amaranth, Globe,

Amaryllis,

Anemone, Field,

Apple Blossom,

Arbor Vitie,

Arune (Wake Robin),

Auricula,

“ Scarlet,

Bachelors’ Buttons,

Platonic affection.

Elegance.

Secret affection.

Artifice.

Unchangeable.

Pride.

Sickness.

Temptation.

Unchanging friendship

Ardor in pursuit.

Painting.

Avarice.

Single blessedness.

Balm,

Basil, Sweet,

Bay Leaf,

Bay Tree,

Bay Wrcaih,

Bee Orchis,

Belladonna,

Betony,

Bindweed,

Birch,

Birdsfoot, Trefoil,

Bitter Sweet, Night-

shade,

Sympathy.

Hatred.

I change but in dying

Glory.

Reward of merit.

Industry.

Silence.

Surprise.

Humility.

Gracefulness.

Revenge.

Truth.

Blackthorne,

Blue Bell,

Blue Bottle (Centaury)

Box,

Bramble,

Broom,

Bryony,

Bulrush,

Bur,

Buttercup,

Butterfiy Orchis,

Cactus,

Camelia,

Difficulty.

Constancy.

Delicacy.

Stoicism.

Envy, Remorse.

Neatness.

Prosperity.

Docility.

Importunity.

Childishness, Riches.

Gayety.

Horror. [lence.

Unpretending excel-
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Candy Tuft, Indifference. Hop Blossom, Injustice. Polyanthus, Lilac, Confidence.

CaiitiTbiiry Bell, Acknowledgment. Hyacinth, Sport, Amusement. Pomegranate, Flower, Mature elegance.

Caidaminc, Paternal error. Indiati C ress. Resignation. I’oppy, ited, Coiiiiolation.

Carnation, Woman's love. Iris, Y'dlow, Pa.ssion, Fire. “ Scarlet, Fantastic extravagance

“ Striped, Refusal. Ivy, Fidelity. “ White, Sleep.

“ Yellow, Disdain. Jasmine, or Jessamine, Amiability. Primrose, Early youth.

Centaury, Felicity. Jonquil, Affection, Return. “ Evening, Inconstancy.

Chamomile, Energy in adversity. King Cup, Wish to be rich. “ Red, Unpatronized merit.

Cherry Tree, Education. Laburnum, Forsaken. Queen’s Rocket, Fashionable.

Cherry, White, Deception. Larch, Audacity. Ragged Robin, Wit.

Chestnut, Luxury. Larkspur, Double, Haughtiness. Ranunculus, Garden, Rich in attraction.

Chickweed, Rendezvous. “ Pink, Fickleness. Rhododendron. Danger.

Chrysanthemum, Red, I love. Laurel, Mountain, Ambition, Glory. Rocket, Rivalry'.

“ White, Truth. Lavender, Distrust, Assiduity. Rose, Cabbage, Love’s ambassador.
“ Y'ellow, Slighted love. Lemon Blossom, Fidelity in love. “ Champion, Deserve my love.

Cinquefoil, Beloved daughter. Lilac, Purple, First emotions of love. “ Christmas, Relieve my anxiety.

Cistus. or Red Rose, Popular favor. White, Modesty. “ Damask, Y’outhful love.

Clematis, Mental beauty. Lily, White, Purity and sweetness. “ Deep Red, Bashful, Love.
“ Evergreen. Poverty. Lily of the Valley', Return of happiness. “ Guelder, Touch of life.

Clover, Red, Industry. Lime, or Linden Tree, Conjugal fidelity. “ Moss, Confession of love.

Cloves, Dignity. Lobelia, Arrogance. “ ^Musk, Capricious beauly.

Cockscomb, Singularity. London Pride, Frivolity. “ Cluster of, You charm me.

Columbine, Folly. Lotus Flower, Estranged love. Silence “ Red (bud), Y'outh and beauty.

“ Purple, Resolute. Love in a Mist, Perplexity. “ Red (full). Beauty.

“ Red, Anxious and trembling Love Lies Bleeding, Hopeless,not heartless. “ Thornless, Ingratitude.

Coriander, Concealed merit. Lucerne, Life. “ Wild, Romance.

Cowslip, Pensiveness. Lupine, Voraciousness. “ White, Heedless of love.

Cranberry, Cure for heart-ache. Madder, Calumny. “ “ withered, Forgetfulness.

Cresses, Water, Stability. Magnolia, Love of nature. “ Y'ork, War.

Crocus, Abuse not. Maiden Hair (Fern), Discretion. “ Lancaster, Union of sentiment.

Crow Foot, Ingratitude. Mallow, Mild disposition. Rue, Disdain.

Currants, Bunch of. Y'ou please all. Mandrake, Rarity. Saffron, Marriage.

Cypress, Mounting, Despair, Maple, Reserve. Sage, Esteem.

Death. Marigold, Chagrin, Pain. Scabious, Sweet, Widowhood.
Dahlia, Dignity. “ African, Vulgar-minded. Shamrock, Light-hea rtedness.

Daisy, Beauty, Innocence. “ Garden, Jealousy; Uneasiness. Snap Dragon, Presumption.
“ Double, Participation. Marjoram, Blushes. Snowdrop, Hope.
“ White, Innocent. Marsh Mallow, Humanity. Sorrel, Wild, Wit ill-timed.

“ Red, Beauty'. Mignonette, Y'our qualities surpass Spearmint, Warmth of sentiment.

Dandelion, Oracle, Coquetry. your beauty. Speedwell, Fidelity.

Dittany, Birth. Mint, Virtue. [come. Star of Bethlehem, Guidance.

Dock, Patience. Mistletoe, Obstacles to be over- Starwort, Welcome.
Dog's Bane, Deceit. Moss, Maternal love. Stock (Gilly Flower), Lasting beauty.

Dragon Plants, Snare. Mountain Ash, Prudence. Straw (Broken), Rupture.

Ebony, Darkness. Myrtle, Love. “ (Whole), pinion.

Eglantine(Sweet Briar), Poetry. Narcissus, Self-esteem. Sunflower, Haughtiness.

Elder, Zealousness. Nasturtium, Patriotism. Sweet Basil, Good wishes.

Elm, Dignity. Nettle, Cruelty, Slander. Sweet Sultan(Centaury) Felicity.

Endive, Frugality. Nightshade, Sorcery, Witchcraft. Sweet William, Gallantry.

Everlasting Pea, Lasting pleasure. Oak Leaf, Bravery. Sycamore, Curiosity.

Everlasting Thorn, Solace in adversity. Oats, Music. Tansy, Resistance.

Fennel, Force. Olive, Peace. Thistle, Common, Austerity.

Fern, Sincerity. Orange Tree, Generosity'. “ Scotch, Retaliation.

“ Flowering, Fascination. Orange Blossom, Y’our purity equals Thorn, Branch of. Severity.

Fla.x, Domestic Industry. your loveliness. Thyme, Activity.

Forget-me-not, Forget-me-not, True Osier, Frankness. Traveler’s Joy, Safety.

love. Ox Eye, Patience. Tulip, Red, Declaration of love.

Foxglove, Insincerity, a wish. Pansy (Heart’s Ease), Thoughts. “ Y'ariegated, Beautiful eyes.

Gentian, Virgin pride. Parsley, Feasting. “ Y'ellow, Hopeless love.

Hawkweed, Quicksightedness. Passion Flower, Belief. Venus’s Looking-glass,Flattery'.

Hawthorn, Hope. Pea, Sweet, Respect. Vine Leaf, Intoxication.

Heart's-ease, Purple, You occupy my Peach Blossom, 1 am your captive. Violet, Blue, Faithfulness.

thoughts. Peony', Bashfulness. “ Sweet, Modesty.
“ “ Wild, Love in idleness. Periwinkle, Blue, Pleasure of memory. Wallflower, Fidelity in misfortune.

Heath, Solitude. Pim|)emel, Change. Wheat, Prosperity.

Heliotrope, Devoted to you. Pink, Boldness. Willow, Weeping, Forsaken.

Hellebore, Calumny. “ Carnation, Woman’s love. Woodbine, Fraternal affection.

Hemlock, You will cause my Indian Double, Always lovely. Woodsorrel, Joy in absence.

death

.

“ Variegated, Refusal. Wormwood. Sorrow in absence.

Hemp, Fate. Plane Tree, Serious. Xanthium, Rudeness.

Holly, Foresight. Plum Tree, Perform your promises Y’ew, Sadness.

Honeysuckle, Bond of love. Polyanthus, Pride of riches. Zinnia, Absence.

ZZL
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#HE number of books worth reading is so great

that no person, however great his leisure and his

industry, can hope to read more than a small part

of them. If all the printing presses in the world

f'^were stopped today, it would still be impossilde for

any man in one lifetime to read, all the noteworthy

books in literature, or indeed to exhaust the literature

of many subjects. But new books of great interest

and value are constantly appearing, and between the old

and indispensable works, and the newer works about which

everybody is talking, even the most universal reader must

feel the necessity of exercising some principle of choice.

Besides, there are so many good books that it is foolish to

waste one’s time in reading bad ones. We, therefore,

append a list of standard works for the various departments

of literature, which will enable readers to make a judicious

selection of books on subjects in which they take an in-

terest :

—

Architecture.—Fergusson's Histoy'y of Architecture is expensive,

but invalual)le. Ruskin’s Stones of Venice, and Lectures on Architec-

ture are, perhaps, more distinguished for style tlian for judgment.

Mirsay’s Cathedral Hand Books are useful for gothic. Eastlake’s

History of the Gothic Bevival is good authority. C. J. Richardson's

Housebuilding, and Carver and Vaux’s Villas and Cottages axe practi-

cal works. So is Hatfield’s American House Carpenter.

Astronomy.—Locke's Astronomy, Mitchell'.s Popular Astron-

omy, and Planetary and Stellar Worlds, are good general works. Simon

Newcomb’s Astronomy, is the most scientific popular treatise. J- F.

Clarke’s How tofind the Stars, is useful in connection with an orrery.

R. A. Proctor’s works are interesting, but to be followed with great

caution. Denison’s Astronomy Without Mathematics is clear and sim-

ple.

Atlases.—Black’s Atlas of the World, Colton’s General Allas, and

Johnson's Atlas of the World are quite expensive, but full. John-

son’s Boyal Atlas of Modern Geography is still more expensive, but

nobody will regret money spent in buying a good atlas. Among the

smaller works, Macmillan’s Globe Atlas of the World is the best. Of

the numerous school geographies, Cornell’s are as good as any. Of

the historical atlases. Freeman’s is the best ;
then Sprdner Bryce’s

Student's Atlas is good for physical geography.

Bible.—Gleiq’s History of the Bible is well written, and trustworthy.

William Smith’s History of the Old Testament and History of the New

Testament are more elaborate. Brovts's. Self-interpreting Bible (Protest-

ant) and Haydock’s Catholic Family Bible are among the best editions.

Biography.-Thomas’s Cyclopaedia of Biography is the standard.

Beeton’s Dictionary of Universal Biography, and Godwin’s Cyclopaedia

of Biography are cheap, and contain a great deal of condensed infor-

mation. Men of the Time has a full list of English and Continental

celebrities ;
on Americans, it is of small value. To choose among the

countless separate biographies a short satisfactory list, is a matter of no

small difficulty. Read all the biography you can get. The following

list may be useful ; --American Biography.—Wells’s Life of Samuel

Adams gives a circumstantial account of the life and times of one of

the fathers of the American Revolution. J. T. Morse’s Life of John

Quincy Adams is the best, and latest. Chas. Beecher’s Autobiography

of Lyman Beecher, Weiss’s Life of Theodore Parker, and Sprague’s

Annals of the American Pulpit represent a good deal of American (Pro-

testant) ecclesiastical history. Spark’s American Biography is inval-

uable for the early history. Shea’s Life and Epoch of Alexander Ham-

ilton, Randall’s Life of .Jefferson, J. Q. and C. F. Adams’s Life of John

Adams, Bigelow’s and Parton’s Lives of Franklin, G. W. Greene’s

Nathaniel Greene, Parton’s Life of Aaron Burr, Parton’s Life of An-

drew Jackson, H. C. Lodge’s Life of George Cabot, H Adams’s Lffe of

Albert Gallatin, Arnold’s Life of Abraham Lincoln, Rives’s Life of

Madison, J. E. Cooke’s Life of General Lee, The Memoirs of W. H.

Seward, G. T. Curtis’s Life of D. Webster, Brown’s Life of Rufus

Choate, Colton’s Henny Clay, The Life and Writings of .7. C. Calhoun,

include what is most essential for American political biography. The

Journals and Letters of George Ticknor is the most interesting literary

biography ever written by an American.—General Biography.—

Boswell’s .Johnson is the best biography ever wrihen. The EnglUh

Men of Letters series, now in course of publication, is useful, especially

for biographies of the English poets. Trevelyan’s Jftrcimtoy is inter-

esting. Carlyle’s Reminiscences, The Life of Benvenuto Cellini, Gib-

bon’s Autobiography, and Greeley’s Recollections of a Busy Life are

autobiographies of value in widely differing lines. The GreviUe Mem-

oirs are highly seasoned. Carlyle’s Cromwell, and Frederick the

Great, are famous. Parton’s Voltaire is good. Masson’s Milton is

full, but tedious. Spedding’s Life and Letters of Lord Bacon is the

definite work on that important subject. Lockhart’s Life of Scott is

one of the best biographies in the language. Moore’s Byron, Swin-

burne’s Cntical Memoir of W. Blake, Foster’s Life of Swift, ani Life

of Dickens, Irving’s Michael Angelo, and Proctor’s Edmund Kean,

are good specimens of artistic and literary biography. Thackeray s

Four Georges, and Brougham’s Statesmen of the Time of Geor^ IIL,

are valuable. Mrs. Oliphant’s Frarwes of Assissi, Venn’s \^rancw

Xavier, and Southey’s Wesley, are good ecclesiastical biographies. D

Quincey’s Autobiographical Sketches, and Coleridge’s

Literaria are valuable, especially the latter. Luby’s Lives of lllustrwus

/lisAwctt is very complete.

Botany —Prof. Asa Gray’s text books are the best for this subject.

Chemistry.—Cooke’s Fiit^Principlesof Chemical Philosophy, Ros-
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coe’s Elemeniai'y Chemistry, and Toijman’s Class Book of Chemistry,

are the best elementary works.

Constitution of the United States.—Curtis’s Histoiy of the

Constitution, Elliot’s Debates, and the Federalist, are best authorities

on its history. Van Hole, in his Constitutional History, comes down
to Poik's administration. Story’s Commentaries on the Constitution

a standard. Alden’s Science of Government is a useful little work.

English Constitution.

—

Stubbs’s Constitutional History is the

standard. Next in value, though better known, is Hallam’s. May’s

Constitutional History of England begins at 1760.

Correspondence.—Horace Walpole’s Letters are full of gossip.

Gray's ieWet'S are perhaps the best in the language. Mmb. de Sevigne’s

Letters, and Lady Mary Wortley Montague’s Letters are classics.

Criticism, Art.

—

Hamerton’s Thoughts About Art, and Contempo-

rainj French Painters. Rosetti’s Fine Art, and Ruskin’s works in

general.

Criticism, Literary.

—

Matthew Arnold’s Essays in Criticism.

Lowell’s Among My Books, and My Study Windows (2 series). Arnold

is easily the first of living critics.

Decorative Art.—Eastlake’s Hint on Household Taste is the

standard work.

Demonology.—Conway’s Demonology is the latest. Upham’s His-

tory of the Salem Witchcraft is a well-wTitten account of a famous de-

lusion.

Devotion.—Runyan’s Pilgrim's Progress is an English classic.

Thomas a Kempis’s Imitation of Christ is a world classic. Keblb’s

Christian Year is likely to become a classic.

Dictionaries—English.—Webster’s Unabridged Dictionary, and

Worcester’s Dicfio/ift/y (new edition) are the standards. French

—

Spier and Surenne’s dictionary is full. The best, so far as it goes,

is Masson’s little French-English Dictionary. German—Adler's.

Greek—Liddell and Scott’s (latest edition, revised). Italian

—

Millhouse. Graglia’s small w’ork is useful. Latin

—

Andrews’s,

revised by Drisler and Short.

Drama.—Collier’s History of the English Drama gives a good

account of the beginning of the drama in England. Doran’s Annals

of the English Stage, and His Majesty’s Servants, are learned and enter-

taining in regard to the dramatic profession. Abbott’s Shakespearean

Grammar is useful not only for Shakespeare but for all the Elizabethan

dramatists. Clarke’s Concordance to Shakespeare is handy. The so-

called icoiioW is as convenient an edition as any. Of the

larger editions, Dyce’s is as good as any. Funess’s Variorum edition is

the richest in notes. The following dramatists are too well known to

be more than mentioned. The works of most of them can generally be

picked up at second-hand book-stores, at low prices. Beaumont and

Fletcher, Mrs. Centlivre, Congreve, Dekker, Dryden, Farquhar,
Fielding, Ford, Goldsmith, Ben Jonson, Sheridan Knowles, C.

Marlow, Marston, Massinger, Otway, Peele, Rowe, Sheridan,
Talpourd, Henry Taylor, Vanbdrgh, Villiers, Webster, and
Wycherly. Lamb’s Specimens of the Dramatic ibr-te is valuable, and
easily to be found.

Education.—Locke, On Study and Reading

;

Milton, On Educa-
tion ; Spencer, On Education; Hart’s German Universities ; Jex-

Blake's American Schools and Colleges; Staunton's, The. Great

Schools of England; Bristed’s Five Years in an Engluh University,

Four Years at Yale

:

Porter’s American Colleges. The last six books
will give a practical idea of the systems of education prevalent in

England, Germany, and America. They may be agreeably supple-

mented by Severance’s Hammersmith, and Washburne’s Fair Har-
vard.

Elocution.—Day’s book is useful. Bacon’s Manual of Gesture is

good for action. Monroe’s Physical and Vocal Training is full of

practical exercises.

Encyclopaedias.-The Britannica has the best scientific and lite-

rary articles. Zell's is short, and cheap. Chambers’s Encyclopedia

with American Additions is the most complete edition of that work.
Appleton’s and Johnson’s are good. The latter is very full on Ameri-

can subjects.

English Language.—Marsh’s Lectures on. the. English Language,
and Or igin and Histm-y of the English Language are standard works.
Morriss’s Historical Outlines of English Accidence is a useful text

book.

Fiction.—Among the standard works are the novels of Fielding,

Smollett, Scott, Cooper, Hawthorne, Thackeray, Dickens, and

George Eliot. After these authors, read at least one of the works of the

novelists mentioned below. We have indicated the book which seems
to us best. This is, of course, a matter of personal taste, and many of

our readers may prefer some other work of the same author. But any
work by the authors we mention is worth reading. We have not space

to indicate the characteristics of the different authors :—Louisa M.
Alcott, Little Women; Mrs. Alexander, Her Dearest Foe; H. C.

Andersen, The Improvisatore ; The Arabian Night's Entertainments

;

B. Aurrbach, On the Heights

;

Jane Austin, Sense and Sensi-

bility

;

Balzac, Father Goriot

;

W. Beckpord, Vatluk ; W. Black, A
Princess of Thule ; W. Blackmore, Lorna Doone ; Charlotte Bronte,
Jane Eyre

;

Mrs. Burnett, Lass o' Lowrie ; Miss Burney, Evelina ;

G. W. Cable, T7ie Grandissimes

;

Cervantes, Don. Quixote; A. von
Chamisso, Fefer Schlemihl; Wilkie Collins, The Woman in While;

Mrs. Craik (Miss Mulock), .John Halifax, Gentleman

;

Daniel de Fob,

Robinson Crusoe

:

Jas. de Mille, The Dodge Club

;

Mme. de Stael,

Corinne ; B. Disraeli, FJpiun Grey ; G. Eeers, Uarda; Mrs. Edwards,
Archie Lovell; G. Frbytag, Debt and Credit

;

J. W. von Goethe,
Wilhelm Meistcr

;

O. Goldsmith, The Vicar of Wakefield; Thomas
Hardy, Far from the Madding Crowd; Bret Harte, Gabriel Con-

roy
;
O. W. Holmes, Elsie Venner

;

W. D. Howells, A Foregone Con-

clusion; T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Oxford ; Victor Hugo, Les Miser-

ables; W. Irving, Bracebridge Hall

;

H. James, Jun., The Portrait of a
Lady; J. P. Kennedy, Horse-Shoe Robinson; Charles Kingsley,

Hypatia

;

Henrvt Kingsley, The Hillyars and the Burtons

;

Le Sage,

Gil Bias

;

C. Lever, Harry Lorrequer ; H. W. Longfellow, Hyperion. ;

Lord Lytton(E. Bulwer), The Caxtons

;

George MacDonald, David
Elginbrood “ E. Marlitt,” Gold Elsie ; Captain Marryatt, Midship-

man Easy

;

G. Meredith, The Tragic Cmnediatis

;

Mrs. Oliphant,

Carlingford; E. A. Poe, Tales; Jane Porter, The Scottish Chiefs;

Mrs. Radcliffe, The Mysteries of Udalpko

;

C. Reade, CkAster and
Hearth; S. Richardson, Clarissa Hartowe

;

G. Sand, Consuelo; F.

Spielhagen, Problematical Characters

;

L. Sterne, Tristram Shandy ;

Mrs. Stowe, Uncle Tom's Cabin; J. Swift, Gulliver's Travels; A.

Trollope, Barchesler Tonoers

;

Turgeneff, Virgin Soil

;

S. Warren,
Ten Thousand a Year ; Miss Yonge, The Heir of Redcliffe.

Fine Arts.—Clement’s Legendary Art, and Mrs. Jamieson’s books

are useful for the legends so much used by painters and sculptors.

Lubkb’s History of Art and History of Sculpture. Kugleh’s Hand-
books give a general idea of the subject. Winckelmann’s History of

Ancient Art, exhausts that part of art. Clement’s Handbook of Paint-

ers and Sculptors contains much information.

Gazeteers.—Lippincott’s Pronouncing Gazeteer is the best.

Geography.—Ritter’s Comparative Geography is the standard.

Geology.—Dana's Manual of Geology and Text Book of Geology.

Lyell’s Elements of Geology, and Hitchcock’s Elementary Geology

give a fair knowledge of this subject.

Government.—De Tocqueville’s Democracy in. America is indis-

pensable to the student of American institutions. Mulford’s The Na-
tion is a thoughtful study of the same subject. Other good books are

Lamphere’s U. S. Government, Nordiioff’s Politicsfor Young Ameri-

cans, and Young’s Gon)ernment Class-book. Among recent books on

the English Government are Gladstone’s The Country and the Govern-

ment, Palgrave’s House of Commons, and Syme’s Representative Gov-

ernment in England.

Gymnastics —Blaikie’s How to Gel Strong is concise, clear, and
practical.

History—Ancient.—Rawlinson’s Manual of Ancient History and

Five Great Monarchies, give a good idea of ancient history. Smith’s

Ancient History of the World may be read in connection with them.

History—American.—Hildreth’s Histonj of the United States is

the best. Bryant’s (really Gay’s) comes down to the present time.

Lossing’s Pieforinf //i.s’foty, is a useful, popular work. Lodge’s PAori!

History of the English Colonies in America gives a graphic account of

society, ma.iners, etc., in the colonies. Schouler’s Histonj of the

United States, etc., is the newest work on the subject. Bancroft’s

History goes into full detail. There are good small histories by Higgin-

soN and Swinton. Spark’s Life and Times of Washington, is a valu-

able work. A good history of the civil war remains to be written.

Draper’s History of the Arru-rican Civil War aims at a scientific treat-
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meal. PoLLAiiD’s Suuthern llislory of Uie War considers the sub-

ject from a Southern standpoint; so does Jepfersok Davis's recent

Memoirs. Headley's and Abbott’s books are interesting rather tlian

trustworthy. Watson and Patton's llislory of the United Stales is a

popular illustrated work. P.\rkman’s different histories, such as The

Conspiracy of Pontiac are models of style, and to be depended

upon.

History—English.—Lingard’s History of England is the most

impartial general history. Green's Short History of the English Peo-

gives the most graphic account of English liistory every written, in

a popular form and in a small compass. Freeman's OW English His-

twy for Children is indispensable for the time preceding the conquest.

His History of the Norman Conquest has superseded all other works

upon the subject. Macaulay and Froude have treated brief periods

brilliantly, but their works are full of prejudice and misstatement.

Lord Mahon's England under Anne is trustworthy. McCarthy s His-

fOry of Our Own Times is a useful work. The diaries of Evelyn and

of Pepys throw much light upon the reigns of Charles II., and James

II., and are full of entertaining gossip.

History—German.—Menzel's History of Germany. Kolranch's

History of Germany; Bi.yce’s Holy Homan Empire, and Coxe’s

History of the House of AuslnaWxW give a good idea of German his-

tory.

History—Grecian.—Whoever is unable to find timeto read the

great |histories by Grote, Thirlwall, and Curtius will find much con-

densed information in Smith's Student's History of Greece. Finlay's

History of Greece has the later history. Mahaffy's Social Life in

Greece is useful in connection with the political histories.

History—French.—Kitchin's History of France is the best ac-

count in a small compass. The Student's History of France is con-

densed and fair. Michelet's is brilliant, but often misleading.

History—Roman —Mommieu's is the standard for the earlier his-

tory : Gibbon’s for the last days of the empire. Liddell's Student's

History of Home and Smith’s Smaller History of Home are useful, short

histories.

History—Irish.—McGee's History of Ireland, and Moore’s His-

tory of Ireland are useful. Haverty’s National History of Ireland is

considered impartial and reliable.

History—Italian.— MaculaVELLt’s 7/wto')/ q/ Florence-. Ranke's

History of the Popes, and Sismondi’s Italian HeptiUics will give a gene-

ral idea ol Italian history.

History—Spanish.—Mrs. Calcott's History of Spain and Por-

tugal, and Dunham's History of Spain and Portugal are the best general

work’s in English on Peninsular history. They are not especially good,

however. Prescott’s liistories should of course, be read, for the

special periods which they cover.

Literature-American.—Tyler’s Histm-y of American Literature

has superseded all other works upon that subject. Richardson's

Pi imer of American Literature gives a good deal of information in a

very condensed form.

Literature—English.—Taine’s History of English Literature

gives a brilliant sketch. Craik’s History of English Literature and

Language is a standard work. Chambers’s Cyclopxdia of English

Literature is excellent for reference.

Logic —Jevon’s Logic, and Bain’s System of Logic arc enough for

the general reader. Sir W. Hamilton and Mill may be read by those

who wish to go deeper into the subject.

Metaphysics.—Lewes’s History of Philosojihy and Ritter’s Histoi-y

of Philosophy give a general view of the subject. Bain’s Mental

Science, Haven’s Mental Philosophy and Moral Philosophy, and Bow-

en's edition of Sir W. Hamilton's Metaphysics are useful, especially

the last. Spencer’s Psychology is rather difficult. Bacon, Locke,

Fichte, Kant, and Comte reqftire more study than most persons have

time for.

Moral Science.—Hopkins’s Moral Science and Wayland's Moral

Science are sufiicient.

Physiology.— Huxley’s Physiology is the best elementary work

upon the subject ever written.

Poetry.—Ward's English Poets is the best work for persons of

moderate means. It does not contain every-thing, to be sure
; but it

contains the best. The biographical and critical sketches in it, too, are

of high value. Bryant's Library of Poehy and Song, and Longfel-

low's Poems of Places, and Poets- and Poetry of Europe are useful col-

lections. Percy’s Heliques, containing the old ballads, can be picked

up cheaply. Child’s English Ballads is a much better work than

Percy’s, but expensive. As it is useless to read any other than good

poetry, only poets of universally acknowledged merit are included in

our list. Read (and own if you can afford it) tlie whole or greater part

of the works of Matthew Arnold, Edwin Arnold, Robert Brown-

ing, Mrs. Browning, Bryant, Burns, Samuel Butler, Byron,

Campbell, Chaucer (Gilman’s edition), Clough, Coleridge, Collins,

Cowley, Cowper, Craebe, Donne, Dryden, Emerson, Goldsmith,

Gray', George Herbert, Herrick, Holmes, Homer (Chapman’s

translation). Hood, Keats, Longfellow, Lowell, Marvell, Milton,

Moore, Morris, Poe, Pope, Prior, Rogers, Rosette, Scott, Shake-

speare, Shelley, Spenser, Swinburne, Bayard T.yy'lor, Tennyson,

Thompson, Virgil (Dryden’s translation). Waller, Whitman, Whit-

tier, and Wordsworth.

Political Economy.—Bowen’s Political Economy, Perry’s Ele-

ments of Political Economy, Mrs. Fawcett’s Political Economy for

Beginners, a-aii Fawcett’s Manual of Political Economy are useful to

the beginner. Adam Smith’s Wealth of Nations is a standard authority.

Mill’s Principles of Political Economy, and System of Political Economy

are clearly and cogently written, and may be read after the above.

Science, Natural —The International Scientific Series, containing

books by such men as Huxley and Tyndall, is a good and cheap

scientific library in itself. Wells’s Science of Common Things is packed

with useful information. Ganot’s Physics, and Balfour Stewart’s

Physics are valuable elementary works. (The first requires considerable

study.) Tyndall’s, On Sound is all the ordinary reader will want on

the subject of acoustics. Tyndall On Hadiation, and Airy’s Undula-

tion Theory of Optics are enough on optics. Huxley’s Lay Sermons

and Addresses, Spencer’s Principles of Biology, Ty'ndall’s Fragments

of Science, and Youman’s Correlation and Conservation of Forces are

more generally interesting.

Science, Social.—Spencer’s Social Statics is thoughtful, however

much we may dissent from his conclusions. The same may be said of

II. C. Carey'’s Principles of Social Science, and Fawcett’s Essays on

Political and Social Subjects.

Travels and ’Voyages.-The number of these is so vast that it is

impossible to mention many discriminatingly. Besides, hardly any

traveler is so stupid as not to be able to give some information about

the country which he visits. Bayard Taylor’s works of travel are en-

tertaining
;
so are C. D. Warner’s. S. L. Clemens’s (Mark Twain)

Innocents Abroad is vastly amusing. Kinglake’s Eothen is perhaps

the best book of Eastern travels ever written. The works of the early

travelers, Maundeville and Marco Polo deserve especial mention.

Emerson’s English Traits, and Hawthorne’s Our Old Home and

English Note-Books are the most valuable American accounts of English

society. Mackenzie’s Hussia is a standard work. Sir Francis Head s

Faggot of French Sticks is very entertaining. Hillard’s Six Months in

Italy, and Howell’s Italian Journeijs, and Venetian Life are of the best

works of Italian travel. Sir F. Head’s Bubbles from the Bnmnen is a

vivacious bit of German travel. Savage’s Picturesque Ireland is an at-

tractive work, and contains much valuable information. Mackenzie’s

A Year in Spain, Hays’s Castilian Bays, and Hare’s Wanderings in

Spain are to be commended. G. W. Curtis’s Nile Notes, and The

Honoitji in Syria are delightful reading.
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PROM AMERICAN STATESMEN.

John Adams.— It [The 2nd day of July, 1776, when the Declaration of

Independence was reported] ought to be commemorated as the day of

deliverance, by solemn acts of devotion to God Almighty. It ought to

be solemnized with pomp and parade, with shows, games, sports, guns,

bells, bonfires, and illuminations, from one end of this continent to the

other, from this time forward forevermore.— (o Mrs. Adams.

John Quincy Adams.—This is the last of earth. I am content. [Said

when stricken with paralysis in the Capitol, 1848.]

John A. Dix.—If any man attempts to haul down the American flag,

shoot him down. [1861.]

Rufus Choate.—Glittering generalities.— to Maine Whig Com-

mittee. We join ourselves to no party that does not carry the flag,

and keep step to the music of the Union.—ictfer to the Whig Conven-

tion.

Benjamin Franklin.—There never was a good war or a bad peace.

—

Letter to ./. Quincy, 1773. They that can give up essential liberty to ob-

tain a little temporary safety deserve neither liberty nor safety.—7/is-

torical Review of Pennsylvania.

Ulysses S Grant.—I propose to fight it out on this line if it takes all

mmmer.—Dispatch. Let us have peace.

—

Inangvral Address.

Horace Greeley.—The way to resume [specie payments] is to resume.

-Young man, go West !

Patrick Henry.—I know not what course others may take, but, as

for me, give me liberty or give me death !

—

Speech in the Virginia

House of Burgesses, 1775.

Andrew Jackson.—Our Federal Union; it must be preserved.

—

Speech, 1830.

Thomas Jefferson —Error of opinion may be tolerated where reason

is left free to combat it.

—

Inaugural Address. If a due pnrticiption of

office is a matter of right, how are vacancies to be obtained ? Those

by death are few
;
those by resignation none.

—

Letter to a Conimittee

of the. Merchants of New Haven, 1801. We hold these truths to be self-

evident that all men are created equal —Declaration of In-

dependence. We mutually pledge to each other our lives, our fortunes,

and our sacred honor.— 76id.

Henry Lee.—To the memory of the man, first in war, first in peace,

first in the hearts of his countrymen.

—

Eulogy on Washington, 1799.

Abraham Lincoln.—That government of the people, by the people,

for the people, shall not perish from the earth.— Gettysburg Speech,

1863. With malice toivards none, with charity for all, with firmness in

the right, as God gives us to see the right.

—

Inaugural Address, 1865.

William L. Marcy.—To the victors belong the spoils of the enemy.

—

Speech in the Senate, 1832.

Charles C. Pinckney —Millions for defense, but not one cent for

tribute. [In answer to the French Directory, 1796.]

Josiah Quincy.—Under God we are determined that, wheresoever,

whensoever, or howsoever, we shall be called upon to make our exit,

we will die freemen.

—

Observations on the Boston Port Bill, 1774.

William H. Seward.—There is a higher law than the Constitution.

—Speech, 1850. An irrepressible conflict [between slavery and free-

dom].—S'peecA, 1858.

George Washington.—To be prepared for war is one of the most
effectual means of preserving peace.

—

Speech to both Houses of Con-

gress, 1790.

Daniel Webster.—He smote the rock of the national resources and
abundant streams of revenue gushed forth. lie touched the dead corpse

of public credit, and it sprung upon its feet.

—

Speech on Hamilton. I

was bom an American, I live an American, I shall die an American.

—

Speech, July 17, 1850. Independence now and Independence forever.

—

Eulogy on Adams and Jefferson. Liberty and Union, now and forever-

one and inseparable.

—

Second Speech on Foote's Resolution. One coun-

try, one constitution, one destiny.

—

Spteech. March 1.5th, 1837. Sea of

upturned faces.

—

Speech, September 30th. 1842 Sink or swim, live or

die, survive or perish, I give my hand and my heart to this vote. [Sen-

timent attributed to John Adams.]

—

Eulogy on Adams and Jefferson.—

Whose morning drum-beat following the sun, and keeping company
with the hours, circles the earth with one continuous and unbroken

strain of the martial airs of England.— .Spree/;, May 7th, 1834.

Robert C. Winthrop.—A star for every State, and a State for every

star.

—

Address at Boston, 1862.

FROM ENGLISH STATESMEN.

Edmund Burke.—All government, indeed every human benefit and

enjoyment, every virtue and every prudent act, is founded on compro-

mise and hartQT.—Speech on Conciliation with America.

And having looked to government for bread, on the very first scarcity

they will turn and bite the hand that fed Vocm.— Thoughts and Details

on Scarcity.

Early and provident fear is the mother of safety.—5p(ee/i on the Peti-

tion of the Unitarians. I would rather sleep in the southern corner of

a little country churchyard than in the tomb of the Capulets.—ieWir

to Matthew Smith.

That chastity of honor which felt a stain like a wound.

—

Reflections

on the Revolution in France. The age of chivalry is gone. That of

sophisters, economists, and calculators has succeeded.—/6i(/. The
unbought grace of life, the cheap defense of nations, the nurse of

manly sentiment and heroic enterprise is gone.—/iirf. They made
and recorded a sort of institute and digest of anarchy called the

Rights of Man.— On the Army Estimates. Kings will be tyrants from

policy, when subjects are rebels from principle.

—

Reflections on the

Revolution in France. Vice itself lost half its evil, by losing all its

grossness,

—

Ibid. What shadows we are, and what shadows we pur

sue,

—

Speech at Bristol on Declining the Poll.

George Canning.—I called the New world into existence to redress

the balance of tbe Old.

—

King's Mejssage, 1826.

William Pitt, Earl of Chatham —Confidence is a plant of slow

growth.

—

Speech, 1766. If I were an American, as I am an Englishman,

while a foreign troop was landed in my country, I would never lay

down my arms, never, never, hkvct.—

S

peech, 1777. Where law ends,

tyranny begins.

—

Speech, 1770.

William Pitt [1759 -1806].—Necessity isihe argument of tyrants, it

is the creed of slaves.— on the India BUI, 1783.
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FROM THE ESSAYISTS.

Joseph Addison.—Much may be said on both sides.

—

Spectator.

There is no living with thee, nor without thee

—

Ihid-

Thomas Carlyle.— All true work is sacred.— Wm'k. Literature is the

thought of thinking souls.—Assays. The true university of these

days is a coilection of books.— and Hero Worship. Speech

is great, but siience is greater.—Past and Present. What is done, is

done.—Assays.

Ralph Waldo Emerson.—All mankind love a lover.—Assay on

Love. Genius borrows nobly.

—

Letters and Social Aims. I should as

soon think of swimming across Charles River \t hen I wish to go to

Boston, as of reading all my books in originals when 1 have them

rendered for me in my mother tongwe.— On Books. Is not marriage

an open question, when it is alleged .... that such as are in

the institution wish to get out, and such as are out wish to get in?—

Essay on Montaigne. Thought is the property of him who can enter-

tain it.—Assay on Shakespeare.

Charles Lamb.-A clear fire, a clean hearth, and the rigor of the

game.

—

Mrs. Battle's Opinions on Whist. Books which are not books.

—Detached Thoughts on Books. If dirt was trumps, what hands you

would hold.—iawi6’s Suppers. Neat, not gandy.—Letter to Words-

worth. Not if I know myself at all.

—

The Old and New Schoolmaster.

Sentimentally I am disposed to harmony, but organically I am
incapable of a tune.— .1 Chapter on Ears.

Thomas Babing'ton Macaulay.—In that temple of silence and

reconciliation. [Westminster Abbey.]—Assay on Warren Hastings.

Nobles by the right of an earlier creation, and priests by the interpo-

sition of a mightier hand.

—

Milton. She [the Roman Catholic Church]

may still exist in undiminislved vigor when some traveler from New
Zealand shall, in the midst of a vast solitude, take his stand on a

broken arch of London Bridge to sketch the ruins of St. Paul’s.

—

Re-

view of Ranke's History of the Popes.

Sir Richard Steele.—To love her [Lady Elizabeth Hastings] was a

-liberal education.— The Tattler.

FROM LAWYERS AND JUDGES.

Lord Avonmore.—He [Sir William Blackstone] it was that first gave

to the law the air of a science. He found it a skeleton, and clothed it

with life, color and complexion
;
he embraced the cold statue, and by

his touch it grew’ into youth, health, and beauty.—

O

k Blackstone.

Sir William Blackstone —It [the English navy] is . . . the

floating bulwark of our island.

—

Cmnmentaries. Time whereof the

memory of man runneth not to tlie contrary.

—

Ihid.

Henry, Lord Brougham —The schoolmaster is abroad.

—

Speech.

Jan. 29, 1828. The whole machinery of the State, all the apparatus of

the system, and its varied workings, end in bringing simply twelve

good men into the box.—Presetif Slate of the Law.

Sir Edward Coke.—A man’s house is his castle.— Third Institute.

Reason is the life of the law ; nay, the common law itself is nothing

else but reason.

—

First Institute. The gladsome light of jurispru-

dence.

—

Ibid. They [corporations] cannot commit treason . . for

tiiey have no souls.

—

Reports, vol. 10.

Thomas, Lord Denham-—A delusion, a mockery, and a snare.

—

Case

of O' Connell against the Queen.

Sir John Holt.—The better day the better deed.—S'jr William Moore's

Case. Ray?nond's Reports.

Lord Stowell.—A dinner lubricates business.—Boswell’s Johnson.

The elegant simplicity of the three per cents.—Campbell’s Lives of

the Lord Chancellors.

Lord Thurlow.—The accident of an accident.—/SJteet/i in Reply to the

Duke of Grafton. When I forget my sovereign may my God forget

me.—Brougham’s Statesmen of the Time of George III.

FROM MEN OF SCIENCE.

Louis Agassiz.—I cannot afford to make money.

John Kepler.—It [his book] may well wait a century for a reader, as

God has waited six thousand years for an observer.—Quoted in Brew-

ster’s Martyrs of Science.

Sir Isaac Newton.—To myself I seem to have been only a boy play-

ing on the sea-shore, and diverting myself now and then in finding a

smoother pebble or a prettier shell than ordinarj’, whilst the great

ocean of truth lay all undiscovered before me.—Quoted in Brewster’s

Memenrs of Newton.

FROM THE HISTORIANS.
Edward Hyde, Lord Clarendon.—A head to contrive, a tongue to

persuade, and a hand to execute any mischief.—Awtory of the Re-

bellion.

Edward Gibbon.—All that is human must retrograde if it do not

advance.—Perfiae and Fall of the Roman Empire. History . . .

is . . . little more than the register of the crimes, follies, and mis-

fortunes of mankind.

—

Ibid. I was never less alone than when by

vxy&^M.—MertuArs. Revenge is profitable
;
gratitude is expensive.

—

Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire.

David Hume —The sport of it [bear-baiting], not the inhumanity,

gave offense.—History of England.

Thomas Babington Macaulay —There were gentlemen and there

were seamen in the navy of Charles II. But the seamen were not

gentlemen, and the gentlemen were not seamen.—History of England.

FROM THE NOVELISTS.
Miguel de Cervantes.—Blessings on him who invented sleep.

—

Don

Quixote. Every one is as God has made him, and oftentimes a great

deal -worse.—Ibid. He had a face like a benediction.

—

Ibid. Let me
sit where I will, that is the upper end.—761f/. Patience, and shuffle

the cards.— Sancho Panza I am, unless I was changed in the

cradle.

—

Ibid.

Charles Dickens —A demd, damp, moist, unpleasant body. [Remark

of Mantalini.*]—Wic/jofas Nickleby. Barkis is willin’.—Parirf Copper-

field. Ha’penny be demd.—TVicAoios Nickleby. In a Pickwickian

sense.—Picitoic* Papers. Literary man with a wooden leg.— Oar

Mutual Friend. May the wing of friendship never moult a feather.—

Old Curiosity Shop. My life is one demd horrid gr'md.—Nicholas

Nickleby. Samivel, Samivel, bevare of the vidders. [See Weller.*]—

Pickwick Papers. Tough is J. B.—Tough and de-vil-ish sly. [See Bag-

stock.*]-Pomfey and Son. Whatever was required to be done, the

Circumlocution Office was beforehand with all the public depart-

ments in the art of perceiving How Not To Do It.—Little Dm-ril.

When found, make a note of. [Sec Cuttle.*]-PomSey and Son.

Maria Edgeworth.—The bore is usually considered as harmless, or

of that class of irrational bipeds who hurt only themselves.—

on Bores.

George Eliot.— I could not live in peace if I put the shadow of a

willful sin between myself and God.— P/i« Mill on the Floss. More

helpful than all human wisdom is one draught of simple human pity

that will not forsake n%.—lbid. The beauty of a lovely woman is like

music.—AffatK Bede. Thoughts are so great—ar’n’t they, sir? They

seem to lie upon us like a flood.

—

Ibid. Vanity is ill at ease under

indifference, as tenderness is under the love which it cannot return.

—

Daniel Deronda. What furniture can give such finish to a room as a

tender woman’s face ?

—

Ibid.

Henry Fielding.—An author ought to consider himself, not as a

gentleman who gives a private eleemosynary treat, but rather as one

who keeps a public ordinary, at which all persons are welcome for

their money.— Pom Jones. “He [Garrick in ‘Hamlet’] the best

player!’’ cries Partridge, contemptuously sneering. “Why I could

act as well as he myself. I am sure, if I had seen a ghost, I should

have looked in the very same manner, and done just as he did. . . .

Why, Lord help me! any man, that'is any good man, that had

such a mother, would have done exactly the same.”—7Wd. Rhymes

are difficult things.

—

Amelia.

Oliver Wendell Holmes —The Brahmin caste [i. e., the New Eng-

land aristocracy].— Els'ie Teimer.

Henry James, Jr.—Not much talk—a great, sweet silence.—

A

Bundle of Letters. Rotten before it is ripe [American civilization.]—

lUd.

Samuel Johnson.-The endearing elegance of female friendship.—

* See “Celebrated Characters of Fiction” in another part of the

book.
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Jlasselas. Who listen with credulity to the whispers of fancy, and

pursue with eagerness the phantoms of hope.—

Henry Wadsworth Longfellow —Music is the universal language

of mankind.

—

Outre-Mer.

Samuel Lover.—For drames always go by conihraries, my dear.—

Hory O'More. Reproof on her lips, but a smile in her eye.

—

Ibid.

Sir Edward Bulwer-Lytton —I do loves poetry, sir, specially the

Eugene Aram. Laws die, books nesn.—Richelieu.
Sir Walter Scott —My foot is on my native heath, and my name is

MacGregor.—Ao6 Roy. Scared out of his seven senses.

—

Ibid. Sea of

upturned faces.— [Often attributed to Daniel W^ebster.] The
longest kingly line in Europe . . . runs back to a successful

soldier.— TThocfstoci. Rouse the lion from his lair.

—

The Talisman.

There’s a good time coming.— Roy.

Sir Philip Sidney.-High erected thoughts seated in the heart of

courtesy.

—

Arcadia. My dear, my better half.

—

Ibid. The many-
headed multitude.—iSid. They are never alone that are accompanied

with noble thoughts.

—

Ibid.

Tobias Smollett —One wit, like a knuckle of ham in soup, gives a

zest and flavor to the dish, but more than one serves only tq spoil the

poltSige.—Hinnphrey Clinker.

Laurence Sterne.—Go, poor devil [a fly], get thee gone; why should

I hurt thee ? This world is surely wide enough to hold both thee aud

me.— Tristram Shandy. God tempers the wind to the shorn lamb.

[A translation of the French proverb: A brebis tondve Dieu mcsure le

rent Sentimental Journey. “ Our armies swore terribly in Flan-

ders,” cried Uncle Toby, “but nothing to this.”

—

Tristram Shandy.

The recording angel, as he wrote it [an oath] down, dropped a tear

upon the word and blotted it out forever.

—

Ibid. “They order,”

said I, “ this matter better in ¥ra.nce."—Sentimental Journey.

Harriet Beecher Stowe —Cause I’s wicked, I is. I's mighty wicked,

anyhow. I can’t help it.—Topsy in Uncle Tom's Cabin.

William Makepeace Thackeray.—It is best to love wisely, no

doubt: but to love foolishly is better than not to be able to love at

3.\\.—Pendennis. Not a hero, but a man and a brother.—/Jirf. Novel

without a hero.— Vanity Fair. Pretty voice, but no cultivation.

—

Newcomes. “ Why Part fl/aW Gazette ?” asked Wagg. “Because the

editor was bom at Dublin, the sub-editor at Cork; because the pro-

prietor lives in Paternoster Row, and the paper is published in Cath-

arine Street, Strand.

—

Pendennis.

FROM THE PHILOSOPHERS AND MORALISTS.
Lord Bacon.—A little philosophy inclineth a man’s mind to atheism,

but depth in philosophy bringeth men’s minds about to religion.

—

Essay XVI. Books must follow sciences, and not sciences books.—
Proposition touching Amendment of the Law. Cleanness of body was
ever esteemed to proceed from a due reverence to God.—Advancement
of Learning. Come home to men’s business and bosoms.—Dedication

to the Essays. For the glory of the Creator and the relief of man’s

estate.

—

A. of Learning. God Almighty first planted a garden.—Aysay
XLVI. He that hath wife and children hath given hostages to for-

tune ; for they are impediments to great enterprises, either of virtue

or mischief.—Essay VIII. Histories make men wise; poets, witty; the

mathematics, sublime ; natural philosophy, deep, moral, grave ; logic

and rhetoric, able to contend.—Essay I. Reading maketh a full man,
conference a ready man, and w'riting an exact man.—Ibid. Some
books are to be tasted, others swallowed, and some few to be chewed
and digested.—/4icf. Virtue is like precious odors, most fragrant

when they are incensed [by^rned] or crushed.—Essay V.

Jeremy Bentham —The greatest happiness of the greatest number
[the phrase is taken from Beccaria] is the foundation of morals and
legislation.— Wbris, Vol. X.,p. 142.

Henry St. John, Viscount Bolingbroke.-1 have read ....
that history is philosophy teaching by example.— On the Study and
Use of TRstory.

Sir Thomas Browne —Man is a noble animal, splendid in a.«hes and
pompous [magnificent] in the gnx\e.—Urn Buriid. Rich with the

spoils of nsLlnre.-Religio-Medici.

Thomas Fuller.—Learning hath gained most by those book.s which
the printers have \osX.— The Holy and the Profane State. Often the

cockloft is empty in those whom Nature hath buiit many stories high.

—Ibid. The image of God . . . cut in i\oiy.—Ibid. The pyra-

mids themseives, doting with age, have forgotten the names of their

founders.—Ibid. They that marry ancient people, merely in e.xpecta-

tion to bury them, hang themselves, in hope that one will come and cut

the halter.—JAirf. To smell of fresh earth is wholesome for the body;
no less are thoughts of mortality cordial to the sow\.—Ibid.

Bishop Joseph Hall.—Death borders upon our birth, and our cradle

stands in the grave.- Chnstian Moderation. *

Thomas Hobbes.—The life of man solitary, poor, nasty, brutish, and
short.— TAc Leviathan.

Samuel Johnson.—His [David Garrick’s] death eclipsed the gayely

of nations, and impoverished the public stock of harmless pleasure.—
Life of Edmund Smith.

Sir James Mackintosh.—Disciplined inaction.— Caascs the Revo-

lution of 1688. The frivolous work of polished idleness.—Dissertation

on Ethical Philosophy. Wise aud masterly inactivity.— Fi«rfido!

Gallicx.

William Paley.—Who can refute a sneer I—Moral Philosophy.

FROM POLITICAL WRITERS.
“ Junius.”—I do not give you to posterity as a pattern to imitate, but

as an example to deter.—Letter XII. To the Duke of Qraflon.

Private credit is wealth, public honor is security.—Letter XLII. The

Affair of the Falkland Islands.

John Milton.—A good book is the precious life-blood of a master

spirit embalmed and treasured up on purpose to a life beyond a life.—
Areopagitica. As good almost kill a man as kill a good book.—/Aicf.

I cannot praise a fugitive aud cloistered virtue, unexercised anti un-

breathed, that never sallies out and sees her adversary, but slinks out

of the race where that immortai garland is to be run for not without

dust and heat.—/Airf. Methinks I see in my mind a noble and puis-

sant nation rousing herself like a strong man after sleep, and shaking

her invincible locks ; methinks I see her as an eagle rousing her

mighty youth, and kindling her undazzled eye at the full mid-day

beam.—7 Aid. Whoever knew truth put to the worse in a free and

open encounter 'i—lbid.

Thomas Paine.—As he [Edmund Burke] rose like a rocket, he fell

like a stick.—iettcr' to the Addressers. Times that try men’s souls.—

The. American Crisis.

FROM THEOLOGICAL WRITERS.
Henry Ward Beecher.—We sleep, but the loom of life never stops

—Life Thoughts.

Robert Hall —Glass of brandy and water. That is the current, but

not the appropriate name; ask for a glass of lirpiid fire and distilled

damnation. [From his Life by Gregory.]. He laid so many books

upon his head that his brain could not move.—7 Aid. His [Edmund

Burke’s] imperial fancy had laid all nature under tr'Amte.—Apology

for the Freedom of the Press.

Matthew Henry.—Bread which strengthens man’s heart.— Commen-

taries. Rolled under the tongue as a sweet morsel.—7Aid. Their own

second and sober thoughts.—Expositioa. Job VI., 29. [Compare

Fisher Ames’ Speech on Biennial Elections. “The sober, second

thought of the people.”]

Richard Hooker —Of Law there can be no less acknowledged than

that her seat is the bosom of God, her voice the harmony of the world;

all things in heaven and earth do her homage; the very least as feeling

her care, and the very greatest as not exempted from her homage.—

Ecclesiastical Polity. To live by one man’s will became the cause of

all men’s misery.—Ibid.

John Milton.—Beholding the bright countenance of truth in the quiet

and still air of delightful studies.— The Reason of Church Government.

I might, perhaps leave something so written to aftertimes, as they

should not willingly let die.—Ibid. Poet soaring in the high reason

of his fancies, with his garland and singing robes about him.—7Aif7.

Truth is as impossible to be soiled by any outward touch as the sun-

beam.— 27(c Doctrine and Discipline of Divorce.

Theodore Parker.—All men desire to be immortal.—A Sermon of

Imme/rtal Life. A government of all tlie people, by all the people, for

all the i)COi)le.—Speech at the Anti-Slavery Convention at Boston, May
29, 1850. [Compare Lincoln’s Gettysburg Speech.']

Jeremy Taylor.-The sun reflecting ni)on the mud of strands and

shores is unpolluted in his beam.—7/ofjt L'lVing. You have often been

e
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told .... that ignorance is the mother of devotion.— to

a Person Newly Converted. [Compare Dryden's Your ignorance is

the mother of your devotion to me."— The Maiden Queen. Act sc., 2.]

John Tillotson.—If Ood were not a necessary Being of himself, He

might almost seem to be made for the use and benefit of men.

—

Sermon 93.

Joha "Wesley.— A. duty not a sin. Cleanliness is indeed next to god-

Hness.— on Dress. That execrable sum of all villainies com-

monly called a slave trade.—Jour?ial.

FROM THE WITS AND SATIRISTS.

Lord Chesterfield.—A chapter of accidents.— Dispatch is

the soul of business.— He [Pulteney] shrank into insignificancy

and an earldom.— CAnracter of Pulteney. I assisted at the birth of

that most significant word “flirtation.”— The World. Manners must

adorn knowledge.

—

Letters. Style is the dress of thoughts.

—

Ibid.

Thomas C. Haliburton.—They are all upper-crust here.— Slick

in England.

Oliver Wendell Holmes —Boston State House is the hub of the

solar system.— The Autocrat of the Breakfast Table.

Alexander Pope.—I never knew any man in my life who could not

bear another’s misfortunes perfectly like a Christian.— Thoughts on

Various Subjects. Party is the madness of many for the gain of a few.

Ibid^

Sydney Smith.—Heat, ma’am 1 it was so dreadful here that I found

nothing left for it but to take off my flesh and sit in my bones.—

Lady Holland’s Memoir. In the four quarters of the globe, who reads

an American book ?

—

Edinburgh Review, 1820. It is not more than a

month ago that I heard him [Jeffrey] speak disrespectfully of the

eqxmtor.—Memoir. It requires a surgical operation to get a joke well

into a Scotch understanding.

—

Ibid. Macaulay is like a book in

breeches. ... He has occasional flashes of silence.—/Aicf. Web-

ster struck me much like a steam engine in trowsers.—/Ai(f.

Jonathan Swift.—A nice man is a man of nasty Ideas.— Therughts on

Various Subjects. Bread is the staff of life.— '/"afe of a Tub. Censure

is the tax a man pays to the public for beiirg eminent.— TAeuyAfs on

Various Subjects. The two noblest things, which are sweetness and

Wg\\\ .—Battle of the Books.

Horace Walpole —A careless song, with a little nonsense in it, now

and then, does not misbecome a monarch —Letters. Pulteney "s toad-

eater.—/Ajrf. The world is a comedy to those that think ; a tragedy

to those who feel.

—

Ibid.

FROM THE DRAMATISTS.
WILLIAM CONGREVE.

“ Ferdinand Mendez Pinto was but a type of thee, thou liar of the first

magnitude.”—Lore/or Love. “ Hannibal was a very i)retty fellow

in those days.”— lAid. “ I came up stairs into the world, for I was

born in a cellar.”

—

Ibid.

GEORGE COLMAN.
“I had a soul above \>nitoms."—Sylvester Daggerwood. “Thank you,

good sir, I owe you one.”—The Poor Gentleman.

GEORGE FARaUHAR.
“1 believe they talked of me, for they laughed consumedly.”

—

The

Beaux' Stratagem.

THOMAS MORTON.
“Approbation from Sir Hubert Stanley is praise, indeed.”—A Curefor

the Heartache. “ What will Mrs. Grundy say ?”—Speed the Plough.

WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE.
AU ’s Well That Endu Well .

—“ The web of our life is of a mingled

yarn, good and ill together.”

—

Act IV., sc. 3.

Antonij and Cfeoprtfra.-“ A woman is a dish for the gods.”

—

Act

r., sc. 2. “ There is never a fair woman has a true face.”—Act II.,

sc 6

As You Tike It.—“An ill-favored thing, sir, but my own.”

—

Act U.,

sc. 4. “ For ever and a day.”

—

Act /U., sc. 1. “ How full of briars

is this working-day world.”

—

Act I., sc. 3. “ I had rather have a fool

to make me merry, than experience to make me sad.”—Act TV., sc. 1.

“ Men have died from time to time, and worms have eaten them, but

not for love.”—Act IV., sc. 1. “The Retort Courteous.”—Act V,

sc. 4. “Too much of a good thing.”

—

Act IV., sc. 1.

Comedy of Errors.—"Many a man hath more hair than wit.”—Acf

11., sc. 2. “ There ’s a time for all things.”—/Airf.

Coriolanus.—" The many-headed multitude.”—Act II., sc. 2. “ The

wounds become him.”—Act II., sc. 1.

Cymheline.—" Winning will put any man into courage.”—Act II., sc. 3.

Hamlet.—“ Alas, poor Yorick ! I knew him, Horatio ; a fellow of in-

finite wit, of most excellent fancy.”

—

Act V., sc. 1. “Be thou as

chaste as ice, as pure as snow, thou shalt not escape calumny. Get

thee to a nunnery
;
go."—Act III, sc. 1. “Cudgel thy brains no

more about il."—Ibid. “Here’s metal more attractive.”—Act

111., sc. 2. “How absolute the knave is.”

—

Act V., sc. 1. “In

the very torrent, tempest, and tas I may say) the whirlwind of pas-

sion, you must acquire and beget a temperance that may give it

smoothness.”—Ac< III, sc. 2. “It out-Herods Herod.”—/Airf.

“Not to speak it profanely.”

—

Ibid. “There’s rosemary, that’s

for remembrance.”—Ad IV, sc. 5.
“ ’Tis as easy as lying.”—

Act III., 2. “To what base uses may we return, Horatio.”—

Act V., sc. 1. “’Twas caviare to the general.’’—Ad II., sc. 2.

“ Very like a whale.”—lAicf. “ What a piece of work is man I
”—

Act II, sc. 2.

Tullus Ccesar.—" As proper men as ever trod upon neat’s leather.”

Act I., sc. 1. “Not that I loved Ciesar less, but that I loved Rome
more.”

—

Act III., sc. 2. “Who is here so base, that would be a

bondman ? If any, speak
;
for him have I offended. I pause for a

reply.”

—

Ibid.

JLing Henry IV., First Part.—“A good mouth-filling oath.”

—

Act

III., sc. 1. “A plague of all cowards.”

—

Act IL, sc. 4. “Call

you that backing of your friends ?
”

—

Ibid. “ I am a Jew, else.”

—

Ibid. “Food for powder.”

—

Act IV., sc. 2. “I know a trick

worth two of that.”—Ad II., sc. L “No more of that, Hal, an’ if

thou lovest me.”—Ad II., sc. 4. “0, monstrous! but one-half

pennyworth of bread to this intolerable deal of sack.”— /Aid. “ Out

of this nettle danger we pluck the flower safety.”—Ad //., w. 3.

“ Shall I not take mine ease in mine inn ?
”

—

Ibid. The better part

of valor is discretion.”—Ad F.,«c. 4. “Thou hast damnable iter,

ation.”

—

Act I, sc. 2.

King Henry IV., Part Second.—" A man can die but once.”

—

Act

III., sc. 2. “ I am not only witty myself, but the cause that wit is

in other men.”

—

Act I, sc. 2. “ Ho hath eaten me out of house and

, home.”

—

Act IL, sc. 1. “ Most forcible feeble.”

—

Act HI., sc. 2.

“ Under which king, Bezonian ? Speak, or die.”

—

Act V., sc. 3.

“ We have heard the chimes at midnight,”

—

Act III., sc. 2.

King Henry V.—“ ’A [he] babbled of green fields.”—Ad II., sc. 1.

King Henry VI., Second Part.-“There shall be, in England,

seven half-penny loaves sold for a penny, * * * and I will make

it a felony to drink small beer.”-Ad IV., sc. 2.

Tore's Tabor Tost “The world was very guilty of such a ballad

some three ages since.”

—

Act I., sc 2. Priscian [a famous Latin

grammarian] a little scratch’d.”

—

Act V., sc. 1.

Merchant of Venice.—" God made him, and therefore let him pass

for a man.”—Acf I., sc. 2. “Gratiano speaks an infinite deal of

nothing.”—Ad /., sc. 1. “Hath not a Jew eyes, hath not a Jew

hands, organs, dimensions, senses, affections, passions ?
”

—

Act

III., sc. 1.

Merry Wii'es of Windsor.—“ A man of my kidney.”

—

Act III., sc. 5.

“As good luck would have W'—Ibid. “ All his successors, gone

before him, have done ’t, and all his ancestors that come after him

I., sc. 1. “ Mine host of the Garter.”-7Airf.

Midsummer Night’s Dream.—“ A proper man as one shall see in

a summer’s day.”

—

Act I., sc. 2. “Bless thee. Bottom! * * *

thou art translated.”—Ad III., sc. 1. “ I will roar you as gently as

any sucking dove.”

—

Act I., sc. 2. “ This is Ercles’ vein.”— Ibid.

Much Ado About Nothing.—“ Are you good men and true ?”—Arf

III., sc. 3. “ As merry as the day is long.”—Ad II., sc. 1. “ Bene-

dick, the married man.”

—

Act I., sc. 1. “Comparisons .are odorous.”

—Act III., sc. 5. “Flat burglary as was ever comnvitted.”

—

Act IV.,

sc. 2. “O, that he were here to write me down an ass 1 Act IV.,

sc. 2. “ Sits the wind in that corner f
”

—

Act II., sc. 3.
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Othello.—“ For I am nothing if not critical.”—Act II., sc. 1. “ O, that

a man should put an enemy into his mouth to steal away his brains.”

Act II., sc. 3.

Romeo and Juliet.—“ ’Tis not so deep as a well, nor so wide as a

church door
;
but ’tis enough.”

—

Act III, sc. 1.

Taming of the Shrew.—“Let the world slide.”

—

Inclii'ctioii.

Tempest.—“Misery acquaints a man with strange bedfellows.”

—

Act

II, sc. 2.

Twelfth Night.—“Dost thou think, because thou art virtuous, there

shall be no more cakes and ale?”—Act II., sc. 3. “Midsummer
madness.”

—

Act III., sc. 4. “Some are born great, some achieve

greatness, and some h.ave greatness thrust upon them.”

—

Act II, sc. 5.

The Winter’s Tale.—"K snapper-up of unconsidered trifles” [i. e., a

thiefj.—Act IV., sc. 2.

[See also “Quotations from Shakespeare.”]

RICHARD BRINSLEY SHERIDAN.

“A progeny of learning.”—[Remark of Mrs. Malaprop.]

—

The Rivals.

“As headstrong as an allegory on the banks of the Nile.”

—

Ibid. “ I feel it [my valor] oozing out, as it were, at the palms of

my hands.”

—

Ibid. “ I own the soft impeachment.”

—

Ibid. “The
quarrel is a very pretty quarrel as it stands.”

—

Ibid. “ The Right

Honorable gentleman [Dnndas] is indebted to his memory for his

jests, and to his imagination for his facis.”

—

Sheridiaiia. “Too
civil by half.”

—

The Rivals. “ You are not like Cerberus, three gen-

tlemen at once, are you?”

—

Ibid.

APHORISMS AND EPIGRAMS.
A good hater.

—

Samvel .lohnson. A man who could make so vile a

pun would not scruple to pick a \iofAiet.—John Dennis [1657-1134]. A
man will turn over half a library to make one book.

—

Samvel .Johnson.

A very unclubable man.— Johnson. Actions of the last age are

like almanacs of the last year.

—

Sir John Denham. All is lost save

honor.—/I’rancis I. of France. [Letter to his Mother after the battle

of Pana. He really said :
“ Out of everything nothing is left me save

honor and my life which is safe.”] All men have their price.

—

Sir Rob-

ert WaljMle. Ambition has no rest.

—

Sir E. Bvlwer Lytton. Angling

is somewhat like poetry ;
men are to be born to it.

—

Izaak Walton. At-

tack is the reaction
; I never think I have hit hard unless it rebounds.—

Samvel Johnson.

Do well and right, and let the world sink .— Oeorge Ilerbert.

For words are wise men’s counters, but they are the money of fools.

—

Thomas Hobbes.

He had only one idea, and that was wrong .—Benjamin Disi-aeli. He
that is down need fear no fall .—John Banyan. History must be fake.

—

Sir Robert Walpole. Honest labor bears a lovely face .
— Thonnas Dekker.

If a man were permitted to make all the ballads, he need not care who
should make the laws of a nation .—Andrew Fletcher. [16.53-1716].

Imagination rules the world. —Aa/w&on Ro/myinrfc. It is more than a

crime, it is a political fault .—.Joseph Fonche. [Generally ascribed toTal-

lej'rand, “ It is worse than a crime, itisa blunder.”] It is the cause and
not the death that makes the martyr .—Napoleon Bonaparte.

Love begets love.—Jean de la Bruyere.

Much may be made of a Scotchman if he be caught young .—Samvel
Johnson. Much may be said on both sides .—.Joseph Addison.

Nature is the art of God .—Sir Thonnas Browne. No man can lose

what he never had .—Izaak Walton. No man is the wiser for his learn-

ing .
—John Seldon. No man was ever written out of reputation save by

himself.—i?ic/irtrcf Bentley. No pleasure is comparable to the sttinding

on the vantage ground of truth .—Francis Bacon. Nothing except a

battle lost can be half so melancholy as a battle won.—Z)«ie of Welling-

ton.

O liberty, what crimes are committed in- thy name 1—Madame Ro-
land. Of two evils the less is always to be chosen .—Thomas a Kernjiis.

Old friends are best.—JoAu Selden.

Patriotism is the last refuge of a scoundrel.—Nam nef Johnson. Pov-

erty is want of much, but avarice of everything .
—Publius Synes.

Rich soils are often to be weeded .
—Francis Bacon.

Syllables govern the world.—JoAn Selden.

The gratitude of place-hunters is a lively sense of future favors .
—Sir

Robert Waljjole. [Compare Rochefoucanlt.]—The tree of liberty only

grows when watered by the blood of tyrants .—Bertrand Burt ere. The
true use of speech is not so much to express our thoughts as to conceal

them .— Oliver Goldsmith. [Compare Voltaire’s similar saying.] They
are never alone that are accompanied with noble thoughts .—Sir Philip

Sydney. Time tries the truth in everything .— Thomas Tusser.

Virtue is not left to stand alone.

—

Confucius.

Choice Extracts from Famous English and American Poets, arranged in Alphabetical Order

according to the names of the Authors.

Joseph Addison.
A day, an hour of virtuous liberty

Is worth a whole eternity of bondage— Cato, Act II., sc. 1.

Eternity, thou pleasing, dreadful thought.— Cato, Act V.,sc. 1.

Forever singing as they shine.

The hand that made us is divine.

—

Ode.

It must be so—Plato, thou reasonest well !

Else whence this pleasing hope, this fond desire.

This longing after immortality I— Cato, Act V., sc. 1.

Rides on the whirlwind, and directs the storm.— The Campaign.

The dawn is overcast, the morning lowers.

And heavily in clouds brings on the day.— Cato, Act I., sc. 1.

The soul, secure in her existence, smiles

At the drawn dagger, and defies its point.— Cafo, Act T'., sc. 1.

The spacions firmament on high.

With all the blue ethereal sky.— Ode.

' When vice prevails and impious men bear sway.

The post of honor is the private station.

—

Cato, Act IV., sc. 4.

Mark Akenside.
Seeks painted trifles and fantastic toys.

And eagerly pursues imaginary joys.— T/ie Virtuoso.

James Aldrich.
She passed through Glory’s morning gate

And walked in Paradise .
—A Death Bed.

Richard Allison.
There is a garden in her face.

Where roses and white lilies grow ;

A heavedly paradise is tliat place.

Wherein all pleasant fruits do grow.

—From An Iloures Recreation in Musike.

Matthew Arnold
Calm’s not life’s crown, though calm is well .

— Youth and Calm.

Change doth unknit the tranquil strength of men.—.4 Question.

Who saw life steadily, and saw it whole.— To a Friend.

Philip J. Bailey.
We live in deeds, not years ; in thoughts, not breatlis ;

In feelings, not in figures on a dial.—Festvs.
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Anne Letitia Aikin Barbauld-
Life ! we’ve been long together.

Through pleasant and through cloudy weather
;

’Tis hard to part when friends are dear,

Perhaps ’twill cost a sigh, a tear
;

Then steal away, give little warning.

Choose thine own time ;

Say not “ Good night,” but in some better clime.

Bid me ‘‘ Good morning.”—Life.

George Barrington.
Tine patriots all

;
for be it understood

We left our country for onr country’s good.

—

Prologue, 1796.

Mine be the breezy hill that skirts tlie dowms.— The Minstrel.

Patient of toil, serene amidst alarms
;

Inflexible in faith, invincible in arms.—Ibid.

Beaumont and Fletcher.
A soul as white as heaven.

—

The Maid's Tragedy.

Calamity is man’s true touchstone.—Foi/r Plays in One.

Nothing can cover his high lame but heaven.

—

The False One.

Francis Beaumont.
What things have we seen

' Done at the Mermaid ; heard words that have been

So nimble and so full of subtile flame.

Letter to Ben Jonson.

Bishop Berkeley.
Westward the course of empire takes its way

;

The four first acts already past

:

A fifth shall close the drama with the day

Time’s noblest offspring is the last.

On the Prospect of Planting Arts and Learning in America.

Lord Brooke.
O wearisome condition of humanity.—Mustapha.

William Cullen Bryant.
Old Ocean’s gray and melancholy wustc.—Thanatojisis.

So live that when thy summons comes to join

The innumerable caravan \^'l^ch moves

To that mysterious realm where each shall take

Ills chamber in the silent halls of death,

Tliou go not, like the quarry-slave at night.

Scourged to his dungeon, but, sustained and soothed

By an unfaltering trust, approach tliy grave,

Like one that wraps the drapery of his couch

About liim, and lies down to pleasant dreams.— Thanatopsis.

The groves were God’s first temples.—iforc.s’f Hymn.

Truth crushed to earth shall rise again.

—

The Battle Field.

The best laid schemes o’ mice and men
Gang [go] aft [often] a-gley [wrong] .— To a Mouse.

The mirth and fun grew fast and furious.—Tam O’Shanier,

The rank is but the guinea’s stamp.

The man’s the gowd [gold] for a’ that.

Is therefor Honest Poverty.

Samuel Butler.

.
And pulpit, drum ecclesiastic,

Was beat with fist instead of a stick.

—

Hudibras.

Compound for sins they are inclined to.

By damning those they have no mind to.

—

Ibid.

He that complies against his will

Is of tlie same opinion still.

—

Ibid.

To swallow gudgeons ere they’re catched.

And count their chickens ere tliey’re hatched.

—

Ibid.

’T was Presbyterian true blue,

—

Ibid.

Lord Byron.
A change came o’er the spirit of my dream.— The Dream.

Ada ! sole daughter of my house and heart.

Childe Harold.

Adieu, adieu, my native shore

Fades o’er the waters blue.,

—

Childe Harold.

Better to sink beneath the shock

Than moulder piecemeal on the rock \—The Giaour.

Fare thee well ! and if forever.

Still forever fare thee well.—Fare thee Well.

For freedom’s battle, once begun,

Bequeathed from bleeding sire to son,

Though baffled oft is ever won.— The Giaour.

Had sighed to many, though he loved but one.

Childe Harold.

Heaven gives its favorites early death.— Ibid.

He makes a solitude and calls it peace.

The Bride of Abydos.

I had a dream which was not all a Avoam.—Darlcness.

I have not loved the world, nor the world me.

Childe Harold.

I stood in Venice, on the Bridge of Sighs,

A palace and a prison on each hand.—

Robert Burns.
Had we never loved sae kindly.

Had we never loved sae blindly.

Never met or never parted.

We had ne’er been broken hearted.

Song, Ae Fond Kiss.

If there’s a hole in a’ your coats,

I rede [advise] ye tent [take care of] it,

A chiel [young fellow] ’s amang ye taking notes.

And faith he’ll i>rent [print] it.

On Captain Grose's Peregrinations through Scotland.

Man’s inhumanity to man
Mak’s countless thousands mourn.

Man was Made to Mourn.

O wad some power the giftie gio [give] us

To see ourselves as others see us.— To a Louse.

Should auld acquaintance be forgot.

And never brought to min’.

Should auld acquaintance be forgot.

And days o’ lang syne.

—

Auld Lang Syne.

Land of lost gods, and godlike men.—Ibid.

Maid of Athens, ere w'e part.

Give, oh give, me back my heart.—Maid of Athens.

My boat is on the shore.

And my bark is on the sea.— To Thomas Moore.

My days are in the yellow leaf.

The flowers and fruits of love are gone.

The worm, the canker, and the grief

Are mine alone.— (9/t. my Thirty-sixth Year.

My native land, good night 1
—Childe Harold.

Oh, mirth and innocence 1 Oh, milk and rvater !

Ye happy mixtures of more liappy days \—Beppo.

Oh ! that the desert were my dwelling-place,

W’ith one fair spirit for my minister.—Childe Harold.

On with the dance ! let joy be unconfined.—Ibid.

Roll on, thou deep and dark blue Ocean, roll

!

Ten thousand fleets sweep over thee in vain.

—

Ibid.
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Seek roses in December, ice in June,

Hope constancy in mind, or corn in chaff,

Believe a woman, or an epitaph.

English Bards and Scotch Reviewers.

She walks the waters like a thing of life.— The Corsair.

The Assyrian came down like the wolf on the fold,

And his cohorts were gleaming in purple and gold.

The Destruction of Sennacherib.

The dome of Thought, the palace of the Soul.— CAifrfe Harold.

There was a sound of revelry by night.—Ibid.

And all went merry a.s a marriage haW.—Ibid.

There’s naught, no doubt, so much the spirit calms

As rum and true religion.—Don Juan.

Time writes no wrinkles on thine azure brow.—Ibid.

’Tis pleasant, sure, to see one’s name in print;

A book’s a book, although there’s nothing in ’t.

English Bards and Scotch Reviewers.

With just enough of learning to misquote.

English Bards and Scotch Reviewers.

Thomas Campbell.
And freedom shrieked as Kosciusko fell.—Pleasures of Hope.

Britannia needs no bulwarks.

No towers along the steep
;

Her march is o’er the mountain waves.

Her home is on the deep.— Ue Mariners of England.

Few, few shall part where many meet

!

The snow shall be their winding-sheet.—Hohenlinden

.

. Like angel-visits, few and far between.—Pleasures of Hope.

God moves in a mysterious way
His wonders to perform.

—

Light Shining out of Darhms.

I am monarch of all I survey.

—

Alexander Selkirk.

I would not enter on my list of friends

(Though graced with polished manners and line sense.

Yet wanting sen.sibility) the man
Who needlessly sets foot upon a worm.— 27ie Task.

O fora lodge in some vast wilderness.

Some boundless contiguity of shade.

—

Ibid.

O that those lips had language.

On the Receipt of My Mothe/'’s Picture.

The cups

That cheer but not inebriate.

—

The Task.

Tliough on pleasure she was bent,

She had a frugal mind.

—

History of John Oilpin.

Variety’s the very spice of life.— The Task.

Daniel Defoe.
Wherever God erects a house of prayer.

The devil always builds a chapel there ;

And ’twill be found upon examination.

The latter has the larger congregation.

The True Born Englishman.

Charles Dibdin.
For though his body’s under hatches.

His soul has gone aloft.

—

Tom Bowling.

He was all for love and a little for the bottle.

Captain Wattle and Miss Roe.

There’s a sweet little cherub that sits up aloft,

To keep watch for the life of poor Jack.—/bo/’ Jack.

O, Star-eyed Science, hast thou wandered there.

—

Ibid.

The sentinel stars set their watch in the sky.

The Soldm-'s Dream.

There came to the beach a poor exile of Erin.

The Exile of Erin.

’Tis distance lends enchantment to the view.

Pleasures of Hope.

’Tis the sunset of life gives me mystical lore.

And coming events cast their shadows before.

LoekieVs Warning.

Samuel Taylor Coleridge.

O sleep ! it is a gentle thing.

Beloved from pole to pole.

—

The Ancient Mariner.

Red as a rose is she.^Ibid.

The river Rhine, it is well known.
Doth wash your city of Cologne

;

But tell me, nymphs ! what power divine

Shall henceforth wash the river Rhine.— Cologne.

Water, water, everywhere,

Nor any drop to drink.— The Ancient Mariner.

George Colman.
When taken,

To be well shaken.

—

The Newcastle Apothecary.

"William Congreve.
Heaven has no rage like love to hatred turned.

Nor hell a fury like a woman scorned.— 7Z(c Mourning Bride.

Music hath charms to soothe the savage breast.

—

Ibid.

William Co-wper.
A hat not much the worse for wear.

—

History of ,Iohn Gilpin.

God made the country, and man made the town.—TAe Task.

Joseph Rodman Drake.
Flag of the free heart’s hope and home !

By angel hands to valor given.

—

The American Flag.

Forever float that standard sheet.—

John Dryden.
And whistled as he went for want of thought.

Cymon and Iphigeneia

Great wits are sure to madness near allied.

And thin partitions do their bounds divide.

Absalom and Achilophd.

Men are but children of a larger growth.—A/ffor Lore.

None but the brave deserve the Alexander's Feast.

Timothy D-wight.
Columbia, Columbia, to glory arise.

The queen of the world, and child of the skies.— Co//?;iii«.

Ralph Waldo Emerson.
Earth proudly wears the Parthenon

As the best gem upon her zone.— The Problem.

Good bye, proud world. I’m going home.— Good-Bye.

He builded better than he knew.— The Problem.

Here once the embattled farmer stood.

And fired the shot heard round the world.—
Hymn at the completion of the Concord Monument.

David Garrick.
Let others hail the rising sun ;

I bow to that whose course is run.

On the Death of Mrs. Pelham.

Their cause I plead
; plead it in heart and mind

;

A fellow feeling makes one wondrous kind.

Prologue on (Quilting the Stage.
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John Gay.
How happy I could be with either,

Were t’ other dear charmer away.
The Be(j(jar's Opera.

Over the hills and far away.—Ibid

.

Oliver Goldsmith.
And drags at each remove a lengthening chain.— The Traveller.

And learn the luxury of doing good.

—

The Traveller.

And still they gazed, and still the wonder grew.

That one small head conld carry all he knew.

The Deserted Village.

George Herbert.
Sweet day, so cool, so calm, so bright.

The bridal of the earth and sky.— Virtue.

Who sweeps a room as for thy laws.

Makes that and th’ action fine.

Robert Herrick.
Gather ye rosebuds while ye may.

Old Time is still a-flying
;

And this same flower that smiles to-day.

To-morrow will be dying.

To the Virgins to make much of Time.

Creation’s heir, the world, the world is mine.

—

The Traveller.

Ill fares the land, to hastening ills a prey,
,

Where wealth accumulates, and men decay.

The Deserted Village.

Man wants but little here below.

Nor wants that little long.— The Hermit.

Remote, unfriended, melancholy, slow.— The Traveller.

The man recover’d of the bite.

The dog it w’as that died.

Elegy on the Death of a Mad Dog.

The watch dog’s voice that bay’d the whispering wind.

And the loud laugh that spoke the vacant mind.

The Deserted Village.

Truth from his lips prevailed with double sway.

And fools who came to scoff, remain'd to piay.—Ibid.

When lovely woman stoops to folly.

And flnds too late that men betray.

What charm can soothe her melancholy?

What art can wash her guilt aw’ay?
Vica.r of Wakefield.

Thomas Gray.
Full many a flower is born to blush unseen.

And waste its sweetness on the desert air.

Elegy written in a Country Churchyard.

He passed the flaming bounds of space and time.

Progress of Poesy.

Ruin seize thee, ruthless king !

Confusion on thy banners wait.— The Bard.

Oliver Wendell Holmes-
And since, 1 never dare to write.

As funny as I can.— TAe Height of the Itidiculous.

Ay, tear her tattered ensign down I

Long has it waved on high.

And many an eye has danced to see

That banner in the sky.— Old Ironsides.

Thomas Hood-
Alas for the rarity

Of Christian charity

Under the sun !

—

The Bridge of Sighs.

One more unfortunate

Weary of breath.

Rashly importunate.

Gone to her death.

—

Ibid.

Take her nj) tenderly, *

Lift her with care.—Ibid.

Joseph Hopkinson-
Hail, Columbia ! happy land !

Hail, ye heroes 1 heaven-born band !

Samuel Howard-
Gentle Shepherd, tell me where 1—Song.

Hail Columbia.

Leigh Hunt.
And lo I Ben Adhem’s name led all the rest.

Abou Ben Adhem.

Samuel Johnson.
Fears of the brave ! and follies of the wise !

Vanity of Human Wishes.

Fitz-Green Halleck.
Green be the turf above thee

Friend of my better days
;

None knew thee but to love thee.

Nor named thee but to praise.

On the death of Joseph Hodman Drake.

One of the few, the immortal names.

That were not born to &\e.—Marco Bozzaris.

How small, of all that human hearts endure.

That part which laws or kings can cause or cure I

Lines added lo Goldsmith's Traveller.

Slow rises worth by poverty depress’d.

Vanity ofHuman Wishes.

Superfluous lags the veteran on the stage.

—

Ibid.

To point a moral, or adorn a tale.—76id.

Bret Harte.
And the subsequent proceedings interested him no more.

The Society upon the Stanislaus.

For ways that are dark.

And for tricks that are vain,

The Heathen Chinee is peculiar.

Which the same I am free to maintain.

Plain Languagefrom Truthful James.

With the smile that was childlike and bland.—

Reginald Heber.
By cool Siloam’s shady rill.

—

First Sunday after Epiphany.

From Greenland’s icy mountains.

From India’s coral strand.

—

.Missionary Hymn.

Though every prospect pleases

And only man is vile.

—

Missionary Hymn,

Sir William Jones.
Men who their duties know.

But know their rights, and knowing, dare maintain.

Ode in imitation of Alcaeus.

Ben Jonson.
Drink to me only with thine eyes.

And I will pledge with mine
;

Or leave a kiss within the cup,

And I’ll not look for wine.— To Celia.

He was not for an age, but for all time.

To the memory of Shakespeare.

John Keats.
A thing of beauty is a joy forever.

—

Endymion.

Heard melodies are sweet, but those unheard are sweeter.

Ode on a Grecian Vrn.

That large utterance of the early gods.

—

Hyperion.
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J. P, Kemble-
Perhaps it was ri^ht to dissemble yonr love,

But why did you kick me down stairs I—The Panel.

Thomas Ken.
Praise God, from whom all blessings flow.

Praise Him all creatures hero below 1

Morning and Evening Hymn.
Francis S. Key.

And the star-spangled banner, O long may it wave
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave !

The Star-spangled Banner.
Nathaniel Lee.

Then he will talk—good gods ! how he will talk 1

Alexander the Great.

When Greeks joined Greeks, then was the tug of war.

—

Ibid.

Henry W. Longfellow.
And the night shall be filled with music.

And the cares that infest the day
Shall fold their tents like the Arabs,

And as silently steal away.— The Day is Done.

Art is long, and Time is fleeting.—A Psalm of Life.

Know how sublime a thing It is

To suflier and be strong.— TAe Light of Stars.

Lives of great men all remind us

We can make our lives sublime
;

And, departing, leave behind us,

Footprints on the sands of time.—A Psalm of Life.

Sail on, O ship of state !

Sail on, O Union, strong and great \—Building of the Ship.

There is a Reaper whose name is Death.

The Reaper and the Flowers.

There is no flock, however watched and tended.

But one dead iamh is there !

There is no fireside, howsoe’er defended.

But has one vacant eMaxr.—Resignation.

Richard Lovelace.
I could not love thee, dear, so much
Loved I not honor more.

To Lucasta, on going to the Wars.

Stone walls do not a prison make.
Nor iron bars a cage.— 7b Althea., from Prison.

James Russell Lowell
And what is so rare as a day in June.

Then, if ever, come perfect days.

The Vision of Sir Lannfal.

An’ you’v gut to git up airly,

Ef you want to take in Qoi.— The Biglow Papers.

Don’t never prophesy onless ye know.

—

Ibid.

But John P.

Robinson, he

Sez they didn’t know everythin’ down in Judee.—

Truth forever on the scaffold. Wrong forever on the throne.

The Present Crisis.

We kind o’thought Christ went agin war an’ pillage.

The Biglow Papers.
Edward Bulwer Lytton.

Beneath the rule of men entirely great.

The pen is mightier than the sworA.—Richelieu.

In the lexicon of youth, which fate reserves

For a bright manhood, there is no such word
As—fail.—Ibid.

Frank, haughty, rash—the Rupert of debate.

The New Timon.

Christopher Marlow.
And I will make thee beds of roses.

And a thousand fragrant posies.

The Passionate Shepherd to his Love.

Infinite riches in a little room.— The Jeiu of Malta.

Who ever loved that loved not at first sight ?

Hero and Leander.

John Milton.
All hell broke loose.

—

Paradise Lost.

And storied windows richly dight

Casting a dim, religious light.—/; Penseroso.

At whose sight all the stars.

Hide their diminish’d heads.

—

Paradise Lost.

Better to reign in hell than serve in heaven.—/Airf.

Come, and trip it as you go
On the light fantastic too.—VAllegro.

Confusion worse confounded.

—

Paradise Lost.

To noon he fell, from noon to dewy eve.—Ibid.

Gorgons and Hydras, and Chimseras Aire.—Ibid.

Grace was in all her steps, heaven in her eye.

In every gesture dignity and iove.—Ibid.

Grinned horrible a ghastly smile.

—

Ibid.

Hail, holy light ! offspring of heaven first born.—76i<f.

I was all ear.

And took in strains that might create a soul.

Under the ribs of death.—

In notes with many a winding bout.

Of linked sweetness long drawn out.—L'Allegro.

Married to immortal verse.

—

L’Allegro.

O’er many a frozen, many a fiery Aip.—Paradise Lost.

Peace hath her victories

No less renowned than war.

To the Lord General Cromwell.

That old man eloquent.—7b the Lady Margaret Ley.

The mind is its own place, and in itself

Can make a heaven of hell, a hell of heaven.

Paradise Lost.

The world was all before them, where to choose

Their place of rest, and Providence their guiAe.—lbid.

They also serve who only stand and wait.

On his blindness.

Things unattempted yet in prose or rhyme.—Paradise Lost.

To-morrow to fresh woods and pastures new.

—

Lycidas.

To sport with Amaryllis in the shade,

Or with the tangles of Neiera’s hair.—Ibid.

Where perhaps some beauty lies.

The cynosure of neighboring eyes.—L'Allegro.

Without the meed of some melodious tear.

—

Lycidas.

James Montgomery.
Friend after friend departs,

—

Who hath not lost a friend ?

There is no union here of hearts.

That finds not here an er\A.—Friends.

Prayer is the soul’s sincere desire.

Uttered or unexpressed.— What is Prayer ?

’Tis not the whole of life to live.

Nor all of death to A\e.—-The Issues of Life and Death.
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The Marquis of Montrose-
lie either fears his fate too much,

Or his deserts are small,

That dares not put it to the touch

To gain or lose it ail.— Dear and only Love.

Thomas Moore
But the trail of the serpent is over them all.

Paradise and the Peri.

But there’s nothing half so sweet in life

As love’s j’oung dream.

—

Love's Young Dream.

Earth has iro sorrow that Heaven cannot heal.

Sacred Songs,

Go where glory w’aits thee ;

But while fame elates thee.

O, still remember mti.—Irish Melodies.

O, ever thus, from childhood’s hour,

I’ve seen my fondest hopes decay .—The Fire iVorshipers.

My only hooks

Were woman’s looks.— The Time I've lost.

Oft in the stilly night

1 Ere slumber’s chain has bound me.

Fond memory brings the light

Of other days around me .— Oft in the Stilly Night.

The harp that once through Tara’s halls

The soul of music shed.— Harp that once.

Those evening bells 1 those evening bells 1

How many a tale their music tells .— Those Evening'Bells.

’Tis the last rose of summer,

Left blooming alone.—The Last Pose of Summer.

Alexander Pope.
Damn with faint praise, assent with civil leer,

And without sneering, teach the rest to sneer.

Epistle to Dr. Arbuthnot.

I lisped in numbers, for the numbers came.

—

Ibid.

A little learning is a dangerous thing
;

Drink deep, or taste not the Pierian spring.

Essay on Criticism.

For fools rush in where angels fear to tread.

—

Pnd.

To err is human, to forgive divine. —Ibid.

True wit is nature to advantage dress’d.

What oft was thought, but ne’er so well express’d.

—

llAd.

All are but parts of one stupendous whole .—Essay on Man.

An honest man’s the noblest work of God.

—

Ibid.

From grave to gay, from lively to severe.

—

Ibid.

Honor and shame from no conditions rise.

Act well your part, there all the honor lies.

—

Ibid.

Lo, tlie poor Indian I whose untutored mind
Sees God in clouds, or hears Him in the wind.—ISid.

The proper study of mankind is man.

—

Ibid.

The wisest, brightest, meanest of mankind. [Bacon.]

—

Ibid.

Vice is a monster of so frightful mien,

As, to be hated, needs but to be seen
;

Yet seen too oft, familiar with her face.

We first endure, then pity, then embrace.

—

Ibid.

Whatever is, is right.

—

Ibid.

Worth makes the man, the want of it, the fellow.—IJid.

Just as the twig is Dent, the tree’s inclined.

—

Ibid.

You may break, you may shatter the vase if you will.

But the scent of the rose will hang round it still.

Farewell! But whenever you welcome the hour.

George P. Morris.
The union of hearts—the union of hands,

—

And the Flag of our Union forever !— The Flag of our Union.

William Morris.
The idle singer of an empty day .— The Earthly Paradise.

Thomas Moss.
Pity the sorrows of a poor old mim.— The Beggar.

Thomas Otway.
Angels are painted fair to look like you

;

There’s in you all that we believe of heaven ;

Amazing brightness, purity, and truth.

Eternal joy and everlasting love.— Venice Preserved.

Robert T. Paine.
And ne’er shall the sons of Columbia be slaves.

While the earth bears a plant, or the sea rolls its waves.

Adams and Liberty.

John Howard Payne.
’Mid pleasures and palaces though we may roam.

Be it ever so humble, there’s no place like home.

Home, Sweet Home.

George Peele.

His golden locks time hath to silver turned.

Polyhymnia.

Edgar A. Poe.
Take thy beak from out my heart, and take thy form from

off my door 1

Quoth the raven, “Nevermore .”—The Raven.

Who shall decide, when doctors disagree l—lbid.

Matthew Prior.

Be to her virtues very kind !

Be to her faults a little blind.—An English Padlock.

Fine by degrees, and beautifully less .—Henry and Emma.

Sir Walter Raleigh.
Fear not to touch the best.

The truth shall be thy warrant

;

Go, since I needs must die.

And give the world the lie.— The Lie.

The shaliows murmur, but the deeps are dumb.

The Silent Lover.

The Earl of Rochester.
Here lies our sovereign lord the king.

Whose word no man relies on ;

He never says a foolish thing.

Nor ever does a wise one.

Epigram on Charles II.

Samuel Rogers.
Not dead, but gone before .—Human Life.

To know her was to love her.—.lacqueline.

Nicholas Rowe.
Is this, that haughty, gallant, gay Lothario?— /air Penitent.

Sir Walter Scott.

And dar’st thou then

To beard the lion in his den.

The Douglas in his —Marmion.

Breathes there a man, with soul so dead.

Who never to himself hath said.

This is my own, my native land!

Lay of the Last Minstrel.
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Charge, Chester, charge ! on, Stanley, on !

Were the last words of Marmion.—Marmion.

O woman ! in oar hours of ease,

Uncertain, coy, and hard to please,

When pain and anguish wring the brow,

A ministering angel X\\ow.—Marmion

.

Unwept, unhonored, and \msm\g.—Laij of the Last Minstrel.

William Shakespeare.
A collection of the most familiar Shakespearean quotations will be

found on the following page.

Percy Bysshe Shelley.

The pilgrim of eternity. [Lord 'Byvou.]—AdOnais.

We look before and after.

And pine for what is not

;

Our sincerest laughter

With some pain is fraught I

Our sweetest songs are those that tell of saddest 1 bought.

To a Skylark.

Eobert Southey-
“ But what good came of it at last ?

”

Quoth little Peterkin.

“Why, that I cannot tell,” said he,

“ Bui ’twas a famous victory.

The Battle of Blenheim.

They sin who tells us Love can die .—The Curse of Kehama.

Edmund Spenser-
A bold bad mm.—Faerie Queene.

Be bold, be bold
;
and everywhere be bold.—7Sid.

Dan [Lord, master^ Chaucer, well of English uudefiled.—76id.

Sir John Suckling-
Her feet beneath her petticoat

Like little mice stole in and owt.—Ballad upon a Wedding.

Why so pale and W’an, fond love ?

Prithee, why so pale ?—Song.

Algernon C. Swinburne-
The lilies and languors of virtue,

For the roses and raptures of vice.

—

Dolores.

Alfred Tennyson.
And thus he bore without abuse

The grand old name of gentleman.—./n Memoriam.

Better fifty years of Europe than a cycle of Cathay.

Locksley Hall.

Blow, bugle, blow
;
set the wild echoes flying.

Blow, bugle; answer echoes, dying, dying, dying.

The Princess.

But O! for the touch of a vanish'd hand.

And the sound of a voice that is still I
—Break, break, break.

But the tender grace of a day that is dead

Will never come back to me.—Ibid.

I am a part of all that I have met.— Ulysses.

I hold it truth, with him who sings

To one clear harp in divers tones.

That men may rise on stepping stones

Of their dead selves to higher things .
—In Merrwriam.

In the spring a young man’s fancy lightly turns to thoughts of

love .
—Locksley Hall.

Kind hearts are more than coronets.

And simple faith than Norman blood.

Lady Clara Vere de Vere.

Ring out, wild bells to the wild sky .
—In Memoriam.

Tears, idle tears, 1 know not what they mean.

The. Princess.

’Tis better to have loved and lost,

Than never to have loved at all .—In Memoriam.

You must wake and call me early, call me early, mother dear.

The May-Queen.

James Thomson.
Come gentle Spring ! ethereal Mildness 1 come.—The Seasons.

Delightful task ! to rear the tender thought.

To teach the young idea how to shoot.— Seasons.

Rule Britannia ! Britannia rules the waves !

Britons never shall be slaves.

—

Alfred.

Sigh’d, and looked unutterable things .—The Seasons.

John Tobin.
The man that lays his band upon a woman.
Save in the way of kindness, is a wretch.

Whom ’twere gross flattery to name a coward.

The Honey-moon.

John Trumbull.
No man e’er felt the halter draw.

With good opinion of the \im.—M'Fingal.

John G- Whittier-
For of all sad words of tongue or pen.

The saddest are these :
“ It might have been.”

Maud Midler.

The hope of all who suffer.

The dread of all who wrong.

The Mantle, of St. John de Matha.

Charles Wolfe-
Not a drum was heard, not a funeral note.

As his corse to the ramparts we hurried.

The Burial of Sir John Moore.

We carved not a line, and we raised not a stone.

But we left him alone in his glory.—Ibid.

William Wordsworth.
A perfect woman, nobly planned,

To warn, to comfort, and command.
She was a Phantom of Delight.

Elysian beauty, melancholy grace.—Laodamia.

Plain living and high thinking are no more.

Written in London, 180a.

The Child is father of the Man—My Heart Leaps Up.

The good die first !

And they w’hose hearts are dry as summer dust.

Burn to the socket .— The Excursion.

The light that never was on sea or land.

Suggested by a picture of Peele Castle in a storm.

The monumental pomp of age.

Was in their goodly personage.

The While Doe of Rylstone.

Heaven lies about us in our infancy.

Imitation of Immortality.

The vision and the faculty divine.— TAc Excursion.

Ed-ward Young-.
An undevout astronomer is maA. —Eight Thoughts.

Death loves a shining mark, a signal blow.—Ibid.

How blessings brighten as they take their flight!—iiid.

Insatiate archer ! could not one suflice ?—Ibid.

Tired Nature’s sweet restorer, balmy sleep
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A BRIGHT particular star.—My friends were poor lint honest.—The

inaudible and noiseless foot of time.

—

All’s Well that Ends Well.

Age cannot rvither her, nor custom stale her infinite variety.—It

beggared all description.—Let's do it after the high Roman fashion.

My salad days, when I was green in judgment.

—

Antony and Cleo-

X>a1ra,

All the world’s a stage, and all the men and women merely players.

—And thereby hangs a tale.—Finds tongues in trees, books in the rnn-

iiing brooks, sermons in stones, and good in everything.—Full of strange

oaths, and bearded like the pard.—Full of wise saws and modern in-

stances.—Sweet are the uses of adversity.—As Ton Eilse Jt.

Angels and ministers of grace defend ns.—And then it started like a

guilty thing, upon a fearful summons.—Brevity is the soul of wit.

—

But soft 1 methink I scent the morning air.—Cut off even in the

blossom of my sin.—Dead, for a ducat, dead.—Diseases desperate grown,

by desperate appliances are relieved.—False as dicers oaths. Frailty

,

thy name is woman I—Give thy thoughts no tongue.—He was a man,

take him for all in all, I shall not look upon his like again. Hyperion

to a Satyr.—Hyperion’s curls
;
the front of Jove himself

;
An eye like

Mars to threaten and command.—I could a tale unfold.—Imperial Ciesar

dead, and turned to clay. Might stop a hole to keep the wind away.

In my mind’s eye, Horatio.—Lay her i’ the earth; And from her fair

and unpolluted flesh, may violets spring.—Lay not that fluttering unction

to your soul.—Like Niobe, all tears.—Making night hideous.—Meat it

is, I set it down, that one may smile, and smile, and be a villain.—

More honor’d in the breach than the observance.—More in sorrow tiian

in anger.—Like sweet bells jangled out of tune and harsh.—Nymph in

thy orisons, be all my sins remembered.—O, my offense is rank, it smells

to heaven 1-0, that this too, too solid fle.sh would melt.—Rest, rest, per-

turbed spirit.—Something is rotten in the state of Denmark. Sweets to

the sweet.—The time is out of joint ; O, cursed spite ! That ever I was

bom to set it right.—The undiscovered country, from whose bourne no

traveler returns.-There’s a divinity that shapes our ends, rough hew

them how we wili.—Thrift, thrift, Horatio 1-To be, or not to be ; that

is the question.-To the manner born.—What’s Hecuba to him, or he

to Hecuba ?—When we iiave shuffled off this mortal coW.Sanilet.

Ambition should be made of sterner stuff.—Cry havoc and let slip

the dogs of war.—For Brutus is an honorable man ;
t-'o arc they all, all

honorable men.-His life was gentle, and the elements so mixed in

him, that Nature might stand up and say to all the world, “ This was a

jnan 1
”—I had rather be a dog and bay the moon, than such a Roman.

If you have tears, prepare to shed them now.—The evil that men do

lives after them ;
The good is oft interred with their bones.—This was

the most uukindest cut of all.—This was the noblest Roman of them all.

-Though last, not least in love.—cTulius Cwsar.

But if it be a sin to covet honor, I am the most offending soul alive.

Once more unto the breach, dear friends, once more, or close tlie wall

up with our English dead.—Familiar in their mouths as household

words.—King Henry T'.

A poor, iufirm, weak, and despised old man.—Ay, every inch a king.

I

Blow, winds, and crack your cheeks 1—Her voice was ever soft, gen-

tle, and low—an excellent thing in woman.—How sharper than a ser-

pent’s tooth it is, to have a thankless child.—More sinn’d against than

sinning.

—

King Eear.

A horse 1 a horse 1 my kingdom for a horse !—Give me another horse !

—bind up my wounds !—Now is the winter of our discontent made

glorious summer by this sun of York.—0, coward conscience, how dost

thou afflict me 1—Off with his head I—King Hichard III.

A deed without a name.—After life’s filfui fever, he sleeps well,—Blow

wind I come, wrack 1 At least we’ll die with harness on our back.—

Can’st thou not minister to a mind diseas'd ?.—Come what come may.

Time and the hour runs through the roughest day.—Curses, not loud, but

deep.—Double, double toil and trouble.—Dwindle, peak, and pine.—

Fair is foul, and foul is fair.—Golden opinions from all sorts of people.

-Hear it not, Duncan ; for it is a knell. That summons thee to Heaven

or to Hell.-Hence horrible shadow 1 Unreal mockery, hence ! —I dare

do all that may become a man ;
who dares do more is none.—I ’gin to be

a-weary of the sun —I'll make assurance doubly sure.—Is this a dagger

which I see before me ?—Lay on, Macduff, and damn’d be him that first

cries, “ Hold, enough 1 ’’—Letting “ I dare not," wait upon " I would.’’—

It is a tale told by an idiot, full of sound and fury, signifying nothing.—

My hand will rather the multitudinous seas incarnadine.—My way of

life is fall’n into the sear, the yellow leaf.—Nothing in his life be-

came him like the leaving it.—Now, good digestion wait on appetite.

-

Screw your courage to the sticking-place.—The deep damnation of his

taking-off.-Thou can’st not say I did it
;
never shake thy gory locks at

me.—Throw physic to the dogs.

—

Macbeth.

A looker on here in Vienna.—Drest in a little brief authority.-Plays

such fantastic tricks before high Heaven, as make the angels weep.—

Pleasure for Bleasiire,

A Daniel come to judgment.—How sweet the moonlight sleeps upon

this bank.-I am Sir Oracle, and, when I ope my lips, let no dog bark 1—

Now, infidel, I have the’e on the hip.—The devil can cite Scripture for

his purpose.—The man that hath no music in himself, nor is not mov’d

with concord of sweet sounds, is fit for treason’s stratagems and spoils.

—The quality of mercy is not strain’d.—aferc/i ant of Venice.

I’ll put a girdle round about the earth.—In maiden meditation, fancy-

free.—The course of true love never did run smooth.-The poet’s eye, in

a fine frenzy rolling.—Aficfsummer Night’s Dream.

A round, unvarnished tale.—And smooth as monumental alabaster.—

But I will wear my heart upon my sleeve, for daws to peck at. Fare-

well 1 Othello’s occupation’s gone.—Good name in manor woman, dear

my lord, is the immediate jewel of their souls.—Of one that loved, not

wisely, but too well.— On horror’s head horrors accumulate.—She swore,

—iu faith, ’twas strange, ’twas passing strange ;
’twas pitiful, ’twas won-

drous pitiful.—The very head and front of my offending. Trifles, light

as air.— Othello.

He jests at scars, that never felt a wound.—How silver-sweet sound

lovers’ tongues at night.—It is the East, and Juliet is the sun. O, that I

were a glove upon that hand ;
That I might touch that cheek. O,

Romeo, Romeo ! wherefore art thou Romeo ?-Parting is such sweet sor-

row.—What’s in a name? that which we call a rose, by any other name

would smell as sweet.—Jfomeo and Juliet.

Deeper than did ever plummet sound.—From the still-vex d Bermoo-

In the dark backward and abysm of time.—The cloud-capp d

toners, the gorgeous palaces, the solemn temples, the great globe itself,

yea, all which it inherit, shall dissolve, and like this insubstantial pag-

eant faded, leave not a rack behind.—We are such stuff as dreams are

made on
;
and our little life is rounded with a sleep.—T/te Tempest.

O, it came o’er my ear like the sweet south, that breathes upon a bank

of violets, stealing and giving odour.—She never told her love ;
but let

concealment, like a worm i’ the bud, feed on her damask cheek.-She

sat, like Patience on a monument, smiling at Twelfth N\ght.
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“ Jewels five words long,

That on the stretched forefinger of all time

Sparkle forever.”—Tennyson.

ROVERBS are wise or witty sayings of

unknown authorship and universal cur-

rency. Some well-known proverbs are

often attributed to Shakespeare, or Rabe-

lais, or other famous writers in whose

works they occur
;

but these authors

merely quote them. They are, as all gen-

uine proverbs are, the offspiing of a wis-

dom and a wit infinitely greater than that

of Shakespeare or Rabelais, the homely

wisdom, the sly wit of the people. They are the collective

experience of many laborious generations. Side by side with

famous sayings of the most illustrious authors, we place the

works of these thousand nameless philosophers and wits
;

nor will the comparison be entirely to the disadvantage of

the latter.

The present collection includes the principal English pro-

verbs, and the most interesting ones (not found in English)

from the French, Italian, German, Spanish, Portuguese,

Dutch, and Danish languages. It should be said that most

of the proverbs hei-e given as English, occur in one form or

another in many of the Continental langfiages ;
but none are

here specially credited to another language if they are found

in the English collections.

F. stands for French ; D. for Dutch ;
Dan. for Danish

;

Q. for German ;
I. for Italian : P. for Portuguese, and S,

for Spanish.

A.

A bad penny always comes back.

A bald head is soon shaved.

A bargain is a bargain.

A bird in the hand is worth two in the bush.

A bow long bent at last waxeth weak.

A braying ass cats little hay.—7.

A burnt child dreads the fire.

A cat has nine lives, and a woman has nine

cats’ lives.

A cat may look at a king.

A chip of the old block.

A clear conscience is a good i>illow.

—

F.

A contented mind is a continual feast.

A dog in the manger, that neither eats nor lets

others eat.—T".

A drowning man will catch at a straw.

A fair exchange is no robbery.

A fool and his money are soon parted.

A fool may ask more questions in an hour than

a wise man can answer in seven years.

A fool's bolt is soon shot.

A friend in need is a friend indeed.

A good name is better than riches.

A green winter makes a fat churchyard.

A liar must have a good memory.

A living dog is better than a dead lion.

A man may lead hi.s horse to water but cannot

make him drink.

A man’s house is his castie.

A penny saved is a penny gained.

A pitcher that goes oft to the well is broken at

last.

A rolling stone gathers no moss.

A short horse is soon curried.

A stitch in time saves nine.

A word to the wise is sufficient.

All cats are gray in the night.—7?’.

All IS not gold that glitters.

All’s well that ends well.

All roads lead to Rome.—7.

All work and no play make .Tack a dull boy.

All your geese are swans.

Always in love, never married.

—

F.

An honest miller has a golden tlmrab.

An inch in a man’s nose is much.

As a cat loves mustard.

As busy as a bee.

As clear as a bell.

As cross as a bear with a sore head.

As dark as pitch.

As drunk as a bird.

As good out of the world a-> out of fashion.

As like as two peas.

As merry as a cricket.

As plain as a pike-staff.

As poor as a church-mouse.

As you make your bed, so you must lie in it.

As you sow, you shall rcaj).

At Rome, do as the Romans do.

Bachelors’ w’ivos and maids’ children are well

taught.

Bad news travels fast.

Barking dogs seldom bite.

Beauty is but skin deep.

Beggars must not be choosers.

Better alone than in bad company.

Better bend than break.

Better fall from the window’ than the roof.

Better late than never.

Better lose a jest than a friend.

Birds of a feather flock together.

Blind men should not judge of colors.

Blood is thicker than water.

Borrowed garments never set well.

Brag’s a good dog, but Holdfast’s a bettor.

Brave actions never want a trumpet.

Bring up a raven and he will peck out your

eyes.— (r.

Broken sacks will hold no corn.

Burning the candle at both ends.

Buy and sell, and live by the loss.

Buying is cheaper than asking.— (?.

By candle-light a goat looks like a lady.—

F.

By hook or by crook.

By Tre, Pol, ami Pen, you shall know' the Cor-

nish men.

By and by is easily said.
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c.

Can you make a pipe of a pig's tail ?

Cap in hand never did any harm.—1.

Care will kill a cat.

Cast not the helve after the hatchet.

Catch that catch can.

Catch the bear before you sell his skin.

Change of pasture makes fat calves.

Charity begins at home.

Children and fools speak the truth.

Christmas comes but once a year.

Claw me, and I’ll claw thee.

Close sits my shirt, but closer my skin.

Cold hand, a warm heart.

Common fame is a common liar.

Common fame is seldom to blame.

Comparisons are odorous.

Confess and be hanged.

Confidence begets confidence.— G.

Conscience is as good as a thousand witnesses.

—/.

Constant dropping wears tiie stone.

Cooks are not to be taught in their own
kitchen.

Counsel is no command.
Couhsel over cups is crazy.

Count not your chickens before they’re hatched.

Cover yourself with honey, and the flies will

have at you.

Cowards are cruel.

Cowards have no luck —G.
Creaking carts last the longest.—/?.

Credit is dead ; bad pay killed it.—7.

Creditors have better memories than debtors.

Crooked by nature is never made straight by
education.

Crooked logs make straight fires.

Crows are never the whiter for washing them-

selves.

Crows bewail the dead sheep and then eat

them.

Crows do not peck out crows’ eyes.—P.
Custom is a second nature.

Ci^your coat according to your cloth.

D.

Danger past, God is forgotten.

Daughter-in-law hates mother-in-law'.— G.

Daughters and dead fl.<h arc no keeping wares.

Dead dogs don’t bite.—D.

Death defies the doctor.

Death is the grand leveler.

Deep sw'imraers and high climbers seldom die

in their beds.—7).

Delays are dangerous.

Desperate ills require desperate remedies.

Diamond cut diamond.

Do not halloo till you arc out of the wood.
Do not hang all on one nail.— (?.

Don’t buy a pig in a poke.

Don’t reckon without your host.

Don’t teach fishes to swim.—F.
Drink little that ye may drink lang.

Drop by drop fills the tub.—/f.

Drunken folks seldom take liarm.

E.

Each bird loves to hear himself sing.

Eagles catch no fleas.

Early ripe, early rotten.

Early to bed, early to rise, makes a man healthy,
wealthy, and wise.

PROVERBS AND MAXIMS.

East or west, home is best.

Eat at pleasure, drink by measure.

Eggs and oaths are easily broken.— 7)a«.

Empty vessels give the greatest sound.

Even a frog would bite if it had teeth.

Even the fool says a wise word sometimes.-/.
Ever drunk, ever dry.

Every ass loves to hear himself bray.

Every bird likes its own nest the best.

Everybody’s business is nobody’s business.

Every cock is proud on his own dunghill.

Every cook praises his own broth.

Every dog has his day.

Every horse thinks his own pack heaviest.

Every little helps.

Every man hath his hobby horse.

Every man is the son of his own works.
Every man must eat a peck of dirt before he

dies.

E\ery one can keep house better than her
mother till she trieth.

Every one hath a penny for a new ale-house.

Every rose has its thorn 1.

Everything has a beginning.—id
Every tide has its ebb.

Every tub must stand on its owm bottom.
Every why has its wherefore.

Evil communications corrupt good manners.
Example is better than precept.

Experience is the mistress of fools.

Extremes meet.

—

F.

F.

Faint heart ne’er won fair lady.

Fair and softly goes far.—P. and F.

Fair words and rotten ajjples.— /.

Fair words butter no parsnips.

Far from the eyes, far from the heart.

Fast bind, fast find.

Few' have luck, all have death.

Few words are best.

Fire and water are good servants, but bad mas-
ters.

First come, first served.

Fools build houses, and wise men buy them.

Forbidden fruit is sweet.

Forewarned, forearmed.

Fortune favors the brave.

Fortune favors fools.

Foul linen should be washed at home.—F.
! Froth is not beer.

Funeral sermon, lying sermon.— (?.

G.

Give a dog an ill name and.hang him.

j

Give a rogue an inch and he will take an ell.—

n.

Give a thief rope enough and he’ll hang him-
self.

Give even the devil his due.

Give to him that has.—7.

Go farther and fare worse.

God alone understands fools.—F.

God deliver me from a man of one book.
God gives a cursed cow short horns.—7.

God helps those who help themselves.

God send you more wit and me more money.
God tempers the wind to the shorn lamb.

—

F.
Gold is proved in the fire, friendship in need.

—

Dan.

Good ale is meat, drink, and cloth.

Good tree, good fruit,—/?.

Good wine needs no bush.

Good words fill not a sack.

Great boast, small roast.

Great cry and little wool.

Great fishes break the net.

—

D.
Great talkers are commonly liars.

—

G.

Great thieves hang little ones.

—

F.

Green Christmas, a white Easter.— (?.

H.

Half a loaf is better than no bread.

Hanging and wiving go by destiny.

Happy go lucky.

Haste makes waste.

He cannot say bo to a goose.

He draws water with a sieve.

He gives twice that gives in a trice.

He has need of a long spoon that sups with the

devil.

He has a bee in his bonnet.

He has given leg bail.

He has tw'o strings to his bow.
He is nothing but skin and bones.

He is teaching iron to swim.

He is up to snuff.

He knows which side of his bread is buttered.

He lies as fast as a horse can trot.

He must needs go where the devil drives.

He takes the bull by the horns.

He that is born to be hanged shall never be

drowned.

He that waits for dead men’s shoes may go
long enough barefoot.

He will never set the Thames on fire.

He would bite a cent in two.—/?.

He would flay a flint.

He would slaughter a bug to drink its blood.

—

7
He’d skin a louse and send the hide to market.

He’ll swear the devil out of hell.

Hell and chancery are always open.

Hell is paved with good intentions.

His bark is worse than his bite.

His bread is buttered on both sides.

His room’s better than his company.
Hit the nail on the head.

Home is home, be it ever so homely.

Honesty is the best policy.

Hunger is the best sauce.

I.

I can see as far into a millstone as another

man.

I have a crow to pluck with you.

I have other fish to fry.

I smell a rat.

I would not touch him with a pair of tongs.

If the mountain will not go to Mahomet, Ma-
homet must go to the mountain.

If the sky falls, we shall catch larks.

If the young man knew, if the old man could,

there is nothing but would be done.

—

F.

If today will not, to-morrow may.

If wishes were horses, beggars would ride.

If you can kiss the mistress, never kiss the

maid.

If you can’t get it in bushels, take it in spoon-

fulls.— (?.

If you swear, you’ll catch no fish.

HI got, ill spent.

Ill .gotten goods seldom prosper.

HI weeds grow apace.
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In at one ear and out at the other.

In for a penny, in for a pound.

It is a long lane that has no turning.

It is a silly fish that is caught twice with the

same bait.

It is an ill-wind that blows nobody good.

It is better to be a beggar than a fool.

It is good to have two strings to one's bow.

It is good to sleep in a whole skin.

It is hard to teach an old dog tricks.—Z)««.

It is never too late to learn.

It is never too late to mend.

It is not the big oxen that do the best day’s

work.

—

F.

It is past joking when the head's off.

It is too late to lock the stable door when the

steed is stolen.—AI

It never rains but it pours.

It is neither rhyme nor reason.

It’s not good to wake a sleeping lion.

It’s ill jesting with edged tools.—Z>.

J.

Jack of all trades and master of none.

Jacob’s voice, Esau's hands.— G.

Jest with your equals.

—

Dan.

K.

Ka me, and I’ll ka thee.

Keep no more cats than will catch mice.

Keep the wolf from the door.

Keep your nose out of another’s mess.

—

Dan.

Keep your breath to cool your porridge.

Kill two birds with one stone.

Kings have long ears.

Kings have long hands.

—

F.

Knowledge is power.

L.

Law's wero made for rogues.-7.

Lazy folks take the most pains.

Learn to creep before you ruu.

Let the dead rest.— G.

Let the cobbler stick to his last.

Let them laugh that win.

Like blood, like good, and like age, make the

happiest marriage.

Like master like man.

Like the tailor who sew'ed for nothing, and

found thread himself.

Little pitchers have great ears.

Little pots soon boil over.— C.

Little strokes fell great oaks.

Live and let live.

Lock the stable door before the steed is stolen.

Look not a gift horse in the mouth.

Look to the main chance.

Losers are always in the wrong.—5.
Love is blind.

Love me little, love me long

Love me, love my dog.

Lying pays no tax.—P.

M.

Maidens say no and mean yes.— (?.

JIake a virtue of necessity.

Make hay while the sun shines.

Make the best of a bad bargain.

Man proposes, God disposes.

Many a slip ’twixt the cup and the lip.

Many a trath is spoken in jest.

Many go out for wool and come home shorn.

—

S.

Many littles make a mickle.

Many talk of Robin Hood that never shot his

bow.

Marriages are made in heaven.

Marry in haste, repent at leisure.

Misfortunes never come singly.

Money begets money.

Money makes the mare go.

Much memory and little judgment.

—

F.

Murder will out.

My teeth are nearer than my kindred.

—

S.

N.

Naught is never in danger.

Necessity hath no law.

Necessity is the mother of invention.

Neck or nothing
;
for the king loves no crip-

ples.

Needs must when the devil drives.

Neither fish nor flesh, nor good red herring.

Never limp before the lame.

—

F.

Never ride a free horse to death.

Never too old to learn.

New brooms sweep clean.

Nine tailors make a man.

No great loss but some small gain.

No man cries stinking fish.

No news is good news.

No sooner said than done.

None so blind as those that won’t see.

None so deaf as those that won’t hear.

Nothing dries sooner than tears.

—

G.

Nothing is had for nothing.

—

F.

Nothing venture, nothing have.

0 .

Of all birds, give me mutton.

Of oil, wine, and friends, the oldest.—P.

Of two evils choose the less.

Old birds are not caught with chaff.

Old foxes are hard to catch.

—

D.

One fool makes many.

One good turn deserves another.

One man’s meat is another man’s poison.

One nail drives out another.

One swallow doesn’t make a summer.

One tale is good till another is told.

Opportunity makes the thief.

Our neighbors’ children are always .the worst.

—G.
Out of debt out of danger.

Oat of sight out of mind.

Out of the frying-pan into the fire.

Oysters are not good in a month that has not an

R in it.

P.

Pennywise, pound foolish.

Physician, heal thyself.—/, and G.

Play with an ass, and he will whisk his tail in

your face.—S.

Plenty makes dainty.

Poor and proud.

Poor men have no souls.

Poor men’s tables are soon spread.

Possession is nine points of the law.

Poverty is no sin.—F.

Practice makes perfect.

Praise the sea, but keep on land.

Pride feels no cold.

Pride will have a fall.

Procrastination is the thief of time

Proffered service stinks.

Promises don’t fill the belly.

Put not all your eggs into one basket.

—

E.

Put the light out, and all women are alike.

Q-

Quick at meat, quick at work.

Quick come, quick go.

Quoth the young cock, “ I’ll neither meddle nor

make.”

R.

Ragged colts may make fine horses.

Raining cats and dogs.

Rather lose the wool than the sheep.—P.

Raw leather will stretch.

Ready money is ready medicine.

Report hangs a man.

Revenge is sweet.

Rich men have no faults.

Riches have wings.

Riches rule the roost.

Rolling stones gather no moss.

Rome was not built in a day.

S.

Safe bind, safe find.

Salt spilled is never all gathered.—P.

Saving is getting.

Saying and doing are two things.

See Naples and then die.—7.

Seldom seen, soon forgotten.

Set a beggar on horseback, he’ll ride to the

devil.

Set a thief to catch a thief.

Sharp stomachs make short devotion.

Short and sweet.

Siience gives consent.

Singed cats live long.

—

O.

Six feet of earth makes all men equal.

Small rains lay great dust.

Smoke, raining into the house, and a scolding

wife, will make a man run out of doors.

Soon got, soon spent.

Sooner said than done.

Sour grapes, as the fox said when he could not

reach them.

Speak the truth and shame the devil.

Speak well of the dead.

Still waters run deep.

Strike while the iron is hot.

Sweat makes good mortar.— (?.

T.

Take a hair of the same dog that bit you.

Take a man by his w'ord, and a cow by her

bonis.

Take care of the pence, and the pounds will

take care of themselves.

Take the will for the deed.

Take time by the forelock.

Talk of the devil and his imp appears.

Teach your grandamc to suck eggs.

Tell me the company you keep, and I'll tell you

what you are.

Tell me the moon is made of green cheese.

Tell no tales out of school.

Ten noes are better than one W^.—Dan.

That must be true which all men say.

That was laid on with a trowel.

That’s the cream of the jest.

The accomplice is as bad as the thief.

The better the day, the better the deed.

The cat is fain the fish to eat, but hath no will

to wet her feet.
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The course of true love never did run smooth.

The devil was sick, the devil a monk would be
;

the devil was well, the devil a monk was he.

The early bird catches tlie worm.
The first cut, and all the loaf besides.

The fox may grow gray, but never good
The full cask makes no noise.

—

I.

The gray mare is the better horse.

Tile kettle calls the pot black.

The last drop makes the ctip run over.

The lion's not half so fierce as he’s painted.

The longest day must have an end.

The longest way round is the shortest way
home.—/.

The more haste the less speed.

The nearer the church, the farther from God.
The poor man pays for all.

The pot that goes often to the well, comes
home broken at last.

The proof of the pudding is in the eating.

The receiver is as bad as the thief.

The remedy is worse than the disease.

The sleeping fox catches no poultry.

The smiles of a pretty woman are the tears of

the purse.

—

I.

The sow prefers the mire.—
The sun is never the worse for shining on a

dunghill.

The sweeetest grapes hang highest.

—

G.

The thirteenth man brings death.

—

O.
The thunderbolt hath but its clap.

The voice of the people is the voice of God.

—

Lat.

The weakest goes to the wall.

The weeds o’ergrow the corn.

The white coat does not make the miller.—/.

The wind keeps not always in one quarter.

Tlie wise drunkard is a sober fool.

—

G.

The wise make jests, and fools repeat them.
The wolf loseth his teeth, but not his inclina-

tions.— .S'.

The worst pig often gets the best pear.

The worth of a thing is what it will bring.

Ttie young cock crows as he heard the old one.

The young may die, the old mu.st die

.

There arc more threatened than struck.

There is a remedy for everything but death.—/’.

There is a time for all things.

There is no day without the night.— /.

There is no disputing of tastes.

There is no fire without some smoke.
There is no love without jealousy.

—

F.

There is no medicine against death.—/.
There is no worse joke than a true one.—/.

There was never a looking-glass that told a
W’oman she was ugly,—/’, 2.

There’s a salve for every sore.

There’s many a slip ’twixt the cup and the lip.

There’s no fool like an old fool.

There’s nothing new under the sun.— (?.

They agree like cats and dogs.

They say so is half a lie.

They that hide can find.

They who live in glass houses should not
throw stones.

Think much, speak little, and w’ork less.

Thorns make the gi’eatest cracking.
Those who climb high, often have a fall.

Threatened folks live long.

Time and tide wait for no man.
’Tis a wise child that knows its own father.

’Tis better to be happy than wise.

To a good spender God is a treasure.

To a rogue, a rogue and a half.

To add fuel to the fire.

To be hail fellow well met with every one.

To blow liot and cold with the same breath.

To build castles in the air.

To call a spade a spade.

To carry coals to Newcastle.

To catch a Tartar.

To curse with bell, liook, and candle.

To give a Roland for an Oliver.

To go the whole hog.

To hold one’s nose to the grindstone.

To lead one by tlie nose.

To make both ends meet.

To-morrow will be another day.

—

S.

To pay one in his own coin.

To piece the lion’s skin with that of the fox.—/I.

To pick a hole in a man’s coat.

To put one’s nose out of joint.

To rob Peter to pay Paul.

To send one away with a flea in his car.

To set all at sixes and sevens.

To sow one’s wild oats.

To spare at the spigot, and let run through the

bung hole.

To strain at a gnat, and swallow a camel.

To strut like a crow in a gutter.

To turn over a new leaf.

To wash a blackamoor white.

Too many cooks spoil the broth.

Too much is stark naught.

Too much wisdom is folly.— G.

Touch pitch and you’ll be defiled.

Train up a child in the way he should go.

Tread on a worm and it will turn.

Trust, but not too much. .

Two eyes see more than one.

Two fools in a house are too many by a couple.

Two heads are better than one.

Two of a trade never agree.

U.

Unkindness has no remedy at law.

Under a good cloak maybe a bad man.

—

S.

Union is strength.

—

D.

Unknown, unkissed.

Unlooked for, often comes.'

—

G.

Unwilling service earns no thanks.

—

Dan.
Use soft words and hard arguments.

V.

Vain glory blossoms, but never bears.

Varnishing hides a crack.

Venture a small fish to catch a great.

Venture not all in one bottom.

Very good corn grows in little fields.—/’.

Vipers breed vipers.

—

Dan.
Virtue is its own reward.

Virtue never dies.— G.

Vows made in storms are forgotten in calms.

W.
Wait is a hard word to the hungry.—!?.

Wake not a sleeping lion.

Walls have ears.

Want is the mother of industry.

Waste makes want.

Waste not, want not.

We cannot all be Pope of Rome.— ff.

We shall see, as ihe blind man said.

—

F.

Wedlock’s a padlock.

Weeds want no sowing.

Well begun is half done.

'Well lathered is half shaven.

'SVere it not for “if,” and “but,” we should all

be rich for ever.

—

F.

What a dust have I raised, quoth the fly upon
the coach.

What belongs to the public belongs to nobody.

What cannot be cured must bo endured.

What is one man’s meat is another man’s poi-

son.

What is sauce for the goose is sauce for the

gander.

What three know, everybody knows.

—

S.

What you do yourself is well done.— //aw.

When a dog is drowning, every one offers him
water.

When Adam delved and Eve span, where was
then the gentleman ?

When drink enters, wisdom departs.— /'.

M’hen God pleases, it rains with every wind.

When it thunders, the thief becomes honest.

When rogues fall out, honest men come by
their own.

When the cat’s away, the mice will play.

When the devil grows old, he. turns hei-mit.

—

F.

When the fool has made up his mind, the mar-

ket is over.—S.

When the fox preaches, beware of your geese.

When the measure is full, it runs over.

—

G.

M’hen the wine is in, the wit is out.

When the hostess is handsome, the wine is

good.—/’.

Where there’s a will, there’s a way.

While there’s life, there’s hope.

Who cannot sing, may whistle.— !?.

Who has nothing, fears nothing.—/.

Who loves not women, wine, and song, he is a

fool his whole life long.— G.

Who so blind as he that will not see.

\\’ise men change their minds
;

fools, never.

Wit may be bought too dear.

With foxes we must play the fox.

Women rouge that they may not blush.—

/

Words won’t feed cats.—/.

Would you live long, be healthy and fat, drink

like a dog, and eat like a cat.

Wounds heal, but not ill words.— S'.

Y.

You are a sweet nut, if you were well cracked.

You are always best when asleep.

You cannot catch old birds with chaff.

You cannot make a silk purse of a sow’s ear.

You cannot take a cow from a man who has

none.

—

Dan.

You can’t eat your cake and have it too.

You come a day after the fair.

You cry out before you are hurt.

You have brought your pigs to a fine market.

You have got the wrong sow by the ear.

You know good manners, but use but few.

You may know the lion by his claw.

—

F.

You must shift your sail with the wind.

—

I.

You must take the fat with the lean.

You pour water into a sieve.

Young dogs have sharp teeth.

—

Dan.
Young gambler, old beggar.— -S'.

Your belly will never let your back be warm.
Your cake is dough.

Your tongue runs before your wit.

Your wits are gone a wool-gathering.

Youth will have its swing.
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THE CROWDED STREET.

WILLIAM CULLEN BRYANT.

me move slowly through the street,

illecl with an ever-shifting train,

Amid the sound of steps that beat

The murmuring walks like autumn rain.

How fast the flitting figures come

!

The mild, the fierce, the stony face

:

Some bright with thoughtless smiles, and some

Where secret tears have left their trace

!

They pass—to toil, to strife, to rest

:

To halls in which the feast is spread.

To chambers where the funeral guest

In silence sits beside the dead.

And some to happy homes repair.

Where children, pressing cheek to cheek

With mute caresses, shall declare

The tenderness they cannot speak.

And some, who walk in calmness here,

Shall shudder as they reach the door

Where one who made their dwelling dear.

Its flower, its light, is seen no more.

Youth, with pale cheek and slender frame.

And dreams of greatness in thine eye,

Go’st thou to build an early name.

Or early in the task to die?

Keen son of trade, with eager brow.

Who is now fluttering in thy snare?

Thy golden fortunes, tower they now?

Or melt the glittering spires in air’

Who of this crowd to-night shall tread

The dance, till daylight gleams again?

Who sorrow o’er the untimely dead?

Who writhe in throes of mortal pain ?

Each where his tasks or pleasures call.

They pass, and heed each other not;

There is who heeds, who holds them all.

In His large love and boundless thought.

These struggling tides of life, that seem

In wayward, aimless course to tend.

Are eddies of the mighty stream

That rolls to its appointed end.
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•PAKE full well, in language quaint and olden,

One who dwelleth by the castled Rhine,

When he called the flowers, so blue and golden.

Stars that in earth’s firmament do shine.

Stars they are, wherein we read our history.

As astrologers and seers of eld

;

Yet not wrapped about with awful rnystery,

Like the burning stars which they beheld.

Wondrous truths, and manifold as wondrous,

God hath written in those flowers above

;

Rut not less in the bright flowerets under us

Stands the revelation of his love.

Bright and glorious is that revelation.

Written all over this great world of ours,

Making evident our own creation.

In these stars of earth—these golden flowers.

In all places, then, and in all seasons,

Flow'ers expand their light and soul-like wings.

Teaching us, l)y most persuasive reasons.

How akin they are to human things.

And with childlike, credulous affection,

Wc behold their tender buds expand

;

Emblems of our own great resurrection

;

Emblems of the bright and better land.
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THE DEATH OF THE FLOWERS.
WILLIAM CULLEN BKYANT.

melancholy days are come, the saddest of the year,

Of wailing winds, and naked woods, and meadows brown and

sear.

Heaped in the hollows of the grove, the autumn leaves lie dead;

They rustle to the eddying gust, and to the rabbit’s tread.

The robin and tlie wren are flown, and from the shrubs the jay.

And from the wood-top calls the crow througli all the gloomy day.

Where are the flowers, the fair young flowers, that lately sprang

and stood

In brighter light and softer ajrs, a beauteous sisterhood ?

Alas! they all are in their graves; the gentle race of flowers

Are lying in their lowly beds with the fair and good of ours.

The rain is falling where they lie; but the cold November rain

Calls not from out the gloomy eartli the lovely ones again.

The wind-flower and the violet, they perished long ago.

And the brier-rose and the orchis died amid the summer glow;

But on the hill the golden-rod, and the aster in the wood.

And the yellow sunflower by the brook in autumn beauty stood.

Till fell the frost from the clear cold heaven, as falls the plague

on men.

And the brightness of their smile was gone from upland, glade,

and glen.

And now, when comes the calm mild day, as still such days will

come.

To call the squirrel and the bee from out their winter home;

When the sound of dropping nuts is heard, though all the trees

are still.

And twinkle in the smoky light the waters of the rill.

The south-wind searches for the flowers whose fragrance late he

bore.

And sighs to find them in the wood and by the stream no more.

And then 1 think of one who in her youthful beauty died.

The fair meek blossom that grew up and faded by niy side.

In the cold moist earth we laid her, when the forest cast the leaf,

And we wept that one so lovely should have a life so brief

;

Yet not unmeet it was that one, like that young friend of ours,

So gentle and so beautiful, should perish with the flower-T.

1 .
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MAUD MULLER.

JOHN GREENLEAF WHITTIER.

^^AUD MULLER, on a summer’s day
Raked tlie meadow sweet with liay.

Beneath her torn hat glowed the wealth
Of simple beauty and rustic health.

Singing, she wrought, and her merry glee
The mock-bird echoed from his tree.

But, when she glanced to the far-off town,
White from its hill-slope looking down,

The sweet song died, and a vague unrest .

And a nameless longing filled her breast,

—

A wish, that she hardly dared to own.
For something better than she had known.

The Judge rode slowly down the lane.

Smoothing his horse’s chestnut mane.

He drew his bridle in the shade
Of the apple-trees, to greet the maid.

And ask a draft from the spring that flowed
Through the meadow, across the road.

She stojiped where the cool spring bubbled up,
And filled for him her small tin cup.

And blushed as she gave it, looking down
On her feet so bare, and her tattered gown.

“ Thanks! ” said the Judge, “a sweeter draught
From a fairer hand was never quaffed. ”

He spoke of the grass and flowers and trees.

Of the singing birds and the humming bees;

Then talked of the haying, and wondered whether
The cloud in the west would bring foul weather.

And Maud forgot her brier-torn gown.
And her graceful ankles, bare and brown.

And listened, while a pleased surprise

Looked from her long-lashed hazel eyes.

At last, like one who for delay

Seeks a vain excuse, he rode away.

Maud Muller looked and sighed: “Ah me!
That I the Judge's bride might be!

“ He would dress me up in silks so fine.

And praise and toast me at his wine.

“ My father should wear a broadcloth coat.

My brother should sail a painted boat.

“ I’d dress my mother so grand and gay.
And the baby should have a new toy each day.

“And I d feed the hungry and clothe the poor
And all should bless me who left our door.”

The J udge looked back as he climbed the hill.

And saw Maud Muller standing still

:

“A form more fair, a face more sweet.

Ne’er hath it been my lot to meet.

“And her modest answer and graceful air

Show her wise and good as she is fair.

“Would she were mine, and I to-day,

Like her, a harvester of hay.

“No doubtful balance of rights and wrongs.
Nor weary lawyers with endless tongues,

“ But low of cattle, and song of birds.

And health, and quiet, and loving words.”

But he thought of his sister, proud and cold.

And his mother, vain of her rank and gold.

So, closing his heart, the Judge rode on.

And Maud was left in the field alone.

But the lawyers smiled that afternoon.

When he hummed in court an old love tune

;

And the young girl mused beside the well.

Till the rain on the unraked clover fell.

He wedded a wife of richest dower,
M ho lived for fashion as he for jiower.

T et oft, in his- marble hearth’s bright glow.
He watched a picture come and go;

And sweet Maud Muller’s hazel eyes

Looked out in their innocent surprise.

Oft, when the wine in his glass was red.

He longed for the wayside well instead.

And closed his eyes on his garnished rooms.
To dream of meadows and clover blooms;

And the proud man sighed with a secret pain,

“All, that I were free again!

“Free as when I rode that day
Where the barefoot maiden raked the hay.”

She wedded a man unlearned and poor.

And many children played round her door.

But care and sorrow and child-birth pain.

Left their traces on heart and brain.

And oft, when the summer sun shone hot
On the new-mown hay in the meadow lot.

And she heard the little spring brook fall

Over the roadside, through the wall.

In the shade of the apple-tree again

She saw a rider draw his rein.

And, gazing down with a timid grace.

She felt his pleased eyes read her face.
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Sometimes her narrow kitchen walls

Stretched away into stately halls

;

The weary wheel to a spinnet turned,

The tallow-candle an astral burned

;

And for him who sat by the chimney lug,

Dozing and grumbling o’er pipe and mug,

A manly form at her side she saw.

And joy was duty and love was law.

Then she took up her burden of life again.

Saying only, “ It might have been.”

Alas for maiden, alas for judge.

For rich repiner and household drudge

!

God pity them both ! and pity us all.

Who vainly the dreams of youth recall

;

For of all sad words of tongue or pen,

The saddest are these: “ It might have been! ”

Ah, well! for us all some sweet hope lies

Deeply buried from human eyes

;

And, in the hereafter, angels may
Roll the stone from its grave away

!

THE DEATH OF THE OLD YEAR.

ALFRED TENNYSON.

ULL knee-deep lies the winter snow.

And the winter winds are wearily sighing:

Toll ye the church-bell sad and slow.

And tread softly and speak low.

For the old year lies a-dying.

Old year, you must not die

;

You came to us so readily.

You lived with us so steadily.

Old year, you shall not die.

He lieth still : he doth not move

:

He will not see the dawn of day.

He hath no other life above.

He gave me a friend and a true true-love.

And the New-year will take ’em away.

Old year, you must not go

;

So long as you have been with us.

Such joy as you have seen with us.

Old year, you shall not go.

He froth’d his bumpers to the brim

;

A jollier year we shall not see.

But though his eyes are waxing dim.

And though his foes speak ill of liim.

He was a friend to me.

Old year, you shall not die

;

We did so laugh and cry with you,

I’ve half a mind to die with you.

Old year, if you must die.

He was full of joke and jest.

But all his merry quips are o’er.

To see him die, across the waste

His son and heir doth ride p>ost-haste.

But he’ll be dead before.

Every one for his own.

Tlie night is starry and cold, my friend,

And the New-year blithe and bold, my friend.

Comes up to take his own.

How hard he breathes ! over the snow
I heard just now the crowing cock.

The sliadows flicker to and fro

:

The cricket chirps: the light burns low:

’T is nearly twelve o’clock.

Shake hands, before you die.

Old year, we’ll dearly rue for you

:

What is it that we can do for you?

Speak out before you die.

His face is growing sharp and thin.

Alack ! our friend is gone.

Close up his eyes : tie up his chin

:

Step from the corpse, and let him in

That standeth there alone.

And waiteth at the door.

There’s a new foot on the floor, my friend.

And a new face at the door, my friend,

A new face at the door.

TIME.

SHAKESPEARE.

I
^IME’S glory is to calm contending kings,

^ To unmask falsehood and luring truth to light.

To stamp the seal of time in aged things,

To^wake the morn and sentinel the night.

To wrong the wronger till he render right.

To ruinate proud buildings with thy hours.

And smear with dust their glittering golden towers

;

To fill with worm-holes stately monuments,

To feed oblivion with decay of things.

To blot old books and alter their contents.

To pluck the quills from ancient ravens’ wings.

To dry the old oak’s sap and cherish springs.

To spoil antiquities of hammer’d steel.

And turn the giddy round of Fortune’s wheel

;

To show the beldam daughters of her daughter.

To make the child a man, the man a child.

To slay the tiger that doth live by slaughter.

To tame the unicorn and lion wild.

To mock the subtle in themselves beguiled.

To cheer the ploughman with increaseful crops.

And waste huge stones with little water-drops.
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LITTLE BREECHES.
JOHN HAY.

DON’T go much on religion,

I never ain’t had no show;
But I’ve got a middlin’ tight grip, sir.

On the handful o’ things I know.
I don’t pan out on the propliets,

And free-will, and that sort of thing;
But I b lieve in God and the angels.

Ever sence one night last spring.

I come into town with some turnips.

And my little Gabe come along

—

No four-year old in the county
Could beat him for pretty and strong.

Peart and chipper and sassy,

Always ready to swear and fight

;

And I’d larnt him to chaw terbacker,

Jest to keep his milk-teeth white.

The snow come down like a blanket
As I passed by Taggart’s store

;

I went in for a jug of molasses.

And left the team at the door.

They skeered at something and .started

—

I heerd one little squall.

And hell-to-split over the prairie

Went team. Little Breeches, and all.

Hell-to-split over the prairie!

I was almost froze with skeer

;

But we rousted up some torches.

And sarched for ’em far and near.

At last we struck bosses and wagon,
Snowed under a soft white mound,

Upsot, dead beat—but of little Gabe
No hide nor hair was found.

And here all hope soured on me.
Of my fellow-critters’ aid

—

I jest flopped down on my marrow-bones.
Crotch-deep in the snow, and prayed.

By this the torches was played out.

And me and Isrul Parr
Went off for some wood to a sheep-fold
That he said was somewhar thar.

We found it at last, and a little shed
Whar they shut up the lambs at night.

We looked in, and seen them huddled thar.

So warm and sleepy and white.

And thar sot Little Breeches, and chirped
As peart as ever you see,

“I want a chaw of terbacker.

And that’s what’s the matter of me.”

How did he git thar? Angels.

He could never have walked in that storm,
J'hey jest scooped down and toted him
To whar it was safe and warm.

And I think that saving a little child

And bringing him to his own.
Is a denied sight better business

Than loafing around the Throne.

ROCK ME TO SLEEP.

ELIZABETH AKERS ALLEN.

IACKWARD, turn backward. Oh, Time, in your flight.

Make me a child again just for to-night!
Mother, come back from the echoless shore,

Take me again to your heart as of yore;
Kiss from my forehead the furrows of care.

Smooth the few silver threads out of my hair;
Over my slumbers your loving watch keep;—
Rock me to sleep, mother,—rock me to sleep!

Backward, flow backward, 0 tide of the years

!

I am so weary of toil and of tears,

—

Toil without recompense, tears all in vain,

—

Take them, and give me my childhood again!
I have grown weary of dust and decay,

—

Weary of flinging my soul-wealth away;
Weary of sowing for others to reap;—
Rock me to sleep, mother,—rock me to sleep!

Tired of the hollow, the base, the untrue,

Mother, 0 mother, my heart calls for you

!

Many a summer the grass has grown green.

Blossomed, and faded our faces between;
Yet with strong yearning and passionate pain
Long I to-night for your presence again.

Come from the silence so long and so deep
;

—
Rock me to sleep, mother,—rock me to sleep!

Over my heart, in the days that are flown.

No love like mother-love ever has shone;
No other worship abides and endures,

—

Faithful, unselfish and patient like yours:

None like a mother can charm away pain
From the sick soul and the world-wearv brain.

Slumber’s soft calms o’er my heavy lids creep;

—

Rock me to sleep, mother,—rock me to sleep!

Come, let your brown hair, just lighted with gold.

Fall on your shoulders again as of old;

Let it drop over my forehead to-night.

Shading my faint eyes away from the light;

For with its sunny-edged shadows once more
Haply will throng the sweet visions of yore;

Lovingly, .softly, its bright billows sweep;—
Rock me to sleep, mother,—rock me to sleep

!
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Mother, dear mother, the years liave oeen long

Since I last listened your lullaby song:

Sing, then, and unto my soul it shall seem

Womanhood’s years have been only a dream.

Clasped to your heart in a loving embrace.

With your light lashes just sweeping my face,

Xever hereafter to wake or to weep ;

—
Rock me to sleep, mother,—rock me to sleep!

THE VILLAGE BLACKSMITH,

H. W. LONGFELLOW.

NDER a spreading chestnut-tree

The village smithy stands

;

The smith, a mighty man is he.

With large and sinewy hands

;

And the muscles of his brawny arms

Are strong as iron bands.

His hair is crisp and black and long;

His face is like the tan

;

His brow is wet with honest sweat,

—

He earns whate’er he can

;

And looks the whole world in the face.

For he owes not any man.

Week in, week out, from morn till night.

You can hear his bellows blow;

You can hear him swing his heavy sledge.

With measured beat and slow.

Like sexton ringing the village bell.

When the evening sun is low.

And children, coming home Horn school.

Look in at the open door;

They love to see the flaming forge.

And hear the bellows roar.

And catch the burning sparks that fly

Like chaff from a threshing-floor.

He goes on Sunday to the church.

And sits among his boys;

He hears the parson pray and preach.

He hears his daughter’s voice.

Singing in the village choir.

And it makes his heart rejoice.

It sounds to him like her mother’s voice.

Singing in Paradise

!

He needs must think of her once more.

How in the grave she lies;

And with his hard, rough hand he wipes

A tear out of his eyes.

Toiling, rejoicing, sorrowing.

Onward through life he goes;

Each morning sees some task begin.

Each evening sees it close

;

Something attempted, something done.

Has earned a night’s I’epose.

Thanks, thanks to thee, my worthy friend.

For the lesson thou hast taught!

Thus at the flaming forge of life

Our fortunes must be wrought;

Thus on its sounding anvil shaped

Each burning deed and thought!

ALADDIN.

JAMES RUSSELL LOWELL.

SHEN I was a beggarly boy.

And lived in a cellar damp,

I had not a friend nor a toy.

But 1 had Aladdin’s lamp

;

When I could not sleep for cold,

I had Are enough in my brain.

And builded, with roofs of gold.

My beautiful castles in Spain!

Since then I have toiled day and night,

I have money and power good store,

But I’d give all my lamps of silver bright,

For the one that is mine no more

;

Take, Fortune, whatever you choose.

You gave, and may snatch again

;

I have nothing ’twould pain me to lose.

For I own no more castles in Spain

!

MEMORY.
OLIVER GOLDSMITH.

S MEMORY ! thou fond deceiver.

Still importunate and vain.

To former joys recurring ever.

And turning all the past to pain;

Thou, like the world, opprest oppressing.

Thy smiles increase the wretch’s woe!

And he who wants each other blessing.

In thee must ever find a foe.

LETTERS.
AARON HILL.

^^ETTERS from absent friends extinguish fear.

Unite division and draw distance near

Their magic force each silent wish conveys.

And wafts embodied thought a thousand ways.

Could souls to bodies write, death’s power were mean.

For minds could then meet minds with heav’n between.
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LOVE’S PHILOSOPHY.

PERCY BYSSHE SHELLEY.

HE fountains mingle with the river,

And the rivers with tlie ocean
;

Tlie winds of heaven mix forever,

Witli a sweet emotion;

Nothing in the world is single;

All things 1)7 a law divine

In one another's being mingle;—
Why not 1 with thine?

See! the mountains kiss high heaven,
And the waves elasjr one othei”

No sister flower would be forgiven
If it disdained its brother;

And the sunlight clasps the earth.

And the moonbeams kiss the sea;—
What are all these kissings worth.

If thou kiss not me?

“JIM.”

BRET HARTE.

I^^AY, there ! P'r’aps

Some on you cliaps.

Might know Jim Wild?
Well—no offence;

Thar ain’t no sense

In gettin’ riled

!

Jim was my chum
Uj) on the Bar;

That’s why I come
Down from up yar.

Looking for Jim.

Thank ye, sir ! You
Ain’t of that crow

—

Blest if you are!

Money!—Not much;
That ain’t my kind

;

I ain’t no such.

Rum?—I don’t mind,
Seein’ it’s you.

Well, this yer Jim,

Did you know him ?

—

Jess about your size;

Same kind of eyes

—

Well, that is strange;

Why, it’s two year

Since he came here.

Sick, for a change.

Well, here’s to us

;

Eh?
The h you say

!

Dead ?

—

That little cuss?

What makes you star

—

You over thar?

Can’t a man drop

’S glass in yer shop
But you must r’ar?

It wouldn’t take

D much to break
You and your bar.

Dead

!

Poor—little—Jim

!

Why, thar was me,
Jones, and Bob Lee,

Harry and Ben

—

No-account men

;

Then to take him!
Well, thar— Good-bye

—

No more, sir—I

—

Eh?
What’s that you say?

Why, dern it !—sho !

—

No? Yes? By Jo!

Sold!

Sold ! Why, you limb.

You ornery,

Derned old

Long-legged Jim!

minguillo.
J. G. LOCKHART.

SINCE for kissing thee, Minguillo,

My mother scolds me all the day.
Let me have it quickly, darling!

Give me back the kiss, I pray.

“ If we have done aught amiss.

Let’s undo it while we may.
Quickly give me back the kiss.

That she may have nought to say.

“ Do—she keeps so great a pother.

Chides so sharply, looks so grave

;

Do, my love, to please my mother.
Give me back the kiss I gave.”

“Out upon you, false Minguillo!
One you give, but two you take;

Give me back the two, my darling!

Give them, for my mother’s sake.”

—

—From the Spanish.
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IN EARLY SPRING.

ANONYMOUS.

Bale yellow sunlight tints the wave,

The glowing skies are blue and clear

;

How languidly the waters lave

The sands that glimmer near!

The shady nooks along the hill

Are dappled yet with wasting snow

;

I hear the earliest blue-birds trill

;

Soft winds are breathing low.

SOMEBODY’S DARLING.

MARIE R. LACOSTE.

^XTO a ward of the whitewashed walls,

Wk Where the dead and dying lay,

Wounded by bayonets, shells and balls.

Somebody’s darling was borne one day.

Somebody’s darling, so young and so brave.

Wearing yet on his jiale, sweet face.

Soon to be hid by the dust of the grave.

The lingering light of his boyhood grace.

Beyond the shining harbor bar

A dim sail lingers like a pearl.

While busy sea gulls near and far

Hover and swoop and whirl.

Oh ! heart and day in sweet accord.

Oh ! waves ye seem as fair to me
As if the feet of Christ, the Lord,

Had walked the morning sea.

THE OLD OAKEN BUCKET.
SAMUEL WOODWORTH.

HOW dear to this heart are the scenes of my childiiood

When fond recollection presents them to view

!

The orchard, the meadow, the deep-tangled wild-wood,

And every loved spot which my infancy knew
;
—

The wide-spreading pond and the mill which stood by it,

The bridge, and the rock where the cataract fell

;

The cot of my father, the dairy-house nigh it.

And e’en the rude bucket which hung in the well.

The old oaken bucket, the iron-bound bucket.

The moss-covered bucket which hung in the well.

That moss-covered vessel I hail as a treasure.

For often at noon when returned from the field,

I found it the source of an exquisite pleasure.

The purest and sweetest that nature can yield.

How ardent I seized it, with hands that were glowing

!

And quick to the white-pebbled bottom it fell

;

Then soon, with the emblem of truth overflowing,

And dripping with coolness, it rose from the well;

The old oaken bucket, the iron-bound bucket.

The moss-covered bucket, arose from the well.

How sweet from the green mossy brim to receive it.

As, poised on the curb it inclined to my lips

!

Not a full blushing goblet could tempt me to leave it

Though filled with the nectar that Jupiter sips.

And, now, far removed from the loved situation,

The tear of regret will intrusively swell.

As fancy reverts to my father’s plantation,

And sighs for the bucket which hangs in the well;

The old oaken bucket, the iron-bound bucket,

The moss-covered bucket which hangs in the well.

Matted and damp are the curls of gold

Kissing the snow of that fair young brow.

Pale are the lips, of delicate mold

—

Somebody’s darling is dying now.

Back from his beautiful blue-veined brow.

Brush all the wandering waves of gold

;

Cross his hands on his bosom now.

Somebody’s darling is stiff and cold.

Kiss him once for somebody’s sake.

Murmur a prayer soft and low,

One bright curl from its fair mates take

—

They were somebody’s pride, you know.

Somebody’s hand had rested there

;

Was it a mother’s, soft and white?

And have the lips of a sister fair

Been baptized in the waves of light?

God knows best ! He was somebody’s love.

Somebody’s heart enshrined him there;

Somebody wafted his name above.

Night and noon, on the wings of prayer.

Somebody wept when he marched away.

Looking so handsome, brave and grand.

Somebody’s kiss on his forehead lay.

Somebody clung to his parting hand.

Somebody’s waiting and watching for him.

Yearning to hold him again to their heart.

And there he lies, with his blue eyes dim.

And the smiling, child-like lips apart.

Tenderly bury the fair young dead.

Pausing to drop on his grave a tear;

Carve on the wooden slab at his head,

“Somebody’s darling slumbers here.”

MODESTY.

COVENTRY PATMORE.

SOT to unvail before the gaze

Of an imperfect sympathy

In aught we are, is the sweet praise

And the main sum of modesty.
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HOHENLINDEN.
THOMAS CAMPBELL.

|N LINDEN, when the sun was low,

All bloodless lay the untrodden snow.
And dark as winter was the flow

Of Iser, rolling rapidly.

But Linden saw another sight,

When the drum beat at desxd of night.

Commanding fires of death to light

The darkness of her scenery.

By torch and trumpet fast arrayed.

Each horseman drew his battle-blade.

And furious every charger neighed.
To join the dreadful revelry.

Then shook the hills with thunder riven.

Then rushed the steed to battle driven.

And louder than the bolts of heaven.

Far flashed the red artillery.

But redder yet that light shall glow
On Linden’s hills of stained snow.
And bloodier yet the torrent flow
Of Iser, rolling rapidly.

’Tis morn, but scarce yon level sun
Can pierce the war-clouds, rolling dun.
Where furious Prank, and fiery Ilun,

Shout in their sulphurous canopy.

The combat deepens. On, ye brave,

Who rush to glory, or the grave!

Wave, Munich! all thy banners wave!
And charge with all thy chivalry

!

Pew, few shall part when many meet!
The snow shall be their winding-sheet.
And every turf beneath their feet

Shall be a soldier’s sepulchre.

THOSE EVENING BELLS.
THOMAS MOORE.

B|H0SE evening bells! those evening bells!

S How many a tale their music tells.

Of youth, and home, and that sweet time
When last I heard their soothing chime.

Those joyous hours are passed away;
And many a heart that then was gay
Within the tomb now darkly dwells.

And hears no more those evening bells.

And so ’twill be when I am gone

;

That tuneful peal will still ring on.

While other bards shall walk these dells.

And sing your praise, sweet evening bells!

OFT, IN THE STILLY NIGHT.
THOMAS MOORE.

SPT, in the stilly night.

Ere Slumber’s chain has bound me.
Fond Memory brings the light

Of other days around me

:

The smiles, the tears.

Of boyhood’s years.

The words of love then spoken;

The eyes that shone.

Now dimmed and gone.

The cheerful hearts now broken

!

Thus in the stilly night,

Ere Slumber’s chain has bound me.
Sad Memory brings the light

Of other days around me.

When I remember all

The friends, so linked together,

I’ve seen around me fall.

Like leaves in wintry weather,

I feel like one

Who treads alone

Some banquet-hall deserted.

Whose lights are fled.

Whose garlands dead.

And all but he departed

!

Thus in the stilly night.

Ere Slumber’s chain has bound me.
Sad Memory brings the light

Of other days around me.

VIRTUE.
OLIVER GOLDSMITH.

|HE triumphs that on vice attend
Shall ever in confusion end;

The good man suffers but to gain.

And every virtue springs from pain;

As aromatic plants bestow

No spicy fragrance while they grow.
But crushed, or trodden to the ground.
Diffuse their balmy sweets around.

HOPE.

OLIVER GOLDSMITH.

|M|HE wretch, condemned with life to part.

Still, still on hope relies

;

And every pang that rends the heart

Bids expectation rise.

Hope, like the gleaming taper’s light.

Adorns and cheers the way;
And still, as darker grows the night.

Emits a brighter ray.
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TIRED MOTHERS.
MAY RILEY SMITH.

LITTLE elbow leans upon your knee,

Your tired knee that has so much to bear;

A child’s dear eyes are looking lovingly

From underneath a thatch of tangled hair.

Perhaps you do not heed the velvet touch

Of warm, moist fingers holding yours so tight;

You do not prize this blessing overmuch

;

You almost are too tired to pray, to-night.

But it is blessedness ! A year ago

I did not see it as I do to-day—

We are so dull and thankless, and so slow

To catch the sunshine till it slips away.

And now it seems surpassing strange to me
That, while I wore the badge of motherhood,

I did not kiss more oft and tenderly

The little child that brought me only good.

Hi 4: ^ ^ ^

I wonder so that mothers ever fret

At little children clinging to their gown;

Or that the foot-iirints, when the days are wet,

Are ever black enough to make them frown.

If I could find a little muddy boot.

Or cap or jacket, on my chamber floor;

It I could kiss a rosy, restless foot,

And hear it patter in my home once more:

If I could mend a broken cart to-day.

To-morrow make a kite to reach the sky

—

There is no woman in God’s world could say

She was more blissfully content than I.

But, ah! the dainty pillow next my own
Is never rumpled by a shining head;

My singing birdling from its nest has flown;

The little boy I used to kiss is dead I

SHE WALKS IN BEAUTY.
LORD BYRON.

walks in beauty, like the night

Of cloudless climes and starry skies;

And all that’s best of dark and bright

Meet in her aspect and her eyes

:

Thus mellowed to that tender light

Which heaven to gaudy day denies.

One shade the more, one ray the less.

Had half-impaired the nameless grace

Which waves in every raven tress,

Or softly lightens o’er her face;

Where thoughts serenely sweet express

How pure, how dear their dwelling-place.

And on that cheek, and o’er that brow.

So soft, so calm, yet eloquent.

The smiles that win, the tints that glow.

But tell of days in goodness spent,

A mind at peace with all below,

A heart whose love is innocent!

A RED, RED ROSE.

ROBERT BURNS.

MY hive’s like a red, red rose.

That’s newly sprung in June;

0 my hive’s like the melodie

That’s sweetly played in tune.

As fair art thou, my bonnie lass.

So deep in hive am I

;

And I will hive thee still, my dear.

Till a’ the seas gang dry.

Till a’ the seas gang dry, my dear.

And the rocks melt wi’ the sun

:

1 will hive thee still, my dear.

While the sands o’ life shall run.

And fare thee weel, my only hive!

And fare thee weel awhile

!

And I will come again, my hive.

Though it were ten thousand mile.

OUR OWN.
MARGARET E. SANGSTER.

^I^E I had known in the morning

How wearily all the day

The words unkind would trouble my mind

That I said when you went away,

I had been more careful, darling.

Nor given you needless pain

;

But we vex our own with look and tone

We may never take back again.

For though in the quiet evening

You may give me the kiss of peace.

Yet it well might be that never for me
The pain of the heart should cease!

How many go forth at morning

Who never come home at night!

And hearts have broken for harsh words spoken.

That sorrow can ne’er set right.

We have careful thought for the stranger.

And smiles for the sometime guest;

But oft for our own the bitter tone.

Though we love our own the best.

Ah! lijis with the curve impatient.

Ah! brow with the shade of scorn,

’T were a cruel fate, were the night too late

To undo the work of the morn

!
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THE BLUE AND THE GRAY.

F. M. FINCH.

the flow of the inland river,

^ Whence the fleets of iron have fled,

Where the blades of the grave-grass quiver.
Asleep are the ranks of the dead :

—
Under the sod and the dew.
Waiting the judgment day;

Under the one, the Blue,

Under the other, the Gray.

These in the robings of glory.

Those in the gloom of defeat.

All with the battle-blood gory.

In the dusk of eternity meet:—
Under the sod and the dew.
Waiting the judgment day;

Under the laurel, the Blue,

Under the willow, the Gray.

From the silence of sorrowful hours
The desolate mourners go.

Lovingly laden with flowers.

Alike for the friend and the foe:—
Under the sod and the dew.

Waiting the judgment day;
Under the roses, the Blue,

Under the lilies, the Gray.

So, with an equal splendor.

The morning sun-rays fall.

With a touch impartially tender.

On the blossoms blooming for all :

Under the sod and the dew.
Waiting the judgment day;

Broidered with gold, the Blue,

Mellowed with gold, the Gray.

So, when the summer ealleth

On forest and fleld of grain.

With an equal murmur falleth

The cooling drip of the rain :
—

Under the sod and the dew.
Waiting the judgment day;

Wet with the rain, the Blue,

Wet with the rain, the Gray.

Sadly, but not with upbraiding.

The generous deed was done

;

In the storm of the years that are fading
No braver battle was won:—
Under the sod and the dew,
Waiting the judgment day;

Under the blossoms, the Blue,

Under the garlands, the Gray,

No more shall the war-cry sever.

Or the winding rivers be red

;

They banish our anger forever.

When they laurel the graves of our dead,—
Under the sod and the dew.
Waiting the judgment day;

Love and tears for the Blue,

Tears and love for the Gray.

WHAT MAIDENS PRIZE.

anonymous.

^ many a thing that the maidens wish
As they travel the road of life.

While taking their part in this busy world.
And sharing its cares and strife.

Perhaps they may long for a cosy home
With its furniture “spick and span,”

But to crown the whole, they care the most
For the love of an honest man.

Oh! sweet little maiden, wherever you are.

In palace or humble cot;

And whether your life be fair and bright.

Or toil and trouble your lot

;

And whether your name be Flora May,
Or homely Mary Ann,

You will be in luck if you win that love:

The love of an honest man.

A maiden may prize her diamond set.

Or dresses of latest style.

And live in a home of costly build

With carpets of velvet pile;

But the noblest thing in a woman’s life

Let her gain it while she can

—

From her golden curls to her silvery hair.

Is the love of an honest man.

HOME, SWEET HOME.
JOHN HOWARD PAYNE.

pleasures and palaces though we may roam,
Be it ever so humble, there’s no place like home

!

A charm from the skies seems to hallow us here.

Which, seek through the world, is ne’er met with elsewhere.
Home ! home I sweet, sweet home

!

There’s no place like home!

An exile from home, splendor dazzles in vain

!

Oh, give me my lowly thatched cottage again!
The birds singing gayly that came at my call;—
Give me them,—and the peace of mind dearer than all

!

Home! home, etc.
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THANATOPSIS.

WII.I.IAM Cn.I.EX HKYANT.

VtTO him wlio, in tlic love of nature, holds

Communion with her visible forms, she speaks

A various language; for his gayer hours

She has a voice of gladness, and a smile

And eloquence of beauty; and she glides

Into his darker musings, with a mild
And healing sympathy, that steals away
Their sharpness ere he is aware.

When thoughts

Of the last bitter hour come like a blight

Over thy spirit, and sad images

Of the stern agony, and shroud, and pall,

And breathless darkness, and the narrow house,

Make thee to shudder and grow sick at heart

;

Go forth under the open sky, and list

To nature’s teachings, while from all around

Comes a still voice

:

“Yet a few days, and thee

The all-beholding sun shall see no more
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The youlli in life’s green spring, and lie who goes
In the full stpngth of 3'ears, matron and maid,
The bowed with age, the infant in the smiles
And beant}' of its innocent age cut off—
Shall, one b_y one, be gathered to th_v side,

B_v those who in their turn shall follow them.

So live, that when thj^ summons comes to join
The innumerable caravan that moves
To the pale realms of shade, where each shall take
His chamber in the silent halls of death,
Thou go not like the quarry-slave at night.

Scourged to his dungeon, but, sustained and soothed.
By an unfaltering trust, approach thy grave
Like one who wraps the drapery of his couch
About him, and lies down to pleasant dreams.

In all his course; nor j^ct in the cold ground.
Where th_y pale form was laid with many tears.

Nor in the embrace of ocean, shall exist

Thy image. Earth, that nourished thee, shall claim
Thy growtli, to be resolved to earth again

;

And, lost each human trace, surrendering up
Thine individual being, shalt thou go
To mix forever with the elements,

To be a brother to tlT insensible rock
And to the sluggish clod, which the rude swain
Turns with his share and treads upon.

The oak
Shall send its roots abroad, and pierce thy mold.
Yet not to thy eternal resting-place

Shalt thou retire alone, nor couldst thou wish
Couch more magnificent. Thou shalt lie down
With patriarchs of the infant world, with kings.

The powerfid of the earth, the wi.se, the good.
Fair forms, and hoary seers of ages past.

All in one mighty sepulchre.

The hills.

Rock-ribbed and ancient as the sun
;
the vales.

Stretching in pensive quietnc.ss between
;

The venerable woods
;
rivers that move

In majesty, and the comj)laining brooks

That make the meadows green
;
and, poured round all.

Old ocean’s gray and melancholy waste.

Are but the solemn decorations all

Of the great tomb of man. The golden sun.

The planets, all the infinite host of heaven.

Are shining on the sad abodes of death.

Through the still lapse of ages.

All that tread

The globe are but a handful to the tribes

'Phat slumber in its bosom. Take the wings
Of morning, and the Barcan desert i>ierce.

Or lose thyself in the continuous woods
Where rolls the Oregon, and hears no sound
Save its own (lashings—yet—the dead are there

;

And millions in tho.se solitudes, since first

The flight of years began, have hdd them down
In their last sleep ; the dead reign there alone.

So shalt tlmi rest
;
and what if thou shalt fall

Unnoticed bv the living, and no friend

Take note of thy departure ? All that breathe

Will share thy destiny'. The gay will laugh

When thou art gone
;
the solemn brood of (aire

Plod on
;
and each one, as before, will chase

Ills favorite i)hantoni; j-et all these shall leave

Their mirth and their enjoyments, and shall come
And make their bed with thee. As the long train

Of ages glide away', the sons of men.

THE IVY GREEN.

ClIAKI.ES DICKENS.

OH 1 a dainty’ plant is the ivy green.

That creepeth o’er ruins old!

Of right choice food are his meals, I ween.

In his cell so lone and cold.

The wall must be crumbled, the stones decayial.

To pleasure his dainty' whim
;

And the mouldering dust that years have made
Is a merry meal for him.

Creeping where no life is seen,

A rare old plant is the ivy' green.
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Fast lie stealetli on, though he wears no wings,

And a staunch old heart has he
;

How closely he twineth, how tight he clings.

To his friend, the huge oak tree !

And slyly he trailelh along the ground.

And his leaves he gently waves.

As he joyously hugs and crawleth round

The rich mould of dead men’s graves.

Creeping where grim death has been,

A rare old plant is the ivy green.

Whole ages have fled, and their works decayed

And nations have scattered been
;

But the stout old ivy shall never fade

From its hale and hearty green.

The brave old plant in its lonely days

Shall fatten upon the past

;

For the stateliest building man can raise

Is the ivy’s food at last.

TWO WOMEN.

®\sp/3)

XATHANIEI- PARKER WILLIS.

V
I

tHE shadows lay along Broadway,
‘

’T was near the twilight-tide.

And slowly there a lady fair

Was walking in her pride.

Alone walked she
;
but viewlessly,

Walked spirits at her side.

Peace charmed the street beneath her feet,

And honor charmed the air

And all astir looked kind on her.

And called her good as fair,—
For all God ever gave to her

She kept with chary care.
_

She kept with care her beauties rare

From lovers wuirm and true.

For her heart was cold to all but gold

And the rich came not to woo,—
But honored well are charms to sell

If priests the selling do.

Now walking there was one more fair,—
A slight girl, lily pale

;

And she had unseen company
To make the spirit quail,

—

’Twixt Want and Scorn she walked forlorn

And nothing could avail.

No mercy now can clear her brow
For this world’s peace to pray

;

For, as love’s wild prayer dissolved in air.

Her woman’s heart gave way

!

But the sin forgiven by Christ in heaven

By man is cursed alway!

MAN’S INGRATITUDE.

FROM “AS YOU LIKE IT.”

LOW, blow, thou winter wind,

Thou art not so unkind

As man’s ingratitude

;

Thy tooth is not so keen.

Because thou art not seen.

Although thy breath be rude.

Heigh-ho ! sing, heigh-ho ! unto the green holly

:

Most friendship is feigning, most loving mere folly

;

Then heigh-ho the holly !

This life is most jolly.

Freeze, freeze, thou bitter sky,

Thou dost not bite so nigh

As benefits forgot

:

Though thou the waters warp.

Thy sting is not so sharp

As friend remembered not.

Heigh-ho! sing, heigh-ho unto the green holly

;

Most friendship is feigning, most loving mere folly

!

Then, heigh-ho the holly !

This life is most jolly.

William Siiakspeare.
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EXTRACT FROM LUCILE,

OWEX MEREDITH.

may live without poetry, music and art

;

jii Uj We ma^r live witliont conscience and live without
lieart,

We may live without friends
;
we may live without books

;

But civilized man cannot live without cooks.

We may live without hooks,—what is knowledge hut
grieving ?

We may live without hope,—what is hope hut deceiving?
We may live without love,—what is passion but pining?
But where is the man that can live without dining ?

THE LAST ROSE OF SUMMER.

THOMAS MOORE.

JVT^IS the last rose of summer
* Left blooming alone

;

All her lovely companions

Are faded and gone
;

No flower of her kindred

No rose-bud is nigh.

To reflect back her blushes

Or give sigh for sigh.

I’ll not leave thee, thou lone one.

To pine on the stem
;

Since the lovely are sleeping,

Go, sleep thou with them.

Thus kindly I scatter

Thy leaves o’er the bed

Wliere thy mates of the garden

Lies scentless and dead.

So soon may / follow.

When friendships decay.

And from love’s shining circle

The gems drop away.
When true hearts lie withered.

And fond ones are flown.

Oh f who would inhabit

This bleak world alone ?

ECHO.

.TOHN GODFREY SAXE.

I
ASKED of Echo, t’ other day,

(Whose W’ords are few and often funny,)

What to a novice she could say

Of courtship, love, and matrimony.
Quoth Echo, plainly, — “ Matter-o’-money

:

Whom should I marry ? — should it be

A dashing damsel, gay and pert,

A pattern of inconstancy
;

Or selfish, mercenary flirt ?

Quoth Echo, sharply, — “ Nary flirt !
”

What if, aweary of the strife

That long has lured the dear deceiver.

She promise to amend her life.

And sin no more
;
can I believe her ?

Quoth Echo, very promptly —“Leave her!

But if some maiden with a heart

On me should venture to bestow it.

Pray, should I act the wiser part

To take the treasure or forego it ?

Quoth Echo, with decision,— “Go it !
”

But what if, seemingly afraid

To bind her fate in Hymen’s fetter,

Bhe vow she means to die a maid.

In answer to my loving letter?

Quoth Echo, rather coolly, — “ Let her! ”

What if, in spite of her disdain,

I find my heart intwined about

With Cupid’s dear delicious chain

So closely that I can’t get out ?

Quoth Echo, laughingly, — “ Get out! ”

But if some maid with beauty blest.

As pure and fair as Heaven can make her,

Will share my labor and my rest

Till envious Death shall overtake her ?

Quoth Eclio, (sotto voce), — “ Take her! ”
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CHANGES.

•-y .y’HOAI first we love, you know, we seldom wed-

Titne rules us all. And life, indeed, is not

Tlic thing we planned it out ere hope was dead.

And then, we women cannot choose our lot.

Much must be borne which it is hard to bear

;

Much siven away which it were sweet to keep.

God help us all ! who need, indeed, Ilis care.

And yet, I know the Shepherd loves His sheep.

Aly little boy begins to babble now

L pon my knee his earliest infant prayer,

lie has his fathers’s eager eyes, I know ;

And, tliey say, too, his mother’s sunny hair

But when he sleeps and smiles upon my knee.

And I can feel his light breath come and go,

I think of one (Heaven help and pity me !)

Who loved me, and whom I loved, long ago

;

Who might have been . . . ah, what I dare not think!

We all are changed. God judges for us best.

God help us do our duty, and not shrink.

And trust in Heaven humbly for the rest.

But blame us women not, if some appear

Too cold at times
;
and some to gay and light,

dome griefs gnaw deep. Some woes are hard to bear.

Who knows the past? and who can judge us right?

SIK E BUI.WEP. I.YTTOX.

SHE WAS A PHANTOM OF DELIGHT.

Ah, were we judged by what we might have been.

And not by what we arc—too apt to fall

!

My little child—he sleeps and smiles between

These thoughts and me. In heaven we shall know all

!

WILI.IAM WORDSWORTH.

^HE was a phantom of delight

AVhen first she gleamed upon my sight

;

A lovely apparition, sent

To be a moment’s ornament;

Her eyes as stars of twilight fair;

Like Twilight’s, too, her dusky hair
;

But all things else about her drawn

From May-time and the cheerful dawn

A dancing shape, an image gay.

To haunt, to startle, and waylay.

1 saw her upon nearer view,

spirit, yet a woman too !

Her household motions light and and free,

And steps of virgin liberty
;

A countenance in which did meet

Sweet records, promises as sweet;

A creature not too bright or good

For human nature’s daily food;

For transient sorrows, simple wiles.

Praise; blame, love, kisses, tears, and smiles.

And now I see with eyes serene

The very pulse of the machine
;

A being breathing thoughtful breath,

A traveler between life and death

;

The reason firm, the temperate will.

Endurance, forsight, strength and skill

;

A perfect woman, nobly planned.

To warn, to comfort, and command;

And yet a spirit still, and bright

With sninethinff of antrelic light.
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THE CHARGE OF THE LIGHT BRIGADE AT
BALAKLAVA.

ALFRED TENNYSOX.

Half a league, half a league,

Half a league onward.

All in the valley of Death,

Rode the Six Hundred.

Into the valley of Death

Rode the Six Hundred;
For up came an order which
Some one had blundered.

“ Forward, the Light Brigade!

Take the guns!” Nolan said;

Into the valley of Death,

Rode tlie Six Hundred.

“ Forward, the Light Brigade! ”

No man was there dismayed.

Not though the soldiers knew
Some one had blundered.

Theirs not to make reply.

Theirs not to reason why.
Theirs but to do and die;

Into the valley of Death,

Rode the Six Hundred.

Cannon to right of them,

('annon to left of them.

Cannon in front of them.

Volleyed and thundered.

Stormed at with .shot and shell.

Boldly they rode and well;

Into the jaws of Death.

Into the mouth of Hell,

Rode the Six Hundred.

Fla.shcd all their sabres liare.

Flashed all at once in air.

Sabring the gunners there.

Charging an army, while

All the world wondered.
Plunged in the battery smoke.
With many a desperate stroke

The Russian line they broke.

Then they rode back—but not.

Not the Six Hundred.

Cannon to right of them.

Cannon to left of them,

('annon behind them,

Volleyed and thundered.

Stormed at with shot and shell,

(Vhile horse and hero fell.

Those that had fought so well

Came from the jaws of Death,

Back from the mouth of Hell,

All that was left of them.

Left of Six Hundred.

When can their glory fade?

O! the wild charge they made!
All the world wondered.

Honor the charge they made!
Honor the Light Brigade

Noble Six Hundred.

SOLDIER’S DREAM.

THOMAS CAMI>BF,I.L.

OUR bugles sang truce—for the night cloud had lowered

And the sentinel stars set their watch in the sky;

And thousands had suidv on the ground overpowered.

The wearv to sleep, the wounded to die.
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"When reposin<i that night on my pallet of straw,

Bv the wolf-scaring faggot that guarded the slain,

At the dead of the night a sweet vision I saw.

And thrice ere the morning I dreamt it again.

Alethought from the battle fleld’s dreadful array.

Far, far I had roamed on a desolate track :

’Twas autumn—and sunshine arose on the way.

To the home of my fathers, that welcomed me back.

I tlew to the pleasant field traversed so oft

In life’s morning march when my bosom was young

;

I heard my own mountain goats bleating aloft.

And knew the sweet strain the corn-reapers sung.

Then pledged we the wine-cup, and fondly I swore

From my home and my weeping friends never to part;

My little ones kissed me a thousand times o’er.

And my wife sobbed aloud in her fulness of heart.

•• Stay, stay with us—rest, thou art weary and worn

And fain was their war-broken soldier to stay;

But sorrow returned with the dawning of morn.

And the voice in my dreaming melted away.

He stayed not for brake and he stopped not for stone

He swam the Esk River where ford there was none
;

But ere he alighted at Netherby gate.

The bride had consented, the gallant came late ;

For a laggard in love and a dastard in war

Was to wed the fair Ellen of brave Lochinvar.

So boldly he entered the Netherby hall.

Among bridesmen and kinsmen, and brothers and all
;

Then spoke the bride’s father, his hand on his sword,

(For the poor craven bridegroom said never a word),

“ O, come ye in peace here or come ye in war.

Or to dance at our bridal, young Lord Lochinvar?”

“ I long wooed your daughter, my .suit was denied
;

Love swells like the Solway, but ebbs like its tide ;

And now I am come, with this lost love of mine

To lead but one measure, drink one cup of wine.

There are maidens in Scotland, more lovely by far.

That would gladly be bride to the young Lochinvar !”

i The bride kissed the goblet, the knight took it up
;

He quaffed off the wine, and he threw down the cup.

She looked down to blush, and she looked up to sigh.

With a smile on her lips and a tear in her eye.

He took her soft hand ere her mother could bar
;

“Now tread we a measure !” said young Lochinvar.

LOCHINVAR.

iii

I.ADV HEiiOX’s SONG, FKOM "MARMIOX.”

OH, young Lochinvar is come out of the west

;

Through all the wide Border his .steed was the best

And save his good broadsword he weapon had none -

He rode all unarmed, and he rode all alone.

So faithful in love, and so dauntless in war.

There never was knight like young Lochinvar.

So stately his form, and so lovely her face.

That never a hall such a galliard did grace
;

While her mother did fret and her father did fume.

And the bridegroom stood dangling his bonnet and

plume.

And the bride-maidens whispered, “ ’Twere better by far.

To have matched our fair cousin with young Lochinvar!”

One touch to her hand and one word in her ear.

When they reached the hall door and the charger stood

near

;

So light to the croup the fair lady he swung.

So light to the saddle before her he sprung.

“She is won! we are gone, over bank, bush, and scaur;

They’ll have fleet steeds that follow!” quoth young

Lochinvar.

There was mounting ’mong Oramiesof the Netherby clan

;

Fosters, Fenwicks, and Musgraves, they rode and they

ran
;

There was racing and chasing on Canonbie Lee,—
But the lost bride of Netherby ne’er did they see

'

So daring in love and so dauntless in war.

Have ye e’er heard of gallant like young Lochinvar?

Siu Walter Scott.
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INVOCATION.

'tj^ARELY, rarely comest thou,

Spirit of Deliglit

!

Wherefore liast thou left me now
Many a day and night ?

Many a weary night and day
’Tis since thou art fled away.

IIow shall ever one like me
Win thee hack again ?

With the j03'0us and the free

Thou wilt scoff at pain.

Spirit false ! thou hast forgot

All but those who need thee not.

PERCY BYSSHE SHELLEY.

As a lizard with the shade

Of a trembling leaf,

Thou with sorrow art dismayed

;

Even the sighs of grief

Reproach thee that thou art not near,

And reproach thou wilt not hear.

Let me set my mournful ditty

To a merrv measure
;

—
Thou wilt never come for pity,

Thou wilt come for pleasure ;

—

Pity then will cut away
Those cruel wings, and thou wilt stay.

I love all that thou lovest.

Spirit of Delight

!

Tlie fresh earth in new leaves dressed,

And the starrj^ night

;

Autumn evening, and the morn
When the golden mists are born.

I love snow, and all the forms
Of the radiant frost

;

I love waves, and winds, and storms

—

Eveiy thing almost

Which is nature’s, and may be
Untainted bj^ man’s miserjL

I love tranquil solitude,

And such society

As is quiet, wise, and good :

Between thee and me
M Iiat difference ^ but thou dost possess
Tlie things I seek, not love them less.

I love Love—though he has wings.
And like light can flee

;

But abov'e all other things,

Spirit, I love thee—
Thou art love and life ! Oh, come.
Make once more my heart thy home.

THE LADY’S YES.

ELIZABETH BAKKETT BROWNING.

‘'^^*ES! ” I answered you last night

:

“ No !
” this morning, sir, I say

Colors seen bj" candle-light

Will not look the same bj' day.

When the tabors phyed their best,

Lamps above, and laughs below.

Love me sounded like a jest.

Fit for Yes, or tit for No!

Call me false
;
or call me free

;

Vow, whatever light may shine.

No man on thy face shall see

Aiy grief for change on mine.

Yet the sin is on us both :

Time to dance is not to woo

;

Wooer light makes fickle troth.

Scorn of me recoils on you.

Learn to win a lad^^’s faith

Nobly as the thing is high.

Bravely as for life and death.

With a loyal gravity.

Lead her from the festive boards

;

Point her to the starry' skies;

Guard her by your faithful words.

Pure from courtship’s flatteries.

By your truth she shall be true.

Ever true, as wives of y-ore

;

And her Yes, once said to ymu.

Slmll be Yes for evermore.
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THE GLOVE AND THE LIONS.

LEIGH HUNT.

XING Francis was a hearty king, and loved a royal

sport,

And one day. as liis lions fought, sat looking on the

court.

The nobles fill’d the benches, with the ladies in their

pride.

And ’mongst them sat the Count de Lorge, with one for

whom he sigh’d
;

And truly ’twas a gallant thing to see that crowning

show.

Valor and love, and a king above, and the royal beasts

below.

Ramp’d and roar’d the lions, with horrid laughing

jaws
;

They bit, they glared, gave blows like beams, a wind

went with their paws
;

With wallowing might and stifled roar they roll’d on

one another

;

Till all the pit with sand and mane was in a thunderous

smother ;

The bloody foam above the bars came whisking through

the air

;

Said Francis then, “Faith, gentlemen, we’re better here

than there.”

De Lorge’s love o’erheard the king—a beauteous, lively

dame.

With smiling lips and sharp bright eyes, which always

seem’d the same

;

She thought The Count, my lover, is brave as brave can

beT
He surely wmdd do wondrous things to show his love

of me

;

King, ladies, lovers, all look on : the occasion is di-

vine
;

ITi drop my glove, to prove his love
;
great glory will be

mine.

She dropp’d her glove, to prove his love, then look’d at

him and smiled
;

He bow’d, and in a moment leap’d among the lions

wild
;

Tlie leap was quick, return was quick, he has regain’d

his place.

Then threw the glove, hut not with love, right in the

lady’s face.

“By heaven,” said Francis, “rightly done!” and he

rose from where he sat

;

“ No love,” quoth he, “but vanity, sets love a task like

that.”

HUMAN LIFE.

ON THE DENIAL OF IMMOKTALITY.

SAMUEL TAYLOR COLERIDGE.

I
*F dead, we cease to be

;
if total gloom

Swallow up life’s brief flash for aye, we fare

As summer-gusts, of sudden birth and doom.

Whose sound and motion not alone'declare.

But are the ichole of being ! If the breath

Be life itself, and not its task and tent

;

If e’en a soul like Alilton’s can know death

;

O man! thou vessel, purposeless, unmeant.

Yet drone-hive strange of phantom purposes!

Surplus of Nature’s dread activity.

Which, as she gazed on some nigh-flnished vase.

Retreating slow, with meditative pause,

She formed with restless hands unconsciously

!

Blank accident ! nothing’s anomaly

!

It rootless thus, thus substanceless thy state.

Go, weigh thy dreams, and be thy hopes, thy fears,

The counter-weights!—Thy laughter and thy tears

l\Iean but themselves, each Attest to create.

And to repay the other ! Why rejoices

Til}' heart with hollow joy for hollow good ?

Why cowl thy face beneath the mourner’s hood ?

Why waste thy sighs, and thy lamenting voices.

Image of image, ghost of ghostly elf.

That such a thing as thou feel’st warm or cold 'i

Yet what and whence thy gain if thou withhold

These costly shadows of thy shadowy self?

Be sad ! he glad ! he neither ! seek or shun !

Thou hast no reason why
;
thou eanst have none

;

Thy being’s being is a contradiction.
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A PSALM OF LIFE.

II. W. LOXGFELI.OW.

XljELL me not in mournful numbers,

is but an empty dream I

For the soul is dead that slumbers,

And tilings are not what they seem.

Life is real ! Life is earnest

!

And the grave is not its goal

;

Dust thou art, to dust returnest,

Was not spoken of the soul.

Not enjojuiient, and not sorrow.

Is our destined end or way
;

But to act, that each to-morrow

Finds us farther than to-day.

Art is long, and Time is fleeting.

And our hearts, though stout and brave,

Still, like muflled drums, are beating

Funeral marches to the grave.

In the world’s broad field of battle

In the bivouac of Life,

Be not like dumb, driven cattle !

Be a hero in the strife!

Trust no Future, howe’er pleasant!

Let the dead Past bury its dead!

Act,—act in the living Present

!

Heart within, and God o’erhead I

Lives of great men all remind us

We can make our lives sublime.

And, departing, leave behind us

Footprints on the sands of time;—

Footprints, that perhaps another,

Sailing o’er life’s solemn main,

A forlorn and shipwrecked brother,

Seeing, shall take heart again.

Let us then, be up aiui doing,

AVith a heart for any fate,

Still achieving, still pursuing,

Learn to labor and to wait.

THE UNIVERSAL PRAYER.

ALES.'VNDEU POPE.

ATIIER of all ! in every age.

In every clime aflored.

By saint, by savage, and by sage,

Jehovah, Jove, or Lord!

Thou great First Cause, least understood,

AVho all my sense confined

To know but this, that thou art good.

And that myself am blind
;

Yet gave me, in this dark estate.

To see the good from ill

;

And, binding nature fast to fate.

Left free the human will

:

AVhat conscience dictates to be done.

Or warns me not to do.

This, teach me more than hell to shun,

Tliat, more than heaven pursue.

What blessings thy free bounty gives

Let me not cast away

;

For God is paid when man receives.

To enjoy is to obey.

Yet not to earth’s contracted sjia”

Tiiy goodness let me bound,

Or think thee Lord alone with man,
AVhen thousand worlds are round :

Let not this weak, unknowing hand

Presume thy bolts to throw.

And deal damnation round the laud

On each I judge thy foe.

If I am riglit, thy grace impart

Still in the right to stay

;

If I am wrong, O, teach my heart

To find that better way !
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Save me alike from foolish pride

And impious discontent

At aught thy wisdom has denied,

Or aught thy goodness lent.

Teach me to feel another’s woe,

To hide the fault I see

;

That mercy I to others show,

Tliat mercy show to me.

jMean though I am, not wliolly so.

Since quickened hy thy breath
;

O, lead me whereso’er I go.

Through this day’s life or death !

This day he bread and peace my lOt

;

All else beneath the sun,

Thou know’st if best bestowed or not.

And let thy will be done.

To thee, whose temple is all space.

Whose altar, earth, sea, skies.

One chorus let all Being raise

All Nature’s incense rise

!

THE HOLLY-TREE.

U
liOTiKHT .-iorTlIKY.

O BEADLH I hast thou ever stood to see

The holly-tree V

The eye that contemplates it well perceives

Its glossy leaves

Ordered by an intelligence so wise

As miglit confound the Athiest’s sophistries.

Below, a circling fence, its leaves are seen

Wrinkled and keen
;

No grazing cattle through their prickly round

Can reach to wound
;

But as they grow where nothing is to fear.

Smooth and unarmed the pointless leaves appear.

T love to view these things with curious eyes.

And moralize;

And in this wisdom of the holly-tree

C’an emblem see

Wherewith perchance to make a pleasant rhyme—
One which may profit in the after-time.

Thus, though abroad perchance I might appear

Harsh and austere,

To those who on my leisure would intrude

Reserved and rude.

Gentle at home amid my friends I’d be.

Like the high leaves upon the holly-tree.

And shovdd my youth, as youth is apt, I know,

Some harshness show.

All vain asperities I daj^ by day

Would wear awa}%

Till the smooth temper of my age should be

Like the high leaves upon the holly-tree.

And as, when all the summer trees are seen

So bright and green.

The holly-leaves a sober hue display

Less bright than they
;

But when the bare and wintr}^ woods we see.

What then so cheerful as the holly-tree ?

So serious should my youth appear among
The thoughtless throng

;

So would I seem amid the young and gay

Alore grave than they.

That in my age as cheerful I might be

As the green winter of the holly-tree.

GOLD.

KKOM MISS ‘‘ KILMAXSEGG.”

(
'YOLI)I gold! gold! gold!

cr. Bright and yellow, hard and cold,

!Molten, graven, hammered and rolled
;

Heavy to get, and light to liold ;

Hoarded, bartered, bought, and sold.

Stolen, borrowed, squandered, doled;

Spurned by the young, but hugged by tiie old

To the very verge of the church}'ard mold

:

Price of many a crime untold :

Gold !
gold ! gold

!
gold !

Good or bad a thousand-fold !

How widely its agencies vary,—
To save, to ruin, to curse, to bless,—
As even its minted coins express.

Now stamped with tlie image of good {^ueen Bess,

And now with a Bloody Mary.

THOMAS HOOD.
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FOR A’ THAT AND A’ THAT.

I
S there, for lionest poverty

That liaiigs liis head, and a’ that ?

The coward slave, we pass him hy

;

We dare he poor for a’ that

!

For a’ that, and a’ that,

Onr toils obscure, and a’ that

:

The rank is hut the guinea’s stamp.

The man’s the gowd for a’ that

!

ROBERT BITKNS.

What though on hamely fare we dine.

Wear hoddin gray,* and a’ that?

Gie fools their silks, and knaves their wine,

A man’s a man for a’ that

!

For a’ that, and a’ that.

Their tinsel show, and a’ that

:

The honest man, though e’er sae poor.

Is king o’ men for a’ that

!

Ye see yon hirkie,t ca’d a lord,

IVlia struts, and stares, and a’ that

:

Though hundreds worship at his word.

He’s hut a coof J for a’ that.

For a’ that, and a’ that,

llis ribbon, star, and a’ that

:

The man of independent mind.

He looks and laughs at a’ that

!

A prince can mak a belted knight,

A marquis, duke, and a’ that

;

But an honest man’s aboon his might

:

Guid faith, he manna fa’§ that

!

For a’ that, and a’ that.

Their dignities, and a’ that.

The pith o’ sense, and pride o’ worth,

Are higher rank|| than a’ that.

Then let us pray that come it may

—

As come it will for a’ that

—

That sense and worth, o’er a’ the earth.

May bear the gree,1f and a’ that •.

For a’ that, and a’ that.

It’s cornin’ yet for a’ that.

That man to man, the warld o’er.

Shall brothers be for a’ that

!

” Coarse woolen cloth. t A conceited fellow,
t A fool.

5 Attempt,
li So In MS., but usually printed ranks. if Supremacy.

BEDOUIN SONG.

Bayard Taylor.

ROM the desert I come to thee,

On a stallion shod with fire

:

And the winds are left behind

In the speed of my desire.

Under thy window I stand.

And the midnight hears my cry

:

I love thee, I love but thee.

With a love that shall not die

Till the sun grows cold.

And the stars are old.

And the leaves of the Judgment
Book unfold

!

Look from thy window, and see

Jly passion and my pain
;

I lie on the sands below.

And I faint in thy disdain.

Let the night winds touch thy brow
With the heat of my burning sigh.

And melt thee to hear the vow
Of a love that shall not die

Till the sun grows cold.

And the stars are old.

And the leaves of the Judgment
Book unfold.

Aly steps are nightly driven.

By the fever in my breast.

To hear from thy lattice breathed

The word that shall give me rest.

Open the door of thy heart.

And open thy chamber door.

And my kisses shall teach thy lips

The love that shall fade no more
Till the sun grows cold.

And the stars are old.

And the leaves of the Judgment
Book unfold.
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FARE THEE WELL.

Lord Byron.

ARE thee well ! and if forever,

Still forever, fare thee well!

Even though unforgiving, never

’Gainst thee shall my heart rebel.

Would that breast were bared before thee

Where thy head so oft has lain,

While that placid sleep came o’er thee

Which thou ne’er canst know again :

Wmdd that breast, by thee glanced over.

Every inmost thought could show !

Then thou wouldst at last discover

’Twas not well to spurn it so.

Though the world for this commend thee,

—

Though it smile upon the blow.

Even its praises must offend thee

Founded on another’s woe.

Though my many faults defaced me
Could no other arm be found

Than the one which once embraced me.
To inflict a cureless wound?

Yet. oh yet, thyself deceive not;

Love may sink by slow decay.

But by sudden wrench, believe not

Hearts can thus be torn away

:

Still thine own its life retaineth
;

Still must mine, though bleeding, beat

;

And the undying thought which paineth.

Is—that we no more may meet.

These are words of deeper sorrow

Than the wail above the dead

;

Both shall live, hut every morrow
Wake us from a widowed bed.

And when thou wouldst solace gather.

When our child’s first accents flow.

Wilt thou teach her to say “ Father I”

Though his care she must forego ?

When her little hands shall press thee.

When her lip to thine is pressed,

Think of him whose i)rayer shall bless thee

Think of him thy love had blessed

!

Should her lineaments resemble

Those thou never more mayst see.

Then thy heart will softly tremble

With a pulse yet true to me.

All my faults perchance thou knowest
All my madness none can know

;

All my hopes, where’er thou goest.

Whither,—yet with thee they go.

Every feeling hath been shaken
;

Pride, which not a world could bow.
Bows to thee,—by thee forsaken.

Even my soul forsakes me now
;

But ’tis done,—all words are idle,—
Words from me are vainer still

;

But the thoughts we cannot bridle

Force their way without the will.

Fare thee well ! thus disunited.

Torn from every nearer tic.

Seared in heart, and love, and blighted,

—

More than this I scarce can die.

THE VOICELESS.

OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES.

count the broken Ijtcs that rest

jit U. Where the sweet waiiling singers slumber,

But o’er their silent sister’s breast

The wild flowers who will stoop to number ?

A few' can touch the magic string.

And noisy fame is proud to win them -

Alas for those that never sing.

But die with all their music in them !

Nay, grieve not for the dead alone,

AVhose song has told their hearts’ sad story
;

Weep for the voiceless, who have known
The cross without the crown of glory

!

Not w'hcre Leucadian breezes sweep
O’er Sappho’s memory-haunted billow.

But where the glistening night-dews weep
On nameless sorrow’s church-yard pillow.

O hearts that break, and give no sign.

Rave whitening lip and fading tresses.

Till Death pours out his cordial w'ine.

Slow-dropped from misery’s crushing jiresses !

If singing breath or echoing chord
To every hidden pang were given.

What endless melodies w'erc iioured.

As sad as earth, as sweet as heaven 1
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A MATCH.

ALGERNON CHARLES SWINBURNE.

I
F love were wliat tlie rose is,

And I were like the leaf,

Our lives would grow together.

In sad or singing weather.

Blown fields or flowerful closes.

Green pleasure oi gray grief

;

If love were what the rose is.

And I were like the leaf.

If I was what the words are.

And love were like the tune.

With double sound and single.

Delight our lips would mingle.

With kisses glad as birds are

That get sweet rain at noon
;

If I were what the words are.

And love were like the tune.

If you were life, my darling.

And I, your love, were death.

We’d shine and snow together.

Ere March made sweet the weather
With daffodil and starling

And hours of fruitful breath
;

If you were life, my darling,

And I, your love, were death.

If you were thrall to sorrow.

And I were page to joy.

We’d play for lives and seasons.

With loving looks and treasons.

And tears of night and morrow.
And laughs of maid and lioy

;

If you were thrall to sorrow.

And I were page to joj-.

If you were April’s lady.

And I were lord in May,
We’d throw with leaves for hours.

And draw for days with flowers.

Till day like night were shady.

And night were bright like day
;

If you were April’s lady.

And I were lord in May.

If you were queen of pleasure.

And I were king of pain.

We’d hunt down love together.

Pluck out his flying-feather,

And teach his feet a measure,
And find his mouth a rein

;

If you were queen of pleasure.

And 1 were king of pain.

TELL ME DEAREST.
GEORGE HENRY CURTIS.

ELL me, dearest.

When thou hearest

My humble name.

Unknown to fame

—

My lot would’st share ? Thou dost not fear

A home obscure,

If but secure

The voice of love alone to hear.

Tell me, dearest.

When thou hearest

Of rank and gold.

And titles old
;

Dost wish to share in all their care ?

Content to know
Of gaudy show,

While love may never cheer thee there

Tell me, dearest.

When thou hearest

Of dazzling eyes.

Where beauty lies.

Their secret sighs, say, could’st thou bear?
All! when ’tis told,

They soon grow cold—
Their beauty gone—can love be there ?

Tell me, dearest.

When thou hearest

My humble name.

Unknown to fame—
My lot would’st sliare ? Thou dost not fear

A home obscure.

If but secure

The voice of love alone to hear.

HE THAT LOVES A ROSY CHEEK.

THOMAS CAREW.

E that loves a rosy cheek.

Or a coral lip admires,

Or from starlike eyes doth seek

Fuel to maintain his fires

;

As old Time makes these decay.

So his flames must waste away.

But a smooth and steadfast mind.

Gentle thoughts, and calm desires.

Hearts with equal love combined.

Kindle never-dying fires
;

—
Where these are not, I despise

Lovely cheeks or lips or eyes.
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T has been said that English

is the language most em.i-

ently fitted for the require-

ments of practical business

life, German for the most

accurate expression of sci-

entific and philosophical

thoughts, and French for the most re-

fined and brilliant conversation.

The latter axiom has hardly ever been

disputed
;
no one, at least, who is mas-

ter of those three languages, will liesi-

tate a moment to testify to its truth.

Hence it is that among the educated

classes of continental Europe, especially

of Germany, Russia and Austria, rarely

a person of either sex will be found that

has not to some extent acquired the faculty of con-

versing in French.

French is the language by means of which inter-

national social intercourse is largely brought about

and carried on, however great the accessions may
be that are gained by English and German respect-

ively.

Nor is the French language inadequate for pre-

cise and lucid expression. The fact tliat for cent-

uries it has been the means of diplomatic inter-

course between civilized nations, that it has been

employed to formulate treaties by which the

political and commercial relations of states and

governments have been established and regulated,

is in itself a sufficient proof of its practicability in

this respect.

Another fact
;
may it be regarded as a matter

of regret or otherwise, the American literary mar-

ket is flooded with novels, the American stage is

crowded with dramas and comedies translated or

adapted “from the French.” People seem to like

them
;
but how would they enjoy them if they

could read the original works !

And finally : the American traveler may some-

times become embarrassed by relying on his English

alone, but he will always and everywhere have

plain sailing when he knows French.

The only remaining question, then, appears to

be : how to learn French ? To answer it the fol-

lowing course of self-instruction is offered with

perfect confidence that the student will find in it

all the material and all the directions necessary for

the acquirement of a fair knowledge of the French

language.

There is, indeed, no good reason whatever why a

student should not progress as well without as with

a teacher, provided that he devotes himself to his

study with equal ambition and perseverance.

With one excejition, though. There are some

sounds in the pronunciation of French w'ords that

are entirely foreign to the English tongue and that

can be learned only by the ear. Tliese are the

sounds u and eu and the so-called nasals an, on,

in, etc.

Every student will have among his acquaintances

certainly one i^erson whom he can consult about

this matter.

In all other respects no outside assistance will

be needed. Whoever will master the pronunciation,

commit to memory the models of conjugation and

the vocabularies, and consult frequently the con-

versational lessons, will in a very short time be able

to converse and to read a French book.

Being quite certain of this result we offer oeir

congratulations in advance.
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now TO LEAEN EEENCII.

Alphabet.

Names in Frencli. Names in Frencli.

A a ah N 11 e?m

B b hay 0 0 0

U c say P P paij

D d day Q q ku
E e ay R r airr
F f e.f S s css

G S jny T t tag
H h ash U ll u
I i ee V V vay
J i jee w w double u
K k kah X X ix

L 1
'

el Y y ee grec

M m emm Z z zed

Pronuneiation of Consonants.

The consonants are pronounced as in English with i he
following exceptions :

c before e, i y, or when written g, sounds like ss ; before «,

0, u, or a consonant, it sounds like Ic.

ch has the sound of sh. (In Christ, chretien, Christine,

choeur, echo, it sounds like k.)

g before e, i, y is pronounced like .s in treasure
; before a,

0, u, or a consonant, it sounds like g.

gn has a liquid sound, like ni in onion,

h is always silent.

- j is pronounced like s in treasure.

I and ll, when preceded by i, are generally liquid, and sound
like y in year; the same sound is heard in the English
word hrilliant. In the following words f is pronounced as
in English : ville, village, fil, vil, civil, 'mil, tranquilh.
h\ fils, pouls, fusil, outil I is silent.

q, always followed by silent v, is pronounced like Ic. In
quadruple, quadrupeds, equateur, it sounds like qu in the
Eng’ish word quite,

r must be rolled.

s between two vowels like 0.

sch has the sound of sli.

t is pronounced like c in nation, etc.

til like t.

X generally like gs
; sometimes like 2: ; deuxieme.

Final g, p, d, t, s, x, z are silent.

But when the following word begins with a vowel s, x, z,

d. I, are pronounced with the next word : iLs'ont, s then
sounds like 2 and d, t like t. t in the word et (and) is never
pronounced.

Pronunciation of Vowels,

a is pi-ononnced like a \n father.

c at the end of words of more than one syllable is silent.

e at the end of words of one syllabic like e in hattery.

i always like ee.

0 generally like 0 in lot.

u has no equivalent sound in English. It resembles the

sound of ee, but must be formed by a position of the lips

as in whistling.

y like ee.

Accents.

There are three accents, by which the pronunciation of a

vowel is modified, the acute, grave and circumflex.

;

the

acute ( )
stands only over e, the grave (

' )
over a, e, u. the

circumflex (
") over any vowel but y.

e is pronounced like a in take or ay in u'ay.

a “ “ e in where,

e “ “ e in where but broader.

6 “ “0 in note.

Other Orthographic Signs.

The cedille { , ) is placed under c (p) when c before a, 0, u,

has the sound of s and not of k.

The apostrophe
(

’

)
indicates the elision of final e in words

of one syllable or of a in la before a word beginning with a
vowel or unaspirated h.

The dmresis (") shows that two consecutive vowels are to

be ])ronounced separately.

The hyphen
(
-

)
connects words or part of words.

Compound Vowels.

ai and ei sound generally like ai in air.

au and eau “ “ “ o in no.

eu and ecu “ “ “ m in murder,

eu sometimes like French «.

ou sounds like on in group.

oi “ “ oa, both vowels being pronounced
but the voice resting on a.

JVusal Sounds.

an, am, en, cm are pronounced like an in ivant.

in, im, ein, aiii, aim “ “ “ any in anger.

Oft and cm “ “ “ ong in tongue,

urn and tin “ “ “ tin in hung.

OnsERv.VTioN.—When m and n are doubled or followed

by e, they are not nasal.

ELISION.

Final e in monosyllabic words and a in the word la are

drop]red when the next worn begins with a vowel or h mute ;

I'eoAi, I h online. Likewise final i of the word si is dropped

befoi-e il and Us. Elision is indicated by an apostrophe.

NUMBER. GENDER AND CASES.

The numbers are the same as in English, Singular and
Plural.

There iirc^only two genders, masculine and feminine. The
gender of inanimate objects must be learned by observation.

It may, however, be stated as a rule that nouns ending in e

are generally feminine; those ending in consonants mostly

masculine.

The French language has but two cases, for the subject

and for the direct object (Nominative and Accusative), and
they arc always alike in form, except in some pronouns (see

below). The possessive case (Genitive) is formed by placing

A
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rfe, the indirect object (Dative) by placing d before the ob-

ject.

THE ARTICLE.

The definite Article is le for the masculine, la for the

feminine gender ; before a vowel or h mute V for both. It

will be perceived from the models below :

1 . that the plural of both genders is alike.

2 . that before a consonant de le is contracted into du, d le

into au, while in the plural de les and d les are always

contracted in des and aux.

The indefinite Article is un for the masculine, une for the

feminine gender.

Declension of Article and Noun.

Singular.

Le chat le show the cat

du chat du shaw of the cat

au chat oh shaw to the cat

le chat le chaw the cat

la flotte Id flott the fleet

de la flotte de Id flott of the fleet

a la flotte d Id flott to the fleet

la flotte Id flott the fleet

I’ami lamee the frieud

de I’ami de lamee of the friend

a I’ami d lamee to the friend

I’ami lamee the friend

I'habit Idbee the cloak

do I’habit db labee of the cloak

a I’habit d labee to tlie cloak

I’habit labee the cloak

un bateau ung batoh a boat

d’un bateau dung batoh of a boat

a un bateau d ung batoh to a boat

un bateau ung batoh a boat

une main une mang a hand

d’une main dune mang of a hand

a une main d une mang to a hand

une main une mang a hand

Plural.

les chats lay shaw the cats

des chats day shaw of the eats

aux chats 0 shaw to the cats

les chats lay shaw the cats

les flottes lay flott the fleets

des flottes day flott of the fleets

aux flottes oh flott to the fleets

les flottes lay flott the fleets

les^amis la'^zamee the friends

des~amis day zamee of the friends

aux'^amis oh zamee to tlie friends

les^amis lay zamee the friends

les~habits lay zabee the cloaks

des''habits day zabee of tlie cloaks

aux''habits oh zabee to the cloaks

les^habits lay zabee the cloaks.

Partitive Article.

When an indefinite quantity and number of things or

persons or an indefinite part of a thing is expressed, in

English no article is used (sometimes any or some). The
French use in such cases the possessive form of the Definite

Article f/w, de la, de V, des.—This is called Partitive Article.

If, however, the noun is preceded by an Adjective, instead

of du, de la, de 1' and des only de is used.—Ex. :

Il^a du courage ee la du cooralije

Donnez-moi de ) j ,

la viande
f

dela viand

Avez-vous de 1 j. 7 •

I’argent ? j

larjan

Nous"^avons ] j n -l

des soldats. f

^^courag?*^^'*
[

de gran coorahje

He has courage,

j
Give me some

I
meat,

j Have you any

(
money ?

We have soldiers

j
He has great

courage.

THE NOUN.

Nouns remain unchanged in declension except tliat they

assume s in plural eases : pere, pair, father
;
peres. pair,

fathers.—Exceptions :

1. Nouns ending in s, x and z remain unchanged in

plural : bras, Irak, arm and arms; noix, noa, nut and nuts;

nez, nay, nose and noses.

2. Nouns ending in au and eu add x in the plural : cou-

teau, cootoli, knife, eouteaux. knives; feu, fire, feux, fires.

3. Nouns ending in al change this to aux in plural : me-

tal, maytal, metal, metaux metals.

4. A few nouns in ou take x

:

genoux. jc/mo, knees; choux,

shoo, cabbages; bijoux, beejoo, jewels: hiboux, echoo, owls.

5. Some nouns in ail change this ending to aux : travail,

travalye, work, travaux, works; coi-ail, coral, coraux.

C. Ciel, sceeyl, has cieux, sceeuh ; aieul, aeeyl, grandfather,

has ai'euls, grandfathers, and aieux, ancestors
;
ceil, euyl, eye,

has yeux in plural.

VOCABULARY OP NOUNS.

Remarks.—French u and eu are retained in giving the

pronunciation
;
compare the rules about pronunciation.

ENGLISH. FRENCH. PRONUNCIATION.

The Universe.

The iniiver.so. I’univers, m. runeevair.

tlie world. le monde. le mongd.

nature. la nature, Ill nature.

the sky, le ciel, le sceeyl.

a star, une c'toile. une aytoal.

the sun. le solcil. IS soleylye.

the light. la Inmiere, la lumeeair.

the moon. la lune. la lune.

the 1 ast. I’est, lest.

the south, le Slid, IS sud.

the west, I’ouest, I’ooest.

the north. le nord, IS nor.

The Earth.

Tlie earth. la terre, la fair.

the continent, le continent. ic congteenan.

the sea, la mer. la mare.

an ocean. un ocean, un~oscayan.

a wave. une onde. une ongd.
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ENGLISH. ERENCH. PRONUNCIATION.

the bank, le banc. le ban.

the coast, la c6te. la coat.

the gulf, le golfe. le golf.

an isle ;
island, une ile. uue eel.

the cape. le cap. le cap.

the port ;
harbor. le port. le poi .

the mountain. la montagne. la mongtain.

the summit. le sommet. 16 sommay.

the hill. la colline. la colleen.

tlie rock. la roche. la rosh.

the valley. la valleo. la vallay.

the plain. la plaine. la plain.

the desert. le desert. le desair.

the country. le pays. le payee.

the soil. le sol. 16 sol.

the sand. le sable. le sahbcl.

the dust. la poussiere,

^yealher.

hi poossecair.

The air, I’air, m. I’air.

the fire. le feu. le feu.

the flame. la tlamme. la flamm.

the smoke, la fumee. la fumay.

the steam. la vapeur. la vapeur.

the cloud. le nuage. le nuage.

the weather. le temps. le tan.

a thunderstorm, un oragc. un~ora.ie.

a flash of lightning. un eclair. un'~ayclair.

the thunder. le toimerrc. le tonnair.

the storm. la tempete. la tanpait.

the wind. le vent. le van

.

the fog. la brume. la brume,

a drop. une goutte. une gootl.

the water. I'eaii. f. roll.

the rain. la pluie. la pluee.

the hail. la grele. la grail.

the snow. la neige. la nayje.

the frost. la gelee. la gelay.

the ice. la glace. la glass.

the thaw. le degel. le dayjel.

the cold. le froid. le froa.

the warmth ;
the heat. la chaleur. la shaleur.

the dew. la rosee. la rohsay.

the season. lasaison. la saisong.

spring, le printemps. le prangtan.

summer. I'ete. m. I'aytay.

autumn. I’antomne, I’ohtonn.

winter. Thiver,

Time.

I'cevair.

Time, le temps. Ic tan.

the present. le present. le praysan.

the past. le passe. le passay.

the future. I’avenir, m. I’av6neer.

the century. lesiecle. le seeycle.

a year. un an. un''an.

a month. un mois. ung moa.
January, janvier. janvecuy.

February, fevrier. fayvreeay.

March, mars. mars.

April, avril, avrilye.

May, mai. mai.

June, juin. juang.

July, juillet. julyay.

August, aofit. oo.

September, septembre. septanber.

October, octobre. October.

November, novembre. novanber.
December, decembre. daysanher.

Sunday, dimanche. deemansh.

ENGLISH. FRENCH. PRONUNCIATION,

Monday, limdi. lungdee.

Tuesday, mardi. mardee.

Wednesday, mercredi. merkerdee.

Thursday, jeudi, jeudee.

Friday, vendredi. vanderdee.

Saturday, samedi. sam6dee.

the day. le jour. jle oor.

the night. la unit. la nuee.

midnight. minuit. meenuec.

the morning. le matin, le matang.

the forenoon. la matinee. la mateenay.

the noon, le midi. le meedee.

an afternoon, une apres-midi. une aprai meedee.

the evening. le soir. le soar.

an hour, une heurc. uue eur.

the minute. la minute. la meenut.

the second. la seconde. la segond.

the moment. le moment. le moman.
an instant, un instant. un^ aiigstan.

twelve o’clock (noon). midi. meedee.

twelve o’clock (mid-
night). j-

minuit. meenuee.

A<je.

An age, un age. un~aje.

a child. un enfant. un~anfan.
a man, nn homme. un^omm.
a woman, une femme. une famm.
youth. la jeunesse. la jeuness.

old age. la vieillesse. la vecaylyesse.

death. la mort. la mor.

the grave. la fosse. la foss.

the tomb-stone. la tombe. la ton.

the tomb, le tombeau. le tongboh.

The Human Body.

The head. la tete. la tait.

a hair. un cheveu. ung shE'vcu.

the face. le visage. le veesahje.

an eye. un ceil. un~eulye.

the nose. le nez. Ic nay.

the cheek. la .ioue. la joo.

complexion. Ic teint. le tang.

the temples. la teinpe. la tanp.

an ear. une oreille. une orelye.

the mouth. la bouche, la boosh.

the lip. la levre. la laiver.

the 'tongue. la langue. la lang.

the palate. le palais. le palai.

the throat. le gosier. le gosiay.

the tooth. la dent. la dan.

the chin. le menton. le mantong.

the beard. la barbe. la barb.

the neck. le con. le coo.

the arm. le bras. le brah.

a shoulder, une epaulo. une aypo'.e.

the elbow. le coude. le cood.

the hand. la main. la mang.

the finger. le doigt. le doa.

the hack. le dos. le dob.

the breast. la poitrinc, « la poatreen.

the bosom. le sein, le sang.

the belly. le ventre. le vanter.

the leg. la Jambe, la janb.

the knee. le genou, le jenoo.

the foot. le pied. le pceay.

the heel. le talon. le tahlong.

the step, le pas. le pah.

the limb. le membre. le manber.

the skin. la peau. la poh.
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a bone, un OS, un~os.

the blood, le sang. le san.

the pulse. le pouls. le poo.

the heart. le coeur. le keur.

the stomach. I’estomac, m. I’estomac.

the tear. la larme. la larm.

an air. appearance. un air. un''air.

strength. la force. la force.

weakness. la faiblesse,

The Family.

la faibless.

The family. la famille. la familye.

the father. le pure. le pair.

the mother. la mere. la mare.

the grandfather. le grand-pere. le gran-pair.

the grandmother. la grand’ mere. la gran-mare.

the husband. le mari. le maree.

the wife. I’epouse, i’aypoos.

the marriage. le mariage. le mareeaje.

the bridegroom. le fiance. le feeaiisay.

the bride. la fiancee. la feeaiisay.

the wedding. les noces. lay noss.

the son. le fils. le fees.

the daughter. la fille, la fllye.

the father-in-law. le beau-pere. le boh-pair.

the mother-in-law. la belle-mere. la bell-raare.

the son-in-law. le gendre. le geander.

the step-son. le beau-fils. le bob-fees.

the daughter-in-law. la belle-fille. la bell-filye.

the brother. le frere. le frair.

the sister. la soeur. la senr.

the brother-in-law. le beau-frere. le boh-frair.

the sister in-Iaw, la belle-sceur. la bell-seur.

the grandson. le petit-fils. le petee-fees.

the grand -daughter. la petite-fille. la pgteet-filye.

an uncle. un oncle. un'^oncle.

an aunt. une tante, nne tant.

the nephew. le neven. le neven.

the niece. la niece, la neeayse.

the cousin. le cousin. le coosang.

the birth. la naissance. la naissance.

a servant. un domestique. nng domesteee.

the footman. le laquais. le laccay.

the coachman. le cocher. le coshay.

a wet-nurse. une nourrice. une nooreece.

a neighbor. un voisin.

The Town.

ung voasang.

The town. la ville. la veel.

the suburb, le faubourg. le foboqr.
the gate. la porte. la port.

the street, la rue. la ru.

the pavement. le pave. le pavay.
the square. la place. Ia plahs.
the market-place. le marche. le marshay.
the bridge, le pont. le pong.
the lamp. la lanterne. la lantern.
the castle. le chateau. le shatoh.
the palace. le palais. le palai.

the tower. ia tour. Ia tonr.
a citizen. un citoyen. ung citoayang.
the mayor. le maire. le mair.
an hotel. un hotel. un'~otcl.
a boarding-house. une pension. une panseeong.
an eating-house. nn restaurant. ung resforan.
an hospital. un hopital. un^opeetal.
the post-ofBce. la po.ste. la post.
the exchange, la bourse. la boors.
the fountain, la fontaine. la fongtaine.

ENGLISH. FRENCH.

The House.

PRONUNCIATION.

The house. la maison. la maisong.

the roof, le toit. le toa.

the wall. le mur. le mur.

the lightning-conductor,le paratonnerre. le paratonnair.

the vestibule. le vestibule. le vestibni.

the stairs. I’escalier, m. I’escaleeay.

a story. un etage. un^aytage.

the cellar. la cave, la cahv.

the brick. la brique.

Lodging.

ia breek.

A lodging. un appartement. un'~appartSman.

the room, la chambre. la shamber.

the closet. le cabinet. le cabeenay.

the hall. la salle. la sabl.

the drawing-room. le salon. le salong.

the ceiling. le plafond. le plahfong.

the floor, le plancher. le planshay.

the door, la porte. la port.

the key, 'la clef. la clay.

the paper. le papier. le papeeay.

the window. la fenetre.

Firing.

la fgnaiter.

Wood, le bois. le boa.

turf. la toiirbe. la toorb.

coals. la charbon. le sharbong.

the stove. le poele. le poail.

the fire-place. la cheminee. la shemeenay.

the fire-tongs. les pincettes, f. lay pangcelt.

the candle.stick. le chandelier. le shandeleeay.

the torch. le flambeau. le flanboh.

the lamp. la lampe. la lanp.

the globe. le globe. le glolil).

oil. rhiiile, f. I’ueel.

the wick. la meche. la maish.

a match, une allumette.

Furniture.

une allumet.

A piece of furniture. un meuble. ung meuble.

a desk. un pupitre. nng pnpeeter.

a secretary. un secretaire. nng secraytair.

a bureau. un bureau. nng buroh.

the book-case. la bibliotheque. la beebliotayk.

the cupboard. le buffet. le buffay.

the chest of drawers. la commode. la commode.

the drawer, le tiroir. le teeroahr.

the carpet. le tapis. le tapee.

the table. la table. la tahbel.

the chair. la chaise. la shais.

the arm-chair. le fauteuil. le foteulye.

the footstool. le tabouret. le tabooray.

the bench, le banc. le ban.

the sofa. le sopha. le sofah.

the mirror. le miroir. le meeroahr.

the bed. le lit. le lee.

the bedstead. le bois de lit. le boa df lee.

the mattress. le matelas, le mahtCdah.

a pillow. un oreiller. un'~orelyay.

the sheet. le drap.

Utensils.

le drab.

The bell. la sonnette. la sonnett.

the washing-stand, la toilette. la toalet.

the decanter. la carafe. la caraf.

soap. le savon. le savong.

the bath. le bain. le bang

the comb. le peigne. le penye.

the broom. lebalai. le balay.
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The Kitchen.

PRONUNCIATION.

The kitchen. la cuisine. la cueeseen.

the hearth, le foyer. le foayay.

the pot, le pot. le poh.
the kettle. le chaudron. le shodrong.
the tub. le tonneau. le tonnoh.
the basket. la corbeille. la corbelye.

the bottle. la bouteille,

Fvod.

la bootelye.

Pood, la nourriture. 1 a noorreetur.

hunger. la faim. la fang.

thirst. la soif. la soaf.

the dish. le plat. le plah.

the soup. la soupe. la soop.

meat. la viande. la veeand.

roast meat. le rdti. le roatee.

beef. le boeuf. le beuf.

veal. le veau. le voh.

mutton. le mouton, le mootong.
pork, le pore. le pork.

bacon. le lard. le lar.

ham. le jambon. le jaubong.
fish. le poisson. le poassong.

vegetables
;
greens, les legumes. lay laygum.

an egg. un oeuf. un euf.

bread. le pain, le pang.
cake. le gateau. le gatoh.

butter. le benrre. le beur.

meal, le repas. le repah.

breakfast. le dejeuner. le dayjeunay.
dinner. le diner. le deenay.
.suitper. le souper. le soopay.
the dessert, le dessert. le dessair.

cheese. le frontage. le fromage.
salt. le sel. le sel.

pepper. le poivre. le poaver.
mustard, le moutarde. le mootard.
vinegar. le vinaigre. le veenaiger.

sugar. le sucre, le sucre.

salad, la salade. le salad.

a pie. un pate. ung pahtay.
fresh water. I’eau, Toll.

beer. la biere. la beeair.

wine. le vin. le vang.
a glass, un verre. ung vair.

milk. le lait. le lai.

lemonade. la limonade. la h'emonabd.
chocolate. le chocolat. le shocola.
coilee. le cafe. le cafay.

tea. le the. le tay.
the table-cloth. la nappe. la n.ap.

the napkin. la serviette. la .serviet.

the spoon. la cuiller. la culyair.
the knife. le couteau, le cootoh.
the fork. la fonrehette. la foorshet.
the cup. la tasse. la tass.

the saucer. la soucoupe,

Clntheet, etc.

la soocoop.

Clothes, les habits, m.. lays abee.

the sleeve. la mariche. la mansh.
the pocket. la poebe. la posh.
the cloak. le manteau. le mantoh.
the paletot. le paletot. le pableto.
the waistcoat. le gilet, le geelay.

the jacket. la veste, la vest.

the button. le bouton. le bootong.

the trousers. le pantalon. le pantalong.

the boot. la botte. la bott.

ENGLISH. FRENCH. PRONUNCIATION.

the shoe, le Soulier, le sooliay.

the leather. le cuir. le cueer.
the hat. le chapeau. le shapoh.
the cravat. la cravate. la cravat.
the glove. le gant. le gan.
the watch. la montre. la mongter.
the table-clock. la peudule. la pandul.
a clock. line horloge. une orloje.

the .spectacles. les lunettes. lay lunet.

the purse. la bourse. la boors.
the walking-stick. la canne. la canu.
the pipe. la pipe. la peep.
tobacco. le tabac. le tabac.
the cigar. le cigare. le sceegar.
the snuff-box. la tabatiere. la tabateeair.

the apron. le t'lblier, le tableeay.
the ribbon. le ruban. le ruban.
the cap. le bonnet. le bonnay.
the veil. le voile. le voahl.

pomatum. la pommade. la pommahd.
the bracelet. le bracelet. le braheelay.

a fan. un dveil tail. un ayvautalye.
a parasol. une ombrelle. une ongbraU.
an umbrella, iin parapluie. ung parapluee.
linen. le linge. le langje.

the shirt. la chemise. la shSmees.
a pair of stockings. une paire de has. une pair de bah.
the pocket-handker-

chief,
[ le moiichoir. le mooshoar.

the thimble. le de. le day.
a needle. une aiguille. une aigiiilye.

the thread. lefll, le feel.

a pin. une epingle. nne aypangl.
the scissors. les ciseaux. lay ceeroh.

The travel.

Trarelling.

le voyage. le voayaje.

the departure. le depart. le daypar.
an arrival, une arrivee. une arreevay.

the guide. le guide. le gheed.

the letter-carrier. le facteur. le facteur.

the carriage. la voitiire, • la voature.

the wagon. le chariot. le shareeoh.

the baggage. le bagage. le bagaje.

the trunk. le coffre. le coffre.

the parcel. le paquet. le pakay.

the road. le chemin. le shSmang.

the way. la route. la root.

the railroad. le chemin de fer. le shemang de fair.

the station, la station. la stassiong.

the locomotive. la locomotive. la locomoteeve.

the carriage. le wagon. le vagong.

the train. le train. le trang.

the ticket. le billet. le bilyay.

a conductor. un conducteur. uu congdiicteur.

Commerce,

Cmnmerce.

le commerce. le commerss.

the merchant. le marchand. le marshand.

the banker. le banquier. le banqueeay.

a grocer. un epicier. un aypeeciay.

a clerk. un commls. ung commee.
a business, une affaire. une affair.

the shop. la boutique. la booteek.

the sale. la veute. la vant.

merchandise. la marchandise. la marshandees.

the market. le marche. le marshay.

the account. le compte. le congt.

the bill. le memoire. le maymoar.
the debt. la dette. la det.
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the money, I’argent, m.. I'argean.

the bookseller, le libraire. le leebrair.

a stuff. une etoffe. une aytof.

cloth. le drap. le drah.

velvet. le velours. le veloor.

silk. la sole. la soa.

linen. la toile. la toal.

cotton. le cotou. le cotong.

muslin. la mousseliiie.

Trades.

la moossfileen.

A trade. un metier, uug mayteeay.

the journeyman, le compiignon. le companyong.

the master. le raaitre. le maiter.

a mechanic. un ouvrier. un oovreeay.

the work. le travail. le travalye.

a tool, un outil un oatee.

a workshop. un atelier. un ateleeay.

the mason. le ma(;on. le massong.

the glazier. le vitrier. le veetreeay.

the carpenter. le charpentier. le sharpanteeay.

the hatchet. la hache. la hash.

the blacksmith. le forgeron. le forgerong.

the nail. le clou. le cloo.

the screw. la vis. la vees.

the rope. la corde. la cord.

the shoemaker. le cordonnier, le cordonneeay.
the tailor. le tailleur, le talyeur.

the barber. le barbier. le barbeeay.

the baker. le boulanger. le boolangeay.

the miller. le ineunier. le raeuniay.

flour. la farine. la fareen.

the butcher. le boucher. le boo^hay.

the brewer. le brasscur, le brasscur.

a printer. un imprimeur. un angpreemeur.
a diamond. uii diamant. ling deeahman.
the manufactory. la fabriqiie. la fabreek.

the manufacturer. le fabricant, le fabreecan.

a watchmaker. un horloger. un orlogeay.

the soap. le savon.

Agriculture.

le savong.

Agriculture, ragriciilture, f.. I’agreecultiir.

a farmer. un agriculteur. un agreecultenr.

the peasant. le paysan,

la ferm, ^ le paiysan.
the farm. la ferm.

the field. le champ, le chan.
the soil. le .«ol. le sol.

the plough. la charrue. la sharrii.

the harvest. la moisson. la inoassong.
the barn. la grange. la granje.
the straw. la paille. la palye.

the hay. le foiy. le foang.
the meadow. la prairie. la prairee.

the flock. le troupeau. le troopoh.
the shepherd. le berger.

Animals.

le bergeay.

An animal. un animal. un animal.
the beast. la bete. la bait.

the cattle. le betail. le baytalye.
the ox. le boeiif. le beuf.
the cow. la vache. la vash.
the calf. le vean. le voh.
the sheep, la brebis. la brayheo.
a lamb. nn agneau. nn anyoh.
the goat. la chevre. la shaiver.

the pig. le cochon. le coshong.
an ass. une ane, un ahn.
the mule. le millet. le mnlay.
the horse. le cheval. le sheval.

ENGLISH. FRENCH. PRONUNCIATION.

the foal. le poulain. le poolang.

the dog. le chien. le sheeang.

the cai. le chat. le shah.

the fox. le renard. le renar.

the rabbit. le lapin. le lapang.

the stag, le cert. le cerf.

the ivolf. le loup. le loo.

a bear. un ours. un oor.

the lion. le lion. le leeong.

the tiger. le tigre, le teeger.

the leopard. le leopard. le layopar.

an elephant. un elephant. un aylaphan.

the camel. le chaineau. le shamoh.
the ape. le singe. le .sangje.

the beaver. le castor, le castor.

an elk, un elan. un aylan.

the whale. la biileine. la balaine.

a bird. un oiseau. un oasoh.

a goose. une oie. une oa.

the duck. le canard. le canar.

the cock. le coq. le cock.

the hen. la poule. la pool.

the pigeon. le pigeon. le pijong.

the dove. la Colombo, la colongb.

the turkey, le diiulon. le dangdong.

the peacock. le paon. le pan.

the stork. la cicogne. la ceegonye.

a swallow. une hirondelle. une cerongdail.

the quail. la caille. la calye.

the raven. le corbeau. le corhoh.

the crow. la Corneille, la cornelye.

the partridge. la perdrix. la pardree.

the snipe. la becasse. la baycasse.

an eagle. un aigle. un aigel.

the owl, le hibou. le eehoo.

the parrot. le penoquet. le perrocay.

a lark. une alouette. une alooet.

the fish. le poissou. le poassong.

the trout. la truite. la trueet.

an eel. une anguille. une anguille.

the salmon. le eaumon. le somong.

the .sardine. la sardine. la sardeen.

the worm. le ver. le vair.

an oyster. une huitre. une ueeter.

the lobster. le honiard. le omar.

the snake. le serpent. le serpan.

the frog. la gnaiouille. la grenoolye.

the fly. la mouche. la moosh.

the was]i. la guepe. la gaip.

a bee, une abeille. une abelye.

the honey, le miel. le meeayl.

the wax. la cire. la ceer.

the butterfly. le papillon. le papilyong.

the ant. la I'ourini, la foormee.

Plants.

the plant. la plante. la ])lant.

a tree. un arbre. un~arber.

the root. la racine. la raceen.

the liranch. la branche. la bfansh.

the leaf. la feuille. la feulye.

tlie flower. la fleiir. la fleiir.

the fruit. le fruit. le fruee.

the cherry. la cerise. la cerees.

the plum. la prune. la prune.

the apple. la pomme. la pomme.
the pear. la poire. la poar.

the peach. la peche. la pai.sh.

an apricot. un abricot. un abricoh.

a pine-apple. un ananas, un ananali.
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the nut, la noix. la noa. wisdom. la sagesse. la sageals.
an orange, une orange. une oranje. stupidity. la betise. la baitees.
the citron, le citron. le citrong. folly. la folie. la folee.
an almond, une amande, une amande. the wish. le desir, le dayseer.
the strawberry. la fraise. la frais. the will. la volonte. la volongtay.
the raspberry. la framboise. la framboas. passion, la passion. la paciong.
the blackberry. la bale de ronce, la bai de rons. love, I’amour, m., I'amoor.
the vine, la vigne. la vinye tenderness. la tendres.se, la tandrais.
the oak. le cbene, le shain. hatred, la haine. la ain.
the beech, le hetre. le alter. contempt, le mepris. le maypree.
the birch. le bouleau. le booloh. wrath, la colere. la colair.
the poplar. le peuplier. le peiipleeay. fury. la furcur, la fureur.
the willow. le saule, le sole. sorrow. le chagrin, le shagrang.
the fir. le sapin, le sapang. regret. le regret. le rpgray.
the pine, le pin, le pang. sadness. la tristesse. la tristais.
the honeysuckle. le chevrefeullle. le sliaiverfeulye. care, le soin. le soang.
the jessamine. le jasmin, le jasmang. joy, la joie. la joa.
the melon. le melon. le melong. laughter. le fire. le reer.
the cucumber, le coucombre. le cooconber. ])leasure. le plaisir. le plaiseer.
the pea, le pois. le poa. rest, le repos, le repoh.
the cabbage. le chon. le shoo. fear. la peur. la peur.
the carrot. la carotte. la carott. surprise. la surprise. la surprees.
splnage. les epinards, m.. lays aypeenard. hojie. I’espoir, I’espoar.

com. le ble. le blay. trouble. le trouble. le troobel.
wheat. le froment. le froman. pains. la peine. lapaine.
rye, le seigle. le saigl. tediousness. I’ennui, I’annuee.
barley. I’orge, f.. I’orje.

Politics, Titles, etc.
oats, I’avolne, f.. I'avoan.

the rice, le riz. le ree.
The nation. la nation. la naceeong.

llax, le lin. le lang.
the country. la patrie, la patree.

clover. le trefle. le traitie.
the king, le roi. le roa.

the rose. la rose. l.a rose.
the queen, la reine, la rain.

the tulip, la tullpe. la tuleep.
1 he duke. le due, le due.

the pansy. la pensee. la pansay.
the prince. le prince. le prangs.

the daisy, la marguerite. le marghereet.
the marquis. le marquis, le markee.

the violet. la violette. la veeolet.
an earl ; a count, tin Comte, un congt.

the lily, le lis. le lee.
a baron. nn baron. un barong.
the court. la cour. la coor.

MineralK. the nobility. la noble.sse. la noblais.

Minerals, les minereaux. lay meeneroh. the province. la province. la provangs.

the mine. la mine. la meen. justice. la justice. la justees.

the metal. le metal. Ic maytal. the law. la loi. la loa.

gold, Tor, m.. I'or.
the crime. le crime. le creem.

silver, I’argent, m.. I’argean.
the murderer, le meurtrier. le meurtreay.

iron. le fer, le fair.
poison. le poison, le poasong.

steel. racier, m.. I’aceeay.
the thief. le vok*. le voleur.

copper, le cuivre. le cueever.
the pickpocket. le lilou. le feeloo.

zinc, le zink, •
le zinc.

the soldier. le soldat. le soldah.

tin. retain, m.. I'aytang.
an army, une urraee. une armaj'.

lead. le plomb. le plonb.
peace. la paix. la pai.

quicksilver, le mcrcure. le merciir.
war. la guerre. la ghair.

the stone. la pierre. la peeayr.
the combat. le combat. le congbah.

marble. le marbre. le marber.
a battle. une bataille. line batalye.

chalk, le craie. la crae.
the gun. le fusil, le fusee.

lime, la chaux. la shoh.
a rifle. une carabine. line carabeene.

sulphur, le .sou fre. le soofer.
the pistol, le pistolet. le pistolay.

verdigi’is, le vert-de-gris. le vair d6 gree
the cannon. le canon. le canong.

clay. I’arglle, f.. I’argeel.
a sailor. un marin. ling marang.

sand. le sable. le sahbel.
the ship. le navire. le naveer.

• a boat, un bateau. un batoh.
Faculties of the Mind. the oar. la rarae. la rahm.

A soul. une ame, une ahm. the mast, le milt, le mah.
the mind, I'esprit, m.. I’espree. the sail. le voile. le voal.

the reason. la raison, la raisong. the sailor. le matelot. le matSloh.
the thought. la pensee. la pan,say. the lieet

; the navy, la llotte. la flott.

an idea, une idee. une eeday. Virtues, Vices, etc.
an opinion. une opinion. une opeeniong. Virtue, la vertu. la vertu.
the judgment. le jiigeinent. le jugeman. duty. le devoir. le devour.
tile doubt, le donte. le doot. vice. le vice. le vees.
the memory, la memoire. la maymoir. goodness. la bonte, la bongtay.
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ENGLISH. FRENCH. PRONUNCIATION.

the language. la langne. la lang.

the word. le mot. le moll.

the name. le nom. le noug.

the voice. la voix. la voa.

silence. le silence. le seelans.

pity, la pitie. la peeteeay.

piety. la piete, la peeaytay.

gratitude, la reconnaissance, la recoimaissans.

a lie : an untruth. un meusonge. ung mansongje.

trutli. la verite. la vayreetay.

a mistake, une erreur. une erreur.

an honor. un honneur. un onneur.

the shame. la honte, la ongt.

the glory. la gloire. la gloar.

pride. la lierte. la feeartay.

vanity. la vanite. la vaneetay.

modesty. la moilestie. la modestee.

courage. le courage. le cooraje.

meekness. la douceur. la dooceur.

cruelty, la cruaute. la cruotay.

politeness. la politesse, la poleetais.

prudence. la prudence. la prudans.

probity, la probite. la probeetay.

avarice, I’avarice, f., I’avarees.

innocence. rinnocence, f.. rinnosans.

laziness. la paresse. la parais.

the color. la couleur. la cooleur.

the middle. le milieu. le meelieu.

height. la hauteur. la oteur.

Geographical Xanies and Chnstian Names.

Eiirojje, ,

Asia,

Africa,

America,

Australia,

Spain,

France,

a Frenchman,

England,

an Englisliman,

Germany,

a German,

Austria,

Russia,

a Russian,

Prussia,

a Prussian,

Switzerland,

Italy,

an Italian,

Greece,

Turkey,

Palestine,

a Jew,

North America,

the United States,

Clara,

Edward,

Francis,

William,

Helen,

Henry,

Harriet,

James,

John,

Jane,

Magdalen,

Mary,

Peter,

I’Europe,

I’Asie,

I’Afrique,

I'Amerique,

rOceauie,

I’Espagne,

la France,

nn Fran^ais,

rAugleterro, f.,

un Anglais,

rAllemagne,

un Allemand,

I’Autriche,

la Russie,

I’Europ.

I’Asee.

I’Afreec.

I’Amayreec.

rOsayauee.

I’Espanje.

la Frans.

ung Fran.sai.

I’Angeltair.

un Anglai.

I’AUemanye.

un Alleman.

rotreesh.

la Russee.

THE ADJECTIVE.

The adjective, whether it is used attributively or predica-

tively, must agree with its noun in number and gender.

Adjectives form their plural like nouns, regularly by add-

ing s to the singular : petit, pdits.

The feminine is formed by adding e to the masculine, un-

less the latter ends in e ;
petit, petite.

To this rule there are many exceptions.

1. Many adjectives ending in I, n, s, t, double their final

consonant before adding e: cruel, eruelle ; bon, bonne; bas,

basse ; muet, muette.

2. Those ending in x change x in se ; heureux, lieureuse.

3. Those ending in / change / in ve

:

vif, twe.

4. Beau and nouveau have the iemm\\\&bellea,\\<Xnoiivelle ;

foil and mou have fotle, molle.

5. Blanc has Wawc/ie; iviixs, fraicbe ; <lo\\x, douce ; long,

longue; fausse

;

vieux, lieille.

Comparison of Adjectices.

The comparative of adjectives is formed by placing jdus,

the superlative by placing le plus (plural les plus) before the

positive :

Petit, small; jdus petit, smaller ; le plus petit, smallest.

Irregular are :

Bon, good ;
meilleur, better ;

le meilleur, best ;
mauvais,

wicked
;
pire, worse ;

le pire, worst
;

petit, little
;
moirulre,

less ; le moindre, least.

The adjective may stand before or after its noun accord-

ing to the emphasis put on it by the speaker. Adjectives

denoting color or nationality must, however, be placed after

the noun ;
the latter are not spelled with capitals as in

English.

IJH vin rouge, red wine
;
la nation frangaise, the French

nation.

Vocabulary of Adjectives.

ENGLISH. FRENCH. PRONUNCIATION.

un Russe, un Russ. Round, roud, rong.

la Priisse, la Pruss. square. carre. carray.

un Prussien, ung Prussiang. pale. pale. pahl.

la Suisse, la Sniss. strong. fort. for.

ritalie. I'Eetahlee. weak. faiblo. faibel.

un Italien, un Eetahliang. wearied. fatigue. fatigay.

la Grece, la Graiss alive, living. vivant. veevan.

la Turquie, la Turkee. dead. mort. mor.

la Palestine, la Palestecn. ill. malade. malahd.

un juif, ung jueef. divine. divin. deevang.

I’Amerique du Nord, I’Amayreek du Nor. young. jeuue. jeun.

les Etats-Unis, lays Etahs Uuee. old, vieux. vieu.

Claire, Clair. natural. naturel. naturel.

Edouard, Aydoar. bright. Clair, Clair.

Fran^’ois, Fransoa. dark. obscur. obscur.

Guillaume, Ghilyome. cold. froid. froa.

Helene, Aylain. cool, frais. frai.

Henri, Eiiree. hot. chaud. shoh.

Henriette, Enreeayt. high. haul. oh.

Jacques, Jack. low. bas. ball.

Jean, Jan. level. plat. plah.

Jeanne, .Jann. royal. royal. roayal.

Madeleine, Madelaine. noble. nolile. nobel.

Marie, Mcree. just. juste. juste.

Pierre, Peeair. lawful. legal. laygal.
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ENGLISH.

innocent,

guilty,

virtuous,

good,

pious,

grateful,

ungrateful,

true,

discreet,

curious,

shameful,

infamous,

glorious,

ambitious,

modest,

humble,

courageous

severe,

meek,

cruel,

polite,

honest,

avaricious,

liberal,

generous,

dark, 'deep,

white,

black,

gray,

blue,

violet,

green,

yellow,

orange,

red,

pink,

brown,

long,

short,

broad,

thick,

thin,

great,

little,

narrow,

heavy,

light,

splendid,

handsome,

pretty,

powerful,

important,

clever,

equal,

common,
ancient,

foreign,

disagreeable,

difflcnlt,

eas}',

dear,

old,

own,

praiseworthy

wild,

sad,

greedy,

certain,

lively,

entire,

FRENCH.

innocent,

coupable,

vertueux,

bon,

pieux,

reconnaissant,

ingrat,

vrai,

discret,

curieux,

honteux,

infame,

glorieux,

ambitieux,

modeste,

humble,

courageux,

severe,

doux,

cruel,

poli,

honneto,

avare,

liberal,

genereux,

fonce,

blanc,

noir,

gris,

bleu,

violet,

vert,

jaune,

orange,

rouge,

rose,

briin,

long,

court,

large,

gro.s,

mince,

grand,

petit,

etroit,

pesant,

leger,

superbe,

beau,

joli,

puissant,

important,

adroit,

egal,

ordinaire,

ancien,

etranger,

de.sagreable,

ditiicile,

facile,

cher,

age,

propre,

louable,

feroce,

triste,

avide,

certain,

vif,

entier.

PRONUNCIATION.

innosau.

coopahbel.

vertueu.

bong.

pieii.

reconnaisan.

angrah,

vrai.

disc ray.

curieu.

onten.

angfahm.

glorieu.

anbisieu.

modeste.

ungble.

coorahgeu.

sayvair.

(loo.

email.

polee.

onnait.

avar.

leeberal.

jayiuayreu.

fongsay.

blan.

noar.

gree.

bleu.

veeolaj'.

vair.

John.

orange.

rooje.

rose.

brung.

long.

coor.

large.

groli.

mang.s.

gran.

petee.

.ayt.'oa.

p6san.

laygeair.

superb.

boh.

jolee.

pnissan.

angjiortan.

adroa.

aygal.

ordeenair.

anciang.

aytrangeay.

daisagrayahbel.

difticeel.

faced.

shair.

ahgeay.

proper.

looabel.

fayros.

trist.

aveed.

certang.

veef.

antiay.

ENGLISH.

faithful,

late,

next,

different,

new,

fine,

frighlfnl,

burning,

no, no one,

other,

each,

all,

same,

such.

FRENCH.

fidele,

tard,

prochain,

divers,

neuf,

fin,

effroyable,

ardent,

aucun,

autre,

chaque,

tous,

meme,
tel.

PRONUNCIATION.

feedail.

tahr.

proshang.

deevair,

neuf. •

fang.

effroayabel.

ardan.

orung.

ohter.

shack.

too.

maim.
tell.

THE PRONOUN.

1. Personal Pronouns.

SUB.IECT.

a. Conjunctive.

INDIRECT OE.IECT. DIRECT OB.IECT.

t. je,jA To me, me, tn?. Me, me, nie.
thon. In, iu. to thee, te, fA thee, te, tl.

he, it, il, il. to him to it, lui, Inee. him, il, le, IS.
she, it, die, ail. to her, to it, lui, luee. her, it, la. Id.
we, nous, noo. to us, nous, noo. us, nous, noo.
you, vous, voo. to you, vous, TOO. you, vous, voo.
they (m.), ils, il. to them, leur, leur. them, les, lay.
they (f.), dies, ail to them, leur, leur. them, les, lay.

Myself, me, im.

b. Uefiective.

To myself, me, me. Myself, me, mS.
thy.self, te, U. to thyself, te, ti. thyself, te, tS.

him, her, itself, .se, se. to him, her, itself, se. him, her, itself, se, si.

ourselves, nous, noo. to ourselves, nous, noo. ourselves, nous, noo.
yourselves, vous, voo. to yourselves, vous, too. j'ourselves, vous. wto
themselves, se, Si?. to themselves, se, se. themselves, se, sL

I, moi, rnoa.

c. Disjunctive.

To me, a moi, d moa. Me, moi, jima-
thon, toi, toa. to thee, il toi, a foa. thee, toi, toa.
he, Ini, luee. to him, a lui, d luee. him, lui, Ivee.
he, die, ail. to her, a die, d ail. her, elle, ail.

we, nous, noo. to ns, a nous, d non. us, nous, noo.
you, vous, tioo. to yon, a vous, d roo. you, vous, voo.
Ihey (in.), eux, en. to them, a eux, d eu. them, eux, eu.
they (f.), dies, ail. to them, a elles, a ail. them, elles, ail.

Observations. 1. Conjunetive pronouns are called those
joined to a verb : je, parle, 1 speak. Disjunctive they are
called wlien standing alone

: qui parle? who speaks ’ moi
I.

2. Some of it, or of them, is expressed by en ; to it or to
t hem generally by y.

3. Meme is used with disjunctive pronouns as self in
English : moi-meme, eux-memes.

4. The disjunctive personal pronouns are used after prep-
ositions.

Possessive Pronouns.

MASCULINE.

My. raon, monci.

thy, ton, tong.

hfs, her, son, song.

onr, notre, notter.

your, votre, rotter.

theii, leur, tear.

a. Conjunctive.

FEMININE,

Ma, mu.
ta, ta.

sa, sa.

notre, notter.

votre, rotter.

leur, leur.

plural.

Mes, mai.

tes, tai.

.ses, sai.

nos, no.

VOS, voh.

leurs, leur.



MASCULINE.

Mine, le mien, le meeang.

thine, le tien, le feeang.

his, hers, le sien, ll I

seeang. i

ours, le nOtre, le nohter.

yours, le v6tre, W vohXer.

theirs, le leur, le lew.

b. DUjunctive.

FEMININE.

la mienne. Id mienn.

la tienne, Id tie.n.n.

la sienue. Id sienn.

la notre. Id nohter.

la votre, Id vohter.

la leur. Id leur.

PLURAL.

les miens, miennes.

les tiens, tiennes.

les siens, siennes.

les nOtres.

les votres.

les leurs.

Observation.

—

Instead of ina, ta, sa, the masculine form

mon, ton, son is used before feminine nouns when they

begin with a vowel ;
mon amie, my (female) friend.

Demonstrative Pronouns.

This, ce, ce

;

cette, set

;

ces, sni.

That, celui, celuee ; eelle, cell

;

cenx, ceu.

Observation.—Ci and la are often added : ceci, this ;

cela, that
;
celui-ci, this one

;
celui-la, that one.

60, soixante, soassant.

70, soixante-dix, soassant-dees.

71, soixante-onze, soassant ongs.

72, soixante-douze, soassant doos.

73, soixante-treize, soassant trais.

74, soixante-quatorze, scassant kat-

tors.

75, soixante-quinze, soassant kangs.

76, soixante-seize, soassant sais.

77, soixante-dix-sept, soassant dees

set.

78, soixante-dix-huit, soassant dees

wit.

79, soixante dix-neuf, soassant dees

neuf.

80, quatre-vingt, katter vang.

90, qiiatre-vingt-dix, katter vang

dees.

91, quatre-vingt-onze, katter vangt

ongs.

92, quatre-vingt-douze, katter vang

doos.

93, quatre-vingt-treize, katter vang

trais.

94, qiiatre vingt - quatorze, katter

vang kattors.

95, quatre - viiigt - quinze, katter

vang kangs.

96, quatre-vingt-seize, katter vang

sais.

97, qnatre - vingt - dix - sejit, katter

vang dees set.

98, qnatre - vingt - dix - liuit, katter

vang dees wit.

99, quatre-vingt - dix - neuf, katter

vang dees neuf.

100, cent, sail.

1,000, miile, meel.

a million,!!!! million, ung milyong.

a billion, nn billion, iin bilyon.

1884, mil huit cent quatre-vingt-

quatre.

Relative Pronouns.

MASCULINE.

Who. which ; qni, kee.

of whom, of which, dont, dong.

to whom, to which, a qui, d kee.

whom, which, que, ke.

FEMININE.

leqiiel, laquelle,

diiqiiel, de laquelle,

auquel, a laquelle,

lequel, laquelle,

PLURAL.

lesquels.

desquels.

auxquels.

lesquels.

Which, what? quel, kell.

of which, what ? de I

quel, de kell. f

to which, what ? a (

quel, d kell. I

which, what ? quel, kell.

Interrogative Pronouns.

a. Conjunctive.

Quelle, kell.

de quelle, de kell.

Qnc-ls, quelles.

de quels, de quelles.

a quelle, d kell.

quelle, kell.

b

a quels, d quelles.

quels, quelles.

Who ? qui, kee.

of whom ? de qui, de kee.

to whom ? a qui, d kee.

whom V qui, kee.

Disjunctive.

what ? que, ke.

of what ? de qiioi, de. koa.

to what ? a qiioi, d koa.

what ? que, ke.

Indefinite Pronouns.

Somebody, qiielqu’un, kellkung.

nobody, personne. persorin.

every one, chaciin, shakMitg.

whoever, quiconque, keekotik.

one, they, people, on, ong.

others, autrui, oiruee.

none, mil, rml.

both, I'un et I’autre, Vung ay Vohter.

THE NUMERALS.

a. Cardinals.

1, un, nng. 17, dix-sept, deesset.

2, deux, deu. 18, dix-huit, deeswit.

3, trois, troa. 19, dix-neuf, deesneuf.

4, qnatre, katter. 20, vingt, vang.

5, cinq, sank. 21, vingt et un, vangtayung.

6, six, seess. 22, vingt-deux, vang deu.

7, sept, set. 23, vingt-trois, vang troa.

8, huit, wit. 24, vingt-quatre, vang katter.

9, neuf, neuf. 25, vingt-cinq, vang sank.

10, dix, dee.ss. 26, vingt-six, vang seess.

11, onze, ongs. 27, vingt-sept, vang set.

12, douze, doos. 28, vingt-huit, vang wit.

13, Ireize, trais. 29, vingt-neuf, vang neuf.

14, quatorze, kattors. 30, trente, trant.

15, quinze, kangs. 40, quarante, karant.

16, seize, sais. 50, cinquante, sangkant.

b. Ordinals.

The first, le premier, IS prgmeeay.

the second, le second, le segong.

le deuxieme, le deussi-

aiin.

3d, le troisigme, le troaseeaim.

4th, le quatrieme, le kattreaim.

5th, le cinquieme, le sangkeeaim.

6tb, le sixieme, le seeseeaini.

7th, le septieme, le setteeaim.

8th, le huitieme, le witteeaim.

9tli, le neuvieme, le neuveeaim.

10th, le dixieme, le deesseeaim.

11th, le onzieme. le ongseeaim.

12th, le douzieme, le doozeaim.

20th, le vingtieme, le vangteeaim.

21st, le vingt et unieme, le vang ay

uneeaim.

22d, le vingt deuxieme, le vang

deuzeealm.

30tli, le trentieme, le tranteeaim.

40th, le quarantieme, le karantee-

aim.

50th, le cinquantieme, le sangkan-

teeaim.

60th, le soixantieme, le soassantee-

alm.

70th, le soixante dixieme, la soas-

sant deeseeaim.

80th, le qiiatre-viiigtieme, le katter

vangteeaim.

90th, le quatre vingt-dixieme, le

katter vangdeeseeaim.

100th, le centieme, le sanfeeaim.

lOUOth, le millieme, le milleeaim.

Once, line fois, une foa.

twice, deux fois, deu foa.

thrice, trois fois, troa foa.

double, double, doobel.

treble, triple, treepel.

quadruple, quadruple, kadrupel.

five-fold, quintuiile, kangtupel.

single, simple, sangpel.

a quarter, un quart, ung kar.

half, demi, demee.

a third, un tiers, ung teeair.

a fifth, un cinquieme, un sangkee-

aim.

a sixth, un sixieme, un seeseeaim.

a dozen, une doiizaine, une dooz-

aine.

a score, une vingtaiiie, une vang-

taine.

a hundred, une centaine, une san-

taine.

a thousand, un millier, ung mil-

leeay.

THE VERB.

Auxiliary Verb Avoir.

Infinitive Mood.

PRESENT. PAST.

To have, avoir, avoar. to have had, avoir eu, avoar ii.

Participle.

PRESENT. PAST.

Having, ayant, aiyau. had, eu, u.
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Indicative Mood.

I have, j’ai, jay.

thon hast, tn as, tu il.

he has, il a, eeTll.

we have, nous avons, noo zavong.

you have, vous-avez, voo zavez.

they have, ils ont, ee! zong.

IMPERFECT.

I had, j'avals, javai.

thou hadst, tu avais, tu av.ai.

he had, il avai.s, eefavai.

we had, nous avions, noo zaveeong.

you had, vous aviez, voo zaveeay.

they liad, ils avaiens, eels avai.

PAST DEFINITE.

I had, j’eus, ju.

thou hadst, tu eus, tu u.

he had, ii eut, eel u.

we had. nous eunies, noo znm.
you had, vous eutes, voo zut.

they had, ils euvent, eeirur.

FUTURE.

I shall luave, j ’aural, joray.

thou wilt have, tu auras, (u orS.

lie will have, il aura, eel ora.

we shall have, nous aurons,

noos orong.

you will have, vous aurez, vous
oray.

they will have, ils auront, eeliTor-

ong.

PAST INDEFINITE.

I have had, j’ai eu.

thou hast had. tu as eu.

he has had, *1 a eu.

we have liad, nous avous eu.

you have had, vous avez eu.

they have had, ils ont eu.

PLUPERFECT.

I had had, j’avaisTiu.

thou had.st had, tu avais eu.

lie had liad, il avaifeu.

we had had, nous avions eu.

you had had, vous aviez7ii.

they had had, ils^livaieuiT'eu.

PAST ANTERIOR.

I had had. j’eus eu.

thou hadst had, tu eus eu.

he had had, il"eut"eu.

we had had, nous eumes eu.

you had had. vous"7utes eu.

they had had, ils eurent eu,

FUTURE ANTERIOR,

I shall have had. j’aurai eu,

thou wilt have had, tu auras eu.

he will have had, il aura eu.

we siiall have had, nous aurons eu.

you will have had, vousTLiirez eu.

they will iiave had, ils auront eu.

Conditional Mood.

PRESENT.

I should have, j’aiirais, jorai.

thou wouldst have, tu aurais, tu

oral.

he would have, il aiirait, eel oral.

we should have, nous aiirions,

noos oreeong.

you would have, vous auriez,

voos oreeay.

they would have, ils auraient,

eelsTirai.

PAST.

I should have had, j’aiirais eu.

thou lyoiildst have had, tu au-

rais eu

.

he would have had, il aiiraireu.

we should have liad, nous au-
rions eu.

you would have had, vous au-

riez eu.

tliey VTOuld have had, il^aurai-
enCeu,

Imperative Mood.

SINGULAR.

Have (thou), aie, ai.

PLURAL.

Let us have, ayons, aiyong.

have (ye), aycz, aiyay.

Subjunctive Mood.

PRESENT.

That I may have, que j'aie, ke jai.

that thou niayst have, que tu aies,

kS tu ai.

ttiat he may have, qu’il aie, keellii.

that we may have, que nous
ayons, ke noos aiyong.

that you may liave, que vous
ayez, ke voos aiyay.

that the^may have, qu’ils aient,

keels ai.

PAST.

That I may have had, que j’aie eu.

that thou mayst have had, que tu

aies eu.

that lie may have had, qu’il ait’eu.

that we may have had, que nou^y-
ons eu.

that yoii_^may have had, que vous
ayez eu .

that they may have had, qu’ils

aient"eu.

IMPERFECT. PLUPERFECT.
That I might have, que j’eiisse, kS That I might have had, que j’eusse

jiiss. eu.

that thou mightst have, que tu that thou mightst have had, que tu
6USSCS, lv6 til USS. 6USS6S GU

that he^might have, qu’il eut, that he might have had. qu’il eut
keel 11

. eu.

that we might hav^ que nous that we might have had, que nous
eussions, ke noos iisseeong. eussionsQii.

that you might h^e, que vous that you might have had, que vous
eussiez, ke voos usseeay. eussiez~eu.

that they mighd have, qu’ils eus- that they might had have, qu’ils
sent, keels uss. eussenCeu.

Auxiliary Verh Eire.

Infinitive Mood.
PAST.

To have been, avoir ete, avoar
aytay.

Participle.

PAST.

Been, ete, aytay.

Indicative Mood.
PAST INDEFINITE.

I have Iieen, j’ai ete, jay aytay.

thou hast been, tu as ete, tu

as aytay.

he has been, il a et^, eefa aytay.

we hav^been,_ nous avons ete,

noos avons aytay.

you hav^been, vous avez ete,

voos avays aytay.

they h^’e been, ils ont ete,

eels ont aytay.

PLUPERFECT.
I had been, j’avais ete, javaisTiytay.

thou ha^t been, tu avais ete, tu

avais aytay.

he hadjbeen, il avait ete, eePa-

vait aytay.
we were, nous etions, noosay- we had_been, nous avions ete,

teeong, noos aveeons aytay.
you were, vous etiez, voos'ayteeay. you hiid been, vous aviez ete,

voos aveeays aytay.

PRESENT.

To be, etre, alter.

PRESENT.

Being, etant, aytan.

PRESENT.

I am, je suis, jS swee.

thou art, tu es, tu ai.

he is, il est, eelTii.

we are, nous soinmes, noo somm.

you are, vous gtes, voosTiit.

they are, ils sont, eel song.

IMPERFECT.

I was, j’etais, jaytai.

thou wast, tu etais, tu aytai.

he was, il etait, eefliytai.

they were, ils etaieiit, eels aytai

PAST DEFINITE.

they Imd b^n, ils avaieiit ete,

eels avait aytay.

PAST ANTERIOR.

I had been, j’ens Ste, jus^ytay,

thou Imdst been, tu eus ete, tu

eus aytay.

he had been, il eut ete, eel eufaytay.
we had been, nous eQmes ete,

noos urn’s aytay.

you had been, vous eutes 6te,

voos iits aytay.

they hiid been, ils eurent ete,

eels ur’t aytay.

FUTURE ANTERIOR.
I shall have been, j’aurai ete,

joray aytay.

thou wilt have been, tu auras ete,

tu .oras aytay.

he will have been, il aura ete,

• eel ora aytay.

we shall be, nous serons, noo se- we shall have been, nous aurons
™Bg. ete, noos aurons aytay.

you will be, vous serez, voo seray. you will have been, vous aurez ete,

voos orays aytay.

they will be, ils seront, eel sSroiig. they will have been, ils auront ete,

eels arongt aytay.

1 was, je fus, jS fii.

thou wast, tu fits, tu fu.

he was, il fut, eel fu.

we were, nous fumes, noo fum.

you were, vous futes, voo fut.

they were, ils furent, eel fur.

FUTURE.
I shall be, je serai, jS seray.

thou wilt be, tu seras, tu sera,

he will be, il sera, eel serii.
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Conditional Mood.

PRESENT.

I should be, je serais, jg serai.

thou wouldst be, tu serais, tu serai.

he would be, il serait, eel serai,

we should be, nous serious, noo se-

reeong.

you would be, vous seriez, voo se-

reeay.

they would be,ils seralent, eel serai.

PAST.

I should have been, j'aurais ete,

jorais aytay.

thou wouldst have been, tu aurais

ete, tu orais aytay.

he would have been, il aurait ete.

we should have been, nous au-

rions ete.

you would have been, vous auriez

ete.

they would have been, ils auraient

ete.

Imperative Mood.

Be (thou), sois, soa. Let us be, soyons, soayong.

be (ye), soyez, soayay.

Subjunctive Mood.

PRESENT.

That I may be, que je sois, kc je

soa.

that thou mayst be, que tu sois,

kc tu soa.

that he may be. qu'il soit, k’il soa.

that we may be, que nous soyons,

ke noo soayoiig.

that you may be. que vous soyez,

ke voo soayay.

that tney maybe, qu'ils soient, k'eel

soa.

IMPERFECT.

That I might be, que je fusse, ke

jg fuss.

that thou mightest be, que tu fusses,

k6 tu fu.ss.

that he might be, qu'il fut, k’eel

fu.

that we might be, que nous fus-

sious, ke noo fussiong.

that you might be, que vous fus-

siez, kS voo fussiay.

that they might be, qu'ils fussent,

k'eel fuss.

PAST.

That I may have been, quej'aie

etc, kS jai aytay.

that thou mayst havejieen, que

tu aies etc, kc tu ais aytay.

that he may have been, qu'il ait

ete, k’eel aTt aytay.

that we may have been, qim nous

ayons ete, ke noos aiyons aytay.

that you may have been, que vous

ayez-ete, ke voo aiyays aytay.

that they may have been, qu'ils ont

ete, k’eels ongt aytay.

PLUPERFECT.

That I might have been, que

j’eusse ete, ke jusse aytay.

that thou mightst have bemi, que

tu eusses ete, ke tu usses aytay.

that he might have been, qu'il eut

ete, k’eel ut aytay.

that we might have been, que nous

eussions ete, ke nous ussee-

ongs aytay.

that you might have been, que vous

eussiez etc, ke voos ussee-

ayraytay.

that they might ha\m bee^ qu'ils

eussent etc, k'ils usset aytay.

THE REGULAR VERB.

The Present Infinitive of French verbs ends either in er,

or ir, or emir, or re. Hence there are four conjugations :

1. Bonn r. 2. Fim>. 3. Recerwr. 4. Vendre.

Regular verbs do not change their stem, which is found

by dropping the termination of the Present Infinitive.

Nearly all verbs of the third conjugation are irregular.

A large majority of verbs are of the first conjugation, and

but two of them are irregular.

'I'he Passive Voice is formed by the past participle with

the auxiliary verb etre in all tenses and moods.

The past participle is formed by adding to the stems ;

In the 1st Conjugation e, donne.

In the 2d Conjugation i, fini.

In the 3d Conjugation u, re(;u.

In the 4th Conjugation u, vendu.

The following

form :

terminations are

I. 11.

added to

III.

the stem to

IV.

The Present Part. ant, issant, ant. ant.

the Present Ind. e, ois, s.

the Imperfect Ind. ais, issais, ais, ais.

the Past Definite Ind ai, is, us, is.

the Future Ind. erai, irai, rai, rai.

the Conditional Ind. erais, irais, rais, rais.

the Present Subj. e. isse. oive, c.

the Imperfect Subj. assc, isse, iisse, isse.

the Imperative, e, ois, s.

The other tenses and moods of the active voice are com-

pounds of the Past Participle with avoir.

The English Past (Imperfect) is rendered by the French

Imperfect when the action implies continuation or repeti-

tion, by the Past Definite if simply past action is expressed.

Accordingly these tenses are also called Descriptive and

Narrative respectively.

The Past Participle must agree with its noun in gender

and number when used in Passive Voice or preceded by a

pronoun which is the direct object.

Pronounce final ui like e, ay; ais like e or ai. Final ent

in the 3d person plural is silent.

FIRST CONJUGATION.

Bonner, to give.

INFINITIVE MOOD.

PRESENT. PAST.

To give, donner, donuay. To have given, avoir donne, avoar

donnay.

PARTICIPLE.

PRESENT. PAST.

Giving, donnant, donuan. Given, donne, donnay.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

PRESENT.

I give, je donne, je donn.

thou givest, tu donnes, tu donn.

he gives, il donne, eel donn.

we give, nous donnons, noo dou-

nong.

you give, vous donnez, voo don-

nay.

they give, ils donnent, eel donn.

IMPERFECT.

I gave, je donnais, je donnai.

thou gavest, tu donnais, tu donnai.

he gave, il donnait, eel donnai.

we gave, nous donnions, noo don-

neeong.

you gave, vous donniez, voo don-

iiccay.

they gave, ils donnaient, eel don-

nai.

PAST INDEFINITE.

I have given, j'ai donne, jay don-

nay.

thou hast given, tu as donne, tu il

donnay.

he has given, il a donne, eel ii don-

nay.

we have given, nous avons donne,

noo savong donnay.

you have given, vous avez donne,

voo zavez donnay.

they have given, ils out donne, cel

zong donnay.

PI.UPERFECT.

I had given, j'avais donne, j'avai

donnay.

thou hadst given, tu avals donne,

tu aval donnay.

he had given, il avait donne,

eel aval donnay.

we had given, nous avions donne,

noos aveeong donnay.

you had given, vous aviez donne,

voos aveeay donnay.

they had given, ils avaient donne,

eels aval donnay.
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PAST DEFINITE.
I gave, je domiai, je donnaj'.

PAST ANTERIOr.,

I had given, j’eus donne, ju don-
nay.

thou hadst given, tu eus donne, tu

u donnay.

he had given, il ent donne, eoF

u

donnay.
we gave, nous donnSmes, noo don- we liad given, nous eumes donne,

noos lime donnay.
you gave, vous donnate.s, voo don- you had^iven, vous elites donne.

thou gavest, tu donnas, tu donna,

lie gave, il donna, eel donna.

naht,

they gave, ils donnerent, eel don-
nair.

PtTTURE.

I shall give, ,ie donnerai, je don-
neray.

thou wilt give, tu donneras, tu

donnera.

Voos eiit donnay.
they ha^ given, ils eiirent donne,

cels nr donnay.

PUTaUB ANTERIOR.
I shall have given, j’aurai donne,

j’orai donnay.

thou wilt have given, tu auras
donne, tu orit donnay.

he will give, il donnera, cel don- he will have given, il aura domic,
eel onX donnay.

we shall give, nous donnerens, noo we shall have given, nous aurons
donnerong. donne, noosorong donnay.

you will, give, vous donucrez, voo you will have given, vous aurez
donneray. donne, voos oray donnay.

they will give, ils donneront, eel they will liavo given, ils auront
donnerong. donne, eels orong donnay.

' Conditional Mood.
PRESENT. PAST.

I should give, je donnerais, je don- I should have given, j’aurais donne,
j’orai donnay.

thou wouldst give, tu donnerais, tu thou wouldst have given, tu aurais
donnerai. donne, tu oral donnay.

ho would give, il donnerait, eel lie would have given, il aurait
donnerai. donne, eel oral donnay.

we should give, nous donnerions, we should have given, nous aurions
noo donereeong. donne, noos oreeoiig donnay.

you would give, vous doiineriez, you would have given, vous auriez
voo donnereeay. donne, voos oreeay donnay.

tliey would give, ils donneraient, tliey would have given, ils aiiraient
eel donnerai. donne, eelsTirai donnay.

Imperative Mood.
Give (thou), donne, donn. Let us give, donnons, donnoiig.

Give (ye), donnez, donnay.

Subjunctive Mood.
PRESENT. PAST.

That I may give, que je donne, ke That I may have given, que j'aie
je donn. donne.

that thou mayst give, que tu that thou iiiayst have given, que tu
donnes, ke tu donn. aies donne.

that he may give, qu'il donne, keel tliat he may have given, qu’il ait
‘I'M'"- donne.

that we may give, que nous don- that we may have given, que nous
nious, ke noo domieong. ayons donne.

that you may give, que vous don- that you may have given, que vous
niez, ke voo donneeay. ayez donne.

that they may give, qu'ilsdonneiit, that they may have given, qu'ils
keel donn. aient donne.

IMPERFECT.
That I might gire, que je donnasse. That

ke je doniiass.

that thou miglitst give, que tu don-

nasses, ke tu doniiass.

that he might give, qu'il donnat,
keel donnali.

that we might give, que nous don-
nassions, ke noo donnasseeong.

that you might give, que vous don-
nassiez, ke voo doniia-sseetiy.

PLUPERFECT,
might have given. que

j’eusse donn^.

that thou inightst liave given, iiue

tu ensses donne.

that he might have given, qu'il eiit

donne.

that we miglit have given, que
nous eussions donne.

that you might tiave given, que
voiis eussiez donne.

that they might give, qu’ils don- that they might have given, qu’ils
nasseiit, keel donnass. eussent donne.

SECOND CONJUGATION.

Finir, to finish.

Infinitive Mood.

PRESENT.

To finish, finir, feeneer.

PAST.

To have finished, avoir fini, avoar
feeiiee.

Participle.

PRESENT.

Finishing, finissant, feenes.saii.

PAST.

Finished, fini, feenee.

Indicative Mood.

PRESENT.

I finish.—Je finis, je feenee.

tu finis, tu feenee.

il finit, II feenee.

nous finissons, noo feeneesong.

vous fiiiissez, voo feeneesay

ils finissent, il feeneess.

IMPERFECT.

I finished.—Je finissais, je fcences-

sai.

tu finissais, tu fecneessai.

il finissais, il feeneessai.

nous fiiiissioiis, noo feeneessi-

ong.

vous finissiez, voo feeneessiay.

ils finissaient, il feeneessai.

PAST DEFINITE.

I finished.—,Je finis, je feenee. I

tu finis, tu feenee.

il finit, eel feenee.

nous fininies, noo feencem.

vous fiiiitcs, voo feeneet.

ils fiiiireiit. cel feeneer.

FUTURE.

I shall finish.—Je finirai, je fee- I

iieeray.

tii finiras, tu feeneeia.

il finira, eel feeneera.

nous fiiiiroiis, noo feeneerong.

vous finirez. voo feeneeray.

ils finiront, eel feeneerong.

PAST INDEFINITE.

I have finished.—J’ai fini, jay fee-

nee.

tu as fini, tu S feenee.

il a fini, iPa feenee.

nous avons fini, noos avong
feenee.

vous avez fini, voos^avay fee-

nee.

ils ont fini, ilsPing feenee.

PLUPERFECT.

I had finislied.—J’avais fini.javai

feenee.

tu avals fini. tu avai feenee.
il avait fini, il avai feenee.
nous avions fini, noos~aveeong

feenee.

vous aviez fini, voosPiveeay
feenee.

ils avaient fini, ils avai feenee.

PAST ANTERIOR.

had finished.—j’eus fini, ju feenee
tu eus fini, tu u feenee.
il eut fini, eel n feenee.

nous eumes fini, noos''ume fee-
nee.

vous eutesffni, voos^ut feenee.
ils eurent fini, eels tire feenee.

FUTURE ANTERIOR.

hall have finished.—J’aurai fini,

j'oray feenee.

tu auras fini, tu orii feenee.

il aura fini, eel orii feenee.

nous aurons fini, noos^orong
feenee.

vous aurez fini, voos''oray fee-

nee.

ils auront fini, eels^orong fee-

nee.

Conditional Mood.

PRESENT.

I should finish.—Je finirais, je fee- I s

neerai.

tu finirais, tu feeneerai.

il finirais, eel feeneerai.

nous finirions, noo feeneereeoug

vous ftniriez. voo feeneereeay.

ils finiraient, eel feeneerai.

PAST.

diould have finished.—J’aurai fini

jorai feenee.

tu aurais fini. tu orai feenee.

il aurait fini. eel orai feenee.

nous aurions fini, noos"oreeong
feenee.

vous auriez fini, voos'^oreeay

feenee.

ils .mraient fini, eels^orai fee-

nee.
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Imperative Mood.

Finish ithon), hnii^, feenee. Let us finish, finissons, fecneessong.

Finish (ye), finissez, fi'eneessay.

Subjunctive Mood.

rnESBNT.

That I may flnish.—Quo je flnisse. 'J

kS je feeneess.

(jiie tu finisses, ke tu feeneess.

qiTii fiiiisse, k’eel feeneess.

que nous fiuissions, ke noo

feeneessiong.

que vous finissiez, ke voo fee-

neesseeay.

qu'ils flnissent, k’eel fecnees.s.

VAST.

lat I may have finished.—Que j’aie

fini, ke jai feenee.

que tu aies fini, ke tu ai feenee.

qu’il ait fini, k’eel ai feenee.

que nous ayons fini, ke noos~ai-

youg feenee.

que vous ayez fini, ke voos'^ai-

yay feenee.

qu’il.s aient fini, k’ils"~ai feenee.

IMPERFECT. PLUPERFECT.

That I might finish.—Que je flnisse. That I might have finished.- Que

ke je feeneess. j’eusse fini, ke jffss feenee.

que tu flnisses, ke tu feeneess. que tu eusses fini, ke tu uss fee-

qu’il finit, k’cel feenee.

que nous finissions, ke noo fec-

neesseeong.

que vous finissiez, ke voo fee-

neesseeay.

qu’ils finissent, k’eel feeneess.

nee.

qu’il eut fini, k’eel u feenee.

que nous eussions fini, ke noos

" ussecong feenee.

que vous eussiez fini, ke

voos~usseeay feenee.

qu’ils eussent fini, k’eels us fee-

nee.

THIRD CONJUGATION.

Recevoir, to receive.

Infinitive Mood.

PRESENT. PAST.

To receive, vecevoir, ressevooar. To have received, avoir re^u, avooar

ressu.

Participle.

PRESENT. PAST.

Receiving, reccvaut, ressevan. Received, re(;u, ressu.

Indicative Mood.

PRESENT.

I receive.—Je re^ois, je ressoa.

tu rei;ois. tu ressoa.

il revolt, eel ressoa.

nous recevons, noo ressevong.

vous recevez, voo ressevay.

ils refoivent, eel lessoav.

IMPERFECT.

I received.—Je recevais, je ressevai.

tu recevais, tu ressevai.

il recevait, eel ressevai.

nous recevions, noo resseveeonj

vous receviez, voo resseveeay.

ils recevaient, eel ressevai.

PAST definite.

I received, je re(;us, je ressu.

tu re^HS, tu ressu.

il rec;nt, eel ressu.

nous re(;flmes, noo ressume.

vous re(;ntes, voo ressute.

ils reeurent, eel ressure.

PAST INDEFINITE.

have received.—J’ai re<;u, jay

ressu.

tu as re^'U, tu a ressu.

il a re(;u, eel a ressu.

nous avons rei;ii, noos^avong

ressu.

vous avez re(;u. voos^avay res-

su.

ils ont rei;u, eels'^ong ressu.

PLUPERFECT.

I had received.—J’avais re<;u, j’a-

vai ressu.

tu avais reeu, tu aval ressu.

il avait re(;ti. eel aval ressu.

nous avions reeu. noos'" aveeong

ressu.

vous aviez reeu, voos aveeay

ressu.

ils avaient re(;u, eels'’^avai ressu.

PAST ANTERIOR.

I had received, j’eus re(;u,ju ressu.

tu eiis re<;u, tu u ressu.

il eut re(;u, eel u ressu.

nous eumes rei;u, noos ume res-

su.

vous elites refu, voos ute ressu.

ils eurent reeu, eels ure ressu.

FUTURE.

I shall receive, je reccvrai, je res-

sevray.

tu recevras, tu ressevra.

il reccvra, eel resevra.

nous recevrons, noo rece-

vrong.

vous rccevrez, voo recevray.

ils recevront, eel receverong.

FUTURE ANTERIOR.

I shall have received, j’aurai reyn.

tu auras re<;u, tu ora ressu.

il aura rei;u. eel ora ressu.

nous aurons rcyu, noos oi ong

ressu.

vous aurcz reeu, voos oray

ressu.

ils auront re9U, eels orong

ressu.

Conditional Mood.

PRESENT.

I should receive, je reccvrais, je

ressevrai.

tu recevi-ais, tu ressevrai.

il recevrait, eel recevrai.

nous recevfions, noo rece-

vreeoiig.

vous recevriez, voo rece-

vreeay.

ils rccevraient, eel recevrai.

I should have received, j'aurais

re^u, jorai ressu.

tu aurais re^*u, tu oral ressu.

il aurait re^*u, cel orai ressu.

nous aurions rc^u, noos oree-

ong ressu.

vous auriez re<;u, voos oreeay

ressu.

ils anraient reyii, eels ond

ressu.

Imperative Mood.

Receive (thou), reyois, ressoa. Let us receive, recevons, ressevong.

Receive (ye), recevez, ressevay.

Subjunctive Mood.

PRESENT.

That I may receive, quo je reyoive,

ke je ressoav.

que tu rcyoives, ke tu ressoav.

qii’il reyoive, k’eel ressoav.

que nous recevions, ke noo

resseveeong.

que vous receviez, ke voo re-

ceveeay.

qu’ils reyoivent, k’eel res-

soav.

IMPERFECT.

"^lat I might receive, que je re-

yusse, ke je ressuss.

que tu reyusses, ke tu ressuss

qu’il reyflt, qn’ll ressu.

que nous reyiissions, ke noo

ressussiong.

que vous reyussiez, ke voo

ressusseeay.

qu’ils reyussent, k’eel res-

suss.

PAST.

That I may have received, que j’aie

reyu, kg jai ressu.

que tu aies reyu, kg tu ai

ressu.

qu’il ait reyu, k’eel ai ressu.

que nous ayons reyu, ke

noos aiyons ressu.

que vous ayez reyu, ke

voos aij ai ressu.

qu’ils aient reyu, k’eels ai

ressu.

PLUPERFECT.

That I might have received, que

j'eiisse reyu.

que tu eusses reyu.

qu’il eut reyu.

que nous eussions reyu.

que vous eussiez reyu.

qu’ils eussent reyu.

FOURTH CONJUGATION.

Vendre, to sell.

Infinitive Mood.

PRESENT. PAST.

To sell, vendre, vender. To have sold, avoir vendu, avoar

vimdu.

Participle.

?RE?»ENT. PAST.

Selling, vendant, vandan. Sold, vendu, vandii.
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Indicative Mood.

PRESENT. PAST INDEFINITE.

I have sold, j’ai venda, jay vanrln.

tu as vendu, tu a vandii.

il a vendu, eel a vandit.

nous avons vendu, nooiPa-

vong vandu.

vous avcz vendu, voosTivay
vandu.

ils ont vendu, eeiront vandu.

rLUPEKFECT.

I had sold, j’avais vendu, Java!

vandu.

tu avals vendu, tu aval van-

du.

11 avalt vendu, cel aval

vandu.

nous avlons vandu, noos^a-
veeong vandu.

vous avlez vendu, vous”*a-

veeay vandu.

11s avalent vendu, ccl^a-
val vandu.

PAST ANTERIOR.

I had sold, j'ens vendu, j'n vandu.
tu eus vendu, tu u vandu.
11 eut vendu, eel u vandu.

nous Climes vendu, noos^ime
vandu..-

vous'ciUes vendu, voosTite

vandu.

11s eiirent vendu, cels^ure
vandu.

FUTURE. FUTURE ANTERIOR.

I shall sell, je vendral, je vandray. I shall have sold, .raimil vendu,
joray vandu

I sell, je vends, je van.

tu vends, tu van.

II vend, eel van.

nous vendons, noo vandong,

vous vendcz, voo vanday.

Ils vendent, eel vand.

I.MPERFECT.

I sold, je vendals, je vandal.

tu vendals, tu vandal,

11 vendalt, eel vandal.

nous vendions, noo vaiidee-

ong.

vous vendlez, voo \ andeeay.

Ils vendalcnt, eel vandal.

I
PAST DEFINITE.

I sold, je vendls, je vandce.

tu vendls, tu v,andee.

11 vendlt, 11 vandee.

nous vendlmes, noo van-

deem.

VOIDS vendltes, voo vandeet.

ils vendirent. eel vandeer.

tu vendras, tu vandra.

II vendva, eel vandra.

nous vendrons, noo I'androng.

vous vendrez, voo vandray.

Ils vendront, ei I vandrong.

tn auras vendu, tu ora van-

du.

II aura vendu, cel ora vandu.
nous aurons vendu, noos"^o-

rong vandu. •
vous aurez vendu, voos^ray

vandu.

lls auront vendu, eels orong
vandu.

Conditional Mood.

PRESENT.

I should sell, .ievendrais, je van- I should have .sold, j’aurals ven-
dral.

tu veudrans. tu vandral.

11 vendral, eel vandral.

nous vendiions, noo vandree-
ong.

vous vendrlez, voo vandreeay.

Ils vendralent, eel vandral.

du, joral vandu.

tu aurans vendu, tu oral van-

du.

II aiiralt vendu, eel oral van-

du.

nous aiirions vendu, noo^-
reeong vandu.

vous aurlez vendu, voos’^o-

reeay vandu.

Ils auralent vendu, eeiroral

vandu.

Imperative Mood.

Sell (thou), vends, van. Let us sell, vendons, vandong.
Sell (ye), vendez, vanday.

Subjunctive Mood.

PRESENT.

That I may sell.—Quo je veude, ke
je vand.

que tu vendcs, ke tu vand.

quTI vende, k’eel vand.

que nous vendions, ke noo van-
deeong.

que vous vendlez, ke voo vau-
deeay.

quTls vendent, k’eel vand.

IMPERFECT.

That I might sell.—Quo je vcn-
dlsse, ke je vandecss.

que tu vendlsse, ke tu vandees.

qu’il vendlt, k’ecl vandee.
que nous vendlsslons, ke noo
vandeesseeong.

que vous vendlsslez, ke voo
vandeesseeay.

qu’ils vendlssent, k’eel van-
deoss.

PAST.

That I may have sold.—Quo j’aie

vendu, ke jai vandu.
que tu ales vendu, ke tu al

vandu.

qu’ll alt vendu, k’eel al vandu.
que imus ayons vendu, ke
nooralyong vandu.

que vous ayez vendu. ke
voos alyay vandu.

qu’lls aient vendu, k’eels~al
vandu.

PLUPERFECT.

That I might have sold,—Que
j’eusse vendu, ke j’usse
vandu.

que tu eusses vendu, ke tu uss
vandu.

qu 11 eut vendu, k’ecl u vandu.
que nous eumes vendu, ke
noos lime vandu.

que vous cutes vendu. ke
voos ute vandu.

qu’lls eurent vendu, k’eelsTire

vandu.

VOCABUi.ARY OF REGULAR VERBS.

To knock,

to ring,

to let,

to live,

to inhabit,

to shut,

to heat,

to kindle,

to smoke,

to go to bed,

to get up,

to wash one’s self,

to bathe,

to clean,

to sweep,

to eat,

to breakfast,

to dine,

to Slip,

to salt,

tn cut,

to break,

to dress,

to take off,

to damp,

to embrace,

to weep,

to wound,
to fall,

to treat,

to pray,

to save,

to create,

to sin,

to preach,

to burn,

to skate,

to slide.

FRENCH.

Fu'sl CuiijiiijaUoii.

frupper,

sonner,

loner,

demeiirer,

habiter,

fernier,

chauffer,

alhimer,

fnmer,

se coiicher,

,se lever,

se laver,

se baigncr,

nettoyer,

balayer, ,

manger,

dejeuner,

diner,

son per,

saler,

conper,

briser,

liabillcr,

oter,

humecter,

embrasser,

pleiirer,

blesser,

tomber,

traiter,

prier Dien,

sauver,

creer,

pecher,

precher,

briiler,

patiner,

glisser.

PRONUNCIATION.

frap))ay.

sonnay.

looay.

demenray.

abeetay.

fermay.

shoffay.

allumay.

fumay.

s2 cooshay.

se levay.

se lavay.

se bainyay.

nettoayay.

biilayay.

mangeay.

dayjennay.

deenay.

soopay.

salay.

coopay.

brcesay.

abilyay.

ohtay.

nmectay.

ambrassay.

plenray.

blessay.

tongbay.

traitay.

preeay Dieu.

sohvay.

crayay.

payshay.

prayshay.

brnlay.

pateenay.

glissay.
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ENGLISH. FRENCH. PRONUNCIATION.

to give in marriage, marier, mareeay.

to marry. epouser. aypoosay.

to teach. enseigner. anseinyay.

to educate. clever. aylevay.

to strike out, efl'acer. effassay.

to play. jouer. jooay.

to throw, lancer, lanssay.

to swing. balancer. balansay.

to give. donner. dounay.

to win. gagner, ganyay.

to amuse one's self. s’amuser. s'amnzay.

to get annoyed. s’ennuyer. saunuyay.

to take a walk. se promener. se promenay.

to draw. dessiner, desseenay.

to hiss, si flier. siftiay.

to sing. chanter. shantay.

to reign. regner. rainyay.

to govern, goiiverner. goovernay.

to judge. juger. jngeay.

to arrest. arreter. arraitay.

to beg. mendier, mandeeay.

to accuse. accuser. accusay.

to acquit. acqnitter, akkittay.

to kill. tuer. tuay.

to shoot. tirer. tee ray.

to arrive. arriver. arreevay.

to buy. acheter. achetay.

to cost. center. cootay.

to pay. payer. paiyay.

to count. compter. congtay.

to weigh. peser. pesay.

to weave. tisser. tissay.

to shave. raser. rasay.

to sow. semer. semay.

to harvest. moissoncr. moisonnay.

to water. arroser, arrosay.

to fly. voler. volay.

to plant. planter. plantay.

to feel. toucher. tooshay.

to taste. gouter. gootay.

to attract. attirer. atteeray.

to doubt. douter. dootay.

to forget, oublier. oobleeay.

to wish, desirer. daysecray.

to love. aimer. aimay.

to esteem. estimer, esteemay.

to despise. inepriser. maypri.say.

to admire. admirer. admeeray.

to speak, jiarler. parlay.

to talk. causer. cosay.

to prate. bavarder. bavarday.

to cry, crier. creeay.

to call. appeler, appelay.

to name. nommer. nommay.
to ask. demander. demand ay.

to tell. raconter. racongtay.

to be mistaken. se tromper. se trongjiay.

to revenge. venger. vangeay.

to pardon. pardonner. pardonnay.

to honor. honorer.

Second Conjugation.

onoray.

To establish. ^tablir. aytableqr.

to choose. choisir. shoaseer.

to do. accomplir. accongpleer.

to build. batir. bahteer.

to increase. agrandir. agrandeer.

to abolish. abolir. aboleer.

to act. agir. ageer.

to banish. baniiir. banneer.

to obey. obeir, obayeer.

ENGLISH,

to heal,

to cross,

to bend,

to bless,

to liate,

to enrich,

to till,

to h.arilen,

to reflect,

to nourish,

to seize,

to betraj',

to rejoice,

to inform,

to delight,

to puniiih,

to roast,

To receive,

to comprehend,

to collect,

to notice,

to betray,

FRENCH. PRONUNCIATION.

gufcrir. ghaj'reer.

franchir, franshecr.

flechir. flaysheer.

beiiir. bayneer.

hair. baheer.

cnrichir, aiirisheer.

remplir, ranpleer.

endureir, endurcccr.

reflecliir. raydaysheer.

iiourrir, noorreer.

saisir. fcsaiJ^eur.

tnihir, traheor.

se rejouir, se rayjooecT.

avertir. avertecr.

ravir, raveer.

piinir. puneer.

rotir, rohteer.

Third CorjiirjQliori,

rccevoir.

concevoir,

percevoir,

apercevoir,

decevoir.

recevoar.

coiigcevoar

percevoar.

apercevoar.

daycevoar.

Fourth Cuiijiir/utloii .

to lose. perdre. perder.

to extend. etendre. aytaiider.

to return. lendre. riinder.

to hear. entendre. antander.

to answer. repondre. raypongder.

to defend. defendre. dayfander.

to expect. attendre. attander.

to wring. tordre. torder.

to suspend. peiidre. jiander.

IRREGULAR VERBS.

Irregular verbs are called those that change their stem or

endings, or litith. These irregularities are princijially found

in the Present Indicative, Past Definite, Future and Past

Participle, which are to be found below.

A great many of these verbs are indispensable, like avoir

and Ptre, for any conversation. Of the most important the

complete Present Indicative is given at the conclusion.

Compounds arc inflected like their principals.

VOCABULARY OF IRREGULAR VERBS.

INFINITIVE. PRESENT. DEFINITE. FUTURE. PAST PART.

Fb'nt Conjugation.

To go. aller. je vai?. j'allai. j’irai. alle.

to send, cn- 1

voycr. t

j'envois. j’envoyai. j’ciivciTai. envoye.

to send away, i

renvoyer. |

Seconrl Conjugation.

To acquire,

)

acquerier. '

j’acquiers j'acquis. j'acquerrai. acquis.

to assault, as-
\

saillir.
*

j’assaille. j’nssaillis j'assaillirai. assailli.

to boil, bouil- l_

lir. '

je bous. je bouillis. je houillirai. boiiilli.

to clothe, ve- 1.

tir.
'

je vets. je vetis. je vetirai. vetu.

to invest, re. 1

f A 1

je revets. je revetis. je revetirai. revetu.
vetir.
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INFINITIVE. FRESENT.

to undress,
(

devetir. »

to come, VC- f

nir.

to agree, con-
/

venir. i

to attain, par-
j

venir. -

to arise, pro- i

venir.

to become, i

devenir.

to come buck,
(

revenir. i

to happen,

/

survenir. '

to inform,!
prevenir. i

to relieve,/
subvenir. »

t ) conquer, (

conquerir. '

to die, mourir.

to feel, sentir.

to assent, as- !

.•^entir. 1

to con.sent, /

tir. ’

e devets.

e viens.

e convieus.

e parviens.

e proviens.

e deviens.

e reviens.

e survieus.

e previens.

e subviens.

e conqnier-,

e meurs.

e sens.

consentir.

to forebode, i

pressentir. f
Pressens,

assens.

je conseiis.

DEFINITE. FUTURE. PAST PART.

e (ievetis. je devetirai. devetii.

e vins. je viendrai. venu.

e convin.s. je coiiviendrai. convemi.

e parvins. je parviciidrai. parvenu,

e proving, je proviendrai. provenii.

e devins. je deviendrai. devenii.

e revins. je reviendrai. revenu.

e survins. je siirviendrai. survenu.

e previns. je previendrai. prevcim.

e subvins. je siibviendrai. siibvemi.

e conquis. je conquirai. conquis.

e mourns. je moiirrai. mort.

e sentis. je sentirai. gciiti.

’assentis. j'assentirai. assenti.

e consentis. je consentirai. consenti.

e pressentis. je pressentirai. pressenti.

to make use, | .

f le me sers.
se servir. )

to clear the i

table, des- 1 je dessers.

servir.
'

to hold, tenir. je tien.s.

to contain, i

je^contiems.
conteiiir.

‘

to obtain, ob-

tenir.
j.

j’olitiens. j'obtins.

to retain, re-

tenir.
j.

je retiens. je retins.

to detain, de-

tenir.
j.

je detiens. je detiiis.

to sustain,

soutenir.
je sontiens. je soutins

to maintain, (
. ...

i- je maintiens.
maintemr. t

to belong, ap-

/

., ,.
" t j appartiens.

paitenir. (
“

to lie, meutir. je mens.

to deny, de- I . , ,

J C K demens,
mentir. >

to offer, offrir. j’offre.

to open, (uivrir. j'oiivre.

to cover,) .

r je couvre.
couvrir. '

to run, courir. je cours.

to resent, res- )

sentir. '

je resseny. je ressentis. je ressentirai. rcssenti.
mouvoir.

to provide

to flee, fuir. je fui&. je fuis. je fuirai. fui. pourvoir.

to gather, cu-
j

elllir. i

je cueille. je cueillis. je cucillorai. cueilli.
to rain, plcu

voir.

to go out, 1

sortir. )

je sorg. je sortis. jc sortirai. sorti.
to sit down

s’asseoir.

to go out \ to see, voir.

again, res- >

sortir.
'

je ressors. jc ressortis. je ressortirai. ressorti.

to licar, ouir. wanting. wanting. wanting. out. To attain, at

to help, servir. je sers. je servis. je servirai. servi. teindro.

e me servis. je me servirai. wanting,

e desservis. je desservirai. desservi.

e tins. je tiendrai. tenu.

contins. je contiendrai. contenu.

j'obtiendrai. obtenn.

je retiendrai. retenu.

je detiendrai. detenu.

mainrins. je matntiendrai.m,aintenu.

appartins. j'appartiendrai. appartenu.

mentis. je mentirai. menti.

dementis, je dementirai. dementi,

oflfris. j'otfrirai. offert.

ouvris. j ouvrirai. ouvert.

je couvris. je couvrirai. convert,

je courus. je courirai. couru.

INFINITIVE. PKE.SENT. DEFINITE. FUTURE. PAST PART,

to assist, sc- 1 .

courir. (

je secourus. je secourirai. secouru.

to compete I .

concourir. j

eoncours. je concoiirus. je concourirai. concouru,

to discourse, I .

discourir. f
•’® ”'®eoiirs. je discoiiriis, je discourirai. discoiiru.

to sleep, dor- I .

je dors. je dormis. je dormirai. dormi.

to fall asleep, I . ,

s’endormir. f J® enuors. jem'endormis. jem'cndormir.ai. eiidormi.

to set out,

piirtir. }
j'je pars. je partis. je partirai. parti.

to reply, re- I .

partir '
repars. je repartis. je repartirai. reparti.

^”soiiffrir
j® soiiffris. je souffrirai. soufifert.

To be al)le,

pouvoir. [
jje peux.

to bo willing, / .

, .
^

f leveux.
vouloir. ’

to be worth, ) .

,
. Me vaux.

valoir. '

to be neces

sary. fal

loir.

to know, sa-

!

voir. f J®

to move,) .

^ je mens.

Third Conjinjalion.

je pus. je pourrai.

je voulus. je voudrai.

il faut.

je valus.

i! fallut.

je sus.

je mus.

je vaudrai.

il faudra.

Je saurai.

je mouvrai.

pii.

VOlllu.

vain.

fallu.

su.

mu.

j- je pourvois. je iiourvus. je pourvoirai. pourvu.

[
il plcut, il pint. il pleuvra. iilii.

’

[
je m'assicds. je m'assis. jc m'assifirai. assis.

je vois. jc vis. je verrai. vii.

Fourth Conjugation.

[
j'atteins. j'altcignis. j'atleindrai. atteint.

to a p I) e a r. I .

parailr... h® J® je paraitrai. paru.

to disappear,
| jg (ligp^rais, je disparus, je disparaitrai. disparu.

disiiaraitre. ’[lara

to beat, battrr. je bats. je battis. je battrai. Inittu.

to debate, de- I .

battre C
•'® J® de'tattis. je debattrai. clebattu.

to fight, cmn-

)

.

battre ’® j® conibattis. je combattrai. combattu.

to b e 1 i e v e, I
.

I
je crois. je crus,

croire. '
•’

to boil, cuire. je cuis. je cuisis.

to be liorn,
| ,

je nais. ,ie naquis.

je croirai.

je cuirai.

jc naitrai.

cru.

cuit.

ne.
uaitre.

to b r e a k. / .

rompre
fonips. j® rompis. je romprai. rompu.

to bribe, cor- / . . . .

rompre f
corromps. je corrompis. je corromprai. corrompii.

to conclude, ) . , . , . , .

, f je conclns. le conclus. leconclurat. conclit.
conclnre. ' '

to conduct, I . _ . . .... , . . ,

coTidiiire f
je conduisis. je conduirai. conduit.

to introduce. I ... ...
introduire )

J lutrodms. j lutroduisis. j introduirai. introduit

to produce. ) . , . . . . , . .

produirc f J® produis. je produisis. je produirai. produit.

^
^r idu'ircr^^' ^

traduis. je traduisis. je tradnirai. traduit.
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1

INFINITIVE,

to curse,)
maudire. ’

to conceal, I

tJiire. '

to be silent, )

Sf taire. )

to conquer, )

vaincre. '

to convince, )

convaincre. >

to drink, boire.

to do, to )

make, faire. '

to defeat, de- )

, faire. '

to satisfy, )

satisfaire, '

to dye, teindre,

to fear, crain- I

dre. ’

to fo 1 1 o w, 1

suivre. 1

to pursue,)
poursuivre. '

togrow, croitre.

to grind,/
mondre. '

to graze, paitre.

to hurt, nnire.

to know, con- /

naitre. ^

to mistake

meconnai-

tre.

to recognize, )

rBBSENT. DEFINITE,

je maudis.

je tais,

je me tais,

je vaincs.

UTUUE. FAST FAKT,

e maudis. je inaudirai. maudit.

e tus. je tairai. tu.

e me tus. je me tairai. wanting,

e Viiinquis. je vaincrai vaincu.

je coiivaincs.

je bois.

je fais.

je defais.

je satisfais.

je teins.

je Crains.

je suis.

econvainquis. je convaiucrai. concu.

e bus. je boirai. bu.

e fis. je feiai, fait.

e defis. je defairai. defait.

e satisfis. je satisferai. satisfait.

e teignis. je teindrai. teint.

e craignis. je craindrai. craint.

suivis. je suivrai. suivi.

je poursuis. jepoiirsuivis. je poursuivrai. poursuivi.

I

“f

je crois.

je mouds.

je pais,

je nuis.

je connais.

je meconnais.

e crus.

e moulus. je moudrai. moulu.

valuing. je inutrai.

e iiuisis.

reconn mre.

to laugh, rire.

to smile, sou- )

rire. '

to live, vivre.

to survive,)
survivre. '

je ri'.

je souris.

je vis.

je survis.

je croitrai. cru.

je nuirai.

wanting.

nui.

e connus. je connaitrai. connu.

e meconnus. j,cmeconnaitrai incconnu.

( je reconnais. je reconnus. je rcconnaitrai. reconnu.

je ns.

je souris.

• vecns.

je nrai.

je sourirai.

je vivrai.

souri.

vccu.

e survecns. je survivrai. survecu.

to preserve, 1 . .

f je confis.
confire.

je confis. je confirai. confis.

to put, mettre. je mets. je je mettrai. mis.

t > p e r m i t , ) .

f le permets.
permettre. ’

je permis. jc permettrai. permi«

to promise, I .

„ f
promets.

]>romettre. '

je promis. je promettrai. jiromis

to p 1 e a s e, ) .

, . f je plais.
plaire. '

' jc plus. je plairai. plu.

to read. lire. je lis. je !us. je lirai. lu.

to resolve, re- ) .

, ( le resous.
soudre. '

je resolus. je resoudrai. resolu.

to sew, coiidre. je couds. je cousis. je coudrai. cousu.

to say. to tell. 1 . ..

di,;
je (lis. je dirai. dit.

to s! an de r. ) . ,

... f le medis.
medire. '

je medis. je medirai. medit.

to foretell,
) jg predis.

predirc. 1

je predis. je predirai. predit.

To shine, lu- I . ,
.

ire, f
wantin''. je luirai. lui.

to suffice, suf-l

fire. '

je je suffirai suffi.

to take, pren* / . ,

, C 3^ prenan.
are. ’

je pris. je prendrai. pris.

to II nd er

stand.com- ' jccomprends.je compris. je comprendrai.compris.

prendre

INFINITIVE.

to learn, ap- )

prendre.

to undertake,

e.ntreprcn-

dre.

to learn, sur- /

prendre.

to write,

crire.

I go.—,Ie vais.

tu vas.

il va.

nous allone.

vous allez.

ils vont.

I can.— Je peux.

tu peux.

il pent.

nous pnuvons.

vous pouvez.

ils peuvent.

I move.—Je mens,

tu mens,

il meut.

nous mouvons.

vous mouvez.

ils meuvent.

I say.—Je dis.

tu dis.

il dit.

nons disons.

vous dites.

ils disent.

I think.—Je crois.

tu crois.

il croit.

nous croyons.

vous croyez.

ils croient.

j'ecrivis.

I’KESENT.

I come.—Je viens.

in viens,

il vient.

nous venons.

vous venez.

ils viennent.

I will.—To venx.

tu veux.

il vent,

nous voulons.

vous voulez.

ils vculent.

I know.— Je sais.

tu .sais.

il salt.

nous savons.

vous savez.

ils savent.

I do.—Je fais.

tu fais.

il fait.

nons faisons.

vous faites.

ils font.

I take.— Je prends.

tu prends.

il prend.

nous prenons.

vous prenez.

ils prenneiit.,

ADVERBS.

rilESENT. DEFINITE.

j

j'apprends. j'appris.

j’entrcprcnds.j’entrepris.

j- je surprends. je surpris,

e- I ... .

f
j ecris.

FUTUKE. FAST FAHT.

j'apprendrai. appris.

j'entreprendrai. enirepris.

je siirpremlrai. surpris

j’ecrirai. ecrit.

I sleep.—Je dors,

tu dors,

il dort.

nous dormons.

vous dormez.

ils dorment.

I am worth.—Je vaux.

IH vaux.

il vaut.

nous valons.

vous valez.

ils valent.

I see.—Je vois.

tu vois.

il vois.

nous voyons.

vous voyez.

ils voient.

I write.—
J
'ecris.

tu ecris.

il ecrit.

nous ecrivons.

vous ecrivez.

ilsecrivent.

I fear.—Je crains.

tu crains.

il craint.

nous craignons.

vous craignez.

ils craignent.

Adverbs are formed from adjectives by adding thfhf to the

feminine form : doux, dou cmcnt, certain, fcrtainement.

Adverbs are compared like adjectives by placing plus and

fc before them ; souvent frequently, plus souvent more

frequently, le plus souvent most frequently.

VOCABULARY OF ADVERBS.

ENGLISH. FRENCH. FHONUNCIATION,

At first. d'abord. d.ihbor.

at last. enfin, anfang.

altogether, tout-jVfait, tootalifai.

afterwards, a]>rc‘s, aprai

.

always. toujours. toojoor.

about. a peu pres, ah peu )irai.

again. de iiouveau, d6 noovoh.

as much. antant, otan.

afterwards, en suite. answeet.

also. aussi. ohssee.

already. deja. daijah.

almost. presqiie. prossk.

tiy and by, tan tot. tantoh.

behind. deniere. derreeair.

below. eii has. an liah.
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ENGLISH. FRENCH. PRONUNCIATION,

before, ci-devant., sce-devan.

badly. ma), mal.

early. de hon matin, de bong mataug.
especially. eurtout, surtoo.

everywhere, partout, partoo.

elsewdiere, ailleurs, alyeiir.

enough. assez, assay.

even. meme, maim.
far. loin, loang.

forthwith. aussitot, olissectoh.

formerly, autrefois, ohterfoa.

how. comment. comman.
here. ici, ecssee.

henceforth. desormais, daysormai.

how much. combien, congbeeang.

just so. de meme, de maim.
immediately. tout de suite, too de sweet.

late. tard. tar.

lately. dernierement, dairneeairman.

little, pen. pen.

less, moins, moang.
long. longtemps, longtan.

much. beancoup. bobcoo.

more. pbis. pin.

now. mainfenant. mangtenan.
nowhere. nulle part. mil par.

not. lie—pas. ng—pah.
not at all. ne—point, ne—poang.

nothing. ne—rien. ne—reeang.

never. ne—jamais. ne—jahmai.

outside. dehors. dehor.

often. souvent. soovaii.

one day. jadis. jadee.

only. ne—que. ne—ke.

partly. cn partie. an partec.

pell-mell. pele mele, liail-maiJ.

perhaps. peut-etre. pentaiter.

soon. hienlot. lieeangtoh.

siill. encore. ancohr.

sometimes. quelquefois. kelkefoa.

so much. tant. tan.

scarcely. a peine. li paine.

suddenly. soudain. soodang.
since. depuis. depuee.
so. si. see.

thus. ainsi. angsee.

then. alors. alor.

together. ensemble. ansanbel.

there. la. la.

to-day. aujourd’liui. ohjonrduec.
to-morrow demain. demang.
very. Ires, trai.

well. hien. bceang.
within. dedans. dedan.
when. quand. kan.
why. pourquoi. poorquoa.
where. oil. oo.

yesterday. hier. eeair.

yet. cependant. sepandan.
worse. pis. pee.
too much. trop. Iroh.

rather. plutdt. pliitoh.

Aprainsf,

about.

among,

after,

above.

VOCABULARY OF PREPOSITIONS.

contre,

environ,

parmi,

apres,

sur,

congter.

anveerong.

parmee.

aprai.

ENIJLISH. FRENCH. PRONUNCIATION.

around. autour du, otoor de.

according to, eelon, sOlong.

before. avail t, avan.
behind. derriere, derreeair.

between, entre, auter.

besides, hors, or.

i>y, par, par.

beneath, sous, soo.

below. au dessous dc, oh dessoo de.
during, pendant, paiidan.

for, pour. pOOlT.

from. de, de.

in. dans, en, dan, an.
in spite of. malgrc, malgray.
instead of. au lieu dc. oh leeeu de.
in consequence of. en consequence. an congsaycans.
near. pres de, prai de.

notwitlislanding. nonobstant, iionobstan.

on this side. en deya. an dayssS.

on the other side. au dela. oh daylii.

on account of. ii cause de. it cobs dS.

opposite to. vis-a-vis. vees it vee.

round. autour de. otoor dS.

since. depuis. depuee.

to. ii. it.

towards. vers. vair.

through. ii travers de. ii travair dS.

upon, sur. sur.

under. sous. soo.

until. jusqiic. jusk.

with. avee. avec.

without, sans. san.

witti regard lo. ii regard, it I’aygar de.

with (in tlic lionse of). chez. shay.

VOCABULARY OF CONJUNCTIONS.

And, et, ay.

after. apres que, aprai ke.

althoiigli, quoiqiie, kwoak.

also. aussi. oh see.

as soon as. aussitot que, ohseetoh kg.

as long as. tant que, tan ke.

as. comme, comm.
but. mais, mai.

because. parce que, pars kg.

consequently. par consequent par congsaykant.

cither, or. oil . . . oil, 00 . , . oo.

for. car. car.

even if. quand meme, can maim.

in order that. afin que. afang que.

in case that. au cas que, oh call kg.

if, si. see.

nevertiicless. neanmoiiis, nayanmoang.

neitlier . . . nor. ni . . . ni. nee . . nee.

on the other hand. au contraire, oh congtrair.

otherwise. sinon, seenong.

provided tliat. pourvu que, poorvu ke.

since (as), piiisquc, piieeske.

since (of lime). depuis, depuee.

that. que, ke.

then. done, don.

the . . . the. plus . .
plus, plu.

when. lorsque, lorskg.

while. tandis que. tandee ke.

INTERJECTIONS AND EXCLAMATIONS.
Ah! ah! ah!

alas! helas 1 ayla

!

why

!

ah ya! ah sS!snr.
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ENGLISH. FRENCH. PRONUNCIATION.

of course I parbleu! parbleu

!

really 1 dame! dalim!

hist! chut! shu

!

fy! 11! fee!

pray! de grace 1 de grabs!

upon my word! ma foi! ma foa!

that will do! baste

!

bast!

look here! tiens

!

teeang!

hush! silence

!

sedans!

CONVERSATIONAL PHRASES AND CONVERSATION.

Do you speak French?

I speak a little.

Do you know German?

I take lessons.

You speak too fast.

I shall speak more
slo.wly.

Do you understand me?
Yes, sir, I understand.

Do you know, Miss ?

No, madam, I do not

know.

Pay attention, gentle-

men.

Listen, young ladies.

Read louder, pray.

Please, tell me.

What have you learned

by heart ?

I have forgotten.

Pronounce this word.

You do not pronounce

well.

Spell this word here.

That word is spelt dif-

ferently.

You begin to speak

French well.

I want practice.

What is the name of

your teacher ?

So far I never had a

teacher.

Do you know Profes-

sor Bigot ?

I know him by sight,

by name and by

reputation.

1. Instruction.

Parlez-vous fran^ais?

Je le parle uii peu.

Savez-vous I’allemand?

Je preiids des letons.

Vous parlez crop vite.

Je parlerai plus lente-

ment.

Me comprenez-vous?

Oui, monsieur, je com-

prends.

Savez-vous, mademoi-

selle ?

Non, madame, je ne

sals pas.,

Faites attention, mes-

sieurs.

Ecoutez, mesdemoi-

selles.

Lisez plus haut, je

vous prie.

Dites-moi, s'il vous

plait.

Qu’avez-vous appris

par coeur ?

Je I’ai oublie.

Prononcez ce mot.

Vous ne prononcez

pas bien.

Epelez ce mot la.

Le mot s’ecrit autre-

ment.

Vous commencez de

bien parler fran-

fais.

Je manque d’habitude.

Comment se nomme
votre maitre ?

Jusqu’ici je n’ai ja-

mais eu de maitre.

Counai.ssez-vous M. le

professeur Bigot ?

Je le connais de vue,

de nom et de repu-

tation.

parlai voo fransai ?

Je le pari ung pen.

Suvay voo I’alleman?

Je prand des lessong.

Voo parlay troh veet.

Je parlrai plu leuteman.

Me congprenay voo ?

Wee, mosseeu, je cong-

pran.

Savay voo, mademoasel ?

Non, madaliin, je ne sai

Fait attansiong, mais-

seeu .

Aycootay, maidemoa-
sell.

Leesay plu oh, je voo

pree.

Deet, moa s'eel voo plai.

kavay voos appree par

keur?

Je I’ai oobleeay.

Pronongsay se moh.

Voo ne pronongsay ptX

becang.

Aypelay se moh la.

Se moh s'aycree oter-

man.

Voo • commanssay de

beeang parlay frans-

sai.

Je mank d’abeetude.

Commau sfi nom voter

maiter ?

Jusk eessee je n’ai ja-

mais n de maiter.

Connaissai voo mosseeu

le professeur Bee-

goh?

Je le connai de vu, de

nong ay de rayputas-

siong.

2. Salutations, ConventiOMil Phrases.

There is a knock.

Come in.

Good day, sir.

Good evening.

You are perhaps en-

gage d ?

Not at all, sir.

I should be sorry to

disturb you.

On frappe.

Entrez!

Bon jour, monsieur.

Bon soir.

Peut etre vous etes oc-

cupe ?

Pas du tout, monsieur.

Je serais fSche de vous

deranger.

Ong frap.

Antray.

Bong joor, mosseeu.

Bong soar.

Peutaiter vous~ait oc-

cupay?

Padu too, mossieu.

Je sfrai fahshay de voo

dayralijay.

ENGLISH.

Quite the contrary
;

I

am very glad to see

you.

You are very kind.

Without ceremonies, if

you please.

I have only a word to

say to you.

Please take a seat.

Will you dine with us

to-morrow ?

With pleasure, I and

my daughter—tliere

she is !

I beg 3 our pardon Miss,

1 did not see you en-

ter.

Pray do not mention it.

Many thanks.

It is glowing late—

1

shall have to leave.

It is so early yet, and

you will go ?

It is with great reluc-

tance that I part with

you, but I have other

engagements.

Do remember me at

home.

I shall not fail.

My best regards to your

brother.

He will feel much flat-

tered by this attention.

My respects to your

wife.

I have the pleasure to

wish you a good day.

I hope to see you again.

Good-bye.

How are you ?

Very well, thank you.

I am glad to see you in

good health.

And how do you do ?

I am a little indisposed.

What is the matter

with you ?

I have a cold.

You do not look well.

Isyour si.ster still sick ?

Yes, she is no longer in

bed but she keeps her

room.

FRENCH.

.\u contraire
;

je suis

charme de vous voir.

Vous etes trop obli-

geant.

Point de compliments,

s’il vous plait.

Je n’ai qu’uu mot ii

vous dire.

Asseyez-vous, je vous

prie.

Voudriez-vous diner

avec nous demain ?

Voiontiers, moi et ma
fille— la voici 1

Pardon, mademoiselle,

je ne vous ai pas vue

entrer.

II n’y a i>as de. mal.

Mille remerciments.

L’heure s'avance—per-

mettez que je me
retire.

II est de si bonne

heure et vous i>artez

deja ?

II m’eu coute de vous

quitter, raais le de-

voir m’appelle ail-

leurs.

Faites mes compli-

ments chez vous.

Je n’y manquerai pas.

Dites bien des choses

de ma part a votre

frere.

II sera tres flatte de

cette attention.

Mes respects il ma-

dame.

J’ai I’honueurde vous

souliaiter le bon
jour.

An revoir.

Adieu.

3. Health.

Comment vous portez-

vous ?

Tres-bien. je vous re-

mercie.

Je suis charme de vous

voir en bonne saute.

Et vous.comment vous

Ijortez-vous ?

Je suis un peu indis-

pose.

Qu’avez-vous ?

Je suis enrhume du

cerveau.

Vous n’avcz pas Pair

liicn.

Votre smur est-elle

encore malade ?

Oui, elle u’est ])lus an

lit, mais elle garde

la chambre.

PRONUNCIATION.

Oh congtrair
;
je swee

sharmay de voo voar.

Voos~aites trop'~ob-

leejau.

Poang de congpleeman

s’eel vous plai.

Je n’ai kung moh 3 voo

deer.

Assaiyay voo, je voo

pree.

Voodreeay voo deenaj’’

avec noo demaiig?

Voloiigteeair, moa ay

ma feey— la voassee.

Pardong, mademonsell,

je ne voos'~ai pa vu

antray.

Eel n’ee a pa de mal.

Meel remairseeman.

L'eur s'avans—permet-

tey ke je me reteer.

Eel^ai de seebonn eur

ay voo partay dayjah?

Eel man coot de voo

keettay, mai le dfvoar

m'appell alj’eur.

Fait may cougplee-

maiig shay voo.

Je n’ee mankeray pa.

Deet beeang de shose

de m3 jiar 3 voter

frair.

Eel sSr3 tiai flattay de

set attanssion.

May respay 3 miidahm.

Jai I’ouneur de voo

soohaitay le bong

joor.

Oh revoar.

Adeeu.

Comman voo portay

voo ?

Trai beeang, je voo rC-

mersee.

Je swee sharmay de

voo voar an bonn

santay.

Ay voo. comman voo

imrtay voo ?

Je swees^ung peu aiig-

disposay.

K’avay voo ?

Je swees'anrumay du

servoh.

Voo ii’avay p3 Pair bee-

ang.

Voter seur ait^'clle an-

cohr malahd ?

Wee, ail u’ai plusoh lee,

mai ail gard la shan-

ber.
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ENGLISH.

What is her sickness *

Slie has a lieadache,

toothache and ear-

ache.

How does she feel to-

day ?

Thank you, she is get-

ting better.

How old are yon ?

I am over twenty-five

years old.

And what is your age.

miss ?

I shall be soon seven-

teen.

How young you are 1

My brother is only

twelve years old.

He is very tall for bis

age.

Is he a minor or of

agei?

My brother is older

than I am.

My sister is younger
than I am.

What time is it ?

It is late, it is early.

It is but one o’clock.

It is more than two
o'clock.

It has struck three.

It is half-past fire.

It is a quarter of eight.

It is almo.st ten.

It wants still nine

minutes.

It is aliout midnight.

It is noon.

My watch has stopped.

I must wind it.

It is fine weather.

You are mistaken, it is

liad weather.

Is it not mild ?

Not at all, it is very

cold.

Is it not raining ?

Yes, but it will soon
stop

I am cold, I am hot.

It has hailed lieaviiy.

Tlie snow is very deep

The snow will have
melted this evening

TRENCH.

Quelle maladie a-t-

elle ?

Elle ii mal ii la tete,

aux dents et atix

on-illes.

Comment sent elle au-

jourd'hni ?

Merci, eile va mieux.

4, Age.

Quel age avez-vous ?

J’ai vingt - cinq ans

passes.

Et quel est votre age,

mademoiselle ?

J 'aural bientCt dix-

sept ans.

Comme vou.s etes

jeune !

Mon frere n’a que

douze ans.

II est bien grand pour
son age.

Est-il minenr ou ma-
jeiir !'

Mon frere est mon
aiue.

Ma sceur est ma ca-

dette.

5. Time.

Quelle heure est-il ?

11 est tard, il est de
bonne heure.

II n’est qu’une heure.

11 est plus de deux
heures.

II vient de sonner trois.

II est cinq heures et

demie.

II est hiiit heures
moins un quart.

II va sonner dix.

Ii s’en faut de nouf

minutes.

II est environ miniiit

H est midi.

Ma montve s'est a’-

retee.

II faut que Je la re-

monte.

G. Weather.

II fait beau temps.

Vous vous trompez, il

fait mauvais temps.

Ne fait-il pas doiix ?

Point du tout, il fait

tres froid.

Ne pleut-il pas t

Oui, mais il cessera

bientot,

J’ai froid. j’ai chaud.
II a lieaucoup grele.

La neige est bien

haute

La neige sera fondue

ce soir.

PRONUNCIATION.

Kell maladee at'' ail?

Ail Smal a latait, oh
dan ay oh.s ' orelye.

Comman sant~ail oh
joordwee ?

Mairssee, ail va meeu.

Kel ahj avay voo ?

J'ai vangsang un pas-

say.

Ay kel ait voter ahj

mademoasel ?

J’ohray beeangtoli

deesset an.

Comm voos^ait jeiinel

Mong frair n’ali ke

doo.-'~an.

Eel ai beeang gran

poor .son "'ahj.

Ait""!! meeneur or ma-
jeiir?

Mong frair ai mong
ainay.

Ma seur ai mil cadet.

Kel eur ait^el ?

Eel ai tar, eel ai de
bonn eur.

Eel n’ai kune eur.

Eel ai phi de deus'7ur.

Eel veeang de sonnay
troa.

Eel ai sang eur ay dfi-

mee.

Eel ai weet eur mo-
angs ung kahr.

Eel va sonnay dees.

Eel sail foil de neuf

meenut.

Eel ai anverong mee-
nuee.

Eel ai meedee.

Mil mongter sait~ar-

retay.

Eel foh kg je lit rg-

mont.

Eel fai boh tan.

Voo voo trongpay. eel

fai nmhvai tan,

NS fait eel pit doo ?

Poang du too, eel fai

tray froa.

Ne iileut^el pa ?

Wee, mais~eel sessgrii

beeangtoh.

J’ai_froa, j’ai show.
Eel a bohcoo grailay.

Lit naij ai beeang oh.

La naij sera fongdu se

soar.

ENGLISH.

To-morrow the streets

will be very dirty.

Doubtless, but then it

will freeze hard, the

river will be frozen

over.

Oh ! who told you
that ?

Well, the prophets in

Washington.

Pshaw ! these people

are often mistaken.

You are right, but who
is never wrong ?

It is time to go to bed.

Yes, I shall go to bed.

I am very sleepy.

I am sleepy, too.

Do you sleep long ?

The longer one sleeps,

the longer one likes

to sleep.

Who has awaked you ?

1 awoke at five o’clock.

It is time to get up.

I did not sleep well.

I never closed my eyen

all niglit.

Be quick to get
dressed.

I shall dress promptly.

FRENCH.

Demain les rues serout

bien sales.

Sans doute, mais alors

il gelera tres-fort, la

riviere sera prise.

Oh
! qui vous a dit

cela y

Eh bien ! les prophetes

a Washington.

Bah ! ces gens la se

trompent soiivent.

Vous avez raison, mais
q’.;i n’a jamais tort *

Going to Bed, Bisi/ig.

Il est temps d'aller se

coucher.

Oui, je vais me
coucher.

Je suis bien assnupi.

J’ai sommeil aussi.

Dormez-vous b e a u -

coup ?

Plus on dort, plus on
aime a dormir.

Qui vous a eveille ?

Je me suis reveille ii

cinq heures.

II est temp.s de .se lever.

Je n’ai pas biendormi.

Je n’ai pas ferme I’ceil

de la unit.

Depechez-vous de vous

habiller.

J e m ’ h a b i I

promptement.

PRONUNCIATION.

Demang lay ru serong
bi eaiig sahl.

San doot, mais alor eel

jailera trai for, la

reeveeair .sera prees.

Oh I kee voos^a dee

c6la ?

Ay beeang ! lay pro-

phait il Washington.
Bah ! sai jan hi s6

tronp soovan.

Voos avay raisong,

mai kee na jamai

tor y

Eel ai tan d’allay se

coosliay.

Wee, je vai me coo-

shay.

Je swee beang assoo-

pee.

J’ai sommel ohssee.

Dormay voo bohcoo ?

Plus ongdor, plus''on

aim il dormeer.

Kee voos a ayvelyay ?

Je me swee revelyay a

sank eur.

Eel ai tan de se l^va.v.

Je iTai pit beeang dor-

mee.

Je n’ai pafermay loely

de la nuee.

Daypajshay voo de
voos abilyay.

Je m’abilyeray prong-

tern an.

I am very hungry.

Let us go to breakfast.

I did not take .“upper

last night.

What have we for

breakfast ?

What will you take ?

I prefer chocolate.

Don’t you like coffee

better ?

I am no lover of coffee.

I have very good tea,

you must taste it.

I have also some good
fresh butter.

I shall take a piece of

bread and butter.

Take of this toast.

Send for some rolls.

Eh! wliat is the mat-

ter ? Why do you
not eat ?

8. Breakfant.

J’ai grand faim.

Allons dejeuner.

Je n’ai pas soiipe bier

an soir.

Qii’avons-nous a de-

jeuner ?

Que desirez-vous
prendre ?

Je prefere du chocolat.

N ’ a i m e z-v o u s pas

mieux du cafe ?

Je ne suis pas amateur

de cafe.

J’ai du the delicieux.

je ven.x que vous en

goutiez.

J’ai aussi de bon
beurre frais.

Je mangerai line tar-

tine de beurre.

Mangez de cette rOtie.

Enverrez chercher des

Iietits-paiiis.

Eh I qu’ avez-vous

done ? Pourquoi

ne mangez-vous

pas ?

J’ai gran fang.

Allong dayjeunay.

Je n’ai pa soopay eeair

oh soar.

Kavong noosH dayjeu-

nay ?

K6 d a y s e e r a y voo
prander ?

Je prayfair du shoco-

lah.

N’aimay voo pa meeu
du cafay ?

Je ne swee pas ama-

teur de cafay.

J’ai du tay dayleeseeu,

je veil ke voos an

gooteeay.

J’ai ohssee de bong
beur frai.

Je manjerai une tar-

teen de beur.

Manjay de set rohtee.

Anverray sliershay day

p6tee-pang.

Eh! kavay voo done f

poorquoa ne man-

jay voo na ?
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ENGLISH.

Confound it ! this is

not butter, this is

oleomargarine.

Impossible ! my gro-

cer is the most hon-

est of all in this

city.

What does that sig-

nify?

It is dinner time.

Let us go into the din-

ing-room.

Serve the dinnei.

What soup do you like

best ?

A little bouillon.

Take a glass of wine.

As little as possible.

Very little.

Take some trout.

I prefer turbot.

May I serve you with

some fricassee or

beefsteak?

Give me a little of

both.

Do you like veal cut-

lets better ?

The taste of it is good.

'I’here is roast beef, it

is quite succulent.

There is nothing bet-

ter.

Will you eat more f

No, I have no longer

an appetite.

Well, gentlemen, let

us rise.

Waiter, bring our bill.

Are you going to Pa-

ris?

I shall sail to-morrow

for England.

By which steamer vrill

you make this voy-

age?

By the Oregon, which

has made tlie voyage

in 6 days and 10

hours.

What railroad will you

take to Paris ?

Probably the Calais

railroad.

When does the steam-

er leave ?

At twelve o’clock.

FRENCH.

Diable ! ce n’est pas

de heurre, c'est de

I’oleomargarine.

C’est impossible! mon
epicier est le plus

honnete de tous

dans cette ville.

Qu’importe ?

9. Dinner.

II est temps de diner.

Entrons dans la salle

a manger.

Faites servir.

Quel potage aimez-

vous le mieux?

Un pen consomme.

Prenez un verre de vin.

Si pen que rien.

Tant soit pen.

Mangez de la truite.

J'aime mieux le tur-

bot.

Vous serviral-je de la

fricassee ou du

bifstek?

Donnez-moi un peu

de run et de I’au-

tre.

Souhaitez-vous plutot

du fricandeau ?

II est deb on gout.

Void du boeuf roti, il

est bien succulent.

II n’y a rien de si bon.

Mangerez-vous davan-

tage ?

Non, je n'ai plus d’ap-

petit.

Eh bien! messieurs,

levons-nous de ta-

ble.

Gan,-on, apportez le

compte.

10. Trm'elling.

Allez-vous a Paris?

,Ie partirai demain
pour I’Angleterre.

Sur quel bateau a va-

peur ferez-vou.s ce

trajet ?

Par V Oregon qui a

fait le trajet en

six jours et dix

heures.

Quel chemin de fer

prendrez-vons pour

Paris?

Le chemin de fer de

Calais, jirobable-

mi-nt.

-A quelle heure le ba-

teau a Viipeur part-

il ?

A midi.

FRONUNCIATION.

Deeable! ce n'ai pa de

beur, .sai de I’oleo-

luiirgareen.

Sait angposseeble!

mong aypeeciay ai

le plus onnait de

too dan set veel.

K’angport ?

Eel ai tan de deenay.

Antrong dan la sahl a

manjay.

Fait serveer.

Kel potage aimay voo

le meeu?

Ung peu congsommay.

Prenays ung vair de

vang.

See peu ke reeang.

Tan soa peu.

Maujay de la trueet.

Jaim meeu le turboh.

Voo serviray je dc la

freecassay oo du
bifstock ?

Donuay moa ung peu
de rung ay de I’oh-

ter.

Soohaitay voo plutoh

du freecandoh ?

Eel ai de bong goo.

Voassee du beuf roh-

tee, eel ai beeang

succulan.

Eel n’ee a reeang de

see bong.

Manjeray voo davan-

taj?

Nong, je n’ai pin d’ap-

paytee.

Eh beeang I mayssieu,

ISvong noo de tah-

bel.

Oarssong, apportay le

cont.

Allay voo a Paree?

Je partiray demang
poor I'.Angletair.

Sur kel batoh a vapeur

feray voo ce trajay?

Par r 0regong kee a fai

le trajay an sees

joor ay dees eur.

Kel shCmang de fair

prandray voo pour

Paree ?

Le shemang de fail de

Calais, probahble-

man.

A kel eur le batch il

vapeur part eel ?

A meedee.

ENGLISH.

IIow long does the

passage take ?

Three to four hours.

The sea is much agi-

tated.

What a dreadful
storm 1

Do not he afraid, there

is no danger.

I suffer greatly, I shall

vomit.

That is the effect of

sea-sickness, it

should not alarm

you.

Is it not land that vve

see there ?

Yes, sir, we shall soon

be in Calais.

There we are at the

depot.

Get your ticket quick-

ly-

The first train from

Calais will start im-

mediately.

So much the better,

we are ready.

Gentlemen, your lug-

gage will have to be

taken to thecuslom-

honse to be exam-

ined.

Will that process take

a long time ?

Have yon no contra-

band goods ?

Not as far as I know.

For my part, 1 have

only some goods that

are dutiable, and
which I shall specify.

Here is the duly and

—something for you

to drink to our
health.

Thank you. Proceed,

driver, these gentle-

men carry nothing

against the law.

So we have arrived at

the hotel in good con-

dition. thank God !

Waiter, give us forth-

with two rooms with

two good beds.

Have a fire made at

once.

Will you take your

supper alone?

No, at the common
table.

Tell the night-clerk to

wake us early to-

morrow.

FRENCH.

Combien de temps le

pas.sage diire-t-il ?

Trois a quatre heures.

La merest bien grosse.

Quelle terrible tem-

pete !

N'ayez’pas peur, il n’y

a point de danger.

Je souft're extreme-

ment, je vais vomir.

C’est I’effet du mal de

mer, cela ne doit pas

vous inquieter.

N’est ce pas la terre

que nous voyous la-

bas ?

Oui, monsieur, nous

serous bientot a Ca-

lais.

Nous void a la gare.

Prenez vite votre bul-

letin.

Le premier train de

Calais va purtir a

I’instant.

Tant mieux, nous
sommes prets.

Messieurs, il faut

transporter a la don-

ane vos ettets pour

les avoir examines.

L’operation sera-t-elle

bien longue ?

N’avez-vous rien de

prohibe ?

Non pas que je sache.

Moi, j'ai seulement

quelques effets qui

paient des droits et

je vais les declarer.

Voila pour le droit et

-quel que chose

pour boire a notre

saute.

Je vous remercie. .Al-

lez, fiacre, ces mes-

sieurs n'ont rien
contre I’ordonnance.

Nous voila, grace a

Dieu, arrives a I'au-

berge sains et saufs.

Gar<;on, donnez-nous

tout de suite deux

chambres et deux

bon lits.

Faites-nous tout de

suite du feu.

Voiilcz-vous sou per
seuls ?

Noil, a la table d’hdte.

Dites au sommelier de

nous eveiller demain

de bonne heure.

PRONUNCIATION.

Congbeeang de tan le

passaje dun eel ?

Troas a katter eur.

La m a i r a i beeang

gross.

Kel terreebel tanpi.it

!

N’aiyay pa peur, eel

nee a poaiig de daii-

jay.

Je sooffre extn.ime-

man, je ' ai voim er.

Sai I’effay du mal.de

uiair, s61a ne doa [la

voos aiigkeeaytay.

N’ais pa la tair kg noo

voayong 12 ba ?

Wee, mossieu, noo

serong beeangtoh a

Calais.

Noo voassee 2 la gahr.

Prenay veet voter bul-

Igtang.

Le pri ineeay trang de

Calais v2 parteer 2

langstan.

Tan meeu. noo somm
prai.

Mayssieu, eel fob

transpoitay a la doo-

ahii vos eftay poor

lays uvoar examee-

nay.

L’opayrassiong serat

ell beeang long ?

Navay voo reeang de

proheebay ?

Nong pa kg je sash.

Moa, jiii seuleman kelk

effay kee pay day

droa ay je vai lay

dayclaray.

Voala poor le droa ay

kelk shohs poor boar

a noter santay.

Je voo remerssee. Al-

la y, feealikr, say
mayssieu n’ong ree-

ang congter I'ordon-

nans.

Noo voala, gras oDieii,

arreevay 2 I’oberj

sang ay sohf.

Gar.ssong, donnay noo

too de sweet den

chamber ay deu bong

lee.

Fait noo too de sweet

du feu.

Vooliiy voo soopay

seul ?

Nong, 2 la tabel doht.

Deet oh sominayleeay

de iioos ayvelyay de

bonn eur.
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«® Curiiptcigie

»

HE study of the German language
has always been regarded as a

necessity by scholars among Eng-
lish sjieaking j^eople. However
great the influence of the Latin

language, of French and, to a

extent, of Greek has been

on the formation of words aiid

development of the language : the fact remains, that

a relative majority of English words is of Gemian
origin.

Besides, the German literature in all its branches
and u

2)on all subjects of science as well as of tiction

is ecpialled l)y no other in wealth, siir])assed l)y no
other in value.

As a social accom})lishment the masteiy of Ger-
man has of late been acknowledged and aimed at

more and more extensively, especially since Germany
has attained so eminent a jjosition, j}olitically and
commercially, among the leading nations of the

world.

But it is in the business-life of the country that

the ability of understanding and sjieaking the Ger-
man language is felt to be a matter of ever grooving

J

imjjortance to Americans.

ithout some knowledge of it, the lawyer is often

hamj^ered and foiled in his efforts to get at the

merits of his client’s case; the j)hysician fails to

ascertain his patient’s real comjdaints; the head of

a factory is frequently enough in peiqdexity, if un-
able to understand his skilled workmen, or make
himself understood by them, and the farmer will

have equally great difficulties with his laborers.

For years to come, hundi'eds of thousands of Ger
mans will be landed every year at these shores and
at once distributed in the several channels of com-

merce, trade, farming and domestic service, who
will either but slowly or never learn to master the

English language.

But you may say: “This is all very true, indeed;
the German language is, however, exceedingly diffi-

cult and cannot be learned without the help of a

teacher.
”

If you, who hold such an ojDinion, will examine
and study the following pages, _you wid find that you
are mistaken in both respects: neither is it hard to

acquire the ability of conversing about toj)ics of

every day’s life, nor will you feel the need of a

teacher’s assistance.

You will jjerceive, that the S2)elhng of words is, in

conq)arisoii to English, amazingly simple, and that

consequently the task of reading and writing is

quite easy. To facilitate writing, English letters

may be employed, as is done even in Germany.
As a heljr for the beginner to each word the iiro-

nunciation is added in English characters; it is,

however, advisable to study at once the few rules
about jironunciation most carefully, in order to be
able to do without that assistance as soon as pos-
sible.

A short abstract of grammar is given in which the
essential rules of etymology are fuUy presented and
clearly stated.

The models cover every form of inflection of

nouns, adjectives, iironouns and verbs, and should
be committed to memory as well as the vocabulary,

esjiecially that of nouns which contains over 800
words, showing gender and inflection.

The conversational jnart is easy, yet comj^rehen-
sive and illustrates every form of construction and
all the jn'incijial rules of syntax. If it is thoroughly
studied, conversation will be difficult no longer.

Try and you will succeed.

766
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THE ALPHABET.
The German Alphabet consists of twenty consonants and six vowels. There are eight diphthongs or combination

vowels. The letters are;

ENGLISH.

K e

F f

G o-

H h

GERAIAN. ENGLISH.

Printed.

A a 5t a

B b b

C c (£ c

(S e

5 r

@ g

S' 1)

I i G i

Written. Pronounced.

D (1 3^ b ^6?/

iili

bay

^ tsay

(lay

eff'

hall

^ ee

Q q

GERMAN.
Printed. Written. Pronounced,

Dt' u eiiii

i? 0 oil

P i>ay/>"•

O q
koo

di X -A<- er

S S f
13

T t St

U H 11 u

Y V D

ess

tay

00

low

J J 5 i

K k ^ f

LI SI

m m 111
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PRONUNCIATION OF CONSONANTS
IN WORDS AND SYLLABLES.

f'/ i’r f/ f)- f/ 1 / m, n, pf r, f, t, 5 are pronounced as in Eng-
lish.

c before a, 0, u and before consonants is pronounced like
k; before e, i, d like German 3.

ct has the sound of double k.

di; the rough k-sound, is not found in English and must
be learned by observation.

g is always pronounced like g in garden, excejjt at the
end of a syllable, when it sounds like ch.

}
is i^ronounced like y in young.

q is always followed by u and is pronounced as in quire.

I
at the beginning of a syllable is jn'onounced like Eng-

lish z.

)d) like sh in English.

tf) like t; it has never the sound of English th.

f before p and t at the beginning of a syllable may be
pronounced like sh: ftanb, stand or shtand.

3
is pronounced nearly like ts in hits.

PRONUNCIATION OF VOWELS.

Vowels have but one sound, jn-onounced either short or
long:

a like the vowel in father or are

fell

hill

loss

good

spin

‘ <jrey

‘ field

stone

food

heal.

The diphthongs are pronounced as follows:

ai, 01) like the vowel in my
“ my
“ how
“ hoy
‘

‘ field.

ce, 00,

^1, ei)
“ “

au “ “

eit, du “

ic
“ “

a, c, 0 are sometimes doubled: oo, ce, 00, to indicate the
long quantity of the first: SOJecr, rne^,

,
sea, Woos, mohs,

When 0, c, u are written d, 0, u, they are called Umloute,
and are pronounced

:

d (oc like the vowel in fair or fell,

0 (oc)
“ “ murder or heard,

ii (uf) “ “ the Scotch word guid, or

the French word mur.
The correct pronunciation of d and u must be learned by

observation.

REMARKS ABOUT PRONUNCIATION.

1 . A word has as many syllables as it has vowels or diph-
thongs.

2. c is used after i to show the long quantity of the latter;

nie, nee, never.

3 . In English consonants are often silent; knee, brought,
calm; never so in German.

() is, however, used to iioint
out the long quantity of the preceding vowel; Ulir, oor,
watch.

f. A vowel followed by a consonant and vowel is long;
when followed by two consonants or a double consonant, it
is short.

PARTS OP SPEECH.
The qiartsof speech are; article, noun, adjective, numeral,

pronoun, verb, adverb, conjuncFon, preposition, inter-
jection.

ARTICLES.
The article, unlike the English, indicates the gender of

nouns, which is masculine, feminine or neuter, and is de-
clined as follows:

DEFINITE.

F m. Neut.

bie. dee, bad. dass. the.

ber. dair. bed. dess. of the.

ber. dair. belli, daim. to the,

Me, dee^

INDEFINITE.

bad. dass. the.

cine, eyene, ein, ine.

Masc.

Shig. N. ber, dair,

G. bed, dess,

D. bcm, dai'in,

A. ben, dain.

Plar. N. Die, dee, the, cin, ine,

7n.f. 7i.G. ber, dair, of the, eincd, ines, ciner, iner, eined, mes,
D. ben, dain, to the, einem, inem, einer, mer, einem, inem,
A. bie, dee, the, cincn, me?i, cine, eyene, ein, me.

Like the definite article are declined the pronouns : biefer'

jener, joldn'v, lueldiev, aller, jebev; like the indefinite the pro-
nouns: mein, bcin, fein, unfer, euev, ilu and fein esee below).

NOUNS.
There are four declensions of nouns, models of which are

inflected below together with the article:

I. N. ber 2 i)d),

G. bed Sijched,

D. bem J:ifd)e,

A. ben Sifd),

SING.

dair tish, the table,

of the table,

to the table,

the tab] e.

N. bie Ji)die,

G. ber Jifdic,

D. ben Sifd)cn,

A. bie I ,d)e.

PLURAL.

the tables,

of the tables,

to the tables,

the tables.

II. N. bad Rinb,

G. bed Rinbed,

D. bem ilinbe,

A. bad Rinb,

SING.

dass kind, the child,

of the child,

to the child,

the child.

N. bie Rinbcr,

G. ber ilinbcr,

D. ben .ftinbern,

A. bie iiinber.

PLURAL.

the children,

of the children

to the children

the children.

III. N. ber 3Iffc,

G. bed 31 ffcn,

D. bem Sljfen,

A. ben 3lffen,

SING.

dair affe, the monkej',

of the monkej',

to the monkey,
the monkey.
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PLUBA.L.

N. bic 91ffen, the monkeys.

G. bcr 9tffcn, of the monkeys,

D. ben ?lffcn, to the monkeys,

A. tie 9lffcn, the monkeys.

SING.

N. bcr 3)liec!Cl, dair speegle. the mirror,

G. bc^ 0picgclb, of the mirror.

D. bem 0picgcl, to the mirror.

A. ben ShH’gcl/ the mirror.

PLUEAL.

N. bie the mirrors.

G. bcr Spiegel, of the mirrors.

D. ben Spiegcln, to the mirrors.

A. bie Spiegel, the mirrors.

OBSERVATIONS ABOUT DECLENSION
OF NOUNS.

1. German nouns add in the nominative plural e I
,
or

cv (II), or n, cn \IH) or nothing (IV, to the nomin. sing.

2. The gen. sing, takes or i (.1, II, IV) or cn or n (III '.

3. When the gen. takes c3, the dative takes e.

4. Feminine nouns do not change in singular.

5. The termination of all nouns in the dative jdural is n.

G. Nom. gen. and ace. plural are always alike.

7. Aecus. of neuter nouns is like nomin. in sing.

8. A great many nouns change a, o, u in 5, o, u in plural

cases: "Bab, hath, Bafev; Jpof, yard, 66fe.

COLLECTION OF NOUNS NECESSARY
FOR CONVERSATION.

INTBODUCTOBY EEMAEKS.

1. In the following vocabulary the letters 0 , cb, n, cn show

what is to be added in the genitive, if there is any addition;

m, /, n point out the gender and whether bcr, bie or ba§

should be prefixed; 1, 2, 3, 4 designate the models, given

above, according to which the words must be inflected.

2. The adding of * high to the right of either of these

numbers—for instance 2”—indicates, that the stem-vowel

changes into its Umlaut in plural. (Obs. 8 above.)

3. The sound 6 is represented by oe in spelling it in

English.

4. The sound u is spelled ui as in the Scotch word guid.

5. ch and <j in Italics show their rough sound.

G. c final, short and almost silent is spelled e.

A. THE UNIVERSE.

ENGLISH. GERMAN. PRONUNCIATION.

sky, fiimmel, §, m., 4, himmel.

sun, 3onnc, /. 3, zonne.

star. Stern, cb, m. 1, stairn.

earth. (Srbe,/. 3, airde.

moon, 2Konb, eg, m. 1, moand.

world, 2L!elt, /. 3, velt.

7()9

ENGLISH.

B. THE EABTH.
GERMAN. PRONUNCIATION,

land. ?anb, eS, m. 2^ land.

mountain. Berg, e§, m. L hcrc/i.

hill. Sugcl, S, rn. 4, huigel.

plain. (bl'cne,/. 3, aibenne.

valley. Jbal, eS, n. 2^, tahl.

summit. 6iipfel, S, m. 4, ghipfel.

field. g^clb, eg, n. 2, feld.

rock. gclfen, m. 4, felsen.

island. / 3, insel.

coast. itufte, /. 3, kuiste.

bank. lifer, b, m. 4, oofer.

marsh, Sumpf, c0, rn. 1", soompf.

soil. Boben, 6, rn. 4, boaden,

forest. SBalb, c0, rn. 2^ vald.

meadow. SBiefe, /. 3, veese,

dust. gtaub, cb, rn. 1, stoub.

water. 9!8affcr, b, n. 4, vassei’,

stream. Strom, eb, m. U, strom.

river, glufi, cb, rn. flooss,

brook. Bad), cb, rn. 1“ bac/(.

ocean, BJeer, cb, n. 1, mare,

sea, See,/. 3, zay,

lake. See, b, m. 3, zay.

pond, *
Seid), eb, rn. 1, tic/(e.

flood. glut,/. 3, floot.

spring, Cuclle,/. 3, quelle.

port. .Oafen, b, rn. 4n hahfen,

wave, HSclle, /. 3, velle.

wave, ffioge, f. 3, voghe.

drop, Sropfen, b, rn. 4, tropfen.

ebb. Pbbe,/. 3, ebbe,

bay. Bai,/. 3, bye.

air,

C. THE AIR.

Suft,/. 1«, looft.

storm. Sturm, cb, rn. 1/ stoorm.

wind. 2Sinb, cb, m. 1, vind,

hurricane, Orfan, cb, rn. 1, orkahn,

north. Borben, b, rn. 3, norden.

south. Suben, b, rn. 3, suiden,

east, Often, b, rn. 3, osten.

west. ilGeftcn, b, m. 3, vesten.

ice,

D. THE WEATHER.

t?ib, cb, n. 1, ice,

frost. greft, cb, rn. U, frost.

hail. fiagel, b, rn. 8, hahgel.

fog. Bet'cl, b, rn. 3, naible,

rain, 91egen, b, rn. 3, raigen,

heat. J/^e,/. 3, hitse.

light. ?id)t, cb, n. 1, lic/tt.

smoke. 3iaud), eb, rn. 1, rouc/(.

lightening. Blitj, cb, rn. 1, blits.

spark. gunfc, n, rn. 3, foonkS,

hoar-frost, Bcif, cb, m. 1, rife.

snow. Sebnee, b, rn. 3, shnay,

dew. Jt)au, eb, rn. 1, tow.
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ENGLISH. GERMAN.
cloud, 2Bolfe,/. 3,

ste.am,
T)ami.'f, c§, m. 1»,

cold, ^dltc,/. 3,

darkness. 5yinftcnii§,/. 1,

warmth. 2Sdrmc,/. 3,

thunder. iDonner, §, ?n. 4,

thunderstorm. ©emitter, S, m. 4,

E. MAN.
man. 9Tann, eg, m. 2**,

wife, woman. grau, /. 3,

child. Stub, eg, n. 2,

son. eg, m. 1»,

daughter. itochter, /. 4«,

grandson. Snfel, g, m. 4,

granddaughter. (Snfelin,/. 3,

grandfather. ©rofirater, g, m. 4»,

grandmother. © re jj III utter,/. 4‘‘,

uncle. Of)cim, g, m. 1,

aunt. Saute,/. 3,

nejihew. 9feffc, n, m. 3,

niece, i 9tict)tc,/. 3,

cousin. 35etter, g, m. 4,

father. Slater, g, m. 4’^,

mother, SOcutter,/. 4»,

brother, 53 ruber, g, »i. 4«,

sister. ©ctnuefter,/. 3,

mother-in-law. ®cf)micgermutter, /. 4,

sisterandbrother, ©cfchiriftcr, m. 4,

boy. li'nabe, n, m. 3,

wudower, SBittiuer, g, m. 4,

gentleman. .§err, n, m. 3,

Mr., C'lerr, n, m. 3,

bridegroom. 53rdutigam, g, m. 1,

cousin Safe,/. 3,

brother-in-law. Sduimger, g, m. 4\
sister-in-law. Scfimageriu,/. 3,

father-in-law. Bctimiegcn'ater, g, m. 4'^

stepson. Stieffofm, eg, m. 1»,

stepdaughter. ©tieftoditer,/. 4»,

girl. Slkabcfien, g, n. 3,

widow. SBittiue,/. 3,

lady. 3rau,/. 3,

Mrs.,' 5rau,/. 3,

bride. 53rant,/. I®,

F. HUMAN BODY.
head. Eo!pf, eg, m.
forehead, Stirn,/'. 3,

eye. 9luge, g, n. 3,

cheek. aSauge,/. 3,

nose, 9ta)e,/. 3,

tongue. 3unge, /. 3,

chin. itinn, eg, n. 1,

neck. -§alg, eg, m. 1»,

breast, 53ruft,/. 1»,

arm, 91rm, eg, m 1,

hair. djaar, eg, m. 1,

HOW TO LEAEN GEKMAN.
)

PRONUNCIATION. ENGLISH.

volke. neck.

dampf.
1

eyebrow.
kailte.

1

ear,

finsterniss.
1

mouth.
vairme, tooth.

donner. eye-lash.

gevitter. shoulder,

bosom,

elbow.
mann,

i
hand.

frou.
j

back.
kinnd. leg.

zohn.
i

foot.

toc/(ter.
1

fist.

enkle.
!
heart,

enkailin.
' lungs.

grohsfahter. finger,

grohsmootter. lilp.

ohime.
j

knee.
tante.

* toe.

netfe. belly.

nic/ite. stomach.
fetter,

fahter,

mootter, *

liver.

brooder. breakfast.

• shvester, supper.

shveeghermootter food,

gaishvisther. bread.

knahbe. wheat-bread.

vitver. biscuit,

herr. butter.

herr. egg,

broiteegam. lard,

bahse. sausage,

shvahger. meat.

shvaygerin. beef.

shveegherfahter,
|

pork.

steefsohn. fish.

steeftocAter,
I
dinner.

maidc/ien, 1 meal.

vitve. dish,

frou,
I rye-bread,

frou. roll.

brout. cake,

cheese,

ham.
kopf. bacon.
steern. soup,
oughe, ! mutton.
vanghe, bone.
nahse,

j veal.

tsoonge. game,
kin. milk.

hals. oyster.

broost, crab.

arui. cabbage.
hahr. beau.

g^:rman. pronunciation.

9?actcu, g, m. 4, nakken.
t’lugcnbraucn, m. 3, oughenbrowen.
Ctir, eg, n. 3, ore,

9Jhiub, eg, m. 2^ moond.
3a fm, eg, m. 1", tsahn.

SBimper, /. 3, vimper.
©d)ultcr,/. 3, shoolter.

93u)cn, g, m. 4, boosen,
©lleubogen, g, m. 4, ellenbogen,

1“, hand,
Sii'ufcu, g, m. 4, ruiken,

93ein, eg, n. 1, bine.

guf), eg, in. 1», fooss,

g-auft,/. 1 «, foust.

.^crj, cug, H. 3, herts.

Punge, ii,/. 3, loonghe,
ginger, g, m. 4, finger.

3, huifte,

ilnie, g, n. 1, /cnee,

3d)e,/. 3, tsahe,

53aud), eg. m. 1><, boucA,

tfitagen, g, m. 4, mahgen.
Peber,/ 3, laiber.

G. FOOD.
grufiftiicf, eg, n. 1

, fruistick.

9Ibenbe)')eu, g, n. 4, ahbendessen.
3talirung,/. 3, nahroong.
53rot, eg, n. 1, brot.

2Bei§brut, eg, n. 1, visebrot.

3'uiebad, eg, m. 1**, tsveeback.

53 utter, /. 3, bootter.

eg, n. 2, eye.

©dniialj, ce, u. 1, schmallts.

SBurft,/. 1«, voorst,

gteifd), eg, n. 1, flyshe.

ikinbflcifd), eg, n., rindflyshe.

©djmcincfteifdi. shvineflyshe.

g-ifd), eg, rn. 1, fish.

9J?ittagcffcu, g, n. 4, mittagessen,

9»ar)4eit,/. 3, mahltsite.

©eridit, eg, n. 1, geric/it.

Sfoggenbrot, eg, n. 1, roggenbrot.

©cnimcl, g, m. 4, semmel,
itud)cu, g, m. 4, kooc/<en.

jldfe, g, m. 1, kayse.

©dieufcn, g, m. 4, shinken.

©lied, eg, m. 1, speck.

Sutipc,./’- 1, soojipe.

liammelfteifd), eg, n.. hammelflyshe.
Enodien, g, m. 4, knoc//en.

^talbfteifd). kalbflyshe,

SBilb, eg, n. 1, vild.

akildi,/. 1., milc/t,

9hifter,/. 3, ouster,

.ifrabbe,/. 3, crabbe.

JtobI, eg, m. 1, kohl.

53ol)Uc,/. 3, bohne,
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ENGLISH. GEKM.\N.

caiTott, 93(61n'c,/. 3,

turnip, 3iu&o,/. 3,

spinage,

onion, .3u'ictcl,/. 3,

apple, ?lt>fel, m. I",

lemon. ^itronc, /• 3,

pumpkin. ilurt'iji, ci, m. 1,

peach. ipftrficli, c^, m. 1,

nut. 1«,

berry. iBccrc,/. 3,

raspberry. .Oiml'cevc,,/’. 3,

blackberry. Sromt'ccrc,

huckleberry. .§cibclt'ccrc,

pepper, iPfcffcr, S, in. 4,

sugar. in- 4,

vinegar. CSififl/ in. 1,

honey. 4’ionig, Sr m. 1,

lobster, .Oummcr, m. 3,

clam, SKujclict,/. 3,

cauliflower. 93tumnifot)[, m. 1,

pea. (Srl'K,/. 3,

radish. Slettig, s, m..

celery. Sclcric, b, m. 4,

asparagus, St'nrgct, m. 4,

potato. Sartoffcl,/. 3,

pear. iBirnc,/. 3,

date. Wattcl,/. 3,

melon. 9KcIcnc,/. 3,

plum. i}]flaumc,/. 3,

walnut. 2Baanu§,/. R,

raisin. flJofinc,/. 3,

strawberry. grbbcerc,

currant. ^cliannibbccrc,

cranberry. itronsbccre,

salt. Satj, e§, n. 1,

cinnamon. 3immt, B, m. 1,

oil, Del, es, n. 1,

H. CLOTHING.
cotton. 33aumn)ollc,/. 3,

flax. glad)^, c^, m. 1,

silk. Scibc,/. 4,

calico, ilattun, B, TO. 1,

rope. Soil, (s, n. 1,

cloth. Jud), c^, n 1,

ribbon. 99anb, cB, n. 2“,

pantaloons, 23einflcib, ce, «. 2,

coat. fljocf, ce!, TO.. H,

glove. .§anbid)u(i, C0, to. 1,

hat. §Ut, C^, TO. 1",

handkerchief. Safdicntudj, cB, n. 2'^,

jacket. 3adc,/. 3,

slipper. ipantoffel, B, to. 3,

stocking. 3trumpb cS, to. H,

cloak. TOantcl, B, TO. 4“,

brush. Surftc,/. 3,

soap. $cifc,/. 3,

spectacles. «ri[le,/. 3,

PRONUNCIATION. ENGLISH.

moere. chain.

ruibe. umbrella.

speenaht, ring.

tsveebel. wool.

apfel,
j

hemp.
tseetrone. straw.

keerbiss, , linen.

pfeersic/i,
1 thread.

nooss, '

satin,

bayre. twine,

hymbayre, ! dress-coat.

brommbayre,
[

neck-tie.

hydelbayre, ! shirt.

pfeffer. cap.

tsooker,
j

waistcoat.

essi g. collar.

honig. boot.

hoommer. dress.

mooshel. apron.

bloomenkohl. comb.
erbse. lookingglass.

rettig. liocket-book.

zelery. button.

spargel. parasol.

kartotfel, cane.

birne, fan.

dattel. belt.

mailone,

lifloume,

vallnooss. city, town.

roseene. house.

airdbayre. engine-house.

yohannisbayre. lunatic asylum,

krohnsbayre. schoolhouse.

zldts. dining-room.

tseemt. bed-room.

oel. fire-place.

bowmvolle.

key,

ceiling,

closet.

flax. larder.

syde. hotel.

kattoon. church.

syle. school.

tooc/i,. bank,

band. lirewery.

byneklide. market.

rock. saving-bank.

handshoe. street.

hoot. village,

tashentooc/i. hall.

yacks,
,

penitentiary.

pantoffel.
[

hosiiital,

strooiupf. armory.

mantle. sitting-room.

buirste.
1

parlor.

syfe,
1

lock,

brille. threshold.

GERMAN. PKONU.NCIATION.

.ilette,/. 3, kette.

gtcgcnjdiirm, m. 1, raigenshirni.

9Hng, ce, to. 1, ring.

2BoUe,/., voile,

Sanf, (8 ,
TO. 1, hanf.

©troll, cB, n. 1, stroh,

Ccincii, B, n. 4, lynen.

^Uiivn, eB, m. 1, tsvirn.

9ltlne, ce, m. 1, atlas.

93inbfabcn, B, rn. 4'^, bindfahden.

^rcicE, (B, TO. 1», frack,

.gialSbinbe, /. 3, halsbinde.

Ocmb, eg, n. 3, hemd.

93Jiitic,/. 3, muitse.

iffiej-te,/. 3, vests.

•iliragcn, B, m. 4, krahgen.

Sticfcl, B, TO. 4, steefel.

iilcib, eg, n. 2, klyde.

Sdiurje,/. 3, shuirtse,

Samm, eg, to. 1", kainm.

©t'tcge!, g, TO. 4, speegel.

Glelbtajdie, /. 3, gelttashe.

Snoiif, eg, TO. l^ knopf.

©omienfdnrm. sonnenshirm,

©tocf, eg, TO. 1”, stock,

gddier, g, to. 4, faicher.

©urtel, g, TO. 4, giiirtel.

I. DWELLING.
etabt,/. 1«. stat.

.Oaug, eg, n. 2", houss.

©tuigenliaug. spritsenhouss.

3rrenl)aug, irrenhouss.

©diuUiaiig, shoolhouss.

Primmer, ess-tsimmer.

©d)Iaf,dimmer. shlaftsimmer.

.'perb, eg, to. 1, hayrd.

Sdilulfel, g, TO. 4, shluissel.

T)ede,/. 3, decks.

.ri'abinct, g, n. 1, cabinet.

Speijcf.immer,/. 3, spisekaiunier.

@aftl)aug. gasthoiise.

ilirdie,/. 3, kirc/ie.

©d)ule,.f. 3, shoole.

Sail!,/. 3, bank.

Srauerct,/. 3, browerye.

iffiarft, eg, rn. D, markt.

©t'cirbant, /- 3, sparbank,

©tvape,/. 3, strahssS,

Dorf, eg, n. 2, dorf.

fliatlilinug. rahthouss.

.^uditliaug. tsoochthoiiss.

ilranfciilinug, krankenhouss.

.3eugl)aug, tsoighouss.

2Bolinjimmer, wohntsimmer.

iBeiudigimmcr, baysoochtsimmer

©dilop, eg, n. 2", shloss.

©diUH'Ile, /. shvellc.
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ENGLISH.

paperhanging,

kitchen,

well,

dwellinghou.se,

tower,

convent,

exchange,

fn-cfcory,

mill,

theatre,

lane,

way,

gutter,

pavement,

fire,

garden,

bell,

cemetery,

gate,

cottage,

brick,

timber,

wall,

stair-case,

garret,

room.

pathway, sidewalk, gu^ireg,

GERMAN.

Jnt'ch,/. 3,

3,

'ilrunnon, §, m. 4,

SBo^nlwu^,

3:l)iU'm, eg, m.

.IHcftcv, g, n. 4“,

Smje,/. 3,

gntrif,/. 3,

aiiu^le,/. 3,

Stf)cntcr, g, n. 4,

©affc,/. 3,

eg, in. 1,

@o|Te,/. 3,

^flafter, g, m. 4,

geuer, g, n. 4,

©arten, g, m. 4,

©locfe, f. 3,

i?irdtliof,

Sfior, eg, n. 1,

?anbfiaug, eg, n. 2\

Saefftein, eg, m. 1,

23aul)ol3, « 2^
3!Banb,/. is,

JretA’C,./'. 1,

33oben, g, m. 4,

.S'lnmer, g, n. 4,

ditch,

sign,

pump,
fence,

yard,

place,

wall,

farm,

beam,

fuel,

roof,

cellar,

floor,

window,

©raben, g, m. 4«,

<Sd)ilb, eg, n. 2,

^nunpe,/. 3,

©eldnber, g, n. 4,

•§of, eg, m. is,

^In^, eg, m. 1^,

TlancX/f. 3,

®eierficf, eg, m. R,

93a(Fen, g, m. 4,

33renn(iol3,

2)acli, eg, n. 2^,

^J’eller, g, m. 4,

©tocfii'erf, g, m. 1,

Jenfter, g, m. 4,

PRONUNCIATION.

tahpayte,

keec/ie,

broonnen,

vohnhouss,

toorni.

Mobster,

burse,

fiibreeck,

meele,

tayahter,

gasse,

vaig,

gosse,

pilaster,

foier,

garten,

glocke.

kirchhohf,

tohr,

landhouss,

backstine,

bouholts,

vand,

treppe,

bohden,

tsimmer,

foossvaig,

grahben,

shild,

poompe,

guelainder,

hohf,

plats,

mower,

myerhohf,

balken,

brennholts,

diich,

keller,

stockverk,

fenster.

K. FURNITURE AND HOUSEKEEPING.

table,

wardrobe,

rocking-chair,

armchair,

footstool,

picture,

bench,

chair,

sofa,

bureau-chest of

drawers,

writing-desk,

2>ainting,

Jifefi, eg, m. 1,

JUcit'er|d)ranf,

®cf)nufelftuM,

?elwftul)l,

0rf)emel, g, m. 4,

33ilb, eg, n. 2,

®anf,/. 1«,

Stulil, eg, m. 1>*,

$cfa, g, n. 4,

.ftbmmcbe,/. 3,

©c(n-eibt)iilt, eg, n. 1,

©emdibe, g, n. 1,

tish,

klidershrank,

shoukelstool,

laynstool,

shaymel,

bild,

bank,

stool,

sohfah,

commohde,

shribejmolt,

gaymailde.

ENGLISH.

cage,

bed,

pillow,

mattress,

bed-stead,

book,

Iiencil,

carpet,

blanket,

sheet,

bolster,

cradle,

pen,

ink,

knife,

pajier,

letter,

note-pai)er,

blotting-paper,

coffee,

coffee-pot,

kettle,

dish,

broom,

sjioon,

barrel,

cuji,

coal,

thimble,

pin,

male-servant,

fern cook,

marriage,

birth,

dowry,

grave,

penkr ife,

inkstand,

ruler,

scissors,

sheet,

tea,

tea-can,

plate,

pail,

ladder,

fork,

bottle,

pitcher,

ashes,

needle,

ball,

female-servant,

nurse,

wedding,

death,

bajitism,

funeral.

GERMAN.

£dftg, g, tn. 1,

33ett, eg, n. 3,

.tiffen, g, n. 4,

'Diah-n^e,/. 1,

'iicitftcllc,/. .'k

33udi, eg, n. 2^

iMeifebcr,/. 3,

g, m. 1
,

3)c(fe,/. 3,

Cafen, g, n. 4,

ipfitbl, eg, m. 1,

2Bicgc,/. 3,

geber,/. 3,

Sinte,/. 3,

SKeffer, g, n. 4,

ijSat'icr, g, v. 1,

33ricf, eg, m. 1,

3?rief)3ipjicr,

Pofcfipat'icr,

ilaffec, g, in. 1,

fi'affccfamie,/. 3,

It'cflel, g, m. 4,

©dtiiffel,/. 3,

93efen, g, m. 4,

Soffcl, g, in. 4,

ga§, eg, n. 2'-,

Saffe,./'. 3,

toI)le,/. 3,

gingerfmt, ee, m. 1",

Steefnabel,

T'iener, g, in. 4,

itodiin,/. 3,

^eirat,/. 3,

©el'uvt,/. 3,

'Diitgift,/. 3,

©rab, eg, n. 2",

gebermeffer,

Jintcnfiig,

?incnl, eg, n. 1,

0d)cere,/. 3,

®ogen, g, m. 4,

Jbee, g, m. 1,

ibeefanne,

Seller, g, m. 4,

©imev, g, m. L
feiter,/, 3,

©abel,/. 3,

gieidie,/. 3,

Jlrufi, eg, m.

3lfcbe,/. 3,

'Ilabel,/. 4,

fi’miuel, g, in. 4,

SKagb,/. 18,

£inbermdbd)en, g,-n. 4,

^odijcit,/. 3,

Sob, eg, in. 1,

Saufe,/. 3,

Segrabnijs, eg, n. 1,

PRONUNCIATION.

kaifiy,

bet,

kissen,

mahtratse,

betstelle,

booch,

blyfayder,

teppied,

decke,

lahken,

pfeel,

veege,

fayder,

tinte.

messer,

papeer,

breef,

breefpapeer,

lushpapeer,

cafiiiy,

caffaycanne,

kessel,

shuissel,

baysen,

luffel,

fass,

tasse,

kohle,

fingerhoot,

stecknaahdel,

deener,

kuchin,

hyraht,

geboort’,

mitgift,

grkp,

faydermesser,

tintenfass,

leenaahl,

shayre,

bogen,

tay>

taycanne,

teller,

imer,

lyter,

gahbel,

flashe,

kroop,

ashe,

nahdel,

knoiel,

mahgd,

Mndermaydchen
hbchtsite,

toht,

towfc,

begraibniss.
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L. COMMERCE, TRADES AND PROFESSIONS.

ENGLISH. GERMAN. PRONUNCIATION.

tradesman, JpanDcI^maun, handelsman.

merchant. i?aufmann, koufman.

broker, 9Ji'atIer, S, m. 4, mahkler.

creditor, @l(iubigcr, S, m. 4, gloibeeger.

clerk. fiommi^’, m. 4, commee’.

•working-man. 9lrbcitcv, m. 4, arbyter.

factory-hand. jyabrifarbeiter, fabreek’arbiter.

trade. .^anbujerf, t-, n. 1, handverk.

mechanic .^anbtoerter, S, m. 4, handverker.

porter, .gauSfncdjt, e, m. 1, houseknaicht.

la-wyer, 91brofat, en, m. 3, advokaht.

physician, Slrjt, ti, m. I**, artst.

barber, Sarbier, m. 1, barbeer.

gard ner. ©artner, m. 4, gairtner.

miner. * Sergmann, e§, m. 2^, beryman.

smith. ©ct)micb, m. 1, shmeed.

brewer. 33rauer, i, m. 4, brower.

printer. T)nider, m. 4, droocker.

confectioner. .ilonbi’tor, S, m. 3, condee’tor.

turner, Tircclt^ler, m. 4, dreksler.

dyer. giirbcv, g, m. 4, fairber.

fisherman. Jifclicr, rn. 4, fisher.

peddler, .Oaufirev, i8, m. 4, howseerer.

customer. itunbc, n, m. 3, koonde.

banker, Santier, g, in. bankiay.

debtor. ©dtulbncr, shooldner.

sample, 50iujtcr, 11 . 4, niooster.

laborer. XageI6t)ncr, m. 4, tahgeloener.

journeyman. ©efetr, cn, m. 3, gesell.

master. 2J!cijtcr, m. 4, miceter.

apprentice. Scl)rling, m. 1, lareling.

waiter. ilelincr, in. 4, kellner.

druggist. 9©otl)e’tcr, m. 4, apotayker.

baker. iBadev, m. 4, bekker.

architect. 93aumcifter, bowmiceter.

locksmith. Sdjloffer, i, vi. 4, shlosser.

sculptor. 93ilbl)auer, §, m. 4, bildhower.

cooper. 'Sbttdier, S, m. 4, butyer.

letter-carrier. iBricftragcr, 5, m. 4, breeftraiger.

bookseller. i8ud)[)anblcr, m. 4, boochhaindlcr.

roofer. T)adibcctcv, e, in. 4, dachdecker.

manufacturer. Jabrifant, cn, m. 3, fabreekant.

surveyor. Jelbmcjjcr, e, m. 4, feldmesser.

butcher. glcifdjer, m. 4, flysher.

hotelkeeper. ©ajhnirtb, c^, m. 1, gastvirt.

glazier. ©tajer, S, m. 4, glahser.

hatter. .§utmad)cr, S, m. 4, hootmacher.

grocer. ilrdmet, s, m. 4, kraimer.

furrier. .Uurfd)ner, m. 4, kuirshner.

teacher. Scl)rer, S, m. 4, layrer.

sailor. 3Kntxcfc, n, m. 3, mahtrohse.

musician, . 2J?ujitant, en, m. 3, mooseekant.

pawn-broker. iPfanbleifier, §, m. 4, pfandlyher.

milliner. ifu^madterin,/. 3, pootsmacherin.

taylor. Sebneiber, m. 4, shnider,

ropemaker. ©eiler, S, rn. 4, syler.

ENGLISH. GERMAN. PRONUNCIATION.

soldier,
.

©olbnt’, cn, in. 3, soldaht’.

2>otter, Xobfer ?, in. 4, toepfer.

]5ublisher. T'cvlcgcr, m. 4, ferlaiger.

weaver. SSeber, m. 4, vaiber.

carpenter. 3iniincrinnnn, c^, in. 2^*, tsimmerman,

tools. iBcrfjCug, s, m. 1, verktsoig.

varnish. Jivnif!, c^, in. 1, firniss.

tile. 3icgc(, in. 4, tseegel.

lime. Saif, c§, in., krdk.

trowel. Sefle,/. 3, kelle.

currier. ©erber, S, m. 4, gairber.

huckster. 4^6fcr, m. 4, hoeker.

jeweller. ^nuiclicr, m. 1, jouvayleer.

artist. SunjtlcT, i, m. 4, kuinstler.

coachman, Sutjcbcr, m. 4, kootsher.

painter. Slfnlcr, b, m. 4, m abler.

mason. 3Knurcr, S, in. 4, raowrer.

seamstress. 9fdl)crin, /. 3, naihayrin.

upholsterer. ipoljtcrcr, §, m. 4, polstairer.

saddler. ©attler, m. 4, sutler.

shoemaker. ©d}ul)inad)cr, m. 4, shoomac/icr.

compositor. ©eg,cr, 8, in. 4, setser.

stone-cutter. ©tcinl)aucr, 8, m. 4, stinehower.

watchmaker. 8, m. 4, oormacher.

watchman. 3B adder, 8, in. 4, vaichter.

dentist. ^abnarjt, c8, m. 1«, tsahnartst.

cutter. 3ujdmcibcr, 8, m. 4, tsooshnider.

machine, . TOajdn’nc,/. 3, mashce'ne.

brush. ipinfel, 8, m. 4, pinsel.

scaffold. ©criijt, c8, n. 1, geruist.

mortar. dRcrtcl, 8, TO. niurtel.

derrick. Sratm, c8, 1", krahn.

plumb, Soft), c8, n. 1, loht.

level. SBajfcrninagc,/. 1, vasservahge,

crow-bar. SBrcdicijcn, 8, n. 4, brechlsen.

bellows. 2ilajcbalg, c8, m. P, blahsebalg.

goose. 93ugcletfcn, 8, n. 4, buigelisen.

ax. 9ISt,/. P, axt.

gimlet. IBobrcr, 8, to. 4, bohrer.

glue. ?ciin, c8, TO. 1, lime.

screw-driver. Sduaubcnjicbcr, 8, to. 4, shroubentseeher

square. SBinfclinafi, c8, n. 1, vinkelmahs.

hammer. .jammer. hammer.

anvil. 9(mbo8, c8, m. 1, amboss.

file. Jcilc,/. 3, file.

tongs. 3angc,/. 3, t.sange.

measure. TIfab, c8, n. 1, mahs.

hatchet. Scil, c8, n. 1, bile.

piano. .§obcl, 8, in. 4, hobel,

.saw. Sdge,/. 3, saige.

chisel. Stemmeijen, stemisen,

pair of compasses, tsirkel.

M. AGRICULTURE.

tiller. 91dcr8mann, ackersman.

herdsman. .§irt, cn, TO. 4, heert.

tenant. i^aditcr, 8, m. 1”, liacMer,
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ENGLISH.

stable,

fold,

barn,

soil,

field,

turf,

meadow,

flail,

peasant,

farm-hand,

shepherd,

cowhouse,

pigsty,

hayloft,

harvest,

furrow,

pasture,

vineyard,

harrow,

hoe,

cart,

rake,,

wheelbarrow,

sc3'the,

sickle,

steam-plough,

mowing-machine
wheat,

barlej%

Indian-corn,

buckwheat,

tobacco,

sheaf,

seed,

rick,

bit,

yoke,

strap,

collar,

horse-shoe,

brake,

pitch-fork,

plough,

shovel,

scooii,

roller,

spade,

sowing-machine,

thrashing-

machine,

rye,

oats.

german.

ipferbcftall, c^,

0d)cifftatl,

Scficunc,

93obcn, m. 1,

Jclb, eg, n. 2,

9?a)cn, g, in. 4,

2Bic)c,/’. 3,

11)rc|d)f[ciicl, g, 7n, 4,

93aucr, g, m. 3,

ifncdit, eg, TO. 1,

©d)dfer, g, to. 4,

fi'uli flail,

©dhreineftall,

:§euliobcn, g, to. 4,

drnte, /. 3,

gurdie,/. 3,

SBeibe,/. 3,

SBeinberg, eg, m. 1,

5flge,/. 3,

.'pacle, /. 3,

ilarre,/. 3,

'Jfedien, g, m. 4,

©duil'farren, g, m 4,

Senfe,/. 3.

Sidfel, f. 3,

X)ampfpf(ug, eg, to. is,

iOicibmafdune,

2Bci,5cn, g, ?n. 4,

(Serfte,/. 3,

flSnig, eg, TO,. 1,

®udni'ei,5en, g, to. 4,

3:al'ad, eg, to. 1,

@arbe, /. 3,

©amen, g, m. 4,

g^eime,/. m.,

©el'ifj, eg, n. 1,

3odi, eg, n. 1,

fUiemcn, g, to. 4,

.fthmmet, g, m,,

.^ufeifen, g, n. 4,

33remfe,/. 3,

C>eugnbcl,/. 3,

iPflug, eg, TO. 1",

3d)aufcl,/. 3,

©cf)ili)3c,/. 3,

2BaI,3e,/. 3,

©paten, g, to,. 4,

©demafditne,/. 3,

gram,

potato,

ear,

cart-load,

stubble.

Srcfdnnafdpne,

3?oggen, g, m. 4,

•§afer, g, m. 4,

tiSetreibe, g, n. 1,

Sarteffet,/. 3,

Jlelirc, /. 3,

rfuber, g, m. 4,

©toppcl, /. 3,

PRONUNCIATION,

pferdestall,

shahfstall,

shoine,

boden,

feld,

rahsen,

vease,

dreshflaigel,

bower,

knecht,

shaifer,

koostall,

shvinestall,

hoyboden,

ernte,

foorehe,

vide,

vineberg,

egge,

hacke,

karre,

rechen,

shoobkarren,

sense,

seechel,

dampfpfloog,

maihmachinc,

vitsen,

gairste,

mize,

boochvitsen,

tailback,

garbo,

sahmen,

fime,

gebiss,

yoch,

reemen,

koommet,

hoofisen,

bremse,

hoygahbel,

pfloog,

showfel,

shippe,

valtse,

spahten,

sayemachine,

dreshmachine,

roggen,

hahfer,

ghetride,

kartoffel,

aire,

fooder,

stojiplc.

ENGLISH. GERMAN.
dung. Tu'ingcr, b, to. 1,

* harness. ©cfdiirr, C0
,
n. 1,

chain. .ilottc,/. 3,

bridle.
Cb, TO.

i rein. 3ugct, TO. 4,

box, S3oct, Cig, TO. 1«,

pole. T>cid)fct, /’. 3,

I

wheel. Slab, e§, n. 2",

sleigh. ©dilitten, g, to. 1,

grove. ®cl)ol3, n. 1,

hothouse. Jrcil'baug, n. 2'*,

spoke. ©pcidic,/. 3,

coach. ilutfdte,/.
' arbor. iPaube, f. 3,
' bed. of flowers,

1

1

'-BlumcnI'cct, e§, n. 1,

N. NAVIGATION.

1
lighthouse. ?cud)tt[)urm, eb, to. 1»,

1
nav}'. ©ceinadfl, f. 1«,

pilot. ?cotfc, n, TO. 3,

j

boat. 93oot, c§, n. 1,

I

anchor. ?lnfcr, i, TO. 4,

boiler. Ttampffcffcl, s>, to. 4,

freight. fvrad't,/. 3,

’ propeller. ©du'aubc, f. 3,

sail, ©cgcl, n. 4,

1 net. 9fc^, c^, n. 1,

j

fleet, glottc,/. 3,

fishing-rod. 3(ngcIrutbo,/. 3,

1

fop. 9?c['cl, TO. 4,

pirate. ©ccraul'cr, m. 4,

ship. ©duff, eei, n. 1,

)

steamshij). Danu'ffdiiff,

bowsprit. iMig, c§, TO. 3,

I flag.
3,

1

oar, fKuber, TO 4,

1 rudder, ©teuerrubfr,
rojie, Xau, eb, n. 1,

bait. .tbber, i, TO. 4,

J

mast. flliaft, ii, TO. 3,

ferry. gotn-c,/. 3,

0. TRAVELING.
.

jotirney, fRcifc, 3,

voyage, ©ccrcifc,

departure. 3tbrcifc',

' arrival. i’lnfunft,/. 1",

luggage. @epacf, eg, n. 1,

1

box. 3,

trunk. Coffer, s, TO. 4,

1 carpet-bag. 9!cifctafd)c, f. 3,

ticket. SSillet, g, n. 1,

fare. gabrgclb, eg, n. 2,

bill of fare. ©petfcjettel, g, to. 4,

road. ?anbftra§e, /. 3,

depot. iBafinbcf, eg, to. l-i.

railroad. (fifenbabn,/. 3,

PRONUNCIATION.

duinger,

geshirr,

kette,

tsoum,

tsuigel,

bock,

dyecksel,

radd,

shlitten,

gehults,

tribehousc,

spiche,

kootche,

lowbe;

bloomenbate.

loichttoorm,

saymacht,

lohtse,

boht,

anere,

dampfkessel,

fracht,

shroube,

saigel,

nets,

flotte,

angelroote,

naible, .

sayroiber,

shiff,

dampfshiff,

boog,

flagge,

rooder,

stoierrooder,

tow,

koeder,

mass!,

faire.

rise,

zairisp,

abrise,

ankoonft,

gepaik,

ki.ste,

coffer,

rizetashc,

bilyet,

fahrgeld,

spisetsettel,

landstrahsse,

bahnhof,

izenbahn,
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ENGLISH. GERMAN. PRONUNCIATION.

time-table, gaftrplnn, §, m. 1», fahrplahn.

bill, iRc^nung,/. 3, rechnoong.

host. ffiirtt), m. 1, virt.

hostess, Sffiirtlpn, /. 3, virtin.

mail-coach. iPoftfittfd)c,/. 3, postkootshe.

train. 3ug, e§, m. 1«, tsoog,

express-train. gitjug, iletsoog.

station. ©tation,/. 3, statseohn.

P. ANIMAL KINGDOM.

beast. S^ier, (8, n. 1, teer.

hide. gell, n. 1, fell.

claw, £Iaue, /. 3, clowe.

mane. iKrt^ne,/. 3, maine.

trunk. 3iiipcl, 8, m. 4, ruissel.

horse. iPferb, (8, n. 1, pfaird.

stallion. .!pengft, c8, m. 1, hengst.

bull. ©tier, t8, rn. 1, steer.

cow. tu£), /. koo.

sheep. ©d)af, e8, n. 1, shahf.

goat. 5i«ae,/- 3, tseege.

clog. ^unb, e8, m. 1, hoond.

mouse. m<x\x8,f. 1», mouse.

lion. Some, n, m. 3, loeve.

horn. §orn, e^, n. horn.

hoof, §uf, eg, m. 1, hoof.

paw. Sale, /. 3, tatse.

jaws. iKad)en, 8, m. 4, rachen.

tail, ©djwanj, eg, m. 1-*, shvanss.

mare, ©tute,/. 3, stoote.

colt. j^uUen, g, m. 4, fuillen.

ox. Od)g, en, m. 3, ox.

calf. Salb, eg, n. 2^ calb.

lamb, Santin, g, n. 2», lam.

pig. ©dC)tt)ein, eg, n. 1, shvine.

cat, 5?afee,/. 3, katse.

rat. static, f. 3, ratte.

tiger. SEiger, 8, ni. 4, teeger.

bear. 93dr, cn, m. 3, bair.

elephant, gtcfant, cn, m. 3, elefant.

wolf. 2Bolf, eg, 1“. volf.

fox. gudjg, eg, TO. IS, fooks.

camel. jfamcci, eg, n. 1, cahmale.

stag. .§irfdj. eg, to. 1, hirsh.

hare. .^afe, n, to. 3, hahse.

monkey. 3lffe, n, TO. 3, affe.

cock. .§a^n, eg, to. 1^, hahn.

chicken. eg, n. 2«, boon.

goose. @ang,/. D, gans.

duck. gntc,/. 3, ente.

pigeon. laube, /. 3, toube.

turkey, Srut^a^n, troothahn.

peacock. ijSfou, en, TO. 3, pfou.

bird. SSogel, g, TO. 4s, fohgel.

partridge, SReb^u^n, rebhoon.

quail. 3EBad)tel,/. 3, vac/itel.

snipe, <Bd>nep\e,f. 3, shnepfe.

ENGLISH.
raven.

GERMAN.
9labe, n, to. 3,

PRONUNCIATION.
rahbe.

crow, jfrnbe,/. 3, kraihe,

swallow. ©rbirnlbe,/. 3, shvalbe.

sparrow. ©t'crting, g, m. 1, Sperling,

thrush. T)rolTel,/. 3, drossel.

eagle. 9lbler, g, TO. 4, ahdler.

hawk. .§abicbt, g, TO. 1, hahbiclit.

fish. gifd), eg, TO. 1, fish.

shark. ^aififd), heyefish.

whale. 2BaIlftfd>, vallfish.

shad. 9Raiftjdi, meyefish.

eel. 9(al, eg, TO. 1, ahl.

perch. 93arfd), eg, m. 1, barsh.

trout. gorellc,/. 3, forelle.

herring. .^living, g, m. 1, hairing.

pike. ^cd)t, eg, TO. 1, hecM,

codfish. jlabeljau, 8, m. 1, cabbleyow.

frog. jjrojd), eg, TO. is. frosh.

lobster. .Rummer, g, m. 4, hoommer.

snake. ©dtlnngc,/. 3, shlange.

crab. Srebg, eg, to. 1, kraibs.

clam, 3Ruf($el, f. 3, mooshel,

bee. 93icnc,/. 3, beene.

wasp. aSeft'e,/. 3, vespe.

adder. 9?nttcr,/. 3, natter.

ant. Slmeife,/. 3, ahmice.

fly. glicge,/. 3, fleege.

flea. glcb, eg, m. 18, flow,

beetle. ^tdfcr, g, TO. 4, kaifer.

gnat. aUude,/. 3, muicke.

spider. ©(jinne,/. 3, spinne.

butterfly. ©d)inctlerling, eg, to. 1, shmetterling.

worm. 2Burm, eg, m. 2«, voorm.

Q. VEGETABLE KINGDOM.

tree. Saum, eg, to. !», bourn.

flower. 93tuine,/. 3, bloome.

herb. jlraut, eg, n. 2«, krout.

plant. ip flange,/. 3, pflantse.

weed. Unfraut, oonkrout.

maple. 91f)orn, eg, to. 1, ahhorn.

birch. 93irtc,/. 3, beerke.

beech. Sud)e,/. 3, booc/ie.

cedar. 3etcr,/. 3, tsaider.

oak. 6id)c,/. 3, eyeche,

ash. efd)c,/. 3, aishe.

pine. j^id)te, /. 3, feechte,

poplar. ^appdif. 3, pappel.

asp. mpdf- 3, aispe.

elm. Ulme,/. 3, oolme.

willow. SBeibc,/. 3, vide,

fir-tree. SCannc,/. 3, tanne.

linden-tree. fiinbe,/. 3, linde.

R. MINERALS.

iron. difen, g, n., eyesen,

granite. ©ranit, g, to.. grahneett,
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E.NGLISH. GERMAN. PRONUNCI.\TION,

marble. SKavmov, i, w.. marmor.
stone. ©tfin, (S’, VI. 1, stine.

brick. 9?arfftcin, backstine.

flint, .iticfetjtcin, koeselstine.

amber. ®enijtcin, bernstine.

jewel. (Sbctftcin, aidelstine,

metal. 9Kcta!l, c§, n. 1, maital.

lead. 3?lci, c^, n.. bly.

gold. ©olb, cS, n.. golt.

copper. iJ'upfev, S, 71., coopfer.

bronze, 9?ron,(c, /., brontse.

brass. Tcoffing, S, n., messing.
nickel. S, n.. nickel.

diamond. Tinimint, S, »». 3, deeamant.
silver. ©ilbfv, S, 71., zilber.

steel. ©tabl, (S, m.. stahl.

tin. 3>'"b ^1 n., tsin.

zinc. .3inf, S, n.. tsinc.

ore. C6, 77. 1, airts.

wire. 3)ra[)t, c^, 771. P, draht.

ENGLISH. GERMAN. PRONUNCIATi

George, ©corg, gayorg.
\\ illiam. vilhelm.

Henry, hineric/i.

James, 3atob, jahcob.
John, 3oIhuiii, johan.
Joseph, joseph.
Amelia, 31malic, amahlie.
Ann, 31 unci, anna,
Bridget, 23rigittc, breegitte.

Clara, •ftlara, clahra.

Ellinore, (5'lcoiiorc, alayonore.
Betsey, Setti, betty.

Eliza, aleese.

Emily, Giiiilic, ameelia.
Emma, ©iiiiiia, emma,
Frances, gvaiiji^ta, frantsiska.

Helen, .^icknc, helcna.
Harriet, .^curii'ttc, henryette.
Mary, SlJcnria, niareea.

s. GEOGRAPHICAL NAMES.

America, Slmerifa, S, 7i. ahmayreeka.
Europe, ©urcbn, §, 71., oiropa.

Asia, 3(ftcn, S, 71., ahzien.

Africa, 3tfvita, S, n.. afreeca.

Australia, 3(iiftvalicii, e, w.. oustralien.

American, 3Imcritancr, S, w. 4, amayreekahner.
United States, 93cveinigtc ©taatcii, ferinigte stahten

Germany, T'cutjdilaiib, S, n.. doitshland.

German, Tcutfdicr, n, m. 3, doitsher.

England, ©nglanb, i, n.. england.
Englishman, ©ngidiiber, s, m. 4, englender.

France, jvranfreid), S, n.. frank iche.

Frenchman, granjoje, n, la. 3, frantsose.

Sweden, Sdiii'cbcn, S, 71., shvayden

,

Swede, Sdiii'fbc, 11, III. 3, shvayde.

Switzerland, ©dni'ci^,/., shvyts.

Italy, ^talicii, S, n.. eetalien.

Spain, ©bcinicn, b, n.. spanyen.
Scotland, ©diottlnub, b, shottland.

Irishman, '^rlaiibcr, b, m. 4, eerlender.

Russia, iUu^Unib, b 77., roossland.

Russian,
11, 7n. 3, roosse.

Denmark, T)(iucmarf, b, n.. dainemark.
Turkey, iurfei,/.. tuirkye.

Prussia, ijSreupen, b, »., proissen.

Au.stria, Oefterreid), b, 7i., oesterric/i.e.

ADJECTIVES.

Adjectives used predicatively are unchangeable.
T>cr Sliatev ift g u t (goot

; bic Rinbcr ftnb g u t.

When used attributively, they must agree with their noun:-
in case, number and gender;

gutcr 3Satcr, gutp Thitfer, gutcb itinb.

There are three declensions of Adjectives:

I. (When not preceded by an Article or Pronoun they
take the terminations of the definite Article.)

II. (When preceded by bcr, bicfcr, jcncr, ircldier, allcr, jcbcr).

Si7^(J. N. gutcr, gute, guteb, Plur. guten. guten, guten
G guten. gutcr. guten. guten. guten, guten.

D. gutciii, gutcr, gutein, guten. guten, guten.

A. guten, gute, guteb. guten. guten, guten.

III. When preceded by cin. mein, bcin. fein, unjer, cucr.

ilir, fciii)

Smg. N. gutcr. gute. guteb, PI. (all genders) guten.

G. guten, guten. guten, guten,

D. guten. guten, guten. guten,

A. guten. gute. guteb. guten.

COMPARISON OF ADJECTIVES.

The Comparison of Adjectives is always formed by adding
er to the positive; the sujjerlative by adding st to the positive

just as in English with Adjectives of one or two syllables,

roll, BoUcr, UcUcft. They are declined like positives.

T. CHRISTIAN NAMES.

Andrew, 9Infcreab, andrayas.
-Anthony, 3(nton, antone.

Charles, .ftarl. carl.

Edward, ©bunrb, edooard.
Ernest, ©rnft. ayrnst.

Francis, grnn^, frants.

Frederic, Ariebridi, freedricA,

VOCABULARY OF ADJECTIVES.
ENGLISH. GERMAN. PRONUNCIATION.

jiale, Map, blass.

thick. bid. dick,

thin. bunn, dtiin,

fat. fett, fet.

great. grohss.

handsome. ^ul'l'di, huibsh,

little. Rein, kline,
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GERMAN’. ENGLISH. rRONUNCIATlON. ENGLISH. GERMAN. PKONUNCIATION.

short, furh koorts. fast. fdnidi, sbnell,

tall, lanfl, lang. blue. blan, blou.

slender. fchlanf, shlank. brown. I'vaun, brown.

beautiful. fd)6n, shoen. yellow. flclb, gelp.

delicate. l«rt, tsahrt. gray. flrau, grou,

poor, arm, arm, red. roth, rote.

rich. rcich, riche, black. fehmar^, shvarts.

old. alt, alt, white. mciB/ vice,

young, i'lnfl, yoong. light. t)dl, hell.

dead. toft, toat, gay-colored. hunt, hoont.

strange. fremb, fremd. left. lint, link.

free, frei, fry. right. rcd)t. rechi.

l^ious, fromm, from. flat. fladi. flac/i.

good. g'^ t. smooth. ((latt. glatt.

chaste, feufd). koish. steep. ftcil. stile.

hold, tul)n. kuin. dry, tiirr. duir.

clean. rein. rine, desert. mil ft. wuist.

coarse, firoh, grop. high. bed). hoac/(.

nide. rol). roe, deep. tiff. teef.

proud. stolts. broad. breit. brite.

^yild, milf. yilld. narrow, fdnnal, shmahl.

glad. frol). fro^ neat. nett, net.

grave, cruft. ernst. acerb. t)crb. herb.

prudent. tlUfl, klooy. sour, faucr. souer,

exmning, jdilau. shlow. sweet. fiii?/ suiss,

strong. ftarf. stark. ripe, rcif. rife.

well. mold. voal. crooked. h'umm. kroom,

sick, fremf. krank, oblique. jd)icf. sheaf.

weak. frfm'acf). shvac/i. round. Tunb, roond.

blind. btinb. blinnd. sharp, fdiarf. sharf.

lame, la()m. lahm. pointed, spits,
*

dumb. ftumm. stoom. blunt. ftunnif. stoom pf.

deaf. taut', toub. hard. hart. heart.

mad. toll. toll. soft. mcidi. vic/ie.

new, ncu. noi, light. Icidit, leyecht.

narrow, Cl'fl, eng, heavy. fdimcr. shvare.

wide. meit. vite. whole. gants.

soft. fan ft. sanft. empty. leer. lare.

faithful. treu. troi. full. roll. foil.

angry. t'Ob, hoes. hollow, t)0l)(. hole.

stupid. tumm, doomm. tamo. 3al)m, tsahm,
false. falfd). falsh. true. maf)r. vahr,

lazy. faul. foul. loud. laut. lout,

cowardly. RiS; tiye. quiet. [till. still,

saucy, frcih. frec/i. near, nat)c. nahe,

shining. I'lanf, blank. far, fern. fern.

damp. feud)t, foic.'.t. line, fein. fine,

hot. t)cifh bice. fresh. frifef). frish.

cold. talt. calt, bad, fct)ledit. shlec/d,

clear. flar. clahr. bitter. bitter. bitter.

cool. fid)!, kuil. cheap. billifl. billiy.

tepid. lau. lou. dear. t()cuer. toier,

wet. na§. nass, thirst 3% burftig. doorstif/,

rough. raut). row. hungry. bungrifl. hoongri;/.

warm, marm, varm, tired. miibe. muide,
early. frfif), frui. sleepy. fd)lafrifl. shlaifric/,

late, fpat, spate, grateful. ban fbar. dankbahr.
rapid, rafdp rash. noble. cbcl. aidle,
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ENGLISH. GERMAN. PRONUNCIATION. ENGLISH. GERMAN. PRONUNCIATION.
friendly, fmmbUd), froindlicli. fifty, fiinfjig, fuinftsig,
kind, guitij. sixty. H'3'0/ zecAtsig,
polite. f)cflicfi, hoefliclt. seventy. ftcbcnaig, seebentsig.
active. taitijr. eighty. n*t3i0/ achttsig.
avaricious, gitetsi^r. ninety. imtnjig, noyntsig.
dirty. shmoottsig", one-hundred. f)unbcvt, hoondert.
joyous, frobUdi, froelic/t. two hundred.

3U)ci I)unbert, tsvi hoondert.
sad, traurig, trourig. one thousand, taufenb, towsend,

a million. cine 9Ki(Iion, ine milleeon.
CARDINAL NUMBERS.

one, cin§, ines, ORDINAL NUMBERS.
two. jii'oi, tsvi.

three. brei, dry.
The Ordinal Numbers are formed from the Cardinals, by

four, wx, feer.
adding tc to the latter from 4 to 19, and fte from 20 upwards.

five. fiinf, fuinf.
They are declined like Adjectives.

six, fcd)g, zex,

seven, fieben, zeeben. THE ORDINAL NUMBERS.
eight, ad)t, ae/tt. ENGLISH. GERMAN. PRONUNCIATION.
nine, jicim, noyn. the first. bcr crftc, dair ayrste.
ten, tsane. the second. bcr 3k'citc, dair tsvite,

eleven. elf/ elf. the third. bcr bribe, dair dritte.

twelve, , afi'otf, tsvoelf. the fourth, ^ bcr rierte, dair feerte.

thirteen. brei3cf)n, drytsane. the fifth. bcr fiinftc, dair fuinfte.
fourteen, Bicrjeljn, feertsane, the twentieth. bcr 3Ujan 3igftc, dair tsvantsigste.

twenty. aiuansig, tsvantsig. the one hundredth, bcr l)unbcrtftc, dair hoondertste.
twenty-one, cinimbjU'aitjig, ineoondtsvantsig the one thousandth, bcr taufcnbftc, dair towsendste.
thirty. breiftig, drysig. firstly. erfteng, airstens.

forty, Bicrjig, feertsig. thirdly, britteng, drittens.

PRONOUNS.
1. PERSONAL.

Singular. Plural.

Nom. I, id), icb, we. U'ir, veer,

Gen. of me. mcincr, miner, of us. uufer. oonser,

Dot. to me. mir, meer, to us. ung. oons,

Accus. me. midi, mic/i, us. un5. oons,

Nom. thou. bu. doo, you. if)r. eer.

Gen. of thee. bcincr. diner, of you. cucr. oier,

Dat. to thee. bir. deer. to you. cudi.

Accus. thee. bid). dic/i, you. cudi. oicA,

Nom. he. cr, air, they. fiC/ zee,

Gen. of him, feiner. siner, of them. it)rci. eerer,

Dat. to him. it)tn. eem, to them. it)iicn. eenen,

Accus. him. i()u. een, them. ftC/ zee.

Nom. she, f’L zee,

Gen. of her. ibrer. eerer,
(cr, he, fic, she and it, c§. have the same plural; bu, plural

Bat. to her, i()r. eer. ibr, are used in addressing relatives and friends, all others

.Iccies. her, fic/ zee, are addressed: ©ic.

Nom. it, eS, es,

Gen. of it. feiner, siner,

Dat. to it, if)m. eem,

Accus. it, c§. cs,
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2. DEMONSTRATIVE.
ENGLISH. GERMAN. PRONUNCIATION.

this. bicfer. deeser,

that. fcner. yainer,

uich. foIcI)cr, solcAer.

Demonstrative

dele ber, bic, bag.

pronouns are declined like the definite

sec above.

3. POSSESSIVE.

my, mein. mine,

thy, bcin. dine,

his. fein. sine,

her. tl)r. eer,

our. unfer. oonser,

your. cucr. oier,

their, if)r, eer,

your, (in addressing)i()r. eer.

4. RELATIVE.
ENGLISH. GERMAN. PRONUNCIATION.

which. h'ctd)cr. velc/ier.

which. bcr. dair.

Declined like definite article fccr, bic, ba§.

5. INTERROGATIVE.

Nom. who ? mcr ? vair,

Gen. of whom ? mcffcn ? vessen,

Dat. to whom ? mem ? vaim.

Accus. whom ? men ? vain.

which ? mclcftcr ? velc/ier.

G. INDEFINITE.

somebody. jcmanb. yaimand,

nobody. niemanb. neemand,

everybody. jcbevmann. yaidermann.

VERBS.

The German Verb has the same persons, numbers, moods, I which ending c is dropped after I and r: Iianbcln, iranbcrn,

voices, and tenses as the English. It forms like the Eng- and in tliun, to do, and fein, to be. The three Auxiliary

lish all tenses but Present and Imperfect by Auxiliaries. Verbs are I)abcn, to have; fein, to be; inerben, to become.

The Present Infinitive of every verb ends in cn: lobcn, of
|

§a6cn. To Have.

INDICATIVE.

Present.

SUBJUNCTIVE.

I have. id) l)abc. ich hahbe, I may have. id babe. ich hahbe.
thou hast. bu ^aft. doo hast. bu babeft. doo hahbest.

he has. er ^at. air haht. er babe. air hahbe.
we have. mir ^aben. veer hahben. mir baben. veer hahben,
you have. i^r 6abt, eer hahbt. ibr babet. eer hahbet.

they have, fie f)a6cn. zee hahben. fie boben. zee hahben.

Imperfect.

I had, id) I)atte, ich hatte. I might have. id) batte. ich hette.

bu iattcft. doo hattest. bu biitteft, doo hottest.

er Iwtte, air hatte. er batte, air hette.

mir l)atten. veer hatten, mir biitten, veer hetten.

if)r l)attet, eer hattet. i()r battet. eer hettet.

fie fatten. zee hatten. fie batten. zee hetten.

Perfect.

I have had, id) f>abe Gttiabt, ich hahbe gaihabt. I may have had. id) babe gef)abt. ich hahbe gaihalit,

bu t)aft ge()abt 3C., bu babeft gebabt jc.

Pluperfect.

I had had, ic^ batte ge()nbt. ich hatte gehahbt. I might have had. id) batte gebabt. ich hettii gaihahbt.

bu batteft ge[)abt jc. bu batteft gebabt jc.

Future.

I shall have. id) merbe bnben. ich vairde hahben, that I shall have. id) merbe baben. ich vairde hahben.

bu mirft baben. doo veerst hahben. bu merbeft baben. doo vairdest hahben.

er mirb baben. air veerd hahben, er merbe baben. air vairde hahben.

mir merben baben, veer vairden hahben mir merben baben. veer vairden hahben.

ibr merbet baben. eer vairdet hahben. ibr merbet baben, eer vairdet hahben.

fie merben baben. zee vairden hahben. fie merben baben. zee vairden hahben
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ENGLISH. GERMAN. PRONUNCIATION.
1

ENGLISH. GERMAN. PRONUNCIATION.

INDICATIVE-

Future Perfect.
SUBJUNCTIVE.

I shall have had, id) ii'crbe gcbatl

bal'cn,

that I shall have had, id) )novbc gebnbt

bn ben.

I should have.

CONDITIONAI .

id) Unirbe bn ben, ich vuirde hahbeu. I shoultl have ha.l

CONDITIONAD PERFECT.

, id) amrbe achabt

bnben.

Imperative.

have (thou). l)nbc, hah be, have (ye'. bnbet, bnben Sic.

INFINITIVE.

Present, to have, (uibcn,

Perfect, tohavehad, geluU't lial'cn.

Jiahben, Present, having.

Perfect, had.

PAETICIPLE.

bnbcnb,

gebnbt,

hahbend,,

gaihahbt.

INDICATIVE.
3cin, To Be

Present.
SUBJUNCTIVE.

I am. id) bin, ich bin, I may be. id) fei, ich zye.

thou art, bn bift, doo hist. thou mayest be. bu feieft. doo zyest.

he is. ev ift, air ist. ev fei. air zeye,

we are. )niv finb, veer zind. )uir feien, veer zeyen,
you are. ibv feib, eer zide. ibv feict, eer zyet.

they are, fie finb, zee zind. fie feien. zee zyen.

Imperfect.

I was. id) UHir, ich vahr. I might be. id) U'dve, ich vaire.

bn icnrft. doo vahrst. bu UHiveft, doo vairest.

er U'nr, air vahr. cv liHire, air vaire.

iuiv )L'nrcn, veer vahren. U'iv tuciven, veer vairen.

ibr UHiret, eer vahret. ibv ii'dret, eer vairet.

fie U'nren, zee vahren. fie )yiivcn. zee vairen.

Perfect.

I have been. id) bin gotyefen. ich bin guevaisen. I may have been. id) fei gemefen, ich zye guevaisen.

bu bift geinefen k., bu feieft geioefcn jc.

Pluperfect.

I had been. id) iunr gouefen. ich vahr guevaisen. I might have been. id) U'dve geiuefen, ich vaire guevaisen
bn li'nvft geruefen k.. bu U'dveft geuefen 3c.

Future.

I shall be. id) icerbe fein. ich vairde zj-ne. that I shall be. id) U'evbe fein. ich vairde zyne.

bu U'irft fein. doo veerst zyne. bu U'crbeft fein, doo vairdest zyne.

cr irirb fein. air veerd zyne. ev )yevbe fein, air vairde zyne.

luir U'crben fein, veer vairden zyne. etc.

ibv U'erbet fein. eer vairdet zyne.

fie U'crbcn fein. zee vairden zyne.

Future Perfect.

I shall have been. id) U'erbe gciucfen fein that I shall have been, id) incrbe geU'cfen fein.

CONDITIONAL. CONDITIONAL PERFECT.

I should be. id) U'iirbe fein. ich vuirde zyne. I should have been, id) un'tvbe gclycfcn fein.

Imperative.

l)e, ;thou). fei/ zye, be ye'. feib, feien Sie,

INFINITIVE PARTICIPLE

.

Pre.sent. to be. fein. zyne, Present, being. feienb, zyend.

Perfect, to Lave been, gcu'cl'cn jetn, gueviiisen zyne, Peifeci. been, gcli'cl'cn, guevaisen.
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ENGLISH. GERMAN. PRONUNCIATION. ENGLISH.

INDICATIVE.

SBcrbcn, To Become.

Present

GERMAN.

SUB.TXJNCTIVE.

PRONUNCIATION.

I become. id) »)crbc,

bu U'ivft,

cr irirb,

irii' ircrbcn,

il)r U'crtct,

fie roerben,

ic/i vairde,

doo voerst,

air veerd,

veer vairden,

eer vairdet,

zee vairden.

I may become. id) luerbe,

bu luerbeft,

er luerbe

luir luerben,

iftr luerbet,

fie luerben.

ich vairde,

doo vairdest,

air vai de,

veer vairden,

eer vairdet,

zee vairden.

Impeifect.

I became. id) )rmrbc,

bu imirbcl’t,

cr irurbc,

icir imirbcn,

ilir U'urbct,

fie U'urbcn,

ich voorde,

doo voordest,

air voorde,

veer voorden,

eer voordet,

zee voorden.

I might become. id) luiirbe,

tn luiirbeft,

cr luurbe,

luir luiirben,

i()r luiirbet,

fie luiirben.

ich vuirde,

doo vuirdest,

air vuirde,

veer vuirden,

eer vuirdet,

zee vuirden.

Pelfeci.

I have become. id) Bin gcU'orben,

bu bift geu'ovben jc.,

ich bin guevorden. I may have become. id) fei flciuorbcn,

bu feift geiuorben.

ich zye guevorden,

Pluperfect.

1 had become. id) irar gcU'cvbcn,

bu ii'nrft gciuorben,

ich vahr guevorden.

j

I might have been. id) ludre flciuorbcn,

bu ludrft (icit'orbcn ic

ich vaire guevord. u

Future.

I shall become. id) lucrbc luerben,

bu wirft werten,

ich vairde vairden,

doo veerst vairden.

that I shall become. id) luerbe luerben,

bu luerbeft luerben.

Future Perfect.

I shall have become. id) im'be gciuovbcn

I'cin,

bu U'irft c(cU)orbcn fein

ich vairde guewor-

den zyne,

f

that I shall have he

come,

id) luerbe gcluorbcn

fein,

bu luerbeft gcluorbcn iein.

CONDITIONAL. CONDITIONAL PERFECT.

I should become. id) iDuvbe luerben,

bu iBurbeft luerben,

ich vmrde vairden. I should have he-

. come,

id) luurbe gciuorben

fein,

bu luiirbeft geiuorben

fein.

hnperntive.

become (thou'. luerbe, vairde. become (ye'). luerbet, luerben £ie. vairdet.

Infinitive.

Present, to become. luerben, vairden. Perfect, to have be- geiuorben fein. guevorden zyne.

I come,

Participle.

Present, becoming, U'crbcnb, vnirdenil. Perfect. Viocome, {(Cb'orbon, gnevorden.

Xote. The verb leerbcn, to become, is used in all its tenses The Present Ind. and Imp. S. id) iuerbc, id) irinbc, arc bc-

to form the Passive Voice of Transitive Verbs, where in sides used to form the Future and Conditional ot every

English “to be” is employed. verb in active voice, and then stand for I shall, I should.
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AUXILIARY VERBS OF MOOD.
They are irregular in Present and Imperfect; these tenses are therefore given,

SBoUcn, To Be Willing.
INDICATIVE.

Present.
3NGLISH.

I am willing,

with the Perfect Participle.

SUBJUNCTIVE.

I was willing,

willing.

being obliged,

I am allowed.

I was allowed,

being allowed.

GERMAN. PRONUNCIATION. ENGLISH. GERMAN. PRONUNCIATION.
idi will, ich vill, I may be willing, id; loolle. ich voile.

bu IBillft, doo villst, bu looUcft, doo vollest.

er loin, air vill, cr loolle. air voile,

loir loollcn, veer vollen. loir loollcn, veer vollen.

ibr loollt, eer vollt, ilir loollct. eer vollet.

fic loollcn, zee vollen
fic loollcn. zee vollen.

Imperfect.

ich loolltc. ich vollte.
1

I might be willing, id) loolltc. ich vollte.

PEESENT. PERFECT.
Participle.

lootlenb. vollend,
1
been willing. Ocipollt, guevollt.

0oUcn, To Have To, To Be To.
INDICATIVE. SUBJUNCTIVE.

Present.

id) foil. ich zoll.
[

that I shall. id) folic. ich zolle.

bu follft, doo zollst, bu follcft. doo zollest.

cr foil. air zoll. cr folic. air zolle.

loir jollcn veer zollen. loir follen. veer zollen.
i()v follt. eer zollt, il)r follct. eer zollet.

fie follen. zee zollen.
fie follen. zee zollen.

Imperfect.

id) follte. ich zollte.
1

that I should, id) follte. ich zollte.

PEB.SENT. PERFECT.
Participle.

foUcnb, zollend. been obliged, flcfoOt, guezollt.

Jiiirfcn, To Be Allowed, To Dare.
INDICATIVE. SUBJUNCTIVE.

Present.

id) barf. ich darf, I may be allowed, id) biirfe, ich duirfe.
bu barfft. doo darfst. bu biirfcft. doo duirfest.
er borf. air darf. er burfe. air duirfe.
loir biirfcn. veer duirfen. loir Ourfen, veer duirfen,
if)r burji. eer duirft, ibr biirfet. eer duirfet.

fie biirfen. zee duirfen. fie turfen. zee duirfen.

Imperfect.

id) burftc. ic7i doorfte,
1

I might be allowed, id) burftc. ich duirfte.

PEESENT. PERFECT.
Participle.

bi'irfenb. duirfen d.
1
been allowed, geburft. guedoorft.

tonnen, To Be Able.
INDICATIVE. SUBJUNCTIVE.

Present.

id) faun. ich cann, I may be able. id) tonne. ich coenne,
bu faun ft. doo ( annst, bu fonneft, doo coennest,
er faun. air caLn, cr fonne. air coenne,
loir fbnnen, veer coennen» loir fonnen. veer coennen,
il)r tbnnt. eer coennt, ilir fonnet. eer coennet,

fic tonnen. zee coennen, fic fonnen. zee coennen.
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ENGLISH. GERMAN. PRONUNCIATION. ENGLISH. GERMAN, PRONUNCIATI

• Impeifect.

I could, id) fonnte, icA. konnte. I might be able. i(b lonnte, icA koennte.

PRESENT. PERFECT.

Participle.

being able, fonnenb, koennend. been able. gefonni. guekonnt.

SJliiffen To Be Obliged.

INDICATIVE. SUBJUNCTIVE.

Present.

I am obliged, I must id) imifi, icA mooss. I may be obliged. id) muffc. icA muisse.

bu mu§t, doo moost. bu muffeft, doo muissest,

er tnu§, air mooss. cr mitffc. air muisse.

H)ir muffcn, veer muissen. mir muffen. veer muissen.

i^r mu§t, eer muisst. if)r muffet. eer muisset.

fic nu'tffen, zee muissen. fie muffen, zee muissen.

Imperfect.

I was obliged. id> mu^te, icA moosste.
[

I might be obliged. i(b rnupe. icA muisste.

PRESENT. PERFECT.
Participle.

being obliged, muffcub, muissend. been obliged. gemubt. guemoost.

goffen, To Let.

INDICATIVE. SUBJUNCTIVE.
Present.

I let, id) (affe, icA lasse. I may let. id laffe. icA lasse.

bu laffcft, doo lessest. bu laffeft. doo lassest.

er la§t, air lesst. er laffe. air lasse.

iuir laffen, veer lassen. toir laffen. veer lassen.

if)r ta§t, eer lasst. ibr laffet. eer lasset.

fie laffen, zee lassen. fie laffen. zee lassen.
*

Imperfect.

I let, tc^ liefi, icA leess. I might let. id) lie§e. ioA leesse.

PRESENT. PERFECT.
Participle.

letting, laffenb, lassend. let, gelaffen. guelassen.

Sfibgcn May, To Like.

INDICATIVE. SUBJUNCTIVE.
Present.

I may, l(^ ma(!, icA magr, I may, id) moge. roll moege.

bu magfl, doo magst. bu mcgeft. doo moegest,

er mag, air mag. er moge. air moege.

njir mogen. veer moegen. ioir mogen. veer moegen.

ibr mogt. eer moegt. il)r moget. eer moeget.

fie mogen. zee moegen. fie mogen. zee moegen.

Imperfect.

I liked. id) mod)te. icA mochte. I might, id) modite. icA mochte.

PRESENT.
•

PERFECT.
Participle.

liking. mogenb. moeguend, liked. gemodft. guemocAt.

T
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THE REGULAR. VERB.

Perfe ^

stem-vowel in inflection, which add the ending tc in the Imperfect and t in theaitKiple to the stem, are called regular verbs. The stem is found hy taking off the termination en of the Infinitive-lobni, to praise, stem, fob; Imperfect, Icbtc; Perfect Participle, .^lobt.
Infinitive,

To form the Present and Imperfect Active the following personal endings are added to the stem :

Prexei/i.

SING.

f/

oft or ft,

0 ,

I'LUU.

I'll,

et or t,

on.

Impeyfe.ii.

SING.

tc,

toft,

tc.

The Present Participle adds cub to the stem : lobcnb
;
the Imperative c; lobe.

Active Voice of iJobcn, lohben, To Praise.

PLUK.

ten,

tot,

ten.

I praise,

thou praisest,

he praises,

we praise,

you praise,

they praise.

I have praised,

I shall jiraise.

i should praise.

1 niav praise.

Fresent.

id) lobe,

bn U'bft,

cr lobt,

U'ir loben,

ibr lobt,

fie loben,

Peifecl.

id) babe flolobt,

bit bnft gelobt,

er bnt flolobt,

U'ir baben gelobt,

il)v luibt gelobt,

fie baben gelobt.

Future.

id) U'erbe loben,

bit U'irft loben,

cr U'irb loben,

U'ir ioerben loben,

ibr U)crbet loben,

fie U'crben loben.

Conditional.

id) U'iirbe loben,

bu tonrbeft loben,

er U)iirbe loben,

loir U'iirben loben,

ibr U'iirbet loben,

fie loiirben loben.

Preient.

id) lobe,

bu lobeft,

cr lobe,

U'ir loben,

ibr lobet,

fie loben

PRONUNCI.A.TION, ENGLISH.

INDICATIVE.

ic/( lohhc,

doo lohbst,

air lohht,

veer lohben,

eer lohht,

zee lohben.

I praised,

thou jiraisedst,

he jiraised,

we praised,

you jiraised,

they praised.

I had praised,

Imperfect.

id) lobte,

bu lobteft,

er lobte,

U'ir lobten,

ibr lobtet,

fie lobten.

Pluperfect.

id) battc gelobt,

bu liatteft gelobt,

er batte gelobt,

U'ir b'fftcn gelobt,

ibr battet gelobt,

fie batten gelobt.

Future Perfect.

I shall have praised, id) loerbe gelobt baben,

bu U'irft gelobt baben,

cr U'irb gelobt baben,

U'ir ioerben gelobt baben,

ibr locrbet gelobt baben,

fie ioerben gelobt baben.

Conditional Perfect.

I should have praised, id) U'urbe gelobt baben,

bu loitrbeft gelobt baben,

cr loitrbc gelobt liaben,

loir loiirben gelobt baben,

ibr U'iirbet gelobt baben,

fie loiirben gelobt baben.

PRONUNCIATION.

\ch lolibte,

doo lohhtest,

air lohhte,

veer lohhten,

eer lohhtet,

zee lohhten.

SUBJUNCTIVE.

I might praise.

Imperfect.

’

id) lobte,

bu lobteft,

er lobte,

loir lobten,

ibr lobtet,

fie lobten.
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I'KONUNCIATION. PRONUNCIATION.

SUBJUNCTn'5.

Perfect.

I may have praised, idi f)a6e gclobt,

fcu ()afacft gt’lobi,

cr ()at'c gelobt,

U'ir I)akn golobt,

ifu- fmt'ct gcloBt,

fic ()a6cn gelobt.

If I shall praise,

I< uture.

id) )»erbe lot'cn,

bu iBcrbcS't k'bcn,

cr ircrbc lobcn,

irir ircrbcii lobcn,

ibr li'crbct loben,

fie loerben ioben.

Pluperfect.

Imighthave praised, id) ()atte gelobt,

bu [)attcft gelobt,

cr l)dttc gelobt,

U'ir batten gelobt,

ibr bdttct gelobt,

fie batten gelobt.

Future Perfect.

If I shall have praised, id) ioerbe gelobt baben.

bu luerbeft gelobt baben,

er iocrJc gelobt baben,

U)ir toerben gelobt baben,

. il)r loeibct gelobt liaben,

ficiocrCcn gelobt baben.

praise ,tbou\

praise (ye).

Imperative.

lobe,

lobet.

1

Infinitive Present, to praise, lobcn.

I

Perfect, to have praised, gelobt l)aben.

Participle.

PEESENT. PEKFECT.

praising. lobenb. 1

praised, gelobt.

INDICATIVE.

Passive Voice.
BUBJONCTIVE.

Present.

I am praised. id) locrbe gelobt.
j

that I may be praised, bafi id' gelobt locrbe.

Imperfect.

I was praised. id) lourbe gelobt,* that I might be praised, ba^ id) gelobt lourbe.

I have been praised, id) bin gelobt loorben,

Perfect.

I

that I may have been praised, bafi id) gelobt U'orben fci.

Pluperfect.

I had been praised, id) loar gelobt Uorben,
!

that I might have been praised, baft id) gelobt U'orben lodre.

Future.

I shall be praised, id) Uerbe gelobt loerben,
I

that I shall be praised, bab id) locrbe gelobt loerben.

Future Perfect.

I shall have been praised, id) locrbe gelobt loorben fein,
[

that I shall have been praised, bafi idi locrbe gelobt loorbcii fein.

INFINITIVE.

Pres, to be praised, gelobt loerben,
I

Perf. to have been praised, gelobt loorben fein.

liemark. The Participle geioorben drops ge in forming passive tenses.

IRREGULAR VERBS.

Irregular verbs are those which change their stem-vowel always in the Imperfect (sometimes also in the Peifect Part-

iciple and in the second and third person singular of the Present Indicative', which do not take a termination in the hist

person singular of the Imperfect, and the ending cn in the Perfect Participle, as; Infinitive, f(jrcd)cn; Imperfect, fprad)

;

Perfect Participle, gefprodien ;
second person Present, fpvidift.

The personal endings are the same as those of regular verbs, with the exception, that the Imperfect is without such

in the first and third person singular. Model : to speak, fpvedicn, sprecAen.
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I speak,

thou speakest,

he speaks,

we speak,

you speak,

they speak.

spoken.

Present Indicative.

id) fpredic,

bu fpric&ft,

cr f))rid)t,

nnr ftjrei^cn,

if)r fprcdd,

fie jpred)cn,

Peifect Participle.

gefprodten,

PRONUNCIATION.

\ch sprechc,

doo spreec/ist,

air spreec/it,

veer siirec/ien,

eer sprec/it,

zee sjjrec/ien.

guesproc?^en.

I spoke,

thou spokest,

he spoke,

we spoke,

you spoke,

they s^ioke.

speak (thou).

Imperfect Indicative.

id) f)jrad),

bu f))rad)ft,

er fprad),

n,'ir f))rad)cn,

i()r fpracht,

fie fprad)en,

Imperative.

f)3rid),

PRONUNCIATION.

ich sprahc/j,

doo sprahc/ist,

air sprahc/i,

veer sprahc/ten,

eer sprahc/it,

zee sprahc/ie?i.

spreec/i.

1. There are about 160 irregular verbs.
eemaeks.

2. Those irregular verbs, which change the stem-vowel in the second person singular Present, form the Imperativeby dropping (I of lie second person
: (p,|d,

;
tie olhen, form il like the regnlms, b, nddin» , to the stem

mtetaSr® * ”» “« «' - tie rorteet Prtict.te:

VOCABULARY OF VERBS.

A. REGULAR VERBS.
ENGLISH. GERMAN. PRONUNC

Fo allow, ertauBcn, erlouben.
admire. Be)uunbcrn, bewoonder:
answer. antii'ortcn, antvorten.
announce. melben, melden.
arrange, orbncn, ordnen,
bathe, Babcn, bahden.
be awake. vaclien.

believe. elaul'cn, glouben.
blame. tabein, tahdeln,
blow up, frrengen, sprainghen.
bore, I'o^ren, boaren.
brush. Biirften, buirsten.
change, Uted’ifein, veckseln.
cheat. tdufd)en, toishen.
chew, fauen, cowen.
choose, h)al)len, vailen,
clean. intgcn, poottsen.
comb. fdmmcn, kemmen
climb. flettcrn, klettern.
cough. Buftcn, hoosten,
conduct. fii^ren, fuiren.

despise. I'cradften, feracMen,
dream. trdumcn, troimen.
dread. fiirdften, fuirchten.
earn. uerbicncn, ferdeenen.
err. fid) irren, zicA eerren.
esteem. ad)tcn, acAten,
feel. ful)ten, fuihlen.
fetch. Bolen, hohlen.
fill. fiiften, fuilen.

fish. fifd)cn, fishen.

follow. folgcn, follghen.

forge, fdjmieben, shmeeden.

PRONUNCIATION.

To gather. fanimcln, zammeln.
glue. leimcn, lymen.
gnaw. nagcn, nahgen.
groan. ftof)ncn, stoenen.
hang. Biingcn, henghen.
hate. Bnffcn, hassen.
heal, Beilcn, hylen.
hear. Boreif) hoeren.
honor. el)rcn, ayren.
liojie. Boffcn, , hoffen.

injure. oerle^en, ferletsen.
iron, Bugein, buigeln.
kill. tobtcn, toeten.

lace. fdjniircn, shnuiren.
laugh. lad)cn. lacAen,
lay. legen, laygen,
last. baucrn, douern.
lead. leitcn, lyten.

liberate. Bcfreien, befryen.
live. IcBcn, layben.
mean. incinen, mynen.
miss. ocrmiffen, fermissen.
mix. tnifcficn, mishen.
move. Bcioegen, bevaigen.
nail. nageln, nahgeln.
need. Braud)cn, browcAen,

nurse. bflcgcn, pflaj'gen.

obey. ge6ord)cn, guehorchen
obtain. erlnngcn, erlangen.
offend. Bcleibigcn, belydeegen,
paint. tnalen, mahlen.
I^erspire, fdjloi^cn, shvitsen.
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ENGLISH. GERMAN. PRONUNCIATION. ENGLISH. GERMAN. PRONUNCIATION.

plane, bobcln, hohbeln. To smoke, raud)cn, rowc/ien.

polish. poltren, pohleeren. sneeze, nicfeii, neesen.

pray> beten, bayten. sob, fddudigcn, sblooc/itsen,

press, fcructen, druicken, sigh. feufgcn, soiftsen.

print. bvuden, droocken. squint. fdiiclcn, sheelen,

protect. befebu^en, beshuitsen. squeeze. t'tclfen, pressen.

punish. ftrafen, strahfen. swallow. oerid)ludcn, fersbloocken.

pull. gerren, tserren. tarry. gbgcrn, tsoegern.

put. ftcllen, stellen, taste. fd’mcctcn, sbmecken,

relate. crgdblen, ertsailen. tell. [ogen, zahgen.

reside, iDobncn, vohnen. threaten. broben, drohen.

rest. rul)cn, roohen. tickle. tibeln, keetseln.

roll. iuiefetn, veekeln, torture. gualcn, quailen,

row. rubern, roodern, travel. reifen, rysen,

saw, fdgen, zaighen. turn. breben, drayben,

scold. fcbicltcn, shelten. use. braudicu, browc/ien.

seduce, »nful)ven, ferfuiren. visit. befurben, besooclien,

seek. fueben, zooc/ien. warn. loarneu, varnen,

send. febiefen, shicken. wait. U'orten, varten.

sew, udl)cn, naihen. weep. locincn, vynen.

shake, fcbutteln, shuitteln. work. arbeiten, arbyten.

show, geigen, tsygen. yawn. gobnen, gainen.

shun, jcbeuen, shoien. quarrel. ganten, tsanken.

B. IRREGULAR VERBS.

ENGLISH. GERMAN. PRONUNCIATION. PRONUNCIATION. PRONUNCIATION

INFINITIVE. IMPERFECT. PEKF. PAKTICIPLE.

3 advise, ratben, rahten. rictb, reet, gcratben, gerabten.

avoid. meiben, myden. inicb, meed, gcmicbcn, genieeden.

bake, bacben, backen. but, book. gebacten, gebacken.

beat. fdilagcn, shlahgen. fd)lug. shloog. gcfd)lagcn, geshlagen.

be acquainted, tennen, kennen. fanntc kannte. getannt, gekannt.

be called. boiben, hyessen. bie§, heess. gebeiben, gebyessen.

bend. biegen, beeghen. bog. bohg. gebogen, gebohgen.

be worth, flclten, ghelten. gait. gallt. gcgolten, gegollten.

be silent. fclimeigen, shvyghen. Jcbloieg, shveey. geid)Uncgen, geshveegen, -

beg. bitten, bitten, bnt. baht, gebeten, gebayten.
“'''O’

bind, binben, binden. banb. bannd. gebunben, geboonden.

bite. bciben, byessen. bib, hiss. gebiffen, gebissen.

blow. blafcn, blahzen. blicS, bleeze. gcblal'cn, geblabzen.

break. brcd)cn, braic/ien. brad), brahe/). gebroeben, gebroc/ien.

burn. brennen, brennen. brannte, brannte. gebrannt, gebrannt.

call. rufen, roofen. rief. reef, gorufen, geroofen,

carry. tragen, trahgen. trug. troo^r. getrogen, getrabgen.

catch. fangen, fanghen, fingi fing. gcfangcu, gefangen,

close. fdtliejjen, shleessen. fd)lo§. sbloss, gcld)lDffen, gesblossen,

create, fd)affen, shaffen, shoof, gcb'baffcn, gesbatfen.

creep, trieeben, kreeo/ien. trod). kroc/i. gctrod)cn, gekroc/ien,

cry. fdtreien, shryen. fcbric, shree, gcfcbviecu, geshrecen.

cut. fd)ncibcn, shnyden. fduiitt, shnitt. gefd)uittcn, geslmitten,

die. ftcvben, stairben. ftarb, starp. geftorben, gestorben,

dig. graben, grahben. grub. groop. gegroben, gegrabben,

dispute ftreiten, stryten. ftritt. stritt. gcftritten. gestritten.

do, tbun, toon. that. tabt. getbun, getalin,

drink. tvinten, trinken. trout, trank. gctruutci*- getroonken.

drive, treiben,
,

tryben. tricb. treeb. gch-icbcn, getreeben.
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ENGLISH. GEIiMAN.

INFINITIVE.

To eat,
ffffib

fall, fallen,

figbt, fedtten,

find. finben,

flow, piefien.

fly.
flicflni,

flee. fliclicn,

force.
3A'tiiflen,

forget.
I'crgcffcn,

found. piopen,

freeze, fricren,

give, geben,

go. flcbcn,

grasp. greifen,

grow, inarbicn,

belji. bclfen,

bold. ballon,

know. Unffon,

lend, Icibcn,

leap. fprtngcn.

lift, beben.

lie. itegen.

lie. liigen.

load. laecn.

meet. treffen.

melt. fclimolscn.

move. aicbni.

name. nennen.

ofier. bielcn.

praise, preifen.

read. lefcn,

recover, genefen.

remain. blciben.

resemble. glcirben.

ride. reilen.

rise. fteigen.

roast. braten.

rub. reiben.

run. laufen.

scold. fcbclten.

see. feben.

seem. Kbeincn,

send, fenben.

sbave. Kberen,

shoot. fd)iof!cn,

sing, fingen.

.sink. fin fen.

sit. f'&cn.

sleep. fdtlafcn.

slip, glcitcn.

smell, riedien.

sneak. fcblcidten.

speak. fpreeben.

spin. fpinnen.

stand. fteben.

stej). trelcn.

PHONUNCIATION.

essen. ap/

fallen. pel.

fec/den. foebt.

finden. fanb.

fleessen. flop;

fleegen.
P"^g,

fleeben. flcb.

tsvingen.
fld'ang.

fergessen. nergap.

geessen.

freeren, fror.

gayben. gab.

gayben.
fling/

gryfen. gnff/

vacksen. ii'ud)^.

belfen, half.

batten. bicll.

vissen,
U'ujfle,

lyhen. lift)/

springben. fpvang,

bayben. bob/

leeghen. log,

luigen, tog/

labden. lub.

treffen. traf.

sbmeltsen. fdunola.

tseeben,
flOg,

n6nnen. nanntc,

beeten. bot.

prysen. prie^.

layzen. tab.

genaizen. genab.

blyben, btieb.

glyc/ten, gtidi.

ryten. rill.

stygen,
ftiffl/

brabten. brief.

ryben. rieb,

lowfen.
lief.

sbelten, fd)att,

zaiben. fab.

sbinen, fduen.

zenden, fantte.

sbayren, fd\cr.

sbeessen. tiboji.

zingen. fong.

zinken. fanf.

zeetsen.
fofi/

sblabfen.
fdilicf.

glyten. glitt.

leechen, rodi.

sblycben, fdflid).

spraic/ien. fpvacl).

sj)innen, fpann.

stayben. ftanb.

traiten, trat.

PRONUNCIATION.

IMPEEFECT. PE

abs.
gegeffen.

feel. gefallen.

foc/it. gefoebten.

fand. gefunben.
floss.

geflcffcn.

flob^. goflogen.

flob. gepoben.

tsvang, geau'ungon.

forgabs. Pergeffen,

goss.
flegoffen.

frobr.
gefroren.

gabb. gegeben.

ging, gegangen.
gi-if,

flfflviffcn.

voocks.
geu'aebfen.

half. gebolfen.

beelt. gebalten.

vooste,
flCU'Upt,

lee, gelieben.

sprang. geft'rungen.

bobjx. geboben.

laby. getegen.

lobfif. gelogen.

loot. gelabcn.

trabf, getroffen.

sbmolts, gefcbmoljen.

tsog. flGogen,

naunte, genannt.

bobt. geboten.

prees, getn-iefen.

labs. gelefen,

genabs. genefen.

bleep. geblieben.

gleec/t, gcglidien.

ritt. geritten.

steeg. geftiegen.

breet. gebraten.

reel). gerieben.

leef. gelaufen.

sbalt. gcfcbi'Itcn,

zaw. gefeben.

sbeen. gcfdiicnen,

zandte. gefanbt.

sbobr. gef, boron.

sboss, gcfdioffen.

zang. gefitngen,

zank. gefunten.

zabs,
gefeffen,

sbleef. gefebtafen.

glitt. geglitten.

rock. gerod'en.

sbleeck, gefdilidicn.

sprabc//. gcfprodjcn,

spann. geftionncn.

stand. geftanben.

trabt. getreten.

PRONUNCIATION.

PARTICIPLE.

gegessen,

gefallen,

gMof/(ten,

gefoomlen,

geflossen,

geflohgen,

geflohen,

getsvoongen,

ferge.s.sen,

gegossen,

gffroren,

gt'geben,

gegangen,

gegrifFen,

gevacksen,

geholfen,

gelialten,

gevoost,

geleehen,

gesjiroongen,

gehohben,

gelayghen,

gelohgen,

gelahden,

getroften,

geshuioltsen,

gHsoghen,

genannt,

gebobten,

gepreezen,

gelayzen,

genaizen,

gebleeben,

gegleer/ien,

geritten,

ge.steegen,

gebrabten,

gereeben,

gelowfen,

gesbolten,

gezaiben,

gesbeeneii,

gezandt,

geshobrexi,

geshossen,

gezoongeii,

gezoonken,

gezessen,

gesblabfen,

geglitten,

geroc/ien,

geshleec/«en,

gesproc/ien,

gesponnen,

gestanden,

getraiten,
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ENGLISH. GERMAN. PRONUNCIATION. PKONUNCIATION. PRONUNCIATION.

INFINITIVE. IMPERFECT. PEEP. PARTICIPLE.

To steal, ftcl)lcr, staylen, ftnl)I, stahl. gcftcblcu, gestohlen.

sting, ftcdicn, staic/ien, ftad'. stahc/f. gcfted'cn, gestoc/ien.

stride. fdu'citcn, shriten, fd'vitt. shritt. gcfd'rittcn, geshritten.

suck. jaugcu, zowghen, feg, zoh^, gcfogcn. gezohgen.

suffer. Icitcn, lyden, lift, lit, gcliftcn, gelitten.

swim, fdninmmcn, shvimmen, fd'U'nmm, shvam. gcfdni'ommcn, geshvommen,

take. ncluncn, naymen, nabm. nahm. gcticmmcn, genommen,

tear. rcipcn, ryessen, ri§, riss, gcnffcn, gerissen.

think, bcnten, denken, bcid'tc. dac/tte. gcbad't, gedac/d.

wash. U'afd)cii, \ ashen, U'ufd', voosh. gcmafd'cn. gevashen.

whistle. t'foifcn, pfyfen, t'fiff,
pfeeff, get'fiffcn. gci'feeften.

write. jbrcil'cn, shrvd)en, fd'vicl', shreep. gcfd'ricbcn. geshreeben.

yield, U)C’d}Cu, vyc/mn, h'id', \eech, gcmid'cn. geveec/ien.

C. EEFLEXIVE VERBS.

Many verbs that are intransitive in English are reflexive in German, as:

ENGLISH. GERMAN. PRONUNCIATION. ENGLISH. GERMAN. PRONUNCIATION.

I am mistaken. id' irrc mid', ich irre mic/i. we are mistaken. ",'ir irrcn un^. veer irren oons.

thou art mistaken
,

tu irrft bid), doo irrst dich. you are mistaken, ibr irrt cud', eer irrt oich,

he is mistaken, cr irrt fid), air i rt zich, they are mistaken, fic irrcn lid). zee irren zich.

Thus :

To adjourn. fidi I'crtagcn, zich fertahghen. To hasten, fid' bccitcn. zich beej^elen.

be, fid) I'cfinbcn, zich befinden. make use. ficb bcbicncn. zich bedeenen.

be ashamed, fid) fd'dmcn. zich shaimen, prepare. fid' I'ert'crciten, zich fohrberiten.

be engaged. fid) Bcrlo&cu, zic/i ferlohben. protect. fid' t'crii'abrcn, zich fervahren.

be married, fid) rcr^cirati'cn. zich ferhyrahten. (prarrel. ficb jantcn. zich tsanken.

behave. fid' bctragen, zich betrahghen, remember. fid) crinncrn. zich erinnern.

boast. fid' ritlimcn, zich ruimen, reflect. fid' t'cbcnfcn. zich bedenken.

conspire, fid) ))crfd'm6rcn. zich fershvoeren, refer. fid) bcjiebcn, zich betseehen.

converse, fid' unteri)altcn, zich oonterhalten, rely. ficb ucrlaffcn. zich ferlassen.

decrease. fid' minbcrn, zich mindern, retire. fid' 3urucf3icbcn, zich tsuruiktseeh

declare. fid) duBcrn, zich oissern, sit down. fid' UTcn, zi r/i, zettsen.

deliberate. fid' I'cfinncu, zich bezinnen. surrender. fid) crget'cu. zich ergaiben.

determine. fid) cntfd'lic^en. zich entshleessen, take to flight fid) flud)tcn. zich fluichten.

dread. fid' fiird'tcn. zich fuirc/iten. take care. ficb bitten. zich huiten.

embark, fid' cinfd'iffcn, zich ineshiffen. warrant, ficb nerburgen. zich ferbuirgen.

ENGLISH. GERMAN.

VOCABULARY OF ADVERBS.

1. ADVERBS OF TIME.

PKONUNCIATION. ENGLISH

.

GERMAN. PRONUNCIATION

again, micber, veeder, by degrees allmcilig, allmailig',

afterwards. nad'bcr, nacAhair, daily. tdglid', taii/lic/(.

already. febon, shohn, early, friib, frui,

always. immer,
. 1

immer, ever. jc, jcmnl?, yaymahls.

annually, idbxUd', yairlic/i. finally, cnbtid'. endlicd.

at first. 3ucrft,
tsooairst, formerly. ebemni^. ayhemahls.

at that time, bamatb!,
' dahmahls. henceforth. I'infort, hinfort.

at last, Wlc^t, tsooletst.
1

hourly. ftiinblicb. stuindlic/i.

at the same time. Wgleid', tsooglicTie,
j

in future, funftig. kuinftii/.

before, 3U»or,

nur.

tsoofohr, !
immediately. ioglcicb. soglic/ie.

but. noor.
1

instantly. c.ugcublidlid). oughenbliekLick

I
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ENGLISH. GERMAN.

late.
fbiit,

lately.
Wislid),

long.
laiige,

monthly.
monatlid),

never,
nic, nieinaki,

now, J nun,

<

once.
einmal.

oneday.
einft.

only.
erft.

just.
eBen,

rarely.
fclten.

sometimes.
Biigineilcn,

HOW TO LEAKN GEKMAN.

PRONUNCIATION.

spait,

cuirtslic7t,

lange,

niolinatlicA,

neemahls,

noon,

5'etst,

inemabl,

inesfc,

airst,

aiben,

selten,

bissvilen,

ENGLISH.

soon,

still,

then,

the other day,

to-day,

to-morrow,

the day after to-mor-

row, iiBcrmoracn,
the day before

yesterday,

weekly,

yesterday.

GERMAN.

6alb,

nod),

bann,

ncu(id),

l)cutc,

morgen,

oorgeftern,

U'odjcntlid;,

ficftern,

above,

abroad,

around,

asunder,

back,

behind,

below,

elsewhere,

everywhere,

far,

forward,

further,

here,

hither.

about,

absolutely,

alone,

almost,

as follows,

as it were,

at any rate,

at least,

at the highest,

besides,

by all means,

by no means,

certainly,

conscijucntly,

exceedingly,

enough,

especially,

even,

for nothing,

generally,

hardly,

how,

however,

indeed,

in a manner.

oBcn,

au^mdrt^,

ringg,

auSciiiii liter,

juriid,

^inten,

unten,

nnbergU'o,

fiBcrnll,

fern,

I'orioarlg,

inciter,

l)icr,

f)icrf)in.

etinn,

fdileeBterbing^,

nflein,

fnft,

folgenbermafjen,

fo 311 fagen,

jcbenfallg,

h’enigfteng,

f)6d)fteng,

ofnicl)in,

burdmug,

feincbiocg^,

gcu'if),

folgltcB,

uBcraug,

genug,

Befonberg,

fognr,

umfonft,

tiBcrBnntt,

fcfnoerlidi,

U'ic,

inbeffen,

in ber 3:i)at,

geiviffermafien

2. ADVEKBS OF PLACE,

ohben,

oussvairts,

rings,

oussineander,

tsooruick,

hinten,

oonten,

ander.svoh,

uiberal,

fairn,

fprvairds,

viter,

heer,

heerhin.

J nowhere,

I

ojiposite,

past,

I

somewhere,

thence,

there,

thither,

together,

on the way,

,

where,

whence,

within,

without,

whither.

3. ADVEEBS OF MANNEE.
aitva,

shlecMerdings,

alline,

fast,

folghendermahssen

,

zoh tsoo zahghen,

yaydenfals,

vamigstens,

hoer/istens,

ohnehin,

dooi'c/iouss,

kynesvegs,

gaiviss,

folglich,

uiberouss,

ghenooy,

bezonders,

zogahr,

oomzonst,

uiberhoupt,

shvairlic/i,

vee,

indessen,

in dair taht,

gevissermahsseu.

in as much,
in truth,

in vain,

it is true,

just so,

likewise,

mostly,

no,

not,

not at all,

not even,

nothing,

of course,

otherwise,

partly,

perhajis,

pretty,

properly,

purposely,

quite,

really,

rather,

scarcely,

seemingly,

so.

nirgenbg,

gegenuBer,

borBet,

irgenbu'o,

bortl)cr,

bort,

bortl)in,

3ufammen,

unteriuegg,

ll'O,

U'bf)er,

innen,

nufien,

l»ot)in,

in fc U'cit,

fiirU'nBr,

bergebenS,

nllcrbingg,

eBenfo,

cBcnfiillb,

incifteng,

nein,

nid)t,

gar nidit,

nid)t einmal,

nid)t^,

frcilidi,

fonft,

tlieilg,

biclleidjt,

aicmiid),

gcBcrig,

nBfiditlidi,

bollig,

unrtlid),

I'ielmeBr,

tan in,

fdieinBar,

fo,

PRONUNCIATION.

bait,

noch,

dann,

noilich,

hoite,

morghen,

uibermorghen,

fohrghestern,

voechentlicA,

ghestern.

neerghends,

gayghenuiber,

forby,

eergendvoh,

dorthair,

dort,

dorthin,

tsoozammen,

oontervegs,

voh,

vohhair,

innen,

oussen,

vohhin.

in zo vite,

fuirvahr,

fergaibens,

allerdings,

aibensoh,

aibenfals,

mystens,

nine,

nic/it,

gahr nic/it,

nic/it inemal,

nic/<ts,

frylic/i,

sonst,

tyles,

feelleyec/d,

tseemlic/i,

gehoeri^,

absicAtlic/i.

foelliji,

veerklic/i,

feelmair,

cowm,

shinebahr

zoh.



ENGLISH,

some,

somewhat,

suddenly,

surely,

the .... the,

therefore,

thus,

too.

ENGLISH.

after,

although,

and,

as,

as long as,

as soon as,

because,

before,

both . . . and,

but,

either ... or,

for,

if,

in order that,

lest,

ENGLISH.

according to,

along,

by means of,

in spite of,

instead of,

against,

after,

beside,

by, near,

contrary to,

from,

against,

around,

for,

HOW TO LEARN GERMAN.

GERMAN. PRONUNCIATION. ENGLISH. GERMAN. PRONUNCIATION

Chung, etvass. truly. U'a^rlid), vahrlic/i.

einigcrmn^cn. ineeghermahssen, very. fel)r.
zayr.

plofeUdi, ploetslic/i. well. iud)l. vohl.

ftd)crli(^. sic?ierlic/i, well and good, immcrf)in, immerhin.

}c . . . . befto, yay .... daisto, why. U'nrum, vahroom.

begbnlb. desshalb. willingly. gern. ghern.

dfo. also. yes. i“/
yah.

tsoo. yet. bo(^. dock.

VOCABULARY OF CONJUNCTIOITS.

GERMAN. PRONUNCIATION

.

ENGLISH.

nni^bem. nacAdaim, neither . . . nor.

obgteid). obglic^e. nevertheless.

unb. oont. nor.

bn. dah. not only . . . but

fo Innge alg. zo lange als, or.

fobnlb nig. zobald als. provided.

)ueU, vile. since.

cbc. aihe. that.

fotoobl ... nig nud). zovohl . . . als ouc/i, too.

nbcr. ahber. unless,

entocber . . . obcr. entvaider . . . ohder. until.

bcnn. denn. when.

iucnn. Venn, whenever.

bnmit. dahmit, whether,

bn§ nidit. dass nic/it. while.

GERMAN. PEONUNCIATION.

webcr . . . nodi, vaider . . . noch,

niditgbcftotoenigcr, nictedestovainiger,

nod), noch,

nidit nur . . . fonbcrn, nic/dnoor..sondern,

obcr,

ujcnn nur,

feit,

ba§,

wenn nid)t,

big,

aid,

fo oft,

ob,

wa^tenb,

ohder,

Venn noor,

zite,

dass,

tsoo,

Venn nic/it,

biss,

als,

zoh oft,

opp,

vairend.

VOCABULARY OF PREPOSITIONS.

1.

PREPOSITIONS FOLLOWED BY THE GENITIVE.

GERMAN. PRONUNCIATION. ENGLISH. GERMAN.

iufolge,

langg,

nermittelft,

trofe,

anftatt.

tsoofolge,

laings,

fermittelst,

trots,

anstatt.

during,

notwithstanding,

near,

on account of,

on this side.

nja()rcnb,

ungeod)tct,

uniocit,

tocgen,

bicgfeitg.

2.

PREPOSITIONS FOLLOWED BY THE DATIVE.

cntgcgcn. entgayyen.

nncb. na,ch.

nu§cr. ousser.

bci.

jmuibcr. tsooveeder.

nug. ouss.

of, from. uon,

out of. nufecr,

since. fcit,

to. au, nnd)

with. mit,

within. binnen,

toiber,

urn.

3.

PREPOSITIONS FOLLOWED BY THE ACCUSATIVE.

veeder,

oom,

Mr,

through, by,

towards,

without.

buid),

gegcn.

o|nc,

PRONUNCIATION.

vairend,

oongeac/itet,

oonvite,

vaigen,

deessites.

fonn,

ouBser,

zite,

tsoo, naoJl,

mitt,

binnelk

doorcA,

gayghen.

ohne.
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ENGLISH.

at,

before,

behind,

between,

Remabk

HOW TO LEAKN GEKMAN.

I'RONUNCIATION.
I

ENGLISH. GERMAN.

4. PKEPOSITIOXS FOLLOWED BY THE ACCUSATIVE OK DATIVE.

PRONUNCIATION.

an,

nor,

f)intcr,

jmifrfien.

ann,

fohr,

hinter,

tsvishen.

in,

auf,

uber,

unter.

in,

ouf,

niber,

oonter.
Remabk. These prepositions re.piire the Accusative case when the verb expresses a motion from i i llother; otherwise they take the Dative.

^ ^ motion from one place to the

INTERJECTIONS.

eye

!

B,c.h\

pfueel

hay!

PBONUNCIATION.

I hush !

hurrah !

oh!

odds!

l>ft!

o!

1)0^

!

PKONUNCIATION.

pst

!

yooc/ihay

!

oh !

pots

!

Good morning, good evening,

Good day, good night.

Good-bye, farewell.

Till we meet again.

How are you ?

How do you do ?

I nm well,

I am in good health.

What have you there ?

Where are you going ?

Who knocks ?

Come in.

Where have you been ?

That is (not) true.

You are right (wrong),

I did not say so.

Who has told you that ?

Of whom did you speak ?

Do you understand me?
I cannot understand you.

What do you want ?

I want nothing (nothing at all).

Speak loud (low'.

Don't speak a word.

What are you doing?

What have you done ?

What o’clock is it ?

Sit down.

Come nearer.

Go in [out).

Since when have you been here ?

Since a year, since three weeks.

Since six years, since four months.
You have come too late.

SHORT COLLOQUIAL SENTENCES.
GERMAN.

@uten SKorgen, gutcn 9lbenb,

@utcn Jag, gutc 9?adit,

9Ibe Olbieu), Icbm ©ie t»ol)l,

9tuf 3Biebcrfeben,

9Bie get)t cB 3f)ncn ?

2Bte beftnben ©ie fief) ?

6^ gef)t mir gut,

3d) beftnbe mid) mo^t,

9Bag ^aben ©ie ba ?

3Bc^in gef)en ©ie ?

35Ber f(o)ift ?

itommen ©ie f)erein,

SBo finb ©ie gemefen ?

©)a^ ift (nidit) mat)r,

©ie t)aben 3fed)t (llnrecbt),

3di fagte bag nid)t,

fficr f)at eg 3I)nen gefagt ?

9ion mem t)aben ©ie gcftirodien ?

iicrftc^en ©ie micb ?

3d) fann ©ie nidh ucrftel)eii,

ffiag beviangen ©ie ?

3d) berhinge 9?idttg (garnid)tg),

©t’red)en ©ie laut (feife',

©predien ©ie tein SBort,

2Bag mad)en ©ie ?

9!Bag ^aben ©ie gemad)t (get^an)?

2Bie ijiel Ut)r ift eg ?

©efecn ©ie fid),

Sommen ©ie ndf)ev,

@e^en ©ie f)inein (f)inaug),

2Bie lange finb ©ie fd)on fiier ?

©eit einem 3af)re, feit brei 9Bod)en,

©eit einem f)alben 3abre, feit nicr 3)ionaten,

©ie finb ju fpat gefommen.

PRONUNCIATION.

gooten morghen, gooten ahbend,
gooten ta.g, goote nac/it,

aday (adeeoeh laiben zee voal,

ouf veedersayhen,

vee gayt ess eenen ?

vee befinden zee zich ?

ess gayt meer goot,

ich befinde micA. voal,

vas hahben zee dab ?

voahin gaihen zee?

vair klopft?

commen zee hairine,

voh zind zee gevaisen ?

das ist (nic/it) vahr,

zee haben recM (oonrec?it',

ich zahgte das nicM,

vair hat ess eenen gesaght ?

fon vaim hahben zee gesprochen ?

ferstaihen zee mic/i ?

icii. kann zee nic/tt ferstaihen,

vas ferlangen zee ?

ich ferlange gahrnic/its,

sprec/ien zee lout,

sprec/ien zee kine vort,

vas mac/ien zee ?

vas hahben zee gemacM (getahn)?
vee feel oor ist ess ?

zetsen zee zich,

kommen zee naiher,

gaihen zee hinine (hinouss),

vee lange zind zee shohn heer ?

zite inem yahre, dry wochen,
zite inem halben yahre, feer monahten,
zee zind tsoo spait gekommen.
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ENGLISH.

Pray, tell me,

K you will be so kind.

With your permission,

I beg your pardon,

I beg you ( for it),

I am very sorry.

Don’t be angry,

I could not help it,

It is quite impossible,

You may believe it.

Will you tell me the truth.

Who knocks there ?

Get up, please.

What o’clock is it?

It is six o’clock.

That is too early,

I am still very tired.

When shall I call you ?

At half past six.

At a quarter to seven.

That is too late.

Breakfast is almost ready.

Dress yourselves.

Come downstairs,

I am up first,

It is cold this morning.

Where is the warm water ?

Wash with cold,

I cannot find the soap,

Here it is.

Where is my coat ?

It hangs at the door.

Are you ready ?

Not quite yet.

Be a little quicker,

I am looking for the hairbrush.

Here is also the comb.

Now I am dressed.

Let us go downstairs.

Just wait one moment,

I can wait no longer.

Now, open the door.

Good morning, dear children.

Have you slept well ?

Yes, very well,

Charles, will you have tea or coffee ?

I prefer tea.

Very well, and you Emily ?

Coffee, if you j)lease,

H re is some cold ham.

Are there no boiled eggs ?

No, but poached ones.

Is your tea sweet enough ?

GEKMAN.

aSitte, fagen Sic mir,

aSlcnn Sic fo gut fein fuoHcn,

50?it 3I)rer grlaubni§,

bittc um aScrjcibung (@ntfd)ulbiguug),

3d) bittc Sic barum,

ti)Ut mir fe^r Icib,

Scin Sic nid)t bofe,

3d) tonntc 9?id)t§ bafur,

QS i[t ganj unmoglid),

Sic mogen c§ glaubcn,

SBoUen Sic mir bic SBa^rbeit fagen,

THE EISING.

2Ber tlo);ft ba ?

Stct)ct auf,

aSBic riel Ubr ift c8 ?

&S ift fcd)g Ubr,

ift 3U frul),

3d) bin no<b febt ntubc,

SBann foil i(b cud) metfen ?

Um butb ficben Ubr,

Um cin siertet uor ficben,

ift ju fbat,

griibftud ift faft fertig,

.3icbct eucb an,

j?ommt berunter,

3(b bin auerft auf,

ift talt beute 50?orgcn,

2Bo ift bag marme SBaffer ?

aUafebe bid) mit faltcm,

3(b fann bic Seife nid)t finben,

•ipicr iff fie,

2Bo ift mein Jtod ?

®r bangt an ber Stb^D

aSift bu fertig ?

3f?ocb nid)t ganj,

2Kad)e etmag fd)neHer,

3d) fuebe bic Jg>aarburfte,

,§ier ift aud) ber Samm,
5?un bin id) angc3ogcn,

8abt ung biuunter geben,

aSarte nod) einen aiugenblid,

3d) tann niebt longer marten.

So, nun offne bic Sbutf

BEEAKFAST.

©uten aUorgen, liebe £tnbcr,

§abt ibr gut gefibiafen ?

3a, febr gut,

Sari, toillft bu 2:1)^^ bber Saffee ?

3d) mod)tc tieber Sbcc trinfen,

@ut, unb bu Smilie ?

Saffee, menu id) bitten barf,

©ier ift falter Sd)infen,

Sinb teine getod)ten 6ier ba ?

aiein, aber gefottene,

3ft bein 2b« fi>l gfbiug ?

PRONUNCIATION.

bitte, zahgen zee meer,

Venn zie so goot sine vollen,

mit eerer erloubniss,

ich bitte oom vertsihoong,

ich bitte zee dahroom,

ess toot meer sare lite,

zine zee nicht boese,

ich konnte nic/its dahfuir,

ess ist gants oonmoeglich,

zee moegen ess glouben,

vollen zee meer dee vahrhite zahgen.

vair klopft dah ?

staihet ouf,

vee feel oor ist ess ?

ess ist zex oor,

das ist tsoo frui,

ich bin noch sare muide,

vann soil ich oich vecken ?

oom halp seeben oor,

oom ine feertel fohr seeben,

das ist tsoo spait,

das fruistuick ist fast fairtig,

tseehet oicA ann,

kommt hairoonter,

ich bin tsooairst ouf,

ess ist kalt hoite morghen,

voh ist das varme vasser ?

vashe dicli mit kaltem,

ich kann dee sife niclit finden,

here ist zee,

voh ist mine rock ?

air hangt ann dair tuir,

bist doo fertigf ?

noch nieftt gants,

mac/ie etwas shneller,

ich sooche dee hahrbuirste,

here ist oucli dair kamm,
noon bin ich angetsohgen,

lasst oons hinoonter gaihen,

varte noch inen ougenblick,

ich kann nic/it langer varten,

noon oefihe dee tuir.

gooten morghen, leebe kinder,

hahbt eer goot geshlafen ?

yah, sare goot,

Karl, villst doo tay ohder caffey ?

ich moecft.te leeber tay trinken,

goot, oond doo Amelie?

caffiiy, Venn ich bitten darf,

here ist kalter shinken,

sind kine gekochten eyer dah?

nine, ahber gesottene,

ist dine tay suiss genoogr ?
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ENGLISH.

No, I should like more sugar,
Here is cream, help yourselves.

You eat very little, my daughter,
I am not hungry.
What ails you ?

I have a headache,

I am sorry for that,

I have caught a cold.

Take another cup of tea.

No, thank you, I have enough,
Will you have a little more bread

and butter ?

No, I would rather not eat any more.
We must go now.

It is time for school.

When does school begin ?

In summer at eight o’clock and in

winter at nine.

Then you have not much time to spare.

Farewell, dear parents.

Good-bye, children.

GERMAN.

9?dn, i($ tnocfite nod& etoag ^uifcr,

.^ier ift fcebicnt cud),

iffcft fel)t luonig, meine Jotter,
3d) Bin nid)t |ungrig,

9Bag fc^It bir ?

3d) ^abe ^?opfu)e^,

®ag tl)ut ntir leib,

3(^ Babe nii($ ertaltet,

Srtnfc ned) cine itaffe S^ce,

9?ein, banfe, id) I)abc genug,

aBillft bu nod^ etoag Sutterbrob ?

9?ein, id) ntod)tc tieber nid^tg mebr effen,

2Bir inuffcn nun gel)cn,

®g ift 3fit gur ©d)uie,

2Bann fangt bic ®d)ule an ?

3m ©mnmer urn ad)t Ui)r unb im 2Bintcr

uin ncun,

Dann babt ibr nid)t uiei ^cit ubvig,

Sebt luobl, liebe Sltcrn,

Wbieu, Sinber,

AT SCHOOL.
Let us begin.

Which lesson ?

The first lesson.

Open your books.

Have you got the page?
Yes, we have it.

Are all the pupils here ?

No, three are absent.

Sit down, please,

\Vho is in the next room ?

There are boys and girls.

What are they doing ?

They are learning German,
Stand up, please,

Mary, repeat the lesson,

I have not learnt it. Sir,

Why not ?

I was unwell, yesterday.

The next pupil, then,

I have no book.

Where is your book ?

I Cannot find it.

Did anybody see it ?

Yes, here it is.

Where did you find it ?

It was lying on the floor.

Begin to read now.

That is enough,

I hear the bell ring.

It is twelve o’clock.

You may go out.

Be quick, please.

Open the windows,

Come, let us play.

8a|t ung anfangen,

ffielde Slufgabe ?

®ie erfte Seftion,

9Jiad)t bic 93iid)cr auf,

§abt ibr bic ©cite ?

3fl/ mir baben fie,

©inb alle ©(^iiler bier ?

9?ein, eg feblen brei,

©e^t eu(^,

®er ift in ber nad)ften ©tube ?

(SS finb Snaben unb aKdbd)en ba,

2Bag tf)un fie ?

©*ic Icrncn bcutfd),

©tebt auf, bitte

9Karie iuiebcrbole bie Wufgabc,

3d) b<rBe fie niebt gelernt, mein .^err,

SBarum nic^t ?

3d) mar geftern unmobb
®ic nod)fte ©d)uterin, benn,

3cb b«Be fein 93ud),

2Bo ift bein 93ud) ?

3d) tann eg nid)t finben,

.§at femanb eg gefeben ?

3n, bier ift eg,

SBo boftbu eg gefunben ?

6g lag auf ber @rbe,

gangt an gu lefcn,

®ag ift genug,

3db bore bie Olode Iduten,

6g ift gmolf Ubr,

3br biirft binauggeben,

S0?ad)t fd)nell,

SDeffnet bic f^enfter,

^i'ommt, mir moUen fpielen.

PRONUNCIATION.

Nine, ich moechte noch etwas tsoocker,
here ist rahm, bedeent oich,

doo issest zare vainig, mine tochter,
ich bin nicM hoongrigr,

vas failt deer?

ich hahbe kopfvay.

das toot meer lite,

ich hahbe mic/i erkeltet,

trinke noch ine tasse tay,

nine, danke, ich hahbe genoo^,
villst doo noch etwas butterbroht ?

nine, ic/i moechte leeber nic/tts mair essen,
veer muissen noon gaihen,
ess ist tsite tsoor shoole,

vann tangt dee shoole ann ?

im zommer oom acht oor oond im vinter

oom noin,
dann hahht eer nic/tt veel tsite uihri^.
laibt vohl, leebe eltern,

adioe, kinder.

lasst oons anfangen,

velc/ie oufgahbe ?

dee airste lecteeohn,

mac/it dee buicAer ouf,

hahbt eer dee zite?

yah, veer hahben zee,

zind alle shuiler heer?
nine, es failen dry,

zetst oic^,

vair ist in dair naichsten stoobe ?

ess zind knahben oond maidcAen da,
vas toon zee ?

zee lernen doitsh,

staihet ouf, bitte,

Maree, veederhole dee oufgahbe,
ich hahbe zee nic/d gelernt, mine herr,
varoom nic/it ?

ich vahr ghestern oonvohl,
dee naic/tste shuilerin, denn,
ic^ hahbe kine booc/i,

voh ist dine booc/t ?

ich kann ess niedt finden,

hat yaimand ess gesaihen ?

yah, heer ist ess,

voh hast doo ess gefoonden ?

ess lahg ouf dair airde,

fangt ann tsoo layzen,

das ist genoojf,

ich hoere dee glocke loiten,

ess ist tsvoelf oor,

eer duirft hinousgaihen,

maeftt shnell,

oeflFnet dee fenster,

kommt, veer vollen speelen.
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KNOLISH. OEHMAN. PRONUNCIATION.

DINNER.

e

At what o’clock do we dine?

We usually dine at three o’clock,

To-day it will be later,

And why so?

Because we have visitors.

When will dinner be ready?

At half past three at the latest,

I shall he here in time.

Is the table laid ?

Yes, the soup is on the table.

Do you like soup ?

Yes, especially bouillon.

Will you take a little of this fish ?

Yes, I am very fond of salmon,

A little beef, if you please.

Do you like it boiled or i ousted ?

The boiled looks very nice,

What will you drink ?

A little claret with water, please.

Here, help yourself,

This is apple-tart,

I would prefer some of these prunes.

You have excellent fruit.

Oh yes, hand me your plate.

Now a little cheese to finish up with.

Thank you, I never eat cheese.

Let us take a walk.

Where shall we go ?

Into town.

Why not to the country ?

Because I have purchases to make.

We can go to the country to-morrow.

Wait a moment.

Have you to go to many shops ?

No, only three or four.

To whom do you go first ?

To Mr. Smith in Elm Street,

Is that your tailor ?

Yes, I have ordered a new suit from

him.

Can you recommend him ?

Oh yes, he gives very good materials

and is not dear.

Do his garments fit well ?

Not always, but they fit better than

those of Mr. Brown,

Is there a good shoemaker in town?

Yes, Mr. Miller is the best.

What building is this ?

It is the town-house.

Where does this street lead to ?

Urn ioic uld lU)r fiseifen i»ir ?

'-Hlir fpeijen geico[)nlicb urn brei Ul)r,

Jocutc iuirb e§ fpdter fein,

Unb ioavum bag ?

2Bcil l«ir SSefud) ()aben,

2Bann iuirb bag iUiitlageffcn fevtig fein ?

Urn I)al6 »icr Ul)r ipdteftcng,

3d) werbe liiinftUd) t)icr fein,

3 ft ber Stfd) gebedt ?

3 a, bic ift aufgctragen,

(Sffen ®ie gern ?

3 a, befonberg glcifd)fu))i3 C,

SBollcn ©ie etoag ijon biefem gtief) ?

3 a, id) effe 8ad)g fet)r gern,

(fin wenig iJiinbflcifd), A'cnn id) bitten barf,

I'iebon ©ic eg gcfod)t ober gebraten ?

Dag getoebte fiel)t fc[)r gut aug,

Sltag njollen ©ic trinten ?

(fin iucnlg 3iott)n)cin mit aBaffer,

.§icr bcbicncn fie fid),

Dicg ift 9lbfelfud)en,

3 d) mbd)te lieber einige uon biefen iflflaumcn,

©ie I)aben »0T3uglid)e f^rotfite,

3an)obl
;
geben ©ie niir 3 t)ren fCetler,

9(un etluag ftdfe juin ©d)lu§,

Dante, id) effe nie itdfe,

THE WALK IN THE TOWN.

JBir tnollen fisnjleren ge()en,

2Bo wollen fi'ir t)inge()en ?

3 n bie ©tabt,

SBarum nid)t auf’g Sanb ?

2Beit id) (fintdufe ju niad)en l)abe,

2Bir fonnen morgen auf’g 8anb gef)en,

ffiarten ©ie einen 9(Ugcnbhct,

Oaben ©ie oicle ffdben 3U bcjud)en ?

9?ein, nur brei big oicr,

mem gc()en ©ie juerft ?

.fierm ©d)mibt in ber IKmcnftrafie,

3 ft bag 3 t'^ ©d)neiber?

3 a, id) babe einen neuen 9(njug bci i()in

befteUt,

ftonnen ©ie i()n emjjfeblen ?

O ja, er glcbt febr gute ©toffe unb ift nid)t

t()cuer,

©ifeen feine flteibunggftucte gut ?

91id)t iinmer, abet fie fifeen beffer alg bie beg

Joerrn 33rmun,

(Slebt eg einen guten ©d)ut)inad)er in bet

©tabt ?

3a, J^etr 90?uUer ift ber befte,

2Bag fiir ein ©ebdube ift biefeg ?

6g ifl bag 91at()()aug,

28of)in ful)rt biefe ©tra§e ?

oom vee feel oor spisen veer ?

veer spisen gevoehnlicfe oom dry oor,

hoite veerd es spaiter sine,

oonil vahroom das?

vile veer besooc7t hahhen,

vann veerd das mittagessen fairtig zine?

oom halb feer oor spaitestens,

io/t vairde puinktlic/i heer sine,

ist dair tish gedeckt?

yah, dee sooppe ist oufgetraligen,

essen zee gairn sooppe ?

yah, besonders flishesoopiie,

vollen zee etwas fon deesem fish ?

yah, \ch esse lacks sare gairn,

ine vaini^ rindllishe, venn ic/i, bitten darf,

leeben zee ess gekoc/(t ohder gebrahten ?

das gckoclite zeet sare goot ous,

vas vollen zee trinken ?

ine vainig rothvine mit vasser.

Here bedeenen zee zich,

dees ist apfclkooclien,

Ic7/, moec/ite leeber inige fon diesen

pfloumen,

zee hahben fortsuiglic/te fruic/ite,

Yah vohl, gaiben zee meet eeren teller,

noon etwas kaise tsoom shlooss,

dunke, \ch esse nee kaise.

veer vollen spatseeren gaihen,

voh vollen veer hingaihen ?

in dee statt,

varoom nicTit oufs land ?

vile ic/i inekoife tso machen hahbe,

veer koennen morghen oufs land gaihen,

varten zee inen ougenblick,

hahben zee feele laiden tso besooc/icn?

nine, nur dry biss feer,

tsoo vaim gaihen zee tsooairst ?

tsoo herrn Shmitt in dair oolmenstrahsse^

ist das eer shnidcr ?

yah, \ch hahbe inen noien antsoog by eem
bistellt,

koennen zee een emphailcn?

oh yah, air geebt sare goote stoffc oond

ist nic/tt toier,

sitsen sine klydoongsstuioke goot ?

nic/(t immer, ahber zee sitsen besser als

dec des herrn Brown,

geebt es inen gooten shoemacter in dair

statt ?

yah, herr Muiller ist dair beste,

vas fuir ine geboide ist deeses?

ess ist das rahthouse,

vohin fuirt deese strahsse?
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It leads to the river,

Where is the station ?

Not far from here, about five minutes

walk.
How many inhabitants has this town ?

Between eighty and ninety thousand.
Have you good schools here ?

Yes, very good schools,

To whom does this beautiful house

belong ?

It belongs to a rich merchant.
Here we are at the harbor.
Are there many vessels here ?

Yes, sometimes,

Would you like to come with me?
Where are you going?
Into the wood to gather flowers.
Is it a nice walk ?

We shall go along the river.

How do we get to the other side ?

We have to cross a bridge.

Shall we pass through any villages ?

Only through one,

How sweet the flowers smell

!

Do you see those high trees ?

They are oak-trees.

Yonder are also fir-trees.

Do they also grow vines here ?

Very little, the soil is not good.
The corn will soon be ripe.

The harvest is to begin next week.
Are the peasants industrious ?

They complain of bad times,
I have not seen many cattle.

The oxen and cows are in the stables.
When will the sheep be shorn ?

In a few days,

I begin to get tired.

We have walked only three miles.
We can rest a little.

Don’t sit on the grass,

It is very damp.
Come here under this tree,

The shade is very agreeable,
I should like to live in the country,

Supper is served.

Come to the table,

I am very hungry.
What will you take ?

Some cold meat, please.

Beef or mutton ?

Have you no ham ?

©ie fi'iBrt 311 fccm

2Bo ift bor Sa^n^of ?

3i'id)t U'cit »on I)icr, eh»a funf SKinutcn,

2Bic ride (Simrolmcr fiat biefe ©tab! ?

^'uifcDcn aditgig unb imuigig taufenb,
^’atcn ©ie gutc ©cfiulcn liter ?

3a, iel)r gate ©dmien,
aSem gctibrt biefeg fduMtc |»aug ?

6-g gd)6rt cinem veictien ffaufmann,
3c^t finb luir am Chifen,

©inb ride ©d;iffe :^ier ?

3a, guireilen,

THE WALK IN THE COUNTEY.
§a6t ilir ?uft mit mir gu fommen ?

2Bo gef)ft bu ^lin ?

3n ben 2Balb, urn SSfumcn gu iipcfen,

3ft eg ein fdioncr Spagiergang ?

2Bir trerben ben glu§ enttang gdien,
SBie tommen irir anf bie anbere ©eite ?
SBir I)aben fiber eine Sritde gu gefien,

SBerben irir bnrdi ®6rfer giaffiren ? /

9fur burd) eineg,

3Bie fdirn bie 'Btumen riedien

!

©idift bn fene liolien 'Baume?
6g finb ©idien,

®ort bruben finb andi Sonnen,
SBirb l)ier and) 2Bein gebaut ?

©et)r irenig, ber Boben ift nidit gut,
“ISag ©etreibe irirb balb reif fein,

®ie Srnte foil nadffte 2Bodie beginnen,
©inb bie Baueru arbeitfam ?

©ie flagen fiber fdiledite ^eiten,

3* babe nicfit rid Biel) gefelien,

Die Odifen unb ifitbe finb in ben ©tallen,
SBann irerben bie ©dfafe gefdioren ?

3n einigen Sagen,

3cb fangc an mube gu irerben,

2Bir finb nur brei DJfeilen gegangen,
2Bir fbnnen ung ein irenig augrulien,

©cfee bid) nidit ing ©rag,
©g ift fefir feudit,

itomm unter biefen Baum,
Der ©diatten ift febr angenelim,

3 rf> modite gern anf bem f?anbe leben,

SIIPPEE.

Dag atbenbeffen ift aufgetragen,

it’ommt gu Jifdie,

3di bin febr bungrig,

2Bag irollen ©le effen ?

©tirag falteg gleifdi, bitte,

Sfinbfleifd) ober aJammelfleifd) ?

•&aben ©ie teinen ©diinfen ?

PRONUNCIATION.

zee fuirt tsoo daim flooss,

voh ist dair bahnhof ?

nic^t vite fon here, etwa fuinf minooten,

vee feele inevohner hat deese statt ?

tsvishen ac/ittsig oond nointsig tousent,
hahben zee goote shoolen here ?

yah, sare goote shoolen,

vaim gehoert deeses shoene house ?

ess gehoert inem ric/ten koufmann,
yetst zind veer amm hahfen,
zind veele shiff'e here ?

yah, tsoovilen.

haht eer loost mit meer tso kommen ?

voh gaihst doo hin ?

in dain valt 00m bloomen tsoo pfluicken,
ist ess ine shoener spatseergang ?

veer vairden dain flooss entlang gaihen,
vee kommen veer ouf dee andere zite ?

veer hahben uiber ine bruicketsoo gaihen,
vairden veer doorch doerfer passeereh ?

noor doorch ines,

vee shoen dee bloomen reechen !

zeest doo yaine hohen boime ?

ess zind eyechen,

dort druiben zind ouch tannen,
veerd heer ouch vine gebowt,
zare vainig, dair boden ist nic^it goot,
das getride veerd bait rife sine,

dee einte zoll naic/iste vocAe beginnen,
zind dee bowern arbitesahm,
zee klahgen uiber shlec/tte tsiten,

ich hahbe nicAt feel fee gesaihen,
dee ocksen oond kuihe zind in dain stellen,
vann vairden dee shahfe geshoren,
in inigen tahgen,

icA. fange ann muide tsoo vairden,
veer zind noor dry milen gegangen,
veer koennen 00ns ine vainig ousruhen,
zetse dicli nicAtt ins grass,

ess ist zare foicAt,

komm oonter deesen bourn,
dair shatten ist zare angenaim,
icA moecAte gern ouf daim lande laiben.

das abendessen ist oufgetrahgen,
kommt tsoo tishe,

icA bin zare hoongrig,

vas vollen zee essen ?

etvas kaltes flishe, bitte,

rindflishe ohder hammelflishe,
hahben zee kinen shinken ?
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ENGLISH.

Oh yes ;
here is also some fish,

It is too late to eat much.

What 'will Charles eat ?

Some bread and milk,

That is a very light supper,

It agrees well with him.

May I trouble you for the salt ?

Give me the pepper, please,

John, bring the oil and the mustard,

I want to mix a salad.

Take this plate,

What is on that plate ?

Fried pike,

I have no appetite,

John, bring some beer.

There are no glasses on the table.

I am very sleepy,

Are you tired, too?

I have worked much to-day,

When do you usually go to bed ?

At ten o’clock or half past ten.

When do the children go to bed ?

They go to bed earlier.

Where is your bedroom ?

On the first story.

Is there a fire in my room ?

Yes, I have lighted one.

Shall I lock the door ?

No, I sleep with my doors open.

GERMAN. *

D ia ;
l)ier i(l aud) gifcl)/

(gg ift ju Biel 3U cfien,

iBirb £arl nel)men ?

S8rot unb 5Kilc(),

Dag ift ein fc^r leid)teg 9l6enbbrot,

(5g befommt i^m felir isolil,

Darf id) @ie urn bag ©alj bitten ?

@eben ©ie miv, bittc, ien iPfeffer,

3ol)ann, bring ©el unb ©enf,

3d) inifl cinen ©alat anma^en,

9(Jel)men ©ie biefen Seller,

Sffiag ift auf fcner ©d)uffel ?

©ebratcner §ed)t,

3 d) ^be teinen Stfsisetit,

3o:^ann, bringe 93icr,

@g finb teine ©lafer auf bem Sifd),

GOING TO BED.

3d) bin febr fd)lafrig,

33 ift bu aud) mube ?

3d) ^abc l)eute Biel gearbeitct,

ffiann ge^en ©ie gelBo^nlid) 3
U 33ott ?

Urn je^n ober l)alb elf Ul)r,

2Bann geben bie £inber fd)lafcn ?

©ie gel)cn fruf)cr ju 33ett

2Bo ift 3 £)I ©d)laf3iminer ?

3m erftcn ©tod,

3 ft ein gcuer in meincm 3>mmer ?

3 ci, id) l)abe ring angemad)t,

©oil id) bie Sl)iire fdfticfen ?

3?ein, id) f(btafe bei offcnen Sbiiren,

FRONUNCIATION.

oh yah, here ist onch fish,

ess ist tsoo spait feel tsoo essen,

vas veerd l^rl naimen?

broht oond milcTi,

das ist ine zare lyecldes abendbroht,

ess bekommt eem zare vohl,

darf ich zee 00m das salts bitten ?

gaiben zee meer, bitte, dain pfefier,

Yohann, bring oel oond senf,

ich vill inen salaht anmac/ien,

naimen zee deesen teller,

vas ist ouf yainer shuissel ?

gebratener hecht,

ich hahbe kinen appeteet,

Yohann, bringe beer,

ess sind kine glaiser ouf daim tish.

ich bin zare shlaifrig,

bist doo ouc/i muide ?

ich babe hoite feel gearbitet,

vann gaihen zee gevoehnlicii tsoo bett ?

oom tsain ohder halb elf,

vann gaihen dee kinder shlafen?

zee gaihen fruiher tsoo bett,

voh ist eer shlaftsimmer ?

im airsten stock,

ist ine foier in minem tsimmer?

yah, ich hahbe ines angemacM,

zoll ich dee tuir shleessen?

nine, ich shlahfe by offenen tuiren.

THE MEETING.

Good morning, sir.

How are you ?

Thank you, I am quite well,

And how is your sister?

She has caught a cold,

Pray, sit down.

Is there anything new ?

I know nothing.

Have you read the newspaper to-day ?

No, I had no time.

Do you still live in your old house ?

No, we have removed.

Were you at the concert yesterday ?

Yes, I am very fond of music.

Why do you visit me so seldom ?

We go out very little;

You must come oftener.

The distance is too great.

Why do you not take the horse-cars ?

©uten fUforgcu, mein ^crv,

2Bie gcl)t eg 3 bm'n ?

3rt) banfe, id) bin fcl)r U'ol)l,

Unb iBie bcfinbet fid) ©d)mcfter ?

©ie l)at fidi ertdltet,

33itte, fegcn ©ie fidi,

©iebt eg eturng Sfcucg ?

3 d) meib gur nidfig,

.^aben ©ie bie beutige ^eitung gelefen ?

fUein, idi l)i>fit ffit'c iftd;

35Bol)nen Sie nedi in •

92ein, )Bir finb umge3ogcn,

2Bavcn ©ie geftern im CiBn 3ert ?

3a, id) tiebe bie KKufif fel)r,

2Barum befud)en ©ie mid) fo fclten ?

3!Bir geben fel)t iBcnig aug,

©ie muffcn buufigei tommcn.

Die ©ntfcrnung ift 3U grog,

SBarum benu^en ©ie bie 35ferbebabn nicbt ?

It does not pass our house, ©ie gebt bei unfevm fiaufe nidit Borbei,

Areyoutogo to the country this summer? 35Berben©ie biefen ©ommer aufg I'anb geljen?

Gooten morghen, mine herr,

vee gaiht ess eenen ?

ich danke, ich bin zare vohl,

oont vee bsfindet zicTi eere shvester?

zee hat zic/i erkeltet,

bitte, zetsen zee zic/j,

geebt ess etvas noies,

ich vise gar nic/ds,

hahben zee dee hoiteege tsiteoong gelaisen?

nine, ich hatte kine tsite,

vohnen zee noc/t in eerem alten house ?

nine veer zind oomgetsohgen,

vahren zee ghestern im eontsert ?

yah, ich leebe dee mooseek zare,

varoom bezooc/ten zee mic/(, zoh zelten,

veer gaihen zare vainig ouce,

zee muissen hoifiger kommen,

dee entfernoong ist tsoo groce,

varoom benootsen zee dee pferdebahn

nicht

?

zee gaiht by oonserem house nicht fohrby,

vairden zee deesen summer oufs land

gaihen

'
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WIOLtSH.

Yes, most likely,

My parents go the seaside.

Give them my best regards.

They will be glad to see you.
Now, I must go.

You are in great hurry,
I have still some calls to make,

Y hen shall I see you again ?

In the beginning of next week.
Next time you must stay longer.

It is fine weather to-day.

Does it not rain ?

No, but it snows.
It hailed yesterday.

Last week there was frost.

Do yop hear the thunder ?

Ites, it thunders and lightens.

The air is very sultry,

The weather is changing.
We shall have severe cold.

The sun shines very brightly,

The sky is quite clear.

During summer we had much rain.

The wund blows very hard.
Snow, ice and hail are signs cf winter.

The storm is over.

It is cloudy.

It is foggy,

Do you see the rainbow ?

The sun will soon set,

1 es, and the moon will rise.

3a, lral)rfdieinlidi,

30?cine gltcrn gel)en an btc Scetuftc,

@ru§en ©ie biefctten non mir,

©tc ircrbcn fid) fraien Sie fcf)en,

9fun mug icg gcgen,

©ie gabcn c§ fcgr eilig,

3d) f)aBe nod) einige 93efud)e p maiden,

SBann iocrbe id) Sie mieberfegen ?

SInfang nad)fter SBodie.

!t)ag nacgfte mol muffen ©ie longer BleiBen,

THE WEATHER.

ift fd)6ne§ SBetter geute,

Mcgnet e§ nicgt ?

92ein, o6er eS fd)neit,

©eftcrn gogelte eg,

@g got oorige 2Bod)e gefroren,

•§6ren ©ie ben T)onnev ?

3o, eg bonnert unb fcligt,

^ie 8uft ift fegr fcgiuul,

Y)og SBetter anbert fid),

ffiir )oerbcn groge jt'iilte Bcfommen,
^)ie ©onne fcgeint fcBr gcll,

Y'er .§immel ift gonj Hor,

3m ©ommer gotten mir oiel 'Jfcgen,

Dcr SBinb btoft fegr ftorf,

©cgnce, 6ig unb $ogel finb 5eid)cn beg

SBinterg,

iSog ©emitter ifl ocruber,

©g ift molfig,

©g ift neBclig,

©ehen ©ie ben fRegenBogen ?

"Die ©onne mirb Bolb untergegen,

3f>/ unb ber 2Ronb mirb oufgegen,

PRONTOCIATION.

yah, hoecAst vahrshinelicA,

mine eltern gaihen an dee zaykuistg,
gruissen zee deezelben fon ineer,
zee vairden zicA froien zee tsoo saihen,
noon mooss icA gaihen,
zee hahben ess sair ilei^,

icA hahbe nocA ineige besooche tsoo

macAen,
vann vairde icA zee veedersaihen ?

anfang naicAster vocAe,

das naicAste mahl muissen zee lenger

bliben.

ess ist shoenes vetter hoite,

raignet ess nicAt ?

nine, aber ess shnyet,

ghestern hahgelte ess,

ess hat foreege vocAe gefrohren,
hoeren zee dain donner ?

yah, es donnert oond blitst,

dee looft ist zare shvuil,

das vetter endert zicA,

veer vairden grohsse kelte bekommen,
dee zonne shinet zare hell,

dair himmel ist gants klahr,
im zommer hatten veer feel raigen,
dair vind blaist zare stark,

shnay, ice oont hahgel zind tsicAen des

vinters,
das gevitter ist foruiber,

ess ist volkigr,

ess ist naybeli^,

zaihen zee dain rayghenbohgen,
dee zonne veerd bait oontergaihen,
yah, oont dair mohnt veerd oufgaihen.

What time is it ?

It is early yet.

What o’clock is it ?

It is a quarter past eight,

My watch is too fast; it is half past

eight.

It is a quarter to nine,

It is going to strike nine.

Yes, in five minutes.

Your watch is tour minutes slow.
Oh, I see it has run down,
You must wind it up,

I have no watch-key with me.
Do you sit up late ?

I cannot go to sleep till midnight.

TIME.

3Bie ft)ot ift eg ?

®g ift noeg frug,

3Bie »iel Ugr ift eg ?

@g ift cin 35icrtcl ouf ncun,

m-ine Ugr gegt uor
; eg ift golB neuti,

@g ift ein SSiertel uor neuu,

©g mirb gleid) neuu fdilogen,

3u/ in fimf SKiuuten,

3gre Ugr gegt »mr 3Rinuteu nod),

O, icg fege fie ift oBgcloufen,

©ie muffen fie ouf3iegen,

3cg goBe feinen Ugrfdiluffel Bci mir,

SteiBcn ©ie longe ouf ?

3(g fonn bor 9.Ritternod)t nicgt fcglofen,

vee spait ist ess ?

ess ist nocA fruih,

vee feel oor ist ess ?

ess ist ine feertel ouf noin,
mine oor gayt fohr

;
ess ist halb noin,

ess ist ine feertel fohr noin,
ess veerd glicAe noin shlahgen,
yah, in fuinf meenooten,
eere oor gayt feer meenooten nacA,
oh, icA sayhe zee ist abgeloufen,
zee muissen zee ouftseehen,
icA hahbe kinen oorshluissel by meer,
bliben zee lange ouf?
icA kann fohr mitternacAt nicAt shlahfen.
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PRONUNCIATION.

Are you just going oflf?

Yes, I am going to Washington,

By which train are you going ?

By the express-train,

AVhen does it start ?

At ten minutes past nine.

Where do we get the tickets ?

Here, at this office.

Have you much baggage ?

I have two tiunks and a handbag.

Put th§m into the baggage-car.

ON THE RAILROAD.

ilBDiIcn ©te bcrreijcn ?

3a, id) gc()c nacf) SSajtpngton,

?02it mctdjcm ircrben ®ie fal^ren ?

9Kit bcm ©d)nctl3ug,

SBann gef)t cr a6 ?

Urn neun Ut)r jcl)!! 5D?inutcn,

iBo Betommt man bic 93idcte ?

.§icr an bicjcm ©d)alter,

^aben ©ie oiel ©c^jad ?

3d) ^abe jwei i?’offcr unb cine 5Reifctaid)c,

©tellen ©ie biejdbcn in ben ©epddinagcn,

Take your seat, the train is about to

start,

Mr. King, where are you going to ?

I am going to New Orleans,

On pleasure or on business ?

I wish to see the exhibition.

How long do you stay ?

Two or three weeks.

When does the train arrive in Wash-
ington ?

At a quarter past ten, P. M.,

Yollen zee ferrisen ?

yah, ich gaihe nac/i AVashington,

mit welc/iem tsooge vairden zee fahren 1

mit daim shnelltsoog,

vann gayt air ab ?

oom noin oor tsain meenooten,

voh bekommt man dee bilyette ?

here ann deesem shatter,

hahben zee feel gepack ?

ich hahbe tsvy coffer oont ine risetashe,

stellen zee deeselben in dain gepeck-

vahgen,

©tcigen ©ie ein, bcr k'ivb ^cfcrt abgel)cn,stigen zee ine, dair tsoog veerd sofort

abgaihen.

,§err £tng, n3Dl)in reifcn ©ic ?

3d) rcife nad) ilfcin ©rIcanS,

3um aScrgnitgen obcr in @cfd)aftcn ?

3di will bic 3tubjtcllung nnfcl)cn,

SBie (angc blcibcn ©ie ?

3mei obcr brei 2Bod)cn,

SBann tommt bcr 3ug in 2Bafl)ington an ?

Urn jcl)n Ul)r funf3cl)n SMinuten 91benbg,

The train is very long, ®cr 3ug ift fcf)r lang,

Conductor, how many carriages is the ©d)affner, auS loie oielcn iffiagcn beftcl)t ber

train composed of? 3^9

Of twenty passenger-cars, three baggage, 9(ug 3h»an3ig iPcrjoncmoagcn, brei ©ulcr;

cars and two engines, ioagcn unb 3luei Socomotiocn

Why do we stop here? ffiarum l)alten loir f)ier an ?

To let another train pass by. Urn cincn anbern 3i>9 '.'orbci3ulaffcn,

Does this train stop at each station ? .gait bicjer 3'tg an jcbcr ©tation ?

No, only at the principal ones, 9?cin, nur an ben .gauplftationcn,

Do you prefer traveling by water or by 9Jcifen ©ic lieber 3U SGafjer obcr 3U Sanbc ?

land?

3u ?anb rcift man jd)ncllcr,One travels more quickly by land.

Can you lend me a time-table ?

I am sorry, I have forgotten mine,

AVe must soon arrive,

The train will stop at once,

I must look after my baggage,

I wish you a happy arrival.

^onnen ©ic inir cincn gal)r^)lan lcif)cn ?

tl)ut mir Icib, id) babe mcinen oergeffen,

2Bir mujfcn balb antomincn,

®cr 3i>9 9t‘'itl) anbnltcn,

3d) mufs nadi meincm ©cpdcf feben,

3d) lounj^e fit's gludlid)c Slntunft,

herr King, vohinn risen zee ?

ich rize nac/t New Orleans,

tsoom fergnuigen ohder in geshaiften?

ich vill dee ousstelloong ansaihen,

vee lange bliben zee ?

tsvy ohder dry voc/ien,

vann kommt dair tsoog in AVashington

an?

oom tsayn oor fuinftsayn meenooten

abends,

dair tsoog ist zare lang,

shaffner, ouce vee feelen vahgen bestaiht

? dair tsoop ?

ouce tsvantsig persohnenvahgen, dry

,
guitervahgen oont tsvy locomoteeven,

varooin halten veer here ann ?

oom inen anderen tsoop fohrby tsoolassen,

belt deeser tsoog ann yaider statsiohn ?

nine, noor an dain houiitstatsiohnen,

rizen zee leeber tsoo vasser ohder tsoo

lande ?

tsoo land rizet maim slineller,

koennen zee meer inen fahrplahn lyhen ?

ess toot meer lite, ic/i. hahbe minen fer-

gessen,

veer muissen bait ankommen,

dair tsoog veerd glic/ie anhalten,

ich mooss nac/i minem gcpeck zaihen,

ich vuinshe eenen ine gluicklic/ie ankoonft.

AVhen does the steamboat start ?

At three o’clock p. m.,

AVhy does it not start earlier ?

It has to wait for the tide,

AVhen have we to be on board ?

An hour before starting.

How long will the passage last ?

Three days and three nights.

ON BOARD A STEAMER.

SCann gcl)t bag '©ampfboot ab ?

Urn 3 Ul)r 9Jad)mittag6,

2Barum gebt eg nid)t friibcr ab ?

@g mug auf bic glut marten,

2Bann mujfcn mir an ®orb jcin ?

Ginc ©tunbe nor bcr 9Ibfal)rt,

®ie langc mirb bkllcbcrfabrtbaucrn ?

ILrci Sage unb brei 9Jdd)te,

vann gaiht dass dampfboat ab?

oom 3 oor nac/tmittags,

varoom gait ess nic7),t fruiher ab ?

ess mooss ouf dee floot varten,

vann muissen veer ann board sine ?

ine stoonde fohr dair abfahrt,

vee lange veerd dee uiberfahrt dowern '

dry tahge oont dry naicMe,
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ENGLISH.

Must I have the baggage examined ?

The custom-house is near the landing,

The sea is very quiet to-day,

We have not left the harbor yet,

It is stormier on the open sea.

Is this your first voyage ?

Aes, and I fear to become sea-sick.

Lie down and rest,

I shall go into the cabin.

The wind has calmed down.
The vessel rolls less now.
Is that land, that I see in the distance ?

Ales, the coast is in sight,

Vie shall soon land, then ?

In a few hours, I hope.

Have you nothing to pay duty on?
Nothing as far as I know.
Good-bye, Captain,

T)?u§ id) ©etsdcf untcrfud)cn laffen ?

PRONUNCIATION.

mooss ich dass gepaek oonterzooc/jen

3olU)cuig iff nal)e bci bcm ganbungsblafeplas tsolhouse ist nahe by daim kndoo'ng«

platse,®ic See ift l)cute felu rufuip

2Edr l)aben ben .§nfen nocfi nid)t rerlat’fen

6^ ift fturmifcfier nuf offener See,

3ft bic^ 3t)rc ev'fte.Secreife ?

3‘)< unb id) fiird)te feetranf 3u iverben,

Seflen Sie fid) nieber unb rulKn Sie,
3d) iret'be in bie itajute gel)en,

T)ev 2Binb l)nt fid) gclegt,

Scfiiff rollt jejit irentger,

3ft bii§ 2anb, bag id) in ber Jerne fef)c ?

3«f bie Jlufte ift in Sid)t,

'Sann tuerben mir bnib lanben?

3n cinigen Stunben, I)offe id),

Onben Sie nid)tg ju rerfteuern ?

9?id)tg, fo riel id) U)ei§,

Slbieu, fiapitain.

dee zay is hoite zare roohiy,

veer hahben dain hafen noc7i nicM fe

lassen,
ess ist stuirmisher ouf offener zay,
ist dees eere airste zayrise ?

yah, oont ich fuirc/ite zaykrank tsoo

vairden,
laigen zee zied needer oont roohen zee,
ich vairde in dee kayuite gaihen,
dair vind hat zic/t gelegt,

dass shiff rolt yetst vaineeger,
is dass land, dass ich in der feme sayhe ?

yah, dee kuiste ist in sic/)t,

dann vairden veer halt landen ?

in ineegen stoonden, hoffe ich,

hahben zee nic/ds tsoo ferstoiern ?

nicTits, zo feel ich vice,

adioe, herr capeetain.

THE WHITE STAG.-25cr tuei^e §irfd).

There W'ent out three hunters bold to the chase.
They’d do for the stag that was white of face,

bo they sat them under the green fir-tree,

V\ here came a strange dream to each of the three.

The First.

I have dreamed a dream that I beat the bush.
Then out rushed the stag awaj% hoosh, hoosh !

The Second.

And than as he sprang at the hounds’ chiff, chaff,
I singed his hide with a ball, piff, paff

!

The Third.

And I, as the stag on the ground I saw.
Blew lustily into th horn, trara

!

So there they lay still and prattled, the three,
AVhilst the white stag bounded across the lea.

And ere the three hunters had seen him right,
He was off and away o’er holt and height,
Hoosh, hoosh

! piff, paff ! trara

!

eg gingen brei 3ctger tuol)l auf bic 33irfcf),

Sie iDolltcn erjogen bcii ircifjcn >§irfcl).

Sic Icgtcn fid) unter ben Jannenbaum,
®a l)attcn bie ®rci einen fcltfamcn Sraum.

® cr S r ftc.

„Wix bat gctrdumt, id) Hot'ft’ an ben ®itfd),

Da raufd)tc ber .§irfd) f)craug, l)ufd), l)ufd)
!"

Der 3 'uc t te.

„Unb alg er fvrang in ber ^mnbe ©efiaff.
Da brannt’ id) il)m auf bag Jell ).'iff, paff!"

Der D ri 1 1 c.

„Unb alg id) ben .CMrfd) an ber Srbe fab.
Da ftieb id) luftig in’g .giorn, trara !"

So lagen fie ba unb fprad)en, bie Drei,
Da rannte ber ioei§e ^iirfd' oorbei.

Unb ef)’ bie brei 3ager ibn reebt gefebn.

So loar er baoon uber Jiefen unb .§ob’n.

•^ufd), bufd)! spiff, paff! Srara

!
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